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PREFACE
To write a truthful

history, Hilaire Belloc has observed, one must know
the towns, the country houses, the landscape, the whole
physical setting of the country of one's studies, one must talk

with old men and
besides reading other people's books; one must peer imaginatively behind the veil of yesteryear. Or, as Russell Kirk
reminds us of
the message of Edmund Burke, to master grand pohcies, "I
must see the
things, I must see the men,"
These, then, are the principles I have brought to the daunting
task of
writing a truthful political history of Chile. The task has
been made the
more daunting because Chile is a country which, because of the prevailing intellectual conceits of the modern world, because
of its own apostasies vis-a-vis those conceits, is, I am quite persuaded,
a country which

women,

lives far

more

in caricature

realistic portraiture. Still,

beyond its remote borders than it does in
such queasiness as I feel springs not from the

expectable disapprobation of those professional political
scientists and
others who have created the caricature, so much as it does
from the
reverence I feel for two who so honored those principles I
have cited at
the outset of this essay in their monumental and imperishable
works,
Alexis de Tocqueville and the Marquis de Custine. *

Those, then, who demand only detached and arid abstraction
will not
it in these pages. To the degree possible,
I have, for thirty years,
explored the towns and the landscape of Chile, and talked
to
find

women young and old,

men and

including the country's last four presidents. But
the quest for original sources has taken me to the weak
and the scorned
as well, including men and women who have
risked their lives and
fortunes fighting against one or another of those self-same
presidents.

I

have spoken to others who have stood at or near the pinnacle of
power,
and I have spoken to those who knew the degradation of exile
or prison^
or both. I have spoken, also, to those who looked on as
outsiders, and I
have read the books of others, many many books.
The sum of it all is a book which strives to be truthful while not
denying an explicit point of view, and even passion at times.
Such a book
may not satisfy those who pretend that neither point of view nor passion
are appropriate to such works. I will leave it to
others to protest that
neither history nor political science lend themselves
to analysis devoid
of point of view, however dissembled, however
disguised. This is particularly true of political or historical studies of
the region of the world
• I

refer,

of course, to

Our Time: The Russian
nai,

I

De TocqueviUe's Democracy in America, and Custine's Journey For

Russie en 1839.

journals of the Marquis de Custine, translated Jrom the oriei-
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know best, Latin America. It is certainly true of the

country which is the

the discovery, so many years
subject of this book, Chile. It was, indeed,
in scholarship on Latin
view"
ago of a suffocatingly prevailing "point of

my own long and arduous
reflection; a search not to
and
study
journey of research, investigation,
nor to prove a preconmine,
one
this
theory,
find facts to fit yet another
own senses to serious
of
my
evidence
the
submit
ceived point; rather, to
phenomena as thoroughly as I couid,
scrutiny, to examine "objective"
That riddle revolved around the disso as to decode a persistent riddle.
and again, between reality
tance I have, for many years, observed, again
images dominating the
the
and
it in the region,

America which impelled

as

I

me

to

embark on

lived and perceived

and history of the region.
gave me pause: Uruguay Uruguay was,
first
which
To take the example
media as The
many years, extolled in scholarship and the mass

literature of political science

for

specialists continued to so
Switzerland of the Americas." Scholars and
1960s, long past the point where it was
refer to the country into the late"Switzerland of the Americas, it was
true if it was ever true at all. By
and economic system, created
political
enjoyed a

meant that Uruguay

which combined to make it
and driven by a European-style population,
political and economic
enlightened
of
island
an enviable and exemplary
about Uruguay, nor even
prosperity in Latin America. This is not a book
will limit myself to a single
about cant in political science, and so I
comment: Uruguay was,

in Latin
in fact, the first full-scale welfare state

much ot the
circumstance which no doubt accounted for
ultimate
and
decline
the
for
accounted
scholarly acclamation, just as it
that country By
of
systems
economic
and
political
collapse of both the
a majority of Uruguayans were
the mid-1960s, I recall quite vividly
they believed the problems of their
telling Gallup and other pollsters that
the view from inside America s
country were beyond solution. That was

America,

a

"Switzerland."
,
two American political
Chile "enjoyed" similar adulation. In 1967,
at the annual meeting ot the
scientists presented a paper on Chile
meeting that year in Chicago
Association,
American Political Science
that, using a variety of
which apotheosized the point. In it, they argued
the same rank arnong the world s
indices, Chile continued then to enjoy
1965: fifth. Fifth, in the
democracies, as they had found it to occupy in
on a comparative
finding
their
entire world. The researchers based
around the
institutions
democratic
analysis of the development of
political
another
Yet
century*
twentieth
world to that point in the
^

•

"Patterns of Development and Democratization.
William Flanigin and Edwin Fogleman,
the
"
The Chilean Senate. Weston H, Agor says
book,
his
In
A n ?I^.i ahve Analysis

explain

opment

equates with pohtical develin Chile, poHtical democracy
5).
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1971, p.

why he beiieves that

Preface
scientist,

viewing their work, observed

that, in the case of Chile, there

was no reason to suppose that the practice of democracy had
not
achieved the same level of development as the facilitating
institutions
themselves, and that there was no reason, either, to
suppose that in
1968, Chile did not

still

from alone; indeed,

if

rank number five. Those analysts were far, far
there were important voices in the political scihistory academies of Latin America, North America, or

ence or modern
Europe expressing contrary views, they were small voices indeed.
Knowing this helps to understand the subsequent furor following the
collapse of Chilean democracy just five years later, in
1973. Indeed, in
1968 Chile was enjoying a ranking as a functioning democracy which
located it ahead of such other states as Austria, Belgium,
France, the
Netherlands, Italy, and Australia (all of which could be disqualified
for
one reason or another— remember, the year of the measurements
was
1967, and the period

measured 1900-1967, updated, as noted, to 1968).
however precise or however narrow the grounds for the ranking,
it
remains that there stood Chile, in the orthodoxy of academia,
trum^
peted inevitably by the echoing mass media as a shining example
of an
extraordinarily successful democracy
The truth, as in the case of Uruguay, was otherwise. In 1968, Chile
was only two years away from becoming the first country of any
consequence in the world freely to elect a Mirxist-Leninist government.
That
event, by itself, would be unimportant only if one
were willing to
Still,

believe that Marxist-Leninist governments, once in
power, deny their

own philosophical essence, which is to exercise power in perpetuity and
monopolistically. There

a good deal more on this subject in the text,remark that history awaits the example of the
Marxist-Leninist regime to relinquish power— or even share it,
for

for the
first

moment,

that matter

is

suffice to

— voluntarily.

But even putting aside the Marxist-Leninist construct,
it remains
that the practice of democracy in Chile had deteriorated
into a series of
dogmatic and unyielding political factionalisms. Expressed differently,
as one eminent Chilean historian has, by 1973,
"not even a vestige"
remained of political consensus; in its stead, there was "the
imperative
necessity of liquidating political and ideological adversaries."*
The present point is this: the Chile of reality, in 1968, in 1970, in
1973, bore very little resemblance to the images so fashionable in Western scholarship and mass media reporting.

More than a few reputations had, in fact, been invested in the confabulation of those images. Many others merely parroted the
confabulators.
•

Gonzalo Vial Correa, "Decadencia, Consensos y Unidad Nacional en 1973,"
in Politico y
Geoestrategia, #36 (Santiago: Academia Nacional de Estudios Politicos
y Estrategicos
19851, p. 19. A former education minister, Vial Correa was an early
member of the
Chilean

Academy

of History.

P"^"^^^

xiv

they wanted to believe: the
paradigm not only of "progressive
cSile of orthodoxy was an exquisite
prescriptions for other countries. To
thought but also of progressive
failed would have demanded
admU that it was the prescription that had
an exercise highly menacing o
repudiation of the theories themselves,
of course an
deputation as an analyst. There was,

And a great number more believed because

^^-^^^

o^s

was that some few Chileans- he
adduce diat what really had happened
with the
hapless Chileans who agreed
generals mainly, and those
Sin'maki'Ag generals-had failed to
Xorl^ciTn!^^^^^^^^
theoreticians that
obstinate were many arnong the
of the paradigm, (So
man who had,
very
for the
Sey reserved their most venomous abuse
paradrgm,
been the very paragon of the

--f-

^-f-^^f^^

Sitll then,

defended the
Frei Montalva. Frei, you see,
''-'^^''^^^'lJl^'';^^l
died not at
that democracy in Chile had
sarv iust as he would declare
hand -^
of the generals, but at the
yes, Frei did describe Allendes
And
Allende.
Salvador
eovernment of
"Marxist " but as "Marxist^
no^ with the empty euphemism,
found
itself. For his pains, Frei
"
as did Allende's Popular Unity
s
world
the
of
priesthood
the
from
himself Umarily excommunicated

Kands

^/.^J-^XS

Se
Sist

immeChile would find
'Xrfwafyet a second reason why
Oy
Me^co
to Hyannis Port, from
itself

di^ely condemned, from Stockholm
Moscow The generals who took power
to

in 1973 quickly

made it plain

--^Y

SaX were

discarding the old order, the one so
^/^
Palme as
-J^^^^^
Olat
Francois Mitterrand and Sweden s
France's
the likes of
and the
soul mates, Cuba's Fidel Castro
well of course, as by Allende's
mtended
they
that
plain
equally
it
Brezhnev. They made

USsi^s Leonid

m

its social framework corone, rigorously traditional
its eco
exuberantly free market
poratist in its political structure,

To build a

new

m

Times^
remark in his epochal work. Modern
™M Paufjohnson would
mcoman
deposed
only
not
had
Pinochet Ugarte

the regime of Augusto
opted to "reverse the growrfi o^[
petenf Marxist-Leninist, but had
ot
f^
to market forces on the lines
economy
and open the
nublic sector
-hficresult, Chile suffered ^he Idndo
'othei pSfic economi el'' As a
(Vil
Korea, Singapore and Taiwan.t
South
Thailand,
tion directed at
.

-

1975.
t Paul lohnson,

Harper

&

Modern

Row, 1983],

Tinges:
p.

725.

The World from the Twenties

to the

Bghties (New York:
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and severe ostracism notwithstanding, Chile would come to
share another distinction with those countries: its economy
actually
grew and prospered.)
Yet another author, of yet another remarkable work,
the aforementioned Marquis de Custine, wrote that "nothing
colossal is obtained
ification

without pain." The

needs be that the end sought is worthy of the
proposition not to be confused with the-endsjustifies-the-means, since we are talking about nation-building
strate-"
test

pain, of the exertion

(a

not moral choices). Although at the very beginning, Chile's
new
dimly glimpsed the task before them— if, indeed, they
understood it at all— the goals they would eventually set were
colossal.
Yet it needs be remembered that the condemnation of
them began the
gies,

rulers only

moment

their goals, and the ends they intended to pursue
to achieve
them, became visible. This was long before "human rights" violations
could become the club with which to bludgeon them. They
continued
to be bludgeoned even when, years later, the success
of their endeavors
in building a Chile far sounder and saner and healthier
for most Chileans could any longer be seriously doubted.
Human rights abuses there were, and some would continue for too
many years. That these abuses were far fewer than those committed in

the

name

of "progressive" revolutions in no

need also be remarked that those

way excuses them;

yet

it

least Willing to forgive Chile tend to be

those most willing to exculpate the wrongs committed in
the name of
such "progressive" revolutions as those of the Soviet Union, Cuba,
Nicaragua, and the China of Mao.
I have, in the preceding paragraph,
insinuated a theorem: a government, and most certainly a revolutionary government, must be
judged
ultimately by the question: do those who have ruled leave
their country
better off than when they found it? In the case of the
revolutions cited
above, the ones which find so many apologists among
Western literati
and intelligentsia, the answer is clearly and resoundingly no. In
the case

of Chile,
tions,

I

believe that a jury of honest judges, unshackled by
preconcepfind that the answer is yes.

would

I hear already what Russell Kirk has called
"the howl of the fanatic,"
causing the modern mob to bow down before "the stony idols
of Unreason and Devastation," demanding, for example, that "South Africa
be
reduced to the happy condition of Uganda or Chad." Or
Chile to the
"happy condition" of Cuba or Nicaragua.
I said, a few lines ago, that this revolution
without recognition has
created a better Chile for most Chileans. Perfection is not
part of the
human condition, though we properly aspire to approach it. In the case
of Chile, the striving is made more vexatious by the reality
that Chile is
truly a house divided against itself; there dwell in that land a
hard core

P'^"^^^
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percent o
revolutionaries-perhaps as much as 10
power fo
absolute
than
for nothing less
the populace-who will settle
of
fullness
the
in
conceivable,
prescriptions. It is

of Marxist-Leninist

hemselves and their

wxthm

might earn to -e-st
that these violence-prone fanatics
fade away The more cru
mainly
will
the system; more probably, they
"legalistic" Cornmumst and
questi;n is whether the ostensibly
outbwed-would also agree to accommoSocialist parties-both now
decade
the violent path they too, chose a
date to the system, renouncing
accommodagenuine
accept
would they
ago And if they were to do so,
would they view
parties in France and Italy, or

tS
ll

tion,^ do Communist

means for
past, as merely a malleable
the ystem, as they did in Chile's
permanent power? True accomachieving heir own ends: total and
achieves a level of true
moLion will be possible only when Chile
Marxist-Leninists in Chile reconcile hem^
political maturity when the
have lost, irrevocably the ability to
selves to the proposition that they
who would argue that they
mpose their wilL There are, of course, those
and in a narrowly formal
1970,
to
did coexist within the system prior
that "they" referred to
degree
the
to
only
sense that is true. But it is true
party
relatively sane wing of the Socialist
the Communist party and the
opporand
weaknesses
exploited the

both of which patiently probed and
within the system was never true o
of the system, coexistence
which put Allende in power, and t is
the radicals within the coalition
that
then, an idle flummery to suppose
even less true of them today It is,
either can
gun
of
a
barre
the
of
out
those who believe that power grows
country
and/or accept peacefully the new
or will lay down their arms
constellaThe end result of this
which has been raised up around them.
a
internal strife and vidence
of
state
continuing
tion of factors is a
to
violence
of
images
who use
circumstance easily exploited by those
to control the violence
attempting
those
but
violent,
the
indict not
vocal and very visible-There is yet another small minority-very
professional of
political
the
anathema:
for whom the new Chile is
citizens ^^o yearn yet fo a
yesteryear and a few (not many) ordinary
difHculty of incorporating this group
past that is mainly illusion. The
o
obvious. But, because of their network
Into a consensual democracy is
ar
powerful
are
they
alliances,
ideological

Stt

international political and
or to the loyalties they actually
out of proportfon to their own numbers,

be

that Chile continues to
''Th^rTfs yet another factor likely to assure
indictment of those who demand levels
subject to outside hectoring: the
ch
forms and practices of democracy wh
of purity and perfection in the
the
among
of
unheard
utterly
exisTmainly in theory and which are
democracy now emerging in
The
World.
Third
the
of
nations
Juggling
better than what is
however,
is,
It
CWk is neither pure nor perfect.
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most of tlie rest of the civilized world. And, to return to the
point of departure: the great majority of Chile's citizens are, in the
meantime, clearly better off than they were in 1970, their country a
sounder and saner place, better able to provide for the future of its
available in

citizens. In 1988, at least, there

can be little serious dispute that most
citizens of Chile are demonstrably better off than the
inhabitants of the tottering democracies of surrounding countries:
Peru, Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay Yet those countries continue
to
bask in the uncritical admiration of the world's "progressives" simply
(that

word again)

because they are nominally democratic; few examine the texture of
those democracies too closely, and fewer yet bother to observe that
those governments are impoverishing their populations. The latter

seems not to matter to those who live in ease and luxury elsewhere, so
long as the impoverishing is done within a "democratic" framework.
But this is not a book about those countries either. Nor even about
Salvador Allende. But, in the measure that the AUende years would

become the chasm between past and
devoted to chronicling those years.

present,

much

of the

book

is

A few words about them are in order

here.

He

called

it

la via chilena al socialismo, the

Chilean path to social-

what Salvador Allende Gossens gave Chile was a nightmarish
journey without maps. There was but d single objective at the end of that
road, and that objective was power, including the power to destroy,
forever, the power of those who would oppose him or his heirs
in
Marxism.
ism, but

He never had any real chaUce of reaching that objective, because he—
and those who accompanied him— were a minority, not only in the
land, but even within the coalition that put

him into the presidency
so he plunged the country into a thousand days of strife and
lawlessness, ending in economic ruin and civil war, the fabric of Chilean
society torn to tatters. But as the damage had begun long before, so it
would take long years to repair it.
And

That is the reality of Chile, of Allende, of the years since, a reality so
radically at odds with the image incomprehensibly fashionable, even
now, fifteen years after Allende's fall. To this observer at least, those
images often appear as though in a time warp, judgments formed then,
not to be reviewed since: on the one side, the images of Allende as a
humanitarian crusader fighting for a better life for the country's underdogs; on the other, those of the men who struck him down—
mad barons
of privilege, domestic and foreign.
Salvador Allende, as we have already remarked, was not some freak
phenomenon suddenly exploding onto Chilean life, a guided missile
bringing to Chile the clash between capitalism and communism. If he
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Cold
had been, his example would be little more than a curiosity of the
political process
a
of
culmination
the
contrary,
the
on
was,,
He
War.
and of social
already fifty years old when he lurched into the presidency,
ruin. Even
its
lead
to
forces as old as the enlightened republic he would
claim to
serious
lay
could
he
his programs— for such limited time as
those of
from
distinguishable
hardly
were
having conscious programs—
been
for a
had
they
nor
Democrats,
Christian
the
rivals,
his principal

number of years. There was, indeed, very little "revolutionary" about
him in the Chilean context of his era, which made the more beguiling
yet the siren song that disguised its totalitarian trap.
World counIn that light, Ailende stands as a lesson for those Third
"totalitarian
the
called
has
tries entranced by what Jean Franqois-Revel

Ailende
temptation." The temptation is reinforced by the illusion that
widely
so
system
democratic
authentic
an
of
tradition
marched in the
is simply
solvency
that
its
America,
Latin
in
particularly
admired,
asserted as a matter of faith. The lie will perish only after the bramble of
what
cant is cleared away, and Chile's political processes are seen for
the
but
civilization,
of
a
flowering
they really were by 1973: not the
deflowering of a society.
There is a lesson in all of this that goes beyond, that transcends
Ailende, that transcends the generals and the free market technocrats
who followed him, and it is a lesson of much larger and more lasting
value. It is fashionable for those of us of the self-assured ("developed")
nations to imagine that we cannot learn from the misadventures of the
certainly
"lesser" states. Indeed, we view the developing world— and

with Latin America— with a special kind of contempt:
through the prism of our issues, of the ones that matter to us. As if those
no
"lesser" states had no history, no past, no traditions, no will, no force,
destiny of their own.
In the case of Ailende, international cross-currents, such as the conof the turflict between capitalism and communism, surely were part
powerful
very
real
and
very
into
the
diluted
were
also
they
bulence. But
mainstream of Chilean reality, a reaUty with intellectual headwaters as
old and as vital and as autochthonous as the competing outside ideoAilende
logies themselves. The ideas that coalesced in collision under
inert
body
onto
an
grafted
were not imperatives imposed from without,
these
Rather,
pig.
guinea
convenient
politic, as if Chile were a kind of
for
ideas represented forces that had been evolving within the country
leaders.
its
and
country
the
personality
of
the
to
adapted
many years,
the
In the case of Pinochet, volumes have been written force-fitting
regime into elaborate political science constructs. Others have
attempted to assess the regime in terms of political developments,
Chun Hoo
leaders, or movements elsewhere, from Franco's Spain to

this is the case
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Hwan's Korea. Almost

all coincide:

the general's

most egregious

error

has been his refusal to return to the political system in place before
AUende. Except for a passing phrase or two, none I have seen locates the
behavior of the Pinochet regime within the one philosophical and ideological

framework which does underpin

it:

the very Chilean antecedent

of the Portalian Republic, the nineteenth -century creation
of Diego
Portales that laid the foundations for the subsequent growth and development of the Chilean nation, of Chilean democracy.

Unless these propositions are understood, then the true message of
Chile will be lost, and it is a message as real as the daily agonies of the

now coping with the unfamiliar and frightening spectres
of debt, social fragmentation, and chronic economic malaise.
rich countries

Chile went through this, over fifty beguiling years of it, until the
wrong that had been done could no longer be evaded. To the point: Chile
lived through the experience of sliding into political

and economic
bankruptcy while the outside world marveled at the system's capacity
to extend the frontiers of social and political opportunity. What really
happened? As to social opportunity, the economic vitahty of the country was being sapped and drained until it finally could promote the
general welfare of no one; the rich had been leveled, but so too had the
poor.

As

liberty,

to political expansion, instead of securing the blessings of
long years of demagoguery had treated a legacy of a society torn

asunder, irreconcilably polarized. It happened because Chile's political
leaders repeatedly opted for policies that bought quick pohtical
advantage at the expense of weakening the
nation.

It

economic foundations of the
happened because they practiced the politics of Polyanna, a

promise of plenty for all at the expense of responsibility, promises paid
for by deficit spending, by browbeating business, by spreading
state
control, and finally, having divided classes, by pitting them against one
another, the better to conquer them.
The men who took command of Chile's destinies in 1973 understood
this, or came to understand this, and they understood it in terms
indigenous to their own experience, to their own country The political model
they sought was not, then, imported, but one rooted in what they
perceived to be the true strength of their own historic past. And so they
saw their task in the same terms as did Portales, 140 years before: not as
mere arbiters between competing bands, but as the builders of a new and

The evidence, in this crucial year of transition, seems
to suggest that they have succeeded, despite the hostility and despite
sturdier country.

the harassment of both superpowers, and of virtually every major nation
on the planet. The final verdict must, of course, await time and history
In ways that will surprise and even annoy North Americans and
Europeans, Chile is and has been a valid laboratory— in microcosm, to
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the same
be sure, but valid all the same— for testing many of
world. Details
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choices we have faced and must yet face in the
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but
the
space;
and
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do not.
make,
must
leaders
their
and
men
that
for ordering societies
Chile's men
what
chronicle
effort
to
honest
an
represents
This book
consequences they had to
and leaders did, the choices they made, the
view. But then, how
cope with. I confessed at the beginning to a point of
something had
that
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The Crucible

THE PLACE
by now a cliche to point out that each of the twenty
traditional
republics' south of the Rio Grande is an entity
unto itself, each with its
own eccentricities. There is really no need to prove that one
is more
eccentric than the next, and yet Chile represents
It is

an irresistible tempta-

tion.

To begin with, there is the matter of geography Chile is
so unusual
that once spied on the map, one knows, to paraphrase
an old jingle, there
IS nowhere else in the world quite like
it. For example: "Chile stretches
2,625 miles along the South Pacific coast and averages only
120 miles in
width. At its very widest, far south at the Strait
of Magellan, the width
reaches 312 miles, and at its narrowest spot, lUapel,
it is but 56 miles
wide^"2 One imagines this lump of geographical
ludicrousness in the

hands of Rostand, immortalizing its ungainly shape
much as he did
Cyrano's nose. Lesser writers struggling to describe
Chile have envisioned the land as an eel (of the knobby and nibbled
deft

variety, presumsnake (uncoiled, of course), and a twig (but stripped
of its
branches, forsooth), or my own favorite, "a bell
rope full of knots and
kinks
hanging down the west coast of South America. "^
I prefer that because it conveys a
sense of physical detachment, which
is one of the four or Hve basic keys to
understanding Chile. A Chilean
political scientist, Claudio Vehz, wrote some
years ago that "for the last
century and a half, Latin America has been a faithful
echoing chamber
for every political noise uttered in the more
civilized regions of the
Northern Hemisphere. "4 Chile was no exception. But unhke
other
ably), a

.

.

.

Latin

nations, Chile ingested ideas in lonely seclusion,
in an isolation perhaps
without parallel anywhere else in the industrial world.
Consider: Chile's nearest western neighbor of any
consequence

New

is

Zealand, across 5,500 miles of the South Pacific. Chile's
eastern
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Andean mountains, including no
borders are formed by a solid wall of
six thousand meters (19,200 teet)
towering
fewer than twenty- five peaks
volcanoes. To the north is the
active
of
or higher and literally dozens
world's most barren
Atacama Desert, six hundred miles of some of the
four hundred
not fallen
desolation, including spots were rain has
At
senudesert.
miles wide of
years followed by a strip four hundred
emptithe
beyond,
Tierra del Fuego, and

m

Chile's southern tip is frigid
ness of Antarctica. In all, desert to the north,

mountams

to the east, ice

to the south, and ocean to the west.*
early as a maritime
As a result, Chile looked to the sea and developed
all the way to San Franextended
reach
naval
Chile's
power. By 1851
muscle even to jostle Uncle Sam.^
cisco- it possessed enough maritime
to organize a federal
Trade also gave Chile the means—and the need—
of a broadly based
development
bureaucracy, an important factor in the
Latin nations,
other
most
to
contrast
state apparatus. It was in sharp
so small, the
governments—
shoebox
where small cliques operated
have been filed in just about that space. In Chile,
affairs of state

could

role in the
government began early to assume an active and expanding
depenand
stability
citizenry, a phenomenon engendering

lives of the

dence.

THE PEOPLE
.la gents que produce es tan granada,
tan sobezbia, gallarda y belicosa, que
no ha sido pot ley jamas regida ni a
.

.

extranjeio dominio sometida.^

the formation of
Isolation fostered another, profounder phenomenon:
that a distinelusive
So
elusive.
is
it
as
distinct
a Chilean character,
confess that
Chilean writer would writhe and grope and finally

guished
intellectual and artistic
Chile is "a country that is characterized by its
a style of its own in
creating
preoccupations [but it] has not succeeded in
seemingly insigthese
itself
which the national soul can recognize
transcendental:
and
deep
something
of
nificant facts are the symptoms
man, and this
typical
our
in
detected
been
yet
something has not
.

prevents

him from externalizing his

.

.

real personality"'

laureates in poetry, lor

two Nobel
This
is as much a part of Chile's
transcendental"
and
deep
"something
this
Its character bespeaks
country
reality as the high Andes that cradle the
good nature
unaffected
naturalness,
spontaneity and independence and
is

a country that has nurtured
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masking carefully concealed toughness, and a quality of kindness and
generosity— of amabilidad, the evocative Spanish word every visitor
soon learns must have been coined to describe Chileans. The great

Colombian novelist Gabriel Garcia Marquez has expanded provocatively

on

this

theme:

much like their country in a certain way They are
the most pleasant people on the continent, they like being alive, and
they know how to live in the best way possible and even a little more.
But they have a dangerous tendency toward skepticism and intellecChileans are very

A Chilean once told me on a Monday that "no
Chilean believes tomorrow is Tiiesday," and he didn't believe it,
cither. Still, even with that deep-seated incredulity, or thanks
to k,
perhaps, the Chileans have attained a degree of natural civilization,
a
tual speculation.

political maturity,

and

a level of culture that set

them

apart from the

rest of the region. '°

The British writer Robert Moss sees them set apart in still another
important way: "It is in some ways easier to understand the pattern of
Chilean politics if one tries to imagine it (Chile) as a kind of lost island
of Europe than as an integral part of Latin America." Half a
century
earlier, a

German

philosopher and

Keyserling, synthesized those

man

of letters,

Count Hermann

two strands

of thought: "Of all the peoples of South America, Chileans possess the greatest character.
They are
also a plain people, inasmuch as they are less liars, less presumptuous,
less boastful

are upright

allows.

and less given to promise what they cannot deliver. They
and open to th'e degree that the spirit of the continent

.""
.

.

To greater or lesser degree, every people is an echo of its past. In the
case of Chile, it is a past with a pioneering flavor rarely rivaled in the
world.
Of the eleven major tribes'^ originally inhabiting the land now
as Chile, none other left a more indelible stamp than the
Araucanian Indians. '3 It cost the conquistadors more men trying to
subdue these warriors than they were to lose in all their other campaigns combined throughout South America— and they never did prevail."* The Spaniards were not the first to fail. The Incas
managed to
extend their domain as far south as the River Maule in Chile, about 180

known

miles south of present-day Santiago. In approximately 1485 the Inca
Huayna Capac attempted to lead an army even farther south. He got as
far as Araucanian country, at the Itata River, about eighty
miles from
the Maule. There, the Incas were repulsed in a bloody two-day battle.
They never again ventured south of the Maule. Successive invaders
suffered the same fate for the next four hundred years, a record of
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and one that probably
resistance that has few parallels in history,
15
history.
Chile's
of
changed the course
natural abunThe Araucanians ruled an area of exquisite beauty and
city of
present-day
the
dance, stretching roughly 180 miles between
Tawny-skinned,
Valdivia.'*
Chilian and the Token River, just north of
with wide foreheads and high cheekbones, the Araucanians

round-faced
Nearly 200,000 of
were as adept at fishing and farming as at hunting.
of Cautin in that
province
the
in
today
clustered
their descendants are
of the population
percent
forty-five
about
make
up
they
same area, and
also accounts for about oneof the province. The Cautin concentration
population, i^
third of Chile's total Indian-descended
Chile, claim to have found
Verde,
Recently, archeologists in Monte
33,000 years ago, twenty
America
South
evidence that people lived in
at the Clovis site in
findings
accepted
the
than
thousand years earUer

NewMexico.'S

r,-,,,

One is tempted to tarry over the fascinating episodes of

Chile

,

i

s early

than
resembling the winning of the American West more
conquisthe
with
associated
the tales of looting and plunder usually
to suggest the main outlines of
tadors. A few broad strokes will suffice
the country's infancy and adolescence.
named
The first known white man in Chile was an earless wonder
and
his
Pizarro,
of
soldier
former
a
was
He
Gonzalo Calvo de Barrientos.
and
anger
In
crimes.
small
for
punishment
as
off
ears had been lopped
wilderness. One sketch
humiliation, he had fled alone to the southern
bald), wearing a
shows him bearded and fittingly bald {calvo means
believmg he
who,
Indians
tunic, clutching a spear, and surrounded by
later Calvo
Much
slavishly
him
had come down from heaven, obeyed
conquistador.
Spanish
a
Almagro,
de
helped ease the way for Diego
over most
Almagro, then in his fifties, shared with Pizarro sovereignty
part, which
northern
the
got
Pizarro
America.
South
of
of the west coast
southern part,
embraces most of what is now Peru, and Almagro the
lead to Almawould
including present-day Chile. A later border dispute

history, a saga

gro 's death.

he was a

man

Like Pizarro, Almagro was illiterate. And like
yet where Pizarro was crafty
of extraordinary shrewdness and courage;
warm-hearted. On July 3,
and
generous
was
Almagro
and cold-blooded,
his new domain at tfie
explore
to
Cuzco
from
out
set
1535 Almagro
Eventually his forces would
head' of a force of about fifty Spaniards.
"multitude" of Indian
include 300 infantrymen, 200 cavalrymen, and a
15,000. Guiding hitn
to
10,000
slaves—their number was estimated at
ViUal Umu, high
and
Manco,
Inca
the
were Paullo Tiipac, brother of
priest of all the Incas.
-i
u- u
three-mile-higti
They made their way through Bolivia, traversing the
Pizarro,
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Puna

(Plateau) of

1536.

The journey across

Atacama, descending into the Copiapo valley in April
that one hundred-mile defile was an agony for

the Spaniards, For the Indian bearers, it was a death march—it was
said
many as ten thousand perished along the route. An expedition
retracing their footsteps a few months later used the frozen corpses
of
the Indians to build parapets for shelter.
Once in central Chile, Almagro found fertile lands and an agreeable
that as

is very much like San Francisco's, except
But he also found that the gold which had lured them was a

climate. (Santiago's weather
drier.)

mirage—or, more

probably, a trap set for them by the Incas, who, anxious for the Spaniards to divert a large part of their forces from Peru, sent
them on a fool's errand. Such gold mines as they did find were, in the

phrase of one explorer, "as well worked as if Spaniards had been engaged
in them, and so worked out that the best pan produced a bare twelve
grains."

Almagro also met an unbudgeable barrier. On a July day in 1536, at
the junction of the Itata and Nuble rivers, the Spaniards clashed for the
first time with a foe that would defy white men for the next
350 years:
the Araucanians. For these bold warriors, it was their first combat ever
against cavalry Their losses were high, but the Indians fought so stubbornly that the Spaniards were forced to withdraw. Thoroughly discour-

Almagro headed back to Peru. The'march back—this time across
the four hundred-mile desolation of the Atacama Desert— was stigmatized by the unusual cruelty of the Spaniards toward their Indian
aged,

As for Almagro, captivity and death at the hands of Pizarro's sons
were the rewards awaiting hirii.
The next, and decisive, expedition was led by Captain Pedro de Valslaves.

divia, a career military

man who had

already distinguished himself in
and Peru.'* For his latter

battle in Italy, Flanders, Spain, Venezuela,
services, Valdivia was rewarded by Pizarro

with an estate and silver
wealth of Pizarro himself. Yet,
responding to an apparently unassuaged sense of adventure and fulfillment, he left his quiet life of opulence and set out in January 1540 with
seven other Spaniards and a thousand Indians. |His force was later
bolstered to number about 150 Spaniards.) On December 13, 1540, he
reached the site of what is now Santiago, and on February 12, 154l', he
formally founded the city, which he named for the patron saint of Spain.
Santiaguinos are fond of pointing out that Valdivia chose to halt and
found the first city at a point just halfway between the two Pacific Coast
extremes of the country Although those measurements check close
enough to be convincing, Chile had to fight a war and annex northern
territory three and-a-half centuries later to validate Valdivia's
pre-

mine which made him the

science.

rival in
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The tiny settlement was barely seven months

old

when it underwent

force of 8,000 to
Indian siege: 50 Spaniards against an attacking
set out with a
had
Valdivia
10,000 Indians. Anticipating the attack,
Indians. He
the
surprising
main force in hopes of intercepting and
buildmg
every
torch
the
to
missed The Indian chief Michimalongo put
defenders
the
off
finished
have
in the settlement, and probably would
Suarez. The only white
but for the dramatic intervention of Ines de
Ines proposed that
Valdivia,
of
consort
the
woman in the expedition and
be decapihostage
holding
were
Spaniards
the
seven Indian chieftains
others
When
hordes.
thrown among the attacking

the

first

tated and their heads
it, and did part of the job
hesitated, she took a sword, one version has
that repulsed
counterattack
a
led
herself Brandishing a sword, she then
decisive role
a
playing
woman
of
a
instance
It was the first
the Indians
but it would establish a tradition reverberating down

^

in Chilean history,

dramatic

that first
and including the time of Allende.^' The date of
11,1541.
event September
which a twenty-year-old
Valdivia was captured in 1553 in a battle in
brilliant strategy. Legend has
Indian chieftain named Lautaro displayed
to death by forcing molten gold down his
it that the Indians put Valdivia
version is that he was struck
throat. A more prosaic— and probable—
wielded
by an enraged chieftain
mace
down by a single blow from a
Caupolican debated
leader
great
and
the
Lautaro
named Leocoton while

to

:

Valdivia's fate.^^

As noted, the Indian wars were

to continue^^ for over three

more

burgeoning number of
centuries, but the colony prospered slowly as the
of other colonies—
curse
the
inhabitants gave up dreams of easy riches—
But Chile was not
fivestock.
and
farming
and dedicated themselves to
Spanish colonies.
other
work
in
at
forces
entirely free of the pernicious
dependence on
excessive
fostered
that
system
One was a government
officers were
whereby
practice
the
Another,
administration.
the central
that were to
tracts of land, creating landholding patterns
given huge

become

a political plague.

native Indians
Frequent cohabitation between the Spaniards and the
a Pan Amerito
according
which,
produced a distinctive mestizo strain,
with few,
population
homogeneous
a
form
can Union handbook, helped
if

any, rivals in Latin America.^-*
Most of the earlier settlers were

from Spain's Basque and Castilian
drawn to Chile. As
regions. But Spaniards were not the only Europeans
the Spanattests,^^
the name of the great liberator Bernardo O'Higgins
European
other
from
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like
names
that
so
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and
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hisChilean
in
large
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ninetyin
a
ushered
in
1850
colonists
German
tory. The arrival of 225
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German immigration, which eventually saw the Germandescended population reach an estimated sixty thousand, mostly scattered on the small farms to the south. Late in the last century, there
was
also another major surge of Spanish immigration. Since then, with
the
exception of a handful of displaced persons admitted after World War II,
Chile's population growth has been ingrown, accentuating the formation of a distinct Chilean prototype.^*
Chile's population was 9,340,200 in the 1970 census, 11,329,726
in
the 1982 census, and was estimated, at mid-1986, at 12,271,173. A 1967
study revealed that 45 percent of the population was clustered in the
three main urban centers (Santiago, Valparaiso, and Concepcion) and
that these three centers, with less than 4 percent of the national
area,
absorbed 75 percent of Chile's public health expenditures and 95 percent of investments in manufacturing and processing industries. This
concentration of people and power in the cities helps to account for the
strength of the country's middle class— and to understand the woes of
agriculture. The magnet of urban jobs also explains accelerating migration to the cities; by 1985, those three metropolitan centers were bulging with 63 percent of the country's total population; Santiago, alone,
had increased from 32 percent of the total population in 1960, to 40
percent in 1985 (with a metropolitan ar?a total of 4,772.9 million popuyear era of

lationl.i^

Stale statistics
fail

to illuminate

One

and a quick excursion into the country's musty past
two other essential human characteristics.

the phlegmatic style of Chileans, a stubborn regard for the
form and convention, qualities that have moved many observers to view Chileans as the British of South America.^-s Some have
become so infatuated with the theory, that they have virtually equated
the Chilean Congress with the British Parliament. This comparison
is

niceties of

bred the belief that Allende's socialist revolution would be carried out
within the framework of democratic institutions. Or that the end could
not but come peaceably. Interesting, but the theory overlooked the fact
that the Chileans—unlike the British—have had few qualms about
resorting to extrainstitutional means {that is, force( when political tensions became badly taxed. Expressed differently, beneath his austere
surface, in every Chilean lurks the soul of a Latino.

The

other quality— commented upon by countless other writers—
without a demurrer. And that is, the extraordinary

offer into evidence

beauty of Chilean women. I am not sure how this relates to the soundness of this narrative, but undaunted, I am prepared to propose a theory.
My own theory—endearing to few women's libbers, I am sure— is that

charm is their ability to make each man seem important to
man. What is relevant to our tale is the catalytic role they

their special

them

as a
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.
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America.^^
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m
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effect labor legislation (the day of
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other
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the most part

it is a land perverse and impudent, and impervious
to man
and his purposes. In the north, a thousand miles of parched barrenness—
and the clearest, cleanest skies in the Western world, and below, unexpected geysers and eerie earthly remains and awesome unearthly
remains.™ In the south, a thousand miles of fjords and gulfs and bays
and inlets and canyons and capes and glaciers and islands and towering
trees and howling winds— an irredeemable paradise. Along the coast, an
ocean that runs cold and swift and deep and often at savage odds with
the restraining shore. Along the country's back, the restive Andes,
young, assertive peaks, higher than any others on earth save for the
remote Himalayas, a barrier so formidable that less than a third of the
world's weather can make it across their scraggy, gnarled, and fuming
battlements. Wedged in the middle is that thin and verdant vein of

loveliness, the Central Valley.
It is the youth of the Andes that accounts for the violence
of the land—
the volcanoes, the earthquakes. There are 2,085 volcanoes, fifty-five of

which

are active,^' including the exquisite Osorno,32 a worthy transcompanion piece to Fujiyama. But earthquakes are Chile's special
purgatory, and in their ubiquity, they traumatize Chileans in a confraterPacific

nity of terror.33

when one totters interminably on the edge of a hideous

abyss, the experience is

bound at the least to affect one's view of abysses. I

am not suggesting that Chileans live in permanent fear of earthquakes. I
am suggesting that earthquakes happen in Chile with such regularity
over an area encompassing 90 percent of the country's population as to be
routine, an experience shared by virtually all Chileans.
The effect on Chileans, I bfelieve, is to imbue them with a mysticism
that goes beyond fatahsm. For them, it is not so much that Victoria's

messenger must come riding to save Mac the Knife from the gallows, as
that the bloomin' blackguard has always made it in time before.
So it

was that in the final days of the Allende regime, when each day brought
word of some terrible new crisis, even the most sober of men were heard
to say that "we'll work it out somehow^ always have before,
you know,"
or "we've been to the brink before without going over;

we won't this
time either, you'll see." Victoria's messenger did not, of course, reward
mystical faith in September 1973.34
In Chile now, cherries are dancing

the dark mysterious girls are singing

and in guitars, water is shining
The sun is touching every door
and making wonder of the wheat
I

have no wish

to

change

my planet.^^
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While the others, certain only that they were poor and always
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cringed about, awaiting the hand of Authority to be laid upon them, in
blessing or violent rebuke.

Throughout most of its history, Chile produced enough food on its
meager farmlands for its ov^n people, as v/ell as for the tables
of Peru and Europe. 3« But, by 1942, net food exporter Chile became net
importer Chile, a situation that worsened progressively and reached
catastrophic dimensions under Allende.'^^ It virould take the mihtary
government of Pinochet to restore vigor to the farm economy. We leave
for later chapters a closer look at what happened to collapse farm
production, and why, as well as a discussion of the comeback of Chilean
agriculture in the post-Allende years. Here we offer in Table 1 a few
relatively

preliminary highlights:

Table

1

AGRICULTURAL OVERVIEW,

1948-1983

farm deficit in international trade
|net, in

1948

millions of dollars)

food imports, allende years
(gross, in millions of us$]

1970

1971

1972

1973

171.3

310.9

447.5

594.9

output, key crops, allende years
four pinochet years
(thousands of metric quintals!
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city
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Tables 3 and 4 profile the big

world perspective.
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MAJOR COPPER MINES, 1973-1974
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Table 4

CONTEXT, 1800-1974
CHILEAN COPPER IN A WORLD
PERIOD

world production
[in

1801-1810

metric tons)
163,000

1811-1820

168,000

1821-1830
1831-1840
1841-1850
1851-1860
1861-1870
1871-1880
1881-1890
1891-1900
1801-1900
1901-1910
1911-1920

244,000

1921-1930

325,000
441,000

678,000
1,000,000
1,250,000

2,254,000

3,750,000
10,273,000

6,940,000

10,928,000
13,407,000

1931-1940

16,276,000

1941-1950

23,387,000

1951-1960

33,671,000

1961-1970

51,683,000

1971-1974
1901-1974
1801-1974

185,206,000

28,914,000
195,479,000

AN production
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nearly so handsomely as AUende and a legion of latter-day
propagandists, abetted by an uncritical press, would have had
the world believe.so

Nitrate—once a source of gunpowder, still important as a source
of
fertilizer— is next in the country's traditional mining
picture, but it took
a war to put nitrate on Chile's map. It happens that
most of the nitrate
deposits are situated in an elongated stretch of territory
roughly fifteen
miles across and five hundred miles long in the northern desert
region,

lands that formerly belonged to Bolivia and Peru.
Chile wrested these
lands from her two neighbors in the War of the Pacific (1879-83). si
For fifty years, nitrate dominated the Chilean economy,
eventually
accounting for 52 percent of Chile's income.52 At the beginning
of this
century, Chile was producing 70 percent of the world's
nitrate, a total of
1,5 million tons, and by 1917, had doubled that output
figure.53

But

when

the country's biggest nitrate customer, Germany, was
blockaded
during World War I, the Germans hurried the development
of synthetics.54 Stimulated by the creation in 1968 of
a new, U.S.-controUed
sulphate complex, nitrate production came out of a long
slump. From
1970 to 1971, the increase was 49.4 percent, and nitrate exports in 1971
rose to $36.6 million, or 3.2 percent of total exports (only
to collapse
under Allende the following year to $24.5 milIion).55 Chile remains
the
only sizable producer of natural nitrates in the world, and, in the
1980s,
the industry enjoyed a new resurgence of importance.

In importance, iron ore displaced nitrate as a moneymaker
for the
country in 1961 ($44,7 million versus $34.4 million for nitrate),
reaching an absolute peak in terms of its export value in 198 1
j$16 1 .9 million,
beginning a slide that year which has continued since.) Nitrate—

Chile
the world's only producer of pure nitrate— has, interestingly,
staged a
comeback in recent years. Though production levels are nowhere
near
the "golden era" peaks, improved mining techniques
is

coupled with

ing prices have
nitrate sales

combined

push the value (and
to unprecedented levels.s^
to

ris-

profitability) of Chile's

But Chile is rich in many other minerals, as well: second in the
world
(behind the U.S.) in molybdenum reserves (as well as in
production);
second only to Japan in iodine, and to Russia in lithium; third
to the U.S.
and USSR in rhenium— accounting for 17 to 22 percent of the
world's
production of these minerals. Chile also has significant reserves of
coal
(and growing output) of gold, silver, boron, and less-sizable
reserves
of

manganese (26,000 tons output

in 1986), cobalt, lead, zinc

and mercury
Chile's first oil well began producing on December
29, 1945 in
Magallanes, in the far south; In 1973, domestic production
from 366
wells in Tierra del Fuego covered about one-third of the
country's
domestic needs; by 1985, it was about half the totalis
Mining and quarrying were long the traditional kingpins of the Chil-
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copper. That, of course, rneant
ean economy-first nitrate, then
fluctuations and demand
country was at the permanent mercy of price
not control. The Pinochet adminfactors in world markets Chile could
change that-and succeeded. In 1972,
istration set out purposefully to
of gross domestic prodmininc and quarrying represented 9.9 percent
Employment was
exports.
all
of
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uct and copper a shade over 80
in Latin
elsewhere
As
time.
the
at
force
only 3 2 percent of the labor
economy,
dominated the
America where a single crop or product
elite. In Chile, wages
wage
industrial
the
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industry
workers in that
from 50 to 100
anywhere
averaged
in the copper industry traditionally
and copper
workers,
industrial
percent higher than those for other
could not
which
affairs
economic
workers held a trump card in national
By
discovered.s^
ruefully
Allende
be underestimated-as Salvador

of the total value of exports,
1987 copper had dropped to 41 percent
of the country s farm
thanks mainly to a systematic development
to be explored in a later section.^"
fishing and forestry riches-a subject
closer
is useful to examine
Before leaving the matter of mining, it
s
Chile
of
out
fell
bottom
when the
detail the "catastrophe of 1929,"
the
focused
it
since,
or
before
metal riches. More than any other event,
dependence, inasmuch as the two
country's attention on the issue of
foreign hands, where they were to
in
then
main sources of wealth were
That meant the country had little
come.
to
remain for many more years
economic storms.*' The
maneuverability in the midst of worldwide
the country s body
wounds opened then remained a festering sore in
regime.
Allende
solutions" of the
politic, culminating in the "final
in habits
rooted
consequences
But there were other, more subtle
rectified to
really
never
and
prosperity
formed during the palmy days of
admired French political
meet new realities. Andre Siegfried, a widely
the early 1930s and pubin
America
South
visited
and social scientist,
Impressions of South America. In it he
lished in 1933, a book called
the topic of dependence and also
broke important intellectual ground on
economic collapse hinted at above.
discussed the subtle ramifications of
a chapter of Siegfried s book
Paul Kramer and Robert McNicoll included

m

later.62
in an anthology thirty-five years
of Siegfried's observations lay
importance
They remarked that the
authoritative than in
much more in the fact that they were thousbt to be
details of Chile's econoniic predicahis "depth of penetration into the
echoed Siegfieds ideas,
ment." Later generations of brisk technocrats

often unwittingly.
„, .,
.
Chilean economy in
"What the Frenchman Siegfried said about the
eventually adopted by the
1931 " Kramer and McNicoll assert, "was

government

by an elected
Chileans as political doctrine, implemented
for overcoming difhsolution
a
as
accepted
and
thirty-five years later,
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cult problems in U.S.-Latin American relations
paper. "« The government they cite is that of

by a leading U.S. newsEduardo Frei and his now
highly suspect "Revolution in Freedom"
(1964-70|, and the newspaper
the New York Times, and its October 12,
1966, editorial cheering Frei's
plan for "Chileanization" (that

is, buyout) of U.S. copper
mterests A
scheme, by the way, excoriated by Marxists (see, for
example, pages 13137 of the Alain Labrousse book], scrapped by Allende, and, in retrospect
defensible largely as a self-fulfilling prophecy
of doom. A later chapter
will dwell in more detail on this theme. For the
moment, it is important
to clarify, emphatically, what is not meant,
and that is, that a country,
large or small, developing or developed,
should not fail to control its
basic riches. But "control" became equated—
fallaciously, uncritically—
with ownership, and many a poor country has pursued
this mirage with
ruinous results. ^^

Siegfried, in his work, isolated five factors
as underlying the Chilean
predicament, the first two purely empirical, the third
a political judgment, the fourth the (then) bombshell, and the last,

The

social critique.

first

two: the

fall

in world prices of

raw materials, and nitrate's
decline in the face of synthetics. Number three
is what he calls the
"foolhardy" borrowing of the populist dictator,
Carlos Ibaiiez, and his
borrowing heavily from a single source, the U.S.^s
Siegfried's fourth factor would later become
a preferred weapon in the
war oil private foreign investment, a weapon which,
in careless hands,

resembled a blunderbuss, scattering shot
indiscriminately "Thus''
Siegfried wrote, "the profits

from this [mining) wealth, when there are
country in the form of dividends. It is easy to realize
how
foreign payments under such conditions can
only be compared to a
hemorrhage." He also chided Chileans for brashness
in bringing in
outsiders. "The country naturally could not
be developed without foreign capital, but it was tempted to go ahead
too quickly and borrow too
heavily, beyond the limits of prudence. "^6
any, leave the

Siegfried named the Chilean temperament
as the fifth— and, in his
estimate, vilest— villain of his piece. Chileans,
he said,

squander their
money, taking it out of the country and dissipating
capital on showy
buildings. (He pinpointed several, presumably
those surrounding the
Plaza Constitucion in downtown Santiago;
a less austere observer
might describe them not as showy, but as serviceably
dreary, and certainly after three decades of wear and tear.)
He also said Chileans live
excessively on borrowed money, private indviduals
as well as the state a
weakness that would grow markedly worse with the
passing of tim'e.
"It IS difficult," Siegfried wrote, "to
build up a sound public economy
on a private economy which is unsound. Individually, the
Chilians [sic]
are charming, cultivated, generous and kind,
but in this country as in
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take economic
feels that they do not
many others on this continent, one

"X^SlS^ettoTa^fvLwedthewreckageofCM^^^^

could have been excused
a sign of remorse
in accursed
bludgeons
become

that he
twrvear iSer one cannot help feeling
And perhaps
self-satisfaction.
or two of
a

haSh

?ha? so

many

causes.^^

of his ideas later .vould

Notes

CHAPTER
1.

2.

1

An

arbitrary division, admittedly, which includes the Spanish-speaking
republics as well as Brazil and Haiti, but excludes Cuba, the English-speaking
countries of the Caribbean, and the three Guianas.
resort to direct quotation in

such seemingly innocent circumstances to
soon discover: statistics on Latin America must
be approached with caution and care. One would imagine that statistics on
geography ought to be harmless. They aren't. These, for example, come from
Fodor's South America {New York: David McKay Company, 1974), p. 260. On
the very next line of that volume, Chile's area is given as 463,600
square
miles. The actual figure is 292,000 give or take a few square miles,
or at least
the World Bank, the Inter- American Development Bank, The
Encyclopaedia
Britannica, the South American Handbook, and the New York Times
Almanac agree on the lower figure in their publications. (Evidently the Fodor
people had in mind Chile's Antarctic claim, which isn't 463,600 square
miles, but 482,625 square miles.) To add injury to this hodgepodge
of confusion, another reference work. The Latin American Scene
of the Seventies: A
Basic Fact Book (Miami: Center for Advanced International Studies, University of Miami, 1972), gives Chile's area as 286,396 square miles,
"still greater
than Texas, and larger by one-third than any European country save for
Russia." Practically all of the aforementioned publications quibble among
themselves over the proper length and width figures for Chile. I labor the
point to condition the reader to deal gingerly with statistics on Latin
America, in this volume and elsewhere.
John Gunther, Inside South America (New York: Harper & Row, 1966), p. 280.
Gunther adds: "The land is a kind of narrow shelf between the Andes and the
Pacific, a balcony" As somebody said to me in Santiago,
"You have to be thin
to be a Chileno. Otherwise you fall off."
Claudio Veliz, "Centralism and Nationalism," Foreign Affairs 47 no 1
I

illustrate a peril all Latinists

3.

4.

5.

(October 1968): 68.
K. H. Silvert, among others, disputes this interpretation, pointing to
Chilean
fondness for foreign travel, his cosmopolitan quality (he cites the old saw,
"whenever a good Chilean dies, he goes to Paris"), and the Geneva- like quality
of Santiago as a seat of international agencies (which, I remark
in passing, are
actually few in number and significant chiefly in that they contain a high
percentage of technocrats whose own leftist biases reinforced the ascendancy
of leftist

thought in Chile)— Silvert, "The Prospects of Chilean Democracy,"

American Politics, ed. Robert D. Tomasek (Garden City, N.Y: Donbleday, Anchor Books, 1966). Silvert's article was reprinted from "Some Propositions on Chile/' American Universities Field Staff Report, January 1964.
The point I make is that there is a great difference between an elite that
in Latin

travels abroad to dip into the well of
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the fighting Indians who belonged to one of three tribes (the Picunches,
Mapuches, and Huilliches) speaking the same language and inhabiting the
area from the Itata River to the Gulf of Reloncavi. The Mapuches were
the
fighters.
14.

The claim about Spanish losses to the Araucanians appears in Gunther, op.
cit., p. 293. Pocock makes no such claim, although
he makes numerous
references to the ferocity of Araucanian resistance, including tribute paid
them by no less a soldier than Pedro de Valdivia: "I have warred with men of
many nations," Valdivia wrote his sovereign, Charles y "but never have I
seen such fighting tenacity as is displayed by these Indians" Pocock, op. cit,
|

p. 238|.

"For more than 300 years," Pocock wrote (p. 9), "the members of this
primitive race, probably never numbering as many as 400,000 individuals,
stubbornly maintained their independence in the face of all that could be
brought against them by their European aggressors. While the Picunches,
their northern neighbors, and the Huilliches to the south of them,
succumbed almost at the first contact, the Araucanians successfully defended a
solid strip of territory running right across the middle of Chile from mountain to ocean, dividing it into two separate halves. Only when their

num-

bers had been pitifully thinned, their blood ruthlessly drained by combined
ravages of disease and ten generations of warfare, was it possible to impose
permanent terms of settlement upon them."

The Encyclopaedia Biitannica

|15th ed. 11975], Micropaedia,

1:479|

Araucanians as "the fiercest warriors whom any Europeans had
yet encountered in the Americas"— but makes no mention of the toll they
exacted on the conquistadors.
The Indian wars ended, for all practical purposes, in 1861, after two anda-half years of renewed fighting, but it was not until 1877 that the Araucanian allowed immigrants to settle their lands unmolested. Early in the
1860s there was a bizarre flare-up, kindled by an eccentric Frenchman
named Aurelio Antonio de Tounens. Shortly after he began trading with the
Indians, Tounens persuaded them to proclaim him their king
"OrelieAntoine I, King of Araucania and Patagonia." Col. Corneho Saavedra, who
only shortly before had managed to bring peace to the frontier, had "King"
Orelie-Antoine arrested, tried, and deported, ending the one-week reign.
Orelie lost little time in returning, however, and led another uprising. This
time a price was put on his head, but he vanished mysteriously and was not
heard from again. Millar, op. cit., p. 265; Luis Galdames, Historia de Chile,
14th ed. (Santiago: Productos RAVAL, 1974|, pp. 359-88; and Andrew Marshall, ed.. The South American Handbook (London: Trade
& Travel Publicarefers to the

15.

—

tions, 19711, p. 265.

Pocock notes {op. cit., p. 190| that when the Araucanian lands finally were
opened, "enthusiasm for this part of the country knew no bounds
We

may conclude with Encina

that

had the Araucanians been merely

of the

same caliber as Picunches and Huilliches, then it is likely that the center of
gravity of Chile would have shifted from Santiago to the area which the
Spaniards settled in the early 1550s. It was the Araucanians' stubborn
resistance which gave Santiago some three hundred years' start, too large a
16.

17.

handicap for the south ever to overcome."
Atlas de la Repiiblica de Chile. 2d ed. (Santiago: Institute Geogrifico
Militar, 1972], ethnographic map, p. 192.
Until a very few years ago, many Chileans denied the Indian presence in

'
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of Chile, in an article a
their midst. Professor Lipschutz of the University
probably
few years ago, showed that Chile's Araucanian population

with
exceeded 600,000, and remarked that "many in Santiago take umbrage
educators he attended, the
that figure." He reported that at one meeting of
number of Araucanians was put at 10,000, a figure accepted without com"Cuantos
ment by the other educators present. Alejandro Lipschutz,

3.
Araucanos Hay en Chile?" El Meicmio (Santiago), March 4, 1971, p.
repeatedly
collided
have
since,
1
work
Lipschutz
's
In quoting Professor
with the same resentment-tinged incredulity It should be noted that Proin the generic
fessor Lipschutz undoubtedly was using the term Araucano

modern Chile to
sense, in which it is often (and misleadingly) applied in
Similarly, the term
the descendants of all the southern Indian tribes.
M(3puch&-"people of the land"— is often applied to all Indians of tribes
from
from the Choapa River south to the Gulf of Reloncavi. Cautin Hgures

Adas Regionalizadode Chile (Santiago: Institute Geografico Militar,
p.

18.

19

20.

56.

^

1981

],

„

Science Notebook, Washington Post, March 14, 1988, p. A-7.
"superior
Chileans are also fond of pointing out that Valdivia was a man of
adventurers"
polish and character" (which he was) in contrast to the "rude
Galand greedy plunderers who stayed behind in Peru. See, for example,
64.

dames, op.

cit., p.

Galdames

{ibid., p.

^
,
„ , r
J
J
and
68] reports that the attackers killed four Spaniards
twenty of their horses, destroyed stores and equipment,

slaughtered about
them
and most of the domestic animals the Spaniards had brought, leaving
"It
with only three pigs and two chickens, plus a handful of wheat seeds.
mention
no
makes
"
he
Strangely,
disaster."
complete
"a
wrote,
was he
Indian
whatever of Ines de Suarez, much less of her role in repulsing the
"believed to have
attack. Pocock (op. cit., pp. 92-93) notes that Ines was
submitted at Valassisted in the executions, on the authority of evidence
two as the number of
divia's trial in Peru by Valdivia himself. " Pocock gives
(

severely
Spaniards killed, but adds that all the defenders were "more or less
wounded."!
j u
fury was provided by
Still another example of a different kind of feminine
general. Betrayed and
Fresia, wife of Caupolican, first great Araucanian field
being
taken by surprise in 1558, Caupolican was about to be put to death (by
their infant son at his
dumped
Fresia
when
stake)
spiked
a
sit
on
to
forced
conquer Spain itself?
feet and shouted: "Weren't you the one who vowed to
Don't you know that death in battle is glory and honor for a warrior? Take
1
your son, raise him yourself, you've turned into a woman. As for myself,
.

21

would not be known as the mother of a child of an infamous father" (Millar,
There is not a woman in Chile who cannot recite that story,
Allende years, women increasingly taunted their men in
the
and during
op. cit., p. 88).

22

ways reminiscent of Fresia.
most probable version is
Ibid., p. 81. Pocock says (op. cit., p. 223) that "the
of
a club, and his heart cut
blow
single
by
a
killed
Valdivia
the one that had
the prevaihng
into small pieces and eaten by the principal chieftains—
Araucanian custom at the time. He says the fact that there are so many

that nothing
conflicting versions of Valdivia's death "is itself the best proof
was in fact known at all." Galdames (op. cit., p. 74) says simply that details
of Valdivia's death are not known.
however, disrupted over the
23. After a bloody battle in 1770, the peace was,
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next century by ever-diminishing clashes, and pacification
achieved in 1861.
24. Chile,

American Nation

all

but finally

series of Organization of

American States (Washwhere fully 90 percent of the
more homogeneous population.
The New York Times Encyclopedic Almanac, p. 745, puts Chile's population at 68 percent "Spanish-Mestizo," 30 percent European, and 2 percent
Indian. As wc have seen earlier, the last figure is almost certainly too lovr.
O'Higgins' father, Ambrosio, was born in Ballinary, Ireland. He arrived in
Lima at the age of forty and worked for a year as a street peddler before
moving to Chile, where his background in construction and engineering
enabled him to move up in the administration. He was mayor of Concepcion, then governor of Chile, and eventually viceroy of Peru.
My appointment book for a not untypical week in Chile included the
following names, each and every one belonging to a distinguished Chilean:
Cox, Ewing, Willoughby, Beckett, and Brady A further example: three of the
four combat battalions of the Chilean Marine Corps are named for the
following military heroes: Lynch, Miller, and Cochrane. (The fourth;
Aldea.l Francisco Antonio Encina offers a scholarly discussion of the forma19691, p. 7. Only Uruguay,
population is of European extraction, has a

ington, D.C.,

25.

26.

tion of the Chilean "race" in Nueva Enciclopedia, 1:162-70.
1650 Chile's population was estimated at half a million. By 1831 it had
reached a million. In 1875, it stood at 2,075,000, in 1935 at 4.7 million, and
in I960, 7.6 million [Alain Labrousse, El Expeiimento Cbileno (Barcelona
and Mexico: Ediciones Grijalbo, S.A., 1973), p. lOlj. The 1970 figures are

27. In

from

Indicadoies Economicos Y Sociales 1960-198S; Direccion de
Banco Central de Chile (Santiago, 1986| p. 357. (Hereafter Indicadores Economicos Y Sociales 1960-1985.) The 1982 figures and 1986
estimates are from Compendio Estadistico 1986; Instituto Nacional de
Estadisticas; Ministerio de Economia, Fomento y Reconstruccion (SanEstudios,

tiago, 19861, p. XLV (Hereafter Compendio Estadistico 7986.) The
1967 data
arc taken from a speech delivered by Radomiro Tomic, then Chilean ambassador to the United States, at the University of Notre Dame, March
8, 1967,

"Colloquium on Overall Development of Chile," p. 5 of a mimeograph
copy distributed by the Embassy of Chile in Washington, D.C. The 1985
percentage figure for the three largest metropolitan areas was extrapolated
from data appearing in "Statistical Synthesis of Chile, 1981-1985; Direccion de Estudios, Banco Central de Chile," (Santiago, 1986), p. 10 (hereafter
Statistical Synthesis of Chile, 1981-1985); and for Santiago's share of the
national population and 1985 population from Indicadoies Economicos Y
Sociales 1960-1985, op. cit., p. 357.
28. In his dashingly witty, anccdotally entertaining, and occasionally scholarly
travelogue on several South American countries he confessed to having
at a

discovered recently, the British historian Alistair

"The England

of

Home

titled a

chapter

South America"— Home, Small Earthquake in Chile (New

York: Viking Press, 1972).
it was drafted by Andres Bello, a Venezuelan who became
a
transplanted Chilean. Still another grace of Chileans is their unaffected
hospitality to foreigners, a quality which, until Allende, stood them in good

29. Significantly,

stead.
30.

The earthly remains

are a collection of ossified mummies discovered in the
area around San Pedro de Atacama in northeastern Chile, about 210 miles
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a reprieve. In the epilogue,
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we

reminded that in real life,
Victoria's messenger docs not come riding to save us from the consequences
of our follies. The final act of Chile's drama was real life, not theater. From
The Threepenny Opera {Die Dreigroschenoper], by Kurt Weill and Bertolt
Brccht, adapted to English by
Records (E31 21

are

Marc Blitzstcin;

original cast record by

MGM

1.

Ncruda, "El Pcrczoso," Estravagario {195&\, in Pablo Neruda. Selected
Poems, cd. Nathaniel Tarn (New York: Dclacorte Press, 1972]. Translation of
"El Perezoso" by Alastair Rcid. I am indebted to Alistair Home (op. cit.,
p.
166| for reminding me of this evocative passage.
36. La Nueva Republica, a booklet published by the National party, outlining
the party's program for the 1970 elections. The booklet gives
(pp. 47-49| the
total of arable lands as 6 million hectares (of the total land mass of 74
million hectares), and notes that a very high percentage of even that land is
lost to erosion. The report also quoted an Italian scientist on the faculty of
the University of Chile, Francesco di Castri, as estimating that Chilean
soil
had lost more than 80 percent of its biological potential through abuses,
including burning off lands to clear them, intensive or irrational use of land
[which the conservative National party attributed largely to fragmentation
of the land into small plots], and bad use of fertilizers. The booklet quotes
the illustrious nineteenth- century figure Benjamin Vicufia Mackenna as
saying Chileans should give the vote to trees because they might then learn
to take care of them and the land they are on.
37. In his first letter to the king of Spain— which it took him five years to get
around to writing— Valdivia rhapsodized about the Mapocho Valley around
Santiago: "There is no better land than,t;his in the world whence to live and
put down roots
il[t is flat and extremely healthy, a contented land, lush
pastures and cropland, right for all kinds of cattle and plants; abundant and
fine wood for building houses, and water, firewood, and feed for cattle; so
much so that it would seem that God made it thus so as to have everything
at hand" (Enrique Bunster, "Valdivia Entre las Ruinas de Santiago," El
35. Pablo

Mercuiio,

March

10, 1974).

1850, Chile exported 300,000 hundredweight to Peru and Europe
[Labrousse, op. cit, p. 43
39. Even as Chilean agriculture under Allendc was collapsing, there were those
who insisted that Chile could feed itself. For example, in 1972, Pablo Baraona Urziia wrote: "There is a general consensus that under fair conditions,
38. In

1.

Chilean agriculture would be able to cover

all

the country's needs for food

and agricultural raw material" (Baraona Urziia, "The Reality of Chilean
Agriculture," in Chile: A Critical Survey [Santiago: Institute of General
Studies, 1972], p. 167). Those "fair conditions" were created by junta policies, proving Baraona Urziia right.
40. By the mid-eighties, Chile had been overtaken by Luxembourg, Switzerland, Greece, and Austria because Chileans were drinking dramatically less
wine, and inhabitants of those countries more. For example, in 1968, the
ranking of countries in terms of per capita wine consumption was: Italy,
France, Portugal, Argentina, Spain, and Chile. Souce: J97i Encyclopaedia
Britannica Book of the Year, p. 91, Table 3. The 1988 Year Book, p. 216,
showed lower rates of consumption in all the leading countries (except
Argentina], and Greece and Austria slipping behind Chile. The 1986 ranking: France, Italy, Portugal, Argentina, Luxembourg, Switzerland, Spain,
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War II, it lost in precision in academic as well as
His book is an excellent survey of what dependence
really meant in the case of copper in Chile.
47. Ibid., pp. 6-7. Moran does not exaggerate. In fiscal year 1974, for example,
all corporate taxes in the U.S. represented only slightly over 14 percent of
U.S. government revenues, and about 30 percent of taxes paid by individual
taxpayers. Yet for all of their very real weight in the Chilean economy, the
U.S. copper corporations were powerless to stave off even their own final
executions: AUcnde's confiscation-without-compensation in 1971. This
runs directly counter to the popular myth about the vaunted "power" of big
corporations. As Moran notes {p. 10): "Despite widely advanced hypotheses
to the contrary, as the foreign copper companies expanded operations in
Chile, they did not gain power, or influence, or allies on the domestic scene.
popularity after World
political discussion.

power became attenuated, their position became more precarproved most fragile."
The total production figure for 1973 is from a presentation made before the
Inter-American Economic and Social Committee of the Alliance for Progress by Raiil Saez, principal economic adviser at that time to the Chilean
military junta, in January 1974, and quoted in Programa de DesarroUo de
Chile a Coito y Mediano Plazo [Santiago: Editora Nacional Gabriela Mistral, 1974), p. 20; and the 1986 figure and future projections from Chilean
Cultural Panorama: Agriculture. Flora and Mining, vol. 2 (Washington:
Embassy of Chile, 1987), Mario Correa, ed., p. 25.
Discussed in further detail in chap. 3. Under law 10.255, copper was sold
through the Central Bank, which paid the companies the U.S. price while
Rather, their

ious, their alliances

48.

49.

selling at the "world" price, the difference remaining in the Chilean treasury. The state sales monopoly thus set up
"with two local functionaries,

—

two

and

man who worked half days

trying to price and sell
13 percent of the world's copper output to customers on four continents"
was, Moran notes, "the first major attempt to end the condition of 'dependencia' " (Moran, op. cit., p. 88). The law was repealed in 1954. During the
time it was in effect, production slipped, the country's copper earnings
dropped, and the companies put a lid on new investment understandably,
since the artificial exchange rate applied to their production costs pushed
their taxes up sharply. In the 1951-54 period, Moran observes (p. 93), the
level of effective taxation on Anaconda and Kennecott ranged from 65
percent to 92 percent.
50. In his melodramatic speech before the United Nations General Assembly
on December 4, 1972, President Allende told a sympathic Third-World
audience that for the period 1955 to 1970, Anaconda's annual profits averaged 21.5 percent of its book value. He failed to tell his audience that 21.5
percent was before payment of taxes to the Chilean Treasury. In the same
speech, Allende asserted that Kennecott's profits over the same period
averaged 52.8 percent, "even reaching such incredible rates as 106 percent in
1967, 1 13 percent in 1968, and over 205 percent in 1969. Kennecott's average profits in other countries during that period amounted to less than 10
percent per annum."
The fact is that Kennecott's earnings for that fifteen-year period were 32
percent higher than that for the company's U.S. mines
but again, before
taxes. After the high Chilean taxes, which deposited in the Chilean Treasury around 85 cents of every copper dollar, Kennecott's earnings were 45
secretaries,

a

,

,

.

—

.

.

.
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1870
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after
happened
expansion in nitrate production
with heavy British
was worth 25 million pesos; by 1890 the Chileans,
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Galdames, op. cit., pp.
investment, had pushed it to nearly 80 million.
448-49.
J
percent of the nitrate industry was in
52 On the eve of the War of the Pacific, 54
belonged to Chileans, and 15 percent to
the hands of Peruvians, 18 percent
all agree that nitrate detonated
English interests. Interpretations vary, but
.

led

by crafty

What is also clear is that by 1887, British interests,
had captured 70 percent of the
lohn Thomas North and Robert Harvey,
American interests under Harry
to
yield
to
eventually
were
ndustrv. They
the war.

Marxist interpretaGuggenheim. Labrousse, whose book is an unabashedly
apologia for the Allende regime,
tion of Chilean history and Marxist
on the differences between
attempts to show how British interests preyed
into their own hands
industry
the
Peru Bolivia and Chile to maneuver
exercise
profits. He maintains the same
exorbitant
for
it
milk
then
and
cotnpanies_ For an
copper
the
U.S.
by
warfare,
sans
was repeated later,
conflict, see

of the
unabashedly partisan Chilean version of the causes
came only atter repeated
Galdames ibid., pp. 399-404. In this scenario, war
companies working the
Peruvian-Bolivian abuse of Chilean nationals and
over a period extending
restraint
Chilean
nitrate fields, and despite official
1879.
in
hostilities
of
outbreak
the
from 1866 to
cit., p. 45.
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„
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The bottom fell out altogether during the Great
The follow
was 482,700 tons and nitrate output 972,000.
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in profound ways. From ibid., p. 148.
j<,„„
industry, natural fertilizers obtained from
In 1 894, in the early heyday of the
world's production. By 1926 it was
nitrates accounted for 73 percent of the
shrinkmg ever since. Andre
been
already down to 26 percent and has
in Latin American Panorama, ed.
Crisis,"
Economic
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Paul Kramer and Robert McNicoll [New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons, 1968), p.
240. The 1972 figure is from Comemarios Sobre la Situacion
Econom'ica
(Santiago: University of Chile, Facultad de Ciencias Economicas
v Administrativas, 1973), pub. 8, p. 112.
56. Despite massive American investment in Chilean
industry, the country's
character is little affected by American influences, and certainly
far less so
than other countries with comparable American investments,
such as Venezuela. Quite apart from the sturdincss of Chilean
character there is
another possible explanation: Chile teems with small industries
and shopkeepers. The American stake, while large in a strictly
investment sense
was msignificant in that those industries employed a small fraction
of the
labor force, and only a fistful of Americans, and were
all export-oriented
57. Iron ore production was 3.8 million pure tons in
1961, 6.8 million in 1971
5.1 million in 1981, and by 1985 was down to 3.9 million.
But the value of
iron ore exports had risen from 1961 's $44.7 million to
$69. 1 million in 1971
and $161.9 million in 1981, dropping to $90.3 million in 1985.
Iron ore
production was in American hands (Bethlehem Steel) almost from
the time
Chile began exporting high-grade ore in the late 1920s. Until
1946, when a
national steel company was founded, Chile exported almost
its entire production; that steel company was also, until Allendc, under
U.S. ownership
By 1969, steel production stood at 601,000 metric tons; in 1986 pig
iron
production (the bulk of the output) was 590,000 metric tons. Nitrate
production, which declined steadily from 1.1-million ton levels
until 1966
dropped to a low of 529 million tons in 1978, then began a climb which
saw
It reach 900,000 tons in 1985. The value of
nitrate and iodine exports (the
two arc lumped together in export statistics! remained constant in the $3035 million range until 1967, slumped sharply for a few years, and began its
steep chmb in 1977 (from S44.2) that year to an estimated
$85 million in
1985. Profits in 1986 were estimated at an unprecedented
$30 million.
Communist China was a principal importer of Chilean nitrate, all of which
was produced by the formerly state-owned Chemical and Mining
Society of
Chile (SOQUIMICH) which, under the Pinochet government's
aggressive
privatization program, was already 65 percent in private
hands by
mid-1987. Sources: 1971 and 1988 editions of the Encyclopaedia Britannica
Book of the Year (Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica],
pp. 188 and 223
respectively (for 1969 and 1986 figures); Indicadores
Economicos y
Sociales, op. cit., pp, 81-^82 (nitrate production) and
pp. 327-328 (value of
exports); "Habra Invcrsionistas Intcresados en el Salitre?,"
El Mercurio, Feb.
15, 1987, p. B-1 (1985 figures, including profits); Shirley Christian,
"Chile's
Privatization Pleases Investors," Santiago-datelined dispatch
in The New
York Times. July 20, 1987, p. D-6.
58. Gordon Young, "Chile, Republic on a Shoestring," National
Geographic
October 1973, p. 468 (for 1973 petroleum data); "Mining:
Chile's
Resources," in Chilean Review, Vol. 1, #13, March
1988, p. 5 (a monthly
publication of the Chilean Embassy in Washington); Chilean
Cultural Panorama: Agriculture. Flora and Mining, op. cit., p. 26 (for first well).
Chile's
crude oil output hit the two million cubic meter level in
1963, and hit an alltime peak of 2.4 million in 1982, for 1985, it had dipped to 2.074
million
again_ In common with other struggling oil-importing
nations, Chile was
hard hit by the oil price shocks of the mid-1970s and again
in the early
1980s: the country's oil import bill went from $79 million in 1973 to
$418
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copper mines, Normal Gait ratifies the Moran prophecy. After cataloguing
the misadventures and blunders of Marxist management of the mines, Gait
concludes: "These difficulties, unfortunately, have undermined the potential advantages of socialism which in a country like Chile is not state
ovi^nership as an end in itself, but the rationalization of production and
distribution of limited resources." Far from achieving such "rationalization," he adds, the result of headlong nationalization of farms, factories, and

accompanied by political intrigues and rivalries, was that "Chile
its worst economic crisis since the Great Depression"— Normal Gait, "Chile; The Struggle in the Copper Mines," Dissent
big copper,

today

is

experiencing

(Winter 1973|.

Gunther puts the amount at $208 million, and adds: "The Ibanez loans
were among the most famous 'sucker loans' that drained money out of small
investors in the United States in the Twenties; most have long since been

65. John

defaulted" (Gunther, op. cit., p. 266).
cit., p. 240. There is no doubt that the copper companies
profited handsomely in Chile over the years, but it should also be remembered that the investment climate of the 1920s was not the same as that of
today, nor were the rules of business the same, internationally or within
national borders. It is also wise to examine closely claims about exorbitant
profits, since this is an area in which the unscrupulous and the innocent
tend to frolic heedless of restraints.

66. Siegfried, op.

67. Ibid., pp. 237-42.
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THE BAD SEED
Throughout the colonial

period, Chile

was

a

<^°^^^y?^'^^^^l^.
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death
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ported in a landmark 1 966 study of Chilean
agriculture that "inquilinos
constitute a miserable lot, with a high percentage

of illiteracy, housed in
rudimentary conditions, underfed and tied to
the land for generations "*
Even more miserable was the lot of those
below the inquiUno on the
labor scale-the migrant laborers
[afueiinos, "outsiders," and voluntanos, volunteers"). The voluntaiio
usually lives with the inquilino
but since he has no contract, he is paid
only for days worked. The
afuenno is a true migrant laborer.
The afuerinos were indeed les miseiables of rural
life, particularly
those unlucky enough-as the
overwhelming

majority were-to work
on the tiny scraps of land known as the
minifundios, economically
unworkab e mmifarms, the counterpoint of
the sprawling
estates

known as latifundios. Contrary to the usual image
of the big plantation
owners as the vilest of the villains, the worst
abuses tended to happen on
the smaller farms. Salvador Allende's

own agriculture minister, Jacques

Chonchol the Robespierre of Chile's agrarian
revolution, pinpointed

this in 1972: "Exploitation of the
peasantry

frequently is greater in
the mediuni- and small-scale farms than
in the large estates," he wrote.
Although the medium- and small-scale farms
function in the same way
as the large estates, the economic
conditions are more difficult and the
enterprise is therefore frequently
finanp,ed by exploiting
'^
the peasantry
'^y
to a greater extent
"s
.

.

.

ok

Above the inquilino on the social scale came
the medieros, fifty-fifty
sharecroppers. Next came the owners of
small farms-a huge majoruy-and so on up to the relative handful owning the
giant estates
In few other ways, if any other, has
the dead hand of the colonial past
ain more heavily on Latin America's
present than in relation to the
^^"^ problem was more acute than in most countries.*
The
o"/;
?i
^^""^ '^°"'' ^""^ development in Latin
'*''?^
America |see
.1.
table 5) showed that Chile-at least
then-was better off than most
countries regarding its "middle class" in
farming, but worse off than all
but one country (Peru) in the percentage
of land controlled by the big
°
operators.

S

o^

?

Latifundios the sprawling estates, are
good in that they create an
which can play a benign, civilizing role in the
formation of
new countries. Such was the case in Chile, at
least for the most part «
Provided they are worked wisely and
conscientiously-more often the
case in Chile than almost anywhere
else in Latin America-big farms
can also be the most efficient farms.'
Latifundios are bad in that they
limit to a few the fruits of the land.
Table 6, also from the ICAD study,
shows how badly skewed farm income was in
Chile as late as 1960
aristocracy
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groups in

by
m^tiVe number and areas of farm units
total in each s.ze class)
size

ICAD STUDY COUNTRIES IPercentage

COUNTRIES

country

of

MULTIFAMILY

MULTIFAMILY

MEDIUM'

LARGE"!

SUBFAMILY'

FAMILY*-

48.7

7.3

0.8

100.0

43.2

15.0

36.9

100.0

3.4

44.7

39.1

33.7

4.7

100.0

22.5

6.0

59.5

100.0

0.5

34.0

40.0

16.2

6.9

100.0

36.9
0.2

7.1

11.4

81.3

100.0

64.0

30.2

4.5

1.3

100.0

23.3

49.5

100.0

Aigentina

Number of farm units
Area in farms
Brazil

Number of farm units
Area in farms
Chile

Number of farm units
Area in farms

Colombia

Number of farm units
Area in farms

4.9

22.3

8.9

1,7

0,4

100.0

89.0
16.6

19.0

19.3

45.1

100.0

88.4

9.5

2.0

0.1

100.0

40.8

100.0

Ecuador

Number of farm units
Area in farms

Guatemala

Number of farm

units

Area in farms

14.3

13.4

31.5

88.0

8.5

2.4

1.1

100.0

5.7

82.4

100.0

Peru

Number of farm units
Area in farms

jotaL

7.4

4.5
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Table 6'"

DISTRIBUTION OF AGRICULTURAL INCOME IN CHILE, 1960
FARM FAMILIES

Workers and

INCOME

THOUSANDS

PER-

MILLIONS
OF

CENTACE

ESCUDOS

CENTAGE

243.9=

70.7

155.2''

33.4

636

61.1

17.7

59.0

12.7

966

7.3

2.1

8.6

1.8

1,173

22.3

6.5

71.4

15.4

3 202

10.3

3.0

170.8

36.7

16,582

344.9

100.0

465.0

100.0

1,348

AVERAGE
PER-

FAMILY

INCOME

(e°)

small-scale

owners
Family-scale.
producers'^

Supervisory
personnel

Medium-scale
producers
Large-scale

producers

"
>>

Includes families of producers with subfamily-scale units and sharecroppers.
Includes salaries, payment in kind, social-security contribution, and
incomes on subfamily units from shares and from the land ceded as part payment for
labor to
inquilinos.

=

Includes for the most part producers with from five to twenty hectares
in irrigated zones,
and greater area in the middle and extreme south. Barraclough and Domike

add that

some such units had incomes

close to those of sub-family producers.

Source: Solon L. Barraclough and Arthur L. Domike, 'Agrarian Structure
in Seven Latin
American Countries" in Agrarian Problems and Peasant Movements in Latin

America,

Rodolfo Stavenhagen, ed. (New York: Anchor Books, 1970],
p. 65. They cite the third
agricultural census, the national accounts of CORFO, and
case-study data in the ICAD
study for their estimates.

Minifundios are bad because they are universally inefficient. When
is atomized under a system of serfdom such as in
the inquilino-

the land

mediero pattern, efficiency
injustice of

it

is no longer the issue. The raw, flagrant
is." Unfortunately, flagrant injustice in Latin America

has invited as often demagoguery and disastrous tinkering as enlightened leadership and real solutions. Such has been the sorry record

of

Chile, a record ignominiously highlighted by the nearly volcanic
eruption of class warfare in the countryside during the Allende

regime.

Agrarian reform got started in Chile in 1962, was rapidly accelerated
during the Frei years (1964-70), and became a whirling dervish during
the Allende years (1970-73|. Yet for all of that, the main visible
effect
was sharply to reduce the number of big farms, including some of the
most productive, while greatly increasing the number of hopelessly
inefficient small plots. The 1974 Nueva Enciclopedia de
Chile shows
that of Chile's 151,082 farm units (including forestry operations),
75,627 (or 50 percent) were 10 hectares or less (compared with 36.9
percent classified as subfamily in the 1966 study; see table
5); 53,766 (36
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mid- 1 930s urban areas had begun to bleed the farm sector, mostly
through price ceilings, which favored consumers while ruining farmers.
Inevitably, farm production suffered. Agriculture was now a
wounded
bull, easy prey for later picfldores of politics: first, the Christian
Democrats, who saw the countryside as a problem in distributive
justice, but
who were never really in command of their own fashionable but fuzzy
ideas on agrarian reform. Next came Allende's Unidad Popular,
which
viewed the peasantry as a vehicle for political power.

THREE CRISES
As noted earher, one of the more persistent homilies of the Allende
era held that traditional institutions lorded it over men and
their political passions. It was a homily preached by friend and
foe alike of the
Marxist regime. Foes used it in the beginning to reassure themselves
that things weren't so bad after all, much as children cope
with the

formless terrors of the night by shouting or singing or stomping
their
This was especially true of the Hamlets of Chilean pohtics, the
Christian Democrats. Later on, they brandished institutions much
as
schoolmasters of an earlier time would a hickory stick— to intimidate
feet.

the unruly And so they lectured and scolded and even threatened
to
bring the full force of the law down upon Allende's head. But Allende
by
then had become a truant, skipping out on the law, out of reach of the
institutional hickory stick..

Friends of the Marxist regime in the early days invoked institutions
as
a siren song to lure the waverers and allay the fears of the
more suspicious, pointing out that no real harm could come from an

adventure

in

Marxism because

the country rested on a bedrock of democratic
institutions. Disgruntled revolutionaries inside Chile and
elsewhere
protested that Allende's Via Cbilena was little more than a Southern

Hemisphere version

of British socialism. In the exhilaration of witnessing the birth of the hemisphere's first freely elected Marxist

government, many observers— conspicuously foreigners and foreign
newsmen—overlooked the obvious: the dominant partners of the
Allende alliance made it explicitly and repeatedly plain that they at no
time thought of democractic institutions as more than springboards
to
power, to be discarded once they had served their purposes. i^
As
Allende's end neared, friends of the regime invoked institutions as
amulets to ward off the evil spirits of revolution. Not respected, mind
you, just invoked, as

if intoning enough verses from
Democracy would cancel Judgment Day.

Alas, friend

force

and

the

Good Book

of

and foe alike credited democratic institutions with a
Chilean life which they simply did not have.'^ A

finality in
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number of battles in 1813, receiving the first of several wounds in
bold combat, and eventually displaced his former commander and political mentor, Jose Miguel Carrera, as commander in chief. But on Octoin a

1 and 2, 1814, forces under him were routed at the city of Rancagua,
enabling the Spaniards to regain control of the country. O'Higgins made

ber

way with the remnants of his army across the Andes to Mendoza,
Argentina, where he joined the forces of Gen. Jose de San Martin, the
his

great Argentine patriot.

more than two years of training and organizing, San Martin led
of the Andes back across the mountains and on February 12,
1817, defeated the Spaniards in the decisive battle of the war for Chilean
After

his

Army

independence

at Chacabuco. O'Higgins led the daring cavalry attack on
the forces of the Spaniard Gen. Rafael Maroto that opened the battle—
and sealed the outcome. More battles were fought the following year in
the south to finish off the remaining Spanish forces, but they were
anticlimactic.

Grateful Chileans offered San Martin the leadership of their liberated
country But he declined, and instead O'Higgins was named supreme
director, O'Higgins ordered that two books be opened in each city and
town, one for the signatures of those in favor of independence, one for
those favoring continued ties with the defeated mother country The
pages of the second remained blank. With that, O'Higgins, on February
1 2, 1 8 1 8—one year to the day after the decisive battle—declared
Chile's
formal independence.

O'Higgins' rule degenerated into heavy-handed dictatorship.
refused, for instance, to create a legislative Senate

He

and to draft a constitution which the public demanded. Finally in 1822, he promulgated a
constitution without submitting it to popular referendum of any kind.
Parallel with his refusal to submit to outside control were his attempts
at breaking up some of the big estates and distributing the land to those
willing to work it. These and proposed fiscal reforms put him on a
collision course with the country's landed gentry The mayor of Concepcion led an armed uprising, and on January 23, 1823, Santiago's ruling
elite called a council meeting and asked O'Higgins to resign.
At first he refused to acknowledge the authority of the meeting,
touching off a shouting match. "I am not frightened by seditious shouts
nor by threats," O'Higgins cried over the tumult. "I hold death in contempt today just as I did on the battlefield."
Anxious to avoid civil war, he proposed that a provisional junta be
named, and once done, wrote out in their presence his resignation.
Then, turning to the multitude, he said: "Now I am a simple private
citizen. I am willing to answer any and all accusations you make. And if
these failings of mine have caused damage which can only be purged
with my blood, then take the vengeance you wish."
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Then, withadiamaticgesture,

"

he tore open his tunic,

"NoTwe have nothing against O'Higgins.

never came.

He died

in

»ndsa,d:-He,e

Viva the

Fate of

c«u

Lima, October 24, 1842.

A Time to Remember

and
eight years of dictatorship
sixty
in
ushermg
term,
Prieto began a ten-year
1 83 1 Toaquln
new constitution went into
tranquility

O'Himns'

Wn

ouster

::L"^MmX^

^o'm

was followed by

A

P^^^^^^^^^^^^

hSory^Idts ftt:

'Iromlsluomi,
elit St

iScal inspiration for the military

Chile was virtually a

monarchy-

in

which two

aristocrats-contended fo^
strali^ld monarchists and new
presidents firmly

conservative
r.i2?nrthefirst thirty years, three
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pioneering civil and commercial codes
drafted, and bold social
innovations introduced.^s As noted
earlier, Chile also fought and
won a
profitable war that added one-third
to its size and immeasurably
),

to"ts

But

it

was also a period

that saw the appearance of the
first of a trinity
nightmares that would haunt the republic
relentlessly to this
day: chrome inflation> And it
came at a time of unprecedented po
perity, when prudent policies
would have spared the country that
of fiscal

T

" ''""' ^'''" '^' ^''' "^^'°^ *°^^^g" investments

tnZ.^'-in the country.
appeared

The end of that era came with a man with
a thick handlebar musache, a towermg ego, a silvery
tongue-and a reformist's zeal. The
leader of a liberal, anticlerical
group (though in his youth he had
considered the priesthood), Jose Manuel
Balmaceda first won fame in 1878
when he persuaded Argentina to stay out of
the War of the Pacific
Elected in 1886 over the bitter
opposition of a coalition of conservaives and a splmter group of
traditionalist liberals, Balmaceda
presided
over an interlude of sp endor with
few equals in
Chilean history.

DeSS / T

'"?"'" P^'?!'^ ''''''''y (^^-^^iP^^ '°'^ from 37 million

'

'' ^^ "''^^'°" *" ^^^°' '^^''^'
"" ^^"^^^^ ^«"^ing on
stream? R
^'"P^^^'^t P"sh to public education He
huul^'2i
A I schools
^r','?(among
bu
It three hundred
them the first public high school for
girlsl and two teachers' colleges,
and hired German educatorTto staff
the
""''' ' '"''" ""''^^ ^--^^y ^° execute an unpfece
Snt:? building
h"'M^'° program: more
dented
than one thousand kilometers of
railroad, government buildings,
waterworks, hospitals, docks, and
bridges
including a three hundred-foot-high
railroad bridge that served E Jfel
as
an important reference for building
his famous tower ^7
I

and^riToofT''
fnn nf

Tt ITa

m

'°

^^"T.

^'' P°^^'^"^ ^°^^

^"^ ^^buffed,

however,

.'°"*™^ °^ ^°''^'''' '^ ^^^^ ^^^^mbled a concatena^
"'^''^ '^'"
^ ^^*^^^^"^ opposition. The fact is

""T'
7

l^
'^' ™''' '°.^^^'''' ^'' ^'°^''^'' ^^ich included
ankfn. and
.ndT
banking
tax reforms, an overhaul of the
bureaucracy, and electoral
eforms^ He also proposed to "Chileanize"
the nitrate industry and us
the profits to build a state-owned
industrial infrastructure
^^^\^^™'"tio"^,^y at the time, and Balmaceda
is often
nnmlvpH
por
rayed as a prophet of socialism
and the precursor of Uruguay's Jose
Battle
y Ordonez, pioneer of social reform in
Latin

largely a superficial

view of a nationalist whose

Amenca.lut'L

s

real reformist idea

s

were harnessed to implacable
political ambition.^s His political
tactics
ncluded packing the courts, bypassing
the Congress, and unleashing in
the government-controlled
press a campaign of
itication against his

vituperation and vil

enemies without

parallel until then.^'
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Chile, wrote in 1972 that the switch
to a parliamentary system led to
"a
deterioration of institutions and civic
values that has been carried on to
this day
the form of a destructive political
struggle and of a standing
*
crisis of public authority "35

m

As with the fall of O'Higgins seventy years
before, an entire system
collapsed with the man and a dramatically
new one was erected
its
place. It was a pattern destined to
repeat itself again— and again

m

Left Face

One

of the

most

persistent fictions in newspaper
and magazine
is that until Allende, the
Right ruled the
country. The fact of the matter is that
the Right in Chile went to its
political grave in 1924. Ghosts of
a conservative past would waft
into
view from time to time in the form of
"rightist" regimes, notably those
of the Alessandris, father Arturo
Alessandri Palma (rightist in his sec-

accounts of events in Chile

'"'* '°''
Alessandri Rodriguez
?^L'^"tTT'
^^^i-^^^'
1958-64). Table 7 traces
the steady march into oblivion of the
^'''Se

parties

of
he Right-the Conservative and Liberal,
which in 1969 teamed to form
the National party

Table 7

VOTING IN CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES ELECTIONS,
CONSERVATIVE PARTY

YEARS

TOTAL VOTES
CAST

ACTUAL
VOTES

PERCENTAGE
OF TOTAL

1925-1969
LIBERAL PARTY

ACTUAL
VOTES

PERCENTAGE
OF TOTAL

1925

261,779

51,902

19,83%

1932

84,895

327,162
412,230

55,260

16.89

51,530

15.75

87,845

21.31

85,515

20.74

1937

32.43%

1941

450,248

77,243

17.07

63,118

1945

13.95

449,930

106,264

23.62

1949

80,597

17.91

464,872

106,603

2272

1953

83,582

17.98

779,174

78,383

10.06

84,924

10.90

1957

878,229

121,223

13.80

134,741

1961

15.34

1,339,896

198,260

14.80

222,485

16.60

2,282,443

121,882

5.30

171,979

7.50

1965

NATIONAL PARTY
1969

2,307,512

480,523

20.82

^^^^^^^S'fOficina de Informadoncs, Chilean otu<iic,
Senate
Bor«'n"i.?f"''''"-^'r-'°™'?'
Boletm de Informacion General, no.
66, June 25, 1970|.
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same period, the parties of the far Left ^'^l^j^^f. f^.J^JJ^J^^
years after the mid-1930s,
commanding electoral heights for most of the
when the Commuhiatus
(1949-57)
S^exception being the eight-year
category the Radica
far-Left
the
in
include
I
nist party was outlawed.
more militan
lent itself to the purposes of the
In the

party, for it consistently

Socialist

and Communist

parties in those

Table 8

same

parties. Table

elections:

9 traces the fortunes of far-Left
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The

trouble grew out of the turbulent twenties,
when the rules of
Uiiles political game were decisively changed:
new power relationships were established, and an entirely
different set of political values

were enthroned.3<-' The most important change
was the irrevocable shift
of economic power away from the
old oligarchies-once the landowners
later the entrepreneurs-to the state.
Cox refers to what he describes as
the excessive growth" during this period
of a "welfare state, bureaucratism, and demagogy." They created,
he says, "a rigid and static national
structure and a strong parasitic habit regarding
the state "^7
Those rightist relapses were "rightist" within the
confining hmits of
a new sociopolitical context. Furthermore,
if Jorge Alessandri's administration was intolerably "rightist,"
the country's

Communist party did

not think so. For most of the Alessandri
years (1958-^4),
Alessandri with unusual deference and
circumspection,

it

treated

and reports

persisted of a nonaggression pact between
Alessandri and the Communists.« Communist party political
fortunes prospered as never before
during Alessandri's government, provoking
warnings that Alessandri
was sowing a whirlwind.s?
Friendly relations between supposedly
antithetical forces are not of
course the same as an alliance between
them, and insofar as is known
no such alliance existed between Alessandri
and the Communists. But
the fact of such friendly relations ought
to silence much of the gibberish
about the existence of a rigid and reactionary
Right in Chile, implacably
opposed to reform and the agents of most extreme
reform, the

Commu-

nists.*"

It was none less than the elder
Alessandri who presided over the
atomization of the Right. Known as the Lion
of Tarapaca—for the northern province he represented in
Congress-Alessandri was a man with a
powerful voice and a physique to match.
John Gunther relates that once
Alessandri single-handedly dragged a wounded
policeman out of a mob
and another time used a stick on an
opposition deputy before heaving
him over a fence. He also was a remarkable orator,
fond of haranguing
crowds from the balcony of La Moneda.

^^'^^ "^^"^ '"'° ^" economic tailspin during
major nitrate customer, Germany
Labor strife had beset the country for
years. Violent clashes between
workers and the police-and frequently the
army-began in the nitrate
camps
the 1880s and were climaxed by a
massacre during
^^'^'''';

'^
i/L^w'^'f
World War I u
because

of the loss of its

m

strike that cost

293 strikes

in

a 1907

two thousand lives.^t Between 191 1 and 1920
there were
an only incipiently industrialized nation
of

million inhabitants.

On

just over

3

July 4, 1912, a self-taught typographer named
Emilio Recabarren founded a workers' party,
which in 1922 became the

Communist
In the

party.

midst of this ferment, Alessandri emerged
as the presidential
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conglomerate of groups dedicated to
candidate of the Liberal Alliance, a
platform was a frankly populist
breakSg conservative power. His
and the poor.
anneal for the votes of labor, peasants,
to make good his campaign
attempted
Alessandri
in power,
Deputies, but the consermSises He had ^ majority in the Chamber of
of his reform proanother
Senate rejected one after

Tnce

vat^Sntrolled

social

of Chile's advanced
ZaTs a labor code, which formed the basisthe eight-hour workday, an
unions;
iSs ation the righ to organize in
after another of his mmis-

Some S. The lenate also impeached one creating administrative
weeks in their jobs,
te rmany lasted only
presidents ever since the
ana^S It was a problem which had plagued
thirty years before, but now
enthronement of the parliamentary

system

reacherdangerous'ly destructive extremes.

it

(It

was

also a problem

different reasons.)
Allende would later face, albeit for
Alliance), a coalition of (for then)
Alessandri's Alianza L beral (Liberal
the March
both houses of Congress
lef^st panSs won control of
electu^ns^
rigged
widespread fraud and
f924 efections, amid charges of

m

the
and party rivalries were rife within
To make matters worse, personal
three
away
frittered
it
coauSn When Congress convened in June,

bypassing a number o

montSn sterile poUtlcal debates. In September,for that very year),

Sr^,

the
urgem matters (including the budget
hearts,
own
their
to
dearer
matter
turned their attention to a

kwSers

handsome sum m

for themselves, a
m^ thousand-peso monthly salarywas
then in an economic

a

crisis.

the best of times, and the country
frustration, there suddenly emerged
out of the black hole of national
a group of young army
force in Chilean political life:
one of their own Congress had
to leftist causes (as well as

officers

a

new

aUiel

abo

squeezed soldiers). Outraged that
Lied to act on pay raises for inflationCoieasshouldpltitselffirst,agroupoftheseyoungtu^^^^^
Congress on September 5 1924 to
uniform in the visitor's gallery of
waves through Congres and the
heckle the lawmakers, sending shock
military committee to back their
government. They later formed a
Luis Altamirano, inspector
and enlisted the support of Gen.

Es

labor code
rapid succession approved the
and
measures
reform
long-stalled
other
sixteen
the social-security act, and
officers were
young
the
then,
by
But
ffncluding military pay raises).^
Congress.
demanding more: the dissolution of
them as alhes. But this was
welcomed
had
Alessandri
To
ePtemhis
^^^^S^^^^^J
more than he had bargained for. He presented
resigna
his
refused
Congress
embassy
ber 8 and took refuge in the U.S.
"leave of absence," and Alessandr
six-month
a
authorized
tfon but
A junta of government, headed
Europe.
headed over the Andes bound for

'Tot-streTIn,

m

Soint

°f

1
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by General Altamirano, was formed, accepted Alessandri's resignation,
and dissolved Congress.*-* Alessandri was accompanied into exile by his
principal political lieutenant, Pedro Aguirre Cerda, a sagacious Radical
party leader who would be heard from again.

A few months later,

on January

young officers ousted the
of disregarding the purposes of the
September 5 movement and of abetting the presidential aspirations of
Ladislao Errazuriz, leader of the conservative Union Nacional. The
old-guard generals, accusing

23, 1925, the

them

young officers organized their own junta and recalled Alessandri. While
he was making his way back from Europe, the young officers prepared a
fusillade of decree- laws embodying important social and economic
reforms, especially strong in the areas of labor and health. Although
httle noted in conventional annals of the role of military

men

in Latin

was probably the first time regular military forces had
intervened in Latin America on the side of social revolution.
Alessandri finally made it back on March 20, returning to an apotheosis of public enthusiasm as yet without precedent. He lasted only
six months and ten days, but it was long enough for him to draft
and
submit for public approval a new constitution, promulgated on Septemaffairs, this

ber 18, 1925.

This constitution partly restored presidential power, provided for
and established the separation of church
and state, a goal of liberals in Chile since the middle of the nineteenth
century^s The new constitution also contained a specific threat to
direct election of the president,

private property a threat because it was a gratuitous hedge on the right
to hold private property, reflecting the onset of socialist thought in

Chilean
ored,

politics.''^ It

also contained a provision that,

would have changed the course

had

it

been hon-

of the country's history: the

provision calling for the creation of provincial legislatures and a redistribution of federal power |and revenues) among the provinces. Such
decentralization

would have acted

coaster ride into

Marxism over

as a brake on the country's roller-

political tracks greased

by the demagoguery of frenzied competition for popular favor. But the provision was
never honored, despite the promises of candidate after candidate, down
to Salvador AUende.

The new constitution survived until the fall of Allende. By then, it
was tattered, treasured more for what it might have been than for what
it

was.

The man behind the scenes during this period of tumult—and the
man who provoked Alessandri's second resignation— was Col. Carlos
Ibaiiez, of the later "sucker loans. "'^ Ibaiiez emerged as a strong
man
while minister of war under Alessandri, and then as minister of the
interior in the regime of Emiliano Figueroa Larrain (1925-27), when he

-
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The picturesque

career of a man who was an officer in both the
army
and the navy concurrently, then joined the air force and rose to
become
chief of staff, and then headed a political revolution
called Grovismo,
invites attention.sa But he was blipped off history's
screen as suddenly
as he had appeared (temporarily, as it would turn
out|. Four other presidents followed Grove and his associates in that year of
1932, bringing
the twelve-month total to six.
The fourth was Alessandri, back this time in earnest, for a full term
(1932r-38), at the

head of a center-right coalition and backed by an
overwhelming popular mandate.^* Two crises competed for top priority,
the crisis of authority and the economic crisis. On the
latter, unemployment was still at 160,000 (it had peaked at 200,000, perhaps one-fifth
of
the nonagricultural work force), the treasury was empty
foreign creditors clamored for payment (the foreign debt
stood at a staggering 4
billion pesos), and spiraling inflation strangled
wage earners. Furthermore, by 1933, an outbreak of a particularly scurvy form
of typhus
(exanthematic typhus) had reached alarming dimensions.
The crisis of authority was reflected in strikes and lawlessness, legacies of demagoguery and economic collapse. Violence
begat more violence, much as it would forty years later. Weil-to-do
youths organized
the Republican Militia, armed vigilantes whose number
reached fifty

thousand before they decided to disband' in 1935. A small but
virulent
Nazi m.ovement, complete with a Black Shirts brigade,
was forming
under the leadership of Jorge Gonzalez von Marees. The
new
(1933|

Socialist party

and the increasingly influential Communist party55

harassed Alessandri implacably.

Hardly an auspicious rebirth for Chile's Right, and the flickering
hope
was soon forfeited in a maelstrom of crisis, its own political opacity
a
new and demolishing challenge from the Left, and freak circumstance.
To tackle the economic problems, Alessandri turned to Gustavo Ross
Santa Maria, a man who would earn a reputation as an
economic wizard—and a highhanded autocrat. He restored Chile to economic health,
but his brusque tactics made him an easy target for leftist
propaganda.^s
Alessandri's eflorts to press forward with his social
reforms were
blocked by the conservative coalition that controlled Congress,
a political blunder it would repeat twenty years later
with another Alessandri
in the presidency Alessandri did, however,
manage to put through two
important pieces of legislation: one, at the end of his term,
providing
minimum wages for industrial and commercial workers, the other
establishing a program of free preventive medicine
for workers. The
minimum-wage program was, however, a case of too little too late— and
not even enough of too little: Congress refused to pass Alessandri's
companion proposal establishing minimum wages for farmworkers.
The previous year, in 1936, the country had been torn by a new wave of
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storming out of the building. Later,
as Alessandri rose to deliver
his
message, a shot rang out from the
adjoining Salon of Honor, followed
by
he explosion of a petard. Next,
two front deputies attempted to
push
the r way through police lines
back into the building. In the

ensS

melee, which Alessandri ascribes
to the "excitement, agitation
and
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CHAPTER 2
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Andrew Marshall, ed., The South
Travel Publications, 197 IL p. 263.

2.

Ibid.

3.

A law in

4.

American Handbook (London: Trade

1811 freed children of slaves born after that date; complete emancipation came under a second law in 1 823, making Chile the first American
nation to free slaves. The United States was the second, forty years later.
Walterio Millar, Historic de Chile, 29th ed. {Santiago: Editorial Zig-Zag
19731, p. 222.

Inter-American Committee on Agricultural Development, quoted by Alain
Labrousse, in El Expehmento Chileno (Barcelona and Mexico: Ediciones
Grijalbo, S.A., 1973), p. 103. Labrousse's Marxist biases have already been
mentioned. This report reflected fancies fashionable among international
technocrats then, as now, mostly of leftist persuasion about the right
remedies to the very real problems afflicting Latin America's rural areas. For
the most part, the palliatives they prescribed exacerbated the ills of the
countryside: inefficient production and' inhuman living conditions. The
point here is that this study tilts left in agrarian matters, and references to it
should be understood in that light,
Jacques Chonchol, "The Agrarian Policy of Popular Government," in The
Chilean Road to Socialism, ed. ). Ann Zammit, with cooperation of Gabriel
Palma (Austin and England: University of Texas Press and Institute of Development Studies (IDS I; University of Sussex, 1973), pp. 108-9. The book was
based on the proceedings of Round Table in Santiago in March 1972, sponsored by the Chilean National Planning Office (ODEPLAN) and IDS.
Chonchol cites the incidence of greater abuses among smaller farmers more
to justify the government's breakneck policy at that point in seizing small
farms as well as the big ones, than to mourn the fate of the peasantry.
The purely statistical problem of poor land distribution in Chile has been
aggravated by the emergence of a broad-based middle class with only one or
two rivals for size in Latin America. Nirvana for Chile's rural poor was thus
not some unattainable never-never land, but the bountiful life in plain view
all around them.
From "Land Economics," vol. 42, no. 4 (November 1966) (copyright 1966 by
Regents of University of Wisconsin!, pp. 391-424; reproduced in Solon L.
Barraclough and Arthur L. Domike, 'Agrarian Structure in Seven Latin
American Countries," in Agrarian Problems and Peasant Movements in
Latin America, ed. Rodolfo Stavenhagen (New York: Doubleday, Anchor
Books, 1970), p. 48.
Ricardo Cox, Chilean author, politician, and university professor, has
pointed out that the men who owned the highly productive irrigated lands
between Aconcagua, in the north, and Talca, in the south, became compara-
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Chonchol, op, cit., p. 111.
Pablo Baraona Urzua, who earned his master's degree in economics at the
University of Chicago, and who taught at the Catholic University of Chile,
estimates an annual immigration of thirty thousand peasants to the cities
over a thirty-year period ending in the early 1970s. Indeed: the decline in
Chile's rural population, 1960-1980, was the greatest in percentage terms
(44.5 percent! in all of Latin America, by a wide margin. That is a generally
positive development given that in Latin America (as in much of the rest of
the world), the incidence of extreme poverty tends to be highest in rural
areas. Baraona Urziia echoes that in taking note of the pitifully low level of
farm income; in 1972, he reported, the 800,000 persons then earning their
living in farming had to divide a total income pie that would have given
them less than half the legal minimum wage in force, and that did not take
into account the lopsided distribution of income within the farming sector
itself. But, as a World Bank study would point out fifteen years later, the
Pinochet government's decision to focus government social spending on
the poorest segments of the population a "performance unequaled in the
region" eased the plight of that shrunken rural sector of the population.
Sources: Baraona Urziia, "The Reality of Chilean Agriculture," in Chile: A
Critica] Survey (Santiago: Institute of General Studies, 1972), pp. 169, 176.
For 1960-1980, "Rural Development and Social Growth," in Economic and
Social Progress in Latin America: 1986 Report (Washington: Inter- American Development Bank, 1986), p. 125. For social spending under Pinochet:
"Poverty in Latin America: The Impact of Depression" (Washington: The
World Bank, 1986), p. 20. Baraona went on to become one of the original
"Chicago Boys" blueprinting and guiding Pinochet's free-market revo-

—

—

—

—

lution.
17.

chose almost at random from among countless examples. Oscar Waiss, a
then editor of the official newspaper La Nacion, and therefore a
principal interpreter of official ideology, wrote revealingly less than a year
after Allende came to power, when legality was still moot. He chided those
who would slow the pace of the revolution just because they lacked the
votes. "We Chilean Socialists," he wrote, "in this period of transition and
transformation, are not willing to limit ourselves to counting how many
deputies the National party has, how many the Christian Democrats have,
how many we have in our own trenches. We see in the elections a mere
approximate index of overall trends, but in no case do we regard them as a
mathematical expression of the correlation of the social forces in conflict.
Bourgcoise democracy is, necessarily, limited, arbitrary, deformed, and
unjust" {Ercilla magazine [Santiago], August 18-24, 1971, p. 14).
Even more revealingly, the Socialist party pronunciamiento at its Twentysecond Congress in Chilian in November 1967, stated: "Revolutionary
I

Socialist,

violence is inevitable and legitimate. It is an inevitable result of the regressive and armed character of the class state. [Violence] represents the
only means leading to taking political and economic power and to its
later defense and strengthening. Only by destroying the bureaucratic
and military apparatus of the bourgeois state can the socialist revolution be
consolidated. The peaceful and legal forms of struggle (labor, ideological,

do not, by themselves, lead to power. The Socialist party
considers them as limited instruments of action, built into the political process which leads us to armed struggle" [quoted by Labrousse, op.
electoral, etc.)

cit., p.

199].
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only 36.8 percent favored dissolving Congress as the solution, 44.9
percent preferred to wait until the 1969 congressional elections, and only
1.3 percent favored a plebiscite. Agor, op. cit., pp. 22-23.
Yet a scant eight years later, an unmistakably overwhelming majority of
Chileans clamored for the ouster of the president by whatever means, legal
or other, and there were very few signs of mourning over the closing of the
Congress. As remarked earlier, this is the difference between a survey of
Chilean attitudes in relatively normal times, when institutions operate
more or less according to specifications, and their view in times of severe
crisis because they arc incapable of protecting themselves from their own

grcss),

destruction.
20. Chile's first formal

government was headed by

Jose

Miguel Carrera

(1812),

who gave the country its first constitution, created the flag and coat of arms,
ordered free schools opened in convents in villages of fifty or more inhabitants, established diplomatic relations with the U.S., and bought from a
naturalized American, Matthew Arnold Hoevel, the press for the country's
first newspaper, Aurora de Chile, founded February 13, 1812. Millar op. cit.,
pp. 140, 146.

21

Ricardo Cox

22.

Chilean historian Alberto Edwards discusses this rivalry in his La Fronda

|op. cit., p. 39| notes that the president not only ruled in his own
administration, but appointed his successor, intervened in the nomination
of candidates for Congress, and eventually manipulated parliamentary elec-

tions.

Aristocrdtica (Santiago: Editorial del Pacifico, 1952|.
The calm was punctured violently twice by armed uprisings in 1851 and
again in 1859. Both were sizable revolutions, involving major battles. Ibid.,
pp. 257, 261. Chile also fought another'foreign war, joining Peru in beating
back a halfhearted Spanish attempt to recover Peru. The six months of
hostilities peaked on March 21,1 866, when a Spanish squadron mercilessly
bombarded Valparaiso.
24. By a U.S. citizen, William ^Wheelwright, though Peru disputes the claim

—

23.

was first. Anyway, Wheelwright inaugurated his, which
ran from the northern port of Caldera to the iron mines at Copiapo, on July
4, 1851. Millar, op. cit., p. 248.
25. Even before the Indians were subdued, the brilliant Amunategui brothers
were demanding a place of equality for Chile's Indians. In a book published
in 1859, they argued that it was economically counterproductive to exclude
anyone from the benefits of education, so as to enable all to "escape from the
misery of the soul, ignorance, and the misery of the body, poverty. That will
be achieved," they wrote, "the day in which general and complete education
is cemented throughout the country" (Miguel Luis and Gregorio Victor
Amunategui, De la Instruccion Primaria en Chile: Lo Que Es y Lo Que
Deberia Ser [Santiago: Imprenta del Ferrocarril, 1859], p. 9|.
26. Following the War of the Pacific, the government used its new riches, as
Galdames points out, for everything except to keep its solemn obligation to
redeem paper money issued to finance the war and ameliorate an earlier
recession. The result: paper money fell to half its face value. Foreign creditors refused to honor it, while pressing for payment. This produced an
outflow of gold and hard currencies, and forced an inevitable sharp rise in
the prices of indispensable imported goods, a chain of events ending in
runaway inflation. The two other fiscal evils heavy borrowing abroad and
resorting to the printing presses to provide |dcbascd| money to finance
that Chile's railroad

—
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and sail with the fleet. Silva was so unprepared for such a
dramatic turn of events that he arrived at the port with no other luggage
than a woolen wrap for his feet. Rogers Sotomayor, "La Revolucion del '91
y la del '73," La Tercera de la Hora (Santiago], April 10, 1974, p. 4.
The point-of-no-return on violence was reached with the execution of
Ricardo Gumming Durme on July 12, 1891. Gumming was caught in a
conspiracy to blow up navy ships. Givic leaders, foreign diplomats, and the
Catholic archbishop all pleaded with Balmaceda for clemency. His answer:
"What would you have mc do? Give myself up with my hands tied to the
opposition? 1 well know that my head is on the block in this game, but by
sending Gumming to the firing squad, I put the opposition on notice that
their heads are at stake, too." Bloodletting reached a frenzy following a
series of guerrilla attacks around the capital. At 4 a.m., on August 19, an
army unit surprised a group of youthful conspirators at an estate in the
foothills of the Andes outside Santiago. Several were shot out of hand,
Balmaceda was inflexible in demanding death for the rest, and they were
shot the next day Estimates of the number executed run from thirty to
forty. "Balmaceda y la Crisis del '91," Que Pasa. February 23, 1973, p. 33.
This episode is instructive too in spiking still another oft-told tale of recent
years, namely, that violence has been a stranger to Chilean life. To the
contrary; it has been a persistent marauder.
Hermogenes Perez de Arce, "Between Socialism and Freedom," in Chile: A
Critical Survey (Santiago: Institute of General Studies, 1972), p. 118. The
185 1 revolution also was bloody: more than two thousand dead in a country
with only 1.5 million inhabitants. Galdames, op. cit. pp. 360-61.
Peter G. Snow points out that Chilean politics have been characterized
since early in the century by the multiplicity of political parties. Fifty
different parties gained seats in Congress in the three decades up to the
midsixties (and two or three more since), and as many as twenty parties
were represented in Congress at one time— Snow, "The Chilean Multiparty
System," in Latin American Politics ed. Robert D. Tomasek (Garden City,
N.Y: Doubleday, Anchor Books, 1966), p. 399.
Francisco Orrego Vicuiia, "The System of Chilean Foreign Policy: Rise or
Fall," in Chile: A Critical Survey (Santiago: Institute of General Studies,
1972), p. 95. Gil cites a study done by fulio Gonzalez Heise which reveals
another dimension of the crisis: between 1831 and 1886, Chile had thirtyone cabinetS; during fewer years of the parliamentary system, 1891-1922,
Chile had 212 cabinets and a total of 530 ministers. Federico G. Gil, EI
Sistema Politico de Chile (Santiago: Editorial Andres Bello, 1969), p. 67.
Ricardo Cox points out that the emergence of the popular socialist parties
at this time produced a "deep change in the political structure
concern
for social problems became predominant
(but) remained at the level of
ideologies and of hostilities among groups and social levels which concealed
a mentality that was incompatible with democratic life." He argues that the
"old" parties were run by men who were basically men of action, and that
Chile owes to them the landmarks of social legislation. The new ones— the
the rebellion
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chaotic government and a chaotic economic situation ...
not typical of
dictatorships
Latin America" (Debray, op. cit., pp. 62-63
51. A military coup ended the Socialist interlude
September 13, 1932, just one
month before elections were to be held to elect a new Congress
which was
to rewrite the constitution to implant a socialist
state. As we have seen the
1925 constitution not only simplified the amendment and
revision procedure, but even anticipated the possibility of a
socialist economic structure. Galdames, op. cit., p. 491.
52. In its one hundred days in power, the socialist
government promulgated a
phenomena 590 decree laws, one of which would later become
a major
economic bludgeon
Allende's hands. It gave the executive authority
to
expropriate any company, provided one of three
conditions existed: (1) acute
shortages of the product produced by that company;
(2) deliberate attempts
by that company to sabotage market mechanisms;
(3) the company was
para yzed by an irreconcilable dispute with its
workers. (AUende usually
invoked that decree law with or without the conditions.)
From the vantage
point of his presidency, forty years later, Allende would
describe the 1932
revolution as having had "a profound influence
on vanguard thought"

m

m

(Debray, op.

cit., p. 7|.

For a brief but tangy account of Marmaduke Grove,
see John Gunther
Inside South America (New York: Harper
Row, 1966), pp. 266-67
54. Alessandri outpoUed four opponents, winning
handily with 187 914 of the
342 990 votes cast in the 1932 election. Interestingly, the runner-ui^-with
60,856 votes—was Colonel Grove, who dashed back from exile
on Easter
Island to make his bid. The Communist party
candidate, Ellas Lafertte ran
dead last with 4,128 votes, an experience the Communists
would turn to
advantage in the next elections. Election figures from
Estadisticas Electoiales, 1925-1969 {Oficina de Informaciones,
Chilean Senate, Boletin de
Intormacion General, no. 66, June 25, 1970), p. 7.
Interestingly, too, Alessandri had tried a comeback
in the elections of
October 4, 1931, as the candidate of a far-left coalition.
He was beaten
nearly two to one, by Juan Esteban Montero,
representing a center-right
coalition. The results indicated that the Chilean
electorate was not in step
with the avant-garde leftist wave promoted by the
political leadership a
lesson the electorate also attempted to transmit in
several other elections
up to and including September 1970.
55. As early as the midtwenties, the Communists
controlled the 200 OOD-member Chilean Worker Federation. Six party members
were among the 122
tramers of the 1925 constitution, though the Communist
thesis was defeated
the plebiscite held to ratify the constitution. For an
account of the
haste
drafting the constitution and the cockeyed
technique used for
ratifying it, see Gil, op. cit., pp. 105-6.
56. Demonstrating a certain cynicism,
if not outright hypocrisy, because Ross's
economics should have been to the ideological liking of the
Left:
53.

&

m

m

economic

nationalism, taxes on commerce and industry, a doubling
of the federal
budget (from 1 billion pesos in 1934 to 2 billion in
1938), and rapid expansion of the money supply (from 550 million
pesos in 1932 to 1 biUion in
1937)— third in the trinity of fiscal evils that plague the country
down to
the present "Printing-press prosperity" was a device
Allende would use to
unimagincd extremes, creating a momentary illusion of bonanza,
followed
by a whirlpool of ruin. In the 1930s the economic structure
had not yet been
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is

from former communist Chamudes

op. cit., p. 26.

Empresa Editora e ImpresRavines, El Rescate de Chile (Santiago:
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many

elements in the still-shrouded drama, it
appears the crucial one was a coded message from the Army of the North,
saying it would not be responsible for maintaining public order if the
Tribunal idea were not accepted. Suddenly Barros caved in, and Alessandri

was chosen.
In 1938, Aguirre Cerda nosed out Gustavo Ross by 1 percent.
Ross
charged irregularities caused by Popular Front |FP) storm-trooper tactics
and said the electoral Tribunal (created by the 1925 constitution) should
decide the election. The FP rejected that proposal out-of-hand, saying
Aguirre Cerda had won. On November 12, Ross received two letters, one
from army commander-in-chief Gen. Oscar Novoa, the other from Cara-

binero commandant Humberto Arriagada. Both warned of serious disorders
in the inflamed opinion climate of the moment if Ross didn't concede the
army chief invoking "patriotism, " the Carabinero chief saying failure to

—

concede would "trample the popular will." Ross got the message, saying the
country was in "a revolutionary state." He said the two letters made it
impossible for him to continue contesting the election.
65.

Chamudes,

66.

Allende also worked as a dental-school assistant, a physician in a mental
hospital, and an official reporter at medical conventions, and practiced
among public-welfare patients in and around Valparaiso. Despite his limited professional experience, he would later become president of the Chilean Medical Association, chairman of the College of Physicians, president
of the Pan-American Medical Confederation, and editor of the Chilean
Medical BuUetin. See Current Biography |New York: H.
Wilson, September 1971 p. 6. Allende blamed his political activity for his inability to get a
firm foothold on a medical career. As for his relations with the man who
rescued him from disrepute, the Radical president Aguirre Cerda, Allende
described him as "a man of great human qualities, a very kind man ... to
begin with, he was the bourgeois radical political 'par excellence,' and in
response to the loyalty and'affection of the people, he was gradually transformed into a man of deeper conviction, much closer to the aspirations of

op. cit., p. 67.

W

1,

." (Debray, op. cit.,
the people
p. 67|.
definition is courtesy of K. H. Silvert, "The Prospects of Chilean
Democracy," in Latin American PoUtics. ed. Robert D. Tomasek (Garden
City, N.Y.: Doubleday Anchor Books, 1966|, p. 387. Professor Silvert, a
.

67.

.

The

and prolific writer on Latin affairs (and much admired by
Professor Gil for his work on Chile), detected the danger signals {"persistent
and stable strength can flow only from an electorate able to put aside small

political scientist

—

group and class loyalties in favor of the national community" p. 398). I
believe he erred in his optimism in failing to see that fragmentation and
sectarianism were part and poisonous parcel of Chilean political institutions. I also believe he erred in accepting the reformist economic strategies
of the Christian Democrats and others as the right ones for achieving the
objectives of development the creation, in his words, of "a strong and free

—

national

community"

(p.

398|. Instead, the Christian

Democrats polarized

Chilean politics as never before and legitimized the politics of class warfare.
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ference with political parties, and they, indeed,
muhiplied and divided ^
Except for the Communists during their two exiles,
basic freedoms were
respected: assembly, press, worship.

On

a socioeconomic level, industrial workers

and peasants banded
increasmg numbers in unions. The number
of workers
enrolled in unions jumped from 270,542
in 1 964— equivalent to 10 3
together

m

percent of the nonagricultural work force—
to 551,086 in 1970 or 19 4
percent. In the countryside the picture was
the same: in 1964 'peasant
organizations, technically illegal, numbered
1,658 members By 1970
that number had climbed to 114,122,3
or about one-sixth of the farm
labor force.
Interestingly, it was the Right that had
authorized peasant unions in
the first p ace, and the Left, the verbal
"champions" of the peasants, that
had struck them down. Interestingly also, it was
the Right that gave
Chilean workers a comprehensive minimumwage law (in 1937 a year
before a hmited minimum-wage law went
on the books in the S so
that by the mid-1960s, a United Nations
study would show that Chilean
blue-collar workers were ranked fourth
in wage scales among twelve
leading industrial countries in the entire world.
(By then Chile also was
hrst in Latin America in per capita industrial
output, Hrst in per capita

U

I

consumption of energy, and third in liter^acy.)*
Under the Christian Democrats, popular participation
in government
was also extended: in the cities, through the creation
of legally recognized Neighborhood Committees and
Centers of Mothers- in rural
areas. Committees of Cooperatives
(organized-and dominated-by
the party, however, and really operating
as branches of it)
The pauones already had their organizations, of
course; landowners
had their once powerful National Agricultural
Society, founded May 18
1838, and industriahsts and merchants their
chambers and associa-

^^^^ ^^^ ^''"^^y ^°' Industrial Development*
fio™^T'^
T?''!
IbUfOFA— Sociedad
de Fomento Fabril),

founded in 1883 But still
another type of organization, highly developed,
marked Chile aparf the
organizations of professionals and small
businessmen, both of which
included virtually all of their groups in the

country

Superficially, then, Chile was a country
in
forged in the controlled fires of orderly,

which consensus was

ordered debate, a country in
which the clash of ideas and the crossfire of
conflicting interests never
got beyond the shouting stage at worst.
True, there were already a few
hotheads committed to imposing their views
by force: by 1971 no fewer
than twenty-nine groups of extremists, all
but one of the extreme Left
had been identified in Chile.s But they were
thought to be little more
than an ugly blemish on democracy's fair, Chilean
face.

•

Sometimes loosely translated as National Manufacturers
Association, so
with the similarly-nanied U.S. organization.
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fostered atomization, splitting parties into factions and new parties (by 1970 there were fifteen), and
then drove the
parties, both Left and Right, to politicize every
sector and segment of
the society, from the churches to factories, from classrooms
to labor
unions, business, and professional organizations and even,
in the end,
the armed forces.
It

first

was. Vial Correa remarks, fatal for the survival of a truly
democratic

society/'
First there

were the Radicals.

THE "MOLDERING PILLAR"
Marcos Chamudes, the ex-Communist turned Radical has called
it
the "moldering pillar."
"That the century-old Radical party constituted one of
the most
solid pillars of

Chilean democracy," he wrote, "was one of the hackneyed commonplaces of the political oratory and literature
of the
country."
In the beginning, the Radical party did not, of
course, represent the
was part of a "leftist" movement already a quarter of

center, but

a

century old and with two cardinal aims: religious freedom,
through the
separation of church and state (the constitution of 1833
established the
Roman Catholic church as the exclusive state rehgion), and a more

democracy (T)ie 1833 constitution limited the vote to
males twenty-five or older who could read and write and had a
certain
mcome level, and stipulated election of senators through an indirect
vote and the president through special electors.)
representative

Nowhere

else in Latin America,

with the possible exception of Brazil,
positivism— that man should seek happiness within the
finite boundaries of the knowable world— find more
fertile soil than in
Chile. Elsewhere in Latin America the philosophy of
Auguste Comte
was bent to serve local purposes: as an ideological weapon in the
war
did the seeds of

against frankly oppressive regimes; later, as a palliative for
the emerging
middle classes to justify their taste for material comforts,as a rationalization for ruling classes,
alternative to their rule.**

who saw anarchy

throughout,
as the only

At the beginning, in the so-called intellectual movement of
1842,
was much of the sword about positivism in Chile, particularly
as
the new ideology was brandished by a young (twenty-one-year-old)
law
there

school student, Francisco Bilbao, in the pages of a periodical
called El

Czepusculo {The Twilight]. But what distinguished the growth of poswas that it would soon become the instrument of the elite wielded in behalf of the less privileged—foreshadowing
itivism's influence in Chile
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and the Com-

munist).
In the beginning the Radicals were a party
of idealists, crusaders in
the fight to lead the unwashed out of the
wilderness of political privation and economic misery. "The workers,"
wrote Enrique Maclver, one
of the party's early ideologues, "lack the necessary
culture and preparation for understanding the problems of government,
let alone constituting part of it."i^ So the intellectual elite battled
for reform in behalf of
the untutored masses, while giving them schools
and coaching them in
the ways of strikes, political action, and revolutionary
zeal.
By the time the party reached maturity and political
power, it was
torn between the allures of the new religion,

Marxism-Leninism, and

the old ways of Utopian socialism. For the
most part, it was a party of
dilettantes, the "parlor pinks" of a later era,
men of elaborate
social

consciences and lofty principles resting on a bedrock
of comfortable
fortunes and "sensible" revolutionary ideals, still
imbued with a vanguard vision of themselves. Such decent men
of principle were of
course, easy prey for the single-minded cynics
for whom the only scruple was the conquest of power. i3 And so it
was that the Radicals, so long
frustrated in their quest for power, put aside
their own qualms and
entered into successive alliances with the Left
that put three of their

men

in La Moneda.

For all outward appearances, the Radicals ruled
Chile from 1938 to
1952, the arbiters between the contending forces
of Right and Left
tilting first one way then another, but
always blunting the extremist
edges of both, a force of moderation in Chilean
life.
Indeed, as more than one Chilean scholar has
noted, the Radicals for a
time managed to offer hope of a new national
consensus in a country
long lacking in one. The problem, as Gonzalo
Vial Correa has noted is
that the experiment in consensus-building
soon gave way to c'audiUismo, the cult of the personality which was the
cult of less advanced
Latin American states, i"*

Ultimately the Radicals became the handmaidens
of extremism
doing their bidding in order to retain their
indispensable support until
hnally becoming the skulking satraps of the
relentless Left.
Their policies during this delusion of power
constructed the scaffolding on which they would finally go to a despised
execution.

THE RADICAL YEARS
Two earthquakes early in the
shift in

The

Radical years overshadowed the subtler
the country's political topography.

first

of

them was

physical.

On

January 24, 1939, a cataclysmic
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fifty-nine-year-old Aguirre

Cerda was, in fact, chosen as the
calm the anxieties of moderates inside and outside
the party alarmed by the electoral pact with the Communists and the
Sociahsts. As was the familiar case with Radicals, Don Tinto's
oratorical bark was worse than his executive bite, unless one
remembers that
oratory itself has a deep, special, and lasting sting of its own.
In his very first message to Congress, Aguirre Cerda leveled
a broadside at foreign control of Chile's mineral riches. That gripe
henceforth
would be blared by the Left until it became an irrepressible battle hymn
party's candidate to

of the republic.

"There can be no real progress, nor meaningful social stabihty, nor
the
kind of civilization that ennobles the country," Aguirre Cerda
said,
"until such time as our own people, in their entirety,
share fairly in the
fruits of our raw materials along with the indispensable
representatives
of more advanced civilizations. "'^
Aguirre Cerda did nothing to modify foreign control of the copper

mines—nearly thirty years would elapse before that would come to
pass— but the gauntlet had been thrown. Meanwhile, the Radicals did
move in other directions to extend state control over the economy
No move in that regard was more significant than the creation, in
April 1939, of the Development Corporation |CORFO, from
Corporacion de Fomento de la Produccion), a niuch copied pacesetter
for all of
Latin America. Interestingly, it was legislated into existence
by a Congress

by the supposedly hidebound Right. Until very
few Chileans— or non- Chileans— had anything but undiluted

controlled

recently,

CORFO.^ In the longer perspective of time and the evidence,
growing tendency to view CORFO as the disguised but decisive Trojan horse behind the systematic dismantling
of the capitalist
praise for

there

is

a

economy

in Chile.

Governmental support for industry in Chile dates back to 1847, when
import duties were eased for a sugar-beet factory, and to 1854, when
the
government loaned money to a strugghng chinaware factory On October

1883, leading industrialists, responding to government prodding,
for Industrial Development (SOFOFA|. Over the
years, the Society organized vocational training for
workers, studied and
7,

formed the Society

imported advanced technologies from foreign countries, staged
expositions, and lobbied for protection for home industries.

CORFO marked
tive.

From

a shift

away from

the very beginning

private to state

economic

initia-

CORFO was less an agency for stimulat-

ing production than one for expanding state control of the
economy In
the long run the two— increased production and state control—

were

only occasionally synonymous. CORFO's first major achievement was
to implement, in 1944, a plan developed eight years earlier
by private
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with an insatiable appetite for
raw materials or semifinished goods from abroad. Once established,
industries that provide jobs are difficult to dismantle no matter how
inefficient they may be, and so in addition to breeding a new vicious
of artificial industries

cycle of imports, these industries require increasing state support to
stay alive. Thus the bonanza was also accompanied by pervasive expansion of state intervention, direct and indirect, in the productive
life

of the country intervention with the usual favoritism and chronic

corruption.

The Popular Front concentrated on three other

targets: education,

and labor. In his campaign, Aguirre Cerda had trumpeted the
slogan To Govern Is to Teach, the continuation of the notion of an elitist
vanguard leading the way for the unenlightened masses. Apart from
attempting to instill in Chileans the socioeconomic ideology of the Left,
Aguirre Cerda also set out to revitalize, and reshape, the country's
health,

educational system. In public instruction the emphasis was shifted
classical to vocational education, and room was cleared on teaching staffs for previously proscribed Communist party members and
other Marxists. Construction of new schools was pushed, along with

from

sizable

pay

raises for teachers.

school lunches.

From 1938

Poor pupils were given uniforms and

to 1941, enrollment in primary schools

jumped from

1 10,000 to 615,983.^*
Public health facilities were greatly expanded, the beginning of what
would soon become the virtual socialization of medicine in Chile, A

determined

was launched to reduce Chile's shocking infant morUnder the leadership of his young health minister, Salvador
Allende, Aguirre Cerda's government also pushed ahead with reforms in
the social-security program and industrial safety laws. During his term
as minister (1939^1), Allende wrote a book pubhshed by the ministry
called La Reahdad Medico-Social Chilena [The Medical-Social Reality
of Chile], in which he blamed capitalism for much of the poverty and
sickness in the country In the book he outlined an elaborate program
for reforms in public health, housing, nutrition, and social security's
In the labor field the government encouraged unionization, recognizing nearly two thousand unions in 1941 with more than 200,000 memeffort

tality rate.^7

Labor trouble, sporadic in the past, would, in the years ahead,
plague. It was a plague fomented, in large part, by the combination of government policies which trapped labor and the middle class
in a perpetual wage-price vise, and by political parties of the Left fueling
bers.

become a

labor's expectations as part of its

own

strategy of class warfare.

Taken sick in 1941, Aguirre Cerda had to step aside, and designated
his interior minister, Jeronimo Mendez, to succeed him. On November
25, 1941, Aguirre Cerda died. The Popular Front, which had already
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between Socialists and
disintegrated because of the endless squabbling
that
this time mcluded the
alliance
loose
in
a
re-formed
Communists,
destined to become
Right
the
from
group
splinter
a
Nacional,
Falange
later.
the Christian Democrat party a few years
An external circumstance facilitated the formation of the new alliNazi invasion of Russia
ance between Socialists and Communists: the
Communist party
Chilean
the
in 1941. With Russia now antifascist,
the Socialists in
with
forces
joined
and
dutifully became antifascist
eleccongressional
1941
^9
the
in
Communists,
The
opposing Germany
11.80
winnmg
time,
that
to
had
they
showing
best
the
tions, made
better, winning the
percent of the total vote.ao The Socialists did even
or would have
percent!,
largest share of the vote they ever had (16.69
lose control
Right
the
of
forces
the
saw
until Allende. The year 1941 also
control,
regained
they
1945
in
history;
in
time
first
of Congress for the
time.
last
for
the
and
margin,
by a narrow
leaders, as a
The Radicals have been described, by one of their own
(then) free
the
that
in
"party with a bad memory," a reference to the fact

always welcorned
of the party's councils, prodigal sons were
their candidate
as
prodigal
such
a
Radicals rallied round just

atmosphere
back.

The

Antonio Rios, a man who had once been
by the loose leftist coalition known as
Backed
expelled from the party
defeated Carlos Ibanez in the special
Rios
Alliance,
the Democratic
464,669 votes cast.
elections of February 1, 1942, by 55,000 of the
resolutely antiwas
also
More moderate than his predecessor, Rios
party members
Communist
kept
Communist^ a circumstance which
impressive
party's
the
slow
not
did
which
out of his government but
apparatus.
electoral
nationwide
a
forging
in
and
labor
gains in organized
fratricide withm
continuing
by
favored
were
Communists
In part, the
dissension from the day of
the Socialist party, a party torn by factional
which had
of its death. The left wing of the party

to succeed Aguirre Cerda: Juan

its

birth to the day

bolted with

Godoy teamed with

the

Communists and Radicals

m the

cadres loyal to Marma1941 parUamentary elections, while the original
own candidates. New
their
presented
Schnake
duke Grove and Oscar
of whether to
question
the
over
election
the
after
infighting erupted
led a split
Grove
continue to support Rios. This time, in mid- 1944,

forming the Authentic Socialist
the party

fell

party,

and control

of

what was

left ot

to Salvador Allende.

and

unions
The Allende forces controlled the Socialist-dominated
for control of
Communists
the
with
battles
bitter
forced new and more
Democrats, (still called the
organized labor. The Radicals and Christian
retained control of the
Falange Nacional) backed the Communists, who
rump organization ot
Federation of Labor. Allende's Socialists formed a
their

own.
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endless bickering and backbiting
within his own ranks led Rios
to turn increasingly to independents
for his cabinet ministers.
Thus, the
Left for eited the Hrst genuine
opportunity ever given it to govern For
the first time the Left controlled
both the executive and legislative

branches of government. But in practice,
because

it was unable to overjealousies, it actually controlled
neither
""^^ ''' '^' ^°'^^^" ^^^'^'° ^'^^^ or not to break
w^fiiT.
A^'"'-^'"'''""
with the Axis. Two strategic considerations
inclined Chile to the side of
maintaining relations: first, the futility
of such a militarily weak nation

come

Its rivalries

and

' '"^"^

molested so long as

it

*—

d-mile coastline, and second, the
of vital metals crossed the
oceans unremained neutral.

fa
^c
Tt"?:?l
that Chiles shipments
V

"°""^ry S^^^' however, for making the
break.
Sentrr^.";^'
"^f'^'^'
Sentiment impelled
large measure by the Communists
and Socialists
and massaged by the offer from the
US. Export-Import Bank to finance
""" ^'""'^" '' ''''' ^^°^ ^^'^ ^he Senate for
an aJvisor"
T^ vote was overwhelming in favor
opinion. The
of breaking with Germaiiy Ital^ and Japan. On January
20, 1943, Rfos took the step 3i
Although several years would elapse
before production would actually begin-it did a few
minutes past midnight, June 2,
1950-work
began almost immediately on the
steelplant. It was situated on San
Vicente Bay, near Concepcidn, the
nucleus for an eventual industrial
complex in that area to compete with
the traditional Santiago-Val*
paraiso industrial

m

olt

corridor.

There was an economic development
of parallel importance which
took place during Rios's term. After
years of trying, and 60 million pesos
wor h of looking oil was discovered on
December 29, 1945, at Springhill (now named iVlanantiales)
on Tierra del Fuego. By 1974 the country
was producing
2^2 million cubic meters of oil, 30 percent of total con
sumption; by 1983, crude oil output covered
48 percent of the country's
needs and 64 percent by 1986. -'^
Public education also commanded
high priority, but this time at the
econdary level. Rios commissioned a study
by a task force of teachers
o convert this branch of teaching
into an efficient instrument fo
social and economic progress."
From this study emerged a "umuci
number oi
of
experimental institutes.
On September 28 1945, Rios set out on a tour of
several hemispheric
nations, including the U.S.-the
first Chilean president to
visit the U.S
while
office. Like Aguirre Cerda
before him, Rfos did not survive the
rigors of the presidency. On
June 27, 1946, at the age of fifty-eight
and
following a six-month illness, he died,
and with him, a brief eSwith
reverberations that not even a profound
revolution could control
Still another Radical administration
was waiting in history's wings

m

'
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own. But the forces
and it would veer off on a tangent all its
^^^^^^y^f
engulf mere men as well as
would
that they
in motion were so powerful
their administrations.

THE INFAMOUS YEARS
It

was a time

for rejoicing. Pablo

Nemda

later a

to him: "The People Call

poetry, dedicated a poem
Pueblo Lo Llama Gabriel").

Nobel

Him

laurea^^^^^

Gabriel
,

El
(

,

Gabriel Gonzalez Videla by the
Actually, the people preferred to call
Communist Neruda may be forgiven a de-

name

Gaby, but militant

classe touch.'*^

^

.

-r.

.

Communist
Gaby Gonzalez Videla had just given the
the Western Hemisphere:
in
ruler
had received from only one other
precedent: Cuba, where
earlier
(The
posts in the presidential Cabinet.
with three
in 1940 rewarded the Communists
party the

gitt it

dictator Fulgencio Batista
support. He kept them in the
Cabinet posts in return for their electoral
in Cuba would again support
Cabinet for four years. The Communists
Casas dictator, siding with Fidel
Batista years later, when he returned
1tro only at the very end.)
„t„f
toughest, the brawlingest of
Gonzalez Videla-the most radical, the
power thanks to the decisive
the three Radical presidents-reached
price which they extracted
high
at
a
and
support of the Communists,
the Communists demanded hat
from him. In return for their support,
coalition
at a convention of all three
their candidate be nominated
and
party)
Democratic
small
partners (Radicals, Communists, and the
hambe
would
that
platform
the
that the candidate swear to uphold
agreed, but attempted to
mered out at that convention. Gonzalez Videla
would ruthlessly renege on it once
renege early on the agreement [as he

Gonzalez Videla failed to
""tahiricceptance speech at the convemion,
the Communists for their
swear to support the program, to thank
participation of all of his
full
the
support, and to pledge to govern with
school teacher who
primary
former
partners. Ricardo Fonseca, a tough
seated behind the
was
party,
Communist
the
would soon seize control of
Videla reminding him of his
speaker, and slipped a note to Gonzalez
the desired results, Fonseca"oversight." When that failed to produce
rose from his
present-ostentatiously
to the astonishment of those
a very loud
in
him
reminding
chair and sidled up to Gonzalez Videla,
candidate
the
did
then
Only
pledge.
stage whisper of the missing

remember to give the stipulated pledges.3*
The Right in that election was a victim of

its

own

overconfidence, a
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mistake it would not repeat, but Chile's other non-Marxist
parties
would. In the 1945 parliamentary elections, both parties of the
Right—
the Conservatives and the Liberals—had scored
impressive
gains,

increasing their share of the vote from 1941's 31 percent
to 41 percent!
At the same time the three parties of the Left—Radicals,

Communists,
and Socialists— were sliding from 50 percent to 43 percent.
As a result, the Conservatives ran a highly respected physician and
former public health minister, Eduardo Cruz Coke, a man
whose poUtics were liberal enough to earn him also the
support of the Falange and
Marmaduke Grove's Authentic Socialist party. The Liberals went their
own way with Fernando Alessandri, son of the former president.
Allende's Socialists nominated Bernardo Ibanez (no kin of
the former
president), while the Radicals offered Gonzalez
Videla, the scrappy
political heir of Aguirre Cerda.

The two candidates of the Right divided a whopping 57 percent of
the total vote to 20.23 percent for Gonzalez Videla.
(Allende's man
scrounged 2.5 percent of the vote and faded into political oblivion.)
The

was thrown into Congress, where the Liberals negotiated a pact
that gave the Radical candidate the presidency It was
the first time in
Chilean history the Congress had decided an election under the
constitutional provision for a circumstance in which no candidate
polled a
election

majority of the votes.

It was a device that would be used in all
but one
election thereafter, and established the "tradition" that
Congress give
the election to the candidate who had polled the highest number
of votes
(although the constitution made no such stipulation). The
Liberals actu-

ally

threw their votes to Gonzalez Videla for other reasons: a share
of

power.

The

new Cabinet contained three Liberal ministers, three Radicals—
and the three Communists. Until then, in no other country
in the
Western world had the Communists achieved so much power
and influence—all within the letter of the law. Furthermore, they
were still
climbing the heights of power. In the municipal elections of 1947
they
won control of every major city in the country^s polling 91,204 of the
552,034 votes cast, or 16.52 percent of the total, nearly double the total
of the Socialists,

and enough to make them the third largest party in the
the Conservatives and Radicals). In Congress, they had
5
senators and 15 deputies, of a total of 45 senators and 147
deputies.
country

(after

The Communists, and the Radical era, would shortly come tumbling
down together. For the Communists, it was not a wreckage that they left
behind but a lode of political capital they would later exploit to a level
advantage also without parallel in the Western world. In Chile—

of

and in
the rest of Latin America, as well as in Europe, particularly
France and
Italy— the ascent to power of the Communist party had been watched

a
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and fascination. That the Communists abided by
bourgeois democracy befuddled their foes and lulled their

with a mixture
the rules of

lukewarm

of fear

friends. "Softly, gradually,"

ex-Communist Ravines wrote,

communism,
the Popular Front "softened national resistance toward
even the
caused
Marxism,
of
danger
the
surrounding
tensions
eased the
the vigilance of
anesthetized
and
guard
their
lower
to
awake
wide
most
even the most

alert.

Little noticed

"^^

was the fact that the Communists did not need to

resort

intellectual climate and
to violence to achieve their purposes: both the
that they could pose as
it
was
And
so
them.
supported
the political rules
the groundwork for
laying
while
processes,
democratic
of
servants
loyal
raking up the
included
their destruction. It was a groundwork that

increasingly

embers of class hatred, so that politics in Chile deteriorated
competition
from a competition between political ideologies to a
very real
the
to
solutions
for
search
the
classes;
between economic
to frenzied
way
gave
imperfection
political
and
poverty
problems of
loyalty
pandering to popular favor. Among parties of the Left, partisan
detailed study of
A
conscience.
private
over
precedence
decisive
took
of the Right—
the Chilean Senate showed that among congressmen
on voting
discipline
party
steadily vanishing breed in Chilean politics—

matters mattered

Communists

"little,"

whereas

"absolute. "^^

And

in all of Chilean politics of the
to the national interest.

for Socialists it

there

is,

of course,

Communists

was "strong" and for
no record anywhere

sacrificing party advantage

There was still another reason why the Communists could view
temporary eclipse with equanimity: the country had taken an irrevoChile might
cable turn to the left. The political and economic debate in
them, but it
against
go
occasionally
might
and
them
occasionally favor
intellectual terrain.
their
on
inexorably
more
ever
conducted
was being
journalists during
Silvia Pinto, one of Chile's most combative women
Aico his: "To
the Allende years, summed it up in her book, Los Dias del
synonymous
ago,
time
of the Left in Chile was, until a very short
their

be

"^s
with progressive, elegant, and fashionable,

derailed the Communist train was true in
if not to his political prejudices.
temperament,
mercurial
doing so to his
"veheIn his career in Congress, Gonzalez Videla was known for the
Followideas.
of
his
mence of his character"35' as ^ell as the radicalism
the
ing the April 1947 municipal elections, the Liberals— alarmed by
had
partners
coalition
the
among
alone
fact that the Communists

The man who temporarily

—

Cabinet.
scored gains maneuvered to oust the Communists from the
They were not alone. The Radical leadership also panicked at the exodus
From outside
of the faithful from their ranks into the Communist camp.
a
group with
the coalition, pressure also came from the Socialists,
comfortable.
more
which the Radicals felt ideologically
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Socialists had reason to be angry; the Communists were using
newfound power to weaken their old rivals, and settle an old score.
The vendetta dated from 1940, when the Socialists turned on their
their

Communist allies and backed a Conservative initiative in Congress to
have the Communists outlawed, a maneuver that failed only because
the Radical president, Aguirre Cerda, vetoed the bill. One of the ministers in Gonzalez Videla's Cabinet was Carlos Contreras Labarca,
secretary-general of the Communist party. He ordered a wholesale purge
of the Socialists employed in his Ministry of Transport, Development,

and Public Works. One casualty was Raul Ampuero Diaz, who had
succeeded Allende as secretary-general of the Socialist party. The Communists also used their leverage to dislodge SociaHsts from many of the
outposts of power remaining to them in the labor movement, touching
off a series of violent

confrontations

among Communists,

Socialists,

and

anarchists.'^o

At Liberal prodding, Gonzalez Videla dissolved the Cabinet. It was the
end of five months of Communist ascendancy, and the beginning of a
Cabinet adagio that would see the president experiment first with an
all -Radical Cabinet, and next with a Cabinet of "national concentration,"

which included Radicals, Liberals,
It was the first time a

and military men.

Conservatives—
government would

Socialists,

civilian

men into service as political counterweights in a powerbalancing act— a precedent Salvador Allende would later copy.
But fifteen months would pass before the executioner's ax finally fell
on the Communists. On Octobers, 1947, Communist-led coal miners
at Lota (the Communists ha'd concentrated their earliest and
most
effective organizing efforts on coal, nitrate, and copper miners) went
on
strike. The vengeance-prone Socialists sided with the government in
ousting the Communists from leadership of the union and breaking the
press military

Next, Gonzalez Videla announced that he had uncovered evidence that the strike had been financed and directed from Moscow
through the Yugoslav and Czech embassies in Santiago, and broke
relations with those two countries. When the Russian ambassador
strike.

announced that his embassy would assume responsibility for Czech and
Yugoslav affairs, it was interpreted as a deliberate slap at Chilean
national dignity Furthermore, Gonzalez Videla announced discovery of
still more secret documents, this time showing that the
Chilean Communists "were instruments of a worldwide plan to deprive the United
States of primary materials in event of war." Chile broke diplomatic
relations with Russia—only four years after becoming one of the first
Latin American nations to have them.
There were widespread claims, amplified afterward, that the entire
episode had been stage-managed by the Right in Chile, with U.S.
encouragement, as a ploy to win economic aid from the United States,

»
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was, in fact, a time of accelerating fragmentation
of Chilean political life: in the 1945 congressional elections twelve
parties
It

competed- in

1949, eighteen; by 1953 there would be thirty-six.
Despite the fragmentation, the 1949 elections contained
a message
that somehow failed to register with the political
bosses: the electorate
plamly was disenchanted with the far Left. For the
now tame-talking
Radicals, it was their last big hurrah, the last time they
would ever roll
up the largest single vote total in an election in Chile.
(And even that
outcome was clouded, inasmuch as the votes of the Conservative
and
Traditional Conservative parties, close ideological
kin,

were lumped

together and added up to 105,603—4,800 more than the
Radicals got.)
The Radicals elected thirty-four deputies and five senators. The
Conservatives elected thirty-one deputies and three
senators.

The Liberals
finished third in votes |83,0001 but first in seats—
thirty-three deputies
and six senators. The reason for that was Chile's complicated
electoral
formula (a proportional representation system devised during
the nineteenth century by the Belgian Victor D'Hondt). Together,
the combined
Conservative and Liberals, the parties of the Right, ran up 41.53
percent
of the vote. There was one man on whom the
lesson of

disenchantment
with the Left was not lost: perennial candidate Carlos
Ibafiez. He
formed a new right-wing party called the Agrarian- Labor
party and
led It to a fourth-place finish, electing
fourteen deputies and five
senators.

All in all, Gonzalez Videla's hodgepodge coalition,
the National Concentration, controlled two-thirds of both houses of
Congress following
the 1949 landslide, an opportunity that would soon
vanish in interparty
feudmg and politics-fomented labor strife.

Three other developments during that administration bear
mention1940 Pedro Aguirre Cerda signed a decree laying formal claim
on
behalf of Chile to 482,625 square miles of Antarctic
territory shaped
hke a piece of pie, which nearly touches the southern
tip of Chile.
Aguirre Cerda had done nothing about protecting the
claim. Under
Gonzalez Videla one naval base was established there in February
1947,
and a second one inaugurated by him personally one year
later. (Traveler
Gonzalez Videla also would visit Brazil, Argentina, and the
U.S. while in
ing. In

office.)

The second event was

bomb with international repercussions
the 1960s. In 1947, Chile proclaimed that its
territorial sovereignty extended over two
hundred miles of Pacific
waters, far more than the traditional three
or twelve miles of other
countries. By August 18, 1952, Chile had persuaded
Pacific neighbors
Ecuador and Peru to sign a document in which they joined
in laying
claim to a similar slice of continental shelf. Little
attention would be
that

wouldn't be

a

felt until

time
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WOMEN'S VOTE IN PRESIDENTIAL

ELECTIONS, 1952-1970

HOW MEN
PERCENTAGE
OP TOTAL

VOTED

WOMEN'S VOTE

(pBRCENTACE)

(PERCENTAGE)

46.8%

48.4

43.0

27.8

26.0

32.0
20.2

19.9

19.9

4.6

51,975

5.5

5.8

31.6

34.1

389,909

30.2

Jorge Alessandti

28.9

22.3

356,493

32.4

Salvador Allende

20.7

23.9

Eduardo Frei
Luis Bossay

255,769

19.0

15.6

15.2

16-1

3.3

3.2

3.6

CANDIDATE

TOTAL VOTE

1952
Carlos Ibaftez

446,439

Arturo Matte
Pedro Alfonso

265,357

Salvador Allende

190,360

1958

Antonio Zamorano

192,077

41,304

ACTUAL VOTE

Men

WOMEN

1964*

Eduardo Frei
Salvador Allende

1,409,012

977,902

56.09

644,589

744,423

38.93

602,136

375,766
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Radomiro Tomic
Jorge Alcssandri

Salvador Allende

Void/Blank
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and with
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social thought and
action each side believed possible
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Inter-American Develop-

its

existence in large measure to

Altamirano and Almeyda both would
later merge to the left of
Allende that they would then be willing
to support the candidacy of an
ex-dictator and military man is a
measure of the ideological aimlessness
ot the Chilean Socialist
movement. Unlike the Communists, superb
nd patient strategists who
demonstrated repeatedly their willingness
to sacrifice immediate tactical
aims to long-range strategic advantage
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—

first with Ibanez, then, more disastrously for their ulticause, with Alessandri in the next administration unequal to the
burden of persevering with austerity. Controls were gradually relaxed,

mate

—

and in 1958 inflation went up to 32,5 percent.
In spite of the economic crunch and labor unrest, the electorate
remained indifferent to politics. The 1956 municipal elections attracted
the lowest turnout of any national elections in modern times. Table 1
traces voter turnout for the years 1950-70.

Table

1

.
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and garrulous father but also of anyone else of any prominence in Chilean political life. His own public life
to this pointhis gregarious

finance minister for two years (1947-49) in Gonzalez
Videla's government, deputy for four years (1926-30), and now a
freshman senatorwas a reluctant concession to noblesse oblige.
A civil engineer by training, Alessandri was a businessman

by

prefer-

and an eminently good one. Under his guidance, the Compania
Manufacturera de Papeles y Cartones (Paper and Cardboard Manufacturing Company) became one of the most modern
and efficient pulp
ence,

manufacturers in Latin America, the largest exporter of newsprint and
other paper products in the region, and Latin America's largest
cellulose
plant. Alessandri also

was active in banking, insurance, and other

busi-

nesses.
Tall, stately, taciturn, Jorge

Alessandri had a reputation as an irascible

man who not only disliked politics but also detested speechmaking and
large crowds.

There were those who remarked that he even disliked
small crowds: he never married. Austere and unimpeachably
honest, he
lived in stark simplicity in a small bachelor apartment
on the Plaza de

Armas

in

downtown Santiago, and walked to and from most of his
He continued both traditions— the small apartment and

appointments.

walking to and from the "office"—even after he was elected president of
the republic.

Chile was ripe for such a man. But fate needed to intervene for the
to accept his destiny
Following the 1957 parliamentary elections, the buoyant and
purpose-

man

young men of the Christian Democrats swashbuckled into prominence as the wave of the future, and the gangling, earnest, and eloquent
Eduardo Frei was their best hope of making the future happen now. The
Liberals, themselves resurgent, tilted strongly for supporting
Frei's candidacy Even the Traditional Conservatives wanted him, and asked, as a
ful

he give them a letter asking for their support—
written assurance, of sorts, that they would not then be forgotten
in the
later councils of government. Frei declined, confident
that they would
have to back him anyway to head off the victory of a leftist coalition.
sole condition, that

Within Liberal ranks, there was one group with a different idea. They
were headed by a senator, Raul JVlarfn Balmaceda, and they wanted
Alessandri. Marin launched a movement to draft Alessandri,
and Alessandri insisted stubbornly that he was not interested. Finally,
on the eve
of

the Liberal convention,

with

Marfn went to Alessandri's quarters to plead
personally. Alessandri persisted in his refusal. Undaunted,
said he would offer Alessandri's name in nomination

him

Marin
and, as

anyway,

he was leaving, added, "Remember El

Cid—he won

his best

battles after death."

At the convention, Marin made a

brilliant

speech in support of Ales-
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much
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then,
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°
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who
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the
under
before
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tion.
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such circumstances, the campaign of 1958 was the wildest free-forin the history of Chilean presidential elections, a classic
of divideand-conquer that flushed the Communist party with optimism. The
In

all

outcome very nearly rewarded

its

hopes

(see table 12). Alessandri

out Allende thanks largely to the women's vote (table

nosed

10).

Table 12

RESULTS OF THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION SEPTEMBER
CANDIDATE

4,

1958

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL VOTE
VALID + THOSE VOIDED

TOTAL VALID VOTES

(

Alessandri

389,909

31.2

Aliende

356,493

28.5

Frei

255,769

20.5

Bossay

192,077

15.

Zamorano

41,304

Void/blank votes

14,798

1.1

1,250,350

100.0

247,552

I6.5

TOTAL VOTES

Not voting
Total registered

33

1,497,902

Source: Bsladisiicas Electorales. 1925-1969 (OBcina de
Informaciones, Chilean Senate,
Boletin de Informacion General, no. 66, June 25,
1970),

p.

64.

To come so close, and yet be so far, filled Marxists then—and for years
come—with something resembling apoplexy at the mere mention of
Zamorano's name. Labrousse said flat out that Zamorano was
to

"bought";63 even non-Marxists accepted the notion that the Cura
of
Catapilco (Priest of Catapilco, the small town in Aconcagua Province
about seventy-five miles northwest of Santiago where he came from)
had cost Allende the election. Gil, for example, also says flat out that "if

Zamorano had not run, Allende would have won," and adds that it is
"logical" to assume that Allende would have picked up
Zamorano's
votes. Finally, he adds that Zamorano's votes came from
"small farmers
and slumdwellers, the ones who had elected him deputy in 1957 under
the

FRAP

banner. "6"

The episode

bears examining because it is one of the two mythologies
created by those elections with repercussions in the future.
To begin with, Zamorano ran a poor fifth in his own home province

of

Aconcagua, polling

a scant 1,530 of the

29,293 votes cast in that provin 1957 deserted him in 1958.

ince, so the people who supported him
Next, the Cura of Catapilco got 1 7,000 of his votes in heavily urbanized
Santiago and Valparaiso provinces. Next, Zamorano fared best in right-
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S
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to the Left but

many

of

embraced so many of the same
ideals-and frequently so
the same political tactics-that
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settlements and collective farms— and the
raucous politics that preceded those changes. The man who lived and died
on a parcel of land was
soon outnumbered, when not displaced altogether,
by others for whom
that parcel of land was no more than
circumstance: an immediate
opportunity, or a new and sorrowful deception.

As so often happened in Chile, it was the Right,
and not the Left
which would deliver the final coup de grace to the
landed gentry, for it
was the Right, and not the Left, which would initiate
agrarian reform
The countryside was not, however, the first priority

that awaited the
president. Jorge Alessandri found a country
in a state of near
collapse, and approached the job he did
not want with the energy and
resolve he had always brought to his private
enterprises. At sixty-two
Alessandri was at the peak of his intellectual
powers and perception of
the country's problems. Among these

new

problems:

•

•

•

•

The

inflationary spiral was gaining momentum
again, increasing
the pressure on wage earners caught in
the wage-price squeeze

Unemployment had climbed to 150,000, the consequence
of stagnatmg industrial production (down 10 percent in three
years]
The 1959 budget of $465 million, which he inherited,
was unbalanced by an awesome $242.5 million.
Food production

failed to keep pace with a rapidly
expanding
population, pushing the country's bill for food
imports steadily
upward^" (sec tabic 1, tracing the growing farm deficit].

Alessandri marshaled a decisive majority in Congress
by recruiting
Radical support and he m6ved vigorously, asking
for—

and getting—
powers over the economy Less than six months after
he had taken office, Congress empowered him to
undertake drastic
measures which included streamlining government-owned
or -financed
agencies, and tax and monetary reform |in I960,
the peso was abandoned and the escudo, worth one thousand pesos,
erected in its place on
a par with the dollar). The cuts were
counterbalanced by a spurt of
spending on public works (paving the Pan American
Highway, for example, was finished— 3,128 kilometers,
roughly two thousand miles from
Arica
the north to Puerto Montt in the south)
and housing (the
biggest housing program ever yet which would
see 150,000 units
virtual dictatorial

m

constructed during his six-year term). He also got an
important boost from
the international situation: copper prices
by mid-March of 1959 stood at
31.5 cents per pound, 6.5 cents above the 1 958 low, at
a time when each
one-cent difference represented $10 million in
income for Chile. But
copper would provide a brief bonanza."

The economy responded quickly: industrial production
in 1959
increased 14 percent. Labor unrest subsided,
unemployment dropped.
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and foreign credit began flowing
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earthquakes in

IO3

May

1960 (see note 33, chapter 1, for details). As noted,
that catastrophe cost an already staggering
country half a billion dollars,
nearly an eighth of the country's entire gross
national

product.
did the rest. To boost the economy, Alessandri
had picked
Roberto Vergara Herrera, a civil engineer who had

Man

been chief

nances in

of

fi-

CORFO and headed the development corporation's New York

office in 1940. Taking his cue from Alessandri,
Vergara cracked down
hard on the causes of inflation, zeroing in along the
way on waste in
government-run businesses. The Left, diametrically opposed
to such
austere measures, unleashed an unmerciful attack
on Vergara, dubbing
him Ruca (slang meaning worn-out or has-been). Labor problems,
spearheaded by the Communist-dominated Confederation
of Labor (CUT)

finally forced Vergara to quit in i960.

The labor strife came although Alessandri—and Vergara—
had succeeded
holdmg prices stable from the middle of 1959 through
most of
1960 for the first time in twenty years, that is, since
the Left had first
come to full power. In 1958, strikes had cost 196,000 man-days
In 1959

m

Alessandri's first full year in office, the number
slipped slightly below
that. The dam burst in 1960, despite the
spectacular vote of confidence
in the April elections, and despite the success
to that point of phase one
(stabilization) of his two-phase econoniic
program (stabilization,

then
epidemic of strikes swept the country In 1960
strikes cost the economy 3.3 million man-days,
and in 1961 matters got
development).

An

'

worse. ^9

Inevitably,

tance. Rising

such pressures buckled economic as well as political
resiswages were followed by rising prices. In 1960, Alessandri's

m

second year
office, prices had increased a meager
7.5 percent. But in
1961 the inflationary spiral started another
steep climb. It was the
beginning of a climb from which Chile would not
of a century, a

phenomenon with

recover for a quarter
"incalculable effects on Chilean soci-

ety and the body poHtic,"so and it was a spiral
which would lead to
endless tinkering and tampering with the economy
in an atmosphere of
increasing demagoguery. Even the century-old
Conservative party, the
bastion of principles and Portalian rectitude, would
join in the prostitution of politics to immediate advantage.*^'

"The Right was blind because it wasn't politically smart,"
the Chilean intellectual and later Alessandri collaborator
Jaime Guzman

commented. "It joined in the cacophony of demagoguery,
competing in promises with the parties of the Left, because
it thought
that was the one best way of holding power
At the end, it even repudiated Alessandri himself "»i
In both judgments, the Right was wrong, as its
later slide into oblivion
would demonstrate.
Errazuriz
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accepting the then fashionable notion that agrarian reform was the
answer to the growing food crisis. As table 5 (chapter 2) shows, Chile did
suffer an acute problem of land distribution. But this was a social
problem and not, essentially, one of efficiency.
Not even the social issues were clear, s* a point repeatedly missed by
Alliance planners and most commentators when they dutifully trotted
out statistics and landholding patterns. It was, however, a point well
understood by the radicals of land reform, such as Jacques Chonchol,
who would supervise agrarian reform for an unsuspecting Frei and later
a grateful AUende. "In the last analysis," Chonchol wrote, in one of his
little-noticed treatises on the subject, "agrarian reform is not a technical process, but basically a political process, "s^

The well meaning, in a
word, viewed agrarian reform as the answer to a social and economic
problem; the cynics capitalized on their innocence as a road to power.
In Chile, the fundamental, and fundamentally overlooked, cause of
sagging food output was price policies penalizing farmers to favor city

The supposedly powerful landowners watched helplessly
while artificially low ceilings were kept on farm prices as a means of
courting the favor of burgeoning urban populations, a practice perfected
by the Radicals and accelerated in later years. Systematically robbed of
incentives, farmers produced less. Agrarian reform caused output to sag
even further, as experience would show and as power-conscious manipulators such as Chonchol already knew it would.
Alessandri knew he was gambling when he chose to put stability
ahead of development in his economic strategies: banking inflation's
fires almost inevitably puts a crimp in production. Yet production did
dwellers.

increase and the gross national product, which had slowed to a snail's
pace of growth barely keeping pace with population, increased by an
impressive 7 percent in 1961. However, strikes and tax reform were

taking a heavy

toll

by 1962, triggering a huge

flight of capital

and a

slowdown of production. 88
The government stepped up foreign borrowing

to offset a drain on its
international reserves and to finance a sharp rise in imports to buy raw
materials and foreign capital goods for home industry 89 The 1963 budget leaned on foreign loans for the financing of nearly half of greatly

enlarged public investments, but was able to pay for the rest from a large
(107 million escudos, slightly over $100 million) budget surplus, a vanishing species in Chilean

life.

In the congressional elections of April

1 96 1 the voters rendered a
confusing verdict. With fewer parties competing than in 1961 (ten

instead of seventeen), all six major parties gained— the three backing
Alessandri (Radicals, Liberals, and Conservatives); the solo Christian

Democrats; and the two on the far

left.

Communists and

Socialists. All
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not for Alessandri personally, as even such an acerb critic as Gil would
acknowledge.5'0 In fact, Allessandri would, in the phrase of the Nueva
Enciclopedia de Chile, "conserve intact his popularity until the end of
his term, truly extraordinary in the political history of Chile. "'i
That popularity did not, however, extend to the political parties,
busily jockeying for advantage as the 1964 presidential elections neared!

So

was Alessandri's popularity that a move was made to
him to run again. But his Conservative and Liberal allies, who had already scuttled his programs
in Congress, ^^ had pledged to support a Radical candidate in exchange
for
great, in fact,

reform the constitution to permit

Radical support in Congress. Alessandri himself vetoed the stillborn
initiative.

The Radical candidate was drawn from its moderate ranks, Julio
Duran Newman, a self-made man whose nimble mind and engaging
had enabled him to climb to the peak through the democratically
organized ranks of the Radical party The crusty elements of the Radicals' partners of the Right never did feel comfortable with
the candidacy
style

man

they regarded as a roto— Chilean slang for trash, white or
palatable to the left wing of the party, headed by
Luis Bos say Leiva, the man the Communists had puffed up six years
earlier with a hint of their backing for his presidential ambitions.
Duran was staunchly anti-Communist. Senator Bossay was not. At a
public rally organized by the left wing of the party to honor him in midFebruary 1964, Bossay said: "Those politicians among us who insist—in
of a

mestizo.

Nor was he

a selfish

way—in

forcing the issue as a fight between

Marxism and

democracy, those politicians are just plain ridiculous.''^^ With the presidential elections only seven months away, it was a signal for
internecine

war that would obliterate Duran's hopes, and with them, the Radicals
and the future of the Right in Chile.
Because, by campaign time 1964, the squabbling, foundering, confused coalition that called itself the Democratic Front was the fragile
and fragmented remnant of a politically visible right in Chile.
The Christian Democrats, at their 1961 convention, had debated
three possibilities: a loose alliance with the Right; an alliance with
the
"moderate" Left; a decided shift to the left themselves, with their own
candidate. They opted for the last choice, but the decision really
did no

more than confirm

a course they had long since charted for themselves.
Their program, in the phrase of one Marxist observer, had in fact "come
to resemble that of Allende.''^'^

The Socialists and the Communists (and two junior partners, the
National Democrats and National Vanguard of People) banded together
in the Popular Front and decided to go with Salvador Allende for
a third
time.
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presidenpractical purposes, Chile did not have to wait for the
of the
Waterloo
The
future.
the
tial elections in September to glimpse
forgotand
inconspicuous
in
an
1964,
on March 15,

For

all

Chilean Right came
lush farm country 125
ten comer of the country called Curico. Curico is
peaks and volcaAndes
of
rugged
rib
hard
by
a
Santiago,
miles south of
noes, a province

which

is

species of fauna:
the third-smallest

home to Chile's three native

the mountain lion, the condor, and deer. In size, it is
until
province; in population, the filth smallest; in history, a nullity,
then.
In the erroneous arithmetic of the reflexive wisdom,
it

was

agricultural,

presumably— was "normally

had not been for

Curico— because

conservative.'''^

years. In 1958, for example,

It

was

Curico was the

and it
vote in
farm province that gave Allende the second-highest share of the
Radicals,
the
where
the country |the first, Arauco, is an interesting case
who had formerly dominated, earning 45.8 percent in 1 957, for example,
Radicals
were displaced by the far Left the very next year when the
that
in only
notable
also
is
ri^t).
It
to
left
from
switched their allegiance
south
immediately
|0'Higgins,
province
farm
predominantly
one other

not,

receive a percentage
of the politically effervescent capital) did Allende
harvested in Curico in 1958.
of the vote even close to the 32 percent he
fill a vacant Chamber of
to
The March contest was a by-election

Deputies

seat.

Duran made the mistake

of advertising the election as a

because he too misread arithmetic. Duran
combined vote of Radicals, Liberals, and
the
adding
of
mistake

sort of "national plebiscite,"

made the

that
Conservatives in 1963 in the province, 47.5 percent, and assuming
were bigger
Right
the
of
coalition
threadbare
of
this
parties
three
the
than the monolithic forces of the two far-left parties.
The calculation was wrong for three reasons. First, as pointed out, the
far from
Radicals were themselves badly divided, and the coalition
strength
overall
superior
the
overlooked
arithmetic
cohesive. Next, that
years in
recent
of
experience
the
Finally,
province.
the
in
of the Left
of
Chile had shown repeatedly that political parties, with the exception
candithe
to
willy-nilly
those of the far Left, could not "deliver" votes
increasingly to
dates or combinations of their choice; the voters reacted
parties.
to
less
and
less
and
men and programs,
The
Personalities, in fact, very much clouded the issue in Curico.

Communist-Socialist coalition ran as its candidate a young doctor,
Oscar Naranjo Arias, son of the deceased deputy who had held the seat.
Naranjo was born and raised in Curico, a man who radiated the warmth,
humor, and special wryness of the land. He would have been a formidable candidate under any banner.
Naranjo won with 9,566 votes, followed by Rodolfo Ramirez ValDemoenzuela candidate of the Right, with 7,950. Third was Christian
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Mario Fuenzalida Madriaza with 6,621
votes. In the aftermath the
Right,
panic, caved in. For these tremulous
men, Curico presaged a
Communist victory in September. Foxy Salvador
Allende and other
crat

m

FRAP

leaders fueled the fears of the Right.
Allende said Curico was a
veritable political earthquake," and
he was right, but only in that
decisions were made in the fumes and
confusion of unnerving events
In reality, for the reasons described
above, Curico should not have been
that alarming, and probably would
not have been had it not been for the
stance of the Christian Democrats.
During the rollicking campaign in

Cunco, the Christian Democrats left no doubt
that they were out to get
the Right, whatever the cost. At one
point, for instance, they joined
FRAP agitators in laying siege to a local bank after
discovering that
employees had worked overtime there to sort
and package 250,000 worth
Eo 5 and Eo 1 notes-planting
of escudos
suspicions in the process of a
government plot to buy votes. But even more
decisive was the arrogance
of the Christian Democrats: they
would join in a pact with no one an
attitude they would persist in until
it was too late to rescue
Chile's

m

decimated democracy Inflexibility in 1964
meant that the votes in the
presidential elections would be divided
a dangerous three ways
It also gave Duran little
room to maneuver, especially in light of
dissension within his own Radical
ranks, and the carping and whining
emanating from his circumstantial allies of
the Right, Shortly after
Curico, Duran withdrew as the front's
candidate.^^ The Liberals and
Conservatives then merged their electoral
fortunes with those of the

Christian Democrats, a party which
viewed them as the real enemies of

"The FRAP's analyses of the structural
causes of Chile's underdevelopment " wrote Marxist Labrousse, "were
not fundamentally diflereiit from those of the Christian
Democrats. "^^ Christian Democrats
would later express their contempt of the Right
and what it stood for in
even blunter terms.

7^^,^*?'''?i'"^°"''"""i5t I^^^ines wrote, "capitulated without a
damage to the mentality of the Chilean people
than being deprived of that face^to-face
encounter, one that should have
been the one great focusing of the ideological
issues "^s
fi
hght.
Nothing did greater

"What the politicians did not understand,"
Guzman said, "is that
what the public wanted was another Alessandri.
First they were offered
Duran a man cut from the same old style of
politicking. Next they were
given Frei, who was obviously even
more demagogic and even more
subordinated to party than Duran. So there
never was a real choice "^9
A measure of Alessandri's popularity was the outpouring
of hundreds
ot thousands of Chileans who
walked with him in a procession without
precedent to the National Congress on
November 3, 1964 for the cere-

,
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Eduardo

Frei,

and

office to
which he turned over the sash of
apartment on the Plaza de
modest
his
to
back
and
out
Sen Snowed him

monies

in

Armas,

a

described the event as an
few blocks away. Observers have

apotheosis.

In a sense,

it

was

really a wake.

THE TRANSITION YEARS-AN INVENTORY
admired than

there was no country more
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Its political institutions
Chile during these years of change.
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Spirent awe. its Lcial innovations
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"^^l^.^^^^j^^f^^
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society
stability, for the egalitarian

^;;7
they were forging, for their relative

'Tunhe'rmore, Chileans wore success
their position as perhaps the
"^

TheTrutr^noted

most

gracefully,

^"V^^'f
n^J'^n
Latin
of all
universally popular

at the outset of this chapter,

was another.

In

the
Chileans were doing so well but that
reality it was not that the
of
pckboot
the
under
fell
were doing so poorly When Argentiria
politiand
economic
its long
Col luan Peron in 1945 and began
as paradigms of longremained
Chile
and
Uruguay
only
ral decline
would ex^^^^^^^^^^
Both
America.
labhsSdemocTatic viLe in Latm
of academics
admiration
uncritical,
and
the thralldom of the boundless,
morass of
suffocating
a
into
sinking
fact,
and others while both were, in

otS

and economic ruin.
was born in indecenthaste-oandro^^^^^^
Gil would describe as a conf usunder the weight of what even admirer
was a poll ica
inefficient political system.'-i It

nolitical chicanery

'

SI

constitution of 1925

m7iSerfecrand

parties disputed the spoils o
system in which as many as thirty-six
the Congress, one of the most
power and a political system in which
democracy, had become, in the words
hreauently cited pillars of Chile's
essay
of clienteles.'-^ Arnello, in a 1964
of aTusticeSJntsL, a "regime
he
over
Congress
Chilean
showed how: of all laws approved by the
public
general
the
for
were
percent
previous thirty-eight years, 7.36
private
or places, and 5 1 .4 percent for
5o 43 percent for particular groups
the course

notes that the Senate over
individuals. Furthermore, Arnello
about two hundred hours of work in
of
total
in
a
of a year, was puttmg
because of quorum rules designed to
session. Arnello also noted that
passed in the Chamber by
make attendance nonessential, a law could be
by as few as six |of
Senate
the
in
and
as few as sixteen (of 147 deputies)
'03
forty- five senators).
j„.,i.
service not only of individuals,
Increasingly, the Congress was at the
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but of political parties: by 1968, the president
of every political party
(except the right-wing Nationals) was a
senator. As Weston Agor shows
in his study of the Chilean Senate, there
was a high degree of interlocking relationship not only between key
Senate assignments and positions
of party leadership, but also between
party discipline and votes on

issues. '04

The economic picture was also a mirage, and by the
mid-1960s it was
evident that Chile was stagnating, if not
actually "skidding backward "
as Gil concluded, 105 Yet, the cure
prescribed by the Christian Democrats was an even more massive dose
of statism and paternalism pohcies that made them the paladins of
the Americas.
The first eight years of Radical rule left a debt of better
than a billion
pesos. '06 Inflation from 1940 to 1955
amounted to a sickening 2 887
percent, and once released, the demon of
inflation would grow ever faster
except for brief periods under Ibariez and
Alessandri when conservative
economics were applied. Between 1950 and 1958,
money in circulation
increased seventeen times, as the government
turned increasingly to the
printing presses to Hnance its largess. The
gross national product for the
fave-year period 1955-59 was down to

an annual growth

rate of

9

percent, which, taking into account
population increase, actually reprebackslide. The baknce-of-payments

deficit from
fo?n
^i.= ^"'<ff
1 950 to 1 955 was $71 million,
and for 1955-60 it reached $244 million A
country that had long exported food was after
1942 an importer as the
increase in output from 1948 to 1961, for
example, was only 1.8 percent
while the population was increasing 2.5
percent. >o^
The government payroll was swollen by 60 percent
from 1 940 to 1 955
as the parties scrambled to pad payrolls
with political loyalists and at
the same time expanded the apparatus
of the welfare state they were
^

creating.

Runaway inflation took its toll too on the already
wobbly savings
habits of the country: it destroyed them,
at the public as well as the
private level. In 1960 Chile had the
lowest coefficient of savings and
investment to gross domestic product in the
hemisphere. 'os

An American academic, writing from the scene in
1957, echoed the
sentiments that were to become fashionable.
"Chilean politicians " Prof
K. H, Silvert wrote, "can debate which
side of the economic street they
ought to occupy, but they can no longer debate
whether the route
is

right one."'"*'

A British historian, viewing the same period from the vantage
a later perspective, entered a different
verdict.

"From 1942

the

point of
"

wrote
Ahstair Home, "the Radicals, cut loose from
the Popular Front, ruled for
ten years; ten years of inefficiency,
galloping inflation, and vast expan-

sion of the bureaucracy"""

Hardly

a

promising route. But

it

was only the beginning.
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Before the Popular Front, Chile imported 90 percent
of all the cotton fiber
used in the country. By I960 only 11 percent was
imported. In 1929 85
percent of iron and steel supplies were imported;
by 1952 only 9 percent
That rosy picture is incomplete, however, without
pointing out that as late
as 1970, niachinery, the backbone of industry,
was by far the largest sinde
item in Chile's $930 million import bill, costing
$185 million. Next came
chemicals |$98 million), then automobiles (S97 million),
to feed an incredibly inefficient ocal assembly industry As
of January 1972 the cheapest of
ttic eight models then assembled in
Chile, the tiny Fiat 600, was priced at E"
then-prevailing exchange rate for those transac'^°?cn°[r?^'°"P' f\}^^
tions
[t" 19 to the dollar). The most expensive car then
available— a Dodge
Dart— cost $5,390. Production increase figures, Gil, op. cit
pp 179-80
Local production figures, Nueva Encichpedia. 2:
1 93; import figures. Banco
Central de Chile, "Estadisticas de Comercio Exterior
al 30 de Abril dc
1974," mimeographed, July 5, 1974; automobile prices.
Que Pasa, May 4
1972, |x 37; and exchange rates, La Economia de Chile Durante
el Periodo
de Gobierno de la Unidad Popular (Escucla dc
Ncgocios de Valparaiso
March 1974), p 76. As we shall see in chapter 6, the trade
situation
improved considerably in the post-Allcnde years.
25. Consumption of iron and steel products
increased 75 percent from the
period 1925-29 to 1956-60; electrical energy
consumption in the same
period 540 percent; petroleum 213 percent, shoes
128.6 percent (from one
pair of shoes, on the average, every fifteen months,
to a pair every seven
months). Nueva Encichpedia, 2:187.
26. Balmaceda had given education the first
big push sixty years earlier when
about one-fourth of all school-age children were
enrolled By 1970 the
schools, plus the first two years of high school, had
reached
.^^1? ^^^^?
^^^o
2,123,400. Galdames, op. cit., pp. 438, 505, 556.
27. During the early 1930s Chile had one of the
most shocking rates of infant
mortality in the world: 250 per one thousand. By 1960
the rate was down to
127.9 per one thousand live births, a level still so bad that
it was exceeded in
the Western Hemisphere only by chronically
backward Haiti Chile
achieved the greatest reduction of any Latin American
country in its infant mortality rate during 1960-66, when the
rate dropped from 127 9 to
101.9 per one thousand. But even more impressive
progress was made under the military government, so that by
1985, infant mortality had been
cut to 1 7.8 percent. That, coupled with a concerted
attack on malnutrition
gave Chile one of the best performance rates in
the entire developing
world Sources, for 1930s: Labroussc, op. cit.,
p 49; for 1960; /nstifutional Reforms and Social Development Trends
in Latin America (Washington,
Inter-American Development Bank, March 1963)
p 101
(hereafter Institutional Reforms); for 1960-1966,
Economic and Social
Progress in Latm America, annual report (Washington
InterAmcrican Development Bank, 1972], p. 153 (hereafter
Econor^ic and
Social Progress 1972]-, for 1985, Statistical Synthesis,
op. cit., p 47- for
malnutrition, l^overty
Latin America: the Impact of Depression on
^'

DC:

DC

m

cit., p.

28.

21.

The Diccionario presumably

erred in the biographical sketch of Allende by
36) that he began his second term as minister on December
14
1941. The same reference work, in its sketch of the history
of the Socialist
party, notes (p. 472) that the Socialists puUcd out
of the government in 1941
a few months after joining right-wing parties
in attempting to get the
indicating

{p.

1
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Agor includes the following

autonomy
members:

tabic to demonstrate the degree of individual
vs. party disiplinc in the voting behavior
of Senate

DISCIPLINE

committee

AND INFLUENCE OF SENATORS BY PARTY

''^'^"''^

UEGREE OF

Communists
S°"^'>5t

Absolute
Strong

Christian Democrat

JVlore

INFLUENCE OF SENATORS
ON PARTY POLICY

13ISCIPLINE

One

factor

Less important

than Radical but

Important

similar

Radical

Tends to be

Decisive

individualistic

National

Little

Absolute

Source: Agor, The Chilean Senate (Austin and London:
University of Texas Press'
1971),

p.

53.

In other words, senators of the Right |the National
party) could tell the party
what to do but the party had little sway over them; the farther
one moved to

the Lett, the less mflucnce senators had on party
policy— but the greater
party control over them. Agor also noted [p. 43) that the
National party was
the least disciplined" (that is, their senators were the
most independent in
evaluating and voting on issues); several (imes
37-60)
|pp.

he demonstrates

how Communist party discipline tics not only the votes, but the
tongues
of Communist senators in committee, which
is "where you see the real
man
where you talk about the interests of Chile, and less about

the
party" (p. 54).
38. Silvia Pinto Los Dias delAicb Iris (Santiago:
Editorial del Pacifico, 1972}
p
36. With Allende in power they discovered, too late,
how little, in reali'ty
,«

jy.
40.

41.

^^® °^ ^^^ "progressive, elegant, and fashionable" in the Left
Galdames, op. cit., p. 54.
Robert J. Alexander, Communism in Latin America (New
Brunswick
I
Rutgers University Press, 1957), pp. 200-202, cited
by Gil, op. cit. p 9o'
The account of the Russian offer to represent the Czechs and
Yugoslavs
appears in Silva, op. cit., p. 14. He adds that the
Kremlin retaliated by
kidnaping the Chilean ambassador in Moscow, preventing
him or his
family from leaving the country. There is a detailed
discussion of the
interplay between U.S. and Chilean interests,
official and unofficial in
Moran, op cit., pp. 174-80. The main thrust of Moran's
narrative is that it
was the Chi ean Right, and particularly the Liberals, that
clamored for the
outlawing of the Communists as a condition for U.S. official
aid. Once they
were outlawed, there was indeed a flood of new U.S.
private investment
including $130 million by Anaconda, the largest
single investment in
Chilean history It is also true that new official loans
were granted in 1949
But nothing so complex is uncomplicated, except
to political propagandists
The copper companies were responding, for the most part,
to pledges of
?^'^f

N

•

substantial tax breaks in return for new investments.
And those reviewing
official loans to Chile must have taken into
account the fact that the
country's financial affairs were then in the no-nonsense
hands of Jorge
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the last
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Alessandri Rodriguez who, as

42.

43
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|op. cit., P-
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president of Chile one of these days." Gonzalez
Videla lived to see his
prophecy (ruefully) realized twenty-three years later
46. Galdames, op. cit., p. 515.
47. Mario Arncllo, Proceso a una
Democracia: Pensamiento Politico de hige
Prat (Santiago: Tallcres Graficos "El Imparcial "
n d p 39
48. Ibariez at the head of a mishmash
of ad hoc parties and groups, a movement
)

???'''°"^ " '"^"**='' "° ''^"^^ °ai"e than Ibaiiismo, polled
!^^
. ?o ^ft ^f
of the 954, 13 1 votes cast in the four-way
446,439
race. The candidate of the
right Matte Larrain, was the runner-up,
with 265,357. Next came Radical
candidate Pedro Enrique Alfonso, with
190,360. Fourth was newcomer

Allendc, who cornered a piddling 5.45
percent of the vote, 51 975 The
elections were held September 4, 1952, starting
a tradition that they be held
'
on that date.

won decisive control of both houses of Congress.
Galdames
describes the outcome as a "personal triumph"
for Ibanez (op. cit p 516]
Gil interprets 1953 as "the high-water
mark of voter sentiment against the

49. Ibafiez's forces

traditional parties" (op. cit p. 97). Interestingly-perhaps
for what it reveals
of the author s biases-Gil interprets the
Ibanez phenomenon as "the voters
(trying] to elude their responsibility by
electing a paternalistic figure who

^^^Pons'^lities" [ibid., p. 96). The same author had
'^^^'^rwf^'V^t'
noted
(ibid., p. 95) that the "failure of the
Left was in not knowing what to do
with what they had helped to construct"-which,
according
to

him

at this

point in his prose, was a country
"economically robust and with its
democratic institutions intact." On the level of
appearances, true. However
Gil himself remarks (ibid., p. 96, fn) how cleverly
the Radicals used statc-ofcmcrgcncy decrees (suspending civil rights) and the
very undemocratic Law
or the Permanent Defense of Democracy
(of their own invention) and the
Internal Security Law (dating from
Alessandri's second term) to exile
opponents, particularly Communists; on
p. 225 he characterizes the
country s political system as "confusing, imperfect,
and inefficient"; on p
il6 he notes that popular discontent over politicking
led in April 1957 to
another, and uglier, kirid of protest: rioting
in Santiago and Valparaiso
(which, according to Labrousse, op. cit.,

p. 76, left seventy dead and saw
angry mobs for a time attempting to seize
the presidential palace)
Dcniocratic institutions may have survived "intact"
(more or less) under
the Radicals, but democracy was sick, and
in such circumstances, perhaps
the citizens were not "eluding their
responsibilities" in rejecting

niore politicking in favor of a
50.

still

offered the

hope

of responsible

Gil describes Ibancz's last two years-with
a touch of hyperbole— as "the
period of the most dangerous instability in
the history of the country" and
says Ibanez survived thanks to the loyality
of his former comrades-in-arms
the military and because his lack of
partisanship enabled him to recruit
improbable but effective, independents for his
administration. (Gil, op. cit
pp. 217-18). One thinks of the twenties and thirties, not
to mention the
turbulence on at least three occasions during
the nineteenth century,

offering comparable instability.
51.

man who

The Christian Democrat

as

party was founded July 28, 1957, the fusion of
the
Falange and Conservative Social Christian
parties, the latter a small
splinter of a liberal faction of the parent
Conservative party.
52. Nee Frente del Pueblo, November
25, 1951, transformed into the Frente de

,
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66. Gil, for example, remarks: "It was plain that there had been another of those
great shifts in Chilean politics and that, after the Ibanez fiasco, the voters

were decided to put

their trust again in the well-established political organization" (op. cit., p. 97). Balderdash. He himself records that the Falange—
barely twenty years old and hardly well established— achieved "imposing
progress" (p. 252). Furthermore, he singles out for special mention two men
making their debut at the level of senatorial politics: Frei and Alessandri,
and notes that the two of them attracted the greatest individual outpouring
of votes. He also cites the split in the Socialist camp, which
doubtless

contributed to their pratfall

(a

fact

that further

undermines the Gil

analysis).

—

Another and, I
were transferring

believe,

more probable

their hopes

interpretation

from one strong

man

—

is

that the voters

(Ibaiiez|,

who had

disappointed their expectations, to two others [Frei and Alessandri). Chilean
historian Galdames supports this interpretation: "The outcome signified
that the concept of the person mattering more than the party continued in
full force, as it had in the election of President Ibanez. The voters
backed
Alessandri because of his personal qualities, without taking into account
the fact that he was backed by parties of the Right" (op. cit.,
p. 518). As for
the Radicals, what they lacked in program or personal charisma, they more
than made up for in organization, still the country's most widespread. But
the Radicals would later prove themselves capable of frittering away even
that advantage in their frenzied pursuit of power at any price.
As to the PDC "wave of the future," Gil again sacrifices scholarship to
partisanship, this time attempting to disparage Alessandri's victory, and
gild Frei's showing. For example (op^-cit., p. 252): "By scant margin,
Alessandri obtained a plurality in 1958: 31.6 percent of the vote, and the
presidency. Alessandri did well in many provinces but could not win a clear
majority in any." That he should fail to win a "clear majority" in any
province in a five- way race, in which four of the five contenders had national
organizations behind them, 'should surprise no one. One limited to the Gil
account would not discover, on the other hand, that Alessandri captured the
highest percentage in a province of any candidate (47.9 percent in Maule;
Frei's high-water mark, 27.1 percent, was in the so-called
oligarchdominated cattle and timber province of Llanquihue]. It is also notable that
Alessandri won in nineteen of the twenty-eight jurisdictions; Allende won
the remaining nine. Frei won none.
Gil dismissed Alessandri as "another member of the famous family" and
described Frei as "a figure of great attraction for intellectuals, technocrats

and non-Marxist

leftists, as well as Catholics" (p. 98). Gil later reports
252| that "the Christian Democrat Frei received throughout the country
the solid backing of approximately 20 percent of the electorate. His percentages fell below 15 percent in only three small jurisdictions of 29 [sic\ and
(p.

exceeded 25 percent in three others, including Valparaiso." Another way of
describing the "solid support" for Frei would be to point out that he
managed to equal (or come within 1 percentage point of| his nationwide
average (20.5 percent) in only fourteen of twenty-eight (correct) jurisdictions and failed to do so in some mighty big ones (Linares, Valdivia,
Talca, Antofogasta, O'Higgins) as well as "small ones." Next, I am puzzled at
the significance of 15.5 percent, except as a great divide Frei managed to
cross on his way to nowhere. Finally, it was true that Frei exceeded 25
percent in Valparaiso: he got 25.7 percent. It is not clear, though, why
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revolt within the Conservative party itself in the spring of 1961 which put
"reformist" Hector Correa in command of the party. Third, external pressures, which included the boisterousness of the Castro revolution, the fact

that "through the Alliance for Progress, the United States officially
endorsed the idea of land-tenure changes and held out the incentive of
massive economic aid if such changes were effected," and the fact that "the
economists of the [UNj Food and Agriculture Organization and [UN] Eco-

nomic Commission for Latin America lent respectability to the idea of
agrarian reform and provided technical economic arguments to support
their posit ion" |ibid., p. 10]. Evidently it did not occur to anyone that most of
those technicians were lending "respectability" to their own Marxist biases.
Kaufman also notes that criticisms of the alleged weaknesses of the
Alessandri law "may be somewhat overdrawn." He adds that if the Alessandri goal of the careful creation of five thousand to seven thousand new
farm owners per year were carried out, "in ten years such a program could
make a considerable change in rural property" (ibid,, p. 20). Kaufman
remarks that the law was most significant both for the profound change it
represented in the thinking of the Right and because it created the legal
machinery

for later large-scale agrarian "reform" |in quotation marks
because neither Frei nor Allende conducted programs for transforming the
countryside on grounds that could be described as rational Frei gave a
handful of peasants to land; Allende gave none,
86. Kaufman operates in his study on the fundamental premise that unless
there were agrarian reform, there would be revolution. If demagogic political leaders are permitted to fan class hatreds for their own ends, that is, of
course, a possibility, but one which does not derive necessarily from the
realities of rural life. Revolutionaries from Marx forward have noted repeatedly the need to galvanize a listless peasantry into action, and when they
fail to act, to act "for" them.

As

to the social "justice" of agrarian reform, Kaufman has the floor:
the making of adjustments to prevent revolution should not be confused
with the larger issue of whether these adjustments are steps to a more just
social order in the countryside. 'Social justice' may be necessary to main".

.

,

tain stability, but there is

case"

(ibid., p.

ii).

no a piioii reason

to

assume

that this

must be

the

One would need to be utterly dogmatic to claim that what

emerged from nine years

of Frei -Allende "reforms" yielded greater social

justice in the countryside.

There can be no dispute whatever that those nine
years seriously weakened the capacity of Chilean agriculture to feed the
nation's people, and it would seem that there ought to be a consideration of
"social justice" in that reality too.
87. Jacques Chonchol, El Desanollo de Amsrica Latino
y la Refoima Agraria
(Santiago; Editorial del Pacifico, S.A., 1964), reproduced in Agranan Prob-

lems and Peasant Movements in Latin America, ed. Rodolfo Stavenhagen
(New York: Doubleday, Anchor Books, 1970|, p. 162. A World Bank study
trips all over itself in making, with the utmost reluctance, the same point
on the economic weakness of agrarian reform: "Where the program has
been vigorously prosecuted, the results have sometimes been adverse, in
that agricultural output has fallen and the condition of those whom it is
intended to benefit has not been improved, or has even deteriorated" (Wb/W
Bank Operations: Sectoral Programs and Policies [Baltimore and London:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1972), p. 35). (Hereafter World Bank Opera-
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102. President Rios's justice minister, in a
fuly 6, 1943, speech to Congress
cited by Gustavo Lagos in the Christian

Democrat-produced RefoTma

Constitucional 1970 (Santiago: Editorial Juridico de
Chile, 19701 i'
p 63
103. Arnello, op. cit., pp. 42-43.
104. Weston Agor, The Chilean Senate (Austin
and London: University of Texas
Press, 1971), pp. 52-60.
105. Gil, op. cit p. 219. Except that Gil
saw the recent Right as the essential
villam ot the piece, ignoring his own impressive
evidence to the contrary
'
(pp. 202-9, for example).
>'

106.
107.

Galdames, op. cit., p. 513.
A World Bank study of nineteen countries showed that in 1960 Chile had
the lowest agricultural output per hectare of
arable land of any of them$59. By contrast Israel had $557, Egypt $643, Japan $961; even
among the
poorest, India had $91, Yugoslavia S141, and Brazil
$104. World Bank
Operations, p. 67, Source lor the GNP, balance of payments,
and output
hgures herein cited: Labrousse, op. cit., pp. 72-73, 109.

108. In 1961 that coefficient

was

4.7 percent; Alessandri

managed

to boost

it

considerably— to 8.1 percent in 1962, 7,2 percent in
1963, and 8.3 percent
in 1964— but even the higher Hgures kept Chile
at the bottom of the list
Richard S. Thorn, "The Alliance for Progress: The
Flickering Flame " in
Constructive Change in Latin America, ed. Cole Blasier
(Pittsburrii'
Uni-

109

versity of Pittsburgh Press, 1968), p. 139. Thorn
gives the Agency for
International Development, Statistics and Reports
Division as his source
Quoted by Gil op. cit., p. 214; from K. H. Silvert, A Political
Economic
Sketch of Chilean History from 1879 (Santiago: American
University
Field Staff Letter, January 29, 1957), p. 2.

110. Alistair

Home, Small Earthquake in Chile (New York: Viking Press,

1972),
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and constitutional democracy all went hand in
hand
and could therefore be advanced simultaneously in Latin
America/'^
The trouble is that Latins never had the slightest intention
of acceptmg U.S. tutelage, economic or political, as the price of access to
US
treasure. Many among them understood that
achieving each of those
goals individually was a long and arduous process,
and that achieving all
simultaneously might be not only impossible but
undesirable, because
those four goals could be mutually exclusive.
The Alliance that Latins
wanted was one in which the United States and other
developed counpolitical stability,

tries

would help them build

their

own

their

own

better worlds, but according to

lights.

The ink was barely dry on the Alliance's lofty charter
and the lyrical
"Declaration to the Peoples of America"—
gossamered during

weeks
ments

two

m August

1961 at Punta del Este, Uruguay-when the
governof two of the three largest Latin nations
(Brazil and Argentina)
were toppled. When Peru joined them a few
months later, Kennedy
expressed his dismay and reminded his Alliance

commitment

associates of their

democratic institutions. Admonition notwithstanding
It was the beginning of the end of
an illusion,* the illusion that we had
witnessed in the Americas the Twilight of the Tyrants,
the euphoric title
of a book then in vogue.
to

Illusions die hard, however, especially those
reflecting the American
for devising gimmicks to Cinderella
away the drudgeries of
the real world. So the United States continued
to divide up those who

penchant

walked
other

m darkness from those who walked in the Alliance's light

coumry

"benefited"

more from

this largess

No

than Chile/ because

Chile was one of the "showcases" of the Alliance.
Ironically— or perhaps not so ironically if one views

the overall record

of U.S. aid

programs in winning influence with the benefiting countries—it was Chile that would lead the movement
to coalesce Latin
America into an effective force for engaging the
U.S. through
the poli-

tics of collective confrontation.

Chile also illustrated one of the hidden traps
of the Alliance- the
decisive shift in the terms and control of the
debates over development
strategies, a shift fostered by Alliance
rhetoric and the inter-American
bureaucracies feeding off it. The new technocrats,

overwhelmingly

were legionnaires of the

Left. In their designs they

state over private or personal initiative,
bitter truth that "the reasons for Latin

gave priority to the

and deflected attention from the

America's problems are mostly in
Latin America."^ The effect of this was to deny
legitimacy to the argu-

ments

of the Right.

In Chile, the Right was already in its death rattle,
cowed into submission by Its own fear, like a wounded soldier
wandering a battleground

»
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ground the
without his glasses. The AUiance obliterated the safe

wounded soldier sought.
The far Left already had the blood

of revolution in its eyes— and more
legitimacy—
by focusing on the now
while its arguments acquired a new
to convert truculent
strength
the
lacked
still
common enemy, but it

defiance into the fact of power. Only the Christian Democrats— young,
new parade,
arrogant, doctrinaire— were ready to be swept along by the
cocky and
drummers,
new
the
of
beat
the
to
marched
they
only
because

confident that they could beat the

Communists

at their

own

society-

engineering game.
As the election of 1964 neared, two melancholy and deeply important
changes seeped into Chile's institutional life. Note was taken of them,
those stambut, in the heat of battle and euphoria so characteristic of
at
all.
noted
really
were
not
peding times, they
The first was that politics, at the national level, emerged from its
protective cocoon of parochialism, and Chile became an Ouija board of

To a truly alarming degree, the electoral battle
context
that year was waged less on the terrain of local issues than in the
for the
money
the
of
Much
systems.
of the collision of international
upon
the
Lyndon
Johnson,
country.
outside
the
campaign came from
intelligence
undercover
secret
the
and
Kennedy
Robert
E
advice of
panel later to become infamous, decided that the best bet for spreading
Demothe benefits of the Great Society to Chile was via the Christian
international politics.

crats.

Accordingly, the U.S. provided, sub rosa, $3 million for Frei's campaign chest, and "all but drowned Chile in AID dollars" ($127.4 million
characterized
in 1964 alone). One U.S. intelligence official reportedly
obscene,"
almost
and
"blatant
year
as
that
U.S. intervention in Chile
York
New
through
needed
it
escudos
Chilean
all
the
buy
to
Unable
banks, the CLA embarked on a mad scramble to obtain Chilean currency

through operatives in Lima, Rio de Janeiro, and Montevideo.
The United States government was far from alone in trying to influpower
ence the outcome of an election that, in the end, was beyond the
Democrats
Christian
the
into
poured
Funds
influence.
of outsiders to
from sister parties, particularly in Europe, and from Roman Catholic

church sources, particularly in the U.S. The far Left was, of course,
handsomely provided for by its allies, particularly in Cuba and Russia.
The second development was the polarization of politics, the division
old forms
of the country into classes at war with each other. Some of the
purpractical
all
for
but
years,
more
and habits would linger on a few
Chilean
in
civility
and
oblige
noblesse
of
the
end
marked
poses, 1964
public
It

life.

was

ironic, really

At the

level of the superpowers, the spirit of

The
detente,
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which began at Camp David and which survived the

traumas of

the U-2 and the October missile crisis, was still
alive. Vietnam was on
the horizon, but it never would directly
affect the US.-Soviet thaw.
Yet, "Chile, in 1964, had become/'
in the words of two authors "a
cold-war battlefield. "^

Late in 1963 Eduardo Frei Bshed for and received
an invitation to visit
the Soviet Union. Ostensibly, he was a pilgrim
of understanding. Cynics
said he went to woo the votes of the far
(but not hard-core) Left and
noted that he measured his remarks well enough
to
the plaudits of
Ei Siglo. the Communist party daily in
Santiago. 'o

wm

The United States, meanwhile, fearing a recession
that would favor
Allende, rushed a loan of $40 milUon to the
Alessandri government late
1963 for "general commodity imports." In the first
years of massive
U.S. giving, Chile had already become far
and away the favored Latin

m

recipient of U.S. largess.

The Curico debacle had paralyzed the Right, and it found
itself believing the Soviet premier Nikita Khrushchev's
boast about communism as
the wave of the future.
But the rightists were also victims of home-grown

propaganda which
had begun years before, when one of their own
eminences bolted Conservative ranks to join in founding the Ealange
(forerunner of the Christian Democratsl. Said the maverick, "The
Christian Democrats are the
only political entity with efficient force to
halt the advance of communism.""
But they were more than just scared,- they
also were spent after a
century of political life, ^ yet not so dazed or
driven as to bring an entire
order down with them, '^ and so they rallied
behind the Christian Democrats in what was to become one of the
most faintly praised swan songs
^
on record.'*
'

Not everyone shared even in those giddy times the
notion that the
way to combat communism was by competing with
the Communists on their own ideological terrain.
Nowhere in the Western world
had the experiment failed more conspicuously
than in Italy where the
best

reaction to fascism obliterated altogether
the Right as a political alternative. In that ambiance, in which the
ideas of the Left are canonized as
the only legitimate ones, the Italian
Communist party became the
biggest and strongest in the Western world
and kept the country in a
state of permanent labor and political
crisis. In the 1963 elections the
Communists scored huge gains, at the expense of the Itahan
Christian
Democrats led by Amintore Fanfani.

Eduardo Frei, returning from his European tour,
pooh-poohed the
significance of the elections. But the great Milan
newspaper /; Corheie
della Sera thought otherwise. "The most
disturbing and alarming and
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Fanfanian stripe," the newsnegative fact in the center-left policy of
than
a million votes for the
more
of
increase
the
paper wrote "is
religious
sign that where political, moral, and
Communist party.
Commuthe
with
compete
barriers are erased or blurred in order to
the result is to improve their
nist party with its own methods,

A

»'
chances
Democrats. AmbasNor were all Americans sold on the Christian
plain his support
made
appointee,
Kennedy
sador Charles Cole, an early
Back
in Washingby-election.
Curico
the
of
time
for Duran up until the
-

.

inner circle, carped to the
ton Ralph Dungan, part of the New Frontier
support for Frei. Furtherpresident about Cole's position, and urged
Development (AID)
more John Robinson, the Agency for International
to the Christian
lines
open
mission director in Chile, "maintained
violation of an
clear
in
policy"—
Cole's
Democratic leadership despite
John F.
Dungan,
and
Cole
both
appointed
had
who
edict of the

man

and the U.S.-

Kennedy 16 As noted earlier, the Frei faction carried the day,
(Frei was not the
backed Frei's campaign materially as well as morally
in Chile,
ambassador
only winner; Dungan went on to become the U.S.
one of the most dismal ones ever.)
CommuEven on the domestic front, there were dissenters. Former
1964:
I,
March
nist Marcos Chamudes wrote on
sows illusions
"He who sows the winds reaps whirlwinds. And he who
reaps desperation.

,

,

"The Christian Democrats have gone about that kind

communist reaper
But an

tu
ot sowing. Ihe
,

will later collect the fruits of their harvest."'^
an American ambassador, and a Chilean

Italian newspaper,

all,

a time for

of Eduardo
John Gunther reports that he once asked one

Frei's best

journalist all

were voices in the wilderness.

It

was, after

charisma, not caution.

HOW LEFT IS LEFT?
Rebels

friends,

and Their Cause
"How

leftist is Frei?"

would be a Marxist
"So much so," the friend responded, "that he
"i^
church,
the
to
except for his allegiance
answer must be
Like the phenomenon of anamorphosis in optics, that
angle is ecoviewed from just the right angle to be seen clearly That
leaders,
Democrat
nomics, because in common with most Christian
criteria to the analysis of economic probproperty was at the root of most of
private
lems, including the idea that

Eduardo Frei applied Marxist
man's collective

ills-'S*

The
"Those
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who founded

Christian Democracy in Chile," Frei wrote
^'rejected capitalism as a system; they believed
and believe that it was, in
its origins,

In

materialist and inhumane.

.

."^°
.

common with other Christian Democrat thinkers, he also believed

in the mevitability of "at least a restricted
kind of class struggle. "21
Gabriel Garcia Marquez, the great Colombian
noveUst and long-time
Communist, said Frei "was the one who took the best advantage
of the
class struggle, the one who stimulated it
and brought it to a head"^^
during the Allende years. Garcia Marquez might have
added that the
same pattern was part and parcel of the Christian Democrat
program
while that party was in power itself.

In politics
the

it was also true that the IVIarxist
parties, and particularly
Communists, always held for Christian Democrats what

Chamudes

has described as "the fascination of the forbidden
fruit." Frei himself did
not share that fascination, which is why it would
be wrong to describe
him as a Marxist, but he did yield repeatedly to the
party's Marxistaccommodating purposes. In part because Frei, in common
with other
Christian Democrat thinkers, accepted Kerensky's
dictum: "For the
cause of democracy, there are no enemies on the
Left. "^ Indeed, in 1 966
a book by the Brazilian writer Fabio Vidigal
Xavier de Silveira'entitled'

Kerensky chileno. went so far ^s to argue that Frei
and his
were preparing the way for a Communist takeover in
Chile The
book was banned in Chile— but the thesis it espoused
would
Frei, el

policies

reverberate

through Chile for years to come.^''
But in these, as in other issu,es, Frei's views were
more moderate than
those of the party's other high commanders,
Bernardo Leighton Guz-

man and Radomiro Tomic Romero. His views were more moderate
too
than those of a Roman Catholic clique, composed
mainly of Jesuits

headed by the Belgian priest Roger Vekemans, that
was enormously
influential in radicalizing Christian

Democrat thought.

Not unexpectedly

for a public figure trying to appeal to
the greatest
possible range of voters, Frei's views tended to
be more mottled as well
as more moderate.

For example, he repeatedly portrayed himself
as anti-Communist
and yet one of the most famous phrases in Chilean
political lore is froni
a speech he made June 27, 1947: "There
is something worse than com-

munism; anticommunism."

On May 30, 1961, responding to a letter sent him a month earlier
by
Luis Corvalan Lepe, secretary-general of the
Communist party, Frei
said: "The time has come for a great effort
to achieve harmony among
those who aspire to give Chile a new regime
of institutions to bring

about necessary and inevitable social changes! Naturally,
such agreement is easier and certainly deeper among those who share
a common
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other
moral and ideological values, but we do not exclude
who also form part of this country and its destiny. In this
Christian Democracy
regard I must tell you that it is not true that
past and present, in
its
conceives of its task in Chile, nor interprets
and commuDemocracy
Christian
terms of antagonism between
scale of

human groups

nism."^^
Two years later he made his one-week pilgrimage to Moscow, ostensithought and felt. But
bly to see for himself what the people and leaders
Frei
"anticommunist"
of
remarks
public
the
tone
of
the conciliatory
in
interpreted
widely
about what he found behind the Iron Curtain was
support.
Chile as a bold bid for Communist party
his disdain
his revived disdain for communism overcame again
Later,

anticommunism, so that he sanctioned a "Campaign of Terror,"
organized 1964 campaign.
as part of his crisply and professionally
frighten Chileans with
to
designed
was
Terror
of
Campaign
The
party came
horror stories of what awaited them if the Communist
of
anticommunism
Communist
to power.^6 So much for the non-anti-

for

un- Communist Frei.
anti-Communist, a devoutly
hi point of fact, Frei was profoundly
democracy. His
representative
to
also
dedicated
rehgious man, devoutly
put power and
who
those
to
repeatedly
deferring
was
greatest weakness
constellation,
Democrat
Christian
the
and
in
principle,
party above
leftists. Not until 1972
radical
party's
the
overwhelmingly
were
those
would Frei Hnally assert his authority decisively in the party's councils
was too
and seek a desperation alliance with the Right, but by then it
little,

too late.

Montalva was born in Santiago on January 16, 191 1, son
who worked as an accountant on the national
immigrant
of a Swiss
and studied law at
railways. He grew up in a middle-class neighborhood,
three men
included
the Catholic University in Santiago, His classmates
and MaTomic,
Leighton,
party:
would join him in founding the
Eduardo

Frei

who

group called
nuel Garreton. All four were political activists, leaders of a
up
in the effercaught
were
all
and
Association;
the National Catholic
in Chile.
rife
so
then
experimentation
social
and
vescence of reform
of the
patriarch
reform-minded
and
a
senator
a
of
tutelage
Under the
turks
young
Conservative party, Rafael Luis Gumucio, they became the
of that party.

Following his graduation in 1933, Frei went briefly to Iquique in the
north to edit the newspaper El Tazapacd. Next, he and Garreton traveled
Jacques
to Europe, where they met the brilliant French philosopher
Maritain. Maritain's neo-Thomist thought was to have a profound
influence on Frei as well as on the Christian Democrat party ideologue,
thought
Jamie Castillo, who wrote often on his work. Maritain's
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emerged as the leitmotif of the early era of the entire
worldwide Christian Democrat movement.
Of the commonly accepted five dominant
themes of Maritain, the one
which evidently impacted most directly on Frei's
thought was the lasf
the pluralistic cooperation

among men of different beliefs in the purof political life."i6 But, as in so
many other
facets of his public career, Frei preached
a better line than
suit of the

exc

udmg

common good

he practiced

but Christian Democrats from his
government, and
excluding the Right even from the political
debate.
To a degree far greater than was the case in
most other Latin American countries, the Roman Catholic church
in Chile was agitated by the
1891 encyclical of Pope Leo XIII, "Rerum Novarum,"
a remarkably bold
statement for its day In it, the pope defended
all

the inviolability of private
property, but also decried the excesses
of capitalism. Young Catholic
radicals in 1909 founded the Chilean
Worker Federation, later to fall
under Communist control; and in 1920 two
European Jesuits, Fathers
Fernando Vivas Soler and forge Fernandez
Pradel,

founded the Social

which advocated collective land ownership.
Christian Democrat social and economic
thought was

League,

also deeply
formative years by Catholic social doctrine,
particularly as expressed in "Rerum
Novarum"^nd Pius XI's 1931 encycical
Quadregisimo Anno," both of which were critical
of the excesses of
liberal capitalism and coUectivist
socialism. As the assiduous American scholar Paul Sigmund points out,
these encyclicals called for the
establishment of a new form of .society
responding to both the individual and social aspects of man's nature.
That doctrine, he adds, could be

influenced in

^ri"
of the

its

an authoritarian or corporatist character,
as in Portugal, Austria
1930s, and Franco's Spain. But, as mentioned,

exerted his

own

writes,

prestige. "Chilean Christian

Jacques Maritain
Democrats," Sigmund

like their European counterparts,
saw democracy
government most in keeping with the Gospel
message.

form of
Cathohc in
terms of the sources of its ideology and of
the educational background of
most but not all| of its leaders, it |the PDCj
was not a confessional
as the

.

party ^^

and his contemporaries challenged the stance
of the Conservawhich held that the church condemned the excesses
of
the capitalist system but not the
system itself. The rebels insisted on
the validity of a third position
between socialism and capitalism a
position they described as "communitarianism."
The distance between the young radicals-Frei,
Leighton, Tomic
Frei

tive leadership,

Garreton Ignacio Palma, Jorge Rogers
Sotomayor-and the elder statesmen of the Conservative party widened steadily The final
break came
in 1938, when the youth group
refused to support the candidacy of
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narrowly nosed out by the
Gustavo Ross, the party-backed candidate
factor in the Lefts ascenkey
was a
leftist coalition. Their defection

dancy to power.

Ji„.„

.

Conservative Falange, and later
the party's first ideologue conas
National Falange. Garreton emerged
closely parallehng that of the
program
structing a twenty-six-point
resemblance was understandable. Durfascist Spanish Falange.^s The
the two had met Benito Musso ini, the
ing the European trip with Frei,
described him as a "giant." Although
Italian dictator, and Garreton
the dignity of the human being,
rejecting fascism as "contrary to
which he described as
Garreton found much to admire in the system,
libera -democratic
the
of
evils
the
"the greatest attempt to remedy
orga"^' He proposed for Chile a "national state, hierarchically
regime

The dissidents first called themselves

In the distressing tenor of the
nized above parties, groups, or classes."
paramilitary groups.
times the Falange also organized uniformed
mentor. Two years older
Leighton succeeded Garreton as the party's

ideologically as he was in appearthan Frei Leighton was as unUke Frei
phrase of a gushing admirer ot
the
ance, and yet the two men were, in
more."3o Leighton looked for
or
years
thirty
both "as close as fingers for
asserted that he had never
critics
his
and
most of his life like a boy,
the way of
either. Eduardo Frei was tall and gaunt

m

grown up politically

plumpness below the waist. A great
Lincoln, except that he tended to
south, and he looked at the
beaky nose split a rugged face from north to
eyes that reflected the grave and
visitor out of deep-set, brow-shrouded
said he thought he looked
studious person that he was. John Gunther
"^^ Like Leighton, Frei suftortured.
like an El Greco saint, but not so
ingenuousness in public
certain
a
from
career
fered for most of his
resemblance between the two men ended.
affairs but there any political
ranks of Chile's boy
age twenty-seven Leighton joined the

At

minister, reputedly in
wonders; -he became Arturo Alessandri's labor
shortly torpedo Aleswould
defiance of his fellow Falangists, who
Chamudes, one of
to
According
Ross.33

man, Gustavo
sinker for a Communist
first acts was to fall hook, line, and
minister in the
education
3'*
become
later
Leighton would
trick
Christian Demothe
of
president
first
and
government
Gonzalez Videla

sandri's

Leighton's

crat party.

i

»,

ideas of Mantam,
Leighton presided over the drift away from the
French, German,
of
"progressivism"
when the party embraced the
rejected absolute
which
relativism
moral
a
Dutch, and Belgian clergy,
also Manrejected
company
and
Leighton
dogma.
qualities of Catholic
life. The Chilean
public
and
church
between
link
close
tain's vision of a
of these European
church shortly would become a haven for a number
Democrat
Christian
cord of the
clerics, destined to become the spinal

Left and by 1973

some

of Salvador Allende's

most

articulate defenders.
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What distinguished Leighton throughout this period as it would
throughout his career^was his affinity with the men and ideas of the
far Left. He was followed as the party's top chieftain by Tomic, but the
Tomic era introduced no change in the party's commitment to the Left;
it simply hastened and deepened it.
Frei occupied himself during these years building political fortunes
the party's and his own. In 1945, after failing to win election as a deputy,
he was named public works minister; in 1 949 he was elected a senatorfirst of his party to reach the Senate. He made such a good showing in
the 1953 parliamentary elections that Ibafiez invited him to join his
polyglot government, even though the Falange had opposed Ibanez the
year before.

The party

that year did dismally,

making the second-lowest

showing (2.87 percent) of the four congressional elections in which it
had participated, still another example of what by then was becoming a
phenomenon as familiar as it was ignored among the democratic parties
in Chilean politics: the appeal of the man rather than of the party. But it
was Frei's showing in the 1957 elections (the highest vote total of any
senatorial candidate in Santiago) which established his indisputable
leadership of the Christian Democrat party. Austere, scholarly, and
implacably ambitious, Eduardo Frei had done his job well: he had built
for the Christian Democrats a platform to power.
Garreton, Leighton, Tomic, and others who shaped the party's program had done the rest: they had constructed the ideological quicksand
in which both the proud past and the promise of a better future would
perish.

"Revolution In Liberty"
Will [Latin Americaj waste
that will absorb

its efforts

on a collectivism ot statism

and subjugate man!
Eduardo Frei^*

One of the paradoxes of Eduardo Frei is that he so often enunciated so
both domestic and foreign, the pitfalls into which he had
followers, national and international. One admiring
American journalist put aside his adulation long enough to write:
"Sometimes, it seems. President Frei relishes more his picture of himself as Latin America's voice and conscience than he does the irritating
business of simply being the leader of a single country constantly in a
well, in affairs
just led his

own

state of hypertension."-'"''

In his

campaign

for the presidency in 1964, for

example, Frei promised
with Liberty." The twin pillars of the revolution were collectivism (on the farms, in government- sponsored urban
organization, in labor affairs] and statism (the rapid expansion of state
the electorate a "Revolution

J
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The revo-

economic affairs)
control—direct control—over the country's
"absorb and subjugate" Chilean man.
lution, as far as it went, did not
that brought the country to the
But it did make inevitable a later regime
the bullheadedness of both its
brink of that abyss and then, because of
country over^
the
pushed
promoters and its detractors,
German Christian DemoAdenauer.
Konrad
One of Frei's heroes was

richly during the elec-

rewarded Frei's admiration of their leader
journalist estimated that European
toral campaign: one American
Italy and Belgium pumped
Christian Democrats in West Germany,
campaign^^ and most
Frei's
from $18 million to $20 million into
openhanded o aU.
most
the
were
Germans
sources agree that the West
Roger VekeJesuit
the
funds:
European
the
for

crats

The reputed conduit
sources contributed
mans 38 The U.S. journalist also asserted that U.S.
months" to Frei's campaign. Presumably
$1 million a month "for many
appropriated clandestinely under the
that would not include $3 million
the CIA.^^ One former CIA inan
auspices of Robert Kennedy for use by

a newspaper report that up to i2U
(turned expose author) even repeats
funneled into the country clandesmillion in American money was

much

of the

too, and
Alknde's campaign was lavishly bankrolled
Russia and Cuba. But
from
principally
abroad,
money also came from
Leading banks-those bastions of
not only the Left supported him.
variation on the old
capitalism-loaned candidate Allende money, a
on earth would bid
capitahsts
Leninist prophecy that the last two
with which to hang
rope
the
against each other to sell the executioner
pesos
($85,000) on his
million
230
them One bank loaned Allende
income was his
only
whose
man
a
for
sum
a handsome

*'

signature alone,

in fact, was the brief but
thenEchaurren, the on V
vigorous one of independent Jorge Prat
1964,
April
on
26,
quit
the race. He
tically "right-wing" candidate in
he
but
campaign,
ten-month
blaming lack of finances after an intense
years
few
a
retrieved
be
would
that
left behind an ideological legacy
support reluctantly to Frei, Prat said:
later In quitting and throwing his
win, it cannot be writthey lAllende's Popular Action Front, FRAP)

The only campaign that was not well funded,

f

"If

ten in Chilean history that

I

was the one who

facilitated a

Communist

one of Radical Julio Duran: Many
victory." His remark paralleled the
group, the FRAP or the Christian
people are trying to determine which
Duran believed the best way
Democrats, is the lesser evil"-except that
race and siphon ott lettist
the
in
remain
of blocking FRAP was for him to
votes from Allende.''^
confidence. Nearly a year andAllende went into the race oozing
that
a message to Fidel Castro saying
a-half before the elections, he sent
,
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Chile would soon stand shoulder to shoulder with
Cuba as the second
socialist state in the hemisphere « a sentiment
frequently reflected in
foreign press comment on the 1964 elections.
During the early months
of his campaign, Allende

was outspoken

in his praise of Castro's revolu-

tion.

So confident was Allende that he did not even use his
influence to
prevent the staging in Santiago, less than one week
before the crucial

Curico by-election, of the Havana-organized Second Latin
American
Youth Congress. On opening day the conference theme was
unveiled:

For the Liberation of Latin America, the slogan then
identified with
Castroite guerrilla movements. The conference collapsed
in a spasm of
denunciations that many of the delegates belonged not

to youth organizations but to underground terrorist groups, Allende
and his cohorts
were aware that the mere staging of such an incendiary

conference

would heighten tension, but evidently felt they were invincible.
Another incident revealed their impudence. A Communist

senator,

Jaime Barros, made a savage attack on Catholic priests
in a June 23
speech in Congress, calling them "vampires." But this

one backfired
immediately, galvanizing the church into action, including
dusting off
and widely publicizing a two-year pastoral message of the
country's
bishops. The pastoral was mostly a church blessing
for Christian
Democrat-style reformist programs, but also included a dramatic
warning:

"Communism has never imposed itself by conviction, by the value of
doctrine, but always due to the feebleness of states
and parties which
themselves democratic, and has risen to power only to
become the
implacable foe of all who do not think ahke, including
Its

call

Its

those who made
the triumph of communism in Chile, the
children can expect only persecution, tears,' and

ascension possible.

church and

all of its

From

blood.'""*

The collapse of the Democratic Front after Curico meant that
it
would no longer be a triangular race but, for all practical
purposes a
head-on between Allende and Frei. This, plus church
hostility, caused
Allende to tone down his praise of Castro, and he even
invented a group
called "Catholics for Allende." Allende emphasized
in his speeches his
commitment to Chile's democratic institutions, insisting that he would
carry out his revolution legally and constitutionally
But then, so did Frei; and as countless observers, friends,
and critics
alike have observed, the differences in their
program were a matter
more of emphasis than of substance.^s The U.S. government and
press,
both enthusiastic supporters of
rule.

Frei, were significant exceptions to this
But the fact remains that there was little difference between
the

two. In fact,

two months

before the elections, the

managing editor

of
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up the view of the Left 'Tkctorally,"
Santiago's Socialist daily summed
h v
a defeat, but politically they
he satd "the Marxists may suffer
the
and
dead
explained that the Right was
already scored a victory" He
were
Front
Popular
between Christian Democrats and the
the youth wing of the

dSes

St An Democrats.

that, the Sociahst

was not

far

from

Christian
r„rirn elec
elecCurico
1964, commenting on the
In a statement on March 24,
praised
Youth
Democrat
for the Christian
tion the National Council
their
the Right. "By means of
eliminating
for
FRAP
and
boTh Frei
Action
Democratic party and for the Popular
suppor for "he Chrisitan
repupeople of Cunco expressed their
Front "the statement said, "the

irrevocabl
of government ^^d ^heir
datio'n of the existing system
of the
coalition
[the
Front
The Democratic
desire for social change. ...
"
defeat.
historic
Radicals and the Rightl suffered a

On

September 4,T964,

after the costliest

and most bombastic cam-

an
voters returned their verdict in
naSn fn ChUean pditical history, the
al
over
explicit totalitarianisn. towered
elecSon in which the specter of

The result was a decisive win
'mashing triumph" portrayed by the
e

el

for Frei,

international press.^^

1,409,012

Frei

AUende
Duran

though not near y the

The

result.

56.09%

977,902

38.93

125,233

4.98

men^
did almost as well as Frei among
gav
who
women
for Frei. It was the
602,136 men voted for him, 664,589
375,766
only
him,
744,423 women voted for
Frei his decisive margin:

As noted

earlier,

AUende

Lyndon Johnson
adding tha
^^^fj^^^^^
bright future m South America,
some
deserved
Progress
for
Alliance
aid to Chile under the

'"immettely after the
was "an omen for a very

US

election,

it
the defeat of AUende and said
"ptdel Castro "angrily denounced"
unavoidis^
fight
revolutionary
agSn demonstrated that the "armed
money
"
Allende's defeat to "lies, fear, and

able

He

While

ascribed

Frei's followers celebrated

on Santiago's

streets,

mobs

of angry

revolution," charging that John^
Alknde followers shouted "revolution,
man with money Speaking
their
son and Pope Paul VI had sabotaged
avoid violence. "We must rema.n
rom a balcony AUende urged them to
defeated. I have strength to concalm "he said "I am not broken nor
supported me.
side by side with those who
tinue fitting and remain
third defeat,
his
of
ashes
the
again from

FmbeTved AUende would rise
however.^"
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Following his inauguration on November
3, 1964, Frei told Adlai E
Stevenson, head of the U.S. delegation: "I am
responsible now " Later he
told Jose Mayobre, the Venezuelan who then
headed the
Economic
Commission for Latin America— an agency Frei greatly admired"No
one can ask me to do more than I promised, but
neither can anybody ask

UN

me

'

to do less."si

Even in

Cuban

defeat, Fidel Castro

revolution,

he

gUmpsed victory The

influence of the

had forced "reactionaries out of the election
and limited the contest to revolutionaries and reformers, "s^
Following his election, Frei retreated to a country
estate outside
Santiago. A coterie of close advisers shuttled
back and forth, helping
him to hammer out his immediate program. Among them:
Leighton
Tomic, Gabriel Valdes Subercaseaux, Jacques
Chonchol Chait, Alvaro
Marfan, and, especially the economist Jorge Ahumada.
Two independents joined them: Sergio Molina Silva and
William Thayer. From this
group would come four members (Leighton, Valdes,
Molina, and Thayer)
of his Cabinet, a slick elite of mostly young
men (seven of the twelve
ministers were under fifty, and one, Molina, was
only thirty-five; only
two ministers, of education and health, were over sixty).s3
Gunthe'r said
that together "these comprise what has been
called the most 'brilliant'
Cabinet in the world. All its members, are
intellectuals, most were
professors, who have known one another
for years, and form an integrated team; they still do their homework, and
are not unconscious of
their

make

own

merit.

said,

One of them said to me with engaging audacity 'We
We have .spent our lives preparing for this role, and

a strong group.

^^^ government for thirty years.' "54 The composition
and
i!I u
snobbishness
of the group— reminiscent of Franklin
D. Roosevelt's
Brain Trust and the Ivy League clubbishness of
the New Frontier— may
help to explain why Frei's government began
with what
"^^

rian

Home

British histo-

described as the "liberal adoration of Frei in
the U.S."55
The group also included two other key men: Tomic,
who would
become sort of a surrogate foreign minister from his post
as ambassador

Washington, and later go on to lead the party to its
final ruin in the
1970 presidential elections; and Chonchol, who had warmed
up for

to

his

job as architect of Frei's agrarian reform
program
as a United Nations adviser to Fidel Castro.

by spending two years
The group was also notable
in that, of the Christian Democrats, all
were recruited from the Left to
far-Left ranks of the party 56 Molina, an
independent destined to become
finance minister, was the only authentic moderate
among them
Out of these meetings came Frei's action plan. First on
that agenda
sweeping constitutional reforms, unveiled in the
first weeks of his
government. Among the proposed amendments were
measures to strip
Congress of much of its power, while greatly expanding
presidential

J
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authority to
cower (including "exclusive"

initiate

to create a Constitutional
another to create an
constitutional disputes^ yet

Csla

onranother

economic and

J"buna

social

to hear

Economic and Soc

a

(It
powers over the entire economy.
cTunseT a superagency with vast
ref ormsconstitutional
wouW take Seffive years to get most of those
death duel of democracy
Tthor^inous consequences in the final
in 1967 a constitution
Congress
however, ram through
property
private
amendment peeling away
^^^^^^^J^,"^;::^::^^:
another legal tranKenstein
reform schemes, yet
to facilitate his agrarian
among them
and his agrarian "reformers/' chief
In the hands of Allende

m

cSeS
th«

c

indS^dents, leaving

Ri^t which
m the cold the parties of thework
with the

Third: a decision not to try to
were crucial to his election.
and parties of the Righ s ill hdd
TxTstinTcongress, where the Radicals
elections
massively for the congressional
control but rathe to mobilize
of
whisker
a
come within
ng March (where they would
the
Congres
the
blitz
to
control). Finally: Frei began
achi
so many radical programs as
on
gag
to
them
forcing
wthhS proposals,
needed
electoral ammunition they

Sow

vSoVute

To

£ve the Christian Democrats the

day came for
Frei. election that when the
so
accept the results of the election
Congress to r^elt and formally
Frei
quorum.
no
was
that there
mTnv senators and deputies stayed away
the constitution, no quorum
under
when,
day,
next
to waft unttl the

''''surJ!^:n;'^^^

£d

needed to invest him as president.^''
Frei's inauguration, Molina
On November 24, 1964, twenty days after program, a program which
Congress the new government's

wa<i

laid before

national problems:
began by identifying Bve major

(1)

The endemic

(2)

Social injustice;

(31
14)

(5

1

inflation

and need

for higher levels of production;

The lack of educational opportunities;
the nation's political life;
lie lack of participation of the people in
The imperfections of national sovereignty

government proposed a
To meet these problems, the

six-point pro-

gram:
of four

"
{11

inflation within a period
the eradication of punitive
mfla^
a lowermg of the rate of
are
goals
years. The government's
to 10
1966,
percent
of 1965, to 15
lion to 25 percent by the end
1968;
in
percent in 1967, and to zero
.

.

m
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increase of exports by 100 percent within six
years. The government believes that the increase would help to give
Chile the
means to reduce the heavy external debt which has compromised
.

.

.

her national sovereignty;
... the solution of the problem of the fundo [large
estate] system
within six years. The government aims at both
the increase of
agriculture production through the encouragement
of commercial agricu hurc, the increase in the amount
of land under cultivation, and the improvement of irrigation
systems, improvement of
the system of agricultural credits, and the creation
of 100,000 new
agricultural properties;

(4)

The reduction

|5|

The

of the housing deficit within six years by the
construction of 360,000 new houses;
age.

(6)

offering of educational opportunities to all
children of school
The government plans to accomplish this within one year;

The providing

of

minimum

hoods within four

To finance these
(1)

public services to the poor neighbor-

years.

objectives,

Molina proposed:

Forcing both businesses and individuals to

fulfill strictly their

tax

obligations;
(2)
|3)

Raising the taxes of those most able f6 pay;
Encouraging voluntary savings directly through the
perfecting of
the savings institutions, and indirectly through
lization

(4)

monetary stabiand voluntary cooperation of the most patriotic
Chileans.

Renegotiating the external debt [Chilean foreign
debt in 1964 was
about $1,127 billion, or about $140 for each Chilean]
and acquiring new credits.^**

Frei was in office less than one month when
he sacrificed the first of
his goals to pohtics: the government ordered
pay raises equal to the
increase in the cost of living, opening inflation's
floodgates

anew-

through price controls, the increase the next year was
contained to the
targeted level, but the horse of inflation had
departed the barn

of

restraint.

Writing a few years later, Olympian Frei, as opposed
to politician Frei
would remark: "One of the main features of
democratic cycles is a
'somethmg for nothmg' attitude, where everyone demands
concessions
but not at the expense of hard, sustained effort;
and this is perhaps the
gravest danger that faces Latin American
societies in search of full
equality after generations of constraint."-"'^
There was, of course, no hint of austerity or "hard, sustained
effort" in
Frei's blueprint of bonanza. The money, basically,
would come from

the

rich,

those at home, and the creditors abroad.

1
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elsewhere in
Tax evasion in Chile, it is true, was about as endemic as
paid their
firms
foreign
despised
the
only
basically,
Latin America;
business, for
on
in
zeroing
But
in
law.
the
of
letter
the
to
taxes according
example— a politically safe thing to do—Frei was pandering to the myth

1965 study showed that "holders of corporate
real terms on their
equities received only about 2 percent per annum in
by the large
"profits
that
and
period,"
investment over the 1929-1959
that wages
and
costs
wage
in
rapid
rise
the
by
reduced
were

of fat business profits.

A

corporations
small firms. "'''O As
were higher for large enterprises than in the case of
the source of 70 percent of
for the American-owned mining giants,
mining
government revenues, they already were paying the highest
every
on
cents
eighty-three
taxes in the world, from sixty-seven to
American
two
the
of
one
taxable dollar. (Less than two years later,
[Braden] was paying eighty-one to eighty-seven cents

Kennecott

giants,

on every

dollar.)

How well did Frei do?

the Alliance tor
he were to be measured against the rhetoric of
Levinson and de Onis, in
Progress, then the answer is very well, indeed.
include a table (see table 14)
their book The Alliance That Lost Its Way.
criteria, and that meaAlliance
that is based on what they describe as
during the first
recipients
aid
major
three
sures the performance of the
If

^i
decade of the Alliance.
that columns B and C are highly subjective, but
concede
The authors
with a fairly high degree of precision.^^
pinpointed
be
can
that column A
carving up big estates to create
example,
for
agriculture,
in
Is progress
Is progress in politics a
state farms, or is it increasing the food supply?

Table 14

PROGRESS ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL,

AND POLITICAL FRONTS

^

B

C

MACROECONOMIC

SOCIAL REFORM

REPRESENTATIVE

MANAGEMENT

(EDUCATION, HOUS-

POLITICAL

INC, AGRICULTURE)

INSTITUTIONS

2.5

1.0

8.0

(fiscal,

MONETARY,

EXCHANGE
4.5

Brazil

TOTAL

policy)

Chile

2.0

4.0

5.0

11-0

Colombia

4.0

3.5

4.0

11.5

|On a scale

of

1

to 5)

That Lost Its
Source; Jerome Levinson and Juan de Onis, The Alliance
207.
Books, Twentieth Century Fund Study, 1970), p.

Way

(Chicago: Quandrangle

The
single
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man or group of men claiming to represent

the broadest possible
interests (as the authors seem to mdicate
it can be in their approval
of
Mexico s one-party system), or is it a multiplicity
of parties? And is Left
better than Right, or Right better than
Left?

And how good were

Alliance criteria anyway? Levinson and
de Onis
one international financial institution
as sayingLook at Chile. They have done all the things
called for under the
Charter of Punta del Este (creating the Alliance].
And what a mess'" The
authors go on to say that what a "look
at Chile also suggests is that
tundamentally transforming social, economic,
and political relationships withm the framework of genuinely
representative political institutions may have to be expensive and
messy" Apart from the fact that
expensive and messy" is not what the American
framers of the Alliance promised, the Levinson-de Onis premises
were superficial even in
1970 when they wrote those lines, and were soon
to become not an
accolade to progress but a prescription for
doom.

quote an

official of

How well
1.

did Frei do, as measured against his

Inflation In Chile,

own

six goals?

1965-1970

Table 15

INFLATION IN CHILE, 1956-1970: GOALS

vs.

1965

1966

1967

Frei's goals

25%

15%

10%

Actual

26

17

22

PERFORMANCE
1968

1969

1970

27

29

35

Source; For actual figures. International
Monetary Fund Statistics, November 1971
December data, p. 35. Percentages are extrapolated from
the year-to-year increase in the
consumer price index.

Note: Frei's six-year term ended

November

4,

1970.

A

two-year drought in 1967 and 1968, the worst
of the century, is
frequently cited by Frei apologists as one
of two principal causes for his
losing the war on inflation; but as table
16 indicates, the impact was felt
only in 1969, and was limited in scope.

The other frequently invoked defense is that the
government was
unable to cope with the demands of labor
unions. The Frei years were
a time when the "inhumanity" of
capitalism was being replaced by the
humanitarianism" of communitarianism in the early
years, socialism
in the later ones. The Frei years were
also a time of the worst labor
turmoil yet on record in Chile.
^^

Plainly Frei failed dismally to achieve his

first goal.

148
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Table 16

AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT IN CHILE,

102

1965-1970
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the illusion of prosperity. Then, "in 1967 and 1968, the rate of growth of
industrial output declined to about 2.5 percent a year because of labor
disputes, credit restrictions, the reduction of general economic activity,

and the stagnation of manufactured exports caused by more

difficult

competitive conditions."^*

The

report does not say so, but there

was another villain. By 1969 the
banking and 50 percent of total
investment. The net result was that unemployment, which had been 5
state controlled half the country's

percent in 1963, stood at 6.2 percent in 1970.^''
Thus the ranks of the jobless increased. How about those who were
working? As table 15 shows, inflation started accelerating upward under
Frei: the consumer price index, according to those same International
Monetary Fund figures, and using 1963 as a base year of 100, went from
174 in 1965 to 555 at the end of 1970, an increase of 218.9 percent, a
sickening performance matched by only one or two countries in the
world.

same period the index of industrial earnings also advanced,
13 to 168,*® but that modest increase (48 percent) fell far short of

In the

from

1

keeping pace with rocketing costs. The result was that the wage earner
in 1970 was able to buy far less with his fatter paycheck than when the
revolution to free

man from

capitalism's

"inhumane materialism"

started in 1965.

As to his plans for reducing the "heavy external debt which has
compromised [our] sovereignty," Frei did not fare too well either. His
finance minister pegged the foreign debt at the time Frei took office at
$1,127 billion, the equivalent of $140 for each Chilean. At the end of
1970 it stood at $2,566 billion,*'^ meaning he had more than doubled it.

The 1970 census figures for the total population was 9,276,561 and that
meant the government had run up the amount owed by each Chilean to
$276.
Plainly, Frei flopped

3.

on point two

also.

Agriculture

Union speech, Frei said: "It is an undebatable fact
most critical issue in our economic development resides fundamentally in the backwardness of our agrarian sector."™ Frei accepted
the fashionable premise that bigness was bad in Chilean agriculture, and
so forged a constitutional amendment, enacted in 1967, to suspend
usual property rights in rural areas. That amendment enabled the state
In his first State of the

that the

farmlands through court orders, paying 10 percent of the adjudicated value of the land, the rest in equal installments spread over 15
to seize

years.

The amendment was

owners of their rights only

ostensibly aimed at stripping rural property
their lands were inefficiently worked.

when

J
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demonstrate their willingBut the executors of his policies would soon
the "evil" of bigness
attack
to
order
in
"efficiency"
even
ness to sacrifice
by encouraging commercial
Frei also promised to increase production
cultivation, and to give land to
agriculture, to increase the land under
estates.
100,000 peasants by breaking up the big
that included niost
Alliance-and
In the beginning the altruists of the
the farm problem
to
reacted
around Kennedy—

young men
brought to most other
with the same messianic impetuosity they
was: big farms
"crusade"
farm
the
for
syllogism
issues. Their operating
is both
America
Latin
America;
Latin
in
land
hog most of the rural
therepeasants;
hungry and seething with menacing hordes of landless
does
premise
minor
broken up. The
fore big farms are bad and must be
on
rests
conclusion
the
and
not,' of course, follow from the major,
of the brisk

was reinforced by
and Levinson
Onis
de
administration,"
Kennedy
"The
fear of Castro:
signal of
warning
a
wrote "regarded peasant unrest in Latin America as
advisers
liberal
his
and
incipient Castro-style revolution. Kennedy

The "logic" of the arguments in favor of land reform

imperative for Latin Amer
looked upon agrarian reform as a historical
were reinforced and
notions
"''1
As Kaufman pointed out, those
ica
UN
Marxist-dominated
the
of
made "respectable" by the technocrats

the Kennedy zealots
agencies in the field, with the inevitable result that
"
for Progress
Alliance
the
"Through
backed their fervor with cash.
landidea of
Kaufman wrote, "the United States officially endorsed the
economic aid it
massive
of
incentive
the
out
held
and
tenure changes

such changes were effected."^^
peasantry, the technocrats
In the process, far from pacifying the

Marx recognized a
stoked artificial fires of unrest, artificial because, as
it must be
happen,
just
not
does
century earlier, peasant unrest
under Jacagitators
government
be
by
would
fomented—as it shortly
for land reform
appetite
peasant
the
once
And
Chile.
ques Chonchol in
phrase of Mexican writer Edmundo
is stimulated, it becomes—in the
of agrarian-reform moveFlores, one of the radicalizing elements
support
ments— "a supremely effective device to gain and to retain the
He
oligarchy"
landed
the
and a deadly weapon against
of the peasants,

quotes John H. Kautsky.

Intellectuals echo
thing, because

and support that demand (for land reform], for one
and
in accord with their new ideas of justice

it is

equahty. These ideas also
leaders of a

make

mass movement,

it

desirable for

of "the

them

to

become

the

people

land reform not because of anything it will
of what it will do to the aristocracy
because
do for the peasants, but
"Finally, they press for
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The

latter is the intellectuals' only powerful domestic enemy,
and
land reform strikes at the very root of its economic and
social posi-

tion "73

Reform

enthusiasts. Petras

reform siren song of the

and Zeitlin found that in Chile, the landhad httle appeal for the 53 percent of the

far Left

who were landowners. Accordingly, the far Left
concentrated on the rootless rural laborers— the voluntahos (contract
agricultural labor force

who live on the estate and do occasional work) and the
afueiinos (the outsiders, the migrant laborers). "It is necessary,"
Luis
Corvalan, secretary-general of the Communist party, said in 1960;
"to
know whom to support to the greatest extent. Of all the rural sectors,
the agricultural laborers are, naturally, the most determined,
especially
the afueiinos, who receive their payment in cash, have no
other ties to
the fundo [estate), and only work irregularly"^*
laborers

So, while the altruists

viewed the countryside as a caldron of disconseething with angry masses clamoring for a better life, the far
Left
saw it as a vehicle to power, and the inhabitants as impassive targets
who could be riled up to smite their ancient masters. This was partictent,

on society's lowest rung, the migrants, those with the
smallest stake in society, reachable via the oldest deceit of
all—the
chance to get something for nothing.
ularly so of those

Chile was as true to Marx's vision of the dynamics of conflict as it was
untrue to that of Kennedy's New Frontiersmen. The pressure for
reform
came from "the urban middle class and non-Marxist intellectual community, and to a lesser extent* even the peasants themselves
"''^
There were those in the ranks of the Right who understood that
what
was at stake was nothing less than their survival as a viable force
in
Chilean society. ^« But in the main, they were shouted down,
and when
the chips were down, abandoned even by their own natural
"allies," big
businessmen.^^ For contrary to facile journalistic accounts of
"an
extraordinarily powerful and deeply entrenched landowner class
which
blocks reform," the Right, once its collective mind was made
up, went
along with agrarian reform, limiting its opposition to rear-guard
skir-

mishing on a few vital issues. ''s
Warnings went unheeded that the Right was merely playing into the
hands of those who would be content not merely to defeat it
politically,
but to destroy

it

altogether.

"The superficiality with which this subject was been approached,"
said one such Cassandra in a radio speech, "is due to
one cause: agrarian
reform has been made a political problem and what interests its
proponents is the effect it can have on the electorate. "^9
Carlos Bulnes Correa had an answer for those who argued that by
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win new followers. "The
consenting to agrarian reform, the Right would
fool them. They will
people have an instinct," he said. "It is not easy to
the Left is
conviction
think and correctly so, that what can be
They
Liberals^
and
Conservatives
simple, occasional demagogy in the

m

[the peoplel will

good reason,

continue following their leaders, and with

after

seeing them triumph

much more

destroying the bastion of

[by]

"*°
private property

but guaranteed that his agrarian reform
adviser;
would travel a political road by his choice of his top agricultural
Chonchol
Cuba,
in
spent
he
years
Jacques ChonchoL Because of the two
Agrarian Reform
was too "hot" to be given the top job as director of the
was given a job
he
So
initials).**'
Spanish
its
for
Corporation [CORA,
of the newly created
head
dangerous:
more
even
was
ways,
that, in many
with workFarm and Fisheries Development Bureau (INDAP), charged

Eduardo

Frei, for his part, all

labor unions. From the very
ing with small farmers and organizing rural
he made clear that
Communists,82
outset, to the applause of even the
and volunafuerinos
of
molding
the
his notion of agrarian reform was
tarios into a potent political force.

became even too hot for eternally temporizing
before he had unleashed a veritable tumuh in
not
handlers—
but
Frei to
"the number of peasthe countryside. Petras and Zeitlin reported that
the umbrella of the
by
somewhat
ants involved in strikes [protected
1965."
to
1964
from
reform-oriented government) trebled
party secretaryCommunist
the
Corvalan,
quote
The same authors
at harvest
strikes
fear
of
the
even
strikes,
that
out
pointing
general, as
tremble.''^* Under
time, are a weapon that "makes the large landowner
barons would
land
Chonchol's prodding, the supposedly omnipotent
Eventually, Chonchol

demonstrates.
tremble again and again in the years ahead, as table 17
been justihave
might
explosives
volatile
Sowing the wind with such
at the
program
the
for
had
set
Frei
goals
two
fied had it accomplished the
peasland
to
100,000
giving
and
production
food
beginning: increasing
life.
better
with
a
them
providing
of
part
families,
as
ant

Table 17

FARM

STRIKES, 1960-1969

Claims presented
Strikes

Land seizures

1960

1961-64

1965

1966

1967-68

1969

6

74

305

3,026

3

97

141

506
586

1,341

-

5

13

18

21

80

-

Mexico: Edicions GiiSource; Alain Labrousse, £1 Experiwento Chikno (Barcelona and
Alfonso, "Sindicato Campesiro: Agcntc
ialbo, S.A., p. 101), p. 124, from a study done by A.
Santiago.
del Canibio,"C£R£N, no. 5, September 1970,
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Using 1961-65 as a base period, food output per capita in Chile was
103 on a scale of 100 in 1964, the year Frei took office. As table 16
indicates, only once over the next six years was that
level equaled (in
1968). Expressed still a different way, agriculture represented
10.2 percent of gross domestic product in 1965, but dropped to 9.6
percent in

1970.85

From 1950 to 1962, pre-Frei years, production of foodstuffs (aside
from milk and beef) increased at a rate of nearly 5 percent per year, well
ahead of the population growth of 3 percent per year.®* For the period
1965-70 the increase in overall agricultural output was down to 2.5
percent; what's worse, farm output for 1966-70 slipped
2.2 percent
behind population growth.s^ When Frei took over, Chile was
spending
$130 million on food imports; by 1966 that figure was up to $170
million; in 1967 it dropped to $155 million, only to
bounce back the
next year to $161 million, before soaring to $186 million in
1969 (the
year the effects of the drought hit hardest). He closed out his
term with a
food deficit of $168 million,^^ a hike of nearly 30 percent
over the
situation he inherited.
Furthermore, by 1968 "U.S. food gifts to Chile were providing school
lunches for 800,000 children a day," and "an estimated 1.9
million

persons—one-quarter

of Chile's

population—were receiving

U.S. food

aid through voluntary agencies, particularly Caritas.
The food grants,"
authors Levinson and de Onis add, "are a measure of the
inadequacies of
Chilean production. "s* This little-noted program, which would
continue under Allende but with even less recognition, was

part of the $534
million in U.S. aid "in direct Support of the broad program
of economic
and social reform undertaken by the Christian Democratic
govern-

ment"

of Frei.yo

Frei's agrarian

"reform" benefited directly from a $23 million U.S.
loan in 1967, and three Inter- American Development Bank
loans; $10
million to Chonchol's INDAP for a supervised credit program
to small
farmers, $8 million to CORA to help finance peasant
settlements, and
$10 million in drought relief. In addition, Frei's government was able to
divert resources from his budget for agrarian reform
thanks to the $80
million annual U.S. program loan, which generated local
currency
for

the regular budget.^'
Yet, despite such massive outside assistance, Frei
also failed to
achieve one of his two basic goals for Chilean agriculture:
increased
output.

The second was to give land to 100,000 peasants. He failed in that one
ways obvious and not so obvious.
As of November 1970, when he left office, 28,700 families had "benefited, "^^ but precious few even of this number
received title to the land.
too. Badly, in

—

.
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were clustered on asentamientos, cooperative settlements
They were put there at a fantastically high
estimate
was
$6,000 to $10,000 per family, and that would
cost: one
well over $2 billion, nearly a quarter of all the
total
cost
made
the
have
moneys spent by the Chilean government during Frei's six years in
office. The same source said administrative overhead gobbled up a fifth
Instead, they

similar to Mexico's ejidos.

of those costs. 5*3

Furthermore, far from solving the problem of the landless laborers,
the program tended to create a new ruling rural class. Labrousse, for
example, reports that on one asentaxniento, "Peralillo de Lampa," members of the cooperative hired laborers to help them till their two thousand-acre spread; soon laborers constituted one-third the work force

He also notes that following the 1968 drought,
new collective-bargaining congovernment was reluctant to move against its own

low-paid laborers, at that.

laborers were fired in droves, despite the

because the
"reform" creature, the asentamientos.^*
These observations reflect a hidden reality of Chilean rural life,
namely, that Chilean agriculture was employing perhaps double the
number of field hands it actually needed. Getting rid of the excess might
tracts,

have improved "efficiency," one of the alleged goals of agrarian reform,
but it also would have aggravated the problem of unemployment in the
cities. This is, In fact, one of the bitterest internal contradictions of
agricultural reality in Chile and many other parts of Latin America. It is
one so deeply rooted in the structure of the economy as to make lasting
solutions virtually impossible.

But in the fifties and early sixties, land reform was an intellectual
stampede, and so the Right acquiesced, and thereby preserved the stability of Chilean political institutions, because it was plain that the Left
would not relent. 's
Chile's adventure in agrarian reform under the Christian Democrats
was legitimized by one of the most radical land-reform laws on the

books anywhere in Latin America, a set of proposals so bold as to
surprise even the Chilean Left.'*^ The vindictiveness of Chonchol and
others within the dominant left wing of the Christian Democrat party

made resistance

inevitable.

"The Chilean agrarian reform," Levinson and de Onis wrote, "ran into
political complications it might have avoided or reduced if its primary
objective had been to promote efficient farm production, regardless of
the size of the farm.

.

.

"Some officials of the Ministry of Agriculture and CORA favored this
approach. However, the left wing of the Christian Democratic party was
committed to breaking the political power base of the traditional commercial agrarian sector, which it blamed for much of Chile's inequitable
social structure, "'5

The

Landowners could
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not, of course, acquiesce indefinitely in

such a
and so by 1966 there already were
farmers in the south arming to resist.

clear threat to their very survival,

press reports of

There was still another reason for alarm. The asentamiento system
was integrated into the same "wide network of bureaucratic
cal relationships" as the ejidos, a situation

which

led even

and politian ardent

admirer of ejidos to point out the "vulnerability of the ejido's independence and its capacity lor autonomous decision and action as a
social
unit," since it was exposed to "official authoritarianism
and paternalism, bureaucratization and, particularly, corruption."'**
This was,
of course, precisely the Orwellian scenario forecast
and feared by unheeded critics years earlier.
there were— for the Christian Democrats, for
968 study showed something over 73 percent of the newly
organized peasants in organizations loyal to the Christian
Democrats,
and 24 percent in a federation controlled by Chonchol himself.^'
What price such "progress"!
"We are moving into an institutional crisis," one prominent leader of
the Right said, in 1969, "in which eventually the military
may have
Political

Chonchol.

gains

A

1

to

and take over."'oo
1966 such a prophecy would have been written

step in
In

hysteria. Didn't Chile, after
tions in all of Latin

all,

have

the' sturdiest

off as bordering on
democratic institu-

America? And weren't Chile's military leaders

strictly letter-of-the-law

boys?

Even before Frei's social engineers began dismantling the old order,
the answer should have been a guarded maybe. By the late
1 960s, only a
hammer and a sickle were needed to complete the demolition.

Housing
promised to build 360,000 new publicly financed houses, Alessandri had built 150,000.'°'
In 1966 Frei established Latin America's first Ministry
of Housing
and Urbanization. Even before it got started, 1965 was aheady
the
4.

Frei

biggest single year of public-housing building to that point
in the country's history, thanks in no small measure to the
biggest outpouring of
Alliance financing then available to any country.
But Frei missed his housing target too. From 1965 through

1970,
units were added by the public sector. The private sector
did somewhat better: 150,367, '"^ mostly under the
aegis of a home

132,926

new

mortgage program— one of the best in the Americas— set up
earlier
under Alliance guidance.
More dismaying, the housing shortage was worse, much worse. Organization of American States and Inter-American Development
Bank
Studies put Chile's housing deficit around 1960 at
375,000 units.

1
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Around 1965, at the outset of Frei's term, it was 400,000.
was leaving the presidency, it was 630,000. 1°^

In 1969, as he

Education

5.

offering of educational opportunities to all children of school age,
to be accomplished within one year, was another goal of Frei's program.
This was one genuine success story of the Frei years, though accom-

The

plishment was not quite so total or fast as promised.
Enrollment in primary schools jumped from 1,355,000 in 1964 to
1,681,000 two years later, and by 1970, had leaped to 2,100,000, a 55
percent increase. Even more impressive was the percentage of schoolage children

(five to

fourteen years of age) enrolled in schools: 68.5

percent in 1964 (which ranked Chile third in that respect in Latin
America) to 93.8 percent in 1970 (putting Chile far out in front of every
other country, a full 10 percentage points better than runner-up Argentina). The number of teachers employed in primary schools went from
36,227 in 1964 to 56,000 in 1970, so that even with the huge enrollment

remained virtually unchanged. In 1965
were
constructed, more than during the preclassrooms
alone, 6,595
vious five years combined; the pace would slacken, but for the six years,
13,231 primary school classrooms were added. Similar successes were
registered in enrollment figures in secondary and higher schools. A
constantly expanding share of the gross national product went for education, so that by 1970 Chile traditionally third or fourth among Latin
countries in the proportion of total national income dedicated to education had taken over as a solid number one.io*
Spending by the Chilean central government on education went up
bulge, the teacher-pupil ratio

—

—

dramatically under Frei, from $145.6 million in 1964 to S245.6 million
in 1969; allowing for inflation, that is a jump of more than 75 percent in
five years. '°5 Not to be overlooked, however, is the fact that Chile
received during this time a sizable amount of aid for education, including $20 million from the United States, lo* and $17.25 million from the
Inter- American Development Bank and the World Bank. '°^

By 1970 Chile, along with Venezuela, was said to have made the most
far-reaching educational reforms in Latin America outside Cuba. Frei
had made the realization of educational reforms one of his top priorities.

To carry out the

task,

he assembled an aggressive young team of
who was

administrators, including thirty-one-year-old Patricio Rojas,

appointed undersecretary of education.""*
Frei

and his team

initially

increase in enrollment.

emphasized the goal

of a quantitative

They formulated a five-year plan to overhaul the

system of education, involving, on the primary level, a large
campaign to reduce the dropout rate by means of a modernized curricu-

entire
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lum, the introduction of guidance and testing systems, and an automatic promotion system designed to move students expeditiously
through their primary schooling. On the secondary level, the plan called
for the establishment of a dual-track system: a college preparatory track
and a vocational track teaching middle-level technical skills. The plan
also called for a decentralized administrative structure
of eight to ten regional educational districts.

and the creation

However, no accounting of educational institutions under Frei would
be complete without recognizing that student agitation, including violence, was remarkable during the Frei presidency 'o*
Student agitation in Chile began in the early 1960s at the Concepcion
campus of the University of Chile, the birthplace and main bastion of
the Maoist-tinted

Movement

agitation boiled over in 1967,

of the Revolutionary Left |MIR|.

'o first

as a

That

move to

oust the president of a
small Catholic college who was then off on a pilgrimage to Moscow,
later as a protest against the gift of a cyclotron by the University of
California at Berkeley, still later as a series of high school riots, and
'

finally as a battle royal involving the cardinal and, ultimately the Vatican. From the Catholic campuses it spread to the state-run University

of Chile in Santiago, and before ending,

win by

it

would see the

far leftists

and deceit—and the ingenuousness of its
opponents what they could not win With votes: a new set of rules
that would permit them to control the universities as redoubts in
their war to revolutionize society, with or without the consent of the
violence, coercion,

—

governed.

A

radical

wing

of the Chrfstian Democrats,

which called itself terway")/" controlled the student
federations of both the University of Chile and the Catholic University
As part of the "Revolution with Liberty," the teiceristas had been agitating for university reform from the time Frei came to power. The twin
ceristas (roughly, "advocates of a third

make the university a more efficient instrument for the
new society in which state planning and direction would
individual initiative; |2) make the university more "demo-

objectives:

(1)

creation of the

supplant

That meant giving students an enlarged vote and voice in the
conduct of university affairs, including seats on the policymaking unicratic."

versity council, as well as in the selection of the president and deans.
The Communists, next largest and next best organized group of stu-

demanded even more: voice and vote as well for university
employees, everyone from dishwashers and janitors to campus police,
groups they, of course, held considerable sway over, as later events
dents,

would demonstrate. '2
Both Christian Democrats and Communists denied any ideological
intent in their "reforms," claiming they wanted only the "moderniza1
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tion" and "democratization" of the university. Smaller groups^ led by the
violence -prone MIR, granted to "revolutionize" the university, "put it at
i^
the service of the missing masses workers and peasants."'
The first important crisis occurred at the Catholic University in

—

There students on August 1 1, 1967, broke off reform talks and
occupied the main building in downtown Santiago. Under the slogan
New Men for a New University, they demanded the ouster of the moderate president, Monsignor Alfredo Silva Santiago, who opposed their
Santiago.

for student "cogovernment" of the university. Eventually, the
Vatican backed Cardinal Raiil Silva Henriquez, who yielded to student
demands. Monsignor Silva Santiago resigned and was replaced by Fernando Castillo Velasco, then the mayor of a Santiago suburb, a

demands

of brimless belief in the honorable intentions of the Left.''* He
appointed to prominent positions in the university a number of the

man

who had substituted violence for dialogue, the beginascendancy at the university under his leadership, a trend
arrested finally by students themselves and a handful of faculty. The
leader of the Catholic University revolt of 1967 was Miguel Angel Solar,
a young medical student who would eventually be expelled by the
Christian Democrats, but only after he had implanted Marxist rule in
young

"idealists"

ning of

leftist

the university.

The following May,

the University of Chile

was the

target.

Lengthy

negotiations on reform proposals between the Christian Democrats
and the Communists failed to produce agreement. The issue was sub-

mitted to a referendum, a device the Communists persistently tried
to block because they persistently lost it. They lost that one too, but
not the war, because their more radical rivals, the MIR, refused to accept the verdict.
In the big School of Philosophy and Teacher's College commonly
called El Pedagogico in Chile leftist students had forced the resigna-

—

—

by Communist historian Hernan
Ramirez Necochea. Under his direction students and faculty went
ahead and promulgated the very reforms just rejected in the referendum.
They were promptly overruled by the University Council. On May 3,
1968, a small group of students led by MIR agitators occupied buildings
and barred entry to professors opposed to their views. Three weeks later
tion of the dean and his replacement

others seized the university television station, fighting a pitched battle

with the

police,

which

tried to oust

them.

Christian Democrats, not to be upstaged, then seized the main building of the university in downtown Santiago; Communists seized other
buildings; and a forty-one-day general university strike was on. Eventually it would force the resignation of the president, deans, and University Council; the acceptance of the selfsame proposals the Communists
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had made and been unable to advance through elections; and the beginning of a prolonged period of negotiations and reorganization, which
would not finally end until AUende signed into law a new university
code on June 4, 1971.
With the two major institutions vanquished, the six other private and
state universities then operating in Chile were easy prey. The road had
been cleared for converting the universities into bastions of revolution.
Statistically, Frei's report card on education was impressive. !n a large
sense it was not, because educational plants and the educational system, at the high school and college levels, had been converted into
ideological battlefields, once again on terrain chosen by Communists
and Maoists masquerading as reformers. Inevitably it was terrain they
ruled. In the aftermath, one Chilean writer observed: "Only when they
seized power did the reformers begin to modify their strategy and their
real purposes

became apparent."! '^

That judgment would appear touchingly naive, were it not so similar
to most made about the Frei years and were the error not so universal.

—

Minimum

public service for neighborhoods
efforts to incorporate the disadvantaged into the mainstream of society, and particularly the growing number of slumdwellers,
Frei proposed the creation of a new ministry of popular promotion. He
was not able to get that opponents feared the Big Brother qualities of
such an organization but he did create organizations that brought the
power of participation to many who had never before experienced it.
Among them: Neighborhood Councils [Juntas de Vecinos) and Centers
for Mothers in the cities, the Co-Op Committees on the farm settlements. The councils developed self-help projects for their neighborhoods administered through town-meeting organizations, a rare initiation into democratic procedures for many, and enabled council members to deal with the formal government agencies and entities on an
organized, collective basis. The Centers for Mothers provided home6,

To overlord the

—

—

for women, day-care centers, and an outlet for cottage industry handicraft. Four-H-type training and services were provided by the rural cooperatives.

economics training

The

government made rapid

on still another social front:
consumer cooperatives; by 1970
that number had grown to an estimated 230. In rural areas the growth
was even more dramatic: 266 in 1964, approximately 473 in 1970. ^'^
Under Alessandri and with the heavy backing of the Alliance for
Progress, Inter-American Development Bank, and World Bank Chile
embarked on a program to extend water and sewerage service. Rough
1960 estimates showed that only 66 percent of the urban population had
Frei

strides

cooperatives. In 1964 Chile had 160

—

—

1
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potable water and only 40 peicent had sewerage service. Estimates were
not available for the rural population, but even as late as 1969 only 5.7
percent had drinking water piped into their homes. Even with the rapid
growth of the cities, much of it involving the creation of new shantytowns called poblaciones, the program, accelerated under Frei, paid

By 197 1, 69 percent of the urban population had a home water
connection, 28 percent had "easy access to water" (mostly pumps provided for the shantytowns). Only Uruguay and Venezuela (100 percent)
and Panama (99 percent in all of Latin America had higher levels of
potable water service for their urban inhabitants. By mid- 1969 it was

dividends.

|

estimated that 2, 1 million urban dwellers, 32.2 percent of the total, were
served by existing sewerage networks. In the countryside, works were
already under way In 1969 to bring piped drinking water to a total of
33.1 percent of the then rural population."^
Illiteracy in Chile in I960 was pegged at 16.4 percent, although in the
rural areas that percentage climbed to an estimated 40 percent. During
the Frei years a significant dent was made in that already good record,
both through putting more children into classrooms and through an
adult-education program supervised by a special bureau established in
1965. "8
More universal health care was also a major goal. Infant mortality, an
old nemesis in Chile, was reduced from 127.9 per one thousand live
births in 1960 to 79.3 in 1970; the overall mortality rate dropped from
'i^i
12.2 per one thousand in I960 to 8.6 in 1970.
Finally, of the housing units built during the Frei years, an estimated
57,000 went to low-income families,i^° a low figure considering the
swollen size of the city slums.
In general, the Frei record in the area of incorporating the huge masses
of disadvantaged into the mainstream of society was a good one in
making available to them the instruments of participatory democracy, a

good one in providing the material comforts. Frei would later boast
no fewer than 19,901 such neighborhood,
mothers, youth, sports, fathers/guardians centers had been created in
Chile. He would also point to a doubling in union membership: up from

less

that during his presidency,

270,502 at the end of 1964

[or 10.3

percent of the

work force)

to 533,713

and that the number of farm workers organized in
unions had gone from 1,658 to 104,666 in the same period. These
organizations inevitably drew participants not only into political life,
but into Christian Democrat cadres as well—though not necessarily as

when he

left office,

an electoral bloc loyal to the

party. '^'

Indeed, in light of the electoral successes of the far Left among slum
dwellers, it would appear that Christian Democrat oratory stimulated a
taste for the rhetoric of exaggerated expectations, an appetite with
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disastrous consequences for the survival of that sine
racy, rational, reasonable dialogue and debate.
Frei himself

saw

this process of

vital to his vision of a

mass

new Chilean

agitation

society,

and

qua non

of

democ-

and involvement as
felt that what had

started out under his administration to be a
purely technical process
(which It most decidedly was not) had been perverted
by Allende into a
political process. "If this effort had not been
made," Frei would write
after nearly three years of Allende, "Chile
would today be defenseless in
the face of the totalitarian and statist onslaught."

One other major area of Frei's domestic policies must be explored,
for
what It reveals about the distance between political
promises and economic facts during the Christian Democrat years, and for
what it reveals
as a case study of frequently self-destruct
attitudes of developing countries toward foreign investment. That
area is copper.

As noted earlier, copper had dominated Chilean economic
World War I. In 1970 it accounted for 70 percent of all

life since
exports and 9.8

percent of the entire gross domestic product. Better
than 80 percent of
the industry was in the hands of three American

companies: Anaconda
and Cerro Corporation (in Chile, Compania Minera Andina). The
bulk of the industry was
held by oldtimers Anaconda and Kennecott,
which together had, at
various times, accounted all by themselves for
anywhere from 7 percent
to 20 percent of Chilean gross domestic
product. Together, they paid

Kennecott

|in Chile, called

the Braden

Copper

Co.),

more into government

coffers, in direct and indirect taxes and
royalties
than all other sources put together—a fact almost
never mentioned.
For years, the Left in Chile liad drummed away
on the claim that the
copper giants were plundering the country's riches.
Contorted statistics
were repeated so often that they became gospel, and
a public frame of
mind was created that no politician dared dispute. The
Christian Democrats, congenitally hostile to capitalism
anyway, contributed to the
cacophony But they were far from alone. At the time
Eduardo Frei
reached the presidency, few doubted the essential
villainy of the copper
companies.

As

so

often is the case, the serious woes of the U.S.
copper companies
began at home (in the United States). A 1947 study
of the copper industry, done by the U.S. Federal Trade
Commission and

containing highly
questionable premises, was quoted—and mostly
misquoted— by Chilean politicians of all persuasions for years thereafter
to "prove" that the
American companies were a monopolistic octopus strangling
the economic life out of Chile. Fallout from that study weakened
the support
the companies got from their only domestic
allies, the Right, which to
that point continued to champion free enterprise,
foreign and domestic
as the best bulwark against communist
encroachment, i^^

That such a

J
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uncritically even by the Right was a
flawed study should be accepted so
time about the realities of their
reflection of Chilean innocence at that
that would lead the
innocence
an
major industry and breadwinner,
five years later, that except for
country's comptroller general to testify,
companies nobody, includmg himselt,
the foreign management of the
or had ever had the
idea of what was going on in the industry

had any

making a judgmentl'''^^
ground from beneath the
other forces eroded the intellectual
Prebisch's dependencia
Raul
of
fashionableness
Right The first was the
Umted
Santiago-based
the
at
economists
reinforced by

basis for

Two

theories,

America (ECLA [frequently
Nations Economic Commission for Latin
initials for Comision Economica
referred to as CEPAL, from the Spanish
was the growing "respectability
para America Latinal).'^* The second
President Gonzalez Videla
when
1946
of Communists, enhanced in
partners.

brought them into his government as full-fledged
the companies permaBut it was an external event which would put
outbreak of the Korean War in
nently on the defensive. Following the
Mobilization announced a price
Tune 1950 the U S. Office of Economic
the duration of the war-without
of 24 5 cents per pound for copper for
participate in the discussions^
so much as inviting the Chileans to
that the U.S. relented
immediate
and
great
Chilean indignation was so
at
in May 1951 a conference in Washington
to the extent of calling

three-cent-a-pound
which the Chileans won two concessions: a
of the output of the
percent
20
to
sell
up
to
right
the
increase, and
The bonanza
American companies in Chile at "free"-market prices.
reached
55 ceiits per
prices
flowing from the second concession— "free"
a depenwas
Chile
that
conviction
pound-served simply to deepen the
monopolies.
international
of
dent stepchild at the mercy
percent ot the
The solution, it was argued, was to control not 20
the country's basic riches.
output, but 100 percent of what was, after all,

Truman that Chile was
1952 Gonzalez Videla notified President
market all ot
henceforth
would
and
voiding the Washington agreement
experiment
the
earlier,
noted
As
monopoly
its copper through a state
1954.'"
in
ended
was
,
was a dismal flop and
^
the New Deal ot
Out of the ashes of this ruin came the Nuevo Tfato,
investment climate" with
1955 built on the notion that replacing a "bad
would stimulate the companies to invest
a "good investment climate"
formula, as finally translated
and expand their Chilean operations. The
for the circumstances. It was
simplistic
into legislation, proved far too
copper in accord with the
manage
to
chance
the Right's last significant
system. In a sense, it was the Rights

In

May

,

beatitudes of a "free-enterprise"

capitalist
chance of any kind to prove the superiori^ty of a
Nuevo
badly
bungled
it
approach to economics in Chile. It was a chance

last significant

a

.
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Tiato failed to reward the Right's expectations jthough
it was, by no
means, an unmitigated failure). In anger and frustration,
the Right
turned on the copper companies with a vengeance.

Once again, external events interceded decisively. Those events were
the evangelistic sermons of the Alliance for Progress.
Disillusioned
already, the Right was thus ripe for offering
the copper companies as
sacrificial lambs to the missionaries of reform.
"Nationalize the copper
companies" became a clamor of the Right—as well as a mere
slogan of
the Left— so as to spare the Right an onslaught
on what were its most
vital interests: control of the land.'^^'

Bereft of allies, and caught between the Scylla
and Charybdis of Frei
AUende in the 1964 elections, the companies groped for the right
strategy to save as much skin as they could. In
1960 Kennecott had
offered the Conservative government of
Jorge Alessandri a plan to
finance a 55 percent increase in the output of its El
Teniente mine—
vs.

S200 million investment. Because of the adverse political climate
that
had been created toward the copper companies, the government
failed to
go through with the deal.^^''
On the assumption that its days in Chile were numbered, Kennecott
startled the president-elect, Eduardo Frei, by
offering to sell 51 percent
of Its holdmgs m El Teniente. The offer,
exceeding even
Frei's

own

ambitions for "Chileanization" of the industry at that
point, also infuriated the high command of Anaconda, which had
stoutly resisted the
overtures of Frei's emissaries that they surrender substantial
ownership
of their Chilean holdings. According to one
account, the Anaconda
people continued to believe that they "could keep
manipulating the
politics of Chile behind the scenes.
."'^s
.

On December

21, 1965,

.

an exultant

Frei went on nationwide televimajor new deal in copper as the result of extended
negotiations with the U.S. companies. He did not
mention that a major
element of that deal— the 55 percent increase in output
at Kennecott's
mine— actually was an initiative of the company, the same one made
four years earlier, except that then, Kennecott
offered to finance the

sion to

announce

a

entire deal.

1

Main points of the agreement announced by Frei were:
The government acquired 5 1 percent of Kennecott's interest in

the El
Teniente mine, a 25 percent interest in a new Anaconda
mine. Exotica, and 30 percent of Cerro's brand new
Rio Blanco mine. Kennecott

got $80 million, payable over fifteen years at 4.5 percent
interest, plus
a sharply higher reassessment of the assets it
kept.'^!'
2.

In return, the

companies were given

The most

tax, import, and dividend
controversial one permitted the

to retain their share of

exchange earnings from foreign

repatriation concessions.

companies
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United States. Since the government set the selling price,
marand skimmed off everything above that,'30 this was actually a

sales in the

ginal advantage.

aimed at
The companies agreed to a $600 million expansion program

3.

copper
doubling production by 1972, and tripling the volume of
arrangerefined in the country. Anaconda covered its own financing
"fail-safe"
ments; Kennecott and Cerro entered into elaborate

arrangements. 131
they
Christian Democrats, from Frei down, had made no secret that
of the
takeover
complete
a
Left
for
far
the
of
shared the ambition
because it wasn't
industry, an extreme step they hesitated to take only
enough "new
practical; for one thing, they still hadn't had time to hone
i^^. And so they assigned to the
men" with the "right" outlook on society
Committee
negotiations Raiil Saez, a civil engineer who headed the first
directing
panel
nine-man
the
Progress,
for
of Wise Men of the Alliance
authentic
few
the
of
one
was
he
Because
policies.
and
Alliance strategies
moderates around Frei,i33 Saez was able to drive a bargain with which
the copper companies could live.

But no sooner had Frei announced the agreement and, on January 4,
action, than the Left
1965, sent the enabling legislation to Congress for
copper in Chile
over
Debate
sellout.
pounced on the agreements as a

demagoguery as to
already had been so badly polluted by the politics of
next eight years,
the
Over
unrecognizable.
almost
make the issues
of untruths,
quagmire
a
in
altogether
vanish
would
reality
reason and
ranging from
half-truths, and distortions, solemnly made in forums
were
streetcorner rallies to chambers of the United Nations, and most
press.
world's
the
by
just as solemnly— and uncritically—parroted
as they coalesced over the years, were summarized
in the New York Times, January 25, 1971,
advertisement
in a full-page
Corporation, CODELCO— an ad heraldCopper
Chilean
the
for
by
paid
CODELCO
ing the final expropriation of the companies. Interestingly,
Also interdenouncing.
was a full-scale partner in the deals it was then
important
single
every
to
party
CODELCO people were a

The major charges,

estingly,

of those
decision taken by the companies during this period, and most
governChilean
the
of
approval
the
with
only
made
decisions could be
been
had
companies
the
as
if
over
glossed
were
points
these
ment. Yet
of the
operating on the planet Mars. So too were the later rebuttals

extensive white paper (actually five sepaits side of the
rate booklets) prepared by Kennecott Copper Corporation;
invisible's*
story remained astonishingly

companies.

One such was an

The charges

were:

Chile,
The companies had made no "fresh, new" investment in
with
country
the
loading
but had financed expansion programs by
1.
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debts. Rebuttal: Kennecott put

up the largest single amount—$92 milU.S. government Export-Import Bank,
interested (as always) in stimulating the sale of U.S.-made machinery
needed for the $26 million expansion program at El Teniente, had originally been down for the largest share, $110 million. But that was
later
trimmed to $83 million by the availability of more Chilean-made products. CODELCO kicked in a total of $37 million, which Kennecott
said
was at Chilean government insistence. The rest ($46 milUon| came from
the Banca Commerciale Italiana and Mitsui & Co., Ltd. So, actually
there was "fresh, new capital" aplenty. That Kennecott's came not
from
corporate headquarters in New York does not change by one iota the fact
that the $92 million was, after all, the company's own money

lion—from

its

own money. The

another gripe of critics in this issue is that Kennecott insured its
the U.S. government's Agency for International Development program designed to encourage American
investors
to put their money where it was needed most: in high-risk countries
and
Still

new investments through

That meant that the U.S. government had a financial as well
as a policy stake in Chile's later scuttling of the agreements.
situations.

2. Huge profits. During the period 1965 through
1970, Kennecott
supposedly earned $446 million from El Teniente. That sum was indeed
earned—but not by Kennecott, a subtle distinction somehow overlooked. Kennecott received $126 million in earnings or dividends,
or
28.3 percent of total earnings during a period when it either owned 100
percent of the mine (1965-67) or was a 49 percent partner. The rest went
to partner CODELCO, or to the government, in taxes.

3.

Excessive return on investment Allende and his minions, chief

among them his long-time ambassador to the United States, Orlando
Letelier, made much of the fact that the companies
made far fatter
from their Chilean operations than they did from their U.S.
domestic operations. Before taxes, true. After taxes, Kennecott points
profits

out that

its net earnings were 45 percent below domestic
earnings, and
no year since 1955 had El Teniente earned more after taxes or on
investment than on Kennecott's U.S. operations.

that in

4. The overall earnings record. Frequently and loudly
trumpeted was
the claim that U.S. copper companies had made "fabulous, almost
incredible profits with minimum investment in Chile." In the New
York
Times ad, and elsewhere, the case was made even more lurid: "The four
\sic] big U.S. companies that have been working these
natural resources
in Chile collected earnings of $10.9 billion in the course
of the past 60

years.

pares

This figure is of tremendous significance for Chile if one comwith the fact that the gnp achieved through the entire existence

it

of the country, that

is,

approximately 400 years, amounts to $10.5

1

Out of the

66

billion.

The conclusion is

Ashes

clear: in a little over half a century, these U.S.

companies took out from our country an amount greater than that
created by Chileans in terms of industries, highways, ports, schools,
hospitals, trade, etc., during our country's entire history"
Appalling, positively appalling. Except that it happens to

be

more brazen by the fact that before the court
lie, made
opinion, the lie was allowed to go mostly unchallenged.
the

Kennecott points out that in

its

own

case, its gross

a

of

brazen

world

income was $3.4

operated El Teniente (1916-70). But
operations:
from that total, the comthat was the total realized on the
and supplies, services,
materials
salaries,
billion
for
pany paid $2,491
outside Chile to buy
spent
million
was
additional
An
taxes, etc.
S430
billion during the fifty-five years

it

needed machinery, materials, and services. So what was
million,

an average

left

was $509

profit of $9.3 million per year.

investment," the advertisement made no mention
of the fact that from 1904 to 1927, Kennecott operations in Chile paid no
dividends at all. It would make little sense to put dollars invested fifty

As

to

"minimum

years ago on the scale of today, the dollar having been through so many
wringers of devaluation and inflation. Kennecott does make the claim,
however, that at 1972 costs, it would take $700 million to finance even a

180,000-ton-per-year operation, the level at which Kennecott was operating before going into the $267 million expansion program.
Since the Christian Democrats had already conceded to their leftist

major premise— that foreign ownership of the mines was essenthey were less than enthusiastic defenders of the factual
record. Rather, they concentrated during the long public and congressional debates on the supposed advantages of the deal for Chile, a process
which, inevitably, led them into exaggerated claims.
The biggest one, of course, was that by greatly increasing output, and
pocketing those huge profits that formerly went abroad, Chile would
make far more money from copper: an average of $47 million per year in
tax revenues alone. Neither happened.
One of the recurring fictions about those events in Chile is that the
Right thwarted Frei on copper. The Left did— unrelentingly The Right
used copper for a time to extract certain concessions from him on
agrarian reform and modest concessions they were'^s in return for
its votes on copper. In April 1966, the concessions made, the Right
threw its support to Frei, and he got his copper law.
Labor also had a hand in thwarting Frei. On January 1, 1966, workers
at El Teniente went on strike for higher wages. That legal strike led to
other, wildcat strikes at Chuquicamata, Potrerillos, and El Salvador. At
the last, on March U, 1966, there was a clash between workers and
troops commanded by Col. Manuel Pinochet—no kin of the later presi-

foes the

tially evil

—

—

—
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though he has often been confused with him in press reports.
Eight
workers were killed and sixty wounded in the fracas.
dent,

In copper, as in other issues, far from standing
as "a bulwark against
the extreme Left, '"36 Prei's government loosed a
chain of events that
could not be contained. On June 27, 1969, responding
to stepped-up
political pressures, and with an eye to the elections
just a little over a
year away, Frei announced phase two of the Chileanization
of the industry. The pressure came from the left wing
of his own party. Phase two
consisted of a forced sellout by Anaconda of 41 percent of its
holdings iii
the three mines it was working (Potrerillos, El Salvador,

and Chu-

quicamata), with the rest to be acquired starting in 1973
(provided that
Chile had paid at least 60 percent of the first purchase price
by the end
of 1972). Frei, who had described copper in 1964
as the mainspring
[viga maestra) of his social and economic
programs, called the new
deal "Chile's second independence," But it was really
only a dress rehearsal for the final execution of the companies.
Allende was in
power only a few months when the companies lost everything
they

had in Chile.
"In return for their cooperation," British historian
Home wrote of
the copper deals of the 1960s, "the U.S. companies
were to be guaranteed against expropriation." He adds that the "guarantees"
later
proved to be "a scrap of paper." Henry Kissinger, later
National Security
Adviser and then Secretary of State under President
Richard Nixon,
described it as a surrender of principle to pressure despite
"generous

How well did the deals work out for Chile? As to production, the goals
were missed by a mile—and Allende was not the only
villain of that
piece, as is so often wrongly asserted. As to the
value of copper to the
Chilean state, the picture is rosier, but it must be
remembered that
world market prices were abnormally high throughout
this period,
so the government's share would have increased
sharply anyway.
deed,

much

In-

jump from 1968 to 1969 is attributable to the
government's skimming off the top the "cream" of
unexpected high
of the big

prices—a deal the government rammed down the companies'
throats
in 1969 after they had kept their end of the
bargain regarding heavy
mvestment in expanding production. The results are summarized
in
table 18.
So, under Frei, copper failed in his final year
to meet the target by
128,000 tons, a whopping 17 percent off target. (Under Allende,
of
course, the record was worse.) Relative stagnation
of production—
582,000 tons in 1964, 595,000 tons in 1970—also occurred, although
two new and rich mines. Anaconda's Exotica and Cerro's Rio Blanco,
had come on stream.

—
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ingratitude as a necessary expedient in the context of domestic politics, '*' a context of leftist-permeated sloganeering which the Christian

Democrats did much to create.
Not that anti-Americanism was confined to the Left in Chile. The
case of copper demonstrated how easily the Right could jettison "natural" alliances with international capitalism, for reasons of conviction,
or for reasons of selfish political or economic advantage. But on an even
deeper level, some of the most articulate and conspicuous figures of the
Right were philosophically and pungently anti-American. Some,
because they saw the United States as a society so materialistic and
socialized itself (witness the Alliance, they argued) that it would
destroy ethical and political values they cherished,"*^ a view which
would grow with the years. Others were hostile to the United States for
grubby commercial reasons: they simply wanted to exclude foreign
business which, until the late sixties, meant almost entirely U.S. business, for the simple reason that it was more comfortable not to have to
compete.
The antipathy of many among the Right for the United States contradicted the popular cliche about Uncle Sam cozying up to the oligarchs

and vice versa. The cliche outlasted reality

until, finally, the circumstance of sheer survival in the face of a real threat from communism
forced many on the Right to seek shelter in the embrace of the U.S., a
shelter more often than not denied them. Chile should have served to
bury another cliche, and that was the refusal of the U.S. to side with
"reformist" regimes,- as noted, no other nation in Latin America bene-

more during this period than Chile, few nations during this period
could claim to be more "reformist," and few undermined American
influence in the area more significantly than the Chile of Frei.
Under Alessandri, Chile joined perennial fence sitter Mexico in opposing sanctions against Fidel Castro, after an Organization of American States investigating team, acting on charges brought by Venezuela,
found that Castro had aided guerrillas and terrorists trying to topple the
democratically elected government of Romulo Betancourt.'*^ Frei went
one step further, taking up the cudgels in behalf of the doctrine of
nonintervention, a doctrine then being promoted chiefly by those
attempting to spare Castro any effective countermeasures against his
revolutionary adventures.
fited

Those around Frei would take an even more protective attitude
Coward Castro, a circumstance that would not spare Frei Castro's special brand of vitriol.
"He promised revolution without blood," Castro said of Frei, following a clash between police and miners which left several dead, "and has
given blood without revolution."''*'*
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with the
Yet even before his election, Frei was reported to be toying
hemispheric
the
into
back
Cuba
idea of making a "fresh attempt to draw
community." The same newspaper report quoted Frei as attacking the
because it "no longer has any vitality" (it had just voted the

OAS

embargo against Cuba).
foreign minister, Ignacio Iribarren, a quiet and scholattacks
arly man representing a country that had felt the lash of Castro's
of
realities
with
the
touch
out
of
Frei
was
that
in its own flesh, suggested

The Venezuelan

Castro's threat.i*^ Three years later, Frei and his Christian Democrats
would again draw the wrath of Venezuela, this time when the party
issued a statement saying the Havana-based Latin American Solidarity

Organization (OLAS) was not responsible for escalating guerrilla activsaid, were
ity in Latin America. The enemies, the Christian Democrats
claimed
fact
which
in
if
OLAS,
as
"misery and underdevelopment"—
credit for guerrilla insurgency

dote to those real

and actively fomented

it,

was the

anti-

ills.

When Frei's government permitted OLAS to set up shop in Chile
jAUende was by then president of the organization!. President Rafael
Caldera of Venezuela, himself the leader of a Christian Democrat party,
said he was "shocked by the news that the Christian Democrats of Chile
will permit the installation of the OLAS." The party replied that allowing an avowedly subversive organization to operate there did not mean
approval.'''^

Before Frei, Chile had maintained diplomatic relations with a single
communist country: Yugoslavia. Frei was in office less than three
weeks when, on November 24, he established diplomatic relations with
the Soviet Union. Not long thereafter he added Poland [January 7, 1965),
Czechoslovakia (January 15), Hungary (January 17|, Bulgaria (January

and Rumania (March 31). With Czechoslovakia, Frei's government
would become especially chummy, even to turning over to it Alliance
i'*^ In that, he was taking a
for Progress plans for Chile's development,
leaders,
who, a few months before
Youth
cue from Christian Democrat
statement with the
joint
a
Santiago
in
issued
had
the election,
Czechoslovak Youth Union expressing the "need for consolidation of
25),

peaceful coexistence among all countries with different social systems."i*«
Relations with Russia were resumed not only in accord with the
party's avowed policy of diplomatic detente, but also for the ostensible
reason of increasing trade with the Soviet bloc. Yet not a year and-a-hall

Aiessandri had sent a mission to Moscow headed by an eminent
named Julio Philippi to explore trade possibilities. Shortly
professor
law
tell
after he returned, Aiessandri, in his typically dry style, said: "They
counall
with
trade
us there will be more resources if we increase our
earlier,
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The possibilities for trade with the Soviet
bloc countries are very limited." Specifically, the Philippi mission estimated trade opportunities at $5 million per year, tops. In point of fact,
tries in the world. Fantasies.

trade with Russia never rose above half a million dollars per year during
Frei's administration.'"'' Overall, the Philippi mission's estimates held
up: for 1966 through 1 970, trade between Chile and Czechoslovakia and

Poland

—

the only Soviet-bloc countries with which any measurable
was developed did hover close to the $5 million mark. But it was
far from the bonanza Frei's people advertised. In fact, it cost Chile $8.6
million for the privilege of trading with those countries (exports, $7,212
trade

—

million; imports, $15,813 million).i5o
Frei named Maximo Pacheco as the first ambassador to Moscow.
Pacheco, a young University of Chile professor, later became Frei's
education minister. His work in Moscow won him accolades from

Communist party daily in Santiago. "During his assignMoscow," the newspaper wrote, "he distinguished himself by
developing a positive action which created for him a favorable
" The newspaper referred
image in Chilean public opinion
to
Pacheco's "atmosphere of respectability and seriousness"; according
to Chamudes, Pacheco earned good marks from the Communists
El Siglo, the

ment

in

in particular for his unqualified praise of Patrice Lumumba University, the institution Moscow set up" primarily for training Third-

World militants, 'S'

The Russians dispatched some forty persons to staff their embassy in
Santiago (the Chileans sent four or five to Moscow), and took advantage

new travel privileges to step up contacts with the Chilean
Communist party, not only the largest in Latin America but by far the
most slavishly loyal to Moscow. The control point for Communist
of their

on the continent was the semiclandestine South American
Bureau, headquartered at the big Russian embassy in Montevideo. With
diplomatic relations reestablished, traffic between Montevideo and Sanactivity

tiago picked up, as did infusions of money into the party's coffers, to the
point where even the official newspaper La Nacion, breaking with its

poHcy of coy

flirtation with the Communists, remarked on July 26,
"Some observers might find it strange that the Communist party
now asks its members for less money But then, relations with Moscow

1966:

very good. ..."
also operated a veritable travel bureau to arrange Iron
Curtain junkets for Chilean leaders. One to make the trip was Frei's first
labor minister, William Thayer, who returned with a "very fine impression" of what he saw in Moscow. Someone asked him about labor
problems.
"From what was explained to me," law Professor Thayer said, "strikes
are, after all,

The embassy
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problems
are not foibidden in the Soviet Union. There are none because
level. What hapanother
and
at
stage,
that
reaching
before
solved
are
pens—they contend is that virith the disappearance of private enterNow worker
prise, the exploitation of man by man has also disappeared.
to
the workers
belongs
business
the
and enterprise are one and the same,

—

themselves. "15^
Despite Frei's admonition, there were three other main areas in which
antagonistic
his government nurtured policies that were strategically
the larger
to U.S. interests: Cuba, the Dominican Republic, and on
inter-American
question of the proper place of the U.S. within the

system.

Even under Alessandri's so-called rightist government, Chile tempoCuban
rized on sanctions for the Castro regime. Following the 1962
the
line
promoted
hemisphere
the
throughout
Castroites
missile crisis,
regarded
that since Cuba was no longer a nuclear menance, it should be
Chile's
as just another country with a different form of government.
Frei
and
idea,
the
embrace
Christian Democrats were among the first to
for
its
more
accomplished
which
see
to
offered to compete with Castro
liberal
by
endorsed
warmly
best—
was
at
ingenuous,
people. The idea
commentators in the U.S. and elsewhere, and icily ignored by Castro.
Gabriel Valdes, Chile's "Tin-Can Foreign Minister"is3 -^ho would

—

himself for the virulence of his antagonisms toward
the U.S., conveyed the cherubic qualities of the Christian Democrat
attitude toward Cuba on the eve of Frei's inauguration:
because
"I believe that Cuba is one of those political regimes which,
the
within
element
disquieting
represents
a
of its extra-continental ties,

later distinguish

American family But it's up to the Cubans to show that their form of
government is democratic, and that they harbor no aggressive or dangerous intentions to the American community; then Chile is disposed
good offices (to have Cuba return to the OAS]."is*
Quite apart from the fact that there was nothing remotely "democratic" about Castro's form of totalitarian government, Cuba of the
midsixties was far from finished with its subversive ambitions. Cubasupported guerrillas were still operating in at least two countries: Guatemala and Bolivia. Furthermore, even after repeated repulses on the
field of battle and Russian muzzling of Castro's guerrilla bite, his antidemocratic bark remained the same— as Chileans themselves would
Allende
later discover when Castro joined forces enthusiastically with
in attempting to turn their country into an armed police state. But in
the case of Cuba— as in so many others— it was the Christian DemoWith
crats, and not Allende, who would provide the initial opening.
February
1970,
Frei,
in
term,
only eight months remaining in his
announced the signing of a trade agreement with Cuba. Chilean defi-

to use her

ance of the hemisphere quarantine of Castro was

now

complete.
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Chile's behavior in the case of Bolivia put it into collision with
still
another nation plagued by Castroite aggression in the form of a guerrilla
band led by Ernesto (Che| Guevara. Late in February 1968 five remnants
of Guevara's force made it across the high Andes into
Chile. Frei
spurned the appeals of Allende, v^rho rushed to the border to assure

"protection" for the fugitive guerrillas and who asked that Chile grant
them asylum. But Frei also spurned the appeals of the pursuing Boliv-

who asked for the extradition of the five. Instead, Frei ordered the
promptly deported, and they began a round-the-world trip back to

ians,

five

Cuba

(via Chile's Easter Island, Tahiti,

ambassador to the OAS,

Raiil

Paris, and Prague). Bolivia's
Diaz de Medina, later protested that

Chile's action not only violated the Inter- American Treaty of Mutual
Assistance, but also converted Chile into a sanctuary for guerrillas.
Despite repeated evidence that Castro had turned to a new form of

subversion— supporting domestic terrorist organizations such as the
Tupamaros in Uruguay the Montoneros in Argentina, urban terrorists
in Brazil, not to mention the MIR in Chile itself, as well as its continuing aid to conventional guerrilla forces in Colombia, Peru, and elsewhere'S5_Frei's government continued pressuring for a relaxing of the

sanctions against Castro. Valdes, for example, said in June 1969: "Cuba
no longer intervenes in the internal affairs of our countries; I believe

Cuba has reached the conclusion that guerrillas of this type no longer
make sense in Latin America. In such circumstances, it seems to me
that not to have relations with Cuba is abnormal. "'^^
Given the stance of the Christian Democrats on communism in
general and Castro's subversion in particular, it was, of course, no surprise that Frei

would

fail to

sympathize with U.S. purposes in sending

troops ashore in the Dominican Republic in April 1965 to forestall what
President Lyndon Johnson believed was a Castro-supported takeover

A

number of other Latin American leaders of the democratic
Left found themselves in a similar quandary, but none other reacted
so
spitefully as the Frei government. As Christian Democrat ideologue
attempt.

Genaro Arriagada wrote: "Chile was the only Latin American country
which condemned in unqualified terms the North American invasion of
Santo Domingo."'57

When

the United States asked for

war, Frei said

it

was "disgraceful"

OAS support for ending the civil
OAS to implicate itself in the

for the

Foreign Minister Valdes scoffed at reports that the rebel movethat the country might have been taken
U.S. not intervened. "It is dangerous," he
said, "to put the label of Communist on every movement. The Dominican Republic is not Vietnam, "iss (Later, Christian Democrats, under the
goading of their youth wing, would hammer away at the U.S. over
affair.

ment had been infiltrated or
over by Communists had the

Vietnam

as well.)
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No other conspicuous leader of the party was more outspoken on the
Dominican Republic question than Radomiro Tomic, who managed to
butt in from a most improbable perch: he was then Chilean ambassador
cabling Col.
to the White House. That did not prevent Tomic from
for Casupport
his
expressing
leader,
Francisco Caamano, the rebel
Santo
action
in
the
U.S.
attacked
Tomic
Later,
amaho's "government."
in
Youth
Democrat
Christian
of
conference
world
before
a
Domingo
though
as
America
Latin
with
"deals
States
United
said
the
and
Berlin,
it is its

own

backyard."'^'

as saucily anti-Christian Democrat as
anti-Communist, claimed that in his private conversation with
Harriman, dispatched by Johnson to explain the U.S. action to

The Chilean magazine P.E.C.,
it

was

Averell

Latin governments, Frei said he had to do what he did or he would have
its preslost control of the party, and the party could not jeopardize
tige. '*°

on Cuba and the Dominican Republic formed part of
February 17,
a larger stategy of antagonism to the United States. On
Nelson
named
had
that
he
announced
Nixon
1969, President Richard
and
professional
with
a
man
and
New
York
of
governor
Rockefeller,
personal ties to Latin American reaching back nearly thirty years, to
Chile's position

head a special fact-finding mission to Latin America. Later, in his first
major message on Latin America, a speech before the OAS on April 14,
would
1969, the newly inaugurated president followed up by saying he
hemisphere
American
new
a
await Rockefeller's findings before shaping
policy to replace the long-languishing Alliance for Progress. Predictably,
Nixon's announcement brought shrieks of protest from Kennedy loyalhad become.'*'
ists, who had not yet discovered the corpse the Alliance

was to use the Nixon posture as a pretext for pursuing an
old foreign policy goal: reducing U.S. power in hemispheric affairs. Frei
himself, of course, had long been a critic of the Alliance, and from the
very outset of his administration had lacerated the Organization of
Frei's reaction

American States.
Thus the Chileans led the way in reactivating a dormant organization
that had been created as an appendage of the United Nations, the Special
Latin American Coordinating Committee (CECLA). CECLA had originally been created in 1964 to coordinate the positions of Latin American governments at the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development. It was significant because it was the first important

hemisphere group that excluded the United

At the

initiative of the Chileans, a

Vina del Mar, the queen of Chile's beach
1969,

was a

meeting was convoked

resorts.

What emerged,

in

at

May

program that represented a stunning trichoices of political and economic strategies; the

forty- six-point

umph for the Left in its

States.

CECLA
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preamble, furthermore, was a ringing Bill of International Rights for
Latin America, a sulking indictment (by indirection) of the United
States for failing to achieve for Latin America the Alliance-promised
millennium, and a belligerent formalization of confrontation between
Latin America and the United States, the clear implication being that
the proper place for the United States was in the dock. Never mind that
very few Latin leaders themselves— beginning with the host Chil-

eans—had much faith in the Alliance. As Chamudes points out, it was
one thing to grouse about the quality and quantity of the aid given,
quite another for the one country that had most benefited to head the
prosecution.

What emerged
zilian

economist

what Roberto Campos, the brilliant Brathat country's economic miracle,
economic development. "i^^ (Campos then,

was, finally,

who masterminded

called a "tear-gas theory of

later, was a perennial target of the high priests of righteousness
in
international affairs because, contrary to the fashionable "structuralist"
school of economics, he was a "monetarist," and called for savings,

and

and solvency as the indispensable prerequisites of economic
growth and development,!
Host Valdes was given the assignment of communicating the Consacrifice,

sensus of Viiia del Mar formally to Nixon, which he did at a White
House dinner attended by the entire Latin American diplomatic corps
in Washington. Valdes reportedly had been puffed up by the Commu-

he could be their choice as a compromise presidential
candidate in the 1970 elections, a ruse they had used a few years earlier
with a Radical senator. Putting such a rare publicity opportunity to full
advantage, Valdes used the occasion to read a riot act to Nixon. Even the
nists to believe

Communist

daily in Santiago, El Siglo, commented that his speech had
"gone beyond even the agreements reached by CECLA."
Drew Pearson, in his widely syndicated column, commented afterward: "Informed diplomatic sources explained that Minister Valdes is
not really anti-American, but is seeking the presidency of Chile and the
easiest way to get elected in some countries is by running against
the
United States." Valdes may not have been anti- American, but he was far

from anathema to the Soviets; the Russians did not object to his being
named to head the UN aid program for Latin America, even though he
was a member of the major opposition party to their man Allende, then
in power. 1^3

Through the Frei years, the atmosphere of hostility to the United
States flourished in inverse proportion, in fact, to the aid given Frei's
government. In 1965 Senator Robert E Kennedy and his entire retinue
were ousted from the University of Concepcion by rioting students led
by a young man named Luciano Cruz (later to become famous). The
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same

year, Christian

Democrats joined the

far Left in a

near hysterical

attack on a U.S. army-sponsored research study of counterinsurgency
techniques in Latin America, even though Chile was not, in fact, one
origof the main countries covered by the study. |But the revelations
research
entire
the
of
inating in Chile led eventually to cancellation

Edward M. Korry who succeeded Dungan as ambassador, re"there
calls that when he arrived in Santiago, on October 12, 1967,
my
around
all
Chile
of
Carabineros
the
set
up
by
were machine guns
until
four
years
entire
the
for
exception,
without
day,
every
house, and

project.)

I

departed, October 12, 1971,

threats

my

wife,

my

children, and

I

received

"i**

Renin Fuentealba Moena, several times president of the Christian
Democrat party, and a man with an uncanny instinct for the wrong
he
causes, introduced a baroque element in December 1969, when
joined the silver-tongued Communist senator Volodia Teitelboim in
denouncing an alleged CIA plot to overthrow Frei. Even a Communist
columnist, Eduardo Labarca, writing in the party newspaper December
before the TV
13, 1969, alluded to Fuentealba's "glaring weakness"

cameras; the party publicly repudiated the "revelations," and Fuentealba himself later admitted on the floor of the Senate that he lacked
proof to support his charges, i^^ The irony of ironies of this slapstick
episode is that it was later discovered that at this precise time, the CIA
was slipping half a million dollars under the table to the Christian
Democrats to shore them up for the forthcoming electoral clash with
Allende.166

Yet through the Johnson administration, at least, Frei continued to
enjoy the good opinion of official Washington. Johnson even invited Frei
to make a state visit to the United States on February 1 and 2, 1967. Two
weeks before he was to leave, the Chilean Senate did to Frei what it had
never done to any other president: it exercised its prerogative to refuse

country It was a stinging rebuke in which
wrath
for widely different reasons over the
Left and Right vented their
Christian Democrats.
the
displayed
by
arrogance of power
Frei's government took a tack
which
area
in
other
There was one
contrary to U.S. interests in Latin America: his government, as
Arriagada points out,'*^ fired salvo after salvo at the Inter- American
Defense Board. The board, founded in 1942, had long been a target of

him permission

to leave the

the hemisphere; not because it coordinates military strategy
throughout the hemisphere (which it does), nor because that strategy
through most of the fifties and sixties was aimed principally at containing Communist insurgency (it was}, nor even because the board arranges
but
for advanced training for Latin American military men (it does},
because, above all, the board over the years had become a club of sorts at

leftists in
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which senior Latin military men could become chummy with their
U.S.
counterparts, and vice versa. Such chumminess inevitably
consolidated
US. influence in the minds and affections of men who, when they did
not rule themselves, played pivotal roles in their Latin
homelands. Such
a relationship was, of course, galling to the far
Left, and so it attacked
military programs of all kinds, setting up a spurious
cause-effect relationship between professionalism in military affairs and
the abuses of
military power (which, of course, existed long before
there were military aid programs, and would exist without them). To
a flabbergasting
degree, the far Left

managed to get away with the sophistry.
Chile also was the catalyst in the creation in 1967 of an organization
of principal copper-exporting nations (Zambia, the
Congo, and Peru
were the others), a legitimate and laudable effort to protect
the price
stability of the country's principal export commodity.
Defense of copper was, of course, the expression of 3 sovereign
and
independent foreign policy, and that is the way Frei liked to describe
his.
It just happened that his "sovereignty
and independence" routinely
translated as opposition to American purposes, a
"strategically nurtured antagonism," or, as Lenin put it: "In politics
there is only one
principle and one truth: what profits
opponent hurts me and vice

my

versa.""58

In

more recent

times, Soviet analysts

overcame

their traditional reti-

cence about Latin America as an impenetrable sphere
of American
influence and refined Lenin's maxim. "The focus of Soviet
interests and
the

main thrust

of its purposes," two Sovietologists wrote, ".
is not so
an extension of Soviet control or the attainment of
outright
communist regimes, as the buildup of opposition and hostility toward
the U.S. and toward those elements in Latin American
societies which
have ties with the US
To sap and undermine US. positions' there
[in Latin America] is said to inflict significant
damage to the U.S.
positions not only in that region but in the world at
large, and thereby
.

.

much

help shift the 'correlation of world forces' in favor
of the Soviet
Union. "'6y
In Chile of the Frci years, opposition to U.S.
positions bordered at
times on insolence. Tomic, for example, while ambassador
to the United
States, made a number of speeches in the United
States harshly critical
of the country's involvement in Vietnam, flagrant
interference in the
internal affairs of the host country. On one such occasion,
he was even
formally seconded by an announcement from Santiago. Later,
Tomic
was quoted as bragging that despite his sharp criticism of
the U.S.
intervention in the Dominican Republic, he obtained "U.S.
aid for Chile
which was eight times higher per capita than any other Latin American
."i™
country could obtain.
.

.

1
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attracted to their ranks
Gil observed that the Christian Democrats
in power, particularly
once
behavior,
Their
leftists."i^i
many "romantic
dangerous Socialmore
even
the
and
Communists
the
of
their handling

was a
perhaps most kindly described as "romantic leftism." But it
country
the
in
romantic leftism that not only affected the U.S. position
concern to
and hemisphere— a matter that ought to be of no small
the
affected
also
but
democracy—
nations devoted to the survival of

ists, is

course and content of Chilean political life itself.
Democrats
"We know how to handle the Communists," the Christian
offered was to
they
formula
The
them.
believed
world
the
and
boasted,
and
outpromise and outreform them by using programs and principles
all of it,
premises expropriated from the Communists, and through
far-left rivals
their
of
commitment
the
in
faith
maintaining an abiding
cherished.
to the very rules of democracy they themselves
that is being made in
effort
the
recognizes
general
world
in
"The
figures in the world come
Chile," Frei said, "and the most outstanding
even their enthusihere to express their warm interest and respect, and

asm, for what

is

happening here."i^^

the pilgrimage but certainly must have telt
then
enthusiasm for what was happening there was Nikita Khrushchev,
CommuTwentieth
told
the
Khrushchev
Russia.
of
the boisterous ruler
was divided into
nist Party Congress in 1965 that the world no longer
but
socialist camps but included other states, many new

One who

capitalist

did not

make

and

underdeveloped, which were "seeking to break away from align"
new
ments with the imperialist camp to form a 'zone of peace.' These
all

were characterized by "anti-imperialism," an emphasis on the
affairs, a willingness
state rather than on the private sector in domestic
of local Communist
role
the
far
as
principle
as
in
compromises
to accept
suppressive activparties was concerned, "even to the point of ignoring
conversion into a socialist
ities against them." Signs that the full-scale
the state economic
state were not far off would include "expansion of
of foreign
nationalization
sector,
private
sector and restriction of the
of the
participation
increased
reform,
land
utilities,
trade, banks and

states

'masses' in the political process

"''^

government had not yet nationalized foreign trade, banks,
but it
and utilities, although it was moving swiftly in that direction,
of,
tolerance
of
degree
high
had
a
tightly controlled all of them. But it
it had
and
Communists,
the
with,
connivance
bordering frequently on
reform, and
greatly expanded the state sector, accelerated land
point of view,
Soviet
the
"from
that,
it
was
So
"masses."
the
mobilized
into Soviet ideas on
Frei had adopted a number of positions which fitted

The

Frei

..." He did not adopt
proper directions for policy in Latin America.
result was that "his
end
these strategies to please Moscow, yet the
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some
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Moscow looked on with

favor." '^^

who were not so pleased about events in Chile.
troubled, for example, that although Frei was unstinting in
his criticism of U.S. transgressions, when he visited the Berlin Wall and
But there were others

They were

was asked for his reaction, he declined comment, '^s xhe irreverent even
began to pin on Frei a name that would haunt him: the "Kerensky of
Chile," reviving memories of what happened in Russia during the four
fateful months when Aleksandr Feodorovich Kerensky ruled the country as provisional premier. His failure to deal with urgent economic
problems, and his moderation, cleared the way for the destiny-riding
Bolsheviks to seize power in November 1917, a minority (even the word
Bolshevik means minority) displacing a fragmented and immobihzed
majority much as would soon happen in Chile,
"We will win out over the Communists," Gabriel Valdes said.

—

The Communists thought

better.

"Push them! Push them!" Luis Corvalan, secretary-general of the
Chilean Communist party told a party congress, "until their measures
are our measures." He was referring to the measures of the Christian
Democrats.
"In truth," the Christian

would be

Democrat Arriagada would write

later, "it

difficult to find in the foreign policy of

Allende a break with
respect to that of his predecessor. For all practical purposes, all he did
was develop the policies formulated during the previous government."' ''^

The government
uardo

was, of course, the Christian

Democrat one

of Ed-

Frei.

The Last Years: Triumph to Tumult
Eduardo Frei came to power at the head of a great crusade. He led his
country to its political grave. Although the outside world would little
notice or remark

it,

the crusade disintegrated after its

first

great

tri-

umph.
That triumph came in the congressional elections of March 7, 1965.
Going into the elections, the Christian Democrats held Uttle more than
a toehold in Congress. After 1965,

Chamber of Deputies,

the

first

they held an absolute majority in the
party to accomplish that in forty years. In

the Senate they went from run-of-the-mill to number one, though they
were still two agonizing votes shy of veto power in the Senate, i" Tables
19 and 20 tell the story

1
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Table 19

COMPOSITION OF CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES AFTER

1961

AND

1965

ELECTIONS
NO. OF DEPUTIES

1965

1961

PARTY
Conservative party (PCU)

^

^

23

82

1

Christian Democrats {PDC)
Liberal party (PL)

28

6

Radical party {PR)
Communist party (PCChI

39

20

16

18

Socialist party (PS)

12

15

_1^

_J.

147

147

National Democratic party

IPADENA)"
TOTAL

Analysis" (WashingSource; "The Chilean Congressional Election oi March 7, 1965: An
Systems, 1966), p. 24.
ton, D.C.: Institute lor the Comparative Study of Political
'

was the largest of the minor parties, remnants ot the non-Marxist leftist
groups that had supported Ibaiiez. In the 1961 elections the party lost all six Senate seats,
but managed to elect twelve deputies. It supported AUende in 1964.

PADENA

Table 20

COMPOSITION OF SENATE AFTER

1961

AND

1965

ELECTIONS
NO. OF SENATORS

1961

PARTY

1965

4

2

4

13

PL

9

5

PR

13

9

PCCh

^

5

PS

7

7

PCU
PDC

PADENA

1

National Vanguard of the People

1

1

(VNP)
Independents

TOTAL

3

2

45

45

(WashingSource: "The Chilean Congressional Election of March 7, 1965: An Analysis"
Systems,
Political
1966],
p. 24.
Study
of
Comparative
the
Institute
for
ton, D.C.:
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The Radicals, for so many years the courtesans of Chilean politics,
were already evidencing the ravages of dissoluteness, the ineluctable
fate of aging among excessively promiscuous courtesans, even political
ones. The Right, having forfeited its identity and, with it, a valid claim
to voter allegiance by running scared behind Frei in the 1964 elections,
was all but wiped out. Some of its major leaders were buried in the ver,y
avalanche the Right had helped to create, and there were those who
would prophesy that even Jorge Alessandri himself was finished.
(Others would perpetuate the myth of a powerful and stubborn Right
standing foursquare in the way of progress.)' ^s Qut of the ashes of total
defeat would rise, however, a new and more virile Right, sobered by the
experience of frittering away 150 years of proud past. In the aftermath of
the debacle, all ten nonpolitical farm leaders interviewed by Kaufman in
connection with the agrarian-reform debate agreed that it would have

been better if FRAP had won in 1 964. As one said: "If AUende had won in
1964, the only way we could have moved into a Marxist society was
through civil war. Frei may do it peacefully In that sense, it might very
well have been better if FRAP had won. The issues would have been
clearer and the lines would have been drawn more firmly."i'^9
These ten were representative of a new breed of men of the Right who
worked to form the National party, fused from the frankly conservative
remnants of the Conservative and Liberal parties. It was a process that
caused some old-guard political pros to stomp out in a huff, but they
represented precisely the dead hand of an ideological and opportunistic
past the new leaders were trying to amputate. It was also a process that
brought jeers of derision and doomsaying, especially from those who
found a frankly conservative party not to their own taste. '^o
As for the far Left, it was the real winner. Not only did the Communists and their even more leftist ally-rivals, the Sociahsts, increase their
number of seats in Congress from thirty-nine to forty-five, but they also
witnessed the destruction of their primary enemy, the Right. They
could now turn their skills and energies to extracting from the Christian Democrats the maximum advantage for reshaping the country to
their own ideological image. Having done that, they would then concentrate

on displacing the Christian Democrats in power, and finishing the
That job would include finishing off political rivals,

job themselves.

including the Christian Democrats.
But for the moment victory belonged to the Christian Democrats, and
that was the message the world got. "In the eyes of most observers,
particularly foreigners, the Christian Democrat victory obliterated
major stumbling blocks in the path of democratic development in
Chile. Here was an able leader, backed by a vigorous party, who had
dedicated himself to a sweeping reform of his country. Now he had

'
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power; what was left for him was to use it," was the way it looked to
some. Tomic saw in the outcome of those elections the birth of a
dynasty; Christian Democrats, he said, would rule for thirty years. More
»
cautious observers settled for twenty.
euphoria, because the Christian
their
forgiven
In a way, they could be
dared imagine, or that anyone
had
they
better
than
far
Democrats did
'

else had, for that matter. ErciUa

magazine polled

political leaders before

the 1965 election, asking them for their forecasts of how many seats
their parties would win. Table 21 shows how far off the mark they
were far even allowing for a little electoral razzle-dazzle and the eter-

—

nal optimism of candidates.

Table 21

PREDICTIONS
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VS.
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D'Hondt system

(the

of proportional representation) was tilted to favor
the larger parties at the expense of smaller ones.
The Christian Democrats, for example, elected one deputy for
about every

12,100 votes,

whereas it took the Liberals about 28,700 votes to elect
one deputy
Thus, although the Liberals and Conservatives between
them got
12.8

percent of the votes cast for deputies, they won only
6 percent of the
seats; conversely, the Christian Democrats,
with 43.6 percent of the
vote, won 56 percent of the seats in the Chamber
of Deputies. 's^
Furthermore, elections for the Chamber of Deputies were
based on
the 1 930 census, when Chile was still an overwhelmingly
rural country.
(Indeed: the 1930 census would remain the basis
for Chamber
seats

down

to the final apocalypse of 1973. 's*]

Next, although the Christian Democrats held commanding
control of
the lower house, they were stymied in the Senate.
Most important, they weren't able to convert votes into action.
Although few saw it then, their day had really come and gone.

One
work

reason for this was the inability of the Christian
Democrats to
effectively with other parties, to muster coalitions.
In common

with most reformist parties, the Christian Democrats exercised
their
power with the arrogance of those confident that they walk in the
ways
of moral certitude. Even the New York Times, a newspaper
consistently
devoted to Frei before, during, and a/ter his term of office,
felt constramed to point this out in a 1967 editorial: "Chileans,
whom many
consider the most democratic of all Latin Americans,
are accustomed to
the adjustments and give-aiid-take of party politics. In
the Frei regime
they faced a stiffness that many considered to be arrogance. "'ss
During
the six years the Christian Democrats reigned,
no other party was
invited to share their banquet table of power.
They were hobbled too by the fact that, as Gil observed, 1^6 they were
a
party more of men than of ideas; thus it was that Tomic
from Washington functioned pretty much as his own foreign minister,

and Chonchol
back home ran his agrarian-reform program, and Leighton,
from his
powerful perch as interior minister, repeatedly muzzled the
Carabineros
and allowed the MIR to mount its terrorist-guerrilla
organization, is?
And they were frustrated by an even larger and inescapable internal
contradiction: political reality

was against them. It was against them
because they were zealots playing with the fires of revolution.
Analysts
Parrish, von Lazar, and Tapia Videla wrote at the
time:
The essence of pluralistic democracy is that it cannot be quickly
moved in one direction or another, except, of course, in a crisis
It

may be

that the problems of Chile are serious

enough to be classed as
and manner of life in the country at the present
time do not suggest such an analogy.

a crisis, but the tone

1
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Liberty" to the Chilean
President f rei promised a "Revolution with
show these terms illwill
years
few
next
the
that
may
be
it
voters, and
suited to one another in Chile ....
economic relaThe essence of a revolution is that basic social and
that, necessarily, political

tionships are greatly changed. This means
contrast, the term
power relationships must be drastically altered. In
will be left alone, and that
people
that
basically,
means,
"liberty"
with the daily activities of
there will be a minimum of interference
citizens

a few years later,
That same dilemma would be the undoing of Allende
same scruples
the
to
submit
not
did
cohorts
his
and
except that Allende
forms. But the fact that
about democratic processes and institutional
revolution enabled Allende to try
Frei had sowed the wild whirlwind of
a logical one, because it was
case,
conclusion: in his
to bring

it

to its

unabashedly Marxist,
incalculable value in pursuFrei had bequeathed Allende weapons of
Reforms of
goals, in the form of the Constitutional
,

,

,

,

,

ing his revolutionary

"culmination of his govern1970 reforms which Frei described as the
from Congress by
ment " Those reforms, which Frei could only wheedle
(but when, all
office
leave
would
making them effective the day after he
other Chrisof
succession
a
by
the betting was, he would be succeeded
confer upon
only
not
would
case),
any
in
tian

Democrat presidents

him to mamtain the masAllende wide-ranging powers, but also enable
torn it asunder.
reality,
had,
in
after
he
long
querade of legitimacy
reforms in his farst
revolutionary
of
package
his
proposed
Frei first
House approved
month in office. The Christian Democrat-controlled
bitter debate.
and
long
after
the package, the Senate buried the proposals
compromise,
and
lobbying
arduous
after
again, and
In 1969, Frei tried
finally

won approval for seven of his nine points on December 29,

signing
tion)

them

into law

Congress balked

at

1969,

1970 (and hence the 1970 designa^
and
creating the Economic and Social Council

on January

21,

exclusive legislative control over the
at delegating to the president
the vote to illiterates and
private sector. But-in addition to granting
greatly strengthened the
reforms
the
eighteen to twenty-one year olds—
Congress. For example:
the
of
expense
the
at
powers of the presidency
matters could origieconomic
and
social
with
all legislation dealing
president to force Connate only with the president; empowering the
days, barring Congress from
gress to act on his initiatives within thirty
during the amendment
legislation
straying from the sense of Executive
process.
country,
hard for this shift in power, arguing that the
best during the hrst
governed
been
had
republic,
a
years
as
during its 150
system, disastrously [and corforty years, under a strong executive
so-called "parliamentary" democracy
ruptly) during the period of
Frei

would

fight

)
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(1891-1925); and with increasing
inefficiency during the deterioration
of strong executive control
after 1925. While ending
the
mentary democracy, the 1925
constitution, he would rgVe
d^ nc^ ho
^"^'""^^- '^*^^^
uniie IS governed best under
a strong presidential
system—has been
widely accepted by poHtically
aware Chileans of all

crloZT

*

cUTfovSneTbei? T''^""'

poS

'"""

doS

'i-nt-^a

r

caTcobrattns

'° ^'^
'^^'- °^ ^1' '^^ Seveloprnts
adoption of
o?t£
92? constitution, Frei would
the 11925
cite the emereence

and

iustihcaton for a more streamlined
constitution, quoting-at one
po nt-a former justice minister
as saying that if gov;rnment
economic

S thro^lrr

' '^"°"^^^' ^^^'^ ^°"'^ ''^ only'onrhand on
tne throttle. In the fastf'
moving modern world, he argued
Congress
should confine Itself to legislating
broad policy outhnes leaving
man
agement and administration of fiscal
affairs to the

?

ExecutTve '(Inte"

Constitutional Tribunal, by citing
only two countries snecificallv

Sfis today?' ^"' ^^^"^^^^^'

''^

^^^

^^^^-

-- '- democratic

Under

Frei, the tension between
"revolution" and "liberty" was
usuresolved on the side of revolution.
Interference in daily lives even
extended to the abolishing in 1966
of a cherished Latin instkudon
Ihe
^' ended-temporarily-by ordering government
offie
t^'^
work
a straight seven-and-one-half-hour
day; AUende the prole
tarian's guardian angel,
restored the three-hour siesta, in
no small measure because he was exceedingly
fond of taking one himseW
Frei made another bold
move in the area of personal behaviorin
nominally Catholic Chile, he
instituted famil^lanning
programs
hroughout the country Birth control
was justified in Chile Lrbecau"
of runaway population
growth (Chile had one of the lower
popuTat^on
ally

fw

ss;xsut^°''''"'^°^°^^^^^
On the economic front,

the

government moved rapidly to extend
state
economy, and the economic lives
of [tscltonS
nly on the farms, and in the
banks, but in industry in
generaT The
psided nature of the Chilean
economy-copper dwLfing

control over the

everything
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investment princ.^^^^^^^^
Butin the same period foreign
1967 to 20.3 percent
percent
»,o»J itcL *take from 16 5

m

m i^o?.

industry,

drew

as the revitalized mtrate
ttZlI^ in new areas suchLeft.
Though no friend of private capital

t£ unrelent

Sd""S

ng

fire of

this as a

the far

was short
temporary expedient: the country

^TrXproblS multipUed

after the

municipal elections

of

Apnl

of

2,

characthe Christian Democrats
1967 Confident of their strength,
policies and they
Frei's
on
plebiscite
national
terlzed the elections as a
1965
percent share they had won in the
expected to pull at least the 43.6
be^.n
had
were counted^rSSessio^al elections. When the votes
appeared in 1966 as on^ a
what
and
rebuke,
dealt an unmistakable
Demounmistakable trend: the Christian

freakish rehpse now was an
was a message i
and would continue to skid. It
crats were on t^e skids,
especially foreign
would ke commentators,
the
-""-^^^f^^^'.
J,^
invincibility of
were by the supposed
di.e t mesmerized as so many
indulged
one noted foreign analyst
tftv In trSmediate aftermath,
radio com^^^^

Jf

rtheorfofapoTogeticharumphingreminiscentofUS.
on the outcome
Kaltenborn's celebrated report
tator

H V

of the U.S.

^'?^ecMisrs::o^^^^^^^^^^^
inev^uiisvi

.

Sociahsts
„p,ppnt in 1965 to 15.09 percent, the
up from
wobbled
Radicals
Z^XTssZl^^'o'l^^^^^^^
pickingup
party,
and the new National
13 71 percent to 16 46 percent'
up 14^61
parties of the Right picked
decimated
two
he iiec s of the
Parties did
two
the
than
better
points
oercentust under two percentage
withm his own
found himself on the defensive

inT965

.

Stably, Frei

Catholic universities

m Santiago and

^'student demonstrations at the
those
the open the tension between
ValparaSo in mid-1967 brought into
and the rnoder^

demanding a more radical program
a
National Assembly, July 15, 1967
ed by Frei. At the party's
presented a
Chonchol
Jacques
cal-tLhnical committee headed by

forces in tl^^ party
ates

St

Noncapitalistic Roa^^
Political Action for a
report entitled "Proposals for
the "developPeriod 1967-1970." Rejecting
to Devefopment During the
rapproc^^
R^ght
the
me^nSuXproach, tL report called for war on
especia ly
Right,
the
confrontation with
ment with the Left: ". active
da"active and constructive
.

.

and
Us ul«areactionary elements..."
from
forces
political
logue wYth
.

.

.

.

whom we
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the execution of this program."

Though not named, it was clear the
the left-wing Popular Action Front (FRAP)
In the
economic arena, the report called for: increased control
of coppernationalization of the nitrate industry and
largest coal companynationalization of the Bethlehem Steel 58 percent
share in the national
steel company, takeover of ITT 's
telephone company; and total government control of the Central Bank.
Though the entire program was an implied attack on
Frei and his
policies, the five hundred-member assembly
approved the program and
referred it to the party council for
application. Frei suffered further
humiliation when the rebeldes and terceristas
decisively defeated the
oficiahsta slate in voting to choose party officers
for the coming year.
The rebeldes elected three officers, the terceristas
two Frei's
oficiahstas none. Sen. Rafael Gumucio, leader
of the lebelde faction
ousted Jaime Castillo as chairman.
authors had in

mind

The now-dominant
on

Frei

through the

wing of the party kept unrelenting pressure
When, on November 11, 1968, Chonchol quit

left

year.

head of the agrarian reform institute (INDAP),
fifty-three of the
eighty-one Christian Democrats in the Chamber
of Deputies supported
as

Frei and his embattled interior minister,
Edmundo Perez Zujovic the
principal target of left-wing fire. But three
thousand party

members

turned out for a banquet honoring Chonchol two
weeks later. Among
them: Radomiro Tomic, who had just returned
from the United States
to prepare for his presidential campaign,
and the new party president,
Renan Fuentealba, leader of the teiceiista wing.
The long-smoldering tensions erupted with the
presidential campaign already
full swing. On May 1, 1970, the
party's Assembly met
to vote on policy in the elections. One
proposal, supported by terceristas
and rebeldes, and presented by Fuentealba,
called

m

for "rejection of any
direct or indirect, with the Right
rejection of a position of isolation for
"
Christian Democrats

possible understanding,

whether

The

other, the oficialista resolution, ruled

out "any possibility of agreement
with the [conservative] National party," but called
for "the replacement
of capitalist

structures by a

way

to

development which

is

neither cap-

nor collectivist." As Sigmund observed: "The
choice was thus
between a proposal for negotiations with the Left

italist

for a common candipreferably but not necessarily a Christian
Democrat and the
nomination of a candidate first, followed by possible
negotiations for
support later."
date,

It took all of Frei's waning prestige
to prevail— his dose friend and
party ideologue Jaime Castillo was elected
chairman— but by a cliffhangmg 233-215 margin. In the wake of that meeting.
Sens. Gumucio

and Alberto Jerez,

Deputy

Julio Silva

Solar—and Chonchol—all bolted
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the party to form the

Movement

for

Unitary Popular Action (MAPU),

rough infightrng. In November 1967
revolu ton
a. the "iron hand of
Freismo
rebels attacked
group of
Movil, a
Grupo
was directed principally at the
liber y °Thtir wrath
ereCarabineros
wuhin the
snecX trained and equipped strike force
the
in
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moSof
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a

£
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the
and
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''^
almost reflexively
force was hated for its efficiency
the
it,
on
Leiehton managed to impose
checkmating attempts by farm and
keenrn^the MIR at bay and for
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y'wortrs goaded b'y political agitators,
own hands and seize farms and factories.
Leftof his problems with the
Interestingly, Frei owed a portion
as
a man named Pinochet-though,
insSe and ouJ^ide his party-to
name.
nntpH earlier not the later president of that
unions declared sympathy
copper
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In March 1966 the
on strike since
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St ik« in supp^^^^^^ of
Ei^ty-fivesdillegal
strikes
the
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themColonel Manuel Pinochet found
of
command
the
dlmunder
families when they
their
and
miners
opposed by a thousand
mine. The troops opened fi
to occupy the El Salvador
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at
Sigmund: The Left
EuSe six workers and two housewives. itWrote
Frei
for years to prove that
and cited

-
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"^-^If/S^ ^SS^^

L
Set

Ss

Sed the init a 'massacre'

''tTi:!^X:^^'''^^os,^^^^
worsened,
Chile, such confrontations
illustrates the

abroad in
of "revolution" then
11
as did labor trouble. Table

of the labor crisis.
was, of course the final

growth

one in power for Akssandns
1963
cover the administra1965-^9
years
conservatYve government, and the
the coalescence of
representing
supposedly
tion of a government

The ye

r

and schools. On
"tr^a^ltSm"^ to farms, factories,
and laymen occupied the Roman

August

group of young

priests,

11

nuns,

1968

a

of the

Young Church, the group

Cal mg itself the Move^ n
CatLic cathedral in downtown Santi^ago.
hauh
issued a manifesto ^ernanding

church "renounce

its

dependency" on mternational finance

Ihe

division
"should not serve the scandalous
cSurch," afd the manifesto,
aristocracy, are instituChilean
shelter
schools, which
of classes Its

fnntriv

Tee-ye"

the
to the gospel" Leader of

om'p^s^^^^^^^^^^

Pal-, who

movement was

a thirty

said he believed the MIR
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levels, obsolescence
was constant erosion of force
ifor the mil
conditions
deteriorating pay and living
of eaurpment and
would soon rever^
a general whose name
tlrv Roberto Viaux Marambio,
noncommissioned
that
complained
beratfthrougrchilean history,
were living in

In Chile the result
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Gen. Sergio Castillo Aranguiz
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Finally, after
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began arriving -t his ^ou e ni
AS vtaiL told the story,-^ officers
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him they were fed up and wanted to
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government.
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Within hours, he said, numerous other units had pledged support and
a stream of visitors began arriving at the regiment headquarters, situated a short distance from downtown Santiago. Among them were Juan
de Dios Carmona, former defense minister and a prominent member of
the moderate wing of the Christian Democrats; Sen. Renin Fuentealba;
representatives of the Radical and Socialist parties; and the commandant of the Santiago garrison.
Viaux tried to telephone Frei to assure him that the uprising was
aimed not at toppling the government, but only at enforcing the mili-

demands for decent pay, housing, and career conditions. Signifino move was made to oust him by force, though garbage trucks
were drawn up around La Moneda to defend it in case of attack. At one
tary's

cantly,

mob

about one hundred persons gathered outside the rebeland when the latter dispersed them, one man was shot in
the thigh and several hurt in the stampede to flee.

point a

of

lious regiment,

Late in the afternoon, Patricio Silva Garin, undersecretary of health,
arrived as a personal emissary of Frei. The sides finally hammered out a
five-point agreement, under which Viaux ended the revolt in return for
the resignation of the defense minister and Frei's pledge to "resolve in
urgent form the economic problem of the armed forces." At 3:30 a.m.,

October 22, twenty-five hours after the "revolt" had begun, Viaux went
to bed. He would later reappearln another and more shocking
drama.
For the Christian Democrats, communism always held the fascination of the forbidden fruit. It was an impulse stronger than anything so
commonplace as evidence of'its distance from the objective world, and
so they courted the Communist party almost despite themselves the
pathetic suitor in the starched suit pursuing the painted lady he knows
isn't right for him, and his family would never accept anyway, and yet,
how to stay away?
At one point, early in the regime, they joined in an alliance with the
Communists to elect one of their men president of the College of Journalists, the powerful professional organization of the country's newspapermen. As the July 1965 annual convention of the Chilean Labor
Federation (CUTCH) neared, the Christian Democrats approached the
Communists on the possibility of sharing power in the federation. The
Communists, who already ran things themselves, would have none of it.
The Christian Democrats continued tilting to the left, even though it
was clear that it was the far Left that was blocking them in Congress,
and the even farther Left that was making violence a way of life in the
country. They continued their wooing even after another electoral
reverse, the 1 969 congressional elections, a prelude to the presidential
elections the following year. And the dynasty-minded Christian Demo-

home

—
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crats,

unweary and unwary, would court the

Left once

more-one disas-

young
As one
'XtoTow could they do otherwise?
and demoChristian
Democracy, being
of their

ideo-

in 1967: "Christian
ends than any other Chilean
crSc is closer to communism in its
Communist in Chile is perfectly respec
"
party Besides, he said, "to be
submisautomatically amount to subversion or
able and that does not

loeues pu"

t

sion to the KremUn."!'^

Notes

CHAPTER 4
1.

Nearly two centuries earlier, a great liberal thinker warned of the perils of
despising the past and those who had forged it— much as the Christian
Democrats were doing in Chile in 1964. Edmund Burke, in a letter written to
a friend in France in 1 790 commenting on the excesses of the French Revolution, said: "Compute your gains: see what is got by those extravagant
and
presumptuous speculations which have taught your leaders to despise them-

moment in which they became truly despicable. By following those false lights, France has bought undisguised calamities at a higher
price than any nation has purchased the most unequivocal blessings. France
has bought poverty by crime. France has not sacrificed her virtue to her
interest, but she has abandoned her interest, that she might prostitute her
virtue
All other people have laid the foundations of civil freedom in
severer manners, and a system of more austere and masculine morality.
France, when she let loose the reins of regaJr authority, doubled the license of a
ferocious dissoluteness in manners, and of an insolent irreligion in opinions
selves, until the

and practices; and has extended through all ranks of life, as if she were
communicating some privilege, or laying open some secluded benefit, all the
unhappy corruptions that usually were the disease of wealth and power"
(Burke, "Reflections on the Revolution in France: In a Letter Intended to Have
Been Sent to a Gentleman in Paris, 1790," Edmund Bmke |New York: P. F
Collier & Son, Harvard Classics, 1968], p. 166|.
2.

Abraham F Lowenthal,

'Alliance Rhetoric Versus Latin American Reality"
Foreign Affairs 48, no. 3 {April 1970): 494, 501. I must add, in fairness to
Professor Lowenthal— and myself— that I agree with many of his analyses of
the Alliance's roots, but with few of his recommended remedies as expressed
in that article. In still another essay on the Alliance, Lowenthal returns this
verdict: "That so many North Americans (including officials as well as the
authors of liberal accounts) apparently took the Alliance's early rhetoric
seriously can only be attributed to self-delusion or hypocrisy" (Lowenthal,
" 'Liberal,'

'Radical,'

and 'Bureaucratic' Perspectives on U.S. Latin Americaii

The Alliance for Progress in Retrospect," in Latin America and the
United States; The Changing Political Realities, ed. Julio Cutler and Richard

Policy:

Fagen [Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1974], p. 277).
Lowenthal, in Foreign Policy, p. 496.
And a loUapalooza it was. By the time the tenth anniversary of the by then
moribund Alliance rolled around, seven of the ten Latin states on the South
American continent were dictatorships, as were two of the three in the
Caribbean and two of the five Central American states. Mexico, nominally a
"guided democracy," was then marking its forty-third year of rule by the
Institutional Revolutionary party, and therefore was and is in a class by itself.
R.

3.
4.
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pared in 19 70 following AUende's election, and
reproduced in U.S. Coneress
Senate, Subcommittee on Multinational
Corporations of the Committee oii
Foreign Relations, Multinational Corporations
and United States Foreign
y^'^""'" *J"°'*= '^ ^^""^ Victor Marchetti and John
n M^' r- k^-l^t "^^f'^^ ^"'' oflnteUigence
(New York: Dell Publishing
^^/^
n
fo>^',
IP/*
Co 19741, p, 39, fn. The report of the
CIA's scramble to buy escudos is from
Phihp Agccjnxide the Company: CIA Diary (New York:
StonehiU Publish-

mg Co.,

1975), p. 382. Agce, then a CIA operative stationed
in Montevideo
said the purchase in Montevideo at that time
"was also worth over SlOO 000
and, according to the Finance Officer, is only a
drop in the bucket He savs
we are spending money in the Chilean election practically
like we did in
Brazil two years ago."
9.

(erome Levinson and Juan dc Onis, The Alliance
That Lost Its Way, (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, Twentieth Century
Fund Study, 1970) d 9 Chile
was, indeed "a cold-war battlefield" in
1964, but the authors
fail to

10.

remark

that the decisive forces and personalities,
were purely the internal ones.
Said the newspaper, a slavish mouthpiece for
the official party line in its
October 20, 1 963 edition "Eduardo Frei traveled to
the Soviet
man that he is, returned with a balanced account of what Union and fair
he found there '
revising old and outdated ideas that really
are more prejudice than idea
Senator Frei s statements clearly gainsay those
sectors of his party who sti'li
:

try to traffack in sterile

"

1 1

12.

and stubborn anti-communism"

(in

Marcos Cham-

^''^^''^^"cw Americana [Santiago:
^
In today's

Ediciones EE C 19721
context that may sound so innocuous as to be
p. 204).
quaint- in the
sixties It was fraught with significance,
especially since Frei was about to
make his second run against their man Alfcnde for the
presidency.
Ibid., p. 247. The author of that
remark was Sen. Rafael Agustin Gumucio a
lounder of the Falange.
It is of course, no accident that in the
fifty years after 1920, when politics
in
Chile became a cacophony of sloganeering,
only the Communist party
suffered no splits, no serious internal decay
However much the party line
might zigzag.~and it did so in lockstep with
Moscow-that line was law for
Its members. And so it reached what
most observers regarded as a saturation
level of about 50,000 card-carrying members
by the late 1960s, and held fast
at the level.
no.i f

The Christian Democrats, like the Radicals before them,
were doctrinaire
and feisty— so long as they were in the opposition.
Once in power conironted with the responsibility of creating a
new order rather than dismantling an old one their doctrines and dogma
bedeviled them
in two waysthe source of endless infighting and
eventual ruptures
between moderates and extremists; externally, doctrine
was honored in the
breach as the party attempted to become all
things to all men and finally
clearly represented very few The process
of disintegration that began
^^"^'' ^'''^'"' '""mph, in 1965, was accelerating in
internally,

as

STembcr iV/f '

The Right never had a body of doctrine to weld it
together, and so for over
one hundred years. Liberals and Conservatives,
individualists all, shared the
same strategic vision of society but failed to reconcile
their tactical and
attitudina differences. The Conservatives
were traditionalist Catholics
the Liberals anticlerical; the Conservatives
wanted a strong parliamentary
system, the Liberals felt a presidential system was
better suited to the
country's idiosyncrasies, Conservative leadership
was drawn mainly from

a
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Communist "peril," but staged the campaign solely to win votes. Labrousse,
El Expenmento Chileno {Barcelona and Mexico: Ediciones Gribalbo, S.A.,
1973), p. 94. Frei himself behaved as if he didn't know about the campaign,
exhorting listeners to vote for him not because they feared communism,
but because they believed in his programs.
Sigmund, op. cit., pp. 31-32.
28. Encyclopaedia Britannica (Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica
27. Paul E.

19671

14:896.
29. Gil, op.

cit., p. 288. Gil describes the similarity as "surprising," yet
also
describes Garreton's ideas as "contaminated by nazism."
30. Labrousse, op. cit., p. 88.

31. Gunther, op.
32. Ibid., p. 258.

cit., p.

271.

33. Garreton, according to several accounts, wired Leighton: "Impossible to
accept post in cabinet; for a leader of a movement, there is nothing but the

leadership of the nation" (Gil, op.

cit., p. 288). Most accounts make Leighton
an even more wondrous boy, a mere twenty-five when named. On the
other hand, his age is put at twenty-nine by Nueva Enciclopedia de Chile
(Argentina: Ediciones Copihue, Fotomecanica f utura SRL, Ediciones Libra

to be

1974), 1:136.

34.

Chamudes says he was

sent to the coal fields of Lota to settle a strike by the

Communist-dominated union. The party sent him because of his popularity: he was the top vote-getter in the country in the 1937 congressional
elections {doubling the vote, for instance, of another upstart named Salvador Allcnde). Chamudes said the party feared a bloody strike there which

would jeopardize the

fragile electoral "alliance they had stitched together
with the jittery Radicals. He says that upon his return from Lota, after
ending the strike, he found a note from Leighton congratulating him for his

Chamudes, op. cit., p. 102.
"The Second Latin American Revolution," Foreign Affairs 50, no. 1
[October 197 1 93. He was referring specifically to sociahsm, and by implication, the socialism of Allende, but as numerous commentators including Christian Democrats— have pointed out, the differences between
Christian Democrat tactics and those of their rivals of the Left are measured in millimeters. The essential difference, according to them, is that
"patriotism."

35. Frei,

1:

—

they believe their socialism will leave democratic pluralism intact, whereas
that of others would destroy it.
36. Bernard Collier, "A Revolution Without the Execution Wall," New York
Times Magazine. January 17, 1967. Collier, a former New York HeraldTribune and New York Times correspondent in Latin America, had a reputation among his colleagues for stylistic flamboyance not always matched
by
reportorial

caution;

this

article,

for

example, contains several major

bloopers.

Gunther notes that Pope lohn XXIII and John F. Kennedy were two
other Christian Democrat heroes, and that U.S. aid to Chile, especially
during the Frei years, was lavish, as was U.S. help to get him elected.
Gunther, op. cit., p. 262. Vatican secrets arc, of course, safer than CIA
secrets, so details of church largess are not available; there is no
secret, on
the other hand, that the Roman Catholic church in Chile has consistently
and constantly allied itself with the Christian Democrats.
38. Labrousse, op. cit., p. 92.

37. Ibid.

39. Collier, op. cit.
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Levinson and de Onis, op. cit., p. 227
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Right and Agrarian
71.

systems

Inform: Resistance and

p 10. The U.S. ambassador in Chile, Ralph Dungan
The US., he told a Chilean interviewer,
believed

967),

the chche.

parroted

in aSr an
reform "as an act of humanity, "and added
that "the rights of private proSertv

apnotunl,mited."DunganmadethestatementinJaLarylT6atrepeak
of congressional

and riational debate on the bill-a most
undiplomat c mt™
r*^^D"«g- ''"«*- "e from Levin'on and de
On^' on
f""
^'^'^^^'^^ i" "Reforma Agraria Sin
DiplomlcL'^FrHl'ln'^!'
r'"'
""^Sazme, January
5, 1966. Dungan behaved in Chile
as
hough he were an unpaid consultant to Frei,
alternately boosting and chid
mg, and lobbied ostentatiously for "his"
man at the White House
Edmundo Flores, "The Economics of Land Reform/'
AgraT^n Problems

dtTUf

2T\k

73.

m

/' ^"'^' ^°^'' ^^^°'' P- 146. He cites Marx's obfervaVron
Jhl^'"nJl^
.
that
peasants
do not form a class, because the limited
interconnection tha"

& Sons, n.d.),

Wiley

tr

p.

47. (Italics are Kautsky's

'
I

'"'^

^^^""^ ^"'^'"' '^Srarian Radicalism in Chile/' in Agrarian Problems and Peasant
Movements in Latin America ed RoAa\L
Stavenhagen (New York: Doubleday, Anchor
Books, r9%) pp'

tTp

They

add.

"much

507 52^1
proIeSiii

of the political radicalism of the
agricultural

-'

elsewherHuch al
^" ^^"^
rrance, Italy, or Cuba, may
r'/'^'^'^^l'
have resulted not only from 'natural'
social
processes that make them more likely
than other peasants to respond to
adical agitation addressed to them,
but also because they were d^Sen
tially selected as organizational
and political targets"

FrtU^;i7o "cut"

75.

Kaufman,

76.

Most

op. cit.,

5287

(p.

p. 5. (Italics

arc

mine

)

resistance in 1961 centered on
Alcssandri's proposal to amend the
"^ P"''"'' *^"^"^^<^ f^^'h" '^^^ cash) payment
f^rexpro
ITr land. Opponents tended to
pnatcd
equate that amendment wth the
destruction of private property and
one (Carlos Bulnes Correa) wrote
in
on
e
ber 23, 1961: "Payment that
is disgu is^d unde"
t'''"'^° of deferred
the euphemism
payments is not payment
the L beraUnd
Conservative parties thus abandon, at a
stroke, one of the basSpr ncj
es of
their existence: respect for
private property" (in Kaufman op
cit n 151
Kaufman notes that for these men, "acceptance
of the reform

a7

fCn?

TT

N

.

.

would ^nkash

77.

Relates Kaufman: "The powerful
industrial pressure grouf^the
Societv for
Development (SOFOFA)-remained neutral
in thTba^le over the
constitutional reform, and in general
showed a reluctance during this per od
o be drawn into a position on the
agrarian reform issue."He adds
p 36hhat
here IS ''some evidence" that the soft-line
position advocated by the rkaior
farm lobby, the National Agriculture
Society, may have backfired'lnd
Industrial

hdped
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£rst;'«,v
Tsr^t"Sfr,!?„sr^ar.'
expropimion, mylhing

^

ove. e.ghty "b»s.cte

Jm™X™d now
«<«' "
tecurts.- (Eighty b.nc hecores
''^""'S
SS oSy 320 -b..lc
in the
dsewhoe
ateu
.iqumlem
U„d in the CO.B.!
lustily

f

SS

Valley,

'TSi

Ptims

co«ld seize l.nd immediately,
Ao.ti.1. Relotm Corp. ICORAI

owners.
"efficiency" would rest with
cooperatives (instead of pvmg pcasgovernment
crLted
pro4E
3
would be a two-year transitional
.n.. Htlfto land! Theoretically, this
cooperative

!£rwrfpn

of

Moving

tS

rtnHn nractice CORA could, at its discretion, prolong
SJiSefiSyF-ih^rre, the peasants th^^^^^^
than divymg up the land
tnue farming on

a

"communitarian" basis rather

charge^
and those who happened to be in
of the power of the state
Xi.tianDemocratassuranceswerebasedmainlyontheirownconceitthat
program, for decades ^ocon.^n6^
?ht woui?brn har e of Chile, and the
in powcrif they had remained
Even
triumph.
thalSty would therefore
thcmthey
that
remained
point
andhet power had already peaked-the

7mx

property, contrary to the

to private
SvetwSilosophicallyL^^^
foreign tans.
innocent optimism of so many of their

courts and ^he old
issues as jurisdiction of '^e
K^eprng
out
spelled
carefully
payment—
constitutional safeguards on
the
on
reliance
R^n^f^.^V^^^^^ °/j„
traditionalChilean strong
ordinary egislation covered

Tsuch'substantative

She

^

m

be left to
nutelv written legal code^would
and conflict-breeding generalities.
the rnerntimrby a few dashed-off
by the
would decide which land could be kep
5 TORA not the owners,
deprived of his house, barns, and
himself
find
even
might
farmer so that he
Agrarian
1962, date of the original
expropriation. Ostensibly, this
automatic
to
subject
be
relatives, and
landowners who had given children,

^TTlfllnirvSft:" Notmber
Reform law
was

woud

d«Sd to thwart

.
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even friends plots of land so as to evade seizure on the
grounds of mere size
a possibility not covered by the original law, but one raised
by the rhetoric of
both the Christian Democrats and Allende's FRAP
Rhetoric is not law
however, and even Luis Larrain Marin, the generally liberal
head
SNA,

said this

becomes now

of the
that "an act that was legal under existing law
a vindictive disposition and it introduces a
fact of

would mean

illegal. It is

unknown until now in Chilean

hatred

law."

Kaufman goes on to record

that
SNA was more moderate in its opposition to the law than farm groups with
fewer political tics, and the charge that SNA was
"simply trying to stale-

mate agrarian reform"

is "probably false." This summary is from
Kaufman
pp. 25, 16,31. Larrain quote from p. 3 1
In the final crunch, the Christian Democrats were
forced to water down
some of the most objectionable features: limited appeal to regular
courts

op.

cit.,

was permitted, the automatic expropriation feature was made
retroactive
November 1965, when the Christian Democrat bill went to Congress, and owners were given the right to decide
which sections of their land
they would keep for themselves.
only to

79. R.

Ossa,

in a radio speech; text in El Mercuho, January
6, 1963 p 27 and
quoted in Kaufman, op. cit., p. 15.
Diario llustrado, November 23, 1961.
Labrousse remarks as much, op. cit., p. 1 15.
Chamudes reports that even El Siglo, the Communist newspaper,
rushed to
defend Chonchol, already under heavy fire only a year
from the starting gate
Reporting on a banquet in his honor, December
20, 1965, El Siglo the next
day said, "Jacques Chonchol has earned for himself the
solid respect of the
popular movement in the face of the attacks on him by
landowners and their
servants. " Frei sent word that Chonchol counted with
the "full backing of the
president of the Republic" (Chamudes, op. cit.,
p. 251
Kaufman also relates
how government leaders "closed ranks" behind Chonchol to defend
him
against charges about his Marxism, and "a series of
public assemblies were
held on Chonchol's behalf." Tatricio Aylwin, then
president of the party
engaged
"a bi ttcr exchange of public letters" with Pedro Enrique
Alfonso i
prominent Radical leader and head of a group of northern
farmers fightiAg
the Christian Democrat bill. Kaufman, op. cit., 38.
p.
In the case of Chonchol
as in so many others, the Christian Democrats
underestimated the wiliness
of the Marxists, as they would discover too
late a few years later
Infighting within the party to oust Chonchol grew in
bitterness until Frci in
August 1968 asked for his resignation, only to be persuaded
to relent by
Rcnan Fuentcalba Mocna, a Christian Democrat chieftain
with a permanent place in his affections for the wrong people.
Three months later
Chonchol bolted the party, formed his own, entered into an electoral
alliance with Allcnde, and later wound up as Allende's ultraradical
agriculture
'

80.
81.
82.

).

m

83.

minister.

Kaufman

evidently succumbed to that phobia of the fifties and
sixtiespart of the bilious fallout of McCarthyism— a
reluctance to call a Communist a Communist. Reporting attacks on Chonchol

by militant farm groups
Chonchol was a "Marxist " an
"international agent," and one of Fidel Castro's major
farm advisers' "In
reality, Chonchol has long been affiliated with
the more militant wing of
the Christian Democrat party He has served as an expert
in many international organizations. During a period of service
with the United Nations
in 1965,

Kaufman pooh-poohs charges

that
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in Cuba as an
Food and Agricultural Organization |FAO), he was stationed
program. It was on
adviser to the Cuban government on its agrarian-reform
charges" (Kaufman, op. cit., p. 38
this activity that the committee based its
might also have had m mind
fn 7). One suspects that the committee
Chile in arriving at its
within
activities
and
views
explicit
Chonchol's
years before Chonchoi
two
nearly
this
wrote
judgment. Of course, Kaufman
advertised his ideological colors as well as wore them.
McCarthyism took its toll in Chile as elsewhere in the world in inhibit-

ing debate

Kaufman records

that politicians of the Right,

unhke nonpohti-

were
farm leaders and others, were unwilling "to charge that there
plenty some
course,
of
There
were,
35).
(ibid.,
p.
government"
'Marxists' in
others who would proof whom would later serve Allende conspicuously,
Chamudes (op.
claim their Marxism while remaining within PDC ranks.
aftermath ot
bitter
of
the
effects
muzzling
the
mention
of
cit., p. 213) makes
tends
McCarthyism. As Chamudes points out, moral fervor on such issues
Democrats
Christian
the
1971
bitten.
By
being
hand
is
whose
depend on

cal

to

With Allende firmly entrenched in power,^ the
Prensa. was describing as "a patriotic duty" the
denunciation of communism and Communists. La Prensa, September 26,
1-14.
1971, cited by Chamudes, op. cit., pp. 21
parenthetical aside about
Petras and Zeitlin, op. cit., pp. 505, 529. The

had

lost their inhibitions.

official

PDC newspaper. La

,

84.

.

,

,

"reform-oriented government" is theirs.
Economic Smvey of Latin America. 1971. p. 109, table 38, "Chile: Gross
Domestic Product at Factor Cost, by Sector of Economic Activity"
86. Levinson and de Onis, op. cit., p. 235.
Latin America, 1 911. p. 41,
87. Statistics for 1965-70 from Economic Survey of
Economic Activtable 2, "Latin America; Evaluation of the Main Sectors of

85.

1966-70, from Economic and Social Progress, p. 397, table 20,
Rates of Agricultural Production."
Growth
"Annual
The figures for 1966 through 1970 are from Nueva Enciclopedia, 2:208.

ity"; for

88.

Levinson and de Onis, op. cit., p. 239.
Commit90 Thomas M. Rees (D.-Calif.|, "Latin American Economic Study"
Representatives, 1969, p.
tee on Banking and Currency of the U.S. House of
that late date,
19. Rees was one of the congressional clan that, even at
remained mesmerized by the mirage of reform under Frei.
91. Levinson and de Onis, op. cit., p. 239.
Agriculture," in Chile: A
92. Pablo Baraona Urztia, "The Reality of Chilean
BarCritical Survey (Santiago; Institute of General Studies, 1972), p. 172.
aona says that under Frei 1,408 farms covering a total of 3,564,300 hectares
(approximately 8.8 million acres] were expropriated. His original,
announced target was approximately four thousand of the country's ten
thousand large farms. Labrousse also notes that of twenty thousand families
lived on that
settled on asentamientos by 1969, fully 65 percent of them had
same land even before it was expropriated. On asentamientos. peasants did
was up, or
not receive title to the land until the two-year training period

89.

CORA decided they were ready On the Mexican ejidos, peasants took
immediate, collective title to the land and farmed it as a cooperative.
Labrousse quotes Chonchoi as saying that of 257 asentamientos that had
completed their two-year break-in period by 1970, on only 77 were peasants
given title to the land. Labrousse, op. cit., p. 287.
the Chilean
93 Labrousse, op. cit., p. 117. According to Alliance statistics,
government spent, for the years 1965 through 1970, $9.5 billion [Summary
until
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47MU nTthe^S/Srir

figure almost certainly too
low. Labroussc relies on^the
prevTousIv eked
'''
'" '^^^ P^^/^'"*'^ estitna'teThave't ken
fhe"Sraf
^°*^' cost of agrarian reform alone
u , '" P™'^"^"S

"
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arsShl r
'
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outnlbredLe"t£ two o
"ff
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"^' ^^'^^ h-'^
on
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one-a
classical
case of the creation of a new
ruling class Ibid

d 28S
f-f-- notes that the Right's accommodation 4as Sseouraged
a polar-

le8..1a„vc bu,

was the

Sin

rhL;^^

sacrifice, „'„ ,he p"."

;™|.

oS

'J

iSSSri

<=h^^aeteristic of

many,
hTt *h- ^''tfT'^'^'''''^'^'
^'Sht had a responsibility to cave
in to save
u

96. Ibid., p. 25.
97. Levinson and dc Onis,
op. cit

p 237

Stavenhagen [New York: Doubleday,
Anchor Books, 19%) p ^53

Democrats raised the

level of expectations

with their promi es the esuk
^o ^tnkes to achL^hoL
demand
65 Tfisf Thr°"l.'
'"""-"t>y
^*'^'^'^^"'t ™3s not a better life for
'
all, but chaos for all and
Ihn
the ..
concomuam of

Z

'

inevitable

?a"Zi^.
101.

N.evf

1

" ""'m'
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"!.''

economic

collapse.

^™™ ^" '^'^'"'^^ >" Santiago, May 23

1

966

""'"^"^ "^^ ^^"'^^•
1

'°^'

I35.

^"^

^°'^"^^ /nd:c^tor5,
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98^99.
'" ^""'/-^ housing
lyoo
<r,j
l966S2h1e'vrd"v
acmeved by Chiles
ChHcTmuch
'""T'^
admired reformist

Sr7,o°(^'°''''"'''

It is

rcvcaHne

for thTperlod'

government oalp.;
$" '"""'" '<='^''^^'' ^" 'he same period by Bra^^'s much
tX'^"military
mauled
government: 1,285 percent, the highest
leveT by fTrhn
Latin America. The military
there took over from I suceessVon
of thr e
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provisional.

have three educational loan P-'^^-PP-;':^^^ wni^
received four
only by laKistan whih
World Bank— a record surpassed DevelopmentBank,^971St^^^^^^^
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Inter-American
grants. Sources-.for
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demanded "reforms" were granted.

In Santiago, MIR-Ied students rioted
to
protest acceptance by the University of Chile
of a cyclotron donated by the
University of California at Berkeley On August
2, high school students in
Santiago attacked the U.S.-run Chilean-North
American Institute The
big blowup followed nine days later at the
Catholic University in

Santiago
Basic data on these events from Tomas P.
MacHale, "Ideologies in the
Reform of the Universities," in Chile: A Critical Survey,
pp. 255-63and
^, oiiu
Labrousse, op. cit., pp. 171-77.
111. Christian

fe

Democrats during the early years

of the Frei administration

on outsiders who dared to find cracks in their
organizationa
facade. By 1966 factional infighting could
no longer be hidden, however
and a number of pro-Castro university and
other leaders were expelled
.."^^ A^^''l "O'fblc among them a deputy jPatricio Hurtado) who had
^?'^^^'f>"*or« emerged: Oficiolistas. mainly the old
ll^r^tn
J'i K
guard
headed
by"f
Frei; rebeWes, radicals who would
tilt the party as far left
as they could before baihng out (a group
which included Chonchol- Sen
'°^ °L'''^ P^"y patriarch; and two obstreperous
H.nf,H.
^i'''i""c^"Ti'°'
deputies,
Juho Silva Solar and Alberto
ferez); and terceristas, a leftist group
that would not desert at once, but would
wait until Allende was in power
In the meantime, they joined in pushing
the party even further left
The terceristas backed Rodrigo Ambrosio in his
successful 1967 bid for
vrtriol

leadership of the Christian Democrat Youth,
a process that intensified the
radicahzation of that group. A young socialist
recemly returned from
hurope, Ambrosio espoused a noncapitalist road
to

development as

a tran-

sition to sociahsm. Other tercerista
leaders were Juan Bosco Parra and Luis
Maira. For a time-until the very survival
of the party was imperiled'"PP""^** ^y inveterate leftists Leighton, Tomic, and Renan

^Zr'^u

11

T
12.
1

^^^^°''^^^'

op- <="-. PP- 18^90; Chamudes, op. cit.,
pp. 243-48
mstance, Claudio Vehz was ousted from his
post as direcSTof
the Institute of nternation^l Studies of
the University of Chile, in voting
'"""°^^- '^^ f^^' '^^' he had written
'
I
Y''^'"'
^f>
f"'^
extensively-and very tellingly, since two of
his articles represented the
total image of revolutioriary Chile
the prestigious Foreign Affairs magazine offered its readers during the early
years of Allende-did not save
Veli2 from such an indecorous pratfall.
I had seen Veliz in Santiago
a few
months before and he was already so fretful that
most of our conversation
had to be conducted in his car while driving
up a mountainside.
T

n ?o7o
1972,

f
for

tZt

116. Labrousse, op. cit., p. 174.
114. Christian Democrat Castillo Velasco
had ideological
home front as well: his wife was a militant leftist,

problems on his own
and two of his children
were members of MIR. Daughter Carmen was,
in fact, wounded October S
1974, when police stumbled onto the house where
MIR overlord Migue
Carmen was then estranged from her husT!n''^?S.
IZTI^a'^'V^
"!P^"^ °* '^^ '^'^ president. (Pascal was
Eimllt a MIR
MT«V''*'^"'?t'
himself
chieftain. Her brother. Christian,
also a MIRista, was
believed wounded during that same pitched,
two-hour battle, but managed
|

London^'"'
115.

MacHale,

^''^^"'° ""^^ ^'^'"« ^" self-imposed exile
in

op. cit., p. 260. Author-editor
MacHale also was an editorial
writer for EI Mercurio.
116. Summary of Economic and
Social Indicators, pp. 89-90'
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from Social Progress Tiust Fmd.
Sources- the "rough 1960 estimates"
Intcr-American Devd^^^^
J?eport, J 962 (Washington, D.C.:
Social Progress TiustFund^
Hereafter
210.
p.
19631,
February
ment Bank
Economic and
To^Stsocio-Ecolornic Progress, pp. 259-60. For 1971,

sSA«nu^J

S.m^

118

too For example
Si'ic^uCcy fi'gures -e a statrstical grab bagputs
illiteracy '" I960 a

mary o/£conomic and Social Indicators, p. 84,
Socio-Ecoiromic Progress report asserts (p. 260 that
1 1 8 percent. The 1969
probable figure, which I have used. As to 1970
more
percent-a
it was 16.4
report says (p. 25 1 >t was already
take your pick: the aforementioned 1 969
1972
still sliding of course. Yet the
and
1968,
by
percent
10.4
down to
percent. Anyway,
at
14
stood
1970
in
illiteracy
report says (p. 152| that
)

119

r m5

louS
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1S

from the 1962 Social Progress T^ust Fund p.
the 1969 report (p.
report
(p. 155). 12.2 is from
from the 1971
are discrepancies
from the 1971 report (p. 155). Again there
figures too I use the
other, "official statistics." On these

259); 8.6 is
amokg these,

figure is

and

probable ones.
120. Socio-£conora J c Progress, p. 161.
„.„c-,T,ri nnmnFigures on community centers and union
121 Frei Un Mundo Nuevo, p. 108.
en su
Constitucional
Reforma
"La
ization are from an article by Frei,
ContextoHistorico-Politico," in Reforma Cor^stitucional

1

970, op.

cit.,

pp.

notes thaUhe study
on the 1947 study, Moran |op. cit., p. 26)
the study claimed, directly o
who,
men
six
identify
to
went
on
"boldly
and price policies o
in a position to dictate the production

122. ?n"^porting

indirectly are

copper'!" (The ita ics and
about 60 percent of the world output of primary
^ ^o^i PP- ^
quotmg
was
Moran
Moran's.]
are
^,^; °V„„
exclamation point
on the Copper industry (Washingi?eport of the Federal Trade Commission

1947). Moran cites several studies
of fact, the industry has met with
point
in
that
(op'cit p. 28, fn. 19) to show
its efforts to control
"continually decreasing success" in this century
beginning of the twenthe
since
attempts
major
seven
all
that

ton

D C: Government Printing Office,

m

prices,

and

and unsuccessfu

"were short-hvcd
tieth century to form copper cartels
constructed for the benefit of consumers
Besides, the study in question was
an industry and its
who suffer the consequences of monopoly control of arrangements
such
of
beneficiary
a
prices, and not a producer country,
would accrue to a
The higher the prices, the higher tax revenues that
between
50 percent and
extracting
then
was
Chile
and
producer country,
Such facts did
companies.
copper
the
of
60 percent taxes from the profits
demagogic theories that would be
the
of
way
the
in
stand
however,
not
(Moran on p. 27 quotes a "umber ot
"based" on the study for years to come.
The reference to the Rights
1964.]
to
such reactions all the way down
is from pp. 172-73 Mo an
inclination to identify with the companies
ticking the
the Left
joining
as
Conservatives
identifies several leading
189183-84,
on
1950s,
pp.
companies as early as the late 1940s and early
American investors
North
toward
attitudes
that
out
points
90 He also
attitude the country would adopt

m

.

f

were "inseparably bound up with the
toward communism" (pp. 174-75|.

n4.

S
of its

t^

English -ronyml, heavily influenced by
("o'r; ECL^, In ihc
think tank tor
superstar Raul Prebisch, was the principal

Icttist
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economists not only in Chile but throughout
Latin America, for many
years. Allende recruited many of his
top economic policymakers from
among the ranks of CEPAL alumni.
125. For details of the state sales

the Korean

War

m

monopoly, see chap. 1, n. 48. With the end
of
1953, the Chileans found themselves less and less
able

to market their output. To offset sagging
sales, the artificial exchange rate
tax on companies was increased, until for the
period 1951-54 Anaconda
was paying effective tax rates ranging from 65
percent to 92 percent
Inevitably, the companies tightened up
on badly needed new investment'
Moran notes that the government "had huge stocks
accumulating on its
hands, weak prices and a major mine [Potrerilios,

about to give out"
126.

belonging to Anaconda)

(op. cit., p. 93).

Comments Moran: "The new element that was responsible
for the deterioration in support for the U.S. copper
companies was the Alliance for

Progress and the resentment it caused among
conservative political and
business groups." He adds that the conservative
parties "became more
Machiavellian," proposing the nationalization
of Anaconda and Kennecott
m an cttort to hold them as hostages to gain concessions
on land reform "

The rationale used by the Right "was to use the
companies'
theNuevo Trato as a scapegoat for the development

failure under
problems of Chilewhile denying the allegations about domestic
maldistribution of income
about local monopolies, about the need for social
reform" |op cit p 131]'

For a discussion of the Right's rationale
in proposing
palliative for the industry's ills, see ibid.,
pp. 94-96
Basically, Nuevo Tiato gave the

Nuevo

Ticto as a

companies everything they wanted—
lower tax base, elimination of artiHcial exchange
controls, etc.-without
exacting from them specific new obligations.
The authors of Nuevo Tiato
assumed, naively, that it was enough to provide
profit incentives

Moran comments: "Careful negotiations structured
to give the foreign
companies an inducement to do what the host country
wanted would hate
"""^
'"'!' ?^
''"' '"'^^ ^ "^"^ '^'sP'^y of generosity" (ibid.,
, ?^i^ ^.
^"f
p
114). Moran concludes that Nuevo Trato was
a "failure" because of the

exaggerated expectations conservatives brought
to

it, a "success" because
what would have happened if no new legislation
had been passed at all
and left much to be desired" measured against
what could have beeii
accomplished through tougher, more realistic
negotiations. Production
which had been slumping, did rebound; refining
output stagnated- there
was new investment, but nowhere near the avalanche
expected- tax revenues increased very substantially In one
area, there was no room for
argument. Kennecott and Anaconda profits
on their Chilean

of

°f ^he effects of the
ibid
127.

128.

^^[^j'lj''^"^^'^"

Nuevo

operations
Tiato legislation, see

Moran says

that because of "the disimegration of
domestic support for the
foreign copper companies," Kennecott could
not get the twenty-year guarantees of inviolability it sought in return for
making the investment In a
later white paper on the subject, the
company itself said simply that "for
reasons best known to itself, the Chilean
government elected not to pursue
the venture or provide the necessary
guarantees." Expropriation of El
ieniente (Kennecott Copper Corp.,
1971) p 43

Moran,
(p.

op,

Moran notes that, in contrast to Anaconda
'^^^" '"^™ ^" aggressive copper miner in Chile"
no, 'i:u""';*^°'7
I iy). That, fundamentally,
explained Kcnnccott's willingness to sell an

^''^

cit., p.

132, fn. 20.
'^

„

,
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expropriation

f^^

^^in

even van sh

„.eant that ^ennecott sj^o^^^^^^^^
''
times as much ($286 ^^"^'^l ^^

^^^-

u

130. After the

<

/f^'fi^^^^Q^^i.e the opposite, as

>;,,,,. ,

"^, -^ u

'ceivine 49 percent

u. government,
reached the
„„r,f had
harl hpen
s
been ^eacnea
agreement

SrJiito^

wSl p.o8K torn K»n=««.

iS^vt;;itrnrss,sr;yis„r
Bank and

that the deal be

$267 million and

made

a ten-year

of the

unilaterally,

.lone, an =ve„ U.je,

c^p9 S|

oirjew
.nbicct to the laws of the state

management

-TelKhTeSr^o m^ f^^^^^^^^^

contract. Production

was

^he Kenne.ott settlement
The result was that
Anaconda.
with
thin the one the government made
because, .n
compames
"enhghtcned"
Kennecott and Ce'rro were hailed as
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the spirit of the times, they were willing to
"go partners" with the host
government; Anaconda, though bearing the burden of
expansion itself
was on the defensive from the outset. The twenty-year
guarantee of
mviolability which Anaconda won as its only "prize,"
would be torn from
It less than four years later by
that same Christian Democrat governmcnt-a/ie;- Anaconda had put up the risk capita! to
expand the industry.
,^
132. Genaro Arriagada Hcrrcra, De la Via Chilena
a la Via Insurreccional
(Santiago: Editorial del Pacifico, 1974), p. 59.
Arriagada is a major Christian Democrat writer, so much so that his
book contains a foreword by
1-rci the only one Frei consented to do
in the first years after the September
revolution.
,

was Frci's finance minister for a few months. He
quit when he saw
that the party's radicals were firmly in charge
of policy He later surfaced as
economic czar (briefly) for the military junta.

133. Sacz

134.

135.

I have pored over hundreds,
perhaps thousands, of newspaper and magazine articles, from well over a hundred
publications in the U.S Latin
America, and Europe, both during the time I was a
correspondent myself
and in researching this book. Rare is the mention
of the company viewpoint, much less a detailed rebuttal of the
cliche-ridden charges The
charges against Anaconda were similar to those
against Kennecott ICerro
was too new to get much embroiled). I use Kennecott
as a case study
because the takeover of that company started
earlier, and because the
record is more abundant. Kennecott's case was
presented in its booklet
Expropriation of El Teniente (1971), followed by
supplements dated 1972
December 1972, and May 1973, a total,of just under four
hundred pages'
Moran (op. cit., pp. 14CM3) notes that representatives
of CODELCO
and other government officials were closely involved
with copper company othcials in everything from audits to construction
to sales to finance, and by 1969, Chileans were supervising
operations-mining
smelting, and refining. The newspaper ad
appeared in the New York
pmes January 25, 1971, p. 72-C, under the headline: "The Recovery
of
Basic Resources Is a Sovereign Decision
Reflecting the Feelings of All
Chilean People."

Kaufman

(op. cit., pp. 38-39) writes: "The
FRAP, arguing for outright
na tonalization, had consistently opposed all aspects
of the programs not
only in Congress, but in the mines themselves,
where the leftist unions
had organized a scries of strikes that paralyzed
operations for several
tnonths. The Radicals, beginning their slide into
a suicidal embrace with
the tar Lett, joined
opposing the program. As for the Right, Kaufman
reinarks: It is interesting to note the cheapness
of the 'price' which the
rightist senators finally accepted |on agrarian
reform] in return for their
support on copper." The big one was that CORA be
made subject to the
courts; in other words, made to obey the law.
The phrase is from Lcvinson and dc Onis, op. cit., p.
57. But they were far
far from alone. Gunthcr, for example, wrote:
"But the companies had come
to heel because, in the long run, this being the
modern world, their posi-

m
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1

tion was untenable, and after all, Frei was
better for them than Allende and
the Communists" (op, cit., p. 297|. He also passed
along, without comment
the leftist barb that the companies were "shameless
exploiters " Even the
then conservative ncwswcckly U.S. News o) World
Report echoed the
same cithcr-or theme. The magazine quoted H. Danforth Starr,
vice president and treasurer of Ccrro, as saying the companies
must help the Frei

2
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not very attractive." Added the
government because "the alternatives were
ChUe s
Communists.
the
by
control
magazine: "Major alternative:
1965).
4,
January
Report
World
New 'Deal' with U.S. Firms," U.S. News e)
a real choice had passed
for
chance
the
that
realized
ByThe time the Right
and statism, Salvador Allende was in La
a chotce between free enterprise
.

.

.
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I

euphoria and bad
was a synergism of leftist ideology, misplaced
SiTse
The cult o
"liberation."
o
notion
at the service of a misguided
fahh
battle to the leftists. The
ideological
the
ceded
since
devendencia had long
production and prices, appara product of a steady climb in
themselves.
Chileans
of
aegis
the
ently under
U' k ^r^t
got too temptingly high, not
Bad faith evidenced itself when the "take"
was to
move
first
Frei's
companies.
the
only for the government, but for
could scarcely
companies
the
move
a
surtax,
JP^^j^'
fmpVse the arbitrary
investment outlays. Next under the
since they had just completed major
presi(later
Irueta
Narciso
eadersS o? the Christian Democrat deputy
"reevaluate" the contracts
to
launched
was
move
dent of the Party), a
same Christian Democrats. AnasSed only four years before by thosenationalization
with compensation
for
arguing
vain),
lin
conda resisted
terms offeed
payment
{The
sellout.
forced
such
a
rather than to submit to
of such
wary
then,
by
was,
Anaconda were generous, but the company
"nationalization^' scheme
Allende's
placed.
well
was
deals ftswarinefs
deduction of
16, 1971, provided for
ratified by the full Congress on July
wound up
companies
the
1955, so that
''excess" profits all the way back to

wo

S

ZhorSs

,

T'th?S"eSediem

of treating

guaramees as

--P

"a

of

p^P""

domma-

Chile had "liberated" itself from foreign
(Home op. cit
before the Chilean nation would
tion'"-^xcept hat five years would pass
bang
as it did while supposedly
copper
from
much
aSn^rofit'so
Frei had been for US. pohcy
supporting
that
wrote
"fxploited." Kissinger
because ,t enabled us to be both anti
makers, "a morally simple decision
-a
and progressive forces.
reformist
of
side
the
on
and
Communist
,

p. 108),

.

.

?opSy
of

adds: "The polarization
generous
evidenced when Frci, in spite of the
pressures" in early 969 to cancel a

o seemingly incorrigible durability.

Chilein

poK^al

U S ad oroeram

life

felt

was

He

obliged by leftist

(dispatd^ed on

.

"Stt'specfaTpresidentil eLoy Nelson R-kefeller
in the
chart a new course for U.S. policy
tour of Latin America by Nixon to
negotiated by h s
agrcemem
copper
the
repudiate
hemisphere], and to
observed that Anaonly two years before." He also
ow^ Rovernment
.

.

.

of

many

multinationa

"wTth a lack of foresight characteristic
insurance to lapse so as to save
companies," had allowed its expropriation
agreement would be hon1967
expense, confidem that the

coiTda

th^premium

House Years (Boston:
ored H^nry Kissinger, The White
138

Little,

Brown

&

Church
?Ks G'Snd'rs'"The
1970

48,
in Latin America," Foreign Affans
the Christian Democrats were a
Sanders,
For
290.
JoT(?anuary
outstanding intellectuals l.kc
dynamic new hope under the leadership of
Sanders' euphom
EduaXFrei and Radomiro Tomic." What makes had vamshcd from
the ground
:

by January 1970
the target when he re crs to the
beneath such ee ^asy'sanders is closer to
of bemg Latin America's altcmasense
"messianic
Democrats'
Christian

riirious is the timing:
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139. Frei, "Second Latin American
Revolution
140. Home, op. cit., p. 27.
^'^^'
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"

d
^' 96

'

^'*^ ^"^^'i^ that the Alliance was
^^^" 'hough from Janu^;
I96o' to May
M.vTgV?/
1960
1965 (a few
had made the remarH thl
Alliance had lavished on Chile
S734.5 million, or the equ vakrof
$86 for
every man, woman, and child
in the cotintry That was a full
20 percem
'"'"
^^"^^^' ^« P-^^"'
than the
fo
tlirZ
hird^place
Bolivia, and nearly eleven times
as much as was given Ha ti
the poorest country
the hemisphere. AID statistics,
RichaK
'"'"^ "«'*="''

"T kT"'*^"'"' "

^nnS.w'

°'^-

S

''''^
^i^- ^"^
months
after he

^

™

'T"r

sZ

m

r?.Lf'

,'

*f

^'"^'^'V

Thorn

^^^

Flickering Flame," in Construalve

uurgn iress, iyo«), p. 136. (I did
not use his per capita extraDolatir.n<!
because they are very inaccurate.]
By April 1967 F?e was wrTSin
Foreign Affairs about "the Alliance
that lost its way," giving
givTng aamirers
Sfrers
Levinson and deOnis the title for
their

book

Frederick Pike, for example, has
observed that since the nineteenth century; the Chilean Right has
been firm in

142.

its distaste for

cXre and

U.S

^*^''^^"

^^'"^^' -hich it deemed
Kfe Cm'^ ;„Tl'*^;rf
t?''
'^^ ^"'^^"^
•^f^'^^' iS80-1962 (South
Bend Ind
.
rK,
r^
sity of Notre Dame Press,
1963), pp. 250-56, cited by Gil, op

superior

Univer
cit p 268
Conservative leader Jorge Prat was also
outspokenly anti^US
A Chilean Jesuit, finishing his Ph.D. at
Harvard, once told me that the
reason Latin Americans found nothmg
to emulate in the Amerkan
exped
ence was that America had never
developed a philosoS base more
substantia than the pragmatism
of William James-andlr
wasn t philosophy The comment not
only cheated James (by fam;ifi
to
°''''^ ^'"'"^
""'' "^^'^' voluntarism and ad cal
ernpiricism) but also misinterprets the
l'
American experience, leaving out
or example, the formative
and tempering influences
'

La^sT

emS^mCt'J"'

Chrfstkn

of

S

rdeS
"^^"^'^^ ^" ''"P-t-t
'^
SeTudfce aTomlmenV:""Americans, important because
real

£ST"'

4^ But,
Rnf
43.

'"

^^''' ^"t important rel
™'"r" '^' °'^^^
^"'

"

it is

„nHlt Mexico,
A^
unhke

majority and

gious

even

if

not true

legalistic Chile did accept the
verdict of the
agreed to break relations with Cuba.

OAS

Betancourt by the wav

democracy"

Betancourt was one of the earliest
effective
ffJht^i for democratic reform
fighters
in Latin America, a giant by
any reckoning

W^

3s

-^7--'^^^"'' ^^^'^ -"'^ the r^ost
campaign of Castro-sponsored
campa'iw'cisTfo
::
violence then seen in Latin Americaand (21
became as unflinching in his opposition
to Communist CaTtro ashe had
p'^PPm^'^^J^ reactionary Rafael Leonidas TrujiUo of the
nn-^ini.
^^" '^° ^'"^ '^^^^'^ him the undying hatred of the
Sr Tlf w> '^"'''f
"' ""' '''"'"P't '^''^''' ^^^^ray's description of Betin
courtl're^i^f
court
s repressive, proimperialist
government ... one of the most sinister
Venezuelan history" (op. cit., pp. 141^2).
This is the
who

m

^"^"?"" ^

same™ay

democratic

and who would a few^ars
' "7^P^P"« ^^th elegies to the death of
democLv in
democracy
m'cMc
Chilc-andH K^'n
be allowed to get away with the fraud.
Although
lateTfill

th^

scalp,
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personally,
and his government gave me

as UPI <^°"n"y
"J^^"
that
I will affitin
remember,
to
care
would
aSr there more hassling than I
of that policy
pursuit
the
and
in
one thin| pio-Venezuelan,
pro
with the United States as he was
tiras oTen on a bruising collision course
in harmony with it.

Betancourt

S

Ks
144. In

M6

Home,

op.

cit., p.

109.

Sen. Rafael Agustjn

fbiJ'p°52?Be;he\'notes that shortly afterward
further, announcing soliGumucio (who would later bolt the party) went Democrats would have
Christian
the
Sy'' wU^ OLAS. By mid-1967,
the government charged Socialist
second thoughts about OLAS. In July
most active backer ^ ChileOrregc^OLAS'
Sen Carlos Altamirano
"^
the
and
wUh openly insulting the president
ana
"^ J,^^^^^^^^
-'"^'^.^^^.^'^^jf
upheld the charges,
Court
Supreme
The
violence.
encouraeine
the same time
At
Congress.
in
seat
his
from
was suspended
for different reasons, asainstth
The government Bled similar charges,
tor
party's entire leadership was detained
The
party
National
conservative
defense poligovernment
on
statements
makinH legedly inflammatory
by the Supreme Court Source.
des but hose charges were thrown out

AlSSf

Ye.rlChicago: Encyclopaedia Btitannica
activities were the first important
1968), p. 194. Altamirano's
(supposed) party
which he would preempt the left flank of his

TheimBntanniJBookofthe
Lnc

OLAS

Sstance in

elder Salvador

Z St

5m'

Allende—but not the

last.

later
Chns'tL'n Democrat Youth also would

demand

(but not

Vietnam and Cuba and the "eradicaStl dfplomatic relations with North
The party's elders did, however,
America.
Latin
in
influence
fion" of US.
(eradication and Cuba].
ambitions
two
last
the
cooperate in advancing

155-56, 180-81.
149. Chamudes,op.cit.,pp.
150 "Estadisticas de Comercio Exterior al
eographed, July 5, 1974, tables 2, 6.
151.

Chamudes,

Ifs

Ibil;

op.

cit., p.

30 de Abril dc 19/4,

mim

184.

hirn
Valdes's antagonists pinned the l^bel on
I \lt Chamudes says named
foreign minister, he was the obscure

because at the time he was
used
lawyer for a Brm that manufactured tin
Iss'

„

for processed-tood cans.

'Intervention' by
a speech made by
Cuba,^ in
joint session of the Colombian
President Misael Pastrana Borrero to a
Reds," a Mianii Her./d story,
by
Trained
Guerrillas
Congress "Peru
of a guerrilla band led by a
crushing
August 6, 1972, reporting on the
Cuba and Chma
Communist the government said had been trained in
in Cuba was on
Chileans
of
training
the
on
Am^^g numerous reports
and published
Times
Sunday
writtel in 1964 by Tom Stacey of the London
the headline "Red Boss a
under
1964,
26,
April
Herald,
Tthe Mi^mi
some two thousand ChilFigure." He said it was estimated that

Samplis^^-Colombian Leader Speaks Out Against
Miami Herald. July 22, 1972, reporting on

Puzzling
eans were then undergoing training in Cuba.

Chamudes, op. cit., p. 170.
157. Arriagada, op. cit., p. 59.
158. Bethel, op. cit., p. 521.

156.

159. Ibid.
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Chamudes, op cit pp. 177-78. Another instance-of
numerous onesthat would becloud Gunthcr's judgment:
"His [Frei's] approach to Hfe is
uncompromismgly ethical" (op. cit., p 258|
Two years later, Ben S. Stephansky, one of the original
cadre of Kennedy
advisers on Latm America, and one of the
woolliest, was still pouting even
impugning Rockefeller's Latin America credentials.
But then Stephaiisky's
philosophy-in this article and dscwhere-scarcely
recommends him as a
ludgc; It seems to reduce to the proposition
that what is good for Latin
America is good foreign policy for us-provided,
of course, that we are
listening to the 'right" Latin America
(the left one, that is). In cases of
conflict Latin interests should take
precedence. The article in questionLatin America; Toward a New Nationalism,"
Headhne Series, no. 211

(New

York: Poreign Policy Association, June
1972

1

Chamudes, op. cit., p. 67.
163. The account of Valdes's role-plus
the El Sigh. Drew Pearson, and UN
op- ^"-' PP- 16^68. He gives the dates
as
1^7 ^f°'^^^^f'^^?''
[.fnTrf
June
for the El Siglo article and June
13, 1967
17, 1969, for the Pearson
'^^^'^^ ^ ^^^"^ translated from Chamudes's
Spanish)
, ^^
164. ^^
Edward? M. Korry, in testimony March 27,
1973, before the Subcommittee
Colorations of the Foreign Relations Committee, of the
U S Sena"e"T^l
165 Chamudes, op. cit., pp. 192-193
162.

^^^'

''^ thcmshington Post quoted
Rep. Michael J. Harrington
ff^'^M?." f'^'i? "'^'' behind
the original CIA-Chile flap in
1974~as saying S 500,000 was authorized by the
Forty Committee in 1969 to "fund
individuals who could be nurtured [ironic
choice of words] to keep the

?rSnm

""^

s
^oV/^f
8, 1974). It

'^''^^'"^ '« '^^ ^^^'"^ ^^'''id. September
bulk of that money went to the

1

later

Christian Democrats.
167. Arriagada, op. cit., p. 59.
168. In

'"^'^ ^"^Sedly Had Anti-Allende

r"''c'
'T"'"
^T' ^°'J
^V^'f that the
was
disclosed

lun<i^£h

Adam B. Ulam, The Bolsheviks (New York: Macmilkn
Co.,

r

1964), p 226
'^"^^i^^berg, Soviet Penetration of Latin America
Studies, University of Miami

S;^?L
T^^f^^lf
(Miami. Center
for Advanced International
i-V'iij,

'^°'

pp. 5-6.

'

'P'^f ^^""'^ '^"^ Chilean-US. Association in New
S'tZ!-'
'^hV,V
York Tomic said
U.S. involvement in Vietnam was wrong,
too
'^

expensive
could provoke a nuclear war. and would,
at best, lead only to a negative
victory. "By comparison," he said,
"Chile is showing the way positively by
demonstrating to twenty Latin American countries
that the democratic
system caii mobilize a country, overcome
underdevelopment

and mod-

P- ^^^' ^^'^^^ ^"^^ "O* SXV^ date of speech).
r'.'JITp'i TJt^n^'"''" ^T u"Bethel
(p. 530) says the boast was "a bid for
Communist support" in the
forthcoming elections and was quoted by the
strident Socialist paper
^
Claim, December 1, 1968.
171. Gil, op. cit., p. 292.

172. In Collier, op. cit.

Goure and Rothcnberg, op. cit., pp.
174. Ibid., p. 97.
175. Reported by Bethel, op. cit.,
p. 522.
176. Arriagada, op. cit., p. 59.
173.

177.
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A vote of two-thirds plus one-in other words,

thirty-one-was needed for

.
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two-thirds was necessary ior enact
overriding a presidential veto. Exactly
house of the Congress to spike
rnfcertain legislation, or for the originating
other house wanted to amend
th!t It had proposed and that the
in the Senate counting the
votes
thirty-two
had
opposition
1965 the
belonged to the oppos.
emphatically
''independents/' and both very
an avowed Communist who
was
Cotapos,
Perez
Barros
Jaime
t^n One
Communists, siding with the v.olenccater moved to the left of the
Gonzalez Madariaga
Snded Maoists of the MIR. The other, Exequiel and in fact faithfully
Communist,
a
like
acted
Communist,
ked like a
a rnaneu1969
from his seat

X
^o

leliSn

S

m

m

served he Co^munists^until dumped
Salvador Allende to run for reelection
ter designed to clear the way for

from a "safe" district
would later reappear as a founde of
orge Prat was among those defeated, he
Hugo Zcpeda, the president of the
Liberal
was
too
So
party.
the National
to
lorge Alcssandn-Hugo Roscnde
close
Senate The defeat of two men
analysts Parrish von Lazar, and Tap a
Alessandri-led
Echeverria
and Javier
improbable

178

must be added that it is
cit., p. 23) to predict: "It
Palmes. 'They
power
that Alessandn will again wield much
that, at least they
predict," and
to
difficult
are
matters
"these
added that
line, Alessandn was candidate
were rSit, three years after they wrote that
than forty thousand vote
fewer
to the ^ekdency and missed winning by
refers to the "conserexample,
handy
a
take
to
Home,
myth
As to the
his Ch^^^"*" demoand
Frei
of
speaks
vatively oriented Senate," and later
of the
intransigence
the
by
"frustrated
crats
seen, the Right, ^"er 1965, had y
wing" (op. cit., pp. 107, 1 13). As we have
Senate seats. In point of fact the

\?dela (op

anyway

m

-

.

^^^'f^^'l^f'^fl

of 147

Chamber

of

Deputy

seats, 7 of

45

pieces of legisla-

the two biggest
Right gave Frei the votes he needed to enact
nationalization.
administration, agrarian reform and copper
tion of his

Ill:

- ,^^0

merger seems to ha^o^r exam^plt wrote: "But the
Many members of the new
further decline, rather than a resurgence.
and
its chances for success
about
pessimistic
privately
are
party itself
cit., p. 27). In tact, the
[op.
mistake"
tactical
was
a
others feel that the merger
higher vote percentages^
National party would rack up progressively
jsurpassing the 12 ,8 Perccnt
percent
14.61
with
1967
debut
in
made its
election), ^'"^.bed to 2^82
swan song of its two progenitors in the 1965
contrast, the Christian Demopercentin 1969, and34.9 percent in 1970. By
o
in 1965 they cornered 43.60 percent
crats declined in inverse proportion:
to 27.S
1970
and
by
percent,
31.05
to
the vote, by 1967 that had dropped

Sufrn;

.

181

182

.

.

25. "If anything," they
Democratic party
Christian
wrote, "the entire scene suggested that the
years of unintertwenty
about
to
quietly
down
settle
might be able to
was no
euphoria
s"<=h
But
scene."
rupted domination of the political
off some of the ma,or problem
ticking
After
add.
they
warranted,
entirely
as a result, 'the future of the
facing Frei, they do hedge and say that,
ChristianDeraocratsisnotatallclcar"(ibid., pp. 27-31).

ParS'

von Lazar, and Tapia Videla,

op.

cit., p.

districts, which
Members of the Chamber of Deputies were elected from
was four y ars^
office
of
term
Thejr
provinces.
Sughly correspond to the
geographical districts

from nine
Senators were elected to eight-year terms
as to defy logic. In 1969, for example
constituted
so
.grup^ciones,
caUed
from the tenth agrupaaon. a
Allende was one of five senators elected
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traditional leftist

bulwark sprawling over the southern-tip provinces
of
Chiloc, Aiscn, and Magailancs. Aiiende was the top
vote getter with 14 472
votes and yet his pacesctting total was well below
the 17,555 polled by
'" '^"^ ^^'"^ ''Sri'pacidn (Aconcagua and Valparaiso)
*;. ?
'""f
Jl'j^""'*"
and Molina Valdivicso was not elected. Furthermore,
the idea of regional
representation would have some sense if the
congressmen actually represented the areas that elected them, but in the
main they did not. Anyway
twenty-hvc senators were elected at one time,
twenty were elected four
years later, so as to ensure continuity in the
Senate. All 147 deputies ran at
the same time,
183. Parrish,

von Lazar, and Tapia Videla,

p 23
Salida Politica-Constitucional
Para Chile (Santiago: Institute Chileno dc
Estudios Humanisticos 19851
Cereceda points out that staggered elections of
p. 86
senators also distorted the relationship between that body
and political reality (one-half
the Senate stood for election every four
years; senators served for eight
years! That was increasingly crucial in an
era of rapidly shifting correlation of political forces (the decline of the
Christian Democrats beginning
with the 1965 elections). It would, of course, prove
decisive in 1970 when

184. Francisco

185.

Cumplido Cereceda,

in

op. cit.

Una

Congress would elect AUende president, a Congress
dominated overwheltningly by a party in decline, a party which
in the presidential elections finished third, behind Allende and
the candidate of the Right

Another Blow to President Frei," New York Times.
April 17 1967
Weston Agor, The Chilean Senate (Austin and London:

Press, 19711, p. 158.
186. Gil, op. cit., p. 288.
187. Vicente Huerta Cells,

in

University of Texas

the general who commanded the
Carabineros
throughout the Frei presidency, told mc in an interview
in Santiago, October 9, 1974, that he was repeatedly rebuffed
when he went to his boss
Lcighton for permission to move against the
MIR. "We had them heavily
inhltrated, he said, "and we knew every
move they were making But
when I would go to Lcighton, he would say to me: 'Why do
you come to me
with these crazy stories?' Needless to say, I
didn't get the authority I
needed to act more decisively" Huerta's case
demonstrates the imernal
anarchy during Frei's years. That Huerta continued
to occupy such a
sensitive post obviously meant that he continued
to enjoy the confidence
ot Frci, who put him there in the first
place. Yet he could be, and was
repeatedly checkmated by the man who came
between himself and Frci—
Lcighton. As indicated elsewhere, Leighton
was throughout his career
always congenial to the leftists and their causes
just as he visccrally and
reflexivcly opposed those who opposed the
Left. (Those who observed the
Reagan presidency in the U.S. will understand
the role of buffers between
the president and those committed to his
policies who are unable, because
of the buffers, to connect with him.|
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189. Oscar GuiUcrmo Garretdn
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March 1970
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1972, cited by Arriagada, op. cit., pp. 47, 63.
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would

acts,

and only by our acts"
—Salvador AUende.'

Nixon would remark,

add, for creating a world

a. time of revolutions. But a
such as the world had never

known.^
to

For Nixon, for most Americans, such ringing words were a summons
do better what, essentially, we had done in the past. But for Salvador

AUende, and the implacable men and women around him, the revolution they planned would bury the past itt the debris of a world turned
upside down.
But as 1969 drew to a close and the electioneering of 1970 intensified,
Salvador Allende and his dreams of revolution might have amounted to
little more than the last hurrah of a has-been, hack politician. For the
dreams to become nightmare, it would take, as so often it does in
revolution, the connivance of those blinded by their own ambitions, or

—or

hatreds

stupidities.

THE CANDIDATE
The world would
of this

mercy

note

it,

but the
little

man who appeared at
more than

of the irreconcilably squabbling forces that

in power.

came

little

impending revolution was

the head

a cat's paw, at the

put him, reluctantly,

Consuming ambition and

the craftiness of his cohorts overthe resistance of those who, in 1 969, viewed Allende as a worn-out

ward healer.
AUende's relentless ambition had become as famed in Chile as the
man's towering vanity. In 1964, a Chilean newsman asked Allende, then
making his third run for the presidency, whether he had any special
caprices.
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—a

ated with the economically powerful sector of the bourgeoisie"

cumstance that may
appetite for

cir-

have stimulated Allende's own inordinate
the perquisites of economic power. Allende told Debray:
later

When I was a boy of about fourteen or fifteen,

I

used to hang around

the shop of a shoemaker, an anarchist called Juan Demarchi, to hear

him

talk and exchange views with him.
That was in Valparaiso, at the time I was in grammar school. After
the school day, I used to go and converse with this anarchist, who was
a great influence on my life as a boy. He was sixty or perhaps sixtythree and he was quite happy to talk with me. He taught me how to
play chess, he spoke to me of the things of life, and he lent me books
... all the essentially theoretical works, so to speak, like Bakunin, for
example, but the most important thing was Demarchi 's commentaries, because I didn't have the temperament for reading in depth; he
explained things to me with the simplicity and clarity that one finds

in self-taught workers.^

Disdain for reading in depth dogged Allende throughout his life;
remembered Allende as a man who would, at best,
skim-read, or, more usually, rely on his phenomenal memory and capacity for picking the brains of others for his ideas.*
In 1926, Allende began his studies at the medical school of the University of Chile in Santiago, already a hotbed of political activism.
"Medical students were traditionally the most advanced," Allende
would recall later. "At the time, we lived in a very humble district, we
practically lived with the people; most of us were from the provinces,
and those of us living in the same hostel used to meet at night for
readings of Das Kapital and Lenin, and also Trotsky. ..."''
While at the university, Allende began his own career as a political
activist, a career which cost him two arrests and temporary expulsion
from the university. He was president of the Student Medical Center
and later became vice chairman of the Student Federation and a delegate
to the University Council.
One of his arrests was for taking part in a student strike that ended in
student seizure of the university.** Jailed with him was a brother who
was, for the most part, aloof from politics, and a brother-in-law who was,
in turn, the brother of Marmaduke Grove, the flamboyant Socialist
leader. Allende boasted of his family ties with Grove in his conversations with Debray; those ties would not spare Grove in 1944 when
Allende led an assault on the old leadership headed by Grove. Grove was
driven from the ranks of the party in that battle, and into political

political associates

oblivion.

Allende and his brother were released from prison to be with their
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father,

who had had one leg amputated, and

the
^vas dying of gangrene in

told Debray
for a few minutes," Allende
"I'was able to talk with him
hone
-clean,
was
us
leave
to
had
"andrmar^aged to tell us that all he

°'

He died the next day, and at h

UDbrinlSg-he had no material wealth.
made the promrse that I would

dedicate my he to the soual
have fulfilled that promise.
strueele and I believe that I
took firm charge of the family
Wifh his father gone, Allende's mother

fuSi

AUende's

sister,

\

Laura, remembers:

even for her time, behaved d.fferit
During the time my father was fa.hng,
entlv than other women.
in Valparaiso despite
office
notary's
the
of
was she who took charge
outside the house.
the fact that she had never worked

My
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a

woman

wfio,

that

my

to a Professional so
to her iust as they would
''peo"le
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sign
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cLe

and
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felt

so proud

wh

h.

would hook her arm
erect
already on in years, but very
she was always
because
reassured
felt
Salvador
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cute,

S hts

behSd him

in his political Hghts,

even though they cost her a good

was 80
for example, when she
telephone
insulting
or
threatening
with
years old, she was besieged
understood that Salvador
Sis But she never complained because she
them.
against those who oppressed
was fighting for the people and
at the
seated
were
us
of
all
One day during that same campaign,
to Salvador: "You could be
said
someone
when
taWe at dinnertime
break with the Communist party
president of Chile if only you would

't^hjtSfpresidential campaign,

much resisted in this country"
mother, a deeply religiou
Before Salvador could answer, my
should "-er leave th
you
woman, answered herself: "Salvador
to you and that would be
loyal
been
has
it
because
Communist party
And that was always Salvador's stand: loyalty

so

betrayal."

influ-

women who played decisively
Laura was herself one of several
and if fo
She was herself a Socialist deputy
ential roles in Allende's life.
d
fireb'rand
her own son Andres Pascal, a
no Sher reason than loyalty to
th
on
as
regarded
the MIR. Laura was
the Maoist terrorist organization,
with her son, she remained, to the
Together
brother.
Left of her famous
and the government, and a permanent
ve V end a link between the MIR
Communists, the
closer alliances with the
ladfly in the ointment of

^Thtrs^tSttomrrho played an 1^^^^^^^^^
the family as Mama
early

life,

his nanny, Rosa, affectionately

known to
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Young Salvador was her favorite, and she gave him the nickname
Chicho because, Laura related, he was to her as pretty as chiche, a
slang word in Chile for a shiny trinket. Years later, when Allende
reached the presidency. Mama Rosa walked on his arm to Congress for
Rosa.

'

'

his investiture as chief executive.

Allende was barely out of the university when he joined the fledgling
Socialist party, a fusion of several small groups that had backed Marmaduke Grove Vallejos in the short-lived Socialist republic of 1932. The

was founded by Eugenio Matte Hurtado, an eminent
lawyer and scion of one of Chile's oldest and most moneyed families.
Allende, conspicuous already as a student agitator but otherwise a
Socialist party

minor

figure, would later style himself a founding father of the party, a
touch-up of history "interviewer" Debray and others would allow him

to get

away with.'^

Why

a Sociahst party, rather than closing ranks behind the strongwilled revolutionaries of the Communist party? Allende's answer
betrayed the kind of confusion and contradictions that characterized
not only his career, but that of other Chilean Socialists: "We analyzed
the situation in Chile, and we believed that there was a place for a party

which, while holding similar views in terms of philosophy and doctrine a Marxist approach to the interpretation of history would be a
party free of ties of an international nature. However, this did not mean
that we would disavow proletarian internationalism."

—

Far from

—

it,

in fact.

Socialist colleagues

As

were

early as 1949, at a time

when most

of his

locked in mortal ideological combat with
the Communists, Allende demonstrated his willingness to do their
bidding. He did so by becoming a member of the Executive Committee
of the Committee for World Peace, a front organization organized by the
(then proscribed) Chilean Communist party in advance of a Mexico
City "peace conference." Five years later, he headed a delegation invited
by the Chilean-Soviet Cultural Institute to tour the USSR and Czechoslovakia. (The same year, he spent six months in Communist China, p^
In later years, as he courted the support of the Communists, Allende
would repeatedly and heatedly defend Chilean Communists against
charges they belonged to an international conspiracy, or followed orders
from abroad. If, then, they believed only in a Marxist interpretation of
history, and their only foreign ties were spiritual, as members of the
international proletariat,

still

how to differentiate Communists from Social-

ists?

The answer had precious little to do with the theoretical hairsplitting
Allende or others who would cast Chilean Socialists in the ideological mold of international socialism
a mistake Europeans, especially,
of

—

would persist in down through and beyond Allende's own time in power.
Allende himself told Debray that Chilean socialism did not "have any-
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parties in Europe."'* In

do with certain self-styled Socialist
a coherent body
socialism never did manage to enunciate
Chilean
fact
the mk was dry
until
lasted
that
none
of theoretical thought, certainly
proposition of the
practical
the
in
found
be
Rather the answer was to
the best means of pursuing and
perceptions of Allende and others on
thiiiK to

achieving power.
j „^ „„k
of power, his student poliAllende's first experiences in the pursuit
in
career: "In order to be able to work
ticking, put a crimp in his medical
and
examinations
four
take
had
to
the hospitals in Valparaiso, I
was rejected because of what 1 had
although I was the only candidate, I
a pathology assistant, and that
been ala student. I started to work as
carry out
my first job was very hard and very dull. 1 had to
..

means

that

main interest then, just as it is
ever would have been, either. No
doubtful that medicine was then or
"practically" the founder of
became
sooner back in Valparaiso, Allende

^"Sdavers were

not, however, Allende's

"practically

was

(the qualification
the Socialist party in the port city
He spent far more time stuinpDebray).
with
Allende's own in his talks
proselytizing for the party than he did in
ing the city and rural environs
^

TOtMnVfew short years, he began the visible cUmb to
Chamber

power:

first,

of Deputies, then

in

on

1937 getting himself elected to the
national stage as minister
September 28, 1939, getting a toehold on the
Pedro Aguirre Cerda, one
of
government
of health in the Popular Front
named to cabinet posts in the government. (Allende,
of three Socialists

Cerda's campaign.) Allende
then thirtyone, had managed Aguirre
pulling out with other
remained in the Cabinet until February 1943,
government's refusal to declare
SociaUsts in protest against the Radical

war on Nazi Germany
locci
winning reelection m lybJ,
In 1945 Allende was elected to the Senate,
except 1961, he was elected
1961 and 1969. In all of those elections
Socialist southernniost
traditionally
and
populated
from' the sparsely
much more populous Third Disdistrict In 1961 he switched to the
nearly cost

him his

trict-Aconcagua and Valparaisc^a move that very
and despite the backing ot
career Despite running in his home territory,
left Popular Action Front
far
the
of
allies
the Communists and lesser
That year marked the
field.
the
in
fourth
flaccid
(FRAP) Allende ran a
force; in the highly
thunderous arrival of the FRAP as a major electoral
the highest single
fragmented election lineup, the FRAP commanded
parties could pool
the
last time
vote total. That year also marked the
system already
byzantme
the
under
their votes in a senatorial election
counmunicipal
and
deputies
of
outlawed (in 1958) in the elections
cilmen.

a
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In such circumstances, Aliende chose discretion
over valor and retreated to the safety of the south for the 1969 elections,
a
district

which

not only was a stronghold of the far Left but one in which
candidates
needed far fewer votes to get elected. (Concretely, the fourteen
thousand
votes that Aliende won with in 1969 in the Tenth
District— Chiloe,
Aisen, and Magailanes—would have put him far
out of the running, iti
seventh place, that year in Aconcagua- Valparaiso; in point

of fact, the
Socialists did so badly in those provinces that year
that the total vote for
all three of their candidates was only
13,289 votes— even if

combined;

not enough to elect one of them.)
Of the mythologies encrusting Allende's career as
preted by foreign observers, few are more pervasive

it has been interthan the one that
portrays him as a conscientious parliamentarian,
devoted to the traditions and norms of parliament and, thus, parliamentary
democracy The
much neglected record demonstrates otherwise. Just as he confessed to

"lacking the temperament" for in-depth reading,
Aliende lacked the
temperament for sustained hard work, substituting his formidable
powers of personal persuasion, his sense of the dramatic,
and his engagmg charm. Aliende had his eye, unflinchingly, on the main avenue to
total power, and not on winning temporary,
tactical control even of

important events.
So it was in his political career; as he'maneuvered to
win control of
the party machinery Each time he was blocked,
he would force a split
and emerge at the head of a faction, shunning alliances
he could not
control (such as with Ibaiiez| but always welcoming
those he could,
even at the sacrifice of ideological principles (as he did
in joining the
Radical government and later would in actively wooing
the Communists, the archenemies of orthodox Socialists p*

So it was too in his Senate career. A survey of attendance
at Senate
sessions for the sixteen-month period ending
September 18, 1966—
critical time when the fate of issues such as agrarian
reform and control
of the copper industries was being decided—
showed that of the fortyfive senators, only one managed to attend
fewer sessions

than Senator
Aliende. Aliende attended 66 sessions, or 27 percent of
those held during
that period, whereas the overall average of all senators
was
154 sessions,
one senator who was even less faithful
to his Senate duties than Aliende was Luis
Corvalan, secretary-general
of the Communist party Weston Agor, who
made these observations,
commented that Corvalan "places greater emphasis on his
party
or 63 percent. Interestingly, the

Agor also commented that most Chilean senators since
World
"take their work seriously
[and| have devoted more and more

duties."

War

II

.

.

.

time to their legislative careers." '^
Serious-minded and almost reverential about the Senate and

its role
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in Chilean politics,

most senators attached high importance to commit-

relative imporwork developing along the way a clear notion of the
indifference to the
Allende's
of
measure
A
tance of committees.
held by his fellow
institution— and the low esteem in which he was

tee

never chaired a
senators-is that despite his years in the Senate, Allende
this
Ostensibly,
health.
public
committee more important than that on
other
fact
of
point
in
doctor;
as
a
expertise
was a reflection of his special
committees. Allende's
senators preened themselves for control of key
themselves somesenators
ranked
by
was
Committee
Public Health
cominittees
Senate
where between sixth and tenth among the fourteen
staffers in
Senate
by
twelfth
in a survey done by Agor, and was ranked
i^ Of the three Senate committees chaired by Socialists
the same survey,
fact, the lowest-ranking; the
in the 1965-69 period, Allende's was, in
frequent party rival Raul
headed
by
others were national defense,
but less single-minded
charismatic
more
as
Ampuero, a man regarded
Carlos Altamirano,
headed
by
finance,
top-ranked
than Allende; and
of a senator who
point
in
case
[and
a
Socialists
of
the
terrible
the enfant
goal).
committee
his
learned the skills he needed as he climbed toward
substantial
of
share
a
not
But Allende got what Allende wanted—
limelight of
power, control of a powerful committee, but the unshared
presitheory,
In
Senate.
entire
the
of
presidency
power: the

ceremonial
dency of the Senate

and the
is "a force for nonpartisanship, conciliation,
it became a fulcrum
Allende
Under
interest.'"^
national
the
search for
had long sought, and he
for catapuhing him to the ultimate power he
"bourgeois democinsinuated into the role contempt for the rules of

would
he would so often disparagingly call them— rules which
later vex his administration.
Senate vice
Allende served a disarming apprenticeship of sorts as
job
is more
president's
vice
the
Since
1955.
president from 1951 to
altogether
an
with
period
that
from
emerged
real,
he
honorary than

racy," as

respectable reputation.
in iy6b,
Following the Christian Democrat's congressional landslide
to back
refused
them,
of
treatment
the Right, stung by Frei's pariahlike
a
traditionally
post
a
presidency,
Senate
a Christian Democrat for the
demonthey
Democrats,
Christian
the
for
deals.
As
plum in pohtical
would far rather deed
strated then as they would again in 1970 that they
of the Right, even
the country over to the far Left than support a man
to help
though the Right had swallowed its own misgivings in 1964
.

elect Frci.

Democrats and the Right to patch
twenty-two votes,
together a coalition (together they would have had
contributed to
undoubtedly
prevail)
to
needed
one shy of what they

The

failure of the Christian

FRAP camp.
nudging the Radicals, with their nine pivotal vo,tes, into the

In

The scrambling got so bad
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two days a man with an almost
peerless record of mediocrity served as interim
president. The regular
session ended without agreement on a new
president.
Out of the melee came Allende, emerging at a special
session
December 1966 as Senate president, put there by the
twenty-five votes
of the Communists, Socialists,
Radicals, and their lesser allies-and the
stubbornness of the Christian Democrats. In the process,
the Christian
that for

m

Democrats rescued AUende's political career from decline
and gave him
the national forum he needed to overcome
the stigma of repeated defeat
and run again in 1970. But even with such a forum,
Allende only barely

made

it.

Allende began his

new career with a profession of his fealty to the
traditions of nonpartisanship of the Senate
presidency, a speech presaging the pious one he would make four
years later on winning congressional ratification of his election as president
of Chile.
"Notwithstanding the political position of those who
elected us "
Allende assured his Senate colleagues in
1966, "we will not have a
Senate habitually opposed [to the government).
... I can say that all of
the senators will receive equal and just
treatment, which has been the
constant norm of the Chilean Parliament. "^o
Once in ofHce, what he did was not, however, what
he said In the
narrow sense of applying and interpretirig Senate
rules, Agor, a sympathetic critic, gave him good marks, but
with a hedge. Agor quoted one
senator as making what he described as a
"typical

AUende's behavior as Senate president.
"Allende," the senator told Agor, "is a
combatant; he
advantage of the visibility of this position
to

is

comment" on
trying to take

push himself." Said
another: "There is a lot more partisanship
under Allende than there
should be. For example, he told Bulnes |of the
rightist National party] to
hurry up, when he was debating the salary
readjustment bill. But when
ICommunisti Teitelboim spoke, he didn't. Why? Because they
are pohtical friends."^!

Such incidents would be trivia were it not for an
image of Allende
more on his words than on his deeds, a deceit he got away
with
to an astonishing degree.^^
But there was one area in which not even
AUende's most dogged
defenders could whitewash him, because Allende
himself could never
make up his own mind: his bird-snake fascination with
violence. In his
choice of causes and heroes, at home and
abroad, he tilted almost
invariably to the messages and messengers of
violence, even when his
built far

well-honed instincts for survival should have
dictated otherwise.
It was Allende, for instance,
who proposed, at the Tri- Continental
Conference in Havana in January 1966, the creation of the
Latin Ameri-
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who would celebrate his
can Solidarity Organization (OLAS). Those
practices and instidemocratic
to
frequent protestations of "dedication"
streak. He told
inflammatory
his
overlooked
tutions just as routinely
at that conference
countries
hundred
one
from
delegates
five hundred
that "action cannot be taken
that out of it would come a realization
"^^ A
fight in all countries.
isolated struggles but must come by a united
never
he
that
Debray
tell
would
he
few years later, ensconced in power,
clearinghouse tor
thought of OLAS as more than an informational
advocated the
OLAS
^^
outset,
very
the
from
Yet
revolutionary activity
at the
manifesto
armed overthrow of noncommunist governments; the
that
said
in July 1967
close of the first OLAS conference in Havana
for
line
fundamental
the
"the revolutionary armed struggle constitutes
cona
still
Allende
with
the Latin American revolution." A year later,
organization went on
spicuous member of the OLAS directorate, the
solution for Latin
only
the
is
revolution
record as asserting that "armed
was not, howrattling
sword
Such
ills."
economic
America's social and
party in its
to foreign arenas. Allende's own Socialist

m

ever limited
to the present
twenty-third convention, called for "active resistance
insurrecfinally
and
resistance
economic and social order, then armed
tion "^5

When

escort out
he rushed north in 1968 to defend and then

of the

guerrillas-an act that
country the five survivors of Che Guevara's
neutrality expected
shocked the Chilean sense of decorum and political
of the Christian Democrats
in a Senate president—only the reluctance
proceedings. The Christian Demoto act saved him from impeachment
radical Left under control,
crats were by then hard put to keep their own
sympathized with virwhich
particularly their youth organization,
OLAS.
including
tually every radical cause then fashionable,
with
conversations
his
in
rhapsodized
Allende
As to his heroes,
Fidel Castro
others:
all
above
towered
him,
for
who,
Debray over three
Ernesto (Che) Guevara, and Ho
(the affection was not always mutual),
in 1968. He
Chi Minh, whom he had met in Hanoi on an Asian junket
breadth of
of
example
{"an
Vietcong
expressed deep admiration for the
understand
"I
Allende:
Said
Revolution.
vision") and China's Cultural
to destroy the elethat Mao Tse-tung, as a revolutionary has sought
Revolution. Such elethe
neutralizing
and
paralyzing
were
ments that
"^^
ments must be singled out and eliminated.
press, opposed Salvador
El Meicmio, the grand doyen of the Chilean
and
in the end nearly perAllende throughout most of his public life,
El Meicmio only
coloration.
ished in the process. Yet for all its political
above all in the
partisanship,
to
occasionally sacrificed scholarship
of hatreds and
caldron
a
into
country
the
converted
years before Allende
tensions.

.
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editorial published June 7, 1967, the newspaper posed
the
of Allende squarely: "Which is the leal Allende? The

old

parliamentarian

who

today presides over the debates of senators in a
solid and traditional regime of law, or the guerrilla who applauds
and
stimulates the 'struggles of the people' against the order he himself
represents in his country? These are questions that are being asked
by
."
partisans of guerrillas and partisans of democracy.
Allende responded with tirades against the newspaper, but the question would not go away Four and-a-half years later, early
in his presi.

.

dency, guerrilla-partisan Debray put essentially the same
question to
him again, with a persistence rare in Debray's reverential interview of
Allende:

Debray: Comrade President, Allow me to look ahead a little.
You
know that Leninism has nothing against compromises, as long as
they are absolutely necessary, and do not jeopardize the long-term

development

of the class struggle
The problem now is whether
these [conciliatory] conditions can continue to favor the
advancement of this [revolutionary! process: in other words, how can the

transition from a bourgeois system to another more democratic,
more revolutionary, more proletarian system be achieved without a

break?

.

.

One may wonder whethefthe proletariat and

are going to be

hemmed

their allies

by the bourgeois institutions, and pacified with a few reforms here and there, or whether
at a given
in

moment

the framework will be broken to create a proletarian
Is the proletariat going to assert itself
over the bourgeoisie, or will the bourgeoisie gradually remold the proletariat
and
reabsorb it into its world? Doubtless, I'm overgeneralizing,
but
basically my question would be: "Who is using whom? Who

democracy?

taking
little

whom

is

for a ride?" That's putting it brutally

provocatively.

Allende:

.

is to

I

whose

provoke.

Debray: Well, there are those

Allende:

a

.

don't believe that a comrade can ask questions

I

intention

vocateur,

and perhaps

who

say I'm a professional agent pro-

comrade President.
shall not allow

Debray: The question

is

myself to be provoked.

important.

Allende; And the answer

is

short: the proletariat

^'

Inevitably the conflict between revolution and institutions grew as a

minority president attempted to uproot an entire social, economic, and
political system over the rising clamor of an increasingly vocal
major-
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ity.

institutions to slip into the
Predictably, Salvador Allende allowed

limbo

of worthless words.

champion of the working
tailored suits, and a
charm,
drawing-room
classes, this dapper man of
women.
and pretty
lifelong taste for fine whiskeys
cut a stocky rather than a swashIn the ripeness of his years, Allende
and yet managed to hold
zestfully
buckling figure. He ate and drank
in the dawn of most^ the
SLolutene'ss at bay by submitting himself,
little at
of strenuous exercises. He slept
of his life, to the discipUne

They

called

him

El Pije ("the Dandy"), this

days

of many cronies or
night-three or four hours |to the despair
he compensated for the
But
him).
naTes inveigled into accompanying
ritual of a siesta in an
daily
almost
lack of ni^ttime sleep with an
He ejcud^^ ^" ^^^^^j
office.
presidential
alcove bedroom just off his
a heart attack and
twice,
hepatitis
trouble,
vitality, yet he had kidney
right side of his face partially
two minor strokes, one of which left the

subordi-

gave him a two- inch advantage
His face was full without being
over the average for his countrymen.^s
of a self-satisfied bourgeois
visage
world the
fat and suggested for all the

^^HeTtood

5 feet 7 inches, a height that

handsome
not unattractive, and neither was he
much
mien,
and
appearance
his
about
but there was an impish quality
ribald
especially
life. He loved humor,
as there was about his private
also was feared for his
he
but
storyteller,
renowned
a
humor, and he was
those who crossed him with
temper and was capable of cutting down
experience, his self-confidence grew and
businessman.

He was

cold arrogance.

With time and

strutting

self-assured authority,
he bore himself with the air of a man of
And yet, he was fidgety and
display.
public
more than walking when on
half-shaded behind thick horn-rimmed
restless, and his green eyes,
meeting the gaze of the person to
glasses, would as often as not evade
rectangular face was
whom he was talking. Until the very end, his ruddy
and crowned by a
mustache
fuzzed across the middle by a trim gray
hair.
thick shock of mostly curly dark brown
as a speaker; he excelled in
Salvador Allende was never a spellbinder
in close personal persuaand
rooms,
one-on-one contacts, in drawing
who came into his
women
the
mesmerize
to
sion Similarly, he was able
nemeses. Noting
at large remained forever his
life

but Chilean

women

once cost him a byelection in his hometown
more
wryness, "and every day I
paraiso, Allende said, with a touch of
to
willing
perfectly
course,
of
was,
a partisan of women."^' Allende
quoted
widely
his
by
evidenced
as
grow,
allow his "macho" image to
except being a thief or a
remark "1 have been accused of everything
didn't even try to keep up
homosexual." Once in the presidency, he

that

women had

of Val-

m
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pretenses of a normal married life with his still attractive wife, Hortensia (Tencha), and his escapades were common gossip in Chile.

He used his formidable powers of charm and persuasion as a surrogate
for studiousness or substance.

The Chilean author Lautaro Silva noted
AUende's reputation as "la mejor muneca de Chile" ("the best manipulator of Chile"), and the former president Eduardo Frei said, "Allende was a
man, more frivolous politically than morally. He was, no
doubt, intelligent, a facile but superficial speaker, a backslapper, a politician of the ward-heeling type. But Allende was not an ideologue, he
frivolous

,"30
was not a statesman, but a maneuverer.
U.S. Ambassador Nathaniel Davis, who served in Santiago the last
two years of Allende 's life—and who professed personal admiration for
.

.

Allende, as well as clear faith in his programs

—

noted that, for all his
cleverness, Allende could not be trusted. Wrote Davis: "Few
of his friends have ever claimed that he (Allende] was altogether truthful
in his political dealings ... for myself, I liked the president wholeheartedly, but I did not always believe him
It was in Allende's nature

charm and

to make political bargains rather easily, always with the possibility of
"
being able to wiggle out of them later
Davis also quotes his predecessor in Santiago, Amb. Edward M. Korry,
as saying Allende not only was "personally" financed by foreign Com"for many, many years," but that he had accepted bribes from
multinational corporations—as much as $500,000 from a mining company. (Davis adds that "no one should conclude, however, that Allende

munists

was 'bought' in terms of hi§ policies or convictions. If he was 'rented,'
the rent was high, and the leases were short if observed at all."P'
He posed, for most of his adult life, as a champion of the downtrodden,
but he never relented in his pursuit of physical and sensual comforts for
himself. For most of his married life, he lived with his wife and three
daughters in a pink stucco and stone duplex house on Guardia Vieja
Street in the tony Providencia section of Santiago. The couple employed
a maid, cook, and driver. The Allendes also had a small but handsome
seashore villa smack on the bay in the choicest real estate in Algarrobo,
a seacoast fishing village and summer resort for select Santiago families.
(The village managed to retain its charm largely because it was, rather
pointedly, not served by public transportation.) The Allendes' house was
almost directly across the road in Algarrobo from the yacht club, a club
distinguished more for the quality of the seafaring than for the size or
opulence of the boats. Around the club Allende is remembered, contrary
to his image as an avid yachtsman, as an indifferent boatsman who
toyed with a small boat more as an occasional escape than as a measure
of his

love for the sea. [Allende himself, in a snit over repeated references
the Senate in 1968 that it was "a sailboat just big

to his "yacht," told
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and which doesn't even have an outboard
motor. Yet for some, it's an ocean hner.")
for the most part,
In his later years AUende gave up yachting, and,
for four persons

enough

secluded
Algarrobo, preferring during his presidency El Cariaveral, a
He
Santiago.
east
of
Andes
the
of
foothills
the
Arrayan,
hideaway in El
Contreras
Miria
mistress
long-time
for
his
estate
sprawling
that
bought
himself
Payita). Once in the presidency, Allende surrounded
Bell (La

cars,
with a wealth and splendor never before seen in austere Chile:
suits
expensive
houses, banquets, and finery on a lavish scale. (Forty
reputawere found in one closet alone following his death in 1973.) His
identify
could
said
he
was
where
it
point
tion as a bon vivant grew to the
preferred
with a sip the brand of Scotch whisky, though for himself he
March
of 1972,
as
late
(Yet
as
Regal.
Chivas
expensive)
(and
the very fine
Allende would be asserting that he drank Scotch only occasionally
"because it is very expensive." In point of fact, he drank it right up to the

hour of his death.)
trail, wrote:
In 1964 a British newspaperman, on Allende 's campaign
a plebeian
chooses
he
recently,
campaigned
"In peasant lands, where he

windjammer. He is not a man of the people. He relishes bourgeois
English
comforts his youth accustomed him to. He sent his daughters to
schools. ...
a
"Perhaps he might be called, in the Churchillean phrase for Bevan,
of
roundness
Bollinger Bolshevik—if, that is, he had the personality and
"^^
His bolshevism is obscurely qualified.
his quest for power.
obscure;
But on one subject, Allende was not at all
manipulated.
become
manipulator
the
was a quest that would see

humor
It

THE MANIPULATORS
the development of democratic processes in Chile, the citizens
democracies, were
of that country, in common with those of most
estimate made by
best
the
fact,
In
basically passive about their politics.
membership in
party
pegged
Chile
Service
in
the Senate Information
last year for
the
voters.^s
In
1964,
all
of
percent
at
8
the early seventies

For

all

which the Christian Democrats

released official figures, they claimed

45,792 members [while rolling up a vote that year of 1.4 million). In
number, or
1970, peak estimates put their membership at twice that
cited)
(rarely
a
population,
total
country's
just about 1 percent of the
the
by
conjured
up
image
colossuslike
the
to
contrast
statistic in sharp
party"
largest
"Chile's
as
them
of
ballyhooing
repeated

There was, however, one party where membership was significant:
Communist party of Chile (PCCh). By 1971 the Communists could

the
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boast of 50,000 card-carrying members, 22
deputies, 6 senators 230
mumcipal councilmen, and 1 7 percent of the electorate, not to
mention
a daily newspaper, a number of weekly
papers and magazines, radio
stations, and a business empire that included
drugstores, bus lines, and
bookstores, 34 all of which made the party the best
financed in Chile.
Discipline, tight organization, and single-mindedness—
plus a fat
purse— gave the party a power far out of proportion to its

numbers. The
ranged from a National Congress, theoretically
the
supreme organ of the party (but actually subservient to
the Central
Cornmittee), down to cells grouped in regional
organizations— all managed by full-time paid staff (the Communists were
the only Chilean
party with the means to maintain such a professional,
career staff).
organization

The PCCh was,

party

in fact, the largest and best-organized

m Latin America, and the third largest (after France Communist
and Italy) in

the entire free world. In Gunther's phrase, the PCCh
was "a real Communist party ... a long way from the dreamer-dilettantes in
Brazil, or
those who, as in Argentina, merely hope for change."
Debray noted that
It was the Communist party in South
America that was not composed
primarily of elites who claimed to speak for the working
class, but
actually drew its "lifeblood from the workers' movement
itself," making Chile "the only country in which the.ruling
class has had to face a
century's defiance from a proletarian resistance
movement." A U.S.

ambassador, with broad experience observing
both sides of the Iron Curtain, said he rated the

Communist

parties

on

PCCh as "the most able

any in a nontotalitarian state" he had witnessed. He noted that
the
Chilean party was the prime adviser on Latin America to the
Kremlin
and added that the PCCh was "the most successful
Communist party
that I have ever seen in operation, "^s
of

On

the fiftieth anniversary of the party in 1972, for
example, the

Kremlin sent a message referring to the "revolutionary transformations
in Chile as a new page in the creation of the
"
socialist world
The
message made plain that for Moscow the Communist party

was the
"correct" agent for leading Chile to socialism by noting
"the clear classist position jof the party] with respect to
the role and importance of the
October Revolution, the premier country of socialism. "^^
The party's secretary-general, Luis Corvalan Lepe, once stated that

made up 75 percent of the membership, but the figure was
contradicted by the other party claims about the high
percentage of
youth and peasants— not to mention "intellectuals"—
in their ranks.
Debray was indulging in a bit of histrionics in any case when
he referred
workers

to a "proletarian resistance

movement." The reality, of course, was that
the party's elders were long-time bureaucrats, as alien to
the pick and
the plow as most of the "oligarchy" they reviled.
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Christian Democrats and the
Just as the electoral fortunes of the
steadily leftward,
Radicals declined as they (and the country) moved
of the vote
percent
11.76
those of the PCCh climbed steadily: from
and 17.3
in
1965
percent
12.73
to
the congressional elections of 1961

m

percent in 1969.
i
,
a love-hate
Through its long and mostly docile life, the PCCh had
violence, preferrmg to
relationship with the issue of revolutionary
without resortmg to
within
from
system
the
collapse
could
believe it
buried even its revered
arms. Yet the party never foreswore violence, and
his stubborn faith
founding father, Luis Emilio Recabarren, because of
,

,

,

in the peaceful triumph of the cause.
later himself the elder
Elias Lafertte, Recabarren's secretary and
from his first encounaway
carried
party,
the
of
president
statesman and

appeared
with Recabarren the memory of a man who at first blush
simple,
through
who
and
"ungainly of bearing and of hooded eyes,"

ter

caused nine and-a-half hours to evaporate
his sense of time.
regained
before the entranced Lafertte
son of small shopkeepers.
Valparaiso,
in
1876
Recabarren was born in
and fathered a son by her,
Canto
del
Guadalupe
At eighteen he married
Flores, the woman he
Teresa
met
he
12
19
In
up.
split
but the couple soon
would live with for the rest of his days.
at
his studies at St. Thomas Aquinas School but
quiet, yet stimulating phrases

Recabarren began

devil. It was that
fourteen had to drop out and go to work as a printer's
in him an
kindled
which
press,
experience, amid ink and the printing
experience,
that
was
and
it
reading;
and
learning
insatiable appetite for
movement,
amid the effervescence of an awakening and brawling labor
of reform,
missionary
a
became
fervor.
He
political
his
shaped

which

Demowithin the ranks of the populist and labor-championing
the
from
dissidents
cratic party, founded in 1887 by the avant-garde
Worker
Socialist
own
his
of
head
Radical party, and later |in 1912) at the
in a donkey cart,
party Lafertte remembers his crossing the desert
zeal, hounded by
own
his
and
pamphlets,
burdened down by books,
of labor unity to
message
his
carrying
employers,
authorities and his

first

nitrate workers.

only to have his
In 1906 he managed to get himself elected a deputy
the ostensible
time,
election invalidated by the Chamber. The second
discharge his
to
God
by
swear
reason was his refusal, as an atheist, to
with the
faith
breaking
for
deputies
the
duties. Noting that he castigated
of those
will
the
of
defiance
in
him
excluding
by
law and constitution
revoluelected him, Debray expressed the scorn of latter-day

who had

tionaries

when he wrote: "When Recabarren thus appealed for the appli-

.so
engaging in a tactical maneuver
law,
his
of
rule
authentic
as expressing his nostalgic faith in the

cation of law, he

much

was not

just

.

.
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common sense and justice on his side."^?
Recabarren would finally return to the Chamber, remaining from 1921
to 1924, but by then the Socialist had become a Communist.
In 1907, Recabarren traveled to France and Belgium, and, presumably

inner conviction that he had

on to Stuttgart for the Congress of the Second International. The Stuttgart Congress was "the best ever," in Lenin's phrase, bringing together
the superstars of world socialism, and was the fountainhead of the
tradition of loyalty to party above loyalty to country, the principle
which decisively weakened the czarist government in Russia and paved
the way for the 1917 Revolution.^s Having temporarily smoothed over
the chronic differences that divided them at a London conference of the
All-Russian Social Democratic Labor party in April-May of that year,
the Russians were able to field an unprecedented delegation at Stuttgart
in August: sixty-three representatives of all factions and parties, including Lenin, Plekhanov, Litvinov, Lunacharsky, and Trotsky A total of 884
delegates from twenty-five nations and every continent attended that
conference, and of the non- Russians no name loomed larger than that of

Rosa Luxemburg.
There is no record of Recabarren having met these luminaries of
world revolution, but the thirty-one-year-old Chilean could not help
carrying away a deep sense of revolutionfuy zeal himself.
In 1917 Recabarren won control of the foundering Chilean Workers
Federation |FOCh), shaping it as a potent political force; it went from
20,000 members in 1919 to 80,000 in 1921 An important factor in the
election of the reformist Alessandri government, the FOCh was able to
.

win

for itself legal status for unions in 1924. Recabarren believed in an
authentic dictatorship of the proletariat, a government controlled by

unions rather than by a party, and an economy based on collective rather
than on private property By 1919 he had converted the FOCh from a
labor organization into a revolutionary force; and having broken the
of the U.S.-based Industrial Workers of the World jIWW), he led
the federation into the Moscow- based Red International of Unions.

power

In January 1922, in the copper-mining city of Rancagua, fifty-five
miles south of Santiago, Recabarren transformed his Socialist Worker
party into the Communist party of Chile. It would be several years

Moscow would

formally accept the PCCh into full membership
Third International, but the new Chilean party immediately
accepted the famous, and occasionally infamously ludicrous, "twentyone points" laid down by Lenin as a condition for membership binding
on all foreign parties. For the Chilean party unlike many others around
before

in the

the world, those twenty-one points would become a combination of
commandment and orientation over the years.-'^
The same year (1922) Recabarren traveled to Russia and returned so
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rhapsodic paean called
enthralled with what he had seen that he wrote a
would repeatedly
analysts
Chilean
Russia."
Worker
and
"Peasant
the type he
describe as a "home-grown version" of communism
from
burrowing
preached upon his return: repudiation of violence,
Actuaims.
revolutionary
within the parliamentary system to achieve
Voice: at the Second Congress of
ally, these were echoes of the Master's
foreign delegates when
disappointed
the'comintern in July 1920, Lenin
the same Lenm
regimes—
capitalist
with
temporize
he urged them to
total war agamst
preached
had
before
months
few
a
only
who until
but flexible." They
capitalists. He urged them to be "not doctrinaire
state affords
should not spurn the opportunities that the capitalist
B. Ulam
Adam
Communists,"
the
"Thus
through its rotten freedoms.
to use
chance
the
reject
to
not
"ought
counsels,
recounts of Lenin's
if an occasion warunions;
trade
the
through
work
parliaments, and to
the opportunist Sociahst
rants they should join in a bloc or even enter
parties."*"

x,

u

October Revolution, sucn
fiery revolutionaries eager for their own
Chileans, already
counsel bordered on heresy; not to Recabarren and the
,

i

To

cause and using
familiar with the advantages of recruiting labor to their
parliament to attain their ends.
Kremlm, a
That course was derailed, temporarily, by events in the
party. In December
Chilean
the
for
circumstance
recurring
f amiUar and
stroke. In
1922 Lenin suffered a second and virtually incapacitating
Later that
April 1923 Stalin succeeded him as party secretary-general.
Germany,
in
Saxony
year a Communist uprising in the province of
Deutscher
Isaac
As
miserably.
hastily blessed by the Comintern, failed

impact on the
has observed: "These events were to have a powerful
Germany and
in
revolution
of
chances
the
destroyed
Soviet Union. They
a
communism
Russian
to
imparted
ahead.
They
years
many
Europe for
to save
anxious
Comintern,
...
The
isolation.
of
sense
definite
deep and
importance of its setback, forecast a new revolutionpolicies."*'
ary situation in Germany, and encouraged 'ultraleft'
events would
these
Santiago,
More than nine thousand miles away, in
the fledgling
and
Recabarren
aging
the
have a powerful impact too on
objections,
strenuous
his
over
1924,
13,
December
party he headed. On
CommitExecutive
party's
the
elected
to
were
"ultraleftists"
six young
prepared
Teresa
and, while
tee. On December 19, Recabarren rose early
a single
heard
Teresa
later
breakfast, went into his small study. Minutes
forehead.
his
through
bullet
shot and went in to find him dead, a

face, belittled the

leadership
His suicide consolidated the power of the Russian-oriented
later, the party
years
few
a
Ibanez
by
underground
of the party. Forced
international
became even more conspiratorial, and enmeshed in an
totally dependent on
almost
party
the
made
circumstance
final
web, A
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the Russians: the collapse of the nitrate industry
in the Great Depression, The party's greatest strength was among
workers in that industry,
catechized by Recabarren years before. In 1930 nitrate
provided 40,465
jobs; by 1933 that number was down to
8, 137.

The party's dependence on outside help was made evident at
its 1933
conference; there, at the prodding of the South American
Bureau of the
International, even the memory of Recabarren
was smeared. A resolution passed at the conference said that "his conceptions
of patriotism, of
revolution, of the building of the party are, at present,
a serious obstacle
to fulfilling our mission." The resolution added
that the party had to
free itself from "the ideological ballast of
Recabarren, a very serious
ideological, political, and organic obstacle for
the infusion of MarxistLeninism into the Communist party. "*2
From

that

wavered in

time forward, the Chilean Communist party never

to Moscow, earning for itself a reputation
as
most slavish Communist party in the world beyond the Iron
Curiam. Indeed, it was a loyalty openly proclaimed.
In 1962, for example
Secretary-General Luis Corvalan Lepe said that "the
communist movement has been, since its origins, essentially internationalist
its fidelity

the

... in

there has always been a guiding center in
the best sense of the
center as vanguard of advanced ideas.
For a very

it,

word i

long time now, that
center has been there, in the Soviet Union."
(He added that notwithstanding Its role as "guiding center," the Communist
party of the Soviet
Union did not rule the Communist party in Chile.)
While perhaps not ruled from Moscow, the Chilean
party did march in
lockstep behind Moscow.
few examples: the
.

.

.,

A

a

party swallowed without
Pact with the Nazis (after their
dutiful tirades against Hitler|; it praised Stalin
lavishly until

murmur the Russian Non-Aggression

earlier,

Khrushchev denounced him in 1956 at the Twentieth Party
Congressbut when Khrushchev fell, he fell also in Chile, so
that his death in
1971

rated a single paragraph buried inside the
official party newspaper. El
Sigh; by contrast, that year an old biography of the
life of onetime party

secretary-general Ricardo Fonseca, written by Luis
Corvalan, the man
revived in a new edition, one containing a

who succeeded him, was

prologue with long quotes from the resurrected
Stalin. The Chilean
party also supported the Russian rape of Budapest in
1956, sided with
the Kremlin against Tito and, later, Mao Tse-tung,
and was the first in

noncommunist world to leap to defend the Russian invasion
Czechoslovakia in 1968.
Events in Moscow reverberated even in the internal
organization of
the Chilean party: in 1931 the party split into
two groups (headed by
Lafertte and Manual Hidalgo, the latter Recabarren's
successor)
the entire

of

as a

result of the fight in the

Comintern between

Stalinists

and Trotskyites.
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party
the
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KhruStalinist, Galo Gonzalez. When
In 1945

Moscow

m

was succeeded by a
got the ax and was replaced in
shchev denounced Stalinism, Gonzalez
party's ascending fortunes for the
1958 by Corvalan, who guided the
next fifteen years with much skill.
a .u^
writer, frequent speaker and the
Pint-sized (5 feet 1 inch), a prolific
1914 m the
was born
father of four children, Corvalan

in 1949 and

^

m

affectionate

Montt. In 1936, in his second year
picturesque southern city of Puerto
fired
Corvalan, already a Communist, was
as a grade school teacher,
(where
Iquique
in
workers
to
speeches
from his job for making poUtical
Frei was then editing
aTung Santiago lawyer by the name of Eduardo
would be given back his teaching
the local newspaper]. Although he
Communist-backed Popular Front govrights two years later when the
power, Corvalan preferred the
ernment of Pedro Aguirre Cerda came to
ranks of El Sigio from sportsthe
world of journalism, rising through
he became the editor.
in
1946,
writer and politics writer until,
Communist party newspaper
the
of
editor
as
In 1948 his prominence
other Communist leaders caught up
cost him imprisonment along with
Radical-Commumst alUance. Seven years later he
in the collapse of the
would be jailed again, this

time

at Pisagua,

the "concentration
general

camp

strike,
that Ibafiez reopened in response to a
Commumsts
for
symbolized
Pisagua
the first in the country's history.
to be success ul-but not too
an important lesson: they could afford
them in 1948 when they became
successful. Gonzalez Videla turned on
to throw their weight around,
too successful at the polls and began
were corralled because their
openly and clandestinely In 1955 they
as the general strike testified.
control of labor had become too alarming,
in conspicuously comappear
Never again would Chilean Communists
others to being
convert
to
attempt
would
manding roles, but instead

Communist- called

their cat's-paws.

In 1961, Corvalan

made

his first try for

pubUc

,„
office,

.

runnmg

,

tor
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He was elected from a "safe" southern district (Nuble, Concepand Arauco), winning reelection eight years later.'*^
Corvalin embodied the deliberate ambivalence of the party on the
question of violence, an ambivalence that began with the ouster of
Recabarren, and that was complicated by two factors. The first was
external: the party's meek submission to the dictates of Moscow, mean-,
ing that the PCCh zigged when the Kremlin zigged and zagged when
the
Kremlin zagged. The second was internal, rooted in the nature of the
Chilean political system—its liberalism and its "bureaucratization."
senator.
cion,

Liberalism so systematically inflated the currency of socialist thought
in the Chilean debate that conservative finally became in the country's
parlance a far "dirtier" word that communist. The "bureaucratization"
of politics—government of and by politicians for their parties, which
in
turn arrogated to themselves the claim to represent the "people"—
created malleable and available clients for Communist manipulation.
So it was that the Communists were able to achieve their purposes by
manipulating the levers of power of a progressively diseased system.

They began early. Hidalgo, who had succeeded Recabarren, was one of
Communists on the commission that drafted the 1925 constitution.
They were the only ones to fight for continuation of the anarchic parliasix

mentary system; and

failing in that, th.ey turned later to

manipulating
unable to do that, they worked to
undermine the power of the presidency by exacting high political prices
in return for allowing his programs to get through Congress. They did
the latter in 1938, with the Popular Front government they masterminded into being, and again in 1946, when they helped propel another
Radical to the presidency, and themselves into positions of unprecedented lalbeit brief) power. Eventually they destroyed the rightist forces
within that party, and with them, the Radical party itself, converting it
into a craven beggar at the banquet table of power. During the Radical
years, new forces were set into motion to weaken their enemies by
expanding the role of the state in the economy at the expense of an
increasingly cowering private enterprise.
Nor was it devotion to democracy but cold self-interest that led the
Communists to support General Ibanez in 1952, Ibaiiez, the very man
who had persecuted them for a time a quarter of a century earlier, and
would a few years later when they overplayed their hand. From Ibanez
"strong" presidents.

they

When they were

won

the chance to rebuild their shattered forces, and finally,
midterm falling out, the repeal of the 'Accursed Law," which
had prostrated them.
despite the

Not even "hated" rightist Jorge Alessandri was immune to their blandishments. In 1963, near the end of his term, there were insistent
published reports of an informal "nonaggression" pact between Ales-
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two man

.

.

.

peasant movement
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1936
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m
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of the Chilean Workers Federation,'
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-
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hegemony over labor would be challenged. As for youth, by 1970 nearly
half the party's total membership was in its youth organization, headed
by a "youth" named Gladys Marin, then thirty-one-years-old, six years
over the statutory age for membership in the Communist Youth (JCC).
Although the Communists never could wrest control of the student
federations from the Christian Democrats, they did the next best thing:
they converted the federations into disciples of their causes.
Until the 1950s, the Cornmunists ignored the rural area, but a change
in the voting law in 1952 gave

them grand new opportunities,'*^ and they
swiftly to capitalize on them. In 1960 Corvalan asserted that
peasants made up 20 percent of the party's "fighters," and in agricultural
provinces that percentage rose to 50 percent.'^e Of particular interest to

moved

the

Communists were

laborers.

To capture

phenomenon

the migrant laborers or the landless contract

Communists unleashed a new
unknown in Chile: tomas, the illegal seizure of

their loyalties, the

until then

land by force, a tactic later preempted by the extreme leftists and one
that would return to haunt the Communists once in power. In 1961 the
Communists organized the First Congress of Peasants and out of that
came the National Peasant Federation. Communist-inspired agitation
in the countryside and the reformist impulses sponsored by the Alliance for Progress, then in its period of ecstasy, were the decisive forces
impelling passage of an agrarian- reform law. Although the Communists
would later be upstaged by the Christian Democrats, who would command a majority in the countryside, the Communists were effective in
mobilizing the most volatile and aggressive of the peasant groups: the
migrants and contract laborers.

From the outset the Communists used carrot-and-stick tactics with
the Christian Democrats, changing tactics but rarely retreating. "Push
them! Push them!" Corvalan had told a party congress early in Frei's
regime, "until their measures are our measures."'*^ In 1968 an Italian
Communist, Giuliano Pajetta, would write in L'Unita, the offical newspaper of the Italian Communist party, remarks he said were made to
him by "Chilean comrades" during a trip to Chile: "For us Christian
Democracy is not the principal enemy, and that is a difference of orientation between ourselves and the Socialists
The principal enemy is
the Right, including the Right within Christian Democracy "s
How well the strategy worked— marooning moderates within the
ranks of the Christian Democrats, much as they had done with the Radicals years before,

by cooperating with the "progressive" elements of
those parties, boycotting "reactionaries"— would soon be abundantly

clear.

In February 1969Renan Fuentealba, once again president of the
Christian Democrats, said that as far as he could see, "our enemy is the
Right."
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But he did not rule out altogether the resort to arms, which he said
could occur "at the opportune moment through the action of the masses
on a grand scale" and which would include "attracting [that is, subverting] a grand part of the army to the revolutionary side/'S^ That, in fact, is

what did happen in the final phase of the Allende regime, with
the creation of cordones industnales ("industrial belts"| as a Maginot

precisely

Maquis-type guerrillas encircling Santiago, and the increasingly
bold attempts to drive a wedge between military enlisted men and their
line of

officers.

Despite their remarkable success in bending Chilean institutions,
and opinion to their purposes, the Chilean Communists were
not altogether comfortable with the "peaceful- way" theme. At the 1969
Congress of Communist Parties in Moscow, the Chileans tried, unsucpolitics,

have the slogan changed to revolution "without arms."
That slogan would allow for a type of violence they were already practiccessfully, to

ing: seizure of farmlands, street riots, wildcat strikes. Corvalan gave a
clear indication of his "devotion to legality" in a statement on strikes:

"Our party has pointed out the good sense of the presentation of simultaneous demands in different branches of industry, coordinating movements and strikes, in many cases without waiting for the expiration of
contracts, ignoring the Labor Code wherever that code would tie our
hands."

On the tomas, the illegal land seizures: "Our party has been and is
also the principal organizer of the actions of the rural workers in the
seizures of land."
On the via pacifica (peaceful way): "La via pacifica presupposes class
struggle and not class cooperation; not a friendly coexistence between
exploiters and the exploited; nor renouncing the resort to arms if that
should be necessary."
Again, at the Twentieth General Congress of the Socialist Party,
speaking on behalf of the Communists: "The struggle for the conquest
of power is in full bloom, and has multiple forms of expression. It is
carried out within and outside of the bounds of bourgeois legality and
includes not a few acts of violence, organized and responsible, as have
been the land seizures."
Again, in Nuestra Via Revolucionaha: "There are those who identify
la via pacifica with legal or constitutional channels, a completely mistaken idea. Believers though we are in the via pacifica, we want at the

same time

worker and popular movement to break with the
and be guided, rather than by laws and a constitution
promulgated by the bourgeoisie, by their own class interests, taking into
account the concrete situation at each iuncture."53
With such a vision of "legality" or morality, it was, of course, a short
for the

ballast of legalism

jump

to jettisoning earlier reluctance to

move on

parallel

armed and
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who profited the most and contributed the
The companionship was of the sort that must have compelled the
Communists to ask themselves, plaintively and often, with friends like
these, who needs enemies? At the end their Socialists friends were in
scorned by the Socialists,
least.

fact their deadliest enemies.

Unlike the Communists, the Socialists were neither well organized
nor well disciplined, although in later years they would not only conduct party affairs in the shadows of secrecy, but be notoriously autocratic—little

rank-and-file participation existed in their decision
did they ever develop a leader of sufficient stature to
surrogate for the ideology they never had—unless revolutionary nihil-

process.

Nor

ism can be an ideology.
It was a party made for a man of ingratiating, wily, and shallow ways.
It was a party made for Salvador Allende.
Allende was, indeed, one of the men who, on April 19, 1933, in the
dark days following the

fall

of the short-lived Socialist Republic,

founded the Socialist party. It was not really so much a new party as
leftovers from the deeply divided Communist party torn by the dissension between Trotskyites and Stahnists, and fragments of the Socialist
parties that had supported Marmaduke Grove. In its first pronunciamiento, the founders said that "the party adheres to JVlarxism as the
method for interpreting reality and recognizes the class struggle as the
motive force of history" In the same declaration, the party criticized the

Second and Third Internationals. For Marxist Debray and others, this
represented one of the crucial differences between the Socialists, with
their limited vision of revolutionary solidarity

and the internationalist
communists. (The Chilean Socialists envisioned a Continental Federation of Socialist Republics.)

In point of fact, criticism of the Second International

was beating

a

dead horse- Lenin, Trotsky Rosa Luxemburg, and others had buried it
years before with the outbreak of World War I. As to the Third International, it happened that Trotsky had himself broken with it only one
month before the founding of the Chilean Socialist party He did so in
anger over the Comintern's position on the rise to power of Hitler in
Germany; for Trotsky that was "not a temporary reverse or a tactical
setback, but a decisive strategic defeat, which would leave the working
class prostrated and paralyzed for a whole epoch." For the Comintern,
Hitler's "victory |was] devoid of significance" and the strategy and tactics of the German Communist party were pronounced "flawless from
beginning to end, and it [the Comintern] forbade any Communist party
to open any debate over the issue. "^^
A child of heresy, the Chilean Socialist party remained forever an
apostate in the eyes of orthodox Marxists, at least to those who looked
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charging that the party had prostituted itself and was losing credibility
among workers; Godoy and his Socialist Workers party would later join
the

Communists.

A

similar squabble over participation in the government split the
party again, in 1944, this time with Grove pulling out and Allende
assuming control of the party.
Endless internecine warfare and the lack of a coherent program had
cost the party not only the labor movement— assiduously cultivated by
the Communists— but almost political life itself. In the 1946 elections
the Socialists polled a meager 12,000 votes, 2.54 percent of the total
only one year earlier, in congressional elections, the Socialists had

cast;

obtained 57,418 votes or 12.76 percent of the total; and five years earlier
they had won 16.69 percent, a percentage they would not again see until
1971,

Out

when

there

was a

Socialist in the presidency

of the tumult of that year

emerged the most charismatic rival
Allende would ever face— and eventually vanquish— within the ranks
of the party: Raiil Ampuero. Ampuero, backed that year by Allende,
blueprinted a party program that narrowed the ideological gap between
themselves and the Communists and paved the way for twenty years of
enforced cohabitation between the two within the same electoral tent,
culminating in Allende's triumph. There would be later splits and
purges (including the ouster of Ampuero' himself js^-with Allende the
protagonist in most of them—but the basic hard hne of the party

was

set.

As Marxist Labrousse has

observed, a study of the party's behavior
over the years "reveals a very considerable distance between theoretical
formulation and concrete policy," in contrast to the Communists'
behavior. For example, the Socialists were able to rationalize support of

1952 and of the neofascist/populist/sui generis Argentine
Juan Peron, on the grounds of affinity with "nationalism" in
Latin America.
The combination of "respectability" (the Socialists were never outIbaiiez in
dictator,

and elitist style may account for the party's
attractiveness to Chilean "intellectuals." They were strong in the University of Chile, theoreticians' havens such as the Development Corlawed), ideological anarchy,

and international agencies, including the Santiago-based
Economic Commission for Latin America (CEPAL) and the InterAmerican Development Bank |the first and long-time president Felipe
Herrera, was a Socialist, as was the next highest-ranking Chilean in the
poration,

UN

bank, Orlando Letelier).
"Respectability" and ideological disarray notwithstanding, the party
never wavered on one theme: its resolve to destroy the system of bourgeois democracy and to do so by violent means.
The party's Twenty-first Congress, in June 1965, for example, attrib-

—

.
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of the Chrisuted the defeat of the Popular Action Front at the hands
the social
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to
failure
the
year
to
previous
the
tian Democrats
of classes."
confrontation
decisive
of
"a
inevitability
the
on
struggle
Front
The Congress called for the creation of a Revolutionary Workers

the struggle in
(FTR) with the FRAP as its political expression, to lead
against the
masses"
the name of the working class and the "exploited
imperiand
oligarchies
native
"bourgeoisie [middle class] linked to the
alism. "^^
as
in 1965 the Socialists singled out the middle class
in
power
once
in
persistence
Their
enemies.
one of their three deadly
downfall.
Allende's
to
lead
would
class
that
trying to suffocate
"What means to use?" the Congress's resolution asked. "Our strategy
achieving our
discards out of hand the electoral route as a method for

Thus

it

was that

objective, the taking of power."
The Socialists did not rule out continuing to take advantage of what
system,
Lenin described as the "rotten freedoms" of the parliamentary

and thus of continuing to take part in elections. "A revolutionary
"will give a revoone which is truly revolutionary," the resolution said,
all its steps.
lutionary character and a revolutionary imprint to
the popular
Insurrection will have to come when the leadership of
has itself
which
it
movement understands that the social process,
of
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the
serve
as
to
impelled, has reached maturity and is ready
party,

.

.

revolution."

AUende
That was far from a random expression of momentary wrath.
that
were,
Fierro
Walterio
and
Almeyda
Clodomiro
and fellow Socialists

same year, the main proponents in Havana of the creation of the Latin
American Solidarity Organization jOLAS), the organization dedicated
to the violent overthrow of "bourgeois" governments.
action was
For Carlos Altamirano, the signal for the onset of direct
of the
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continuing
the
it
in
found
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This system of gradual and subtle assimilation unconsciously transforms one into support of the status quo versus being against it."
Altamirano was singularly immune to that assimilation process,
before and after expressing such "concern." As noted previously (chapter 4 note 144), Altamirano, as the principal proponent of OLAS
in

was suspended from his seat in Congress in July 1967 for insultarmed forces and openly encouraging violence.
The charges were later upheld by the Supreme Court.
That did not, however, deter the party from its sponsorship of violent
solutions, although a fairly sizable chunk of the party, led by Arapuero
Diaz, Allende's chief rival for power, did split off in protest to form the
Popular Socialist party At the Twenty-second Congress in Chilian, in
November 1967, the Socialists banished any lingering doubts about
Chile,

ing the president and the

their faith in democratic institutions.

"Revolutionary violence," the Congress proclaimed,
inevitable and legitimate. It springs necessarily from the regressive
and armed character of the class state. It constitutes the only means
which leads to the taking of political and economic power and to its
ultimate defense and strengthening. Only by destroying the bureaucratic and military apparatus of the bourgeois state can the socialist
is

revolution be consolidated.

The

peaceful or legal

means

of struggle (strikes, ideological, elec-

do not of themselves lead to power. The Socialist party considers them as limited instruments of action, an integral part of the
toral)

political process

which leads us

to the

armed

struggle.^'

At the same Congress, the Socialists also banished any lingering
doubts about their attitude toward the middle class: "The national
bourgeoisie is allied to imperialism and is, in fact, its instrument, and is,
therefore, irreversibly counterrevolutionary" With those words, the
party ruled out any possibility of transaction with "legalistic" forces,
such as the Christian Democrats, still another attitude they would cling
to stubbornly until their doom was irrevocably sealed.
There was one brief—but entirely tactical—retreat from this position,
and a short one it was. At the party's June 1969 Congress, the via
electoral ("electoral path") forces of Allende won out over the via revolucionaria forces of Carlos Altamirano. But only to the extent that the
Socialists agreed to enter into an electoral pact with such "organiza-

and persons openly committed to the anti-imperialist fight and
which are for the substitution of the capitalist regime by a socialist
tions

society."

Small wonder that when Debray would remark to Allende that his
had nothing to do with the European Social Demo-

Socialist party "has
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crats for a long time," Allende would agree and add: "Nor does it have
"^o
anything to do with certain self-styled Socialist parties in Europe,

A

respected political scientist put

it

bluntly: "The Socialists were vehe-

ment anarchists—and remember, Allende was

a Socialist.""^'

THOSE WHO HATE, AND THOSE WHO STAND
AND WAIT
Fidel Castro's seizure of power in January 1959 ushered in an era of
new and frequently destructive mythologies in Latin America. None
other would bloody the hemisphere more than the notion of the invincibility of dedicated guerrilla

movements.

Castro himself fed the hoax, boasting that he would turn the Andes
into the Sierra Maestra of the Americas. It was a boast founded on a
fiction, the fiction that he had defeated the dictator Fulgencio Batista on
the field of battle rather than in the sludge of Batista's own dissoluteness, Moscow finally muzzled Castro, in the late sixties, when Russian
control over the Cuban economy became completely decisive. But by

then virtually every country in the hemisphere had suffered the agonies
of violence executed by those determined to get their messianic way at
the point of a gun and emboldened by Castro to believe they could get

away with it.
In no country did they succeed.
was safe from them: Castro's first

no matter how "liberal,"
was Venezuela, a country then
democracy. By the time Ernesto (Che)

No country,
target

constructing a solid but leftist
Guevara went to his death in Bolivia in 1968, Castroite and Maoist
theories about elite-led peasant uprisings had been discarded in favor of
urban terrorism. It seems surprising, yet probably should not be, that

which suffered the most ruthless bloodletting of all was the
one most admired for its "Swiss-like" democratic past: Uruguay
Another widely admired democracy was not spared, either, despite the
fast and deep pace of its socializing revolution. That country was Chile.
Before 1964 the apostles of violence in Chile were scattered among
the country

three or four tiny and ineffectual groups. The event that gave rise to the
organization of a cohesive force dedicated to armed violence was the
decision of the Socialist party at its Twentieth Congress in 1964 to expel

small group of youthful hotheads. The group was headed by two
Miguel and Edgardo Enriquez Espinoza, whose father, Edgardo
Enriquez Froeden, would later become chancellor of the University of
Concepcion and still later Salvador Allende's education minister. The
young militants represented a peril to the party's efforts to appear
"respectable" in the presidential elections in which their man Allende

a

brothers,

In

was running
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as a Socialist-Communist candidate. (At the very next

Congress, a year

would proclaim its belief in the inevThe Espinoza brothers and Bautista Van
Schouwen formed the Marxist Revolutionary Vanguard (VRM), which
shortly afterward subdivided into two other warring factions, one idenitability of the

tified

later,

armed

the party

struggle.!

with Maoist ideology, the other a pro-Castro group, but both

committed to armed violence.
In August 1965 the Castroite wing joined the dissident Communists
headed by Luciano Cruz Aguayo and leftist "Christians" headed by
Andres Pascal AUende (son of the later deputy Laura Allende and favorite nephew of Salvador Allende) to found the Movement of the
Revolution Left (Movimiento de Izquierda Revolucionaria— MIR). Eventually
they would number between three thousand and fifty thousand, an
estimated 40 percent to 51 percent of them trained in urban "warfare"
tactics.

Luciano Cruz was the cutting edge of the MIR during its early years.
His entire brief life was, in fact, a record of violence. In 196 1, at the age of
sixteen, he was leading street demonstrations of high school students in
support of striking workers. The following year he entered medical
school and immediately

became an activist in the Young Communist
Movement. But Cruz was too wild for the party's tastes, and he was
expelled from it in 1963, after agitating among the sin viviendas, the
homeless ones crowding into urban area slums. In 1965 he led studentworker clashes with the Carabineros in protests over a hike in bus fares.

He was arrested for the first time following demonstrations a short time
later protesting joint naval

nianeuvers between U.S. and Chilean units.

same year, Cruz led student storm troopers who drove visiting
Sen. Robert Kennedy from the University of Concepcion. The following
year Cruz was arrested again, leading students supporting a strike of
sanitation workers. In 1967 Cruz was elected secretary of the ConcepIn the

cion Students Federation.

On September 6,

1967, Cruz was arrested following rioting that lasted
course of it, the U.S. Information Service library and
offices were destroyed and a U.S. flag burned. A news photographer
covering the riot was attacked and his roll of film seized. Cruz
five hours. In the

harangued his followers about the Peace Corps before being taken prisoner. En route to the police station, Cruz broke loose from the two men
guarding him and ten others nearby and escaped, Cruz returned to the
university to resume command of the rioting students, still waging a
pitched battle with Carabineros. That night they proposed a "prisoner
exchange": students for a Carabinero they had captured. Hector Gutierrez Orellana. Eventually Cruz was recaptured and spent several weeks
in

jail.
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pushed the MIR to national prominence. At the MIR's
the
Third Congress in December 1967, Edgardo Enriquez was elected to
of the
member
a
elected
was
Cruz
and
secretary-general,
top post,
leaders gave
Central Committee and the National Secretariat. The new
clanhigh priority to rousing peasants and slumdwellers— and training
reports
of
destine paramilitary cadres. As early as 1964 there had been
an
and
Cuba
training
in
two thousand Chileans receiving guerrilla

Those

riots

additional 150 undergoing instruction in "the niceties of totalitarian
policing" in

Hungary*^

nationwide poUce
In 1967 Emilio Oelckers, director-general of the
detective force, Investigaciones, revealed that his men had located a
training center for terrorists on the outskirts of Concepcion. Oelckers
been receivsaid twenty university students belonging to the MIR had
wave
planned
to
a
prelude
a
explosives,
ing training in detonating high
Santiago,
near
Guayacan,
in
raid,
another
In still
of urban violence.
Carabineros seized arms, explosives, and a number of Socialists enrolled
Adrian Vasin the MIRista guerrilla training school. Among them was
quez, later named by Allende to head the Farm and Fisheries Develop-

«

ment Bureau (INDAP—Institute de DesarroUo

Agropecuario).

were central to the MIR's strategic
approach to "solving" Chile's problems. Secret MIR documents captured in 1969 included one dating from that period which said the
"armed struggle" in Chile would be, from the outset, anti-imperialist
and anticapitalist, and one which would exclude alliances with socalled progressives (then still busily wooing the MIR in the belief that
they could be co-opted into the progressive movement— an error the
Communists never made). The document predicted a long and irregular

Such

fight

guerrilla training centers

and said basic to

it

was "the formation

of the revolutionary

army

and power."
Well over a year would pass before the MIR, and the even more

and radical splinter group broken off from it known as the
swing into armed action. But when the MIR did, it
would
MR 2,
marauded for several months with seeming impunity, leading violent
seizures of city lands by squatters, robbing banks and supermarkets,
capturing arms, committing arson, attempting to drive a wedge
between military enlisted men and their officers, kidnapping, and even
hijacking an airplane.
The MIR terrorists posed, for the most part, as Robin Hoods, much as
Uruguay's even more ruthless Tupamaros had in their early days, "The
reckless

MIR will return all this money to the peasants and workers," the leaders
bank robbery on January 23, 1970, "by investing it to arm
and organize the armed apparatuses necessary to return to all the
workers what has been stolen from them by the owner class of Chile, in

said after one

In
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Other words, by founding a worker-peasant government for constructing
socialism in Chile. This is still one more proof that the MIR has nothing
in

common with common crime." The statement was,
MIR's

in fact, a flagrant

"common

crimes" included a brutal attack, on June 6, 1969,
on Hernan Oases, publisher of the newspaper Noticias de la Tarde of
Talcahuano. Osses was lured to a rendezvous at 1 15 a.m. and seized by
three individuals, one of whom he identified as Luciano Cruz. He was
taken to a cabin on the outskirts of Concepcion and there stripped and
beaten and his hair scissored off. His crime: attacking the MIR in his
newspaper. Later, the Robin Hoods of the MIR threatened a woman
journalist, Silvia Pinto, with the "Osses treatment" after she had tangled with Victor Tore, a top MIR leader, in a television program.**
Gen. Vicente Huerta Cells, commander of the Carabineros and creator of the highly trained (and, for subversives, highly hated) strike force
iGrupo Movil), recalled later that he had succeeded in infiltrating the
MIRista high command at that time to the very top. But he said his
efforts to squelch them were repeatedly frustrated by political interference from leftist- leaning elements who dominated the Christian
lie.

:

Democrat administration.^^
Toro was another key figure

to emerge from this period of violence.
Born in Coquimbo in 1943, Toro brought to the revolution background
as an authentic proletariat one of the very few in it, in fact. He had
worked as a miner, fisherman, and waiter, and possessed a burning zeal
to destroy bourgeois society, which was forever alien to him. Toro would
later become for Salvador Allende a political hair shirt, but one Allende
could not bring himself to remove. (In fact, it was a hair shirt that
Allende himself had fashioned, since Allende would be in office only ten
days before he would order charges dropped against Toro and seven
other MIRista fugitives, including his nephew, Andres Pascal Allende,
the Enriquez brothers, Luciano Cruz, and Van Schouwen. They had been
long sought for their participation in the wave of robberies and other

—

armed

Two

actions.)

One was Humberto
Sotomayor had led a group of twelve
guerrillas in a daylight assault on the Banco de Credito in the uppercrust Providencia section. A few days later police cornered Sotomayor in
a raid on the home of a French psychologist sent by the French government to teach at the University of Chile. Sotomayor escaped by threatening to pull the pin on a grenade, but a confederate was captured. The
professor, Benjamin Fabre, said he knew Sotomayor was a MIRista, but
did not know he had taken part in the bank heist. Fabre, who would later
be deported, also said that he had been manhandled by police and even
others in that group deserve mention.

Sotomayor,

On November

13, 1969,

subjected to the picana electrica, a device used for applying electric
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shocks, usually to the genitals of the victims.

The episode evoked

cries

of protest from the University Council and others, and formed part of
what was already becoming a widespread pattern of interference by

foreigners in Chile's internal affairs.

The other was Max

Joel

Marambio, Marambio had earned

a reputa-

tion as a formidable gunslinger, a reputation which would land him, a
few months following the presidential pardon, the job of chief of an

palace guard Allende had formed called the Grupo de Amigos
Personales (GAP) Group of Personal Friends. Marambio, a squat,
pudgy man with a pug nose, puffy jowls, and a thick shock of curly black
hair, had been trained in Cuba and used the pseudonym Ariel Fon-

illegal

—

Marambio and other MIRistas would leave the
be replaced by Socialists, but not before he had forged it into a
swashbuckling, and feared, force numbering several highly trained pis-

tanarosa. Eventually

GAP to
toleros.

to violence was, for the most part, mapped in the pages
Punto Final, and seconded by a cast of Marxpublication
of the "party"
ist newsmen headed by Augusto Olivares, destined to become Salvador
Allende's closest confidant and companion in death. jOlivares was then

The MIR road

director of the University of Chile's television network, one of
three in the country. He was called to testify in connection with one
MIRista bank robbery and made little secret of his close ties to the

news

MIR.)

Through much of 1967 and 1968, Punto Final lionized the murderous
deeds of Uruguay's Tupamaros, then in their apogee. Such instigation
was needed less by MIR's own small cadres of activists than by those the
MIR proposed to "save," especially peasants. Peasants normally are
singularly unresponsive to messianic messages of violence; but, as leftist writers Petras and Zeitlin observe, "The possibility of providing the
link between dispersed peasants is, of course, very important for guerguerrilla mobility and selective use of violence
rilla movements
.

,

.

henchmen

against hated landlords or their

creates

[sic]

bonds between

."^^
the guerrillas and the peasants.
In an August 1969 manifesto, the MIR said the primordial goal must
be "to destroy the bourgeois legal superstructure and install a revolu.

.

tionary government of workers and peasants, so as to lay immediately
the groundwork for the construction of socialism." The same document
said that goal could be achieved only through simultaneous armed and
political class struggle, in the cities as well as in the countryside,
"From the strategic standpoint," the document read,
the fight will be fundamentally rural, so as to assure stability and
continuity of the armed struggle and permit the formation of a revolu-
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and, at specified stages of combat, permit the

carrying out of reforms in the interior of the liberated zones.

fundamentally urban from a tactical standpoint because,
it is in the cities where the masses of
working classes are concentrated
All other forms of struggle,
It

will be

despite the inherent difficulties,

legal or illegal, will be used: infiltration of the

armed

forces, general

strikes, creation of militias, etc/'''

The MIR was, to an astonishing degree, successful in seducing those
who, intoxicated already by the messages of "reform" so much in vogue,
saw it as a group of youthful idealists fighting for "right and justice."
Father Diego Palma, the thirty-three-year-old priest and leader of the
"New Church" group of young clerics and nuns who seized Santiago's
Cathedral in August of 1968, said he believed only the MIR revolutionists could effect the changes Chile "needed" because "only they have
clean hands."

The MIR never, however, managed to seduce the far wilier Commuwho saw them as rambunctious hotheads compromising the delicate job of removing by more surgical means the enemies of Marxism.
Although the MIR and Communists would come to an uneasy truce
nists,

during the final stages of the Allende campaign and the years he was in
power, neither ever trusted the other. The Communists were quick to
charge the MIR with a major share of the blame in Allende's final
downfall, probably an accurate judgment. ^s
Though the MIR was by far the most effective and unrelenting of the
extremist organizations, the remaining leftists could scarcely forfeit the
field of violence to them, nor did they. Even the Communists had their
Ramona Parra Brigade. For the most part, however, the brigade remained
covert while the Communists maintained their public pose of respect
for legality.

Although publicly frowning on violence, the Communists were not
it. Communist journalist Eduardo Labarca boasted
that Communist goon squads had sent more than sixty right-wingers to
the hospital during the 1970 electoral campaign. As for the Socialists,
they had their Elmo Catalan Brigade (named for a former secretary of
above practicing

was killed while fighting
with guerrilla forces in Bolivia in 1971). But the Socialists, like the
Communists, kept their storm troopers in check and out of sight for the
most part, using them instead as training cadres for clandestine paramilitary forces built up during the Allende years.
Eventually, there would be half a dozen significant underground organizations, including the right-wing Patria y Libertad (Fatherland and
Socialist leader Carlos Altamirano; Catalan

Freedom).

It

was the onset

of three years of hatred

and

violence.
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Nor were "civilians"

idle.

On February 9,

1

968, Allende's sister Laura,

in Santiago,
a Socialist deputy, led 340 families in seizing vacant lots
Carabineros,
with
battle
pitched
three-hour
a
after
held
lots they finally
Not to be upstaged, the Communists showed up with one thousand

group
families and later the Christian Democrats themselves installed a
time
this
lands,
expropriated
of "their" families on the spontaneously
using
of
practice
the
of
beginning
aided by Carabineros. (It was the
Carabineros to connive in breaking the law, a practice that was made
pent-up
routine by Allende and one that would build in Carabineros
resentments which made them among his deadliest enemies in the end.)
aggraIn a country with an acute housing shortage— a condition only
impossible,
but
quick,
vated by Christian Democrat oratory promising

solutions—once such lawlessness had been uncorked, it could not be
contained. A few weeks after Laura Allende led the Santiago seizure,
another Socialist deputy, Luis Espinoza Villalobos, led seventy families
and
onto a plot of land two miles from the center of the southern fishing
a
o'clock,
at
four
morning,
following
The
Montt.
Puerto
of
lumber city

two hundred Carabineros moved in to dislodge the squatters.
what to whom
Inevitably, reports of confiict abounded as to who did
twenty-six
dead,
eight
first or when, but few debated the aftermath:
wounded.
The Left immediately baptized it "the Puerto Montt Massacre," and
began a campaign to pin responsibility for it on Edmundo Perez Ziijovic,
who had only shortly before been tapped to replace Leighton as interior
nearly
minister. At the time of the clash, Perez Ziijovic was in Santiago,

force of

seven hundred miles to the north. The order to dislodge the squatters
had been given by a provincial chief who had not even consulted him,
and been carried out by Carabineros inexperienced in riot control. (One
reason the crack Grupo Movil had earned the wrath of the far Left was
meaner
that it efficiently broke up riots without resorting to anything
"marof
extremists
the
depriving
thus
nightsticks,
and
gas
than tear
tyrs.")

But the Left was not alone in attacking Perez Ziijovic. He also came
under fire from the left wing of his own Christian Democrat party, ever
ready to repudiate anything or anyone with the taint of "law and order."
Jaime Ravinet, president of the Federation of University Students
|FECH) and a Christian Democrat, issued a statement shortly after the
incident saying that "the continuance of Perez Ziijovic in the post of
minister constitutes a permanent danger of the repetition of repressive
measures which will occasion painful consequences for workers and
students." Renan Fuentealba, then in the party's presidency, proposed to
party And
Frei that Perez Ziijovic be removed for the good of the

Radomiro Tomic, emerging as the

visible leader of the party's left wing.
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Montt incident ruled out any possibility of Perez
Zujovic being the party's presidential nominee. The possibility had
been actively discussed by those within the party who believed the only
hope of stopping the Left was by putting forward a candidate the
resurgent Right could support. To Tomic, such an opening to the Right
said the Puerto

was, of course, anathema.

The campaign
after

up even
ended finally

of slander against Perez Zujovic did not let

he had been bypassed as a presidential candidate.

It

with his murder in 1971, a crucial turning point in the construction of
the historic gallows on which the Left would itself perish.
Perez Zujovic, the victim of this vilification, was a self-made man
from a family wiped out financially by the collapse of the nitrate industry. He was forced to quit school after the sixth grade to go to work as a
bricklayer. The father of nine children, a mild-mannered and devout
man, he was unflinchingly anti- Communist, but equally committed to
Frei's version of noncapitalist economics. He once remarked to an interviewer that he was greatly pleased to read in a U.S. magazine that Chile's
Corps of Carabineros was rated the best police force in Latin America
and one of the four best in the world. Not surprisingly, he was in
contrast to his predecessor, Leighton one of the few men who backed
Carabineros chief General Huerta in what was now becoming a successful war against extremist violence, and that, of course, made Perez
Zujovic a marked man.
According to leftist folklore, the underground extremists, and chiefly

—

—

the MIR, "patriotically" decided to call a truce to their violent activities
in June 1970, just three' months before the presidential elections,
because they sensed the coming of the "proletariat" triumph, A more

sober evaluation would note that

all of the top leaders were by then in
and their training camps had been smashed. On May 22, 1970,
example, a force of 1,500 Carabineros and soldiers uncovered and

hiding,
for

camp in a heavily wooded area near the port of Corral,
south of Valdivia.
That raid also served to reveal the deep crack in the facade of respectability of the leftist coalition backing Allende. Aniceto Rodriguez, then
secretary-general of the Socialist party, and Rafael Tarud, coordinator of
the Popular Unity campaign, both repudiated the existence of the camp.
The political committee of the Socialist youth wing, however, issued a
statement saying, "We understand that political-military training of the
worker class and of students is a legitimate means of responding to the
repressive apparatus of the bourgeois state. ..." It was a defiant statement echoing one made two months earlier by Victor Toro, who then
described the squatters, a movement actively supported by the Socialists, as "militias which, together with other revolutionary organiza-

raided a guerrilla
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take power and form a government; not one step at a
Revolutionary Army of the People destroys the milia
when
but
time,'
state."*!'
tary apparatus and the grip of the overlords, the bourgeois
were more
them,
accompanied
Such battle cries, and the actions that
as Marxist
were,
they
Rather
drama.
than mere episodes in the Chilean
radicalizathe
to
contributed
which
element
"an
Labrousse points out,
helped
to convert
such,
and,
as
levels
all
on
struggle
popular
tion of the

tions, finally will

a mere electoral contest/'^"
soon discover, that "radicalization" was now an

the campaign into something

As the country would
irrevocable sentence.

more than

that
Of all the political parties and political forces, native and foreign,
was
other
none
Chile,
in
Marxism
of
played a role in the rise to power
By
party
Radical
the
than
senility,
fouler
in
its
fairer in its youth, or
it was intellecin
power
1938,
into
its
way
weaseled
party
the time the
been achieved.
tually spent, most of the goals it had set for itself having
decent, to be
be
All that remained were the instincts: the instinct to

democratic, to be progressive, to be open. Because the party developed
no new ideologies to replace the old ones, it attracted the independents
and mavericks who shunned dogmatism. But without a cause to chamalso forfeited the chance to lead. Because it was a genuinely
pion,

it

deeply in
it attracted the men who believed most
was, in a word, the purest expression of hberalism—
yet
nineteenth-century liberalism, a brand of liberalism which may
to
prey
fell
men|
acquire new luster. Inevitably such a party (and such

democratic party,

democracy

It

the powerbrokers, the manipulators, the schemers.
Following the debacle of 1964 (when the party's presidential candithe party was
date, Julio Duran, polled a feeble 4.98 percent of the vote),
1965 conventhe
set
at
stage
was
The
plucking.
opportunistic
ripe for

when Sen. Humberto Enriquez, a man as decent as he was ineffecanti-Duran forces next managed
tual', was elected to lead the party The
tion,

a chameleonic
to insert in the party's National Executive Committee
into their
back
welcoming
while
Cortes,
man named Alberto Baltra
over the
1964
Allende
in
supported
who
had
leftists
ranks a number of

candidate. [One of them, Alejandro Rios Valdivia, would
with the post of defense minister in Allende's first
rewarded
later be
there
Cabinet.) When the party's convention rolled around in }une 1967,
Several
was no question any longer which group was in command.
"right-wingers," including Chamudes, were expelled.
Gonzalez Videla's
Baltra, a professor of economics who had served in
he moved in
when
in
1958
Left
the
far
of
affection
Cabinet,' had won the

party's

own

Chamber of Deputies for the repeal of the 'Accursed Law," outlawremembered for his
ing the Communist party He was also warmly
earned him
defense of the Berlin Wall, a stance of "independence" which

the
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the presidency of the Chilean-Soviet Institute of Culture. He also was
a
board member of several mining and industrial concerns.
tribute,
perhaps, to the irrepressible masochism— or ingenuousness— of capital-

A

ists. iBaltra would later repent his coziness with the
Communists, and
once Allende was in power, an event to which he contributed in no small
way, he would become one of Allende's most fearless and effectively
outspoken critics.)

Bakra's political position was strengthened enormously in December
With the support of the Communists and Social Democrats, he

1967.

upset Christian Democrat Jorge Lavandero in a special election for the
Senate seat from the provinces of Bio-Bio, Cautin, and Malleco. This not
only gave the opposition a two-thirds majority in the Senate, enough to
block any Frei initiatives, but also emboldened the Radicals to believe
that they once again could hold the trump card in the formation of
any
alliances for the 1970 presidential elections, (In the municipal elections
earlier that year, the Radicals had bounced back to become the
country's
second-largest single party, a distinction of utterly no value and one they

would never again achieve; it was valueless because no party would
again matter by itself, whether first, second, or whatever. More to the
point, in those elections all parties gained ground, all at the expense
of
the still lionized Christian Democrats.)

A

youthful Rasputin was emerging in the party's ranks during this
period: Patricio Valdes Bastias, president of the Revolutionary
Radical

Youth ("Revolutionary" was added at his insistence). For seven years
before this, he had served asthe salaried vice president of a communistfront organization called the World Federation of Democratic Youths.
It
was a measure of Valdes's calloused affection for communist causes that
he had served his apostleship in Budapest, scene, of course, of the bloody
Russian massacre of 1956.
By the time of the fourteenth national convention of the Radical party
in June 1969, the stage had been so carefully set that it would
become

more lynch mob than

political assembly.

Four days before the convenparty newspaper El Sigh could safely
"predict" in its June 23 edition that Baltra would be proclaimed Radical
standard-bearer for the presidential elections and add that "his nomination is not intransigent. The PR [Radicals| will propose his name
to the
tion opened, the

Communist

other parties of the Left, but will point out that in the last of cases, the
PR would back another candidate of the Left if the UP [Popular Unity]
coalesces favorably."

A few details remained, however, before the Radicals would consummate what would become their morganatic marriage with the avowed
Marxists, the Socialists and the Communists. Scores of "objectionable"
delegates to the convention were barred, among them the grand old man
of the party, Pedro

Enrique Alfonso, a lifelong Radical, several times
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minister, former vice president,

and his

party's

1952 candidate

for the

The grounds: "behind in his dues."
Morales
Next the convention elected as president of the party Carlos
of
Institute
Korean
Chilean-North
the
Abarziia, former president of
the
during
party
the
over
presided
had
who
Enriquez,
Culture.^' Senator
"The Marxist fifth
period of leftist takeover, was moved then to protest:

presidency.

column has demonstrated
party There

is

nothing

its effectiveness.

left

Morales has taken over the

but to organize a radical movement

m

exile. "^^

Next the Radicals moved

to purge their ranks of all remaining

Duran, the 1964
"retarded" (that is, rightist) elements, headed by Julio
a pact a few days
signed
had
Baltra
and
Valdes
candidate.
presidential
in that purge, a pact
before the convention opened pledging to join forces
convendenounced on June 24 in the newspaper La Segunda. Once the
Commuthe
to
according
tion opened, the purge was put in motion, and
most
newspaper El Siglo, it was Valdes who focused the issue
nist

sharply;

"You delegates," he

said, "will

have to choose between contmu-

forces of youth
ing to enjoy the support of the sound and revolutionary
no idle threat:
was
It
Right."
the
of
gentlemen
the
or to continue with
582-34
to eliminate the
voted
already
had
organization
youth
Valdes's
votmg
"gentlemen of the Right." The convention quickly fell into line,
promptly
[who
followers
548_43 to oust Duran and a legion of his

formed a new party called Radical Democracy]."
as the
True to El Siglo's prediction, Baltra, then fifty-seven, was chosen
onlookers of the far Left,
party's candidate for president. For the gleeful
in an unholy alliance.
cat's-paw
a
become:
would
he was in fact what he

minor supporting actors. Chief among
Popular Action (MAPU), headed
Unitarian
them was
program, Jacques
by the principal strategist of Frei's agrarian reform
to join those
1964
in
Chonchol. Chonchol had returned from Cuba
party ever
the
pushing
Democrats
within the ranks of the Christian
included
which
coalition
powerful
a
formed
leftward. Eventually, they
(roughly,
tercenstas
leftist
equally
almost
the
"Rebels,"
the ultraleftist
FuenRenan
including
elders
party
of
galaxy
and
a
position"),
"third
warmly
thesis,
Their
tealba, Bernardo Leighton, and Radomiro Tomic.
path to
applauded by the Communists, was called "the noncapitalist
from
distinguishable
hardly
development," a set of economic theses
leftist
this
presidency,
Frei's
most
of
those of avowed Marxists. For
councils. They even
coalition held the balance of power within party
for his flagrant
Chonchol
fire
to
plans
Frei's
succeeded in thwarting
There was,

inevitably, a cast of

the

Movement

of

agitation of the peasantry.

November 1968 Chonchol turned the tables on Frei by resignmg
after the March
himself. The rest of the Rebels bided their time until
of their
mockery
making
a
1969 parliamentary elections. In May,
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repeated protestations of fealty to the party that had elected
them, they
bolted to join Chonchol in forming MAPU. Among
them

were Sen.
Rafael Agustin Gumucio V and Sen. Alberto Jerez Horta,
the latter
elected with PDC votes only two months before; Deputies
Julio Silva

Solar and Vicente Sota,

who had done

much to push the party leftward; and PDC Youth leader Juan Enrique Vega. On September
19, 1969,
so

MAPU named Chonchol as its presidential candidate. But, in a inove to
make itself more appetizing as a vehicle of compromise to the coalitionhunting Communists, they named the better-known Gumucio
as a
"reserve candidate."

(The terceiistas were somewhat more circumspect. They remained
in
the party long enough to use their influence to get left-winger
Tomic
nominated. In 1971 they bolted the party, formed another called
the
Christian Left [IC], and joined Allende's government. Among
those who
would go were three of Tomic's sons, his son-in-law, and former Christian Democrat Youth leader Luis Badilla, the man who had
gained
as a

fame

human megaphone for Tomic.)

Next, in descending order, came the Social Democratic party, which,
Debray points out, "bears no relation to international Social
Democracy nor to traditional social democratic concepts."^'' This party
as Regis

was formed in 1966 by Patricio Hurtado, the Christian Democrat deputy who was the first ranking party member in modern times
expelled,
in his case for his avid propaganda work in Chile in
behalf of Fidel
Castro, precisely at a time when Castro was busiest insulting
Frei.
Hurtado's service to leftist causes was recognized the following
year

with

medal bestowed by the Vietcong and relayed by Castro.
the presidential derby began, Hurtado's miniparty was
joined by
the Democratic National party (PADENA), founded in 1960
from the
remnants of leftist elements that had backed President Ibanez.
PADENA began with a bang, mustering nearly 7 percent of the vote in
the 1961 parhamentary elections (in which it lost its
six Senate seats
but won a surprising twelve Chamber seats The party backed
Allende
in 1964, but by the 1969 parliamentary elections it
was all but spent,
picking up a meager 1.94 percent of the vote and electing
no one to
Congress. Together the Social Democrats and PADENA
would first
plunk for the candidacy of Sen. Rafael Tarud Siwady, a runaway
a

As

|.

Social-

and, as their second choice, Baltra.
Tarud rounds out the cast of supporting characters.

ist,

The son

of Syrian

immigrants and economy minister in the mishmash government
of
Ibanez, Tarud surfaced in April 1969 at the head of
a miniglomerate
called Independent Popular Action (API), made up of
populists, retired
military officers, and a miscellany of leftists. Tarud became API's
hoped-for compromise candidate of what
oncilably divided leftist movement.

it

expected would be an

irrec-
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API was very nearly
It is

well to

right.

f

.

i

players in the cast of characters,
countless newspaper
stood and waited. In the reports of
the world was repeatedly

remember these minor

the ones who
commentators,
rnaeazine, and academic
and Socialist Big Brothers
that however sinister the Communist
the coalition was vouchsafed by
might be, the democratic purity of
was made especially and repeatthese "democratic" partners. Reference
party as the best guarantee of demoedly to the "century-old" Radical

SS
"

And welllt might have been, were it not that

procession were
of the party in the Allende
mockery of a once proud name.

those wearing the Winery
more than the hollow

little
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world,
rational
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other
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so
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common
been But the Chile of 1969-in
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the planet where politicking
in he
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eviscerates debate-there
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nonetheless,
were,
jockeying for political power. The elections
wouW
Allende
Congress
empiical sense that they shaped the
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down
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(see
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The March 1969

le

regime and

life.

,

The Christian Democrats,
bonanza

of record

,

the
despite the advantages of power and
continued their decline; only the

world copper prices,

them to fare as well
phenomenon of proportional representation allowed
while the
stagnated,
The Radicals
as they did in the enlarged Congress.
spectacumost
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representing the revitalized Right,
Nationals,

lar gains of all.

.

,
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i
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Interestingly, the six parties that would

Both major parties

of the far
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polled 47.8 percent of the vote;
in the Popular Unity coalition
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of what Allende would
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s
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tions. On the other hand, add
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the wrong way when they
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stayed
went left, and that the voters who
was that no one
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unmistakably
What those elections
triumph alone. It was a lesson the
party could any longer hope to
Christian Democrats had
Communists had long understood, and the
never
Frei regime, the Communists
not yet leamed. Throughout the
(
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life,
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conferred World Peace Prize with the American singer and political
activist Paul Robeson and Spain's Pablo Picasso. In 1953, a year after his
return to Chile, he was awarded the Stalin Prize.
Salvador Allende was a flawed candidate even before he reached the
cannibalistic contest to choose a coalition contender. To begin with, his
own Socialist party was badly fragmented. The upstarts of
were

MAPU

stealing its extremist thunder

among peasants,

the

MIR was stealing its

thunder in the city slums and orchestrating a series of violent strikes.
At the party's national plenum in June 1969, the via electoral wing
headed by Allende and the via levolucionaiia wing headed by Altamirano reached an uneasy truce. Out of the convention came a compromise that would permit the inclusion within the future electoral alliance of non-Marxist parties provided they supported Marxist
strategies. "There is room in this grouping," the statement said, "for all
parties, organizations, and persons openly committed to the anti-imperialist light and who are for the substitution of the capitalist regime by

—

socialist society." It

was the

final capitulation of the Socialists to the

Communists. |A year

stealth-and-stalk strategies of the

one and only conference

before, at the

to ratify the warlike protocols of the Latin

American

Solidarity Organization in Chile, the Socialist senator
Aniceto Rodriguez was chosen as president of the Chilean branch. But

the Communists refused to sit at the same conference table with the
MlRistas, a stance which threatened to destroy the precarious Socialist-

Communist

OLAS

alliance once and for
within the Socialist party.)

ail,

given the unanimous support for

But the capitulation to Communist pragmatism was, as it would turn
on paper only. As Marxist Labrousse observed, the hard-liners
within the Socialist party retained an important influence, "if not the
preponderant one, " within party councils.
One important consequence of this intramural feuding was to fuel the
aspirations of Rodriguez, a man who had managed to rise through party
ranks largely by remaining innocuous, a trait which would continue to
out,

'^i*

him afterward. For Altamirano's hard-liners, Rodriguez
represented a more malleable quantity than the old fox Allende. The
characterize
soft-liners

saw

in the

younger and more moderate Rodriguez a more

man they perceived to be a useless
burned out in his three previous tries at the presidency.
Rodriguez, then party secretary-general, might have been proclaimed
the party's candidate by acclamation in June 1969 had it not been for a
Byzantine incident. Allende was then on a junket to North Korea, North
Vietnam (where he was one of the last world Marxist leaders to see Ho
Chi Minh alive), and Cuba, attempting (with very limited success) to
enlist a reluctant Fidel Castro to his cause. Rodriguez backers planned

attractive alternative to Allende, a
fossil,
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surprise at a
to spring their acclamation

banquet they had organized in

was
'a °ew'houis before the banquet
arrived bearing Allende's name.

It

to begin, a cable

from Cuba

acclamation
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my
reception
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and
Left

groups [of the]
fplansl independent
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Labrousse points out, Allende never
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From that moment forward, Salvador
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creating the electoral alh-
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Unity Their first
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--^;-^r^;''l^J.
of three repre
made up
committee,
The
program.
committee to draft a
its work
completed
coalition,
seS^Wes of each of the six parties in the
with
replete
document
4,800-word
on D cei^ber 10. The result was a
concessions to

platforms, including several
the usual pieties of electoral
to overcome the tradmond
"women's liberation," evidently designed
candidates. The preamble
Marxist
antipathy of Chilean women for
the
political regime in the Jisto'ry o
promised' the "most democratic
the
for
not
formed
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one
re-emplace
to
not
by another,
simple ubstitution of one president
changes
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to carry out the prof ound
government,
in
others
party with
by
accomplished
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This
which the national situation demands."
system of
new
a
install
to
order
in
"transforming present institutions
and the people are the ones who
power in which the working classes

^^SS:^«Sr:y::suchheroicph.sesb.vethenngof^^^^^
ness about them, until
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that in the Chile of 1970, 38.1
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Chilean, men, women, and children, were registered to
vote, and 31,8 percent of them actually did vote, a turnout of 83.3
percent. By contrast, only 61.8 percent of the total voting population
of
the U.S. bothered to turn out to elect Richard Nixon in 1968, and the
all

turnout figure for 1964, an all-time high, was 63 percent.ai More on
voter data later in this chapter.)
The constitution would be rewritten, Congress would be scrapped in
favor of a unicameral "Peoples' Assembly," bureaucratic power would be

and the court system would be overhauled so that "a
whole new concept of the judicial process [would] replace the existing
individualistic and bourgeois one." (UP strategists, and especially the
Communists, understood from the outset that the Congress and the
courts represented the two insurmountable obstacles to achieving their
ambition of total power. In point of fact, despite much brouhaha, they
never dared change the constitution. Congress, or courts by legal means,
but simply resorted to ignoring, defying, or subverting them. Apologists
would complain of the difficulty of changing them when the government didn't have the votes to do so, a complaint which struck at the
heart of Chile's ills under the Popular Unity government of Salvador
decentralized,

Allende—namely, Allende's disregard for the realities of majority rule in
a democracy.)

In economic affairs, the prograni' envisioned the nationalization
(expropriation) of all "basic resources" (copper, nitrate, and the like), as
well as of banks and other elements of the financial system (insurance

companies, loan companies), foreign trade, "large" distribution firms,
and "strategic industrial monopolies." High priority also went to speeding agrarian reform.

Loose language—with sinister intent— also characterized an ominous passage on the mass media. The program said, "It is necessary to
redefine [the] purpose" of the

mass media, "putting emphasis on their
educative role and ending their commercialization, and to adopt measures which allow social organizations the use of these communications media, eliminating the harmful effects of the monopolies."
Strange language indeed, for two television networks were operated by
universities

and the third by the

and every major political party
and magazines (a field in which
the Communists excelled). The only "monopoly," in fact, was the glint
in the UP's eye, the one it hankered to create.
In foreign policy, the program promised friendship with all nations,
while leaving no doubt whatever who the enemy was: the United States.
Besides genuflecting before the long and usual litany of leftist international and hemispheric shibboleths, the program specifically promised
to "review, denounce, or renounce
those treaties or agreements

had

its

own newspapers,

state,

radio stations,

.

.

.
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Socialists backed Allende, while not

ruhng out the possibility of
out against Baltra, Tarud, or
reserve-hitter Gumucio. The Communists were flexible, insisting only
that the candidate who emerged must be backed by themselves, the
Socialists, and Radicals. They added that they would accept any candidate supported by four of the six coalition partners. The Radicals pushed
falling

back on Rodriguez; they were

flat

man Baltra, and said no new names other than those already under
consideration should be admitted. The tiny
touted Chonchol or
Gumucio, and the even tinier API and Social Democrats held out for
Tarud. Only
among them indicated it would accept Allende, but
their

MAPU

MAPU

acceptance was decidedly lukewarm.
On December 26, the still divided parties of the coalition published a
pact of far-reaching and crucial importance, yet one that was little noted
during the years Allende pranced in the presidency The "Pact of the
Popular Unity" proclaimed that the new government would be one
neither of one man nor of one party, and that its decisions would be
rooted not only in the parties that had constituted it, but also in the
entire cluster of "popular organizations"— a concession that left room
for the MIR and other terrorist organizations at that time very much
underground. A few days later another document prescribed a campaign
its

on "ideological and practical confrontation with the government.
Christian Democracy, imperialism, and the Right." A third and final
document bound the candidate to adhere to the program of the Popular
built

Unity and the aforementioned commitments, and bound him also to
include in his cabinet three Communists, three Socialists, three Radicals, two from MAPU, and two from Tarud's two miniparties (which left
two cabinet posts to the president's discretion|. Allende would often
boast of the heterogeneity of his Cabinet; he did not add that his hands
were tied not only in this respect, but, and far more important, as to his
independence in the presidency, even before he was selected as the UP's
puppet candidate.
That selection was to be made before the end of December, But
despite round-the-clock sessions the last two days of the year, the
leaders of the UP parties were unable to reach agreement. The voting,

during those last days:
Socialists

Communists
Radicals

MAPU
Social

Democrats
API

Allendc-Neruda
Neruda-Allende
Baltra -Tarud

Chonchol- Ncruda
Tarud-Baltra
Tarud-Baltra

Thus, Tarud had two first-choice votes (his own parties) and one
second-choice vote; Allende had one first (his own party), one second;
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capita aid in excess of $16 per person, "at least three times more than
was promised in 1961" when the Alliance for Progress was created-^*
Still another dimension to Tomic, the public man, was his lifelong
devotion to leftist causes. He was born in 1914, was a lawyer and a

with Frei, a founder of the Christian Democratic party
and its forerunner, the Falange. Tomic was one of the first two PDC men
elected to Congress, in 1941, and was reelected to the Chamber of
Deputies in 1945 [the year Frei was losing his first try at a seat in
Congress In 1950 he was elected to the Senate to fill the vacancy left by
Pablo Neruda, who had left the country without permission of the
Senate. In 1961 he was again elected a senator, but resigned to assume
the ambassadorship in Washington.
There were those who described Tomic as Frei's close friend and foil,
but the record demonstrates that Tomic not only was consistently to the
left of Frei but visibly chafed under his leadership as well. Following his
return to Chile from the United States in 1968, Tomic connived
ceaselessly to maneuver the party into an electoral alliance with the
Communists. It was Tomic, in fact, who created the Popular Unity
concept, a concept which forced many in the party to attempt to disassociate the party and its policies from Frei, the hobgoblin of the Comjournalist, and,

|.

munists.
On April 10, 1969, in the aftermath of the ruinous jfor the PDC)
parliamentary elections, Tomic addressed a letter to Frei in which he
said that despite Communist-Socialist rebuffs and barbs aimed at him,
"it is clear that without them, there is no Popular Unity." In another
letter to

wing

Luis Maira Aguirre, a

of the party,

Tomic

PDC deputy identified with the tercerista

said:

"My

duty

is

to be honest, serious,

and

no agreement in favor of the Popular Unity, and as a
result, there will be no Tomic candidacy. I will not agree, under any
circumstances, to be a candidate if only my party supports me."*^ it was
a statement Tomic had made many times, but by putting it in writing
then, it amounted to an ultimatum to the party on the eve of its crucial
clear.

There

is

1969 national convention.
It took all the support Frei could muster to defeat,
in

May

1969, the

move

at that convention
to negotiate an electoral pact with the Left, the

alliance so long caressed by Tomic, Leighton, Fuentealba,

new party
boss Benjamin Prado, and lesser luminaries of the party's left wing.
Supported by the long-time party ideologue Jaime Castillo, the controversial but deeply respected Perez Ziijovic, Sen. Juan de Dios Carmona,
and others, Frei won 233-215. The terceristas below the top leadership
party promptly quit the party. It was the last time Frei could, or would,
get his way in party councils until the country was plunged deeply into
the maelstrom of Allende.
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the legal requirement. On November 2, 1969, Alessandii accepted—
with characteristic independence: "If I win the election, I will govern in
an absolutely independent fashion, searching constantly for contact
with the workers; and I will govern for all Chileans, without exception,
without establishing differences among them, being guided [in the

choice of collaborators| only by the capacity honesty and sense of
vice to the country.

ser-

was a bold and inspiring beginning. But the man called upon to lead
was bereft of organization and staff, and lacked not only the
stomach but even the experience for the campaign trail. And he was
It

this crusade

seventy-four years of age.

So
year

it

was almost foredoomed that the country would hear, just one
from another man, an agonizingly different version of what it

later,

meant

to preside over the destinies of the country

and

its

people.
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book and Pearson's main ideas. What's more, he was almost 100 percent
accurate!" Interview with Valenzuela in Santiago, April 25, 1974.
Debray, op. cit., pp. 63-66.
For details of Allende's involvement in that strike, or his lack of it, see
Marcos Chamudes, Chile: Una Advertencia Americana (Santiago:
Ediciones EE.C, I972|, pp. 67-68. Allende refers to his arrest in his interview with Debray, op. cit,, pp. 62-63.
9. Debray, op. cit., p. 63.
10. Quoted by Florencia Varas and Jose Manuel Vergara in Opeiacion Chile
(Santiago: Editorial Pomaire, 1973), pp. 120-21.
7.

8.

11. Ibid., p. 122.
12.

Debray, op.

cit., p.

61.

Debray: How did you come to join the Socialist party!
Allende: I didn't join the Socialist party. Regis I am a founder, one of
the founders of the Socialist party.
Debray manages to keep his "journalistic" talents well camouflaged
through the sixty-seven pages of this book, which contains his actual interviews with Allende, and he appears rather in a role somewhere between
disciple and straight man. The reader is thus left to himself to sift the

—

abundant

fiction from the occasional fact in the "conversations."
to Allende's role in founding the party, the authoritative Diccionaho
Politico de Chile (ed. fordi Fuentes and Lia Cortes [Santiago: Editorial Orbe,

As

1967); hereafter Diccionario] doesn't even

mention his name until fully
way through its account of the party's history |on p. 473 of
which runs from p. 469 through most of p. 474|. Nor does the

four-fifths of the

the section,
Diccionario list the founding of the pdjfty as one of Allende's achievements
in the biographical sketch of him (pp. 36-37). It does, however, identify
Matte Hurtado as the founder in the biographic sketch of him (p. 307).
13. The analysis quote is from Debray, op. cit., p. 62. The account of Allende's

Communist causes is from a confidential Time magazine
memorandum of October "26, 1970, reproduced in Multinational Corporaactivities in

tions and United States Foreign Policy, a report of the hearings before the
Subcommittee on Multinational Corporations of the Foreign Relations
Committee of the U.S. Senate (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
14.

Office, 1973), pt. 2, p. 703.
Debray, op. cit., p. 72.

66-67.
For details of that zigzag phase of Allende's career, see chap. 5.
Weston Agor, The Chilean Senate (Austin and London: University of Texas
Press, 1971), pp. 148-50.

15. Ibid., pp.
16.
17.

18. Ibid., pp. 71.
19. Ibid., p. 118.

20. Ibid., p. 117,

from "Diario de Sesiones del Scnado, Legislatura Extraordi-

naria," Sesion 43A,
21. Agor, op.
22. Agor, in a

cit., p.

December

27, 1966, pp.

2594-95.

19.

"conclusion" section written shortly after Allende's election, put

caution— and his own, earlier reservations— aside and wrote: "Third, and
perhaps most important, is the style of President Salvador Allende himself,
which suggests that Allende does not personally favor and probably will not
seek to weaken or close down Congress, despite campaign rhetoric to the
contrary This (Agor'sj study clearly demonstrates that when President
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two biases implicit throughout Davis's book: enthusiasm for Allcnde and most of his ideas (the other: an equally strong aversion to the junta which ousted Allende|: "was Salvador Allende a Democrat
... I believe the answer is yes!. ... In 1948 Allende had criticized the
sages reflect one of the

which we deem inalienable to the human perDuring the intervening years most of his positions with this
assertion were consistent. It was only the road to socialism, however, that
Allcnde wanted to make democratic and institutional. He did not envisage
the Chilean people voting exploitative and capitalist institutions back into
power. Once 'the people' took over in the complete Senate, Allende believed
that they would continue to rule." Ibid., p. 51. And again:
his 'flexible
wrist' and propensity to renege on his commitments, his willingness to let
his dirty work be done, his dissembling all were part of Salvador Allende.
But Allende was also called by some 'the First Dreamer of the Republic': and
he dreamed marvelous, soaring dreams. His aspiration was for a better Chile
and for happiness and fulfillment for his compatriots. Not just personally,
but in the selfless political sense. He loved the women and children of
Soviets' negation of 'rights
sonality.'

".

.

.

—

." Ibid., p. 53. One needs to jump
to the endnotes to discover the
identity of "some" who saw Allende as a "dreamer": Regis Debray and
Camilo Taufic. Davis does not, however, clarify that both are doctrinaire
Marxists. Davis gives as the source for the Kerry remarks, "Satements and

Chile

.

.

Discussion," U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, Nominations on Hon. Cyrus R. Vance to be Secretary of State, fanuary 1977
Hearings (Washington, D.C. 1977|, pp. 57, 67.
In sharp contrast to his successor, Korry saw Allende quite differently— as
did virtually every non-Marxist I have ever read, including the three Chilean presidents who preceded Allende. Korry samples: |1| "As far as the
motivation behind Allende's domestic economic policies, the evidence is
overwhelming that their objective was political to destroy the middle
."; (2| 'Allende did not believe in democratic socialism by anybody's
class
definition
."; (3| "He [Allende] had no intention of ever negotiating seri" From the report of a Conference
ously with the United States
on Chile,
held at Georgetown University's Center for Strategic and International
Studies |CSIS|, August 15, 1974, and chaired by CSIS Latin Studies Director
Dr. James D. Theberge as reproduced in United States and Chile during
the Allende Years, 1970-1973, Hearings of the Subcommittee on InterAmerican Affairs, U.S. House of Representatives, July I and Oct. 15, 1971;
September II, 1972; March 6, September 20, 25, October 11,31, December
7, 1973; Augusts, September 17-18, 1974 (Washington, D.C, 1975) pp. 644-

—

.

.

.

.

645. (Hereafter: United States and Chile.)
"Red Boss in Chile a Puzzling Figure," by Tom Stacey of the London Sunday
Times, in Miami Herald, April 26, 1964.
33. This information was given to me in response to a request I made during a
visit to the Senate Information Service in April 1974. The Service had
32.

attempted to pinpoint party membership in a 1968 survey. Only two parties
responded, the Christian Democrats and the Popular Socialist Union. Their
replies: Christian Democrats (ncc Falange), 1942
3,210; 1946 3,602;
1952—5,798; 1958—13,216; 1964—45,792. Popular Socialist Union;

—

—

1952—9,800 members.
34.

"Cincuenta Anos del Partido Comunista," Que- Pasa December 30, 1971,

p.

6.

35.

John Gunthcr, Inside South America (New York: Harper

&

Row,

1966),
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sense— eventually, if not immediately because the party hierarchy always
was heavy on worker representation. The quote is from Adam B. Ulam The
Bolsheviks (New York: Macmilian Co., 1965), p. 501., as is the synopsis
of
the twenty-one points, pp. 501, 502, 504, and 507.
p. 497. The Chilean magazine Que Pasa, in its admirable survey
of the
first fifty years of the Chilean Communist
party, refers, for instance, to
Rccabarrcn's "national communism," and describes it as "deeply
different
from Russian Communism." "Cincucnta Aiios del Partido Comunista,"
pp.

40. Ibid.,

7—8.

41. Isaac Deutscher,

Random House,

The Prophet Unarmed: Ti-otsky, 1921-1929
Vintage Books, 1965], 2:144, 212.

(New

York-

where noted, the details of the Communist party's development are
from Que Pasa, December 30, 1971, pp. 6-10.
Details of Corvalan's career from "Luis Corvalan Lepe: Un Pacifista
Vio-

42. Except
43.

Icnto," Sepa magazine,
44.

March

9-15, 1981, pp. 6-7.

From

El Sigh, June 28, 1965, as cited by Chamudes, op. cit.,
p. 217.
45. Before 1952, each political party could not only print its
own ballots but
distribute them, a practice that gave landowners easy access to the votes
of
their laborers. Thus, the ballot the peasant deposited was most often

the one
the "patron" gave him. However, it must be noted that until another change
the electoral law in 1970, illiterates could not vote and a high
percentage—perhaps a majority— of farm laborers were illiterate. What is significant is the Communist proselytizing of those who could vote,
and efforts to
capture the loyalties of those who would later vote.
46. lames Petras and Maurice Zeitlin, 'Agrarian Radicalism in
Chile," in Agrarian Problems and Peasant Movemehts in Latin America,

m

ed. Rodolfo
Stavcnhagcn (New York: Doubleday, Anchor Books, 1970), p. 520.
The Losers (New Rochelle, N.Y: Arlington House, 1969), p. 40.
276 (October 1968], quoted by Chamudes, op. cit., p. 219.
49. Joan E. Garces, "1970, La Pugna Politica por la Presidencia de
Chile," pp. 43,
47; cited by Labrousse, op. cit., p. 219.
50. Frederick Pike and Donald Bray, A Vista of Catastrophe: The
Future of U.S.Chilean Relations, cited in U.S. House report, Multinational Corporations
and United States Foreign Policy, pt. 2, p. 707. Following the fall of Allende,
Chileans would be justified in protesting that it was now they who recognized "in Communism a dreadful threat" and Americans who thought
of it
as simply "one of the possible means of achieving physical
prosperity," etc
51 The bolshevization quote is from Dcbray, op. cit., p. 131 The
shooting quote
IS from Chamudes, in Robert Moss, Chile's Marxist
Experiment (New York:
John Wiley & Sons, Halstead Press, 1973), p. 44.
52. From the 1961 booklet, Nuestra Via Revolucionaria, quoted
by Labrousse

47. Paul Bethel,
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March 9-

6-9.
54. Luis Corvalan Lepe, Camino de Victoria (Santiago: Sociedad
Impresora
Horizonte, 1971), p. 26. The 1972 quote is from I. Rybalkin, "The Chilean
Experience: General Laws and Peculiarities of the Revolutionary Process "
15, 1971, pp.

Kommunist,

no. 8 (May 1972): 121, cited by Leon Goure and Morris Rothenberg, Soviet Penetration of Latin America, (Miami: Center for Advanced

International Studies, University of Miami, 1975),
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111.
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incalculable value in combating crime and subversion. Huerta was proud of
the fact tfiat he was an honors graduate of the FBI-run International Police
Academy in Washington, D.C. The combination of his efficiency and effectiveness, plus the FBI "taint," made him, for leftists, a man thrice accursed.
But the fact that he had served Frci loyally would later cost Huerta the
esteem of the Right, which saw him as one of the men responsible for
facilitating the later holocaust,
66. Reference to Olivares in Pinto, op.

cit., p.

64.

The peasant

reference is in

Pctras and Zeitlin, op. cit., pp. 529-30.
67. In Labroussc, op. cit., pp. 156-57.
68.

An example of the long-festering hostility: Luciano Cruz died under mysterious circumstances in 1971. Two years later, less than one month before
Allendc's overthrow, Miguel Enriquez made an impassioned speech in
which he noted tribute paid Cruz by other leftist organizations, adding:

"Only one group soiled itself." That^roup, he said, was the Communistcontrolled Labor Federation (Central Unica deTrabajadores), which, he said,
refused the MIR request to make its headquarters available for the wake,
even though Allende himself would lead the mourners at the funeral. The
incident is in Ricardo Boizard, Proceso a Una Tiaicion (Santiago: Ediciones
Encina, 1974-), pp. 124-25. The Chilean Communist party's top theoretician, Volodia Teitelboim, wrote, following Allende's overthrow, a series of
analyses in World Marxist Review, in which he noted that the action of
radical leftist groups caused "the working class [to be] isolated from its

theme repeatedly echoed by Soviet commentators. Sec Goure and
Rothenbcrg, op. cit., pp. 107-210.
69. In Labrousse, op. cit., p. 235.
allies," a

70. Ibid., p. 238.
71. Just nineteen

months later, with Allende barely three months in power, an
alarmed Morales would be warning that the Radicals might have to pull out
of the government unless illegal land seizures were halted (which they were
not|. The Radicals were hunting because the land piracy was taking place in
the southern provinces, where what remained of their electoral strength
resided.

72. El Mercurio, June 30, 1969, quoted by Chamudes, op. cit., p. 138.
73. The Valdes and Enriquez quotes are from Chamudes, op. cit., pp. 138, 139.
74. Dcbray, op. cit., p. 196.
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78. Labrousse, op. cit., p. 200. The compromise statement is from the same
77.

page.
79. Ibid., p. 207.

80.

81.
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The Chilean Road to Socialism, ed. Ann Zammit, with cooperation of
Gabriel Palma (Austin and England: University of Texas Press and Institute
of Development Studies [IDS], University of Sussex, 1973], p. 261. Unless
otherwise noted, further references to the Unidad Popular program ate
taken from this work, pp. 263-77,
Pocket Data Book, U.S.A., 1971 (Washington, D.C: U.S. Department of
J.
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It

was as

if

"the child on

care had decided,

upon

whom we

devoted the most attention and

finishing graduate school, to

embrace canni-

balism."'

'OUT OF THE VALLEY OF HINNOM
On

."
. .

September 5, 1970, the people of Chile awoke to discover
had done what no other people, anywhere, had ever done. They

Saturday,

that they

had elected a Marxist president, in elections so simon-pure clean that
one newspaper would describe them as "honest, open, and unchallenged."

"Marxist" was actually a euphemism commonly used then and thereobscuring the simple 'fact that Salvador Allende Gossens came to
power at the head of a Communist- Socialist coalition. There might be
some quibbling about whether any other people had ever before elected
a Marxist
and others had, in free elections but no free people had ever
before elected a Marxist-Leninist government, pledged to transforming
the entire state and society into a Communist-Socialist state. And it is
well to remember that in Chile, the Socialist party bore no resemblance
after,

—

to similarly

well to the

—

named
left

and elsewhere, and was, in fact,
Communists, in tactics, style and totalitarian

parties in Europe

of the

taste.

The
Unity

fact that the Radicals
I

UP

formed part

Unidad Populai]

of Allende's

coalition caused

some

winning Popular
away from

to shy

the more forthright Communist-Socialist label. Yet the Communists
and Socialists would pull the strings that made puppet Allende dance,
and the Radicals, electoral cannon fodder, had nothing important to say
about the conduct of affairs from the day of Allende's triumph until the
day of his death.
The sense of shock at what had happened in Chile was heightened
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Miami
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In
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Moscow's enthusiasm was tinged with caution because the Soviets
understood that this battle they had fought so hard to win was far from
over on September 5, 1970. Chile was, after all, still reeling from a full
year of the most raucous political fratricide and electioneering of its
history and shell-shocked by the final verdict.
Since Allende had failed to win a majority, the final decision rested
with the Congress, and that meant fifty days more of nerve-racking
cliffhanging. Russian commentators apparently had not expected
AUendc to win in the first place, and were apprehensive in any case about
the durability of the Popular Unity coaliton (and would remain so to the
So they withheld full-scale pop-corking until the Congress acted.''
Before the postelcctoral skirmishing was over, the casualties would
include not only the country's top soldier, but also, in one way or
another, a legion of foreigners such as Henry Kissinger, the CIA, and ITT.
end).

And, of course, Chile's civilized past.
As 1 958 had demonstrated, the Left had a clear advantage with more
than two candidates in the race. It was for that reason that the Right
backed Frei in 1964. But the Christian Democrats (PDC| had repeatedly
echoed the sentiments of party President Renan Fuentealba, who said in
February 1969: "Our enemy is the Right.'"' The entire Frei administration was a systematic dismantling of everything the Right stood for, in
social theory as well as economic practice. Even Moscow smiled on
Frei's performance.'' Furthermore, the Christian Democrats
despite
their boasts that they would "govern for thirty years" and were the
"wave of the future" actually had declined steadily since 1964 (when
they won with the support of the Right); whereas the Right, following
its reorganization in 1967, had gone from 14.6 percent of the vote that

—

—

year to 20.8 percent in 1969.
In such circumstances, there was no hope of the Right and the Christian Democrats uniting to stop Allende before or after the elections.

—

Democrat standard-bearer in
Armageddon of 1970, had no wish of stopping Allende.
Four months before the elections, in May 1970, Christian Democrat
deputies backed Popular Unity candidates in elections to select the new
Besides, Radorairo Tomic, the Christian

that electoral

presiding officers of the Chamber. Osvaldo Giannini Iniguez, deputy
PDC floor-leader, explained that the PDC bloc had voted thus out of

deference to Tomic who had requested it as part of "closing ranks ever
more with the Left, with a view to an understanding at the Joint Session
|of Congress) which will have to decide between the two highest candidates."''

Tomic already knew, of course, that with three in the race, none had a
chance of getting the absolute majority needed to win a clear-cut victory. The Chilean constitution provided that in such cases, the two
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1970, the outcome was:
In the voting on September 4,
Table 24
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Five days after the elections, Alessandri announced his decision: if
chosen by Congress, he would resign, so as to force new elections, and he

would refuse, irrevocably, to take part in the new elections,
A few days later, on September 13, Salvador Allende gave his answer:

them

"Let

[his

opponents] know," he shouted at a street

rally,

"that the

entire country will grind to a halt.

There will not be a factory, nor
company, nor shop, nor school, nor hospital, nor farm that works, as the
first demonstration of our power. Let them know that the workers will
occupy the factories and the peasants will take over the farms. Let them
know that the white collar workers will be in the offices, awaiting the
command and the voice of the Popular Unity."" In other words: elect

me—or else!
He

needn't have shouted. Within the Christian Democrat party,
wing, led by Tomic, Leighton, Fuentealba, Prado, and a young
rebel group, maneuvered to ease the way for Allende. (A few months
later, the young rebels, having won their way, bolted the party and
joined forces with Allende much as Chonchol's group had done a
the

left

—

year

earlier.)

In keeping with his Olympian style, Eduardo Frei, leader of the party's
moderate forces and the man with the greatest sway over the rank-andfile, shunned taking the public position that might have been decisive.
In private, he told a number of associates he believed the election of

Allende would "be a disaster for Chile."i^ The man who headed a badly
bungled attempt to force a preemptive coup d'etat. Gen. Roberto Viaux

Marambio, claimed

Frei

had even given

a guarded "green light" for his

He said the green hght XVas conveyed by a cousin of Frei, a Catholic
priest named Father Ruiz Tagle.i^ Two experienced reporters on the
plan.

scene—one working for International Telephone and Telegraph Co., the
other reporting confidentially to Time magazine both reported, in
harsh language, that Frei was in a Hamlet-like trance, one minute
tilting in the direction of blocking Allende, the next saying no.i*

—

There were others in

number was

Frei's

inner circle pressuring

him

said to include his defense minister, Sergio

to act. Their

Ossa

Pretot,

Finance Minister Andres Zaldivar, and Economy Minister Carlos
Figueroa.'s Other moderates, such as Sen. fuan de Dios Carmona,
argued that the Christian Democrats should hold out for seats in
Allende's Cabinet in return for their votes so as to be able to checkmate
his actions. But they were outflanked at the top leadership levels which
Tomic, as the party's candidate, had captured. Bernardo Leighton, vice
president of the party, told Frei flat-out after September 4 that he would
deliver his votes to Allende.

On September 24,
that

many

aimed

the party published a statement: "We are convinced
defended by the candidacy of Salvador Allende

of the points

at the transformation

and development

of society,

have been and

^
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was careful to disassociate the party
remain ours today." The statement
and called upon him specifically to
rotn many of Allende's programs,
power" as a parallel orce or
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manifesto
The
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a
to
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marathon
a
after
On Monday, October 5,
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the weekend, the Christian
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a
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the
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journalists
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.
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.

his brilliant
'<^
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and attitudes \tendencias\ of Dr. Allende
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There was
bishops-domiOn September 26, the country's Roman Catholic
left wmg of the Christian
the
to
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nated by an elite
countrymen to eschew
Democrats-issued a statement urging their
as an impUed
significant
even more
violence. But the statement was
f^vor of
were
they
said
bishops
acceptance of Allende's candidacy: the
Chi
e_ We
in
underprivileged
of
social change to help the "millions
risks for everyone. They
know changes are difficult, and bring great
great hopes and show construcadded that Allende's supporters "harbor

crats

^

tive willingness" to

work

for solutions.

number of Chileans-including many
Inasmuch
Allende victory as a plague on their
Christian Democrats-feared an
amounted to a gratuitous defense of
land the bishops' statement clearly
as a substantial

progression for the church in
was, in fact, in a perfect line of
steadily left. The inteldrifted
mid-1960s,
Chile which, starting in the
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lectual fountainhead of this
Vekemans.
a Belgian priest named Roger
by
dominated
institute
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of other

church "progressives" from Holland,
France, and Belgium, the church barely disguised its affection
for Tomic
during the campaign— and for Allende during the cHff-hanger
period.

Jesuit
office:

enthusiasm

"When

Allende veritably exploded when he was barely in
Chile and the world pass judgment on Allende, he will be
for

judged as a revolutionary. As to his work in La Moneda [the presidential
palacc|: will it have meant a decisive step toward the
appearance of that

New Man,

sane, free, whole, responsible and creative? The
antivalues
fostered by the capitalist system: will they have fled before
the collapse
of structures sheltering them today? ... As the
government
of Popular

Unity advances towards that New Man, a Christian cannot but march
by its side, since that New Man is none other than the same one which
Christ came to install upon this earth."
They were, of course, talking about the New Man to be molded by
Salvador Allende according to his Marxist lights and tenets.
And "they"
were the editors of the Jesuit magazine, Mensaje, in their issue #194, in
November 1970, a hosanna written as Allende was barely settling in
office.'^

In all of this, the Right— whose candidate had run only
39,000 votes
behind Allende— was not even consulted. This casts an interesting
light
on the thesis developed by Benjamin Prado, then president of the Christian Democrats, to justify their position vis-a-vis Allende:
"To deny
Allende the possibility of assuming the presidency would be as if
to
have said to 36 percent of the electorate, you have the right to take

part
in the elections, but you can't win."'^
Evidently, however, it was fair to exclude altogether from
negotiations
of uttermost importance for the future of the country 34.9
percent of
the electorate |not to mention the very considerable bloc of
moderate

Christian Democrats whose voices were drowned out by the party's
leftleadership). The fact is, the PDC, in excluding the Right,
was
acquiescing in a stratagem devised by the Communists, who stagemanaged the "guarantees" negotiations; Allende's own Socialist party
opposed the negotiations, and, if it had gotten its hot-headed way, even
the PDC would have been hard put to vote Allende into the presidency.

wing

The stratagem: break off and isolate the Right, both the frankly inimical
National party as well as the moderates within the PDC, so as to glue
the Marxist-leaning leftists of the PDC to an invincible coalition
of the
Left. Part of that strategy included dangling offers
of Cabinet posts
before top Christian Democrats. One of them, Frei's Yankee-baiting
foreign minister, Gabriel Valdes Subercaseaux (of the
confrontation
with Nixon), did, in fact, win Allende's support for an international
plum: head of the United Nation's Economic Commission for Latin

America (CEPAL).
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Don Bohning. Bohning wrote that,

in keeping with the doctrine of "low
enunciated by President Richard Nixon
October 31, 1969, sources in both Santiago and Washington indicated
the U.S. was "ready to tolerate a second Communist State in this hemisphere." He noted the contrast to Lyndon B, Johnson's stance in justifyprofile" in

hemisphere

affairs,

ing U.S. intervention in the Dominican Republic in 1965— that the U.S.
would never accept a second Communist regime in the hemisphere.
Bohning also referred to a Washington dispatch by Jose M. Navasal in El
Mercurio at that time, in which Navasal quoted a "top State Depart-

ment

official" as saying that the U.S. considers "the preservation of

democracy is a responsibility incumbent on the citizens of each free
country We have stopped thinking," the official told Navasal, "that we
[the U.S.) have the duty to aid in impeding every anti-democratic
threat." The same official added that the U.S. would like to see Chilean
voters again demonstrate faith in representative democracy, but if Chileans were to reach a different decision, "if a candidate is elected who
opposed the concept of democracy that we sustain, then we would do no
less

than accept the verdict of the Chilean people.

we would have to respect it."
The "top official" Charles A. Meyer,

It

would be

painful,

but

—

assistant secretary of state for

—was doing more than merely mouthing reas-

Inter- American Aifairs^^^

suring platitudes. Several weeks

earlife'r, a top-level group in Washington—including representatives of the White House, State and Defense
departments, and the CIA, gathered as the "Forty Committee" (see note
8, chapter 4)— had reached the decision "that nothing should be done
that might affect the election." That decision was communicated in
"late May or early June" by Richard Helms, then director of the CIA, to
John A. McCone, a former CIA director and then member of the board of
directors of ITT. McCone had gone to Helms to "reflect to him, and
through him, to the policymakers of the Government" the views of ITT
specialists that Allende was going to win the September election, and
that if he did, it "would have a very serious effect on this country as well
as the business interests involved." Helms did say some "minimal
effort" to influence the election would be made by the CIA within its
existing budget. Helms also told McCone he agreed with the ITT assessment that "there were no prospects" of Alessandri defeating Allende.^^
Nor was Meyer merely mouthing platitudes when he spoke of how
"painful" an Allende victory would be for the United States,
From the end of World War II to 1970, the U.S. had poured a total of
.

.

$1,281 billion in aid to Chile, $957.6 million of it in official development assistance, not counting military aid.^* At the time Allende came
to power, U,S, private companies had a book value investment in Chile
of

$750 million,

of

which S3 13 million was insured by the

U.S. govern-
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nearly half of

it,
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trans-

formations in a number of Latin American states have shown that the
socio-economic processes on that continent can sap and even under-

mine U.S. positions there, "^o
The pressures on the U.S. to act were not limited to the view from
Washington—or Moscow, or Peiping (later Beijing). Edward Malcolm

man then rounding out his third year as U.S.
ambassador to Chile, was under heavy siege from all three contenders as
the presidential campaign gathered momentum. As Korry would testify
later: "All three camps, three political camps, approached me directly for
funds, as did other people, for the electoral campaign. The United States
never responded." Among those soliciting Korry: Salvador AUende's
fundraiser, who asked for $1 million in U.S. money.^i
Korry, a feisty and voluble

Henry Kissinger told the Senate Foreign Relations Committee a simi"The CIA was heavily involved in 1964 in the election, was in a
very minor way involved in the 1970 elections, and since then we have
absolutely stayed away from any coups. "^2^ Kissinger went on to characlar story.

and almost obscene" the U.S. intervention to defeat
the CIA pumped an estimated $20 million into
the election campaign of Christian Democrat Frei. As noted in chapter
4, such outside meddling was unnecessary since the Right had closed
ranks behind Frei, and AUende's chances in a two-way race were next to
nil. The most probable explanation for U.S. interference: official Washington was in the grip of a paroxsym of paternalism during the New
terize as "blatant

Allende in 1964,

when

Frontier- Great Society years, dabbling in assassination plots, manipulating elections and governments.

As Ambassador Korry would note^^^ the intervention in 1964 was
cocktail circuit gossip in Washington, but the media would remain
curiously silent about it for nine years, until the post- Watergate exorcisms and until the targets of indignation were all on the Right.

—

Korry also had a large American "family" to keep in check during that
tumultuous election campaign. The "official" family included 120 officers and staffers at the American Embassy, AID (Agency for International Development) and U.S. Information Service (of whom, a
Communist source claimed in 1968, 42 were CIA agents, a number
presumably swollen by 1970);3'* 85 Peace Corps staffers and volunteers;
13 officers and enlisted men advising the Chilean armed forces; 8 officers, 81 airmen, and 53 dependents serving at U.S. air force observation
stations (on remote Easter Island and equally remote Punta Arenas, at
the frozen tip of the continent}; and an estimated 3,000 civilians, many
of them long-term residents employed by 55 American companies ranging from small sales or distribution offices to the huge copper and iron
mining companies.
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survived longer than anyone else in ITT's top hierarchy alongside
the hard- driving and demanding Geneen.) In common with many Washfact,

ington corporate operatives, Merriam wriggled and squirmed constantly to escape the control of an intermediary (Gerrity) at the home
office. Inevitably, too, this resulted in

to

do more than

the Washington office attempting

more clout than it had,
a reputation as a brawler on the international scene in 1962
Leonel Brizola, the leftist governor of the Brazilian State of Rio
it

should, and claiming

ITT won

when

Grande do

Sul, expropriated the

company's small ($6-million| telephone
seemed that the leftist regime of Brazilian President
Joao Goulart would go on a rampage against all American companies in
the country, Geneen prodded Sen. Bourke B. Hickenlooper (R-Iowa) to
throw a protective mantle over American business. Hickenlooper introduced an amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1962 which
required the president to suspend all economic assistance to any country that expropriated the property of a US. company, repudiated a
contract with a U.S. company, or made a U.S. company subject to discriminatory taxation or administration.^s. That amendment remained a
point of friction between the U.S. and Latin America for years until its
repeal in the early seventies, especially among those regimes which
equated economic nationalism with the ouster of American |and other

company Since

it

foreign! private investment. (Prior to

it's repeal, liberals in the Congress
and the foreign policy establishment in the U.S. teamed up to prevent
the measure from ever actually being invoked, though there were several episodes which cried out for its application.)
With only seven weeks left until the Chilean elections, a man walked
into the lobby of the Sheraton-Carlton and took a seat in one of the plush
leather chairs. The man was William V Broe, then chief of the Western
Hemisphere Division of the CIA's Directorate of Plans better known

—

as Clandestine Services, irreverently

known as the "department of dirty

tricks."

A few minutes later, another man entered the lobby "He came up to
me and asked me" whether I was William Broe, the CIA man said. "I was
the only one, frankly sitting in the lobby at the time."

The man was Merriam. The time was about 10:30 on

the evening of

and the occasion was a meeting between Broe and Geneen
which McCone, at his initiative, had suggested Helms set up.^* Geneen
said he agreed to the meeting "in order to get a detailed rundown from
the Government as to the prospects of an AUende victory and what
might happen thereafter." As for Broe, he learned that he was to meet
Geneen only that day when Helms called Broe and said that McCone
"had suggested or asked that someone who was knowledgeable about
the situation in Chile get in touch with Geneen, who was going to be in
July 16, 1970,
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them the CIA "would not accept such

a fund."

Geneen then told Broe ITT would again be willing to "assemble an
election fund ... a substantial fund" to support conservative candidate
Jorge Alessandri in the 1970 campaign, then in the home stretch.
"Well," Broe said, "I told him we could not absorb the funds and serve
as a funding channel. I also told him that the U.S. Government was not

supporting any candidate in the Chilean election, "3'
Had Geneen bothered to ask McCone again, this time in McCone's
capacity as ITT board member, the subject might never have come up at
all. McCone said Geneen never mentioned his intention to make
such

an

offer,

and

"if

Geneen had made any suggestion

other corporations offer

money

to

CIA

to

me

that

ITT or

for use in political purposes,

I

would have said CIA under no circumstances would consider such an
offer, and I would advise against it.'"'*'
In fact, the evidence indicates the fund offer was an impetuous fishing
expedition undertaken by Geneen as he groped for some means to
protect ITT's imperiled stake in Chile. "We did not have a plan," Geneen
would later recall
We hoped the government would have a plan, and
we felt that we had something that we could offer that might be helpful
to such a plan." He also made the point that he would have had to take
".

.

.

such an "unusual" matter to ITT's board, but lacking "something tanhe never did. "I come back to my point," Geneen said. "There was
no real offer other than to go with whatever a government plan was
.*'
Neither Geneen nor anyone else in ITT again mentioned the "fund"
idea during the campaign. Geneen was leaving the next day for a ten-day
European trip. As the two men were parting, he asked Broe to call him
on July 27th, and in the meantime, should he need to talk to anyone in
ITT, to call Ned Gerrity He did not ask Broe to contact Merriam.*^
On July 27, Broe called Geneen. "We talked very briefly about the
progress of the candidates," Broe said. "I do not think we talked more
than two or three minutes actually, because he was obviously very
busy; he took the call and I talked to him very briefly, and that was
all."*'' Broe said there was no mention of the fund idea.
Salvador Allende's election, when it finally happened, was a bombshell everybody knew about but lew actually expected to explode. A few
gible,"

.

.

days before the election, the State Department predicted privately that
Alessandri would win handily.'*'* Ambassador Korry predicted a narrow
Alessandri victory. ITT's Robert Berrellez cabled his home office from
Santiago on September 1 saying the "most reliable indicators" pointed to

Alessandri winning with 40 percent to 41 percent of the vote. Berrellez
added that he also had information from "the uppermost Chilean intelligence sources" that left-wing radicals were ready to spring a "three-
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constitutional process that led to the election of Di. Allende by the

Congress

.'"^^
.

.

The

shattered forces of Alessandri attempted to regroup quickly
behind a dispirited leader. Two days alter the election, Alessandri 's

campaign manager,
brother-in-law, a

Dr. Arturo

man

Matte Larrain,

like Alessandri, his

in his seventies, unveiled for Berrellez the last-

scheme for blocking Allende legally. It became known as the
'Alessandri formula," and called for moderate Christian Democrats to
give their votes in Congress to Alessandri so as to elect him. He would
ditch

then resign,

—and

run

—in which he would refuse to

new elections would be called

presumably, would be elected with the backing of the
Right, as he was in 1964. Such a maneuver would bypass the constitutional prohibition against a president succeeding himself, since an
interim president would have served pending the new elections. The
scheme was perfectly legal, but fraught with danger.
"The Alessandri camp," Berrellez wrote, "is fully aware of the consequences of such a maneuver— a bloodbath, since the far Left extremists
would not take this without reacting violently." Matte, acknowledging
Frei,

was necessary in order to prevent communism from taking
over the country.*''
'About this Alessandri formula," Korry would testify later in Congress, "one, it is Chilean, it was Chilean-conceived. It is constitutionalj
the drafters of the Chilean constitution wrote it in because they wanted
this option. It is not sleazy, a surreptitious thing. It was openly debated
and discussed in any and all forms of Chilean communications for
this, said it

many

weeks."'*''

But to work, the plan needed one crucial element: the active support
of Frei. And that it never got.

FROM DISARRAY TO DESPERATION

—

—

Even before policy planners in the U.S. public or private had a
chance to ponder their next move, economic disarray was setting in in
Chile.

On the Monday following the Friday election, the small Santiago
stock exchange failed to open as scheduled lor the first time since 1938.
When it did open on Tuesday, trading on the exchange's one hundred
stocks was off by 60 percent, and prices fell by as much as 73 percent,
companies marked by Allende for nationalization. There
was also a run on banks that Monday which one American banker said
saw withdrawals total $13.5 million. In the first three days of business,
that total would rise to the escudo equivalent of $25 million.
Foreigners in Santiago were approached on the streets during those
especially of
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balance in Congress
the
to
tip
designed
was
was subsiding and that it
against Allende.'*^

WilUam
would be unwise to conclude," American correspondent
Right,
the
"that
Montalbano wrote a few days after Allende's election,
has
centuries,
four
which has ruled Chile in one fashion or another for
evident
most
what
is
least,
surrendered totally But, for the moment at
"SO The reporter was wrong in
Alessandri's partisans is despair.
"It

among

of rightist rule"— the
repeating the glib sophistry about "four centuries
and irrevocably
in
1920,
Chile
power
in
political
Right had lost its
economic power, fading ever since the midtwenties, had all

m

1938 and its
despair. That despair
but vanished in the sixties. But he was right about
would soon turn to desperation.
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some

like the

^
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women who staged what Montalbano described

as

mournful march, chanting 'Cuba no, Chile si' " it was
the beginning
ot a long and often bitter campaign
of peaceful resistance.
For others, the solution was flight. On his
postelection rounds of
Santiago, Montalbano discovered lines stretching
from the
a

counters to
the streets at centers issuing vaccination
certificates needed for international travel. A woman asked Montalbano,
half in jest, he remarked
Do you think that the Cuban exiles could find room for
all of us in
Miami?" Eventually, thousands of Chileans would
leave their country
during AUende's three years. (How many is
anybody's guess; Chileans
did not have to register to emigrate.
What is known is that more than
twenty thousand returned to Chile from the
opulent US. alone in the
first two years after the fall of
Allende, to share the bitter harvest of
economic hardship, and-at least in the vision
of the international
press

—

"fascist repression.")

Within

a

few weeks,

U.S. Consul Frederick D. Purdy would
report
American residents of Chile turning up to get their
outdated passports validated. "We issued 126
passports in September In

swarms

of long-time

the past ten years," he added, "this consulate
never issued more than
sixty in a month." Purdy also reported
a 100 percent increase
in

mquiries from Hungarians and Czechs who had
fled to Chile following
Soviet-crushed uprisings against the Communist
Lands and

who now wanted

rulers in their native

to escape to the

United

States.

Long lines

of

Chileans formed daily outside the American
consulate in an almost
hopeless wait for visas.^i
For others, the situation called for decisive
action. A few days after the
votes were in, a young buzzsaw of a lawyer
named Pablo Rodriguez Grez
organized two hundred fellow lawyers and others
in an organization
called Movimiento Nacional Patria
y Libertad (National Fatherland and
Liberty Movement). Its purpose: to persuade
whatever Christian Demo-

were needed to back the 'Alessandri formula."
When, on September 24 it became plain that the Christian
Democrats were going to back
Allende, most of the members of the movement
drifted away in a spell of
despair. A few decided that, the law
having failed them, they would
resort to lawlessness.
crats

For a few desperate days, the idea of armed
struggle would grow in the
minds of a handful of the vanquished, until in an
instant of panic they
would immolate themselves, and the hopes of
many others. Three

men

played pivotal roles in the plotting: retired
Gen. Roberto Viaux Marambio, the hero (to many, in and out of the
armed forces) of the October 21
1969, pocket uprising against Frei; a forty-one-year-old
industrial chemist named Luis Gallardo Gallardo; and
Jose Jaime Melgoza Garay, who
brought passion and a mercurial personality to
his new-found political

.
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the
various times, involved some of
activism Their scheming, which, at
climax
explosive
seSTommanders of the armed forces, came to an a-ed -en sur
22^Four carloads of
October
of
Ta^on
commander-in-chief Gen. Rene Schneider

rmornmg

rounded the car of army
him. The idea: hold him for forty^eigh
Chereau, with orders to kidnap
of a military cabinet as a firs
formation
hours and demand of Frei the
Schneider was slain in a hail
Instead,
elections.
step toward calUng new
to confirm
Two days later, a stunned Congress voted
of gunfire/
Allende as president.

DAYS OF WINE AND EMPANADAS
Chilean road to social"empanadas yvino tinto" [meat pies and
ism, a revolution replete with
Allende said, a revolution such as the
red wine). It would be, Salvador
without maps, yet one anticipated
world had never known, a journey
the oracle Fnednch Engels himself^^
by the classics of Marxism," by
had pioneered one path to socialism
Russia, half a century before,
the
proletariat. Now Chile would show
through he dictatorship of the
the
proclaim,
Allende would boldly
world a second way. We are today,
transition
of
model
to construct the second
first nation on earth called
because there is
is extraordinarily coniplex,
task
The
state.
to a socialist
march through
we
road
walk a new
no precedent to inspire us. We
our faithcornpass
only
our
guide,
of a
trackless terrain without benefit
hurnanMarxist
particularly
and
ages,
fulness to the humanism of the
to have
wish
we
society
the
of
outline
the
ism- having as our true north
a new
socialism,
Chilean road to
^ur task is to define in practice the
his
man,
on
centered
society,
model for the State; for the economy, for
we
that
experiences
previous
There are no
needs and aspirations
practice of
the
and
theory
the
develop
might use as a model; we must
organization, both so as to
new forms of social, political and economic
as well as to create socialism
break the grip of underdevelopment
over six months before, on
Salvador Allende was in the presidency
maps, one that would
Mav 21 1971, he announced that journey without
There was but a
maps.
without
journey
rapidly 'become a nightmarish

He called it

the
"la via chilena al socialismo,"

.

.

,

.

road, and that objective was
single objective at the end of his
those who would oppose
forever,
including the power to destroy,

his heirs in

Marxism.

sideshow to the larger Chilean drama.

.

power,

him

or
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He never had any real chance, either, of
reaching that objective
because he and those who accompanied
him were a minority not only in
the land, but even within the coahtion
that put him in the presidency
^'

19^0, he began to plunge the country into a
in economic ruin and

fhlr'H°H ^^^^r^^,^
''"
lawlessness, ending
Sv^l war,
civil
w^r the fabric
h
of 'rvf
Chilean society torn to

tZ

J^r.r?

th
the

air,

tatters

^^^" i" those first days, but with spring in
the days were, for the most part,
days of wine and empanadas.
*'"^^"°"^^^g^,^'

Delegations from sixty countries gathered
at the Capitol to watch as
the thirty-word oath of
^^'"^^' ^"^^g^'^ting him as Chile's twenty-eighth

Snate President Tomas Pablo administered

r^Trl.

f°'

'^^ °''^°''^''' -^^^ unofficial
r^ZrrM'^t^^^'^"^
Cuba North Vietnam, the Peoples' Republic

servo from
servers

China, as

of

ob-

China (Red

was then known), the German Democratic
Republic (East
the pro-Communist (and tiny)
Puerto Rican indepen^"^ "^^^ [''"'' '^"^^^"S the solemn decision six years
T^n"''°" of American States to break relations collec?v V w
tively
th ^,.
fnTn
with
the Fidel
Castro dictatorship because of its repeated
subversion of other American states,
Allende announced the
,t

Germany)_and

iT

resumption

of
diplomatic relations with Cuba. It was
his first significant foreign policy
initiative. (Withm seven months,
all of those

would become

"unofficial" delegation!

on January 5, Chile became the second country
in the heimsphere [after Cuba]
to establish diplomatic relations
with
Peiping (Beiiingl; East Germany was
next, three months later, and North
^°''°-^^-^^-' ^^- ^^'^' ^-^^Phenc
official,

S^oT?un?r IP^r

^^'^^^'"^'"^^^ Cabinet contained no surprises:
Socialists

.J^l^'T'
got
two key portfolios: Interior (key because
it controlled the 26,300man national police force, the paramilitary
Carabineros); and the

"

^"°.'""' "^"^^'"^^- ^'^^ Comminists and
'' '
Radicals got three apiece, the Social
Democrats two, one went to the
API (Independent Popular Action), and
the r;maining one to a
"independent." Of the other key posts,
Castro crony Jacques
rtn h f
"
^^"^ "^^P^'' ^^' Agriculiure, and
^^'
nn the ,ob
K only two
'"I
'""^'T'
was on
days
when he would announce: "from here out
"""
"^^'^'". ^'''™ ^^^^°^*'=' ' <lo«"naire Marxist
who
u as an independent,
presented himself
got the Economy Ministry-and
promptly declared a war on inflation. The
new labor minister. Communist Jose Oyarce, initiated his
reign by announcing that the
right to
strike would be scrupulously
respected by the Popular

RaSs^or.f

ZZTf:

f

tlllf7w

Unity govern

There was cruel irony in

all of this.

Peasants never ruled, they became.
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instead the

un We

to

pawns

P^y

ts

designed not to bring
of an ideological fanaticism

reding under the worst infl^tron

deb^^^^^

as to convert
SerTwlTd vent such violence on laborfrom
power.

m

US

labor into an

Allende
avenging angel crucial to driving

Thanks

largely to a

copper earnings
in copper price^Chilc's
to powe. n.n
he
before
years
in the five

boom

-me

ha^r^ore iafdlubled
1969-AUende
million at the end of
from $428 million in 1965 to $925
As
Prospenty
of
least the illusion
inh^fted a^economy which gave at
^
CMk's
Sfect result of the copper boom,
i-^-^^^^f^Jf
not De
^"^^^d^^fb^
would
that
figure
(a
million
«tnod at an all-time high, $393
reserves would
of 1978-1981, when
boom
the^inocht
untfl
eoualled
had been
level]. Urban unemployment
eTch more than ten times that
A lende
as
percent in 1966 to 3.8 percent
declinr. steadily, from 7.6
all-time
an
percent,
lower, to 3.6
oBce in 1972, it would fall even
teens, remaining
it would soar to the
shattered,
the econimy
ow
lower down
even
was
Rural unemployment

SuS
Se

lo

fom 4

over a decade).

5 percent in

(bottoming out
1966 to 2.4 percent in 1970

peTent the following year,

before,

it

^-'

at

L8

T^'w^LTto 30 ttem in

Inflation, which ^^'1;,'?^^^
at 5.7 percent in 1985).
,7.^^^?^^ ^'.'"^^ in
during Allende s first full year
lQ7n would drop by 50 percent
500 Percent at the
skyrocketing' to more than a crushing
amid the amnoted
little
statistic,
end There was another disqmeting
of tha
paroxysms
political
and
euphoria
fically stimulated economic
most
during
sluggish
economy
the
of

S

S-Te"ot

md^ulentrterlude: The growth

fSri"^.^^^^^^

year in office (1971) ^o^/'^
J^^J^
two
levels his last

first full
1970 Once again, Allende's
plunging to minus
shoot up to 9 peicent-before

Allende turned to Pedro
cartographer of the economy,
Ecoideas of the
"structuralist"
Vutkov c a man st'eeped in the
by the
Dominated
(ECLA).
America
nomic Commission for Latin
through the sixties and
Srentine^conomist Raul Prebisch, ECLA,
development strategies and
fv event^es exerted great power over
preaching its gospe
America,
S.-lunded) in Latin
of
pend
and government
control
state
ofeconorc salvation through rigorous
an independent,
nominally
Though
better tomorrow
p annTng for a

^'as'

t

Ms

S mS

UN

"u
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Vuskovic, who worked for ECLA from 1949 to 1969 before joining the
AUende campaign, had close ties to Communists, helping Communist

economist Jose Cademartori in his run for a Chamber of Deputies
seat.sfi Vuskovic was only one
of a number of IVlarxists Allende would
lure back to Chile from cushy jobs in a number of international
agencies. Still others were recruited locally from ECLA.
One such: Max

Communist, who became
What Vuskovic charted was an

Nolff, a

Allende's minister of mines.

erratic course which contained two
consumerism," an ersatz version of Keynesian
"pump-priming,"" and galloping state control of the economy, a concept pleasing to the Christian Democrats, inasmuch as they had
practiced it themselves, but displeasing when they witnessed the
breakneck
pace of it under Allende/Vuskovic. Following the very first Cabinet
meeting, on November 9, Vuskovic announced a fourteen-month battle
plan to bring about "a. rapid rise in the levels of economic activity,
substantial headway against unemployment, a significant change in
the
distribution of income and containment of inflationary pressures, "^s
Measures included a 50 percent cut in interest rates—a bonanza for
debtors, a disaster for lenders, with the result that bank
shares "came
tumbling down" on the stock market. The government moved swiftly
to buy control of those weakened banks, ultimately
controlling vir-

main

features: "socialist

tually the entirety of the credit system'jwith ruinous consequences,
as
well, for the once solvent banking systemj.s^ £i Mercmio,
for a century
Chile's leading newspaper— and, increasingly, an embattled
beacon of
opposition to Allende— editorialized dryly: It is hard to understand how
"a program which raises wages by a minimum of 35 percent
while at the
same time claims to stabilize prices and the value of the moneyincluding the exchange rate for the dollar— a measure which, nonetheless, would imply an increase in money in
circulation of approximately

5 billion escudos, can yet promise a 10 percent increase in gross domestic product in one year." \E1 Mercurio not only did
not exaggerate, it

understated the suicidal means Allende would take to "finance"
his
journey without maps: printing-press money. Before he was finished,
Allende would preside over a tenfold increase in money in
circulation

until, in the end, the bills

were

literally

not worth the paper they were

printed on.)*^

The very first targets of business takeover were the small Chilean
branches of two U.S. firms, Indiana Brass Co., and Ralston Purina, seized
on November

under

1945 labor law on the grounds they had
payment terms were later
worked out.) A month later, on December 21, Allende unveiled his
promised constitutional amendment to seize the copper companies
(Congress would approve that proposal 158-0 the following July; more
20,

deprived their workers of

a

jobs. (Satisfactory
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to nationalize

30, his intention
on copper later), and on December
them out. It would be almost a
Sanks moving in the meantime to buy
on October 19
at Chilean businesses,
year beSre he would take aim
played
of 150 firms which he said
ir/l announcing the nationalization
to
pledge
time,
He would, at that same
a key rol °n the overall economy.
economy.^i
retain a mixed state-private
measure worth remembering from
"economic"
other
There was one
a

himself

those glidy

"Man of the people" Allende rented for
in one of the
estate, called Tomas Moro,

first days.

tiled and opulent

ritz^st

manor house,
nSghborhoods
pool and outbuildings which
terrace, grounds and swimming
many as --nty-five heavily arm^d
Moorish-styled
of Santiago, consisting of a

Se

am?n

other' things,

housed as

was the same man who had told his
Dalace guards The new tenant
"In this Government, we
countrymen two days after his inauguration:
m

be unbending
it-but never our hand. We
mK"t ourTootmorality
he put
the regime." Now, one month
will

in

later

of

SSuarding the

admmisacquisition. In a meeting with top
an AUende-style spin on his
we
thinks
Unity
"If anyone in the Popular
ratlon officials, Allende said:
they are
takmg,'
advantageself-serving
have corne her^ to perpetuate
mine
a comfortable house because
rented
example^have
wron Tfor
of
terms
in
adequate
not
is
Ae one n which I have lived since 1953,
companies,
copper
the
expropriate
secur^y for a man who is going to
monopolies."- Chile's two previous
he banks the big estates and the
'

and
terms in their own modest homes,
presidents lived out their entire
ende
Al
palace.
the
them-Alessandri-even walked to work at
one

of

later real estate acquisitions,

wou?d not even bother to explain his
of Santiago called El CanaTcluding a sprawling estate on the outskirts
company d
of his time in the

verarwhere,'increasfngly he spent much
like
Contreras Bell de Ropert, and which,
his long-time mistress, Miria

Tomas Moro, was

also an

armed camp.

minister, Jacques Chonchol,
Even before the incendiary agriculture
could be legally taken
which
announceTon February 15 that all farms
violence had begun to
and
seizures
would be by the end of 1971, illegal
ence in reacting to
ambiva
Allende's
Zfigure the face of rural Chile.
en officially

officially sanctioned (and of
that violence-as well as the
one of the fatal flaws of his
factories-was
the
in
violence
encouraged)

lawmaker
the career civil servant, the
'""on the one side was Allende,

th^Man of La Mancha, riding out to fight and ^f^^^'l^^^^^^Z
the
trail as he went. This was
he found it, blazing a new revolutionary
nourished by his
rornantic Xllende, the one
posterity
on
make his mark

vamty and

his yearning to
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But there was a darker

side, the side molded and shaped
during so
years of struggle and survival in a party that
prided itself on its
revolutionary flame, a party that defiantly asserted,
with Salvador
Allende already in the presidency: "The bourgeois
state in Chile will not
serve as a basis for socialism, and it is necessary
to destroy it."«
And it was this side, fed by his own weakness and superficiality,
which would persistently yield a man whose deeds
mocked his noble
words. It was this side, too, which was reflected in
his intoxication with
class warfare. Witness, for example, what he told
a Valparaiso

many

on February

audience

1971, in a speech: "I am not the president of the Socialist
Party. I am the president of the Popular Unity.
Nor am I president of all
Chileans. I am not a hypocrite ... I am not the president
of all Chileans "
Later, in his first State of the Union message,
on May 21, he expanded on
that theme: "the People's Government is
inspired in its policy by a
premise that is artifically denied by some— the existence
of classes and
social sectors with antagonistic and opposing
interests. "^'^
4,

Tolerance for "revolutionary violence" also

echoed—as

already indi-

cated—the dominant thrust of his own Socialist party
The party was
then largely under the sway of Carlos Altamirano,
a man whose fiery
impetuosity would later cost Allende dearly To Altamirano—
and
to the

Maoist-inspired

Movement of the Revolutionary Left |MIR|— "civil war

was inevitable and the role of the Left was to prepare for armed
They aimed to bring about the classical prerevolutionary
situation of 'dual power' by building up militant
organizations inside
in Chile

insurrection.

state-run industries, in the .workers' suburbs of
Santiago, and arhong
peasant groups. The members of these 'soviets' were
to be trained and
organized for a violent insurrection in which
Santiago's vital services

would be crippled and the industrial suburbs and revolutionary
campamentos would 'encircle' the capital. "« it was a strategy
Allende had
brandished as a threat during the sixty days of
decision before his
inauguration, it was one he connived in while
denouncing it down to the
last days of his presidency, and it was
one he would, in fact, believe
his final salvation

down

was

moment of his death.
It was a strategy which his Communist
partners warned him against
repeatedly And it ultimately would cost him the
support of the Christo the

tian Democrats, and tip the balance of power
against him.
He was on the job less than a week when his government
moved
to quash proceedings against imprisoned
or fugitive MIR leaders. On

4, he made it official by granting a presidential pardon
to fortythree guerrillas belonging to MIR and a similar
organization the Organized Vanguard of the People (VOP). One of
those pardoned, Arturo
Rivera Calderon, later committed a crime that, as
much as any other
event, incinerated Salvador Allende's chances of
success in the presi-

January
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dency.

(Among the others pardoned were men

of equally violent charac-

Miguel and Edgardo Enriquez, Juan Bauter, including Luciano Cruz,
Humberto Sotomayor, Max Joel
ZorriUa,
tista von Schowen, Sergio
would confer upon Allende's presidency an

Marambic^all

of

whom

and enfeebled him. For further
aura of violence which both fascinated
see pages 2bl>-258,
background on the MIR, and the above-named,
*"

Had words indeed been

violent
deeds, those violent men [and the
tor
words,
The
neutralized.
have remained

them) would
reassuring an apprehensive
example, of his interior minister, Jose Toha,
between Carabineros and
clash
first
the
investigating
Chilean Congress
a farm: "The governarmed participants in an illegal toma (seizure) of
under any circumment will never permit, anywhere in the country,
outside the
organized
groups
stances whatever, the existence of armed
the
investigation—into
an
ordered
law" While saying that, Toha also
had
which
detail
Carabinero
the
of
charge
behavior of the officer in
farm |"Lo Prado Aba]o in a
returned the fire of an armed band seizing a
southwest of Santiago. The incitiny village about one hundred miles
was the first such in the new
dent which took place November 26,
response was a clear slap at the
administration, and the administration's

women with

1

many<^6
forces of law-and-order— the first of
band
a toma:
French writer, Suzanne Labin, vividly described
whole
the
orders
farm,
a
onto
way
armed with clubs and rifles forces its
bags; pushes them out onto the road;
of the owner's family to pack their
farm; tells them that it is
gathers together all those who work on the
a banner with the words: This
their property from now on, and sets up
" She also noted that despite
property has been seized by the people.'
government, by July ot
protestations of innocence from the Allende
seized—
1 "police records showed that 658 farms had been illegally
197
and 154
land,
urban
of
parcels
218
as well as 339 industrial firms,
"67
of farmland would, during that hrst

A

A

"Legal" expropriations
Frei during his six years of
year alone, exceed the number taken by
"*8
ambitious "land reform.
end of his first six months in office, he nevthe
neared
Allende
As
universe for his characteristic
ertheless found support in the objective
polls in 280 municipal electhe
ebullience On April 4, voters went to
since his election. His
strength
Allende's
tions the first electoral test of
collecting 49.73
victory,
smashing
a
scored
Popular Unity coalition
percent increase over the pre^
percent of the votes; an impressive 13.4
important caveats. The hrst and
vious September. But there were three
impressive it still did not
most important: although the victory was
rule by fiat, particularly
to
needed
give Allende the clear majority he
coalition. The second:
his
within
since cracks were already appearing

schools
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were eighteen-to-twenty-one year olds voting

in that election,

an electorate predictably more responsive to "revolutionary" rhetoric, but also illiterates, a group easy prey
for demagogues
and the politics of hand-outs. The third, as pointed
out by seasoned
observer Alistair Home: absenteeism in those elections
reached 25
percent as compared with the usual 19 percent^^
There was, then, a touch of complacency in the land. And

why

why not?—

not, that

because,

you didn't look too closely, Chile was
actually enjoying an economic boom of sorts, and unless
you happened
to be among the few hundreds whose properties
had been wrenched
from them, and if you weren't terribly fastidious about the letter
of the
law, then that "paper dam, " the Statute of
Guarantees, was still in place,
and calamity had not, after all, been visited upon the anxious
land.
Writing four years later. Prof. Paul E. Sigmund, a scholar
with extenis,

if

sive experience in Chile (and generally sympathetic
to the leftish views
of the Christian Democrats!, would say: "The period
after the municipal
elections now appears to have been crucial for the
long-term survival of

the regime.

had elected

The Right was still in disarray The Christian Democrats
a compromise leadership which was
not committed to

either of the party's wings, and the short-run
economic and political
indicators were favorable. Yet, instead of taking
action on the economic
front to stem the loss of foreign reserves and
to dampen inflationary
pressures— and on the political to prevent the movement of
the Christian Democrats into an alliance with the
right-wing opposition par-

ties—the regime continued

previous policies, confidently assuming
would support it and ignoring the
warnings of 'bourgeois' economists that the loss of foreign
reserves, the
expansion of demand, and the sharp decline in investment
would 'produce disastrous consequences in the following year."
its

that in the long run, 'the people'

Yet, as Sigmund would observe in that same
essay, there was a fatal
flaw in Allende's reasoning: 'Allende acted as if he
had that Imajorityj
support, but even at the highest point of his popularity
in the April 1971
elections, he never achieved it."™

FIRST BLOOD
On the morning of June 8, 1971, the poison of radical rhetoric, long
festermg in Chile's body politic, a poison which was
the very mother's
milk of the regime then in power, exploded on the streets
of Santiago
in

the cruel and cowardly rat-a-tat of machinegun
fire. The immediate
victim was a man, but the real casualty was Salvador Allende
and his
vainglorious deliriums of dynasty
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work when before the horriPerez Zujovic was driving to
h
fire. Nine bullets Pierced
opened
three men
fied e^es of Ms daughter,
his country, first as ^--J" «/.
tody The man who had served
Frei
Pf^^^^
interior minister under Eduardo
and
president
works then as vice
fiftywas
He
scene.
the
wad;ad before the first ambulance reached

Edmondo

nine.

radio

Salvador Allende went on nationwide
All Chile was shocked.
pracintroduction into our country of
and television to denounce "the
manhunt
massive
a
ordered
He
Ses absTtely alien to our tradition."

^.^-ause
hoUowness m ^is
tv
"Iht tr ttVeXfound Calderon,
-f
hit squad, was
the
of
the head

remembered that Arturo Rivera

pardoned by Allende only six
forty-three violent terrorists
weeks after he assumed the presidency
Frei on down denounced
Ch is an Democrat leaders from Eduardo
over to the
demanded that the investigation be turned

aronTthe

me and

th^c

trust Eduardo (CocoJ P^^-^d^J.*^
rn litary, because they didn't
"J^.'J^^^^J
linked
himself
force, Wasn't Paredes
investigative
he police
the
and
Pueblo),
del
Organizada
previously to the VOP (Vanguardia
(MIR),
Left
Revolutionary
Movement of the
larger and equally violent
slam
on the floor of the Senate? When the
asserted
leaders
their
one of
the army
photos,
police
from
assassins
kader's daughter identified the

Sed

^'^

Thte'^: t

W

who found irony along with the anguish in
that in 1^69

the cnes
the

when

CMistian Democrats. They remembered
do
over a "massacre" he had nothing to
Left screamed for Zujovic's scalp
Radomuo
and
president,
party's
with Renin Fuentealba, then the
were among the party
the party's presidential candidate,

of The

Smlc,

later

(see pp. 25^257, chapter 5).
leaders calling for Zujovic's ouster
there
the remembrance of wrongs,
But beyond the shock, and beyond
when,
even
not
abated,
that could not be
arose in the land an anxiety
the triggerman, would die in a

later, Ronald Rivera Calderon,
across rooftops. His brothe
as he attempted to flee
gunfire
blaze of
own life rather than accept
his
end
Arturo the mastermind, would
man, VOP leader Heriber to
capmr; Three days later, the third hit
actia police station in Santiago and
Salazar Bello, forced his way into
policemen
two
and
waist, killing himself
va ed a bomb strapped to his
the author and journalis would
Fontaine,
Arturo
third.
a
wounding
country looked not on 7 at the
the
TxpresU as follows: "The eyes of
whole system of hatred that
the
at
also
but
hand that pulled the trigger
."^*
had produced this cold-blooded murder

five

dys

,

.

.

was the beginning
prmdpal partief of thi
Tt

within the
and then in their

realignment,
of a fateful political
so-called "democratic

left,"
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relationship to the Allende government. But for that
to happen, the
facade of unity within those parties, masking deep divisions
between
Left and Right, first had to meh in the white hot debate

over a question

which could no longer be evaded: whether to submit— connive,
evenin Salvador AUende's via chilena al sodalismo.
By the winter of 1971,
less than one year after Allende had assumed the
presidency, it was clear
beyond any dispute where that path would lead: the profound
transformation of Chile, from a Western-style democracy into
a MarxistLeninist regime in which democracy as a meaningful
term would
become moot. Moot, because Allende made it clear (the behavior of his
cohorts even clearer) that he intended to transform not
only the economy, not only the social arrangements, but the most basic
elements of
the democracy itself, the court system, the legislature.
And change
them,

not gradually, but roughly, rapidly, uprooting in a matter of
mere
months the century-and-a-half evolutionary processes in those societal
structures and arrangements, jamming the new and jerry-built
ones into
place as though there were a mandate to do so. But,
as noted earlier,
roughly two-thirds of all Chileans had voted for no such
violent revolution in their country, in their lives, and with the
murder of Perez

now not even the leadership of the political parties could any
longer support what their constitutents clearly did not.
And so, over the vehement objections of the ultraleftists who had
until then controlled the party, the Christian
Democrats entered into
the first ever tactical alliance of their own choosing
with the Right.
That decision led to yet another major split within the
party: eight
deputies and a number of other leaders pulled out to form
a pro-Allende
party, the Izquierda Cristiana (Christian Left).
The same anguished
debate produced a similar split in the Radical party, that
one member of
the Popular Unity coalition so vital to the appearance
of legitimacy of
the Allende government because of the party's long
Zujovic,

democratic record.

Five of seven Radical senators and seven of nineteen
deputies quit to
form the Partido de la Izquierda Radical (Party of the Radical
Left-PIR).

Though

the PIR would continue to give lukewarm backing
to Allende
for a time, by mid- 1972, it, too, had gone over
to the ranks of the
outright opposition. (On August 1 1, three Radical ministers
and
Minister Chonchol offered their resignations to Allende in the
wake of
the divisions within their parties^ Allende refused them,
and

MAPU

MAPU

Chonchol

bolted the microcosmic
party he helped create in 1970 when he
deserted the PDC for the equally miniscule Christian
Left formed in
July of 1971 by the ultraleft Christian Democrat
dissidents, the socalled terceristas).''^

The decision to break with Allende was a traumatic one for the
Christian Democrats, and made possible only because Eduardo
Frei,
reluctantly abandoning his Olympian perch above the life-and-death

.
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his own energies and
struggles raging around him, once again invested
done in 1970. The
had
he
as
matchless following into the struggle,
very gram of the
the
against
went
it
decision was traumatic because
their
mindset of the PDC. Indeed, months later, in March 1972,
still lament that
would
Tomic,
Radomiro
standard-bearer,
presidential
had committed a "fatal political error" in failing to forge an

socialist

AUende

"far-reaching agree"institutional majority" in the Congress through a
socialists mspired
and
ment between socialists inspired by Christianity
and the Popular
Democrats
Christian
that is, between the

Marxism—
Unity—in the

by

period following the presidential election."^^ Yet those
clarity of purpose; on Septemsplits within the parties facilitated a new
Allende attacks on Frei,
vituperative
increasingly
to
responding
ber 26,
formal opposition to the
the Christian Democrats announced their

government.

between the PDC and the Right found expresphysical one—jolted
sion a few days after another kind of earthquake— a
on July 8, 197 1
Valparaiso,
and
Aconcagua,
the provinces of Coquimbo,
Chamber of
the
in
vacancy
a
fill
to
Valparaiso
in
held
A by-election was
the governAlthough
office-holder.
the
of
death
the
by
created
Deputies
it was on
although
ment poured massive relief aid into the province, and
estabtemporarily
had
Allende's own home turf—where, indeed, he
united
the
backed
by
independent
lished the seat of government—an
defeated Hernan del
forces of the Right and the Christian Democrats

The

tactical alliance

later Allende's law-

Canto, secretary-general of the labor federation (and
government).
defying interior minister and secretary-general of
Democrats and
Christian
the
between
convenience
of
This marriage
In no small
drama.
the
of
end
very
to
the
down
survive
would
the Right
alliance lasted
measure, this rickety, wobbly and even improbable
the worsenmg
and
himself—
because of the pig-headedness of Allende
by the
promoted
class-warfare
climate of violence, confrontation, and
anyfrom
came
power
believed
really
many around him who never
along
swept
be
to
himself
allowing
Before
gun.
a
of
where but the barrel
La Moneda, Allende
in the avalanche of violence during his last year in
he could conhimself seemed to waver between a yearning to believe
and his own
means,
peaceful
struct his "socialist" new state through
He
revolution.
armed
of
swashbucklers
lifelong fascination with the
Guevara,
(Che)
Ernesto
Castro,
Fidel
for
special admiration

professed

Ho Chi Minh, and Chou en Lai—all of whom he had met personally

all

the armed struggle. He was,
of them proponents and practitioners of
president of the Senate, also
after all, the man who, while serving as
American Solidarity
served as a director of the Organization of Latin

all, the man who
(OLAS), dedicated to violent revolution. He was, after
around three
immunity
parliamentary
would throw his own cloak of
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survivors of the rag-tag
special forces

And he was

Che Guevara guerrilla band routed by
BoUvian
accompanying them to final safety all the way
to Tahiti

the

man who

told the

French Marxist writer Regis Debray"

To begin with, we are going to contain it with
their own laws Then we
shall meet reactionary violence
with revolutionary violence, because we

know that they are going to break the rules. For
the time being, to stay
within the domain of legality, I shall say this
."^
On July 3, 1971, ten members of the notorious
Uruguayan terrorist
organization, the Tupamaros, were
released from jail and arrived in
Chile. Among them: the wife of
Raul Sendic, chieftain of the Tupamaros who broke with his Socialist party a
decade earlier because of
scorn tor the electoral route to power, and
whose "achievements" would
include the kidnapping and murder of
Dan Mitrione, a civilian employee of the U.S. Embassy in Montevideo.
They chose Chile, they said
on arrival, because "we know that in Chile,
there is an almost fanatical
respect for legality ..." The Allende
government welcomed them, not as
''^
political exiles, but with tourist
visas,
.

.

Regis Debray: In other words, the workers
are perhaps in power, but
they certainly have no power in
the judiciary

Salvador Allende: Precisely.
Debray: Aren't you worried by these
restrictions!
Allende: Yes, very worried. But as we
have said, I shall respect the
iimitations imposed by a system which
is not of our making while
the three powers exist independently
7^
.

.

In his electoral platform, Allende
announced his intention to abolish
the bicameral legislature and replace it
with a unicameral Congress He
reserved particular venom for the Supreme
Court (which he said stood
accused of exercising its duties with
a clear class bias," and later
mocked and caricatured it as a redoubt of aged and
irrelevant dinosaurs)
Once
power, he made increasingly plain his
intention not only to
transform the court system, but to curb
dramatically the power of the
other two branches of government, so
that they might continue to "exist
independently"-but just barely In all of this,
however, there remained
that fatal flaw: whether he actually
would have the backing of the
people to do so.

m

Debray: But bourgeois democracy remains
intact here. You in fact
hold the executive power ... but not
legislative or judicial powernor the apparatus of police power. Legality,
the institutions, these
were not the work of the proletariat, the bourgeoisie
formulated the
constitution to suit

its

own

ends.
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advantage of what
Allende: Of course ... we said we would cake
the way to the
open
to
constitution
present
the
openings there are in
put forward a bill
constitution, the people's constitution ... If we

new

and Congress

rejects-

it,

we invoke

the plebiscite

?''
.
.

assumed
Those words were uttered only two months after he had
State
fust
his
delivered
he
1971,
office. A few months later, on May 21,
carne
that
power
of
sense
the
with
of the Union message. Now, flushed
a month earlier, he
from his stunning victory in the municipal elections
"Our legal sysultimatum:
defiant
a
to
amounted
gave Congress what
two Houses
the
of
responsibility
great
the
Hence
tem must be modified.
this system.
hinder the changes
at the present time: to help and not to
to a great
depends
On whether the Congress takes a realistic attitude
legality
socialist
by
extent whether capitalist legality will be succeeded
and
making
are
we
changes
in conformity with the social and economic
to
door
the
open
would
which
jurisdiction
without a violent break in
people, wish to
responsible
as
we,
which
excesses
arbitrary acts and

m

avoid."78

,

.

u-

revolutionary amOiAllende chose a curious moment to pursue his
November
10, 1971, the
on
tions. He signed the proposed legislation
to Latin
visit
first
on
his
Chile
very day Fidel Castro would arrive in
years,
intervening
the
(In
power.
seized
America since 1959, the year he
sending
America:
Latin
to
"visits"
kinds
of
other
,

he had been busy with
futile attempt— in
arms and revolutionaries such as Che Guevara in a
into
the equivalent ot
Mountains
Andes
the
convert
Castro's phrase— to
revolution.) Castro's
Cuba's Sierra Maestra, the spinal cord of violent
rambling marathon, lasting
visit to Chile, like Castro's speeches, was a

twenty-five days,

memorable mainly

for

energizing opposition to

an AK-47
Allende—and for a fateful souvenir he would leave behind:
friend and
my
"To
inscription:
gold-plated
a
sub-machinegun, with
years of selfcomrade-in-arms. Fidel Castro." (Breaking fourteen
Contreras
Miria
imposed silence, Allende's mistress and confidante,
was, at
Chile
in
tourism"
Bell de Ropert, revealed that Castro's "militant
looks
the
"By
concern.
deep
of
first a source of joshing for Allende, later
Thus
much."
too
here
likes
it
he
Chile;
of things, Fidel won't ever leave
originally expected
she said, they joked among themselves as the visit,
the President realaside,
"Kidding
on.
and
on
to last ten days, dragged
veritable political
a
itself
into
transforming
was
visit
ized that Castro's
didn't know how to
catastrophe. And the worst of it was that Allende
tell

Castro to leave

On November

."P'
21, the Christian
.

,

Democrats announced

their opposi-

later, the Constitutional
tion to the constitutional changes. Six days
Allende never did call for
down.
them
voted
Congress
Committee of the
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the plebiscite, nor did he ever resubmit his proposals. Instead, he would
resort, ever more boldly, to bending, twisting, and just plain
ignoring the

laws he had sworn to uphold and defend.

To the extent that it had ever existed at all, as more than merely a
smorgasbord of overheated rhetoric, la via chilena al socialismo

was now dead. Indeed, Allende would not again ever seriously mention

it.

EMPTY POTS, ANGRY PANS
By late 1972, a survey done by a popular chain of cooperative stores
showed that of three thousand basic products normally stocked, more
than five hundred were unavailable. so But even as the summer of 1971
approached, shortages, skyrocketing prices, and long lines had already
become fixtures of Chilean hfe. On December 1, 1971, thousands of

Chilean women— the largest outpouring of women demonstrators
within memory, according to El Meicmio^^—took to the streets of

Many of the women brandished—and banged on—empty pots
and pans. As we have seen in chapter 1, and will see later, this was not
the first time that the women of Chile had taken a decisive stand in
times of crisis—nor would it be the last'. As the demonstrators streamed
onto the city's main artery, the Alameda, from streets edging Santa
Lucia Hill, they were attacked by mobs from the Communist party's
Ramona Parra and "Elmo Catalan" Brigades and the radical-left MIR.
The attackers wielded clubs and hurled rocks and potatoes embedded
with razor blades. Soon, Carabineros, acting under orders from the
Interior Ministry, moved in with tear gas. When the dust settled, ninetynine persons were injured— some suffering gunshot wounds— and 187
persons were under arrest. The next day, Allende declared a state-ofemergency (and later a curfew) in Santiago Province. Under that stateSantiago.

of- emergency,

street demonstrations were banned, news censorship
imposed, and persons became subject to arrest without warrant. Interior
Minister Jose Toha, charging that the demonstrations were part of an

"orchestrated, seditious plan," also ordered the closing of two Christian
Democrat-controlled radio stations which had supported the demonstrations. (Efforts to bully and muzzle the press, while bankrolling
an
ever-expanding official press, began in the early days of the regime and
continued to the very last.)
The Christian Democrats, joined the following day by the National
party, responded by voting to begin impeachment proceedings against

Toha

for failing to act against illegal
Catalan, and other brigades). (A month

armed groups
later,

(the

MIR, Elmo

the day after the

Chamber
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before the Senate
Deputies voted to impeach Toha, but two weeks
rcmovmg Toha,
not
by
countered,
would take the same action, Allende
of

to a new post, as defense
but by reshuffling his Cabinet, naming Toha
door technique over and
revolving
this
repeat
would
minister Allende
oust renegade Cabinet minover again to mock congressional efforts to
his thirty-six
reshuffling his Cabinet twenty-eight times

m

isters,

months

in power.)
,
,
j
(
similarly obtuse. Instead o
Allende's reaction to food shortages was
yet another political
responding to a real problem, Allende resorted to
the government
that
announced
Allende
maneuver. On December 8,
a powerful
obviously
distribution,
food
of
would take full control
that weapon an even
give
To
government.
any
of
hands
weapon in the
formation of "neighborsharper edge, in the same speech he urged the
agamst food hoarding
hood vigilance committees," ostensibly to guard
seen as an ominous
was
move
and black marketeers. But, inevitably the
to control and
regimes
totalitarian
procedure in
,

,

parallel of standard

Com-

committees set up in
crush opposition, such as the neighborhood
but also reward "appadissidents,
control
only
not
munist Cuba which
plums, while punishing
ratchiks" with jobs, scarce rations, and other
dissidents.

,

.

signihcant in

tur-

Although dramatic—and, because of the violence,
March of the Pots and Pans,
ther hardening opposition to Allende— the
symptomatic of deepenmerely
as that protest came to be known, was
first six months
Allende's
During
ing cracks in the Chilean economy
wage
reality-bending
and
spending
government
office the binge of
economic
feverish
but
brief
a
produced
controls
increases and price
over the
boom By May of 1971, industrial output was up 13.5 percent
(bottoming
percent
previous year, unemployment had dropped to 5.2
inflation, as measured by
out at around 3.8 percent by year's end], and
Chile) creeping 6 per|for
a
to
slowed
the Consumer Price Index, had
meantime, increased
wages,
and
Salaries
years.
the lowest in many

m

cent,

by 27 percent in real terms.^^
On November 9, 1971, Allende announced that Chile was suspendmg
should have
payment on its foreign debt.^^ It was a move that really
"first forty
the
of
one
platform,
surprised no one. In the Popular Unity's
International
the
with
commitments
measures" called for "reneging on
spoke, the ComMonetary Fund." And, only two months before Allende
Meeting of the
Seventh
the
to
delegate
Chile's
munist Gonzalo Martner,
a ten-year susproposed
Council,
Social
and
Inter- American Economic
States. Martner
United
the
to
payments
debt
American
Latin
pension of
be a "new strategy for the
told the Panama meeting that this would

When

economies."**
independent development of Latin American
reserves-which
country's
the
Allende announced his debt decision,
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had been at an historic high of $394 milhon when
he took office— had
dwindled to $163 milUon. The consumer price index,
at the same time
had already begun the steep climb which would see
it top a staggerins
^
500 percent-plus in 1973.

The following tables illustrate vividly the accelerating
economy during the AUende years:

slide into col-

lapse of the

Table 25

MONTHLY FLUCTUATIONS
INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT

IN

CONSUMER

PRICES

AND

CONSUMER

PRICE
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AND CHILE

U.S.

On February 25, 1971, in his State of the World Message, President
Richard Nixon said: "We are prepared to have the kind of relationship
with the Chilean Government that it is prepared to have with us."
A few months later, in a postscript he penned for his "conversations"
with the Marxist writer Regis Debray, Allende wrote: "We have always
we wish to have better relations with all countries in the
world, and naturally with the United States, the most powerful
nation
in the hemisphere ... We have said clearly that we will
not accept the
tutelage of any great power ... We know that our Government's
action
against the monopolies which have plundered the Chilean economy
and
our attempts to recover the basic natural resources of the country
for
the Chilean people will affect certain North American private interests.
said that

However, we are sure that these interests cannot be identiHed with the
great historical purposes of the North American people
."ss
.

For

Allende—and

for

.

many

in the United States and elsewhere— it
was natural to postulate a distinction between U.S. national interests
and the right, responsibility even, of any sovereign nation to look out
for
and protect the legitimate interests of its citizens, the private ones,
the
corporate ones. Allende himself, from the very beginning of his
administration, in his very first meeting with a U.S. official,
had insisted that
will be known by our acts and only by our acts."«*
His action, in hiring Soviet "experts" to assist in appraising the value
of the U.S. copper companies,^^ and then seizing them without
compen-

"we

sation, did, indeed, trigger a sharp U.S. reaction. Testifying
before the
U.S. Congress, a few days after the decision to pay the
ing. Assistant Secretary of State

companies nothCharles Meyer articulated the U.S.

position:

The United States Government is deeply disappointed and disturbed at this serious departure from accepted standards of
international law ... It appears that the major factor
in the Controller
General's decision with respect to the largest producers
[Anaconda
and Kennecottf was the determination on September 28 of alleged
"excess profits." The unprecedented retroactive application
of the
excess profits concept, which was not obligatory under the
expropria-

tion legislation adopted

by the Chilean Congress, is particularly disquieting. The U.S. companies
earned their profits in Chile in
accordance with Chilean law and under specific contractual
agreements made directly with the Government of Chile. The excess
profits deductions punish the companies today for acts that were
legal
and approved by the Government at the time. No claim is being made
.

.

.
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of Chilean
that these excess profits deductions are based on violations
implications for the
law. This retroactive determination has serious

rule of

law

."«8
,

.

same acts were carried out under the
as widely admired at the
governments
close supervision of democratic
of their democratic
sturdiness
the
for
as
time for their enlightenment
practices.
institutions and
Meyer did not add either, that for all the bluster, all the hberal caterto the forwauling, defense of U.S. corporate interests was not central
national
Nixon's
As
eign policy thinking of the Nixon administration.
Meyer

did not add that those

remarked,
security adviser [and later secretary of state) Henry Kissinger
amendment—
Hickenlooper
so-called
"we inherited legislation—the
was exprothat required a cutoff of American aid if American property
did
administration
Nixon
the
But
compensation.
fair
without
priated
financial
not view our foreign policy interests through the prism of the
with
cooperated
concerns of American companies. In 1969, we had
and
Montalva,
Frei
Eduardo
Chile's Christian Democratic president,
of
ownership
majority
of
nationalization
negotiated fair terms for the
year, in Peru, we stretched
to the breaking point to avoid

the

Anaconda copper company That same

the

Hickenlooper amendment almost

Comcutting off aid after Peru's seizure of the International Petroleum
legislation and
the
invoking
avoid
to
a
basis
sought
repeatedly
We
pany
the fact that its
finally worked out a modus vivendi with Peru despite
government leaned toward the more radical factions of the Third
defend the
World. "8' Those lessons of American flaccidness in failing to
Allende—
Salvador
lost
on
not
were
obviously
interests of U.S. business
predators.
"reformist"
other
world's
of
the
many
on
so
as they were not
the height of
is an Arab proverb which holds, roughly, that
There

the inability to distinguish between friend and foe. Neither
government in
the Allende government in Santiago, nor the Nixon
Soviets or their
the
as
onlookers
Washington—nor, for that matter, such
stupidity

is

Castrch-suf f ered any such delusions.
convert his nation into a Marxistto
course
Salvador Allende set a
it ever more inexorably into the
move
process
in
the
and,
Leninist state,
Chile's "Big Brother." Indeed,
USSR
as
the
proclaiming
Soviet camp,
Soviet-dominated
early on, Chile even explored links to Comecon, the
"common market."'" He wasn't in office one year before the Soviets
would offer a staggering $300 million in military credits*'— five times
1953-1975.^^
the total of all U.S. military credits to Chile in the period
to enter
refused
military
Chilean
the
because
That offer was rejected

Western Hemisphere

into such an

For those

satrap, Fidel

embrace with the

Soviets.

who hold that the only legitimate U.S. national interest is to
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subordinate our wishes and needs to the wishes and needs of
other
countries, no matter how unfriendly their behavior, then the
debate over

who

did

what

to

For such people,

whom and when wallows in a murky sea of minutiae.

was enough that Salvador Allende said he intended to
construct something bold, something grand, and it was
wrong for the
United States to interpose its wishes in any fashion^a— not even as
Allende savaged the rights of U.S. corporate citizens, not even
as Allende
reneged on his bills to the U.S. treasury, to U.S. taxpayers,
not even as
Allende became ever closer to the U.S.'s deadliest enemies, not
even as it
became shatteringly clear that Allende was attempting to ride roughshod over the wishes of an overwhelming majority of his own

We

it

people.

wallow in no such sea. For those so compelled, this volume
alone contains an ample bibliography of the most virulent and
hostile
will

essays of that tenor. In the Appendix, we have attempted to
deal at great
length with the most incandescent—and caricatured—
episodes, the
plots to prevent Allende from assuming the presidency,
the ITT-CIA
"conspiracies."
Distaste, disdain, antagonism, hostility even, there

was— on both
Wishful thinking— Richard Nixon's September 1971 outbursts
about stopping Allende at all costs, outbursts which came to
nothing; a
sides.

Nixon official predicting Allende wouldn't last long, nearly two
years before he would, in fact, fall5'4_this, too, there was.
But, in the
end, the United States was largely marginal to the
unfolding of the
senior

Allende drama, just
alter the

as,

in the end, Salvador Allende not only failed to

worldwide strategic balance

of forces, but even set back the
Soviet cause in the hemisphere. ^^
Nixon or no, the centrifugal pull in official Washington, vis-a-vis
Allende, as on virtually all foreign policy issues in the postwar
period,
was in the direction most favored by the foreign policy

establishment

in Washington: to those

on the Left. Contrary to the usual imagemongering, even the CIA itself was dominated by the same
breed of
"progressives" as those who peopled the State Department,
far more
comfortable with the politics and ideologies of Social Democrats
than
with those of any political strains on the Right. How effective
they
were, in the behind-the-scenes infighting, stands as a little
examined
case study of the ability of the unelected Washington
Establishment to
thwart the will of the elected government it allegedly serves.
Kissinger,

who

Henry

witnessed those events of 1970 as Nixon's National

Security Adviser, documents in his memoirs State Department
maneuvers to block support for "a candidate [AlessandriJ of
impeccable democratic antecedents whose principal liability in
the eyes of our
bureaucracy was that he was conservative. That this opinion could be
held at all— much less prevail— in a Nixon Administration shows
once
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again how difficult it is even for a President to impose his views on the
entrenched bureaucracy." The resuh of that behind-the-scenes obstructionism and sabotage was that, contrary to sensationahzed images fostered by Democrats in Congress and the media, "the United States acted
in only the most minimal and ineffectual fashion prior to the Chilean
felt he had been particularly snookered: Henry
time of the election," he wrote, "I had come to the
view that I had been maneuvered into a position incompatible with my
convictions— and, more important, those of Nixon. Had I believed in
the spring and summer of 1970 that there was a significant likelihood of
an Allende victory, I would have had an obligation to the President to
give him an opportunity to consider a covert program of 1964 proportions, including the backing of a single candidate. I was resentful that
."^^
this option had been foreclosed without even being discussed
to
"leaks"
of
That same Establishment, through adroit manipulation
the
U.S.
Korry
as
Edward
M.
cronies in the media, managed to oust
ambassador to Chile, and replace him with Nathaniel Davis, a careerist.
Korry was as hard-headed about the peril Allende represented for Chileans, for the U.S., as Davis would show himself to be starry-eyed about

election

."

.

.

One who

Kissinger. "By the

.

.

Allende.9^

Though

a political appointee, the tough-talking Korry was suffiappointment and reappointment by three differ-

ciently effective to earn

ent presidents: John F. Kennedy (to Ethiopia, in 1963), Lyndon B. Johnson
(to Chile, in 1967), and reconfirmed when Richard Nixon took office in
1969. During the crucial months leading up to the 1970 elections, Korry
was virtually alone in warning of the consequences of an Allende victory, and in urging that the U.S. support the democratic forces in Chile
capable of defeating him at the polls. His messages vanished in the maw
of a bureaucracy which demonstrated again and again a conviction that
the worst thing that could happen to Chile would be the election of a
conservative, and that the worst thing the United States could do would
be to aid and abet that outcome. Once Allende did win, Korry used his

formidable powers of persuasion (and arm-twisting) to tamp

down emo-

and tempers in the large and volatile U.S. official and unofficial
communities in Chile. He played a similar role in his dealings with
including a fateful session with President Nixon
official Washington
which ultimately cost him the support he would have needed to survive
the left-wing onslaught against him.'^ Korry 's moderating role was

tions

—

(

—

borne out fully in the exhaustive and, as Kissinger observes, "tendenSenate investigation led by the late Sen. Frank Church [D-Idaho]
tious"
a few years later.) The campaign to "get" Korry, spearheaded largely by
Washington Post reporter Marilyn Berger, portrayed Korry as a truculent obstacle to "dialogue" between Allende and the United States.

—
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(Korry would subsequently be
the target of an even sorrier
spectacle
' investigative

w^^/r
would later recant-but too late
That view from the Left was
Christian Democrats

reporter

Seymour Hersh. The Times

to save Korry's career )^*
reflected in an article written

who would later find more to Draise than

tr.

bv the
a\

mAIlende:''RemovaloftheUmtedStatesArbaVs:^^^^^^^^
hawkish inclmations, and his
replacemem by Nathaniel Davs
smoother and much better-qualified

a
negotiator, was intemreTed as
a
conciliatory gesture."'oo (During
several reporting trips to ChTle
at S.r
'" ^^^ ^"^"'^^ -d™>nistrafioS me AHende

lTuTi:f.^''r''
rTghtlv).

he

'

B^ut

dSld^v

k"'"'

""'

^^ ^P°^^ <=l-^Iy -d forth
^^^ ^^fl^«« the ability of
^--S" Pohcy establfshbe too "tough" on a "prosres-

''°!,^^ ''^^^"^^

17'.°''''''^', '"*^ '^^* ^'
H
" H "^^-^>'. ^^^ !--«'
an ambassador
perceived to

ment
to get
menUoSan°amt
sive" regime

no matter how imnnsically
hostile that governmem i^ay

^i^^h^rgc, would find himself
under Estabhsh?;. b
ment fire
because'T'
he was perceived as not being
tough enough

on

recommended

for Chile.

a

A specialist on Communist Eastern Eu

ope af
been wiser, I might have
no knowledge of U.S. coveltactiJn
in Chile and little knowledge
of the depth of hostility to
AHende in he
White House
-. By his deeds and later words, Davis would make
well as Latin America, Davis
said, "Had
declined the honor. At the time, I had

I

.

fty to

"

AiSe.'

As Davis knew

Zv

'''''^

^^^ ''''''

it

'^°"^' ^''' •'^^^ U'S-

U.S. "hostility" to Allende

""

"1^-^'il

was confined mainly

to

^^*"^*^°" ^'"^^ "'^'^- -«"--d
c
rSie nr'^y'^^k^ng level in" Washington,
the Senior Review
Grounnf
Group
of the Forty Committee"
concluded that "we are faced only with

'

1"P Pf

V' ?'r

"™

^^*^"""
^^ '^' f"ll National Secur y
Coinf Nixon issuedJ°"r'"^
Council
a directive on November
9 that the public dosture of the United States would
be "correct but cool, to avold'gTv^^g'he
Allende government a basis on
which to rally domestic and internationa support for consolidation
of the regime." On a confidentSlevel
he directive called for assemblmg
pressures to prevent the consolida
tion of a communist state in
Chile hostile to the interests of the
United
States and other hemispheric
nations." But, as Kissinger noted
"the

M
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land)
decisive than it sounded
directive was stern but less drastic and
PinoAugusto
against
was much less so than the policy later pursued
.

.

.

Nicaragua."""
chet of Chile or Anastasio Somoza of
Chile during the AUende
Relations between the United States and
and sprawling issues: the
intertwined
years revolved around two large,
companies) without
other
(and
mines
nationalization of the US. copper
or did not attempt
did
the
U.S.
retaliation
in
and whether

compensation,
economic blockade."
to crush Chile through an "invisible
On July II, 1971, Allende
rapidly
head
to
a
came
issue
The copper
the big copper companies had
cited a French and Soviet study to prove
profits from their operaexcess
been mismanaged and had extracted
"We will pay if it is just
said,
he
nationalization,
tions Referring to their
day, 158 [of the total of
same
That
just."
not
is
what
pay
and we will not
joint session, unanitwo hundred) senators and deputies, meeting in

amended since its
mously approved a nationalization measure heavily
bill provided for
That
earlier.
months
first approval by the Senate, five
amounts to be
the
years,
thirty
compensation to the companies over
Allende anby Chile's comptroller general. On September 28,
profits
Anaconda's
and
Kennecott
1955,
nounced those findings: since
profits wou d
"excess
in
million
$774
and
year,
exceeded 10 percent per
addition, $250 million would
be deducted from any payment to them. In
"other expenses" related to
be deducted for "technical deficiencies" and
far above the $629
course,
the operation of the mines. That was, of
all. The
above
million
$388
million book value of their holdings—
that $388
collect
to
attempt
not
would
Chile
comptroller general said
legislation. But it also
million because it was not contemplated by the
would get riothmeant the two big producers, Anaconda and Kennecott,
the
$150 million
repudiated
ing Furthermore, the Allende government
Chileanizathe
of
terms
the
debt still outstanding to Anaconda under
million
the
$92.9
honor
to
tion buy-out of its mines. Though claiming

fixed

m

"deficiencies," the Allende
debt owed Kennecott, minus $8.1 million for
to Kennecott, and
payments
its
good
make
government did not, in fact,
(The third
dispute.
international
in
wind
up
would
those issues, too,
considprofits
by excess
U.S. copper company, Cerro, was not affected
profit.
a
produced
not yet
erations because its new Rio Blanco mine had

of all. Its mine was
But in some ways, Cerro suffered the cruelest fate
Korry would
Ambassador
as
where,
built in a remote site in the Andes
testify before the U.S.

House Subcommittee on

Inter- American Affairs

in the world said it was impossi[July I, 1971], "every copper company
underground, using the most
ble to do." It was, Korry said, not only built
realization of
advanced technology in the world, but it represented "the
against the
Chile
for
affection
a dream by one American with a special
cost than
investment
higher
advice of everybody"— and at a much
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anticipated. Cerro

its first sale

months before Allende seized

it
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from the mine

just five

—without turning so much as a penny's

on one man's expensive dream.) There was no mention in the
announcements 1 that the government itself had been, since the Chilprofit

(

)

eanization of the Frei years, a 51 percent partner in Kennecott's El
Teniente mine (the country's second biggest], a one-quarter partner in

Anaconda's Exotica mine, and, beginning in 1969, a 51 percent owner of
both of Anaconda's biggest mines. El Salvador and giant Chuquicamata;
(2| that, for the first quarter of a century, Kennecott, for example, had
made no profit at all on its Chilean investments; (3) that the profit
figures were pretaxes paid to the Chilean government |see pages 161168, chapter 4, for a detailed discussion of the background of Chileanization and the debate over profits, investments, and operating conditions).

The

on the following page demonstrates the arithmetic used in
and the implications for the U.S. Overseas
Private Investment Corporation (OPIC).
Allende gave the companies a single avenue of appeal: a specially
created, five-member Copper Tribunal, composed of two government
representatives and three judges, one of them from the AUendeappointed Constitutional Tribunal, which meant, in effect, that
table

the "excess profits" exercise,

Allende named three of the five members of the court. The tribunal
began operations October 28, 1971. On August 11, 1972, the court
announced its decision: the "excess profits" rulings must stand because
the decision of the Allende government was a political act, and thus not
its jurisdiction or review. |On December 5, the court awarded
Cerro $19 million compensation, one half of what Cerro sought.) The
chief justice of Chile's Supreme Court expressed the view that the
companies should have been allowed a way out of the Catch-22 created
for them: an appeal to the high court, which did have authority in
judging "political acts." Confronting the retroactive formula for calculating "excess profits," one leading Chilean constitutional scholar, in a
painstakingly worded analysis of the legal issues, wrote that "authority
for retroactive measures cannot be found" within the statute adjusting
Chilean law to international law. That same scholar, Francisco Orrego
Vicuna, also argued that "the opinion of the majority of the Congress
was that compensation should be paid.'"'*
On September 29, 1971, the day after announcing the copper companies would receive nothing for their holdings, the Allende government picked off the next largest U.S. holding in Chile: ITT's Chilean
Telephone Company, even though nine years remained on its halfcentury concession to operate in the country. As observed at the outset
of this chapter, Allende had invented the "excess profits" stratagem

subject to
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Table 27

COMPARISON, CHILEAN CONTROLLER GENERAL'S EVALUATION AND
OPIC EXPROPRIATION COVERAGE', U.S.-OWNED COPPER MINES
(THE VIEW IN 1971)
opic coverage

COMPANY AND MINE

-

Anaconda:
Chuquicamata Mine:
book value (net worth)

(maximum)

EVALUATION

$242,958,862.43

Deductions:
For

5,398,937.59

mine

13,060,861.91

Defective property

Excess profits

(2)

300,000,000.00

(3)

76,500,937.07

Result: deficit of:

La Exotica Mine:

book value

14,815,052.52

|net worth)

Deductions:
For

250,000.00

mine

4,554,607.41

Defective property

Excess profits

0.00

(3)

10,010,445.11

Result: compensation of

GOC*

Less payment by

25%

Equity $22,500,000

for

equity interest

Payment to US. company

3,750,000.00
6,260,445.11

El Salvador Mine;

book value

(net worth)

68,372,196.57

Deductions:
For

353,692.06

mine

Defective property

Excess profits

(3)

Result: deficit of

5,596,139.09

(5)

64,000,000.00
1,577,634.58

Kennecott:
El Teniente

Mine:

book value

(net worth)

318,801,198.77

Deductions:
Revaluation
For mine

Defective property

198,483,929.92

223,519.00
20,520,167.05

Debt $84,600,000

(4)
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Table 27 [continued]
OPIC COVERAGE

COMPANY AND MINE
Excess profits

EVALUATION

(31

410,000,000.00

Result: deficit of

310,426,41 7.21

(maXIMUM)

Cerro:

Andina Mine: (Rio Blanco)
book value (net worth)

20,145,469.44

Deductions:
For

mine

1,532,176.09

Defective property

343,592.00

Result: compensation of
Less,

payment by

30%

to U.S.

8,269, 70 1 .35

for

equity

Payment
*

GOC*

1

6,300,000.00

company

1

1,969,701 .35

GOC Government of Chile.

Source:

Documents provided by Marshall

1971, to Rep.

Dante

T.

B. Fascell (D-Florida),

Mays, general counsel of OPIC, October 19,
chairman of the Subcommittee on Inter-

American Affairs, Committee on Foreign Affairs, U.S. House of Representatives,
appearing as Appendix D in United States and ChiJe, op. cit.,
p. 451,
'

Prepared from information supplied by OPIC; (2) Coverage disputed.
OPIC maintains
that there is no coverage on these contracts. Anaconda claims
equity coverage of
|3) As determined by President Allende in decree No.
92, Sept. 28,
Coverage on debt is disputed. OPIC maintains that there is no coverage
for
debt. Anaconda claims coverage of SI 1,225,000; (5| Coverage disputed.
OPIC maintains

S184,000,OCfO;

1971;

(4)

that there

is

no coverage on these

contracts.

Anaconda claims equity coverage

of

$51,400,000.

during his electoral campaign in first taking aim at the telephone company. Within two weeks, ITT filed the biggest claim ever with the
U.S.
taxpayer-funded Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC):
$108.5 million, to cover the insured portion of what ITT said was the
$153 million of its 70 percent remaining share in the company. The
entire question of payment to ITT would become snarled in controversy
six months later when columnist Jack Anderson on March
22 began
publishing reports of ITT efforts to enlist U.S. government support for
blocking Allende's accession to office in 1970, and then, failing in that,
trying (also without success) to engage the U.S. in a campaign of sabo-

tage to bring

The

him

down).*05

seized companies went over to a three-pronged counterattack:
first, to persuade the U.S. government to support their
claims; second,
to seek indemnification through the Overseas Private Investment Corp.,
and third (in the case of the copper companies) through courts in the

.
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and in other countries (including France, Sweden, the Netherlands
and Germany, winning preliminary skirmishes to freeze Chilean assets,
of jurisdiclosing on appeal, not on the merits, but rather on questions

U.S.

tion

Davis
For OPIC, Chile represented a grave crisis. As Ambassador
original
the
and
premiums
from
noted, OPIC's accumulated reserves
Anacongressional seed money fluctuated at around $100 million. The
half a billion
over
added
up
to
alone
claims
and
ITT
Kennecott,
conda,
enough, if paid, to bankrupt OPIC several times over. The result;
"OPIC's interest in Chilean developments was incandescent, and its
"'^^
activism in U.S. policy toward Chile was considerable.
support, it was
U.S.
win
did
companies
Although the embattled
of
reaffirmation
of
the
wake
the
In
category
lip-service
mainly of the
PresiChile's decision to pay the seized companies no compensation.
dent Nixon on January 19, 1972, issued a broad U.S. policy statement on

dollars,

expropriation, containing his toughest language yet:

United States has a right to expect
that its citizens will receive prompt, adequate, and effective compensation from the expropriating country Thus, when a country expropriates a significant U.S. interest without making reasonable
provision for such compensation to U.S. citizens, we will presume
that the U.S. will not extend new bilateral economic benefits to the
expropriating country unless and until it is determined that the
country is taking reasonable steps to provide adequate compensation

Under international

law, the

.

.

or that there are major factors affecting U.S. interests which require
continuance of all or part of these benefits ... In the face of the
expropriatory circumstances just described, we will presume that the
United States Government will withhold its support from loans

under consideration in multilateral development banks

."
.

.

up for
But, as the following section will show, the well had been drying
Allende
before
even
U.S. government and international loans to Chile

assumed office.

Further, Nixon's stern

words notwithstanding,

U.S. offi-

stated that
cials within the international lending agencies repeatedly
principally
based
Chile
are
to
assistance
financial
judging
"criteria for
of the Chilean Government's credit worthiness and
."'O''
other considerations relating to Chile's current financial state

on considerations

.

Anaconda and Kennecott fared no

better

.

in collecting on their
announced the biggest

at first

insurance claims. On September 19, 1972, OPIC
settlement in its history: $1 1.9 million to Anaconda, the full amount of
that day also disallowed
its insurance for its Exotica mine. But OPIC
altogether Anaconda's $154 million claim for its Chuquicamata and El
Salvador mines, claiming that those had been nationalized in 1969,
before Anaconda's coverage was in effect.
On December 14, 1972, OPIC announced

it

would issue

a guarantee
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to Kennecott of $66.9 million as
insurance on the company's 1965
loan of $92 million to the government
(see p. 163, and note 129 chapter 4, for detailsHbut nothing for the
S319-million book value in its
™'"^" ^' ^°' ^^"^
^^'""^
*^^ '"'""P^" °* ^""''^ ''*'^*''"S
"
!t alpos"^*'

The foUowirig tables reveal the broad picture of U.S.
investments in
durmg the Allende years, as well as the consequences
for OPIC
durmg the Allende years of nationalizations/expropriations:
Chile

Table 28

SELECTED* U.S. FIRMS WITH MAJORITY INVESTMENTS
IN CHILE
PRIOR TO COPPER NATIONALIZATION
DATE OF OPERATION
FIRM

IN CHILE

PRINCIPAL ACTIVITY

W R. Grace

1891

Transportation

Bethlehem Steel
Anaconda

1913
Circa 1916

mining
Copper mining
Banking & finance

1st

National City

Bank—N.Y.

1916

Iron

Kennecott

Circa 1920s

Dupont
ITT

Copper mining

1920

Explosives

1927

RCA

Telephone

1942

Radio

&. television

ITT

1942

Radio

&

Kaiser (Argentina)

1946

Iron &. steel products

1948

Textiles

1955

Iron

& Co.
Englehard Minerals &
Oscar Kohorn

television

& fibers

mining

Chemicals
American Cyanamid

1955

Pharmaceuticals

Standard Oil

[N.J.|

1959

Parke, Davis

& Co.

Oil distribution

Pre 1960

Pharmaceuticals

Pre 1960

Pharmaceuticals

Chas. Pfizer
Sterling

Armco

Drugs

StccI

Mobil Oil

1960

Pharmaceuticals

1960

Iron &. steel products

1961

Oil distribution

1961

Banking

W R. Grace

1961

CPC

1961

International Basic

Economy

& finance

Corp.

General Motors

Pre 1962

Food manufacturing
Food manufacturing
Auto assembly

Simpson Timber Corp.

1965

Pulp

1966

Office equipment

1966

Iron

International

Sparry
Singer

Rand Corp.
Sewing Machine

& paper

& steel products
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Table 28 Icontinned]

DATE OF OPERATION
PRINCIPAL ACTIVITY

IN CHILE

FIRM

General Mills
Ralston Purina

1967

1967

Food manufacturing
Food manufacturing

Dow

1967

Petrochemicals

1967

Chemical

Northern Indiana Brass
Bank of America

1967

Ford Motor Co.

1968

Rubber tires
Copper fabricating
Banking & finance
Auto assembly

1969

Petrochemicals

Monsanto Co.

1969

Rubber

Firestone Tire

& Rubber

1967

General Tire
IRECO Chemicals
Cerro
General Telephone

&

tires

1969

Explosives

Late 1960s

Copper mining

1970

Radio

1971

Textiles

& television

Electronics

Chemtex Inc.
.

& fibers

American
total of around fifty-five
not all-inclusWe. Tl.ere was a
office.
took
Allende
when
Chile
companies operating in
„ ,.
^,

The above Ust

is

,

paper, Nov. 1971.

mPACT OF NATIONALIZATIONS IN CHILE ON U.S.
INVESTMENT CORPORATION
1.

CLAIMS PENDING AS OF

NAME OF COMPANY
Bank

of

America

Cerro Corp.

Ensign Bickford
Ensign Bickford
1st Nat'l City Bank
Int'l

Chemical Fibers

OVERSEAS PRIVATE

lOPIC)

FEB. 28, 1973:

AMOUNT OF

TYPE OF

CLAIM

CLAIM

$ 2,913,021

14,201,000

STATUS

Inconvertibility

Application in process (A-I-C)

Expropriation

Investor negotiating with

GOC (Chile)
Inconvertibility

A-I-C

300,000

Expropriation

OPIC awaiting documents

140,000

Expropriation

A-I-C

Inconvertibility

A-l-C

20,000

29,494
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Table 29 {continued)

1.

CLAIMS PENDING AS OF

FEB. 28, 1973;

AMOUNT OF
NAME OF COMPANY
ITT

TYPE OF

CLAIM

CLAIM

92,000,000

Johns-Manville Corp.

10,000

Ralston-Purina

212,000

Ford Motor Co.

276,000

Soconet

STATUS

Expropriation

60,000

A-I-C

Inconvertibility

OPIC awaiting documents

Expropriation

A-I-C

Expropriation

OPIC awaiting documents

Inconvertibility

A-I-C

CLAIMS RESOLVED BY OPIC CASH SETTLEMENTS TO INSURED
INVESTORS;

2.

COMPANY

COVERAGE

AMOUNT PAID

Ford Motor Co.

Inconvertibility

Anaconda

Expropriation

11,890,000

Ralston-Purina

Expropriation

614,417

NIBCO

Expropriation

110,000

CLAIMS SETTLED BY
PAYMENT;

3.

AN

OPIC

Kennecott

$

„

Expropriation

& Whittemore

Parsons

Bethlehem

Steel

$879,698
448,000

GUARANTY WHICH ENABLED THE INVESTOR TO

RECEIVE CASH

66,900,000

CLAIMS SETTLED BY HOST GOVERNMENT COMMITMENT, BACKED
BY

4.

OPIC RECOVERY

910,885

AN

OPiC

GUARANTY:

Expropriation

3,259,365

|1|

Expropriation

23,598,095

(2)

CLAIMS DENIED BY OPIC (CONTRACTS PROVIDE THAT ANY
DISPUTES MAY BE SETTLED BY

5.

ARBITRATION):

Anaconda
OPIC

|1)

liability; (2)

Expropriation
including interest;

Source: Testimony presented
the

Committee on Foreign

March 6,

73.

When Cnmmins

154,000,000

amount

|3)

denied.

1973, before the

Subcommittee on Intei-American Affairs of
by John H. Crimmins Acting
Inter-American Affairs, reproduced in United States and
Chile on
^'

Affairs, U.S.

Assistant Secretary of State for
cit., p.

(3)

House

of Representatives,

'

testified— March

months and five days
American companies, with a
book value of $70 million, remained in Chile (among them,
curiously,
the archdemon ITT, Virhich continued to operate
its two Sheraton hotels
in Santiago through the Allende years). When
Allende came to power,
there were around fifty-five American companies
in Chile with a book
value of $750 million. Of them, three (the copper companies)
had been
6,

1973, six

before Allende's fall— only twenty-four

nationalized; twelve

"buy-outs" (most of

had been subjected to varying degrees of shotgun
lead to OPIC claims); and sixteen had

which would

r
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„„

zure-without-compensation^^^

.

ing nation}.

^ ^^^^

^^^

^^p. ^^
^^^^ ^^ ^^^

number one buyer

«h p,L
nt''im „:Si^^ur/*t^S't„^o
United Kingdom, m that
^ '°",*

of

'^behind ,.pa„

W«t Germany,

oiderl.

Ae

and

^"^tLef re^on"f

the wotid (East and

('

W-^-P^^— g^
'

Allenae

rnilHonl

s

behind the U.S. (because, by 1972
Argentma was all
had taken their awesome toll and
SroringChae,.Inl969,the''mi^^^^^^^^^^^
mcluded the Soviet union

was only

slightly

rStuTpSs
StdS

All n^V,Pr

wa'

Cnuntries—a category which

a%Sr$7Tmillion

total

had leaped to $1

(in

I

total of

10.8 million).

$907 million),

m

1972, that

'O'

THE INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION
see no evil in Salvador
"progressive" thinkers, who could
world
United States-and the rest of the
Allend^ the proper role of the
othe
the
turn
slapped,
summarized: (1) if

For

many

commun tylm^ht

cSTcause
rh^^P^n 'law"

be

were only administered under
and besides,
"progressives" would interpret it),
open yo^^^
to execute, hadn't hej, (2)

after all, those slaps
(as

SeSehadThatectral platform
pSook^tohelpeaseAlle^^^^

alter ai^
keep hands off Chile because,
ts own
manage
to
the political maturity
the coun ry does possess
princicardinal
and
twin
the
way-not to mention

ist

revolution;

If fairs find its

(3)

whatever

own

else,

Not

surprisingly

many

and nonintervention.
pfeso" self d ermination
not infrequently, vituperatively-pro
o those who most loudly-and,

.
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claimed those principles would later see no good in the Pinochet
government which followed Allende. Instead, they would argue, with
equal vigor, equal venom: (1) slap Pinochet's face, as well as his wristS;
|2) close all pocketbooks to that regime; j3) use every means possible to
bring the regime down, so as to save Chileans from themselves: nonintervention and self-determination are more a matter of passion and
prejudice than principle.

Out of this smorgasbord of dogmatism and devotion there would
bubble up a conspiracy theory which came to be known as the "invisible
blockade" and which was held accountable for the economic ruin visited upon Chile during the Allende hecatomb. According to the theory,
international lending agencies choked off credits to Chile, under pressure from a vindictive Washington, bent on vengeance for Chile's decision to end the era of plunder by the "imperialist" and "exploitive"
foreign capitalists. (Less was said about the home-grown "exploiters"

whose assets were also seized wholesale.)
Those charges were nowhere made more flamboyantly nor with
greater reverberation than by Salvador Allende himself, in his only
speech before the United Nations, December 4, 1972. With the economy

crashing

down

all

round him, Allende

told the General

Assembly:

Wc arc suffering from yet another 'manifestation of iraperialism,
one that is more subtle, more cunning and more terrifyingly effective
in preventing us from exercising out rights as a sovereign State.
From the very day of our electoral triumph ... we have felt the
effects of a large-scale external pressure against us

which

tried to

prevent the inauguration of a Government freely elected by the people, and has attempted to bring it down ever since, an
action that has
tried to cut us off from the world, to strangle our economy
and
paralyze trade in our principal export, copper, and to deprive us of
access to sources of international financing
This aggression is not
overt and has not been openly declared to the world; on the contrary,
it is an oblique, underhanded, indirect form of
aggression, although
.

.

.

make it any less damaging to Chile
This financial
strangulation ... has led to the severe limitation of our ability to
secure the equipment, spare parts, manufacturing inputs, foodstuffs
this docs not

.

.

.

and medicines which we need. Each and every Chilean is suffering
from the consequences of these measures
What I have just
.

.

.

described to the Assembly amounts to a perversion of the fundamental nature of international agencies ... in a word
imperialist
insolence
.

,

to

.

.

.

To hyperbole, Allende then added factual fatuity The man who came
power with 36.2 percent of the vote, nosing out an opponent who

stood for diametrically opposite policies by 39,000 votes

|of

2.954 mil-

,^
>

.
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but frequently at cross-purposes to
was denied loans because it had
in the face of the long and large history of
U.S.,

that Chile

taken a "socialist" path flies
World Bank lending to Soviet-bloc (and other| socialist countries. The
argument that the banks withheld their monies because of the dispute
over compensation for the copper companies flies in the face of the fact
that the World Bank had, on several occasions, made loans over the
objections of one or more of the great powers to countries then embroiled in disputes over nationalizations (Bolivia, Guyana, and Iraq to
that time).

A

quirkish footnote to the dispute: Chile actually exercised great
until Allende. Felipe Herrera resigned

—

influence in the affairs of IDE

the presidency to return to Chile after AUende's election, and Allende

from the bank Orlando Letelier, one of the top loan officers, to
ambassador to Washington. Both Herrera dnd Letelier were
Chilean Socialists, and as we have seen in an earlier chapter. Socialist in
Chilean political parlance bears no resemblance to the term as it exists
in Europe. Clearly, the U.S. was less than vigilant, and conspicuously

recruited

become

his

ineffectual,

if

enforcing ideological purity in the upper echelons of the

bank had been a

goal.

was the very first country to receive a development
loan granted by the World Bank. In thelwenty-five ensuing years, Chile
would receive a total of $234.7 million in loans from the bank, as well as
a $19 million "soft loan" for earthquake recovery in 1961,
But, by the mid-1960s, the bank was already "disenchanted" with
Chile's economic performafice and prospects. Indeed, in the five years
before Allende took office a fact rarely mentioned the World Bank
granted but a single loan to Chile. As with any sanely managed financial institution, the World Bank had bottom-line criteria to measure
"credit-worthiness": ".
the primary conditions of bank lending
soundly managed economy with a clear potential for utilizing additional funds efficiently."! 13
A full five years before Allende discovered an "invisible blockade,"
international economists warned of "underlying weakness in the Chilean economy.""" Despite windfall earnings resulting from a sharp rise
in copper prices (which nearly doubled, from 36 cents a pound in 1965 to
66 cents in 1969), Chile's current accounts (the difference between
international payments debt service and profit repatriation and
international earnings) were in the red all but one of the Frei years.
The problems were two: borrowing and a steady rise in imports, both
of which fueled inflation as well as mortgaging the future of the country.
As to the first: the country resorted, increasingly, to borrowing from
abroad to finance its ambitious social welfare programs. In 1960, debt
Chile, in 1948,

—

.

—

—

.

—

—

.
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Under usual bank

practice, the loan agreements would
have been cancelled. Instead, the $16.1 million which Ortiz
Mena "rescued" for Chile, taken together with other disbursements
for loans
submitted and approved during the Frei administration,

meant

that

Chile would receive, during the Allende years, the
largest annual disbursement of foreign exchange in the bank's history;
$33.8 million in
1971, $21.7 million in 1972, and $14.5 million between
January and

September 1973.'!^
But the bone of contention was not monies flowing
from previously
approved loans, but the absence of new loans. Again,
the IDB would
point out that, when Allende assumed the presidency,
Chile had two
Frei proposals under study. But when Allende's
government withdrew
the priority formerly assigned to them, the bank
discontinued its study
of them. Then, between Allende's election
and December of 1972, his
government presented only one new proposal to the
bank: a $31.5
million loan for a petrochemical project. But since
the plan envisioned
sale of two-thirds of the project's output to
Argentina and Andean Pact
countries (most of which were experiencing serious
economic problems
of their own), the bank balked. It was agreed
to have a British consulting
firm do a leasibihty study: that study wasn't
finished until one month
after Allende's fall, in October 1973.
Chile would make no new proposals until December
1972, when two
were presented: one, to help finance export of natural

gas to various
other countries |not approved); the other for the
huge Antuco hydroelectric project (named for the small Andean
village of the same name
about five hundred miles sduth of Santiago). That
project—which envisioned 1.8-million kilowatt hours of annual electrical
output, and irrigation of 1 million acres— was one of Allende's
top priorities!

By early
January, the basic project studies were delivered
to the bank In May a
field mission went to Chile for close-up
study; on July 26, a bank project
study approved the proposal. As negotiations neared
an end, the Allende
government, on August 28, requested an increase in
the original loan
amount. That is where the matter rested when Allende fell.i's
There were one or two other lesser transactions involving
the IDB and
Chile during the Allende years. Overall, it would
be difficult to indict
the IDB of a deliberate "blockade" on the strength
of the actual recordthough results (no loans), not the reasons why formed
"invisible blockade" claims. Sanford did
yet seems to center most of his criticism

the basis for most
examine the detailed record,
on slow reaction time on the

hydroelectric project, a debatable proposition, at
best, given the $75
million magnitude of the project— not only the largest

single project (by

ever proposed by Chile, but bigger alone than the
highest one-year
total of all IDB loans to Chile ($62.5 million
in 19691. Yet another
extrapolation was made: the bank approved no new
loans to Chile

far)
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offered the Allende

government $620 million—$156.5 million in short-term bank credit and $463.5 million
in
project aid and supplier credits, of which $260.5 million came
from the
USSR. As of September 1973, according to another analyst, only
$91
million committed by the Soviet Union, Comecon countries,
and Red
China had actually been disbursed. Yet another writer claimed Chile's
actual indebtedness to the Soviet Union-Eastern bloc countries and
Red
China increased by only $31 million during the Allende years. (During

the Frei years, a total of $592 million was authorized— but not all
of it
disbursed—by the World Bank, Inter- American Development Bank, and
the U.S. Agency for International Development, a total, in other
words,
significantly below the amount Communist-bloc countries offered
|i.e.'
"authorized"] Allende in only half the time Frei was in the presidency!
Other credits were proferred Allende by Canada, Argentina, Mexico,
Australia, and Western Europe |$250 million), as well as other
Latin

American nations ($70 million).
Nor was the Allende government denied access to the vaults of all of
the Washington-based international agencies: on December
10, 1971,
the International Monetary Fund granted Chile $39.5 million
credit as
an

offset against the drop in export earnings occasioned

copper.

A

year

later,

by the fall in
on December 20, 1972, the IMF granted a second

such

credit, for $42.8 million.
Putting aside the discrepancies between amounts authorized and
those actually disbursed, it remains a fact that Chile's pubhc
debt
inreased by $600 million in Allende 's three years in power. During
Frei's

six years, the increase was' just over

double that amount, yet no one
claimed that Frei, riding the crest of a copper-fueled chimerical boom
(and even more chimerical international reputation), had been the target
of a credit blockade, visible or invisible. '^2

Even such an Allende booster as Professor Emanuel De Kadt, one of
members of the University of Sussex' Institute of Development

four

Studies to take part in the March 1972 symposium in Santiago cohosted
by the institute, would write after Allende's fall: "Whatever the impor-

tance of the U.S. -inspired economic quasi blockade and of the obstructiveness of Chilean private enterprise, very few observers disagree that
the [Popular Unity's! management of the economy was disastrous

."'^3
.

.

would remain

for one of Allende's heroes— China's Chou En-lai— to
put the matter of outside help in perspective. In a letter he wrote to
Allende February 3, 1973, apologizing, in part, for his own country's
niggardly contribution to the Chilean revolution, Chou said: "Basic for
developing countries is to support themselves through their own
efforts, in other words, make self-support the principal means
and forIt

eign aid a

complementary measure

."'^^
.

.
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as pivotal to control of the entire

legislation ultimately boiled

up

economy. That

into a full-scale constitutional confron-

between Allendc and the Congress; first Congress voted to void
the "three areas" scheme, a measure which, on April 6 (as noted
above)
Allende vetoed. The following July 7, the Senate overrode his veto,
and
the dispute went to the newly created Constitutional Tribunal.
tation

As more than one observer had noted, Chile was already second in the
Western Hemisphere only to Communist Cuba in terms of the state's
role in the economy— even before Allende was
inaugurated. True to
Christian Democrat doctrine that the government which governs
most,
governs best, the public sector (the state) already accounted
for 40
percent of the gross internal product; the state payroll was
one-third of

the total of

wages and salaries in the economy; state investment was
half the total in the economy, and the state financed
70 percent of all
investment; the government's Banco del Estado (State Bank)
had on
deposit a sum almost equal to the total of all private
banks combined;
and the state already owned outright, had controlling interest
all

or sub-

stantial investments in

such industries as

telecommunications, oil, steel, sugar, petrochemicals, electronics,
cellulose and paper,
wood, computers, agribusiness and others. '^s
Economic factors facilitated the steady expansion of the state's role:
mcome from the biggest source of wealth, copper, flowed either abroad in
profits or remained in state coffers through taxes and
royalties; given the
smallness and relative isolation of the market, there was no
opportunity
for the emergence of industrial or commercial
powerhouses in other
areas,

which meant the

private sector

was

electricity,

relatively

weak

vis-a-vis the

state.

But fundamentally it was ideology which propelled Chile
into ersatz
socialism: the ideology of the Christian Democrats, both
during the six
years they ruled Chile, and through the crucial support they
gave Allende
in reaching the presidency as well as the support
extended him during the
first third of his presidency. Had Allende—
and those around him, those
he never really could control— behaved with more restraint,
there is little
doubt that the Christian Democrats would have continued
to support
him, because he was moving along a path they had blazed
themselves.
A 1969 study asserted that, as of 1966, 284 companies controlled
the

entire primary

and secondary sectors

of the

Chilean economy, and that
144 companies controlled the entirety of the primary and
secondary
sectors of the country's industry '^^ It was that
central nervous system

economy— the "monopolies"— Allende targeted with his October
19 legislation, while piously proclaiming respect for the rightful
role of
the private sector in the economy. In fact, he and his
minions took not
ninety-one, not 150, but 450 Chilean companies, most of them
of the

without

benefit of law.

What would

be

left

of that private sector could be
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differential to their

employees to

measure, of course, only fueled further

the fires of inflation.

Once lawlessness had been unloosed, inflamed by the heat of revolutionary rhetoric, it could not be contained and particularly in the

—

countryside. As food shortages mounted, the import bills rose ever
higher, the lines outside shops lengthened. And the need for stability in
agriculture grew ever greater, but that is not what Chile got; what Chile
more rural violence, more expropriations— as the following

got was

table illustrates.

Table 30

FARM EXPROPRIATIONS, FRET AND ALLENDE YEARS
#
Froml965 to 11/31/70
From U/4/70 to 3/22/73

OF FARMS

AREA

FAMILIES AFFECTED

1,408

3,564,552.9

20,976

3,628

5,585,327.2

33,948

Source: Presidential Message of 1973 (extracted from Chiie: The Balanced View, ed.
Francisco Orrego Vicuna, op. cit., table 18, p. 185.) Though Allende claimed the expropriation phase officially

Reform Corporation

—

ended in March of 1973, another source drawing on Agrarian
claimed that, in just three months, June-August of that

figures

—

pace of expropriation reached record-breaking proportions: 648 farms covering
599,922 hectares. [Source: Genaro Arriagada Hcrrera, De La Via Chilena A La Via Inyear, the

surreccional, op.

cit., p.

3l0.|

Production inevitably suffered. In 1970, Chilean agriculture supplied
82 percent of the country's wheat needs; in 1973, that was down to 45
percent. Rice went from 69 percent to 46 percent, maize (corn) from 46
percent to 29 percent, potatoes 93 percent to 73 percent, beef 75 percent
to 57 percent, lamb 93 percent to 57 percent, milk products 83 percent to
55 percent. The country's import bill for agricultural products shot up
from $168.4 million in 1970 to $555.6 million in 1973. Economic chaos
encouraged economic corruption. The magazine Eicilla estimated that
by mid- 19 73, an estimated sixty thousand people were working fulltime in the black market, where 35 percent of the national income was
being spent or earned. Commenting on this, Sigmund noted that peas-

much of their produce to the far more lucrative black
market, and that a new "profession" emerged: cohios (from the Spanish
word, cola, or line), for persons who spent their time in lines foraging for
ants diverted

A maid shortage developed as servants discovered
more plying this new trade than in domestic service.
such a huge underground economy also cost the gov-

scarce items for resale.
that they could earn

The emergence of
ernment revenues, the 1 8 percent sales tax on legal transactions. '^*'
Though rarely mentioned, the impact of the shortages was eased
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Peace shipments, which actually mcreased
$16.8 million (plus $250,000 in
during the Allende years, to a total of
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history 130
274 3 percent—was the highest in Chile's

reached similar, sickeningly hisInflation, as indicated previously,
table reflects-to the extent that statistoric proportions. The following
tics ever

become
can-the economic wreckage Chile would

as Allende

country along "the Chilean road to socialism":

led the

Table 31

CHILE'S

ECONOMY, THE ALLENDE YEARS
DEC-

Consumer
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Price Index

Money

Index

Industrial Production Index
Agricultural Production Index

Cattle Production Index

Copper Production

[2]

Exports (millions of US$)
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International Reserves
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(3)

Investment Index
Fiscal Revenues (3)
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(3)
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^d. Francisco

The Chilean Economy Undei the
D 168 That volume cites as the source
33-80.
Impreso Editora Nacional Gabriela M.stra,, 1974), pp.
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•

Sometimes translated as National Association
its role in

Chilean business.

of Manufacturers,

more closely

reflecting
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indicated previously, not

all of Chile's economic hardships
were of
making. The dramatic drop in world copper prices—
from 76
cents per pound in 1970 to 48 cents in
1972; 48 cents in 1972 (though it
would bounce back strongly) to 66 cents in
1973—cost Chile dearly
inasmuch as each one-cent fluctuation in copper
prices

Aliende

s

then represented the equivalent of $16 million in
export earnings-'^i Nor conversely, was the external situation
entirely adverse: apart froin the
massive inflow of credits from Communist and
other countries the
International Monetary Fund |see p.
339) did provide offset credits for
copper price losses, and, on June 12, 1972,
twenty-eight U.S banks
agreed to refinance, over eight years, Chile's
$160 million debt to them
but only after Allende's envoy, Orlando Letelier,
agreed

to submit any
nonperformance dispute to the jursidiction of U.S.
courts Aliende had
denounced similar concessions made by the Frei
government as an

ottense to the country's dignity. >32
On that same date, Allende's Cabinet resigned to give him a
free hand
in dealing with the economic crisis. Vuskovic
was replaced by the more
"pragmatic" Carlos Matus |a Socialist). On July
24, Aliende unveiled his
new economic plan. The plan called for a two-year
government investment in agriculture and industry of $760 million
(much of it to come
from Commumst countries), compulsory salary
increases, compulsory
insurance, tax increases for the middle and
upper classes, and further
price controls (to force the nationalization
of the ninety-one major
industries nominally left in private hands;
a Chamber of Deputies study

showed that, by mid-June, sixty-five of them in
one fashion or another
under one pretext or another, had already been
taken over by the government '33 For good measure, Aliende included in
his address an attack on
the U.S. for Its "invisible blockade."i34 The
Communist credits would
never materialize at anything resembling
a fraction of that figure the
government would invest less, not more, and
compulsory wage
increases (which did materialize) only fanned
inflations's fires.
The fumbling, the tinkering went on; on September
27, Allende's new
.

economy minister announced that, effective in October,
prices would
be frozen across-the-board. The stagnating
productive sectors stagnated
even more. (Already, going into 1972, chaos
in the economy began to

paralyze public transportation: Juan Vergara,
president of the taxi and
bus drivers' union, revealed that 30 percent
of Santiago's microbuses
and 25 percent of the taxis were sidelined
for lack of parts.)i3s
With shortages reaching epidemic proportions, Aliende
began his last
year in power, by exploding his biggest bomb
yet. For Chile's "suffering
humiliated middle classes"-as a former
radical president would
describe those people who made up the very
essence of the country's
political and social and economic vitality—
the worst was yet to come
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OAS backing. The Sandinistas have honored none of
those guarantees in the intervening years.
Navasal told me in Santiago May 7, 1974, that the "top official" was Meyer.
Testimony of McCone March 21, 1973, before Sen. Frank Church's Senate
subcommittee, Multinational Corporations, op. cit., pp. 94—96.
These figures arc from Recent Developments In Chile, Oct. 1971, report of
the subcommittee on Inter-American Affairs of the Committee on Foreign
Affairs, House of Representatives, October 15, 1971, p. 14, testimony given
by Meyer, then assistant secretary of state. The larger figure includes "all
other" forms of U.S. government development assistance (except military)
which, in the case of Chile, involved only Export-Import Bank loans for
commercial transactions with the U.S. Neither figure includes repayments
by the Chileans. Interestingly, to finance his "Revolution with Liberty," Frei
tripled the size of Chile's public debt during his six years in power, raising it
from $700 million at the end of 1970 to $2.2 billion at the end of 1970.
(Source: Indicadores Economicos y Sociales, 1960-1985 [Santiago: Banco
Central de Chile, 1986], p. 312.| A 1974 mimeograph report of the U.S.
Agency for International Development, summarizing Official Development Assistance (ODA), Military Assistance, and "Other" U.S. government
loans and grants to Latin America on a country-by-country basis reveals the
usual discrepancies: the AID report gives the
total ("Loans and
Grants-Obligations and Loan Authorizations") as $869.9 for 1946-1970,
and the total of
plus "other" at $1,437.7 billion. None of these figures
includes repayments. The same report gives the repayment plus interest
total for 1946-1973 inclusive as $103.7 million, and for "other" $430.5
million. That would leave a net, for both, 1946-1973 inclusive, of $1,127.6
billion. Again, using the AID figures, it is interesting to note that
assistance to Chile during the Alliance for Progress years (1962-1970 inclusive) was $769,5 million, and "other" amounted to $295.0 million
far and
away the highest per capita of any hemisphere country. For comparative
purposes, it should be noted that military aid for these periods was: 19461969 inclusive: $150.6 million; 1962-1970: $103.7 million. Repayments,
1946-1973 inclusive: $11.1 million. Since there was relatively little new
lending and less repayment during the Allende years, the 1973-inclusivc
figures arc usable as comparisons.
Figures for U.S. private investment from United States and Chile During
The Allende Years, 1970-1973, p. 70 (referred to hereafter as United States
and Chile], report of the hearings before the subcommittee on InterAmerican Affairs of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, U.S. House of Representatives, July 1, October 15, 1971; September 1 1, 1972; March 6, September 20 and 25 and October 11 and 31 and December 7, 1973; August 5,
September 17-18, 1974. Figures given in the testimony, March 6, 1973, of
John H. Crimmins, acting assistant secretary of state for Inter-American
Affairs. Figures for the amount underwritten by U.S. Overseas Private
Investment Corp. (OPIC) from Recent Developments in Chile, October
1971, op. cit., p. 66, testimony given by Marshall T. Mays, then general
counsel of OPIC, p. 6. Debt figures were given by Crimmins, op. cit., p. 66.
Foreign Assistance and Related Programs: Appropriation Bill. 1971, Report
# 91-1134, U.S. House of Representatives, submitted June 1, 1970, by the
Committee on Appropriations to the Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union, pp. 4—5.
to achieve crucial
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27.

House testimony of OPIC General Counsel Marshall
by 1968, the US. had already virtually halted
insurance to private American companies in Chile, so bad had

The quote is from
Mays, op.

cit., p.

issuance of

Ashes

the

11. Indeed,

the investment climate become.
28. Kissinger, op. cit., p. 661. Kissinger notes that "the Nixon Administration
was initially less active against AUende than its Democratic predecessors
." He ascribes that
jjohn F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson] had been
partly to more pressing crises elsewhere, but also to a wrong estimate of the
likely outcome of the Chilean election. Ibid., p. 662.
29. The statement was attributed to R. Arismendi, first secretary of the
Uruguayan Communist party, but as coauthors Goure and Rothcnbcrg
observe— "as early as the first few months of 1971, Soviet articles were
,

.

—

quoting the Arismendi statement." Goure and Rothenberg, op. cit., p. 99.
30. Ibid., pp. 5-6. They note (also on p. 6| that an "authoritative 1972 Soviet
study pointed out growing U.S. problems of supply by Latin America of raw
materials needed in missile, communications, and atomic industries, elec-

31.

tronics, etc." (The analysis was done by K. S. Tarasov in S.Hh.A.i. Latinskaia
Amerika [Moscow: Politizdit] p. 29.)
Testimony March 27, 1973, before Senate subcommittee on Multinational
Coipoiations, op. cit., p. 281. Kerry's testimony was corroborated by Assistant Secretary Meyer in his testimony before the same subcommittee,
March 29, 1973, p. 402. "The policy of the Government, Mr. Chairman,"
Meyer said, "was that there would be no intervention in the political affairs
of Chile. We were consistent in that we financed no candidates, no political

Sept. 4 rather." Kerry's remark about
appears in United States and Chile, op. cit., p.
649. He adds that the pitch to the embassy on their behalf may have been
made without the knowledge of Allende or the other candidates.
32. Kissinger gave that testimony during his confirmation hearings as secretary
of state in 1973. The quote is from a Washington Post Service story as
published in the Miami Herald, July 7, 1975; "Did CIA Plot Result in
Chilean General's Assassination?" The Washington-datelined story referred
to a "confidential Senate staff report" done in September 1974 which
accused Kissinger of having "deceived" the Foreign Relations committee in
saying that. The authors of the "confidential" Senate report in common
with the authors of the mostly polemic Post story—appear to have lumped
as one the preelection campaign period and the cliff-hanging sixty-day
parties, before or after Sept. 8,

AUende's bid

for $1 million

—

postelection period in arriving at their conclusion,

with William Buckley on September 29, 1974, Korry
denied flatly an American role in the 1970 election campaign. Buckley then
asked him to speculate about the "general ethics" of using American money
in the politics of another country.
Korry: "The principle has been well established and practiced for so
When I was being
many years that it was taken as a matter of course
briefed to go to Chile in 1967, in October, September/October 1967, 1 was
told, not asked, by well-known reporters of our leading media outlets, by
congressmen, senators and their staffs, of the very large United States role in

33. In a televised exchange

.

.

.

the election of 1964 in Chile; that is, making all of these allegations [they]
spoke to me gratuitously about their knowledge in private. So they knew,
and presumably Senator Church, who is chairman of the subcommittee ion
multinational corporations], is not being kept in the dark by his own staff
.

.
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any event,

35)

was an open secret, but for ten years to this date, nobody has
." From Radio-TV
written about that
Reports, Inc., New York, transcript
of Buckley's "Firing Line" program on WNET-Ty New York,
and the Public
Broadcasting System, September 29, 1974. Korry errs— shghtly. The
Washington Post's Laurence Stern had written about the 1964 intervention,
in
1973. Barnard Collier, then a correspondent for the New York Times in
Latin
America, alluded to U.S. support at the rate of a million dollars a month
during the 1964 campaign in a February 17, 1967, article for the
Times'
Sunday Magazmc {"A Revolution Without The Execution Wall"), but Collier
In

it

.

did not

name

.

the CIA. Despite the "open secret" quality of the episode, the

news remained in a protective capsule in Washington; Don Bohning, Latin
America editor of the Miami Herald, a studious and conscientious reporter,

could muster nothing stronger in the previously cited July
5, 1970, dispatch
than an observation that Korry and the U.S. were not an issue in the campaign, "in contrast to charges, apparently with some justification,
that the
U.S. was involved in the anti-AUende effort of 1964."
34. The figure appears in a mysterious, 605-page book titled Who's Who In CIA,

W

published in East Berlin, in English, in 1968, by Julius Mader 1066 Berlin
66, Mauerstrasse 69) and quoted by Dan Pinck, a former Office of Strategic
Services agent and later senior research associate at Harvard, in an article
distributed by the New York Times' Special Features Syndicate division, for
1

March 23, 1975. The article was ritled: "Is Everyone In The CIA?"
Pinck relates that he was unable— on a one-hour "research" mission— to
find a trace of either Mader or of one Fernando Gamarro in Mexico
City,
listed as a Mader resource and compiler of information. But, he
said, six
months after his original article on the book appeared, he "received a note
from Mr. Mader, in East Germany," assuring Pinck |in English] that he
(Mader] "liked your article. I do exist. I am alive." Punto Final, official organ
of the Chilean Revolutionary Leftist Movement (MIR], claimed that
after
the September 4 election, a total of 550 CIA agents swarmed into
Chile,
many of them Cubans. Like so much which appeared in Punto Final, the
report was regarded as a wild exaggeration.
35. This account is from Jerome Lcvinson and Juan de Onis, The Alliance That
Lost Its Way (New York: A Twentieth Century Fund Study, Quadrangle
Books, 1970), pp. 143-144.
release

36.

McCone

told the Church subcommittee that he had discussed the Chilean
presidential elections several times with Helms, whom he described
as a
"close, personal friend." He indicated those conversations took place
following an ITT board meeting (probably in June), at which Geneen had expressed

concern for the

fate of the company's extensive holdings in Chile [Multinational Corporations, op. cit., pp. 93-94 and 96). The account of Broe's meeting with Geneen, as well as subsequent telephone and personal contacts

with Merrian and Gerrity, are taken from the same report, pp. 244, ff.
p. 458 [for Geneen's remarks) and p. 258 {for Broe's]. Much of the
questioning of Broe (and Merriam, and Geneen) centered on why a cloakand-dagger man should be assigned to what was, essentially, a briefing
function. Geneen's answer, given on April 9, 1973— long before the spate of
expose stories of the CIA would show how it was organized and operated
was: "I think the best answer I can give you. Senator— I never knew, unril
this hearing, that there was a distinction between a clandestine
group and
an intelligence group. I thought they were all the same" (p. 465). Broe, for his

37. Ibid.,

.
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selected to meet
part said simply that he did not know why he had been
Gcneen's 1973
naive
Mr.
However
257-258].
with the ITT executives (pp.
Senator
answer may sound to 1988 ears, it ought to be pointed out that until
his public
began
media,
Watergate-spastic
a
abetted
by
and
aided
Church
dismemberment of the CIA, the agency was cloaked, if not in secrecy, at
despite twenty years of
least in decorous camouflage. For what it is worth,
ten
as a foreign corresponincluding
journalism,
professional experience in
know about
dent and two as a Washington correspondent, in 1973 I did not

effective was Senator
the clandestine-intelligence dichotomy, cither. So
Church in dismembering the CIA that, by 1974, a former deputy director
would report that the already meager level of covert funding I percent to 2
There arc
percent of the total intelligence community budget), was "falling.
(

by Ray S.
political-action programs underway now." (From an article
Value of the CIA," as
Cline in the New York Times, November 1, 1974: "The
1970-1973,
reproduced in United States and Chile during the Allcnde Years,

no

op. cit., p. 651.

38. Ibid., vol. 2, pp. 522-527.
39. Ibid., vol. 1, p. 246.
40. Ibid., p. 96.
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475-476. Geneen was talking mostly at this point about the second
remarks were
"fund" episode, which came up after the election, but his
"plan."
reinforcing his earlier testimony that ITT did not have a
.

Ibid., pp.

243.
247.
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Department to
tion for the inaccurate forecasts: deep antipathy in the State
Kissinger documents in
as
bias,
That
Alessandri.
Right,
the
of
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42. Ibid.,
43. Ibid.,
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of money to oppose
detail translated as a policy of allowing only a trickle
the only candidate
Allende, while going to great lengths to avoid helping
him, Alessandri. Pointing out that no agency had called the

able to defeat
gravity of the
attention of the White House, or the Forty Committee, to "the
Kissinger
situation" in Chile until the hour for effective action had passed,
covert
active
against
an
predisposition
Department
"State
a
ascribed this to
more activist course.
role," intimidating those who might have opted for a
have to be
Kissinger understood that "if Allende was to be stopped, it would

demoby the conservative Jorge Alessandri. Though he had impeccable
disliked him,
cratic credentials ... the Latin American Bureau [of State]
insuffiostensibly for being too old, in reality because he was considered
confusing social
ciently progressive. Some in the Latin American Bureau,
dangerous
reform with geopolitics, did not consider an Allcnde presidency
."
enough to overcome their ideological prejudices against Alessandri
.

Kissinger, op.

cit., p.

663.
,

.,

,

„

.

562-565. Bcrrellcz would later identify those uppermost
meet on
sources" as "an acquaintance in police intelligence" he happened to
Bcrrellez' standing would lapse
a Santiago street. That even such a pro of
political atmosphere
into feverish prose reflects not only the superheated
readers ought
then reigning in Santiago, but also suggests the caution
in this case,
generally bring to anonymous sources in news stories (or, as

45. Ibid., vol. 2, pp.

confidential corporate reports].
46. Ibid., pp. 278-279.
47. Ibid., vol. 2, pp. 583-584.
48. Ibid., p. 282.
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FoS

Ryncarson, Foreign Affairs Analyst
in the
AMa^rs dYvT
Congress, covering the pcr.od
l^^^
M?rch 22,
march
22 1973,
1973I7'
and reproduced in the appendix of
the House subcommr
tec report. United States and
Chile op. cit., pp 373-374 It shonlH.U^L
J.

SeSbeS

trade's

in foreign exchanentamUand
P^Ti=°' '^^^'"S
dscwh'^V'
elsewhere], suspended trading at the
same

time in two other then^w"bbK
currencies, the Peruvian sol and
Ecuadorean sucre. As for the escTdo he
government would maintain the fiction of
the official pr^e of 12 21 to
he
dollar until Deceinber
31, 1970, Thereafter it began an uninterrupted
si de
which saw It hit 6,000 to the dollar five
years later, andrtSy ose any
meaning whatever as a medium of
exchange. Ultimately, wkh the escudo
hovermg around an official rate of 6,400
to the dollar,
the

Montalbano, in the above-cited M^ami
Herald

50.

^''

llfoltoh'jfl 19'70°V"

A-°"^^^d

miSary govern

article of

September

11,

Press dispatch in the Aff.^i Her-

^''^^"'^ Cliile Over Marxist Leader."
There
fir individual
A
A^''^
for
countries in the Western Hemisphere
but the
limit for the entire

was no nnm.
quota
annual

S

hemisphere-Canada and^ the c;ribbean

'^" '^'^'°°^- °"<= °* 'he Chileans who fled short y after
h~7'
September
4 was Agustin Edwards, publisher of El
MercuhotZLdml
newspaper m Chile and

freguent target of Allende's wrath
AUende had
threatened in his platform to
expropriate the paper but late
relented
'''
Edwards himself was told he was on a

"liquidation Mist
'^' P"'"'""^
' ^'^'^'-^ -°l«^on from
fh
tnc oM
01a society
soStv to
to"Sn"
the new in countries where the
representatives nf thp
people have all power and in accord
with the constitution can do what
thev
'""^
°^ 'h^ "^"- behind them
cued
P ofpa^uf
e".^'^'
^^"' ^S'S""""/' 'n an "^'^T'
article in Problems of Communism
07.
May-June
1974, as reproduced in United States
and Chile, op. cit., p 598 Bu as
Professor Sjgmund goes on to
point out, lack of major ty supnon
was
precisely Allende's "central problem"
as he fumbled to d"what he
only have done with "the majority
of the nation behind" SrT
53. Genaro Arriagada Herrera,
De La Via ChUena A La vZlnsunecaonal
insurreccionai
(Santiago: Editorial del Pacifico,
1974) pp 66-67
54. Breve Historia de la Unidad
Popular: Documento de "El Mercurio"

V

'T

g

'

LuW

(San-

(Safter ri'^SoSr-'"^'
''

"^•' ''''' "^'^^^

T "''

°""-°

^^ ^^^ ^

""

uonai
diniTr«?rS'l"332^°??":"°''
reserves, pp. 332-333; unemployment
""""P" '^^"'"S^' P" ^^'' -'«"figures, pp. it-t-z^o,
244-245- inriation,
inflation
p. 148; gross national product
figures p 16
56. Background on Vuskovic from
Robert Moss, Chile's Marxist Experiment
(New York/Toronto: A Halsted Press
Book, John Wiley & S^ns 1973)!
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Keynesian thinking
57 Vuskovic's ideas were a particularly ersatz brand of
inasmuch as Keynes postulated his theory of stimulating aggregate
demand for depressed or stagnant economies, and, where possible, stipu-

economy was
lated private participation in stimulating demand. Chile's
in the econnot then stagnant, and the private sector, still preponderant
was so
Allende/Vuskovic,
under
but
role,
such
a
played
omy, could have
emasculated as to be rendered incapable of doing so. Indeed: capital investment as a percentage of gross domestic product actually declined each of
a level in 1973 (7.8
the years Allende was in La Moneda, shrinking to
(Investment figpercent) below that of modern-day Chad or Mozambique.
Chad-Mozambique
and
cit.,
40,
op.
p.
Economicos,
Indicadoies
from
ures
comparison from 1986 Encyclopaedia Britannica Book of the Year, op. cit.,

pp. 850, 852.)
58. Breve Hisioria,op.cit., p. 31.

59

.

it
Allende used another device to squeeze the banks: on January 7, 1971,
bad with(CORFO|
Corporation
Development
State
the
that
reported
was

of that year, the
its very sizable deposits from private banks. By July
banks_
Allende administration had captured 60 percent of Chile's private

drawn

London and
large foreign banks— Bank of America and the Bank of
the
South America, the latter, a pioneer in Chile— had also sold out to
government by late July City Bank of New York followed suit six months
Chile, op. cit., p. 375. For
later Source for the foregoing: United States and
consequences":
the drop in bank shares, ibid., p. 591. As to the "ruinous
black; by 1973,
in 1970, Chile's private banks were $16 million in the
op. cit.,
$235 million in the red. Source: Indicadoies Economicos,
pp. 332-333.
,„
„
,
Allende took office
60 Breve Historia, op. cit., pp. 33-34. When Salvador
at
74
stood
left,
it
he
when
pesos,
money in circulation totaled 3.7 billion
September of 1974, before
billion, zooming to an astounding 202 billion in
Source: Indicadoies
that runaway horse could be brought under control.

Two

,

,

Economicos,

op. cit., p. 288.

,

^,

•,

and Indiana Brass, United States and Chile, op.
Robert Moss, Chile's Marxist
cit., p. 375. For compensation agreement,
Experiment, op. cit., p. 68. For copper and banks, United States and Chile,
379.
op. cit., p. 379, and for 150 Chilean firms, ibid., p.
Moro from James R.
62. Breve Historia, op. cit., pp. 31 and 34. Details on Tomas
Whelan, Allende: Death of a Marxist Dieam (Westport, Ct.: Arlington
House, 1981(, p. 87.
63. Moss, op. cit., p. 59.
n r
u
State ot< the
64. "I am not president" quote from Breve Histoiia, op. cit., p. 40;
599.
op.
cit.,
Chile,
p.
States
and
Union remarks from United
65. Moss, op. cit,, p. 18.

61. Source for seizure of Ralston

66. Breve Histoiia. op.

cit.,

pp. 35, 32.

Surrey,
67 Suzanne Labin, Chile: The Ciime of Resistance [Richmond,
England: Foreign Affairs Publishing Co. Ltd., 1982), p. 1982. As a ScrippsHoward Newspaper Alliance correspondent reporting on Latin America, 1
had the opportunity to witness many similar scenes, most memorably on a
hundred miles
driving trip south to the farm city of Temuco, around four
south of Santiago, in the spring of 1971. Jacques Chonchol was in Temuco at
encountered their
that time, still denying the existence of armed bandS; we
Temuco.
outside
of
few
miles
a
roadblocks just
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According to a National Planning Office presentation
made in March of
1972, at an international round-table in Santiago
organized jointly by the
Planning Office and the British Institute of
Devdopment Studies
of the

University of Sussex, England, 1,300 large farms
[latifundia], with a total of
^1,1^''™" '^'^",^'^«' ""'^'^^P'-op^atcdin 1971. Conference proceedings are
in The Chilean Road to Socialism, cd.
Ann Zammit [Austin: University of
Texas Press 1973], statistics p. 325. According to
official government figures by early 1973, 3,628 farms had been taken
under Allcnde, covering a
total of 5.5 million hectares (Presidential
Message of 1973). For comparative
purposes, Chile, in 1976, hada total of 31 1,324 "farms"
(including orchards
lumbering operations, forest preserves, pasturclands,
and the like), covering
°* ^^-^ million hectares [Indicadores Economicos, op.
cit., p 56)
„„ ^J°^^^.
69. Ahstair Home, Small Earthquake in Chile,
op. cit
].

''°'

^J?.T-?i^'

0U6— 602.
71.

p 322
P''^^^™^ 0/ Communism, in United States and Chile,

op. cit

pp

DctailsofPcrezZujovicmurderfromlSreveffisJoria, op. cit
pp 59-60 62Robert Moss, Chile's Marxist Experiment, op. cit.,
p. 124- Chile- Arturo
Fontaine A., "Revolution on Official Stamped Paper,"
in Chile' A Critical
Survey, op. cit., p. 74; Fontaine quote, ibid.,
p. 74. following the June 13
shoot-out, police found in the pockets of Ronald
Rivera a note addressed to
his mother: "Happy at having killed Perez Ziijovic."
Next to the body a subniachincgun taken from Carabincros. Tomas Arnoldo
Gutierrez Urnitia
shot and killed May 24 during a hold-up staged
by four VOP (Vanguardia
Organizada del Pueblo) gunmen. These details from
Breve Historia pp

62, 56.
^^'

^^^ ^P'"* '" '^'^ political
^Allende
n^ T
in Retrospect," in

parties from Professor Paul E Siemund
Problems of Communism, May-June 1974 as

reproduced in United States and Chile, op. cit.,
p. 601. Sigmund
much greater detail on the in-fighting in the party in his later provides
book, The

Overthrow of AUende and the Politics of Chile.
54, 61-64, 72-73, 78-80, 149-152.

1964-1976

ot> cit ''

dd 50-

p. 603. Tomic made the remark at a March
1972 Round Table in
Santiago lointly sponsored by the University of
Sussex (England) and the
Chilean Planning Office. That conference, ignoring
the massive evidence
already mounting in Chile, was mainly a rally
of pro-AlIende ideologues
from Britain, the United States, the Soviet Union,
East and West Europe'
America. The proceedings were later published in
^u\u?''^'
^""^i"*""
'^"^'^^" ^^""^ fo Socialism, ed. J. Ann Zammitt, op. cit
T^
74. T-ri
Dcbray, TAe Chilean Revolution: Conversations
with Allende, op. cit p 97
75. Breve Histona, op. cii., p. 66.

73. Ibid.,

76.

DeWay,

II' Ju'j''

May

79.

op.

cit., p.

104.

The interviews took

^^' ^'^~^^- Allende's

comment about

''"°'''' "'^ ^'°'^
2^1

place the

first

week

of January

"class bias"

Allcnde's

first

is on p 98
message to the Congress,

WI^*"*"
La Payita as Mrs. Contrcras was known, granted
an extraordinary interview to the. Italian journalist Gaston Salvatore,
published in the Italian
magazine, Epoca. January 10, 1988, and reproduced
textually in El Mercurio of Santiago, January 14, 1988. Mrs.
Contreras had been living for
many years in Paris, ironically as head of a Cuban travel agency,
Habana

Tours.
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Experiment, op. cit., pp. 54-55. Moss said the
80 Robert Moss, Chile's Marxist
survey was done by the UNICOOP stores.
years appear113. The chronology of the Allende
81 B^jHiswria, op cit., p.
number of
the
put
cit.,
373^395,
op.
pp.
Chile,
fngTn United States and
^Iso armed
was
protest
the
said
demonstrators at five thousand (p. 380), and
Chile, over four thousand m.lcs
from
Cuba
governing
still
Castro,
at Fidel
across as somewhere between
due south of Havana. The chronology comes
because the sources were
sympathetic to and uncritical of Allende, perhaps
Post. Christian Science
Washington
Times.
York
[New
mainly so tilted
Monitor, Facts on

83
'

File).

the United States," in Inter-Awerican
?eSo G. Gir-Soctahst Chile andreproduced
in United States and Chile

Economic Affairs, Autumn 1973, as
Chile reached agreement with
OP cit p. 548. After months of negotiations,

including the U.S., for rescheduling an
the "Paris Club" creditor nations,
in April 1972. Near y two-thirds of
debts,
foreign
in
million
$600
estimated
to the U.S., and talks on that debt
owed
was
debt
Chile's total $1-8 billion
for the seized copper
became snarled in the dispute over compensation
Allcndc government was
the
when
unsettled
still
dispute
companies, a

84

Ee

85

The Nixon

Historic, op.

cit., p.

86.

Manner spoke on September

14, 1971.

His

nations were strugglmg witti
would become so debtthey
before
years
their debts, but fully fifteen
burdened as to trigger similar "debt bomb" proposals.
the
quote is from United States and Chile, op. cit., p. 3/6,

proposal came at a time when Latin American

op. cit., p. 166.
Allende quote from Debray, The Chilean Revolution,
Chile [BosIntervention
American
Book
Black
of
The
Uribe,
86 Armando
Intervendel
Noir
Livre
Le
as
published
ton: Beacon Press, 1975], p. 75 (first
Seuil, 1974), p 75. The remark
du
Editions
(Paris;
Chili
au
Americaine
tion
Allende's November 4, 1970, meeting with
is from an official account of
state.
Charles A. Meyer, U.S. assistant secretary of
without cost to Chi e-Kremlin
the
by
experts-dispatched
87 Soviet mining
case against the U.S.
profits"
"excess
the
took a leading role in building
work ostensibly was
companies. On July 8, 1971, though their consulting

m

.

in the
that four of the Soviet experts would remain
on
authorities
Chilean
advise
Chile-to
to
country-still without cost
would reach fifty-five, and
other mining matters. Their number eventually
chapter 7. From Breve Histona
they would cost Chile plenty-see fn. 30,
of a Soviet role in a chronolmention
no
is
there

done

it

was announced

OD cit p 67. Interestingly,
eve of Allende's overthrow by
ogy prepared for the U.S. Congress on the very
for the Library of Conanalyst
Affairs
American
Latin
Virginia M. Hagen,
Appendix B in United
as
appearing
gress' Congressional Research Service,
that analysis did ventilate
But
397-^15.
cit.,
op.
pp.
Chile,
States and
companies as that prior to
uncritically such claims against the copper
effective control over the
nationalization, the Chilean government had no
claims, without noting
"excess-profits"
spurious
the
as
companies, as well
In "Chronology
408^09).
tax
[pp.
that those "profits" were pre-Chilean
Soviet study and
(Appendix Al, there is, at least, this: "He [Allendei cited a
prove
his charges oi
to
Society
Mining
French
an investigation by the

mismanagement"
88.

(p.

377).

,„ c„k,-,^«,
before the House SubcomTestimony given by Assistant Secretary Meyer

'
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mittec on Inter-American Affairs of the Foreign Affairs
Committee October 15, 1971, as reproduced in United States and Chile, op.
cit., p. 34

Henry

89.

Kissinger, Years of

Upheaval (Boston;

Little

Brown

&

Company

'

1982], p. 376,

90.

The

"big brother" quote is from "The Kremlin's Hand in Allende's
Chile" by
Professor James Thcbergc in The Soviet Analyst, August
IS, 1974 as reproduced
United States and Chile, op. cit., p. 635. Theberge was
then
director of the Latin American Department of Georgetown
University's
Center for Strategic and International Studies, and would
later serve as
S
ambassador to Nicaragua, still later as ambassador to Chile.
Chile's interest
in possible cooperation with Comccon was
conveyed by

m

U

Clodomiro Aimcyda during a

and
91.
92.

Chile, op.

cit., p.

visit to

Moscow,

May 28,

Foreign Minister
1971 lUnited States

376).

Theberge in United States and Chile, op. cit., p. 637.
U.S. Overseas Loans and Grants and Assistance
from International Otgamzations; Obligations and Loan Authorizations, July
1, 1945-Sept 30
1978 [Washington: Agency for International Development, no date)
43'
p
Hereafter U.S. Overseas Loans and Grants.) In addition to
$62.5 million in
loans during that twenty-two-year period, the United States
gave Chile
$83.5 million
military grants, most of it surplus military equipment
But
even that grand total— $146 million— was less than half in
tvfenty-two
years what the Soviets were offering in military aid in one
year.
This apologia from Professor Gil was not untypical of "progressive"
thinking that as Allendc and his policies steered Chile
towards bankruptcy, the

m

9i.

U.S. should dump more dollars in: "Chile's policymakers
are not facing easy
choices either. The Allendc government heeds dollars
to carry out many of
Its large-scale development projects. Chile's
economy is so closely tied to
the dollar economy that it cannot break out of this
pattern of dependency
without dislocating its entire financial system. Although
United States
economic pressure is driving Chile toward a search for alternative
sources
of foreign capital, it is doubtful that these sources
in Eastern Europe, Japan
and elsewhere in Latin America wit! have the capacity to meet
all Chilean
needs. At the same time, to surrender to the demands
for compensation
acceptable to the United States copper corporations would
have disastrous
political consequences and is simply not a viable
alternative for to do so
would not only be a violation of the Chilean constitution and of
the Unidad
Popular program, it would also be considered by most
Chileans as a betrayal
of the sacred principle of national sovereignty" It
should be remembered
that Gil wrote those lines on the eve of Allende's
overthrow, when the
Chilean economy was already crumbling on all sides and inflation
spiraling
out of control. Gil, "Socialist Chile and the United States,"
in United States
94.

and Chile, op. cit., p. 556.
White House Communications Director Herbert G. Klein

told reporters on
1971, that, based on conversations during a two- week visit
to
Argentina, Brazil, Peru, Ecuador, Honduras, and Mexico,
he

November 30,

and White
House counselor Robert H. Finch had "the feeling" that the
Allende government "won't last long." The remark triggered a strong formal protest
from
Chile [United States and Chile, op. cit., p. 380).
95.

James Theberge, who specialized in tracking Soviet affairs in the
hemisphere, wrote: "The overthrow of the Allende government
was a bitter but
not entirely unexpected setback for Moscow's united front
tactics in Latin
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parties elsewhere in the

Marxist
America, and had adverse repercussions for
France and Italy
in
Socialists
and
Communists
Wfest

who had

earlier

moved to

transition to socialism
pointed to Chile as a model of the peaceful
Instead of leadmg to soc a
dUengage themselves from the AUende disaster.
pohtileled
unpara
a period of
ism united front tactics in Chile ushered in
iniddle class, and
iurdence, enormous suffering for Chile's workers arid
Chile to serve as
its history. Soviet designs for
in
crisis
economic
worst
Se
in a complete
ended
America
Latin
front
in
anti-U.S.
the vanguard of the
parties
political
non-Conimunist
the
fiasco and left a deep impression on
of the grave risks of
them
reminded
It
region.
the
in
forces
and the armed
parties. Despite protestations to
entering into an alliance with totalitarian

driven inexorably to violate pledges
the coniary, Marxist governments are
private sector of the economy, and
the
destroy
to
constitution,
to uphold the
" Theberge, "^emlin's Hand
dictatorship
ultimately to install a totalitarian

96

States and Chile, op. at., p. 638.
in AUende's Chile," in United
noted earlier, the bureaucracy managed to
As
669.
Kirsinger, op. cit. p.
that the Forty Committee dealt
smothir discussion of Chile so effectively
months before AUende's electior.

wTh it only four times in the twenty-one

for propaganda
1970 before a paltry $135,000 was approved
Department
State
"the
then
even
but
of democratic candidates,
a
by
funds
these
of
expenditure
the
^^^on^J^^^l'%'^^
drcumscribed
State
activities tended to endorse Alessandri
effect that if any of the covert
defeatof
concept
The
forthwith.
Department support would be withdrawn
origihis principal opponent was rather
ing one candidate without helping
s
State
of
prqudices
the
with
line
"
was in
nal As Kissinger also notes, this
an^ di
the
both
"disparaged
which
Bureau
Lain Wrican
665-666. It was June 27 before the
danger of an Allende victory" Ibid., pp.
the Chilean case, voting $450,000
up
take
again
would
Committee
Forty
Allende, and specifically not to
but again, to be expended only in opposing
chance of defeatmg Allende.
any
with
help Alessandri, the one candidate
Santiago dunng
it was too late, reach ng
little,
too
only
not
was
tt
Further
State Depar
by
hobbled
heavily
use
its
campaign,
the
thekst'f our weeks of
victory
Allende
multian
of
anxieties
mem constraints. As Korry's own
increase in funding tor
program:
two-phase
a
recommended
plied, he
the congressional vote, since it
"spoiling" activities, and funds to influence
be up to Congress to decide.
would
was ceniin that in the three-way race, it
Korry challenged oppountil
proposals
both
opposed
Department

It

was March

Spon

of

.

.

.

HkeM

-

The State

off-the-dime question bureaucrats
nents with the kind of on-the-dime,
what would be our response to
power,
gain
to
were
(Allende)
"If
he
desDiseState Department sabotage
then.
Even
did?''
those who asked wha we
"backchannel" means that "it [State
conttnued: Korry was advised through
programs on philosophical
opposed both pre-election and post-election
its obiections to using any
terms
strongest
grounds, and it reiterated in the
..." Ibid., pp. 666-667.
Alessandri
help
to
funds
approved
the
of
conse.
'Ambassador Korry had no illusions about the

97 Wrote Kissinger:
to a query whether a modus
quences of an Allende victory. Responding
A conscious ^"o" ^o.^^^^^out
Vivendi might prove possible, he replied:
to reahty While
modus Vivendi is a theoretical hypothesis without relation
prudence to
initial
with
internally
move
the Allende government would
constitutionality and lega ity, it would be
of
framework
a
maintain
seek to
that treated U.S. impenahsm
eoinrStud, as Allende has stated, to policies
Aside from [specific
hemisphere.
as^Siblic enemy number one" in the

.
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actions including nationalization of U.S.
industries, recognition of Cuba
Nortfi Vietnam, etc.] which in themselves
would make a modus Vivendi a
practical impossibility for the U.S., the profound
changes in the structure of
L-hile would probably necessitate an
external "enemy" to justify an accelerating revolution .The Allcnde forces
cannot escape the conclusion that if
he IS inaugurated the United States has admitted
its impotence.' " Ibid
p
668. Korry would prove prescient on every important
point in that preeiection caDic.

By contrast, Nathaniel Davis, the man who succeeded
Korry, makes plain
repeatedly in his own memoirs. The Last
TWo Years of Salvador AlLde
(Ithaca. Cornell Umversity Press,
1985|, his personal fondness for AUende as
well as his conviction that Allende was a
sincere democrat and reformer in
direct contrast to his equally plain disdain
for the forces of the Rieht- and
particularly the Pinochet government. Examples
abound: Davis "liked the
president wholeheartedly" (p.
50b AUende "dreamed marvelous, soarine
dreams. His aspiration was for a better Chile and
for happiness and fulfill

ment for his compatriots ..." (p. 53); AUende's last address
"will go down in
moving statement of the aspiration of the Chilean Left
"
(p
to
express regret that he was unable to assist in
'^''"?^
spiriting out
f
f
of Chile Carlos Altamirano, a man who
by his words and deeds demonstrated
history as a

A

repeatedly his vocation not for democracy
but for radical violence
themselves from Altamirano, as, at the
'^T^
'?^.n°"]T''''*'„'^'"^"'='=''
end, did Allende himself, commenting that
when a Latin American ambassador asked Davis for help in getting Altamirano
out after the coup "1 was
not in a position to render this assistance
."
(p. 368|. Otherwise', Davis
goes to lengths to show how assiduously'
he moved to block the CL\ from
aiding those desperate forces trying to bring
Allende down-the truckers p
324 the shopkeepers, p. 327, his resistance to helping the
paper compan^.

.

La Papelera-imm AUende's campaign of
economic strangulation p 327
p. 327: "... I am confident that no elements
of the US. Mission
^
*''",^' support to the strike movements of October
^j?
0-70
.
1972 and August-September 1973. Insofar as I know, no
moneys or support
of any kind were passed to Patha
y Libertad at any time during my incumbency I avoided opportunities to meet or know
Cumsille of the shopkeepers, Bazan of the professionals (CUPROCH),
Jara of the land transport
federation, and Vilar.n of the truckers. .."
Indeed, Kissinger wrote that
despite unanimous votes in the Forty
Committee in 1971 and 1972 for aid
mainly to the political parties and media "threatened
with extinction," and
a small sum for the "private sector"
(shopkeepers, labor unions, etc.], Davis
decided agamst disbursement" of the latter.
Henry Kissinger,
concluding,

Years of

''P- "'
/.^.^\^"1 ""^•^ °"'y '^^^ ^'^ ^*^"^^'ks on Pinochet, pp
ofj^^o'
227-229-suspended
disbelief laced with sly insinuations-to

understand
Uaviss attitude toward the man who deposed
Allende. Given Davis' prejudices. It IS difficult to conclude that he was
right and three presidents were
wrong about AUende, both as to Allende as a
democrat and the threat he
posed to US. interests. This is particularly true
when one remembers
that

the two U.S. administrations preceding
Nixon's (Kennedy's and Johnson's)
had backed their conclusions with an outpouring
of money and activity to
keep Allende from reaching the presidency that
dwarfed anything Nixon
did. As Kissinger wrote: "That an
Allende government threatened our
national
interests
Kissinger, op. cit.,

was conventional wisdom when Nixon entered

p.

661

office

"
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Kissinger arranged for Kerry to present his views to
having by then been reached that it was
conclusion
Nixon directly, the
presidency. Korry, the
impossible to prevent AUende's accession to the
Allende was imposwith
vivendi
modus
that
argued
earlier
had
who
man
in retuni tor
"nonhostihty
U.S.
urging
flip-flop,
sible now seemed to do a
was "reconciled to
Chilean restraint." Kissinger reports that Nixon
replied evasively
AUende's accession but not to cooperation with him. He
" Kissinger, op. cit.,
and thereafter unfairly classified Korry as a 'softhead.'
jhimself) focus on the dangers
p 678. Kissinger adds that he "did not
the agencies with operational responsibility went through

On October

98
'

15, 1970,

largely because

problem from higha complicated three-cornered minuet that kept the
position that an Allende viclevel attention. Ambassador Korry took the
State's Latm Amertory was tantamount to a Communist takeover ... But
Korry but not to the
ican Bureau disagreed ... the CIA tended to side with
difference; it knew that it
point of asking the White House to resolve the
operate without strong State Department sup-

could not effectively
." Ibid., pp. 665-666.
port
his own testimony,
99 Kerry's role was examined microscopically not only in
year-long hearings (1 975but that of other witnesses appearing during the
for its chairman, the late
1976) of the so-called Church Committee (named
in Chile are covered
activities
covert
U.S.
D-Idaho),
Sen Frank Church,
value as to
extensively in Volume 7 of the final report, and of particular
on
appearing
p. 31 of that
statement,
opening
is
his
behavior
Kerry's
Operations with
volume: Select Committee to Study Governmental
GovernRespect to Intelligence Activities, U.S. Senate (Washington: U.S.
Intelligence Activ(Hereafter:
144-209.
Office,
1976),
pp.
ment Printing
examined during the mvestigation
ities Kerry's role also was extensively
to probe the ITT affair:
of an earlier Church committee, set up in 1973
,

.

]

findings
Subcommittee en Muhinational Corporations, U.S. Senate. Its
States Forwere in two volumes. Multinational Corporations and United
Office, 1973). (Hereafter:
eign Policy (Washington: Government Printing
1981— seven
Muhinational Corporations.) As to Hersh, the Times, in

retraction saying that
years after the original articles— published a lengthy
about alleged CIA
known
had
Korry
that
claiming
Hersh was wrong in
story," in the selfefforts to overthrew Allende. The 1981 "corrective
destroyed Kerry's
serving jargon used, noted that the original stories had
Lai massaof the
career. Hersh owed his original fame to his exposure
Kissinger refers to
cre incident in Vietnam. As to the Church Committee,
Select Committee to
the "tendentious report" in 1975 of Church's Senate
Activities in
Study Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence
"that the authors
several passages: "There is no evidence," he wrote in one,
Allende victory that we
of the report tried to weigh the concerns about an
that the committee
felt so acutely at the time." He later remarked
the 40
"charged darkly that Chile had been 'for more than a year ... on
" this on the basis of four meetings over eighteen
agenda,'
Committee's
months only two of which made a decision; still later, that a plot to kidnap
called off and to
Chile's army chief, General Schneider, which "we had

My

and no
which we gave no support, no endorsement, no assistance,
Committee's investiapproval, is one of the featured events in the Senate
leaders" (emphasis
gation of US Government plots to assassinate foreign
in original). Ibid., pp. 658, 665, 677.
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patterned after the copper company
posed a constitutional amendment,
percent share of the telephone
nationalization formula, to seize the 70
Senate passed the measure on uly
The
hands.
ITT's
in
remaining
company
action
in Congress with no further
7 but the bill languished thereafter
clarm
ion
mil
$92.5
ITT's
that year,
b'eing taken. On S^tember 29 of
at the Overseas Private
active
became
company
the
loss
of
stemming from
April 1, Allende broke off
investment Corporation (OPIC). The following
$1.8 -billion debt-stalled in any
the
of
renegotiation
on
the
US.
Sl^s^th
insistence on compensation for the $700
case because of hardening US,
asset^stensibly because of the charges o

million in expropriated US.
Church Committee
intervention in Chile aired at the outset of the
just gettmg underway
then
hearings,
corporations
ITT/multinational
Davis observes, was compounded
106 Davis OP cit., p. 25. OPIC's problem,
"enthusiasm for Frei's experiment
government
U.S.
of
flush
beSse fn the
had granted mvestmen
government
in democratic progress ... the US.
airtight state-to-state a^eement
an
getting
without
Chile
in
guarantees
Among OPICs lucky
on compensation for the national enterprises."
noted, to try to save on insurance
breaks": Anaconda's decision, previously
"standby/ as wel as
premiums by putting part of its OPIC coverage on
full consultawithout
government
Frei
workhJgout its stock sale with the
Ibid., pp. 25-26.
OPIC.
from
approval
and
tion
,l,„Vir
credit-worthiness q^'^^^PP^^^
75,,;'',
107. Nixon's statement-and the
^^
United
in
published
study
Service
Congressional Research

US

ginia

Hagen
and Chile,

States

op. cit., P- *10- ,
,
„ ,
^^o ^qa ai d in
OPTCin OPIC
did collect: $34,706,917 in cashand 559,384,614
obligations. That 1975 cash settlement
,

ITT ultimately

108.

.

.

guaranteed Chilean government
the eleven-year history of OPIC and
was, by far, the largest to that point in
eclipsed two years later by Anabe
would
But it
its predecessor agency
of
battle ended with a settlement
legal
seven-year
That
conda's.
Chilean govern^
OPIC-guaranteed
in
$47,588,104
$47,504,034 in cash,
'°
'i"^,
ment obligations. Those settlements would rank as o/^^-^^^^f^""
for better than a quarter
accoum
alone
and
1987),
JuneSO,
presem (through
the two hundred claims involving cash
of all the cash paid by OPIC in
agency's operations. Source:
settlements in the first twenty years of the
"Insurance Claims Expe1987,
30,
dated
June
Release, RJ/771,

OPIC News
Agency"
rience To Date: OPIC And Its Predecessor
op. cit., pp. 342-343
Sociales,
Economicos
y
Indicadores
109

(exports], pp_ 348-

statistics: on Deceniber 4,
349 [imports). For those who dote on shock
year, had agreed to double
that
earlier
1972 it was revealed that the U.S.,
That's right, double-from a paltry
Chile.
to
sales
military
its
size
of
the
(earmarked, principally, for purchase
$5 million to a piddling $10 million
leftover cash to buy armored personnel
of a C-130 transport plane, with
tanks).
possibly,
and,
trucks
carriers,
„n»uj.
Chilean Embassy in Washington entitled.
10 From a booklet published by the
Repubthe
President
of
Speech Delivered by Dr. Salvador Allende.
Nations, Dec. 4,
United
the
Assembly
of
General
lic of Chile, Before the
"

1

S-

cit., pp. 551-552; Jarpa's
Gil's'remark is from United States and Chile, op.
Ediciones Patna
{Santiago:
Aventura
Una
from Lautaro Silva, El Fin de
Nueva, 1974), p. 223.
speech, op. cit., p. 15.
112. Allende's
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lADB loans from Jonathan E. Sanford, analyst of international relations, Congressional Research Service, "The
Multilateral
Development Banks and the Suspension of Lending to AUende's Chile,"
United States and Chile, op. cit., p. 434, appearing as Appendix C; to World
Bank behavior in earlier nationalization disputes, a World Bank
Reference to 1971

white

paper, also in

441;

lendmg

Appendix C,

criteria, ibid., p.

McNamara.

445; Chile as first Bank borrower, ibid p
445, quoting then Bank President Robert S

p.

"The Multilateral Development Banks and the Suspension of
Lending to AUende's Chile," in United States and Chile, op. cit.,
p. 424.
Sanford notes (ibid.) that "the international economists suggested that
the
projected economic troubles be met by an increase in external lending
to
Chile rather than by international pressure for a reduction in the level
of
Chilean imports." In other words, the way to help a debtor in over his head
is not to require that he spend less, but rather
to lend him more.
115. Ibid., p. 423. Figures on debt service and debt appear
on pp. 421-422
imports on p. 424.
1 16. Ibid., pp. 429, 430-431.
117. IDB white paper appears as an Appendix to the Sanford
article, op. cit.,'^^
dp
440-441.
118. Ibid., pp. 440-441. When finally approved, on April
18, 1974, the Antuco
114. Sanford,

'

was for $75.3 million.
436. Sanford's critique of

project loan
119. Ibid.,

p.

IDB performance appears on paees

430-434,
120.

World bank white

paper, in Sanford, op. cit., o. 444
445.
122. Soviet bloc total in Theberge, "Kremlin's Hand in AUende's
Chile," United
States and Chile, op. cit., p. 635; the $91 million disbursement figure
is in
Elizabeth Farnsworth, "Chile: What Was the U.S. Role?" Foreign

121. Ibid.,

p.

Policy,

Fall 1974, as

reproduced in United States and Chile, op.

cit., p.

657; the $31

million figure in Sigmuiid, "Allcnde in Retrospect," as reproduced
in
United States and Chile, op. cit., p. 611; the Frei-year totals are in Sigmund, "Chile: What Was the U.S. Role?" op. cit., p. 665; figures for "other
credits" in Sanford, op. cit., p. 430, IMF loans in "Chile:
A Chronology,"
United States and Chile, op. cit., pp. 380 and 386; Chile's actual debt
figures: $970 million on December 31, 1965; $2.2 billion,
December 31
1970, and $2.8 billion, December 31, 1973— all from Indicadoies Econo-

123.
124.
125.

micos y Sociales, op. cit., pp. 312-313.
Quoted by Sigmund in "What Was the U.S. Role?" op cit., p. 663.
The letter came to light on July 23, 1973. Breve Historia. op. cit., p. 385.
Arriagada Herrera, op. cit., p. 49. He cites a man who would later serve in
AUende's cabinet, Sergio Bitar: "La estructura economica chilena
y la
transicion al socialismo," Mensaje, September-October
1971, p. 405; and
Hector Assacl Bianchi and Sergio Molina: "El por que
y el como d'e las
estatizaciones," Panorama Economico, May 1971, p. 5. Both magazines
were edited in Santiago [Mensaje by the Jesuit order).

He cites Oscar Guillermo Garreton and Jaime Cisternas Pinto,
"Algunas caractcristicas del proceso de toma de decisiones en la graii
emprcsa: la dinamica de conccntracion," Convenio SCT-ODEPLAN
March 1970, p. 8. (ODEPLAN is the government planning ofRce.)
127. Figure for monopolies is in Markos
Mamalakis, "The AUende ExperiJ.
126. Ibid., p. 47.

.
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Chile: the Balanced View. op. cit, p. 43. (The article originally
quarterly
appeared in Res Publico, vol. 2, no. 3, 1974, a public affairs
of
number
total
For
California.]
in
College
Men's
Claremont
published by
Arriagada, De
Chilean companies actually expropriated: Genaro Herrera
La Via Chilena A La Via InsvTieccionalr op. cit., p. 323. On January 24,
companies specifi1973, Allende expanded his original list of ninety-one
have seen,
cally targeted for expropriation by twenty-four more. But, as we
"monopothe
150
than
even
greater
much
actually
taken
was
number
the
ninety-one he bothlies" singled out for eventual seizure, never mind the
expropriations
ered to identify. Furthermore, since Congress forbade
without its consent, as the "legal" phase of takeovers was beginning,

ment

"

Allende resorted to presidential decrees. On ninety-five separate occahad to approve/
sions, the controller general—who, under Chilean law,
disapprove presidential decrees and resolutions— disapproved Allende's
decrees (forty-two of which "authorized" the seizure of companies).
Allende then resorted to a 1927 [but dubious) constitutional device called
the Decree of Insistence, whereby the entire Cabinet would sign the
a total
decree, overriding the Controller. He did that, through April 1973,
thirty-two times. As it happens, the Christian Democrats had paved the
of

in this matter, too: during Frei's six years as president precedreaction to
ing Allende, he used Decrees of Insistence sixty-three times in
eighty-seven Controller disapprovals. By contrast, his predecessor, the conservative Jorge Alessandri, resorted to the Decree of Insistence once, and
saw only three of his decree/resolutions rejected by the Controller. Source:

way for him

La Lucha Pat La fmidicidad En Chile, 1970-1973, op. cit., vol. 1, pp. 300303. But, again, Allende and those around him, demonstrated repeatedly
His
that they would abide by the law only when it served their purposes.
economy minister, Orlando Millas, said on May II, 1973, that the government simply "does not recognize the right of the Controller and will not
recognize the right of any person who has the audacity to arrogate to
themselves the voiding of measures dictated by the President of the
RepubHc himself" ibid., p. 310. In other words: Allende was the law in
Chile.
128.

Mamalakis,

op.

cit., p.

43. Deficits of state enterprises taken

from table

14,

n 1 ftl
Chile,
129. Paul E. Sigmund, The Oveithrow of Allende and the Politics of
1970-1973 (Pittsburg: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1977), p. 211. Sigmund cites the May 30-June 5, 1973, issue of Ercilla, 1976, p. 25.
imports extracted
130. Ibid.: agricultural output statistics, table 8; agricultural
Suspension of
the
and
Banks
Development
"Multilateral
from Sanford,
Lending to Allende's Chile," op. cit., p. 437; Food-for-Peace reference from

Sigmund, "Chile: What Was the U.S. Role?" op. cit., p. 660; amount of foodfor-peace aid from Kissinger, op. cit., p. 68 1
figure from
131. The 1970-1972 figures from Sanford, op. cit., p. 426; the 1973
Programs,"
Development
Medium-Term
&
Short
"Chilean
Saez,
Raul
Chile: The Balanced View, op. cit., table 1, pp. 230-23 1 [originally made as
Alliance for
a statement before the Inter-American Committee of the
economic
minister
of
then
was
1974.
Saez
February
5,
Progress iCIAP],
planning for Chile).
132. Bieve Histoiia, op. cit., p. 207.
1972, six weeks after the deal

The report appeared
was made.

in El

Mercmio July 29,
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"requisitioned" firms in Breve
Historia. p 193 That
Chamber off n^^
Deputies study revealed that to that
point-Tune 13 1972
"'^'? ''^^ °"^"«*^'
"intervet^ed" by the go^
ernm'em'th'fJh'^''
ernment,
S''" employed
that those firms
1 85,000 workers; and
that the fiovirnment already controlled 47 percent of
the country's maustries,
industries fnT^^
and 53
percent of the gross domestic product
134. "Chile: A Chronology/'
United States and Chile, op. cit
p 384
135. Breve Historia. op. cit.,
p. 121 (the report was published
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-

January

2,
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Allende: No, this

is

not a Popular Front, that has to be

made

quite

Workers' Front?
Debrayi What should one call it then, a
Front, a Popular Unity, but
Patriotic
Allende: A Workers' Front, a
class is indisputably the
working
the
which
in
with a backbone,
we do not have the hegemoiiy ot a
driving force, because although
and Communist parties are undoubtedly
single party, the Socialist

the parties

which represent 90 percent

peasants, office

of the

workers-workmen

people
workers, technicians, and professional

.

.

LABOR'S LOVE LOST
Allende believed this bit of
impossible to know whether Salvador
The Ime between
presidency.
his
bombast, uttered in the early days of
was always
Allende
Salvador
of
world
reality a^d political theater in the
It is

own mind.
probably would finally become in his
luggernaut,
workers
a
such
was
never
there
What is clear is that
world he
new
into the brave
marching shoulder- to- shoulder with him
confess
would
Allende
Indeed, by April of 1973,

blurred, as

it

Sd he was creating.

pushed him to the extreme of consider
that labor orneriness had twice
devastatmg
verbalized during a particu arly
ing resigning, a threat he
underdon't
workers
the
"If
mine:
Teniente
strike at the nationalized El
living, I H s^PlV S^'
are
we
which
through
stand the process of change
His exasperation exploded a few
and then you'll see the consequences."
revolutionary consciousmonths earlier in another outburst: "Neither"^
the workers
ness nor morality exists among
XK^r^
well organized by Thud World
comparatively
though
with,
begin
To
Though the
divided.
politically
and
standards, Chilean labor was weak
years as a
Frei
the
during
doubled
had
number of workers in unions
the total of workers in unions
percentage of the total work force, still
366
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stood at only 19.4 percent of the labor force when
Allende came to the
presidency, 22 percent at the end. Chilean unions
traditionally had been
dominated by the two Marxist parties, the Communists and
the Socialists. Their principal bastion was the
Central Federation of Workers
(CUT, for Confederacion Unica de Trabajadores|,
which, despite its
double-speak name, never accounted for more than
60 percent of organized nonagricultural workers. The CUT was a direct
descendant of the
Chilean Labor Federacion (FOCH, Federacion Obrera
de Chile| which
in 1921, had become the very first labor
federation in the world to joiii
the Moscow-controlled

Third Communist International. But by 1973
those two mainstays of the Popular Unity, the
Socialists and Communists, were losing ground steadily and
dramatically to the Christian
Democrats, and not only in non-CUT unions, but
in the CUT itself In
June 1 972, the 560,000 members of the CUT voted to
elect new officers
Despite elaborate efforts to rig the elections, the

outcome, when finally
announced, sent shock-waves through the Popular
Unity coahtion The
Communists polled 173,088 votes (30.9 percent); the SociaHsts
148 140
(26.46 percent); the Christian Democrats
147,531 (26 35 percent)
Smaller, even more radical parties dominated
the remaining 15 percent 3
The results were even less cheering for the Popular
Unity in elections
held in non-CUT unions. According to one
usually reliable Chilean
publication, the government coalition I6st
80 percent of the union elections
1973. Perhaps no setback on the labor front was
more stunning
than when, on February 10, 1973, workers
at the country's biggest
copper mine, Chuquicamata, ended thirty years
of Marxist control of
their union. That vote came just three
weeks after it was

m

reported that

now nationalized mine— the world's biggest open-pit
copper
mine— had lost money in 1972 for the first time in history And
it also
the

came after a long period of verbal flogging of the
mineworkers by
Allende— who demonstrated, as he did, that he was the
workers' cham-

pion only so long as the workers toed his line.
There was one other area in which the Allende
government showed
that, while it would claim to speak
for workers, it was less prepared to
listen to them: the campaign of nationalization
of the companies which
gave those workers their Uvelihoods. As one
government labor leader
put It: "We will not accept plebiscites.
Nationalization will go forward—period." In almost every case, the "vote" whether
to go from
ownership was done by acclamation, show of hands
or
Only once did the government accept the outcome
of a

private to state

open

ballot.

secret ballot: at the large appliance

manufacturer MADEMSA, where
925 workers voted for nationalization, 725 against.''
What is also clear is that the Allende years saw labor strife
at levels
never before witnessed in the country The
authors of a careful

and
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years
labor picture during the Allende
restrained examination of the
received
government
the
support,
of
arrived at this conclusion: "Instead
support from the sector most friendly to
as many or more blows as it did

That sector was,

it."5

of course,

labor-in whose name Allende claimed

to speak, to govern.

„„„^-^
director of the government s
shortages mounted, Patricio Palma,
[DIRINCO), told his ComnrjuDirectorate of Industry and Commerce
In
strategy session, October 2, 1972.
nist party comrades at a party
comrade
one
least
at
toils
there
every house of the grand bourgeoisie,
of the house, and these
who knows the life and secrets of the masters
peasant-class background
comrades come from a working- or
are studying the
DIRINCO is in touch with these comrades and we
those who have
exposing
with us in
concrete steps so that they can work
storerooms
clandestine
into
transformed their private storerooms

As

-

.

-

.

of October, iri the sparsely
]ords and rugged
spectacular
of
region
a
Aisen,
populated province of
count, not much closer to Santiago
islands almost too numerous to
Alarmed
to the outstretched tip of Antarctica.
(1 500 miles) than it is
trucking
state
a
establish
to
about reports that the government planned
owners
entirely
almost
«
owners-made up
agency, the union of truck
end, a
would
it
Before
Aisen.
in
strike
of one or two trucks-went on
ot
hundreds
by
joined
be
would
truckers
month later, that handful of
shopkeepers to airline pilots, peasants to
It

began disarmingly, early in that month

thousands of others, from
peasants, 120,000 shopkeepers,
professors: 45 unions, including 400,000
leaders, truckers and workers
50 000 students. Hundreds of union
government, others ordered
would be jailed, radio stations seized by the
and naartial law
"requisitioned,"
businesses
off the air, trucks and small
of the countwelve
in
emergency
of
state
proclaimed in Santiago and a
(which put virtually the entire populatry's twenty-Hve other provinces
to an already sagging economy was
tion under military rule). The cost
the strike hit at the peak of the
put at $150-200 million, but, because
greater. The government at first
harvest season, the impact was even
blustered that any shopkeeper
attempted to crush it with force: Allende
twenty-four hours would be
within
who failed to open his doors

Palma personally led police
deported, and DIRINCO Director Patricio
protective metal curtains,
and
doors
shop
down
squads ordered to batter
was October 25 before Allende
triggering a number of violent clashes. It
leaders.
would agree to his first meeting with the strike
President Gabriel
former
anger,
Viewing the violence, viewing the
middle class
heroic
and
suffering
"The
Gonzalez Videla, a Radical, said:
strength out oi
brought
has
anguished,
humiliated,
today impoverished,
resort to make the
and gone from words to action as a last
weakness
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President understand that there is a majority, until yesterday
silent,
will not one day more allow itself to be led like a sheep
to be
ruined by a sinister economic policy directed and administered
by the

which

Communist

party.

Beyond the

rage,

leave another even

"^

beyond the deep divisions, the October strike would

more portentous legacy:

as a condition of settlement,
Allende was obliged to bring into his Cabinet flag officers from all
three
military services.
Chief among them was General Carlos Prats Gonzalez, the man
who had succeeded the murdered General Rene Schneider as army
commander-in-chief. Prats, then fifty-seven, a man whose only experience outside of Chile had been as a student at the U.S. Command
and
General Staff School at Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas {1954-1955),
and as
military attache in Buenos Aires (mid- 1964 to early 1966), was
destined
to become, in the opposition press, the "most flogged"
{vapuleado] military figure in Chile's modern history® For some—
the very admiring

Ambassador Nathaniel Davis, for example— he "was the leader of
the moment."!' For others, he had already demonstrated
either a stunning naivete about the Allende government, or an extraordinary
U.S.

"go-

along-to-get-along" attitude that went well beyond military
subservience to civilian government. Few would remain dispassionate
on the
subject of Carlos Prats in the stormy nibnths ahead
as his

involvement

with the Allende government deepened.

On November 2, Prats was named to the key Interior Ministry post. In
he added to his command of the32,000-man army, control also
26,000-man paramilitary Carabinero police forces and the heavily

that role,
of the

politicized nationwide detective force, Investigaciones.
Joining the Cabinet with him were Rear Admiral Ismael Huerta Diaz

(as public works
and air force Brigadier General Claudio Sepulveda Donoso |as
minister of mines). (The navy and air force commanders-in-chief
had
both declined the invitation which Prats accepted to join the
Cabinet.)
The three were sworn in on November 2 together with the two top

ministerl,

officials of the

CUT:

its

president, Luis Figueroa (a

Communist, named

labor minister),

and its secretary-general, Rolando Calderon (a Socialist,
to Agriculture). Over the months ahead. Prats would
develop a close and
continuing relationship with the two. At the swearing-in ceremony.
Prats strove to project his independence. The presence
of representatives of the three armed forces in the Cabinet, he
said, "is not

commitment, but rather a

a political
patriotic collaboration at the service of social

peace."
Prats and his military colleagues did, on November
5, succeed in
ending the already weakening strike, pledging to leave trucking
in private hands, take no reprisals against strikers, and return
private prop-
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time ever assigned by a president of Chile to a foreign
power would be of the tied, conditional and binding type which you
and the parties of the Popular Unity have so harshly criticized in the
for the first

—

?"

The

spoke also of the "process of dependence upon the
fostering, and "the captive markets
dominated by Soviet imperialism." (The Chilean writer Joaquin Fermandois showed in a comparison of two loans made to Chile at that
time how phony was the claim of "socialist solidarity" and equally
hollow the charges about hard-hearted capitalists. The first loan, in June
1971, came from the City Bank of New York, in the very heart of
past

.

.

.

letter

which AUende was

Soviet Union"

—

months later
Handlowy Warszawie Bank of Warsaw,
capitalism; another, six

the debt service of the state steel

in January of 1972,

from the
American loan was to help
company, the Polish loan to buy Polish
the

products— "the quintessence of a tied credit," That both
banks also extended similar terms further demonstrated, Fermandois
industrial

argued, that the notion that Socialist-bloc countries would help their
developing brethern to liberate themselves from "dependence" was so

much

illusion. 10
1

Foreign Minister Clodomiro Almeyda would present the Soviets, a
few days before Christmas, as a kind of Santa Ciaus for Chile. The
Russians, he announced on December 20, had agreed to renegotiate
Chile's $103-million debt and also grant Chile $30 million for the purchase of food and cotton and more than $180 million for the purchase of
capital goods, including iridustrial equipment. Two weeks later, the
newsletter Latin Ameiica claimed that Red China, not to be outdone by
its Moscow rival, had granted $62 million to purchase food, medicines,
machinery and equipment." But, as we have seen earlier |pp. 338-339),
neither the Soviet Union nor The People's Republic |Red China), nor
the rest of the Communist-bloc countries, actually delivered on their
promises.

As for Prats and his neutrality, during Allende's absence, as interior
minister, he automatically served as de facto head of government as vice
president (Chile has no elected vice president). In that role. Prats opted
to use Allende's private gunslingers, the so-called

Friends (GAP,

Grupo de Amigos

Group

Personales), as part of his

of Personal

own

corps of
bodyguards. Challenged to explain why the army's commanding general would resort to a civilian security force of questionable legality.
Prats
sense,

answered lamely with a non sequitur; it would not have made
he said, for him to reorganize presidential security arrangements

when he could

avail himself of Allende's "most select personal permanent companions" (his phrase) for only fourteen days. Prats, who had a
fair reputation as a writer (as well as painter), then used a colorful term
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[zancadiUa. or "trap"), to

make

haunt

a promise that

would come back

to

him— and history.

erred or tailed—
"On the very day," he said, "when I realize that I have
will

through personal stupidity or because

I

had

fallen into a

trap-I

"'^
President
present my irrevocable resignation to the
deal of evidence
good
a
take
would
that
it
Events would demonstrate
zancadiUa. On
into
a
tumbled
had
he
that
Prats
to persuuade General
others that
to complaints of shopkeepers and
•

December

•

28, responding
failed to

honor the terms of the November 5 agreevoted 75-42 to susment ending the strike, the Chamber of Deputies
person pninarily
the
as
Millas
Orlando
pend Finance Minister
the government had

was the seventh Allende
responsible for the poststrike reprisals. Millas
of ministers
(Impeachment
Congress.
act
of
by
ousted
Cabinet minister
political life during the F^ei years:
first became a fixture of Chilean
that six-year space.) Allende
fourteen ministers were impeached in
and the economy miniscountered by naming Millas economy minister
reacted angrily to the
legislators
While
ter iFernando Flores) to finance.
that the Chambers
arguing
by
affront, Prats defended the president
and unconstitutional."
old when the
The new and momentous year of 1973 was only ten days
first-ever rationthe
yet:
bomb
biggest
its
exploded
Allende government
government spokesmen tried
ing in the country's history (though
was to be
apply a different name to it). Further, rationing

action

was

"illegal

repeatedly to

the state viraccompanied by draconian measures which would give
would not—
or
would—
Chileans
food
very
tually total control over the
twelve
announced
Flores
Minister
Finance
all.
In
have available to eat.
,
measures:
National Secretariat of Distribution as part ot
|1) Creation of a new
would enter into exclusive
the Economy Ministry This Secretariat
goods;
contracts with private sector firms producing basic
compliance;
enforce
to
Vigilance
Committees of
(2) The creation of
as would
ended,
be
would
goods"
"basic
public of
(3) Direct sale to the

bartering in them by private firms;
.
,
would have sole and exclusive control ot distri(4) State distributors
bution of all "social area" production;
,

(5)

Virtually all agricultural output

would be marketed through

state- run agencies;

.

j .u

quantity and the
Direct control would be established over the
to be fixed
family,
each
to
available
made
quality of all foodstuffs
"according to their real needs";
to locate and
imensification of the work of the "organized people'
(6)

(7)

root out black marketeers and speculators;
(8)

Each family would be assigned

a

.,
u
quota of basic foodstuffs, begin-
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ning with cooking

some

oil, sugar, rice, coffee, meats, up to a "basic
basket" of
thirty staples; control of this process would be vested
in the

already established (and already highly controversial) Price
and Supply
Boards (JAI> for Juntas de Abastecimiento y Precios)—

dominated,

at

by Popular Unity "Community Commands";
(9 Violations would be reported to the JAP;
(101 The number of JAP would be expanded until they covered
each
and every neighborhood in the country;
(II) Those who declined to work through
the JAP "would cease to
receive the concomitant benefits." (Those benefits meant
discounted,
local levels,
1

government-subsidized prices, but they also meant much more: as
private shopkeepers were quick to point out, JAP outlets
hogged the dwindling supplies of vital staples, which meant that
these items were
increasingly not otherwise available, at any price, making
a mockery of
the "voluntary" character of participation in the
JAP);
12) Peasants would receive their foodstuffs through Rural Centers of
Supply.
1

The JAPs were plagued by charges of corruption, illegality and favoritism from the first. Although the Allende government would continue
attempts to tighten control over food distribution, the
JAPs never
were able to achieve the goal of holding the population hostage to the
its

UP

would eat— in no small measure because of the growth
of the black market which springs up everywhere
when inefficiency
shortages and government intimidation efforts begin to run
rampant.13
But none of this would still the firestorm of outraged reactions
which
followed Flores's announcement.
Former President Eduardo Frei branded the scheme "a clear
for the food they

and

definitive action toward totalitarian control of the
country
The
people of Chile," he added, "cannot tolerate that they be
submitted to a
dictatorship without escape." Fellow Christian Democrat
Juan Ham.

.

.

who have plunged the country into hunger would
a dictatorship of the stomach. He who does not
submit to
to the Popular Unity, that person doesn't eat." The
three

ilton said:

"Those

now impose
the

JAR
principal federations of shopkeepers and merchants instructed
their members
to refuse to work with or form part of the Supply
and Price Boards. i'*
But the public sound and fury paled in comparison to the invisible
struggles touched off behind the scenes within the
armed forces themselves, within Allende 's fractious coalition.

On January 22, Allende signed a presidential order creating the
National Secretariat of Distribution and Marketing (Secretaria
Nacional de Distribucion y Comercializacion), and named air
force General
Alberto Bachelet Martinez to head it. The obvious purpose: to
draw the
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him, and into the vortex of an
military deeper into collusion with
matters worse, the three
emotional and explosive controversy. To make
their iminediannounced
rage,
military ministers, in the face of civilian
themdistance
to
claiming
measures, while
ate support for the rationing
announcement.
Flores
the
of
selves from the "political overtones"
control of generals supWith both the army and air force under the
already boiling up in
pressure
portive of Allende, the revolutionary
surface^But in the
the
below
simmering
remain
those branches would
of an improbable looking
navy largely under the pushing and prodding
Merino Castro, then the navy s
but steel-willed man named Jose Toribio
lead to the first open break
would
second-ranking admiral, the pressure
days after joining his
eight
only
in military ranks. On January 19,
Huerta announced
Admiral
plan,
rationing
the
colleagues in supporting
disagrement with
his
citing
minister,
works
public
his resignation as
Daniel Arellano, is
the policy. He was replaced by Rear Adm.
put every Chilean man,
But for Admiral Merino, Allende's plan to
for the food they
government
woman and child at the mercy of the
with a group of
contact
secret
would eat was the last straw. He made
plans for a ree
up
drawing
begin
young economists and asked them to
Allende liked
man
a
army,
the
In
government.
economy in a new

market

"Pinochito"-General Augusto Pinochet Ugarte-stepped
plan he had ordered
up work on a harmless looking antisubversive
to

mock

as

chief-of- staff in December 1971.
prepared shortly after taking over as
altogether secret— and much deadSoon, he would order work on an
i*
Merino,
lier—plan. But then, so too would

two tendenas we have seen in earlier chapters,
within the
Unity-and
Popular
the
within
power
cies competed for
institncional,
via
la
mind and emotions of Salvador Allende. One was
that the "revolution" had already
argued
which
path,
institutional
the

From the beginning,

The task now, according
society into a MarxistChilean
remake
to the institucionalistas. was to

conquered the commanding heights

of power.

of "bourgeois" power would
Leninist state, in which none of the vestiges
of political freedom; not
non
qua
sine
the
property,
remain— not private
can ever be secure, not an
the free press, without which no democracy
capable, in the last
independent military, the one counterweight
and, finally, not
totalitarianism;
instance, of saving the country from
mechanisms
indispensable
those
the political institutions themselves,
other way
the
not
and
man,
of
servant
a

which make government
full use of the extraoraround This would be accomplished by making
and when those powers
dinary powers vested in the Chilean presidency,
bending-or lUSt plain ignordid not reach far enough, by stretching,
repeatedly So long
ing— the law, as Allende and his colleagues would do
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Communist

party held sway in the affairs of the
Popular Unity
the via instnucional prevailed-if not as a
fact of Chile's increasingly
turbulent and impoverished daily life, at
least as the dominant theoretical engine of change.

^^.^^^\ ?^^' '^^ institucionahstas could claim
With the pace of legal-and illegal-seizures of

significant "suc-

cess.

businesses, farms
mdustries, and financial institutions
accelerating, the head of the
cabinet-level Office of Economic Planning,
Gonzalo

Martner, could
proclaim: "The bases of Chilean capitalism
have been destroyed '"^ As
for a free press, from his very first
days
power, Allende waged an
unrelenting campaign, not only to undermine
the free press but to
expand government control of it. (The situation
of the press will be
discussed in greater detail in a following
section.)
The JAP/rationing schemes aroused the powerful
reactions they did
because of the clear implications for freedom
in Chile. Government
control of business meant government control
of livelihoods. The JAP—
modeled on those long in place in the totalitarian
Cuba of Fidel Castro-would mean life-and-death power. (Organization
of them dated
from July 1971; according to one account, by the
end of 1972, 1,500 were
operating in the country, 635 of them by mid-year
in Santiago aIone.)'8
The mstitucionalistas could also feel smug about their
"progress" in
neutralizing the armed forces. Overtly, they were
doing so by involving
compliant military leaders in the web of
government. Parallel with

m

this— and

here, in

connivance with the radical elements— they were
armed strength of their own, outside the law, while
also
working to split off noncoms and officers
sympathetic to their cause
trom their a-pohtical (or, more to the point,
ami- Communist) combuilding up

manders.
The country's vaunted democratic institutions were
under frontal
and flank attack. Frontally, Allende hoped to scrap
the existing Con-

gress in favor of a

much more

easily manipulated unicameral legislasweeping "reforms" of the courts and the
constitution itself. From the flanks, he and his
associates undermined
the authority of the institutions by refusing
to submit to the decisions
hrst of Congress, later and increasingly
of the courts. Allende and his
associates, heaped verbal abuse on them, by
way of attempting to undermine public confidence in them. One sample (among
many): "We congratulate the workers who refuse to submit to a
judicial order [based on]
a mangled interpretation of the Supreme
Court, the Congress or the
Comptroller-General. The will of our people stands
above interpretations." The statement was made on
August 1, 1972, by Carlos
ture, as well as to effect

Altamirano, chief of Allende's Socialist party.
The other tendency striving for ascendancy within the

UP— and
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insmreccional, the path of armed violence,
within Allende-was the via
the governInsurrection, obviously, not against
of open insurrection.
against the
insurrection
but
ment, because the UP was the government,
1973,
early
By
past
democratic
its
country's "bourgeois institutions,"
,ailed
been
not
had
they
because
because they had not been handcuffed,
their power and their weapons and
because they continued to flaunt
msuneccionistas were gaining the "Pper hand
their violent aims, the
It

was Allende

days of his presidency Yet,

women

of

who had unleashed them m the Hrst
and
from the very beginning, these men

himself, after

all,

vLence had mocked Allende and

his "legalistic" cohorts:

importantly with their
across the southern
swaggering
polarizing deeds: seizing factories,
trappings while
guerrilla
other
and
ranchlandswith their bandoleros
later by sparkand,
existence,
their
denied
the government steadfastly
among students and the inhabiting ever more violent demonstrations
Santiago and other major cities. (Those
ants of the shantytowns ringing
major cities during the sixties
shantytowns began to sprout up around
Allende reached power, many of their
but expanded explosively once
of plenty Nervous mihtary
inhabkants lured by sociahst promises

mocked them with

words, but

commanders, viewing them

much more

as guerrilla redoubts,

began plotting them

murder of Perez Zu)Ovic,
were, for the most part, more nuisatice
these self-styled revolutionaries
them, their patience with of fithan menace. Official patience with
August 5, 1972. On that day
daldom, reached a near-breaking point on
into Lo Hermida a
swarmed
hundreds of heavily armed Carabineros
city For days, the
the
of
outskirts
teeming slum on the southwestern
reigned so
anarchy
where
redoubt
area had been turned into a lawless
Allende s
was
rioters
the
by
captive
taken
unchecked that among those
himsel
was
irony resided in ^^^at he
nephew, Andres Pascal Allende. The
was
which
(MIR),
Left
the Revolutionary
a leaded of the Movement of
was
person
one
fracas,
"rebellion." In that
But with the exception

of the turning-point

spearheading the pocket
he
characteristic revolutionary rhe one,
killed and eleven wounded |in
the
In
Massacre").
Hermida
"Lo
event was immediately dubbed the
political police the Investigaaftermath the two top officials of the
rnade a Pilg""^-Sf
Allende
and
?^;
ciones, were briefly suspended,
J° that
revolt demanded
the
of
Leaders
martyr.
wake of the "murdered"
be delivered into their hands to be
those responsible for the "massacre"
delegation to the presidenml
executed as murderers, and an official
for the minister or deputy
jail
palace went almost as far, demanding
raid.
the
minister who gave the order for
MIR and Communist party leaders
In the months following, the
in
rationing episode found them pitted
traded barbs regularly, and the
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rationing/distribution

scheme

communique

a barely

MIR—
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calling the Flores

adequate point of revolutionary

departure, the
with a snarling aside directed at the Communist
party (the "reformist sectors")— called for mass
mobilization to seize
those large industrial and commercial firms and farms
still remaining
in private hands, as well as the transport and
distribution entities—and
above all, "worker" control of the Supply and Price Boards.
The "funda-

mental task," the MIR communique added, is to
develop and
strengthen, throughout the country, neighborhood
"worker" commands
"as an alternative power center to the apparatus of
the bourgeois state
and independent of the government."
Just how profoundly deep— and ominous— the chasm
dividing the
imtitucionalistas from the insurreccionistas in the
Allende govern-

ment was would become evident

eight days later. On January 24, MIR
Secretary-General Miguel Enriquez, in a forty-five-minute
harangue
which mcluded sharp attacks on "government reformists" and
the "UPGenerals' Cabinet," said true popular power was on the
rise in
Chile.

And, he

when

power becomes dominant, we will dissolve
Parliament and erect in its place an Assembly of the People.
But no
longer were these the mere rantings of a self-styled
Chilean Che
Guevara, tolerated by a vacillating government, because
standing with
him at this rally was Carlos Altamirano— secretary-general of the very
Socialist party that was the senior partner in the
coalition then ruling
said,

this

*

Chile.io

Nor

did Altamirano stand. alone in identifying with the
apostles of
As noted earlier |p. 307), the 1972 Plenum of the Sociahst party
proclaimed flat-out that the "bourgeois state in Chile must
be destroyed," adding;
violence.

To construct socialism, Chilean workers must exercise political
must conquer all Power [capitalized in the original]. This is
what is called the dictatorship of the proletariat. For revolutionaries,
control,

the solution

is not in hiding or denying our objective,
which is the
taking of power To flee from confrontation or abate the
class struggle
constitutes a very grave error.
For socialists, each small triumph raises the level of the next

fight,

until

we reach

power

that inevitable

moment

of defining just

who will hold

in Chile.

As Eduardo Frei would comment two years later, "once the objective
value of the democratic system is denied and a nondebatable
premise
established that only one social class possesses truth
and one party
interprets it, the problem comes down to a strategy for the
conquest of
power. "^'
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their Communist partIn February 1972, brushing aside appeals from
the
harsh |and polarizing)
mute
and
reform
of
ners to slow the pace
with yet another defiresponded
Socialists
the
rhetoric,
revolutionary
been
ant pronunciamiento. In it, they fumed that though progress had

achieved, the bourgeois-capitalist character of the state remained
untouched. Worse, they said, true revolutionary transformation was
impossible so long as the government continued to respect "the existing

would
bourgeois democratic order." Instead, they said, Socialists
No
surfaced.^^
had
which
Power
People
of
outcroppings
encourage the
words:
code
veiled
thinly
those
meant
by
was
what
doubted
Chile
one in
to give
the MIR, the other armed brigades, the illegal seizures, the power
break
the
to
withhold food itself, all of these must be brought to bear
or

who opposed the "revolution," and no mere laws or legal
institutions ought to stand any longer in the way

power

of those

more
Thus, the distance between the Communists, more cunning,
would
impetuous,
more
strident,
more
Socialists,
the
and
cautious,
profound differgrow. The fight over rationing would exacerbate those
conflict to the
the
escalate
ences, but it would take yet another event to
The rationing
coaUtion.
rickety
level of the two senior partners of the
new
Allende's
was
it
but
opposition,
public
announcement galvanized
of the
plan for nationalizations (creation of the so-called "Social Sector"
Allende's
between
divisions
bitter
and
deep
the
made
economy) which
own Socialists and the Communists all but irreparable. Announced on
CommuJanuary 24 by Economy Minister Orlando Millas, himself a

was immediately and sharply attacked by the hard Left as a
indicate that
retreat from revolutionary principles because it seemed to
owners.
their
returned
to
might
be
some companies, illegally seized,
matter
in
the
which
chasm
the
starkly,
revealed,
The ensuing fratricide
partners.
senior
the
two
separated
of tactics
The Socialists, now firmly under the control of the mercurial Carlos
Altamirano, wanted Allende to use the power he already had to destroy,
by whatever means, the power of all those who opposed the final triumph of the Marxist-Leninist state in Chile. The Communists sought
a
the same goal, but argued that it needed to be achieved by stealth, by
enemy,
the
of
power
the
of
erosion
relentless
but
cautious
process of
to
avoiding those actions that would unite what they clearly understood
be the majority of Chileans against them. With one eye on the hardening
aUiance in and out of Congress between the Right and the Christian
Democrats, the other on rising public opposition, they argued that a

nist, it

to the Congress, the courts, and the Comptroller Gento build
eral on nationalizations would buy desperately needed time
agreed
Allende
enemy
the
of
ranks
the
divide
to
strength,
their own
them that a tactical retreat on nationalizations would serve as a

concession

with

now

"
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sop which would appeal to those in the opposition— and
their number
was considerable, their influence great— who argued that the rule

of law
endangered but still intact in Chile.
The day after MiUas's announcement, the Policy Commission of the
Socialist party said the party not only had not been
consulted, but did
not share the government's three-tiered approach: state
ownership,

_

%vas

mixed ownership,
cial cases" clearly

(The

UP electoral

mixed

and— the new wrinkle— "special cases." Those "spewere the ones where Allende felt retreat was prudent.
platform called for a huge and dominant state sector, a

sector, and a small private sector.) When Allende
attempted to
defend himself as well as his (Communist) minister,
claiming he had
consulted in advance all the coalition partners, the
Socialist party hit
back even harder. In a January 29 statement, it, in effect,
called its
president a liar: "Neither the leadership of the Sociahst
party, nor its top
economic figures, were ever consulted," the statement said.
At a mass
demonstration outside the Federal Courts building the next
day, pam-

phlets were scattered urging that Chile be converted
into another

Vietnam.
Finally, on February 7, the Communists
accepted Altamirano's suggestion that the intramural feuding stop, but did so
with a parting shot:
"It is not the phantasmagoric 'people
power,' independent of the government and which exists only in the overheated minds of the
MIR and its

leaders,

which should be supported, but the government of
President
is known publicly, the suicidal
demands of the MIR

Allende. But, as

have found echo even within the Popular Unity ..."
(However sincerely
a voice of reason then, the Communists,
only five months later, would
whistle a different and violent tune in support
of "popular power.")
Lest there be any lingering doubts as to goals,
the veteran party leader
Luis Corvalan addressed those plainly: "In the
matter
of revolutionary

transformations, there

may

be parties which would like to go as far as
we; but none farther than we. NO" (capitahzed in the
original)
The partners would never again fight in public, although
another of
the violence-minded partners was yet to weigh
in with its
sides. In private,

the tensions between

them grew

own broadto the point that they

refused even to speak to each other. ^^
So it was that Salvador Allende had become a general
without an
army, deserted by his own Socialist troops, and
distrusted by those— the
Communists— who realized they could no longer master events

by
manipulating him, because he was no longer in charge of
events. As in
ancient Greek tragedy, the noise, the commotion,
the tumult would
continue, but the catastasis had been reached. What
remained was for
the

drama

to

come

to the inevitable crashing end.

But along with the public bellowing, Allende listened to
another
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That voice belonged to a shadowy Spaniard
Garces Ramon. Garces, though from Spain's rebelhous

voice, whispering in his ear.

named

Joan E.
Catalonia region, long a stronghold of Communist-Socialist-Anarchist
thought, professed to despise violence because several members of his
family had died in Spain's bloody civil war. Armed with a doctorate in
political science from the Sorbonne, in 1970 this ascetic man then in his
thirties wrote the newly elected Salvador Allende a letter praising
Allende's ideas. Allende responded with an invitation to join him.

Garces did, becoming his chief speechwriter and political adviser. He
would remain close to Allende to the very end, indeed sharing Allende's
last supper, only then to exit Chile as mysteriously as he had entered.
Early in 1973, Garces wrote an article which, despite the typically
convoluted style, was telling for what it revealed about the ideas he was
passing along to Allende a man who, as we have seen (see, e.g., p. 22 1
was not himself a font of original political wisdom.^^ There are, Garces
wrote, three grand strategies for the conquest of power: mass action,
with its guerrilla variation; outright insurrection; and the politicalinstitutional path. The three, he went on, "are not mutually exclusive
and, in fact, given certain conditions, may converge." The third, he said,
views the armed uprising as a possibility, not an inevitability But, he
made plain, power remains the goal and if political-insitutional
means won't do it, resort to one or both of the violent means clearly
should not be excluded. By June of that convulsive year, Garces no
longer doubted that violence was coming; in a prescient June memo, he
wrote that there was a need to organize the people "to resist a confrontation beginning in three to four months."^*
Above the shouting, beyond the whispers, it would remain for Allende
himself to make plain anew his resolve not merely to govern Chile, as
had three score presidents before him, but to seize power, all of it, so as
to create a new Marxist-Leninist order which would rule the country in
perpetuity. On February 5, 1973, he announced the Popular Unity platform for the congressional elections the following month: the unicameral "people's assembly," court and constitutional "reforms" already
alluded to, and added that since socialism in Chile was inevitable,
"right-wing" attempts to block the revolution would only bring violence

—

),

—

to Chile.i^
Plainly, the revolution of wine and empanadas was rapidly deteriorating into an inferno of blood and bullets.

BOMBS, BALLOTS, BOOKS
The British journalist Robert Moss, who crisscrossed Chile frequently during the Allende years, reports that, in a heated exchange

1
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with military commanders over Admiral Huerta's resignation,
Allende
warned that should they turn against him, he would not commit
suicide
nor seek exile in Cuba. "I will take refuge in the Cordon
Cerrillos," he
said, "and you will never get me out."2s Cordon
CerriUos, situated in the
southeastern corner of Santiago, was one of the key bastions
in a complex of industrial centers and slum areas ringing
Santiago which, from
the earliest days of Allende's government, the radical
Left worked
feverishly to transform into armed fortresses.
Indeed, on January 17— two days before Huerta did
resign— Allende
had moved the seat of his government for a few days to the
huge

Sumar

textile factory. (Sumar, the country's biggest textile
fifteen biggest industrial establishments in the

Hrm and one

of the
country, was one of the
very first of the Chilean-owned companies incorporated
into Allende's
"Social Area" of the economy.) There, he scolded
workers for their lack
of "revolutionary morality," and then offered them a
model: "1 give you,"

he told them, "the example of Cuba, where the organization
of the
people is exemplary. They have had to suffer rationing,
even of sugar. But
Cuba will, in eight or ten more years, be the people with the
highest
social level of Latin America." (Ten years after he
so prophesied, Cuba,
1982, again declined to provide statistics on most socio/economic

m

indicators to international agencies; but what is
1980, the last time Castro would risk opening the

Cubans uprooted
the

their lives

and

fled,

known

is

that in

floodgates, 125,000

stripped of all possessions to

U.S.)2-9

For Chile, Comrade Castr9 opened another kind of
floodgate: of arms
and men. Nor was he alone in pumping the instruments
and practicioners of violence into a country which had, for
so long, prided itself on
its civility.

Allende had not even been confirmed by Congress as president,
taken office, when he would present to a startled pubhc

less

his

much

Grupo

Amigos Personales, his personal bodyguards— armed with submachineguns, speeding around the city in Fiat 125 automobiles
(usually blue). Their number eventually would reach
the hundreds, their
de

armament as extensive as their training. From the first days
'of his
presidency, hundreds, then thousands of sympathizers
pilgrimaged
to this new mecca of world revolution.
Some were dilettantes, the
romantic day-dreamerS; others were case-hardened terrorists
then on
the run from their homelands: an estimated seven
hundred Tupamaros from Uruguay, Montoneros from Argentina, Action
for National Liberationists from Brazil (Argentina and
Brazil were then
under military rule, Uruguay beginning a tough and effective
crackdown on the Tupamaros). But, there also came the "pragmatists"
of revolution, including

them, an

some 1,400 from

elite of forty-six

mining

the Soviet

Union (among

specialists earning

many

times
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—

and drawing it in doUarsj^O;
the legal limit for public employees
and experienced military training instructors, guerilla fighters, and
secret police experts from Cuba, Czechoslovakia, North Korea, and
East Germany. At the end, the authorities would round up 14,000
foreigners without documents; many hundreds, perhaps thousands
more, slipped across borders, escaped by sea, or passports in hand,
left legally.

the very beginning, the hot-heads Aliende could never bring
to silence bragged that they would create in Chile a
"people's army" so powerful, so invincible, as to make the revolution

From

himself

irreversible.

was mainly dark shadows and sabre-rattling rhetoric until 2
P.M. on the afternoon of March U, 1972. On that afternoon, a Cubana de
Aviaci6n plane touched down at Santiago's Pudahuel airport, and was
shortly afterwards moved, over the insistent protests of two spunky
Still, it

customs agents (Manuel Sepiilveda Enriquez and fuan Saldias) to the
remote southern end of the airport. Police Chief Eduardo Paredes insisted that the crates contained gifts from Fidel Castro for the president.
No matter, retorted the officials, they must be inspected. Eventually,
Interior Minister Hernan del Canto arrived on the scene. To his orders,
the agents responded that when Brazil had made former President Jorge
Alessandri the gift of an automobile, Congress had to pass a special law
permitting him to bring it into the country— and that later he
announced he would donate it to a charitable institution. The same
was true when Queen Elizabeth of England made visiting President
Eduardo Frei the gift of a silver tea service. Del Canto resolved the
debate by ordering his armed men to load the thirteen crates into waiting station wagons and panel trucks from the police detective force,
investigaciones. In the ensuing furor, one official would claim the
crates contained rum and other gifts from Castro to Aliende. Aliende

himself claimed they contained mango-flavored ice cream, then modified that to paintings for an exhibit about to be inaugurated. What
was clear was that the crates had been brought to Chile as the "luggage" of Dr. Eduardo (Coco) Paredes, then head of Investigaciones, a
man very much plugged into the international switchboard of communist revolution,^ 1

Shortly after establishing the Latin American Solidarity Organizaknown by its Spanish initials, OLAS, for Organizaover which Salvador
cion Latinoamericana de SoHdaridad) in 1967
tion (usually

—

—

Aliende presided until becoming president of Chile Fidel Castro
persuaded his Russian patrons to expand an advanced school for subversion operating in Paris to include Latin Americans. Among those
Castro dispatched to Paris as part of the Cuban cadre to work
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was the personal

Cuban

assistant to Masecret police, the DGB. That

nicknamed "Gatillo Facil" ("Easy Trigger")— was Luis Fernandez
Oiia, the operative generally credited with setting
up the Neighborhood Committees of Vigilance in Cuba (which Allende would later
attempt to copy in Chile). Among those arriving in Paris for training: Eduardo Paredes. The two became friends, a
friendship they
would resume when Castro assigned Fernandez Ona to Chile (where he
not only became an Allende crony, but married the president's
eldest
daughter, the political firebrand Beatriz), Paredes, implicated
in the

urban guerrilla groups which robbed banks and supermarkets and assaulted policemen between 1968 and 1970, was one of
Allende's first appointments, becoming one of the country's
two top
activities of

policemen. '^
Following the September revolution, police found in Paredes' home
a
detailed inventory of what those thirteen crates actually
contained:
forty-four sub-machineguns, hundreds of automatic
pistols and other
handguns, two grenades, thousands of rounds of ammunition, cartridge
belts,

gunmounts and other

accessories. But the Paredes

shipment was

the tip of the iceberg.

Between January 1971 and September 1973, Cubana de Aviacion
planes carried out of Chile 10,793 kilograms of mail bound
for Cuba.
But from Cuba to Chile, they carried 71,636.44 kilos of "mail."
The
discrepancy between the "writing habits" of Chileans and

Cubans

would

be cleared up when manifests and other documents— and
the seized war booty itself-^would reveal that, via Cubana and
other
later

means, enough Soviet, Czech and other types of guns and munitions
were smuggled into Chile to equip a division of over 15,000 men: 118
tons of explosives, ammunition, bombs, grenades? 120 units of heavy
war weapons, mortars, bazookas and antitank guns; 9,293 carbines,
shotguns and rifles; 6,945 automatic and semi-automatic pistols and
revolvers.-*^

To borrow from what came to be the key question in another investiarms shipments*: what did the president know and
when did he know it?
In the case of Allende, the answer would appear to be plenty—
and
very early on. In evidence: a document found in a safe near the presidential bedroom at La Moneda Palace after the September
revolution,
gation involving

*

The question raised in connection with the diversion of profits in the mid-1980s
from
the sale of arms to Iran to the Nicaraguan freedom-fighters, the
contias- what did
President Reagan know about it, and when. It had become the battle
cry of those railing
against President Nixon fifteen years before in the Watergate investigation
which of
course did not involve arms shipments.
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stamped "top secret" and addressed to "Companion" (the Chilean equivalent of "comrade") Allende, spoke of weapons furnished to MIR chiefcannons, four 30-calibre
tain Miguel Enriquez: two 57
sub-machinegun, two 22one
rifles,
Garand
machineguns, thirty-one
was signed by Jose RivThe
memo
pistols.
seventeen
calibre rifles and
and was dated
of
security,
chief
Allende
's
served
as
who
ero, a Cuban

mm

December

27, 1971.^"

That Allende knew of— and encouraged— military training for factory workers was never in serious doubt. From the earliest days of his
presidency, he would speak defiantly of his plans to turn the industrial
clusters, the coidones, into redoubts, as he did in his January 1973 clash
with the military commanders. So confident was he, in fact, that this
Ring of Fire and Steel actually did exist around Santiago (and other
major cities) that he would, at the very end, stake not only his government, but his very life on it.
As indicated previously, there was no shortage of instructors for the
visas
task. Between January 1971 and August 1973, 1,386 diplomatic
to
traveling
Cubans
to
Havana
and 1,294 official visas were issued in
"diplomats"
Cuban
alone,
633
1973
of
Chile. In the last seven months
arrived in Santiago. The Cuban Embassy in Santiago had an official
roster of forty- two accredited diplomats (while the Chileans in Havana
made do with six, a number much closer to usual custom and practice
in the cases of such relatively small countries distant from one another
and with relatively few norrnal diplomatic and commercial ties). The
September revolution found 973 Cubans in Chile without proper documents.35

As British author Robert Moss wrote: "The finance for such goings-on
was either borrowed from the capital of the state-run companies themselves (the government publishing house was a notorious donor] or
taken from the secret budgets of various ministries. The foreign ministry alone disposed of more than $1 million a month in clandestine
funds. Apprentice guerrillas looking for a job were given sinecures by
staff
state agencies like the municipal workers corporation, whose
no
there
was
although
Allende—
under
increased from 200 to 12,000

notable increase in municipal works."
He also reported that military intelligence received reports early in
1973 that Cuban, Czech, and East German military instructors had
been allowed access to state-run industries in the Cordon de Cerrillos,

and that large quantities

of

arms

(especially

Czech-made} had been

stockpiled.

In addition to the training and indoctrination. Moss noted, some
factories were used for clandestine arms production. One example, the

Madeco

plant,

which nominally made

refrigerators but

where workers
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on the night shift turned out "peoples' tanks," ordinary fork-lift
trucks
shielded by armor-plating and with heavy machineguns
mounted on
top. The Madeco work was under the supervision
of a Brazilian exile

named

Sergio de Moraes.^*'
For the most part, illegal arms remained a ticking bomb—
one which,
when it blew, would blow up in the faces of those who created it. The
detonator: the Arms Control Law, which not only limited
possession to
the armed forces and Carabineros of heavy weapons—
everything from

sub-machineguns and automatic weapons on up— but also made it
a
crime, punishable by prison, to "organize, belong to, finance,
outfit,
induce [others] in the creation and operation of
combat groups or units mihtarily organized and
armed" with the proscribed weaponry^? jhat law, which went into
effect October 21, 1972, was not vigorously applied in
the early days of
assist, train, incite or

private militias,

timid military participation in the AUende government. Ultimately,
disgruntled military commanders, mainly in the air force,
would
enforce the law themselves, until it would obliterate the secret

and scheming and smuggling aimed
tesquerie of bloody civil war.

at

planning
plunging Chile into the gro-

Arms— how to get them, where to get them— were very much on the
of the men in uniform, as well. Logically, the place to
turn was
the United States. For General Prats, there was another
logical place to
look: the Soviet Union. On the U.S. side, there was
ambivalence reflecting a long tug-of-war betweexi the Pentagon and the State
Department.
On the Soviet side, there was eagerness to extend its military axis all the
way to the tip of the South American continent. Both magnetic fields

minds

were located within the context of the Chilean political and military
past as well as the present.
word about the immediate past as it related
to military matters:

A

Beginning in the immediate post-World War II years, there
was an
increasing closeness between Chilean and U.S. military forces,
fostered

by the developing Cold War between the U.S. and its European
and the Soviet bloc. In 1947, the nations of Latin America committed themselves formally on the side of the Western nations
through
the Rio Treaty of Mutual Assistance. Beginning in
1952, the United
States became a major funding and supply factor in the
modernizain part
allies

tion of Chilean military forces.

would

As in the area of economic aid, Chile
receive, in per capita terms, the greatest outpouring
of U.S.

military assistance of any country south of the border— a total,
between 1946 and 1975, of $216 million. (Brazil, a country with ten
times Chile's population and the only Latin American nation to fight
alongside the U.S. in World War II, got S613 million in the same
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period; Argentina,

with more than twice Chile's population, got S230

million. P^

.

j

United
Chile had yet another reason for wanting close ties with the
frefaced
had
Chile
nationhood,
States: ever since the first days of its
the
including
sides,
all
on
neighbors
quent spasms of hostility from its

much more powerful Argentines.
Twin pressures converged

to reshape U.S. military assistance pro-

first was a
grams in Latin America, including those with Chile. The
Church
Frank
IDSen.
late
the
headed
by
1960s,
late
the
campaign in
ties with the region,
military
of
U.S.
forms
all
sharply
curtail
to
Idaho),
Groups), arms
including on-site training (Military Assistance Advisory
on arms
spending
American
Latin
grants and arms sales. (At the time,

of the
was among the lowest in the world; with the restraining influence

its own influence, but
U.S. removed, not only did the U.S. lose much of
binge without
Latin nations in the early 1970s went on an arms-buying
was State
element
equal in the history of the region.) The second
which
Chile,
case
of
the
pressure, particularly damaging in

Department
Henry Kissinger has

labelled as "doctrinaire antimilitarism." "The theshift of resources from miliory," Kissinger wrote, "was to encourage a
on the premise
development,
economic
tary expenditures to social and
Frei was
establishment
defense
a
for
need
that these countries had no
.

.

.

disarmament
encouraged to sponsor various demilitarization and
in
the Chilean
discontent
1969
October
By
America.
Latin
schemes for
erupted into
military about lagging professionalism and inadequate pay
chapter 4]
abortive coup against the government ... [see pp. 190-192,
an

ChrisThe Nixon Administration inherited in Chile both a radicalized
Chilthe
of
part
on
the
resentment
profound
tian Democrat Party and

Christian
ean military against the United States as well as against the
ability to 'buy off
Allende's
enhanced
certainly
almost
This
Democrats.
." Ambassador
or neutralize the military in the first years of his term
the last
during
Santiago
Korry, who represented the United States in
"From
judgment:
years of Frei and first Allende year, echoed Kissinger's
as
described
be
only
can
the U.S. initiated a policy which
.

.

1967_1970,
during his
unfriendly toward the Chilean military ..." He added that
put
on a poor
forces
armed
Chilean
"the
first year in Chile (1968),
basic
lacked
they
because
maneuvers
regular
their
performance in
didn't have
they
because
conscripts
call
up
not
could
and
equipment
.

enough shoes to shod them

.

.

."^'^
.

.

as the following tables indicate, though military assistance
"in
authorized after 1968 dropped off sharply, deliveries of orders
Still,

Allende years, and
the pipeline" remained fairly strong during the
Allende's "buyincreased—
actually
Chile
to
US. military sales
off" tactic:
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Table 32

MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO CHILE, 1966-1974

.U.S.

FISCAL YEAR

PROGRAMMED

DELIVERED

1966

$ 8,806,000

$ 8,366,000

1967

4,143,000

4,766,000

1968

1,801,000

7,507,000

1969

734,000

2,662,000

1970

852,000

1,966,000

1971

698,000

1,033,000

1972

870,000

2,227,000

1973

941,000

918,000

1974

912,000

619,000

Source: Covert Action, vol. 7 of the Report of the Select Committee to Study
Government
Operations With Respect to Intelligence Activities of the United States Senate
December
4 and 5, 1975, pp. 184-185.

Table 33

US. MILITARY SALES
FISCAL YEARS

TO

CHILE, 1966-1974
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had deteriorated into a form with little substance.
He also fretted in his
diary about the perverseness of the United States,
ascribing a good deal
of Chile's economic difficulties to what
he believed was collusion
between official Washington and "transnational
consortia "« Against
that backdrop, Prats set out on May 2,
1973, on a month-long odyssey
that would see him meet with senior military
and civilian officials
in Peru, the United States, Britain, France,
the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia,
Italy Imcluding a private forty-minute
audience with the pope) Spain'
Brazil and Argentina. Given Prats' own
leanings, and the attractiveness
of the Soviet offers, Pinochet claimed to
have larded Prats' official
traveling team with officers he knew to be
stoutly anticommunist.«
Washmgton's concern for events in Chile was reflected in the
level of
attention Prats got during his four-day visit meetings
with the chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the secretary and
chief of staff of the army, and
number two man at the State Department (as well as a
meeting with
Alexander Haig, minutes before the general took
over as President
Nixon's chief of staff-Prats remarked that Haig let
him in on that
"scoop").** If anything substantive occurred
during the Washington
visit. Prats made no mention of it in more
than two printed pages of diary
:

entries.

Not surprisingly, because the real centerpiece of the trip was
his nineday visit to the Soviet Union, May 10-19. There,
he was received not
only by the defense minister and chief of Soviet ground
forces. Gen Ivan
Pavlovsky, but by Alexei Kosygin, president of the
Council of Ministers
There, he visited not only Moscow, but also
Leningrad and Volgograd
(formerly Stalingrad), personally escorted by Pavlovsky
And there, he
not only had talks, but was given VIP demonstrations
of Soviet rock-

ABM installations ringing Moscow— as well as a
look at basic training for army recruits and the
chance to view a mock
battle involving tanks, artillery and rockets.
It was left to Defense
Minister Grechko to tempt the visitor with Soviet wares,
etry—including the

"at extraordinarily favorable financial terms." Prats himself
gives no clue as to what
he told his Soviet hosts before leaving "that grand
nation" for Belgrade
but he did later tell his generals that he had agreed
to buy "logistical''
supplies from the Soviets. As to large-scale
purchases of offensive or
defensive weapons, the Chilean diplomat Jorge Edwards
wrote that during his visit to Paris en route home, Prats
confided that buying major
arms from the Soviets, however attractive the idea,
was impractical"The tanks would never reach Chile," he was quoted
as saying, because
the officer corps felt so strongly opposed
to entanglements with the
Soviets that they would rise up in mutiny
"Nonetheless," comments the
historian Fermandois, "Prats continued caressing
the idea of buying
arms from the Soviet Union, "^s

—
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There were those who saw in Carlos Prats Gonzalez "a tragic, poignant, and affecting figure," ultimately martyred because of his devotion
to democracy (U.S. Ambassador Davis, for example).'*^ It is difficult to do
more than peruse his social calendar for the first week after his return

from his foreign travels and not conclude that, at the minimum, Prats
had a good deal of difficulty in distinguishing among the good, the bad,
and the ugly:
night after he returned, his first working dinner was a private
home with the outgoing foreign minister Clodomiro
Almeyda [a man Kissinger described as "so far to the Left" that he
opposed closer ties with the Soviets only because he preferred the

The

•

one

at his

then more radical Red Chinese of Mao Tse Tung"!.-"'
at their request, he says
• The next afternoon, he met at his home
with the two Communists who headed the Central Workers' Federation; they told him the armed forces needed to close ranks with the

—

Popular Unity and the CUT to fight inflation and shortages.
That evening, he dined at the home of Sen. Carlos Altamirano, by
then in firm command of the Socialist party, a man whose radical ways
all but guaranteed the final, violent collapse of Chilean democracy
Four other leaders of the radical wing of the party were in attendance

•

(Carlos Lazo, Adonis Sepiilveda, Hernan del Canto and Rolando Calderon), but Prats makes it plain that most of the conversation was
between himself and Altamirano. Altamirano, evidently emboldened
that Prats was a soul-mate, said Socialists identified with progressive

mihtary men, and that those "progressives" should join in backing to
the hilt a government crackdown on illegality (which, presumably,
meant the opposition who represented somewhere around two-thirds
of all Chileans). Prats told him there was an "ancestral aversion" for
Marxism in the armed forces. (Prats also confided to his diary that,
back from his travels, he had meditated on the situation in Chile and
arrived at the conclusion that a key to the problem was the psychological warfare

under way

to rouse the military against "the

Marxist

threat." Prats put "Marxist threat" in quotation marks.)
• The next afternoon. Prats met with the equally radical leadership of

the tiny

MAPU party

That night. Prats dined with the secretary-general and principal
ideologues of the Communist party, Luis Corvalan and Volodia Teitelboim, as well as with the Communist ministers, Hernan Millas

•

and Hugo Diaz.

on the morning of his fifth day back, did Prats
meeting with a fellow officer, Pinochet. He told
Pinochet the army's Military Intelligence Service ought to act more

Not

until the next day,

get around to a

brief

firmly against "extremists of the Right." (Prats routinely referred to
them as "fascists"; in the matter of the Left, he would demur— as he did

j

|

i

|

1
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about the far-Left leaders of the CUT, for
example-that while he did
not share their points of view, he was convinced
of their "intelligence
honesty and good sense.") Then, after another
meeting with Allende'
Prats reserved that evening's dinner for
Radical party leaders
That round of talks allegedly was undertaken
after Allende asked

him

at their Hrst meeting after his top, to
return to the government
with other military figures. Prats declined, but said
he did agree to talk
to Popular Unity and opposition leaders
about various ideas for

lowering
the political pressure in the country.
Several of those he met with
lAlmeyda, the
people, for example) were not "pohtical
leaders "
More than a month would go by before Prats got around
to trying to
arrange a meeting with Christian Democrat
leaders |and then with exPresident Frei, who gave him a cold shoulder).
If he made any attempt to
talk to the leaders of the conservative
National party, there is no record

CUT

of

it.

Along the way, a friend
change"

told Prats that there

had been

"dramatic
m the attitude of younger officers, now persuaded athat
he was

glued to the Popular Unity and was being "used"
by the UP Thus on
Monday, June 1 1, back in his army role, he
summoned the head of army
intelligence, General Augusto Lutz, to
ask him what he had on these

reports.

"Oh, there've been a few 'whiskers' [pelambnUos],
but nothing
important, nothing serious," Prats said Lutz
told him.
"That answer was enough for me to understand
the attitude of the
Military Intelligence Service! it was now
clear to me that I could no
longer count on that agency
."*»
.

.

was the first sign Prats gave that he sensed just
how
moved from his comrades-in-arms and into what
they,
It

rapidly growing

number

camp.

far

he had

together with a
of disenchanted civilians, saw as the
enemy'

On March 4, 1973, the largest number of Chileans in history
would
vote in elections which, although they didn't
know it then, would be the
last general elections to be held in
the country
for at least seventeen

From the beginning, the campaign was pockmarked
with
lence."^ And the elections themselves
were no sooner held
years.

became the subject
determine

of a furious debate

just exactly

Although
exactly

how

vio-

than they

how many had

and

a serious investigation to

voted.so

it was not obvious then
exactly how many voted
they did vote, neither really mattered half
so much

as

nor

what

those elections failed to settle, and what,
little noticed in the heat of
battle at the time, they did settle.
For the record, at stake were all 150 seats
in the Chamber of Deputies
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and half of the fifty Senate seats. Official results gave Allende's Popular
Unity 43.4 percent, the opposition, united in the Democratic Confederpercent.s' Both
ation (CODE, for Confederacion Democratica), 54,7
victory.
claimed
sides
In later postmortems, the Christian Democrats, and to a lesser extent,
the Radicals, would invoke virtually the identical objections to alliances with the Right which reverberate in the political debates of 1988,
and which constitute now the same dilemma for finding a viable return
to democracy as they did for preserving it. Postmortems notwithstandit put
ing, the democratic Left did, in 1973, what it did not do in 1970:
aside its loathing of the Right long enough to prevent a legalized lynching of the country's dominant political, economic, and social traditions.
That election also marked the swan-song of U.S. covert spending in
Chile during the Allende years: the so-called Forty Committee authorized $1,427,666 to be spent in support of democratic parties (chiefly the

Christian Democrats) in that election. (A further secret outlay was
authorized in August, but it was never used.l^^
In terms of seats, under Chile's compHcated system of proportional
representation, the elections gave the UP a gain of six seats in the
Chamber and two in the Senate, reducing CODE'S edge in the Chamber
to 87-63 and in the Senate to 30-20. The biggest single winner was the

SociaUst party, obviously siphoning votes from the left-wing of the now
gutted Radical party.
Though comparisons of all kinds were made at the time to prove who
"won," none was really valid because 1973 marked the first time ever in

parliamentary elections voters had to choose between two coalitions
rather than among a plethora of parties, each of which had its hard core
of loyal followers. Furthermore, the rules favored "blocs" over individual

computation of seats. ^^
With that caveat, herewith the percentage figures of the vote
of the parties in the 1969 and 1973 congressional elections:

parties in

Table 35

VOTE BY

PARTIES, 1969

ELECTIONS
party''

AND

1973

CONGRESSIONAL

(Percentages of total valid vote)"

for each
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weapon, and the outcome of March 4 was endorsement enough to
the
put it to use: the long- smoldering issue of expropriations provided
ammunition.
Back on October 14, 1971, two leading Christian Democratic senaintroduced legislation
tors, Renan Fuentealba and Juan Hamilton,
taking place
nationahzation
for
any
approval
congressional
requiring
after that date (see p. 342 in chapter 6). A few months later, on February
series of constitutional
19, 1972, the Congress voted 100-3 to approve a
vetoed the amendAllende
amendments mandating it. On April 6,
he could not
[which
Congress
dissolve
would
ments, blustering that he
Constitution
the
conflict,
such
of
in
cases
(which,
plebiscite
do) or call a
the
required}. He did neither; he decided instead to submit the dispute to
legal

Constitutional Tribunal. On May 2, 1972, the opposition released a
statement signed by every opposition member of Congress, including
those Radicals who had now bolted the UP altogether over this dispute.
Two days later, the UP responded with a statement signed by the presidents of all of the parties in the coalition. The opposition said the

was required either to sign the amendments or submit the
dispute to a plebiscite. The UP said the law gave it the right to take it to
the Tribunal. Given the gravity of the constitutional crisis, the ChrisRight— to
tian Democrats decided— against the repeated urging of the
president

back off and await the 1973 congressional elections.
But it was Allende, and not the Christian Democrats,

who

took the

initiative. On March 16, Allende resorted to a "decree of insistence" to
compel the comptroller general to assent formally to the nationalization of forty-three companies which the comptroller had ruled were

taken illegally |The companies had been seized by presidential decrees.
Under Chilean law, that unique institution, the quasi-autonomous
comptroller-general, must approve all presidential decrees before they
can take legal effect. That, of course, had not deterred the UP from de

what remained was the hope of legala practice of dubious constituUnder
accomplis.
izing a
tionality dating from 1927, the president could overrule the comptroller
by obtaining the signatures of all of the members of his Cabinet for a

facto seizure of those companies;
series of fait

"decree of insistence.")*
For the Christian Democrats, that was the last straw. On April 25,
Congress voted to override Allende's year-old veto of the constitutional
amendments limiting and defining expropriations, and gave him thirty
days from May 7 either to approve or refer the matter to a plebiscite. On
May U, Allende submitted the matter to the Constitutional Tribunal
which, although he had named three of its five members, ruled on May
30 that it had no jurisdiction in the matter. Accordingly, on June 2, the
•

[For a discussion of the

"Decree of Insistence"

issue, see

Note 127 Chapter

6.)
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choice: approve or submit the issue

—

For Allende, the choice was not to approve or go to a plebiscite he
but whether to submit to the law or press
ahead with his revolution outside the law. He chose lawlessness.

knew he could not win

—

As the crisis neared a showdown, a leftist publication said of the fight
between Congress and the president: "In the midst of the tense events of
the past few two weeks, very few Chileans have noticed that the Christian Democrat leadership has activated a time-bomb very difficult to
dismantle

.

.

."^s

would remain

bomb impossible
the superintendent of education circulated plans for a unified national school system (known in
Chile as ENU, for Educacion Nacional Unificada). It was a week before
It

to dismantle.

for Allende 's cronies to render that

Two days after the elections,

word of the plan leaked, and when it did, it touched off the most
emotional and explosive debate yet in a country already wracked by so
many convulsions that yet another of this magnitude may have seemed
inconceivable.

Inasmuch as the "radical transformation" of education was one of the
cornerstones of the UP electoral platform in 1970, it cannot be said that
the opposition was caught completely unawares.^* Nor was there an
audible outcry when, on January 30,' 1973, Education Minister Jorge
Tapia announced on national television plans for ENU. But the UP
platform said the "New State" would not entrust this "radical transformation" to technocrats nor educators alone, but submit it to "study,
discussion, decision and' execution by organizations of teachers,
workers, students, parents and guardians." There had been no such
discussion.

government exploded on a stunned public a plan that
beyond anything contained in the UP platform, calling for a
single nationwide curriculum with compulsory courses in socialism
and work periods in factories. The aim, Tapia said, was to instill "values
of socialist humanism" to achieve "harmonious development of young
people's personalities." More than any single event, the plan galvanized
Chile's military leaders into angry opposition to the Allende government. In an attempt to defuse that opposition. Defense Minister Jose
Toha arranged for Tapia to brief, on April 11, only three weeks before
phase one of the program was to go into effect, some sixty top officers
from each of the three branches on the proposal. Instead, the "confrontational
stormy" meeting laid bare the depth of the pent-up wrath and
frustration of the military, focused now on what they saw as an assault
on their own families: a program they saw as designed to indoctrinate
the country's youth in Marxism. Tapia did not help matters, "reportedly admitting [during the meeting) that the school system of East
Instead, the

went

far

.

.

.
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served as a model in drawing up the plan." Rear Adwho had quit the Allende cabinet in protest in JanHuerta,
miral
"thundering," repeated, and
uary, led the attack from the floor— to
the plan, however
rising applause. Not all the military leaders attacked
man was Carlos
That
commanders.
One, instead, criticized his fellow
coffin,
not only of
the
nail
in
deep
Prats Gonzalez. ENU thus drove a
the power
still
had
who
man
one
the
but
of
the Allende government,

Germany had

to avert a coup.s^

When the government at first attempted to promulgate the changes
by presidential decree, the comptroller general rejected the decree on
Congress,
the grounds that such a substantive matter required an act of
another
yet
become
have
might
thereby setting the stage for what
political
solid
and
demonstrations
street
Despite
constitutional crisis.
opposition, Tapia persisted, telling a Temuco audience on April 3: "ENU
starts this year; have no doubt about that."^^
Those street demonstrations would reach their peak on April 26,
when thousands of pro- and anti-government students battled on Sandowntown streets, leaving 120 injured (and thirty-six windows of
La Moneda Palace broken, which prompted Allende to appear on a

tiago's

megaphone in hand, to denounce the deed).s9 But by April 26—
althou^ the issue would continue to sputter through the bitter winter
ahead— the fight was already over, because by then the Catholic church
balcony,

had joined the fray. On April 22, the bishops issued a statement saying
they "oppose the thrust of this project, because its content respects
neither human values nor Christian fundamentals." The next day,
Allende said he had accepted the proposal made by Cardinal Raiil Silva
Henriquez that the project be tabled pending a full-fledged national
debate on education.^
Allende had overplayed his hand, badly. Until then, the Catholic
church had been largely passive in the face of the mounting societal
only
crisis in the country Indeed, up to and including his Easter sermon,
viodeplore
continuing
to
while
a few weeks before, Cardinal Silva—
Unity^i
The
Popular
the
rhetoric
of
the
echo
lence—continued also to
school issue changed that.
But the school issue also galvanized into action right-wing organizations which, until then, had been limited almost entirely to keeping

the flame of resistance burning through rhetoric, strikes, and demonstrations. These groups would now, increasingly, arm themselves.
Chief among them was the Movimiento Nacionalista Patria y Libertad,
founded in the desperate days of September 1970 by a young lawyer
named Pablo Rodriguez Grez (see p. 301). Rodriguez first achieved
national prominence in 1971 as the lawyer who defended Gen. Roberto

Viaux Marambio, ringleader of the 1970 plotting that ended in the
assassination of Army Chief Gen. Rene Schneider [see pp. 301-302
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and, for details of that plot, the Appendix). During 1971 and 1972, the
movement's principal activity was organizing landowners to defend

themselves against illegal takeovers of their property. When the governnient announced not only food rationing, but clear signs of political
controls over v/ho would get food, and then followed with the unified
school plan, the thoughts of these right-wing ideologues turned from

words

to revolution/'^

They might have saved themselves the trouble. Because unbeknownst to them, ENU had also caused men far more powerful than
they to decide that it could no longer be a question of whether
only be a question of when.^3

—

it

could

THE PRESS UNDER FIRE
Around midnight on Saturday August 30, 1958, Salvador Allende—
then making the second of his four runs for the presidency made a
campaign stop at the newspaper El Mercuho. While visiting with production workers in the "back shop, " the candidate received an invitation

—

meet with the newspaper's top executives. "For once in my 25 years of
public life," he told the Mercurio workers, "I have been openly and
clearly discourteous. I have just declined that invitation
."^
to

.

.

The

incident illustrates Allende's already strong antipathy toward
Chile's leading newspaper. The feeling was mutual, and the episode

might have signaled nothing more than the inevitable dislike of a politician of the Left for a newspaper of the Right. But the episode, quite apart
from the depth of feeling his deliberate incivility would betray, was the
first of many attempts Allende would make to split off El Mercuiios's
workers from its management, a prelude to seizing control of the hated
colossus.

Allende was far from alone in seeing the significance of E} Mercurio.
Of the S6.5 million in covert U.S. aid to Chile during the Allende years,

went

to El Mercurio— slightly more than half of the
opposition media in order to enable them to offset
advertising losses and, in the case of El Mercurio, to fend off government
legal and tax assaults. [El Mercurio's editors were unaware of the clandestine support and would, for that reason, indignantly deny it when
those reports first circulated.)

$1.6 million of

it

total allocated to

The attacks on El Mercurio and other opposition media also reflected
Allende's philosophical disdain for a truly independent press, a disdain
endemic to Communists and others on the far Left who saw the proper
role of the press in a different light. The UP's electoral platform was brutally blunt: "These means of communication (radio, book publishers,
television, press,

movies) are fundamental for aiding in the formation of a
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with an
character,
commercial
their
from
educational orientation and
these media at
adopting measures by which the social organizations put

new culture and a new man. For this reason, they must be imbued
liberated

their disposal, eliminating

from them the nefarious presence

of the

ca re

monopolies. The national system of popular culture will take special
of special proto develop the filmmaking industry and the preparation
his own comexplicit
make
grams for the mass media."*^ Allende would
office.
taking
after
months
few
mitment to those views only a
Inaugurating on April 9, 1971, the First National Congress of Journaljournalism,
the Left, Allende said: "Objectivity cannot exist in
ists of

struggle and must
lournalists of the Left must share ever more in the
same occasion,
that
On
become the vanguard of revolutionary thought."
conferences, a
press
his
of
one
to
he defended his decision to bar access

newsfew days before, of a reporter from a conservative magazine and
and
lack
virility
of
lack
of
attitude
adopt
an
paper: "I am not willing to
not
and
delinquents
are
they
because
people,
those
with
of dignity
Allende signed a
journalists." As if to underscore his point, on April 15,
political condecree which put government advertising under the tight
with signififraught
measure
trol of the dominant coaUtion partners— a
on
stranglehold
near
a
had
already
cance inasmuch as the government
advertisers.**
principal
country's
the
one
of
the economy and was
Over the next two and-a-half years, the Allende government would
wage an unremitting campaign to expand state control of the media
that
while muzzling the opposition press. It would be wrong to imply
robust,
remained
press
the campaign succeeded. To the very end, Chile's
catalyst
irreverent, combative— and for some, even the indispensable
underto
wrong
equally
would
be
But,
it
for the coming revolution.*^
infrenot
economic
land
or
the
attempt,
the
of
estimate the seriousness
it created for the country's free press. By 1972,
denounced
the Inter- American Press Association, meeting in Santiago,
mounting official pressure on the press, taking particular note of official
months
threats to jail journalists without benefit of court order. A few
governAllende
the
condemned
Institute
later, the International Press

quently, physical) perils

ment's "continuous campaign of intimidation and economic reprisals."
Violence included a Molotov bomb attack on the newspaper El Correo de
journalValdivia, and shootings and beatings of individual opposition
1971,
September
15,
on
ists. Nor was the international press exempted:

Allende ordered the closing of the United Press International in Chile
(though he agreed to revoke the order ten days later); on September 15,
government,
1972, Hernan del Canto, then secretary-general of the
from the
expulsion
face
would
they
that
correspondents
warned foreign
country if the government found their reporting "tendentious" (none

was.
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In the matter of expanding state control: Ailende

three

was in power only
months when his government expropriated Zig-Zag, the country's

largest publishing

house (and one

of the largest in all of Latin America).

The pretext was a labor dispute, which had broken out after the September 4 elections. (Labor strife, usually contrived, was a device frequently
used to justify government takeover of targeted companies.)

Thanks

to access to the

huge government advertising accounts,

five

UP daily newspapers and periodicals were published in Santiago alone.
Among them: the biggest circulation newspaper, the Communist
party's Pmo Chile, which owed its "success" to a raucousness and
increasingly bold use of pornography never before seen in the country.
Help for propagating the revolution also poured in from abroad: Punto
Final, the organ of the IVIoveraent of the Revolutionary Left (MIR),

was

Cuban-financed. Newsmen working for the Cuban "news" agency
Prensa Latina helped to staff Punto Final and Claiin. another large
circulation (and also raucous) radical-left newspaper. Documents captured after Ailende 's fall established that Ailende himself bought that

newspaper from his left-wing crony and business associate, Dario Sainte
Marie, using $ 1 5 million in Czech, Cuban, and Swiss bank funds. Early
in 1973, a Christian Democrat deputy, Mariano Ruiz-Esquide, claimed
to have proof that the Communist party had acquired eleven radio
.

paying for some in dollars. "^^
Anxiety mounted so rapidly that, as early as September 16, 1971, the
Christian Democrats— their entente with the UP though frayed was
still intact— said press freedom was "under siege." Television, the document said, was in the hands of the government, since it not only operated the state channel, but the two university channels in that they
were under the control of its followers) eight of the thirteen daily
newspapers in the capital were also in the hands of the government or
its allies; and moreover, 70 percent of the radio stations of the country
were controlled by the government. (Other sources disputed those
claims as to ideological line-up of the media. )6'
The report also noted that despite such a suffocating presence in the
media, the government continued to pursue control of the El Mercurio
group (which published two of the five independent dailies in Santiago,
as well as the leading newspapers in Valparaiso, the country's second
city, and two smaller cities. Pressures ranged from efforts to foment
stations,

among its 1,400 Santiago employees, to a tax investigation
launched within Allende's first sixty days in office. That investigation
led to a claim (which wound up in the courts) that the newspaper owed
back taxes in the amount of 21 million escudos (at the then official rate,
around $1.7 million). Ultimately, the Ailende government would resort
labor strife
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El Mercmio was ordered closed for
to a frontal assault: on June 22, 1973,
of the entirely legal National
six days for publishing a communique
seventy-thiee-year history that the
party. It was the first time in its

Supreme Court revoked the order the
Tribune, had to defend
next day) The National party's scrappy daily. La
by the end of
lawsuits
government
forty-seven
against no fewer than

newspaper

failed to appear. (The

1972.70

under Allende's saddle, but
El MercuTio represented not only a burr
in the country, there was
the most powerful print media complex
Popular Unity: the haltthe
another target of great strategic value to
Papeles
de
y Cartones. or the
Manufactmeia
If

century-old
Papelera as

Compania
was known in Chile, headed by former President Jorge
The Papelera was the one and only source of domestic

it

Alessandri.
the newsprint used
newsprint in Chile, and it supplied 60 percent of
the UP's electoral
Nationalization of the Papelera was called for in
wage a bitter fight
to
had
platform. To keep it free, executives of the firm

UP government. They could
the majority of their 4,500
of
support
not have won it without the
threat, the
nationalization
the
to
reacting
employees; indeed,
shares of any
buy
fund
to
organized
a
I97I,
1
November
1,
employees, on
the
of panic or otherwise
of the 16,500 shareholders who, for reasons
the
Throughout,
sell.
to
face of government pressure, might wish
opposition
groups,
business
of
had the unflinching support
that lasted nearly the entire three years of

m

Papelera also

labor groups, the Congress, and the military— all of
suffocation: the
joined the fight. The main tactic was economic
that while
noted
report,
1972
its
in
Association,
Press

politicians,

which

non-UP

Inter-American

percent— thanks largely
the cost of final products had risen nearly 100
increases— the company had
to government-decreed wage and salary
percent. As a
been permitted to raise the price of newsprint by only 19.6
on June
Allende
tell
would
result, twenty-five top executives of the firm
[Miliday
per
escudos
million
1
losing
was
7, 1972, that the company
Allende
persuade
year,
that
end
of
the
would,
at
Cabinet
tary men in the
situation remained
raise its prices somewhat, but the company's
to

and the battle went on, down to the final days of Allende.)^'
A third media target was the country's 170 radio stations, though the
government never relented in its attempts to control and, when that
television stations. But the
failed, to intimidate the two nongovernment
to Allende, and still
hostile
overwhelmingly
radio,
was
major target
station located just
one
particularly
Chile,
in
TV
than
powerful
more
across Teatinos
four blocks up the street from La Moneda, diagonally
was Radio
station
That
Street from Communist party headquarters.
voice of
the
became
other,
any
Agricultura, a station which, more than
a. key element in the
become
had
also
it
resistance to Allende. (By 1973,
field grade officers.
secret planning of a group of feisty civilians and
precarious,
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Radio Agricultura would become

the voice of revolution, )^^

From
13,

two radio stations were forcibly taken, on May
on radio
and pseudo-legal—never ceased. The first show-

the time the first

1971,

down

to the very last days of the regime, attacks

stations— physical,

legal

down came on October 15, 1972, at the peak of the crushing October
strike, when the government ordered the country's stations to join in a
nationwide network, broadcasting government information office communiques. The comptroller general ruled that the mandatory network
decree was

illegal, and impeachment proceedings were started against
Secretary-General del Canto.
That did not stop the government. Three days later. Radio Agricultura, Radio Balmaceda |owned by the Christian Democrats), and
Radio Yungay were ordered off the air for pulling out of the network.

The network was abohshed only on October 27, by order of an appeals
court judge. Seven months later, despite that ruling, the government
would again order Radio Agricultura off the air, then defy still another
court order to reopen it, following next with yet one more illegal order
for

another national network.

That case gave rise to what amounted to a government declaration of
war on the courts. The Policy Commission of the Popular Unity
announced plans to haul the justices of the Supreme Court before the
Constitutional Tribunal, accusing

them

of "twisting the

nose of the

"The Supreme Court," the UP group charged, "has been transformed into just another redoubt of the Right and thus has lost its moral
authority by converting itsfelf into another bastion of reaction."" There
was, of course, no provision in the 1970 amendment creating the Constitutional Tribunal for using it to "try" Supreme Court justices, and no
such motion was ever brought.
The man who came to power promising to guarantee freedom of the
press would now put himself on a collision course with the constitution
itself because of his determined efforts to bend the press to his own
law."

purposes.

CARNIVAL OF MADNESS
This is, said Eduardo Frei, "a. carnival of madness." The country is
headed, he added, for "Marxist-type totalitarianism."'''' He did not exaggerate.

Even Allende's corevolutionaries recognized the wreckage their counhad become. On February 28, El Mercurio published a confidential
study done by the policy commission of the coalition party MAPU
(Unitary Popular Action Movement)
a devastating inventory of the

try

—
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urgent call

with an
regime's economic catastrophes which concluded
of stavmg off an
hope
only
the
forces
as
armed
for infiltration of the
to yet another
lead
would
report
that
of
Publication
armed showdown.
approximately
party already so small that it would poll only
published
Mercurio
El
100,000 votes in the March elections. Days later,
Office of
the
in
official
senior
yet another secret report, this time of a
comhad
government
the
said
Cox
Tomas
Agricultural Planning. In it,
out its
carrying
in
mistakes"
crass
and
profound
mitted "enormous,
rationing will have to be
agrarian reform, with the result that "food
they only
But, as galling as those leaks may have been,

split in a

implemented."
Economic Comconfirmed what the outside world already knew: the
Chile ranked
once-vaunted
mission for Latin America reported that
in terms of
America
Latin
of
second from the bottom in all countries
1972.^5
economic growth during
u its
closest allies in Latin America pitched in: Cuba with
.

•

The regime's

Mexico
370 and end note #10, p. 426| 40,000-ton gift of sugar,
oil and gasoline (in response to
fuel
free
of
shipment
emergency
an
with
all foreign aid proved
a personal hat-in-hand appeal from Allende). Not
back
to "Big Brother"
send
beneficial: after a trial run, Chile had to
mechanical
chronic
of
because
machines
125 earth-mover

(see

p.

Russia

break-downs.'^*
Amid the hardship, the telling revelations of special privileges for
polarization, came
diplomats and others, and the internal feuding and

Few

abuse of power.
revelation after revelation of official corruption and
particularly since the
rivaled that of illicit trafficking in automobiles,
UP platform had made ending official abuse in this area number five of

government (see note 30,
the first forty measures it would take once in
committee reported in
investigating
congressional
this chapter].
mistress), Miria Con(and
secretary
private
Allende's
mid-1972 that

A

had no fewer than twenty-eight automobiles regisname. Still later, it was learned that the state automobile
monopoly had sold fifty-five Fiats to the MAPU party at the official
and resold them at the
price, and the far-Left party then turned around
Greater still: a study
price.
official
the
times
black market price— many
in Chile during
assembled
vehicles
17,939
of
that
early in 1973 showed
meaning
monopoly—
state
the
by
for
accounted
were
only 3,600

treras Bell de Ropert,

tered to her

1972,

14,339 had disappeared.^^
the bitterest fall and
But, as spring receded into what would become
the corruption, the
and
winter in the country's history, the caterwauling
all these were
themselves,
elections
economic catharses and even the
who said
Statistics,
madness.
carnival
of
merely the sideshows in this
those
who
small,
and
large
episodes
the
it,
say
they
when did

what and

they knew
claimed to reason why and those who behaved as though
scattered
and
broken
only how to die, all these were, of course, the
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pieces of a puzzle that, even were

it any longer possible to assemble,
would no more a coherent picture form. Madness was abroad in the
land during those darkening days of autumn, the madness of unbridled
passions fired and fueled by resentments, anger, righteousness, hopelessness, stupidity, and, yes, idealism, idealism run amok. Across the
widening chasm which separated what were, by now, two irreconcilable
sides, the adversaries shouted at and past each other as wittingly, unwit-

tingly,

they

made ready

to destroy each other.

war is imminent," declared the Popular Unity. We shall use
every power within our means, the Christian Democrats shot back, to
"Civil

halt this totalitarian escalation. Confrontation is inevitable, said the

country's top
path,

Communist,

now gone

talk of la via institucional, the institutional

to a pauper's grave. ^^

As the radical Left armed, the military stepped up its campaign to
disarm them; between April and June, miUtary strike forces staged an
average of three arms searches per week. Beginning in June, the average
was even higher. ''' By the end of June, even the New York Times, generally sympathetic to Allende throughout, editorialized that Allende's
policies had pushed the country to the brink of civil war.^o
And, as the winds of the coming war whistled ever closer, on the upper
floors of a drab office building, just a few hundred yards from the eye of
the storm, hatches were battened down, lifelines to the outside world
away from harm's way The drab
Embassy in Santiago. »'

carefully reeled in, the course set:

building housed the United States

On

April 19, the nine unions representing 11,500 workers at El Ten-

second largest copper mine, went on strike demanding
wage increases sufficient to offset the 76.2 percent increase in the cost of
living between October 1972 and March 1973. Chile would not again
know labor peace under Salvador Allende; indeed, Chile would not
iente, Chile's

again

know

real peace for

would be

many

long years.

would end, but before it did, the
copper miners would be joined by doctors, teachers, students; there
would be street fighting, and street dying, women would march and
It

July 2 before that strike

women would

be beaten, and one woman would make history of sorts
by sticking out her tongue. Chile's impoverished treasury would also be
$60 million poorer in copper losses alone. And, in the midst of that
developing anarchy, the country's retired admirals and generals would
appeal to Allende: respect, please, the constitution, because if you fail to
do that, in this trauma of contempt for law and order afflicting our land,

then the compact which binds the armed forces to the civil authorities
will be broken. "The time," the retired flag officers, wrote, "to view
events contemplatively, that time has past."*'^

The

reply

was not long

in coming.
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.

.
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During
taken.
prisoners
wounded and fifty
diagonally
Defense Ministry,
briefly shelled both La Moneda and the
Alameda, then a huge open
the
thoroughfare,
principal
city's
the
across
was supposed to be
trench while a subway was being built. The uprising
joined, thanks
none
but
units—
part of a larger rebellion involving other
Augusto
including
generals,
of
number
intervention of a

There

to the

is

quick

object of national scorn,
Pinochet. General Prats, only the day before the
boldly into the Plaza
striding
by
briefly
himself
redeem
managed to
the guns of the tanks and assembled rebels, going

Constitucion under
(They did.)
from tank to tank, and ordering the crews to surrender.
When it
reason.
another
yet
for
But the uprising was significant
on the
call
"I
residence:
his
from
radio
the
erupted, Allende went on
alert, to pour into
be
to
companies,
the
factories,
the
seize
people to
the people to take to the
the downtown streets, but not to be victims; for
but to do it prudently,
streets, but not to be machinegunned, to do it,
added, "If the time
He
'weapon' you have at hand."

with whatever
comes, the people will have arms."
additional plants were
Factories were taken— more than two hundred
openly patrolling
began
groups
armed
aftermath,
In
the
seized that day
as well as the shantyfactories),
of
(clusters
cordones
industrial
the
supporters on
towns surrounding them. But there was no outpouring of
the streets of the city
to be known— was an
Instead, the tancazo— as the rebellion came
Yovane Ziiniga, the
Arturo
Gen.
military
the
for
run"
unexpected "dry
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who would play a critical role during the September

revolution, recalled: "(It| was not just a dramatic episode. It was
the
chance to see how the pro-government elements acted. I carefully noted

what they did— the buildings they occupied, the
belt

workers sealed

off,

the

sectors the industrial-

number of people they

mobilized, and everything else. The eleventh of September was very easy as a result, because
they repeated exactly the same moves." As a result of events that
day,
Pinochet also ordered his secret plan of revolution revamped to reflect
the lessons learned.
Five thousand miles to the north, National Security Advisor Henry
Kissinger would report to President Richard Nixon: 'All indications
are
that the coup attempt was an isolated and poorly coordinated
effort.
Most of the military leaders, including the commanders-in-chief of all
three branches of the Armed Forces, remained loyal to the
eovernment."84
In victory, Salvador Allende had suffered a decisive defeat
on June 29:
he had asked the people to rally to his side. They had not.

Alejandrina Cox de Valdivieso neither looks the part of a heroine,
nor
did she seek the role. But, for one brief moment in those
turbulent days,
she was the toast of thousands in Chile. It happened on the
morning of
June
the day before the tancazo— on tree-canopied Vitacura Avenue, in the fashionable eastern end of the city Mrs. Cox,
driving into
town with her son, looked up at a trafHc light and there, reading the
morning newspaper in the back of the car next to her, was Carlos Prats

27—

Gonzalez, commander-in-chief of the army and already the bite noire of
multitudes in Chile for his slavish support of Allende. Impulsively,
Mrs.
Cox stuck her tongue out at the startled general. He responded by drawing his service revolver and firing a bullet into the chassis
of her car.
Frightened, Mrs. Cox took off, with General Prats in pursuit.
Overtaking her, he ordered his driver to cut her off, and when
he did, jumped
from the car and pointed a gun at her head, demanding, "You apologize,
you shit, or I'll shoot you." With that, a crowd of hissing, booing
people
gathered and— adding insult to the general's injury— took the
air out of
his tires and began berating him. Prats made his getaway
in a taxi, while
the crowd vented its wrath on his driver. Prats later
compounded the
damage by claiming that he mistook Mrs. Cox for a man |as one who
interviewed her, I found that story singularly implausible |.8S

The incident was significant because it cost Prats dearly in the respect
and esteem of his fellow officers— and his standing with them
was
already precarious. It would weigh heavily in his forced
resignation two
months

later.

Down to the end of his Othello-like role in the Chilean tragedy, Carlos
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become a crucial
Prats listened to the wrong whispers, until he would
accomplice in the murder of the Desdemona he professed to love most,
was, what
his country's democracy. Oh, near the end, he did wonder—
hard
doubt
not
did
he
but
he was doing, just "military ingenuity?"—
differently
how
speculate
can
only
one
or long enough, and so

enough,
the drama might have unfolded had the army been in the hands of one of
sterner stuff, more suspicious of revolutionaries in democratic dress,
less willing to lend

himself to manipulative cynics and their

mum-

queos.
Instead, Prats lent himself ever more to Aliende and his purposes,
becoming ever more a politician while continuing to preach the neceswhich are and ought to
sity of keeping the mihtary aloof from problems

be managed as political.
On July 2, Aliende asked Prats once again to join his Cabinet, together
with navy and air force ministers. The next day. Prats met with the corps

They voted unanimously against his rejoining the Cabinet.
When Aliende persuaded the chief of the navy (Admiral Montero] and an
of generals.

unnamed

air force

general to join the Cabinet, Prats tried again. This
him bluntly: go into the Cabinet, but

time, his fellow generals told

One
resign first as commander-in-chief of the army (Prats declined.)
general warned him: you have lost the confidence of the officer corps.
when two
Still Prats did not get the message. He did not get it, either,
generals (Oscar Bonilla and Carlos Araya) suggested to one of the few
remaining generals still close to Prats— Brig. Gen. Guillermo Pickering
Vasquez— that he ought to retire "for the good of the service." He did
not get it, either, a month later, when at Military Academy graduation

ceremonies, the audience "applauded exaggeratedly" when the nephew
rebelof Lieutenant Colonel Souper, the man who had led the tancazo
Prats referred to it
lion, received his commission as a second heutenant.
as "a discordant note."
Over the few weeks remaining to him, Prats concentrated not on
fortifying his badly weakened military flank, but instead lurched ever
deeper into the inner web of Popular Unity intrigue. His diary, for those

weeks, reveals a private one-on-one dinner with Aliende; another, at El
Canaveral [the suburban estate Aliende had bought for— and where he
frolicked with— his mistress), attended also by Luis Corvalan, the head
of the Communist party, and Carlos Altamirano, the head of the SocialMovement of
ist party; a private meeting with the head of the violent
the Revolutionary Left, Miguel Enriquez; as well as countless meetings

with leaders of the Communist labor federation, left-wing congressmen, and leaders.
By then, those who had been closest to him in uniform, no longer
doubted: "The Commander-in-Chief of the Army was the biggest obsta-
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we had

to overcome, since he was totally addicted to Allende.
decided to speed up the preparations ..."
cle

The speaker was Augusto

I

Pinochet.***

THE FINAL COUNTDOWN
To the very end, Salvador Allende attempted the impossible; to march
two very different drummers— at home, and abroad as
well. As the crisis deepened, an elder statesman and wizened
survivor of
revolution, Communist China's Chou en Lai (Zhou Enlai, in the later
Western usage), urged Allende "to go slower, to be less doctrinaire." The
Chinese premier, "strongly sympathetic to Allende," warned him of
risks, "but they didn't believe us ... it was useless because the
word of a
foreigner meant nothing."*^
Not quite. The Salvador Allende who enjoyed practicing firing
machineguns with his son-in-law, Luis Fernandez Oiia— former chief of
to the beat of

the secret police in

Cuba before Castro dispatched him to assist Allende
more amenable to the advice of his old friend,

in his revolution— was

On July 29, 1973, Castro wrote Allende a handwritteii
hand- delivered by two of his top henchmen: Carlos Rafael
Rodriguez, deputy prime minister and chief of the Communist party of
Cuba, and Fernandez Ona's successor as secret police chief, Manuel
Pifieiro.88 That letter— whose authenticity Cubans never denied—
is so
extraordinary as to merit quoting in full:
Fidel Castro.
letter,

Dear Salvador: Carlos iRodriguez] and [Manuel] Pineiro are traveling there on the pretext of discussing with you questions related to
the meeting of nonaligned countries [scheduled for early September
and which Allende planned to attendj. The real purpose is
from you the situation and offer you, as always, our willing-

in Algeria,
to learn

ness to cooperate in the face of the difficulties and dangers hindering
and threatening the [revolutionary] process. Their stay will be very
brief

and

inasmuch as they have

yet,

should

a number of pending obligations here,
not without sacrifice to their work, we decided that they

make

the

trip.

see that you are now in the delicate question of dialogue with the
Christian Democrats in the midst of serious events such as the brutal
murder of your naval aide and the new strike of truck-owners. I well
imagine the great tension and your wish to gain time, to improve the
correlation of forces in case the fight does break out, and, if possible,
I

channel that enables you to push forward with the revolutionary process without civil strife, at the same time that you safeto find a

guard your historic responsibility for whatever

may come. These

are

.
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intentions we
laudable aims. But in case the other side, whose real
and irresponperfidious
cannot evaluate irom here, are embarked on a
Revolution
the
and
Unity
Popular
the
that
demanding
sible policy,
don't
pay an impossible price, which, indeed, is more than probable,
worker
Chilean
of
the
strength
formidable
forget for a second the
have given you in every
class and the energetic backing that they
danger, that force, at your
difficult moment; with the Revolution in
paralyze the insurgents, shore up the support of the

summons, can
hesitant, impose
and

their conditions and,

for all the destiny of Chile.

if it is

necessary, decide once
that it

The enemy must understand

worker militancy] is alert and ready to swing into action. Its
capital in your
strength and combativeness can tip the balance in the
to you.
unfavorable
be
may
circumstances
other
favor even when
at
Your decision to defend the process with firmness and honor even
of
capable
are
you
know
all
we
which
the cost of your own life,
capable of fighting and
fulfilling, will rally to your side all the forces
serenity and
the worthy men and women of Chile. Your valor, your

[the

all

your
your boldness in this historic hour of your country, and above all,
constitute the key
firm, resolute and heroically executed leadership
to the situation.

friends can
Let Carlos and Manuel know how your loyal Cuban
cooperate with you.
confidence of our people for
1 reiterate the affection and unlimited

you.
Fraternally,

Fidel Castro.«^

in
in his own career, Castro would describe for Allende
reveries of
revolutionary
in
the
mainly
existed
that
world
that letter a
side, and as the
his own mind. The workers had not flocked to Allende's
him— they
not
with
days ahead would demonstrate anew, they were
with what
him,
with
were, by the tens of hundreds of thousands fed up

As so often

he had done to their country.
himself
But by the time the letter reached him, Salvador Allende was
yet
and
yet,
And
events.
of
riptide
the
on
flotsam
little more than
at the
"even
immortality—
heroics,
revolutionary
to
summons
.

.

that

own life, which we all know you are capable of fulfill."—how could those words not reverberate six weeks later in the
ing
whiskied and ecstatic Walter Mitty-mind of a man who, sub-

price of your
.

.

machinegun

blazing,

was then

living out that lifelong phantasy as the

fearless guerilla gunfighter.

Castro speaks of the truckers' strike. It exploded on )uly 25: 60,000
of the
owners, 100,000 drivers and helpers, 75,000 trucks. The head
himself
a
Vilarin,
Leon
Chile,
Federation of Unions of Truck Owners of
stoppage
to
the
agreed
had
unions
member
former Socialist, said the 198
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because "the government has not fulfilled a single one of the agreements" reached with General Prats ending the October 1972 strike, A
few days later, on August 2, they were joined by 110,000 bus and taxi

On August 16, the shopkeepers went out; they were shortly
afterwards joined by the country's doctors; by the end of August, over 1
drivers.

million Chileans were on strike, despite the calls of the Allende-allied
Central Labor Federation (CUT) to its half-million members to counter
the wave of strikes. As was inevitable in the escalating climate of
violence and confrontation in the country, the new wave of unrest
unleashed worsening episodes of arrests, street fighting, charges and
countercharges. The worst and most significant events were trig-

—

—

gered by the government's decision to seize trucks. A trucker was shot
and wounded and five National party deputies beaten by Carabineros in
one episode on the outskirts of Santiago on |uly 31.
On August 10, acting on orders of Deputy Transport Secretary Jaime

Faivovich— from the MIR- addicted violent wing of the Socialist party—
seven hundred Carabineros attempted to storm the El Monte trucker
encampment and seize some of the 1,650 trucks and five hundred
minibuses parked there. Using twenty-five Soviet-made tractors,
guarded by three mini tanks, they tugged and towed to no avail largely
because the truckers had all but buried their vehicles in the mud,
removing key parts from others. It was later learned that Faivovich had

—

acted in direct defiance of the orders of his brand new boss, air force
commander-in-chief |and transport minister) Cesar Ruiz Danyau. When
Allende failed to back him and fire Faivovich, Ruiz, on August 18,
resigned. Allende then demanded that he quit also as air force chief;'
raising disgruntlement to the level of crisis in the air force as a result of
Allende 's firing, a few weeks before, of the numbers two and four generals. Since both were known to oppose Allende, that move was widely
regarded as a ploy by Allende to maneuver into position a general
believed to have ties to the radical Left. (Appearing on a highly popular,
and highly irreverent opposition television program August 19, Ruiz

explained his reasons for quitting; General Prats, ever

more

his fellow service chiefs as they distanced themselves

critical of

from Allende,

described Ruiz' performance as "a striptease.") Ruiz finally did step
down on August 20, but only after satisfying himself that he had check-

mated Allende against further attempts to coopt the institution. In his
Gen. Gustavo Leigh Guzman. The first of
the Four Horsemen was now in place.s'o

place, a decided hard-liner:

As the crisis deepened, so did the contradictions. On the one hand,
extremist rhetoric and violence heated up on both sides.'i On the
other, amid the escalating lawlessness, efforts to find a legal way out.

—

On

June

9,

members

of the

newly armed Communist Ramona Parra

.
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brigade were the protagonists of the first open fire fight between a
paramilitary organization and the military in a gun battle at Los Cerrillos airport. By July 14, an official report said that a total of 34,000
factories, shops, and service establishments had been seized by

"workers" since the tancazo. In Greater Santiago, fortification of the
eight industrial coidones was speeded up. Speaking at a Caupolican
Theater rally, MIR leader Miguel Enriquez defended the open emergence of "popular power": "The reactionaries will say that this is in
violation of the laws, the constitution and the rule of law. Well, that is
what it is!" One week later, the SociaUst party clamored for even more:

"The Socialist party is in a state of emergency throughout the country
Every party member should remain in constant contact with the regular
Stand guard,
Take control of all companies
agencies of the party
organize committees of defense, armed with whatever you can
Report to your committee of defense every meeting or suspicious movement of the fascists or 'mummies' [the mocking term for upper-class
."^^
people). Keep close watch on the reactionaries
hundred MlRistas in
three
around
August
21,
on
Never to be outdone,
headquarters of the
the
outside
demonstrated
Concepcion
the city of
Chacabuco Regiment, urging enlisted men to disobey their officers.
When they were dispersed at point of bayonet, the MlRistas opened
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

armed clash involving the army

In Santiago, the day
wives who had
of
trucker
support
before, students demonstrating in
building,
Congress
the
of
the
gardens
in
cold)
(despite
the
encamped
were
of
them
Six
buildings.
surrounding
in
snipers
upon
by
fired
were

fire— the

first

wounded, many more clubbed and teargassed by police.
On the Right, Patria y Libertad stepped up its appeals for mass mobilization and urged private citizens to arm themselves, though mass
arrests in May and the flight into exile of its top leader took a toll on the
organization's effectiveness.'^

One other violent incident requires brief mention. On July 26, as
indicated in Castro's letter, Allende's naval aide, Capt. Arturo Araya
Peters, was shot and killed just after midnight as he stood on the balcony
of his home, an automatic weapon in hand. His wife said he went out to
investigate what sounded to be a small explosion, and was cut down by
machinegun fire. The Right accused the

Left,

hinting that Cubans

may

have been involved, avenging an alleged romantic liaison between Araya
and Allende's daughter, the wife of Cuba's former secret police chief.
The Left accused the Right, prompting the acting head of Patria y
Libertad, Roberto Thieme Scheires, to offer to come out of hiding and
surrender himself to naval authorities to clear himself and his colleagues of complicity. Two days after the killing, a self-styled munitions
expert named Jose Luis Riquelme Bascufian was arrested and confessed

1
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to Carabineros that he had participated in the murder with three
Cubans and a member of Allende's private palace guard nicknamed "El
Petizo." The Cubans were never detained, but the night of the murder, it
was later learned, Alfredo Joginant, director of the Allende-controlled

national detective force,

Investigaciones, personally escorted passengers boarding a Cubana de Aviacion flight. According to that report,
the departing passengers had only minutes before obtained the needed
travel

documents. Riquelme, meanwhile, repudiated his

earlier confes-

sion.^"'

Araya's murder had fallout closer to the core of the crisis. On fuly 27,
the very day after Patricio Aylwin, president of the Christian Democratic party, accepted Allende's invitation for a dialogue, Carlos

Altamirano, Aylwin's Socialist party counterpart, fired yet another of
his rapport-shattering broadsides. The murderers of Araya, he said, were
members of Patria y Libertad, but the intellectual authors of the crime
were Rene Silva Espejo and Arturo Fontaine of El Meicmio, Sergio
Onofre Jarpa (head of the National party) and— Eduardo Frei. Such a
frontal attack on their revered leader, even coming from one famed for
his blunderbuss style, was bound to dampen the conciliatory spirits of
the Christian Democrats.
And there was yet another element of fallout. One of the men detailed
to Valparaiso for Captain Araya's funeral was Gen. Gustavo Leigh.
While there, he lunched with Navy Captain Arturo Troncoso, and a
fateful meeting it would turn out to be. At it, agreement was reached on
a matter weighing heavily on Leigh's mind: the navy's marines would
protect and defend the air force's planes. As a result, the pride of the air

force— forty Hawker Hunter jets, purchased by Allende as a gift to the
air force— were moved from the vulnerable Los Cerrillos air base in
Santiago to others as far south as Punta Arenas, as far north as Antofagasta. Two, redeployed to Concepcion, would immediately begin lowlevel training missions over Coronel and Lota.^s
Amid the bedlam, there would be one last stab at peace. On July 16,
the Permanent Committee of the Catholic Bishops' Conference made an
"extreme appeal to avoid an armed conflict among Chileans." "We represent no political point of view, no special interest nor group, but are
moved only by [our concern for] the welfare of Chile and [our desire] to
prevent the blood of Christ from being trampled underfoot in a fratricidal war." In that pastoral letter, the bishops called for peace talks. The
very next day, Communist party chief Luis Corvalan said he was agreeable to such talks; on July 23, the Christian Democrats also agreed,
while denouncing the "double dealing" of the Communists. On the one
hand, PDC President Patricio Aylwin said, the Communist party
speaks of its desire for peace, while on the other Luis Figueroa high
official of the party, former labor minister and again president of the

—

2
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repeal of the peaceCentral Workers' Confederation (CUT)— seeks the
insuring Arms Control Law.
his
The talks opened and closed on July 30: Allende, flanked by
Carlos
minister,
interior
and
Almeyda,
Clodomiro
defense minister,
Conspicuously
Briones; Aylwin, accompanied by Sen. Osvaldo Olguin.

even though
missing: the party of the Right, the Nationals, not invited,
while the
ground
in the March elections they had not only gained
a wide
Christian Democrats continued to decline, but had emerged, by
Socialists,
and
the
Chile;
force
in
margin, as the second largest political
Allende's choice of two moderstill dominant in the coalition. Despite
itself, firmly in the hands of
party
the
him,
ate Socialists to accompany
but warned that it
participate
to
refused
only
not
the radical wing,
Democrats. In
Christian
the
made
to
concessions
accept"
"never
would
had Allende
such circumstances, the talks never had a chance. Even
and
Democrats
succeeded in driving a wedge between the Christian

he still would have had to reckon with mutmy
on the Left, revolution on the Right.
On August 3, the Christian Democrats said dialogue was dead. Five
most dandays later, Allende attempted yet one more mune<jueo— the
in only
sworn
had
he
Cabinet
all-civilian
fired
the
yet.
He
one
gerous

their conservative allies,

that included all three service
Carabineros,
chiefs and, for the first time, the head of the paramilitary
maintained
be
fiction
the
could
Gen. Jose Maria Sepulveda. No longer
their
representing
not
"individuals,"
that the military were serving as
their
of
command
in
remaining
on
insisted
services, for all four of them
military
the
fiction
that
the
there
be
could
longer
services as well. No
question
should remain outside the political process: it was now only a
all four of
degree,
lesser
or
greater
To
take.
would
side
they
of which
They didn't
these military men believed they must support Allende.
for them.
evaporate
to
know it then, but it was a luxury of choice about

one month before, and

named a new one

winning a brief reprieve. On
would give Allende their
August 10,
their basic condition:
meet
he
provided
only
but
support,
conditional
have real power to
but
Cabinet,
the
sit
in
only
not
military
the
that
compromise
enforce the government's legality Allende offered as a sop a
and
economy
the
of
in the constitutional dispute over the "three areas"
surrender
to
did
not
and
could
not
nationalization of industries. But he
power
veto
ministers
military
his
giving
what would have amounted to
generals who
over his acts. In that, against the clamor of the top
Allende's

maneuver did succeed
the Christian Democrats

demanded even

stiffer

in

said they

conditions as the price of military connivance.

of presidenPrats sided with Allende, arguing that such "interdiction"
{golpe en seco).
tial powers would amount to a "bloodless coup"
it.
Swearing in the new Cabinet of "national security," as he called

.

,
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civil

wars

start

.

.

.

this is

Chile's last chance.''^^'

He was right. There would be no further
Cabinet would

"dialogues." Indeed, the

new

two weeks, and not three weeks later Aylwin
would tell a Washington newspaper that if he had to choose between "a
Marxist dictatorship and a dictatorship of our military, I would choose
the second." The next day he would deny that the Christian Democrats
or the military, for that matter
wanted anything other than "a.
democratic solution to Chile's crisis." Yet, for many, he had sent a clear
last barely

—

—

signal to the military.^^

The legal ground beneath Salvador Allende was crumbling as rapidly
was the semblance of law-and-order in the country. On May 26, in an
unprecedented communication signed by all fourteen justices of the
Supreme Court, the Court warned of "an open and willful contempt of
judicial decisions [by the executive|
which attitude further implies
not only a crisis in the state of law
but also a peremptory or immias

.

.

.

.

.

.

nent breakdown of legality ..."
On July 8, Senate President Eduardo Frei and Chamber of Deputies
President Luis Pareto issued a joint declaration enumerating elements
of a crisis which they said was not only creating a "brain drain" of
desperate professionals fleeing the country but also included "an organized process of hate and violence ... We are not enemies of changes
toward new ways of life and of new social and economic organizations,"
.

the manifesto said, "but
illegally

and by means

we

object strongly

of violence

.

when

.

they are carried out

.

Government put an end to illegal takefarms and factories] and to armed groups that constitute a
menace for the rest of the population and a parallel power to the police
and armed forces
No people of any country can endure the tension
created by the permanent insecurity [caused by!
armed groups with
official backing ..." The statement said the government itself bore the
"It is

overs

indispensable that the

|of

.

.

.

.

.

.

whose extreme dangers are
impossible to hide ..."
On August 8, the Bar Association, in a unanimous proclamation of its
General Council, said, "the obvious fracturing of our legal structure can
no longer be tolerated ..."
On August 22 came the gravest blow of all: by a vote of 81 to 47, the
Chamber of Deputies, in a "sense of the House" resolution, accused the
Allende government of a pattern of systematic and chronic violation of
the law and of the Constitution, resulting in "a grave breakdown
[quebrantamiento] of the legal and constitutional order of the Repubgreatest responsibility for "a situation

The document was replete with specific charges of illegality vis-avis the Congress, the courts, the comptroller general, the rights of
lic."
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individual and of other institutions of the society. As to Allende, the
Chamber noted that Congress elected him only after he agreed to a set
it is a fact that the present
of constitutional guarantees, adding: ".
.

.

government, from the very beginning, has persisted in seeking the
conquest of total power, with the obvious purpose of submitting everyone to the strictest economic and political control of the State and
achieving thereby the implanting of a totalitarian system absolutely
opposed to the democratic and representative system established by the
That, to achieve this result, the Government has
violations of the constitution and the law, but
isolated
indulged not in
has made of these a permanent pattern of behavior, reaching the

constitution

,

.

.

of systematically ignoring and trampling the attributes of the
other branches of government ... of not only permitting the creation of
but protecting illegal parallel forces which constitute a most grievous
danger for the nation ..."
Significantly, the resolution was directed not only to the president but
also to the military members of the Cabinet. Indeed, the resolution said

extreme

—

in light of the
it was the responsibility of the military
oaths they had sworn not only to uphold the constitution but also to be
the ultimate guarantors of legality for all Chileans— to "put an immediate end" to lawlessness and "channel government action along legal

bluntly that

paths and thereby assure the constitutional order of our country and the
essential framework for democratic coexistence among Chileans ..."
The resolution ended with a clear challenge to the very sense of honor of
those in the Cabinet, those, increasingly restive, outside:
the military
"If they do these things, then those |militaryl ministers will perform a
valuable service for the Republic. Failing to do so, they would gravely
compromise the national and professional character of the Armed
Forces and Corps of Carabineros, in open violation of the constitution

—

and

at serious

damage

to their institutional prestige."

understood immediately the portents of the challenge. Two
he shot back that the Chamber was "promoting a coup d'etat
the military forces to make governmental judgments indeof the authority and direction of the president." Terming the
resolution "a political accord designed to disgrace the country abroad
[this] unworthy accord binds no one
and create confusion at home
Removing him, he said, would
juridical
validity."
altogether
and lacks
Allende
days later,
by asking
pendently

.

in

.

.

any case require a two-thirds vote of Congress,
August 25, even the Medical Asociation demanded that fellow

On

physician Salvador Allende resign as president because "you have, to the
present, shown no intention of submitting to the Rule of Law and
respecting the law and constitution ..."
On August 31, the Bar Association threw down yet another gauntlet.
The Bar invoked Article 43, Chapter 4, of the constitution, dealing with
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presidential incapacity, to argue that in the legal crisis, Allende had
reached a point of "incapacity," and that therefore Congress should
exercise its prerogative to oust him and call new elections. *«
In days that followed, pamphlets and circulars demanding Allende's
jesignation appeared on city streets, and the Federation of Professionals,
in a manifesto, added its voice to that clamor never before heard in a

country which had so prided

itself

on the tensile strength

tions: that a constitutional president step

down

of its institu-

so as to put a suffering

country out of its democratic misery.
Against such a backdrop of institutional disintegration, it was not
surprising that more than a dozen professional and business organizaincluding doctors, lawyers, teachers, engineers, and builders,
of a patriotic front dedicated to the
overthrow of Salvador Allende .s'*'
In a very real sense, it was anticlimactic, but on September 9, the
twenty-nine provincial presidents of the Christian Democrat party
tions,

would announce the formation

demanded

that the party's executive seek not only Allende's resignabut those of the entire Congress so that the badly smudged and
besmirched slate of Chilean institutionality be wiped clean with new
tion,

elections.

But there was far more than mere symbolism to this outpouring of
and resolutions and proclamations emanating from so many of
the most learned in the law of that land, those whose entire lives were
intertwined with the latticework of the democracy they were now interring. Beyond the whereases and the wherefores, the legalese, there was
etched an inescapable verdict: to the extent that it had ever existed, for
tens of hundreds of thousands of Chileans, Salvador Allende's via instiprotests

tucional was dead; indeed, democracy itself was so wounded
would now slip into a long coma, longer than any dared imagine

that

it

in that

awful winter of discontent.

Allende was in office barely one month when Socialist party chieftain
Carlos Altamirano told an interviewer that an armed showdown in
Chile was inevitable, and that the "popular forces" would ready themselves for that

was

day By July

of 1973,

he said that the showdown not only

inevitable, but "the people are prepared to

burn and blow up

this

country from Arica |on the northern border with Peru) to Magallanes [at
the frigid southern tip], in a heroic liberating and patriotic offensive,"'"''
He was wrong as to readiness. He was not wrong as to the efforts to
create, to

arm and

train a revolutionary force in the farms, the factories,
and even in the presidential palaces themselves,

the slums, the schools

even the armed forces would dare defy
them. That effort began when Allende, in those first weeks in power,
pardoned the high command of the fire-breathing Movement of the
so strong, so powerful, that not

—
416
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Revolutionary Left

— one of whom,

Joel

Marambio, would be the

first

commandant of Allende's own private security force, the GAP (Grupo
de Amigos Personales, Group of Personal Friends, as Allende so mockingly nicknamed those gunslingers).
From the earliest days, three of the parties of the Popular Unity— first
the Socialists, then the MAFU, and then though denying it until near
the very end) the Communists— each fielded its own clandestine armed
brigades. By mid- 1973, even the Radicals had organized a guerrilla
group. Nor was the Right idle: Patria y Libertad announced in August
|

it was going underground and would create as much havoc as
possible so as to "accelerate the country's chaos and provoke a military
takeover as soon as possible." (Though the organization did, as indicated, stage scattered attacks on power facilities and the like, even this

that

display of bluster would soon boomerang: between August 22 and
August 28, virtually the entire leadership remaining in the country

—

twenty-one persons was arrested). i°'
But by mid- 1973, the military was also making increasing use of the
Arms Control Law, which gave commanders authority to conduct arms
searches whenever there was a "presumption" of clandestine caches.

Although there had been numerous lighting raids on specific targets,
involving helicopters, planes and
the first massive military action
August
6 in the southern city of Punto
occurred
on
armored vehicles—
through
an industrial cluster buiU
sweep
course
of
the
the
Arenas. In
around the big, nationalized Lanera Austral plant, one worker was killed
and one wounded. Mario Palestro, chief of the Socialist Parliamentary
Brigade, raised military hackles when, in a remarkably bilious outburst,

—

he called the commanding general of that region, Manuel Torres de la
Cruz, "seemingly demented" and a "satrap who wanted or wants to
convert himself into a kind of Caesar without crown or with the rank of
general." The MIR added fuel to the fire by charging that the "reaction." Not
ary and gorilla officer corps has placed itself in open illegality
unexpectedly. Prats rebuked Torres, and warned his generals against
excessive zeal in carrying out the arms raids, particularly since they had
'o^
zeroed in only on the Left. But by then, no one was listening.
the air
August
continued.
On
30,
raids
Despite the outbursts, the
a MIR
raids—
hit
staging
the
aggressive
in
most
force— which was the
twenty
up
rounding
Temuco,
city
of
agricultural
the
near
guerilla camp
prisoners and uncovering a grenade factory "with as many as or more
.

explosives" as at the nearby

Maquehua

.

air base.'o^

Subsequent accounts would frequently portray the drama of Chile
during those dank and dreary days of August as though it had all been
some kind of a courtly minuet of debates and verbal duels, a clash of
abstractions and philosophical pirouettes. It was, instead, a time of
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anger and of anxiety, of violence and hardship, a time of hopelessness for
many, desperation for nearly all— that dark wood of Dante, except one

which there is no Virgil leading the way to light, only the wild beasts
and the darkness. Preserving the fiction of democracy in such a setting
.did not
could not command so high a priority as preserving the
nation state itself. Chile had been plunged into that abyss too familiar to
the so-called Third World, one in which the struggle for life itself
in

—

—

eclipses the rest of that trilogy: life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness—a proposition incorrigibly elusive even for the fortunate inhabitants of those advanced countries such as the United States and Western Europe in which the accent is almost entirely on pursuit of

happiness.

The

legal

system was

in a tatters. Violence prowled the land. So, too,
the truck strike ground on, shortages multiplied, as
did the violence linked to it. By August 17, the government described
the strike's consequences as "catastrophic," claiming that the strike

did labor strife.

As

was responsible for loss of hall the winter's green vegetable crop and half
the country's milk output, and that planting was impossible in several
provinces because of lack of seed deliveries. But by August 17, the
truckers were not alone: on August 2, the owners of more than 1 10,000
buses and taxis went on strike; on August 16, 440,000 shopkeepers
shuttered their stores, and they would later be joined by 3,000 striking
doctors, 90,000 white collar workers, airUne pilots, teachers; all told, by
the first week of September, more than 1 million Chileans were on
strike, united in a single purpose: Allende had to go. '04

During an unprecedented* visit to Castro's Cuba of the Chilean navy's
training four-master, the Esmeralda, the chief of the Cuban secret
police asked a Chilean official about the loyalty of the enlisted men.
Told they were of modest birth, Manuel Pirieiro said the sailors would
then represent no threat. How about the officers, he asked. "Petty bourgeoisie," came the reply "For them," Pineiro said, "you will have to
install a political commisar."
bystander reportedly modified Piiieiro's
remark: "For them, an executioner."

A

Apocryphal or no, what is beyond dispute is that by 1973, the hard
and the "sophisticated" Left more subtly, were both moving
to infiltrate the armed services and drive a wedge between officers and
enlisted men. By the end, not only were such appeals to mutiny appearing in pamphlets and occasional street demonstrations, they were also
appearing in the radical press ("Soldiers: Disobey Your Officers,"
screamed one such headline in a left-wing magazine). 'os
Left openly,

Thus, it was not surprising that early in July 1973, officers at the Talcahuano naval base near Concepcion should report to naval intelligence
that they had detected the existence of political cells. The subsequent
investigation exploded plans for a

mutiny aboard two Valparaiso-based

8
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Latone and the destroyer Blanco Encalada.
senior officers, set sail, and bombard
murder
The plan: seize and
later be claimed that the plotters
would
it
successful,
If
base.
the navy
ships, the cruiser Almirante

offrcers]
had quashed a right-wing conspiracy (by the now departed
total
seize
and
and AUende would then be urged to close Congress

power. i°*

The plot was denounced August 7. Four hundred sailors were rounded
up

for questioning, twenty-three held.

Three weeks

later,

the navy

Enriquez, head of the
said several of the plotters had fingered Miguel
economy and head
of
secretary
under
former
MIR, Oscar Garreton,
chief Carlos Altaparty
Socialist
and
MAPU,
wing
of
radical
the
of

mirano, as the brains behind the

plot.

On August

30, Vice

Adm.

Jose

Naval District,
Toribio Merino Castro, commandant of the
and AltamiGarreton
strip
to
Valparaiso
asked the Court of Appeals in
First

rano of their parliamentary immunity so that

all

three could stand

trial.

imphcate
Before the brouhaha ended, at least one source would
of the
committee
AUende himself in the plotting, and the executive
imprisoned
the
torturing
Popular Unity would accuse the navy of
charge, saymarines. (Allende quickly disassociated himself from that
harmful")
"very
ing, on September 6, that it was
Altamirano left no doubt as to his role. In a defiant speech on Septemplotters at their
ber 9, Altamirano admitted that he had met with the
against
subversion
of
charges
their
hear
was
to
that
it
but
invitation,
officers.

Army Commander-in-Chief Prats would leave no
diary notation commenting on

doubt, either, as to
the plot, he specu-

where he stood. In a
the victims of a
lated that Altamirano and Garreton had perhaps been
anti- Allende forces.
other
or
intelligence
naval
staged
by
ruse
clever
the far Left might
Prats' main concern was not with the possibility that
along they
actually be doing exactly what they had been saying right
that the
rather
but
forces—
armed
intended to do— namely subvert the
major
other
only
the
Montero,
discredit
episode would be exploited to
'o^
Allende,
to
service chief still committed
it was
In the end— as in other decisive moments in Chile's history—

women who
not so much illicit arms and sinister plots but Chilean
of
provided the powder of revolution. By August of 1983, the cupboards
chaos.
but
crisis,
Chile were bare, the country facing not economic
and
Bread was rationed, but there was little to be had at any price,
or
three
only
for
flour
end,
the
was,
at
there
that
Allende himself said
dollars,
million
a
paltry
3
vaults
its
in
had
Bank
Central
The
four days.
Inflation had
barely enough to pay for two days' worth of food imports.
above a
zooming
rocketed to an official 323 percent, but it was really
to the
twelve
at
quoted
escudo,
mind-boggling 500 percent. The Chilean
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when Salvador Allende took his oath as president, was not pegged

at forty-six to the dollar officially,

,

but almost no one traded dollars
except on the black market, where they fetched 2,800 to three
thousand
escudos to the dollar. To make matters worse, the Allende government
had created a byzantine mish-mash of multiple exchange rates, so
that,

depending on which one was used, a shirt cost either seventy-five
cents— or ninety-five dollars. In such a topsy-turvy world, an empty
flour sack cost more than one filled with flour. An egg
cost twenty
escudos, a hen sixty, or the equivalent of just three eggs,
with the
inevitable result that there were neither eggs nor hens. The
government
was shelling out for gasoline subsidies an amount equal to the cost of
ten thousand taxis. A pack of cigarettes cost about the same
as three

movie

tickets.'"**

such a world, strikes were not merely strikes— certainly not for the
wives of the strikers. So it was that on August 12, two thousand trucker
wives demonstrated in the Plaza Constitucion in front of La
Moneda.
Acting on direct orders from Santiago Mayor Julio Stuardo, Carabineros
attacked the women with truncheons, clubs, and teargas. When
the
same thing happened five days later outside the Congress, many of the
women took refuge on the grounds of the building— and would remain
there, huddled against the winter cold in the corridors
of the building,
until the very end. 1°^
These events were nails in AUende's coffins. Other demonstrations
In

would entomb him inescapably The first of them took place late in the
afternoon of Saturday, August 18, at the main entrance to La Moneda.
Prats was winding up a day-long series of meetings on the crisis
provoked by Air Force General Ruiz' resignation as transport minister
when he heard loud noises outside. His aide-de-camp, Maj. Roberto
Sanchez, told him that around fifty wives of air force officers
were
demonstrating outside, and suggested that he agree to see a delegation.
Prats agreed to receive two of them, professing his shock that
these

women would interfere so brazenly in service matters and use language
such as "Marxist government." Prats assured them— wrongly— that
Allende had not dismissed Ruiz but that it was Ruiz who insisted
on
quitting. "0

That demonstration was mere dress rehearsal for what would come
later. On the afternoon of August 21, the wives
of three
hundred officers, including those of seven general officers, congregated
three days

to present a letter of protest;

summoned by

(then) Interior Minister
Carabineros again used force
to disperse the women. Prats viewed the event as an
expression of
"treason
cowardice." Others, principally his fellow generals who the
next day voted 12-6 for his resignation, saw it as the last straw in his
attempts to make the army an accomplice of a government they consid-

Orlando

Letelier, visiting Prats at the time,

.

.

.

.

'
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ered both lawless and Marxist.
chief,

Augusto Pinochet

in.

And then there was one

Two

days

later, Prats

was out

as

army

' '

.

.

Montero Cornejo, then rounding out his
than any of the other
third year as navy commander-in-chief. More
Ruiz, chief of the air
service chiefs, he was a Hamlet-like figure. General
commander-in-chief until he no
force, remained faithful to his civilian
the constitulonger believed that the president was himself honoring
chief, never
the
army
Prats,
General
uphold;
tion they had both sworn to
(a week
ousted
been
had
he
after
even
Allende,
for
withdrew his support
leaders to tell
party
Communist
with
secretly
met
he
after his ouster,
them of army plotting, and a few days before the revolution, he advised
That

man was Adm.

Raiil

strucAllende to fire five or six generals so as to disrupt the command
on
Montero,
Admiral
coup).''^
block
a
ture and thus gain more time to
loyalty
to
of
sense
his
between
choose
to
able
the other hand, was never
it to submit to civilian
saw
he
as
duty
constitutional
his
his branch and
already cost
authority His unwillingness to break with Allende had
His
admirals.
him first the trust, and then the support of his fellow
colleagues
spurred his
failure to act vigorously in the naval plot episode
Allende
his resignation. He gave it— but, down to the end,

to

demand

maneuvered

to

keep him on the

job, trying as

he had in the

air force

him

in the
Merino
Admiral
Montero,
contortions,
those
services. At one point in

crisis earlier in

August

to position

commanders

loyal to

and marine Commandant Sergio Huidobro sailed into a tempestuous
at
postmidnight meeting with a "slightly drunk" Salvador Allende
one
only
is
which he would shout: "What you discovered at Valparaiso
I have
tenth of what the Communists and the MIRistas are doing ...
sprawling
the
that
boasted
reputedly
declared war on the navy" He then
Tomas Moro estate—where they were meeting—was an "impregnable
leave matters of
fortress," to which Huidobro replied dryly: "You should
tactics. Merino
devious
Allende's
with
Faced
experts.""^
the
security to
the
and the other top navy commanders simply excluded Montero from
find
indeed,
would,
planning loop; when revolution came, Montero
himself incommunicado. i*
There was one other force to be neutralized before it could be brought
Corps of
into the impending revolution: the 26,300-man paramilitary
and
Galindo
Sepulveda
Maria
Jose
generals—
two
The
top
Carabineros.
loyal" to Allende, and
"unconditionally
were
Quintana—
Urrutia
Jorge
be sympathe third-ranking general, Alfonso Yanez Retama, thought to
of sixteen
seven
fact,
only
(In
thetic to the revolt, was sick in a hospital.
be trustto
chiefs
military
the
considered
by
Carabinero generals were
genfourth-ranking
the
would
revolt
the
before
Only the day
^

worthy)
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— Cesar Mendoza Duran— be formally brought into

the plot and
the fact that the Carabineros were
under the direct control of the Interior Ministry, to have done so any

instructed to take

command. Given

sooner was thought to be too risky, "s

Twice in Chilean history, the military had intervened decisively in
the political affairs of the nation. The first was in 1891, and in 1891 as in
1973, it was the navy that would take the lead to rescue the country
from what it viewed as institutional collapse and chaos. (That bloody
revolt included the sinking by forces loyal to the president of the pride
and flagship of the fleet, the battleship Blanco Encalada— one of history's great ironies, remembering that the plot by noncoms loyal to

Allende against their officers, eight decades later, involved a destroyer of
the same name, Blanco Encalada. The 1891 revolt ended on September
19 with the suicide of Jose Manuel Balmaceda, a populist president
viewed by many as a father-figure of Chilean Socialism, a particular
hero for Salvador Allende. In the ugly atmosphere of early September
1973, when hatred ruled reason, Allende would hear taunts that he
emulate his hero.)"^ Again, in 1924 and 1925, the armed forces intervened (yet another irony: the 1924 military manifesto ending nearly a
century of virtually uninterrupted civilian rule was dated September
II). Those 1924 and 1925 uprisings were staged "against a background

breakdown and economic chaos. ..." In each, "a military
.""^
junta assumed power to clean up the mess.
The men who would head the new military junta Pinochet, Merino,
Leigh, Mendoza— were now in position, determined to "clean up the
of political

.

.

—

mess." Similarities with the past would end there.
last, tumultuous weeks, Allende swore in his twenty-eighth
Cabinet (with four flag officers, but this time only one chief,
Carabinero Commandant Sepiilveda); there were half-hearted peace
talks, marches, and countermarches; more arms raids, more violence.
General Viaux, having served nearly three years in prison for the kidnapping of Army Commandant Rene Schneider, left the country with
something of a hero's send-off; American Ambassador Nathaniel Davis
flew off to Washington to see Henry Kissinger and unleash countless
conspiratorial post-mortems; the Chilean fleet set sail for a rendezvous
with an American task force, while Soviet ships were also sailing in
circles; Pablo Rodriguez sneaked back into the country vowing a fight to
the finish. "8 None of it really amounted to much more than additional
debris in an institutional avalanche no one could any longer stop or
even much change.

In those

and

last

1
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Until those last days, Chile had come to be divided into two camps:
the one that said that Chile's "democracy" must be preserved, meaning
that AUende must stay— the institutions, in a word, must survive even
as the nation itself perished.

The other, and by then much larger mass of

Chileans, cried out that the very survival of the country was at stake,
and thus that Salvador Allende must go. In both camps, there were those

argued that the outcome must be determined "legally"— though
numbers had dwindled, their voices ever more muted in the din of
an undeclared civil war. Now, in those stygian days of September,
another force, long smoldering, exploded into the open: the MIR, the

who

their

the Christian Left, elements of Allende's own Socialist party—
of the coalition he had never wanted or been able to
hot-heads
the
dominate— met and decided that it was the revolution and not Allende
that mattered. Accordingly, they resolved to break with the government and the Central Labor Federation ICUT] and, instead, launch
a twin-pronged war strategy: mobilize the combat forces of the indusarmed
trial belts and intensify efforts to stimulate mutiny within the
they
"democracy";
preserving
about
illusions
forces. They, too, had no
others
to
of
determination
the
strength,
their
about
only
were wrong

MAPU,

answer the

arms (as virtually none of the leaders did). For, of
number in the cordones available for combat, which
way up to 100,000, only a few thousand actually took

call to

the estimated
ranged all the

up arms.
cast during teatime Sunday, September 9, 1973, at a
birthday party in Pinochet's home for his youngest daughter, Jacqueline

The

die

was

Marie. Following his Friday marathon meeting with Allende, Merino
drove the 120 kilometers [seventy-five miles) back to Valparaiso, now
fully decided to give the order: execute Plan Cochayuyo (Operation
Seaweed), the navy's secret plan to seize power, the following Monday

who had been meeting with their army and air
force counterparts, persuaded him to push it back a day to give the army
(Carvajal and others,

time to organize). Merino communicated his decision to senior officers
Saturday, then scribbled a fateful sixty-word note on a small piece of
paper. It was addressed to Gustavo Leigh, the air force commandant, and

army Commander Augusto

Pinochet, junior (by three days) as a service

chief to Leigh:

Gustavo y Augusto: Bajo mi palabra de honor el Dia D sera el dia

1

bora H 0600.
Si Uds. no pueden cumplir esta fase con el total de las fuerzas que
mandan en Santiago, expliquemelo al reverse.
El Almirante Huidobro esta autorizado para traer y discutir cualquier tema con Uds. Los saludo con esperanzas de comprension.

y

la

Merino.
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the back, he added a dramatic postscript:

Gustavo: es la ultima oportunidad. J.T.
Augusto: si no puede toda la fuerza del primer momento, no
viveremos para el future. Pepe.*

Admiral Huidobro stuffed the note in a sock for safekeeping and,
accompanied by Capt. Ariel Gonzalez, set out early Sunday afternoon
for Santiago. Arriving at Pinochet's house, they found Pinochet and
Leigh huddled in his study. Pinochet would later write that he had
already given the order to the army to strike on September 14, and since
the army
unlike the navy was spread out from one end of the country to another, it was difficult to mobilize units in secret, particularly
absent a pretext for doing so. Moving too quickly, without time to check
loyalties up and down the chain of command, created another risk: "It
would have been enough," Pinochet wrote, "that a single garrison refuse
to obey to run the risk of polarizing the armed forces, plunging us into a

—

—

fratricidal war."

He was,

do so out of belief that
alone

— and the navy,

it

therefore, reluctant to sign, deciding finally to

would have been "suicide" for the navy to go it
was determined to strike with or without

clearly,

the army. Spurning a preferred fountain pen, he took out his own and,
on the back of Merino's note signed, as did Leigh, beneath a single word:

"Conforme"

|In

agreement). '''

Among

those returning to Santiago that Sunday were Ambassador
Davis, back from his hurried meeting in Washington where Henry

him

and Hortensia Bussi de Allende,
head of a Chilean delegation
taking relief supplies to that nation after an earthquake. Davis's ultimate departure from Chile would be delayed by the events racing to an
unseen climax all around him; Mrs. Allende would be back in Mexico
far sooner than she might ever have imagined because of the same
Kissinger offered

back from a five-day

a promotion,

visit to

Mexico

at the

gathering storm.
is one other event of that Sunday which requires further menCarlos Altamirano's fiery Estadio Chile (Chile Stadium) speech

There
tion:

that afternoon. Reporting

the

Plenum

on the results

concluded meeting of
Committee, Altamirano

of the just

of the Socialist party's Central

'"On my word of honor, D-Day is the 1 1th and H-Hour 6: A.M.
"If you cannot take part in this phase with all of the forces you command in
Santiago,
explain on the other side.
'Admiral Huidobro is authorized to bring up and discuss any topic with you.
"I greet you in the hope of understanding."
The postscript:
"Gustavo: This is the last chance. f.T. [for [ose Toribio]
"Augusto; If you can't Icommitl full force from the outset, we will not live [to see] the
future. Pepe."
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put Salvador Allende on notice: the party did not and would not accept
dialogue: "The Right can only be crushed by the invincible strength of
the people, enlisted men, noncommissioned officers, and officers united
to the constituted government ..." Inasmuch as "dialogue" had been
limited to the Christian Democrats— and not the Socialists' archenemies of the authentic Right— it was clear that the party was ruling out
political accommodation of any kind. Indeed, Altamirano stopped just
short of calling for the government itself to stage a coup, though he left
the
little doubt that this was his meaning. "Let all know," he said, "that
United States is behind this conspiracy, stoking the flames of civil war,
of counter-revolution, getting Brazil and Bolivia mixed up [in the plot]."
In those circumstances, he told his shouting, bellicose audience, the

Sociahst party would support Allende only if he aligned himself
squarely with "Popular Power," the code words for the arming and
deploying of a parallel force of hard-line radicals. "Transformations," he
said, "can only be carried out if the people take power ... We serve
notice that we will not accept arbitrary demands, from whatever source,
armed or not armed. We will not submit to an illegitimate power. Chile
will be converted into a new heroic Vietnam if the reaction tries to lord
it over this country" He made it plain that he included Congress as well
as the armed forces in referring to "illegitimate power." Of equal

import; Altamirano not only acknowledged meeting with the navy
plotters, but warned also of "revolutionary violence" should the appeals
court lift his parliamentary immunity and that of Garreton at its sched-

uled hearing Tuesday That warning gave Pinochet the pretext he needed
to confine the Santiago and Valparaiso garrisons to quarters.'^"
Listening to the radio at home, Allende said:
"That madman is sabotaging me\"^^^
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(Santiago: Editorial del Pacifico, S.A., 1974|, p. 222. Arriagada was one of the
leading literary lights of the Christian Democrats— indeed, this book begins

with a prologue by Eduardo Frci
details of this crucial

— and so was privy to the behind-the-scenes

combat

for control of the unions. In his book, he
provides an abundance of detail (pp. 221-224) of the failed machinations to
perpetuate government forces in undisputed control of the CUT. He also
asserts (p. 220) that, far from demonstrating a newly awakened sense of
proletarian power, the proliferation of strikes "seriously hampered" Allende's

plans.
4.

In the balloting on February 10, the opposition (mainly the Christian Democrats) won 7 of 10 seats on the union board, prompting the regional
secretary-general to brand the event as an "historic" defeat for his forces.
Chuquicamata's 1972 losses the first full year of government controlwere put at $5 million by Christian Democrat Senator Juan de Dios Carmona, in a January 23 statement. Breve Historia de la Unidad Popular
[Santiago: Editorial Lord Cochrane, S.A., 1974|, Teresa Donoso L., ed., a
chronology of key dates and events during the Allende years, 1970-1973,
taken from the pages of El Mercurio and compiled by that newspaper, pp. 294,

CUT

—

The reference to government losses in non-CUT unions is in Landsberger and McDaniel, in United States and Chile, op. cit., p. 627, The asser286.

tion,

They

which they remark "remains to be substantiated," appears

in Erciila.

624) several examples of AUendc's criticism of mii^^workers. When Chuqui workers struck for a 70 percent wage increase a few
weeks after his election, Allende denounced them as "a labor aristocracy." A
year later, they report, during a visit to Chuqui, Allende "complained bitalso cite

(p.

caused by unauthorized strikes. As an example of what he
branded as "stealing," Allende said mincworkers demanded "60 days' wages
for a job that took 20 days, left 30 minutes early at the end of a shift and
terly" of losses

arrived 15 minutes late."
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620.
Breve HistoTJa, op. cit., p. 217.
„.
»
„
Historia. op. cit.,
p.
Data on the October strike; Origins of the strike, Breve
Prot.
data,
other
and
strike
the
of
230- number of strikers, ibid., p. 240, cost
United States and Chile, op. cit.,
Paul E Sigmund, "Allende in Retrospect,"
in Emilio Filippi and Hernan
strikers,
deport
p 605- Allende's threat to
Sociahsta Chilena) (SanMillas Anatomia de un Fracaso (La Experiencia
Vidcla quote, Breve
Gonzalez
101;
p.
Zig-Zag,
1973),
Editora
tiago: Empresa

5. Ibid., p.
6.

7

Historia, op. cit., p. 23>9.
,.
„
„ ,-.
r.,
Politica: La
The "flogged" quotation is from Patricio Dooncr, Penodismo y
de
Chileno
Instituto
(Santiago:
1970-1973
Prensa de Derecha en Chile,
book is a mainly hostile
Estudios Humanisticos, no publication date). The
years:
of the conservative press during the Allende
.

8
'

look at the performance
National party's newspaper, TYithree frankly right-wing publications (the
and
the "serious" press, El Mercuand
SEPA.
PEC
newsmagazines,
buna, the
adjective describing Chile s
the
around
marks
rio Dooner put the quotation
Ambassador Davis presented
leading newspaper). On April 25, 1973, U.S.
member of the Command and
Prats with a diploma honoring him as a
officers who go on to top
foreign
for
Honor
General Staff School's Hall of

command
9

of their

home

armies.

(Ithaca: CorneU
Nathaniel Davis, The Last Two Years of Salvador Allende
explicit his great
University Press, 1985), p. 115. Davis makes plain and
two years he served
admiration for Prats throughout his book, covering the

American ambassador in Santiago.
Kissinger, Years ot
Algeria and "spiritual home" quotes are in Henry
Company,
1982),
pp. 395-396. The
and
Brown
Little
Upheaval (Boston;
268-269. It was not of
balance is from Breve Historia, op. cit., pp. 264,
people to give to Chilcourse "bread" which Castro would take from his
Cuban sugar output,
of
size
the
Despite
it.
eans but sugar— 40,000 tons of
meant that Castro's
even that staple was then rationed in Cuba, which
The loan comCubans.
for
hardship
further
expense
of
largess came at the

as

10

The

parison

is

from Joaquin Fermandois, Chile y

El

Mmdo

1970-1973; La

Popular y el Sistema InternaPolitica Exterior del Gobierno de la Unidad
Catolica
de Chile, 1985), pp. 440Universidad
Ediciones
cional (Santiago:
of contemporary
44 1 (Hereafter Chile y El Mundo. Fermandois, a professor
Catholic University of
the
and
Chile
of
University
Catholic
the
at
history
documentation and
Valparaiso, has authored a volume of extraordinary
painstakingly careful research.
)

11.

12

13

t/.S.

and

CAiie, op.

cit.,

pp.

386-387.

270. Ambassador Davis makes no secret, by
remarking to him at one
contrast of his great admiration for General Prats,
govern Chile again.
progressives
political
when
point, for example, "If and
371.
Prats will be remembered." Nathaniel Davis, op. cit., p.
earlier, this publication was
noted
278-279.
As
cit.,
op.
pp.
Breve Historia,
the newspaper
compiled by the editors of El Mercurio from the pages of
influential newspaper, was in
itself El Mercurio Chile's oldest and most

Breve Historia, op.

cit.,

p.

and his government
frank opposition to Allende throughout his career—
the-cditor published by El
frankly hostile to the newspaper. In a letter- toannounceMercurio commenting on its handling of Florcs's January 10
took speand
"lies,"
as
reporting
newspaper's
the
ment Allende described
principal measures Florcs announced
cific aim at the characterization of the
publications had used- and would conas "rationing" (though many other
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.

tinue to use the same term). El Mercurio fired back with a quotation from
the leftist magazine Chile Hoy: "The problem of rationing, of facing up to
the need to fix quotas of consumption and not permit the market to operate
freely, was a necessity which, three or four months ago, was politically
discordant; it seemed then to be a policy for extremists- Today, no." The
author of that statement: Fernando Flores. This exchange is found on pages
281-282. As early as January 5, 1973, Carlos Castillo, president of the
Retail

Commerce Purchasing Agency (CENADI,

for Central de Compras de
government's distribution system already
controlled 70 percent to 80 percent of all consumer goods. Bieve Histoiia,
op. cit., p. 277. Although official ration cards were never issued, Moss
reported that on a visit to the vast (and violence-wracked) Lo Hermida
shanty town, local commisars required inhabitants to produce their elec-

ComeTcio

Detallista], said the

toral registration cards as well as their identity cards in order to receive
and that some local JAPs had even begun to issue their own
rationing cards. He also reported, as an example of lawlessness, the seizure

foodstuffs,

Agendas Graham, one of four state -opera ted distribution companies, by
armed MIRistas. Since the takeover occurred only ten days before the
March 1973 parliamentary elections, Allende dechned to move against
them, fearing an armed confrontation. Moss, Chile's Marxist Experiment
(New York, Toronto: John Wiley &. Sons, A Halstead Book, 1973), pp. 182183, 173-174. Although military control was tenuous to begin with
(Bachelet's staff consisted of only three army colonels and a naval captain), even that was not enough for the Allendistas. On June 7, 1973, Allende
of

proposed legislation to create a new agency to replace Bachelet's Secretariat, on the grounds that the Secretariat's role was only "advisory."
Allende gave his proposal an "urgent" label, which theoretically required
that Congress act within thirty days or it would automatically become
law, and said that if approved, he would name military men to the new
agency but it was still in hot dispute when he fell. Breve Histoiia, op.

—

cit., p.

352.

280 and 282.
men would remain in the Cabinet until after the March congressional elections, leaving on March 27. Ambassador Davis reports that they
left only when Allende failed to meet a fourteen-point list of demands,
including disarming of the paramilitary groups; promulgation of the nationalization amendments; efforts to improve relations with the United States;
and more orderly public administration. Davis adds that "Altamirano and

14. Ibid., pp.
15.

Military

his left-wing Socialists regarded the officers' departure as a victory." Davis,
op. cit., p. 146. Huerta, who had resigned already, would later lead the fight

government takeover of the educational system, and would still
become first foreign minister in the junta government.
Merino told me of his decision to begin work in January 1973 on an economic blueprint for the post-Allende future during an interview in Santiago, June 9, 1987. After the September 1973 revolution, Merino would, as
junta member responsible for the economy, install many of those young
technocrats in positions of power in the new government. As we shall see in
chapter 8, this braintrust—-known as "the Chicago boys," because so many
of them had studied under or become disciples of free-marketer Professor
Arnold C. Harbcrgcr and later also of Nobel Laureate Milton Friedman (who
taught at the University of Chicago 1946-1982), would guide Chile out of
economic prostration into perhaps the greatest period of economic prosperagainst
later

16.
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plotting/planning— as well
book, Allende: Death of a Marxist
Dieam (Westport, Ct., Arlington House, 1981), pp. 14-15, 56-58.
Breve Historia, op. cit.,
17. Martnermade the statement on September 20, 1982.
ity in the country's history. Details of Pinochet's

as of

p.

Merino's— are contained in

my

220.

Robert Moss, op. cit., p. 66. Moss dates formation of the JAP from early 1972;
Arriagada, op. cit., p. 204. Arriagada also
I have taken the earlier date from
located in Santiago.
says that by mid-1972, of 988 in the country, 675 were
de 1973
Septiembre
de
11
Decisivo:
Dia
El
Ugarte,
19 Augusto Pinochet
57-58. Wrote
(Santiago: Editorial Andres Bello, 1973], 4th edition, pp.
men and
Pinochet: "From the window of my office, 1 saw long lines of
women with slogans spewing hatred. At headquarters of the [Santiagoj
created by
garrison, we pinpointed on maps the locations of the new slums
building a
were
leaders,
Marxist
by
guided
who,
jobless
the
and
squatters
." These shantytowns,
noose around Santiago which grew by the day
bastions of
together with nationalized factories, made up the cordones, the
training.
paramilitary
and
hidden arms
communique was issued on
20. Breve Historia, op. cit., pp. 282 and 287. The
24.
January 16, the Enriquez harangue took place on January

18

.

21. Frei quotes the

key points made

at the

in his "Prologue" in Arriagada, op.
22. Ibid., p. 293.

23

.

Plenum and his comments on them

cit., p.

24.

,,,„„..

op.
Data on the Socialist-Communist-MIR feuding from Breve Historia,
cit., pp. 287-289, 292.
.
and translated and
In her interview with Epoca, published January 10, 1988,
,

24.

.

Allende,"
re-published in El Mercurio. "Revelaciones de la Secretaria de S.
even m
reigned
"Discord
recalled:
Payita
A&;La
and
1
January 14, 1988, pp.
of the
the government coalition. When Luis Corvalan, secretary general
Communist party, and Carlos Altamirano, his colleague in the Socialist

met with the president, they spoke solely through the president as
.' Allende, noneintermediary; 'President, point out to Mr. Altamirano
mediator.
theless, had enormous confidence in himself and in his ability as a
that
he was
believing
continued
worsen,
he
fact
did
in
situation
Though the

party,

.

.

overcome all crises ..."
Former Communist Eudocio Ravines, for example, wrote: "Salvador
garruAllende was not a Marxist, but apolitical opportunist, byzantine and
Latin America.
lous, of the sort which abounds within the leftist confines of

in a position to
25.

winnow out a
In the entire floodtide of his speeches, it is not possible to
entirety
single theoretical concept, a single philosophical direction. In the
find a single
of the farrago of his superficial verbosity it is not possible to
Not even the most devoted
original idea on the Chilean political process
depth." Ravines's
of his partisans can cite a thought endowed with acuity or
own bombast notwithstanding, the judgment he expressed was not only
widely shared, but the passage also reflects a larger reality: the contempt of
.

Chile's

.

.

Moscow-lining Communists [and cx-Communists), with

their bag-

intellectual
gage of structured, disciplined ideology, for the rag-tag style and
de Chile
disarray of the Chilean Socialists. Eudocio Ravines, El Rescate
127.
{Santiago: Empresa Editors e Impresora Edimprcs Ltda., 1974), p.
Via Politica: Dos Tac26. The Garces article, entitled "Via Insurreccional y
University Mayticas," appeared in the magazine of the State Technical
Arriagada, op. cit
June 1973, #13-14, pp. 21-22, and is cited frequently by
used here appears on p. 98. Arriagada discusses this duality of

The quotation
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reasoning by Garces and others close to Allende on pp. 281-289. Further
background on Garces is taken from my book, op. cit., pp. 42-43. The
prescient June quote is from Davis, op. cit., p. 157.
27. Chronology, in United States and Chile, op. cit., p. 387. Allende was actually the thirty-first person to serve as president of Chile (including dictators]
since Bernardo O'Higgins [himself a dictator) joined the Argentine-born
.

San Martin in liberating the country from Spanish rule.
Robert Moss, "Chile's Coup and After," in Encounter magazine, March
1974, as reproduced in Chile: The Balanced View, op. cit., p. 52.
29. The Allende quote is from Breve Historia, op. cit., p. 285. Statistics on Cuba
are absent from such common reference sources as the World Bank's World
Tables, and the International Monetary Fund's International Financial Statistics-placing Cuba in the company of such states as other Soviet-bloc
countries, Chad, Mongolia, Iran.
30. On June 28, 1973, Christian Democrat Senator Juan de Dios Carmona said a
contract with the Soviet firm Tsvetmctpromexport required that thirty-six
Russian mining advisors and ten "interpreters" get thirty-day paid holidays,
with their roundtrip air fares to the Soviet Union also paid by the Chilean
government. The advisors were paid $844 monthly in dollars the interpreters $470, at a time when the legal limit for public employees in Chile
was the equivalent of $30 monthly When they first arrived, Allende boasted
that their services would cost Chile nothing— see note 83, chapter 6. In a
separate, August 28 report to Congress, the Comptroller General said 564
foreigners were officially on the public payroll, though it was later learned
that the actual number was much higher. Breve Historia, op. cit., pp. 368,
409, The "pragmatism" of the Russiaris— and hypocrisy of the Allende
regime— are particularly notable in light of the UP's electoral program,
which included a section: "The First Forty Measures of Popular Government." Number Three promised "administrative honesty" ("no more favoritism," etc.], while Campaign Pledge Six was even more to the point: "The
Public Treasury will not Manufacture New Rich People: We shall establish
rigorous control of the salaries and perquisites of high public officials. The
government will no longer serve as a factory [turning out] new rich people."
Alain Labroussc, El Experimento Chileno: Reformismo o Revolucidnf
[L'Experience Chilienne in the original French) (Barcelona, Mexico:
Edicioncs Grijalbo, S.A., 1973) pp. 474-475. But then, those same "First
Forty" also promised "no more fatuous trips abroad" (#4) and "no more
government automobiles for private purposes" (#5). Allende spent more
time abroad in his three years than any Chilean president in history in a
full, six-year term; his wife, Hortensia, was also a "fatuous" traveler; as for
automobiles, Chile had never witnessed such wholesale diversion of public
Jose

28.

—

—

GAP

vehicles for private purposes, sinister (the
with their Fiat 12Ss) and for
we shall sec shortly).
31. Breve Historia, op. cit., pp. 156-157, and Emilio Filippi and Hernan Millas,
"LosBultosCubanos,"op. cit., pp. 101-105. On March 17, the Senate asked
the Supreme Court to appoint a judge to investigate, while the Chamber of
Deputies opened its own investigation. On June 25, Congress completed
action to impeach Interior Minister del Canto "as a common criminal" for
his role in facilitating that "legal smuggling," and for his failure to carry out
repeated court orders to arrest those involved in illegal tomas (takeovers) of
profit [as

farms and factories, thus failing to protect property and human rights. It
was del Canto's second time in the dock: on January 26, he was adjudged
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national radio hook-up during the
outside the law for ordering the illegal

"Foreign Armed Intervention
32 Detaiiron Paredes in Manuel Trucco,
Chilean
cit.,
op.
View,
pp. 90-91. Trucco was
Chile "in Chile: The Balanced
(OAS) at the time, and
ambassador to the Organization of American States
October 23, 1974, before that
?Ws artfcle is taken from remarks he made on
shipments and foreign legionnaires who
body. It is rich in specifics of arms
in

Paredes
into Chile during the Allcnde years.
fiehtinEon September 11, 1973.

swarmed

was

killed during the

„

t-,

statement, Trucco noted that on Dccem33 Ibid pp 102-104. In making this
before the OAS the discovery of
denounced
ber 3 1963, Venezuela had
smuggled ashore and subsequently
several tons of arms and munitions
the
guerrillas then operatmg
traced to Cuba, intended for Communist

m

complaint, the OAS would investigate
country. As a result of Venezuela's
Cuba. Trucco asked that in light ot
against
sanctions
severe
vote
later
and
about to be lifted, be continued
then
sanctions,
those
Chile's complaint,
Chile
of 1974 was under right-wing
the
force But 1974 was not 1963, and
was under a leftist democratic
military rule while the Venezuela of 1963
symbolic action against
eovernment—and so the OAS declined to take even
case were much
Chilean
the
in
Castro-even though the magnitudes
But, by 1974, the sanctions had
one.
Venezuelan
the
in
those
than
greater
is worth remarking, nonethebeen so ignored as to be meaningless. The case
supposed to be one of the two sacred pillars
less because nonintervention is
(self-determination is the other), and a breach
of the hemispheric concordat
automatic outrage and action. As with so
of either is supposed to trigger
affairs, there is a good deal ot
international
in
principles
"sacred"
many
who is doing the intervenupon
depends
really
moral elasticity involved; it
"moral" climate happens to
nd against whom, and what the particular
be when the intervening takes place
tJi,.i„np.
Fin de una Aventma (Santiago. Ediciones
34. Lautaro Silva, in Allende: El
Patria Nueva, 1974), p. 322.

m

™

,

35. Chile:

The Balanced View,

cit.,

pp.

94-95, zndAnatomia de un FTacaso,

146. Mention of foreign military
had been expropriated on
101.
fnstructorsisinMoss,op.cit.,p.
problems.
"interna
of
September 17, 1971, ostensibly because
the "Carmona Law' (for is
Historic, op. cit., pp. 237-238. Known as

36 Analomia^ de un Ftacaso
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op.

op. cit., p.

MADECO

Breve

would
Democrat Senator Juan de Dios Carmona), it
the far Left rom
become the most powerful weapon available in preventmg
clandestine paramilitary torce
achieving its goal of arming and training a
or fight what would have
capitulate
capable of forcing the military either to
Uruguayan writer Rama
left-wing
The
war.
civil
bloody
and
been a grim
the part ot
law hit the books because of a technical error on
sponsor. Christian

says that the

and applied during the
Allende and "that it would be passed, promulgated
contradictions of the popular
gravest
the
one
of
is
Allende
eovernment of
Revoluaon y el Fasregime " Carlos M. Rama, Chile: Mil Dias Entie la

164. As effective as the
cifmo (Barcelona: EditoriarPlaneta, S.A., 1974), p^
boast that "the generals
would
leader
Communist
a
coup,
the
after
law was
unnanied leaderin an
That
had."
arms
we
discovered a small part of the
published on October 26,
interview with the Italian newspaper La Stampa,
"Unfortunately, there were too few
1973 said arms were not the problem:
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the popular masses." Cited in Arriagada, op. cit.,
38. Joaquin Fermandois, op. cit., p. 91.
39. Henry Kissinger, The White House Years |Boston:
p.

664, and a presentation
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we had not had sufficient time to train
p.

25.

LittleBrown

& Co

made by Ambassador Edward Kerry

at

19791
a sympo-

Chile sponsored by Georgetown University's
Center for Strategic
^'^^'3 ^^^'' ^^' 1^^4' ^^ reproduced in United States
^nJri!',''n''^^^
and
Chile During the Allende Years, 1 970-1973,
report on Hearings of the
Subcommittee on Inter-American Affairs of the
Committee on Foreign
(Washington: U.S. Government
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Pmochet,
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)

op.

cit., p.

82.

^°'^^^^^'^^iS^ '" "^'^^^' '^""^^ A- Theberge, "Kremlin's Hand
^°"^^ ^"''^^''' ^"8"^* ^5' ^9^4, as reproduced
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rnlfil States
?,
Umted
and
'

,

J^-1 op.
Chile,

cit., p.

635; for the terms, Pinochet, op.

in
in

cit.,

42. Fermandois,

op cit., p. 91. Fermandois cites Prats' earlier diary,
Una Vida
porla Legahdad (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Economica,
1976) p 32 In the
later memoirs, Prats tells of a conversation
he had on June 7 1973 with the
Communist chieftains of the Central Workers' Federation, in which
he told
them that indispensable to solving Chile's problems
was "arriving at a
decorous understanding with the United States
which heads off the suffocation of our foreipi trade because the root
of our economic ills is in that
strangulation and
the collapse of internal production."
Carlos Prats
Gonzalez Memories.' Testimonio de un Soldado
{Santiago: Editorial An-

m

tartica, 1985), 2nd edition, p. 398. The
context makes it plain that Prats
believed the United States was doing the strangling.
If Prats harbored strong
anxieties about the place of the Soviet Union as a
menace to world peace or
reedom, he does not evidence it in those memoirs.
Rather, he discusses the
Ub. and the USSR as opposing forces in a titantic struggle
for supremacy.
Unless otherwise mdicated. Prats citations are taken
from Memorias
43. Pmochet, op. cit., p. 91. Writes
Pinochet: "1 managed to place

officers

opposed to making arms purchases in Russia as advisors
[to Pratsi It [the
Soviet offerl was an attractive but very dangerous
proposition, since it

would leave us

tied to the Soviets, to their training instructors
[who would
teach not only how to operate the new
equipment but also, MarxistLeninist doctnnel, to their parts and replacement
chain, very 'plugged in' to
any reactions of ours, as we knew had already happened
in other countries
Pinochet did not name the officers he "planted,"
but Prats did (p
and
apparently Pinochet was correct, for among them
3851,
were two generals who were closest to Pinochet in
plotting the September revolutionOscar Bomlla and Raul Benavides.
44. Prats, op. cit., p. 386. He said Haig let
him in on the news minutes before he
.

.

.

was

become White House staff chief.
Memorias, op. cit., pp. 388-390 [details of his Soviet
visit) and Fermandois, op cit. (the Edwards and following quotations).
Fermandois is right
about Prats' "caressing" the idea of an arms deal with
the Soviets. In Memo'^^^y ^""^^ '*^'''"^*^^ '^^'
'"'y i^' he was visited by the
"f/^A^V-'Eaffable Ambassador Basov of the USSR.
"We talked about some of the
details underway on the logistical support
agreement which I had worked
out during my stay in that country [the Soviet Union|."
Pinochet wrote that
to

45. Prats

™
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ary Left
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of campaigning, January 6-31, 1973:
weeks
first
the
violence covering only
Popular Unity per449 arrests for putting up illegal electoral posters (241
firearms (6
9 opposition), 30
carrying
15
for
opposition];
208
sons,
opposition]; 3 deaths
18
locales,
on
locales
(12
party
violent attacks on
National party, and one
lone Communist, one member of the conservative
serious injuries |2 Nationals,
5
Libertad);
Patria
y
right-wing
the
of
member
Socialist, 1 Christian
2 Radicals, 1 Socialist); 4 less seriously injured (1
without party affiliation); 41 light injuries (8 UP

Up

UP

Democrat, 2 persons
persons, 31 opposition, 2

unaffiliated).

Cited in Prats, Memorias. op.

cit., pp.

claim that between registration
50 The'debate centered on the government's
for the March 1973 parliamenand
elections
municipal
for the April 1971
vote had increased from 3.76 miltary elections, the number registered to
of 750,000. To achieve that, there would
lion to 4 51 million, a net increase
"

.
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have had to be registration of 880,000 new voters, most of them in the 18-21
age group, because of the offsetting loss of voters in the same
period
(through death, mainly). In the face of widespread charges of fraud, the Law
School at the Catholic University resolved to appoint an independent investigative panel, made up of three faculty members. Their report,
released in
July, concluded that a maximum of 570,000 new voters could have
registered—or a quarter of a million fewer than the government claimed. There
is a detailed discussion of this in Lautaro Silva, op.
cit., pp. 195-210. The
report itself appears in Libro Blanco del Cambio de Gohiemo en Chile-, 11
de Septiembre de 1973 (Santiago: Editorial Lord Cochrane, no date|,
pp.
220-230; the 250,000 figure appears on p. 223. As a sidelight, Silva observes
that in those polling places operating before 1970, CODE rolled up a 62-38
percent advantage over the
more or less the percentages forecast in

UP—

—

preelection surveys. In the new polling places
those set up under UP
auspices— the government managed to break about even with CODE.
There was violence as well as an atmosphere of fraud about those elections:

On

January 17, Christian Democrat candidate Arturo frei Bolivar escaped
unhurt when his car was sprayed with nine bullets; a month later, he wasn't

lucky—a bullet pierced his brain. On February 1 7, another opposition
candidate was wounded in Talca, and that same day an eighteen-year-old
youth was shot and killed while painting opposition slogans on a wall. All
told, political violence claimed five lives during the campaign.
51. CODE was formed in the spring of 1972, and made up of the Christian
Democrats (PDC), Nationalists (PN), Democratic National party
IPADENA), Radical Left (PIR) and Radical Democrats (PDR|. "Who won"
was largely a matter of which election oAt chose to compare with the 1973
voting: the one the opposition chose, 1971, in which case Allende's total
had dropped sharply, or the one the Allendistas chose, 1970, in which case
so

the UP total
spurious.

52.

was up sharply. As we have seen, both comparisons are entirely

For those who would argue— and not without reason— that what Chile got
instead was the legalized lynching of its democracy, this would, of course,
be true— but only so long as "democracy" were understood to mean the

determined efforts of a minority to impose its will and way of life on a
majority, with or without benefit of law. That was the tragedy of Chile in
1973, and, to the extent that the non-Marxist majority finds itself unable to
unite long enough to achieve power legally and construct a new framework
for democracy, it rcmams the tragedy of Chile in 1987. Kissinger
{Years of
Upheaval, op. cit., pp. 376-377, 382, 395, 403), in explaining the unanimous
decision of the Forty Committee to provide covert support to Chile's democratic parties (virtually all of it to Christian
press, wrote:

Democrats) and independent

"Many developing

countries provide a fertile ground for the
network of political parties, front groups, pseudo-press agencies and socalled research institutes by which Communist and radical forces
seek to
dominate. Small, disciplined groups can have a disproportionate impact
our support for democratic forces in Chile was conceived as being justified
only by special circumstances because important interests were truly
.

.

engaged and all else had failed. The Soviet Union had no doubts that international issues were involved ..." He notes that the two Democratic
administrations preceding Nixon's had arrived at similar conclusions in
shaping their decisions to pour [much larger) sums of covert support to
essentially the same beneficiaries in Chile.
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cit., pp. 258-261) that the opposition was
going into the election. Since 1947, Chileven
deck
stacked
playing with a
elections
ean electoral law prohibited electoral pacts in congressional
to the
(though not in presidential elections). Once in power, and looking
permit
to
law
electoral
in
the
change
agitated
for
a
1973 elections, the UP
really, that they could
blocs. Since both sides were confident, overconfident,
legislation to permit bloc
advantage,
their
to
arrangement
an
such
turn
voting— cosponsored by a Nationalist, a Communist, a Radical, and a
great;
Sociahst!— was passed by the Senate in mid-1972. The risks were
in both houses, it
majority
two-thirds
its
achieve
to
opposition
for the
On
needed to capture between 67 percent and 70 percent of the total vote.
one-tenths of 1
the other hand, if the UP were to win in 1973 by the same
under Chile's
percent edge as it had in the municipal elections of 1971,
complex proportional representation formula, it would have won a commanding eighteen-seat majority in the Chamber A one-vote edge— coupled
would
with the corresponding one or two vote margin the same outcome
power,
have given them in the Senate— would have presented them with the
of life
and the moral authority, to overhaul Chile's political system and way
on his earlier
irrevocably. But 1972 was not 1971, and Allende, reneging
he
agreement, vetoed the bill on July 14, 1972, apparently gambling that if
prevent
the
could
least
he
at
Congress,
way
in
his
get
could not yet
the
opposition from amassing the two-thirds majority it needed in
Tribunal,
Senate to impeach him. Next, in a curious twist, the Elections
whereas
controlled by the UP but which included conservatives, ruled that
candidates within an
the parties could not present their own slates of
to
overall alliance (as provided in the vetoed legislation], there was nothing
effect:
prevent them from "merging" or "federating" with other parties. The
choose between
for the first time in Chile's modern history, voters had to
(Parties
Federation.
Democratic
and
the
Popular
Unidad
"parties";
only two
making up each coalition decided among themselves which would contest
how
each seat, which is why the later haggling over which party got
interlater
Democrats
Christian
meaningless.)
many votes was largely
at
preted the veto and Electoral Tribunal ruling as perverse, aimed
image
blurred
single,
a
into
fuse
them
to
forcing
by
them,
embarrassing
frenzied
with the Right. The claim is clearly self-serving when the
that Allende had
fever of the time is remembered, and the conviction
plebiscite"
to be stopped at all costs, reflected in the "morally binding
Christian
appeal of Eduardo Frei who was, after all, the chief leader of the

53. Arriagada Herrera argues (op.

54.

Democrats.
The Frei quote

^„^ ^,
United States and Chile, op, cit., p. 387. The impeachcit.,
p. 265.
ment observation was made by Arriagada Herrera, op.
,

in

270.
l
j
underthe platform; "The profound transformations which are to be
as
to
so
educated
taken require a people socially conscious and in sohdarity,
technically apt
and
scientifically
power,
pohtical
their
defend
and
exercise
..." Among other points,
to develop the economy of transition to socialism
responthe platform said, "the New State [capitalized in original) will take
of
planning
the
possible
make
as
to
institutions,
so
sibility for the private

55. Ibid.,
56.

.

is

p.

,

,

From

The first
education and of the unified, national and democratic school
on the
body
student
their
select
"which
schools
those
would
be
to be taken
This will be
basis of social class, national origin or religious persuasion.
personnel
done by incorporating into the [unified] educational system the
.

.
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and resources of private schooling." As quoted in Alain Labrousse, op cit
pp. 469 and 471.
Paul E. Sigmund, op. cit., p. 606; Nathaniel Davis, op. cit.,
p. 13; and Carlos
Prats, Memorias, op. cit., pp. 377-380. Prats— who had also
defended the
very unpopular Price and Supply Boards (JAP) a few months earlier (ibid.,
p.
356}— said the problem was not with the ENU law itself, but with a promotional brochure on the law. He docs add, however, that neither Tapia
nor
Allcndc repudiated the brochure "even though they did not share its ideological partiality." Prats portrays Tapia as a man misunderstood
at the
meeting ("It was as if the minister had not spoken in Spanish
."), never
losing his control as he responded to "dangerously
open accusations
against the government, even to the extreme of branding it as 'Marxist.' "
As
others joined Huerta in attacking ENU— Gen. Javier Palacios, Col. Pedro
Espinoza, Col. Victor Barria, and unnamed naval of ficers— "each was
supported by greater applause, while the patient and measured clarifications of
Minister Tapia are met with silence." Prats said only one other officer
spoke
in defense of Tapia, Air Force General Gustavo Leigh, expressing
the view
that the real problem was a lack of clarity in explaining just what the ENU
program would consist of. Prats says both Toha and Tapia were "desolate" at
.

.

.

.

.

the tenor of the meeting,

which he said marked "the tolling of the bell of
activism ideliberacion] in the bosom of the Armed Forces." The
next day, meeting with six hundred officers in the Santiago garrison, Prats
criticized the stands taken by senior officers at the previous day's meeting
as
frankly "political" [deliberativos]. That remark set off "coughs and harrumphs" among the officers, obliging Prats to bang the table "strongly" with
his gavel. It was clear that Prats was a general rapidly losing his
grip on his
political

troops.
58.

Breve Historia,

59. Ibid., pp.

p.

317.

330-331.

60. Ibid., p. 325.

Good Friday, 1973, televised message Cardinal Silva spoke of "the
suffering of thousands and thousands of our brothers who wander
the

61. In his

streets of Chile aimlessly

they are the poor, the homeless, the weak.
to be poor, that condition has been imposed upon
selfishness of a society based on profit has excluded them
.

.

.

They have not chosen
them. The

Yesterday and today, they arc mere pieces of a system, gears in a machine,
doomed to produce goods for others which they will never enjoy themselves ..." Later, in the same homily, the cardinal spoke of the "avalanche
of
hate and violence which seems to invade our country," but atno point did
he
attempt to fix blame, much less reproach the government. Still later, he
speaks of Christ present "in the great current of social justice desired by
ever larger groups of Chileans; in the wish for and the possibility of a world
which the workers participate in the decisions and the ownership of their
companies ... in the progress of the peasants who day to day become more
responsible in producing food for Chile, organized intelligently and with
their own labor leaders on the farms; in the great desire which moves
all
."
Chileans to construct with dignity the authentic sovereignty of Chile
Though, in message after message during those tempestuous years, the
cardinal repeatedly condemned violence, five months before Allcndc would
reach power he was telling the country's bishops that "to achieve the profound transformations which Latin America now needs in the belief that
there does not need to be violence is illusory. Many entrenched interests

m

.

.
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All of
have to be defeated, many situations of privilege have to be broken ...
must
-We
violence
of
measure
notable
without
a
place
that can never take
with indifrestrain ourselves from identifying the promotion of peace
." Cardinal Raul Silva Henriquez, La
ference or coldness of commitment
Mision Social del Cdstiano: jConflicto de Closes oSolidaiidad Cristianai
66-67. I have
(Santiago; Ediciones Paulinas, 1973|, pp. 119-120, 122; pp.
pronouncechurch
containing
volume
another
yet
carefully studied
.

.

.

.

also

ments during the Allende

years,

and find the same themes repeated

m

volume is
statements of the bishops and other church authorities. That
Documentos del Episcopado: Chile, 1970-1973 (Santiago: Ediciones
Mundo, 1974). But, as we have seen earlier (p. 160 and pp. 359-360), the
captured years
intellectual leadership of the church in Chile had been
not
before by a group of far-left theologians, mostly Europeans, so it was
AUende (or, subsesurprising that the church would find it hard to criticize
Commentquently, quick to condemn the Pinochet military government).
way for ENU
ing on the Popular Unity's systematic campaign to prepare the

once in power, one Chilean educator remarked how Communist-front
the idyUic
groups "gave a series of lectures at the University of Chile about
with delight." Jaime
future of education, which all the nuns applauded
Popular
Martinez Williams, "Education Under the Government of the
(Santiago: InstiUnity," in Chile: A Critical Survey, ed. Tomas P. MacHale
careers as a lawyer
his
addition
to
245.
In
p.
Studies,
1972),
General
tute of
(Southern)
and editor, Martinez was a past secretary-general of the Austral
Catholic
University of Chile, and professor of law and journalism at the

University of Chile.

,

„

Benjamin Matte Guzman and three other leaders of Patria y
1973,
Libertad went into asylum in the Ecuadorean Embassy on June 29,
when a pocket military uprising they had helped foment collapsed almost
contact was a Patria
as quickly as it had begun. Their principal point of
revolted. On July
which
unit
of
the
commander
was
brother
whose
militant
though Rodriguez— thanks to his close
7, they left the country for Ecuador,
civilians involved in the
ties with the Radio Agricultura-based group of
eve of that event. (Matte
on
the
Chile
back
in
be
actual revolution— would
was president of the National Agricultural Society, owner of Radio Agnin
cultura and its affiliated stations.) Rodriguez had been arrested once,
March of 1972, accused of organizing a paramilitary force. There was truth
part about this is
as well as irony in his remark at the time: "The strangest
clubs and extinfew
helmets,
a
20
find
authorities!
(the
they
that because
while the
guishers, we are accused of having a paramilitary organization,
MIR coiitinues arming itself with impunity" By contrast with the Allende
government's attitude of tolerance— and even of complicity— with the brazen build-up of illegal left-wing armed groups, including the MIR, Patria y
without
Libertad was subjected to constant surveillance and harassment,
paramilitary
in
involvement
its
produced
of
ever
evidence
any conclusive
number
operations or terrorism. A far-left author, Carlos M. Rama, makes a

62. Rodriguez,

"violence-prone history,"
of references to the "fascist" Patria y Libertad's
but
and complicity in "a vast terrorist plan" during the October 1972 strike,
of specific evidence.
in two and-a-half pages of lurid prose offers not a scrap
who also
Carlos M. Rama, op. cit., pp. 123, 126-127. Rama, an Uruguayan
was in
wrote a book praising his country's Tupamaro terrorist organization,
University
Allende
's rule, teaching at the
of
months
eighteen
last
the
Chile
newspaper la Nacidn and the
of Chile and contributing to the government
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The translation of that book title: Chile: A Thousand Days between the Revolution and Fascism. Nathaniel Davis, U.S.
ambassador to Chile during the last two Allende years, who barely disguises
his own contempt for Patria y Libertad (and other anti- Allende
forces of the
Right), remarks nonetheless: "If truth be told, provocative wall slogans
and
grandiose schemes were probably Patria y Libertad's long suit— along with
equally radical Clarin.

efforts to subvert rightist military officers." Davis, op. cit,
p. 153. Davis also
reports that Patria y Libertad received a grand total of $45,500 of the $7million in covert U.S. spending in Chile during the Allende years— none of

after 1971 (ibid., p. 326). Patria y Libertad was suspected of involvement in
one episode of violence, in late June, when bombs were exploded at several
points around the city, including outside the home of a Cuban diplomat.
Nobody was hurt in those incidents. According to Rama, "the top leaders of
its armed militia were killed in a still unexplained shoot-out"
in March of
1973 libid., p. 126).
Both General Pinochet and Admiral Merino told me, in extensive separate
interviews in Santiago (Pinochet, October 22, 1974, Merino, October
18,
it

63.

1974), that

ENU

was the

final catalyst of their decision to oust Allende.

That attitude was shared by a number of senior officers 1 interviewed for
Allende: Death of a Marxist Dream, op. cit., and is reflected on p. 55 of the
book.

Allende Vino a 'El Meicurio" Ayer a Medianoche," El Mercurio,
August 31, 1958, p. 27. An accompanying photograph shows a jaunty, slender Allende, decked out in bow tie and, despite the midnight hour, dark

64. "El Sr.

glasses.

Mercurio received $700,000 Septeriiber 9, 1971, another 5965,000 on
April 11, 1972. Other media disbursements: $1,240,000 on March 28, 1971,
to help the opposition acquire radio stations and newspapers; $77,000 to the
Christian Democrats on May 10, 1971, to buy a press for their new news-

65. EI

paper. Covert Action in Chile, 1963-1973; Staff Report
of the Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence
Activities, United States Senate (Washington: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1975), pp. 59-61. (Hereafter: Coven Action.) As Henry Kissinger
points out, "a monopoly of support to organizations financed, disciplined,
and trained by our adversaries, many of them with direct links to the Soviet

Union"

is a recipe for the collapse of pluralistic democracy Years
of
Upheaval, op. cit., p. 377. Ambassador Davis notes that the U.S. made no
attempt to influence the editorial positions of the media it financed, and
that to the best of his knowledge. El Mercurio editor-in-chief Rene Silva
Espejo "was not even informed" of secret U.S. subsidies to his newspaper.
The Last Two Years of Salvador Allende, op. cit., p. 344. Electoral platform
data in Labrousse, op. cit., p. 472.
66. Breve Historia. pp. 48-49. The three largest UP coalition members each
got
a piece of the huge government advertising pie, as did API (Popular Independent Action), the tiniest member: the Communists through Agenda Territorio (which, among others, handled the account for Sumar, the biggest
textile firm in the country seized in the early days of UP rule); the Socialists
through Agenda Vanguardia (whose accounts included the state copper
monopoly and the Banco del Estado); the Radicals through Agenda Latina;
and API through Agencia Stentor. The foregoing is in Moss, Chile's Marxist
Experiment, op. cit., p. 134.
67. Dooner, an openly jaundiced analyst of the behavior of the right-wing press,
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postulates a "little-studied factor" which served as a trigger to revolution:
"That was the destabilizing strategy of the press of the Right. In saying this,
outcome
there is no crude suggestion that without this strategy, the same
would not have occurred. To the contrary, it is very probable that the
outcome would have been the same. Nonetheless, it is our opinion that the
time frame [tiempos de maduTacion] might have been otherwise." Dooner
in
goes on to say that he neither denies the existence of real problems
Chilean society, nor that the rightist press was doing more than taking
advantage of a style of pohtical journalism created by the Left (though
to
practicing it "much more efficiently"}. Those caveats noted, he goes on
say that the conservative press helped "create the right atmosphere" for the

68

coup. Dooner, op. cit., p. 9.
lAPA and IPI data are in Tomas P. MacHale, La Libeztad de Expresion en
Chile (Santiago: Ediciones Portada, 1973), pp. 9-10. The author attended
of
that Santiago meeting and, as a member of lAPA's Committee on Freedom
Valthe Press, participated in those discussions. The attack on Coneo de
322divia took place on May 5, 1973, and is in Breve Historia, op. cit., pp.
in
are
warning
del
Canto's
and
violence
acts
of
other
to
323. References
MacHale, pp. 10-11; data on foreign funding is in Manuel Trucco, "Foreign
Armed Intervention in Chile," in Chile: The Balanced View, op. cit., p. 94.
According to Trucco, $500,000 came from the Bank of Czechoslovakia,
from Swiss banks, and 5780,000 from the Banco Nacional de

$280,000
Cuba. The Communist party charge is in Breve Historia, op. cit., p. 287.
single angle
69. Breve Historia, op. cit., p. 87. Chilean television spoke from a
even before Allende reached power. As U.S. Ambassador Edward Korry
noted in 1970, "of the three TV channels in Santiago, in a still free society,
one is totally controlled by the Marxist-Leninists of the University of Chile,
another is controlled by a combination of Marxists and the very left-wing
Christian Democrats of the Catholic University, and the third is the
As to the
State's." Cited by Kissinger, The White House Years, op. cit., p. 659.
that as of
Correa
says
Vial
historian
radio,
the
and
newspapers
breakdown of
September 1973, eleven newspapers were published in Santiago: five progovernment, five opposition, and one neutral. {The discrepancy could be

one of time-frameS; the Christian Democrat report was issued two years
before Vial Correa's count.) Gonzalo Vial Correa, "Decadencia, Consensos y
Unidad Nacional en 1973," in Politica y Geoestrategia (Santiago: Academia
Nacional de Estudios Politicos y Estrategicos, #36, 1985), p. 18. Government sources claimed that as many as 80 percent of the country's radio
stations were in opposition hands, and identified 45 of the 64 daily newspapers published in the country as opposition, 10 progovernment, and
independent.
70. Davis, op.
71.

cit., p.

337.

During the 1972 regular session of Congress— May 21 to September 18—
two former presidential candidates of the Radical party (Senators Baltra and
teamed up with Christian Democrat Juan Hamilton to sponsor a
Bossay)
radio.
bill to provide public financing and price guarantees for the press and
financial
from
Papelera
rescuing
the
at
measure
large
in
aimed
was
The bill
ruin Allende vetoed the bill at the end of September. Sigmund, The Overthrow of Allende and The Politics of Chile, 1 964-1 976 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1977), p. 183. Data on the Papelera is from Davis, op.
for 1971-1972. An indication
cit., p. 117, and the company's annual report

—
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and prolonged was the war to save the Papelera: the Breve
Historia chronology of the Allende years, though by no means all inclusive,
includes entries on thirty-four separate dates for the Papelera, stretching
from August of 1971 to July of 1973. For background on Radio Agricultura
and the role of its key figures in the secret plotting, see: Whelan, op. cit., pp.
32-34. As indicated therein, it was the government decision to silence Radio
Agricultura in October 1972 that resulted in the first contact between the
station's civilian rebels and the military man who would plug them into the
planning to establish a secret communications command network.
72. Breve Historia, op. cit., p. 350. Though less significant in the overall picture,
the pressure on the country's three independent television channels was no
less severe. The government stood by, for example, in the early days of the
Allende regime when a progovernment faction forcibly seized control of the
Catholic University station, and throughout the Allende years, the government used a variety of means to block the station from beaming programing
to a satellite station in Talcahuano (near Concepcidn, which would have
enabled the station to expand its coverage not only to Chile's third city, but
also to the rich agricultural region of southern Chile], finally defying court
orders to do so. Despite harassment, the Catholic University station, alone
among the four channels, managed to operate with relative independence.
On August 30, 1972, "A Tres Bandas," the only truly opposition program on
the government-run channel
the only one with nationwide broadcasting
facilities— was ordered off the air, and a week later, Allende said, he issued
the order personally: "1 am not going to tolerate that they go around saying
that a Cabinet officer steals from the people ..." The principal University of
Chile station (Channel 9) was forcibly held by Allende militants until police
finally dislodged them under court orders three days before the coup. Less
than forty-eight hours after a second University of Chile station (Channel 6]
finally succeeded in going on the air, on June 19, 1973, police armed with
sub-machineguns stormed the premises, smashing equipment, arresting
thirty persons, and knocking the station off the air (ibid., pp. 218-219, 362
Breve Historia, op. cit., p. 350.
Ibid., p. 314. Frei made that remark in an interview with the Milan newspaper Corriere Delia Sera, reported in EI Mercmio, March 30, 1973.
Ibid., pp. 300-301, 305. In its confidential study, covering the period October 1972-March 1973, MAPU spoke of the inflation, black market, food

—

1.

73.
74.

75.

shortages— none of which it ascribed to "internal and external aggresThe report also claimed that the country's
foreign exchange reserves reached zero as of January 3, and that thanks to
the Soviet bail-out [see p. 45 1 -a), the regime had been given a four-month
reprieve from bankruptcy. As a result of that study. Finance Minister Fernando Flores and Jaime Gazmuri— even though they had presided over the
study kicked out the hard left faction which had denounced it (and them),
a faction headed by former Under Secretary of Economy Oscar Garretdn and
Eduardo Aquevedo. True to his radical colors, Garreton would be paired
with Altamirano in what became the regime's final crisis, and which gave
the military the pretext it needed for mobilizing troops for its revolution.
Flores
denounced by his radical comrades for his "ambitions" remained
in the government he had so devastatingly badmouthed, and then ended his
"service" to Allende by trying to cut a revolution-day deal with the military.
Ibid., pp. 338 and 328. Cuba's first shipment of donated sugar arrived on
lines,

sion," as did official propaganda.

—

—

76.

—

.
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77

to Mexican PresiApril 11. Allende appealed for the oil products directly
and the
dent Luis Echeverria. Data on the Russian earth-movers is on p. 328,
incident was April 20.
by agrarian rctorm
Ibid pp 306, 310. Cox's critique of the damage done
would not deter Allende from targeting, shortly afterwards, 2,500 more
the way
small and medium farms for expropriation: their size ranged all
range
hectare
40-80
in
the
most
were
but
acres),
{124.7
down to 10 hectares
(98.8-197.6 acres|. As Christian Democrat Sen. Rafael Moreno pointed out,
output of
those farms were then producing half of the country's dwindling
constitutional
(ibid:, p. 327). This gave rise to yet another

farm products

farms
the opposition passed an amendment banning expropriation of
to
government
the
ordering
and
100
acres)
under
(just
under 40 hectares
expropriated;
begin giving peasants, within two years, title to land already
governments
the Allende government in common with so many leftist
which come to power trumpeting the need for land "reform" had used a
fight:

keep peasants on what amounted to state collectives rather
title to the lands. There was one other indirect [but
Ministry notified
official) admission of failure: on March 16, the Foreign
missions and international organizations in Chile that because of shortages,
them
the government had decided to make special arrangements to provide
with nonperishable foodstuffs (such as sugar, cooking oil, rice, tea, coffee,
legal loophole to

than giving

them

deteras well as nonfood necessities (tooth paste, soap, toilet paper,
ConMiria
(For
300.
Ibid.,
195,
351,
309.
ibid.,
pp.
p.
gents, matches, etc.],

etc

)

treras

and automobiles

scandals.)

The Christian Democrat quote is in Henry Kissinger,
was Communist party leader Luis Corvalan who, on May

78. Ibid., pp. 333, 339,

op.

16,
398, It
inevitable."
said "the fatherland is in danger," adding that "confrontation is
"quantum leap" in the
79. Davis, op. cit., p. 156. He reports that there was a
arming of the Left and attempts to infiltrate the military in the second
quarter of 1973. He also said that at least eight new guerrilla centers were
established in rural areas, as well as "significant" paramilitary training
largely relucfacilities developed in Santiago. The Communists, until then
their
tant to commit to armed struggle, began "systematic efforts" to arm
cit., p.

Parra brigade, and the crude manufacture of weapons was also
stepped up. As to the "marked increase" in reports of leftist infiltration of
the armed forces, he wrote that leftist propaganda began appearing in barracks and on recruiting-station walls during the second quarter of 1973 and
handbills passed around at military bases— some of them openly advocat-

Ramona

ing insubordination.
80.

Headlined "Chile Near The Brink," the New York Times editorial said that
while Allende said that civil war must be avoided, "his Marxist-dominated
coalition persevered with policies and tactics certain to accelerate the polarthat
ization that has pushed Chile close to the brink." The Times also said
confession
will
be
a
Cabinet,
"it
into
his
back
mihtary
were Allende to bring
." (he did). The editorial appeared |une 25,
of bankruptcy in leadership
.

81

.

1973, and is in Henry Kissinger, op. cit., p. 400.
Kissinger and Davis both coincide in saying that the ambassador was three
times given the final veto power over whether any covert funds provided to
Chile would be diverted to private groups other than political parties and
the opposition press and all three times he refused to do it. (Kissinger, op.
August 20, 1973, when $1
cit., pp. 382, 395 and 403.) The third time—
million was authorized— was academic because the coup would occur

—
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before any of those monies could be provided. The significant episode was
in relation to the $1 .427,666 authorized on October 26, 1972, for support of
democratic forces in the March congressional elections. Of that, $100,000
was set aside for private sector use the shopkeepers, the truckers, organisubject to Davis's approval. He refused to
zations such as Patria y Libertad
give it, although he would admit, to his chagrin, that through an inadvertence, the sum of S2,800 (two- thousand, eight hundred dollars) dribbled into

—

—

the truck federation's coffers |unbeknownst to their feisty leader, Leon
Vilarin, much as monies funneled to E! Mercurio reached the newspaper
without Editor Rene Silva Espejo or his other key editors' knowing until
much later). Second-guessing Davis after the fact is, of course, inelegant and
inappropriate. It is clear that had he embroiled the embassy even in discussions of coups, the United States would have been implicated in fact, as well
as in the mythology of the Left. And, as he reports in his book, the opportunities abounded, at just about every social or official gathering he would
attend in the final months of the regime. Instead, Davis steadfastly refused
to be drawn, with the result that, "the gap between the desires of the
Chilean opposition and the inclinations of our embassy widened," as he
astringently describes the decision to turn a deaf ear to those, including
Christian Democrats, who despaired of a peaceful way out |pp. 328-329).
For that, Davis, obviously, is to be admired but that admiration, for this
obscrvor, at least, must be tinged by the suspicion that the combination of
his unabashed admiration of AUende and disdain for the Right figured
importantly into his decisions. That suspicion is nowhere more powerfully
fostered than in Davis's own book.
82. The retired flag officers wrote Allendc on May 28. The miners' strike was
punctuated with acts of violence and growing displays of labor solidarity;
on May 10, for example, 10,700 workers at the giant Chuquicamata mine

—

—

83.
84.

walked off the jobs in sympathy with their El Teniente colleagues.
Corvalan spoke July 8 at the Caupolican Theater. Bieve Histoiia, op. cit.,
374-375.
Ibid., pp. 368-369; Davis, op. cit., p. 174 (the Yovane quotes); Whelan,

pp.

op.

14 [revamping of plans); Kissinger, Years of Upheaval, op, cit., p. 401.
The abortive uprising also threatened Pinochet's personal plans; he had
intended to have his own insurrection plan ready by the end of July, and in
order to free himself of other responsibilities, had planned to send his wife
and daughter abroad. They left on schedule for Panama, not returning until
August 8. Pinochet took other measures in the aftermath of the tancazo.
One was to order all army personnel to keep an automatic rifle and eighty
rounds of ammunition in their homes, so as to defend against terrorist
which would have important reverberations on the day of
attack. Another
was to assign two captains of his confidence to the demorthe revolution
alized armored regiment. With his insurrection planning temporarily paralyzed, he decided to wait until mid-Iuly to reactivate it, this time in the
guise of updating the army's internal security plan. Like Yovane, Pinochet
regarded the tancazo as an unwanted uprising that nearly upset the revolutionary apple cart, but which, once it had happened, was a useful preview
for the real thing. In a fifty-page pamphlet printed on plain newsprint which
circulated in 1974 in Chile and which was widely believed to have been
authored by Pinochet himself. General Pinochet is "quoted" as telling flag
officers of all three services on the afternoon of the tancazo: "With everycit., p.

—
—

thing negative that has been said about what happened this morning,

it is
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and satisfying
interesting to point out that there is a tremendously positive
army: its discipline, its
side, and that is what is grandest of all about the
goes on, the
training, its valor." Better than any maneuvers, the narrative
equipment,
events of the morning had caused "the Marxists to reveal their
industrial clusters surtheir locations in [downtown] buildings and the
the city, their plans and how they would move into action." La
rounding

26-27.
accion del ejeicito en la libeiacion de Chile (bistoria inedita], pp.
Dia
Pinochet reflected similar views in his memoirs of the revolution. El
98-102.
Decisivo, op. cit., pp.
and the authors
85. Breve Histoiia, op. cit., p. 367; Davis, op. cit., p. 155;
said he
ambassador
The
1974.
October
Santiago,
in
Cox
with
Mrs.
interview
admiring of
believed Prats, but as remarked earlier, Davis was also keenly
when the driver of the other
Prats. Prats himself said he drew his gun only
alongside, repeated the
Prats
with
Costanera
the
along
car, now speeding
other car
"intolerable" offense. He indicates that he shouted at those in the
of the car. {That he
bumper
front
fired
at
the
refused,
they
when
and
to stop,
stop
was evidently looking directly into the car alongside his not only at the
curious his failure to
light but also along the highway makes even more
which
recognize the other driver as a woman.) He also says that the mob
him and his driver was on the point of assaulting him when the

surrounded
Rodriguez—rescued him. He
taxi driver— whom he identified as Carlos
that afternoon, but that
Allende
to
resignation
verbal
his
tendered
said he
night
Allende "in a thoughtful gesture" turned up at his house late that
close to (Fertogether with two UP leaders Prats had become particularly
support."
their
"express
to
MAPU)
of
the
Gazmuri
nando Flores and Jaime
he reported the
Prats said the top generals also expressed their support when
apology, and
incident to them. He said he later wrote Mrs. Cox a letter of
received one from her— neither of which she mentioned in my interview
attributed the
her. Prats, Memotias, op. cit., pp. 415-417. Pinochet

with

in
episode to Prats' visibly worsening state of nerves during June, "nervous
Pinochet, op.
his behavior and abusive \violento\ with his subordinates."
cit., p.

86. Prats,

96.

Memoiias,

pp.

452

{ingenuity),

425 (unanimous vote

of generals),

428

(Pickering episode), 447 ("discordant note"), 423 (for example of this "a
during July
political problem"), and pp. 428-454 for details of his activities
and leading up to Allende's renewed bid that he join the Cabinet on August
Mario Sepiilveda for special
6. Prats singled out Generals Pickering and
action, he said, which
tancazo
the
June
down
putting
in
roles
their
for
praise
Dia
prevented the rebellion from spreading. The Pinochet quote is from El
had
Decisivo. op. cit., p. 108. Like Prats himself, Pickering and Sepulveda
first
Pinochet's
comrades.
revolution-minded
their
become marked men for
force both
act when he took over command of the army on August 23 was to
retirement.
into
Kissinger quotes
87. In Henry Kissinger, Yeais of Upheaval, op. cit., p. 405.
Zhou from a conversation he had with the premier a few months after
Zhou
Allende's fall and death. Kissinger adds that, as to Allende's fall,

remarked: "That kind of phenomenom was caused by itself." Zhou said he
and
gave his advice in the only letter he ever wrote to Allende (see p. 436
note 112).
Pedro Ibanez The
88. With considerable justification. National party Sen.
Chilean Crisis and Its Outcome," in the United States and Chile, op. cit p^
Rodriguez had
594, would refer to Rodriguez as "this sinister person."
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served as a cabinet minister in the government of Cuban dictator Fulgencio
Batista
the man Castro overthrew reflecting Communist party (and
Soviet] support for Batista. That support was withdrawn only a few months
before Batista's fall land when it was clear that the "correlation of forces"
had shifted in favor of Castro]. The Soviets then land for a long time
afterwards] distrusted Castro as an impulsive "romantic" revolutionary,
which pretty much described their attitude toward Allcnde {before and
after) as well. The unofficial Rodriguez visit came just three days after the
mysterious murder of Allcndc's naval aide, Capt. Arturo Araya Peters.
Rodriguez was the third senior Cuban to make a pilgrimage to Santiago:
Castro, of course, and Foreign Minister Raul Roa, who came in August of
1971, together with the Fisheries Minister of the Soviet Union.
89. Libro Blanco del Cambio del Gobieino en Chile (Santiago: Editorial

—

—

Cochrane, S. A., 1973), pp. 101-102.
90. Breve Histona. op. cit., pp. 386, 388, 393,
ogy, in the United States and Chile, op.

399-400, 403, 409. The Chronol-

cit., p. 393, speaks of CUT's 1.4million members
but then, as noted earlier. Chronology reflects a tilt to
the left throughout. The fired air force generals were Lt. Gen. German
Stuardo, second in seniority, and Lt. Gen. Agustin Rodriguez Pulgar, fourth.
The fifth-ranked was Lt. Gen. Gabriel van Schowen, whose nephew, Juan
Bautista von Schowen, was a top leader of the MIR. It was widely believed
that Allende was attempting to leap-frog von Schowen to the top of the air
force. General Ruiz had refused to join the Cabinet in October 1972, and
resisted again in August 1973, agreeing to serve only when Prats, in defiance
of the vote of his Council of Generals, persuaded Ruiz and a vacillating
Admiral Montcro to join him. ArturoFontaine and Cristian Zegers, Como
Uegaron las fuerzas armadas a la accion del 11 de septiembre de 19731
(Santiago: El Mercurio, September 11, 1974], p. 14, and Carlos Prats, Una
vida poi la legalidad, pp. 70-71. General Prats revealed again during that
truck strike just how far he had drifted from the thinking of his fellow
officers, finding more to "value in the behavior of the radical extremist
Faivovich than in that of his fellow general officer, Ruiz. In a diary notation
dated August 10, the day of the El Monte debacle, when Ruiz felt Faivovich
had deliberately double-crossed him by ordering the attack. Prats wrote: "I
am concerned at the incomprehensible attitude of General Cesar Ruiz
Danyau
who seems more a spokesman of the strikers than the representative of the government. If the problem preventing resolution of the conflict is Jaime faivovich's continuance in office as subsecretary of transport,
then Ruiz should replace him and energetically assume the responsibility
personally of obliging the truckers to return to work" (ibid., p^ 72). The
"striptease" reference is in Davis, op. cit., p. 185. Ruiz was, of course, trying
to oust Faivovich, and it was only when he discovered he could not that he
quit; Prats also forgets that the strike erupted because of the failure of the
government to keep the promises he had made to them months before when
he did not "oblige" the truckers to end their strike, but achieved a negotiated settlement with them. As to the character of this final labor upheaval,
while it is true that many of the strikers were professionals such as doctors, lawyers, and teachers, or self-employed (shopkeepers, truckers, taxi
and minibus drivers], it is also true that their ranks were swollen by
miners, postmen, airline employees, and many other "blue collar" workers. In una vida por la legalidad, Prats said of Ruiz's replacement by Leigh
(p. 75} that a "sluggish, ambitious, mediocre coup plotter has been replaced

—

.

.

.
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91.

with another coup plotter who is intelhgent, astute, and ten times more
ambitious." No such reference— nor anything resembling it— appears in
MemOTias.
Although, in my opinion, it requires a kind of moral myopia to equate,
Right, that is
exactly, the MIR on the Left and Patria y Libcrtad on the
exactly what Ambassador Davis did throughout. For example: "On July 17,
two incidents reminded Chileans that extremists of both sides were travelFinal,
ing on parallel tracks. The publicity mouthpiece for the MIR, Punto
Thicme,
called for the 'dictatorship of the people.' On the same day, Roberto
armed
acting head of Patria y Libertad, called on the radio for a 'total
great
offensive' in a broadcast-and-run transmission. Neither event was of
importance, neither appeal met with mass response, and neither statement
groups. But
reflected a decisive change in the orientation of these extremist
were still
the two calls did signify that the MIR and Patria y Libertad

augmenting each

other's efforts in furtherance of the

same goal— the

destruction of the last fragile chance for Chilean institutional democracy"
signifi(Davis, op. cit., pp. 1 8 1- 1 82 Although, as we have seen, virtua lly no
cant leader outside of the government believed, by [uly of 1973, that much
1.

remained of "Chilean institutional democracy," much less that it could or
even ought be saved, there is a good deal more to quarrel with here. First, of
course, there is the objective record of MIR's long and well-documented
record
history of crime and violence, before, during, and after Allende— a
which Davis occasionallay cites himself. By contrast, neither he (nor anyone else), cites chapter-and-verse of anything in Patria y Libertad's record
vaguely resembling the MIR's, nor anything resembling parity in the size,
scope, weaponry, or training of the two organizations; indeed, except for
blowing up an odd transmission tower or two, broadcasting an inflammatory message or two |or, as the ambassador points out earlier as their "long
evidence to connect
suit," scrawling slogans on a wall or twol, there is little
abortion.
Patria y Libertad to anything of consequence except the tancazo
But, more importantly than any of this, equating the two fails to make the
crucial distinction between a minority determined by means legal or illethose who, in the
gal, to fasten its way of life on a reluctant majority, and
name of the majority, fight to prevent a minority from getting away with
it_even if that minority did use the devices of democracy to attain power
robbers
in the first place. To do so is a little like equating police with
because both use guns. But, again, Davis demonstrates repeatedly his disdain bordering on contempt for the private sector in Chile [the shopkeepers,
the truckers he refused to support and of whom he speaks disparagingly), as
well as for Patria y Libertad. [Another example: he refers to P y L's "criminal
style
hit squads," a rhetorical excess not only at odds with his usual aseptic
but which is nowhere supported by evidence.) The point here is neither to
defend Patria y Libertad, nor to damn Davis, but to reveal something of the
values and attitudes which would animate a man with extraordinary latitude in the management of American foreign policy toward Chile during
those crucial times.
92. Bieve Historic, pp. 379, 384, 401, 406.
operation from
93. Davis, op. cit., p. 154. He remarks that an arms-running
Argentina which Patria y Libertad was rumored to have established in the
early months of 1973 in collusion with military officers in the Atacama
district

had "decreased in volume" by midyear. As yet another example

of
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L activity: "Collaborative tics were also alleged between Pablo
Rodriguez, retired army major Arturo Marshall Marchesse— who had taken
refuge in Bolivia after having plotted against both Frci and Allendc— and
Brazilian anticoramunists" |ibid., p. 154). As a kind of "last hurrah," Patria
y
Libertad took out a newspaper advertisement on July 13 claiming credit for
helping incite the tank uprising in June.
In urging disobedience, those MIRistas were echoing what, by then, had
become a main tactic of the radical Left. For example, on July 12, Carlos
Altamirano, speaking to industrial belt leaders, urged soldiers and sailors to
disobey their officers should an uprising come. He also called on the "cordon" leaders to create a "people's court" to try "political and economic
delinquents." Breve Histotia, op. cit., p. 378.
94. Breve Histoiia, op. cit., pp. 387-388. Ambassador Davis chose to mock
Thieme's surrender offer; "This offer was close to the last thing the admirals
would have wanted, but fortunately for them nothing came of Thieme's
grandstanding" in Davis, op. cit., p. 183. He doesn't tell us why that would
have been so "close to the last thing the admirals would have wanted," nor,
curiously, does he make mention of Riquelme's arrest and confession. He
does, however, allude to the rumors of an affair between Araya and Beatriz
Allende, married to Luis Fernandez Otia. Christian Democrat Deputy Claudio Orrego said he "vouched for" the authenticity of Riquelme's confession,
and speculated that the motive was to disrupt the peace talks about to open
between the Christian Democrats and Allendc. As for Rodriguez, confronted with the rumor during his visit, he dismissed it as "an infamy"
Bieve Histoiia, p. 390. Prats reports that when Army Intelligence Chief
General Lutz told him Riquelme had recanted his confession only a few
hours after making it. Prats ordered Riquelme turned over to the provost
marshal. The very next day (Sunday, June 29|, an intelligence officer told
Prats that Riquelme stuck to his story, during night-long questioning, that
he had confessed under duress. Prats adds that a physical examination by a
military doctor failed to reveal any marks or bruises. That same day the

—

—

—

Supreme Court named a special prosecutor, and
navy also turned the case over to its legal arm.

suggestion— the
Memoiias, pp. 447-

at Prats'

Prats,

449.
95. Davis, op.
96.

and Whelan, op. cit., pp. 128, 129.
pp. 379-380, 389-390, 392, 397; United States and
Chile, op. cit., pp. 391-392; Prats, Memorias. op. cit., pp. 454-459. The
Christian Democrats' basic demands: disarming of all armed groups, Right
and Left; return to the owners of all illegally seized private enterprises; a
cit., p.

189,

Breve Historia. op.

cit.,

—

amendment defining the three areas of property private,
mixed, and state; military participation in the government with "sufficient
powers, at top and middle levels of government, to assure effective compliance with the decisions of Your Excellency, within the framework of the law
and the constitution, applied equally to one and to all." On the three areas,
Allendc agreed to the amendment, provided the Christian Democrats would
accept another that Congress could overturn a presidential veto of future
amendments only by a two-thirds vote (instead of simple majority]; as the
March elections had shown, achieving a two-thirds majority in Congress
was then and was likely to remain beyond the reach of the opposition.
The Christian Democrats rejected that counterproposal as "dilatory." As to
the military, Allendc wanted it back but only on the same, largely ceremoconstitutional

—

—
—
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it in during the October 1972 truck
memoirs, says Allende first asked him to rejoin the
Cabinet on August 6. Navy Commandant Montcro, he said, had only one
objection, which he then dropped the very next day, and that was that no

nial basis as

when he had brought

strike. Prats, in his

military

man serve

as defense minister (the job Prats then, in fact, took).

Ruiz was opposed to the service chiefs serving, though not to flag officers in
the Cabinet. When he met on August 8 with his own generals, they
expressed opposition to his accepting unless the Christian Democrat
demands were met which Prats said he could not accept because that
would be a "bloodless coup" (goJpe en seco). Prats and Montcro finally

—

persuaded Ruiz to go along with them, despite the added opposition of his
air force generals. Ruiz was also already on shaky ground with his subordinates. One authoritative account relates that on the day of the tancazo, June
Defense
29, a group of air force generals were meeting with Ruiz, in his
Ministry office, when Allende summoned him to join with the other service chiefs on a balcony of La Moneda in a show of solidarity with the
president. Returning, Ruiz was told the generals found that scene "humiliating." In the aftermath, a fifteen-member committee of top flag officers
formed a committee to meet with the three regular service chiefs plus the
Carabinero commandant to discuss future participation in the government. Out of these meetings, chaired by Adm. Patricio Carvajal in his
capacity as navy representative as well as chief of the National Defense
General Staff, would come a twenty-nine-point memorandum governing

— close in

and spirit to later Christian
with Allende. When it was finally
ready, General Ruiz and Navy Commandant Montero took it to a scheduled
meeting with Allende, expecting to meet Prats going in. Instead, they found
Prats already closeted with an irate Allende and an indignant defense minister Jose Tohif Prats obviously had spilled the beans and Allende tonguelashed the startled navy and air force chiefs. That episode would be the last
meaningful attempt at accommodation between the service chiefs and the
president. Arturo Fontaine and Cristian Zegers Aritzia, ComoUegaTon. op.

future military involvement

Democrat demands

cit.,

97.

letter

in their peace talks

pp. 14, 15.

Aylwin was quoted in the Washington Post of August 26, 1973, on Marxist
vs. military dictatorship, and in the New York Times the next day on his

party and the mihtary seeking a democratic solution, according to Chronology in United States and Chile, op. cit., p. 393.
98. When similar resolutions had come to a vote in the past, the Popular Unity
deputies left the chamber. This time, they did not because, as Sigraund
notes, "there was some doubt until the last minute whether some of the
Christian Democrats would vote for the resolution " That they stayed gave
further legitimacy to the vote. Sigmund, op. cit., p. 233; Libio Blanco, op.
cit.; Supreme Court, p. 215 (Allende would respond to that communique,
triggering yet another Supreme Court manifesto, appearing on pp. 216219|; Frei-Pareto, pp. 235-236; Bar Association, pp. 237-238; Chamber of
Deputies, pp. 239-242; second Bar Association, p. 243-247. Allende's
response to the Chamber resolution is in Breve Histoha, op. cit., p. 408;
.

Medical Association, ibid.,p. 409.
Chronology in United States and Chile, op. cit., p. 391.
100. Libro Blanco, op. cit., pp. 34-35.
101. Chronology, United States and Chile, op. cit., p. 393. Allende claimed on
August 3 that there had been 180 acts of terrorism against railroads,
highways, bridges, pipehnes, schools and hospitals in the week since the
99.
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murder of Captain Araya, which he Unkcd to the truck
strike and said was
an attempt to isolate Santiago and other major cities.
Although he impU-

m

catcd the Right
those events, it is interesting that four days
later a
member of the MIR was captured following a dynamite blast
which destroyed one hundred feet of pipeline near
Curico, killing two and injuring
nme persons. In yet another incident, on August

13, a bomb knocked out
power to Santiago, throwing the capital into darkness
for fifty-five minutes and interrupting a televised address in
which Allende was denouncinE
the striking truckers and the "fascists" of Patria
y Libertad for the wave

terrorism. He also attacked "extremists" of the
MIR for causing
the violence On August 15, bombs were discovered

gardens of the homes of three U.S. Embassy
assured Ambassador Davis such attacks would

of

some

of

and dismantled in the
the government

officials;

not be tolerated while the
left-wing press continued its attacks against
the U.S. for its putative support of the strikes. On August 26, bombing
attempts were made against
the homes and automobiles of Cuban Embassy
officers. No one was hurt in
any of the diplomatic attacks (ibid., pp. 392-393,
and Breve Historia, op
^
cit.,

pp.

395-396).

102. Prats labor federation cronies, the Communist
Pigueroa and the Socialist
Calderon went to fiis home on Sunday, August
5, to express their "indignation at the methods used by troops under
the overall command of Torres
in the Punta Arenas raids. Two days
later, Prats summoned Torres
to
Santiago, telling him that the excessive use
of
.

force was undermining
confidence
the Arms Control Law, repeating similar
sentiments in a
subsequent meeting with the army's corps of generals.
He said he was
particularly concerned because there had been
no raids on Patria y Libertad mstallations, although they had declared
themselves in open rebellion
H,s authority was by then so weakened that two
generals— Oscar BoniUa
and Javier Palacios— told him to his face that
they stood with General
Torres. Since Torres was an air force general.
Prats' already low standing

m

in

own

service now radiated into that service as well.
Prats would lend
himself to one more
maneuver. With the truck strike worsening on
August 15,
President Figueroa offered to make available
men from
fiis Communist-dominated
organization to join the military in guarding
such key installations as oil refineries, power stations,
and the like specilying that the
men would not be armed. When Prats relayed that offer
to Admiral Carvajal, chief of staff of
the Defense Ministry, Carvajal
rejected the offer on the grounds that it would
encourage the further
iormation of armed militia (Prats, Memorias, op.
cit., pp. 453, 456-457,
his

CUT

CUT

CUT

103. Ibid., pp. 394-395, and Chronology, United States
and Chile, p.
estingly, the last major raid was staged in the
night-time

391 Interhours of Septem-

ber 7 at the sprawling Sumar plant in Santiago—
where Allende had briefly
installed the seat of his government for two days
in January As the raiding
party approached, it was met by gunfire from
within; three persons were
wounded and twenty-three captured during the two-hour gun
battle The
air force, in a communique the next day,
said the big textile plant was not
only an armed fortress, but that it was part of a
well-rehearsed battle plan
As their men approached, the communique said, sirens
sounded followed
by the faring of Bengal lights. Next, an estimated five hundred
inhabitants
ot the surrounding shantytown, dressed
in dark clothes and wearing
sneakers, began lowering themselves stealthily from
the rooftops of the
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adjacent dwellings into the grounds of the plant. The raiding party withdrew to avoid a slaughter [Breve Histoiia, op. cit., p. 415). That event was
also an unwanted dress rehearsal for what would become one of the bloodiest battles of the revolution, just four days later. As indicated already, raids
were by no means limited to Santiago cf., e.g., pp. 505-506.
104. After twice refusing demands that he fire Transportation Under Secretary
faime Faivovich, the violence-prone Socialist who had ordered the August
attack on the El Monte truck encampment, Allendc finally agreed to do
1

—

so on August 18, instaUing army Gen. Herman Brady Roche in his place. It
was too little, too late. Following the Sumar raid, Faivovich showed his
temper once again: "The armed forces," he said, "are provoking the
workers. They want to give the impression that they are the supreme
authority of this country ... the military coup is already underway" Data
on the strikes and Faivovich quote from Chronology, United States and
Chile, op. cit., pp. 391-392.
incident was related by Jorge Edwards, then (early 1972) Chile's
charge-d'aff aires in Havana, in his book, Persona Non Grata {Barcelona,
Buenos Aires, Mexico: Ediciones Grijalbo, 1976), p. 282, and is cited by
Joaquin Fermandois Chile y el Mundo. op. cit., p. 100. The mutiny head-

105.

The

106.

Robert Moss, "Chile's

hne

is cited

cit., p.

by Paul Sigmund, op. cit., p. 608.
Coup and After," in Chile: The Balanced View,

op.

50.

107. Breve Historia, op. cit., pp. 395, 410, 414, 416. Moss mentions Allende in
the above-cited article; he says that after the coup, he spoke briefly with an
officer from the cruiser. Prats had told him that a petty officer aboard,
named Maldonado, had told him, that he had taken part in a secret meet-

ing with Allende in Santiago. Adds Moss: "That may well be the kind of
thing that a frightened man says under pressure to please his interrogators,
but whether or not Allende was personally involved in that plot, it is clear
that his government was." Moss, op. cit., p. 50. For the diary notation:
Prats, Una vida par la legalidad. op. cit., pp. 68-70. Interestingly I can find
no reference to entrapment in the later— and much fuller— version of

memoirs. In that volume, Prats simply remarks that he was told of
the sedition by a "worried" Admiral Merino, then acting commandant of
the navy (while Admiral Montero, like Prats, served in the Cabinet). As for
Prats, he demonstrates that he was far more concerned about the "excessive use of force" in military raids, particularly the just-concluded one
(Aug. 4) in Punta Arenas (cf. pp. 447-458). Prats and his wife died in 1974
Prats'

a bomb shattered their automobile in Buenos Aires. Memorias was
edited postfiuraously by his three daughters, Sofia, Maria Angelica and
Cecilia. Fermandois observes (op. cit., note 11, p. 105], that it was 1983
before Prats' daughters would deny the authenticity of the earlier book,
Una vidaporla legalidad, which, theoretically, would vitiate that book as
a reliable source. However, given the fact it took them nine years to
repudiate the book, Fermandois said he would use it insofar as it would
reflect a mind-set {mentalidad}. I have chosen to use it for the same reason.
Davis offers rio similar caveat about the Prats book— which he cites frequently though it is possible he had not seen the later Memorias, since
both his book and Memorias were published in 1985. It should also be
observed that in Memorias, Prats' daughters included copies of numerous

when

—

documents hand-written by
108. Breve Historia,

p.

their father.

415, for Allende

on

flour.

The remaining economic data
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from: La Economia de Chile durante el periodo de
gobierno de la Unidad
Popular; la via Chilena al maixismo (Valparaiso; Escuela
de Negocios de
Valparaiso, Fundacion Adolfo Ibancz, March
1974], pp. 27-29 76 As the
following passages indicate, there actually was a
multiplicity of exchange
rates; rates for imports, for example, ranged
from twenty to three hundred
escudos to the dollar, but the majority of import
transactions were at
twenty-hve escudos to the dollar (Fermandois, op cit p 4281
109. Bieve Histoiia, op. cit., pp. 400 and 406.
110.

Writing of the event. Prats said he found "incredible" their
"interference in
service matters," and would find himself wondering:
"Who, in such sinis-

ter fashion, is pulling the strings of this
psychological conspiracy and isbegmning to use as a diabolical formula the interposing as shields
for their
moral cowardice
of uniformed men?" It is true that Ruiz insisted
on quitting as transport minister, but as Prats knew, it
was

women

then told

him

Allende

who

if he did, he would also have to step
down as air force
Prats claimed Allende offered a "grateful"
General Leigh
command of the air force but tied to the ministry job. Leigh reported back
to him the next day (Aug. 18) that neither he nor
any other air force general
wanted either the ministry or commander's jobs. In fact, the Ruiz
incident
very nearly triggered air force rebellion. On August
18, the two principal
bases near Santiago— El Bosque and Los Cerrillos—

that,

commandant.

went

to a "self-

garrisoned" stage {confining themselves to base), usually
the symbol of
rebellion. To defuse that, Allende offered Leigh
command of the air force
with no ministerial strings attached, which. Prats claimed,
Leigh accepted, "moved ... at the confidence the President would
place in him " It
was while all of this was going on (Aug. U] that the wives'
demonstrated
On Monday, the 20th, Ruiz— instead of showing up as scheduled for
Leigh's swearing in— joined the "self-garrisoned" forces
at Los CerriUos
With yet another wives' demonstration taking place outside
the Defense
Ministry, tension mounted through the day as Leigh
hurried to meetings
with the rebellious air force officers, finally persuading
Ruiz to step down
and the officers to call off their pocket rebellion. Leigh would
later reveal
that he gave them assurances that revolt would come—
but not quite yet
rPrats, Memoiias, op. cit., pp. 469-475, and
the author's interview with
General Leigh
Santiago, October 14, 1974).

m

11

1
.

The demonstration was led by a normally mild-mannered brunette
named
Maria (Maruja) Medina,

who had played a key role earlier that year in
mobilizing opposition to the Unified National Education
Plan (ENU). But
as the wife of a retired colonel, she was technically
"out-ranked" that
frosty afternoon because the demonstrators included
the wives of Generals Pinochet, Bonilla, Arellano, and Palacios—
all destined to play vital
roles in the forthcoming revolution— as well as
those
of

Muno, and Viveros (whose

treras,

Generals Con-

brother, Air Force Gen. Mario Viveros
Avila, would command the southern flank
forces on September 11)
Ambassador Davis, drawing on accounts of both Letelier and Prats,
pro-

He quotes Letelier, for example, saying that Prats
cheeks burning red, stood rigidly throughout the ordeal." Later:
"Prats

vides dramatic detail.
"his

m

his living room chair, his ironed Prussian-style
tunic with
polished epaulets tailored to fit his middle-aged body
'I never thought,' he
said,
'that generals and colonels whom 1 have known
since childhood
would hide behind the skirts of their wives. I am sad for Chile
because I
have seen not only treason but a kind of cowardice that 1 did
not conceive
sat erect

.

.

.

—
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cit., p. 197). In Memorias, Prats makes no such
reference to "hiding behind skirts" (other than his oblique reference to the
which, again, Prats'
air force women three days earlier). Memorias
daughters say was authentic, while repudiating Una vida por la legalidad,
on which Davis drew, as spurious casts some doubt of the authenticity of
Letelier's account. In Memorias (p. 479), Prats said Letelier didn't arrive
until 10 P.M., together with Allende, five or six hours after the demonstration started, and after a long list of others {including Pinochet, "to express

of as possible' " (Davis, op.

—

—

his sorrow"). Prats did, however, refer several times with obvious sarcasm
to "the distinguished ladies," and, at the end, made it plain that he believed
that these women of "so many years of false friendship" were under the

He believed he found in the demonstration at his house the answer to the question he had posed three days
who is pulling the strings? in the persons of a man and a
earlier
woman. The man was Capt. Renin Ballas Fuentealba, who shouted at the
demonstrating crowd, from the very doorstep of the general's house, that
"Prats does not represent the army and is a traitor" The woman was the
malevolent spell of right-wing voodoo.

—

—

wife of army General Alfredo Canales (and Ballas Fuentealba was Canales'
son-in-law). Canales had been forced into retirement a year before when
Prats reported to Allende a conversation Canales allegedly had while under
the influence of liquor in which he told an admiral of plans for a coup
against Allende. The admiral had reported it to Prats [Memorias. op. cit.,
pp. 477-480, and Whelan, op. cit., p. 15, based on an interview with Mrs.
Medina in Santiago, May 11, 1974). Following Prats' retirement, Pinochet
agreed to the separation of Captain Ballas from the army, but after the
revolution, the captain was hired as a foreign service officer, serving over
the next dozen years in a number of countries. Prats also related (pp. 478479) that General Bonilla was among the visitors on that fateful night,
allegedly apologizing for his wife's participation in the demonstration
then telling his commander-in-chief that he had lost the confidence of the
corps of generals. Prats says he told Bonilla that if he believed the "slanthat he had connived in Ruiz' ouster and later threatders" against him
ened Leigh then he would never speak to him again. He then asked
Bonilla to leave (ibid., pp. 478-479).
There is a discrepancy of much greater import between Prats' earher and
later memoirs; in the earlier one [pp. 76, 77-78), Prats says that the next
morning, Wednesday, August 22, each of the generals, beginning with
Pinochet, came to his office and reaffirmed his loyalty. In Memorias
(p. 480), Pinochet is portrayed as expressing his regrets at what happened
and promising to do what he could when the corps of generals met later,
reporting afterwards that only a few generals were willing to sign a declaration of support. Prats insisted on seeing the generals himself, explained

—

—

and said he would wait twenty-four hours for their response.
August 23, Pinochet announced that the majority was
unwilling to back him [pp. 480-48 1 484). He resigned that afternoon, after
a two and-a-half-hour meeting with Allende (Fernando Flores being the

his position,

The next

day,

,

only witness), Allende arguing that he shouldn't give in to pohtical
machinations. Prats countering that if he were to stay he would have to ask
for the retirement of twelve to fifteen generals (those lined up against him),
and that would lead to certain civil war. Both, he wrote, were guided in
their arguments by "the national interest." We parted. Prats wrote, "griev-
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ing and with emotion," observing that "the noble Minister
Flores" was also
"profoundly moved" [ibid, pp. 48S-486|. In Una vida por la
legalidad the
earlier version, Prats said that the vote against him was
taken that same
rnorning (Aug. 22) and that it was 12-6 against him, with Pinochet
among
those voting in his favor. There is no mention either of the
vote or of
Pinochet's position in Memorias.

U2. Once

1

13.

again, a significant discrepancy between the earlier
and later Prats
memoirs: the meeting with Communist party leaders appears
on p. 88 of
Una vida por la legalidad; there is no mention of it in Memorias (although
he does speak at length of his July 8 meeting with MIR
chieftain Miguel
Enriquez, whom he describes as mistaken but "a young
man of talent
sincerely convinced of the justice of his cause").
Enriquez brought him
news of alleged subversive talk between army General Bonilla
and exPresident Eduardo Frei), pp. 431-434. As to the
report that he advised
Allende to fire Hve or six generals, the source for that is the
magazine
ErciUa. March 13-19, 1974, pp. 12, 15. InMemorias. Prats
also discusses at
some length his luncheon meeting with Allende on Saturday, September
8
but makes no liiention of such advice. The advice he says
he did give
Allende: on Monday, September 10, request congressional
permission to
leave the country for one year, and then, stability
having been restored
"you will return in glory and majesty to finish your term."
Allende said he
would "never!" do such a thing. What he would do was announce
on
Monday that he would call a plebiscite on his presidency; Prats demurred
that a plebiscite would take 30-60 days to hold, while
he was facing a
military uprising within ten days (ibid,
pp. 509-SlO).
Merino and Huidobro gave me details of that August 29 meeting
with

Allende in separate interviews in Santiago, October 18
and October 24
1974. Further details are from Moss, "Chile's Coup and

After," op. cit., p!
51. In commenting on his reference to Allende as "slightly
drunk," Moss
says: he is, of course, not alive to testify as
to the "accuracy of these

quotations;

my

tiago." Allende

August

account

is

based on eye-witness reports gathered in San-

met Merino twice following Montero's

resignation

on

both times promising to name him to replace Montero, each
time asking for more time. The first time was Monday, September
3 a
meeting which was preceded by an emotional September 1
confrontation
24,

between Letelier (by now defense minister] and the entire group
of admirals. Letelier gambled and lost; he asked
each admiral, one by one to give
his reasons for saying Montero had to gO; he hoped that
so confronted they
would dechne to embarrass their chief. But, one by one, beginning'
with
Carvajal, they did. Letelier met with the admirals again
on Monday- at that
meeting, Montero fainted. Huidobro, a burly, bluff
man who looked the
part of a marine corps commandant, recalls that
tears came to
tell

his

when he— at the direction of the other admirals— was compelled to
a still wan Montero, his longtime friend and mentor,
that, for the good

eyes

of the service, he had to go. It was after these
charged sessions that
Montero, Merino, Adm. Pablo E. Weber Munnich, Huidobro,
and Letelier
went to see Allende. He then promised to turn over command
of the navy

Menno

on Friday, September 7. Instead, when Merino helicoptered
to
Santiago that day, Allende and Merino would lock
horns in a six-hour
marathon which ended in Allende putting off for yet another
week the
removal of Montero and his replacement by Merino. The
negotiations
to

a
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were now ended— for good. Back in Valparai'so, Merino met the next day
and
(Saturday, September 8) with five hundred officers, lieutenant and up,
Seaweed
later with the fifteen top navy officers, and ordered Operation
activated. Details of those meetings from Fontaine and Zcgers, IComo
Uegaron las Fueizas Aimadas a la accion del 11 de Septembie de 1973,
stalling: at luchcon
op. cit., 19-20. One possible speculation for AUendc's
by a navy stewheard
was
Allende
September
10,
late Monday afternoon,
ard to tell Investigaciones chief Alfredo joignant that he would be forced
care
to name Merino on Wednesday— but that he wanted Joignant to "take
the air force
of him" before then (from Whelan, op. cit., p. 23). Data on
Davis, op. cit.,
crisis from Prats, Memories, op. cit., pp. 469-475, and
pp. 194-195.
the hrst
114. Telephones at the homes of both Montero and Prats were among
Operation
part
of
as
the
fighting,
preceding
darkness
of
hours
cut in the
Silence within the overall revolutionary plan (Whelan, op. cit., pp. 76-77).
Montero was not only "incommunicado" on September 11, he was thor-

oughly grounded. When his driver failed to turn up that morning, Montero
called the Defense Ministry and was told they knew nothing about the
wouldn't
driver. Finally deciding to drive himself, he found the official car
hail a
start. Neither would his own car. Nor would his son's. Deciding to
chained and
taxi, he found that the iron-grilled gate of his house was
locked. It was eleven that morning before he would reach his office, where
he would be treated with respect, but made to understand that nothing was
a special
the same any more {lo que usted nunca supo del dia 11
supplement appearing in the Santiago newspaper La Segunda, September
.

.

.

'.,

Carvajal gave him
p. 7). Prats remarks that when, on August 17,
sign
|as defense minisplan
to
telecommunications
forces
armed
the new
defensive, it had a
ter), he understood that although it was labelled as
double edge, but that he signed it anyway because of the need to be ready
for anything in the face of the "sedition" then underway [Memorias, op.
10,

1974,

cit., p.

115.

469).

Whelan, op. cit., pp. 17-20, 58-60, 73. Of the sixteen Carabmcro generals,
only seven (including Mendoza) were known to be sympathetic to the
revolution.

1

1

6.

1 1 7.

For a brief discussion of Balmaceda's suicide and the events leading up to it,
cf. p. 46, chapter 2.
Harold Blakemore, "Chile: Current Realities and Historical Perspectives,"
reprinted from the Bank of London and South America Review, March
1975, London, in Chile: The Balanced View, op. cit., p. 16. Blakemore, then
secretary of the Latin American Institute at the University of London,
notes that it was Balmaceda's "clearly unconstitutional behavior and

alleged attempts to create a dictatorship" that led to that civil war—
situation clearly echoed in 1973.
118. The last Cabinet was sworn in August 28. The peace talks, which went
nowhere, were held at Cardinal Silva's palace and brought together, first
Allende with Christian Democrat President Patricio Aylwin, and later
Aylwin with new Interior Minister Carlos Brioncs. As Ambassador Davis
would remark, the talks foundered largely over PDC insistence on return
to legality, and since "government by loophole and fait accompli had
become so much a part of the UP program that a return to 'legality' would
have required a virtual counterrevolution. This Allende was understandably unwilling to concede" (Davis, op. cit., p. 202). Viaux was sent on his

;
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way September 4 by a crowd at the airport which included women bearing
flowers;

m

a parting shot, he accused Prats of having been "a
traitor"
[Memorias, op. cit., p. 503). The demonstrations were held on
September
4— Allcnde loyalists turning out on the anniversary of his election in
numbers whose estimates ranged from a few thousand (the opposition)
to a
million |the presidential information office); anti-AUende forces
held their
rally the next day. Rodriguez allegedly returned
in late August and, on
September 9, was interviewed from the rural town of Cactin
on Radio

Agricultura.

More on

the Chilean— and Soviet— ships in the following
which would most fuel the fires of postcoup conspiracy speculations was Ambassador Davis' hurried trip to Washington
to
meet with Henry Kissinger, then about to leave his post as national security adviser to become secretary of state. Davis left Thursday
night, September 6, and was back in Santiago Sunday, September 9. Davis was
one of
a number of top-recommended foreign service officers Kissinger
invited to
Washington in order to screen them for top jobs in the department once
he
chapter. But the event

took over [he offered one to Davis). Though Davis and Kissinger differ
on who said what during their one-and-only meeting, Saturday
afternoon, September 8, they are both very plain on two essential
points:
1 the United States knew little more about the specifics of the impending
revolution than what experienced reporters were saying in their
stories; (2)
both were in emphatic agreement that the United States should stay
out of
it (Davis, op. cit., pp. 354-358, and Kissinger,
Years of Upheaval op cit pp
403-404).
119. General Augusto Pinochet Ugarte, op. cit.,
pp. 118, 121. The three far left
groups met Saturday, September 8, and decided on the breakaway
strategy.
Altamirano would announce a modified version of it the following
day in
his war-like Chile Arena speech (more on that to come). Details
of the tea
are from Whelan, op. cit., pp. 23-24, and are based primarily
on interviews
with Pinochet and Leigh; estimates of the strength of the fighting forces
in
the cordones, ibid., p. 14. According to Fontaine and Zegers, the
emissaries
reached a toil booth as they were leaving Valparaiso when
they realized
neither of them had any money with them. They decided
to use their
enforced return to Valparaiso as an opportunity to convert Merino's
oral
mandate into a written one, and it was then that he would scribble the note
to Pinochet and Leigh [Fontaine and Zegers, op. cit.,
p. 20). In his book,
Pinochet writes that he settled on the September 14 date on September
5^
and agreed to change because he saw the navy was determined
to go it
alone on the 11 th, and that would have been "suicide " op. cit.,
pp. 1 1 8- 1 2
slightly

1

)

'

1

details of Pinochet's description of the planning, as told
to the author are
in Whelan, op. cit., pp. 13-15, 18.
120. Altarairano's speech

from Ricardo Boizard, El Ultimo Dia de Allende
(Santiago: Editorial del Pacifico, 1973), pp. 131-136. Of the
130 finally
accused in the navy plot, forty-five were convicted and sentenced.
As to a
Brazilian role, Davis describes reports of "coaching"
Brazilians allegedly
gave Chileans in 1973, and notes that in March 1973, the Brazilian
ambassador to Santiago, Antonio Castro da Camara Canto, "made a
series of
leadmg suggestions which 1 turned aside" (Davis, op. cit.,
pp. 331-334). No
hard evidence— and certainly not of decisive or significant outside
influence in bringing Allende
has, to the best of this author's knowledge, yet surfaced.
120. "El Once, Hora por Hora," in Que Pasa, #177, September
10, 1974, p. 21.

down—

'
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September

11,

1973

THE WORDS OF WAR
10 A.M., Radio Agricultura was in the middle of a regular newscast when the voice of an announcer interrupted with a flash: "Here we
have the voice of Salvador Allende, on a partial radio network. The
president of the Republic has just said that the navy has isolated Val[Allende's voice followed]:
paraiso. Here are his textual words

At

8:

.

.

.

the President of the RepubHc, from the Palace of
La Moneda. Confirmed reports reveal that a sector of the navy has
isolated Valparaiso [there was then a pause and a hum on the line], and
that the city was occupied, which signifies a rebellion against the arm
against the government, the legally constituted government, which
is shielded by the law and the will of the citizens. In this circumstance, I
"

.

.

'Speaking to you

is

.

appeal, above

all,

to workers to

occupy their places

— except on three UP stations

.

.

.'

"

That is

as far as

not silenced by Operation
Silence. On those, as he had done in June during the tancazo, he
appealed to workers to assemble at their factory-fortresses and to prepare to defend the government, but to avoid provocations and await

he got

still

further instructions.
Minutes after he spoke,

two Hawker Hunter jets screeched low over
the western sector of the city Approaching Avenida San Martin, they
fired rockets. When the smoke cleared, the transmitter towers of the
three main UP radio stations were twisted ruins (Allende's own station,
Radio Portales, was off the air for good; Radio Corporacion switched to
FM, though with a weak signal; Radio Magallanes activated a hidden
emergency transmitter, and would, for several hours, remain the sole
voice of a dying government).
At Radio Agricultura, in the last

moments

before dawn, an engineer
linking the station to the
a
"patch"
worked feverishly to finish installing
painstakingly ascommand
network
secret
and
a
Defense Ministry—
Over
that network
operators.
radio
civilian
"ham"
group
of
a
sembled by
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would flow the messages, the

expletives, the uncertainties, and the
surprises of revolution during Chile's most decisive day. From Radio

—

backed up by Radio Mineria, the two linked to a carefully
selected group of other stations around the country the people of
Chile, and much of the world beyond, would learn of the most momentous events in the life of their country.^
Agricultura

—

It was 8:32 a.m., on that still frosty (44°F) morning, when the national
anthem, followed by the words so long awaited by so many, so long
dreaded by others, would reverberate from a hastily installed studio on
the sixth floor of the Defense Ministry: ^

Santiago, September 11, 1973. In consideration of:
(1) the extremely grave social and moral crisis afflicting the country; 2) the inability of the government to control the chaos; (3) the
1

constant increase of paramilitary groups trained by the parties of the
Popular Unity which will lead the people of Chile to an inevitable
civil
1.

war; the Armed Forces and Carabineros of Chile resolve:
President of the Republic must proceed to the immediate

The

handing over

of his office to the

Armed

Forces and Carabineros of

Chile.
2. The Armed Forces and Carabineros of Chile are united to begin
the historic and responsible mission of lighting for the liberation of
the fatherland and to preclude our country from falling under the

Marxist yoke, and the restoration of order and institutionality.
3. The workers of Chile can rest assured that the economic and
social conquests which they have achieved to this date will not suffer
fundamental modification.
4. The press, radio and television pledged to the Popular Unity
must suspend their informative activities as of this instant. Failing to
do so, they will receive air and land punishment.
5. The people of Santiago should remain in their houses so as to
avoid unnecessary victims.
[Signcdl Augusto Pinochet Ugartc, General of the Army, Commander•

in-Chief of the

Army

Jose Toribio Merino, Admiral,

Commander-in-Chief of the Navy
Gustavo Leigh Guzman, General of the Air, Commander-in-Chief
of the Air Force of Chile

Cesar Mcndoza Duran, General, Director-General of Carabineros
of Chile.

"Thus, in two minutes and twenty seconds, did an old order end and a

new one

begin.'"'

was shortly after 4 p.m. Monday when a reheved Salvador Allende
got word that the fleet had sailed from Valparaiso for its rendezvous
with a U.S. squadron and the annual Unitas joint naval exercises. (At
that time, the U.S. ships were just approaching Chilean waters, one
It

I
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thousand miles to the north, having sailed from the Peruvian port of
Callao the day before. 1^ Altamirano and the other hard-liners of the
Popular Unity notwithstanding, Allende had arrived at the conclusion
that he had no choice but to risk all on a plebiscite on his presidency—
and, according to one of his closest confidantes, was prepared to leave
the presidency if the vote went against him.^ He originally had intended
to announce it in a radio broadcast that morning, but then postponed it
until five that afternoon. News that the fleet had sailed persuaded him
that he still had time; the fleet would not, after all, even reach Caldera,
the rendezvous point with the Americans, for two days (it was about five
hundred miles north of Valparaiso to that point). And so he decided,
instead, to announce it the following day at an "anti-imperialism"
exhibit at the extremist-infested State Technical University in Santiago. So that night he summoned to his estate Tomas Moro, Interior
Minister Carlos Briones, Orlando Letelier (now defense minister), Foreign Minister Clodomiro Almeyda (he arrived back from the non-

aligned conference in Algeria too late that night to attend), and Joan
Garces. They were joined at dirmer by Mrs. Allende and his youngest
daughter Isabel. After dinner, the four men retired to the first-floor

study to discuss details of the plebiscite, and were just settling in with
coffee and cognac when the telephone began bringing them news of

mysterious troop movements in and around Santiago.
Though the reports were disquieting and information scanty, Allende
remained convinced that the departure of the fleet amounted to a barrier
to military action, particularly since the navy was unmistakably the
focus of most revolutionary fever. And so, shortly after 1:30 a.m., he
gave instructions to subordinates to continue to pursue the reports and
sent the ministers

home with instructions

to rejoin

him first

thing the

following day^

them— and many, many morehad
not sailed to its rendezvous with
very early indeed. Because the
rendezvous
with destiny. Ever since
a
to
all,
but
the Americans at
"First thing"

would come

for all of
fleet

—

the cruiser Prat, the destroyers Cochrane, Blanco
Encalada and Orella, the oiler Araucano, the submarine Simpson, and
two escort craft had lazed through fair seas just over the horizon from
the coast. They were scattered along fifty-five miles of coast, from the
copper port of San Antonio in the south, to Quintero, site of an air force
base just north of Valparaiso. At midnight, the captains aboard each ship
opened sealed orders: shortly after 5:00 a.m., the cold night air rang with
the fateful "now hear this" from the public address systems of each of
the ships. It was then that the three thousand men aboard those ships
learned of the revolution, of their role in it. Although an estimated 10

midnight, the ships

—
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percent of the men and a number of officers were believed to be loyal to
Allende, there was no breach of discipline as the ships steamed back into
sight of land. Their craggy silhouettes against the distant horizon
the first confirmation that the time for talk was past.s

were

At about that same hour, a coded message went out from the army's
Communications Center on the eighth floor of the Defense Ministry:

EJERCITO DE CHILE

COMANDANCIA EN JEFE
SECRET: GRAL, DAG.

SANTIAGO,

1 1

de Septiembre de 1973.

RADIOGRAMA

ASUJVIIR

INTENDENCIAS Y GOBERNACIONES DE INMEDIATO Y

OCUPAR coma EFECTIVAMENTE, PROVINCIAS Y AREAS JURISDICCIONALES coma TRANSMITIDO SIMULTANEAMENTE A

COMANDO UU.OO.
CAJSIS

pto.

Y CDTES, GUARNICIONES PTO. ACTIVAR

ATTE.

CDTE. EN JEFE DEL EJTO.

POR O. DEL COMANDANTE EN JEFE DEL EJTO.
RIGOBERTO RUBIO RAMIREZ

CORONEL
Secretario General de Ejercito

('Assume control and occupy immediately and effectively municipal
and provincial seats of government, provincial offices, and dependencies; [order] transmitted simultaneously to commanders, operational
units and

commandants

Respectfully,

Commander

in Chief of the

garrisons. Activate Internal Security Plan.
in Chief of the Army For the Commander

Army, Rigoberto Rubio Ramirez, Colonel, Secretary-

General of the Army."p
Allende had been asleep barely two hours
Urrutia, alerted by a telephone call

when

Carabinero General

from Valparaiso, roused him to tell
him that the fleet had returned and the navy had seized Valparaiso. |In
fact, the operation was carried out so surgically that Chile's second city
was securely in the navy's hands before seven that morning, not a shot
fired (and the only two casualties victims of accidents), ^o Allende
dressed quickly, alerted a GAP guard to rouse the other "personal
friends" (an estimated seventy-five were encamped at Tomas Moro, the
opulent presidential estate]. Together with Augusto Olivares Becerra—

—
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perhaps his closest crony Allende began working the telephones in an
all but vain attempt to reach military leaders. |One call he did complete:
to Gen. Herman Brady, newly named head of the Santiago garrison, who
laconically told him there was nothing irregular going on.) Allende also
awakened Letelier and Briones, both of whom also tried in vain to reach
top commanders. Both then headed for their offices, Briones's in the
northwest corner of La Moneda, Letelier's in the Defense Ministry
diagonally across the Alameda,"

One call he might have completed: to Pinochet. After his second
consecutive sleepless night Pinochet, at 5:30, worked out for forty-five
minutes, as was his custom, showered and was dressing when, at 6:30,
the telephone rang. Feigning a sleepy voice, he answered and was told
that it was a presidential operator at Tomas Moro, that the president
wished to speak to him. Since Allende apparently was then on another
call, the operator said the president would call back later. The call never
came. With a brief detour to the home of a daughter for a quick peek at
his still sleeping grandchildren, Pinochet made his way to the army's
communications center at Pefialolen, 7.5 miles east-southeast of La
Moneda Palace.'^^ Arriving, he broke the news; all present were

— except the general's aide-de-camp. He was arrested.
Of the five principal protagonists of the drama— Allende, the four
military commanders — only one had ever experienced actual combat:
'^

"happy"

Jose Toribio Merino, aboard the U.S. light cruiser Raleigh during World
War n. (He bent the rules to do it; Chile was officially neutral in the war.)

So it was that alone among them, he managed a decent night's sleep
but only after putting his private and official houses in order. The
two pages
finishing touches having been put on Operation Seaweed
for
plan
into
a
blueprint
anti-insurgency
defensive
a
converted
which
revolution Admiral Merino gave orders Monday to move First Naval
District headquarters temporarily to the Naval War College, situated in
the port area itself and hub of navy communications. The pretext: avoid
the Altamirano-related disturbances expected the next day. He then
went home and told his wife, Gabriela, to take their three daughters and
$135 in
"hide." He first removed from safekeeping his life's savings
Next,
he
drove
alone
to the
them
over
to
her.
and turned
U.S. dollars
War College, summoned the top staff of some thirty officers, and broke
the news, giving orders to instruct other naval bases to execute Seaweed
at six the following morning. After sharing a glass of whiskey with the

—

—

—

—

—

Merino retired to his wardroom and "slept Hke a log."'"*
Gustavo Leigh Guzman then nine days away from his fifty-third
birthday and rounding out thirty-five years in the air force (including six

officers,

—

dentally, also

the

home of a

—

gave similar instructions Monday to his wife |coincinamed Gabriela): pack a few bags and take the children to

in Washington)

close friend. But

it

had been

a

busy day

for

Leigh already,
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with abundant drama yet to come before his brief and restless repose. At
eight-thirty that morning, he had summoned the twelve air force generals to his third-floor Defense Ministry office: "Gentlemen," he said,
"the dice have been thrown. I move tomorrow, and I am going all the
way, whatever the consequences. If any of you doesn't agree, say so and
go home. There will be no reprisals." No one budged. "Most," he said,
"were frankly jubilant." With that, he swore them to secrecy and

them to make ready to launch the air force's plan: Operacion
Trueno (Operation Thunder). (Pinochet swore in the six generals and a
colonel he had selected for key roles in two dramatic ceremonies that
Monday: using the sword presented to him when he was promoted to
general, Pinochet invoked an old army tradition, that they swear an oath
which was the equivalent of a death warrant, to be executed in case that
man should betray the others. All seven swore the oath without hesiordered

—

tation.)

Leigh joined Pinochet and four of the seven key army leaders for a
planning session at lunch. It was at that luncheon that the decision
was made to bomb La Moneda if Allende resisted; another, if the revolufinal

tion succeeded, to fly

him prisoner.

It

was

Allende and his family into exile, rather than hold
also at that lunch that Pinochet added his signature

to the revolutionary proclamation to be broadcast
the next day,
announcing creation of the junta and demanding that Allende resign. '^
Before getting on with the war planning, Leigh would fight a private
war of his own. That afternoon, he was visited by Alfredo loignant, head
of Investigaciones (Allende had given Joignant the police
job the pre-

November after the Senate voted 32-14 to remove him as mayor
Santiago for his "repeated violations of the constitution"). Flanked by
two police inspectors and three air force technical officers named to a
commission Allende had created to investigate the spectacular air forceextremist shootout at the
factory the previous Friday, the
vious
of

SUMAR

tough-talking Joignant said he intended to order ballistics tests to determine who fired the first shots. In the sharp exchange that followed,
Leigh cursed Joignant— and then threw him out of the office.

That afternoon, Leigh also signed up his first "recruits" for the revolufive-man crews from the national airline, LAN Chile. When
LAN pilots joined the nationwide strike the previous Friday, they took
tion: four,

the precaution of ferrying the airline's fleet of planes to air force bases

safekeeping (and to protect against strike-breaking— an event that
enraged Allende). Deciding those planes could be valuable for transportfor

ing troops, Leigh

needed the

pilots, copilots

and

flight engineers to fly

He had no trouble in rounding up his "recruits," even to persuadthem to spend the night at the air force hospital— for safekeep-

them.
ing

ing, too.

Before leaving his office that night, Leigh had one other important
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appointment. He had earlier summoned the commander of Group 7,
based at Concepcion, an eighty-minute hop from Santiago by subsonic
your command are
jet. Leigh came swiftly to the point: "Crews under
They will
tomorrow.
missions
special
perform
to
upon
called
be
going to
receive their orders in the air. They are to use only rockets and
machinegun ammunition— no bombs. You've got to be ready to carry
out whatever orders you receive, even if it means bombing La Moneda or
that be necessary" The commander readily
back
to Concepcion to select crews for a mission
headed
then
accepted,
i^
never before assigned soldiers in that country,
Eduardo
It was late when Leigh finally arrived at the home of Colonel
toddlers
two
their
and
Leigh
and Marisa Sepulveda, where Gabriela
secretarythe
there,
in.
While
settled
(aged three and four) were already
general of the air force told him that Allende had been calling all over
town trying to reach him. Leigh decided to wait until he reached his
headquarters at the Air Academy before calling the president. "I had
imagined just about everything that Joignant had protested, that he
(Allende] was on to something, anything— except what it turned out to
the
be. He wanted to talk about the LAN planes." It was the last time

Tomas Moro, should

—

two men ever would

talk.'^

One man among the five had no plan at ail. In fact, until shortly before
could fairly be said that Cesar Mendoza Duran
what was in store for him. Although Mendoza
had been in touch with Brig. Gen. Sergio Arellano Stark and other key
army plotters in recent weeks as well as with a fellow Carabinero
general deeply involved in the plotting— there had been no intimation

noon on Monday,

it

didn't have a clue as to

—

until

he arrived

at

General Leigh's office that forenoon that revolution

was imminent. General Leigh was not a man to mince words: he
removed the proclamation from a strongbox in his office, told Mendoza
what was afoot, and asked him to sign. Recovering from his shock,
Mendoza demurred that he believed Pinochet should sign first; Leigh
agreed. [Pinochet signed at lunch, Mendoza returned that afternoon to
sign.) What preparations have you made, Leigh wanted to know.
"None," Mendoza replied, reminding Leigh that his superiors, the two
top Carabinero generals, were fiercely loyal to Allende, that only six of
the sixteen of flag rank could definitely be counted on, and that the
ranks of senior officers a few majors, lieutenant colonels, and up—
were rife with Allende sympathizers. But Mendoza exuded confidence,

—

both because of his thirty-five years of experience, and also because he
did have a few trusted people to work with.
One was the man who went to Leigh's office with him: Gen. Arturo
Yovane Ziifiiga. Allende had sacked Yovane from his job, as he had
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Mendoza, because he aggressively enforced court orders
against extremists. But, unlike Mendoza— who was
exiled to an administrative job in
Santiago |head of the Social Welfare department)—
Yovane lost his
administrative job as prefect of Valparaiso, but not
his field command
(chief of the Second Carabinero Zone). Over
the preceding months, navy
rebels felt him out cautiously, then began drawing
him into their plans
He would prove invaluable in the hours ahead.
Back at his office, Mendoza dispatched a courier
to yet another man

he felt he could— and must— trust: Col. JVlario Mackay
Jaraquemada
head of the Carabinero garrison in the country's third
city, Concepcion'
325 miles southwest of Santiago. Concepcion was of special
importance
because it was the birthplace and major stronghold
of the MIR. (Mendoza was not the only commander with couriers
abroad that day; not
willing to trust all to communications networks,
Pinochet had' dispatched couriers in army planes to carry his
orders to commanders at
key garrisons.) '8
In common with the other commanders,
Mendoza realized the importance of maintaining appearances that day, and
so he went ahead and
attended a birthday party in his honor that night. Still
svelte,

Mendoza—

an equestrian gold medalist in the Pan American
games of 1951, bronze
medalist in the 1952 Olympic games^was celebrating
his fifty-fifth

birthday on Tuesday, September 1 1 '^ The charade
played out, he left the
party around midnight and headed for a fateful
meeting; the home of Col
Jose Sanchez, director of the seven-hundred-man
School of Carabineros,
the "West Point" of that organization. It was a
stop Mendoza
.

knew he had

make: he was at that point a general without an army. But
if he could
persuade Sanchez to join him, there was a chance they
could neutralize
to

the four-thousand-strong Carabinero force
in and around Santiago if not
actually get them to join. Sanchez was understandably
skeptical when,
roused from sleep and dressed in a bathrobe, he was
told by the fourthranking general that his unscheduled nocturnal
visitor was about
to
of the entire organization and join a revolution
But
did. So, too, did General Yovane in a
similar mission that

assume command
succeed he
night: at the

eight-hundred-man Noncommissioned Officers School, and
the elite, six-hundred-man Special Services force.
As Mendoza nosed his white Torino toward home close
to 2 a.m he
realized that as important as were the pieces
now in place,

many more

nerve-wracking uncertainties still remained. Although
their posts
around the country gave Carabineros unmatched
geographic coverage
of Chile, the stance they would take was so
much in doubt until the very
end that no arrangements had been made to include
them in the secret
command communications network. And that meant that Cesar Mendoza was very much on his own.
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Those thoughts still plagued him when his alarm went off at 5:50
headquarters in
A.M. Twenty minutes later, he was on his way to his
stay inside that
wife
to
telling
his
downtown Santiago— but not before
and twentyson
twenty-four-year-old
day, a message he also gave his
Norambuena
the
off
for
started
he
alone,
quite
Then,
year-old daughter.
Building where, over the crucial hours ahead, he would apply a mixture
job of bringing
of persuasion, rank, and personal magnetism to the
revolution.^'O
26,000 men under his command— and into a

Among

the calls Allende did

manage

to complete: one to

Admiral

he had Letelier) that the troop activity in
Carvajal, who told
than routine arms control raids. (Allende
more
nothing
Valparaiso was
Isabel Leteher remembers that her
Leteliei;
did
than
believed
it
no more
husband winked at her when he repeated the admiral's message). Still
for
another was to Carlos Altamirano, whose Sunday speech had created
trap.
the
spring
to
the military the smokescreen they needed
Altamirano's wife of one year remembered that the telephone had been
(she
ringing all night and that the call from Allende came around 6 A.M.
tell me
didn't
"Carlos
or
so).
hour
half
an
by
miscalculated
must have
what they talked about," she said. Instead, the man who had heaped
used
scathing abuse on the right-wing "scum" (the vulgarity he actually
embasin
hide
"cowards
who
in his speech was caiajos, or "pricks") and
Chile and not have to face in a
sies, and seek asylum so as to flee from
would disappear into a long
their
acts"
of
manly way the consequences
seek asylum in an embassy
him
see
would
that
odyssey
and mysterious
.^°
Chile
from
flee
finally
in vain and
Awakening Briones, Allende told him to join him at La Moneda as

him

(as

.

.

soon as possible. For Letelier, he had a different message: first a reproach
off
that so much military chicanery would catch a defense minister
order:
then
an
and
weeks),
only
two
guard (Letelier had been on the job
the place for the defense minister is the Defense Ministry. As a result,
Letelier

would become the first cabinet minister to become a prisoner of

war; and the sight of
early that

him on television,

tumultuous morning, was

leaving the ministry in custody
a stunning confirmation of the

^^
irreversibility of the revolution.

There was another important detail: Allende told Carabinero
Director-General Sepulveda to triple the guard at La Moneda and reincars used
force the palace with tanquetas, the rubber- wheeled armored
Carabineros.
as minitanks by
Two heavily armed convoys converged on Santiago within an hour of
each other that morning.

was headed by Allende himself. Wearing a gray tweed jacket,
woolen turtleneck sweater of the same color with dark gray geometric

The

first
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designs, a sport shirt, dark gray trousers,

and black shoes, Allende, ever
the dandy, then added a finishing flourish; a blue
silk handkerchief with
red dots, tucked into the upper left breast
pocket of his jacket. On his
wrist, an expensive Galga Coultro automatic
watch.
The convoy was made up of four Fiat 125s and a station wagon
loaded
with 30-caliber machineguns and three bazookas, and
two tanquetas.
Twenty-three GAP manned the vehicles (more than twice
that number
remained behind, already busily preparing the defenses for
the presidential estate).

At 7:20, they careened onto already bustling city streets,
hitting
speeds of fifty to sixty-five miles an hour, and reaching
the Morande
80 entrance of La Moneda in just a little over ten minutes.
Armed
with a loaded and cocked AK-47 rifle, Allende
alighted from one of the
vehicles to a welcoming sight: more than a
thousand Carabineros
ringed the squat and sprawUng palace. Also, as
he had ordered, five
strategically placed tanquetas, two heavy machineguns
protruding
from the pyramid-shaped turrets of each. Inside, he went
quickly to the
GAP guard room, took inventory of the weapons available; cursing the
lack of a bazooka, he ordered the two top Carabinero
generals Sepiilveda
and Urrutia, already there, to arrange for more
armament, and sent a
similar message to the GAP at Toraas Moro. (Some
Carabinero armament did arrive; an enterprising lieutenant made certain
neither the

GAP nor their weapons

did.)

Those first arrangements made, he returned to the
telephone: to his
(mamly estranged) wife of thirty-three years, Hortensia
("Tencha"|:
"The situation is serious
*I will remain here.
You
.

.

practically impossible for

went out to

.

me

CUT

stay there. It is
to leave the presidency ..." Other calls

leaders Luis Figueroa and Rolando Calderon,
with
orders to mobilize the paramilitary shock
troops of the industrial
belts."

The war,

war of shadows, or telephone calls and radio
several during that first hour in the palace
but
they were heard by relatively few because of the
effectiveness of Operation Silence; so long as they did remain on the
air,
at this point, is a

appeals. Allende

made

the UP stations—
Candelaria, Corporacion, Magallanes— interspersed
their
broadcasts with "alerts" for the paramilitary groups
as well as with
cryptic coded messages. Top leaders of the
government are photographed arriving at La Moneda, as on any other day:
gaunt Jose Toha,
former minister of defense and of the interior, tells
reporters as he enters
the palace: "I haven't had a chance to assess the
situation yet, but I can
tell you this: we will turn over the presidency
in 1 976 ... " Jaime Barrios,
head of the Central Bank, arrives with his wife, Nancy
Julien; a few
Portales,

minutes

later, at 8:20,

Carlos Briones, followed by Foreign Minister
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Clodomiro Almeyda; at 8:50, Beatriz AUende, who claimed she bowled
over a police barrier to get there and arrived pistol in hand; her late
arrival seems to cast doubt on reports that her husband, Luis Fernandez
Ona, the Cuban secret police chieftain, had been tipped during
the night that the revolt would break out at 7:45 a.m. Daniel Vergara—
the gray eminence of the key Interior Ministry from the very outset
of the regime— arrives in his blue Dodge Dart; Education Minister
Edgardo Enriquez Froeden, father of the MIR leader, who put in a

twenty-minute appearance, claiming as he left that he planned to work
at his office; his extremist son, Miguel Enriquez Espinoza, who left after
a brief visit; Fernando Flores, the brilliant young Socialist finance minister (who would later become a multimillionaire capitalist in the
United States); two more Carabinero generals (Ruben Alvarez Oyarziin
and Orestes Salinas, the latter, ironically, the man who headed during
the Frei years the Grupo Movil of Carabineros, the highly effective
SWAT-type team so reviled by Marxists); presidential press secretary
Carlos Jorquera, as well as Olivares and Joan Garces; presidential secretary Osvaldo Puccio and his son, and yet another secretary, Frida
Modak, and Allende's other daughter, Isabel; the president's naval, army
and air force aides: Jorge Grez, Sergio Badiola and Raiil Sanchez; Radical
leaders Hugo Miranda, Orlando Cantuarias and government SecretaryGeneral Anibal Palma; Eduardo ("Coco") Paredes (of the Cubana de
Aviacion arms shipments which Allende tried to palm off as mangoflavored ice cream, later as paintings); Rene Largo Farias (chief of the
radio section of the Government Information Office, and the man who,
shortly after midnight, called Tomas Moro with the first report of
unusual troop movements); Agriculture Minister Jaime Toha (brother of
Jose); and five doctors, including Patricio Guijon Klein, who stumbled
onto history's stage and would shortly discover his life forever transformed.
Less noticed: at the far eastern end of the palace, the part housing the
Foreign Ministry, a single employee remained at his desk that day
Ernesto Espinoza made it to the office, only to find himself trapped
there; for three Cabinet ministers, it was Providence that sent him.^"
Yet another person made it to the palace that morning: Miria Contreras Bell de Ropert, La Payita. Then forty-six, round-faced, blue eyed,
thick lipped, and (by most accounts) "singularly attractive," Mrs. Con-

many years, been Salvador Allende's confidante, private
secretary and mistress. She had been awakened that morning by a call
from an ex-army officer who later joined Allende's personal bodyguards,
the GAP (only to be cashiered when it was learned he was a homosexual). "This time it's real," he told her. Dressing quickly, Mrs. Contreras
collared her two sons and headed from El Caiiaveral— the sprawling
treras had, for

estate Allende

had bought

for

her in the foothills of the Andes, east

of
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Santiago-for Tomas Moro, where she knew
he had spent the night By
the time she got there he had already
gone; leaving her son Max, she and
her son Enrique piled into their
Renault 4 and headed for La Moneda
flanked by around eighteen GAPs she
had persuaded

to join her At the
Santiago prefecture, across the street
from the palace, Carabineros
would not let her proceed until she persuaded
an officer to let her put in
a call to the president. Rushing
into the palace just as he was
finishing
his first radio

to

doTt

'

25

speech Allende asked her: "Tell me,
truthfully, Payita
'^
'"""'"^ ^"""^ "'• ^^" *^y^^^^ the courage

With the exception

of a single

youth leader-Enrique Paris-the

Communist party was conspicuous by its absence from La
Moneda
morning The evidence is strong that alone
among the

that
coalition partners

in this

carnival of madness," the
Communists managed to learn
enough, soon enough, to save their skins.
Because, as it happened the
Communist party daily newspaper El Siglo was

on the streets that
morning with a huge red headline: "Every
Man To His Battle Station"
iCada Cual A Su Puesto De Combate]. The
headline appeared over a
story signed by Luis Corvalan Lepe,
secretary-general of the party, calling on neighborhood commands,
the industrial unions and paramilitary
groups, the Supply and Price Boards
(JAPs|, to report for duty and make
ready to defend the government to
the end. The story, like the headline
was hastily subsituted for an earlier
one during the night, while the
presses were running, apparently after
a warmng reached the Central
Committee from Valparaiso, of what was
afoot in the navy-hours
before anyone else knew.
As a result, Communist leaders were also
conspicuous by their
absence on the streets of Santiago on that
1 1th day of September
Among
the most conspicuously absent,
the suave theoretician of the
party
Volodia Teitelboim. Only two months
before. Senator Teitelboirn had
responded
indignantly

to a Nationalist deputy's claim
that he, Carlos
Altamirano and Erich Schnake had sought
asylum in the North Korean
Embassy when the abortive tancazo rebellion
erupted
Why would we take refuge?" Teitelboim shot back. June 19
"We are not rats
We will never abandon our fight for the people "'^
When the fighting broke out on September 1
1, Teitelboim did run for
diplomatic asylum cover, surfacing later
in Moscow, where he became
one of the principal voices of
propaganda broadcasts beamed to Chile.

SANTIAGO UNDER SIEGE
The second armed convoy rumbled out
of the Second Armored
Kegiment, home of the abortive June 29
revolt. Vincente Terreros Per-
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but popular
nandez looked up from his chores at his hole-in-the-wall
east of La
blocks
three
just
Paso,
Al
Sandwich
short-order restaurant,
the
Observmg
Alameda.
and
Estado
of
corner
northwest
the
Moneda at
m
trench
construction
twin row of tanks straddling the huge subway
"They
cracked:
regulars
the middle of Alameda, one of the breakfast
lights."
must mean business this time. They're not even stopping for the
for
stopped
had
tanks
the
that
fact
He was referring, of course, to the
quickly
stools
fourteen
all
on
patrons
traffic lights on June 29. The

Maria— that the
agreed with the Tererros— father, mother, daughter
curtains, pronto!^'
metal
the
lower
to
be
would
time
this
prudent thing
Javier PaSkepticism understandably greeted the infantry general,
that
seven
at
regiment
armored
lacios who arrived to take charge of an
on a
out
led
been
all,
after
morning; the men of the Second Armored had,
martial.
courtsawaiting
then
were
limb June 29, and their top officers
captains from his
But anticipating just that, Pinochet had "planted" two
mission
concealed
the
with
tancazo
the
following
staff in the regiment
as to tip the
so
men
and
officers
other
of
confidence
the
of winning
time was now, as
balance when the order to move out arrived. That
announced that he was assuming command under orders from
military disPinochet and Herman Brady, commander of the Santiago
captains!!
the
of
[one
officer
an
then
and
trict. At first there was silence,
general?"
my
saying,
are
you
what
spoke up: "Are you sure of
run
Mounting a tank, Palacios responded with a firm retort, "Now I
fell in behind him. By 8:30
others
The
arm.
of
the
wave
and
a
show,"
Palacios

this

the south flank of
A.M. the tanks were arrayed in enfilade position facing

La Moneda.
La Payita—
Yet another, smaller convoy— presumably headed by
got. From a
it
far
as
that's
as
but
action,
made it to the scene of the
across
directly
building,
government
Province
window in the Santiago
PatriLieutenants
Carabinero
Moneda,
of
La
wing
presidential
the

from

and Juan Martinez Maureira watched as carloads of
GAP pulled into the garage wedged between their building and the
were far outPublic Works Ministry Although the two lieutenants
had already
they
above,
floors
ranked by a pair of officials just two
out. It was
pull
to
headquarters
Mendoza's
from
received radioed orders
ended the
That
arrived.
caravan
the
that
do
what
to
while debating
to follow
command
their
under
men
dozen
the
ordered
they
indecision:
them into the garage where they surprised fifteen GAPs unloading submachineguns, antitank mines, bazookas, and boxes of ammunition—
Tomas Moro.
the heavy armament Allende had ordered delivered from
of the garage
out
booty
war
and
prisoners
The lieutenants marched their
prisoners
the
locking
building,
government
provincial
and back into the
her
leave—
to
allowed
was
Contreras
Mrs.
noted,
As
room.
guard

cio de la Fuente Ibar

in the

|
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son was not. The young officers were barely back when the two
officials
above them were on the telephone, screaming orders to release
the
prisoners (the two were provincial Governor Julio Stuardo, notorious
for
his bare-knuckles handling of the striking truckers and their
wives, and
Carabinero Gen. Fabian Parada Hormazabal, prefect of the province).
They refused. They refused even when ordered by higher authority.
Salvador Allende telephoned from across the street in the palace,
where
)

their

moves had been observed by among others, his mistress^ Miria
The action of the two was significant not only because of the

Contreras.

loss of the reinforcements and the badly needed heavy
weapons, but
because the prisoners they took included one known as "Bruno"—

wanted in connection with the murder of the presidential naval aide,
Araya— and another of special importance to La Payita, her

Captain

Once again, the lieutenants refused. Instead, they called the crack
Special Services unit for help; a bus was dispatched for the
prisoners,
removing them under intensifying sniper fire. (Allende had made the
son.

disbanding of the Carabineros' Grupo Movil a campaign issue— the Left
despised them because they were so good. Once in power, however,
Allende couldn't bring himself to dispense with their services; he
simply renamed them the Special Services.j^^
Installed at his headquarters, Pinochet discovered that the
Carabineros were out of the communications loop; (Because of a stubborn
technical glitch, Pinochet and Leigh were also unable to communicate
directly; they

had

no one could

later explain, at the

to relay

messages through a station set up,

for reasons
There, the commanders-in-chief of the army and air force had an eighteen-year-old
plebe named Dante Pino as the bridge between them.) Early that
morning, the fighting not yet begun, the following would
crackle over the
rarely used low frequency (144.48 Mc):
"Station One |Pinochetj to Station Five [Carvajal, in the
Defense

Military

Academy

Ministry|: Is Yovane

working on Carabineros? [Evidently Pinochet
meant to say Mendoza rather than Yovane.]
"Station Five to Station One: Yes, he commands the forces surrounding the Moneda."2»

Two was Leigh, Three was the Military Academy— though
was no command post there— and Four was not used.)

(Station

there

The obedience

of the

two lieutenants was an important confirmation

that the Carabineros were, in fact, responding to the
Mendoza/Yovane
coup within the coup, as Carvajal had reassured Pinochet. But there had

been another confirmation already, with two more yet to come.
At 8 A.M., a busload of Carabineros pulled up at Tomas Moro to relieve
the night watch. The night watch boarded the bus, the day watch
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remained aboard, and the bus drove off— as per orders received that
morning from their new commanders. Now, only the GAP remained to
defend what Allende, only a few weeks before, had boasted was "an
impregnable fortress." Indeed, only that morning he had told his wife to
gather their daughters and grandchildren there, because he thought it
would be the safest place to be. The presence of the guards and the tank
unit "did add a note of security" for Mrs. Allende. Later, her driver told
her: "Senora, there is no tank, nor for that matter, are there any military
at the gate." The fortress was impregnable no more.^o

But the rudest blows of all were delivered at La Moneda itself. It was
close to 9 A.M. when a GAP burst into the president's second-floor office
with the news: "Mr. President— the minitanks are pulling out!" By now
wearing a helmet and carrying the 1,200 round-a-minute AK-47 submachinegun Fidel Castro had given him, Allende rushed to a small
balcony overlooking the Plaza Constitucion, just in time to see the last
of the tanquetas disappear into Teatinos Street (and to be snapped in a
famous photograph). Ten minutes later, the one thousand Carabineros
ringing the palace also pulled out.^i
Allende was now left with a handful of civilians and a palace guard of
and, for at least a while longer, a force of some forty to
some fifty

GAP—

Carabineros still inside the palace. Facing him: a ground force of
several thousand, and another unseen force, more terrifying yet.
As in most wars, paper, plans, and proclamations predominated over
raw violence for a time. But when the shooting did erupt, it was with
stupefying fury From his fifth floor perch at the American Embassy,
fifty

—

kitty-corner across the Plaza Constitucion from La Moneda, Public
Affairs Officer Jim Halsema said he had not heard such intense small
arms fire since World War II and Halsema was no stranger to battle.

—

(Indeed, his first brush

with war happened when he was only three

old, aboard a train traversing revolution-ravaged Siberia; in the
years ahead, he almost literally wandered into civil war in Spain, covered war in the Philippines and Indonesia as a reporter, and strayed into
yet another, the Suez War, during what was supposed to be a holiday

months

stopover in Cairo. p^

Considerable doubt has been cast on whether Pinochet was really
committed to the September revolution, or simply stepped in at the end
to take command of a revolution which subordinates had planned and
were now ready to execute; or, as a variant of that theme, whether he
wasn't also pushed by the navy |at the same time as he was being pulled
by his own comrades-in-arms of the army); or, if he was committed,
when did he finally make up his mind? Most of the doubts are based

on conclusions extracted from the posthumous memoirs

of his pre-
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decessor, Gen. Carlos Prats Gonzalez,
reinforced mainly by the observations of persons loyal to Allende.33 That
Prats himself was professionally and emotionally committed
to Allende is beyond serious
dispute; if there were no other basis for
the conclusion-and such bases
abound— his own memoirs demonstrate that. Extensive
investigation
tor an earher book which this author
wrote on the overthrow of

Allende
has persuaded him that while Pinochet,
together with many other
leaders of the revolt, may have hoped
for a pohtical solution which
would have made the revolution unnecessary, he
did move steadfastly
ahead with planning for the possibility of a
coup from June of 1972
onward Parallel with the planmng for war, he
played a skillful poker
hand of fealty, first to his commander, General
Prats, and secondly to the
regime. (The first was easy, given a hfetime
of obedience to higher
authority; the second was more difficult,
given a visceral loathing of
communism, reinforced during six weeks of 1948 when,
as a young
captain, he was given command of the
Pisagua detention center where

some

hundred Communist leaders-rounded up under
Gonzalez
Ley Maldita" (Wretched Law)-were quarantined.
"I learned
there, he would later write, that "the
Communist party was very
di erent from what we had thought.
It was not just another party
The
differences were great and profound. "^4
five

Videlas

Evidence not
role

now

available

may

later surface

concerning

Pinochet's
m the dangerous and conscience^scourging plotting to bring
down

the Allende regime. Until

and unless such evidence does surface what
a conscientious synthesis of the available
evidence in large
measure the fruits of the aforementioned research
ioi Allendefollows

IS

a MaiKist

Dieam, bolstered by close study

pubhcations (including Pinochet's own):

Death of
of countless subsequent

One of Pinochet's first acts after taking over as army
chief-of-staff in
January 1972 was to review the army's contingency
planning for internal security (all the services had such a
plan). Concluding it was hopelessly outdated and inefficient, he ordered
the elaboration of a new plan
As the situation worsened in Chile, on June
23, 1972, he ordered that
defensive plan gradually transformed into an
offensive plan, but so as to

enhance security— and mask his real intentions—
he broke the plan
into several pieces, assigning different
phases to each group without

any
any other His original thinking: The army
should be ready to strike, if events warranted,
by late July 1973
That decision, by mid-1973 now hardened, was
upended by the June
29 tai2cazo— mainly because of the lessons learned during
that
of

them connecting

to

abortive
pocket revolt. In the aftermath, Pinochet ordered
sweeping revisions in
the plan, including provision for war
games to test the army's ability to
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openly
react to various internal security scenarios. His decision to do so
in
involved
Pinochet
was
that
Altamirano
alerted
by
fortuitous:
proved
planning, Allende routed Pinochet out of bed at three-thirty one

coup

morning in August and summoned him to a bizarre, black-of-thebe
night meeting at Tomas Moro. So certain was he that he was about to
awakened
also
assassinated— at the minimum, arrested— that Pinochet
and
his wife and the two youngest (of his five) children still at home,
frosty

them to the home of his eldest daughat Tomas Moro, Pinochet's anxieties
Arriving
ter, Ines Lucia, for safety
Toro, the Communist deputy
Carlos
saw
he
when
heightened
were

alter

an emotional

farewell, took

"Coco"
chief of Investigaciones (and, still later, his ex-boss, Eduardo
as
Paredes). Also there, arrayed around the room, Pinochet reflected,
Luis
chief
party
Communist
though the jury in a trial about to begin:
Corvalan, Finance Minister Fernando Flores, Orlando Letelier, and—
in
yet another surprise— a high-ranking general. Finally, close to five
the morning, Allende made a dramatic entrance: dark suit, Russianall the
style lamb's wool cap, blue cape with red lining— looking for
the
himself.
For
world, Pinochet would remark, like Mephistopheles

next thirty tense moments, Allende fenced and pried and poked at
Pinochet in his engagingly sly style. Clearly, he knew something about
Pinochet's frequent trips to the Army War College— including a prolonged one the day before— but clearly he needed to know more. As for
Pinochet, since he did have a relatively "open" plan, he was able to speak
about it and his activities openly— even to the point of inviting Allende

war games when they were held. That "candor" allayed the
At five- thirty in the morning, a greatly
Augusto Pinochet Ugarte made his way through the streets of

to attend the

suspicions of his inquisitors.
relieved

darkened city back to his family^^
But beginning on July 16, there was also a second plan— like the first,
code-named "Operacion Alborada" (Operation Dawn), but, unlike the
colonels and
first, entirely secret. Working on it were two generals, lour
lieutenant colonels at the Army War College, all hand-picked, all sworn

the

still

army to
day
for the
that
on
seize power on September 14, using the rehearsal
moving
for
pretext
as
the
the
19th
annual Armed Forces Day parade on
troops. Conditions in Chile also enabled him to avoid moving troops, as
he needed to, if he were to complete his double- ring of fire around the
he
capital. At a September 5 meeting with Defense Minister Letelier,
said he could only use the Santiago garrison troops for the rehearsal
because both food and fuel were too scarce to bring those from outlying
to absolute secrecy

By late August,

it

was ready:

it

called for the

garrisons into the city Letelier agreed.
The double-ring consisted of troops converging on the center of the
from outside
city for the crucial battles, while others moved secretly in
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garrisons to surround the paramilitary forces in the industrial clusters
before they had a chance to do the same to the army troops fighting

on

downtown streets. It was the precipitative movement of two of
them—the Yungay Regiment at San Fehpe and the Old Guard
the

Regiment, sixty and

miles north of Santiago, respectively— which
warning call to Allende, just after midnight;
Pinochet, alerted even earlier, had already radioed the commander of
one of the Hdgety units to settle down, deciding that the risk of detec-

was

fifty

Rene Farias's

triggered

first

from the car radio than from the tapped telephones at his
addition to army units, marines dispatched by
Merino were also converging on Santiago from Valparaiso.^e
By 8:50 a.m. Gen. Washington Carrasco reported that Concepcion,
the country's third city, had fallen without a shot being fired. Furthermore, thanks to the work of one engineer and three telephone company
technicians, the telephones of 1,800 top UP leaders were cut. In addition, he reported, the industrial cordones and the
radical-dominated
university had been neutralized. By noon, many of those top leaders
were on their way to Quiriquina Island, in Concepcion Bay, north of the
tion

less

home and

office. In

city 37

Similar operations were carried out in Valparaiso,- by 5:45 a.m., all
twelve radio stations had been silenced (key crystals were removed
under a carefully rehearsed plan), as were official and private radio
transmitters. Since the telephone company was also in military hands,
only the navy's own "green line" connected Valparaiso to the rest of the

country And by day's end— to Merino's later regret— "only" 260 persons had been taken prisoner.' "I wish we had taken more," he would say
later;

".

.

.

we

controlled the industrial strongholds

up more

activists, especially the leaders,
of trouble later, "^s

had we rounded
we would have headed off a lot
.

.

.

Under the command of Col. Julio Polloni Perez, chief of army telecommunications and one of the key plotters, two hundred troops fanned
out around Santiago during the predawn hours, divided into groups of
twenty to thirty Their mission, carefully worked out by Polloni, the
civilian expert "Cesar" who had worked with him, and others: silence
as
many as possible of the twenty-six commercial radio stations in Santiago (except those preselected as the voices of revolution), international
cable and telex services, news agency lines, long distance and international telephone services, private radio

transmitters— not the least of
them, the powerful equipment installed in the warehouse of the staterun Development Corporation, which provided a twenty-four-hour

with stalwart ally Fidel Castro. That was phase one of the
phase two, the supersecret part, called for setting up the secret
radio network, which not only linked the commanders in Santiago, but
radio link
plan;
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near
also the military garrisons stretching the 2,700 miles from Arica
of
Straits
by
the
the Peruvian border in the north to Punta Arenas hard

Magellan to the south. By 7 a.m., after weeks of planning and plotting,
culminated by round-the-clock feverish, frenzied and frequently frustrating toil over the last few days, the job was done.3?
The first, scattered shots were fired on army units as they converged
on the downtown area. Even more than at the time of the June 29
tancazo. the paramilitary brigades had taken up positions on rooftops
and strategically located windows throughout the downtown area,
vastly augmenting the firepower protecting the fortress-like Moneda
Palace. But over the hours ahead, much of that firepower would also be
directed at other targets, including Radio Agricultura, the U.S.
Embassy— and, quite by mistake, United Press International's too wellplaced downtown offices. |The shooting would not prevent UPI from
outfoxing Operation Silence and getting the big story out by a devious
but effective channel. )'*o The entire Santiago operation was under the

command

of

General Brady, one of the two close personal friends

Pinochet had managed to maneuver into controlling the two crucial
commands in the Santiago area, replacing Allende loyalists. Commanding the downtown area itself was Gen. Sergio Arellano also one of the
key plotters; indeed, he was putting the finishing touches on the combat
plans until close to 2 A.M. Palacios was charged with the attack on La
Moneda itself; and the other of Pinochet's two close friends. Gen. Cesar

—

Raiil Benavides,

and

was given the job

of capturing

Los Cerrillos] of the three cordones

two (Vicuna Mackenna

de la mueite ("belts of death," as

the radical Left liked to call the heavily armed industrial strongholds
flanking Santiago). The first two were south of the city; the third,
Panamericana Norte, north of it; Col. Felipe Geiger and his Buin

Regiment were assigned to that front.-*' The army troops took their
orders directly, of course, from Pinochet, seconded by his deputy. Gen.
Oscar Bonilla Bradanovic, installed at their Penalolen headquarters. (At
his last meeting with top generals the day before, Pinochet had designated Bonilla as the man who would take over should anything happened to him an option Bonilla feared, for a few moments, he might

—

claiming to follow strictly the order of seniority in
naming Bonilla, Pinochet pointedly skipped over the actual numbers
two and three men. Gen. Orlando Urbina and Gen. Ernesto Baeza,
presumably because it was not clear whether they would tilt toward
Allende or the rebels. (Baeza would not only become a key player on the
eleventh, but quickly demonstrate his loyalty: he was named to the

have to

exercise.) In

critical job of

force, infested

heading Investigaciones, the national police detective
with Allende loyalists.) The incident is yet another dem-

onstration of the institution-wrenching decisions so alien to the charac-
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of the
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men who made them, yet another demonstration of

the brother-against-brother ughness unleashed on
the bitterly divided
land.42 Coordination of the operations of the entire
combined forces was
in the capable and calm hands of Vice Adm.
Patricio Carvajal Prado,
installed on the ninth floor of the Defense Ministry
and ably back-

stopped by air force Gen. Nicanor Diaz,

army Gen.

Sergio Nurio, and

others.

They would, that morning, be joined by another who would arrive
to
attend 3 routine meeting, only to discover he
had walked into the
command post of revolution: Gen. Ernesto Baeza. As indicated, Baeza
had been omitted from the secret plotting, but he now
found himself
playing a pivotal role in that revolution.
On the fifth floor of the same building, about twenty
officers,

assigned to Carvajal 's Joint Chiefs' staff,

most

manned the Armed Forces Oper-

ations Center (COFA). Until seven that morning,
there was nothing
unusual about appearances in the building— nor even
outside: the guard

had not even been beefed up. That would change
at seven, when Diaz
summoned the guard detail: "We are at war," he told them. "The armed
forces have resolved to depose the government.
Anyone not
in agreement
There was, he would recollect, but one question: "Has
anything been done to protect our families?" a soldier
asked.
is

free to leave."

The general
either,"

said that

was not

possible.

"Mine has no protection

he added.«

Diagonally across the Alameda, the scene in La Moneda was
one of
While s'ome prepared for battle, others shredded
documents, still others inventoried armaments. Dr. Danilo
Bartulin,
intense activity, too.
the cardiologist Dr.

Oscar Soto, and the other doctors went about setting
up an infirmary in the administration offices of
the palace, in the
northeast wing of the building (they would later move to
safer quarters
in the basement.) Among those doctors: Patricio
Guijon Klein.
A surgeon, Guijon was then forty-one, the father of four children, a
man who lived modestly and inconspicuously with his family in a
simple, DFL-2 (government-subsidizedl house on
Luis Carrera Street,
and in common with most doctors in Chile at that
time, compelled to
work two medical jobs in order to make ends barely meet.
Although
attracted to Marxist ideas from his early youth,
Guijon was not a politiOctober 1972, Dr. Arturo Jiron, who had been Allende's
was appointed minister of health. He was succeeded by Dr.
Patricio Arroyo, an Allcnde intimate and former
classmate and close
friend of Patricio Guijon. Arroyo asked Guijon
whether he would like to
cal activist. In

surgeon,

join

the presidential medical

not only never got to

staff,

a largely honorary

examine his famous

patient,

appointment (he
he never even met

"
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other five presidenAllende; in fact, about all he got to do was join the
meeting).
weekly
at
a
tial physicians
telephone
At seven-fifteen on the morning of the eleventh, he got a
(nickname:
Cuevas
call from his friend and colleague. Dr. Alejandro
Pelade).

"Pachi [Guijon's nickname since childhood], you've got to get to La
Moneda pronto.
"But Pelado, the meeting isn't until Wednesday Today is Tuesday"
"Don't ask dumb questions, just get going," Cuevas responded.
Guijon's wife Silvia, listening in, said nothing but told their twelve-

—

year-old boy to hurry
off

every day at

—family

rites

Colegio Aleman

included Patricio dropping the boy
Silvia took the other two

—while

school-age children to their school at the eastern end of the city Guijon
was only halfway there when the brakes of the Fiat 125, the family's one
luxury gave out. As luck would have it, Silvia happened to be driving
behind him in their battered station wagon. Patricio sent her back to the

house for a tool to fix the problem. Half an hour later, she was back and
he was on his way.
Fate handed Patricio Guijon yet another chance to escape the lifecrunching happenstance still a few hours away With no radio in his car,
Patricio Guijon had no notion what was happening as he weaved his way
around one Carabinero road-block after another, which were springing
up to seal off the downtown area. Finally, he made it to within a short
walk of the palace and "did the only intelligent thing 1 had done all
morning": he pulled into an underground garage used by the U.S.
Embassy where spaces were reserved for the former Braden Copper Co.
(the Kennecott subsidiary, until its expropriation two years earlier).
Guijon had been on the staff of the nationalized company for some time,
and so he parked and left the keys in the ignition.
It was only when he finally reached the palace, around 8 a.m., that he

momentous events afoot. One of his first thoughts was to
know where he had left the cat; as Silvia, a nurse, was already

learned of the
let Silvia

at

work

at a hospital,

he

left

word with

his father, thus assuring the

survival of "the family fortune." It would turn out to be a very lucky
impulse, offsetting, perhaps, his unlucky determination to make it into

La

Moneda

that

September morning.**

A CHANGED MAN
Navy Commander Jorge Grez was among the first to see the change in
Salvador Allende 's mood.

"When I first arrived," he recalled,

"I

was shocked to see him with the

—
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helmet on and a sub-machinegun on his desk. But he was still in bold
spirits. When I reported, he waved from his chair, and the first thing he
said to me was: 'Once again, we have problems with your navy, Commander.' He had used those exact same words to me just two weeks
before, and I was taken aback when he used them again.
"It was when someone on the OIR the government information and
I

broadcasting office] staff brought him the text of the proclamation that
his mood changed. He had heard it, but now, reading it, he became much

more somber,

changed.'"*^

Grez had taken over as naval aide-de-camp to the president only six
weeks before, following the murder of Captain Araya, When he went off
duty the previous evening, he had expected to spend the rest of the week
relaxing. All that changed when he heard the radio reports of heavy
Carabinero reinforcements around La Moneda earlier that morning,
then learned that the president had left Tomas Moro for La Moneda.
Arriving at the palace at around 8:35, a guard at first blocked his way;
Grez persisted, and as he entered, was joined by La Payita Miria

—

Contreras.

At about that same time, Allende heard from two other military
from the Defense Ministry, reported
that he had not only been unable to locate Letelier
he had also been
sources: Colonel Valenzuela, back

—

barred access to his

own

Next, Allende received a telephone call
from his air force aide. Col. Raul Sanchez, According to one account,
Sanchez said he was speaking on behalf of air force Lt. Gen. Gabriel van
Schouwen Figueroa. Van Schouwen was then number two in seniority
in the air force, and Allende regarded him as sympathetic to him, even
though a few weeks before van Schouwen had incurred the president's
wrath during the mid-August air force crisis. When Leigh balked at
taking over from Ruiz Danyau, Allende offered the job to van Schouwen,
who also turned it down. "No one wants to be commander-in-chief,"
Allende is reported to have exploded. "What do they want me to do

name

Sanchez?"*'''

Now
had

office.

that

same Sanchez was

telling the president that the air force

by to take Allende, his family and immediate
associates into exile. "Tell General van Schouwen that the president
does not flee by plane. The general should know how to act like a soldier,
just as I know how to carry out my sworn duty as president of the
republic." Hanging up the telephone, Allende is reported to have added:
"The traitors, the traitors
they don't even have the guts to tell me
this directly."*'' (With but a single line
the navy's green line
left into
La Moneda, "the traitors" could not have told Allende anything directly.
Regular telephone lines had been cut within the hour after Brady coma plane standing

.

.

.

—

—
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plained to Carvajal that Allende continued "pestering" him for information; some within the palace, however, did manage to make a few,
sporadic outgoing calls through the morning.)

any remaining hope Allende
with
an
isolated revolt involving the
might have had that he was dealing
units.
Allende
decided to take once
a
few
army
and
navy in Valparaiso
again to the airwaves. Spinning the dial of a radio, seeking in vain to find
stations still supporting him, he would find only one: Radio Magallanes,
powered by an emergency transmitter.
"Next to his desk," Grez said, "he had three telephones with direct
Portales, Magallaiies, and Corporacion. He
lines to the radio stations
was jiggling the crank when an operator came on.
" 'This is the president,' he said. 'I am going to speak to the nation.'
The operator said, 'Give me ten seconds,' and he waited, and then he
went on." His voice was calm, his speech measured.'**'

The combination

of these events dashed

—

"This will surely be

my last chance to speak to you. The air force has

bombarded the antennas

of

Radio Magallanes.

My

words carry not

bitterness but disappointment. May there be moral punishment for
those who have betrayed their oath: the soldiers of Chile, Commander-

in-Chief Admiral Merino,

who has proclaimed himself commandant of

the navy, as well as Mr. Mendoza, that drag-along general who only
yesterday affirmed his fidelity and loyalty to the government and who

has

now proclaimed himself director-general

face of these deeds,

I

of the Carabineros. In the

have only one thing to say to the workers:

I

am not

going to resign!
"Placed in this historic juncture, I will repay with my life the loyalty
of the people, I tell you that I am certain that the seed we have given to
the worthy consciousness of thousands and thousands of Chileans cannot be rooted out entirely. They have the force, they can crush us, but
social processes are not held back by crime or by force. History is ours,

and the people will make it.
"Workers of my country, 1 have to thank you for the loyalty you have
always had, the confidence you have placed in a man who was only the
interpreter of a great yearning for justice, who pledged his word that
he would respect the constitution and the law, and who has done so. In

moment, the last in which I am able to speak to you, I
wish to take advantage of the lesson: foreign capital and imperialism,
united with reaction, created the climate in which the armed forces
would break with their tradition, the one Schneider would teach
them and Captain Araya would reaffirm, * both of them victims of the
same social class that waits today at home while other hands reconthis definitive
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quer power so that they can continue defending their profits and their
privileges.
"I address myself, above all, to the modest women of our land, the
farm women who believed in us, the worker who wanted more work, the
mother who knew of our concern for children.
"I address myself to the professionals of the fatherland, those who
continued working against the sedition sponsored by the professional
societies, the classist societies, which also defended the advantages of a

capitalist society of the few.
"I address myself to the youth, to those who sang and gave of their joy
and their fighting spirit.
"I address myself to the men of Chile, the worker, the peasant, the
intellectual, to those who will be persecuted, because in our country
fascism has already been with us for a long while: in terrorist attacks,
blowing up bridges, cutting railroad lines, destroying oil and gas

pipelines, in the face of the silence of those
act.

They were implicated. History

who had

the obligation to

will judge them.

Radio Magallanes will be silenced, and the sound of my voice
you again. It doesn't matter. You will continue to hear it, I
will always be with you. At least my memory will remain with you:
"Surely,

will not reach

that of a

worthy

man who was

loyal to the fatherland.

must defend yourselves, but not sacrifice yourselves.
You should not allow yourselves to be cowed or mowed down, but
neither should you be humiliated.
"You, the people,

"Workers of my fatherland, I have faith in Chile and in its destiny.
Other men will overcome this dark and bitter moment that betrayal
us. Continue believing that, much sooner than later,
once again the grand promenades will be opened on which free men
walk to construct a better society.
"Viva Chile! Viva the people! Long live the workers!
"These are my last words, and I am certain that the sacrifice will not
be in vain; 1 am certain that, at the very least, it will be a moral lesson
that will punish felony, cowardice, and treason."*^
It is not clear whether Pinochet heard that broadcast. It is clear how he

would impose on

message through Cadet Pino, Pinochet asked
Leigh to "study the possibility" of knocking out Radio Magallanes from
the air. (As the day wore on, Pinochet's tone became more peremptory,
his commands more unquestioned; Leigh's, strong throughout, did not
yield ground so much as it was preempted by Pinochet. The silencing
job was given to Jorge Massa Armijo, a man who had won worldwide
reacted. Relaying the

|

•

He was

referring to Gen. Rene Schneider, the army commander-in-chief killed in October 1970, and his recently murdered nava! aide.

—
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22, 1972, when he piloted a helicopter to a then
unprecedented 16,500 feet in a daring rescue of the survivors of an
Uruguayan air force plane that had crashed in the high Andes. Now, the
thirty-nine-year-old squadron commander went aloft in another helicopter. He fired a single rocket from a distance of 1 .2 miles (two kilometers). It was enough to do the job— Radio Magallanes was off the air for
good. (Radio Corporacion would sputter back on the air about an hour
later, around 1 1 a.m., on the FM band. An air force major, firing an
automatic rifle from the fourth floor of the Defense Ministry, blasted its

fame on December

antenna, situated on the roof of the State Bank Building across the
street. 1^0

Allende had just finished speaking when the navy green phone on
Commander Grez's desk began ringing. It was Admiral Carvajal, and he

convey word to Allende that he should leave the palace
the consequences. Grez
gave him a quick rundown on the situation inside La Moneda which
Carvajal promptly relayed to Pinochet:
"I have just spoken to the naval aide-de-camp," Carvajal reported.
"[He] tells me that La Moneda is being defended by around fifty GAPS
and forty to fifty Carabineros, and that the president is running around
with a sub-machinegun with thirty shots and saying the last two shots
would be for himself."
"Pure fiction!" Pinochet exploded over the radio. "That lout wouldn't
know how to shoot a tube of toothpaste."
Carvajal laughed and told Pinochet that he had instructed Grez to
urge Carabinero General Sepiilveda to pull his men out or risk being

wanted Grez
immediately

to

— or shoulder responsibility for

.

bombed. Grez in fact talked to the lieutenant commanding that force,
and he agreed to pull his men out at 10:30 sharp; hands in the air, they
out the big Morande doors then darted the fifty yards across the
Plaza Constitucion to the underground parking area of the Carabineros'
Radio Patrol unit. When Allende discovered this, he once again vented
his fury on the Carabinero generals. Unarmed, unguarded, and demorfiled

alized, they talked
said.
"It

bers.

among themselves.

"They left the place."
was a hard blow to him,"

"We believed
navy steward

"1

did not see

them

again," Grez

Interior Minister Carlos Briones

the Carabineros

would be

remem-

loyal."

A
adds: "It was about then that he started to drink
whiskey, Chivas Regal, By 10:30, he was pretty tipsy. Another mihtary man inside the palace said he saw Allende down four whiskeys
within one hour's time. Briones said he saw the president drink only
one
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Bando (Communique) Number Two:

"La Moneda Palace must be evacuated before 1 1 a.m. If it is not, it will
be attacked by the Air Force of Chile.
"Workers should remain in their places of work, it being absolutely
forbidden for them to leave.
"In the event they should

do

so,

they

v/ill

be attacked by land and

air

forces.

"The contents
of sabotage will

Bando #1 are reiterated in the sense that any act
be punished in the most drastic form possible on

of

the spot."

Surrounded, virtually undefended, and facing aerial bombardment,
Allende gathered all those in the palace for what amounted to his last
large meeting. He selected the Toesca Salon, the largest conference hall

La Moneda (named for the Italian architect who, late in the eighteenth century, designed the neoclassic structure). Allende apologist
Samuel Chavkin writes: "A huge chandelier lit up the unadorned, pale-

at

yellow walls of the ceremonial chamber, usually reserved for high-level
official functions,
at

Allende sat

down behind a huge table on the platform,
Modak [one of his personal secretaries)

the head of the hall. Frida

remembers that the president outlined the nature of the insurrection,
reported on the latest developments, and spoke of his decision to fight it
out at La Moneda. But, he explained, this was to be a political action, and
should not be viewed in terms of personal martyrdom. Dispassionately,
he went on to declare that the battle of La Moneda was only the begin-

how we write the

page of history. The next page will
And once
again he called on those in the palace who had no experience with
firearms to get out and help develop the resistance on the outside. Also,
he added, those who did not agree with his decisions to make a stand in
La Moneda should leave, and should do so without guilt, without
remorse: 'The struggle against fascism need not result in useless deaths;
there will be plenty to do outside the palace.' " Next, Chavkin says, he
turned to the matter of the nine women in the palace: his daughters
ning. 'This is

first

be written by the Chilean people and by all Latin Americans.'

Beatriz

and

Isabel, his "private secretary" (as

mistress Miria Contreras),

Chavkin

refers to his

Nancy Barrios, two UP newspaper reporters,

two clerical assistants, the wife of an economist who decided to remain
with him, and Frida Modak herself. After a prolonged and contentious
exchange with the women particularly Beatriz "he rose and strode
out of the room in the direction of his private office. There were no
special words for his daughters or for anyone else. A short, steely silence
followed. There was scarcely any time for us to react. Events were
moving quickly and preparations for the defense of the palace took on a

—

—
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reality. As if to underscore the gravity of the moment, shots were
."^^
heard from the direction of the main square in front of the palace

grim

.

.

And, indeed, the battle was heating up. Tanks of the Second Armored
Regiment, situated on Teatinos Street in front of the newspaper La
Nacion, opened fire on the north facade of La Moneda— the side housing
the presidential offices (as well as the Interior Ministry). One volley
blew in the big double doors from which the Carabineros had fled
moments before. Infantry School troops took up position at the corner
of Agustinas and Teatinos, between the U.S. Embassy and the Hotel

On

the south side of La Moneda, the Tacna
Viaux
had led in bold rebellion four years
Regiment the one General
(below the Defense Ministry
Bulnes
Plaza
around
the
deployed
before—
and the United Press International offices). With them were the 1,200
men of the Noncommissioned Officers' School under Col. Julio Canessa
Roberts, also one of the key plotters. Corp. Pedro Pizzarro Mora, serving
Carrera, the city's biggest.

—

remembers that when his company reached the plaza, they
had to chase rubber-neckers off the streets, and at the plaza itself,
although jeeps were already deployed, mounted with 30- and 50-ca liber
machineguns, they had to shoo away a couple holding hands and kissing, ^3 There was no one holding hands and kissing when the shooting
in that unit,

started.

From the Education Ministry diagonally across the Alameda, from
ENTEL tower two blocks west, snipers opened fire. Pizzarro

the spindly

and began firing while lying on his back. Eight men fell
wounded around Canessa. The colonel and a major with him found
themselves virtually cut off by heavy raachinegun and rifle fire from
three sides. "Some of my men practically shielded me with their
bodies," Canessa said. Most of the shooting seemed to come from the
Continental Theater building on the west side of Plaza Bulnes, a combination office/apartment building, whose tenants included the UPI on
hit the dirt

floor. A sweep of the building yielded a passel of prisoners;
the snipers, nine Hondurans. Biit because the sniping persisted,
sharpshooters continued to rake the upper floors with fire for six hours.
UPI manager Steve Yolen counted them as the longest six hours of his

the ninth

among

was," he said, "like the end of the world." When the smoke
counted four hundred impacts on the walls of the suite of
offices, the gunfire so heavy at times that the offices were filled with the
choking dust of concrete as bullets pinged off the walls. (Miraculously,
none of the four UPI employees who remained throughout the ordeal

life:

"it

cleared, they

was

hurt.)^*

From within the

opened up with everything
"The noise of rifles and machineguns

palace, the defenders

they had. Dr. Bartulin narrates:
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was deafening. Most of the shooting was aimed at the section
of the
palace which houses the president's private office. But out
of that very
office a bazooka was seen protruding from the
window out of which a
shot scored a direct hit at a tank as

"Momentarily

it

neared the building.

was heartening because our counterattack appeared
to stop the junta soldiers. Two of their tanks had been
destroyed and
many of their men were in retreat. The commanding officer of the junta
forces was enraged; he warned us by radio that unless
we surrendered
the air force would blow us to smithereens
"^5
Across that great divide that was the dug-up Alameda, Canessa
was
pulling his

it

men back about

1

50 yards to escape the withering sniper fire.

Despite the shooting, the talking went on. Allende managed to get
a
through to General Baeza at the Defense Ministry He told the
general he wanted the commanders-in-chief to come to La
Moneda and
negotiate with him. Baeza said he would relay the message, but
believed
Allende should simply surrender, as he had been advised
to do,
call

'Allende told me that under no circumstances would he
accept the
ultimatum. He also said he didn't believe the air force would dare
bomb
La Moneda, and that, in any event, they could do whatever
they wanted
with him, he was not going to surrender,
"He was neither abusive nor excited as he spoke to me," Baeza added.
Baeza relayed the message to Pinochet. Baeza said Pinochet's
reaction
was "a flat no." Pinochet would express that "flat no" even more
aggressively when he got on the radio to Carvajal. His voice
rising, the words
cascading ever faster, he veritably shouted into the radio: "I
told you that
creep is tricky He is a liar. If he wants, let him go to
the Ministry of
."s^
Defense and surrender
Carvajal was quick to comply with Pinochet's instructions—
but he
handled the assignment in the quiet, methodical manner
befitting his
pipe-smoking, very British style. Picking up the green phone, he
called
Grfez, and told him that he wanted to talk to the
president. The time was
.

.

9:25 A.M.

Going next door
with

to the president's office,

Grez noticed that the GAPs

him— outwardly suspicious of the military aides in the palace all

morning— fingered
sage that Carvajal

their weapons menacingly Grez relayed the meswas on the green phone in his office. Without hesita-

Allende took the call.
"Carvajal began speaking," Grez reported, "but Allende
interrupted
him and began shouting and cursing at him. He was tremendously
excited. When that flare-up passed, he quieted down,
and Carvajal again
spoke to him, but he didn't let Carvajal finish. He threw the telephone
on the table and said: 'I am not going to permit them to speak to me
tion,

those terms

.'"

.

.

in

.
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Those "terms" were the first direct word to Allende: surrender or
the palace will be bombed. Surrender and there is a plane standing by
to take your party anywhere you want on the South American continent ...

Grez decided to consult with
The senior man, air force Maj.
Roberto Sanchez who had been with Allende throughout his presidency finally reached La Moneda a few minutes later. When he did,
Grez and army Maj. Sergio Badiola (who, as duty officer that week, had
been at the palace since early morning) huddled and decided to request a
private meeting with the president. Allende agreed, but several GAPs
refused to leave the room, protesting that the milicos (the slang word for

With tension mounting

in the palace,

the other aides to coordinate their moves.

—

—

military] could not be trusted. Allende ordered them out, but
several still remained in a corner, "he got up and shouted: 'I

am going to talk

when
want

Some," Grez
everyone out of here because
small room.
into
a
we
went
corner,
so
in
a
stayed
continued, "still
and
conversation,
our
begin
minutes
for
us
to
ten
took
it
Altogether
I

to them!'

once we did, it didn't last but six or eight minutes.
"Each of us gave him our estimate of the military situation, and told
him we each had a duty to fulfill in trying to persuade him. I pointed out
to him the futihty of a few armed guys attempting to hold out against
the coordinated action of the entire armed forces, including an air force
attack on the palace

.

.

"He then told us he would not give up. He was not going to leave his
office, and he was not going to negotiate with the commanders-in-chief
He told us, as the only representaon the conditions they demanded
tives of the armed forces present at that moment, that his final decision
was to stay in La Moneda, he was going to defend himself, and for that he
had this, pointing to his sub-machinegun.
" '1 will defend myself,' he said, 'until the end, and if it is necessary,
the last shot of this machinegun I will shoot here'—and with that he
lifted his index finger and put it inside the roof of his mouth. The gun
was then on his lap
Sanchez tried again

"

to persuade him, but Allende was adamant. He
authorized them to leave, "then he said a formal farewell to each of us.
He shook hands with us, and then he got up and left. He called out in a

very loud voice, to those outside, and told them of his decision to let us
go." (Grez would recall later that of the four possibilities that ran
through his mind before that dramatic meeting, he "never thought for
an instant that he would order us killed.")
Each of the aides went to his desk, then they rounded up their assis-

navy stewards, his driver and personal aide,
It was 10:20 a.m. Then came the four
door.
80
the Morande

tants: Grez, the six or eight

made

for
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hundred-yard dash across an area completely enHladed by gunfire,
"a

tremendous amount

of shooting."
Arriving safely at Defense, Grez reported directly to Carvajai:
"He's
not going to leave La Moneda."

"Confoime," said Pinochet, virhen Carvajai radioed Grez's report. 'At
ten to eleven I am going to give the order to bomb. Consequently
all
units should withdraw at that time tvi^o blocks from La
Moneda, ..."
After giving that order, he told Carvajai to make certain the
last Carabinero guards not be fired upon as they left. And, betraying some
of the
nervous tension of the day, he wondered whether there was anything
to a
report that Allende had committed suicide, or to yet
another that
Allende might have sneaked out of the palace in one of the tanquetas.
Carvajai assured him that the tanquetas had all pulled out
before Grez
and the other aides had their meeting with a very much alive
Salvador
Allende."

Grez had

thought Allende "a changed man," so too did
had known him as a close associate and political ally for twenty-five years, had served
in his Cabinet, and,
the night before, had shared his last supper. That man
was Carlos
If

another, a

earlier

man who

Briones.

"He was a changed man that morning^" Briones would observe later.
Like the mihtary aides, Briones, Foreign Minister Clodomiro
Almeyda,
and former Defense Minister Jose Toha also met with Allende, trying
to
persuade him to surrender. " 'No, and that is final,' he told us,"
Briones
said. "

'I

will leave here dead.' "ss

There would be other desperate attempts to find a peaceful way out
in
the hours ahead. None would succeed in doing more
than to raise the
hackles of Pinochet and Leigh and delay the bombing.
On one of those calls, Carvajai told Toha that if Allende wouldn't

him by force." Toha reminded Carvajai that the
was carrying a sub-machinegun.ss As Carvajai was relaying
that to Pinochet, Toha was again on the line, asking
for ten more
minutes to attempt once again to reason with Allende. Pinochet
interrupted: "This is Augusto. Confirm that you hear me,
Patricio
this
surrender, "then take

president

.

gentleman

is

buying time. He

is

trying to take advantage of us.

I

.

.

do not

any negotiations. What 'conditions'? There are no 'decorous'
What sort of crap is he trying to pull? Unconditional surrender! Is that clear? If he wants to go, accompanied
by Sepiilveda [the
deposed Carabinero commandant] to the ministry to surrender,
good. If
not, we are going to bomb."
accept

conditions.

Next, Pinochet called Leigh. "Gustavo, Augusto is calling
you,"
Cadet Pino said, by now bandying the names of the top commanders as
though they were old friends. Pino relayed to Leigh an account of the

.
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instructions Pinochet

had

just given

Carvajal— the only time that day

that Pinochet seemingly sought support for his decisions,
"Position Two to Position Three," Leigh said, aiming his message at
the relay station. "It is nefarious to give delays and accept negotiations.

turning things around. Toha, Almeyda, all of them, let's
send them anywhere— except Argentina." (That was Leigh's first men-

All this talk
tion of a

is

new

restriction.!

we attack La Moneda?" Leigh then demanded. His
were holding just south of the city. Static snarled communications, and to compound matters, Leigh was told that Pinochet could not
come immediately to the radio because he was on the telephone, "To
hell with delaying tactics, jeeps and women, I am going to attack now.
Over and out,"
Pinochet came back on the line: give them three minutes to get the
women out, three minutes, he commanded. The attack was halted— but
not for three minutes. It had been over two hours since the planes had
streaked down the runway in Concepcion headed for Santiago, They
"Do we

or don't

pilots

return to Concepcion to refuel.
Leigh said, "is now scheduled for
"Confoime," Pinochet responded.^o

now had to
"The

air attack,"

A TIME TO LIVE

.

1 1

:40.

Conjoimel"

.

Realizing time was running out, Allende had put in a second call to
Baeza at the Defense Ministry Crucial minutes passed while an aide
rushed to find Baeza, then meeting four floors above with Carvajal.
More precious minutes were lost while Baeza returned and dialed
Allende's number, only to find it busy, over and over again. Finally:
"General, I want to tell the commanders-in-chief I need ten extra

minutes so that the women can leave the palace. One of them is my
daughter, and she is pregnant. [That was Beatriz, then eight months
pregnant; she had another three-year-old daughter at home; curiously,
Allende did not mention that daughter Isabel was also there.] It is simple
humanity. There are a great number of men here, but only the women
will leave,"

Baeza promised to do what he could, but warned that
difficult because the planes were already approaching.^^

it

Allende had been having a very hard time persuading the

would be

women

to

Modak recalls: "During a brief lull in the battle, the president
rushed down to our shelter [he had stashed them for safekeeping in a

go. Frida

small storage room) and began imploring us to leave, 'You are so young,'

"
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you have so much to contribute in the fight against the
addressed us individually, in turn, pointing up our value in

said, 'and

He

junta.'

the struggles ahead

"^^

Daughter Isabel remembers her father ".
watchful by a window,
encouraging members of his personal security force [the GAPsj, and
without losing his sense of humor in those miserable [aciagos]
,

moments,

,

machinegun at the tanks of the rebels. When the
someone said he should wear a bullet-proof vest. He
refused, saying, 'Why should I? I'm a combatant just like the others.'
(Later, Allende expressed his amazement at "the coordination, precision
and brutality of the military attacks," Isabel continued. "He felt disapfiring his

fighting started

pointed at not having solved the problems with the navy
My father
knew that the truck strike and the siege laid down by the attacking
troops made it impossible for worker reinforcements to reach him, and
from the very beginning of the attack, understood that help would not
come from abroad, either.")*^ When he told the women and a few men
who had also decided to leave that he had extracted a promise of a brief
cease-fire and that a jeep would pick them up, Isabel protested: "Papa,
you still believe in the word of a military man!" In fact, Allende very
nearly derailed the truce talks when he let his temper briefly get the best
of him. On the telephone with Carvajal^.he said: "Take care, Admiral,
.

.

—

—

that the fascists don't kill [the

.

women]." "What

about, Mr. Allende," Carvajal shot back. "I
"you are a sailor and not a fascist."

fascists are

know

you talking

you," Allende said,

Hardest of all to persuade was Beatriz: closest to him in her revolutionary ardor, she was also his political confidante. First, she protested
that if they left, they would be taken hostage. Still later, "They'll kill
Allende said if the military did that, "history will judge them not
traitors, but as murderers of women." Then:
"Please go. You have a mother to look after You, Tati [Beatriz) have
your husband; your duty is to be with him." Finally:
"If you don't leave, you'll force me to go into the street with you."
That ended the argument. The president escorted the group down to
us."

only as

Morande

the

side door.*'*

shall never forget that last

time I saw Allende, his head covered by a
helmet, his hand holding a machinegun," Frida Modak recalled. "There
were no further last-moment embraces or farewells. We suddenly found
"I

ourselves out on the street, with the door shut behind us."^^

The promised
firing,

jeep

the snipers

was not

at the door.

Though

the military did stop

— not privy to the Moneda- Ministry talks — contin-

The jeep was forced to turn back. According to Modak's account,
the next four, harrowing hours, the women would wander from place

ued.
for

to place,

amid

"a deafening roar of bullets," stumbling at one point into
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the lobby of a downtown hotel on Ahumada Street where a group was
celebrating Allende's overthrow with champagne and merriment, until
finally reaching the home of a friend of Nancy Barrios, The six of them
would remain there for thirty-six hours.*^
Six,

because two had peeled off early in that stygian odyssey.

And one

never left at all: La Payita.
"I hid in a small cellar tunnei," she said. "I had decided to fight at his
side to the very end. A little while later the president discovered me.
" 'I knew you would figure out some way to get around me,' he said.
Soon after that, Bartulin asked me for the key to his car because he
wanted to give it to a companion who had to go." (The "companion"
turned out to be Beatriz; despite the shooting, the troops had already
pulled back in anticipation of the imminent bombing, so the streets
were deserted except for two drunks whose reeling and gesturing
added to the insanity of the scene. Beatriz decided to go back to the
palace and pounded on the door until Dr. Bartulin opened it. He refused
to let her and Isabel in, but did offer the use of his car. When the women
reached the garage, they found it a shambles, and had to walk on.)
"A bit later," Mrs. Contreras went on, "I spoke again to the president. I
asked him how he had convinced Beatriz and Isabel to leave. He
answered: 'I told them they would be in charge of taking a personal
message to Fidel.'
'Afterward, he called us all together in the Winter Garden. He gave
new instructions, then spoke to his friend, Joan Garces, asking him
to go. 'This fight is not for you,' he said, 'because you are a for-

—

eigner.

.'
.

"*^

.

Augusto Pinochet was not so much giving new instructions, as he was
repeating the earlier ones. After Carvajal gave him a rundown of unit
deployment, Pinochet
give himself up."

"We

said:

"Good, because this cluck

are attacking already," Carvajal told him,
it

[the palace]."

not going

to

are surrounding

Soon we are going to be able
|His optimism, as events would reveal, was

and attacking with considerable
to take

"we

is

intensity.

misplaced.)
"O.K.," said Pinochet, "and as soon as

we

do,

we drop him

off at the

and send him on his way."
Carvajal reminded Pinochet that Allende had refused the offer of the
airplane and wanted the commandants to come to the palace.
"What he wants," Pinochet said, "is for us to get there so they can
stick us in a dungeon ... so the answer is no. For now, attack La
airplane

Moneda

— hard!"
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A few

minutes later: "This is final, that he give up and hand in his
This is the last time we will address him as president. He
will be guaranteed his life and physical safety and sent abroad
resign
and there will be no more bloodshed. Otherwise, to the last conseresignation.

.

.

.

quences!"
Carvajal: "In other words, the offer stands to take

him

out of the

country."

him out of the country. But if the
taking off ..." (Nervous giggling followed this

Pinochet: "The offer stands to take
plane should crash as

it is

gallows humor.)***

flash of

At about that time, Pinochet had another concern, closer

to his

moment, he met the comwho told him Pehalolen itself was

bucolic headquarters. Stepping outside for a

mander of the special paratroop
taking

fire.

unit,

Pinochet ordered an immediate sweep of the area, and

returned to his post.*'

As the war raged outside, AUende waged yet another of his own inside
smashing the
busts of all these old reactionaries, " he told his companions. With a wave
of the hand, he indicated the busts of the country's past presidents.
"Respect only those of Jose Balmaceda and Pedro Aguirre Cerda, the
only democratic presidents." (Aguirre Cerda had headed the first Popular Front government thirty-five years before and Balmaceda was, of
the besieged palace: "Let's give ourselves the pleasure of

course, Allende's special hero, the first Populist president,

own

by suicide following an 1891 military
proceeded to lead the vandalism himself, ^o
his

life

Inevitably, a large

who ended
He then

uprising.)

number of civilians found themselves caught in the
The largest number in one place was in the

cross-fire of revolution.

Hotel Carrera, facing the Plaza Constitucion, diagonally opposite La
Moneda. In addition to the strike-diminished staff of 240 (of a full
complement of 465 employees). General Manager Miguel (Mike) Ga-

Dubost also had a full house of guests: 378, including thirtynewsmen. At the first sign of trouble that morning, he had
ordered the main doors opening onto the plaza closed. When the shooting started, he ordered the steel shutters closed over all windows on the
second through fourth floors (the ground floor was solid wall except the
door). Since a high percentage of his staff was Marxist and/or Allende
loyalist, the first challenge was to win the staff to his side. "I appealed to
llegos

seven foreign

be brave in this emergency," Gallegos said. It
persuasively: he was then rounding out
twenty-three years in hotel management, having risen through the
ranks of three international chains, returning to his native Chile at
their pride as Chileans, to

was an appeal he could

make
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the outset of the Allende regime to take over the Carrera, Next, he
had the five telephone operators call all guests in their rooms and ask
them to report to the lobby. "I told them [the guests] I had talked to the
authorities

—

bullshit,

I

hadn't talked to anyone, of course

— and they

me they realized we were in an international hotel and no harm
would come to us." When the tanks opened fire, "the whole building
assured

shook," Gallegos remembered. "Some people became hysterical and
tried to run out. We had security at the door, blocking them, but it was a
job

."
.

.

The real test came when he learned of the impending air attack on a
building located only two football fields away. Recruiting volunteers to
patrol the corridors to prevent looting, he then led as many guests as
would go to safety in the basement of the sturdy, thirty- five-year-old
concrete building. As for the rest, he simply urged them to stay away
from the windows. Most did: of the 620 persons in the building, only
one a newspaperman who caught shrapnel in his shoulder was
injured. That was all the more remarkable inasmuch as seventy-nine

—

—

rooms in the building suffered damage; hardest hit were rooms 821 and
1121, the latter Gallegos' own suite, which took over 290 bullet
impacts. The shooting was so intense that the hot lead set fire to curtains in the suite.^'

few blocks away, in the apartment of former president Jorge
Alessandri, a maid could not resist the temptation to peek out the
window overlooking the Plaza de Armas. "I had told her until I was sick
of telling her, 'don't look out,'" the former president said. But she
Just a

persisted, until a bullet lodged in her head, killing her.^^

Hector Humeres was eight blocks from his office in the Contraloria
when he heard the first military proclamation calling on Allende to
resign. Humeres had headed that unique institution since 1967, the

man to hold the job since its creation in 1927 (on the advice of
an American, Edwin Walter Kemmerer). Although the Contraloria is
located directly across Teatinos Street from the southeast flank of La
Moneda Palace and thus certain to be at the heart of the fighting,
should it erupt Humeres ordered his driver to go on. "I decided immediately," he would recall later, "that I must be at the office because
Allende would need me as an adviser on legalisms, or as an intermediary
of confidence [Ministro de Fe] should he agree to hand over power." The
call he had steeled himself to handle never came, but a series of unforgettable scenes did await him as he watched the unfolding war through a
crack in the heavy metal blinds of his ninth floor office. He watched the
tanks opening up on La Moneda, the intense fire fights between troops
below, the snipers in buildings all around (since none was in the Contraloria itself, only a few shots were fired at the building). As the hour
approached for the bombing, Humeres prudently led the fifty employees

eleventh

—
—

—
September

who had made

work
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that day to

what they hoped would be the
was no panic, even though that basement
was situated no more than fifty feet away from the west wall of La
Moneda."
Half a block up from the palace on the eastern side, Vicente Garrido
Gonzalez— at forty-four, the chief pressman for the Christian Democrat
daily newspaper, La Prensa
was wondering what to do when a detail of
it

to

safety of the basement. There

—

Carabineros settled the matter for him. The Carabineros ordered Garrido— and the others who practically fought their way to the newspaper
that

morning— to clear out. "I was scared, plenty scared, especially of the
"Most of the way I was in and out of doorways and so

snipers," he said.

close to the walls,

made

it

I

almost became part of the masonry." Eventually, he

home safely; he might have spared himself the ordeal;

it

would

be two days before La Prensa would publish again. ^'*
Yet another Christian Democrat made it only a small part of the way
to his destination. Sen. Juan de Dios Carmona Peralta, a leader of the
moderate wing of the party, was heading for Caracas that day. He learned
of the Valparaiso uprising

en route to the airport for his 9 a.m. flight.
normal there, he decided to switch to an
in case he should be needed. As he left the airport

Since everything was

afternoon

flight, just

still

head back to the city, air force trucks arrived to close the airport
down. Domestic and international flights would remain grounded for
to

several days.^s

In his final radio speech that morning, Salvador Allende had spoken
scornfully of the "seditious" professional societies. Although the bar
and medical associations had both called for his resignation, he might

well have had

another professional association in mind, because it
That was the Chilean College of Engineers,
representing eight thousand of the country's 9,500 engineers. In the
association's elections that May, 92 percent of those voting were against
the government, only eight for. On August 1 7, the college called flat-out

was the

first

still

to say. Enough!

and more recently it had resolved to go out on
nationwide strike starting September 10 and stay out until Allende
either changed course or stepped down. Eduardo Arriagada Moreno,
for Allende's resignation,

a

president of the college, thought of that as he headed downtown that
morning with a neighbor, Francisco Langlois. Reaching the college's

building— flush against the Defense Ministry on the Alameda— they
stowed the car behind the building and Arriagada headed for his ninthfloor office. His first act: send the staff home. Next: the nine directors of
the association contacted the military General Staff next door and
volunteered for duty, checking on the defense of basic installations
the waterworks, electric power company, etc. "That," Arriagada said,

"was a day to remember."''*
Timing was not turning out to be Jorge Alberto Brana's long

suit.

He
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had flown into Santiago from Buenos Aires only the afternoon before—
his luggage laden with several items that at another time, in another
milk
place, would have been bizarre: six big loaves of bread, powdered
and butter. Brana, a former major in the Argentine federal police, was
security chief for Esso Standard Oil, with responsibility for Chile, Peru,
Uruguay, and his native Argentina, He left the Carrera Hotel at eight
of
that morning, scurrying across Plaza Constitucion in the direction
was
walk
over
The
building.
Engineers
the Esso offices, in the College of

easy;

it

was the walk back which would prove very nearly murderous.

^^

Nowhere was the tension greater, the activity more feverish than in
La Moneda itself as the clock struck eleven. Allende led a group of GAPs
to a small room in the basement, more hke a medieval vault than a
room. When Briones arrived with Almeyda, the Toha brothers and
Anibal Palma, they discovered there was no room there. In panic and
confusion, they fled through the open courtyard at the south wing of the
building.

Ernesto Espinoza was barricaded in his first floor office when he
heard the voices outside. Since arriving that morning, sniper fire had
twice prevented him from leaving the palace, so after getting through
a telephone call to his family, he decided to hunker down in that
office.
"I

looked out, and there was Almeyda, the Toha brothers, Briones, and

nickname for Palmal, and a newsman from the OIR
calm, and I invited them to join me in my office. We
were
all
They
office.
knew the bombing was coming, and each of them began telephoning his
home. They had come to be with Allende and he had practically kicked
them out of the basement,
"We debated where to take shelter, and first went to the vault of the
el Pibe, [the kid,

Luckily, I
didn't know the combination
room, located in the basement. We went downstairs and pushed the door in. There we waited, thinking we were more
or less safe. In any case, we had all said good-bye to our families."

Records Office, but

remembered the

I

boiler

Carlos Briones didn't feel so safe.
"I

thought

we would

die there. "^^

where Allende and some thirty others
somber. Allende had armed himself
was
less
waited, the atmosphere
while
away the raid," as one of those
"to
whiskey,
bottle
of
a
with
present would later put it. La Payita would remember that every time
the subject of the bombing came up, Allende said: "Don't be afraid, they
won't dare." At one point, he toyed with the idea of a desperate dash to
the presidential garage across the street, to link up with the large force
as was
of snipers in the Public Works Ministry That idea was discarded,

At the other end

of the palace,

"

j
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another: Allende said he would ask
for a five-minute cease-fire
and they
could use the time to make their
getaway.

^

^''''^^''''"

^'™^ ^^"'°'

^«Id

tru'c^/'

''Don't

him, "you can't ask for another

you know, Jaimito/' Allende answered,
"that
change history?

five

sufficient to

minutes are

With the acrid smoke of gunfire and the
dust of blasted concrete
"^^d choking. "The president," Mrs.
Contreras
;^i\^
A t'''
^^'"f.f
continued,
"took
off his mask and gave it to them "
hpill?.K^°"^''''/u'^'^'"^'

'"'* '^'^^ ^^''''^' ^^^y'

encamped truck

drivers

of the SenltT?'/'

The now deserted downtown

streets

down

^^ officer shepto the

grew ominously

basement

quiet.

THEY CAME OUT OF THE NORTHEAST
They came out of the northeast,

mg

descent from five thousand

circling
feet.

San Cristobal Hill in scream-

The

pilots of the two Hawker
"''"''^^' ^^^°'^ ^^^^^^'^ ^^e identity
of their target- La
^^
^,
T^^ from
Moneda^
Watching
the patio of his home in the eastern
suburbs,

T

Dr
Zoltan Bernath thought how lucky he
was: ordinarily, he would have
been at his office on the seventh floor
of the building at Valentin Leteher
#96 )ust a short block west of the target. From the
garden of the U S
Embassy residence, in those same eastern
suburbs, Elizabeth Davis
rernembered it as "an eerily beautiful sight
as they came
1

he sun glinted on their wings

The long delay

from nowhere

.

.

.

"so

in staging the attack

was taking

its toll

on the com-

manders^ part of It was the sheer anxiety
of knowing the risks of attacking one building
a congested downtown area.
Another was historicnot since June 4, 1932-the earliest
days of Chilean aviation-hid air
orce planes flown over the capital
in anger and threatened La
Moneda
IThat first time ironically, it was a leftist
revolution, heralding the birth

m

l:LTm5hS '" "^"^^
Now

'''''''-' -'^'''^' ^^^

^-

i- ^he

they came, at 480 knots |545 miles)
per hour, each armed with
eighteen rockets, some explosive, some
detonating. Once the pilot hned
up the target
a gyroscopic range finder,
it took only four to
eight
seconds from the instant he pressed
the button until the rockets
streaked out at supersonic speeds toward
the target
The first pass was at 11:52 a.m., a brace
of rockets released from a

m
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height of five hundred meters and a distance of eight hundred meters,
approximately, as the plane passed over the Mapocho railroad station.
The second plane was one minute behind.

—

Again and again they came back four times, in all, each of them,
each time raining stunning destruction on the palace. In all, nineteen
rockets blasted the palace. Not one missed the target.

At 12:13

P.M., it

was

all over.si

was dark smoke/' Jorge Brana observed from the Esso
offices across the Alameda, "then white. Later, much later, I saw the
flames begin to rise from the northeast corner ..."
"First, there

According to Chavkin's account, the survivors within La Moneda
were "dazed, coughing, and choking from the noxious gas of the exploding rockets. Apparently the gas masks were not effective. Parts of the
roof caved in. Splintered furniture, pieces of sculpture were scattered in
all directions. But the most ominous was the wall of fire and smoke
side of the palace, known as the Red Room ... In
the fire, Allende ordered all faucets opened
contain
a desperate effort to
remained of those in the kitchen. As
what
and
in
lavatories
in the

advancing from the

left

one survivor described it, 'We were about
drowned at the same time.' "^^

— the

to

be burned to a crisp and

—

other women had pushed their way into La
Piensa, now deserted except for a watchman who eyed the bedraggled
women suspiciously. "He led us to the open stairwell," Frida Modak
would recall, "saying that it was probably the safest place from whatever stray bullets might reach the building ... No sooner had we sat
down than the bombardment began. Our faces were drawn, eyes staring
Beatriz, Isabel

and the radio kept jabbering away as
slammed down on La Moneda with thunderous
explosion. From time to time our host would utter such philosophical
comments as, 'Why don't those people in La Moneda give up? They
probably aren't even there. They probably found a hiding place outside.
And in the meantime beautiful La Moneda will be destroyed.' " The
women, glad the watchman had not recognized them, said nothing.
Biting their tongues would prove even harder at their next temporary

ahead.

We were numbed with pain,

rocket after rocket

—

refuge.*^

Over the heavy static on the command radio network:
"Direct hit. There is a large fire in the center of La Moneda." It was
General Diaz, reporting to Pinochet and Leigh.
Just before the attack, Pinochet had remarked, "Killing the dog puts

.

.

.

.
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an end to the rabies." Next: "Tell me, Patricio, with everything
that has
been done so far, hasn't that gentleman reacted?"^* He would now
order
a pause, in the hope that the attack Allende had said
they would never
dare make would end the fighting.

News of the half-hour cease-fire wasn't
the airwaves.

the only thing crackling over
to crank out communiques,

The commanders continued

prompted by Leigh, who, throughout, demonstrated a keeri
sense of public relations. The key one, at midmorning, was the
14-point
several

Bando # 5, spelling out the reasons for the revolution. The text was
hammered out between Leigh and Pinochet, with Cadet Pino brokering
the conversation. Highlights:
1.

The Allende government has incurred grave and demonstrated
illegitimacy by violating the fundaroentai rights of freedom
of
expression, freedom of education, the right of assembly, the right
to
strike, the right of petition, rights of property and the
general right
to a dignified and safe existence
.

2.

.

6.

.

That this same government has shattered national unity, fomenting artificially a sterile and in many cases bloody class
war
.

That the mutual respect which must rule relations between the
Powers of the State has repeatedly been violated, the decisions of
the National Congress, the Judiciary and the Comptroller
General
ignored
.

8.

.

That the president of the Republic has shown, before the entire
country that his personal authority is conditioned to the decisions
of committees and directing bodies of political parties
and groups
which support him, losing thereby the image of maximum authority

10.

.

which the Constitution assigns him

.

That there exists in the country anarchy suffocation of freedoms
and moral and economic breakdown
That the foregoing leads to the conclusion that the internal and
.

11.

.

external security of the country

is

.

in danger, that the survival of

our independent State is at risk, and that the maintaining of the
Government is inconvenient for the high interests of the Republic
and its Sovereign People.
12.

That these same antecedents arc, in the light of classic doctrine
which characterizes our historic thought, sufficient to justify our
intervention to depose the illegitimate, immoral government no
longer representative of the great national sentiment, avoiding
in
the process the greater evils which the present power vacuum

could provoke ...
13.

That

for all of these reasons,

summarily expressed, the Armed

.
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Fatherland
Forces have assumed the moral obligation that the
although
which,
government
the
deposing
them
of
imposes on
initially legitimate, has fallen into flagrant illegitimacy
.

14.

measures
But,

.

meaThat, in consequence, together with the legitimacy of these
officials in particupublic
and
of
citizenry,
the
falls
to
there
sures,
with these
the obligation of accepting and complying
lar,
.

.**
.

man does not live by battles,

nor even bandos, alone. In one after

of the
another of the centers of siege, thoughts would turn to food. Out
for him. "It's
snack
Vkrhip
up
a
to
Payita
La
asked
Allende
basement,
by
going to be a long day," he said. She found several chickens cooked
still assemthe navy stewards before they fled that morning. She was
a gaping
opened
shell
one
resumed;
bling the snack when the shooting
"firing
Allende,
Salvador
was
there
again,
hole in the kitchen. Once

the
from the windows with his AK, a gift of Fidel. We had to pull him by
would
say
she
Later,
bullets."
the
killed
by
being
from
legs to save him
Castro,
Fidel
tank;
attacking
an
on
bazooka
a
firing
him
she saw
"reporting" from Havana a month later, would claim Allende had
knocked out a tank himself, a claim vaguely echoing Dr. Bartulin's less
accuspecific reference to the bazooka he saw firing with such deadly

racy from the presidential office window (cf. p. 26, Chavilin).^^
Allende would use the brief pause for yet another stab at saving his
regime. He put in a call to Erick Schnake at Radio Corporacion, in the
sniper-infested State Bank Building across Morande Street. It was,
Schnake said, an "anguished" Allende who asked him to go on the air

with an appeal to the worker brigades to swarm into the downtown area
and save his embattled regime. But the voice of Radio Corporacion was
dead.®''

At Radio Agricultura, Esther Hinojosa— an executive secretary who
had worked at the station so long (thirty years) that she considered
twenty
herself "part of the inventory"— cooked up plain noodles for the
Poblete
Sergio
Gen.
retired
away,
two
or
block
a
persons there. Just
Garces, number two man in the Government Development Corporation
(CORFO), sent his secretary, Eugenia Victoria Diaz, to scare up what she
She thoughtfully returned with a plate of
he was one
lentils for him, but by then, the general had lost his appetite:
his name
and
air
force,
the
subvert
plots
to
in
implicated
of two generals
radio in a
the
read
on
being
now
persons
five
ninetyof
those
was among
could in

CORFO's

new bando. The

cafeteria.

order: give

"serious consequences."

IVIs.

up by four-thirty that afternoon, or face
Diaz persuaded her boss to go into hiding

with her, which he did, for forty-eight hours.«»
Cadet Pino was by now feeling his oats— though he had not yet had a
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them. From the timid and scared occupant
of a circumstantial hot-seat at the beginning of the
day. Pine's confidence had
grown with the passage of the hours, so much so
that on three 01 four
occasions he even "improved on" messages
from Leigh to Pinochet or
vice versa. Not surprisingly, then, when
hunger pains gnawed, he would
''^"'^"'^ imperiously over the high
command network
«wu
u^°
Whats happened to our lunch? We ordered half an
hour ago'" Later
after it apparently had been delivered:
"How do they expect us to eat?
There are no plates here."^'
to enjoy

?

For months, CIA Station Chief Raymond
A. Warren, then rounding
out the third year of his second tour in

Santiago, was under orders to
stay close to the plotting all the world
assumed was going on-but not
so close at to get involved. Two cables
went out to Warren in May
containing orders. The first pointed out the
likelihood of an opposition
move against AUende "and the inevitabihty that
the CIA would be
blamed as the instigator of any coup." The Santiago
station responded
that if It were to meet its responsibility
of predicting a coup— "ringing
the gong"— then it would have to have
a free hand to penetrate all
conspiracies. Negative, headquarters said in
the second cable- "
In a
rather abrupt departure from CIA
custom
this time, keeping CIA's
record clean [is] more important than
"
•

predicting a coup
David Atlee
Phillips, brand new in his job as head
of the Latin American area of CIA's
Clandestine Services Division, learned of this
when he asked his predecessor whether the agency was helping the
truck drivers, and discovered
that, in order to keep the agency's
nose clean, it
.

was not

Phillips

voice

was no stranger

and intense blue

eyes,

four-year career as a spy
lUst settled

(all

man with resonant
he had served in Chile early in his twentyof it in or on Latin America). Darkness
had
to Chile; a strapping

over the sylvan tranquility of CIA's Langley,
Virginia headquarters— 5,015 miles due north of Santiago—
when a clerk in the communications center tore a coded message off a
teletype machine and
rushed a copy to Phillips in his third-floor office.
It was Monday night

September

10, 1973. Although there had been a
in recent days, this one gave Phillips
"a feeling

number
at the

of false alarms
back of his neck

time it was for real." Phillips phoned his
counterparts at the
Department and National Security Council, told
them what he
thought, and headed home for bed. So, too,
did official Washington
At 4 A.M., Tuesday morning, CIA headquarters
received another teletype message from a junior officer billeted
at the Hotel Carrera saying a
coup was imminent. That officer-a young,
attractive woman-had
carried on a debate with Warren for weeks;
she said a coup couldn't
happen before Christmas, he said it could happen any
time. When the
that this

State
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bombs began failing on La Moneda that September morning, she walked
into her boss's office, kissed him on both cheeks, and said, "Merry
Christmas."
to maintain contact with Washington
throughout much of the day, keeping an open telephone line to the
Defense Intelligence Agency in Washington for several hours, though
hkely not from a telephone in the Embassy. The line eventually was cut,

The

U.S.

Embassy did manage

presumably by an operator in Peru.
But, like the CIA, there was little the Embassy could provide by way of
insight: the CIA, because it was ordered to watch "from the margin," the
embassy, because its ties were mainly with Christian Democrats and
Christian Democrats (with the possible exception of Carmona), were

—

decidedly not people the military plotters trusted.^o

The crucial action, inevitably, centered on La Moneda. But there were
other battles that day, few more pitched than the one at Tomas Moro.
The first attack on it from the air nearly ended in disaster. When
Pinochet asked Leigh for help in "softening up" the intense resistance,
Leigh at first attempted to send a helicopter. "But," he said, "the shooting was too intense— there were GAPs everywhere, on the rooftops,
everywhere, and they were shooting even at the pigeons flying overhead.
So I ordered a plane to attack, reluctantly because Tomas Moro is, after

middle of a residential neighborhood."
With a rapidly lowering ceiling, the pilot missed. Sighting what he
believed was the pathfinder helicopter, he fired. It turned out that the
helicopter had moved away from the target area and was actually hovering near the Air Force Hospital, only ten blocks northeast of the presidential estate. Three times the jet swooshed over the "target," firing

all,

in the

twelve rockets.

Luck was with him. The attack blasted a partly finished new wing and
not the main hospital building, but fourteen persons were wounded. |No
deaths were reported.]

Luck was also with Hortensia Allende. Half an hour before that first
attack, Isabel Letelier, still trying to get a fix on what was going on, got
through to Mrs. Allende at Tomas Moro.
"She was very annoyed because they wouldn't let her go to La Moneda," Mrs. Letelier remembered. " 'I'm going to get in a car and go by
"
myself,' she told me. 'I want to be at Salvador's side.'
At the downtown hotel where the four women had taken refuge,
Isabel Allende sat slumped in a chair, "her eyes," Frida Modak said, were
"flooded with tears." They had just heard a radio report that Tomas
Moro was also under air attack. "Beatriz ran to console her, whispering
that their mother might have gotten away before the bombing began."
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She had.
Led by her driver, Carlos Tello, she made her way through a back gate
in the wall into a British-run convent school, Sagrado
Corazon. There,
aided by the nuns, they obtained a car, setting out not for La
Moneda but
for the home of Felipe Herrera Lane, long-time
president of the InterAmerican Development Bank, a Socialist and self-styled Ailende confidant. Once there, she called Mexican Ambassador Luis
Martinez Corvalan, who picked her up that afternoon. A few days
later she was in
exile in Mexico,

The air force did not miss again. This time the attacking planes were
coaxed onto target by a special spotter: Lt. Col. Julio Tapia, an air force
accountant who volunteered for the job when he heard Leigh say he
was
sending his own helicopter aloft to handle the assignment.
"But, my friend," Leigh protested, "you are a bookkeeper
and have no
business buzzing around in helicopters. And do you have any idea
of the

you would run?" Tapia said he did— but he wanted to do it anyway
"The pilot," Leigh said, "was a young fellow, young but very decisive,
very aggressive. He and Tapia not only guided the planes, but
also
opened fire with the fixed .50-caIiber machineguns on the chopper I saw
them from my command post. Later I saw them blasting away with the
side machineguns."
Mission accomplished, Tapia reported to Leigh at the Air Academy
risk

He did not mention that they had taken a number of hits
themselves, one a bullet that went through the floor in the
space
Headquarters.

between Tapia's feet and the pilot's back.
Three rockets had smashed' into the north facade of the mansion.
Until then, the GAP defenders had fought fiercely; Corp.
Ivan Saez
Ayala remembers that they had more arms than men to fire them
when
they set out that morning from the Military Academy
on what they
were told would be "a. routine patrol." The buses carried just
a few
soldiers and a couple dozen officer cadets from the academy;
a ^A-ton
truck with them carried bazookas, rocket launchers, grenades, and .30caliber machineguns.
"We came under fire even before we could see the wall around the
place. They were shooting at us from an apartment building
a little to
the left of the place. We were approaching them from
Pehuen Street,
from the northwest, and were about to round the corner onto Tomas
Street when it started. A lieutenant ordered us to break for
cover
on a side street directly opposite the front wall. Most of the shooting
was coming from machineguns mounted on watchtowers over the main

Moro

gate."

The
fied.

air attack broke the fighting spirit of the GAP defenders. They
Before the regular army unit under Col. Nilo Floody could move in.
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another "army" swarmed into the mansion: looters from a nearby slum,
carrying off television sets, radios, and other appliances. They left
behind: arms for two thousand men (Russian-made rockets, heavy
machineguns, bazookas, recoil-less cannons, etc.), a cornucopia of food
(for the up to 150 GAP housed there(, and wine and liquor (for Allende

and his

guestsj-^'

Far to the south, another kind of brigade was not at all on the defensive—yet. Commanded by a thirty-three-year-old former agronomy student who styled himself as "Comandante Pepe" (real name: Jose Gabriel
Lliendo Vera), an eighty-man MIRista unit was laying siege to the Carabinero outpost at Neltume, in a heavily forested area of Valdivia
province. Inside: Sgt. Benito Carrasco, Corp. Juan Campos Campos, two
Carabineros (Rene Caceres Aedo and Belisario Navarrete Sanchez), and

the sergeant's wife, Rosa Garcia.
For the past two years, Comandante Pepe had lorded it over an
860,000-acTe zone of "liberated" farm and timberland in the mountain
and lakes area south of Temuco while Salvador Allende and his allies
denied that there were any guerrillas operating in the country. As early
as 1971, this small man with medium sideburns, black hair, black eyes,

—

and black moustache saw Chile's future— and he liked it: "Civil war is
inevitable," he told British author Alistair Home. Now back in Chile
after "post-graduate" training in Cuba, Pepe and his men encountered
surprisingly stubborn resistance from within the rustic outpost, its log
fences and wooden architecture vaguely suggesting a frontier fort.
Inside, as Mrs. Garcia loaded guns and distributed ammunition and
water, the defenders— like figures in a Western movie— went from window to window, staving off the attackers. Help fiTSt came from the air;
two air force helicopters strafed the attackers. Finally, a rehef column
arrived. Pepe and his men fled; captured a few days later, Comandante
Pepe was tried and executed on October 3.^

North of Santiago, in the province of Antogogasta, a group of MIRisfrom a nitrate mine attacked another isolated Carabinero post. A
Hawker Hunter, patrolling in the area, was diverted to the scene. "They
were so terrified," General Leigh recounted, "that they all started waving white handkerchiefs" when the pilot made a low pass over them.
That was the end of the attack.
In that same region, at the Chuquicamata copper mine, the Communist general manager David Silberman rounded up one hundred men
armed with sub-machineguns and hand grenades and, moving giant
tas

Wabco trucks into place, barricaded the entrance to the mine. (Silberman would later think better of it; with twenty of his men, he lit out for
the Andes, and the big copper mine was taken without a shot being
fired.)

"
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"From one end

of the country to the other," General Bonilla told
Pinochet, "your orders have been followed, and though there are pocket
actions, the fighting is being done by paramihtary brigades,
and these

have been almost entirely suffocated."
Pinochet's sense of relief was great. The one battle he had feared
most
had not materialized. From the beginning, he feared a beachhead in the
strip of desert between Calama and Antofogasta, a
thousand miles
north of Santiago. If a government force had managed to seize and hold a
piece of territory there, it would have been possible to reinforce them
from the air— landing strips abounded— and that is exactly what Fidel
Castro had said he would do. To make matters worse, both Peru and
Bolivia to the north were then ruled by leftist-leaning generals.
"That,"
Pinochet said, "would have been the beginning of a civil war."'^ But
as morning slipped into early afternoon, that danger was behind
him,
and he could turn his attention to the final pockets of resistance
in Santiago— and above all, to the man in that now smoking ruin
of
a palace.

.

.

.

AND A TIME TO DIE

For twenty-two terrifying moments, they had huddled behind those
The walls shook, the walls shuddered, the air filled

four-foot thick walls.

with choking dust. And then there was silence,
"Looks like it's over," someone cried out in the small vault where
Allende and those closest to him crouched. Allende discovered he had
been cut by flying glass; one of the doctors bandaged the cut.
A head count: Dr. Oscar Soto, one of the physicians, found only
eighteen to twenty GAPs left to fight on. That number did not, of
course, include Allende with his sub-machinegun (and, occasionally,
bazooka), nor civilians such as the banker Jaime Barrios, also blasting
away from the palace windows.
Allende seized on the opportunity to lead his small band back to the
second floor to prepare for the inevitable ground attack. Though he did
not know it, time was still on his side.s^^
"Gustavo, they are firing from the roofs of the Pubhc Works Ministry
and the State Bank. I think it would be a good idea to stage an air attack
against the roofs in that area.
special forces, but

I

meanwhile,

am
it

going to send a parachute unit and
would be a good idea to give them a

going over from the air.
The voice was that of Augusto Pinochet, reacting to reports from his
ground commanders that they were taking murderous sniper fire as they

moved

in for the final assault against the pulverized palace.
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came back. "Just as soon as I can, in a few minutes, I am
going to lay down some fire on those buildings."
Those "few minutes" would stretch into well over an hour before the
two helicopters would finally appear, a delay with historic implica"O.K.," Leigh

tions.'5

The calm was broken by

the roar of cannon

fire,

from the Sherman

tanks firing on the exposed north and south facades of the palace, by
from Plaza Bulnes just a few hun1 05 -millimeter artillery pieces firing
up.
dred yards to the south. Then the machineguns and rifles opened
started.
ambush
the
Then the troops moved out. And that's when
"We had crossed there [Plaza Bulnes] before to talk to General Pashooting then.
lacios, " Sgt Alfredo Leiva Lillo recalled, "but there was no
from
the movies."
scene
was
a
sides.
It
all
it
from
getting
were
Now we
Before it was over, perhaps half an hour later, seventeen soldiers had
.

been wounded or killed, there in the Plaza Bulnes, two blocks west, in
an ear-splitting crossfire from the big ENTEL |the government's international telephone company) and the Education Ministry Lt. Hernan
Ramirez Jald was next to Sergeant Toro, one of the most popular NCO
school instructors, when he was mortally wounded.

"The

bullet caught

him on

the top

three-year- old lieutenant said.

got hit.

left

"He was

side of his head," the twentywhen he

in a kneeling position

The bullet went through his helmet,

right

through his head, and

out the back."
Corporal Pizzarro, one of the last men to make it out of the Plaza
Bulnes ambush, got a chance to avenge a fallen comrade before pulling
back. "I saw a sniper pop out three or four times from a window below
that Yoga sign [on the Continental Theater building] Finally, the third
or fourth time, I got him. He fell with his arms through the Venetian
blinds. He stayed there all day like that, his arms hanging through the
.

blinds. "»6

General Palacios' men, looping behind the Defense Ministry and
crossing the Alameda at the University of Chile, got as far as the corner
of Moneda and Morande— within a stone's throw of their objective—
before intense fire halted their advance, too.

Canessa, leading the attack from the south, and Palacios decided it
would be suicidal to go on. That's when they called for an air strike.

—

Back inside the palace, yet another group of survivors Almeyda,
Briones, Espinoza, the Toha brothers— emerged from their sanctuary
They couldn't believe what they saw. The entire northwest wing—
Briones' Interior Ministry— was a smouldering rubble. Dashing across
the Winter Garden courtyard to an office in the Foreign Ministry, they
found an intercom connecting with the Defense Ministry
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to surrender.

The

offi-

agreed to send a jeep. Minutes later, he called back:
impossible, the sniper fire is too intense. Once again, they resigned
themselves to waiting. About then, the tanks and the artillery opened
again, they

were in the jaws

of death.

Incredibly, another persistent caller got

through to them.

It

was Isabel

Almeyda answered.
"He was coughing," she said, "apparently still suffering the effects of
the dust from the bombardment. He asked me where Orlando was and 1
told him at the Defense Ministry He said they had been in the basement
Letelier.

the Foreign Ministry and had the impression that he was somewhere
else— that something had happened to Orlando in La Moneda."
She reassured him that her husband was at the Defense Ministry She
had not seen his televised exit under guard from the Defense Ministry
that morning; but she was right, he was unharmed. Death would stalk
Orlando Letelier not in war-ravaged Chile, but on tree-lined Massachusetts Avenue, in the seeming safety of the capital of the United
of

States.*^

Almeyda

offered reassurances of his

own. "The president is all right.
the rest of the palace has withstood the bombing
because we're at the other end, but the president is all right. "S's

We

don't

know how

The high command of the Christian Democrat party watched the
bombing from the terrace of a secret hideout prepared for such emergencies. Party Vice-President Osvaldo Olguin Zapata put in a
call to the
Defense Ministry to plead for Allende's life.
"We have no intention of taking his life," he was told. "What happens
to him now is strictly up to him."
Former President Eduardo Frei made a similar plea, and received an
identical

answer

He made

his

It's

strictly

up

move around

to him.^^

1:15 p.m. In a telephone call to Admiral
he wanted to surrender and send emis-

Carvajal, Salvador Allende said

surrender terms. The emissaries: Daniel Vergara,
under-secretary of the interior (who had served longer in his post than
anyone else in the senior ranks of the Allende administration]; Fernando
saries to discuss

Flores, then secretary-general of the government; Osvaldo Puccio,
Allende's private secretary (They were joined by Puccio's nineteen-year-

named Osvaldo, who insisted on accompanying his father.)
Carvajal ordered a cease-fire in the area, and managed to geta jeep to

old son, also

the

Morande entrance

to pick

up the

four,

who were

taken under heavy
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Flores had a small bruise on his
suard to the main hall of the Ministry.
looked all around him as he
calm,
cheek- Vergara, though he appeared
fidgety and nervous.
appeared
Puccio
hall;
entered the dark and somber
of the group.
charge
took
counterintelligence
The chief of air force
to Carvajal's office.
They were shoved into an elevator and taken up
took a puff and then,
Carvajal lit a cigarette slowly and deliberately,
facing him: "Well,
men
the
with his characteristic calm, looked up at
gentlemen," he said, "what bring& you here?"
the president
"We come," Flores said, "at the behest of His Excellency,
of the Republic, Salvador Allende."

"The ex-president," Carvajal interrupted.
Flores repeated.
at the behest of the president,"

"

the smile leaving his face.
"Ex-president, I say/' Carvajal repeated,
Flores finished.
"We are here to discuss terms of the surrender,"
Carvajal resurrender,"
unconditional
"There are no terms, only
This time
president.
the
to
back
report
sponded. Vergara said they would
you
"No,
11 stay
instead:
"president";
to
reference
Carvajal let pass the
here. We'll notify Allende."
stripped and
Now prisoners, they were taken to the basement,

searched."™ There would be no more talk.
reported
and 'Barnabas" Vergara are here," Carvajal
terins
with
comes
Puccio
on the radio to Pinochet and Leigh. "Sefior
the
that
them
told
I
acceptable.
from Allende. I told him they were not
they
guarantee
only
The
surrender.
only terms were unconditional
would be given is that we will respect their lives."
hasn't he come
"How about Allende?" Pinochet asked. "Has he or
"Flores, Puccio,

out'"

because, according to Flores, he wants to
Carvajal spoke slowly,
maintain decorous conditions for his surrender."
anything but calm.
was
reply
Pinochet's
cadence.
in his drawling, calm
condition What
"What 'decorous conditions'? There is no 'decorous
we offer him is respect for
kind of a pipe dream is this? The only thing
never known decorum and now he
his life. In his entire life, he has
comes around asking for it."

"No he has not come out

!

his first foreign relaPinochet was not yet president when he made
exchange, he
negotiations
the
tions decision. Immediately following
because they
surrounded
is
Embassy
Cuban
added- "Another thing. The
ambassador and
the
Call
machinegun.
a
with
inside
from

opened
*

fire

chin was suggestive of a vampire,
the nickname because Vergara's protruding
popular
a character in a television show then
of
that
was
name
thebecause
Tnd also

He used
Chile.

m
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him

the following: they fired on our troops and so as to avoid an
international incident, he should consider that he has at his immediate
disposal a plane to take him to his country. Tell him that we break
relations, that he should pack his bags and be ready to go within
twentyfour hours. General Benavides gave me the information [about the
shootingi and he would not lie to me."iO'
tell

Just before the bombing raid, Augusto Ohvares— AUende's closest
crony— discovered Rene Largo Farias wandering aimlessly through the

halls of the palace. It

the midnight hours

was Farias who had sounded the first alarm during
which already seemed an eternity ago to him, to

Someone offered him a gun; he declined, explaining he had never
used one, Olivares told him he should leave; you can't help us here, you
can do some good for the cause outside. Olivares practically pushed him
out the Morande Street door, into a no-man's land alive with the sound
others.

walked slowly, with his hands in the air. Incredibly he
walked on, and on, to his house, a dozen blocks away.'o^
Now it was again Olivares's turn to take charge of events. He put in a
call to the Defense Ministry Colonel Pedro Ewing answered.
"Has Daniel Vergara arrived?" Olivares asked.
"Yes, with Puccio and Flores."
"Have they reached an agreement?"
"None worth talking about. Only unconditional surrender."
"Will Vergara, Puccio and Flores return to La Moneda?"
of gunfire. Farias

"No."

Such hope as he may have harbored drained out of Olivares with that
He went down to the first floor, into a bathroom and, without
bothering to close the door, began to urinate. Dr. Soto saw him and
poked fun at him. Leaving, Soto heard a shot and rushed back. He found
Olivares slumped over, a still-smoking pistol in his hand. Presidential
press attache Carlos Jorquera was the next to stumble onto the scene;
seeing his close friend dead, Jorquera began crying uncontrollably
Pulling himself together, Jorquera then went upstairs to tell Allende.
Allende, La Payita, and a few others went downstairs.
"We saw Augusto on the floor," Mrs. Contreras remembered. "It was a
depressing sight. I will never forget the look of anguish on the president's face as he saw his dearest friend dead."io3
The fight went out of Allende. He decided to surrender.
But the men running the revolution did not know this, and so, as
Palacios and Canessa pressed their pincers attack on the palace,
Pinochet and Leigh occupied themselves with what seemed then to be
call.

significant matters.

What

follows

is

the full text of the conversations

among the commanders over the command network during those crucial moments (roughly 1:15-1:45 P.M.; no times were given during
any
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of the exchanges,

and these times are extrapolated from what

is

known

of the events themselves):

Carvajal to Pinochet: "The legal people and all advisers here, all of
them, have recommended strongly that it would be advisable to give
more thought to permitting him jAllende] to leave the country, because
to
they tell me that his man is going to go from one socialist country
here."
keep
him
to
convenient
more
be
would
So
it
us.
insulting
another
judgment of his boss,
(In so saying, Carvajal was also reflecting the
adamant: Allende
was
Merino
Admiral Merino. From the first instant.
)io*
country.
leave
the
should not be allowed to
Carvajal had not finished his "over and out" before Pinochet's voice,
unmistakably angry, boomed over the radio: "So, this champion is going
other countries,
to insult us, eh! Let him go to socialist countries. In

they won't even receive him."
Carvajal attempted to interrupt: "These
of

are, they're

the requests

."
.

.

off: "Let him go!" he shouted, his voice filled
at
any other time that day. Again, Carvajal
that
emotion
with more
again he was cut off by an even-angrier
and
interject,
to
attempted

Again, Pinochet cut him

Pinochet, his voice rising to a sharp rebuke: "Let him go!"
Leigh (who could hear Carvajal, but could not hear Pinochet), chimed
But if he stays in
in: "If he is in socialist countries, we needn't care less.
and
a focus for the
attraction
of
center
a
this country, he is going to be
is going to be exploited and ..."
Pinochet again, unaware that Leigh was talking: "It's decided then.
We are going to concentrate now on military problems." This time his
words were carefully spaced, carefully emphasized.
From that instant forward, there would not again be any doubt that
Augusto Pinochet Ugarte was the man in charge of Chile.

masses and he

A pause, then the methodical voice of Patricio Carvajal:

"Then we are

going to proceed to arrest him, and his life will be respected, and he
would be permitted to leave on the airplane with his family, and Mt.

Puccio can accompany him ..."
Pinochet: 'And that he gets out of here immediately!"
Leigh to Carvajal: "The two helicopters are at this moment about to
machineguns
arrive. They are going to sweep the rooftops where the
are
helicopters
These
Bank.
State
and
Ministry
Works
Public
are, on the
army
going to open fire within a few moments." [The helicopters were
Puma gunships, but for unclear reasons, they needed to be flown by air
force pilots.)

Pinochet: "Please
rooftops and let

tell

those pilots to

me know when

sure they fire only on the
be there so we can coordinate

make

they'll
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their fire from the ground." (Leigh estimated another ten to fifteen
minutes, since they were en route from Air Group Ten),
Carvajal (ignoring Pinochet's injunction to limit themselves now to

military matters): "Second, that Fernando Flores and Orlando [apparently he meant to say Vergara but used, instead, the first name of

Defense Minister Letelier] and that we send back [to the palace[ as an
." Next followed another exchange
emissary only Puccio, just Puccio
between Pinochet and Leigh about the hehcopter attack, and then,
when Carvajal resumed, he brought electrifying news: 'Angus to, they
have just advised me they are ready to surrender unconditionally and
have asked for a cease-fire."
Pinochet's gruff response: "From La Moneda to the airplane for the
mister [he used the English word[ and his family and no other, no
.

.

—

GAP"
That news came to Carvajal from General Baeza, Allende's chosen
pipeline to the military that day. Baeza recollected: "Here they were,
Puccio and Flores and Vergara, coming to us after the air attack, with a
big part of the palace in flames and tear gas filling the air so as to force
those

still

along they

inside to leave without further destruction being done, and
came with more or less the same proposition we had rejected

that morning.

"Carvajal naturally would not accept, and so Puccio was named to
take our answer back and the other two taken prisoner
Puccio was
asking for paper and pen to write the answer, and while he was writing,
.

.

.

it was one of Allende's men, saying he had resigned
and asking for a vehicle to get out."'05
A cease-fire was ordered but sniper fire continued from the surrounding rooftops. Crucial moments passed.
"We agreed," Baeza said, "to send a high-ranking officer to receive the
president's surrender. But the fire was so intense that twenty minutes or
more went by and they could not get through. So the attack on the
palace was resumed,"
Those twenty minutes would change the course of Chilean history

the telephone rang;

—

Carvajal again, curiously directing his remark not to Pinochet but to
command post of the garrison, we feel it would be convenient to demand of Allende, before he
leaves, that he sign his resignation. I am in accord with that idea."
Then came the news that caused even the unflappable Patricio CarvaLeigh: "Gustavo, Patricio here. Here in the

to speak with obvious excitement: "Meanwhile, some people are
coming out of Morande 80. 1 suppose that Allende is among them. So for
the moment, we are going to arrest all of them. I ask for your concur-

jal

rence."

"Here, General Leigh for Patricio. Agreed, agreed. For

me

that

is a
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detail.

For

me that is

a detail that the Peruvians,

when Belaunde

left,'

if he refuses
gave no thought to whatever. But O.K., if he signs, fine. But
is that he leave
thing
important
The
to
do?
going
you
what
are
to sign it,
the country, at least in my judgment. Over."
resignation
'Agreed," Carvajal replied. "We'll see to it that he signs the

added
and then to Cerrillos so that the plane can leave. Good." Leigh
nothing.
said
another "conforme" (agreed). Pinochet
be so
Carvajal: "I'm afraid that the departure of the plane cannot
with
leaving
opportunity
of
the
given
to
be
going
he
is
if
quick as all that
together with
his family because from the time Allende arrives and gets
hour.'o* Over to you."
his family, I would imagine it will be at least an
to put a time limit on
have
we'll
Leigh: "Confoime, conforme. I find
I can put a helicopter
problems.
have
we
this, before night comes and
embark
all his people and take
to
Academy
Military
the
iminediately at
much
if, in the worst of cases,
worry
too
not
But
let's
airport.
them to the
and in the end, if dark comes, this man gets aboard alone and the family
stall until dark to
stays in Chile. But with all this hanky-panky they can
minutes.
I can put
play whatever trick on us. I can put a helicopter in ten
family
the
there
and
Academy,
a presidential helicopter in the Military
Over."
immediately
can embark or he by himself
Carvajal: 'Agreed. I believe it would be convenient to set a limit in any
limit could we
case, because this is going to take a while. What time
put?"
with
Leigh: "I calculate, Patricio, that the outside limit to take off
Over."
minute
more.
one
not
him should be four in the afternoon. And
"Splendid. That's the way we'll do it. Finished as far as I'm concerned."

Suddenly, Pinochet joined in:
Allende gone yet?"
"Some people are leaving now.

"Do you read me,
I

Patricio?

Has Mr.

sent personnel of intelligence to find

out the names of the principals who are leaving there."
comPinochet: "Listen, Patricio, another thing. I think that the three
get
to
got
have
Carabineros
of
director-general
manders-in-chief and the
out!"
Allende—
Senor
case,
that
In
declaration.
joint
together to issue a
Carvajal: "We are preparing the information to give out both by
surrenmilitary communications and by radio, saying that Allende has
."

dered and the others who give up, the principal ones who give up
asked
Again Pinochet interrupted, saying it should add that Allende had
to leave the country.
Carvajal: "Confoime. Gustavo, Leigh tells me that he was going to
.

•

.

Belaunde Terry and set
In October 1968, the Peruvian army ousted President Fernando
presiup a military junta; Belaunde left the country without formally resigning the
dency.

"
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put a helicopter up to take Allende's family to Cerrillos so that they
could take the plane and leave before four this afternoon."
Pinochet: "Con forme. Con forme. After four, I believe that around five
or five-thirty, time for the meeting of the commanders-in-chief
and
director-general of Carabineros.

Carvajal:

Pinochet:

"What time do you want
"I

poof, old fellow!"

[It

to hold the

meeting?"
around five or sixwas a rare flash of humor for Pinochet that day, and

believe

we should

call it for four

.

.

.

Carvajal chuckled appreciatively.)
Carvajal: "Good. We have a meeting of the commanders-in-chief in
the ministry. Understood?"

Pinochet: "No. It has to be up here ..."
Carvajal then slipped into what might have been a security lapse,
naming for the first time that day the location of a command post: "You
mean the meeting there in Peiialolen?" Pinochet confirmed that the

meeting would be at his headquarters, and Carvajal said he would notify
Admiral Merino— another first, the first mention of Merino's name on
the radio that day Carvajal said Merino would try to helicopter
to
Peiialolen from Valparaiso, adding that he would also notify Leigh. In
an
expansive mood, Pinochet added: "You, too, Patricio."
The network fell silent. The scene would now shift back to the embattled palace.

From the far end of the darkened corridor, Patricio Guijon heard the
words clearly resounding like a thunderclap. It was the voice of Salvador
Allende:

"Give up everybody— this is a massacre!"
Guijon and the other doctors had spent most of that day in a small
room in the basement. They were there during the air attack, "barricaded" behind a stack of papers and the mimeograph machine. Carlos

bombing with them there.
Then, around 1:15 P.M.— "the truth is I had lost any notion of time"—

Jorquera sat out the

someone summoned the doctors

to join the others in that second-floor

corridor.

Guijon took up position about one-third of the way from the southern
end of the group, some twenty-five to thirty persons in all. They were

row along the west wall. He did not see Allende, then
spacious Salon Independencia, behind closed doors.

seated in a single
in the

"I suppose we were there half an hour or forty-five
minutes," he said.
"There was no conversation. Each of us was lost in his own thoughts. I

didn't

(Much

even see the fire, although some closer to the other end did."
of the north side of the palace, facing the Plaza Constitucion, was

in flames.!
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His reveries ended with Allende's words.
"La Payita goes first, I'll go last," Allende said.
Although bullets were not impacting in the area of that second-floor
corridor, the sounds of gunfire outside were, the young doctor said,
"deafening." So it was that, as the group began to make its way cautiously toward the circular staircase leading down to Morande 80, someone said they ought to show a white flag as they emerged.
"I took off my doctor's apron and passed it along. For some reason, I
also took off my gas mask and put it on the floor. Then I began crawling
along the floor behind the others."
It was at that instant that fate dealt Patricio Guijon the third and final
blow, the one that would obliterate the life he had known and substitute
for it the melancholy one of reluctant witness to a history he despised.
"I was about to round the corner," Guijon said, "when I remembered
my gas mask even the lettering on it: U.S. Army. This was my first
war, and I didn't have a souvenir for my boys. So I decided to go back

—

for it,"

Guijon was groping for it when some instinct made him look up.
The door to the Salon Independencia, the scene of so many grand state
receptions, was now open, and light streamed through a huge open
window of the high-ceilinged room. It sidelighted the figure of Salvador
Allende, seated on a sofa, to the right of the window as Guijon faced in.
In his hands was a weapon that Guijon
in his familiarity with violence
and its artifacts would repeatedly refer to as a "shotgun" gripped

—

—

between his legs, the barrel pointed at his face.
For an imperishable instant, their eyes met, but no sign of emotion, no
sign of recognition, crossed the president's face.
"I

did not hear the

shot— I SAW

it,"

Patricio

Guijon

said.

"Shot or

shots,

how could I tell with all that racket outside? When it happened,

ran to

him and

instinctively reached for his

arm

1

to take his pulse."

There was no pulse to take.
"Most of the top of his head was gone. Skin was folded over his eyes,
most of his brains were on his lap and the floor. Brain fragments were also
on the ceiling. But there was no blood. It was hard to recognize his face."
There was a small chair at right angles to the sofa. Guijon pulled it up
close to the sofa.

"Then I looked around the room and realized that the military would
be coming in any moment. I was afraid they might see the gun it was
still propped between his legs
and start shooting before they realized

—

—

he was dead.
"So I got up and took the gun out of his hands. It was easy. If there is
such a thing as a death grip, the president didn't have one on that gun. I
then put the gun on the sofa and sat down again to wait."'"^
On the opposite side of the palace, Lt. Hernan Ramirez, with about
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fifty of the seventy men still fit for action in his company, reached
the
door of the Teatinos Street side when his walkie-talkie conked out.

Unable to consult his commander, Ramirez hesitated a moment, then
decided to plunge ahead into the palace.
"The door was open," Ramirez said. "I would guess that a number had
made their escape by that door. We first occupied the south wing, where
the Foreign Ministry is— the first, second and third floors. There was no
resistance.

"Suddenly, in one room, I discovered these bigwigs: Briones, Toha,
Almeyda, and Palma and two officials who identified themselves as
Investigaciones detectives, but 1 was sure they were GAPs, We opened
the door and found them all seated, smoking cigarettes. The two Investigaciones guys had pistols. Toha looked serious, but was very dignified.
Palma seemed indifferent to what was going on, but I noticed he was
nervous. Almeyda and Briones looked just plain deflated.
"I told them that if they resisted, we would shoot them. Otherwise,
they were under arrest. I had them all lie on the floor, face down. After
we searched them, we let them get up, and then I left two or three guards

with them. By then the captain was there.
"We searched other rooms, but found no one. Then we made contact
with troops from the Military Academy [Palacios' menf who had gone in
on the Morande side. I went from the second or third floor to the
presidential rooms, and that's when 1 saw AIlende."i08

Patricio Guijon:
soldiers

came

"Maybe

tv/o,

maybe

came. There were three

three minutes passed before the

soldiers.

A few

seconds

later,

Palacios

in."

Palacios was leading the final assault, rounding the corner from Moneda into Morande when he saw the white flag. He ordered his men to
surround the prisoners, then had them lie face down on the sidewalk,
except for one person, who was crying hysterically That person was La
Payita. Palacios ordered an ambulance to take her to the Military Hospital,

would never reach there; the ambulance arrived a few minutes
but unbeknownst to Palacios, the driver was an Allende loyalist
took her to a hiding place. )i°'

(She

later,

who

Then Palacios ordered Dr. Soto to go back into the palace and tell
Allende he had ten minutes to give up. Soto would later tell authors
Varas and Vergara that when he reached the second floor, he found
machinegun in hand, surrounded by about fifteen men, dispensing orders. Soto said Allende seemed not to hear him.
'At last he said, as if from another world. 'Go down, go down all of you
.""o
... I shall go down last of all'
Allende,

.

.

'

'
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When the ten minutes pass, Palacios leads a platoon into the building.
Two soldiers with him fall as GAPs blaze away in a tightening circle of
resistance. Entering the long Gallery of Presidents— by now a bedlam of
decapitated presidential busts Arturo Alessandri, and even Balmaceda),
broken glass, smashed furniture, discarded gas masks— Palacios finds
himself face-to-face with a GAP no more than eighteen-years-old. The
youth opens fire with a sub-machinegun. He misses, but a ricochet
(

opens a gushing wound in Palacios' hand. A young lieutenant named
Fernandez wings the boy in the hand, then in the head, then pulls out a
handkerchief and hands it to Palacios, who uses it to stanch the wound.

"Thank you," the general says.
The advance continues. Palacios nearly stumbles over the corpse of a
GAP with eleven bullets in his body Bodies are strewn everywhere,
topsy-turvy. The few remaining GAPs— the most fanatic of all— fight
ducking in and out of doorways, firing and cursing as they do. At
hideous moments, more are wounded.
Realizing that priceless relics are threatened by the flames, Palacios
barks order after order: save this, roll up that rug, pull down those
drapes. (One item he manages to save: the sword of the liberator, Bernardo O'Higgins.) A crate of ammunition catches fire and explodes, a
on,

least eight die in those last

him—

A

over here, general.
lieutenant calls out to
seated on a red sofa, his
Palacios first sees the figure of the dead
head lightly resting on a shoulder, hands swollen and black with powder.
"There was not a single spot of blood, just his brains spattered all over

roof caves in.

man—

him."

— Patricio Guijon.

Next to him, a steel helmet and a gas mask. On the floor, spent shells.
Everywhere in the room, a room dominated by a huge painting of the
ceremony of the declaration of independence, furniture toppled, a whiskey bottle on the floor.
To the trancelike man seated next to the body: "Who are you?"
' '

"Patricio Guiion.

"What"— the

I

am a doctor,

general

demanded

doctors."

presidential
— "are the
you doing here?"

one

of

Guijon explained about the gas mask. And he told Palacios about

moving the gun.
"And did you touch anything
"Nothing

else?"

else."

Palacios told

him

to put the

gun back exactly as he had found

Guijon complied. Palacios questioned him
that this quiet man might have murdered AUende.
"But he believed me when I told him I did not. And

it.

further, clearly suspecting

I

did not."

Again, a sense of history seized Palacios. He sent word to have firemen, balUstics experts, report on the double. Nothing was to be
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touched. (He would later send also for a photographer.
At 3:30, an officer
marched into the newsroom of El Mercurio, three blocks away,
and
announced what few then knew: Salvador Aliende was dead, and
we
need a photographer. Juan Enrique Lira and Hernan Farias
were
designated, but they never got to take their pictures. Arriving
at the palace,
they were told a photographer from Investigaciones was
already there

and they would not be needed; the Investigaciones photographer
took
twenty-seven photographs, none of which has ever been pubhshed.l'i^

"He stayed
and

a half,

in the

In those first

from the

room the entire time," Guijon

said.

"Maybe an hour

moments, Ramirez arrived with two

or three cadets

even longer. He never

left."

NCO school. He would describe the scene:

"There were a few
others— Lieutenant Catalan, from our school. Captain Rojas
and Lieutenant Salgado from the Infantry School, and a few soldiers.
"The room was dark, and there was a stink to the place. The room was
a mess, odds and ends lying all around the
place, shells on the Hoor.
General Palacios had moved a folding screen in front of the body
of
Aliende. We peeked around it.
"His head was tilted to one side, his right hand was drooping.
I recognized the moustache. Even though I looked for only a few
seconds— it
wasn't an inspection— I have a clear image in my mind. I
remember his
jacket. I saw a square-shaped whiskey bottle on the
floor. I don't know
what brand it was. There was smoke in the room. Then I went
down to
the street for instructions on what to do with our
prisoners.""^

Not even the imperturbaljle Patricio Carvajal could mask the
explosiveness of the message he was about to transmit. The
time was
2:38 P.M.

"There is a communication, information," he paused here,
"from
personnel of the Infantry School, who are now inside
La Moneda.
Because of the possibility of interference, I am going to transmit
in
English.

"They say dat," he pronounced the word in that fashion, 'Aliende
committed sue -side," again, his pronunciation, "and is dead now."
Then, resuming in Spanish; "Tell me if you understand."
Pinochet: "Understood."
Leigh: "Understood perfectly Over."

There followed a long silence.
The battle had ended, as unexpectedly as it had begun. Salvador
Aliende, Chile's twenty-eighth constitutional president,
had been dead
approximately thirty minutes. The months, the years ahead would
increasingly cloud the question whether Aliende was, in the larger
war,
the vanquished or the victor.
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He remained seated on the sofa,

clutching the weapon, AK-47, #1651,

with a gold-plated inscription:
"To my friend and comrade-in-arms, Fidel Castro.""'*
It

was Carvajal who would break the silence: "Uh, with respect to the
would be no urgency, then, that the family

airplane for his family, there
leave immediately?"

His words trailed off into static. Back through the crackling came the
hoarse voice of Pinochet: "Put him in a box and load him on an old plane
Cuba!
together with his family! Let them bury him somewhere else— in
die,
even
to
character,
This
burial.
the
with
mess
have
a
We're going to
made problems!"
The calm, calming voice of Carvajal again: "Right, Uh, the informa..."
tion is going to be held in confidence, then
him,
Pinochet: "Right. Patricio, the plane, put him in a box, embalm
there."
him
bury
and send him to be buried in Cuba. Let them
disPinochet's voice was, by now, calm. Though it was now beyond
appealed,
pute that Pinochet presided over Chile's destiny, Carvajal
underyour
approval,
your
await
I
"Gustavo,
Leigh:
to
unexpectedly,

standing."

withdraw
Leigh chose to duck: "Patricio, it's all clear, all understood. I
that
plane
the
to
Allende
take
the helicopter [the one standing by to
the
me
if
Tell
news.
further
await
and
would have taken him to exile]
Over."
Petialolen.
at
P.M.
meeting is still on for 6:00
Carvajal: "O.K., Augusto, from Patricio."
Pinochet: "I hear you."

"Merino reports that he can't make it by five- thirty and asks that the
meeting be held at six."
two
Pinochet: "O.K., O.K. It is a good idea to consider that we have
send
we
that
other
the
secretly,
possibilities: one that we bury him here
be buried in Cuba or some other place."
Then, for Carvajal, an unaccustomed jumble of words: "I believe that
inasmuch as
this measure could be, could be kept, the situation, quiet,

him

it

is

off to

going, after the meeting, in the meeting at six."
thought:
of the mish-mash of words, Pinochet seized on one

Out

"Agreed. Agreed.

We keep

Carvajal: "Good.

As

it

far as

quiet."

I'm concerned, that's

all I've got."

Pinochet: "Me, too."
them,
But it was not all that Gustavo Leigh had to say, nor, for any of
easily.
quite
so
away
go
death
Allende's
Salvador
of
subject
would the
battle,
Perhaps it was the shock of that news, perhaps it was the heat of
howthat,
order
grisly
but Leigh proposed— and Pinochet accepted— a
ever,

was never passed

on: "For each

member

of the

armed

forces

who
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who is a victim of attack, at any time, wherever, Marxist prisoners will be shot, those who are prisoners. Over." (The order that
was
given: while martial law would last, anyone attacking military
personnel or installations would be shot on the spot.|
suffers,

Gustavo Leigh is a blunt, plain-talking man. He does not mask
his
opinions. But he did now, resorting to a level of circumspection
so rare
for him that it can only be understood in the context
of the excruciating
tension of the moment. For the first and only time that day,
he referred
to himself in the third person:

"The commander-in-chief says that it is indispensable that, as quickly
as possible, the chief surgeons of the Army Health
Service, of the navy
and the air force and the chief of the Medical Service of Carabineros,
as
well as the coroner of Santiago, certify the cause of death
of Sefior
Allende in order to avoid that later on the politicians charge the
armed
forces with having provoked the death. This as soon as
possible, and you
should pass the word to the various institutions" (that is,
military
services). "Let me know if you have understood.
Go ahead. Over."

was Carvajal, not Pinochet, who responded to Leigh's realization
that the four service chiefs would soon find themselves
on trial before a
jury of world opinion, a trial which, in the manipulated
climate of
world opinion, would be dragged on for many years to come.
It

'Agreed. The doctors will be the heads of the medical
corps of the
three institutions, plus the coroner of the Military
Hospital. Right?"

"No," Leigh retorted. "Correction. Correction. The chiefs of
the medieach institution, plus the Carabineros, and a fifth doctor,
who would be the coroner of Santiago, so that he would sign the death
cal services of

."
with the military doctors
"Got it. Clear." Leigh repeated that time was of the essence;
Carvajal assured him he would move on it straightaway.
(Apparently
Pinochet was away from his command post during this
entire ex-

certificate together

.

.

Carvajal:

change.)
Leigh: "We've got to get out a communique. I don't know
whether you
have done one there, on the cause of death. The way it
happened at the
end. Do you have anything ready, or not?"
Carvajal: "Right. We are going to take something
prepared to the
meeting of the junta of the commanders-in-chief" (that was
the first
mention of "junta" since the morning proclamation).

Leigh was taking no chances that his ideas not be
incorporated into
communique, and he switched to the editorial "we" as though to
underscore his points: "We deem it necessary to be very careful
to spell
out the facts well, because there are two successive aspects, and
if they
are not well explained, they could easily appear contradictory:
one, that
that

4

5
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to give up; and,
he [Allende] softened his stand and agreed to surrender,
there would be
Also,
suicide.
committed
found
he
later, that it has been
consider that this
we
do
But
doctors.
of
the
report
the
incidence,
the
such a way that it
entire matter has to be very carefully laid out, in
reality exactly to
the
doesn't end up vague or unclear and that it reflects
in this
intervened
we
avoid later charges against us making it out that
final decision."

those points in
Carvajal: 'Agreed, understood. We will have all of
corresponding
the
draft
of
a
prepare
to
mind; we are going to make,

communique."
general picture of the
Leigh: "Fine, that statement should contain a
that delayed the final
extremists
the
of
action
the
example,
for
facts:
denouement because of the fire from the neighboring buildings, and in
presence of a great
fact, prevented the surrender or delayed it; the
after that, some
right
and,
proved;
been
number of foreigners, which has
and the general
remain;
still
that
pockets
extremist
the

background on

country as total. Thus, in general, we believe
commuthese ideas should give a general notion of the situation in the
nique. Go ahead, over."
The death of Salvador Allende would not again be mentioned on the
command network. But it would continue to haunt the rememberance

state of tranquility in the

which El Mercurio, the
Important Date In
Most
"The
call:
would
country's leading newspaper,
Century."ii5
This
The History Of Chile In

of that

day

for

many

years to come, that day

Redoubts there were and more bloody fighting would remain—relafew of the estimated eight hundred snipers and paramilitary
had
brigade fighters estimated to be in action in Santiago that day
membrigade
party
Socialist
hundred
yet been subdued. Around one
and a 30-caliber
bers, armed with rifles, bazookas, sub-machineguns
on Vicuna Maccorner
prearranged
a
at
rendezvoused
machinegun,
kenna street, then made their way to the Vicuna Mackenna industrial
most vicious
cluster on the city's southern flank. There, one of the
first at the
evening,
battles raged through the afternoon and into the
over then
spilling
factory
nylon
INDUMET metalworks and SUMAR
to some
home
Legua—
La
shantytown.
into the sprawling La Legua
[a euphebusinessmen
percent
30
"60
workers,
percent
15,000 persons,
mism which covers everything from small shopkeeper to street- corner
systematically built up
peddlersl, and 10 percent criminals"— had been
eyewitness account, at
as an armed camp over months. According to one
that day At least
there
action
least eighty paramilitary fighters were in
fighting, which
the
died
in
civilians
sixteen
thirty Carabineros and
days and
following
the
(In
ambulance.
an
ambush
of
included the

tively
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months. La Legua would be the scene of some of the bitterest,
bloodiest
and most controversial arms-and-subversives raids.)
It would be well into the next day before
the well-armed brigades at
the State Technical University (UTE) would surrender; a
total of eight
hundred persons (not all combatants) were taken prisoner. But, by nightfall, almost all other pockets of resistance,
not only in Santiago, but the
length of the land, had either been captured, or gone underground,
to
continue the struggle as hit-and-run guerrilla fighters."^
It

was, then and for

all

practical purposes, a six-hour war.

No authori-

tative death toll has ever surfaced. Estimates range all the
way from
ninety-three to eighty thousand (the figure ninety-three was issued
by
the junta on September 16; they would subsequently concede
that the

number was considerably higher— but without giving particulars). On
the pro-Allende left side of the spectrum, author Chavkin
says thirty
thousand, Swedish Ambassador Harold Edelstam fifteen thousand—
neither indicating source or basis for his estimates. First
reports in the
United States put the death toll at one thousand; most observors believe
the true number killed in all combat, on the eleventh and during
the not
infrequent clashes with guerrilla or terrorist groups in the weeks
follow-

be somewhere around two thousand.
Pinochet himself, in an interview months after the coup, had this to

ing, to

say: "For all practical purposes, the fighting lasted four
hours."

He put

the death toll then,

and (apparently) over the six months following, at
approximately 1,600, "including 200 of our own." The decisive impact
on resistance of the air attack's was one reason he gave for a relatively
low number of casualties. Another: the people understood that "this
war
is not against us," and they cleared out
of the main combat zoneprincipally

What

downtown Santiago— when

the fighting erupted.' '^

beyond any dispute is that it was not the war anyone
expected. The military leaders had braced for a war lasting at least
three
days and costing five thousand lives, and believed it to be a
conservative
is

estimate given their intelligence reports that as many as
100,000 had
undergone clandestine paramilitary training during the AUende years.
(Pinochet would later write that he expected at least ten days of
hard
fighting.) Allende himself had predicted that, should
war come, it would
claim 1 million lives. One strident, leftist writer, Laurence Birns,
also
predicted a continuing bloodbath, for workers would "bomb
kidnap
.

.

.

and ... assassinate," turning Chile into another Northern Ireland,
because "no military force is large enough to prevent this." (He was,
of
course, wrong, '"
|

The

'

air attacks, so stunningly executed, surely intimidated many
from taking up arms, and persuaded others to lay down those they had.

6
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attacks, including the hehcopter sweeps, were also highly effective in neutralizing redoubts of resistance.
But at least three other factors explain the swiftness and relative

Those

bloodlessness of the coup: the secrecy and quality of the planning, and
planning and training of
its surgical execution; the inadequacy of the
Allende's vaunted paramihtary brigades (which the far Left itself
acknowledged); and the reality that even though armed, very many

were

just plain unwilling to

use them, to die for Salvador Allende or his

"via chilena al socialismo."

And that should have been no more surprising than what was equally
obvious: not surprising, because Salvador Allende never represented
more than a minority, and even within it, there were many who never
intended to follow him into the creation of a Marxist- Leninist state;
a
equally obvious, because those who did intend that outcome were now
dangerous and determined enemy within the larger body politic. The
already in
social contract preserving the semblances of civility in Chile,
of salvage or
hope
any
beyond
torn
now
was
1
September
1,
tatters by
repair.

The blood

spilled

on September

1 1

represented redemption for the

meaning. Words
great majority of Chileans; for others, it had a different
nor were
enough,
not
was
alone would no longer do, and even will
could
play
one
every
and
each
although
ballots nor congresses the key—
was
no
that
it
was
distinction
crucial
the
a role in the struggle. But
the
claim
to
competition
ideas,
a
contest
of
a
ideas,
a clash of

longer
hearts and minds of Chileans played out on the old and familiar level
finish, a war
field of civilized engagement. It was now a war to the
was
that would be won, and vengeance done, only when the enemy

and irrevocably defeated, and all that he stood for crushed and
smashed with him, for as long as it would take, by whatever means it
would take.
finally

LIFE

AFTER DEATH

but ended, the war of words would begin
almost immediately. Few events in that war would rival in intensity, in
durability, the battle over Salvador Allende's death.

The

battles

with bullets

all

Volunteers from the Fifth Company of firemen, braving sniper fire,
under
first civilians to reach the burning palace. The fire

were the

were followed, around four that afternoon, by a seven-man
team from the Technical Section of the Homicide Squad, summoned by
General Palacios. Headed by Inspector Pedro Espinoza, the team incontrol, they
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eluded a detective (Julio Navarro), two ballistic experts (Jorge Alraanzabal and Carlos Davison); a planimetry expert (Alejandro Ossandon);
a
photographer (Enrique Contreras); and a fingerprint expert (Hector
Henriquez). By six-ten, they had completed their work. The report, as it
relates to the body:

'An external examination by the police revealed in the chin a starshaped erosive-contused wound, representing the point of entry of the

and on the borders of which was an appreciable amount of
carbonaceous dust. In the right superficial zygomatic arch, another

projectile,

wound, apparently the point of exit of the projectile or of a bone splinter.
In the left parietal region, a wound marking the bullet's point
of exit
producing the shattering of the cranial vault. There are fractures in the
upper jaw, maxillary, the lower maxillary, the nose and the forehead.
Lividity developing in the corresponding areas. Incipient rigidity at the
maxillary level. Probable cause of death: crania 1-encephahc trauma
from a bullet wound of a suicidal nature."'i'
His death, as recounted by an Allende apologist:

'AUende listened to what Soto said and then ordered everyone to go
to give themselves up to the junta officers below. 'There is no
point in useless deaths. I order you to go,' he told the men around him.
Most of them obeyed. And so with their hands up in surrender. Dr. Soto
and ten others began their walk down, single file. They were stood up
against the wall, cursed and kicked by the soldiers who searched them
for guns. In the meantime, a platoon of heavily armed soldiers
rushed
into the building and up the stairs. There was a brief exchange
of

down

And then a perspiring, somewhat bedraggled but smiling officer
rushed down to announce to other officers and soldiers at the door that
Allende was dead.
gunfire.

'Allende was killed with five of his personal bodyguards, young men
between the ages of eighteen and twenty- five, who would not leave their
president

.

.

."'^o

With the passage of time, the versions would multiply, the accounts
become more lurid, until it would become an article of worldwide faith
that Salvador Allende had not taken his own life, but had
been cut
down, brutally and needlessly.
Nathaniel Davis, the American ambassador in Santiago at the time,
devotes an entire chapter of his book. The Last Two Years
of Salvador
Allende, to six major versions of Allende's death, examining and dissecting each in considerable detail, before concluding: ".
the weight of
evidence in this case is strong. Pending undiscovered evidence to the
.

.

contrary it would appear that the Junta version is true in its essentials,
and the five opposing versions are not."i^i The "Junta version" was, of
course, suicide, the others, murder. Davis's conclusion

is

especially
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his
notable given his undisguised affection for Allende in this work,
junta.
undisguised disgust with the
This author has arrived at a similar conclusion, based largely on
painstaking research for the previously mentioned book, Allende:

Death of a Marxist Dream. It is a conclusion reinforced by subsequent
suicide evidence, undiminished by scrupulously examined subsequent
assassination claims.

the testimony of Dr.
eyewitness to the
putative)
(or
actual
Patricio Guijon Klein, the only
the tapes of the
to
times,
several
listening,
close
event itself, and a
over their
commanders
military
senior
the
among
conversations
actual

The earlier evidence came in two principal parts:

command radio network the day of the revolution.
to the first: although our philosophical and ideological paths have
continued to diverge, nothing in the thirteen years since I first knew
him has caused me to doubt, even slightly, the absolute integrity and

secret

As

honesty of Patricio Guijon. As the narrative in these pages demonstrates, fate dealt unkindly, even perversely with Patricio Guijon on that

maneuvering him into a place in a drama which would make of him
a melancholy captive of a history he did nothing to create. The accident
of being there, the circumstance of his personal integrity, brought Patricio Guijon an accursed kind of fame: mocked, scorned, and reviled by
day,

the very persons and forces he most admires, those of the hard Left. Nor
did it bring him fortune, as the very changed reality of Chile's booming
and liberalized economy would for very many other doctors of his
generation. He lived, in 1987, as he had in 1973: in modest, but slightly
would
frayed, middle-class decorum. Worse, in all of these years, he
become a captive in a very real, physical sense: a witness too valuable to
risk losing, he was barred by the regime from leaving the country
The second source of certitude is those tape recordings. It is utterly

inconceivable, at least to this author, that such an elaborate dialogue,
spanning seven hours and so full of spontaneities, startled reactions, and
human frailty, could have been scripted and then play-acted out after
the fact. And no one hstening to those tapes could doubt that it was

never in the generals' plans to execute Allende, and that they barely
knew how to react when they learned that he had taken his own life.
This, of course, could be construed to mean that the leaders themselves
may have been blameless as to the deed itself, but not necessarily rule
out a cover-up for trigger-happy subordinates once it was discovered
that,

out of edginess or anger, those subordinates had, in

fact,

murdered

Allende.
Possible, but improbable. Research for the earlier
extensive interviews with a great number of persons

book included

who were

with

Allende that day who saw a man unraveling before their eyes; and it also
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included probing interviews not only with Guijon, but with a young
Ueutenant (Ramirez| who was among the first on the scene, with El
Mercurio photographer Enrique Lira, who was in the palace within a few
hours of the event, when many of those first arrivals were also there.
Further, other writers,

other investigators— many quoted in these
the eyewitness accounts of still other persons in
the palace before and immediately after the event. With the
single
exception of a threadbare tale told by a seventeen-year-old GAI^ who

pages— have presented

claimed to have witnessed a murderous end,
coincided, through the

many

all

those eyewitnesses have

two major conclusions: (1)
Allende was not himself those last hours of his life;
(2) it was not a'
bullet-riddled body that those there immediately afterward
would see
with their own eyes, but a man with half his head blown off, just
as
Guijon, just as the autopsy, just as the junta would assert. Such wounds
are in no way consistent with those suffered in a desperate
you-kill-mebefore-I-kill-you shootout across a dimly lit but cavernous
room.
Finally, there is another eyewitness of sorts, though
because what
follows is third person hearsay, it is introduced as Uttle
more than a
tentative footnote: in June of 1987, Patricio Guijon would
tell the
author, within hearing of several other persons, that he
had recently met
in Santiago Carlos Jorquera, the former press secretary,
back from exile
in Venezuela. According to Guijon, Jorquera— also
one of the last to
leave the palace on the eleventh— said he knew Guijon was
telling the
truth. Because, he said, he too had seen Allende
propping the submachinegun between his legs, pointed at his head, before fleeing himself.

He

tableau.

years, in

did not see (or hearf shots, but he did witness this presuicide
Why had he not made this public?— because, to do so, would

have been to break ranks with what had become the universal party
line, the one which said that Allende had been
brutally murdered. '^^
The weight of the evidence points unmistakably in the other direction. Much as he had often said he would, Salvador
Allende chose to end

own life, rather than accept surrender and captivity— just as his
preeminent Chilean patriotic hero, Jose Balmaceda had done eight
decades earlier. '^^
his

Long years after the fact, as this book was nearing completion,
yet
another— and highly credible— witness appeared to attest to Allende's
suicide: Miria Contreras, his long-time mistress,

and the only woman to

remain with him to the very end on September

1 1.

Breaking fourteen years of silence, Mrs. Contreras gave an hours-long
interview in 1987 to an Italian journalist, Gaston Salvatore.
One can
only speculate why this woman, pushed into the shadows for so many
years,

would choose

to speak now. Pushed into the

shadows

lest

she

.
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of the "bereaved widow"— Allende's longtoured
the world constantly, fueling the Allende
estranged
this is what, in the quiet of her Paris
reasons,
her
Whatever
legend.
" 'It's
apartment, Mrs. Contreras told Salvatore about Allende's death:
my
"
blocking
me,
turned out badly for you, Payita,' Perro Olivares told

detract from the

image

wife—who

into the presidential office of La Moneda.
"Augusto Olivares [journalist, intimate friend of Allende as well as his
of Salvador behind
life-long confidantel did not want me to see the body
I remember even
jacket.
his
with
eyes
cover
my
to
the desk. He tried
pockets. I struggled to
the
one
of
in
and
keys
coins
the
of
sound
the
now

way

went in and saw Salvador stretched on the floor in a pool of
Skorpio subblood. He was dead. He had just killed himself with the
."
his legs
between
had
it
still
machinegun Fidel had given him. He

get free.

I

.

.

Allende's death
Salvatore: "When I point out that her story about
that Allende
asserts
which
Left,
Chilean
the
of
contradicts the version
Fidel said in
what
'That
is
answers:
she
military,
the
was murdered by
He had at
coup.
Pinochet's
after
days
a
few
Havana,
in
speech
his famous
to get out of Chile
managed
When
I
Allende]
[Beatriz
Tati
side
his
.

.

.

didn't
and reach Cuba, no one liked my story of Salvador's suicide. I
and
military
The
even know that it wasn't supposed to be mentioned.
dead,
a
saw
him
it,
I
I
saw
But
the Chilean Right were talking suicide.
killed
also
Olivares
Perro
in.
came
soldiers
few seconds before the
have never
himself at Salvador's feet, a little after talking with me. I

Salvador

understood which images altered the fact of his suicide.
"If they
Allende had spoken many times of the possibility of suicide.
often
he
term,"
want to get me out of La Moneda before the end of my
admiration
great
felt
a
He
said, "they'll have to take me out feet first."
suicide in 1891 after
for Chilean president Balmaceda, who committed
having been defeated in a

"The bombardment

window

my

son,

civil war.

.

.

Moneda continued

La

.

.

.

Then, through the

saw the City Hall [Intendencia] in flames.
was there. I thou^t: Salvador and Enrique, dead.

of the palace,

Enriquito,

Nothing

of
I

else could matter

.

,

.'

"'^*

Alone, embittered, clinging stubbornly to his own ideals, his own
worry that "my
illusions, Carlos Prats Gonzalez would profess to
spirit ... I think
of
peace
in
life
recover
never
will
excomrades-in-arms
their shoulupon
taken
have
[theyj
which
responsibility
terrible
the
of
full exercise of
ders, bowing down by force of arms a people proud of the
." He would ask why sincere democrats on
rights and liberty

human

.

.

before
both sides were not able to perceive, however dimly, the abyss
see
did
who
few
the
among
he
was
that
them. Carlos Prats was certain
him.
before
yawning
that hideous abyss

1
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One of those former comrades-in-arms— the usually

reserved Patricio

Carvajal-was not nearly so certain that Carlos
Prats Gonzalez saw

anything clearly in those decisive, cataclysmic
days before the abyss of
the eleventh. Watching the smoke and
flames issuing from La Moneda
across the way, Carvajal said, in sorrow not
in anger, of Prats, of the now
deposed navy chief, Admiral Montero: "I believe
that they were under
the diabolical influence of that Satan
[Allendej. They were hypnotized
by him. '25
"People were
started to run

still

looting

when we

when we came through

the gates, but they

appeared."

Corp. Saez Ayala had sat out the aerial attack
on Tomas Moro on a bus
parked at a prudent distance, together with
the other men of his unit'
Now it was time to seize the mansion.
"The first thing I noticed was a pool with a
stuffed
crocodile

alongside.

That side of the house was half fallen down— it
looked like
maybe four rockets had hit the place.
"We saw three or four bodies, and then two women,
a telephone
operator and a nurse. The place looked like
a palace even with all the
destruction. A funny thing, there was no fire
of any kind
"I was one of the first guys into
his [All^nde's] office. There was a big
desk with maybe eight drawers. In one of
the drawers at the right a big
deep one, there was practically an entire bar.
In the middle drawer were a
lot of documents. I saw a lot of
figurines, gold and silver. There was
a
closet full of clothes, and a TV and a fireplace,
and two jugs filled with

marbles.

bedroom, everything was disorder, including
elements that go
well, you know, all kinds of deviate sort
of things, pictures
but the pictures were the least of it. There
were artificial penises and
things like that, and all kinds of magazines
with pictures.
"The artificial penises were on a glass shelf in the
bathroom, not at all
liidden or anything. There was also an
exercise bicycle and some
"In his

against

.

.

.

other

things.

"Next to Allende's room there was a kitchen, and
leading down from
Down there were not just bottles of whiskey but big
carafes, and bottles of wine, hundreds
of them— Casillero del Diablo
and bad ones too. Behind the freezer we found
a door. It was to a dark
room, with armament in there, all kinds—
rocket-launchers and grenades, all kinds of things, American,
Russian, Czech. It was like a
munitions dump."
that a tunnel.

Saez also saw rooms for the GAP garrison:
six bunks to a room, five or
telephones in each room, weapons racks, television
sets in the rooms.
In the GAP dming rooms, they found
dishes with uneaten food.
six

"
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room, but I did see the
didn't go upstairs to her [Mrs. Allende's]
he was—and it
whoever
or
strong box when they opened it— a notary,
or what, but
dollars
were
was full of bills. I don't know whether they
when they
window
a
through
there were a lot of them. I was looking in
"I

not. I don't care. I know
were checking that stuff. You can believe me or
you."
told
what I saw, and that's what I've
meet the corporals
There was indeed, a good deal more than would

in U.S. dollars,
discerning eye: "that stuff," for example, included $8,666
rate
exchange
official
and 5 million escudos |roughly $200,000 at the
would
Zaldivar
Rafael
Notary
$16 666 at the going black market rate).
pornographic materials,
confirm Saez' report about the abundance of
Official records
foodstuffs.
scarce
extremely
whiskey, fine wines, and

armament sufficient to outfit two thousand men.
between
also indicate that Tomds Moro housed
would
Official sources
out after three to six
120 and 180 persons, most young men rotated
1973, they
months to make room for new recruits. Beginning July 24,
for offenprogram
were put through a forty-two-hour intensive training
two
included
instructors
The
sive and defensive operations in the city

would

also reveal

he did not see:
Corporal Saez saw two women. There was another
in life was
who
sister
the
deputy,
Socialist
a
Laura Allende, herself
else.
anyone
Allende than
emotionally and politically closer to Salvador
Tomas
reached
Unable to reach La Moneda that morning, she finally
Driving off in her
Moro just after the soldiers. A neighbor warned her off.
which again and
premonition
tiny Citroneta, she remembered the eerie
before, that
days
two
only
tears
again had reduced her to wordless
at Tomas
here
brother
her
with
spent
sunny, Sunday afternoon she had
it; she did not
against
decided
but
asylum,
Moro.'she thought of seeking
rendezvous
know it then, but she had yet another and more important
to keep.

,

..

discovering
under seven miles away, as the crow flies, others were
the ninetyOf
jailers.
their
the only date they would keep would be with
Just

calling on them to surrender or "face
were already in custody at
twenty-six
the foreseeable consequences,"
(Caco) Sepulveda— on duty
Eduardo
Col.
told.
All
the Defense Ministry
hours— remembered seeing
at the Ministry since the dark predawn
entrance
two hundred prisoners seated on the floor of the main

five persons

named in Bando #

1 0,

around

Contrary to many
hall of the Ministry that afternoon.
were "well treated
government
reports, the top officials of the deposed
even to the
Briones),
Carlos
Minister
according to one of them (Interior
published

before being bused off to
extent of being given a medical examination
School. (Much grimmer
Military
the
prison,
their first temporary
for others. Already by
things
grimmer
even
them,
things would await
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evening, the first of what by month's end
would be six thousand prisoners were being rounded up and hustled into
the National Stadium and
Chile Arena [Estadio Chile]; by early October,
four thousand of them
had been released; the number of prisoners
taken in the rest of the
country was about the same, the release pattern also
similar. Already by
evening, even more ominously, the first reports
of summary executions

would begin

circulating.)
In those first hours, other "distinguished"
prisoners would be packed
off to the Tacna Regiment. Among
them: Carlos Jorquera. While await-

mg questioning

with the other prisoners in the Ministry, Jorquera
was
recognized by a general.
"Aren't you the fellow who spoke so much
about armed revolution?"
the general taunted him. "How come you're
not

making a speech now?"
group of Investigaciones detectives, captured
during the fighting
argued that they were only following orders
and ought to be released'
General Palacios was not impressed: "To Tacna!"
he ordered.
After questioning, Dr. Soto and the other
doctors— who had been
busy looking after wounded of both sides in the
battle raging outside—
were released. But Patricio Guijon was not.i^''

A

most Chileans, the eleventh was a day of deliverance.
For some it
One such was Leon .Vilarin, the feisty ex-Socialist
who headed the truck federation, the man who had
spearheaded the
strike which had helped to make this
revolution inevitable. For
For

was

literally that.

several

weeks, there had been an order out for his
arrest-an order he took
dehght in mocking. (On August 12, he even turned
up as a guest on the
popular 'A Esta Hora Se Improvisa" television
program. He evaded waiting police in a disguise prepared by his
personal "spy" in La Moneda
AUende's own barber.} On the eleventh, he was in hiding
at the home of a
truck driver. Now he could go home.i^s

Many more were
the

scurrying

home

that afternoon.

mihtary commanders announced a

blocks so that those trapped

At midafternoon

free transit respite

from roador in factories could make it
into effect; anyone on the streets

downtown

home. At six sharp, a curfew would go
atter that hour risked being shot on the
spot. It would be noon Thursday
before the state of siege would be lifted
at all, and then only from noon
until 6:30 p.m., so as to permit a limited
return to normal activity (The
curfew would remain in effect for well over
a year, though the hour was

pushed back; when it was finally lifted,
many-particularly
housewives— would say that it had worked wonders
for family unity)
U.S. Ambassador Nathaniel Davis made
it to the embassy residence
at
seven minutes to six. His daughter, Margaret,
would write that he
reported the streets "so quiet it was eerie. No
cars, no people— only
gradually
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they were still shooting down there. I asked him
faintest idea,
what had happened to Allende. He said he didn't have the
asylum
taken
had
but that there had been rumors. One was that he
out of
taken
seen
been
had
the Mexican Embassy; another was that he
."
dead
was
he
that
was
another
tied;
the Moneda with his hands
Few persons did know what had happened to Allende at that hour.

police barricades.

.

.

.

m

.

.

would be Thursday before an official communique was
handful, including Davis, would
issued,' and only then that more than a
Thursday penned a
know. Against that "reasonable certainty," Davis on

Indeed,

letter of

State

it

condolence to Mrs. Allende (though he did not report

Department

One who

it

to the

at the time).i^^

clearly did not

know

the news: Erick Schnake, at Radio

from the palace. When the station sputSchnake reported that the "anguished"
p.m.,
3
at
briefly
hfe
to
back
tered
to prepare a
president had not surrendered and "calls on the masses
Corporacion, across the street

time, as
countercoup." A rifle shot again silenced the station, for the last
it would turn out.
Dan Arzak
Others didn't know it—but they sensed it. Around 2 p.m.,
and said:
Halsema
turned
to
Jim
section)
political
(of the U.S. Embassy
not
another
was
Halsema
bones."
|Jim
my
in
feel
it
I
dead.
is

'Allende

would remain

going home that day; he was part of a skeleton staff which
resourceon duty at the embassy for three straight days. Thanks to the
but
style,
dine
in
not
would
fulness of a secretary, Norma Price, they
they did remain provisioned with snacks.)
Another group did dine in style. Hearing the news that a miUtary
the women
junta was now in charge of the country that evening,
striking
of
their
support
in
Building
Congress
National
encamped in the
for the
except
danced—
and
embraced
and
"cheered
husbands
trucker
Diaz,
Silvia
Mrs.
Allende people. They were furious." The speaker was
that
"Until
continued:
She
one of the leaders of that long vigil of protest.
the
with
But
tancazo.
another
be
we were afraid this might

moment,

The

swearing-in ceremony and all that, we knew this was
salon of
military aide ordered a real banquet for us in the presidential
lettuce. Fabulous,
avocado,
ham,
was—
it
feast
what
a
And
Senate.
the
with silver
because we hadn't seen ham for such a long time. We ate
."'^°
service and uniformed waiters
The spring- soft breezes of day were giving way to the grumpy cold of a
respite to
fading day when Jorge Braha and a few others seized on the
Carrera
the
course,
of
was,
"home"
Braha,
For
home.
make their way
meant making his way across what had been the major
for real.

.

Hotel,

.

which

battleground, in and around La Moneda.
"I walked slowly very slowly and carried

my

Argentine passport in
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my

hand," he remembered. "Not that it would have
saved me from
gettmg shot, but I thought, if they do shoot me, at least
they'll know
who they shot."

Thanks to Manager Mike Gallegos' foresight, the 648 guests
and
employees of the Hotel Carrera would not want for sustenance
that
night— nor during the following days of virtual isolation. For
weeks, the
prudent Gallegos had been paying black-market
prices

to stockpile
foodstuffs, using the ever-more worthless reserve
of blocked escudos to
do so [even though, at the end, he was able to charge his

guests only

three thousand escudos per day, meals included—
roughly one dollar at
the black market rate). That first night, Gallegos
even decided to throw
a free glass of wine at dinner.
Time magazine reporter would later
write: "Gallegos, upon whose thin breast every

m

A

would hke

to

hang

one of last week's guests
a medal, evacuated his charges to the
cavernous

second basement.

It took on the atmosphere
of a London tube stop
durmg the blitz, but with a notable international flavor."'^!
The trip home was harrowing, too, for Frank Tonini, Halsema's
sidekick at the U.S. Embassy
"A corporal came back to our office and said it was
O.K. to leave. He
said It would be a good idea to go individually
and not in a convoy as we
had suggested. I asked him whether there were any
guarantees of our

course not,' he said dryly
happened, we made it home without being shot at,
but I can tell
you that we did make a run for it from the door of
the embassy to the
garage next door when we first ventured out.
We were stopped and
frisked several times along the way Apart from
that, what I remember
safety. 'Of

'As

it

most was the number

of

houses and apartments

we saw along

Chilean

flags flying

from the windows

of

the way."i32

Some few made it not home— but into hiding. One was the
seventeenGAI5 Luis Renato Gonzalez Cordoba, who, from asylum
in the
Mexican Embassy, would later concoct a tale as full of
holes as he said
were in Allende's body On the sidewalk outside the
palace, Gonzalez
faked a fit and— like La Payita— was taken by
a Popular Unity doctor
not to the hospital, but into hiding. A few days
later he made it into the
embassy So, too, did OIR boss Rene Largo Farias, and his
deputy Jorge
year-old

Uribe, one of the last persons to leave the
palace. Uribe got away by
hanging three cameras around his neck, carrying
another in his hand
and posing as an EI Mercurio photographer; the
following Saturday, he
was joined there by his wife and two sons.'^^

Some few went home
editor of

reluctantly Among them, Mario Carneyro,
La Segunda, afternoon tabloid in the El Mercurio group, and a
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Allende. Carneyro was one of
constant burr under the saddle of Salvador
brought into the secret ot the
the few— perhaps the only-newsman
would see his hopes o pubimpending revolution in advance. Now, he
no paper would be allowed
the biggest scoop of his career dashed;
lishing

and the two selected were El Mercuno and
de la Hoia. Dejectedly, Carneyro
Carneyro's archcompetitor, La Tercera
a jeep escort hontie for the
arrange
to
called the Defense Ministry
report this story of the century
staffers he had mobilized to

to appear unffi Thursday,

^

spanking new Tupahue, the
of Russians: the 102 memgroup
revolution surprised a usually poised
the shootmg first started,
When
bers of the Berioska Ballet Company.

At yet another downtown

hotel, the

sort-rushed to their
some-believing it was a celebration of some
the windows. An officer
rooms and began waving small flags from
manager to keep his guests away
stormed into the hotel andwarned the
heads blown off. It would ^e
from the windows, or risk having their
on to Buenos Aires, and by then
several days before they would continue
leaving the country (a number tar in
they were among 1,100 Russians

Soviet Embassy). Yet another
excess of the 150 assigned to the bloated
twelve technicians was
and
officers
group of twelve Soviet army
at El Belloto, near Val11
September
arrested
deported. They were
1972 ostensibly installing a factory
paraiso, where they had been since
actually involved in after-hours tramto turn out prefabricated housing,
worker revolutionaries in the use ot
ing of a cadre of "specially selected
guerrilla tactics."i35
arms, street fighting, and urban

Some

of the "people's" governof the formerly privileged hierarchy

beguri it.
a good deal poorer than they had
(father of MIRista leaders
Enriquez
Edgardo
Minister
Former Education
with $50,000; at the home of
Miguel and Edgardo Enriquez) was found
authorities found three
former Economy Minister Pedro Vuskovic,
million escudos ($2.4 million at
checks made out to him for a total of 60
thousand at the black market rate), at
the official rate, roughly twenty
Luis Guastavino, $145,000 in cash,
Deputy
the home of the Communist
president of the Federation of Stuformer
and
Alejandro Rojas, deputy
thousand dollars when capdents of Chile, was carrying "several

ment would end the day

tured. '^^

tian

Olguin, vice-president of the Chrisfive that afternoon. Senator
They bring
Democrat party, takes a call from army headquarters.

him

in

At

on the

secret: Allende has

committed

suicide.

Olguin suggests

the Institute of Legal
of two Christian Democrat
Medicine, a Dr. Vargas, in the presence

the director
that the autopsy be performed by

of
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congressmen. (Neither he nor his caller is aware that the
autopsy is
already under way) The general says he will get back to them.
The call
never came.
Pinochet: "They inform me that a distinguished pohtical personality
has called Second Division headquarters this morning to offer his
services, leaving his telephone number." A little while later,
the caller says
he is moving to another location and leaves the new number. "When
I
receive that information,

mander

to

I

thank him and

limit myself to telling the [division] comhim that he not continue offering his

tell

services, because they are not needed.

"Evidently, this fellow thought that

we were going to turn the govern-

ment over to him."'37
The honeymoon with the country's political power-brokers— the
Christian Democrats— had not yet begun, and already the first
sour
notes are sounded.

Enrique Urrutia Manzano, chief justice of Chile's Supreme Court,
had over the preceding months found himself and the institution over
which he presided locked in an ever-worsening and unprecedented combat with the executive branch. When he learned finally of
the suicide,
this tall, courtly

man

professed that the, news had not surprised him!
"must have realized how enormous his responsibility
was for what he had done to this country That does not justify suicide,
but it does explain why I was not surprised when I heard the news."
"Allende," he said,

Neither did the news surpr;se Pelayo Figueroa, the Senate secretary

who had watched Allende at such close range for so many years and just
three years before

was the official who would officially notify Allende of

by Congress as president of Chile. "I would have been
surprised," he said, "if he had surrendered. That I couldn't imagine—
he
was too vain. "'38
Then, there were those who never made it at all.
When news of the coup reached Washington, a meeting of the Washington Special Action Group was corivened in an underground conference room below the White House. Henry Kissinger, national security
adviser and secretary of state-designate, presided. Among
the reports:
the U.S. flotilla was by then in Chilean waters off the northern
city of
Arica. Kissinger: "Turn them around." Someone protested the
expense,
the loss of face (the ships were supposed to continue around the
tip of
South America after the Chilean exercises, then up the Atlantic coast
for further exercises with the Argentine and Brazilian
navies]. This
time, Kissinger "listened not very politely and repeated, with
a slightlymetallic edge to his voice, his instruction." The ships were turned
around. Actually, they already had been alerted: Merino, that morning.
his election
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American

flagship:

had ordered a six-word signal radioed to the
Unex"Motives inesperados imposible realizar Operacion Unitas."
later
by the
Refueled
Unitas.)
pected reasons impossible hold Operation
later
days
few
put
in
a
and
course
Aiaucano, the U.S. squadron reversed
|

in

Panama. '39
food ship-

Those were not the only ships to reverse course that day:
around on
ments from the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe were turned
remark:
to
Kissinger
Henry
the high seas the day of the coup, leading
of Soviet aid
"This gave dramatic proof of the political motivations
"'"o
programs,

Still

another ship slipped

ean navy The Cuban

away— but under the very guns of the Chil-

freighter Playa Laiga

was unloading ten thousand

donated to Chile
tons of the sugar Fidel Castro had so flamboyantly
to make
when, on the tenth, it was moved from the dock in Valparaiso
of the
day
the
Throughout
room for a ship unloading a perishable cargo.
far
not
anchorage
its
at
unmolested
eleventh, the freighter remained
the
afternoon,
that
five
Around
Encalada.
from the destroyer Blanco
some discusPlaya Laiga began to sail boldly out of the bay; there was

guns of Ft. Vergara, an
sion of sending a volley across her bow from the
set off in an otherwise
have
might
it
panic
the
of
because
discarded
idea
the
becalmed city (and because of physical damage to windows and
pursuit,
desultory
Blanco Encalada was dispatched in
like).

Then the

avoid an international incident. The Playa
continue,
Laiga sailed off, bearing most of the sugar. Speculation would
might
she
cargo—
human
including
long afterwards, what other cargo—

finally

broken

off so as to

have also carried away.i*i

prompting Leigh to propose
moving the locale of the commanders' meeting from Pehalolen— too
falling ceiling—
close to the towering Andes for flying comfort with a
had planned to
who
Leigh—
agreed.
to the Military Academy Pinochet
for the
headed
year—
the
of
end
at
the
close out his service career
he was
Arriving,
session.
planning
a
be
to
it
was
meeting believing that
Rain began falling

late in the afternoon,

weapons,
greeted by Channel 7 television cameras, a cache of captured
career, as a
grueling
and
new
a
begin
about
to
he
was
that
news
and the

member of the government

junta, i'*^

Cesar Mendoza, celebrating his birthday that day, had also expected
Leigh, he would
to close out his military career in a few months. Like
significant
most
the
on
embark
to
find, instead, that he was about
suddenly
catapulted
case,
his
in
only
career,
journey of his professional
Leigh,
he did
Unlike
stage.
center
to
post
petty
in
a
exile
from virtual
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to expect, and so, in a caravan consisting of a minitank in

academy

at

and

a

minitank behind, Mendoza "made the run out

to

top speed, "i*^

Admiral Merino didn't know, either, as he helicoptered over from
Valparaiso. Seated next to him was his close companion and
trusted
confidant, marine commandant Adm. Sergio Huidobro. 'Along the way,"

Huidobro recalled, "I couldn't help remembering that it was just fortyeight hours before that I had been racing to Santiago with the message
Merino had scribbled, the one that really touched off the revolution.
Now it was all over."''*''
Although "everything was well organized," in Leigh's words, it is not
even clear just

What

is

how much

the

clear is that events

man who

planned

would not turn out

it

all

knew

himself.

Augusto Pinochet
anticipated back in those first frenzied days, but then it would not be
realistic, either, to imagine that anyone suddenly astride
an inferno
would see even the immediate present clearly, much less peer knowas

ingly into the future.

Shortly after the coup. General Pinochet would have this exchange
with authoress Florencia Varas:
"How were you designated president of the junta?"
"There was, in reality, a gentlemen's agreement. I do not intend to
direct the junta for so long as it lasts. What we will do is rotate.
First, me.
Tomorrow it will be Admiral Merino, afterwards General Leigh' and
then General Mendoza. I have no interest in seeming to appear
as the
irreplaceable man. I have no aspiration other than to serve my
country"
'And now?"
"End of this process, beginning of the reconstruction "

"How?"
"Restoring normality in the country."
"Will it be easy?"
the provinces are under control."

'All

'A plan?"

"The second period is economic reconstruction. national inventory
has been ordered to show the chaotic state in which the nation
finds

A

itself."

'And later?"
'As soon as the country recovers, the junta will turn over
the govern-

ment to whomsoever the people wish."
"What kind of government will the junta exercise?"
"This is a national Chilean movement with no parallel with any
other. The junta is not going to follow any model. We are a
country
which has lived in democracy Here there are neither friends nor ene-
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mies. Here there are Chileans

who ought

to unite.

Everyone united

working for the reconstruction of Chile."
"Any intervention of the United States in the uprising?"
wife knew about it. Neither the United States nor any

"Not even

my

other country had anything to do with this."
"How long have you waited?"
would take place
"Since January we waited [to see whether] a dialogue
Allende
government.
the
and
party
between the Christian Democrat

of civil war, and
deceived us. He told us that he was the principal enemy
arsenals in La
the
of
photographs
obtained
had
service
lyetl our secret

Moneda and Tomas Moro."
'And the Chilean Marxists?"
because of
"Outlawed, the Marxist parties, because of their system,
their style [moTal], and their lack of ethics."
but
The authoress does not give the precise date of that interview,
in
1 973, it had to
published
was
Chile,
Operacion
inasmuch as the book,
the interview,
have taken place within days of the coup. At the outset of
Peiialolen on the
at
headquarters
Pinochet's
at
held
was
it
she indicates
as he was at the
night of the coup itself— a possibility, but inasmuch
Military

Academy

until very late that night,

it

would not seem proba-

ble. I'^s
in. For one
There was other business before the junta could be sworn
much
of the
shoulder
now
would
who
Mendoza—
thing. Merino and
to be
needed
and
met,
never
had
country—
the
governing
burden for
backslapping.
of
round
a
there
was
Then
introduced.
"and
"We congratulated each other on the outcome," Mendoza said,
then we got busy We were all happy of course."
The first item of business was how to break to the country the news of
his death
Allende's death. It was decided to do it in a terse communique:
to keep
decision:
next
The
words.
117
into
condensed
and burial were
(As
him.'*^
bury
where
to
about
decision
the
afterwards
quiet until

indicated earlier, the

communique was not made

public until Thurs-

day)
before television cameras and radio microphones that
following the
brought the ceremony to a nationwide audience, the four,
the junta
said
Pinochet
briefly
spoke
anthem,
national
playing of the
the naming of ministers, governors, and mayors. |The

At 10:00

P.M.,

was studying
fifteen members

Cabinet were announced the next day; all but
military men,
two, the ministers of education and justice, were
said the
Pinochet
retired.)
then
were
although two of the military men
movepatriotic
a
rather
but
coup,
military
not
a
ouster of Allende was
of the

1
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ment
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"to rescue the country

from the acute chaos into which
being plunged by the government of Salvador
AUende."

it

was

He said the junta would maintain diplomatic relations
with all
nations except Cuba. (That very night, the
ambassador of Brazil arrived
at the Military Academy to tell Pinochet
that
his

government recog-

nized the new Chilean government; the Soviets
and most other Sovietbloc countries would break relations with
Chile within the next few
days.) Pinochet also said that while the
Congress would be closed the
junta would respect the autonomy of both the
courts and the Contraloria.

Leigh, speaking next, said the decision to
act

came "after putting up
with the Marxist cancer that brought us economic,
moral
and social disarray which could no longer be tolerated.
In the sacred
interests of the fatherland, we have found
ourselves obliged to assume
the sad and painful task we have undertaken."
Merino said that under Allende, the concept of a three-cornered
state
was collapsing, and in its place, the executive alone
ruled. "Perhaps " he
said, "it is a democratic tradition that has
been broken. But when a state
loses Its meaning, there come forward those
who, by obligation, assume
the responsibility of maintaining its validity. That
we do today We are
for three years

certain that all of Chile understands the
sacrifice that this represents
for us."

would remain

Mendoza, the junior man among the four who
(as a lawyer) and experience (in a
quasi-civilian
organization, closest to the c;tizenry| would speak
in the most conciliatory, and wistful, vein:
it is not, " he said, "a case of
crushing ideologIt

for

because of his training

".

.

.

currents or tendencies, nor of personal revenge,
but, rather, one of
restoring pubhc order and returning the country
to the path of compliance with the constitution and laws of the republic.
That, then, is the
spirit of the junta, to return to the path
of true legality We expect from
every citizen, without exception, your cooperation
for the best success
and best achievement of that goal."
The speechmaking done, Decree Law One was announcedcreating
the junta. The four then took their oaths
of office. Pinochet was sworn
by a man with an ironic last name: Gen. Enrique
Montero Marx (soon to
become deputy interior minister, serving for this occasion
as minister of
laith). Pinochet then swore in the
other three. '^^
ical

It

had taken Chile

forty-five years to rebuild

democracy from the
had taken Salvador Allende just a little over
one thousand days to shake the already tottering
and rickety framework
of institutional order so violently as to bring
that democracy crashing
down. On this 1 Ith day of September, it had taken
not quite fourteen
ruins of Its last collapse.

It

'
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old order to the
hours for the new junta to consign the wreckage of that
trash heap of history.
certainly
"The mihtary have saved Chile, and all of us whose lives are
..."
Chile's
as
important
not as
The speaker was Eduardo Frei, the man the entire world had come to
view as the very embodiment of what was so widely, so wrongly, persentiments,
ceived as the excellence of democracy in Chile. Those
Chile, in
in
most
by
shared
were
coup,
voiced immediately after the
those first, euphoric days.
that too was the vision of
It is possible, even, that in those first days,

men of the junta themselves: that their job was to "save" Chile.
as it
Soon, very soon, it would become increasingly clear to them,
would
they
one
would to others, that the mission they would face, the
order.
undertake, would go far beyond the mere destruction of an old
would
purpose,
they
sense
of
clearer
everWith hardening resolve and an
Chile had never before
set out to build a new order, an order such as
had.
ever
countries
few
seen. In reaUty,

the

on the traumatized city. A light rain fell on
familiar sight of
streets deserted except for what would now become the
from the few
snipers,
from
military patrols. The sounds of gunfire
in the
reverberated
men,
nervous
remaining pockets of resistance, from
Darkness had

chill

night

fallen

air.

was not quite 6:30 p.m. when the body of the fallen president,
wrapped in a Bolivian poncho and laid out on a stretcher, was carried out
of the Morande side door of the palace.
godson of
Enter, briefly, from history's shadows, Jaime Grove Kimber,
It

Salvador Allende, grandson of the president's

sister, Ines.

His story:*

was around ten thirty in the evening, and we were all eating, when
had
a navy captain came and told us what had happened, that Salvador
surrender;
would
not
knew
he
I
surprised.
not
was
suicide.
I
committed
strong person, and he would
it just wasn't his personality He was a very
"It

fight to the end.

"The captain said that since we were the closest family, they wanted
bury
us to take charge of the burial. He asked us where we wanted to

him— in Santiago

or Viiia del Mar.

He

said they [the military) preferred
grandat the tomb of

my
had buried my
used that
[he
uncle
my
fact,
in
before;
months
three
only
father in Vina
Viria, and the
said
father
my
So
attended.
had
Allende)
to
refer
term to
conduct
captain accepted immediately. Before he left, he gave us safe

Vina.

•

We

grandmother, Ines,

196-100; Based on
Taken verbatim horn Allende: Death of a Marxist Dream, op. cit, pp:
1974.
the author's interview with Grove in Santiago, Oct. 23,
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my father and myself— we had decided it would be better for
both of us to go.
"The next morning [Wednesday, the twelfth), around 7:00 A.M., we
started out for the house of my uncle, Patricio, on
O'Brien Street in
Vitacura, near the Vitacura Church. The streets were
deserted (martial
passes, for

law was

in effect].

We were

stopped by a patrol. They made us get
They asked for our documents, and my
father showed them the safe-conducts. They searched
the car. The safeconducts were not stamped, and so they closed up the car and
put us on a
bus, me on the first seat, my father on the last, and two
guards beside us.
My father explained what we were doing, but it was to no avail, they
still

out of the car and searched

wouldn't
only that

us.

him say more. We had no idea where they were
we were heading out on Kennedy Avenue.
let

taking us,

"Suddenly, a city bus came from the other direction, and a
Carabinero
lieutenant and two noncoms stopped us, talked to the
soldiers, and put
us on another bus. They took us to the Military Academy
It was around
eight or eight-fifteen by then. We were there around
an hour. They
didn't tell us anything.
father went and talked to Col Nilo Floody

My

My father also had Carvajal's telephone
numbers and called him. They gave us a new safe-conduct, stamped
this
[director of the academy].

time, and a military escort for our owri car.
"We then went to Patricio Grove's house. There it was decided he
would go get Laura [Allende's sister], and we would get Tencha
|his
widow]— I think Patricio told him where she was. And so we went
to
Felipe Herrera's house in Pedro de Valdivia Norte
[just a few blocks west
of Patricio Grove's]. It

was around ten when we got there. We went in, to
two other persons there. She [Tencha] came
sad. She had just found out and was sobbing. I said

the living room. There were
out, looking sort of

hello to her. She didn't say anything.

"We

told her

we had

around ten-fifteen.

orders to go to the Military Hospital. We left
to go very slow, perhaps twenty kilometers

We had

[fifteen miles]

on

per hour. It took us fifteen minutes [from Herrera's house
El Cerro Street to the hospital, only half a
dozen blocks south on

Providencia,

normally a two or three minute hop[. We were stopped
and asked who we were. They [the soldiers] didn't recog-

it is

several times

nize her.

"The three of us got out at the hospital. She was wearing a dress
with a
a pink dress. At the hospital door, she asked to go in,
and

lot of colors,

The guards didn't want to let us in, they said they had
no orders, that they didn't know anything.
"She was sobbing and pleading with them, for perhaps half
an hour,
saymg she only wanted to see her husband. She asked to see the director
identified herself.

of the hospital.
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advised us that the
while he came with a chaplain, and they
and we should go there. By
remains had been taken to Los Cerrillos,
then it was around eleven-fifteen.
times. There was shooting all
'Along the way we were stopped several
past two of the factory strongholds
over the place (their route took them
weren't shot at, but we were scared to death.
of paramilitary forces]. We
"After a

,11

time we got there. Patricio
was around noon or twelve-fifteen by the
[Col. Raul Sanchez
Commander
Grove Laura, and the air attache,
some high air force
and
guards,
few
a
plus
Grove, were already there,

It

The day was sunny,

it

°*^The two women were sobbing. It was very
We went to the plane, a DC-3
was a springlike day, but it was a sad scene.
we got in, all five of us were
parked maybe fifty meters away. Before
women by air force women
two
the
searched, the men by parachutists,
me, then Tencha and Laura,
then
father,
in uniform. We went in, first my
we saw were ,ump seats
thing
first
The
aide.
then Patricio, then the
round, metallic. In the middle
along both sides, ten or fifteen of them,
blue-and-beige blanket and
was the casket, a light gray, covered with a
We were all silent.
instant.
unpleasant
tied with cables. It was a very
flight engineer s
the
in
sat
"Tencha went forward with the aide and
and I sat on one
father
My
back.
her
seat because she had a problem with
sad.

side,

Laura on the other.

"Then the pilots came

,

in.

They were young and greeted us, but we did

We took off around twelve fifty-five.
entire trip, ail silent,
"We were all lost in our own thoughts during the

not answer.

the motor of the plane and it
looking out the windows. I looked at
fifteen years old-the door,
sounds like a joke, but the plane-it was
was
a good ten centimeters [tour
instead of being hermetically closed, it
and I looked at the motor
in,
coming
inches) open, and the wind was

through that crack.
^
and two Carabinero gen"There were two high officers— admirals—
were
else. There was no indication they
erals at the cemetery, but no one
too.
guards,
ten
around
there were
going to bury Salvador Allende. Oh,
were
they
explained
and Laura and Tencha
,

The

officers

came up

.

to us,

problem,' the officers said.
very sad and didn't want to talk. 'No
behind— six, ten per"The hearse went to the vault, and we walked
Diana Comber
meantime,
the
In
sons, perhaps three meters behind.
had ,oined
Grove,
Jorge
brother,
younger
father's
my

who was married to

was then in the United States.
us She lived in Vina, and my uncle Jorge
the back door.
My father, Patncio, the aide, and I took the body from
little, about a
off
a
slipped
the top
'At the moment we were taking it,
see white
could
I
and
inch]
an
of
couple of centimeters [about four-fifths
could and
we
best
as
back
the
top
put
We
bandages covering everything.
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carried
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to the vault. There were about five gravediggers
and others
in the cemetery there. We tied the casket
and lowered it into
the first niche from the top, at the right— the tomb
has six niches, and he
was put in the first one from the top.
it

who work

"No one

spoke. Everyone

"At the instant

was

silent.

The women were

sobbing.

we were

putting the casket in the niche, Tencha said
some words. 'Comparieros, here our companero president
leaves us. Let
us hope that the people don't forget him. Look how he
is buried, without
so much as a floral wreath, and in complete anonymity'
She then threw
a wild red rose she was holding in her hand on
top of the casket.
"Then they closed the niche with a marble cover. We walked
back to
our cars, the same ones we had come in. We asked
if we could go to the
presidential beach house in Viiia, and he [the aide]
said O.K. She wanted
to get

some

of their effects, his

and

problem.

hers.

He

said there

would be no

was around three when we got there. The household staff
had no
we would be coming. We took some of his clothes— pants, sweaters
the grandchildren's toys, some of her clothes—
and put them all in two
or three boxes, which we then put in the navy car.
"It

idea

"They took us from there back to the Quintero Air Base.
When we
someone remembered that we hadn't eaten and
Sanchez invited us to eat. We had sandwiches, but ate them
on the plane.
"Nobody in Viiia knew we were there. The plane left at three-thirty—
same pilots, and we all sat in the same places. We arrived
in Santiago
arrived at Quintero,

around

four- thirty.

"My father,

a naval

and

took Tencha to Herrera's house and
The officer asked us if we could
drop him off afterward at the Defense Ministry
The four of us went to
Herrera's house. We all got out and said farewell
to her. Then my father
and I got back in the front seat and the officer in the back.
"That ride was the scariest of all. When we got to Alameda,
we were
the only car on it and snipers were shooting from
the
Patricio

officer,*

and Laura went

go all the

way— there

I

to her house.

rooftops.

We didn't

was too much shooting— but left the officer
around two hundred meters from the ministry He got out
and walked,

and we turned around.
"We were stopped by three or four patrols on the way and
one Carabmero searched the car as well as us.
"It was around 7:00 p.m. when we
got home. We were upset and
nervous from what we had seen and been through and
felt that day
"We stayed home all that night and the next day too.
"I will remember, as I do now, detail by
detail, what I saw that day for
the rest of

my life."
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Diana Comber was taken back to the cemewith a high naval chief.
tery to identify the body. She went
"and then the urn, tor
"They opened the niche," Jaime concluded,
see.
maybe two seconds, long enough for her to
niche, perhaps three
"Then they took him and put him in the lowest
and a half meters down."
r v.j
k .-i, i48
seacoast land of his birth.'
Salvador Allende had returned to the

Two

days

later,

his aunt
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is a tape recording of actual
tions over?he secret radio network
command link.
it functioned as main
when
hours
seven
the
during
network
tape and make direct writ en
The author was permitted to listen to the
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transcriptions from it by the two civilians
requested
both
reprisals,
Fearing
network".
^"Oj^V'^^^y/JJ'tXme
thcr
bv their
the present volume-by
AUende- Death of a Marxist Dream-and in
in San^
began
"Mario"
with
Interviews
pseudonyms, "Mario" and "Cesar."
on
the next ten days, resuming agam
tiago May 4, 1974, continuing over
October
17, 1974.
Santiago,
in
also
"Cesar,"
October 17 1974; with
network senior commanders
Although it was intended as a command
of its relative security
because
land
system
back-up
a
as
it
use
Continued to
on"<^,^«""^;
to
according
indeed,
^^^^^'^'^
for weeks after the revolution;
home again (Que Pasa op. cit.,
September 25 before "Mario" would get to go
any such mention of prolonged service
D 34) Neither of the two men made
of the work of the two men, and
Details
durii^^g our extensive conversations.
with them, are on pp. 27worked
who
technicians
and
officers
the mihtary

34 47-48, 112-113 and 136 of Death.
.„
u
her
told Chavkin that Allende gave
30 Chavkin op. cit., p. 122. Mrs, Allende
Bu
morning^
earlier that
Moneda
La
from
her
called
thafines'sage wh^n he
drea^V e
daughter Beatriz, she discovered that she had
,

,

when

she called

Isabel, too telt
be with her father. Finally reaching Isabel,
herself worked the
Allende
Mrs.
that,
Despite
him."
that she should be with
reach him ("every time 1 called
telephones, trying to reach friends, trying to
no effort to reach the palace in
made
but
answer"],
would
person
a different
this narrative
events
Allende-garbled
Mrs.
person. Either Chavkin-or

for the palace to

m

taking place early in the
because she has the bombing of Tomas Moro
reaction i worth
it actually happened Her
before
hours
several
morning,
though from an
as
shakmg
was
house
the
repeating, nonetheless: "Suddenly,
overpilots were on a reconnaissance
force
air
Junta's
The
earthquake.
the planes
when
sentence
this
finished
hardly
had
He (the driver)
heht
bombs. In seconds our
wfreover us again and this time they were dropping
chaos. Coughing and chokand
rubble
flames,
in
engulfed
was
lovely house

recovered
staggering from shock,
ing from the pulverized masonry and
said, 'Lct;s get out of
somewhat when our driver materialized at my side and

here immediately. This
p.

V)'
'

is

an

inferno.'

I

owe my

life

to that driver.

Ibid.,

122.

S

major, en
123. Halsema's father was a U.S. army
Hoover's
Herbert
with
serving
after
'phillipines
in the
backto
was in Maiiila when the Japanese
relief mission to Russia. Halsema
later as a
1941, and would be back four years

Whdfn^oD 'c^t pp"93-94,
war

'

dmy

bombed on December

8,

battle to liberate Manila. Based on
reporter covering the extremely bloody
and May 2, 1974.
interviews with Halsema in Santiago March 29

September
33.
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Ambassador Davis

gives considerable credence to these doubts— see. e.g.,
pp. 117-119. Prats' actions in supporting Allendc have been reflected in the
previous chapter, and those actions spoke louder than any words.
Still for a
sample of his thoughts on Ailcndc, the man, the leader, see Carlos
Prats
Gonzalez, MemoTias: Teslimonio dc un Soldado (Santiago- Editorial
Antar-

tica, 19851, 2nd ed., pp. 374-375.
34. Pinochet, op. cit., pp. 23-29.

35.

Whelan, op. cit., pp. 14-15 and Pinochet, op. cit., pp. 101-102. Pinochet's
dramatic narration of the nocturnal meeting appears on pp. 108-1 12 of that
volume. In that narration, Pinochet implies— but does not say— that the
other general there present was Orlando Urbina, ultimately
excluded from
planning for the revolution. Months after that episode, he relates, army
intelligence told him that Allcnde had been dining that night with
UP
officials when Altamirano called to alert him that Pinochet
was -plotting
against him. Allcnde decided to have the second-ranking general
(Urbina)
present so that should Pinochet, when confronted, admit to anything,
or fail

to come across as convincing, the second-ranking general
could immediately be put in his place as army commander-in-chief. Pinochet
adds that
after he left that dramatic encounter, Allende telephoned Prats
to

recount

what had happened. Prats said he considered it was "impossible" that
Pmochct might be plotting since "he is loyal to me and would have

informed mc of anything so serious" |cf. pp. 1 U-1121. Prats confirms that
he continued to attest to Pinochet's loyalty to the very end; Prats oo cit
dd
^'
''^^'
486,510.

36. Pinochet, op. cit., pp. 129-130.
37. Que Pasa. op. cit., p. 32. Prats

remarks in Memohas {p. 469} that when
Admiral Carvajal handed him a new communications plan for his signature
on August 17, he understood that it was "double-edged"— that it could be
used offensively as well as defensively— but that he signed it anyway
because of the need to be ready for any seditious exigency in those stormy

days.
38. Whelan, op.
tiago,

telephone line

39.

76, based largely

on an interview with Merino in Sanhe had "deliberately" left one
open to Santiago in the hope that someone loyal to Allende
thereby "stampeding" Allendc into La Moneda, where he

cit., p.

October

18, 1974.

Merino

said that

would use it,
would be an easier quarry for capture.
Ibid., pp. 28 and 79-88 [for Operation Silence), interview
with Col. PoUoni

in

Santiago, Oct. 23, 1974. Pinochet refers to Operation Silence as part
of Plan
Hercules, which he writes was finally modified Sept. 4, 1973 |op. cit.,

He made no mention of Plan

p. 136).

Hercules in his lengthy interview with me.
40. The twenty persons in Radio Agricultura came under intense
and sustained
fire from Communist party headquarters, diagonally
across Teatinos Street
(shots had been fired at the station from party headquarters even
before the
coup). At the US. Embassy, windows on the ninth and tenth floorwhere
the senior staff, including the ambassador, had their offices— were shot
out;
those on the fifth through eighth floor were not. Whelan, op. cit.,
p. 140. As
did Dr. Guijon, pressman Garrido and a few others. Ambassador
Davis
refused to be deflected by the Carabinero roadblocks, and continued
weaving and bobbing, finally walking the last three or four blocks amid
the
"crack of rifles, chugging teargas guns and the burping of automatic
weapons." Davis, op. cit., p. 249. Details of the siege on UPI in Whelan, op.
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Roberto

interview with UPI
139, based in large part on an
managed to get its story out when
UPI
1974.
17,
April
Santiago,
Mason in
Argentina, got through on a
Mendoza,
in
the n^Js agencyl correspondent
for eight hours, perm.ttmg
open
orgotun private line. The line was kept
the scene of the action.
from
directly
story
a
dictate
to
Santiago's UPI
Squella
Brig. Generals Mario Sepulveda
in the wake of Prats' resignation.
resigned. To Allende's irntat on
also
Vasquez
Pickering
Guillermo
and
rcsignations-whilc refusing to retire
Pinochet insisted on accepting their
and
In
the cases of two of thcm-Bon.lla
our generals Allende wanted out.
were plottmg against
Arellano-AUende (correctly) complained that they
key not only because these
him Squella and Pickering's resignations were
them out of the picttirc
with
but
Sen were sympathetic to Allende,
best friends" [as he would write) o
"two
of
appoint
to
able
was
Snochet
the Santiago garrison and the Military
the pivotal commands they held:
cit

p.

my

Academy, the Non- commissioned
Institutes (which included the Military
schools, etc.). To the first: Gen.
Artillery
and
Infantry
Officers' School, the
Pinochet op. cit., pp^
Benavides.
Raul
Herman Brady to the second, Gen.
sec how the revolution could
hard
to
it
is
happened,
not
this
Had
1 14-1 15

It is worth observing what
have occurred without immense bloodshed.
generals: "I wish to leave very
Pinochet had to say about those pro-Allende
their names; their attitude was due o
clear that it is not my desire to stam
they owed to the government. I also
blind obedience which they believed
their stance were we ^ble to fulfill
of
because
only
that
today
believe
in it "the hand of God in such
destiny's mandate," adding that he found
also to specula e whe he
interesting
unexpected ways" (ibid., p. 115). It ,s
to Prats. What is clear is that
apply
to
observation
this
intended
Pinochet
himself persona non grata for a
another general-Arellano-would find
QuePasa rnagazinc (8-14 Sept
claim he made in a 1977 interview with
Pmochet-who
it was he-and not
that
claims
he
which
1977 p 31), in
through the
workmg
eleventh
the
for
actually devised the operational plans
assignments on the
command
combat
to
As
them.
finish
to
tenth indeed,

and
eleventh, cf., Whelan, op. cit., pp. 13-17
126-127.
cit.,
op.
pp.
Pinochet,
42.

Pasa, op.

cit., p.

25.

based on nuinerous interviews

op'cit., pp. 35-36, 83^84, 101^102,
beginning April 4 1974, and
social meetings with Guijon in Santiago
over a three-week period in
resuming
weeks,
five
next
over the

2: Whelan,
and

Que

continuing

following, and another meetOctober 1974, correspondence in the months

ine in Santiago June 17, 1987.

45

p

1

in-tA

15.

46 The "name
Ariztia

iComo Uegaron

las fuerzas

armadas a

l^

aocion del
lb.

U

de Sep-

1974), p.
tiemhze de 9731 (Santiago: El Mercuho, Sept. 11,
21-22. Davis makes reference
Valenzuela-Sanchez in Chavkin, op. cit., pp.
the
call, op. cit
pp. 245-246 citing as
to the Van Schouwen telephone
thePohticsof
and
Allende
Overthrow
of
The
Sigmund,
source: Paul E.
Press, 1977), p. 242.
1964-1 976 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh
1

47

in.,

October 24, 1974.
Based on an interview with Grez in Santiago,
broadcast at eight-thirty
The '''proclamation" was, of course, the one
demand to surrender. The
announcing the formation of the junta and the
over the two prein-fighting
the
was
navy"
your
reference to "trouble in
commandant.
navy
as
Merino
ceding weeks over replacing Montero with
Cristian Zcgers
and
Fontaine
Arturo
from
is
anecdote
Sanchez"
Ibid

Chile,

September
48.

Grez in Whelan,

op.
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cit., p.
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117.

transcribed the text of that speech from a recording
made available to mc at Radio Agricultura.
50. Ibid., pp. 1 19, 122-123 (for excerpts from exchanges on the command network, and details of the Massa assignment). Massa, based on an interview
with him in Santiago, October 10, 1974. In that earHer high Andes adventure, search parties had hunted for survivors for seventy days. It was later
learned that the survivors had resorted to cannibalism to stay alive; the
event would be the subject of numerous subsequent dramas.
51. Ibid., pp. 119 and 122 (based principally on aforementioned interviews in
Santiago with Grez, October 24, and Briones, May 13 and October 10, 1974,
and with the navy steward who witnessed the drinking|. Although he
requested anonymity, that interview, October 24, 1974 in Santiago, was
tape-recorded.
52. Chavkin, op. cit., pp. 24-26. Davis, op. cit., p. 236, refers to Chavkin as a
"pro-Allcnde scholar." It is hard to see how he arrives at that conclusion,
certainly not justified on the basis of this book, in which Allende and his
forces are uniformly virtuous (or victims), and Pinochet and his associates
49. Ibid., pp.

1

"fascist" villains. Further, if Chavkin made any effort even to listen to
anyone opposed to Allende, there is no evidence of that in this book. The
book jacket describes Chavkin as "formerly associate radio news editor at
the United Nations," and adds that he spent five years in Latin America. The
jacket itself says the book "spans a decade of fascist repression in Chile."
Davis is not alone in his obvious admiration for Chavkin 's "scholarship."
The earlier version of this book— The Murder of Chile was published to
huzzahs from such congenitally left-wing commentators as Stanford's
Richard Fagan and the Rev. foseph T. Eldridge, director of the Roman Catholic church's Washington Office on Latin America.
Whelan, op. cit., pp. 114-1 15. Interview with Corporal Pizzarro in Santiago,
October 14, 1974.
Ibid., pp. 23-24 and 139; Canessa interviews in Santiago, April 30 and May
1, 1974. UPl's Roberto Mason, news manager for Chile, would say later that
a soldier in the Defense Ministry was among those ordered to fire at UPI,
knowing that it was UPI "but who would listen to a draftee in the middle
of a war?" The draftee knew whereof he spoke; he was the son of a UPI
employee (Mason interview, April 17, 1974).

—

53.

54.

—

55.
56.

Chavkin, op. cit., p. 26.
Whelan, op. cit., pp. 120-121. Interview with Baeza in Santiago, October 16,
1974. In his book, Pinochet {op. cit., p. 137) offers a somewhat milder and
more abbreviated version of that episode. Mine is based on a close and
repeated listening to the actual taped recording of command network
traffic.

57. Ibid.,

pp.

121,

Pinochet, op.
58.

59.

126-128. Question about Allende's tanqueta escape in

cit., p.

137.

Whelan, op. cit., 126 (Briones interviews); the Toha-Carvajal exchange from
Varas and Vcrgara, op. cit., pp. 84-85.
Both Briones and Toha would try again. At another point, after the bombing, Florcs put in a call to Gen. Nicanor Diaz: "This is Minister Flores," he
said. "Ex-Ministcr Florcs," Diaz retorted. Flores told him that he, UnderSecretaries Puccio and Vcrgara had instructions to negotiate surrender
terms. Diaz told them there arc no terms
only unconditional surrender.

—
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60.

under a white flag. They did.
and to make their way to the Defense Ministry
Zegers, op. cit., p. 23.
Whelan, op. cit., p. 129, 132, 164; Fontaine and
tapes].
the
on
[based
132
Whelan, op. cit., p.

61. Ibid.,
62.

63

p.

130.

cit., p. 27.
Isabel Allende, in an interview in

Chavkin, op.

,,
r^
ur k ^ „
Mexico with Regis Dcbray, Published in
,

-

.

.

October 15, 1973, as
the Dominican Republic magazine, AhoTa. no. 518,
Ediciones
Enrique Lafourcade, Salvador Allende (Barcelona:
reproduced in

Grijalbo, 1973], pp. 210, 212.

„, o^ a
a
129-13 1, Varas and Vergara, op. cit., pp. 93-94. Accordhis
wanted
he
that
argument
the
used
also
Allende
ine to this report,
Beatriz left Chile a few
daughters to take a personal message to Fidel Castro.
suicide.
committed
she
In
1978,
days later.
Chavkin, op. cit., pp. 28-29.
ibid., pp. 28-34. Keter
Modak's dramatic account of the escape appears
the women in Whelan,
reaching
from
the
jeep
preventing
ence to sniper fire
_
„
op- cit., p. 137.
1974: "La Payita Cuenta Su
Las Ultimas Noticias, Santiago, October 12,
1
interview she gave
Version del 1 " (which the newspaper reprinted from an
Journalist-authoress Teresa Donoso told
to the Cuban magazine Bohemia.
days after the
me during a conversation in Santiago, May 7, 1974, that, a fewGuardia
Vie)a
in
Enrique,
husband,
Payita's
coup she bumped into La
expropriated his farm and that he
Street He told her that they (the UP] had
later, he was, in
hoped that the military would now give it back. A few days
in a
discovered
were
uniforms
military
fact arrested, after arms and
the Allendes in Guardia
brother's house. The Contreras' were neighbors of
older than his wife. Donoso
Vieia Street; Enrique was ten to fifteen years
studying there. She
had lived with the couple in Paris in 1961 while she was
couple."
entertaining
very
bourgeois,
"very
described them as a
even though
Whelan op. cit., pp. 130-131. Pinochet stood fast in that offer
telling him that it would be
were
advisers
his
that
point
one
at
remarked
he
a mistake to let Allende leave the country

64 Whelan, op.

65.

66

cit.,

pp.

m

(,

.

67

68

69. Pinochet, op.

cit., p.

138.

70.

Las Ultimas Noticias, op.

71

Whelan

cit.

u
140-141, based largely on an interview with
Carrera
the
offices,
UPl
Gallegos in Santiago, March 14, 1974, As were the
Gallegos
was a mistaken target. Snipers were not shooting from the hotel—
petro-chemical
government
the
of
offices
made certain of that— but the
(SOQUIMICH) were located directly across narrow Agustinas
op.

cit.,

-

.

pp. 125,

corporation
Street.

As

the

first

bullets

stray

from the troops below ainicd

at

SOQUIMICH pinged instead off the crusty concrete of the hotel, smoke and
eyes of the recruits
sparks rose from the building, giving to the untrained
were, the more
there
pings
more
the
So,
fire.
below the sensation of return
shooting there was.
72. Ibid., p. 125.
73. Whelan, op. cit., pp.

u u
on an interview with Humeres in
was hurt that day
Santiago, May 1974. None of the Contraloria people
April 9, 1975.
Miami,
in
Garrido
with
Interview
74. Ibid., pp.' 66-67, 92, 141.
in Santiago, April 7,
75 Ibid pp. 92-93. Based on an interview with Carmona
military, because of his
1974 Carmona enjoyed very close tics with the
but also because it was
(1964-1968),
minister
defense
first
'

service as Frei's

.

110-1 1

1,

141. Based

September U, 1973
he

who had authored

the
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Control Law, so vital in checking the power
is considerable reason to believe that
Carmona was one of the few civilians taken into the military's confidence
about the coup, and so it is likely that he was merely
"keeping up appearances" by trekking out to the airport that morning.
76. Ibid., p. 185 Based on an interview with him
in Santiago, April IS 1975
of the paramilitary brigades.

There

Makmg his way home

later that day, he moved from the frying pan'
to the
he lived a short distance from the Cuban Embassy, and the
shooting
there continued through the night of the eleventh and
most of the twelfth.
Ibid., p. 101. Based on an interview with Brana
in Santiago, April of 1974
Ibid., pp. 142-143. The Espinoza quotes are
from Varas and Vergara
od
o
c cit
fire:

77.
78.

pp. 100-101.

/

-,

n. Whelan, op. cit., pp. 143-144. Mrs. Contreras claims in that narrative
that
there was a young woman there singing softly, "Cuba,
how pretty is Cuba "
Inasmuch as all accounts agree that she was the only woman left there
she
surely was taking poetic liberties for the benefit of her
Cuban interviewers.
80. Ibid., p. 144. Based on an interview with him
in Santiago, April 24 1974
Ambassador Davis quotes from a letter his wife, Elizabeth, wrote, a'day
or
two after the eleventh. The ambassador telephoned Mrs. Davis
immediately
after the attack to reassure her that the embassy—
itself so close to the line
of fire— had not been hit. She then relayed
the word to the wives of other
embassy

81. Ibid., pp.

to

me

by

officials (Davis, op. cit., pp. 263-264).

144-145. Most of

my information on

Commandant Gustavo

air force

view

the bombing raid was given
Leigh during our extensive inter-

in Santiago, October 14, 1974, but important additional
details were
supplied by Col. Eduardo Sepulveda, hy then consul
general of Chile in
Miami, during numerous conversations stretching from
the autumn of
1974 well into the spring of 1975.
82. Ibid., p. 144. Chavkin, op. cit., pp. 35-36.
83. Ibid pp. 29-30. Fleeing La Prensa after

the bombing, only to be forced to

duck into a hotel when thd shooting resumed. Mrs. Modak said
the lobby
was "jammed with joyous merrymakers, men and women, all
obviously
upper class, all celebrating the junta seizure of power ...
the reverlers

shouted themselves hoarse congratulating themselves that the
AUende era
was about over
each exclamation was like a dagger in our hearts It was
unbearable, suffocating." While they were debating how to get out
she said
a man who seemed like the manager approached and
said while he did not
want them out, he felt that for their own safety— considering the
situation
in the hotel— it would be better that they did. Curiously,
there are no luxury
hotels within one block of the only street she mentions
(Ahumada], and
from the only one at ail, there would be nothing resembhng
"a front- view
.

.

.

on the bombing attacks on the palace
." From
the hotel, they ultimately were able to hitch a ride, and though their adventures were
far from
over, eventually reach safety [ibid., pp. 30-321
seat

.

.

84. Ibid., pp. 145, 142, 126.

85.

Li^ro Blanco del Cambio del Gobieino en Chile (Santiago:
Editorial Lord
Cochrane, S.A., 1973), pp. 249-250. Perhaps the best example
of Leigh's
public relations sense was in the bando which preceded
that
one: directed

priinarily to Chile's youth ("now, more than ever, the
young should have
confidence in the Armed Forces and superior destiny of Chile"), it
also urged
parents to "maintain the family nucleus intact"; and to
the citizenry in
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authorities.
no demonstrations, not even in support of the new
who suggested a
(That one would shortly be ignored.) It was also Leigh
necessary because
bando saying the air attack on La Moneda had been
Allende refused to surrender.

general-

86. Ibid,, pp. 158-159.
87. Ibid., p. 148.

„

„.
»
c
Mrs. Hmo)Osa in Santiago,
pp 97-98 157; based on interview with
A
Una
Proceso
Boizard,
April 3 1974 Data on General Poblete, Ricardo
Poblete was
General
59-60.
Encina,
1974],
pp.
Ediciones
Traicidn (Santiago:
(code name: Galcan),
implicated by First Sgt. Belarmino Constanzo Merino
called for the seizing of the Air
which
September"
"Plan
called
plot
in a MIR
to
Academy and adjoining El Bosque Air Force Base. The original plot was
The new and
have been executed in September 1972 but had to be aborted.
of the Cerrillos
expanded plan included infiltration and neutralizing as well
Quintero Air Force Base near
Air Force Base in Santiago as well as the
command of El Bosque,
Valparaiso. General Poblete was to have taken
anti- Allende officers and
blown
up,
be
were
to
planes
there, as at other bases,
men imprisoned and arms distributed to MIRistas and other pro- Allende
stripped of
combatants. Tried in 1974, General Poblete was sentenced to be

88

,

.

Ibid
'

his Chilean nationality
Whelan, op. cit., p. 158.

89.

and sent into

exile.

are from an extensive
90 Details of the scene at CIA headquarters in Langley
Washington |a
interview with a senior CIA official on June 2, 1975, in
exchanges between Phillips,
retired officer, he requested anonymity). The
in David Atlee Phillips, Ttie
his predecessor and the Christmas anecdote are
237Night Watch; 25 Years Inside the CIA (London: Robert Hale, 1978), pp.
cit., p. 255. Davis
op.
Davis,
communications,
embassy
238 246-247;
office; it is likely
observes that the call went out from the defense attache's
"

the U.S. Military
he is referring to U.S. army Col. Carlos Urrutia, chief of
floor
of the Defense
eighth
the
on
situated
Mission whose office was
was able to
Ministry itself, and which could explain how the "embassy"
that after trying
me
told
himself
Urrutia
internationally
communicate
roadblocks that
without success to make it past the emerging Carabinero
with Urrutia
morning, he finally gave up and went home. Interview

m

Santiago, April 24, 1974.
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Whelan op cit.,
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from interviews with
.

Santiago, May 8 and 12, 1974. Chavkin, op. cit., p. 31;
with Corp. Ivan Ayala, May 9, 1974; details Tomas
Santiago
interview in
the
Moro armaments, Three Years of Destruction, a booklet published by
in 1974, unnumapparently
|ASIMPRES|,
Association
Printers'
Chilean
source said that at
bered page entitled |"No to Civil War"). That same
complete guerrilla
Allende's weekend retreat, El Caiiaveral, troops found a
for making highfactory
a
students,
sixty
for
sufficient
training camp

explosive bombs, as well as armaments and ammunition.
,,
.,
published by
Septiembre de 1 973: Los Cien Combates de una Batalla, book
Alistair Home, Small Earththe Chilean Armed Forces in 1973, pp. 23-24.
recounts
quake in Chile (New York; The Viking Press, 1972), p. 198. Home
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where
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at
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the
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94. Varas
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and Vcrgara, op. cit., p. 104.
Whelan, op. cit., p. 153
Ibid pp. 152-153 154-155, based
on interviews in Santiago with
Corporal P,zzarro lOctober 14,
1974), Sergeant Leiva (May 12,
1974)
and Lieu en
^'''''anaueuten^
ant Ramirez (May

97.

A

95.

'

13, 1974).

car botnb claimed the life of
Letelier and a coworker at the
left-win^
thmk tank the Institute for Policy Studies,
on September

mu^deT::;

lU^^',^

""'^"'^^^- ^^-'

''"

Briiefani'Srs'Steh?
99. Varas

and Vergara,

op.

''^^^'^

"""''' °"

cit., p.

'''''

Mo^on'ht

^^"--^

-^^^

106

The surrender episode is from Whelan,
Bnones interview. La Segunda. op. cit.,

100.

21I976Let^

'^'"' Castro.

^-

op. cit., p. 160,

based in part on
16 and Varas and Verga a op
cit
pp. 125-126. Yet another wrinkle was added in
Fontaine and Zegers on
cit., p. 24: standmg before
Carvajal, Flores is said to have asked
whaihev
p.

'^^''^ ^"^"^^^ "°^ ^--« rninedThe oun'
^;
try Chavkfn
Chavkin, 'o
op.^T'f^
cit., claims the initiative
for
''

negotiations

military-not from Alleride-and that
AUende was
such negotiations since he was certain

came from

thp

"stroS opprd

to

wouldS demand
ChavkKd

that the junta

his resignation,

something he vowed not to do."
he also
feared a tnck, and that those
undertaking the mission would never
ge"
back/ It IS conceivable Allende may
have invented this version for the
benefit of the hard-lme fighters
still with him; it
isTmpmbabTe tha it
^"''''' "^'^^ " P^^j" ^'""^ ^'^ fi-' -PO"
radio network
that the trio were en route at
Allende's behest, and would at no
tinL n
exchanges which would follow indicate
anything to the corn^ry The
^'^ '^''^- '*' Aliunde would smrenderS
res'l^n

&rf

onX

S

resign the
th"' presidency^
'^'r^' 'f.r^
(2) a civilian

ment

junta; (3
'

there

would be included in the new govern
would be a nationwide cease-fire;
(4)
commanders and himself about th^ precisfteriSs

neliSs

su renT.. would
""'u^'l
surrender
take place. Some accounts also
say he demanded tha
those with h.m in the palace be allowed
to leave the countrTwfth hfr^
101. From transcription of the radio
command network, previously
the embassy-but disag^e'e ment

ciredTW

WW

whom. The
tS Cubans
PT""^charged
t'

as'to

that they

were

fired upon,

who

sho

and that their

Engineering Federation, heard the shooting
through

The
the nf.hr
night Af^tf
of the eleventh and

most

of the twelfth

from his home,

just a

few
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in fact, until Col. Pedro Ewing
blocks from the embassy. It continued,
Ch.eis and about to become
Joint
the
Hodar then secretary-general to
admimstrat on) and Tobias
Tecretarygeneral of government in the junta
Ministry, forma ly notified the
Foreign
the
of
protocol
Barros chief of
diplomatic relations between
Cubans late Wednesday, September 12, that
before the huge official group left he
Even
broken.
were
countries
two
the
et left carrying the first 150
country on the thirteenth, a Soviet Aeroflot
and traimng of the
illegal
Cubans suspected of complicity in the
her husjet also: Beatnz Allende and
that
Aboard
brigades.
paramilitary
with
Santiago
interviews
numerous
band Luis Ferna^ndez Ona (from
Ewing February through May
O;*^''-',!^^/'
rr5"l974?
15, 1974
and Arnagada, April
Santiago with Barros, April 11, 1974;
proEdelstam-^vociferously
Harold
SteresUngly, Sweden^s Ambassador

"mmg

m

Sel

-^

1.

anti-junta-confirmed that there was shootmg
Allende, vit'^peratively
route to his home Tuesday
from the Cuban Embassy He said he was en
soldiers advancing on the
150
discovered
aftSnoon (the eleventh) when he
his way to the of ficer-in-charge
Pushing
away
blocks
two
Embassy,
Cuban
he be allowed to enter the Cuban
he identified l^mself and demanded
with bullet hdes^nsidc^
pockmarked
Embassy, which he said was already
bandage on his arm
huge
"with
a
ambassador
Cuban
the
h^said he found
workers "cut by
staff
and
assault,"
first
the
covering a gunshot wound from
bullet wounds destroying documents,
serious
less
with
flying is!
occasionany
at doors arid windows, and
.

-

.

packing suitcases, keeping vigil
But Edelstam also claimed that the
Returning the fire with small arms."
that night, he claimed to have
Later
in.
went
he
when
shSng subsided
The next day he says, he wa
embassy
prcvemf d a cannon assault on the
that he was from the ,unta protoco
yelled
man.
small
"a
when
present
a statement from the )unta
[and! without further ceremony read
office
Cuba and that he and the
with
government that Chile had broken relations
to leave Chile by nndm^^
ordered
were
staff
all
his
and
Embassador
on the spot agreed to
Without consulting with Stockholm, Edelstam
the embassy and those
assume representation of Cuban interests, putting
flag. Over the next few days, he
Swedish
the
of
protection
with^ under the
embassies' [he name
would boast of smuggling refugees to "f^^ndly
Finland) and providing false names
and
Rica,
Costa
Venezuela,
Mexico
to get still others out
Sentity documents, disguises, and other devices
Marambio,
- young ma"
"Max
o^the country One he boasts of rescuing:
He did no
the day before
Moneda
La
at
Allende
with
been
who had
Movemcn
violent
very
the
of
leader
top
also
a
mention that Marambio was
(and organizer) of the GAR on of
the Revolutionary Left, the first leader
first months of his tcrm^
fact, pardoned by Allende in the
Sie fugitives,
other accounts coincide
well:
as
liberties,
But then, Edelstam takes other
evening, and that Ambassador
the
until
begin
not
did
'shooting
that the
finally left Ch. e
was wounded only superficially After he
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

S

m

Inchaustegui
govertiment (then
December 9 1973, Edelstam's own very left-wing
International and then on an
Socialist
the
of
head
Palme,
headed by Olaf
extended leave so that he
anti-American rampage over Vietnam), gave him

campaign against the lunta^
could conduct a worldwide propaganda
Chavkin
14
cit., pp. 131-136
op.
Chavkin,
from
Edelstam references
Lives.
Saves
1,300
Ambassador
Heroic
titles this section: "Sweden's

102. Varas

and Vergara,

op, cit.

September U, 1973
103.
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Source for telephone call: Whelan, op. cit., p. 162, author's 1974
interviews
with Colonel Ewing, during February, March and April. For
the suicide
scene, "La Payita Cuenta Su Version del 1 1," Las Ultimas
Noticias op cit
The story she told Epoca, fourteen years later, differs sharply from
the
earlier version. In the latter, she says Olivares shot and
killed himself after
discovering Allcnde dead; "El Perm [the Dog— his
nickname] Olivares
killed himself at Sal vador's fee t, a few minutes after
"
speaking with me
Chavkin had claimed (without attribution) that Olivares was
killed in the
air attack on La Moneda. But then, Chavkin
also says there were about 25
sorties and that the attack lasted 40 minutes; actually,
the two planes flew
four sorties each, Hred a total of 19 rockets, and the
attack lasted a total of
21 minutes (Chavkin, op. cit., p. 35|.
Ibid., pp. 162-163. Merino told me this during
our Santiago interview
Ibid., p. 164. Interview with Baeza in Santiago,
October 16, 1974
Actually, it would have been considerably more complicated
than Admiral
Carvajal could have imagined: Mrs. AUende was,
at that hour, at the
Mexican Embassy, and Allende's daughters Isabel and Beatriz were still
in
hiding after their postpalacc ordeal.
Taken verbatim from Whelan, op. cit., pp. 167-169. Based entirely
on the
previously mentioned extensive conversations and tape-recorded
interviews with Guijon in Santiago in 1974. Nothing I have read
nor been told
the thirteen years since writing those lines has
caused me to doubt the
utter honesty of Guijon nor the complete accuracy
of this account of
Allende's death. For further insights into the personality
and character
.

104.
105.
106.

107.

m

of

Gui)on, see the Appendix to that book {AUende: Death
of a Marxist

108.

109.

Dream), pp. 201-204.
Based on previously cited interview with Ramirez in
Santiago May 13
1974. I saw Brioncs later that same day and again the following
October
and was able to cross-check the lieutenant's account
of the capture
^
with him.
In her interview with Ep6ca. Mrs. Contreras says
after Allende ordered
everyone to surrender, she started down the stairs with
a white cloth from
the kitchen given her by Enrique Huerta, a member
of the Socialist party's

security force. First, she said, the doctors went down.
Then, as she was
starting down, Huerta asked her to go back upstairs
to see why the others
were not coming. She said she watched, from the top of the
stairs, as the
soldiers jumped Huerta, snatching the white cloth
and striking him
shouting "Up with your hands! " She ran to Allende's office
where Olivares
tried to prevent her from going in. Seeing the
dead Allende (and then
Olivares, though she does not clarify how she
failed to see him shoot
himself at the fallen leader's feet|, she next took the
1 8 10 Proclamation of
Chile's Independence and put it in a pocket of
Olivares' jacket. Soldiers
swarmed up the stairs. "They tore open the jacket and pulled me
down to
the street, putting me up against the wall with the
others. I whispered to
Huerta, next to me: 'The President is dead.' Others
spread the word The
soldiers then ordered all of us to lie face down on the
ground, hands on the
back of our necks.
soldier told me: 'Get up and come over here
closer to
the wall. Cover your face with your hands to
protect yourself against the
ricochet of the bullets.' A sergeant appeared. And what
are you doing here'
Hands on the back of your neck.' The soldier told me again: 'Cover
your
face, lady' I heard a voice I recognized. And you, what
are you doing here?'

A

e
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army uniform. He

dentist, in
was Taime Puccio, an old friend, an army
heard the siren
all the women had gone. 1
thought
he
bSause
waTfutous
said. Afterwards to
Puccio
dead,'
you're
Uke
'Make
of an ambulance
reappeared.

Tt

.

,

.

The sergeant

Ae maknurse 'Take this woman-she's dying.'
you a doctor,' Puccio asked hirru
'DvSg Hysterical, if you ask me.' 'Are
my shoes. Roundmg the

ambulance. lost
Se nurse pushed me into theamount
"opped and
of shooting. The driver
I

there was an

infernal
station, he
they'll kill us.' At the emergency
the nurse said 'speed up or
comp.nero.
crowd
our
of
the place was still in the hands
discove ed
time
a house which until a short
With^i^e leg in a cast, I was hidden in
were
in hidmg
also
women
Other
prostitution.
before had been a hou e of
were
had a skylight. At night, men who
there ''MiriaContreras' room
silly that one of them
"scared
was
she
said
She
roof.
flee'ng rVn across the
'^'
through and land on my bed." La P^'
S^^^'^'^'^Vf "V'S.r
not afraid for her safety. Rather
was
narrative,
the
p^nt
in
s
Tn asfde at th
accused me of being in
have
would
doubt
no
they
"« that had happened,
sleepless nights in
ten dlys of absolute isolation, ten

Sner

St

SdfaU

Swm Xr
''

bed
an apartment with no lights, unknown l^<^«'^Pl^^^^/P''"i^^L''"eounS
managed to leave the country
Swedish Embassy TWo months later, she

110

Sfanfvergara,
p.

1 1

1

op.

cit., p.

131-132 and Fontaine and Zegers,

op.

cit.,

24

Segmda, op. cit., p. IV.
op. cit., p. 170, and La
r-ui„,„
body He was one of a handful of Chilean
the
see
Lira would later get to

Whelan

2 But
"'•

Lo

the palace around
--^i^^rf^^XrntSeS
news
removed, and would tell an Argentina
was
body
before Allende's
a bul
"with
Allende
seen
had
he
that
paper in an interview that night
and interviews with Lira
wound^n his mouth." La Segunda. op. cit., p. 19,

Ssmerallowed

113

SS^g'cSS.S-n^^mL^ imerview. from Whelan, op.

cit., pp.

170-171
5'

'^^-

these conversations were transcribed
bid pp 172-175; as throughout,
Leigh
the command -^-^^^ traffic.
of
recording
iape
the
directfy from
his ideas into the fin^^ com
insinuating
in
successful
was only partially
At 1.30 p.m. on iuesaay
muniaue The official communique read: "|1)
Flores and Darnel
through the mediation of Fernando
to the md^
unconditionaUy
surrender
to
^sllvaclor AUeSe offered
that a
decided
immediately
about, it was
tarv forces- (2) To bring that
Palace was delayed becau
Moneda
the
at
arrival
whose
patro be sen but
of Publi
snipers, particularly in the Mmistry
of the cunniAg action of
Moneda that patro
it; (3) Entering La
imercept
to
sought
Works who
commission o
|4|
SrTd in one of i« rooms the body of senor Allende,
and a forensic
Carabineros
and
Forces
the Health Services of the Armed
September 12 membeo^^^^^^
on
mid-day
At
death;
(5)
his
doctor certified
o
(As reproduced in the first edition
family held private funeral services."
a p.
1973,
lender
13,
September
fiScurio published following the coup,
cours
as the communique was it of
headlhie- 'Allende Died."] As spare
of them that
important
most
the
points,
contained several misleading
through Flores and Vergaia.
had oHered unconditional surrender
did later decide to do so,
this chapter, apparently he

member n

vS

,

A

Sde

Sdrcated earlier in

1

September

11, 1973
55
but in his telephone call to General Baeza.
Nor, of course, was it "that
patrol which found the body. But, at that
point, the junta was still completing Its own investigation, checking Guijon's
story. They were also

tighting a war. The reference to "most important
date" is, as indicated
at the outset of the chapter, from
the subtitle of El Metcmio's special
supplement, published on September 1 1, 1974, the
first anniversary of the
116. Details of

many

Vergara, op.

Whelan,
^^^'

cit.,

Que Pasa. op. cit., pp. 34-36; Varas and
226-227 (including the La Legua quotation) and

of these arc in
pp.

op. cit., pp.

175-183.

*^^'
om ?T^'
^'u^f^Vn^^,^''™'"'^
March
2015,
13-19, 1974 p. 12.

'^'^ °' i" ^"^ interview in Eicnia. no.
"
say "apparently," because the text is

I

unclear. As published in the magazine, it
reads, textually; " 'El combate
duro practicamente cuatro horas,' conto el General
Pinochet, con un saldo
de mucrtos que, seis meses despues, Uego a alrededor
de 1.600 victimas
cerca de 200 de los cuales son de nosotros.'l"
Outside limits and Birns quotation from Davis,
pp. 368-370 |he quotes
trom The End of Chilean Democracy ed. Laurence
Birns [New York' Seabury 1974) pp. 67, 204-205; military predictions
from Whelan, op
(

118.

cit

U, based on previously cited interviews in Santiago with
the four
military commandants; Chavkin, op. cit.,
p. 38; Edelstam is cited in
Carlos M. Rama, Chile: Mil Bias entre la Revoludon
y el Fascismo (Barcelona: Editorial Planeta, S.A., 1974],
p. 224; United States and Chile
During theAilende Years. 1970-1973. Report of the
Subcommittee on
biter-American Affairs of the Committee on Foreign
Affairs, U.S. House of
Representatives, Based on Hearings in 1?71, 1972,
1973, 1974 (US GPO
Washington, 1974), p. 395; Pinochet in same, op. cit
p 117
119. Varas and Vergara, op. cit.,
pp. 153-154. I am indebted to Ambassador
Davis for the translation, op. cit., pp. 273-274. Davis
reports that Judd L
Kessler, a U.S. Embassy official in Santiago, played
handball regularly with
iingerprint expert Hcnriquez. Meeting at the Santiago
shortly after
the coup, "Henriqucz confirmed the suicide
account, including the head
wound and the absence of body wounds. The Homicide
Squad had
examined the body carefully, and it is difficult to imagine
Henriquez not
having learned of multiple fatal wounds in the torso
if they had existed
Kessler is convinced his friend was not lying
to him." Davis adds that
embassy intelligence reporting at the time, including
"sources
not
intended for American cars," were also consistent
as to Allcnde's death
being suicide (ibid., p. 304).
p.

YMCA

120.

Chavkin, op.

37-38. Chavkin offers neither source nor clue
as to
much less for the assertion that Allende "was
killed. Cursing and even kicking, of course,
are likely in the heat of battle
and Chavkin's account does not differ significantly
from that of others—
except, of course, in that all important matter
of his unsubstantiated
assertion that Allende "was killed." Varas and
Vergara, op. cit. pp 131132, tor example, relate that Soto had just put aside
his sub-machinegun
and was waiting with approximately thirty other
persons, including the
doctors, just inside the door of the Morande
entrance when suddenly it was
pushed in and an officer shouted, "Surrender all of
you shits" (cursing)Soto and the others were then pushed (kicking?) agamst
the wall, hands
over their heads, but no sooner had the frisking
for weapons begun than
cit.,

pp.

the basis for his account,

"
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leading the of Beer to order all, including
bullets began whistling overhead,
floor.
the doctors, to "hit the dirt," lie on the
j„,„,„j
"Assassination or Suicide? and
chapter,
the
for
277-306
cit.,
pp.
121. Davis, op.
quotation.
v
p. 306 for the conclusion
presence
a conversation with the author, in the
during
this
related
Guijon
122.
.

,

17, 1987.
of several others, in Santiago, June
character of Patricio Gui,on, see Appendix in
123. For further insight into the
GAP-LuisRenato Gonzalez
Whelan, op. cit., pp. 201-204. The young
Santiago a
Embassy
Mexican
in
the
exile
from
Cordoba— told his story
dismembering analysis, op.
week or so after the attack. Davis subjects it to
.

m

Secretaria de S Allende," as
op. cit., "Revelaciones de la
Mrs. Contreras' version is at
reproduced in El Mercmio, January 14, 1988.
He says he was the last one
respects:
important
two
in
odds with Guijon's
ly saw Allende pull the
actua
he
after
that
to leave the corridor, and he says
president— alone— until the
the
with
remained
and
in
went
he
trieeer
Mrs. Contreras herself in her
soldiers arrived. He, and others, including
taken his life earlier that day,
had
1974 interview, also said that Olivares
Mrs.
1 1 would be the last time
September
attack.
air
the
after
during or just
interview
recent
the
in
says
she
alive;
Contreras would ever see her son
days later. Her elder son. Max,
that she learned that he had been shot five
doctor, was living in Cuba.
a
later,
years
and

S^a^interview,

124

managed

to get away,

Although in his

late thirties, Salvatore said

Max-visiting his mother

in

white-haired, and claimed
Paris during the interview- was completely
described him as fidgety and
have fought in Central America. Salvatore
reported meeting her husband
evasive about his work. Salvatore also
serene He could be one of
appears
man
old
remarking: "The
to

Enrique,
for the life of the countrythose public pensioners who abandon the city
" Feeling responsible for what he had been through, includmg
side
wrote that Mrs.
imprisonment in Chile, loss of his fortune Salvatore
Contreras "treats him with a respecthal timidity
cit.,
512-513; Carvajal quote from Varas and Vergara, op

125. Prats, op.
126.

cit.,

pp.

156-157, from an interview with Corporal Saez in
Emiho Filippi and Hernan
Santiago May 9, 1974. Official data from
Expedencia SocialistaOulena pp.
Millas, Anatomia de un Fiacaso: La
Three Years
147-148 and (Santiago: Empresa Editora Zig-Zag, S.A., 1973),
entitled "No To Civil War" (no page numof Destruction, op. cit., section
had purchased for La Payita— tl
ber) At the weekend retreat Allende
yield
$40,000 U.S., five refrigerators
would
CaAaveral-the strong-box
private theater stocked with
stuffed with imported goods, wine, whiskey, a
photos of A ende practicwell
as
as
pornography,
and
films
war
Vietnam

Whelan, op.

cit.,

pp.

Emiho Filippi
more compromising yet
source would allude to
and Hernan Millas, op. cit., pp. 147-148. That same
to the effect that emissaries ot
a report in an unnamed Ottawa newspaper
El Canaveral was also
million.
$6
La Pavita had deposited in a bank there
guerrilla base, but it included
well-stocked
and
fortified
heavily
only
a
not
ing as a guerrilla and others

.

.

extensive guerrilla training
1

27

.

.

facilities.

,

Tomas Moro

training details from

LibroBianco, op. cit., pp. 171-175.
Number already in Ministry from Varas and Vergara, op.
Briones quote,

p.

.

161; Jorquera anecdote,

p.

,c-?
p. 157, as was
173, doctors, 174. Sepulveda
.

cit

September

from Whelan,

op. cit

II,

1973
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182, as figures for total

number of prisoners p
159. First reports said 220 persons were
summarily executed in the first
days of the coup; junta spokesmen
denied those report There is no
question that a number of such executions
did take place, and that a sood
number of them were in accord with the published
penalties under stale of
p.

^""''"
^' ^°^ P^"i<=i° Guijon: around
m
dniSft hf.'
i'^''
midnght,
he too was taken
to ''r*'^"the Military Academy, and lodged
there
with senior officials of the Allende
administration until Saturday Septer^
ber 15. That day- without warning-he
and the others were flown 1 500
'" '
'' ^^^ ^^""^ ^^'^ -- Dawson Is and
^TP
.IT'*"
altitude
at
latitude 54
degrees south, in the Straits of Magellan.
He would remain
Hemisphere spring, released (with a few
other,
nn'n"''
'^K
^T^"""^
othc s) on December

""r

21, returned to Santiago to tell his story
(for the fim
time on national television, then join
his family in time for Christrnas
He

would later tell the author: "Sylvia and I,
from the
me mside and her at home with the kids, had a bombing of La Moneda
kind of mental teleoathv
'^^'

^-

'^^'

S?5,"i974.'""'
'^^'

^""^ "" '"''"''^^

^'''^

^^1^""

''^

Santiago, Octo-

'^^^ ^""bassador said he
PP."^
reported the fact of
?h7niT(f-'
f^ Fu^made no expression of condolence to Mrs.
Allende." He noted that in
'°"'' ''" ""'' ^"^'^''^ ^"^'^^ welcom:d"mHe«S
or
SveViie.""

Je note afterwards, when "the U.S. government came under fire for havng

130.

J5*d" pp. 140-141, 194, based on mterviews in Santiago
March 29 and May 2, 1 974, and Mrs. Diaz, May
9 1 974

with "^'sema
Halsema

previously

cited interviews in Santiago with
^"
tL^!j^r~u^^'^^'i
Brana
and Gallcgos, and Time magazine, "The
View From the Carrera "
September 24, 1 973. Gallegos quickly realized
how volatile^iquor could be
in such an emotionally charged
situation, especially since most
his
emp oyees were Allende sympathizers. So, after
thJt first round came
proh bition: no more for two days. Gallegos
not only provided for his own
7''^°'''^'
^°' ^""^^ ^^^'^"^y Carabineros holed
^.?
underground garage
Plaza Constitucion in front of
the hotel- he a so
provided some food and blankets for the
U.S. Embassy staffers

Sr?

upLt^

m

amundtSe

132. Ibid., p. 184,

interview with Tonini in Santiago,

was press attache

'^^"

S
S^i'
PP;

^

at

the

embassy

March

29,,*?''+.
1974 Tonini
xonini

^t^^I:

Among the many inconsistencies in Gonzalez' "eyewit-

in,V

^r"'^'^''^^'
'*''''* ^''" ^^^

1 Allende
An i^
when
'

f

" ^5"^

ordered

them

' ""^^P""" ^°^ '^'^ Mexican newspaper
^^^P' ^h^t he was among those leavine
to go. Once outside, he obviously
could nof

differently than any other
he nr.Sl''n'^
the
president's"'J"
death. His tale: "Wc

eycwitness-before and after
encountered a group of fascists under
he comniand of Captain Mayor, in the
halls near the Red Rooi^ He
shouted. Surrender, Senor Allende.'
Our companero said, 'Never it is
better to leave dead than surrender.'
When he finished, w^ heard a shot
from the military It hit the Doctor. They
opened machinegun fire and wl
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fired against

them. Twelve of our compaiieros

President Salvador Allende.

Our

firing

fell

became more

dead at the side

of

The othcer
He was mortally

intense.

President's body.
and six soldiers fell. We approached the
but still there is a cause. America
fall,
may
leader
'A
woui^ded He told us,
by

assassinated

compafiero Allende fell
will be free.' It was 1 :50 p.m. when
He had been hit by about six bullets,
traitors.
and
fascists
the
of
the bullets
... We picked up his martyred body
thorax.
our in the neck and two in the
Office. We sat him in his sea^, put
Presidential
the
place,
its
it
to
took
and
arms, and enibraced him We
his
gun
his
on,
banner
his presidential
Birns, op. cit p. 40 cited in
from
him,"
and covered
found the flae
elaborate ceremonial fin,shed_m the
The
288-283.
pp.
op

S

m

.

.

S,

would then
a pitched battle-the young Gonzalez
palace, not
the
not
in
Mayor,
"Captain
"
"surrender." (There is no record of a
time.)
that
at
army
in the Chilean
c,r,ti,on
interview with Carneyro in Santiago
134 Whelan, op. cit., p. 185, based on an
it
was not
work,
this
cited in
25 1974! As wiih a number of others
midst

of

what was

still

March

135

interviews/conversations-and to

actually one interview, but a number of
than to the late Mario Carfew would I owe a greater debt of gratitude
who believed deeply in his
man
a
press,
the
of
gentleman
neyro a true
for thern^
die
to
willing
. .g^,
ideals, fought for them, and was
„
,
edition of September 9-15, 1973, op^
special
Mercuric,
El
and
189,
Ibid., p.
As
Tension SeVivieron en losHoteles.
2

"Horas deDramatismoy
Time correspondent
warning to stay away from the windows:
late as Thursday, September 13 he
that
as
report
would
msendrath
Chaies
and asked permission to peek
was typing in his room when a man knocked
in the plaza below, had been
parked
out thf window to see whether his car,

cit

p

for" the

part the curtains than a
or destroyed. No sooner did the man
could "-J^l o^^'^^^J
Eisendrath
before
bullet banged into the room, and
bullet had thwacked mto the
another
window,
the
from
away
man
pull the
room {Time, op. cit.].
136. Libro Blanco, op. cit, p. 47.
•»
„ i/ia
175-176, and P^^^^^et <j^ cit p_ 143.
137. Varas and Vergara, op. cit p.
the chief
with
Santiago
in
interviews
on
138. Whelan, op. cit., p. 192, based
/4.
1974; with Figueroa Toro, May 8, ly

damaged

iiistice

on Mav

9,

pp. ^48-249 Merino
dSis orWASG meeting from Phillips, op. Santiago,
October 18, 1974.

to

cxt.,

139.

140.

me of the message during our interview m

it

Dream
3nr>taTSonr>.76ol Allende: Death of a Marxist
(Boston-Toronto: Little Brown and
Kissinger, Years of Upheaval
Henry
Company,

1982), p. 410.

U2.

^S^^Zn^'^X en

143.

Wheian,

op.

cit., p.

190.

el paiar,"

La Segund., September

Mendoza made

10, 1974,

the trip in a car other than

his

usual one, a different colored one.
lit. tts'a'nd?er'gi?i,- op.

cit.,

pp.

207-208.

1

have presume

of fact and allegory
who did the interview because the book is a mixture
of the real-l.fe
many
echoing
couple,
mythical
(the conversations of a
a distinVergara
journalist,
the
debates then raging in Chile),. Varas is

146.

Whdal'S! citt pp.

191-192; reconstructed from interviews with

all four

September

members

147.

11,
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of the junta, but these passages principally

from the interview
with Mendoza.
Ibid., pp. 193-194, and for Brazilian recognition,
Pinochet, op. cit., p. 147.
That first Cabinet: Interior, Gen. Oscar Bonilla Bradanovic (army)Foreign
Mmistcr, Rear Adm. Ismacl Huerta Diaz; Economy,
Gen. Rolando
Gonzalez Acevedo (army|; Finance, Rear Adm. Lorenzo Gotuzzo
Bor-

lando; justice,

Gonzalo Pricto Gandara; Education,

Navarro TobarDefense: Vice Adm. Patricio Carvajal Prado; Public Works,
Brig. Gen'.
Sergio Figucroa Gutierrez (air force); Agriculture, Col. Sergio
Crespo Montcro (air force, retired); Lands and Settlements, Gen. Diego
Barba Valdcs
(Carabincros, retired); Labor, Gen. Mario McKay faraquemada
|Carabmcros, retired); Health, Col. Alberto Spoerer Covarrubias
fair force);
Mining, Gen. Arturo Yovane Zuiiiga (Carabincros); Housing, Brig.
Gen'
Arturo Vivero Avila (army); Minister-Secretary General of
Government,
Col. Pedro
148.

Ewing

Jose

(army).

Whclan, op. cit., pp. 196-200, transcribed from a tape-recorded interview
with Grove in Santiago, October 23, 1974. In Varas and Vergara, there
is an
account (op. cit., pp. 242-243) of the burial based, apparently, on interviews with Laura Allende and Navy Commander Jorge Contreras. Though
not nearly so detailed as Jaime Grove's account, it coincides in all
essential
details— but adds one significant dimension. According to that account,
Mrs. Allende asked permission at the gravesite to see her husband
for the
last time, saying she had been promised that in
Santiago. When Commander Contreras at first demurred that the lead casket was sealed and
could not be opened, someone observed that the top was, in fact,
open a
crack. Contreras then relented and allowed the widow to
look briefly
through the inner glass. Inasmuch as the face was totally bandaged,
she
asked that the casket be opened completely, but this time Contreras
insisted that once opened, it could not be soldered shut again
and denied that
request. In Chavkin, op. cit., p. 123, there is a paragraph on the
burial,
apparently based on an interview with Mrs. Allende, in which the following appears: "The Junta guard refused to open the casket,
despite senora
AUcnde's insistence that she was entitled to see the body" (Chavkin apparently has garbled the timetable, claiming that she was already
in the
Mexican Embassy Tuesday and that she would learn Tuesday of her husband's death when the junta announced it on radio and
television; faime
Grove was explicit on the point that she not only had been picked up at
Fehpc Hcrrera's house, but that she was returned to the same address.) Mrs.
Allende then went into asylum at the Mexican Embassy and flew
to that
country on Thursday, September 13. Laura, who resolved to remain in
Chile, was later detained briefly at the Defense Ministry
when she went
there in an attempt to locate La Payita [Mrs. Contreras) but
allowed to go
free because of her poor health.
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TAKING STOCK
Charles Eisendrath, "the break
For Time magazine correspondent
like Denver's and women
climate
a
with
city
Friday. Santiago, a

came

sunshine hke a cat cooped
smoky rums of La

early spring
like Paris', stretched out in the
surged around the
Thousands
closet.
up too long in a

Trafico
Moneda People in their Sunday best jammed into El
oundmg
f
Chile's
shabby remains of the house where
in the

nardo O'Higgins, had met with
Martin To the patrons swilling

bar located
father, Ber-

the liberator of Argentina, Jose de San
white wine and munchmg pork sandpolitical

monument-

historic
wiches, it seemed fitting to celebrate in a
first time in memory ...
the
for
politics,
but there was no talk of
quickly make its own: The
would
junta
new
the
It was a mood
was needed. Bando (comcountry was choking on politics, and a respite
congressional seats.
munique) #29 closed Congress and vacated all
in a democracy, Sen.
living
"Our people have been accustomed to
a leader of the rnoderCarmona,
later.
Tuan de Dios Carmona would say
"Yet we do not
added:
party,
Democrat
ate faction of the Christian
danger we were in and that tfiis
protest now, because we understand the

was necessary."^
was shared by the chief leader of the party,
judgment
Carmona's
"Basic to the survival o a
former President Eduardo Frei^ who wrote,
among those who make
consensus
democratic society is a minimum of
of certain values which
all,
by
acknowledgment,
up that society, and the
of law The truth is
rule
the
and
freedom
of
the exercise

sort of convalescence

make

possible
shattered." A leader of the politithat in Chile, that consensus had been
expressed even stronger sentiments:
cal Right Sen. Pedro Ibanez,
was a witness, I must
"Because of the irreparable decadence of which I

system cannot work
honestly admit that the democratic parUamentary
future. I say this
the
of
or
today
of
Chile
efficiently again in either the
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with deep sorrow and even nostalgia.
The Congress of Chile was the
"^
third oldest
in the world.

Inevitably, the

the party.

Frei/Carmona view was not shared by the

Two days after the

left

wine of
Rado

coup, fifteen top leaders-including

miro Toraic, the unctuous ideologue who
had led the party to electoral
defeat against Allende
1970-reIeased a communique "categor Sfy
condemnmg" the coup. The communique also
called on the military to
restore civilian rule "without delay."^
But Frei and his followers whose
power had crested in 1972 and 1973 as
disenchantment

m

with Allende
hardened mto an angry and widespread
public rage, held the upper
hand. Tomic and Bernardo Leighton,
the "boy-wonder" of Frei's administration, were expelled from the
party in October 1973, and former
party president Renan Fuentealba a
year later.s It was an augury of bitter
political warfare to come, within
the once mighty party itself, in
the
larger drama of the new Chile
emerging from the ashes of the old
Frei was not the orily ex-president
to express support for the coup.
Gabriel Gonzalez Videla, the former
Radical president (1946-1952)
said he does not have words to
thank the armed forces for having
hberated us from the Marxist claws."
Asked what he expected for the
future of Chile, Gonzalez Videla said:
"The best, because they have
aved us and will permit us to live
in democracy, masmuch as the
Teen

SoyTdT'"'

' ^'"'^ "'''''''^ '° '^^^^^"^ "^ ^'^ ^^^^«

'^"^^''^ ^''°"* *^^

postmortems over the "death of democwas quite so striking as the fact that
few bothered to take
into account how the
Chileans-those inside Chile-were reacting
Thus, while much of the rest of the
world was wringing its hands in

m

^^?^''^u"?
racy
Chile

consternation in the days following the
coup, the dominant mood in
Chile was one of jubilation. Wrote one
foreign journahst: "Chileans will
stop you on the street to say: 'How
do you like our new Chile? We are
tree now This is our second
independence. The best of Chile is now
in
the government, be sure to tell
people in North America that
everything
IS fine
Chile.' " In Concepcion-birthplace
of the MIR terrorist move
ment-the mood the day following the revolt
was one of carnival That
mood suddenly turned to terror late in the
afternoon

m

when one or more
on civilians promenading in the Plaza
de Armas ^
Jubilation was, of course, both
understandable and inevitable- Allende
reached power with only a little over
one-third the total vote, and only
28 percent of the total electorate. At no time
did his coalition ever
achieve a majority of those voting. And
yet, as a major U.S. newspaper of
decidedly leftist opinions noted editorially,
"ever since he was elected
snipers

opened

fire

a
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to establish an outas though he had a mandate
radical consensus
such
no
reality,
In
Chile.
and-out sociahst society in
toward explaining he
and the fact that it doesn't goes a long way

AUende has acted

exists,

has

fallen.

A

the country
economic and political chaos into which
the scene, said the revoltfrom
reporting
reporter,
New York Times
the midst ot
here in 40 years-came
first break in civilian politics

m

the

as
struggle that divided Chilean society
an ecSomic disaster and a class
strife
of
divide
great
that
across
never before in this century."^ It was
battles
utterly polarized society that the
tension, hatred and chaos of an
It is hkely that
ahead.
years
and
months
in the
of Chile would be fought
percent ot
the revolution, as many as 80
in the first days following
deliveranceas
what they saw
Chileans were on the side celebrating
'o On the other side, many,
later.
years
two
even
figure corroborated
rnany cases
and rage
anger
perhaps 20 percent, were seething with

m

hounded, imprisoned, and not infretaking up arms, many more were
a country torn asunder, locked m
truly,
was,
quently, brutalized. Chile
Most Chileans understood, accepted,
the appaUing grip of civil war.
outside world neither could nor
what the "terrible simplifiers" of the
waving a wand and returning to a
would- It was no longer a matter of
acknowledged when even noticed
"democratic" past. That past, so little
(in the phrase of one experienced
from afar, not only was "a dismal flop"
hecatomb of demagoguery and
ioumalisti') but it had vanished in a
saw it
task now, as the new military rulers

doctrinaire fanaticisms. The
saw it, was to build a new political and
as a great number of Chileans
choice as it was an imperaeconomic structure. It was not so much a
on a collision course with a
tive-one which, inevitably, put the regime
minority of its own population, and
substantial, vocal, and implacable
uncomprehending world beyond.
with virtually the entirety of an

A NEW BEGINNING
teachers,

doctors, engineers,
shopkeepers, truck drivers, medical
desperation-brought the councopper miners, and others who had-in
agreed to return to their ,obs Normality
try to a standstill, immediately
land. By September 18, the coungradually settled over the embattled
resumed, and (non-Marxist)
Rights
internal
try's borders were reopened,
broadcasting. The dawnindependent
renew
permitted to

The

radio stations

to return to their )obs. At the
to-dusk curfew was eased to allow workers
mine-Chuquicamata-production rose to
country's biggest copper
years.
September, the highest level in over three
I 800 tons a day for
where
money
their
put
Ufe
of
Thousands of Chileans from all walks
million
days: voluntarily exchanging 9
their mouths were in those first

.

.
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they had squirreled away, for their

in dollars

Newsmen, telephone workers,

own currency, escudos.
farmers, and others issued communiques

pledging their support to the

new government. '^

So, too, did political

parties.

The national committee of the Christian Democrat party
issued a
statement the day following the coup stating the official
position of the
party:

The events which Chile is experiencing are the consequence of
the
economic disaster, institutional chaos, armed violence, and
moral
crisis to which the deposed government
brought the country, dragging the Chilean people into anguish and desperation.
The facts demonstrate that the armed forces and Carabineros did
not seek power. Their institutional traditions and the
republican
history of our country inspire confidence, that just
as soon as they
have fulfilled the tasks which they have undertaken
to save the
Chilean nation from the grave dangers of destruction
and totalitarianism which threatened, they will turn over power to the sovereign
people
.

.

Christian
tional

Democracy

made every
political means

principles,

it

.

regrets

what has happened.

effort to achieve a solution

Faithful to its

through institu-

.

By September 25, the PDC's Central Committee, in a
brusque aboutwas describing the new governnlent as a dictatorship and
deploring
repression. Augusto Pinochet had an acerbic
response to that: "There
face,

number of politicians who imagined that we had made this
revolution for them, that once we got rid of Allende,
we were going to
turn power over to them. They were wrong."
Frei— and others in the
party— continued for a good while longer defending the
revolutionary
were a

government. 13

The conservative National party, which rolled up the biggest
vote of
any single party in the 1 970 elections, declared its
"unrestricted support
for any action designed to overcome
the moral and material crisis in
which Chile is living, and to restore to Chileans the security
to live and
work in peace, making possible progress and social and
economic development in a climate of national unity" There was no
mention in the
National party's statement of a return to civilian
rule.
The small and leftist PADENA (National DemocraticI party—
allied
with the parties that had eventually nominated
Allende during preelection skirmishing— issued the boldest statement
of all:
In recent

armed

months,

we have waged

forces appealing to

them

a press campaign directed at the
an end to the state of economic

to put
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the
which the workers of our country had been sunk by
of the firmest contenders
Marxists of the Popular Unity, We were one
state of misery and anguish and
that only you could put an end to the
found themselves
Chile
of
workers
the
which
desperation in
defended democracy and liberty
have
we
years,
90
than
more
For
we feel proud of what you have done.

collapse into

and social justice. Today
wishes] of the
We are with you because you have interpreted [the
feel proud of a tradition which you
We
country.
our
in
majority
great
represent in these moments and
your patriotic stance.

we

give our enthusiastic support to

who had

labor
Even Jorge Godoy, a Communist and long-time
went
on television to
ministers,
labor
last
Allende's
served as one of
the hope that
and
its forms
express his opposition to extremism in all
discipline.
Chileans could live in peace, justice and
September
Urrutia Manzano of the Supreme Court, on
leader,

Chief Justice

full court the following day12 issued a statement— ratified by the
with the announced decisatisfaction"
intimate
expressing his "most
of the courts. He
autonomy
the
respect
to
government
sion of the new
to "do your duty, as you have to
also called on all of the country's judges
explained: "I did it, you see because
the present." Later, the chief justice
had just ended a situahave to give moral support to the junta which
I

understand this well-to avoid the
tion of chaos in the country and—
politicians hoped to proconfusion, disorder, which the Popular Unity
duce, "i''

the new governthe morning after the coup, Tobias
did what thousands of
Barros the protocol chief of the foreign ministry
did that day, absent
servants
other conscientious Chilean career civil
his case at the still
in
work,
to
the contrary He went

Amid the euphoria and confusion of those early days,

ment gradually took form.

On

instructions to

smoldering and ruined La Moneda Palace.
from the Morande 80 entrance not
"I found on the stairwell leading in
no scraps of uniforms. It was the
boots,
no
a trace of human beings—
had
first reaction was that either someone

same in the

corridors.

My

here.
done a terrific cleaning job— or there were few deaths
few touches
"Then I went into the Salon Independencia, There were a
was intact.
room
The
thing.
of
of him— his books, photos, that sort
from his
stains
and
sofa—
the
of
front
in
There was still a folding screen
was,
"Him"
intact."
was
everything
otherwise,
brain on the ceiling. But

Salvador Allende,
Foreign Ministry,
others, Barros then began to revive the
three
With
Rear Adm.
minister:
under the direction of a hastily appointed military
five
against
fight
the
Ismael Huerta Diaz (the man who had led

of course,

ENU
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during those early days was a
lined Oiion notebook of the type schoolchildren
use. In it, he recorded
the main business of the ministry: Notes to
Cuba and North
Korea,

that Chile

was breaking diplomatic relations with them'

(North Korea was added to Cuba following Pinochet's
speech the night
before, for reasons that never were clear.) The text
of a note advising all
other diplomatic missions in Santiago officially of the
change in government was also entered neatly in the notebook, as was the text
of the
circular advising those missions of Admiral Huerta's
designation as
foreign minister. In the notebook, too, went decisions on
ticklish assignments, details of the arrangements for the departure
of the Allende
family to Mexico, and the notification to Cuban
Ambassador Mario
Garcia Inchaustegui, Barros's old crony from their United
Nations days
in New York, that he was ordered to leave the country
"I went with Col. [PedroJ Ewing around
7 p.m. that [Wednesday] night,"
Barros said. "The ambassador had his right arm in a cast,
I said to hiin'You say we shot you.' 'See for yourself,' he said, motioning
to the cast.
"I told him that friendship was one thing,
but duty another, and that it
was my duty to tell him that an Aeroflot plane was ready
to take him
and the members of his mission out of the country At
that, Harold

Edelstam [the Swedish ambassador, who later became one of
the junta's
most virulent hecklers], and the ambassadors of Peru and India
appeared
from the next room. He had called them, obviously to serve
as
wit-

nesses.
"I

Max

him he was

told

was one

man we

Jose

free to take whoever he liked with him, but there
believed in asylum in the embassy who could not
go:

Marambio

Ewing asked

to see

[the MIRista leader wanted on a murder
warrant].
Marambio, because Edelstam said he was assuming

responsibility for the embassy's affairs. is

"The ambassador said he wanted to take Allende's daughter
and two
Chilean secretaries, and we said we had no objections. Ewing
and I both
asked that they turn over any arms in the embassy to

me. He said there

were none, and invoked diplomatic right to prevent us from
looking.
asked how it was that there had been so much shooting

We

from the

embassy

if

they had no arms, and he

[Edelstam, while

still

refused to let us look."

would later confirm that there had
been shooting from the embassy He also would deny a published
report
in the United States quoting him as saying
the Cubans had been given
still

in Chile,

only three hours to clear out of the country In fact, Garcia
Inchaustegui
members of his mission did not leave until the following day

and 160

the thirteenth.) 16

The "Colonel Ewing" who accompanied Barros was destined
pivotal role in the

to play a

emerging government: secretary-general, the cabinet-

.
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house job important in any presidential system, crucial in
six-footer, Ewing
a government with four chiefs. A strapping, handsome
in
a similar role;
serving
then
was
he
because
was tapped for the job
the Defense
of
chief
Carvajal,
Patricio
Adm.
secretary to
level clearing

military

Department's General Staff,
Once he had escorted the Cubans to the airport, Ewing reported back
in. "In those first
to the Defense Ministry, where Pinochet swore him
With
La Moneda
else.
days, everyone was piled on top of everyone
in the
purposes,
practical
all
for
burned out, the seat of government was,
with
members—
junta
The
Ministry
Defense
conference room of the
all
commander]—
Carabinero
[the
Mendoza
General
of
the exception
operated with
offices there anyway Our office, in those early days,

had

minister
only four or five persons in a small office with the foreign
and after
building,
Then someone remembered the big Diego Portales
."^^
later
checking it out, we moved over there a few days
.

.

.

.

'Among the
Offices they had; a plan of government they did not have.
there
was no
clarify
to
wish
I
eleventh,
the
chiefs of the revolution of
was
speaker
The
govern."
to
going
were
we
how
concrete plan as to
governthat
man
in
two
number
the
now
Merino,
Toribio
Adm. Jose
ment without a plan. So uncoordinated it was, that Pinochet said at the
agreement
time that he came to head the junta through a gentleman's
then
Merino,
then
himself,
first
which called for rotating leadership,

Mendoza. '^
The new government quickly promulgated a series of decree-laws to
Decree
establish its legitimacy and legal framework. The first of them.
revolution,
the
of
night
the
cameras
television
the
before
signed
Law # 1
the
constituted the junta as "the Supreme Command of the Nation with
institutions
patriotic duty to restore chilenidad,' justice, and the
which have broken down." The second said the junta would legislate
through a series of numbered decree-laws. Another, on September 22,
declared that Chile was under "a state of siege in time of war," which,

Leigh, then

,

among other things, had

the effect of giving military courts ascendancy

Unlike civilian courts, military courts could
decree the death penalty, and there was no appeal from their

over civilian tribunals.
(and did)

decisions. 1^

named the following to the Cabinet:
Interior Minister
Bradanovic,
Army Gen. Oscar Bonilla
Minister
Foreign
Diaz,
Huerta
Rear Adm. Ismael

On September

12, the junta

Army Gen. Rolando Gonzalez Acevedo, Economy*
•

would translate, roughly, as Chilean values, traditions.
civilian FerGeneral Gonzalez was out within the month, replaced by a
were retired officers.
nando Leniz. Of the others, Crespo Montero and Barba Valdes

Literally "Chilean-ness," this

• •

*

The

ailing
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Rear Adm. Lorenzo Gotuzzo Borlando, Finance
A civilian, Gonzalo Prieto Gandara, Justice
A civilian, Jose Navarro Tobar, Education
Vice Adm. Patricio Carvajal Prado, Defense
Air Force Brig. Gen. Sergio Figueroa Gutierrez, Public
Works
Air Force Col. Sergio Crespo Montero, Agriculture
Carabinero Gen. Diego Barba Valdes, Lands and Settlements
Carabinero Gen. Mario McKay Jaraquemada, Labor
Air Force Medical Service Col. Alberto Spoerer Covarrubias,
Health
Carabinero Gen. Arturo Yovane Ziiniga, Mining
Army Brig. Gen. Arturo Vivero Avila, Housing
Army Col. Pedro Ewing Howar, Secretary-General of Government
An authoritative source wrote at the time: "The political makeup of
the fifteen-man Cabinet is somewhat left of center,
more or less along
the lines of the Christian

Democratic party which ruled Chile before
The Cabinet is decidedly not right wing, and among
decrees was one outlawing right-wing extremist groups

Allende's election.
the junta's first

as well as those of the Left

." Yet another
noted that Pinochet himself
"was generally regarded as favorably disposed toward the
Christian
Democrats and was said to have supported Tomic in the 1970
elec.

.

tion.'™

The new stewards of Chile's government confronted a country
still
engaged in a shooting war— indeed, the bloodiest battles
were fought in
the days following the coup itself, and it would
be five months before
relative peace would reign.21 Chile's economy
was in ruins and the
country faced an uncertain future.
Roberto Kelly's first problem was entirely unexpected: what
to do
with the eighteen or so Soviets he found on the payroll
at the government's Office of Planning (ODEPLANl. The big,
bluff and balding
Irishman had retired from the navy as an admiral in 1967
after thirtyfive years' service. Admiral Merino, directing
economic affairs under
the division of labor worked out by the junta
members, already had
Kelly in mind, and asked him to take a job which
amounted to helping
devise a master plan for a new Chilean state. Kelly
was on the job first
thing

Wednesday morning

in the bullet-scarred

ing Plaza Constitucion, just a
palace.

ODEPLAN

offices fac-

few yards from the still-smoldering

By day's end, those Soviets had received their "pink slips."
Within a
few months, Kelly had trimmed the ODEPLAN staff
to four hundred,
half the number he found when he arrived. It was a
process being
repeated throughout the government. "In December,"
Kelly recalled.
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relic
"we found 300 000 uncashed checks-a

of Allende's tactic of piling

m

done
onto the public p^rolL" A study
oUhe
size
the
1972
n^^d"
showed that, by
the early months of junta rule
to 626,943
414,618
frorn
Allende
increased under

rreTnd mo'f of his people
public payroll had

^ts^o^rin'Si^-ar^^^^^
on^a

plan but a

team

to his

new

job.

|He actually b-ught two plans
for education^)

The

economy, another, still being developed,
blueprinted by a small group of young
new economic program had been
1972 concernmg what
ecTnomSrwho began informal discussions in
miracle someone
some
if,
by
like
rcTomy of Chile might look

one

for the

Se

person they shared thei

charge. One
houTd onriay ask them to take
Thus, what began largely as
Merino."
houSitTwith Adm. Jose Toribio
tightly
whimsy, coalesced finally mto a
an S?ise n frustration and
most
the
transform
thesis designed to
reasoned empirically supported
^.b
^^ ^e
econom'y in the hemisphere 1^^^were
ideas
Those
economy.
market
with arguably, no equal as a free
"Policies of Deemitled
study
Tontdned in a 187-page mimeographed
distribution carefully
"
Copies were closely guarded and

teSmSd

'

veSpment

fontroUed (each copy was numbered).^'*
economic ills to the economic
study traced the origin of Chile's
and con ent in
rise of socialist thought
collapse of 1930 and subsequent
gene^^^^^^^^^
tw^ve
in
plans
"onomic affairs. It then proposed action
redistribution to capital markets

m

income
(everything from taxation and
who
agrarian policies). Because many
and
industrial
and
nrice pSSes
the ^hn
Chicago,
of
University
wTrLd oTthat plan had studied at the
boys." Around twenty-five
rcTme known the work of "the Chicago
ages ranged from twenty-s x
those young economists-their
to tSty
stopped^In
work even before the shooting had
to tMrty f^ve-went to
were no
plan
the
in
proposals embodied
the event where specific
of
philosophy
inflation-fighting
SlloweTihe general free enterprise and

L

5

the plan was.

Among early

^ a
measures which were adopted.
,

percent wage hike

.

A temporary wagefreeze and suspension of the200
October
which had been scheduled

.

to go into effect

1;

supply

of goods^

stimulate the sagging
Prices were unfrozen so as to
October 3, that profiteers would be
on
But the junta also warned,
sharply in Octobe, the ,unt^>
and many were. When prices rose
pension and family allow
and
bonuses
reacted by decreeing special
were ordered fot P^o^"
bonuses
largest
The
ance adjustments.
the junta would take
workers-the first of a number of measures
rrStheyearstocreateaneffective-safetynet-forChUe'spoorest;
from forty-four to forty-eight hours;
. fhe^rk week was extended

Sd,
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Within a month, the government returned to private owners
more
than three hundred enterprises that had been illegally seized,
and

announced plans to sell off around 260 other government-operated
enterprises. Agreement was quickly reached with the
owners of many
of the fifty American companies that had been seized,
and a high-level
commission was named to begin immediate negotiations on
compensation for seized American properties, including the big
copper companies;
•

•

Agricultural output, which in 1973 had actually plunged
to 1936
levels, when Chile's population was one-half
that of 1973, was stimulated just as the fall sowing season was underway through
sharp price
increases and guarantees to small and medium-size
farmers against
expropriation;

The escudo was abruptly devalued from artificial low

levels (forty-six

to the dollar in the

•

•

open market, twenty to three hundred to the dollar
for imports) to an immediate 850. In the last
days of AUende, the
black market rate had soared to three thousand to the dollar,
and, as
noted in chapter 7, bankers and importers were forced to decipher
a
bewildering array of official exchange rates. After the coup,
three
rates were introduced: one for imports, one for
copper, one for general
exchange purposes;
Import duties were greatly simplified and streamlined;
To deal with the problem of official debt— Chile was then, in
per
capita terms, the

most heavily debt-burdened country

after Israel, the bloated public sector alone owing
more
was in the hands of the entire private sectori5_the

in the world

money than

junta announced

severe austerity measures. These included an announced
cutback of
100,000 jobs from the govei'nment payroll. As a first step, all government jobs with the exception of those in the judiciary and the
controller-general's office

were declared "temporary"

The program had some immediate successes. Foodstuffs and other
blossomed on shop shelves. Copper produc-

long-scarce goods suddenly

already climbing in September, reached record levels in
October
after plunging to ruinously low levels under Allende.
Farm output picked up rapidly. Three weeks after the coup, one
reporter
wrote: "Already the signs are in the air, as unmistakable
as the budding
trees that proclaim the arrival of spring in
this grey, grimy capital: a
renaissance of the local stock market; suddenly renewed
tion,

and

November

advertise-

ments and commercials for restaurants, discotheques, boutiques
and
bake shops; the reappearance of taxis on downtown streets
."
Said Chilean businessman Andronico Luksic: "I am
laughing for the
first time in a long time. I sing in the
shower and my days are full of
.

.

plans. "16

But

it

was only the beginning, and the road ahead was

harder,

much
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commanders had imagined. Viewmg the
harder than any of the miUtary
Ministry said: "It's a monster, an
usk ahead an o^^^^ in the Economy
the next
the junta's economic plannmg
absolute monster."- (More on

m

chapter.)
against out

shoots
with all frankness: Any man who
we will not res
And
dies.
innocems,
man who shoots
f orcesTs. Any
foreigners or
they
be
we clean these traitors from our country,

We should say,

unS

Chileans.

^^^^
at a

Gustavo Leigh, member

news

of

the junta,

conference in Santiago,

September

19,

1973

Chite,
the tormented land that was
Within the spindly borders of
Columevents
commanded
inexorably
forcermore sensed than seen
owmg
those forces in the first days fol
sensed
Buckley
E
n°st
treat democwho
those
of
exacted
is a heavy penance
Tp revol
are
Greeks are paying that price, as
a^ylriou^yrh"of
generation
Spain have paid it for over a
the Brazilians. Portugal and

WmSm

Vre

'''^Democracy
rt

is

sSd Sy

people who are careless with
a fragile institution, and
convulsed their countries,
not be surprised if, having

fhev are themselves inconvenienced."^®
arinounce
tw" days of the coup, Pinochet

*Sn
who
those

th^peiiance fo
in Chile. The unta he
had treated democracy frivolously
fc^
"exterminate Marxism" f^o"^ Chilean

saS waTdetermined
LeUhrwords, a week

i^eftheXei radio
"Thetunta

to

expressed

thoughts
later (echoing similar stern
amounted to war
network during the heat of battle),

never did say

how many were

executed summarily under
of the

^^f^^^^n^^

announced the day
military
terminated on October 24. But
officially
were
executions
the
decree
and, in some instances, to
courts continued to try prisoners
person
eighty-one
sources said
deS penalS As of October 24, official
courts. An undetermme
military
by
trial
after
had been executed
to escape. At lea
trying
while
number more were reported killed
on
October 24 .ni^^^^^
were killed in one such instance
September 24- The Com
circumstances
were reported slain in similar
States
the Organization of American
mission on Human Rights of
execu
persons had been summarily
''reliable sources,'' said 220
The Chilean government reacte
coup.
the
in Se first months following
case or
had failed to cite a single specific
anSily saying the commission
m
reported
subsequently
The commission
even n;LI nfmes or places.

J'^TtSl rtdicts

3ve

SS
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on four separate incidents involving
the collective executions
^^i

total of forty-four persons,

of a

As part of its campaign to "exterminate
Marxism" legally, the junta
on September 21, outlawed the Communist
and Socialist parties, and
four Marxist and pro-Marxist
miniparties which had backed AUende
Non-Marxist parties were declared in indefinite
also

m

"recess,"

'recess,"

The Congress"

was formally dissolved as part of that
same series of
?"f^'-^'^« announcing those measures,
«"""'

SnnXTo
",Tindication of long-range
Pinochet gave S'
the first sohd

military rule
Democratic, civilian government, he said,
would be restored "as soon
as the country
forgets the chaos it was living in."
Asked how long
that could take, Pinochet said:
"When a sick person has to have an ari^
amputated, it is very difficult to say how
long he will take to recuperate.
Leigh softened the impact of that
somewhat

by disclosing that a
commission had been named to draft a new
constitution, and that it
would be submitted to the electorate in a
referendum 30
Next, the junta zeroed in on the
Communist-controlled Central
Workers Confederation (CUT). On September
25, it was declared illegal
tor having been transformed into
an organization of political character
under the influence of foreign tendencies
and devoid of national spirit "
Individual unions were not affected;
only the loosely knit and highlv
pohticized CUT But, the power of unions
was shaiply curbed by new
mles reshaping labor courts and banning
industry-wide strikes
To make its political control complete,
the junta also fired all mayors
and^city councilmen and appointed
known anti-Marxists to replace

Education was the next target. Describing
the university system as "a
focus of Marxist teaching," the junta,
early in October, fired the rectors
at all seven canipuses of the
state-run University of Chile and replaced

them with military men. [The distinguished
scholar Paul Sigmund
although scarcely sympathetic to the junta,
noted that "there remained
only one group of institutions which
might provide a center of resistance to military rule, the universities.")3i
Air Force Gen. Cesar Ruiz
Danyau, whose resignation in August had
paved the way for one of the
coup leaders. General Leigh, to assume
command, replaced Christian
Democrat Dr. Edgardo Boeninger at the main,
Santiago campus. Military delegate-rectors were also
named for the country's two Catholic
universities. Thousands among the
128,000 students and hundreds
of

members were suspended because of suspected leftist
ties and a
number of courses cancelled pending review
Many among the students
were later expelled, and a number of
teachers fired.32 Textbooks used in
taculty

and high school classrooms were reviewed and
Marxist-tinged
works pruned out.
grade
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decisive
measures enjoyed the support of the
did
measure
coup one
majSrof Chileans who had clamored for the
.^^
miniskirts, then in vogue
not- An official attack on
wuh
was the n:00 p.m.-5:30 A.M. curfew
popular
so
BuVanotherdid:
Family
The
known-)Oshingly-as
many Chilean wives that it became

Though most

of these

Protection Act.

The Catholic church-long allied with

the Christian Democrat party

vosrt.onoi
leftist leadership-took a
(PDC), and mainly with its
CathoRonoan
from the outset.
passive-aggressive hostility to the junta
Henriquez
Silva
Cardinal
rcblhop? led by the Catholic primate, Raul
blood w^ch
two days after the coup deploring "the
su da statement
settlements, and our f-^^^J^T". ^e
has reddened our streets, our
of so '-^"^
civilians and of soldiers, the tears

rT

of

"«^^

TJ^Il tr he w^o
the struggle, and, «/« ^^ -"; °5 h?,
ask respect for those fallen in
Republic^ The
^^e
of
President
Uth
was until Tuesday September
the ''advances achieved by the for^
statement also expressed hope that
peasant class, will not be
mer government for the working and
normality" would soon return to
reversed,"

"^

and that "institutional

^
Th^'cardinal,

on Pinochet and the other
coup agreed to celebrate
Independence Day but
September
18,
Mass on
Thanksgiving
National
of
Church
the
to

who had paid a courtesy

call

days after the
military chieftains in the first

the traditional Te Deum
shifted it from the Cathedral
the
that the cardinal agreed to offer
Pinochet, in his memoirs, recalled
but
government,
given the previous
junta the same support he had
living ex-presidents attended the
three
All
that."35
than
nothing more
the Supreme Court and other high
mass, as well as the chief justice of
two commentators on church-|unta
political

and church

leaders.

As

junta and the church were
church in the following

the
relations observed, relations between
of the
role
the
of
(More
from the outset, "bad."^^
chapter.)

THE WORLD REACTS
from alone in taking pot shots
Swedish Ambassador Edelstam was far
David Holden observed.
writer
British
The
at the new government.
was a failure. Both his
he
life
In
man.
lucky
"Salvador Allende died a
long before the end. But in death
policies and his country were shattered
Instantly canonized as the
he achieved success beyond his dreams
became overnight the most
he
Western world's newest left-wing martyr,
Guevara." Yet another,
Che
friend,
since his old

^tent

cult-figure
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^?j'' ^'""'^ ^"donically: "It was a bit
fh^Ii^^^f
hem but .1"
the soldiers who overthrew
Salvador

boy scoutish of
Allende thought that

they had earned the gratitude of the
American people, and of the West in
general. For one thing, they had
prevented the transformation of Chile
into a sort of Latin American
bases

.Alas,

.

how

little

.

Czechoslovakia, complete with Soviet
these soldiers understood the

times in Washington or London. With
the
not done o attack Communists
defense of capitalism has

mood

hi

Helsinki* about, 1 1 i
too stridently. Since the intellectual

become

a minority cause in

'"""' '^''"'"^^ ^« "'

STndt

7

spirit of

most

of the

Adam
Smith and Milton
'l^PFriedman
'h
were a positive embarrassment
"37
From Mexico to Moscow, a howl went up
that would frequently
border on hysteria-when not
outright
^^^^^ 'ii-iPl" °f

cynicism. Cried one,
the
Chilean military will haul the nation
back to the Stone Age, where a
primitive and simplistic warrior village
will be bedded down for a long
sleep awaiting the fantasied
attacks commg from every direction."
Another said, "civil war surely will be the
central fact of Chile in the
''

years to come.'- The commiseration
of the outside world was
u ually
in direct contrast to the mood
of celebration of most Chileans
Fidel Castro, whirling around
the world after attending the
confer-

^^-^l^^"^^^;

aTso?v
also
expected to

^— -

Algier,s~a conference

AHendeYad

attend-flew into New Delhi on his first
official visit to
ndia and was given a warm welcome
by Mrs. Indira Gandhi. (Castro had
,ust won the affection of the
"non-aligned" Arab states by announcing
at
Algiers that Cuba was breaking
diplomatic relations with Israel fin
Hanoi, a day later, Castro called the
coup "a hateful act
perpetrated
by stooges of North American
imperialism." He added' in words
Moscow had initially rejected but because
of the new lessons of Chile
came increasingly to make its own,
"There is no longer any alternative
t;rnacive
.

.

.

except a revolutionary struggle."

The coup seemed to have caught Moscow
off balance. Only a few days
be ore the revolution, the Soviets
had signed a new scientific and cul
tural agreement with Chile,
and reports appearing in the Soviet
press in
the days preceding the eleventh
gave no hint of imminent doom 39
Thus

Moscow s

first reactions were more
bluster than slashing. On the da^
the coup, Radio Moscow proclaimed
Allende a martyr and said he
was not the sort of person" to commit
suicide, the first prong of a
propaganda offensive that would endure
through the years. On September 14, the Central Committee
of the Communist party
of the Soviet

after

'

'°

agreement reached in Helsinki between
the United States and the
control over the lives o their own ckfjens

u^g'^^f;.'
USSR
cal hng on'^t
the Soviets to liberalize thc.r
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Union issued a mousy statement proclaiming "solidarity" with the
Chilean working classes, adding that "neither reprisals nor terror can
break the will of the people or close the road to economic and social
when
progress."'*'^ Russian floundering continued until September 21,
the Soviets broke diplomatic relations, blaming alleged persecution of
Soviet officials by the junta for the break. But by then, the Soviets had
already launched "a sustained and well-orchestrated propaganda campaign aimed at isolating and discrediting the regime." Pravda, on Sep-

tember 26, reported that "the streets of Santiago were flowing with
blood." On September 28, Moscow Radio said women and children were
being shot by the junta in an effort to intimidate people, and a month
Chilean demolater, on October 28, added that "tens of thousands of
had
crats" had been killed. Moscow Radio also stated that Allende
been "murdered in cold blood," and that his residence had been "wiped
off the face of the earth." Premier Leonid Brezhnev expressed horror at
the "monstrous, completely open violation of a country's constitution,
the unceremonious flouting of the democratic traditions of an entire
nation.'"*!

On November 30, a Soviet Committee for Solidarity with Chilean
Democrats was formed to establish "contacts with national committees
in other countries and jointly with them take actions aimed at all-round
isolation of the Chilean military junta." (Those efforts to isolate and
undermine the junta included fomenting a protest campaign to prevent

the sale of
States:

a total
Chile.

arms

The campaign found echo in the United
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy [D-Mass.] proposed

to Chile.'*^

on October 2, 1973,
ban on arms sales to Chile, and a $25 million ceiling on
More on the U.S. response later in this chapter.)

all aid to

Adverse reaction was not limited to avowedly Marxist countries. In
Mexico, President Luis Echeverria, close to Allende since his own days
was the
as a student in Chile, ordered three days of official mourning. It
the
since
state
head
of
foreign
fallen
first time Mexico had so honored a
annual
for
its
Blackpool
Meeting
at
Kennedy.
assassination of John E
conference, Britain's Labour party gave a standing ovation to Allende's

London— the first nondelegate to address a party
conference since two Spanish Republicans were invited to do so in the
through the
1930s.''3 In Paris, a crowd of thirty thousand marched

former ambassador in

"down with the murderers and the CIA."^'* In Rome,
where the Communist movement was second only to that of France in
three
the Western world (and ahead of what was then the number
streets shouting,

country, Chile], billboards and wall scrawling eulogizing Allende
appeared throughout the city. In West Germany, governed then by Willy
Brandt's Social Democrats, the

government expressed "deep dismay"

In
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neighboring Argentina, the leftist
government of Juan Peron decreed
three days of official mourning.
Venezuela,

where leftist politics had
thought and discourse for fifteen
years, also
declared o ficial mournmg; and the
leftist-controlled Latin American
Labor Confederation, based in Caracas,
accused "imperialist powers" of
staging the coup. To Chile's north,
Peruvian President Juan Velasco
Alvarado^-hcading a leftist military
dictatorship-sent a message of
deepest sympathies" to Allende's
widow. The Christian Democrat

dommated

political

communique reflecting the
'^^
^^^^^"^
°^
P^^^y- The statement
?' ^"^f
Zfr^ll both
K .'i the Left
blamed
and the Right in Chile for Allende's
death condemned the military coup, and protested what the
party said were signs
It had detected that the new
military rulers were attempting to
woo the
support of the Right.45 in Rome, the
Italian Christian Democratic
^ ^" """"^'^ coalition of mostly leftist parties-said it
^"^-Z^i^
was difficult to understand" how its
Chilean

wnS/°H T'

"""fT^,"}^^'

f1

^^' ^''"^^ "

^^"^

f

coumerparts "could
expect an early return to constitutional
and democratic methods"
The far left wing of the Italian party was
particularly miffed, inasmuch
as It had been plumping for a
coalition with the Italian
Communists
similar to
lende's coalition.^^ Responding
in part to the Italians
more generally to the fusillades of his
putative political allies around
the world, Frei directed a letter
to Mariano Rumor, president
of the
Christian Democracy International, in
which he said the military
coup was necessary because "a cancer
requires major surgery, and not
an aspirin.'

A

That scholarship and research transcend
ideology and political
boundaries IS a hallowed-and loudly

proclaimed-cornerstone of academic freedom. Nonetheless, in the
aftermath of the coup, the Ford
Foundation ended grants to anyone working
inside Chile, and the University of California severed its
links with the University of
Chile.^^
Allende's former envoys around the
world quickly joined the counterRome, the respected anti-Allende Chilean
journalist Nena
Ossa remembered strolling down a street
late Tuesday afternoon when
she saw a headline announcing a
coup in her native Chile. Because of the
six-hour time difference, the newspaper
contained only scant details of
the outbreak of the revolt.
attack. In

"That night," Mrs. Ossa said, "there was very
little news on the radio
morning, I telephoned our ambassador,
Carlos Vasallo'
ll u
Although
he was a Communist, we were on reasonably
good terms I
asked him what was going on.
" 'I don't know,' he told
me. All I know is I have lost

ff

my president and

,
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many of my friends. All communications to Santiago have been cut

and

there are no airplanes.'
j
journalist and he suggested
"Later, around noon, I was with a German
jpresumably
we go to the embassy. The ambassador said a radio station
and from
Argentina,
in
Blanca,
clandestine] was transmitting to Bahia
to
say that
started
ambassador
there, reports were being sent out. The
to
refused
had
they
because
blame,
were
to
the Christian Democrats
in and
came
secretary
a
Then
Allende.
with
reach an understanding
a visitor
whispered something in his ear. The ambassador said he had
received
he
Then
We asked him whether we should leave and he said no.
room.
the
of
corner
far
the visitor and the two of them talked in a
that
"We overheard them saying that it couldn't have been suicide,
[apparently
murders
of
spoke
they
murdered,
Allende must have been
and the Christian
referring to Augusto Olivares as well as Allende],
,

,

Democrats.
me that the visitor was
'As we were leaving, my German friend told
in Italy That afterthe most important Communist party journalist
the 'murder' of
about
noon, the party newspaper trumpeted a story
Allende.

"By

,

late afternoon, the plazas

were

full of graffiti:

,

_

.

'Chilean Fascists-

'"^^
Murderers,' and that sort of thing.
far from the scene, long
elsewhere,
Rome,
in
Moscow,
Thus— in
of the two canards of the
one
exist—
could
evidence
serious
before any

murdered. (IronChilean revolution was born: That Allende had been
her husband
that
widow "confirmed"
ically, a few days later, Allende's
Daughter
repudiate.
later
would
had committed suicide, a version she
but even
murdered,
been
had
father
her
Isabel, not only asserted that
witness,
another
was
there
said
also
she
then,
But,
named his murderer.
the "seriously wounded" Miria Contreras.)"*'
The other canard was not far behind. On September 18, Allende's
Yugoslovia, and
former ambassadors to China, East Germany, Hungary,
American
"North
accuse
to
Rumania, called a press conference in Rome
ruin of
and
the
Allende
of
death
the
of "coldly planning

imperialism"

goodwill" to do all
the country." Their statement appealed to "men of
hand
of murderers and
stay
the
to
urgency,
greatest
the
possible, "with
"so
Chile.
in
bloodbath
the
end
to
put
an
to

OF PLOTS

AND PRISONERS

October 1973 interview with the Madrid newsEduardo Frei spoke of the discovery of
President
former
paper ABC,
arma"armament superior in number and quality to that of the Army:
In his previously cited
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30,000
(He noted also the boast of a Communist
leader that "the generals have found only a small part of the arms we
"|si In light of later
had
reports, that estimate almost certainly was
for

.

.

."

an exaggeration. But what was no exaggeration at all was the war footing
of the far Left in Chile. That Allende knew about this and connived in it
is virtually beyond dispute. His own residences, Tomas More and El
Caiiaveral, were themselves among the most awesome arsenals of illegal arms.

As noted

earlier,

discovery of arms on a significant scale began in July,

when the military began applying the Arms Control Law in earnest. But
the pre coup discoveries paled by comparison with what was found
afterwards. Conservative estimates said five thousand men could be

armed with weapons uncovered in the first days. Even before the Communist leader's boast, the military estimated that, on the basis of documents they had found, they had located less than a quarter of the arms
smuggled into Chile by air and sea, and over wilderness land routes.
Chilean military intelligence said it had found evidence that approximately 100,000 Popular Unity men had undergone some kind of military training in the years between 1969 and 1973.52
Seven training schools were discovered— one of them at El Cafiaveral,
the country estate Allende had bought for his personal secretary and
mistress, Miria Contreras. Situated at the edge of the Andes, a few miles
east of Santiago, El Cafiaveral was Allende's favorite weekend retreat.

included an obstacle course, gunnery ranges, and housing for 130 "students." (Tomas Moro, the palace Allende provided for
himself in Santiago, had qilarters for 150 irregulars.) At both complexes—as at the training camps— the military found antitank guns,
sub-machineguns, bazookas, mortars, mines and grenades, as well as
rifles and revolvers. The cost of this clandestine arsenal
obviously not
the paraphernalia of a "peaceful road to socialism"— ran into the milFacilities there

—

lions.

—

The military

also discovered extensive documentation
including a
in the safe of Daniel Vergara, the long-serving undersecretary of the
interior— of 14,085 foreigners who were in the country illegally Among
list

those foreigners captured almost immediately: twelve Soviet army officers who had been training worker-revolutionaries at a Soviet-installed
factory at El Belioto, near Valparaiso. Naval intelligence had had them

under close surveillance from the time of their arrival a year before, and
they were arrested on the morning of the revolution
along with eight
Soviet engineers and technicians working with them— and expelled
several days later. ^3
But the most startling secrets came from a safe in Allende's office at
La Moneda the outlines of a plot to stage a preemptive coup. Those

—

—

.
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comdocuments revealed that the plan was to liquidate top miUtary
IndepenSeptember
18
the
for
gathered
manders en masse when they
political
dence Day ceremonies, murder or jail six hundred opposition
dictatordemocracy"-type
"people's
a
clamp
and opinion leaders, and
intelligence service
ship on the country. Pinochet said the military
but that the full
the
coup,
before
plot
the
of
rumors
picked
up
(SIM) had
early press reports,
In
afterwards.
until
discovered
not
were
details
pretext for
existence of the plot— called Plan Z— was invoked as a
disauthor,
the
with
staging the revolution. Pinochet, in an interview
were
puted that claim. His disclaimer that discovery of the plots (there
revolution
for
trigger
the
was
force)
air
the
several, including one in
rings true since none was ready for execution.^'*
in the
Chile was a country where consensus had been incinerated
were
Left
and
hatreds of class warfare. It was a country where Right
country
a
It
was
franchise.
plotting how to annhilate each other's future
many were arming and scheming to murder one another. It was a

where

in durcountry where foreign legiormaires by the thousands, swarming
added
revolution,
song
of
siren
the
to
response
ing the AUende years in
have
to
claimed
junta
(The
danger.
the
to
divisiveness,
to the din, to the
of them, including: 4,178 Bohvians, 2,139
Brazilians, 3,266 Uruguayans, 580 Col1,297
Cubans,
987
Argentines,
apparently be
ombians, and 148 Mexicans— though that number would
j^s
disputed by United Nations officials,
background that the junta
It was against that chaotic and high tension
Several thousand percountry.
the
of
control
moved to consolidate its
in the first days after
up
rounded
were
foreigners,
many
sons, including
centers such as the
detention
makeshift
into
herded
many
the coup,

identified

more than 13,000

reporter
National Stadium and the indoor Arena Chile in Santiago. A
said
Stadium
National
who was part of a group of newsmen taken to the
Red
and
fed,
well
be
to
the prisoners were given blankets, "appeared
foreigners
said
240
He
see
them."
Cross personnel were being allowed to
held
were among the approximately 3,500 to four thousand then being
there.56

Although the number imprisoned— just as the number of those who
among
died in the revolution— was far fewer than, to take one example
many, those who would die and suffer long imprisonment in the Nicaraguan revolution a few years later, Chile was almost instantly converted
atrocities.s^ Nicaragua
into a pariah state castigated for human rights
it reveals much about
because
made
be
never was. The point needs to
apply
to regimes of the
as
they
indignation
rules
of
the elasticity of the
"Was there not
wrote:
Kissinger
Henry
Left.
As
the
those
of
Right, and
demonstrated at an
involved a double standard that continued to be
revolution, no
ever-accelerating pace throughout the 1970s? No radical
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how bloody— one thinks of Cuba, Iraq, Algeria, many African
Vietnam's occupation of Indochina, Khomeini's Iran has con-

—

fronted the worldwide press campaign and the global indignation
evoked by the clumsy authoritarians of Santiago. Was its crime in its
methods, or its position on the right of the pohtical spectrum? Was its
sin the lack of civil freedoms, or the abandonment of the leftist

embrace?

Why

the argument so widespread that left-wing governsupposed to be moderated by economic
assistance while conservative governments like Chile's must be
reformed by ostracism? The socialist government of Sweden cut off aid

ments

is

like Nicaragua's are

on September 13, within forty-eight hours of the coup, before
implications could possibly be known. Had it ever acted with such
alacrity, or at all, against left-wing tyrants? Indeed, it had lavished aid on
Hanoi throughout the Vietnam war and afterward. "^s
to Chile

its

Within three weeks of the coup, Chile released the last six of the
who were among the foreigners detained. Two of
them, first at a press conference in Miami, later in testimony before Sen.
Edward Kennedy, would tell lurid tales of mass executions which reverberated around the world; less noticed was their later admission that
they had actually seen nothing, only heard the sounds of shooting
which they supposed must be firing squads.
Two other Americans never came back. One allegedly involved in
the navy mutiny plot against the high command that was one of the
triggers for the revolution— would later become the hero of a major
movie, Missing. A New York Times reporter, writing from Santiago at
twenty-five Americans

—

two as "deeply committed to the AUende cause
and gentle intellectuals not involved in Chilean poli-

the time, described the
[but] pacifists
tics, "s^

Within weeks of the coup, the junta had granted safe-conduct passes
out of the country to 1,729 foreigners and their families. By the first
anniversary of the revolution, that number had risen to 8,416, virtually
all

the foreigners

who wished to leave,

the representative of the

leading to a commendation from

UN High Commission for Refugees for Chile's

handling of the problem. «o Unnoticed in the exodus, of foreigners and
Chileans, was the return of approximately twenty- thousand Chileans
who had fled during the AUende years. That number was approximately
equal to the number of Chileans who left following the coup.

Many

top leaders of the Allende government and of the Socialist and
parties managed to evade capture, most taking refuge in
embassies. Among them was the most hunted of all: Carlos Altamirano.

Communist

He ultimately reached

Paris

with

a

Cuban diplomatic

passport, issued
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by the consulate of Cuba in East Germany. Others evaded capture,
despite a $14,000 reward the government offered for information leadleaders.^'
ing to the arrest of any of the thirteen most-wanted Allende

One among them was lucky; Volodia Teitelboim, chief ideologue of the
Communist party, was out of the country on the eleventh. He never
came back. Surfacing shortly afterwards in Moscow, he began a new and
enduring career as chief commentator of an ambitious series of radio
programs beamed to Chile (and Latin America), by transmitters so
powerful that, in parts of Chile, they were almost the equivalent of local
broadcast stations. (Teitelboim was the man who, on July 19, had said
will
defiantly: "Why were we going to seek asylum? We are not rats. We
never abandon our fight for the people. "j^^

no high-ranking government or party
on the eleventh or afterwards. But a number
were captured and questioned at the Defense Ministry and Military
Academy On September 14, the new justice minister, Gonzalo Prieto

With the exception

of Allende,

official died in the fighting,

Gandara, met with the prisoners and offered them a plane to fly into
The next
exile. To a man, they refused, demanding instead to be tried.
to
journey
and
boat
air
twenty-one-hour
day they were taken on a
A
Santiago.
of
south
miles
base,
naval
1,500
remote
a
Island,
Dawson
few— Interior Minister Carlos Briones, considered a moderate; Dr. Patricio Guijon, the presidential physician who saw Allende shoot himself;

and the former defense minister, Jose Toha— were released in Decemsixty pounds
ber. (Toha, a gangling 6 foot 6 inch man of forty- seven, lost
died
a few weeks
he
Santiago,
in
hospitalized
during his confinement;
later.

The

official version

was

suicide; others attributed his death to

cancer; still others charged murder.)
Those who remained behind spent their

first

two months on Dawson

Island in crude barracks they promptly dubbed "The Sheraton" |no
doubt since Santiago's two leading hotels were then both Sheratons). For

the balance of their eight-month confinement there, they were in room(Another group
ier and more comfortable quarters constructed for them.
held on
women—
forty-nine
men
and
485
prisoners
of lower-ranking
wind-swept Quiriquina Island in Concepcion Bay— were taught carpen-

—

and bricklaying so they could build their own quarters. On arrival,
they had to make do in dilapidated barracks at Fort Rondizzone, originally bulk to guard against pirates.) The Dawson prisoners also were put
to work erecting dozens of telephone poles along thirty-five miles of the
island's territory, building roads, digging tunnels, and hauling timber. In
their free time, they gave each other courses on everything from international finance to English, cybernetics, and neurology'^3 Except for
try

complaints about the food and early harassment by some

of their jailers,
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were no reports of serious mistreatment of the Dawson prisoners.
Among the many Chilean and foreign newsmen (and Red Cross offithere

cials) to visit

the island, the Brazilian journalist, Antonio Alberto Prado,

two serious problems: the raw cold, and, quoting a prisoner]
lack of freedom, with no charges to defend against, because
none

reported
"the

has been

made

against

us."<i'*

The Dawson Island prisoners— thirty-five in the
more later— included Clodomiro Almeyda, the

first

batch, a few

foreign

minister;

Orlando Letelicr, former ambassador to the U.S., defense minister
at the
end; Luis Corvalan, Communist party secretary-general;
Fernando
Flores, General Prats' close friend, who years later
would become a multimillionaire in the United States in his esoteric field of
computers,
cybernetics; the Puccios, father and son, who had been in the
palace with
Allende; Radical party President Anselmo Sulc; chief presidential
physician Dr. Arturo Jiron; Education Minister Dr. Edgardo Enrfquez
(father of
the MIR chieftain, who would be killed a month later
in a shoot-out

with
Enrique Kirberg, president of the Technical University, the
most radical of all the campuses (and scene of some of the heaviest
and
most prolonged fighting of the revolution).
soldiers); Dr.

Orlando Letelier was among those brought out of the Defense Minisaround 8:30 a.m., on the morning of the revolution, before the heavy
shooting started. Elizabeth Davis, wife of the American
ambassador,
saw the scene on television and reported that the Orlando
Letelier she
saw was a changed man. (She could not have known that in
addition to
the trauma of sudden capture, the defense minister
was a "changed
man" for another reason: the afternoon before, he had undergone paintry

root canal work.j^s But Mrs. Letelier did not see that
television
program, nor did she hear about it. She dialed number after
number
throughout the day attempting to learn of his whereabouts until
finally,
late in the day, she got through to General Leigh. "
'Don't worry,' he told
me. 'Your husband's situation is going to be clarified soon. He
is very
ful

well, and there is nothing for
similar reassurances that day

you to worry about.' " Mrs. Toha received
from a Commander Merrick, and the next
day received a call from the Defense Department telling her
to pack a
bag for her husband. (When an officer came to pick it up,
he gave her a
note from her husband, in which he asked her to include a
coat, some
cigarettes, some sweets, and above all, some warm clothing,
because it
was extremely cold where he was going. Mrs. Letelier, the day after
the
coup, managed to talk on the telephone to her husband.)
A few days
later, Pinochet received a delegation— the wives
of Almeyda, Letelier,
and Toha— and after reassuring them that their husbands were all right,
delivered "a harangue" about their husbands' collusion with Marxists.
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He also agreed to forward mail
four

to their husbands. For most,

months before they would

see

them

it

would be

again.^*

Efforts to free the high-ranking prisoners began almost immediately.
Kurt Waldheim, then secretary-general of the United Nations, and Ec-

uadorean Ambassador Leopoldo Benites, then president of the UN General Assembly, responding to pressure from the Soviet bloc, made an
appeal for Corvalan's life. The Chileans responded that Corvalan would
be court-martialed for high treason, adding, "We are telling everybody
"^'^
(No such appeal, Kissinger noted, was
to mind their own business.
revolution, "who were far more
Iran's
victims
of
for
the
made later
Ultimately, and largely through
treated,"!
badly
far
more
and
numerous
the efforts of the United States, Corvalan was freed in a swap for the
Soviet dissident leader, Vladimir Bukovsky. (That the Soviets would
release a man who had denounced the practice of committing political
dissidents to psychiatric wards, and thus acknowledge that he was, in
fact, a political prisoner, was a measure of the importance they attached

communist movement. Thanks, also, to U.S.
Almeyda
and Letelier were released in 1975.**
both

to the Chilean
tion,

|

interven-

Nor were such appeals confined to those outside Chile. Bernardo
Leighton, one of the leaders of the left wing of the Christian Democratic
party, filed for a writ of habeas corpus for several of the imprisoned
and Almeyda. The Appeals Court rejected
the petition on a technical ruling that would fester at the heart of many
legal controversies yet to come. Leighton later left Chile himself, setting
up a well-financed and well -staffed headquarters in Rome to organize
and foster opposition to the junta one of several such in Europe.*'
Another man, central to the Chilean cataclysm, was free to leave.
On September 12, Carlos Prats Gonzalez called his former second-incommand, Augusto Pinochet Ugarte, to say that he wanted to leave
Chile. He was already the focus of new rumors. One set said right-wing
hit squads planned to assassinate him. Another said he was command-

ministers, including Briones

—

ing counterrevolutionary forces in the south of Chile.
Two days later, Pinochet returned his call. While agreeing that he

the counterrevolution rumors were false, Pinochet said it would
be difficult to authorize Prats' departure unless he would agree to make

knew

a televised statement "clarifying his position." Unbeknownst to Prats,
Pinochet was then looking at a report of the Army General Staff, recom-

mending against exile for Prats,

at least until

he explained what he knew

(1) Marxist plans to destroy the armed forces; (2) misappropriation of government funds to benefit extremist groups or individuals; (3)
the presence of foreign Communists in Chile to organize paramilitary

about:
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armed groups

in

government

offices

themselves. Pinochet decided to accede to Prats request out of respect,
he said, for his rank; he agreed to fly him to the Argentine border in a
military helicopter.

On

saying that from the

moment of his resignation, he had removed himself

September

14, Prats

taped his brief remarks,

from all public activity, that he would never lead a rebellion which
would only shed more blood among brothers, and that his only wish now
was to leave the country as he had intended to do even before the

—

revolution.

At 6:30 A.M., on Saturday, September 15th, having said farewell the
night before to his daughters, grandchildren, and wife (who would join

him later). Prats left
come home again.''"

his

home, bound

for Argentina.

He would

never

THE WAR OF WORDS, THE SEARCH FOR MEANING
But the existence of the clandestine arms, and the fanatical resistance
mostly in the MIR, accounted for

of a cadre of extremists clustered

much of the bloodletting in the weeks following the coup. The bloodletting never, however, approached the proportions portrayed in lurid
accounts in much of the world's press.'One, which continued to be
quoted long after it had been refuted, and which was instrumental in
creating the mythology of mass murder and mayhem, appeared in

Newsweek magazine

in the

October

8,

1973, issue.

was written by an English correspondent for the magazine, John
Barnes, who was flown out from London to cover the aftermath of the
coup— presumably because of his prior experience in Latin America
(though not enough experience to learn to speak Spanish).
The title of the article was chilling enough: "Slaughterhouse in
Santiago." The article began dramatically— and inaccurately: "Pablo
Neruda, Chile's Nobel Prize-winning poet, was dead of cancer, and even
as his body was lowered into its grave, his countrymen set about trying
to murder his words. Books of all kinds, not only Neruda's but those of
Mao and Marx and Marcuse, were seized by the tens of thousands from
homes, bookstores and libraries and then fed to bonfires in the streets of
It

Santiago.^' Chilean universities, once proud bastions of independence,
were purged of suspected leftists, and ordinary people learned to dread
the midnight knock on the door. All this was bad enough, but Newsweek correspondent John Barnes discovered last week that the reign of
terror has already gone much further than most people thought."
What followed was more political harangue than journalism. In the
article,

Barnes, reporting

on fighting

in the shantytowns, ascribed the

.
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to a lust for vengeance, because it was in those "poblaclones" that Allende had had his greatest support. There was a good deal
reason that, as at
of fighting in the poblaciones. but for the more obvious

"terror" in

them

La Legua, the

far Left

had long since invaded them and converted them

armed terrorists.
was when Barnes attempted to get specific that he marched into his

into lawless bastions of
It

journalistic slaughterhouse. "Workers at the morgue," Barnes
wrote, "have been warned that they will be court-martialed and shot if
official
they reveal what is going on in there. But I was able to obtain an

own

morgue body-count from the daughter

of a

member of the

staff:

by the

fourteenth day following the coup, she said, the morgues had received
and processed 2,796 corpses,
"No one knows/' Barnes added, "how many have been disposed of
elsewhere."
The trouble

sprung
is that Barnes was dead wrong. Among those who
Washthe
publication,
sister
of
a
Diuguid
Luis
H.
him
was
to challenge
ington Post (which owns Newsweek]: "The number of violent deaths in
the Chilean capital over the three weeks since the military coup appears
the
to have been approximately 750, on the basis of checking today at
central morgue. This contrasts both with latest official count of 284 for
the whole country and with.a report by John Barnes in the current issue
at the
of Newsweek, saying that the total number of deaths registered

morgue in the two weeks after the coup was 2,796.
"This reporter visited the morgue today and was told by the woman
who has kept records there for several years that 2,796 was indeed an
accurate count— of all the deaths recorded by the morgue from January 1
to September 25, rather than during the brief period after September 1 1
"Assuming that to be accurate, and it would apparently be hard to
there
falsify if the system is as foolproof as was explained to me, then
have been about 750 more bodies processed through the morgue so far
this year than one would normally have expected."
central

Diuguid

—despite his own clearly discernible pro- Allende,

antijunta

to bury also Barnes' lurid tale of a grave-digger
that he had heard reports of helicopters gathBarnes
told
allegedly
who
ering bodies at the emergency first-aid center in Santiago and then

proclivities— went on

them out to sea to be dumped. "Under normal circumstances,"
Diuguid wrote, "all violent deaths in the Santiago metropolitan area
must by law be processed through the central morgue." Diuguid obviously operated on the assumption that, in a country steeped in bureauin the
cratic reflexes, bureaucratic rigamarole continued to rule even
carrying

''^

aftermath of a revolution.
These events are worth recalling not just because of what they reveal
aftermath, but
of the tone and tenor of reporting on the coup and its
premises on
the
became
days
early
those
in
because the myths created
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which so many permanent conclusions were formed. Barnes'
figures
(and phony book-burning claim) continued to surface
for months
after-

wards in paid advertisements, newspaper and magazine articles/^
in the
U.S. Congress, Senator Edward Kennedy read the
Barnes article into the
Congressional Record. On October 8, 1 973— six days after the
Washington Post (among others) had challenged the validity of
Barnes' reporting?''_his figures were repeated matter- of -factly in a full-page
ad in the
New York Times and other major U.S. newspapers, under the headline:

The Massacre Continues." (The ad was paid for by the Chile
Emergency Committee, a who's who of leftist causes which included
among its several hundred signers singer Joan Baez; the revolutionary
priests, Daniel and Philip Berrigan; Daniel
Ellsberg [the man who
"Chile:

leaked the "Pentagon Papers"]; actress Jane Fonda [fresh
from her pilgrimage to Hanoi in support of the North Vietnamese enemies
of the
United States]; writers I.E Stone and Kurt Vonnegut, and
historian

Henry Steele Commager. That ad was the committee's second. In
the
first, on September 23, the signers
proclaimed that "the streets |of
Santiago] are red with blood
thousands are reported to have been
killed
Having dealt a death blow to the constitutional order, the
right-wing junta has launched a reign of terror ... the
U.S. government
and certain large corporations bear major responsibility
for what has
.

.

.

.

.

.

happened in Chile

")

Most of the first press reports conceded that Allende had brought the
country to chaos, and many even acknowledged that in
those circumstances, revolution was inevitable. Tolerance
of the revolutionaries
evaporated rapidly when the new rulers made plain they had
no intention of returning to the status-quo-ante. As the
weeks wore on, almost
no charge was too improbable, no matter how improbable
the source.
Four months after the coup, newspapers, and radio and
television stations around the world featured a report by a "woman's
delegation" just
back from Chile, reporting that "80,000 persons have been

killed and
."
as a result of the junta takeover
News
agencies described the organization, the Women's
International Democratic Federation, as "leftist"; actually, the federation
was a wellidentified Soviet front organization, set up in 1945
as a key component
of the well-funded Soviet "disinformation"
and propaganda network."

150,000

thrown out

of

work

.

,

Such reckless reporting would, increasingly, become the rule, in
a pattern that contained three main elements.
jl) Rumor, unverified charges, and
fiamboyant claims found ready
forums.
(2 Allende was portrayed, in the worst of cases, as a Don
Quixote,
more often as a martyr; his government, invariably, as "democratically
1

elected."

—
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Conspicuous left-wingers dominated the commentary on events

in Chile/6

the commentary glorified Allende and vilified the junta.
Emanuel De Kadt, of the far leftist University of Sussex
Institute of Development Studies, wrote that "the military intervened
when the legality and constitutionalism which Allende continued to
proclaim as the essence of the Via Chilena was becoming, or had

Yet not

all of

Sociologist

become, a figment of his imagination." MIT Professor Paul N. Rosenstein-Rodan wrote that Allende "died not because he was a socialist, but
because he was incompetent." The Economist, in an editorial September 15, 1973 ("The end of Allende"), said that "the temporary death of
democracy in Chile will be regrettable, but the blame lies clearly with
Dr. Allende and those of his followers who persistently overrode the
constitution." A similar theme was evoked by James D. Theberge, director of Latin American studies at Georgetown University's Center for
Studies, The villains, he said, were the
Marxist elements in Chile, tolerated if not encour." By the end of
aged by Allende, that bear the ultimate responsibility
September, Theberge said he had already detected "a concerted campaign ... by leftists, ultra-leftists and irresponsible anti-American politicians in Latin America and certain circles in the United States to
capitalize on the tragic end of Allende in Chile ..." (Theberge's analysis
was echoed several months later by the Chilean Communist party,

Strategic

and International

"fanatical, radical

.

.

said Allende's coalition had failed to solve "correctly" its problems, blasting the extreme Left for a "dogmatic approach which eventu"p^
ally turned into enemies 'whoever was not a proletarian.'

which

Even such a conspicuous

liberal

commentator

as Selden

Rodman

New

Leader ["The Leswriting in a distinctly liberal publication, the
sons of Chile," October 15, 1973)— wrote of "a pattern of legal deception
established throughout the country" as early as January 1971 "Once
Rodman wrote, 'Allende and his intolerant followers did
everything they could to antagonize the less radical elements of the
population." As to outside manipulation of the coup: "Nothing, in fact,
.

.

.

.

in power,"

would have more surely influenced the Chilean military to refrain from
acting than evidence of CIA meddling in its country's affairs."
From the Right, William E Buckley—who had observed events in
Chile first-hand during the Allende years— wrote that "it is inexplicable
that those who in the mid- fifties welcomed the military revolt against
Juan Peron, who was elected by a majority greatly exceeding that which
voted for Salvador Allende, should now regret the overthrow of Allende.
Peron had taken to demagogy, to authoritarian practices, to the persecution of journalistic enemies. He had gutted the Argentinian economy
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among

Latin Ameri-

can economies.
'Allende/' Buckley continued, "spread a barmecidal
banquet among
his people, offering everybody everything.
The laws of nature quickly
overtook him, and everyone's cupboard was bared,
and the country was
taken along the road to Weimar, while Allende,
between speeches
boozed and debauched, in his regal quarters, with
Faroukian devotionnnally interrupted by his patient colonels, "^s
But these were voices in the wilderness; in the main,
cant and bombast and Withering abuse was hurled at
those who defied the rapidly
emerging mythology.

Wrote Henry Kissinger: "Within weeks of Allende's
overthrow, his
incompetence, corruption, and violation of democratic
procedures— all
widely-acknowledged while he was alive— disappeared

comment

.

.

from public

."^^

The first of the canards— that Allende had been murdered—
was
quickly emblazoned in the world press.
Time magazine, in its September 24, 1973, cover story on
the coup
said; "The military claimed that Allende
had killed himself rather thari
surrender. Allende's supporters insisted that
he had been murdered In a
sense, the manner of his death was irrelevant.
Almost overnight he
became an instant martyr for leftists the world over—
and a legendary
specter that may well haunt Latin America
for years." (The manner of
his death was, in fact, an important
element in keeping the specter
alive.)

As to the second, the U.S. press also was quick to echo
the charges
The New York Times, on September 15, gave three-column
display on
page one to a Belgrade dispatch— "Tito Hints
That U.S. Is To Blame in
Chile"— reporting on "an angry speech" made by President
Tito In it
the eighty-one-year-old

Communist dictator "charged

.

.

.

that imperial-

reaction— an apparent allusion to the United States—had
instigated
'hireling generals' to overthrow and murder"
Allende. The Times story
cited no evidence offered by Tito to
support his charges.
Two days later, James Nelson Goodsell of the Christian
Science Monitor wrote from Buenos Aires that "in much
of Latin America, the United
ist

States is being assigned the villain's role in
the military rebellion
the next paragraph, Goodsell noted that

"the Latin

against the United States seems less based
suspicion flavored by history." Disclaimer

on

"

In

American reaction

fact than on deep-seated
notwithstanding, the story
was printed— also without benefit of a single source
of supporting evidence to substantiate the "villain" charge.
Much of the Latin suspicion was fired, Goodsell wrote, by the "light-
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Ambassador Davis immediately
ning weekend visit" to Washington of
several ambassadors summoned
before the coup. That Davis was one of
State-designate Henry Kissinger was not
to Washington by Secretary of
chapter 8, following his
mentioned in the dispatch. (As remarked in

Kissinger drew up a list
designation as secretary of state on August 22,
he wanted to interview for top jobs in
of outstanding career diplomats
them. As a result of that meeting,
the department, and Davis was among
director-general of the foreign serKissinger decided to appoint Davis
vice. )80

an Amerialone in the U.S. in firing speculation of
which
statement
a
issued
Kennedy
can role. In the Congress, Senator
Kissinger would
State-designate
of
Secretary
he expressed hope that
committee on the American role in
testify in public before a Senate
"
blasted a decision to lend Chile
Chile Within a few weeks, Kennedy
replace wheat shipments from
$24 million (at commercial rates) to
had been turned around on
that
Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union
would become a foretaste of
what
In
coup.
the high seas on the day of the
Kennedy called that
regime,
Pinochet
the
to
unrelenting hostility

The press was not

m

his

willingness to embrace a dictatorial
food loan "the latest symbol of our
power in a bloody coup and which continues to

regime which came to
to imprison persons for
conduct summary executions, to burn books,
"»'
to emigrate.
political reasons, and to deny the right
was unleashed
that
words
But it was more than merely a war of
the Chilean
attacked
demonstrators
against Chile, On September 13,
of the far Lett
stronghold
Argentina-traditional
Consulate in Cordoba,
and raising Chilean and red flags.
in that country— smashing windows
clashed with police in the
demonstrators
later,
In Madrid, two days

downtown

offices of the
area and hurled Molotov cocktails into the

airline, LAN-Chile.
government would docuOver the next three months, the Chilean
four of them in France,
missions—
Chilean
ment many more attacks on
Paraguay,
Netherlands,
the
Berlin,
West
in
three in Argentina, others
^^
Italy.
Brazil, Venezuela, and

Chilean

barrages, the Communist
Beyond the bullets, bombs, and propaganda
of the lessons of
assessment
world was making a quieter, more serious

Chile.

T

*

America at
President Nicolae Ceausescu, touring Latin
Chile,
Castro:
Fidel
as
conclusion
same
the
the time, arrived quickly at
is not possisocialism
path
to
democratic
a
"that
he said demonstrates
the long-smoldenng debate in the
ble "83 Chile had thus sparked anew
power— a debate
Communist world about peaceful-vs.-violent means to

Rumanian

.
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which had driven the Russians and Chinese apart, and one in which
Castro had sided with the Chinese Maoists until reined in firmly by his
Soviet masters. Ironically, AUende's election had vindicated Moscow
in its dispute with Castro over the right means to achieve power in
Latin America. AUende's overthrow now strengthened Castro's hand.
(Moscow ultimately would accept Castro's arguments, and back to the
hilt his armed adventures in Central America, one of which brought to
power the Sandinistas in Nicaragua.]

Orthodox Communists— including Volodia Teitelboim, the ideologue of the Chilean party, writing from exile in Moscow— insisted on the
validity of the "peaceful" path to revolution, but said the concept had
been badly applied in Chile. Specifically, Teitelboim and several Soviet

commentators, in their analyses, singled out the alienation of the reclass. But these analyses were coupled to warnings that revolutionaries must be prepared to resort to arms if counter-

gime from the middle

Still later commentators— A.I. Sobolev, for
example— criticized AUende's "pedantic" adherence to constitutionality, and some said Allende should have staged a preemptive coup

revolution threatened.

to liquidate his enemies.

groups in

Rome and

On May

1,

1974, following a meeting of leftist

was issued saying that the
had been its inability "to induce
the majority of the population to support it." The declaration ducked
the question of means to employ in the future, saying "the character
which the struggle to overthrow the dictatorship will assume in the end
Paris, a declaration

biggest failing of the Allende regime

cannot be defined

at this stage."

In the Soviet view, the

Antifascist Front"

main challenge was

to construct a "United

made up not only of Popular Unity parties, but also of

"forces advocating a restoration of democratic processes within the
country" That front should seek to recruit the Chilean Catholic church
as well as the "entire" Christian Democratic party, and "the patriotic
all

armed forces."^"*
wing of the Christian Democratic party |PDC|— not unexpectedly—ultimately took the bait. In July of 1975, two former presidents of the PDC joined two former presidents of AUende's Socialist
party and a former president of the atomized Radical party in signing a
declaration of intent to work together for restoration of a "just and
socialist democracy in Chile." The signers were perennial leftists Bernardo Leighton and Renan Fuentealba for the PDC (although both had
been expelled from the party]; Aniceto Rodriguez and Clodomiro
Almeyda for the Socialists, and Anselmo Sule for the Radicals. They
section of the

The

were

left

among

fifteen

former political leaders attending a symposium
sponsored by a West German-funded Social

in Caracas, Venezuela,
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—

Democratic foundation. Orlando Letelier released from imprisonment thanks in large measure to the quiet intervention of Henry Kissinger^s— said "this can be an important first step toward restoration of
democracy in Chile." The same news dispatch noted that "among those
known to be pressuring for a reconciliation of the Christian Democrats
and the parties that backed Allende are the Catholic Church hierarchy
the Comin Chile and Cuban Prime Minister Fidel Castro." Although
and the
agenda
the
conference,
Caracas
to
the
invited
muiiists were not
prescripown
their
with
perfectly
dovetailed
there
devised
strategy
tions.^*

agreeing to close ranks with other "non-fascists," the Caracas
conference chose to overlook the explicit goals for government of their
putative partners. On October 11, 1973, the Chilean Communist party
issued an appeal: "The people will return to power again, and naturally
(In

A

number of
will not be forced to restore all previous institutions ...
which many people sincerely believed proved now to be
juridical system
rotten. Who would conceive of supporting the existing

it

institutions in

or parliament

which buried

itself

through

its

participation in the anti-

governmental conspiracy?" By May 1, 1974, the parties of the hard Left
were even more explicit in a "Popular Unity Declaration"; "Our objecon
tive is not the simple restoration of the democratic regime which fell

September 11, nor the mechanical repetition of the experience of the
peoples' government. The old structure showed that it was incapable of
defending itself successfully against fascist aggressors and of adequately
generalizing the will of the vast majority of the country which
demanded profound social changes. A new state must therefore emerge

from the

antifascist struggle

")

For the Communists, drawing the right lessons from the Chilean
experience was more than simply an autopsy to determine the cause of
death. The Communist movement around the world faced unusual
opportunities in the months following the fall of Allende— and scored

impressive gains— in a number of places. In March of 1974, Portugal's
long-standing right-wing dictatorship was toppled and, a month later.
Communists were in the provisional government. By the end of the year,
they were the dominant force (although ultimately dislodged). In
Greece, following the overthrow of the military regime in 1974, Communists were allowed to operate legally for the first time in twentyseven years; the first time, in fact, since, in the immediate aftermath of
World War II, they had attempted, with Soviet backing, to seize power
through force of arms. In France's general elections that May, the
Socialist-Communist alliance achieved the greatest success the Left
had experienced in that country since 1946, falling only 400,000 votes
the
[out of 26.3 million cast) short of capturing the government. In Italy,
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Communist party— the

country's second biggest— offered to ease the
(which it had, in large measure, fostered) by sharing
power with the Christian Democrats, pledging to work within the
framework of the Common Market and NATO. In Britain, the Conservative government fell and was replaced in March by a weak
Labour
government; in the midst of the economic and political crisis, Commupolitical instability

nist influence increased

when it gained a position on the General Coun-

of the powerful Trades

cil

summer of

the

alliances,

Union Congress."^ In Spain, Franco

1974, and the

Communists moved

fell ill in

aggressively to build

dangling offers of working within a broad political coalition.^s

The Chilean experience echoed throughout all of these maneuverings. Communist strategists saw that their best hope of success in
each
resided in stilling anxieties of potential partners about their capacity to
"cooperate" in coalition governments. In January, four months after
Allende fell, Western European Communist leaders met in Brussels and
reaffirmed the need of Communists to forge alliances with democratic
and progressive forces.***
In July of 1974, Latinskaia Amerika, the major Soviet journal
on
Latin America, and the Soviet-front World Labor Movement (WLM),

cosponsored a symposium to evaluate events in Chile. A.A, Galkin, of
the WLM, related developments in Europe to the efforts of the Right to
frighten people with the excesses of the extreme Left. "In light of
this,"
he said, "the danger is evident of looking on the Chilean experience as a
denial of the possibility of the peaceful path of solving basic social
problems." (Six years later, after the Sandinistas shot their way to power
in Nicaragua, Soviet analysts were singing a different tune.po
But, in all of these analyses based on the Chilean experiencedesigned mainly to coach comrades in other countries, particularly in
the then-effervescent European countries, how to take better advantage

opportunities— there was no suggestion that Allende was
external forces. Rather, the analyses concentrated on
x-raying the internal weaknesses and contradictions that had brought
of

their

brought

down by

about his collapse.

WASHINGTON: A HOUSE DIVIDED
On September 13, the White House said flatly that "the president had
no advance knowledge of any specific plan for a coup."
"Our embassy," White House spokesman Gerald

L.

Warren

said,

"had

instructions in the event that any elements in Chile came to them with
any plans for an uprising not to have anything to do with them. And
these instructions were followed carefully."
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Hare said there had been
Department spokesman Paul
the year. In the days
throughout
revolt
numerous rumors of a military
relayed word
Santiago
in
embassy
the
said,
before the actual coup, he
the
happened,
none
When
8.
September
on
occur
that an uprising would
September
18. Then,
for
planned
coup
of
a
learned
embassy said it had
reports that
around midnight of September 10, the embassy "did receive
"turned out to
added,
Hare
this,"
and
date,
the
be
to
was
September U
State

J.

be correct."

.

Hare said,
"There was absolutely no way of knowing beforehand.
a coup
date,
September
11
the
"that (on) any of these dates, including
officia
expressed
Hare
statement,
same
the
attempt would be made." In
Chief of
over the loss of life in Chile, particularly of the
U.S. "regret

State, President

Allende.""

On September

14, a representative of the junta told U.S.

military commanders had

Ambassador

"deliberately" kept

Nathaniel Davis that the
plans so as to prevent
the United States in the dark about their revolt
coup reaching the
the
of
Rumors
involvement.
any possibility of U.S.
canie from
right—
be
proved
to
which
one
the
embassy— including
said
Pinochet
plotting.
the
in
involved
directly
not
lower-level officers
that not only

even

my

wife

were no foreigners brought in on the coup
knew what I was going to do."^'^

In 1969, individuals in State

were

allied

with some in ISA

plotting, "not

(the Penta-

messianic mission
gon's International Security Agency] in an almost
this meant
Essentially,
countries.
American
of social reform in Latin
removing the military from positions of authority, with the resultant
were miniascendancy of left-wing forces. Contacts with the military
was substantially removed from any role in the

mized, and Defense
security
formulation of U.S. policy It was as if there were no national
border.
interests south of the
—Richard A. Ware, then number two man in ISA'^

Although he did not know

months left in his own
Nixon nor his new secretary

it

then, Richard

presidency

when

Nixon had only

Salvador Allende

fell.

eleven

Neither

of state had any illusions about Allende,
military regime. But Nixon was then
new
the
support
to
need
about the

the Watergate crisis
fighting a rear-guard action to save his presidency as
foreign policy
massive
more
far
was consumed by

deepened. Kissinger
the ruins of
concerns: the collapse of the Vietnam peace process in
East, followed
Middle
the
fighting
in
new
treachery;
North Vietnamese
crisis;
by enervating shuttle diplomacy; the modern world's first energy
with
relations
relations with the Soviet Union; improving
deteriorating

preoccupaRed China. In those crucial first days there was yet another:
state.
of
secretary
as
tion with his Senate confirmation hearings
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*^"^ ''^"'"^ ^^^^ ^'^^ '" Washington for the messiahs
of social

General Pinochet contacted the head
Advisory Group in Santiago In his

to President Nixon on the secret
meeting, Kissinger said
Pinochet stressed that "he and his colleagues
had not even hinted to us
beforehand of their planned action and said
he thought it had been
better that way" Kissinger added that
the junta's fundamental desire

was

to restore the traditional ties of friendship
with the United States
Chile needed help with food and one
year's debt relief. The report
^
concluded:

Pinochet understands and is relaxed about
the matter of recognition
volunteered that obviously the U.S. should
not be the Hrst to
announce its intention to continue relations
with the new Chilean
Government. He also recognized the advisability
of avoiding too
much public identification with us for the

He

moment."*

Deep beneath the White House, in a room
about the size of a two-car
garage the Washington Special Action
Group (WSAG) met on the morning of September 12 to assess the coup
and the U.S. reaction to it The
biggest substantive issue; what to do
about the

American flotilla then
m Chilean waters for the Unitas exercises? Kissinger,
chairing the
meet-

was firm. "Turn them around." Very expensive,
loss of face, everyone would understand, came the remonstrances.
Impatiently, and "with
a slightly metalhc edge to his
voice," he repeated the order.
Kissinger
then peppered the group with a series of
questions on economic matters
tor which no one had an answer (and
which, one participant confessed
were beyond my comprehension"). Kissinger
then excused himself
briefly went upstairs to the Oval
Office to consult with Nixon and
returned with a series of decisions.
ing,

Kissinger recalls: "The consensus of the
undoubtedly was
Allende's overthrow (though not his death).
We were conscious
of the danger that we might be
blamed for both. In the post-Vietnam
Watergate atmosphere, the United States
had to bend over backward to
avoid charges of American complicity
in an event that everyone in the
room considered in our national interest."
Against that backdrop, it was
decided to "mute" the issue of US. recognition
of the new governmemwait,
other words until Latin American and
European government^
had moved. Wrote Kissinger: "Such a
course, I argued-with wild optimism-would defuse any charge of our implication which
would not
only be damaging to us but more importantly
to the new Chilean
government.' " Ambassador Davis was instructed
discreetly to notify

WSAG

relief at

m
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basic disposition was favorthe junta through an intermediary that "our
able."

.

^

meetmg. The tirst
other important decisions emerged from the
propose suitable
and
requests
aid
economic
Chile's
was to anticipate
of complicity
charges
expected
against
defend
to
second,
The
responses.
activities in Chile over the
in the coup, to prepare a list of all CIA
"would enable us to
preceding three years. "The list," Kissinger wrote,
had not been any
there
rebut inaccurate charges and to assure ourselves
United States.
the
implicate
used
to
unauthorized action that might be
prevent the
however,
not,
did
This
event.
such
up no
,

fi

Two

The CIA turned
charges. "*5

recogwas September 24 before the United States would formally
had
countries
other
twenty-two
nize the new government. By then,
the
Switzerland,
France,
Denmark,
already done so, including Austria,
military
the
well
as
as
Venezuela—
democratic
United Kingdom, and
Davis could
governments of Brazil and Uruguay Even so. Ambassador
notified of his
been
then
had
by
he
Although
queasiness.
not disguise his
aid to
new assignment, the man who had been so averse to clandestine
support
clandestine
those opposing Allende was now privately urging
It

for

"democratic parties

.

.

.

particularly to the Christian Democrats."

off a "back-channel" between
and American counterparts
junta
top Chilean businessmen close to the
wrote, "it looked as if
Davis
days,"
few
"For
a
with White House links.
the embassy,
short-circuit
to
link
this
use
able
to
be
the Chileans would
process in their ongoing
policy
the
U.S.
and
State,
of
Department
the
achieve an unrestrained and unconditional U.S. embrace."'*

The ambassador

also

managed to choke

effort to

to
September 14, the WSAG met again— and had the answers
resisted
Kissinger
raised.
had
Kissinger
some sixty economic questions
win concessions on
pressures to use the coup as "a bargaining point" to
distract their
would
issue
Another
issues.
debt
the expropriation and
Centaur.
attention: Plan
the house
Arriving in Mexico City from Santiago, Mrs. Allende was
received
had
guest of the former Chilean ambassador who, in late July,
thirtyabout
as
described
the unannounced visit of a black American,
told
man
The
CIA.
the
from
defector
five and slim, who claimed to be a
documents
secret
him
with
had
and
expert
code
the diplomat he was a
detailed a CIA
and microfilms which only he could decipher and which
bought
program to overthrow the Allende government. The ambassador
of the
identity
true
the story By September, the CIA had learned the
had
He
history
criminal
a
"defector": an American parole violator with
the
exby
supplied
passport
since flown to Cuba using a false Chilean

On
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ambassador. Nonetheless, the ex-diplomat
told Mrs. Allende about
Plan Centaur/' and shortly afterwards,
in an interview with the British
news agency Reuters, she recounted the
story. The story was then
splattered

around the

othi w^l''*^

world.**^

^''''' ""'"*''^" ''' ^^^"^'°' '°^''^
'^^

°^^

^^Si"^^ in

WSAG "sidestepped" a Chilean request for one
^thSr,
^J^"?^^'
f^
thousand
helmets and
two thousand flares for night fighting.
Even more
mcredibly-and despite an earlier determination
to honor

milkary

government-the administration

dSveT?o
delayed
for "''^'f
several ^"V*'\^^^i'^'^^
weeks the delivery to Chile of three
destroyers
which, as Kissinger notes, had been
"promised to Allende!" (Emphasis
ongmal. Reflecting on these and other
pending issues between the
two countries, Kissinger added:

m

All of these

maneuvers obscured the fundamental
problem:

the United States to reconcile

its

How was

geopolitical interests and its con.

relief at Allende's collapse.

The new Chilean government, whatever
would not assault our interests in every
international forum
as Its predecessor had done. It
would not be a haven for terrorists from
Its faults

over the world threatening to solidify
totalitarianism in Chile and
Western Hemisphere governments. We
could
not convince ourselves that undermining
the new government would
serve cither the cause of human rights
or our own security Yet there
was no blinking the fact, either, that the
very opposition parties and
all

to subvert neighboring

newspapers that we had attempted to keep
ahve under Allende were
suppressed by the junta. The imposition
of an authoritarian regime in
a country with the longstanding
democratic
special

tradition of Chile

pity-but the circumstances that brought

it

extraordinary, too.

was

a

about were

Philosophizing notwithstanding, "the
issue arose in America at the
worst possible time ... In the
domestic

anguish through which we
was impossible even to pose such
questions. We were being
dnven much further on a course of
isolating Chile than
went.

It

we though!

There were a few sniall gestures in
those

first days.

On

October II

''" ^°"''^'' ™^"^^'"^ ^^ ^ew York for the
opening
Kissinger found "a naval officer of
great courtesy buf
no experience in diplomacy
genuinely baffled on how to deal with
this strange country whose
press and Congress were increasingly
antag-

n^??
of the T^M^'"'""
UN session

r.

.

.

.
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onistic to a friendly

government in Santiago while they had

largely

aMarxistpre^^^^^^^
S^ Xbeenrn/dl^sympatheticto,
Hemi
radicalism throughout t^e Western

^ippi^g up anti-American
Chile
the Chilean military had saved
sphere He was convinced that
enem^y-and
an
froin
States
United
rom a totalitarian regime and the
Chile would pay a

When I warned that
he was right in both judgments.
represxon
if it resorted to brutal
image
heavy prife in its international
the intercontrol
first priority was to
he replied that his government's
government
new
the
we considered

nal situation.' I stressed that
would feel free to call to his attention
ba icaUy in our interest but that I
its international standing-a
weaken
actions by the junta that might

deUcate way of raising the

human

rights issue, "'s

there was one other important way
Kissinger did not mention it, but
,untarnoved
differed from the old: drugs The
in which the new regime
the United
and
Chile
between
immediately to crush illicit drug trade
Allende
the
of
year
last
the
According to one account, during
S?a?es

from Chilean laboratories was
reeime $309 048,000 worth of cocaine
days of the coup, the new
seven
Within
U.S. authorities.
seized 'by

extradite

known

CM^^'J.^^J'jggovernment agreed to a U.S. request to
authorities reported that Popular
ders to American authorities. Chilean
$30,000 froni interSSty pSSes had been receiving monthly payoffs of taken either the
was
100
this
of
Little notice
national drug operatives.
two senWashington, Ambassador Davis devoted

m

US

press or official
a junta spokesman alleged that the
tences to the matter: "After the coup
$30,000 a month. It should
Mafia had paid Allende's police authorities
everything the junta spokesman asserted
be added, of course, that not

was

true."i"i

came not from the United States,
Bank. On September 18, the
Development
but from the Inter-American
for the Aiituco hydrocredit
million
$68
bank announced approval of a
commentators around ^he world seized on
electric project. Left-wing
economic blockade of Chile,
to "prove" that there had been an

The

first

foreign aid to reach Chile

this event

problem with that
was now being rapidly "dismantled." The
F^msworth m
Elizabeth
by
others,
jejune theory-advanced, among
the ponderous
altogether
ignores
it
that
Foreign Policy magazine-is
but that

it

international institutions. As
decision-making procedures of such
which had been working its way
pointed out in chapter 7, that project,
had not been approved by an
through the IDB since November 24, 1972,
win
1973, and would not actually

IDB

committee until July 26,
1974.'02
IDB approval until April 25,

project

final
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Department granted Chile

a

$24 million credit to buy 4.4 million bushels of U.S. wheat, replacing
Soviet and Eastern European shipments turned around
on the high seas
the day of the coup. In November, the Commodity
Credit Corporation
followed up with a $28 million loan to buy feed corn.
On December 12 a
Chilean economic delegation arrived in Washington for talks
on the
$124 million debt past-due U.S. creditors (for the period

November

1971,

when AUende unilaterally suspended payments, through Decem-

ber 1972).

Nine days

later, agreement was announced in accord
with a
agreement of April 1972. Negotiations also were
opened on compensation for nationalized American
companies. '"^

creditors' nation

In January 1974, Chile reached

agreement with the watchdog Internabete noire not only of the Allende regime,
which refused to deal with it, but of radical regimes everywhere.
Under
that agreement, Chile pledged to maintain strict
financial and monetional

Monetary

Fund— the

As a result of that agreement and the $95 million standby
went with it, Chile reached accord the following month with

tary policies.
credit that

Club of Paris nations for rescheduling of the $1 billion 1973
and
1974 debt, improving on the 5 percent cash offer proposed
by the
Allende government during the July talks. 'O"*
Noting these developments, a business newspaper in New
York, the
journal of Commerce, said, "bankers and 'businessmen
here are encouraged by the economic policy and actions of the ruling
military Junta
Bankers here believe Chile once again will be a good
market for foreign
capital and private investment
."los it ^as
in that setting that private
banks in Europe and the United States announced the
reopening of loan
facilities for Chile. In November, Manufacturers
Hanover Trust granted
the first major loan, $24 million, to the Banco
de Chile.
In January of 1974, Chile agreed to pay $8.1
million in past debts to
the World Bank. In return, the bank, in February,
approved a $5.25
million loan for preinvestment studies (and, in what
amounted
the

.

.

to a

bookkeeping operation, $8.3 million

for

power and highway

projectsl-

was the bank's first new loan to Chile since the pre- Allende
too became part of the "economic blockade/dismantling"
conspiracy theory. Except: the loan had reached the board
of directors
one week before Allende's fall, and as the bank's
1974 White Paper
reflected (see chapter 7), "staff continued to work
on the assumption
that both the loan amendments and the
Technical Assistance project
Since this

years, this

would eventually be approved."
But the loan that attracted the greatest
restore Chile's shattered agriculture.
ited

fire

was $22 million to help

An international team which vis-

Chile late in 1973 concluded that agriculture and energy
were
two most pressing aid priorities. On the assumption that if

Chile's
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would have to be in hand in Chile
at mid-March
Ttime for the 1974 growing season, the IDE's staff
requirmg
situation
emergency
described the loan application as "an
bemg
was
loan
the
that
protested
prompt action." Several countries

money for agriculture were to help,

it

.

.

.

States did riot support the loan
considered too rapidly, the United
on
either. Approval was announced
but said it did not oppose it,
meetmg,
annual
for the
March 30 as the bank's directors gathered
in host countries is a bank
loans
(Announcing
Santiago.
in
time
this
^"^

WroteFarnsworth: "The IMF and the

Inter- American

Committee on

that a massive rescue operation is
the Alliance for Progress, recognizing
afloat-and the Junta in
necessary to keep the Chilean economy
community to proDower-have called on the international financial
In effect, the loans granted since
vide a mini-Marshall Flan for Chile.
in
U.S. counterinsurgency program
the coup represent phase two of the

which rules through terror
Chile-they prop up a brutal dictatorship
opportunities for American businesses.
but promises good investment
raised
Questions of creditworthiness are not even

."^^

.

.

tighten even
noose around Chile's neck had begun to
even food
denounced
already
before the shooting stopped. Having
proposed
1973
October
2,
Kennedy, on
credits for Chile, Senator Teddy
calling
Act
Assistance
Foreign
amendment to the

But the

U S.

a "sense-of-Congress"
than humanitarian assistance,
on the president to cut off aid, other
Chile is protecting the human
of
government
"until he finds that the
in the Universal
oreign-provi^ded
f
and
Chilean
rights of all individuals,
approved in December 1973,
Declaration of Human Rights." As finally
Kennedy was back agam in 1974. In
that provision did not appear, but
American military
December of that year, both houses voted to end all
that Chile is
Congress
to
reports
aid to Chile "unless the President
of hunian
observance
the
in
making fundamental improvements
panel ot
three-man
a
by
"
testimony
despite
That vote came
rights
interviewing
to Chile in July,
scholars who made an eleven-day visit
broad political cross-section,
"a
across
persons
seventy-five
more than
teachers, and
government officials, religious leaders, students,

including
lawyers.

The

speDr. Ernest Lefever, a foreign pohcy
Chilthe
that
reported
Institution,
Brookings

panel, headed

cialist at the prestigious

by

of the

clear away the devastation
ean government, "in attempting to
and has not been as diligent
mistakes,
some
AUende period ... has made
the abuse of suspects, including
as it might have been in preventing
overzealous soldiers " But he said
torture and summary executions, by

>o
in Chile since last April.
they found no "serious abuse" of prisoners
By
Chile.
of
condemnation
of
Their words were lost in a whirlwind
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a step the

United States had never
taken against the Marxist-Leninist, Salvador Allende.

Mike Wallace; And all of this done in the name of what? In
the
of keeping Chile from going the way of Castro's
Cuba, no?

name

Former U.S. Ambassador Edward M. Korry: That's right.
The specific
Ime was to prevent Chile from becoming a second
Soviet bridgehead
in the Hemisphere.

Korry had just finished telling the 25 million-or-so
persons tuned into

CBS's "60 Minutes" of the

massive—and illegal— efforts of the Kennedy
and Johnson administrations to keep Salvador Allende
from reaching
power. 108 Now, eight years later, the brother
of the president who
ordered those activities was leading the fight
against those who had
removed Salvador Allende from power.

Not that he was alone. Senator J. William Fulbright
jD-Aik the
powerful and very liberal chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations
Committee, told the Senate he was impressed with
the "unprecedented" unanimity of the opposition to the coup.
He and others in
Congress reported receiving thousands of telegrams,
letters,
)

and phone
from universities and church groups, expressing
concern for those
imprisoned in Chile; and strong suspicions of U.S.
involvement Those
protests fell on fertile ground in a Congress
not only dominated by
hberals, but at the moment caught up in
the euphoria of Watergatecalls

inspired investigations. Chile

would become the target of numerous
congressional investigations and hearings, culminating
in the long (and
sensationahzed) Church Committee hearings of
1975-1976 (Those

hearings and related questions dealing with
U.S. involvement in the
overthrow of Allende are dealt with in the Appendix.)
More often than not, those hearings were, by far, more sound
and fury
than significance. For some, such facts as

allowed to stand in the

were developed were not

way

of theory.

One such was

the ultraliberal

congressman Michael Harrington (D-Mass.).
A few days before he left Chile, Ambassador Nathaniel Davis
had a
visitor from Washington. It was
Congressman Harrington, who later
complained publicly that the only opportunity
he had to talk with
Davis was in the presence of "three or four
Chilean generals " (Those
three or four generals were three of the
four members of the Chilean
J.

junta.) 109

he
he

His three-day visit ended, Harrington told the
New York Times that
went with a "bias" and that his visit had reinforced that
bias. He said

was convinced that U.S. economic policies of "deprivation"
had set

in
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a few
D^
Nedzi
Lucien
Harrington began to pressure Chairman

motion a string

monS later

overthrow.no
of events that led to Allende's

for a detailed

CIA subcommittee
mS) of tS; House Armed Forces
he and hi
Chile. Nedzi countered that
JJSew

of

operations in

CIA

briefed, but
corimittee had been thoroughly
declined
of the committee, Nedzi

™er

since Harrmgton was not a
to give him details. In the

ScTofHarrington.peig.e^^^^^^^^^

SrWilU^mcXpW?^^^^^^^^^

by a congressional
The transcript of that hearing, made
in CIA headquarvault
a
at
was customary)
"our reporter, was stored (as
Harrington- a

men

in Chile.

In June,
Lngley, just outside of Washington.
of the usually restrained
phrase
the
ai'tic" of the CIA, in
voca
Beheving die
transcript.
the
review
David Phillips-demanded to
morning, Phillips went home fo
mat er was on hold until Monday
finagled a copy of the
Se weekend only to learn that Harrington had to HaiTmgt.n, the
Saturday In sending the transcript
precautions" such as Phillips had
House committee took "extreme
which
was required to sign a statement
never seen before: Harrington

ters in

hS

t:Za^L

m

to hold the contents closely
he acknowledged his obligation
transcript twice, later wrote a
the
HaSnlton, who reviewed

lette

the
E. Morgan chairman o
summarizing its contents to Rep. Thomas
o
ly
simultaneou
leaked
HoTe Foreili Affairs Committee. That letter on September 8, 1974 In
New Yoik Times,
the Washington Post and the
clandestine
as saying the "goal of the
quoted
was
both accoun s, Colby

CIA actiXs

.

.

was to

'destabilize' the

Marxist Government of

Presi-

So did PhiUips, who was
sted he had said no such thing.
Hamngto" n.
trust to memory alone-as
there. But Phillips did not
times. There
reviewed the transcript a dozen
sisted on doing. PhiUips
in ^^^
was no such thing as "destabilization"
"-^^^^^^/A"^^^^^^^

?ofby" s

remembered hearmg ^^ ^erm tor
deputy assistant secretary of state,
in
Harrington himself used it repeatedly
the first time in his life when
before
months
three
12,
June
on
SdgehngTuestioning of Schlaudeman
the leaks came in Ae
term, Colby was riled because
propaganda campaign, So imiddle of a Soviet-sponsored worldwide
Colby becarne wrong y
Chile W^ek.- In the longer term,

*?nThe%hort
Parity

with

not used and which would come

to

associated with a term he had
done: orchestrate the ove
eStom ze what the CIA had not, in fact,
well
Colby understood all too
SaTvador Allende in Chile. But
are made.
Lies
Big
which
catchy terms are the stuff of

Sow S
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inl971 by thehberalmedia-foreign policy
axis in Washington, ostensibly
because as a cold warrior, he could not
communicate with Marxist
AJlende. If communications compatibility
was on the mind of anyone in
the foreign policy establishment in
the years of military rule
in Chile

would rarely reflect in the choice of ambassador

it

to represent the United
1973, the liberal Nathaniel Davis left

Statesin Santiago. On November 1,
Santiago. He was replaced by another

on the record at

career foreign service ofHcer

who

was even more liberal than he: David H
Popper As
the experienced Chile watcher Robert
Moss observed, Popper's pastand the fuss that was made about it at the
time of his appointment-did
not exactly help him to find his feet
on the rather Manichean terrain of
present-day Chile." Although, Moss went
on to remark. Popper's "relations with the Junta are notoriously
frigid," there were no calls in
the
Washington Post or New York Times for his
removal. 12
least,

1

Gerald Ford was rounding out his

first month in the White
House
the story broke. He walked right into
the trap. Attempting to
justify the CIA action, he instead
seemed to be confirming the worstscenario allegations that the CIA
had engmeered Allende's ouster
Crowed one academic critic: "Ford's defense
of the CIA dirty tricks
against a democratically elected
government in Chile indicates that far
from learning from and rejecting his
predecessor's Watergate ways he
proposes to extend the practices into the
international arena ""3 Those
revelations," now seemingly .confirmed
by a bewildered new president
set in motion a frenzy of media,
academic, and congressional

when

inquisi-

tions-one of which (the Church hearings!
would leave the CIA
severely wounded, all of which would
lay waste the hope of a reasoned
reasonable relationship between the United
States and the even
bewildered, but very determined,

more

new

rulers of Chile.

THE NEW PORTALIANS
Despite the excesses of the Chilean
generals ... [ stUl suspect that
their concept of the ideal leader
is not Mussolini or Franco
but de
GauUe. They have all read thememoirs
of de Gaulle, theyknowwhat
he did for France in the 1 950s, and they
admire him.

MIT

Professor Paul Rosenstein-Rodan, in

coup

the year following the

The judgment was correct— but incomplete.
looked more, far more, to their

own

Chile's new rulers
past than abroad for inspiration.
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The source was Diego

To know Diego

Portales Palazuelos.

Portales to

to possess the

and their impact on Chilean history, is
the rationale for what
most important single key to understanding
things, it becomes incomprewould follow in Chile. Knowing these
outside Chile should profess surprise
hensible, in fact, that any inside or

know

at

his ideas

what the generals did or why they did

it.

inspiration which guides it. the GovernIn accord with the Portalian
with energy the
and
of Order' will exercise
ment of the Armed Forces
outbreak
of indisdrastically any
principle of authority, punishing
cipline or anarchy.

the
Article 3, "Declaration of Principles of

March

11.

Government

of Chile,"

1974

new government would enunciate
Six months would go by before the
its goals and principles. But
fashion
comprehensive
in a systematic and
vivid in the mind of Augusto
the example of Portales was already
he delivered
when, one month to the day after the revolution,
Pinochet

to the country He spoke from the
his arst State of the Union report
building, now the seat of governGreat Hall of Santiago's tallest office
the Diego Portales Building. That
regents
new
by the

ment and renamed

Portales had preached and pracspeech reverberates with the principles
before, to rescue Chile from anarchy,
ticed nearly a century and-a-half
i is
and flourishing society
to lay the foundations of a strong
years since
twenty
the
In
Chile was in 1830 as in 1973, a shambles.

on September 1 8, 18 10, the coundeclaring its independence from Spain
reconquest by the Spaninfighting,
endless
try had been the scene of
rule by its liberator,
autocratic
increasingly
iards, and four years of
driven into exile. In the hve
Bernardo O'Higgins, before he, too, was
been ten governments, and a bloody
years leading up to 1830, there had
Pincheira brothers and their marauders
civil war- in the south, the three
were
will. Begging and lawlessness
looted murdered and plundered at
Congress to say
in
rose
deputy
a
1828,
In
cities.
rife on' the streets of the
been eight hundred murders on the
that in just one year, there had
An armed escort was needed to
streets of Santiago, then a city of 48,000.
of the capital. ''\
traverse many areas on the outskirts
not by
that Diego Portales arrived, drawn
It was into this shambles
prize, the presiultimate
the
declining
ambition but by circumstance,
leaving on Chile an imprint very

dency when it was offered to him,
modern times. Born in Santiago on June
likely without equal down to
assayer of metals
family, Portales was trained as an
1 5 1 793 of a monied
To one
statecraft.
government or
docimasia], never in the art of
{la
*

"Forces of Order"

is

the

name

frequently given Carabineros.
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Chilean historian, that "lack" was part of
Portales's strength- "
it was
precisely the political theoreticians
who had brought the country so
much trouble. Juan Egaiia with his Moralist Constitution
of 1823 Jose

Miguel Infante with his federal organization
of 1826, had brought Aothing but anarchy
those who followed, Pinto and Mora,
also theoreticians, had done no better. ..."
It was business, and specifically
doing business with the government
that pushed Portales into politics in
the first place. His company had a
.

.

.

state-franchised monopoly for tobacco
trading. In 1824, the company
becanie embroiled in a dispute with the
government over repayment of
British loans granted for the trade in
tobacco. Ultimately, those talks
would become politicized, leading Portales
to organize a small-but

mtluential—political group
paper called EI

of his

Hambhento

[The

own, and to launch a

satirical

news-

Hungry

One]. Following the 1829
revolution, in which he played an important
role, Portales was tapped by
the new government, April 7, 1830, to
become minister both of foreign
relations and of war and the navy He
brought to those tasks such energy
that he became the true dynamo and
guiding force of the government
given extraordinary powers by Congress
to carry out his program
P°",^J^s faced was not unlike the one the
revolutionaries of
, Jf^'f.'^
1973 believed they faced: to give the state.an
organization which would
enable it to guarantee peace and work. "Portales
"

understood this

histo-

Galdames wrote, "and plunged wholeheartedly into
the endeavor
Most urgent, as he saw it, was to bring calm to
the
rian

country and stability

public administration. To do that, it was
necessary to put an end to
the revolutionary spirit and deal with
the
to

disfigurers [tmnsfoimadoies]

ot

order as implacable enemies of all progress."
Portales took aim first at the military
caudiUos

whose jockeying for
power over the preceding two decades had
brought such bloodshed and
strife to the country firing every
officer who declined to swear loyalty
to the new government. (Pinochet
and his associates performed
surgery: firing the politicians, of Left
political

system which,

m

their

similar

and Right, and dismantling the
view, had brought similar blood-

shed and strife to the modern Chilean nation.)
Next, Portales moved to
create a professional civil guard—
forerunner of Chile's Corps of Carabineros— and bring professionalism to the armed
forces as well creating the Military Academy. Inevitably
those moves generated subversive
plots. Portales "repressed them with
an iron hand."
But Portales's greatest legacy, broadly speaking,
was the sense of order
discipline and morality that he brought
to government and the citizenry
at large. Chile would not again know
serious political upheaval for sixty
years, sixty years which saw it grow into
one of the most prosperous and
stable states in the world.
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constitution of 1833,
more formal sense, his great legacy was the
of Chile tor
framework
the legal
the document which would remain as
Constituent
of
a
work
the
ninety-two years. The constitution was
it; but it was, in large
Assembly, which worked two years on drafting
new constitution creThe
ideas.
Portales's
measure, the expression of
In a

a strong president, subject to a
ated a regime of "force and authority":
elections were under
congressional
and
Municipal
minimum of control.
provmcial governors.
and
mayors,
appointees,
his
that
of
his control and
public employees^
The president appointed not only all judges, but all
command
supreme
As commander-in-chief of the armed forces, he had
the "autowas
emerged
What
forces.
of them, as well as of the police
suddenly
spring
ideas
these
did
Nor
cratic" or "Portaiian Republic."
years
dozen
a
expression
found
had
they
from the mind of Portales;
in
echo
years later find powerful
earlier in terms that would many
i^ (Not unexpectedly either, the revPinochet's own public statements.
Chile's problems were deep
olutionaries of 1973 quickly realized that
require
a new Portaiian constituand organic, and curing them would
already at work laying
was
committee
tion By September 24, 1973, a
the Supreme Decree
constitution;
new
the groundwork for drafting a
the "need to
declaring
work,
their
formalized
12
'

of November
fundamental institutional system
reconstitute, renew, and perfect the
of the goals set forth in the act ot
attainment
full
of the Republic for the
Constitution of the Government /unta.")

#1 064

1833 survived intact and completely unchanged
the "Liberal Republic" (1861until 1870. That year, during the era of
overhaul of the document but
complete
1891), Congress hotly debated a
the president to one, fivelimiting
amendment
finally enacted a single
occurred in the afterdocument
the
of
overhaul
great
year term The
president Allende
math of the calamitous civil war of 1891 against the
in that
(Curiously
most admired, Jose Manuel Balmaceda (1886-1891].

The constitution

civilian-inspired

of

and directed revolution, the

last significantly bloody

navy backed the forces
one Chile would experience until 1973, the
the army supported the
while
system
fighting to retain the Portaiian
Congress amended
vindictive
time,
a
populist president.) At that
erecting in place ot
powers,
of
its
presidency
the
gut
the constitution to
parliamentary arrangethe presidential system a sterile and fractious

because it was so
lasted until the 1925 half-hearted (and,
presidential
former
the
restore
enfeebled, self-destructive) attempt to
that there
fragmented
was
so
politics
system (From 1891 until 1925,

ment

It

involving 530 Cabinet
were no fewer than 121 changes of Cabinet,
to the final one, the
crisis
one
from
spinning
ministers, reeling and
®
collapse of democracy in 1 925 "
pre-Pinochet Chile arc
The parallels between pre-Portalian and
[before the 1973
Galdames
historian
reflected in these lines written by
1

.
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ideas inhospitable to their own):
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impute base motives to

system of government relied on a reahstic concept of polifrom the Utopia of those who drafted the plan for a
democratic republic which, in the short term, would raise the cultural level and lead to the enjoyment of widespread economic wellbeing
The libera Hsm of the time dreamed of the implanting of
social reforms to put the entire population of the country in tune
with democratic institutions. A vain illusion. By contrast, Portales, a
Portalcs's

tics,

distant

.

.

.

cool observer of the social

panorama of Chile, without failing to
acknowledge the advantages of democratic values, insisted that first
need come an institutional adjustment, characterized by a strong,
centralized government, distant from partisan influences
What has been classified as the Portalian concept of the State
should be evaluated in the context of the time in which

Anarchy had found bloody expression

it

was applied.
and

in the revolution of 1829

threatened to plunge the fledgling republic into a theater of new trials.
of Portales consisted of interpreting with realism the

The genius

moment of his country and then demonstrating the will to
change the direction of events. Order had to be imposed on chaos,
even at the expense of all manner of sacrifices and misapprehenhistoric

sions.

.

.

."^

Misapprehensions there were, more would come, recalling Oscar
is to be misunderstood,
a pain the Portalian Pinochet would know only too well.
But praise
there was, too. On September 14, 1 832, Congress passed a resolution on
the occasion of Portales's first departure from government:
"Don Diego
Portales, " it read, "took up his duties in the most anguished
moment for
the country, when the rule of law had been destroyed and the flame
of
civil war lit, when anarchy and disorder threatened
the nation with
political ruin, displaying in those lamentable circumstances an
extraordinary zeal, vigor and patriotism; he managed, with the wisdom of
his
counsel and correctness of the measures which he proposed, to reesWilde's observation that the worst tyranny of all

tablish gloriously public tranquility, order
"120
tutions

In

and respect

for national insti-

one important area, Portales was, no doubt,

at odds with the thinkaround Pinochet— at least initially in their government—
and that was in his view of the United States. Learning of the new
Monroe Doctrine proclaimed by President James Monroe, Portales
wrote: "Careful not to escape from one domination to fall under
another! One must be skeptical of these gentlemen who very nicely
approve of our champions of liberation, without having helped us in the

ing of those

slightest

"'2i

Honest and efficient public administration was another legacy of the

"

.
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hallmark of
era— just as Pinochet and his associates made it a
mtegrity but
only
not
demanded
Portales
own administration.

Portalian
their

m

public servant respond
public accountability, requiring that every
dismissal.
writing to any criticism, "under pain of
fate of his country. In 1836,
the
on
impacted
Portales
death,
Even in
Cruz, seizing on internal divisions
the Bolivian president, Andres Santa
with forces there
invaded that country and formed an alliance
in Peru

well.

Though

Chile's forces

with the clear intention of seizing Chile as
faced armies more recently
were greatly outnumbered and though it
too dangerous to be evaded.
as
threat
the
viewed
blooded in war, Portales
declaration of war. He was
Congress quickly acceded to his request for a
on June 6, 1837, he was
deeply involved in war preparations when,
cold blood. His death,
kidnapped by mutinous troops and executed in

support for the

galvanize
viewed first as a national calamity, served to
Yungay, Chilean forces
of
battle
the
at
war and on January 20, 1839,

Decisively, except that, down to
decisively defeated the Confederation.
its neighmodem times, Chile has faced a number of threats from
bors, i^^

"Portalian inspiraThis lengthy parenthesis was necessary because
Pinochet and his
for
slogans
tion" were not mere words or hollow
promise which
and
hope
the
associates. Portales incarnated for them
Pinochet prorestore.
to
intended
and which they

Chile had
claimed:

lost,

has an authenticallyFor the first time in this century, Chile
national government is the counterpoint
national government ...
such as have dommated in our
to government of parties or of classes,
governments, national objecsuch
For
1891.
since
virtually
country

A

way to hazy "Programs of Government,"
and weighted down with foreign
achievements
generally of paltry
claiming to speak for one
ideological dogmas, when not actually

tives

do not

exist, giving

rest of Chileans. ...
sector of the citizenry arrayed against the
when it consolidated
precisely
nation,
great
past
a
the
in
Chile was
seal of the Porinspiring
under the
its political independence; and,
and objecsense
national
true
of
governments
tahan Republic, it had
spirit of public service. And its
deep
a
with
men
by
directed
tives
coincided with the advent of partisan or dema[Chile's]

decadence

criminally divided in
gogic governments, in which the country was
advantage.
the sterile and petty struggle for private
.

.

achievements of the PorThis reverence for the principles and the
vision of Chile, leading
Pinochet's
talian Republic was at the essence of
inevitably to the conclusion:

.
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and party recess will, then, have to be prolonged for
many years more, and could only be responsibly lifted when a new
generation of Chileans, formed with healthy civic and patriotic habits
and inspired in an authentic national sense, are able to assume the
direction of public life. Those who try to break this recess in any way
at all will collide with our implacable decision not to permit it
'"
political

man had

Another

said almost exactly the same thing before: Diego
1822 (see endnote 117).
There was another powerful native strain influencing the behavior of
the generals and admirals who made the 1973 revolution: their own
Portales, in

military traditions, and, in a larger framework, the traditions of the
military in Latin America.

Unlike the revolution in the United
of Latin

America owed

States, the first great revolutions

more to external than to interAmerican Revolution (1776), the French
and, most importantly, Napoleon's seizure of the
their origins far

nal events: specifically, the

Revolution |1789)
Spanish throne (1808). This latter event called into issue the legitimacy
of the colonial regimes in the Americas and gave immediate
impetus to
revolutionary movements. Thus, from the beginning, those movements

were more military in character and leadership than civilian, conferring
a legitimacy on the military in national affairs which it did not
possess
in Europe or in North America.
Thanks to a combination of factors, Chile's military escaped deteriorating into caudillismo— the free-booter guerrilla or bandit types
plundering the rich as well as the ordinary populace— which afflicted most
of the rest of Latin America through the nineteenth century
(and, in
some cases, well into the twentieth). Chief among those factors were
Portales's vision in laying the groundwork for a professional military
organization and the constant threat of external aggression. Contrary to

image

the facile

of military "gorillas," the

America— Chile's

in the

advanced armies

vanguard— developed

of Latin

a highly sophisticated

corporate ideology; for Amos Perlmutter, distinguished scholar of world
military history, it was, in fact, "among the most sophisticated among

modern militaries anywhere
result, "the Latin American

.

." Perlmutter
goes on to remark that, as a
military's contributions to the modern

.

state are considerable," bringing for over a

century "organization, ideoland managerialism" to the bodies politic of their countries.
But, despite the influence of European philosophy and European
instructors in their academies, "from its outset, the Latin American
mihtary
was conscious that it was designed to achieve and maintain
political order ..." This concept was, indeed, embodied in the very first
decree law of the junta: the armed forces, it said, was "the organization
ogy,

.

.

.
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which the State has been given for the safeguarding and defense
its
moral and physical integrity of its historic cultural identity ...
considerations, the surother
all
above
assure,
to
is
mission
supreme
highest and most permavival of said realities and values, which are the
of the

"i^"
nent ones of Chilean nationality,
not only
This conceptualization of the military— the ultimate arbiter
of
integrity
the
of
but
regime,
of the constitutional fidelity of the
of
concept
widespread
more
the
nationhood itself— transcended even
historic
an
but
anything
was
notion
a
such
"the pratetorian army." Yet,
establishment in Latin
given in Chile, for no other major military
control as had the
civilian
to
subordinate
so
remained
had
America
when the Chilean
military in Chile. Following the period 1925-1932,
effecmiUtary ruled directly or indirectly |and, in most reckonings,
it be "essenthat
diktat
constitutional
Portalian
tively], it abided by the
'^^ But in Chile, as elsewhere in the world, the longtially obedient."
the
cracks in the facade of professional aloofness from

developing

would crumble when civilian rule itself
Latin Americrumbled. Noting mihtary coups and countercoups in all
states,
African
can republics, in most independent Arab states, in most
dramas

of the larger society

in Greece, and in Portuin several Southeast Asian polities, in Pakistan,
confirm the historevents
"These
gal in recent times, Perlmutter wrote;
is neither effective
government
civilian
ical and political fact that when
the military
control
unable
to
is
executive
the
institutionalized

nor

The collapse of executive power is a precondition
In Chile, in

September

of 1973, little

for praetorianism."'^*

remained

of either constitu-

Pinochet and his
tionality or executive power. In the Portalian vision of
was also in
country
their
of
associates, the ethical and moral integrity
dire jeopardy.

In

common with the military of most major Latin states, Chile's went

tutelage of
through a long process of professionalization, first under the
century
Europeans (mainly German and British), then, for a quarter of a
first
was
at
following World War II, of Americans. Professionalization
foreign
against
homeland
easily understood: preparing to defend the

receded, profesaggression. But as the perception of external threats
of nation-buildwork
the
in
joining
meant
sionalization, increasingly,
that they
believe
to
military
the
prodded
thinkers
ing, "Progressive"
underand
poverty
on
wars
for
intellectually
themselves
arm
to
needed
inevitacreated
an
development as well for traditional battle. That trend
these skills and energies
ble paradox: at what point did the application of

There was yet
constitute an invasion of the civilian sphere of influence?
profoundly
involves
development
another paradox: socioeconomic
such cirin
aloofness
political
claim
to
then,
political choices. How,
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cumstances? (Interestingly, few would be more adamant about the
socioeconomic imperative for the military than Salvador AUende, and
also Carlos Prats Gonzalez, the general who most loudly proclaimed the
need for distance between garrison and governance. P^
Parallel with professionalism came another development: an increasing tendency to revile the military, portraying

them as the agents of
The stereotype was as
see, it was an idea with

powerful oligarchs, blocking change and progress.

wrong

as it

was

superficial. i^« Yet, as

we

shall

powerful consequences for Chile |and for much of the rest of Latin
America, as well as for U.S. security interests in the hemisphere).
Although universal military service in Chile was mandated in 1900,
the upper classes generally managed to evade conscription and increasingly shunned voluntary service. A 1969 study done by the Chilean
high command makes the point: 90 percent of the officer and noncommissioned officers of the army were drawn from worker and peasant
class families, and the remaining 1
percent from the middle class. In
poUtical terms, 80 percent were classified as center-left, the rest divided

among conservatives and Marxists. There was yet another strain, hinted
at

made explicit by other commentators: a powerful, old,
anticommunism" in the Chilean military.'^'
the military was scorned by the intellectual Left and snubbed

in the study,

and "visceral
Since

by the aristocratic Right, beginning in 'the 1930s there developed "a
profound schism between the civilian and military worlds," in the
phrase of one Chilean military analyst. The writer, Genaro Arriagada,
adds:

"Important relations between the two did not exist. The military
its cultural and social world completely apart from the

world developed

civilian one." Pinochet, years later,

summed up the attitude of many top

toward the "oligarchy": "These gentlemen congressmen, from
the best families, instead of investing the riches which nitrate gave the
country, took the first ship to France to squander their fortunes, "'^o
In 1933, partly because of the Depression, partly because of the inevitable political backlash against military rule in the years preceding, the
new civilian rulers began hacking away at the size and perquisites of the
military. By 1940, with much of the world already at war, the army was
smaller than it was in 1930. But the heaviest blows
fiscal as well as to
the military's self-esteem
came in the mid-1960s. In the United
States, which the armies of Latin America had come to depend upon for
material, training, and collegial support, an antimilitary reform movement in the Congress led to a series of legislative moves that all but
uprooted the U.S. military presence in the region. The thrust of these
measures was to compel the military establishments south of the border to settle for "constabulary" status, with a narrow responsibility for
securing their own frontiers. Such patronizing paternalism was bitterly
leaders

—

—
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resented

among the Latin American military, and

far

from engendering

buying
restraint, the "reforms" set in motion the greatest binge of arms
i^'
in the history of Latin America,
But if the military resented these measures, they found warm welcome among the "progressives" surrounding President Eduardo Frei. As
other
the Frei government systematically neglected military pay and
Beneath
surface.
began
to
discontent
needs, ominous signs of military
began
the surface, an even more ominous process of politicization
in
confidence
military
of
weakening
a
and
alienation
reflected
which
'^i The year 1969 saw the first serious
and commitment to civilian rule,
military uprising in more than forty years.
The debate over what "essentially obedient" and "non-deliberative"
meant, in relation to Chile's military, was a sterile and largely irrelevant
separation
exercise. In practice, there never had been the kind of clear
existed in
as
such
Chile
in
prerogatives
military
and
civilian
between
MiSergio
Europe.
Western
of
nations
advanced
most
the
and
the U.S.

randa Carrington, former director of the Center for Law of the Univeror undissity of Chile, spoke witheringly of the "precipitate ignorance
that the
claimed
generations,
guised haughtiness" of those who, for two
He
frontiers.
country's
the
guard
only role of the armed forces was to
"nonmilitary"
traditional
of
number
a
enumerate
then went on to
their
attributes of Chile's military: supervising elections; operating
to high school levels (the military
as those issued by civilian
secondary schools); running various industrial operations that supply
civilian as well as military needs; controlling all civil aviation, including air terminals, operating shipyards serving civilian needs, as well as

own

educational institutions

schools' diplomas have the

down

same standing

controlling yacht clubs. Even the National Administration of Sports is
under the Defense Ministry. And beginning in the war-time year of
to
1942, when "zones of emergency" were legislated for the first time

deal with the danger of

imminent invasion

or grave acts of sabotage,

military involvement in "civilian" activities was extended even more
widely for military commanders were given charge of such zones. Following the horrendous earthquakes of 1960, the law was expanded to

allow the president to declare zones of emergency for up to six months
in
in cases of "public calamities." Constitutional rights were restricted
the areas covered for so long as the decree was in force. Although clearly
not intended for use in putting down labor disputes, Allende used the
law to do just that, culminating with the great strike of October 1972
when virtually the entire country was placed under such states of
emergency— which meant under military control and governance. Inevitably,

those military governors were called upon to

make a great num-

ber of political decisions: to "deliberate," in other words.
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If there was still standing a conceptual wall of any kind separating
the
country's military from a decision-making role in the deepening crisis
in the country, that wall came tumbling down with the ever-increasing

with the corresponding increase in active miliAUende government. As noted in chapter 7, on
the day following the fune 1 973 tancazo rebellion, five flag officers from
each of the three armed services formed an unprecedented, ostensibly
informal "Commission of Generals." The stated purpose was to analyze
the internal crisis and harmonize the behavior of the services. Their
work culminated— publicly— with a July 2, twenty-nine-point memorandum outlining the views of the high command as to what needed to
be done to preserve constitutionality in the country But, privately, the
"Commission" continued to meet increasingly, in private homes.
Gradually, "almost imperceptibly," according to Gen. Sergio Arellano
Iturriaga, one of the key participants, those talks drifted from joint
level of internal tumult,

tary participation in the

—

political analysis to joint conspiracy planning. '33

The major details of
and participation were dealt with in chapter 7, and further
observations on General Prats' role will be made in the following
that activity

chapter.

What is

clear is that

hand the notion

by 1973, Chile's military leaders rejected

out-of-

— to paraphrase Tennyson — that theirs was not to rea-

son why, but to sit and watch their country die. A secret analysis
prepared for the army high command just two weeks before the revolu-

made explicit how far they had come in their thinking from disconnected "professionalism": "The essence of the existence of the Armed
Forces is rooted in the survival \supervivencia] of the nation. This fact
alone concedes to them ... a moral authority above political parties,
tion

trade unions, professional and/or religious associations, when these
have failed in the fulfillment of their national tasks
."'34
.

.

What is also clear is that the senior commanders had already spurned
the demand of General Prats that they owed their allegiance only to the
president. One of the leaders of the impending revolution dared to
challenge Prats in a crucial moment: "It is not enough to respect the
constitution; we must also make sure that it be respected."
Nor, by 1973, were the commanders any longer willing to accept a role
as mere "uniformed employees"; they saw themselves, in Ortega
y Gasset's

phrase, as "not a brute force, but a spiritual force, "'^s
in a word, the new Portalians.

They were,

There are those

who

argue that Augusto Pinochet was a latecomer to

the revolution of 1973, consenting only

when he realized how adamant

were the other service chiefs, how far along the planning was in his own
backyard. His immediate superior, Carlos Prats, insinuates as much;
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and the then U.S. ambassador in Santiago, Nathaniel Davis, repeats
right up to
reports that "Pinochet continued to show signs of cold feet"
order in
the
gave
Pinochet—
September 9. Prats claims that he— and not
I
Nothing
plan.
security
internal
April of 1972 for the updating of the
exhaustive
since
my
years
fourteen
the
have read nor learned in
research in 1974 lor my own book on the revolution has caused me to
earlier
alter significantly the conclusions reached then, and reflected in
chapters of this book: Pinochet realized as early as 1972 that a day of
revolutionary reckoning might come, and by July of 1973 he was
actively preparing for one. But, so, too were others, principally in the
navy, and it is very Ukely that the navy, under Admiral Jose Toribio
Merino, finally forced Pinochet's hand. If he was experiencing "cold

on September 9, there are at least two plausible explanations: the
awesome responsibility he was about to assume, and the sheer logistical
nightmare of amalgamating two or more highly detailed plans of revolu-

feet"

tion in the twenty-four hours or so available— from the time the decision to strike was made to the time when fleet and troop deployments

had to begin. '3^
In the perspective of time, when he took command of the plot fades
into unimportance contrasted with the indisputable fact of his rapid

takeover of the revolutionary government.

The priesthood and

the military are not careers for earning a living,

but vocations for serving

God and

Country.

Father Santiago "Cuico" Urenda was fond of drilling those concepts
in
into the minds of his students at Sacred Heart Junior High School
the
him,
For
Ugarte.
Pinochet
Augusto
was
them
One
of
Valparaiso.
advice was unneeded. From his earliest youth, young Pinochet was so
fond of playing with his lead soldiers, that he "never went to bed without
reading tales
first changing the guard." Years later, he would write that
awakened in
what
possibly
were
Chile,
of heroism and the history of

my life had to be to become an officer of
Born November 25, 1915, in Valparaiso, he was the eldest
of six children of Augusto Pinochet Vera and Avelina Ugarte Martinez
de Pinochet, and was his mother's favorite until her death. His father
was a general customs agent in that port city, and the family Hved on the
third floor of an old commercial building owned by the Roman Catholic
archdiocese— shops on the first floor, a boarding house on the second.
"Tito" the nickname his mother gave him— began his education as a

him

the idea that "the goal of

the army. "'36

—

boarding student at San Rafael Seminary, but was expelled for breaking
windows. A rambunctious lad, he continued to have his share of
"visits"— as the prefect of discipline liked to call his disciplinary

ses-
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But he also benefited from the large cadre of French priests teaching at Sacred Heart. Though he excelled at math, French gave
the boy
sions.

fits;

classmates remember how he wrenched his face out of shape in a
attempt to pronounce the language.

futile

He was

a strapping seventeen- year-old when, on his third try, he
was accepted at the Military School, "counting the hours" before
starting his four-year career there on March 11, 1933. Beginning
that

finally

Depression year, cadets graduated not as lieutenants but as warrant
officers [alfeiez]. The first promotion, to second lieutenant,
came in
1938; four more years passed before the next, four more to captain (on
the long and slow climb of that era) and (in 1981) on to a rank not
used
since the days of the liberator Bernardo O'Higgins: Captain-General
of
the Army.'^''
It was while serving as a young infantry
second lieutenant that
Pinochet had his first brush with leftists. He was stationed at Concep-

when the 1939 earthquake hit and he saw socialist militiamen,
wearing khaki uniforms and berets. Pinochet said they helped themcion

and other emergency supplies intended for earthquake victims, leaving him with "an image of rotten thieves." Six years
later, while serving in the northern garrison at
Iquique, he first experienced civilian importuning of mihtary men. It was in the months
following the 1945 election of Gabriel Gonzalez Videla, who won
with
selves to foodstuffs

Communist support, as president. "Wherever we went, there was but
one topic of conversation
that his victory with partners like them
was going to bring about great upheavals of all kinds in Chile." Pinochet
adds that neither he nor his army friends attached much importance
to
such talk— politics was for politicians. But the passing months brought
worsening conditions— long lines of men and women outside shops
.

.

.

increasingly barren of basic necessities. Then, in 1947, Gonzalez Videla
rammed through Congress a law outlawing the Communists (the Law
for the Defense of Democracy or the Ley Maldita, the Wretched
Law, as
the Left

dubbed

it).

"It

was," Pinochet wrote, "a

ness for the people of Iquique, for all Chile,

moment of great happiwhen the president decided

do that." On October 23, after elaborate secret precautions, the president declared a state of emergency and ordered a massive roundup
of
Communists. Pinochet, then a captain, was among the officers assigned
to detain Communists in that northern area of nitrate
mines and transto

port

them

to the remote and virtually deserted port of Pisagua. The
was back at the prison camp he had helped build, this

following year, he

time as commandant. The fourteen months he spent there hardened
Pinochet's conviction that Communists were "not just another party
confess that from that moment, I felt a profound desire to penetrate
and study those concepts
since it worried me greatly that such
I

.

.

.
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across
pernicious and contaminating ideas would continue being spread
Chile.

."'38
.

.

Pinochet was embarked on his first serious military training, at the
Infantry School, when he met Lucia Hiriart. She was then fifteen, he ten
to
years her senior. The year was 1940. She had gone out with a friend
father,
girl's
met
the
when
they
collect funds for some charity,

Guillermo Barros, commandant of the school, accompanied by a young
second lieutenant. Guillermo gave her five pesos "for the two of us." The
young officer neither introduced himself nor spoke. She thought he
looked poor. She was right—he later confessed that he hadn't spoken
because he didn't have a red cent to his

name

at the

time.

officers' club, and
Her school was
but, because of
her—
to
see
opportunity
no
the young lieutenant missed
his fellow
interest,
his
Noting
to
her.
speak
did
not
he
her tender years,
formally
being
after
later,
was
It
"infanticide,"
of
him
accused
officers
introduced, that they began dating, marrying two years later. Described
at
in one biographical sketch as "charming, attractive and socially
Hiriat
Osvaldo
"13^
father,
her
she was no stranger to pohtics:
ease,
Corvalan, had served for eight years 1937-1945) as a Radical party
senator, and, during that same period, as minister of the interior; he was
The
also acting labor minister in the presidency of Juan Antonio Rios.

located across the street

from the

1

couple has five children— two boys, three girls. In common with most
military wives, Mrs, Pinochet remained in the background through the
years prior to 1973, emerging to play an active role in organizing youth
and womens' organizations following the revolution.
Pinochet was a thirty-one-year-old major when detailed in 1956 to the
Chilean Military Mission in Washington, his first foreign assignment.

few months, dovetailing into another as a guest
Academy of Ecuador. (Interestingly he makes
no mention of his Washington experience in El Dia Decisivo, nor in any
other of his writings or interviews I have been able to find, but his 1973
biographical sketch does list English as a second language. Yet in two,
extended interviews, I have never heard him speak it, nor— diplomatic
is a
friends tell me— have they One offered an explanation: Pinochet
perfectionist, and what he does he will do only if he does it well,
particularly in the presence of others. Apart from the visits of American military officers to Chile, Pinochet had at least four more contacts
with U.S. military people: visits to the U.S. Southern Command in the
official
(then) Panama Canal Zone in 1965, 1968, and 1972, as well as an
notwithstanding,
contacts
Such
1968.
tour of the United States in
Pinochet gave no indication of being "pro-American," even before the
roughing up at the hands of the United States following the revolution.
his
But, then, Pinochet is not an easy man to read: taciturn with all but
master
that
"one
is
intimates, he is fond of invoking the Spanish axiom

That one lasted only

a

instructor at the Military

|
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what one does not say,

A

slave to what one does. "
man who Has known
years at close range told me; "Pinochet is a huaso [a Chilean
cowboy], pure and simple. Although he likes to read, and
particularly
history, the history he reads is mainly Chilean,
because he is, to the
marrow, intensely of this land. He is not a cosmopolite, and so his
ideas
and attitudes have their roots in this soil." He describes himself
as "a
man of few friends, reserved in character
affectionate, detached
[desprendido].
wife and I have always been very close, doing thines
a
5=
.""«3
together

him many

.

.

.

My

.

.

His wife chides him: when you speak, you always look
annoyed. That,
he retorts with an impish grin, is because I was raised that

way""

(ft isi

nonetheless, a quality which adversaries have used to
powerful advantage against him. Although he is a doting father and

perhaps an even
more doting grandfather, capable of great warmth, the photograph
most
routinely published abroad shows a prune-faced Prussian,
not infrequently wearing dark glasses.)
Federico Willoughby, the man most responsible for
burnishing
Pmochet's image during the early years of the junta, describes
"very

human

him

as

pleasant with those he considers his equals or superiors, rougher with his subordinates."
Contrary to most images, Willoughby describes Pinochet as "the most intelhgent and
politically
.

.

.

sophisticated of the four [junta members], a man of greater
character
and courage to face the trials of government."

To improve his speaking style— extremely rigid and wooden
at first—
Willoughby coaxed him into appearing before small-town groups,
Centers of Mothers and the like.
As with most of his friends, Pinochet tilted— at least in the sixties—
to the Christian Democrats, Willoughby said,
adding that Pinochet had
told him he had voted in 1964 for Frei. His favorite
daughter, Lucia, was

PDC party member.
he assumed power, Willoughby

enrolled as a

When

Pinochet expected the
years, concluding later that it would take an entire generation
to achieve the changes
he envisioned for Chile. "We never spoke of time frames
[plazos], but of
goals. Our first horizon was 1980. Later, a
dynamic set in that made
revolutionary government

would

last

said,

no more than ten

it

very difficult to let go of power."
Willoughby said Pinochet was an avid student, taking classes in
economy geopolitics, foreign policy— even, in 1978, four or five classes in
economy from Milton Friedman himself, the man whose ideas were
so
significant in charting the junta's economic strategies.
"At the beginning" Willoughby said, "he wanted to
listen

and learn.
he lost that capacity to listen to those who might have brought
."'*i
him good ideas
Augusto Pinochet, in 1973: ".
tall, ramrod straight, and powerfully
Later,

.

.

.

.

2
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they peer
His green eyes are warm and friendly, disarmingly so, for
of black
shock
abundant
out from a no-nonsense face crowned by an
straight
brushed
and
middle
the
parted
in
graying at the temples,

built.

hair,

streaked lightly
back. Thick eyebrows, a leonine nose and puffed cheeks,
his fifty-seven
Despite
chin
bulldog
and
moustache
thin
by veins, a
."'^^
forty-five minutes
customary
a
exercise
a.m.,
6:00
at
[up]
years,
call
to
liked
Allende
Though Pinochet stands a Uttle over six-feet tall
conPinochet"),
("little
behind his back, to cronies— "Pinochito"
.

.

.

.

.

him—

he would be able to manipulate him. General Prats, his
about
immediate superior, made not a single judgmental remark
of
exclusive
pages,
printed
|516
memoirs
extensive
Pinochet in his
loyalty. It
demonstrated
his
tribute
to
repeated
pay
to
except
epilogue),

fident that

his confidence in that loyalty that caused
Pinochet so strongly to Allende when, during his
meeting on August 23, 1973, Prats insisted on his

was

to recommend
two and-a-half-hour

him

own

resignation.

him of
That very afternoon, Allende
commander-in-chief.
new
his appointment as
The meeting took place at La Moneda Palace, in a small room named

summoned

Pinochet to inform

"Diego Portales."
never
doesn't say so on his official biography, because officially it
before
long
combat
seen
had
Castro
Merino
happened, but Jose Toribio
nation was
11, 1973. During World War II, although his
It

September

he finagled his way aboard the U.S. light cruiser
an "observor," finally as a regular officer. During his

officially neutral,

Raleigh,

first as

year aboard [1943-1944), he saw action in the Pacific.
This was written of the number two man in the junta, a year

fol-

lowing the revolution:
strutting
'At first glance he might strike the observer as a popinjay
tend
does
he
because
self-importance,
with
puffed
up
and posturing and
upon
But
about
him.
the
dandy
of
something
is
there
and
prance,
to
to a more
closer inspection the image of vaingloriousness gives way
image
Neither
deviltry.
of
beguiling one, that of a pixyish person full
impishness
there
is
an
that
true
it
is
captures the reality of Merino, but
out
about the [man] with the Groucho Marx moustache that rules
might
observer
casual
the
While
man.
pompous
a
down
as
putting him
familbe forgiven momentary confusion between those two images, few
spontaneous warmth,
iar with him would fail to remark other qualities:
the
an affectionate, generous personality, deep love of the sea— and
convictions.
profound
inner strength and resolve of a man of
in the home"Jose Toribio Merino was born on December 14, 1915,
of
La Serena,
city
four-century-old
charming
the
mother,
town of his

without peer in

all of

Chile for

its

colonial character,

and famed

for its
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which may account for Merino's hfelong weakness for them.
His father, grandfather, and great-grandfather before all bore the name of
Jose Toribio, and he was set to follow in his father's footsteps as comsweets,

mander-in-chief of the Chilean navy. And, like his father, who had been
a thorn in the side of Chile's dictatorial president, Carlos Ibanez del
Campo, back in the late twenties, he was at irreconcilable odds with his
president. He became the senior service chief who most defiantly confronted Allende

.

.

."''"*

men who made the revolution. Merino had, in fact,
confronted Allende even before he became president, seeking assurances that, if confirmed by Congress, Allende would respect the independence of the armed services. Those September visits annoyed the
Alone among the

army and

chiefs— and very nearly precipitated the resignation
can only speculate how such an event
might have impacted on the intricate and volatile webwork of negotiations, conspiracies and anxieties in those tense and
explosive days preceding Allende's ascendancy to the presidency. '^s
Even more than most naval officers, Merino was a cosmopolite. And,
in common with many of his generation, he was very proAmerican, ari
affection that, though battered, survives down to the present.
(He quite
air force

of Frei's defense minister. History

frequently

while a

managed

to slip into the

United States incommunicado,

member of the junta, often to indulge one of his great passions-

golf— with old American military cronies in the Washington area.)
Like Pinochet— born just one month before him— Merino was
the
eldest child, in his case, eldest of four. To his family, the
boy they knew
as "Pepe" revealed a generous streak from his earliest days.
Once, while
still living in La Serena, the young child saw
a barefoot boy walking
down the street. He proceeded to throw his own shoes out the windows
to the boy From his earliest days, too, he revealed a
restless spirit, an
active, inquiring mind: hobbies ranged from raising birds
to hunting,
painting, photography and, later, stamp collecting.
Most of his youth was spent in Vina del Mar, the resort city immediately to the northeast of the seaport city where Pinochet was
growing
up. Merino, too, studied with Sacred Heart priests
jthough at their
newly estabhshed school in Vina|. Those studies were interrupted for
two years in 1927 when strongman president Carlos Ibaiiez, in order to
rid himself of the navy chief who was giving him so
much trouble,
dispatched Merino's father to Geneva as Chile's representative at the
League of Nations. That city was then (as now) so expensive that the
family rented a house in Paris, where they had the opportunity
to mix
with the self-exiled President Arturo Alessandri. The first year of their

European stay. Merino and his brothers were placed at a boarding school
in London. A daughter recalled that the school had so few showers
that
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her

father,

fond of bathing

installed for himself.

The

paid out of his own pocket to have one
following year, 1928, the boys transferred to
daily,

Chile, Merino finished his
the American High School in Paris. Back in
third in his class,
distinction:
with
Heart
Sacred
at
high school career
education, Enghsh,
physical
French,
comportment,
for
prizes
with
would not repeat at
arithmetic, and geometry. It was a performance he
1931 he was, he
year,
the Naval School, which he entered the following
Chilean
delicate
the
in
would confess, "busy chasing girls" {pololeando.
:

Among the lifelong friendships he formed at that school: Patricio
in the September 11
Carvajal, who would play such a decisive role

usage}.

leading up to it, when he
revolution, and Ismaei Huerta, in the events
government.
revolutionary
new
the
of
minister
was first foreign
the
oiler Maipo. took Merino
aboard
cadet,
a
as
cruise
graduation
His

would make
1936 to San Francisco, the first of many, many visits he
he was
in
later,
1939,
years
Three
to the United States over the years.
yet
aboard
Mexico,
Tampico,
in
time
back in northern waters, this
corvette
the
command—
first
his
He
got
Rancagua.
another oiler, the
Maria
Papudo^in 1952, the same year he married Gabriela Margarita
she
but
of
her,
very fond
Riofrio Bustos. A sister recalls: "My mother was
As
death."
of
kiss
never told Pepe. That, with him, would have been the
fonder
and
racing
motorcycle
fond of
it was, the dashing bon vivant, so
down.i**
yet of wine and women, was ready to settle

in

openly of a
was very likely inevitable that the first man to speak
this
formed,
was
it
before
Even
leave
it.
first
to
the
junta would later be
clashed with
had
Guzman—
Leigh
Gustavo
man—
strong-willed
tells the story
another strong-willed man, Augusto Pinochet. Pinochet
his youngest
of
occasion
tea on the
It was at the fateful September 9
Once in the
private.
in
him
to
speak
daughter's birthday Leigh asked to
It

united, could topple
study, Leigh told Pinochet that the four services,
it, a junta would be
do
were
to
they
if
and
government,
the Allende
added that although he had two days' more seniority than

named. Leigh

Pinochet as
Pinochet as a service commander, he would accede to
he was
that
say
him
to
interrupted
president of the junta. Pinochet
standing
the
order
of
the
in
ranked
mistaken; the commanders-in-chief
navy, and then the air
of their respective services, and that was army,
because
it wasn't the time for
and
said
I
what
accepted
force. "Since he
him out," Pinochet
hearing
to
myself
confined
then
I
argument,
added. 1*^
^
eight days
Gustavo Leigh Guzman was, on the day of revolution, just
,

years in the
his fifty-third birthday and, after thirty-five
retirement.
hoped-for
from
away
months
and-a-half
service, only three
wait. When it
learned
to
had
Leigh
wait—
but
have
to
would
Retireinent
did finally come, it was a reward submerged in bitterness.

away from
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Merino loved the sea, so too did Leigh love the skies, the
adventure of flight, and particularly, the freedom of mihtary flight.
Just as

"Military flight

marvelous," he told an interviewer. "One flies for
own. You don't have 100 passengers, making 200 demands, nor the flight plan controls."
But, if he loved the skies, he loathed cold water. Fellow cadets
remember a moment of crisis during his Military School career
when, in
Santiago's Cousiiio Park, he balked when ordered to follow
other cadets
off the high diving board into the pool.
is

oneself, the pleasure is one's

"I

know how to swim, my lieutenant," Cadet Leigh told Donald

don't

MacLean, the

officer in charge.

"Dive in," MacLean ordered.
Leigh repeated his plea three times. MacLean persisted in his order
three times. Leigh's classmates watched silently as he slowly
scaled the
ladder Suddenly there was a loud splash: the entire water
polo team had
plunged into the pool and formed a circle beneath the diving board.
"I think we grabbed him before he even hit the water,"
a classmate
remembered. Leigh climbed out of the pool and presented himself
before

MacLean.

"Your order carried out,

my lieutenant,"

the shivering cadet said.

The second of four children of Hernan and Laura Leigh, he became so
enamored of aviation as a small child that playmates took to calling him
swallow," when not "Pilot Leigh." The loss of his father
when he
was only six meant the boy had to make his way without the role
model
he said he always missed. He also had to work hard to defeat a
dangerous
enemy for one planning a career in aviation: mathematics. It took a good
deal of tutoring and coaching, but he finally made it, winning
a scholar"the

ship to the Military School. (Water again: a Military School

humor

magazine said Cadet Leigh, in charge of the baths, was so honorable, he
never took a single one.)
If he had an aversion to cold water, he loved
the beach, and especially
the one at Llolleo, where his family vacationed at a house
his grandfather had bought. There was horseback riding on the
beach— and there
were the

girls.

"With their fathers looking on, right?"

"Come

on,

we weren't

stupid. Besides, there

were those great sand

dunes ..."

Doubtless some of the intense anticommunism of President Gonrubbed off on him: Leigh was, for a time, the president's
pilot. He also was a pioneer helicopter pilot.
By 1960, Leigh was a widower with two children. A fellow officer who
was also a widower, Sergio Crespo (later minister of agriculture in the
junta), introduced him to Gabriela Garcia. When he
was assigned that
zalez Videla

6
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the couple considered
year as air attache at the embassy in Washington,
it would be; Leigh
wait
long
wait.
a quick wedding. They decided to

A

m

1966,
finally married
remained in Washington
Chile.
when he returned to
ot English
Those years in Washington not only gave him a command
factor in the
unequalled by other members of the junta— doubtless a
him the "most
judgment of many foreign correspondents who found
for the
affection
solid
articulate" member of the junta— but also a
U.S.
with
friendships
United States. He also developed a number of
in
U.S.
the
to
trips
return
repeated
officers he would strengthen through
for six years.

later years.

They

.

Where and how he developed his fierce anticommumsm is less
the
What is clear is that, even more than Pinochet, he was regarded as
in
behavior
His
hardest of the hard-liners among the top commanders.
clear.

would call into question the accuracy of that image.
agreed with the characterJunta press spokesman Federico Willoughy

later years

ization of Leigh as a

"man of facile

expression," adding that he also had

also said he found Leigh to be
"a great deal of charisma." But Willoughby
character, euphoup-and-down
an
with
opinions,
a man of "changeable
ria

and then depression." i'*^

junta— Cesar Mendoza Duran— SepMendoza
tember II always had been a special day, as far back as 1918.
The
Leigh.
like
was born on that day in that year— a native of Santiago,
the
then
were
what
on
ninth of eleven children, Mendoza grew up
For the fourth

member

of the

history and the
countrified outskirts of the city An avid reader of
He entered
Leigh.
was
for
it
nemesis
same
the
him
for
classics, math was
the city's
from
graduating
after
year
the
1938,
in
School
the Carabineros
a second
prestigious Instituto Nacional high school Commissioned
the top.
rode
to
literally
heutenant in 1941, in the years ahead he almost
York,
New
in
1949
months
in
An outstanding horseman, he spent four

there. Two years
participating in the Sixty-first Equestrian Exhibition
in Buenos
Games
American
Pan
the
later, he captured the gold medal at
(the
Peron
Evita
irritated
very
a
chest
by
his
Aires; it was pinned on
Chilthe
instead
competition;
the
sweep
to
expected
had

Argentines

capturing nine
eans stunned their hosts and the favored Mexicans,
States for
United
medals, including four gold ones). He was back in the
at ChiGames
American
competitions in 1957, then for the 1959 Pan
When
Rome.
in
Games,
Olympic
the
in
cago; finally, in I960, once again
at fiftyretained,
he
later,
years
dozen
than
a
more
the revolution came
of physical
the svelte physique and agility of movement a lifetime
suggest.
would
activity
Though his role in the junta was low key Mendoza— perhaps because
bore the brunt of so much public ire during the Allende

five,

Carabineros
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to say plainly that the junta

polity,

but to root out the old

PINOCHET TAKES

was determined

one.i'*'

COMMAND

Question: Mr. President, you will remember that in Communique
[Bando] #5, it says that the Junta will remain only as long as needed to
return to normality. What changed later?
Pinochet: Gen. Mcndoza, Gen. Leigh, Adm. Merino and I did sign a
document which said that. But you forget that we signed that when the
movement [he used that euphemism for the revolution] had just ended.
When we began to study things, when we began to analyze the problems ... we arrived at the conclusion that the problems were much,
much profounder than we had imagined. [Emphasis in original.j'so

Someone asked Augusto Pinochet, some years
still had behind him the "consensus"

believed he

later,

whether he

of support that he

enjoyed at the time of the revolution.

"Consensus— what a magic word!" he retorted. "There's never been
anything such as total consensus in this country Why, Pedro de Valdivia
was in this country only a short time when he had to hang his partner
Pedro Sanchez de la Hoz, because he had rebelled against him
"isi
Consensus, in 1973, they had. But it was a narrow consensus, one
which said only: deliver us from this Allende evil. Nor— except for
anticommunism, greatly strengthened by the societytraumatizing Allende experience— was there consensus among the four
members of what was, after all, a makeshift junta. And so, they began
their journey without maps, groping to make rule by committee
work,
to create a plan of their own. To the dismay of the Right and the
Left it
was a plan that excluded the traditional programs and personages of
both.'"
their visceral

The first step in forging such a plan was taken on October 4, with the
formation of an Advisory Committee. Significantly, it was, at first,
made up only of army officers— and advised only the president of the
junta, Pinochet. When the others protested, it was rapidly broadened
to
include representatives from the other services, some thirty in all,
as
well as a handful of civilians. And, as the Advisory Committee
of the
Junta, it was now charged with advising all four members. But it
served
as such mainly in name only, and was, in fact, headed by one of
the army
officers closest to

Pinochet in coup plotting: Julio Canessa, one of the
colonels to achieve flag rank after the revolution. Six months after
creation, Canessa described it as a "Presidential General Staff."'53 in

first

its
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youthful organizakeeping with the spirit of the new regime, it was a
Key among the civilian
tion: ages ranged from thirty-five to forty-eight.
former presiyoung turks: Jaime Guzman Errazuriz, a brilliant, bookish
of the most
one
and
Chile,
dent of the Law Center at the University of
physique
small
man
of
This
Allende.
brazenly outspoken voices against

and almost monastic

life-style

would loom

large

among those charting

's*
ideological directions for the new junta.
Pinochet and his associates
that
clear
it
was
close,
a
to
As 1973 drew
Law #128, on November
Decree
campaign.
long
a
for
in
settUng
were
Authority of the
"Supreme
16, clarified the scope of the expression

from September 11, 1973, the
Nation" used in Decree Law #1: ".
of the constituent, legislaexercise
the
on
taken
Government Junta has
jDL) said the judiciary
law
decree
That
powers."
tive and executive
and authority conindependence
the
with
function
to
continue
would
anomaly, since DL
ferred by the constitution of 1925— for many a legal
(That same
so sweeping that it supplanted that constitution.
.

#128 was
month the

electoral rolls

.

were declared

invalid.)

The

belief

was

rein-

the Constitutional
forced by the promulgation of another DL abolishing
quesconstitutional
strictly
(created by the 1970 reform to hear

Court

tions).

Another

DL

in

December banned

elections in unions and estab-

in effect
lished regulations governing them. Under Decree Law #5,
as the
defined
siege
of
state
in
a
was
country
the
since September 12,
things, for
equivalent of "state of war," which provided, among other
ended as
officially
summary execution (although, as noted, these were

of

November

1973).

An American

Against this were the first signs of economic recovery
correspondent, viewing the scene, wrote:

There

is still

a depressing

all this,

mood of fear in Chile. Armed troops patrol

Despite
and gunHre is frequently heard at night
reluctantly
probably
would
choice,
the
Chileans, if they had

Santiago's streets,

.

.

.

is hardly
vote for the Junta as the lesser of evils. Though the Junta
chafe under
popular, it does have the country running again. Chileans
remember the chaos and
its totaUtarian restrictions, but they also
citizens appear
strife of Allende's regime. For the moment Chile's
society But
orderly
of
an
rhythms
the
and
work
content to get back to
with their long democratic tradition, they are not likely to tolerate

^^^
junta rule indefinitely

when
At 6:00 P.M., on March 11, 1974— the day coincidentally
until
what,
presented
Pinochet
Augusto
Chile—
classes resumed in
of
Declaration
the
career:
his
thesis
of
important
most
then, was the
Plenary Hall
the
scene
was
Chile.
The
of
Government
the
Principles of
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Diego Portales Building, crammed with foreign diplomats,
government figures, judges, media and labor leaders. With his three
junta
colleagues joining him at the podium, each resplendent
in beribboned
dress uniform and flanked by unblinking aides-de-camp,
Pinochet, over
the next forty-five minutes, spelled out what, in its
essentials, would be
the ideological framework of Chile's government until
the adoption of a
new constitution six years later. The message, like the ceremony itself,
reverberated with patriotic themes, a summons to build
a new Chile
based on the traditional values of the past.'ss it was
divided in three
parts: |1) Chile in a world context (brief);
(2| man and society (long|; |31
the nationalist, realistic, and pragmatic inspiration
for the revolution
(longer). The first two were preambles, premises
for the third,
1. There are, the statement said, two
options available to developing
nations: the socialist path, inspired in Marxism-Leninism,
and the one
typical of advanced Western nations where economic
development and
social justice exist in harmony. The first, of course,
was rejected. The
second path was found also deficient. While market
economies are
"incomparably more acceptable" than the others, the junta's
ideologues
of the

rejected the materialism they engendered; the
materialism of "consumer societies" which "spiritually submerge and enslave

man." It was,
the time was the mid-1970s, the twihght of the
hippie and radical protest eras, the onset of the environmental
and earth
they

noted— recall,

mother movements— a materialism that stimulated youthful rebellion,
and more serene world of yesteryear. And yet'
their economically prostrate land was not
to pine for a fictitious pastoral society, but to build. Chile, then, "must
seek to achieve simultaneously and harmonize in a balanced fashion, freedom
as a form of life
with accelerated economic development, progress with
social justice."
2. As to man in society, the document spelled
out five major principles: (a) the rights of man were natural, and
superior to those of the
state; (b) the state must be at the service of man,
and not vice versa; |c)
nostalgia for the simpler

the reason for being of the state
state

was to secure the common good; (d|'the
must assume only those functions which individuals, families, or

natural groups of individuals cannot undertake themselves
(national
defense, police, foreign relations]; (e] this principle
also presumes the
right to private property and free enterprise.
3. Inspiration, aims: National unity was
presented as the most highly
valued objective of the new nation the military intended
to build, a
unity that would leave behind "the long period of ideological
messianics
and preaching of miserable hatreds." To achieve it, there
was a call for a
return to the "spiritual integration" which was the
cornerstone of "our
founding fathers, heroes, teachers and statesmen." The document
called

for a

reawakening of "that true patriotism which

is

a visceral love for
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guiding
Chile and a desire to see it once again great and united." The
government,"
force would be "an authoritarian, impersonal and just
characterized by the personal effort, example, seriousness, and austerity
employees. They
of those who lead, the apolitical character of public
planning.
national
would work through a system of comprehensive
In the field of

human

rights: a juridical order expressing respect for

freedom of conscience and the right to dissent— with a sharp exception;
"The experience of recent years indicates the need to place admissible
pluralism badly
limits to that dissent. Never again, in the name of a
understood, can an ingenuous democracy be permitted that allows to
violence to
operate within it organized groups which sponsor guerrilla
democracy,
of
rules
the
accept
reach power, or while pretending to
a
sustain a doctrine and a morality whose objective is to construct
will
movements
and
parties
Marxist
consequence,
totalitarian State. In
neutral
not again be allowed in the public life of the country Chile is not

government is not, then, afraid to
Doing so is not to adopt a 'negative'
since it is Marxism which, in truth, denies the most fundamen-

in the face of

Marxism

.

.

this

.

describe itself as anti-Marxist.
posture,

values of every authentic civilization. ..."
There will, the statement said, be a new and modern institutionality,
one which decentralizes political and social power. Since the creation of
such "solid stabiHty" requires "purging our democratic system of the
vices which facilitated its destruction," the military government "fixes
because the task of reconstructing the
no Umit for its undertaking
morally, institutionally and materially, requires a profound and

tal

.

.

.

country
This government has been categorical in declaring
prolonged action
a
that it has no intention of being a government of mere administration,
other
or,
in
parties;
of
governments
parenthesis between two similar
words, that it's not a case of a 'truce' for regrouping so as to return power
their
to the same politicians who bear so much responsibility through
acts of

commission or omission,

for the virtual destruction of the coun-

Notwithstanding this, the Junta will hand over political power in
the opportune moment to whomsoever the people elect in universal,
assume,
free, secret and informed elections. The Armed Forces will
try

..

.

then, the role of institutional participation which the new Constitution
assigns it, and which will be that which must correspond to those
cornerstone of
charged with safeguarding the National Security ..."
the new political order would be decentralization, a reinvigoration of

A

local

and municipal government.

In the social sphere, the junta said it would work to depoliticize and
then rebuild labor, student, professional, and business organizationsredirecting them to fulfill the nonpolitical but specific purposes for
which they were originally created. Family women, youth, these were
to the pillars of the traditional

new

society i^?

1
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Those ideas echoed, profoundly, a modern adaptation of the
vision of a
philosopher of singular signiHcance to some of the key
architects of the

new

order:

Thomas Aquinas. But

the statement also reflected, proin later years by such eminent
Chilean conservative thinkers as Jorge Prat Echaurren.
Years before the
1974 Statement of Principles, Prat advocated such ideas—
patriotism,

foundly, the Portalian vision,

modernized

regionalization, national planning in a free
cantly, he also envisioned a circumstance in

market setting. Signifiwhich the armed forces

might, one day, be called upon to leave their "glass
house" or "glass
showcase. "'58

That statement also contained important clues for the
future— not
only as to the durability of the new regime, but as
to the proposition
that, for as long into the future as their reach
would extend, the military
of Chile would not again remain impassively
in a glass house, indifferent to the fate of their nation.

On June

1 7,

1974, Decree

tion of the junta.

More

Law #527 codified the nature and organiza-

importantly,

it signaled the end of rule
by
committee. The law said the junta would continue to
exercise the
constituent power and the legislative power through decree
laws, while
the president of the junta would henceforth exercise
executive power.
Theoretically, decisions would continue to be taken only
by unanimous

consent. In reality, as press reports indicated at the
time, the practical
effect was to establish Pinochet as the
undisputed number one. No
longer could the junta designate the president; the
decree established a
hierarchy that would rule thereafter. First, the
commander-in-chief of
the army, next, of the navy, followed by the air
force and finally Carabineros. Unless prevented by "death, resignation
or any kind of absolute mcapacity " the man already in the job would
remain there so

long
he remained commander-in-chief of the army Nor was any
time hmit
set for his term. To make it explicit, he
was given the title
as

"Supreme

Chief of the Nation," while retaining the title "President
of the Junta."
Theoretically, the other junta members retained certain
power: their
approval was needed for appointing ministers, ambassadors,
governors
and mayors, but only if these enjoyed the "confidence"
of the president.
The statute also formalized the division of labor among
the junta members: the economy for the navy (including
the Central Bank), social
areas for the air force, while Carabineros got
agriculture, and lands and
settlements.

On

December 17, 1974, the shift of power away from committee to
one-man rule became final: Pinochet was named President
of the
Republic. His power was now almost complete, 's* It would
take another
event, nearly four years later, to

make

it

so.

According to some conspiracy theories, Pinochet had set out
shortly
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to him.
assuming power to purge the army of generals "disloyal"
or
before—
plottmg
coup
in
engaged
"Disloyalty" was defined as having

after

separately

from— Pinochet,

upstaging him, in a sense.

Among

such

and Sergio Nuiio— the latter
generals, Manuel Torres, Arturo Viveros,
retirement withm a year.
early
went
to
two, very junior generals—
in 1975. Arellano, as
crash
airplane
in
an
died
Bonilla,
Another, Oscar

early retirement by an
noted already, was out in 1976, followed into
that Pinochet
even more junior general, Javier Palacios.i*° It is possible
out for that
them
forced
forced them out, and it is also possible that he
mstitutional
shrouded
remains
it
reason. But if he did, the secret of
had fixed on a longsecrecy There is little reason to doubt that, once he

m

assume

he needed
range goal of creating a new nation, for which
degree of personal
high
a
demanded
have
would
he
power,
absolute
circle.
loyalty from the senior members of his inner
to

once embarked on that course, he brooked little dissent
come from a single
within the junta itself, and what there was tended to
the eve of revoluon
beginning,
source: Gustavo Leigh. From the very
this mercurial
rule,
right
to
very
tion when he challenged Pinochet's
of the hardsaddle
the
under
burr
a
been
and strong-willed man had
It is

clear that,

charging Augusto Pinochet.
the
The breaking point came in a June 1978 interview Leigh gave to
he
what
He was asked
Italian newspaper Conieie della Sera of Milan.
hand
had
a
had
Chile
would do if he were to learn that the government of
in the murder,

two years

earlier in

Washington, of Orlando

Letelier,

to Washington).
Allende's last defense minister (and former ambassador
were that to be
that
responded
Leigh
chapter.)
(More on this in the next
junta, because
the
in
position
his
reconsider
to
have
the case, he would

such an event would dishonor the armed forces.
Learning of this, Pinochet said Leigh had to go.
in fact, only the
In an interview with the author, Leigh said that it was,
bottom was a
At
them.
culmination of a long period of tension between
profoundly different vision of military rule.
about creatLeigh said Pinochet repeatedly brushed off his questions
his insisabout
voided
in
1973;
those
replace
ing new electoral rolls to
constitution. "He
new
the
drafting
up
on
speeded
be
work
tence that
explained.
always got annoyed when I brought these things up," he
we should
believed
"I
"From the beginning, in 1973," Leigh said,
enough
time
be
would
that
that
years,
govern no more than three to ive
and
out,
wear
organisms
All
country
the
up, to disinfect
to clean things

resentgovernments are no exception. They create their own capital of
give
should
that
we
was
idea
My
rivals.
of
ments, of incomprehensions,

period

way to someone like a retired military officer during a transition
short shrift of
back to full civilian rule." But, he went on, Pinochet made
his ideas.
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On July 24,

1978, a decree was promulgated removing Leigh from
the
But even in this, Leigh said, the junta tripped over
its own rules
Under the June 1974 code, a member could be removed
only in case of
physical or mental "absolute" incapacitation,
and Leigh was of sound
junta.

mmd and body Further, when the decree was sent to the comptroller for
his necessary assent,

he sent

signatures and all four

what he

it

back because

it

contained only three

members needed

to sign. Leigh refused to sign
described as his "self-expulsion." The impasse
Hnally was

resolved by quickly swearing in Leigh's successor,
Gen. Fernando Matthei Aubel,

and having him

sign.i^i

There" would not again be serious pubhc dissent
within the junta until
Nevertheless, as Pinochet

eans

still

seemed

moved

to approve,

to consolidate his power,

most Chil-

A journahst of notoriously hostile views

toward the junta (and other military governments),
wrote at the time"In spite of such privation, the majority of
Chileans appear to welcome
the new stability and to accept the military
regime, at least
pas-

sively."i62
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The magazine-style book was

a publication of the armed forces and
Carabineros, highlighting scenes of heroism and battles during the revolution.
8.

"Chile's Plunge Into Chaos," Los Angeles Times. August 29, 1973, one week
before the coup. Given the Times' conspicuous leftist stance on virtually all
issues, the editorial was particularly significant. The following day, yet

another liberal American newspaper, the Miami Herald, expressed an identical sentiment in an editorial, "Noose of Crisis Is Tightening Around
the
Throat of Chile": "The wonder of Chile is that the government still stands.
President Salvador Allcnde's determination to bring socialism to Chile has
driven the country into so deep a political cleavage that civil war threatens.
Johathan Kandell, "Chile's Military Imposing Strict Standards on Nation,"
Santiago-datelined dispatch in New York Times. September 28, 1973.
Writing three months after the coup. Time magazine correspondent Charles
Eisendrath, noting hardships and repression of the early days, said |"The
Price of Order," Time, December 31, 1973); "Despite all this, Chileans, if
they had the choice, would probably reluctantly vote for the junta as the
lesser of evils
Chileans chafe under its totalitarian restrictions, but they
also remember the chaos and strife of Allende's regime." Nearly two full
years after the coup, a June 1975 Gallup Poll showed 76 percent of those
responding supporting Pinochet, only 20 percent opposed. Cited in Fleet,
.

9.

10.

.

.

.

op. cit., p. 181.
11.

The experienced journalist was William Montalbano, then chief Latin
American correspondent for the Miami Herald, and a man of strong "progressive" enthusiasms. The complete phrase ("There's Optimism in the Air
in Chile Despite

Massive Problems lor fuiiia," Santiago-datelined dispatch,
Herald, October 1, 1973, p. 20-A|: 'And so the dust settles on a social
experiment that was audacious, divisive, and by most yardsticks, a dismal
flop." Montalbano makes it plain he is talking about the Allende
experiment. The Economist expressed a broader view, in a "leader" (editorial| in its
September 15 issue: "Few people believe that Chile can now return to its old
way of doing things
There must be no confusion about where the
responsibility for Chile's new tragedy lies. It lies with Dr. Allende and those
in the Marxist parties who pursued a strategy for the seizure of total power
to the point at which the Opposition despaired of being able to
restrain
them by constitutional means ... the military-technocratic government
that is apparently emerging will try to knot together the social fabric that
the Allende government tore apart. It will mean the temporary death of
democracy in Chile, and that is to be deplored; but it must not be forgotten
who made it inevitable." Quoted in Notjcias. September 19, 1973, p. 4.
Noticias was a weekly digest of hemisphere news published by the National
Foreign Trade Council, Inc., headquartered in New York.
Source for resumptions: Bolsa Review, vol. 7, #82, October 1973, p. 496, and
for copper output, vol. 7, #83, November 1973, p. 561. Source
for currency:

Miami

.

12.

13.

.

.

Chile, #359, for November 25-December 10, 1973, p. 2, a publication of the
Organization of American States in Washington. The Review was a publication of the Bank of London and South America. As to newsmen, the
congratulations came from those not immediately sacked {or jailed) as Marxists.
Notes I made in talks with news executives in Santiago at the time indicated 560 of 1,850 professional newsmen lost their jobs in the weeks following the coup; two were executed.
In an interview with Pinochet in Santiago, October 22, 1974. Frei, in an
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^25
interview with the

S^mSra™

In

U

he did

».

FmmLpecial,
"FFAA Merecen

la Patriotica

1974 spoke ."iti^lly

f

»„t,l
speak ou, publicly agamsl .he ,u„.a

after the coup.
postcoup edition of El

twenty-one months
14.

7,

u^i^ lOT'^pnrMercuno September 13, 1973. PDC.

Cooperacion de Todos os Sectores,

p.

y

a /untfl Militar p. 6,
"Partido Nacional Llama a Respaldar
NatSnal party'
"Ex Mimstro ComGodoy.
3;
p.
PADENA,"
Declaracion del
ManExtremismos/'
p. 4; Urrutia
uiSu Declara su Rechazo a Todos los
explanation
p. 1. The follow-up
ludicial,"
Poder
del
za "o "SoSace^^^^
in Santiago, May 9, 1974.
was from his interview with the author
Embassy. Edelstam later recounted
Cuban
the
at
hiding
n
was
S Marambio
Moncda

SSeNA

1

W

La

Allende
Ma amblo~"a young man who had been with
Embassy. Alth^^^^^^^
first refugee at the Cuban
Ls
Sre''-became
thTdfy
leade
at

that the Mirista

it is probable
Edelstam did not specifically say so,
Edelstam boasted of getting out o
was among the nine hundred persons
the three months
illegally,
Chle many of them surreptitiously and
incident in
Marambio
country
the
left
himself
he
foYlowiS the coup before
Hill & ComLawrence
Ct.:
{Westport,
Storm Over Chile

m

Samuel Chavkin

paq if5 fpl^^^^^

former mistress, Miria Con-

tha^Marambio was, together with Allende's
movie
P^-'^-'^^'^r^^^^m^
uerarBelUe Roperi, directing Coralfilms a
writer (and Communist)
Colombian
great
the
Salvatore,
to
Paris According
CoralHlms' principal scriptwriters
Gabrid GareTa Marquez w^s one of
of the ChUean resistance^
Svatore re e'^eSf^to Marambio as "another hero
m
Alleride,"
de
amante
"Contreras, yo, la
^P/%'
^^l^^vS^^^^^^^^ac
January 14, 1988, p. 1, Revelaciones
duced in El Meicurio of Santiago,

16.

S^w^B^SLtiago Apn^

f

11, 1974.

Barros had

known j...

S^lTiTG^^^t^^SStlS^^t^^"
him

out because
Uruguay, kicked
tie ve^y democratie government of
he
strikes. The Cuban Embassy which
organizing
role
in
of his
American missions m
Latin
the
of
largest
the
far,
was,
by
iaded in Santiago
embassy, thirtyrhUrThere were fort^-eight persons accredited from that biggest country
continent's
Brazil-the
Snuast,
|By
Cubans.
S£c of
population- then had fifteen persons in
with around thirteen tiines Cuba's
of 633 persons had come to
h Santiago embassy] In the year 1973, a totalEdelstam an even older acmissions.
ofHcial
on
Havana
Santtagolrom
attention. In contrast to what
aua ntince oTsarros's, bears further special
country a few months later
the
outside
he saTd while still in Santiago, once
amounted to a vendetta agamst the ,unta, frequently

96

aUeS

tW

he erS>rrked on what
widow
with and sharing platforms with Allende's
^^^^^^
as saying there were 15,000
him
quoting
was
Paris
of
Monde
Le
12 1973
(Quoted
rcvoution.
in the Chilean
de;d 35 000 jailed, and 30,000 orphans
by
book
^^
M.^^^^^-^^i^
tabashededly, in his AUende-eulpgizing
Fascismo [Barcelona: Editorial Plancta,
Mil Dias entre la Revolucion y el
much improve^

travS

f

'

Edelstam's "reportmg" did not
19741 p. 224.1 The level of
Berlin when Edelstam, then a dash.n
Barros first mLt Edelstam in wartime
Swedish Einbassyl and married to a
the
of
secretary
(third
young dilomat
When
a lion of the social circuit.
was
noblewoman,
ve"y pretty young
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Edelstam turned up in Chile years later, it was sans wife,
although Barros
said he understood there had been later
marriages. Barros remembers that
tdelstam, even though a diplomat of a neutral country
during World War
II

was aiding members of the Norwegian underground
at the end of the war
and later had adventurous postings in Southeast Asia
and Guatemala (when
guerrilla warfare was peaking there in the
early 1970s). Barros said
tdelstam trom the time of his arrival in Santiago in
1972, had "the style
and air of superiority of many European diplomats in
countries they think

of as inferior" In a kind of reverse
snobbery, Edelstam
passionately, into the cause of Allende's
"revolution."
It

emphasized,
all,

threw himself
cannot be over-

Edelstam represented a government that was, after
and one which strongly supported Allende.
As

either, that

socialist Itself

late as

government had pledged a 40 million kroner
,°
i!
u^''^
$7.7 million]
to Allende. The socialist, pro-Allende
proclivities of the Swedes were rarely mentioned
in press accounts of their later
moralizing about events in Chile. For further
insights into Edelstam's
eulogy of Allende and his role in the immediate
aftermath of the coup see
Samuel Chavkin, op. cit., pp. 131-157.
Interview with then General Ewing at his office in
Santiago, June 10 1987
Located only a few blocks east of the ruined palace
on the Alameda the
twenty-two-story building— then Santiago's tallest
office structure— had
been opened in April of 1972, just in time to house
the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD|.
It would remain the
headquarters of thejunta, and serve as the seat
of the presidency

r^f.l
k7
credit (roughly
'

17.

until

March

18.

11, 1980, when restoration of La Moneda was
completed and Pinochet moved the presidency back to the
palace-seven years and six
months to the day after the revolution.
Interview with Merino in Santiago, June 9, 1987.
Pinochet is so quoted in
Varas and Vergara, op. cit., p. 209. They quote
him as saying: "I have no
interest in looking like the indispensable
man." i...una persona iirempla-

19.

Sigmund,

20. Noticias.

op.

cit., p.

250.

September

19, 1973, op. cit. That judgment would shock
those
reflexivcly equate military with right wing, an
error in many Latin
American countries, unquestionably so in the case of Chile
of 1973 More
on that subject later in this chapter. For that phase
of its report, Noticias
drew on published reports in Time of September
19, lournal of Commerce.
September 18, Wall Street Journal, September 17, Christian
Science

who

MoniSeptember 19, and Financial Times September 17.
Pinochet's pro-PDC
disposition from Fleet, op. cit., p. 179. As Fleet
notes, that would not
however, prevent him from quickly siding with
those who viewed the
i^tiristian Democrats as primary agents
of the crisis
Wrote Pinochet: "Casualties were much greater in
those clashes Ipatrol
actions] than in the fighting on September
II. Armed clashes began to
diminish gradually only after the fourth month. In
the raids which were
carried out after those bloody encounters, an
immense quantity of arms
propaganda and extremist pamphlets normally would be
found " Pinochet'
tor.

21.

op. cit., p. 148.
22.

Interview with Kelly en route from Santiago to
Miami, June 21-22 1987
Kelly came by his Irish name and ruddy looks from
his paternal grandfather
who was posted to Chile in 1870 as an advisor to the Chilean
place,

navy, liked the

and stayed. The employment figures are from a report,
"Rol del Sector
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1974, p. 1. Davis notes that
Publico en Economia/'
and nationalized comoffices
government
of
AUende larded the payrolls
the SUMAR textile
panies with Popular Unity loyalists. Among examples:
nationalization; Cerafter
employees
3,500
to
2,500
from
plant went
than doubled its work force,
vecerias Unidas, the Santiago brewery more
workers to the eight
the El Teniente copper mine added four thousand
Works CorporaMunicipal
the
another:
Yet
payroll.
thousand already on the
hundred to twelve thousand
tion (CORMUl reportedly ballooned from two
Salvador AUende
under Allende. Nathaniel Davis, The Last Two Years of
17.
|Ithaca:CorneUUniversityPress, 1985),p.
o iobv
interview in Santiago, June 9, 1987, that
23 Merino told the author, during an
entire economic
an
but
team
a
only
not
had
he
contacts,
because of those
he specihcaUy
program ready to unveil when he took over. In that interview,
general manager of £/
then
Leniz,
Fernando
Kelly"—
and
"Leniz
mentioned
minister under the
Meicuiio, destined to become first civilian economy
Other authors of the plan
junta and the aforementioned Roberto Kelly.
who died a few years
included Emilio Sanfuentes (journalist-economist
Bardon, and Sergio
Alvaro
finance,
of
de Castro, later minister

.w

'

later),

Sergio

me by one of the key authors of the plan, is number 188. The
1987, interview
study contains neither names nor dates, but in his lunc 9,
1973.
Match
ready
by
was
plan
the
said
he
with me,
1970-1973, La Pohtica Exterior del
Joaquin Fermandois, ChUe y El Mundo,
(Santiago:
Gobiemo de la Unidad Popular y el Sistema Internacional
Chile,
p. 435. The public-private
1985),
de
Catolica
Universidad
Ediciones
op. cit. The newspaper
sector comparison is from El Mercurio, May 4, 1974,
sector debt stood at 288
that as of December 31, 1974, the public
M^ne'given to

24
'

25
'

reported
billion escudos;

money in the hands of the

private sector at that

totaled 210 billion escudos.
The "signs" quote from William Montalbano,

26
'

1973

Week

Miami

same point

,j r\
. i,.,
October
Herald,

i

1,

Chile," Business
op cit. "Laughing" from "A future for business in
Luchetti SpaSeptember 29, 1973. Luksic had reason to laugh: his
was the first industrial plant returned to its

ghetti Factory in Santiago
owner by the junta, but they

months
hundred

earlier

and

had to

do so. Seized by workers three
by the Allende government, one

fight to

later "intervened"

the plant during the
of the plant's five hundred workers occupied
soldiers on September 12.
revolution and fought a pitched battle with
the
Among the American firms which reached quick understandings with two
whose
Chemical,
Dow
holdings:
their
junta to resume operation of
the comptrol er general. Dow
plants had been seized in 1 972 over protests of
damage to the plants under
owners:
returning
many
faced a problem of
would cost
incompetent management was so great it was estimated it
for Chile and Argentina,
president
Dow's
Venable,
Budd
repair.
to
million
By November 14, 1973, Chile
also lamented: "They didn't even keep books."
basis for compensating
and the U.S. had already reached agreement on the
An uphill struggle
"Chile:
[Dow),
sources:
Additional
the copper companies.
November 17, 1973; [compensation!, a
to revive business," Business Week.
for U.S., Chile,
Santiago-datelined Renter dispatch "Copper firms: topic
Up the Pieces
Picks
"Dow
1973;
14,
November
Monitor.
Christian Science
"
magazine, April 1974; Dow Latma,
in Chile Herbert C. Meyer in Fortune
publication published by Dow's Latin Ameri-

U

lanuary 1974 [company
can Headquarters, Coral Gables, Florida.

vol. 1,
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Quoted by Everett G, Martin, "After Allende: Chile's
Rulers Face Huge
Economic Woes, Make Some Progress," Wall Street
Journal.

28. Buckley,

"From Way Out

October

4,

Come 'Executions' in Chile," column
1973.
29. Figures from "Chile Orders End
of Summary Executions," Santiago-dateincd dispatch New York Times. October
25, 1 974. The same story reported
the slaying of Chilcanjournalist Carlos
Berger Gurainik and eleven others
They were shot, allegedly a ter breaking loose from their
guards while being
transferred rom jaii ,n Calama to Antofogasta.
Berger's wife said she had
been officially notified her husband and twenty^flvc
others had been shot
October 19 for trying to flee." Earlier, on September
24, military authorities reported the death of six prisoners
during what they described as an
escape attempt in the port city of San Antonio ("6
Chile 'extremists' slain in
Santiago-datelined story, Chicago Tlibune,
September 25
?o7T^u
1973). The report on the Status of Human Rights
in Chile (Washington°^ A"ierican States, 1974 [CP/doc.381/74, November
21
Ta^T^^^T
i974|,
quoted Santiago newspaper accounts detailing a total
p. 21
in Left Field

m MiajTij HeraM, September 28,

'

),

one

of thirty-

summary

executions through October 11, 1973. But on
p 152 the
commission cited "reliable sources" as the basis for the
statement 'that
approximately 220 persons" were executed without
trial. This brought
from the goveriiment of Chile, in its Observations
on the report, a sharp
retort: It is truly surprising that such
a grave accusation as this should be
put in such vague terms on just half a page ... the
report not only fails to
mention a single specific case of such shooting but
it even fails to mention
as a beginning of the evidence the names
or the places where such executions took Place^ It makes a serious and
gratuitous statement that the
Government of Chile rejects most categorically. ."
Observations by the
Government -of Chile on the -Report of the Status
of Human Rights in
Chile IWashington: Organization of American
States, 19741, p 34 (Referred
to hereafter as "Observations by the
Government of Chile".) It was published as a mimeographed reprint (CP3
85/74), dated December 4 1974 In
us 1985 Report on the Situation of Human Rights in
Chile, the commission
reported on four cases, all by then investigated by
Chilean authorities' the
discovery of fifteen badly decomposed bodies in two
vaults of a limestone
quarry near Lonquen; the execution of five peasants
at Mulchen, early in
October 1973; the discovery of five more bodies in a
field near El Carmen v
^''^^^^^-/y^menvfho had been ". forced to fight one another" before
being killed; and the discovery of nineteen bodies
at Laja, former employees
of the Paper and Cardboard Manufacturing
Company {La Papelera], arrested
and executed during the first week of fighting.
In all cases, charges were
brought against military men, and in each, the
charges were dismissed
under amnesty provisions covering the state of war
period in Chile (Washington: Organization of American States,
1985), pp 55-57
Ail indications are that neither Pinochet nor
anyone else in power had any
Idea, during those first chaotic days,
how long military rule would last
Although tfiey give no date for the interview, authors
Varas and Vergara
quote Pinochet as saying the first objective of the
junta was a "process of
reconstruction," to be followed by economic
reconstruction, "and then as
soon as the country has recovered, the junta will turn
the government oVer
to whomsoever the people desire ..." Operacion
Chile, op. cit., pp. 209-210
Indications are that the interview took place in the
first days after the coup
.

.

30.

.
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„„

Sigmund, op. cit., p. 254.
,
„^
j.
Left Shakes Colleges Santiago-date32. Johachan Kandell, "Purges of Chilean
the
at
that
said
Kandell
York Times, November 14, 1973.
lined story,
ot
about
6,000
radical
of
the
birthplace
Concepcion—
University of
31.

,

New

.

MIR—

been suspended. About
16 000 students and hundreds of professors had
of fine arts, music and
schools
Chile's
of
University
in
the
students
500
1
were suspended; 44 ol
professors,
their
of
architecture as well as about 100
school were
360 professors and about 70 students at the university's law
sciences, he said.
social
the
centered
on
censorship
Course
also suspended.
dispatch did KanExcept in back-handed fashion, nowhere in that lengthy
tinder quality of
revolutionary
real
very
the
Sigmund—
did
as
note—
dell
the campuses.

33

n.

..

Ministry,
was also a reform that went to an early grave. The Education
acquire
students
that
requiring
edict
an
issued
coup,
the
after
two months

It

School administra"habits and attitudes of austerity, cleanliness and order."
mean lower hemlines for girls.
tors interpreted that, among other things, to
world's shortest. Although the
In 1973, miniskirts in Chile were among the
hemlines— and that edict
edict fizzled, by 1975 fashion had decreed lower
Washington Post,
Schools,"
in
Miniskirts
Bans
"Chilean
funta
prevail.
did

34.

November 19, 1973.
Documentos del Episcopado de
Mundo, 1974), p. 174.

^^.

Chile,

.

1970-1973 (Santiago: Ediciones

commanders returned
op. cit., p. 152. Pinochet said the mihtary
cardinal informed
that protocol call two days later, and it was there that the
eighteenth.
him of his plans for the
(Santiago:
Enrique Correa and Jose Antonio Viera-Gallo, Iglesia y Dictadura
in Chile
published
books
many
(Like
so
93.
Sociales),
p.
Centro de Estudios
date is given, but the book apparently came out late in 1986.)

35 Pinochet

36

no publication

The Centro is a Christian Democrat think tank, and the authors make plain
behavior of the church.
their support for the "progressive" (and antijunta)

Revolu37 David Holden, 'Allende and the Myth Makers; Political Realism &
12. Robert Moss, "The
1974,
January
p.
Encounter.
Romance,"
tionary
1105.
Tribulation of Chile," National Review, October 10, 1975, p.
as
38 Laurence Bims, "Chile: A Bloody Fall," WorldView, November 1973,
op.
reproduced in United States and Chile, op. cit., p. 531; Carlos M. Rama,

New
21 1. Bims was then professor of Latin American studies at the
School for Social Research in New York City
America
Leon Goure and Morris Rothenberg, Soviet Penetration of Latin
Miami,
(Miami: Center for Advanced International Studies, University of
DepartAmerican
Latin
the
of
director
then
Theberge,
A.
James
08
1
19 75 p.
International
ment' oif Georgetown University's Center for Strategic and
disturbed but
Studies, wrote shortly after the coup that "Moscow was deeply
heed Mosnot especially surprised." He based that on Allende's failure to
make a
cow's repeated go-slow admonitions, but failed in his analysis to
decisive
convincing case that Moscow actually expected such a sudden,

cit., p.

39

.

),

Soviet Analyst.
blow. Theberge, "Kremlin's Hand in Allende's Chile," The
638.
August 15, 1974, as reproduced in United States and Chile, op. cit., p.
40.

Goure and Rothenberg,

op. cit., p. 120.

Russians accused the Chileans of "arbitrariness,
The
lawlessness and mockery" toward Soviet institutions in the country
Soviet
against
offenses
alleged
of
examples
number
of
statement cited a

41. In breaking relations, the
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and agencies, including crew members
of the Soviet ship Eklip^""^ performers. The statement also
accused the junta of
h1nXr.""'"H
bloody
terror directed agamst ... the entire
Chilean people," and

citizens

of "anti-

Chile,

Moscow-datclined dispatch, Washington Post.
September 22, 1973
"^ .^ell-orchestrated" quotation in Pravda,
"
and remaining
Mnf citations
'f
Radio Moscow
are from fames D. Thcberge, The
Soviet Piesencein
Latin AmencaiNc^ York: Crane, Russak
& Co., 1985), pp. 81-82
42. Goure and Rothcnbcrg, op, cit.,
p. 122. Report of the Committee
for Soli-

S.n

^^'

^-}^- "°''^,'" '"P""' '^' ^"1^*" twenty-four hours of the
rnn?Rn°
coup, Ron h"'"'
Hayward, general-secretary of the British
Labour party, was writ
ing one of Allende's former colleagues
to say it was difficult to expresHhc
sense of horror and anger felt by the
British Labour movement '^s the
aspirations of the working people of
Chile-shared by so many
around the world-are destroyed at the hands
of a few arrogant and Lorant
officers acting at the behest of those
who believe their right to^uTe 1

Xrs

party conference passed resolutions
not -only con
also the "precipitate action" of the
British eovern'^^' 'he British ambassfdor be
'^f?^"'*'"^
recalled from
fmm'^Int"^
Santiago and all aid,
loans and credits be cut off
44, Time, September 24, 1973, op,
cit
'

de±n.l'
demning
the coup I^'
but

rScd

Tu'

^^'

temb^er^r^s"''*'""'
'^'

SiVtcd'd'^rhSn
nTmnni?

^ondenan Golpc en

Chile," La Frensa. Lima, Sep-

?^'"°"^^^' *"

"^'"^ '"^"y ^^^°p<=-" leftists,
^ozi^hsi party'^^"'r"
with European Socialists or Socia

^""^^ ^^^1 °f ^^dical and violent
f I ^''^
I "1^"'^
i°"'J '°"'f"'' "
" '° '^^ ^"^^ °^ 'he Communists. The quote is
?rnm "t;1 ' D
''" ''°"^<=-^^''^hned dispatch, New
YoricV^Vs
SepTember' ?5 197]'"
Moss, "The Tribulation of Chile," op. cit
p H07
Interviews with Mrs. Ossa in Miami, over
several days, in July 1975 I had
known Mrs. Ossa during previous reporting trips
to Chile

comrnril^

47.
48.

49.

sabel was among the women in the
palace
the aenal bombardment. In an interview

on the eleventh, leaving before
with Regis Debray from

MeS

City published just four days after the
coup, the now exiled daughter
sa'd
she ".s sure my father did not commit
suicide. Who killed him "one of
his
companions, who remained behind with him,
but who could not kave
afterwards, told me that it was a
captain he could not identifv A radio

S

'^"." '''' '=""'° "^ ^^"-'^^ But thtnaSe do
matter There
matter
Thc'rf
is another witness to Allende's
last moments, and I can
mention her name: his secretary, Miria Contreras,
seriously

'° '^'

^^

wounded who

^-rd from her since

"FmS
a"n".n'r^rvJ:^^'!''^^-^^^^*^'an interview published
the Dominican Repubhc newspaper
Aho^
#518, September 1 5, 1 973, quoted by Enrique Lafourcade,
SahadoAllende
(Barcelona: Ediciones Cnjalbo,
1973), pp. 210, 214. Although she dd not
know ,t then, Isabel obviously was repeating a
widely quoted report oriRi
"
^ Chilean writer named Robinson Rajas San^fod, later
^nn^".'
"^A^
'f
T'k
contained in a book he authored {The Murder
ofAUende-. New York- Harper

m

'^^^^^''

a

.
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careful
Row, 1976). Ambassador Davis, no friend of the junta, in his
aha] to
(inter
this
death,
has
Allende's
of
versions
analysis of the six maior
'eyewitnesses,' but he
say about Rojas: "Rojas claims to have talked with
English version of
provides no indication of his sources. Although the
pages
of exposition—
for
220
endnotes
of
Rojas's book has over 40 pages
text— the crucial discussion of the
full page of notes for every six pages of
the 'contradictions" in the junta version carries no

&

staged 'suicide' and

Rojas's account has a quality that is not
There are significant differences
characteristic of real-life situations
and his 1976 English version
text
Spanish
between Rojas's original 1974
But, as seen
Nathaniel Davis, The Last Two Years, op. cit., pp. 292, 294, 296.
in addition to the
because
irrelevant,
this
is
of
all
chapter,
in the preceding
and the impressive
entirely credible Guijon version of Allende's suicide,
could never
of it, there was another witness. Although Isabel

endnote or citation of any kind

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

corroboration

suicide, much less
have guessed that La Payita had actually witnessed the
that is
that— fifteen years later— she would publicly tell what she had seen,
"seriously wounded,"
course,
of
not,
she
was
(And
happen.
did
what
exactly
known that at the time,
or wounded at all, though Isabel could not have
in Santiago.) All of this is
either because Miria Contreras was still in hiding
not only propagated
resurrected solely because the "murder" versions were
in newspapers, maga(and very uncritically so) by major publishers, but
contrast, there has been
zines, radio and television around the world. By
what was actually fully
of
confirmation
final
the
almost total silence about
evident then: Allende committed suicide.
50 "US Backed Coup, Allende Envoys Say," Baltimore Sun. September 19,
Chile's own
1973 Rome-datelined dispatch by the paper's Kay Withers.
October
on
24, blamed
communique,
official
first
its
in
party,
Communist
U.S.— but did not offer any evidence either. The statement also con-

the

ceded that "grave errors had been made."
25. Frei does not name the
51. Frei's prologue in Arriagada Herrera, op. cit., p.
Communist leader, but quotes from an interview published in the Italian
Decisivo
newspaper La Stampa, October 26, 1973. In his book, £/ Dia
seized
authorities
the
coup,
after
month
first
the
Pinochet says that in
machine-pistols,
45,000 revolvers of various calibers, 40,000 pistols, 10,000
weapons,
ll'oOO combat rifles, 500 bazookas [lanzacohetes], 70 antitank
217).
cit.,
p.
and 20 flamethrowers (op.
217-218.
52. Citedby Augusto Pinochet Ugarte, op. cit., pp.
ErciUa, October 10-16,
cites
Thebergc
79.
op.
cit.,
p.
Theberge,
by
53. Cited
in December 1973.
military
Chilean
with
the
1973 and his own interviews
was KPD, ostensibly set up in 1972-1973 to manufacture

The

factory
hours, the Soviet
prefabricated housing. Theberge wrote that after working
recruits in the use of
officers instructed a hard-core of specially selected

54.

arms, street fighting, and urban guerrilla tactics.
revolt,
While acknowledging that "Plan Z" was a factor in the decision to
plotting
Pinochet indicated that it was not a decisive factor— revolutionary
took
had begun long before anyone got wind of "Plan Z." The interview
see Ubw Blanco
place in Santiago, October 22, 1974. For details of "Plan Z,"
de 1973 (Santiago;
del Cambio de Gobierno en Chile: 11 de Septiembre
Filippi
and Hernan
Emilio
39-65;
date),
no
pp.
Cochrane,
Editorial Lord
Chilena (SanMillas Anatomia de un Fiacaso: La Experiencia Socialista
149-153; Lautaro Silva
tiago: Empresa Editorial Zig-Zag, 1973), pp.
Patria Nucva, 1974),
Ediciones
(Santiago:
Aventura
una
Allende- El Fin de
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My own

assessment, after diligent effort to put together a
coherent, cohesive image of just what "Plan Z" might have involved,
is that
there doubtless wras a plan called "Plan Z"; indeed, there were a
number of
different plans for decimating democratic opposition, in various
stages of
development. But, there was no final, finished, overall master plan
for
staging a preemptive coup. It is equally clear, however, that many
around
pp.

Allendc— and probably Allcnde himself— were moving in that direction.
For details of plotting involving government officials in contact with
military men, see Ricardo Boizard, PmctsoA Una Ttaicion (Santiago:
Ediciones
Enema, 1974}. Sigmund professes "wonder ... how they |the military]
believed that a paramilitary force that was ill-equipped and
untrained, and
could not have numbered more than 3,500 to 5,000 men, could destroy
armed forces totaling 87,000." He writes also of "the fanatical search for
arms," and "military paranoia, " and describes the Plan

Z

found in Vergara's
safe as "either a forgery or a document produced by the left
wing of the
Socialist Party of the MIR." Sigmund, op. cit., pp. 256-257. Two years
after
his book was published, a vastly outnumbered and outgunned Sandinista

power in Nicaragua, thanks largely to external pressure on the
government. Eighteen years earlier, an even smaller rag-tag band headed by
Fidel Castro defeated a much larger— and much better equipped
army in
Cuba. In the case of Chile, putting aside the matter of numbers available for
combat, estimates of soldiers and sailors loyal to Allende in the military ran
as high as 10 percent. The combination of the government's own power,
plus
force seized

—

those factors, give great credibility to the hypothesis that a preemptive
coup, involving mass assassination of the military high command,
might
well have worked.
55.

Source for break-down: Chile, #357
in Washington)

56.

57.

September

(a

24, 1973,

publication of the Chilean
3. In a

Embassy

Santiago-datehned story,
Baltimore Sun, January 30, 1974, "U.N. was deluged with Chile refugees,"
Richard O'Mara quoted officials of the United Nations High Commission
for Refugees' office in Santiago as saying they had, to that point,
registered
only 3,200 such aliens. He added that approximately half had been relocated
then: 474 to Sweden, 287 to France, 139 to Switzerland, one hundred
to
Cuba. He added that West Germany was expected to fulfill its agreement to
receive up to eight hundred refugees. A substantial part of the
discrepancy
might be accounted for by the number of foreigners who slipped across
borders into neighboring countries, sought asylum in embassies (hundreds
did), never bothered to register, or simply went underground.
Frank Blatchford, op. cit. Blatchford said the reporters "were unable to talk
to the prisoners except to shout to them over a distance of
about 10 yards.
They yelled for us to throw them cigarettes and some complained that they
had been held there for days without questioning." He reported that at one
stadium entrance, prisoner-barbers were cropping the locks of long-haired
mmates "under the watchful eye of army nurses and guards." He also wrote
of "an underground team dressing room (that] looked like a dungeon
with a
dozen men peering from behind the barred door at the entrance," reportedly
foreigners. But neither Blatchford, nor any of the other reporters
whose
eyewitness accounts of visits to the stadium I have seen, wrote of any
prisoners denouncing executions, torture or other flagrant abuses.
The Sandinista revolution and its aftermath cost forty thousand hves, at
least ten thousand of them killed in the Sandinista drive to power, in a
country with less than one-quarter Chile's population. There were nup.
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including mass exemerous, confirmed reports of summary executions,
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Americas
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Company,

Brown
Kissinger, Years of Upheaval (Boston: Little
that while he neither condones
1982) pp 412-413. Kissinger goes on to say
humane motivation of many of its
all the actions of the junta, nor the
faced near civil war conditions
generals
critics, it is also true that the
Garrett-Schesch. On the basis
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and
Adam
tales:
lurid
the
of
two
The
administration's "policy of
Nixon
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of claims. Senator Kennedy
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never came
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Chicago, whose remains
Henry
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dent from

and Charles Herman, a thirty-one-year-old filmmaker from
New York whose body was never found. Marvine Howe, "1 Americans
Times, November
Slain in Chile: The Unanswered Questions," New York
associated with North
were
men
both
that
reported
Howe
Ms.
1973
19
published a
American News Sources, "a group of young Americans who
leftist press.
small nonprofit magazine on the United States for the local
on the
The articles were often critical of the negative United States position
1972
^ane
Chile
to
had
gone
Horman
said
AUende Government." She
imperialism
with his wife, Joyce, and had written a script on the history of
Chile's "transition to socialin Chile and was doing research on a book for
"
in "a large, comfortable
lived
recently,
until
ism She said the two had,
permanent open
house in Las Condes, a fashionable Santiago suburb ... a
groups
discussion
Marxist-Leninist
artists,
foreign
and
house for Chilean
." Teruggi had been studying at
and other intellectuals and their children
and a half earlier
the University of Chile since his arrival in Santiago a year
monklike and
quiet,
loner,
was
a
he
"say
him
She said most who knew
on October

1,

m
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60.

.

latei
completely dedicated to the cause of socialism." Horman 's parents
alleging their comDavis,
Ambassador
including
officials,
U.S.
sued eleven
disappearance, finally dropplicity with Chilean authorities in their son's
counterfiled,
ping the suit eight years later. Davis and his colleagues
to be a "true story,"
purports
Missing
movie
the
Since
defamation.
charging
answering
Davis says, he devoted three-and-a-half pages of his book to
claims in the episode (Davis, op. cit., pp. 379-382).
report
and reference to the commendation, are from Pinochet s

The figures,

.
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anniversary of the coup, September 1 1, 1974, p. 10,
of the mimeographed copy made available by the presidential press office
to
foreign journalists and others. O'Mara, Baltimore Sun, op. cit., applied
convoluted logic (and writing] to describe the
refugee program in Santiago as the biggest ever mounted by the UN. It was not the biggest
in terms
of refugees, he clarifies; those honors went to such countries as
Uganda, in
the expulsion of Asians the year before. Rather, it was the
biggest in the
number of
people working on it; thirty to forty, locally recruited from
other agencies, volunteers ("wives of
officials," for example), whereas in
Uganda the
had to make do with only three or four persons. From this
came a headline: "U.N. was deluged with Chile refugees." (Again, for comparative purposes, Nicaragua, with one-quarter the population, produced
over 100,000 in the first year alone after its revolution.)
Ambassador Davis said Altamirano "was probably spirited out of the country under the aegis of a Latin American embassy The ambassador of
that
country approached me, in fact, asking my help in this operation, but I was
not in a position to render this assistance." The visa information is from
Manuel Trucco, in "Foreign Intervention in Chile," made originally as a
statement before the Organization of American States, October 23, 1974,
where Trucco was then serving as Chile's ambassador, reprinted later iii
Francisco Orrego Vicuiia, ed., Chile: The Balanced View (Santiago: Univerfirst

UN

UN

UN

UN

61

sity of Chile, Institute of International Studies, 1975), p. 100. Trucco said
French police took note of Altamirano's visa. The reward is from Noticias

Octobers, 1973,
62.

63.

p. 4.

By the mid-1980s, Moscow beamed several hours of radio programming to
Chile per day The Tcitelboim quote is from Breve Historia de la Unidad
Popular (Santiago: Editorial Lord Cochrane, 1974], p. 383. The book is a
chronology of the Allende years compiled by El Mercurio.
Chavkin, op. cit., p. 103. Quinquina prisoners from an Al^ Concepciondatelined dispatch, "Leftist Chile Prisoners Build Their Own fail," Miami
Herald, December 21, I9'73. Of the estimated seven thousand persons
imprisoned in the first weeks, others were held at such places as Pisagua (the
desert camp created by President Gonzalez Videla in 1947 to house Communists], aboard the naval training ship, Esmeralda, moored at Valparaiso,
as well as two other vessels (the Lebu and Mappo], and various military
installations.

64. Prado,

"O limbo gelado de Dawson," Visao, February 25, 1974,
named the island; "the frozen Limbo of Dawson."

pp.

38-40.

Le teller

65. Davis, op. cit., p. 249.

Information on the root canal from interviews with
Mrs. Letelier in Santiago, May 8, 12, 1974.
66. Whelan, Allende: Death of a Marxist Dream,
pp. 181--182 (based on the
previously cited 1974 interviews with Pinochet, Leigh, and Mrs. Letelier),
and, for the meeting with Pinochet, Chavkin, op. cit., pp. 124, 12S-13o!
Chavkin claims the letters were not delivered for four months; this does not
square with what Mrs. Letelier told me during our interviews. In Chavkin,
she is represented as much more hostile, sarcastic about Pinochet, both
during the two Defense Ministry meetings immediately following the coup,
and about him personally When I interviewed her, Letelier was still in
custody Chavkin evidently interviewed her several years later, not only
after her husband's release, but given the publication date of the book 1
982),
presumably after his murder in Washington in 1976.
(
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to Try
67. Santiago-datelined dispatch, "Junta

Communist Chief," Washinston
appeal

68.

the Cor valan
Si^^riYe^Iof Upheaval op. cit., p. 412) notes thatthe
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but of
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in
group
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69. For writ,

Sigmund,

op.

cit.,

pp.

249-250;

for

Leighton in

Rome

Moss, op^

Moss reports that Leighton had a staff of sixty Chilean exiles
him there. Similar, handsomely funded operations were set
with
working
capitals. The legal controversy
in London, East Berlin, Paris, and other
cit

up

p
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which empowered the
revolved around Article 72 of the 1925 constitution,
of persons during time
detention
indefinite
and
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president to order
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The

provision granted far greater powers to the
president in case of external attack or emergency, far fewer in case of
internal crisis. The junta nominally acknowledged the applicability of the
1925 constitution at the outset. But it also said (Decree Law #128 of
November 12, 1973] that the constitution would continue in effect except
that "The Constituent Power and the Legislative Power shall be exercised by
the Government Junta through decree laws bearing the signatures of
all of

members .
[and] The provisions of the decree laws that amend the
Political Constitution of the State shall form part of its text and shall
be
its

.

.

considered embodied in it" [Article 23, DL 1281." One such decree law was
#5, of September 12, 1973, which greatly expanded the scope and meaning
of "state of siege" so as to permit the government to suspend a number of

includmg habeas corpus. Legalistic criticisms of junta actions in the
on the language and meaning of the 1925 constitution,
and not on the express acts of the legal government of Chile to change that
document as though it is not and has not been a commonplace of governments that come to power by revolution to suspend, amend, abridge, or
rights,

earlier years centered

—

70,

discard existing constitutions. It should also be noted that the junta
announced at the very outset its intention to draft a new constitution and
submit it for voter approval which, in 1980, it did.
Prats and his wife were murdered in Buenos Aires on September
30, 1974,
when a car bomb exploded. More on their murder in a subsequent chapter!
Details of his departure from Carlos Prats Gonzalez, Memorias: Testimonio
de.un Soldado (Santiago: Editorial Antartica, S.A., 1985 2nd ed.,
pp. SBSIS, and Pinochet, El Dia Decisivo, op. cit., pp. 148-149. Prats reproduces
in Memorias (p. 508) a letter from Pinochet, dated September
7, in which
Pinochet expressed "the firm conviction that I address not just a friend but,
above all, the Senor General who, in every assignment which he was called
upon to perform, did so guided solely by a higher sense of responsibility, for
the Army as well as lor the country" Pinochet added that he remained
"unconditionally at your sarvice, both professionally as well as personally"
1,

That letter does not appear in Pinochet's memoirs. Pinochet reproduces in
his book (p. 1 5 1 a letter from Prats, dated September 1
5, in which Prats said
"the future will say who was wrong. If what you have done brings general
well-being to the country and the people really feel that a true social justice
has been implanted, I will be happy to have been wrong, in seeking with
such zeal, a political solution to avoid the coup. ... I thank you for the
facilities which you provided so that I could leave the country ..."
Prats
coupled that with an appeal for the release of Fernando Flores, the young
Cabinet minister he had become so attached to. The Prats letter was not
reproduced in his memoirs. The Prats affair continued to stick in Pinochet's
craw through the years. In an interview with the author, June 11, 1987,
mention of Prats name evoked from Pinochet an emotional response that it
was an outrage that there should be even an insinuation that he was a party
to that assassination. To the contrary, he said, he had risked the wrath of his
fellow commanders, before his own position was consolidated, to facilitate
Prats' departure from Chile.
1

71.

This part of Barnes' reporting was as lurid as the rest. Far from widespread
ransacking of private homes and burning of tens of thousands of books,
there was, as Sigmund noted, but one such case: "A single instance of bookburning, widely reported in the foreign press, took place during the searches
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|for

arms] of the San Borja apartments, where

ment connections hved" (Sigmund,

many foreigners with govern-

op. cit., p. 253).

"Slaughterhouse in Santiago," Newsweek, October 8, 1973,
Diuguid, "Chile Death Toll Said 750," Santiago-datelined dispatch, Washington Post. October 3, 1973, p. 1. Contrary to Barnes' assertion about
lifelong Communist party activist Pablo Neruda, the junta had actually
declared two weeks of national mourning following Neruda's death (two
weeks, in turn, before the Newsweek article appeared]. Pinochet himself
paid tribute to Neruda, calling him "one of the sources of pride in our
national culture." In point of fact, Neruda's books remained on full view and
newssale in Santiago; several months after the coup, for example, Santiago

72. Barnes,

papers carried heavy advertising for a handsome, new bound edition of the
complete works of Neruda, selling for around $125.
overestimated
73. Davis, op. cit., p. 368, observes that some reporters "clearly
the loss of life," and then refers to the Barnes report, adding: "Other journalaccepting the
ists later corrected Barnes ..." Sigmund, op. cit., p. 253, while
ambassador's "more reliable" estimates of those killed (between three thou-

sand and ten thousand), seems to credit one of the most lurid and preposterous claims to come out of the revolution: bodies of those executed
floating down the Mapocho River through Santiago. The "river" is actually
a rivulet, and in September of 1973 |as is usually the case), had a flow so
limited that not much more than a twig could "float" on it. Even fifteen
years later, taxi drivers and others old enough to remember would, invariably, call

the attention of visitors to the "river" and remark on the absurdity

of those claims.
74. The Barnes article triggered a journalistic donnybrook with few parallels.
November 2, the Wall Street Journal published an article by the Chilean

On

journalist and sociology professor Pablo Huneeus which was an outright
rebuttal of the Barnes story. (Huneeus was anti-Allende, but not nearly the
"right winger" critics would later attempt to make him out to be.} In that
same issue, the Journal also published a companion article by its own (and

very competent) Latin America correspondent, Everett G. Martin. Martin
criticized Barnes' body count as one that "seems to have been based on
events which didn't happen and figures that were misinterpreted." On
November 15, the Journal gave over a large segment of its opposite-editorial
page to a reply from Newsweek executive editor Kenneth Auchincloss, In
which he gamely defended Barnes, while ducking many of the specific
points raised by Huneeus, and fuzzing the central issue of Barnes' trip to the
morgue. Huneeus was back in the Journal on December 1 1 with a reply to
the reply The debate eventually fizzled, but was memorable in a profession
which then, at least, so infrequently held one of its own publicly account75.

able for the integrity of his or her reporting.
"Women report Chiles death toll," an AP story, datelined United Nations,
N.Y., in the Rocky Mountain News. January 24, 1974. For the Federation's
e.g., Richard H. Shultz and Roy Godson, Dezinformatsia:
Active Measures in Soviet Strategy (Washington: Pergamon-Brasscy's,
attached to the
1984), p. 25. The authors note that the Federation was
International Department, believed to be the most important of three
"active measures" departments working directly under the Secretariat of
the Communist party of the Soviet Union. The ID is charged with liaison

pedigree, see,

with nonruling Communist parties and revolutionary movements
thering Soviet policy and propaganda objectives.

in fur-
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Under the headline, "Two Assert Chilean Junta

Is

Killing Many Prisoners," Terri Shaw reported in the September 25
Washington Post on the allegations of two self-professed American radicals,

student

Adam Garrett-Schesch,

graduate

thirty-one, of Madison, Wise., and his wife,
Patricia, thirty. The two had been arrested briefly in
Santiago, then ordered
out of the country. Garrett-Schesch was identified in the story as
a founder
of a radical political party known as the Wisconsin
Alliance. Despite such

obvious bias, the Post gave prominent attention to the couple's
claim that
they had seen what literally hundreds of others also would have
had to seethe execution of four hundred to five hundred persons in Santiago's
prison,
crammed not only with prisoners but also, from the very earliest days, with
diplomats and other international observors. Still another: Marlise
Simons
a Dutch journalist taken into custody shortly after
the coup because of
what the junta regarded as her slanted reporting, left the country late in
September. From Buenos Aires, she wrote a "news analysis" attempting
to
link Patria y Libertad, a right-wing organization involved in
scattered acts of
sabotage, with the top leadership of the junta government.
Ms. Simons
peppered her sprawling "analysis" with pejoratives for persons with conservative or right-wing views. Despite Ms. Simons' obvious
point-of-view, the
Post devoted thirty-six column inches in its October 3 editions to
her
"analysis:" "Neo-Fascists Close to Chile Military Junta." Yet another:
the
Baltimore Sun, in its November 11, 1973, issue, allowed its Latin
America
correspondent the latitude to refer to the three top junta members as "in a
sense, fanatics." The fourth, Carabinero Gen. Cesar Mendoza,
was dismissed as "less rabid."
As to the second, the "canonization" of AUende as British writer David
Holden put it: the day after the coup, the New York Times published a
heavily tilted assessment of the AUende years written by Israel Shenker
("Power Elluded AUende, Then Slipped From His Grasp," September
13,
1973). The final crunch in Santiago was reduced to a contest between
"Dr!
AUende talking increasingly- of 'people power,' while conservative parties
demanded his resignation," which, of course, overlooked the role of the
dominant and mainly left-wing Christian Democrat party. In the same
assessment. Dr. AUende "found himself embroiled in a prolonged politically
motivated strike," which, of course, had the effect of exonerating AUende
of
blame for precipitating the strike(s). By Sunday, September 16, the Times
weighed in with yet another "assessment," this one done by former reporter
Bernard Collier, under the headline: "A Devastating End for a Unique,
Troubled Venture." Collier, a reporter of notably leftist enthusiasms
and a
reputation at the Times, according to Newsweek, of "sloppiness
and inaccuracy," put together a unique and conceptually troubled account,
long on
sloppiness and inaccuracies, short on resemblance to Chilean reality (The
Newsweek reference is from "Private Lives," October 20, 1975, p. 96.)
Within three days of the coup, Lewis H. Diuguid, writing in the Washington
Post ('AUende's Legacy: The Workers Feel They Participated," Sept.
14,
1973), advanced the theory reflected in the headline— one difficult to reconcUe with the sheer numbers of workers, including mineworkers, who joined
anti- AUende strikes, as well as the decline of Popular Unity
strength in
union elections.

As

to the third, in the media's mephitic handling of the Chilean revoluchoice of witnesses; the first opinion article to appear in the

tion, the

York Times written by an outsider was the work of the French

New

Communist
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"analysis
short-range problem ot
hyper-inflation, by 1973, had become "the pivotal
effects.")
extremely-ruinous
of
its
because
economy,
the Chilean
appealing to upperHarper's the second of the two major magazines
kind of reportmiddle class Americans, provided its readers with a different
article by Gabriel Garcia
an
published
it
issue,
1974
March
its
ing In
of 'One
Marquez It told its readers that Garcia Marquez "was the author
and that he
Hundred Years of Solitude,' and 'Leaf Storm and Other Stones,'
"
entitled 'The Fall of the Patriarch.' Harper's did not

was working on a novel

Colombian novelist was a former member ot
to define himself as a Communist
continued
the
however, pinned himself down to
had,
He
down."
"without pinning myself
the $23,000 he had won in a
the extent, the previous October, of donating
party which he said
Marxist-Leninist
a
to
competition
literary
Venezuelan

tell its

readers that the great

Communist

party,

who
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he hoped would "one day make the revolution in Venezuela." And he did pin
himself down to the extent of joining exiled Spanish Communist poet
Rafael Albcrti and Allcndc's former ambassador to Peking, Armando Uribe,
on the "Bertrand Russell Tribunal" (nee: "U.S. War Crimes Tribunal"), held
in Rome just one month after the Harper's article appeared. Characteristically, the "Tribunal" expressed concern only for the situation of
human rights in four right-wing countries of Latin America: Bolivia, Brazil,
Chile, and Uruguay.
77. fames Thcbergc, "Chilean Leftists are blamed for coup against Allende,"
op-ed article, Miami News, September 26, 1973. Dr. Theberge was not alone
in that judgment: The Chilean Communist party, in a position paper prepared in Santiago in June 1974 and released to the Associated Press in
Buenos Aires, said the coalition failed in "solving correctly the problems
faced by the popular government," and blamed the extreme Left for a
"dogmatic approach" which eventually turned into enemies "whoever was
not a proletarian." The Communists said "active resistance" against the
military had already started, but insisted that the loss of political democracy still didn't mean violence and civil war were the only roads left. The
statement then weaslcd on the violence issue: "Violence is intrinsic to any
way of conquering power by the working class and the popular forces," the
paper said. "This violence can express itself with or without weapons"
("Chile Reds Begin Active Resistance,' " AP story datelined Buenos Aires,
Miami Herald, June 22, 1974|.
78. Buckley, Miami Herald, September 28, 1973, op. cit.
79. Kissinger, Years of Upheaval, op. cit., p. 411.
80. James Nelson Goodsell, "Latin America points finger at U.S.," Christian
Science Monitor, September 17, 1973. The only "source" Goodsell cited in
that story was inveterate Yankee-baiter Juan Domingo Peron, the Argentine
dictator then back in power in Buenos Aires. Kissinger and Davis coincide in
their memoirs that Kissinger offered Davis another date if September 8 were
too volatile a moment in Chilean affairs; Henry Kissinger, Years of
Upheaval op. cit. pp. 403-404, and Davis, op. cit., pp. 354-358. That Davis
agreed to make the grueling trip to Washington that weekend (roughly
twelve hours each way) is further indication of how little firm intelligence
was available on the imminence of revolution at that point. Indeed, in his
column, September 22, 1973, Washington Post ("No Direct U.S. Role Seen in
Chile Coup"), columnist Jack Anderson had this to say about the coincidence of Davis's trip: ".
on the contrary, we have learned that Davis chose
that weekend for his visit because he expected it to be comparatively calm
in Santiago
Davis, of course, knew about the stirrings within the Chil.

.

.

.

.

Armed Forces. But he had emphasized in his secret cables that 'events
move slowly in Chile, or perhaps better said, Chileans have great ability to
rush to the brink, embrace each other, and back off
When Davis met
ean

.'

.

.

with Kissinger, according to our sources, they spent no more than five or ten
minutes reviewing the Chilean situation. Most of their discussion was
devoted to internal State Department matters." Anderson's sources told

him

— also

accurately

others, for promotion.

81.

— that

Kissinger wanted to size up Davis,

among

Davis himself wrote in his memoirs (pp. 375-376)
that the decision to appoint him was not made until after a follow-up
meeting with Kissinger the weekend of September 21, and not announced
until October 11.
Kissinger, Years of Upheaval, p. 410, and Sigmund, op. cit., p. 260. Most of
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the extent that there was
Kennedy's charges were pure hyperbole, and to
chaos, confusion, and
the
reflected
largely
they
truth to any of them,
excesses, that occur during a state of war
,,
,0-,,,
^
f^
These attacks— and forty-one others through October U,
,

82

recorded in

,

Observations by the Government of Chile,

1^'^—
54-6L

op. cit, PP-

el Socialismo
"Ceausescu Dijo que a Allende le Falto Firmeza Para Aplicar
September 20
that
said
in
Ceausescu
1973.
21,
September
La Prensa Lima,
power, they
"popular forces" are
press conference in Lima that when the
internal and external reactionary
against
firmness
complete
with
act
must
"
Ceausescu tempered his revolutionary oratory as to

83
'

m

forces

'

Interestingly,

That, he said to insistent questhe future of Rumanian-Chilean relations.
back home. His hedging was
once
study
would
he
matter
a
was
tions
Union— then very much
Soviet
the
day,
understandable: The very next
in later years— broke diploin command of its satellite states than

more

_
matic relations with Chile.
extracted from Goure and
84 This summary of the Soviet assessment was
Teitelboim "For a
Rothenberg, op. cit., pp. 108-125. The specific citations:
November
1973, and
#11,
Review,
Marxist
Victorious Revolution," World
A L Sobolev,
"Prelude to Victory," ibid., #3, March 1974, cited on p. 109;
Chile and Problems
"Revolution and Counterrevolution: The Experience of
Sovremennyi Mir, #2, March- April
of Class Struggle," Rabochii Klass i
1974 p l4,citedonp. llSlSobolevwasthendeputyheadoftheDepartment
the Marxist-Leninist Institute
of International Communist Movement of
the Soviet Unionh
under the Central Committee of the Communist party of
.

,

"

from pp. 121, 125, reference
the reference to the May 1, 1974, declaration is
125, and reference to the
118,
UO,
109,
to the July 1974 symposium from pp.
Rothenberg offer as their
'Antifascist Front" is from p. 123. Goure and
February 10, 1974,
sources for the foregoing a Radio Moscow broadcast,
Communist party
Radio Moscow, June 27, 1974, an article in the Italian
Marxist
L'Unita, June 15, 1974, p. 15, and Teitelboim, World
newspaper,
Keview, #3,

"

March

1974,

p.

88.
,

^

...

odds with his former boss, acknowledges Kissinger s
Kissinger to intervene with the
role in freeing Letelier. Davis said he urged
Allende s long-time
Chilean government on behalf of Clodomiro Almeyda,
to the secretary s
Letelier. "
and
Socialist,
leading
and
a
minister
foreign
effectively
and
1 am confiskillfully
so,
"he
did
great credit," Davis writes,
effecting these men s
dent that his action was a contributing factor in
subsequent murder, the U.S.
release in 1975. Considering Orlando Letelier's
takes on a bittersweet
1974
in
intervention
government's humanitarian

85 Even Davis

at frequent

.

taste" (Davis, op.

86

cit., p.

386).

,

,

„

Against [unta.
Lewis H Diuguid, "Leaders of Chilean Parties Vow Effort
in Miami
published
Washington,
datelined
Washington Post Service story

HeraM

July 22, 1975.

^.
a
,
^ .
^
Times oic,London,
Sunday
87 David Holden, chief foreign correspondent for the
the
('Allende
magazine
&
Encounter
wrote in the January 1974 issue of
Romance") that the
Revolutionary
and
Reahsm
Political
Makers:
Myth
hysterically to Allendc's overthrow
British Labour party reacted almost
general secretary ot
Within twenty-four hours of the coup, Ron Hayward,
express shock that
to
colleagues
former
AUende's
of
the party wrote one
shared by so many others
"the aspirations of the working people of Chile—
arrogant and ignorant
around the world— are destroyed at the hands of a few
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beheve their right to rule

is

unchallengeable." Judith Hart, who held several top posts in Harold
Wilson's government, then a member of Labour's National Executive, said,
"for Socialists of this generation, Chile is

our Spain," and "this is the most
At the Labour party's annual
Blackpool Conference, early in October, Ailende's former ambassador to
London was given a standing ovation when he became the first nondelegate
to address a party conference since two Spanish Republicans were allowed
to do so in the 1930s. Holden added that resolutions were passed condemning the coup and asking for the recall of the British ambassador from
Santiago and the withholding of all aid, loans and credit; and calling on the
Labour movement to campaign for the restoration of democracy in Chile,
and to offer financial and other assistance to the Popular Unity movement.
No sooner was Labour back in power, in March 1974, than it announced a
dramatic cutoff in all aid to Chile (a pittance), and a ban on new arms sales
to Chile (but, on a more concrete level, they did not cancel delivery of two
submarines and two frigates built in Britain for Chile at a cost of $150
million Judith Hart, back in government as minister of foreign aid, also
announced that Chilean students studying in England mostly Allende
loyalists
would continue to receive scholarship aid. In February 1975, the
Labour government, one of the most outspoken groups in the world about
the supposed effects of an "economic blockade" against Allende, announced
that it would not give Chile more time to repay its overdue debts. Chile, at
that time, owed the United Kingdom $77.4 million— 8.5 percent of its total
debt to the U.S. and fourteen other Club of Paris members. The government
said it would stay away from a meeting'Of Chile's foreign creditors in midMarch, scheduled to discuss an easing of Chile's overseas debt repayments.
(West Germany, another Socialist-tinged government outspoken about the
"economic blockade," also suspended aid to Chile at the end of 1974.|
This summary of developments in Europe is taken from "Communist
Movement," 1975 Britanni'ca Book of the Year (Chicago, Encyclopaedia
vicious fascism

we have seen

in generations."

|.

—

88.

Britannica, Inc., 1975|,

p. 185, as well as individual articles from that volFrance (p. 314) and Portugal (pp. 561-562).
Goure and Rothenberg, op. cit., p. 110. Speaking specifically of the Portuguese case, G. B. Ardaev of the World Labor Movement warned of the
dangers of moving too fast, especially in extending economic benefits to the
lower classes, arguing that this was one of the causes of the economic
crunch discrediting the Allende regime. Two Soviet commentators (LN.
Zorina and lu. F. Kariakin, "A Political Chronicle of the Chilean Revolution," Latinskaia Ameiika. #5, September-October 1974, p. 148) also
seemed to have their eye on Portugal when they traced the consequences of
the Chilean Communist party's failure or inability to play a vanguard role
in the revolution. Sobolev (in the previously cited work, p. 22) wrote that "it
is extremely important to pose the problem that, within a bloc where
the
parties arc considered equal, the Communist party, using its theoretical
armament and organizational unity, is always required to play an innovative and unifying role." Goure and Rothenberg note (p. 1 19) that Sobolev's
use of "innovative" and "unifying" seems to be his Aesopian way of saying
"vanguard."
For example, the authoritative publication, Soviet Woild Outlook, noted
the year following the Sandinista victory that "an upsurge of theoretical

ume on

89.

90.

—
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writings [in Soviet publications] on the meaning of Nicaragua include
indications of a turnabout in Soviet assessments of Che Guevara's theories
Outlook,
of armed struggle hitherto condemned by Moscow" [Soviet World
Studies
vol. 5, #4, April 15, 1980, published by the Advanced International
Miami).
of
University
with
the
association
in
D.C.,
Washington,
Institute,
was
In characteristic Soviet-style double- speak, by 1981 armed struggle
put
fully endorsed, and those who rejected the violent path to power were
down as backward. The June 1981 issue of World Marxist Review, an international Communist journal, reported, for example, that a "study commission" had concluded that, "far from impeding armed struggle, as some petty
bourgeois theorists contend with reference to the experience of the 1960s,
the present international situation largely predetermines its favorable outContinent in Struggle," World Marxist Review,
come" ("Latin America:

A

June 1981,
91

p.

47, cited

by Morris Rothenberg in Central America: Anatomy

Press, 1984], p. 137).
of Conflict, Robert S. Leiken, ed. [New York: Pergamon
dis"U.S. Expected Coup But Decided Not To Act," Washington-datelined
York Times, September 14, 1975. That headline, twisting the
patch,
substance of the story below out of all reasonable shape, was also at odds

New

with reality
the U.S.

An

did— or

appendix of this book contains a fuller discussion of what
did not— know about the September revolution. A close

and meticulous reading of the memoirs of the three U.S. principals who
would have known plus exhaustive investigation of my own with Chilean
and U.S. sources has persuaded me that the White House and State
Department reports, issued in the first days after the coup, were painstakingly accurate: The U.S. had general knowledge about coup talk, but no

—

—

pinpoint information until the eve of the action. (My own research
convinced me that the message that the coup was coming was flashed to
Washington around 8 p.m. on September 10, and not at midnight as the State
Department report indicated, a relatively minor discrepancy explained
mainly by the delay in getting the message from the CIA to anyone in
authority at State.) The three U.S. officials, and the relevant pages of their
memoirs; then U.S. Ambassador Nathaniel Davis, op. cit., pp. 354-361;
403then Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, Years of Upheaval op.' cit., pp.
the
of
Division
Hemisphere
Western
the
headed
then
man
who
404; and the
CIA, David Atlee Phillips, The Night Watch: 25 Years Inside the CIA
(London: Robert Hale, 1977),.pp. 247-248. Of the three, Davis attaches the
greatest significance— in hindsight— to just how solid U.S. advance information was when the coup actually and finally did come. Yet he offers
nothing concrete to justify the conclusion that he really knew, and my own
research showed that those overnight reports flashed from Santiago were so
inconclusive that top policy makers were not alerted. Furthermore, Ambassador Davis's own movements on the morning of the coup, as well as those
driving
of other key embassy officials— putting themselves in danger by
does nothing to
into the very eye of revolution, the American embassy
specific,

—

suggest certain knowledge.
dispatch,
92. "Chile Junta Says It Kept U.S. In Dark," Washington-datelined
New York Times, September 15, 1973. Ambassador Davis makes no menthe
tion of any such incident in his memoirs, but then the main thrust of
ambassador's reportage of postcoup events is to distance himself from the
Washington hard-liners (President Nixon and Secretary Kissinger) and show
himself as blameless both for the coup and its bloody aftermath. He devotes
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several pages, for example, to speculations as to whether
the United States
should have "warned" Allende, even when it is clear that Allende
himself
knew at least as much about the developing danger of revolution as did S
intelligence services {Allende's Saturday warning from
General Prats for
example, cf. chapter 7). Davis remarks (op. cit., p. 364| that had
he proposed
warnmg Allende, "my Washington superiors would no doubt have
concluded that 1 had gone around the bend." The Pinochet quote
is from a press

U

conference he gave in Santiago on September 21 and reproduced
in El Dia
93.

Decisivo, op. cit. p. 156.
Richard A. Ware, The Pentagon's Office of International
Security Affairs
1969-1973, or Two Citizens Go to Washington, brochure published
by the
American Enterprise histitute for Public Policy Research,
Washington
D.C., 1986, reproducing the G. Warren Nutter Lecture
in Political Economy
given by Mr. Ware, January 22, 1986. Ware was then
principal deputy
assistant secretary of defense in the International Security
Agency The
quote appears on p. 12. Ware notes that "the case of Chile

loomed

during our watch

...

large

We were concerned about the danger to stability in the

Western Hemisphere should Chile and Cuba become partners
in communism. Chile also is of strategic importance because of
(1) its long border
with Argentina and other countries; (2| its long coastline with
the only
three deep-water ports on the west coast;
(3) its control of both shores of the
Straits of Magellan; and (4) its control of Easter Island
in the South Pacific "
He adds: "Fortunately, Chile stepped back from the brink."
94. Kissinger, Years of Upheaval, op. cit.,
pp. 408. Kissinger attributes his "preoccupation" with the Senate hearings as the probable reason
for his delay
95.

until September 19 in reporting this to' the president
David Atlee Phillips, pp. 248-249. Phillips attended as chief of the
Western
Hemisphere Division of the CIA, backing up CIA Director William
Colby,
who gave the opening briefing at the meeting; and, Kissinger, Years
of
Upheaval, op. cit., pp. 406-407. Kissinger wrote that Colby
"correctly predicted that the military would insist on fundamental
changes in the politi-

cal system. Their distrust of civilian politicians
made early elections hi^ly
unlikely" Colby also predicted that while the junta would
not reverse all of
Allende's social programs, it would permit a gradual
return to private
ownership; in foreign policy, a shift away from antagonism
toward the U S
and "a mellowing of Allende's Third World stance." Kissinger
also notes
that It was decided to leave up to the Chileans
whether to call off the
imminent visit to Chile of a U.S. Air Force stunt-flying team.
|They decided
against it.) The WSAG was, in Phillips' description,
"an after-the-fact type of
Forty Committee, with a slightly larger composition "
96. Davis, op. cit., p. 376. Davis writes that
the question of "ongoing covert
support for the democratic parties" came up at a Washington

meeting the
September 22-23 with Assistant Secretary of State
Kubisch
Kubisch, he said, wanted an immediate cut-off of
all such aid, expressing his
unease about covert programs. "I was concerned at the

weekend

of

beleaguered state of

the democratic parties in Chile, already facing the
funta's antipathy Foolishly, perhaps," Davis continued, "I
expressed myself as less convinced than
he was of the need to cut off support immediately,
particularly to the

Christian Democrats. Kubisch was probably right; in any
case, we discontinued this support without delay" In Davis's view, "relations
between the
Junta leaders and the Christian Democrats were crucial to the
prospects of
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appears that the generals did not understand the fact"
view that as a "fact."
in his comments
through
shines
question
recognition
the
on
Queasiness
in quick recognion the complications produced by "our precipitate act"
"We had good reason to
tion of the Brazilian military government in 1964,
pointedly on the
reporting
was
"Reuters
1973.
of
wrote
be careful," he then
'two of Latin
sixteenth that the first to recognize the Chilean regime were
." (ibid., p. 374). This would
governments'.
military
right-wing
America's
agency should be a
seem to suggest the novel notion that a British news
As to the "back-channel,
factor in shaping U.S. foreign policy behavior.
tipped him oft, I sent
Davis said when a Chilean businessman friend of his
and asked tor
Washington a meticulous, deadpan account of the goings on
ensured
which
distribution],
[exclusive
EXDIS
was
telegram
guidance. My
1
othces.
Washmgton
key
out
to
sprayed
that fifty to a hundred copies were
the White House, and
received a somewhat embarrassed reply, relayed from
that
back-channel activities ceased." Davis had gone to Washington

the regime but
(ibid., p.

it

372). Obviously, "the generals" did not

.

.

these

on the two or three lobs
for a follow-up interview with Kissinger
Davis's appointment as
Kissinger had in mind for him. On October U,
and he left Chile on
announced,
was
service
foreign
the
director general of
November 1, 1973.
,„,.„.
n.n
Phillips, op. cit., pp. 240,
97 Kissinger, Years of Upheaval, op. cit., p. 408, and
new
the
make
"might
issues
economic
the
use
250 Kissinger said to
of inultinagovernment appear to be the tool of the economic interests
Phillips writes, "I have no
tional companies." Regarding Plan Centaur,

weekend

DGI [the intelligence service] was soon aware that
was an impostor; nevertheless he flew on to Chile on a

doubt that the Cuban
this parole violator

Mrs. Allende, whom
Soviet airliner." He adds: "1 certainly understand why
readily accept the fabricator's story. But, I
I know to be a fine person, might
evidence provided by
can assure her now, there was no truth to it, and the
also from Phillips, who
the envoy was spurious." The "60 questions" is
embassy in Santiago was
relates how resourceful the embattled (literally)

98

in digging out the answers (ibid., p. 250).
410-413. I have quoted from
Kissinger, Years of Upheaval op. cit., pp.
conceit that the United
Kissinger at length because of the post- Allende

government during the Nixon and Ford years.
of such a
However much Kissinger— and others—believed in the wisdom

States coddled the Chilean

or to begin it, really
course they were never able to sustain such a pohcy,
became the new reStates
United
the
beginning,
Instead, from the very
gime's most serious international tormentor.

99. Ibid., pp. 409-410.
u t^ c
,w
statement given by Dr. Ernest W.
100 Cocaine and extradition from a prepared
InstituBrookings
Lefever then senior fellow, Foreign Policy Studies, at the
August 5, 1974, before the Subcomtion in Washington, D.C., on Monday,
Affairs Committee,
mittee on Inter-American Affairs of the House Foreign
cit., p. 195; government
Chile,
op.
and
States
United
in
as reproduced
Lefever says that for his
report in Chile, #258, October 23, 1973, p. 2.
secretary ot Chiles
"swift and unprecedented" cooperation, the deputy
Chile reports
States.
United
the
citation
by
a
given
was
Interior Ministry
the nationwide detective
that General Ernesto Baeza, then director of
while attending a
force (Investigacionesj, was apprised of the payoffs
,

.

police

tighten control
world meeting of Interpol in Vienna. Draft legislation to

ol
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was approved on March 14, 1973, by the Chilean Chamber
Deputies and was still awaiting Senate approval when the revolution
took place.
the drug traffic

of

101. Davis, op.

342.

cit., p.

Farnsworth suggested the "blockade dismantling" theory in an
article, "Chile: What Was The U.S. Role? More Than Admitted," Foreig;j
Policy, #16, Fall 1974. Her article was, in large measure, a response to one
by Prof. Paul Sigmund in the January 1974 issue of Foreign Affairs: Sigmund authored the second of the two in this issue of Foreign Policy, his

102. Elisabeth

"Less Than Imagined." It is a reflection of the intellectual
(dis)temper of those times that Sigmund would come under attack in yet
another Foreign Affairs article in its January 1975 issue, authored by Prof.
Richard R. Fagen of Stanford, entitled "The United States and Chile: Roots
and Branches," an article which, in turn, provoked in that same issue an
extraordinary exchange of letters written by Sigmund and Fagen.
Chile agreed to pay the U.S. $60 million over a four- year period, and an
additional $66 million at 6 percent interest over a six-year period, beginning in 1975. Chile also agreed to pay the Overseas Private Investment
Corporation $7.8 million to cover obligations incurred because of the
Kennecott and Bank of America expropriations. As to compensation, as
indicated in chapter 7, the last of the agreements with the major companies—the copper firms and ITT— was reached in 1977. Details of 1973
entitled,

103

talks

from Sigmund, The Overthrow,

Upheaval, op.
104.

cit., p.

op.

cit., p.

261, and Kissinger, Years of

410.

The complex agreement was in two parts: 80 percent of debt acquired
before December 1973 was rescheduled into fourteen semi-annual payments beginning January 1977; the balance was due in three installments:
5 percent in 1974, 5 percent in 1975, and 10 percent in 1976. "Recent Bank
Loans to Chile:
Chronology," United States and Chile, op. cit., p. 436;
and, for July terms, Bolsa Review, op. cit., vol. 7, #83, November 1973, p.
569. As to the IMF, PJank #31 of the Popular Unity's Platform of its "First

A

Forty Measures" said; "No more links with the International Monetary
Fund. We shall renege the commitments with the International Monetary
Fund. We shall put an end to the continual shameful devaluation of the
escudo." From J. Ann Zumwalt, ed., The Chilean Road To Socialism (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1973), p. 280. It was one of the pledges the

UP kept.
105.

George W.
January

106.

Telfer,

"Eximbank Weighs Chile Action," Journal

of

Commerce,

10, 1974.

Farnsworth in Foreign

Policy, op. cit. The article is a mish-mash of misstatements, misrepresentations, and distortions. For example, she speaks
of the IDB granting Chile a $65 million credit for a hydroelectric project on
September 18, 1973, and then, seven or eight sentences later, of an IDB
grant of $75.3 million for construction of a hydroelectric plant as though
they were separate loans. Quoting from the March 1974 issue of Noticias,
she said that the coup loans and credit lines opened to Chile from the
United States, Brazil, Argentina, the IMF, the World Bank, the IDB, the
Andean Development Corp. amounted to $468. 8 million. But that
"arithmetic" fails to recognize that the $75 million ultimately approved
for Antuco was for a project the Allcnde government itself had characterized as "of the highest priority" for Chile; and that' the $95 million in

—
—

—
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were conditioned by complying with certain stringent condiand targets— "creditworthiness," in other words— and granted by an
agency which the Allende government not only refused to deal with, but
there
reviled, repeatedly. But even more to the point is the assumption that
that there is, in internais something morally wrong about concluding
foes; or that
tional affairs, a distinction to be made between friends and
banks, bankers, and even international banking agencies are wrong if they
incompetence, and
are wary of economic chaos and gross management
responsive to those who are seemingly willing to work with them in

IMF

credits

tions

Chile had
restoring fiscal order. As it happens, by the late 1980s, when
world,
in
the
opportunities
investment
attractive
most
become one of the
businessmen were slow to take advantage of those opportunities.

US

of 'Mistakes,'
107. Phil Gailey, "Don't Withhold Aid from Chile funta Because
Panel Is Told," Washington-datehned dispatch, Miami Herald. August 6,
Dr. Riordan Roett,
1974, p. 12-B. Lefever was accompanied to Chile by
and Dr.
University,
Hopkins
at
Johns
studies
American
Latin
director of
on
Albert Blaustein, a Rutgers University law professor. The three testified

Subcommittee.
their return before the House Inter- American Affairs
January
9, 1977, pp. 8-9.
"60
IX,
vol.
#16,
Minutes,"
of
transcript
108. From the
by interviewer Mike Wallace who had committed "tens of millions

Asked

of dollars in

AID [Agency

for International

Development] monies

for co-

Kennedy
vert electoral purposes in 1963 and 1964," Korry responded; "The
White House, to defeat Salvador Allende in the 1964 election, and to elect

Eduardo Frei and the Christian Democrats. That is one thing. The second
organizations m
thing is that millions and millions were given to Jesuit- led
to
Chile by the Kennedys and the Johnson Administration in response
laiappeals for monies from the American taxpayer— quote— 'to oppose
cism, Protestantism and Communism.' Both these actions are violations
which they want
of U.S. laws. The third thing that President Kennedy did,
legitimate— David
to hide, is that he personally asked— and this was
'63, to
Rockefeller [head of Chase Manhattan Bank!, in the spring of
organize the [sicj— a group of multi-nationals to support American polireferred
cies in all of Latin America." Korry evidently misspoke when he
that the
to appeals from "the American taxpayer." He went on to say
United States was still paying yearly "hush money" through the CIA to
Chilean politicians for their roles in the 1963-1964 electioneering when
he arrived in Chile in 1968. He also accused of "hypocrisy" "liberal demoAFL-CIO
crats," including Walter Mondale, Hubert Humphrey, and the
leadership— all of whom, he said, were fully informed about the covert and
illegal activities,

but

who would later become "great moralizcrs" (ibid., pp.

9-10).
109.

,

,

383-84) notes that Harrington's pique apparently began
when he was unable to pick the congressman up at the airport because of a
that
prior appointment, and that Harrington then rebuffed suggestions
Davis

(op. cit., pp.

they meet later at the embassy residence or office, as well as subsequent
him
suggestions. At one point, Harrington demanded that Davis meet
Staearly on the morning of October 27 at the entrance to the National
dium in order to inspect that detention facility Despite contrary advice
from his staff, Davis agreed; Harrington then decided to withdraw the
request.
110.

Visiting Chile Links U.S. Economic Policies
Santiago-datelined story. New York Times, October 28, 1973.

"Lawmaker

„
^
Coup,
To ^
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252-254. Phillips recounts that Schlaudeman telephoned him after testifying to tell him that he had been " 'really roasted by
Michael Harrington. He kept asking me about the "destabilization" of the
Allende regime. Have you people given Congress anything to indicate that
"destabilizing" was part of the plan?' I assured Harry that 1 never heard
of the term and soon forgot the conversation." He would remember it
when the leaked stories exploded three months later, and "a new word

111. Phillips, op.

112.

cit.,

pp.

[entered] the political arena" (ibid., p. 254|.
Popper had served in the 1940s on the editorial board of Ameiasia, which
became the center of a much-publicized (and congressionally investigated)

Atnerasia was part of a tightly-knit Leftist clique, urging American
support for the Chinese Communists led by Mao Tse-tung in their lifedeath struggle against the Kuomintang Nationalist government headed by
Chiang Kai-shek. The quotation is from Moss, op. cit., p. 1108. Within a
year of his appointment. Popper did draw a sharp rebuke from Secretary of
State Kissinger for "lecturing the Chilean regime on democratic practice."
Reports at the time said that after word of the rebuke leaked, Kissinger
refused to allow an official expression of confidence in Popper. The event
which triggered the incident was a report Popper had filed describing a July
22, 1974, meeting he had had with Chilean officials concerning the impending visit of Army Secretary Howard Callaway During that talk, Popper reportedly brought up the concern of some members of Congress over
the lack of democracy in Chile. When Kissinger saw the telegram similar
to several others Popper had previously sent
he scribbled in pen: "Tell
Popper to cut out the political science lectures." It was not the first time
furor.

—

—

the two had clashed; shortly after beCbming secretary of state, Kissinger
had removed Popper as assistance secretary for international organizations
("Kissinger Rebukes Diplomat in Chile," AP story, Miami Herald, Septem1

13.

ber 28, 1974, p. 26-A).
Ford said (accurately) that the CIA activity was designed "to help and
assist the preservation of opposition newspapers and electronic media and
to preserve opposition political parties. I think this is in the best interest of
the people of Chile, and certainly in our best interest." Sigmund, The
Overthrow, op. cit., p. 259. Sigmund goes on to say that "the statement was
widely criticized both for its assumption of a unilateral right by the United
States to intervene in free elections, and for its lack of complete candor
about where some of the CIA financial support went {for example, to the

gremios and to Patria y Libertad|." The academic was James E. Petras, a
sociology professor at the State University of New York at Binghamton,
in testimony September 18, 1974, in United States and Chile, op. cit.,
p. 308. Testifying just ten days after the "destabilization" leaks, Petras
invoked as fact that "we further know that the CIA was not stabilizing a
democracy but in their own language destabihzing it." Professor Sigmund,
although certainly one of the most thoughtful commentators on Chile,
had in his commentary lurched into egregious error. As to the first part: in
a polarized world, the United States has an obligation to assist democratic
forces fighting for their very survival against despotic ones with far greater
funding and even less fastidious outside assistance. As to the second, the
truckers, the key gremio, got the princely sum of $2,800, and that by
inadvertence; Patria y Libertad got a grand total of $45,700, all of it in the
first year of Allende
long before it went "violent." The vast bulk of the
$6 million, itself a piddling sum, went to opposition media, facing gov-

—
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eminent strangulation, and to political parties, principally the Christian
Democrats. Farnsworth remarks that Sigmund is "a Christian Democrat
advocate." In his admirable work, while waxing indignant about the
crumbs given a right-wing organization and a feisty labor group, he evidences no such indignation about the huge sums covertly disbursed to
elect the Christian Democrats in 1964. That is dismissed in two sentences:
"Over half the cost of the campaign, a total of $2.6 million, came from the
U.S. Central Intelligence Agency through various intermediaries and without Frei's knowledge as to its source. Considerable CIA money also went to
the Liberals and Conservatives, who could pull out all the stops in making
anti-Communist appeals without compromising the Christian Democrats
as a party" (ibid., p. 34 The actual amounts furnished the Christian
Democrats then— and again in the 1969 and 1970 elections— were much
greater than that.
114. Paul N. Rosenstein-Rodan, "Why Allende Failed," p. 61 7.
115. Pinochet's October II, 1973, speech is reproduced, inter aha, in El Dia
Decisivo, pp. 159-168. In it— explicitly rejecting "the Marxist conception
1.

of

— Pinochet described public service as "a mission

man"

.

.

.

requiring

honor and loyalty," adding that the government's own acts must
pubhc morality, so as to initiate, with its example, a pro"strict
reflect
found change in the mentality of the country"; "Respect for the honor and
dignity of the person ... the sense of duty and a mystique of labor developed in each one of us must become the essential norms for the spiritual
rebuilding of the country The moral purging which the Fatherland will
experience will be reflected in order, the cleanliness of our cities, discipline
in our acts. The Government will complement and safeguard the foregoing
through the integral reestablishment of the principle of authority, which
will be brought to bear without hesitation against all those minority or
extremist groups seeking to disrupt the peaceful coexistence of Chileans,
as it will also against all forms of crime. Never again will a small group of
the audacious find official tolerance to proclaim and practice their violent
purposes, or suppose that they can break the unity of those born on this
and
soil, sharing as we do a patriotic formation and cultural ancestry
"
common history which form the monolothic foundation of 'Chilenity'
efficiency,

pp. 1166-167).
Luis Galdames, Histoiia de Chile: Piehistoiia a 1 970 (Santiago; Productos
Raval, 1974], pp. 307, 316; Walterio Millar, Historia de Chile (Santiago:
Editorial Zig-Zag, 1973), 29th ed., pp. 221-227.
117. As early as 1822, Portales wrote a friend from Peru: "Political things do not
interest me, but as a good citizen, I can express my opinion with complete
freedom, even to censuring the acts of the government. The democracy
promoted by so many illusory people is absurd in countries such as the
Americas, full of vices, where the citizens lack all the virtues needed to
The
establish a true republic. Nor is monarchy the American ideal
republic is the system which we ought to adopt, but, do you know how I
understand it for these countries? A strong, centralized government,
whose men are truly models of virtue and patriotism so as to channel
citizens along the path of order and virtue. When they have become moral,
(ibid.,

1

16.

.

then

let

which

.

the completely free, liberal government, full of ideals, in
." Quoted by Bernardino Bravo Lira, De
take part
Pinochet: Gobierno y Regimen de Gobierno en Chile (Santiago:

come

all citizens

Portales A

.

.

.

1
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Editorial Juridica de Chile, Editorial Andres Bello,
1985), pp. 67-68. As we
shall sec shortly, Pinochet used almost identical concepts, if not
words, in
his address to the nation on the first anniversary of the revolution

118. Galdames, op.

pp. 299, 300-301, 320; Millar, op. cit., pp. 226-227;
Lia Cortes, Diccionaiio Politico de Chile. 1810-1966
(Santiago: Editorial Orbc, 1967}, p. 390; Francisco Javier Diaz Zalazar,
ed.,

Jordi

Fucntcs

cit.,

&

Nueva Enciclopedia de Chile

(Santiago: Ediciones Copihue, 1974), vol. 1,'
87-90; for 1891-1925 period, Eduardo Frei in Reforma Constit'uciona'l
1970 (Santiago: Editorial Juridica dc Chile, 1970), pp. 24. Reforma has six
authors (but no editor is listed): Frei; Sergio Molina; Enrique Evans;
Gustavo Lagos; Alejandro Silva, and Francisco Cumplido.
119. Galdames, op. cit., p. 321.
120. Pensamiento de Portales (Santiago: Coleccion Ideario,
1974], pp. 138-139.
That slender volume, made up mainly of excerpts from Portales's letters,
was brought out early in the Pinochet regime, and, to further underscore
its significance, with a forward written by Rear
Adm. Hugo Castro Jimenez, then minister of education.
121. Ibid., pp. 75-76. Portales went on to say that he feared the
Monroe Docpp.

trine

was the first stage of a plan

for the conquest of America, "not by force
by [extending its) influence in every sphere, if not today
tomorrow." By the 1960s and early 1970s— before the U.S. became one of
the military government's most acerbic and stinging critics— most top
military officers in Chile were strongly pro- American.
122. Galdames, op. cit., pp. 337, 339-340. Galdames notes that "the
manifestations of mourning and the funeral pomp accorded him had no precedent
in
Chile
The war which Portales had declared became more popular with
his death, because it was presumed that the assassins had been
instigated
and even paid by Santa Cruz." (They had not, and in fact, it was a mindless
and pointless barracks rebellion which created Chile's greatest martyr.)
Galdames also notes, as do other historians, that in the aftermath of
Yungay, Chile came to be viewed by European powers as one of the strongest—if not the strongest— military power to emerge from Spain's colo-

of arms, but

.

.

.

nial empire.
123. Pinochet's speech to the nation on the first anniversary of the
revolution,
Sept. II, 1974 (pp. 5-6, 8 of mimeographed version distributed
by the

presidential press office, and titled, Palabras del ]efe Supremo de la
Nacion, A ugusto Pinochet Ugarte, Al Conmemoiaise El Primer Aniversario de Gobierno].
124. Amos Pcrlmuttcr, The Military and Politics in Modern
Times (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1977), p. 167. He defines that ideology as

Comtist positivism, and credits

it with "enormous" influence on
the
Argentina, Peru, "and even Chile." In passages aimed
mainly at Spain, but which he says suggest wider generalizations, Pcrlmuttcr observes that military intervention "at least in its early
stages is
instigated by disgruntled civilians and power-seeking politicians ... In
seeking the support of the military, politicians threaten the constitutional
and political practices to which they arc dedicated and on whose behalf
they have recruited military support. Furthermore, once the officerpoliticians have assumed civilian characteristics and expectations,
they
lose their hold over the army
." (ibid., p. 169). That, of
course, is precisely
what happened in Chile when,
1972, Allendc first drafted the military

mihtarics of

Brazil,

.

.

m
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happened to General
to prop up his government, and it is precisely what
figure. It is also a
political
as
a
increasingly
behaved
he
when
1973
in
Prats
Portalian renaisneed
for
a
the
about
opinion
of
measure of the unanimity
Chile's military leaders that the "civilian" Pinochet never did

sance among
comments about
lose the support of the country's armed forces. The
maintaining political order and disengagement appear on pp. 178 and 173,
respectively; designed emphasized in the original.
constitution125. The 1833 constitution contained that language. The 1925
adopted, ironically, while Chile was ruled by a military-dominated juntaadded the following: "The armed forces cannot deliberate" ("Ningun
cuerpo armado puede deliberar. " In the Jan. 9, 1 9 7 1 Statute of Guarantees
which Allende was required to sign as a condition of indispensable Chrislanguage was
tian Democrat support for his assuming the presidency, that
,

|.

"puWic force" was made up solely and excluforces and the corps of Carabineros, "institutions
not deUbessentially professional, hierarchical, disciplined, obedient, and
of parallel
erative." The intent, obviously, was to forestall the creation
paramilitary forces which, of course, is exactly what the Popular Unity

amended

to specify that the

sively of the

armed

would then go about doing. As noted previously, the National party—
which had polled one-fifth of all the votes in the 1969 congressional
margin in
elections, and whose candidate trailed Allende by a razor-thin
process
the 1970 presidential elections— was excluded from the drafting
were
they
when
Congress
in
abstained
thus
and
for these amendments,
voted on.

j

^

f
That finding is echoed and reinforced by Solaun
governmental
of
indicators
three
we have established
and Quinn:
ineffectiveness and illegitimacy in the coup setting (although others are

126. Perlmutter, op.
".

cit., p.

.

.

i

89.

.

surely possible);

(1|

acute congressional-presidential conflict;

(2)

high

and (3) overt civilian-military
present
coalition against the government." The first two were powerfully
and
in the Chile of 1973. Mauricio Solaun and Michael A. Quinn, Sinners
(Urbana:
Heretics: The Politics of Military Intervention in Latin America

levels of civilian violence or direct action;

127.

University of Illinois Press, 1973), p. 62.
Among many examples, one might cite Allende in March of 1971: "The
Armed Forces exist to defend the physical and economic frontiers of the
country"; again, at graduation ceremonies for the Military School, July 31,
1973: "To be a soldier today signifies not only having prepared oneself
through the hard years of training in the Military School, but also corione's
stantly improving oneself not only in those disciplines appropriate to
One does
speciality, but also across the wide range of human knowledge.
not conceive today of a limited soldier, however outstanding, limited only
This means, and so it must be, the
to mastery of the techniques of war
incorporation of the Armed Forces into the great process of collective
of the couneffort, through knowledge of the economic and social reality
.

.

.

through a profound and deep internalization of all that which implies
farm,
serving the country on the frontier of industry, the University, the
Fuerzas
the sea, the air ..." Cited by Sergio Miranda Carrington, "Las
Armadas en el Ordenamiento furidico de Chile," Fuerzas Armadas y
Seguridad Nacional (Santiago: Ediciones Portada, 1973], pp. 40-41. Or
national patrimony is today a
this, from General Prats: "The defense of the
dynamic 'geoeconomic' conceptuaHzation, by which it becomes necessary
try,
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Armed Forces to have an active and permanent participation

great tasks of socio-economic

development

..."

From

a

May

2

in the

1972

interview with the Santiago magazine Eva. cited
in Carlos Prats Gonzalez'

Memonas: J^mmonio de un Soldado
128.

(Santiago:

Pehuen

Editora, 1985),'

As Perlmutter

(op. cit., p. 89) observes, ".
some social scientists did not
believe military rule as worthy of study as
civilian rule. This prejudice had
a variety of causes, ranging from ignorance
to antagonism toward war and
the military profession." As to the stereotype,
Charles D. Corbett writesRecent research tends to undermine the image
of a region-wide nineteenth century alliance between the oligarchy
and the military, and cer.

.

tamly in this century the various officer corps
have been largely middle
composition
Viewing this phenomenon [military interference

class

m

.

,

in political processes! against 'western'
traditions, U.S. analysts

have most

often conceptuahzed a predatory group acting
upon rather than within its
P^^'""g/he choice for U.S. policymakers between support
for
fu"u?
high-handed military dictatorship and struggling
civilian democracy.' "
Corbett, T/ie Latin American Military
As A Socio-Political Force
IMiami: Center for Advanced Intemational Studies,
University of Miami,

The study was done by the Defense Department's
General Staff, then
headed by General Prats, and presented to the
commanders-in-chief of the
three armed services on December
30, 1969 (Prats, op. cit p 141) The
study noted that among conscripts, "there are,
in general, none from
the upper classes. The study describes the
80 percent as "of not Marxist
proclivities. Genaro Arriagada H., anassiduous
student of Chilean military affairs (albeit from a decidedly
Christian Democrat perspective)
writes that the Chilean military's "visceral
anti-communism" was "not a
coiisequence of the propagandistic campaign
of the Right in the 60s and
early 70s, but a deep-seated tradition"
(Arriagada, La Politica Militar de
Pinochet [Santiago: Impresor Salesianos,
1985], pp. 46-47) The Defense
analysis, incidentally, contained an uncannily
close forecast of the outcome of the presidential election the following September:
Popular Unity
(candidate yet to be named), 38 percent, Alessandri,
35 percent, Tomic, 27
^""^fThe actual totals: Allende, 36.2, Alessandri, 34.9, Tomic, 27
8
.n Arriagada,
130.
la Pohtica. p. 39. The Pinochet quote is from
a remarkable
hour-and-a-half interview he gave three top
editors of the Santiago magazine. Que Pasa, #785, April 1986.
Pinochet was referring to the "parliamentary period" between the collapse of the presidential
system in 1891
and the creation of the pseudo-presidential system
of 1925
131. Even Prats, scarcely a hard-liner, wrote
of the
129.

1

f

I

"general negative reaction in
Latm American military circles against North American
'paternalism "
Military leaders, he continued, began to argue
for the need to "independence themselves" from foreign military tutelage.
As a parting shot, he
added a sarcastic complaint that "the obsolescence
of the equipment supplied by the United States" offended the
dignity and self-respect of the
military
any case (Prats, op. cit., pp. 100-101). The reform
movement
was spearheaded by Sen. Frank Church (D-Idaho),
then chairman of the
Senate Subconimittec on Westem Hemisphere
Affairs, and the even more
powerful Sen. J. William Fulbright (D-Ark), chairman
of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee. Legislation passed in
1967 put a cap of S150 million
'

m
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nations of Latin
to the entire [then] twenty-one
weapons
sophisticated
of
Sales
sales.
America, half that in grants, half in
Americans were told
fighter planes, was banned (Latin

on U S military assistance

such as advanced
"Freedom Fighter," or nothing; they
they could have the short-range f-5
particularly France, for the sophisticated
and
Europe,
to
turned
thus
MiGs from the Soviets).
Mirage fighter jets, some eventually acquiring
Advisory Group misAssistance
Subsequent measures killed off Military

double-headed monster: the cy cle o
sions in the region, thus creating a
and the':lose working bonds
broken,
was
supply-maintenance-resupply
the MAGs was also
between US. and Latin mihtary developed through
"reform," Latin arms spending
US.-imposed
the
Before
weakened.
fatally
freed of the restraining US
was the lowest of any region in the world;
arms-buying binge in the late sixties
influence, Latin America went on an
and earlv seventies without precedent in history.

outspoken Christian Democrat critic of
132 Arriagada H., an articulate and
dismissing the Viaux uprising as lacking
while
government,
Pinochet
the
groups of
does agree that by 1968, "significance,
n a larger political
of suborprmciples
the
defy
more
to
and generals began more and
.

officers

of rion-dehberation ... even
dination to the political power and those
(Arriagada,
also began
Command
graver, the questioning of the High
the entire eighty-man graduat1968,
April
in
noted,
As
38).
La Political.
in protest against conditions in
ine class of the Military Academy resigned
".
what happened in the Mihtary Academy
the military. Wrote Prats:
facilitated the sowmg of a bad seed
which
temblor
institutional
was an
grow poisonously (Prats, op ci .
would
time,
which, with the passage of
that crisis, on May 6, 1968, the defense
of
wake
the
In
110-111)
DD
generals and the officer corps of the
rninister assembled the entire corps of
their grievances. It was, in a
address
Santiago garrison to ask for time to
among senior commanders.
"deliberations"
of
onset
the
sense,
real
very
were the formasignificance
greater
even
of
that
was,
But, as significant as
meetings
clandestine
of
and
societies,
tion of secret military lodges and
of ficers-a polarization withm
duty
active
and
generals
retired
involving
.

.

.

.

.

many concerned not only about their own pic^
about the leftward slide of their country, rallied
Viaux.
around the strongly conservative Gen. Roberto
Alia del Abismo (Santiago: Editorial Pro133. Sergio Arellano Iturriaga, Mas
army

ranks. Increasingly,

carious situations, but

134

atedTy A. Hnedfde Castro,
deMurnbert,

135

1981), p. 117.

Pinochet: Veidad y Ficcf on (Madrid: -^sallo
the army sOpcia-

The study was prepared by

command August 27, 1973tions Division and submitted to the high
three days after Prats' resignation.
I am
"Espaiia Invertebrada
For the Ortega y Gasset quote (from his
to Prats came
challenge
The
36.
cit.,
op.
p.
Carrington,
[ndebted to Miranda
and is cited by Prats op
from Gen. Oscar Bonilla, on September 13, 1972
that would be to stutl
290 Prats' reply was that for the army to do
)

cit

p

as the months went b^^ it was
the Constitution in our pockets." But,
meant only the presi"constitution"
increasingly apparent that, for Prats,
sincere he might
however
that
and
state,
of
powers
other
the
dent and not
deep and abiding
in
he
was
because
blindly
have been he followed Allende
Allende's government.
of
aims
and
goals
the
with
sympathy
Davis, who makes plain a dislike for
136 Nathaniel Davis, op. cit., p. 219.
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Pinochet rivaling his esteem for both Prats and Allende, adds in an endnote
that the contrast between the description of an agitated Pinochet
given by
Gen. Sergio Arellano Stark and the one given by Pinochet himself of his
"quietude ... is close to incredible" |ibid., n. 45, p. 438; Prats, op, cit.,
p.
256). Prats said he ordered updating of the internal security plan on April
4,
1972, a few days after an automobile accident on March 31, 1972, in the
town of Curimon, led to the accidental discovery of munitions, a hand
grenade and propaganda leaflets in the possession of the MIRista occupants of the vehicle. He took Gen. Mario Sepiilvcda Squella, then chief of
army intelligence, to a Tomas Moro meeting with Allende to brief him on
the extent of the MIR subversive apparatus uncovered in Chile's
major
cities. Pinochet said he had first ordered the plan updated
shortly after
taking over as chief of staff, earlier that year, then a new version done in
June of 1972. In his book, El Dia Decisivo (p. 121), Pinochet speaks of his
anxiety when confronted on September 9 with what amounted to Merino's
ultimatum: revolt on the eleventh and not the fourteenth, as he wanted. If
a single garrison were to disobey, he said, it could have meant
polarization
of the armed forces and a fratricidal civil war. Still, he felt that in
the face
of Merino's determination, he had no other choice but to accede.
Pinochet
also offers an explanation in that book as to why he did not take part
in
such interservice plotting as the Commission of the Generals' meetings:
the ouster, in September of 1972 of General Canales— a man for whom
he
said he had "special regard"— after Admiral Justiniano reported to Prats on
Canales' subversive talks with him. Pinochet said, what "I got out of that
experience was that the revolution must be prepared in a very tight circle

and only with persons of our Army, without mixing in anyone else, not
even for purposes of informing them" {ibid., p. 82
The lead soldiers quote was attributed to his wife, Lucia Hiriart de
Pinochet, in a special section of the Sunday magazine of EI Mercuiio.
February 3, 1974, p. 8: "Infancia y Juventud de la Junta"; Pinochet's quote
is from his book, El Dia Decisivo, p. 1 7. Pinochet
was in the presidency
only a few months when he would decorate his old teacher. Father Urenda,
with the Order of Merit for his lifelong service as a teacher.
1.

137.

Que Pasa interview, op. cit., Pinochet speaks of twelve years of
professional studies; the 1973 mimeographed biography seems to indicate
nme, including three— not four— at the Military Academy, and two postgraduate courses. Pinochet himself seems confused on this point: in his El

138. In his

Dia Decisivo

(p. 1 1), he speaks of "four years of hard work," graduating in
1936. In the mimeographed biography, his years of study are given as 1 9331936. Promotion was slow in the army of Pinochet's service; he was seven
years in grade as a captain (1946-1953); seven as a major, six as a lieutenant colonel. In 1966, he made colonel, three years later, brigadier general;
in 1970, the only other flag officer rank then available, general
of division'
before, in 1973, becoming general of the army, the rank reserved
for the
commander-in-chief of the army In the years since Pinochet, there has
been both grade inflation (from 25 generals in 1973, to Z9 in 1980, to 54 in
1984), and agreat speeding-up in promotion time- tables; it took Pinochet a
typical thirty-two years to make flag rank. By 1984, the average
for gen-

had dropped to twenty-eight years. But, in 1979, a new law restored
the warrant officer rank and stipulated minimum time in grade, so that
thirty years minimum would again be needed to make general. There was
erals
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from 1970 onward: In 1970,
a spectacular increase in the size of the army
the navy was the largest
1930s,
the
in
began
which
trend
continuing a
in the army Under
service: 17,821 men and women, against 12,144
AUende that trend was dramatically reversed: by 1973, the army had
would
grown to 32,000 against 18,000 for the navy An authoritative source
show that by the late 1970s, the army numbered 50,000 and the navy
with
24 000 Sources: for 1970, Arriagada, op. cit., p. 103 (his figures square
Year,
the
Book
Britannica
of
1974,
for
July
Prats);
those used throughout by
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1975], p. 212. For late 1970s, John

1975 (Chicago:
Growth
Keegan, World Aimies (New York: Facts on File, 1979], p. 127.
put
continued in the 1980s; the 1988 Britannica Book of the Year (p. 263)
Although it
the army's strength in July 1987 at 57,000, the navy at 25,500.
inflation and
should be obvious, 1 will observe, nonetheless, that both grade
the
inevitable
substantial growth in the size of the military became
great
measure that the military— and military commanders— assumed a
number of formerly civilian functions in running the government. ' 1 have
conventional
chosen the translation "warrant officer" rather than the more
ensign is an
least,
at
States,
United
the
because
in
"ensign" for alferez
second lieutenant,
exclusively naval rank, and is actually the equivalent of
ranked below second
Alferez was used in Chile for all armed services, and
spokesman for the
press
as
served
who
Willoughby
lieutenant.) Federico
formal
junta during its first three years, said Pinochet did, in fact, take
said this
Willoughby
president.
becoming
after
theory
Marxist
classes in
during an interview with the author in Santiago, June 16, 1987.
139. Pinochet, El Dia Decisivo. pp. 20-29.
„ ^,
de Pinochet, El
In an interview with Blanca Arthur, "1986: El Balance

m

(

,

140.

Mercurio,

December

28, 1986, p. D-1.

Strongman, Augusto Pinochet Ugarte," The New York Times,
September 13, 1973.
,„,, ,
in 1976 after
142 Interview with Willoughby op. cit. Willoughby left the junta
four junta
suffering severe health problems. At first, he worked for all
members, and was among those who urged having a single strong leader.
WillWilloughby was firm in his belief that Pinochet was that man.
oughby's outspoken opinions have cost him heavily in recent years, his
lost busiaccess to the junta blocked— with all that signifies in terms of

141. "Chile's

ness opportunities for a public relations practicioner.
From my earlier book, AUende: Death of a Marxist Dream (New Rochelle;
first
Arlington House, 1981), p. 10. The description was drawn from my
1974.
October
22,
him,
with
interview
private
with Merino in San144. Ibid., pp. 22-23. Based largely on my first interview

143.

18, 1974.
of those meetings took place on September 12, 1970. Having
Admiral
secured the permission of the then navy commander-in-chief,
(Buzeta, Weber, and
Porta, Merino went with three other senior admirals
Congress were to elect
Poble'te) to demand of Allende assurances that if
forces.
him, he would respect the traditional independence of the armed
with
meeting
follow-up
had
a
Montero,
Admiral
with
time
Merino, this
Allende a few days later. Merino did not attend a third, on October 1,
Porta,
involving Admirals Weber and Eberhard. When Prats, informed by
Schneider said
reported on them on September 21 to General Schneider,
now trigger a "contacts race" among military rushing to see the

tiago,

145.

The

this

October

first

would
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and Allende. On October 1, Schneider
protested to Porta that these meetings violated the compact among the
mihtary commanders-in-chief to eschew contacts with the candidates.
Porta defended them on the grounds that his admirals had merely briefed
Allende on technical matters facing the navy But, as Prats noted, the real

146.

147.

148.

149.

150.
151.

finalist candidates, Alessandri

purpose was to exact the guarantees of independence. Schneider's fears
apparently were not realized; as far as is known, no other top commanders
entered into such substantive negotiations with the candidates. Defense
Minister Sergio Ossa apparently didn't learn of them until October 8, at
which time he summoned the three service commanders and said he
viewed those talks as a vote of no confidence in him and that he therefore
should resign. Arguing that the meetings were not really consequential,
Schneider and Air Force Chief General Guerraty talked him out of it.
Details in Prats op. cit., pp. 172, 176, 180-181.
Details from ElMercurio, "Infancia y juventud de la Junta, " pp. 10-1 1, and
mimeographed biographical sketch dated September 27, 1973, and furnished by navy headquarters. Merino had already been head of household
for ten years when he married, following the death in 1942 of his father.
But, as his sister reports, that didn't slow down his enthusiasm for motorcycle racing; it would take a serious accident during a 100-mile race in
1949 to do that. The Merinos have three daughters.
Pinochet, op. cit., p. 120. He said it was while they were engaged in that
conversation that Merino's messenger arrived with the summons to revolution. It should be remembered that of the four revolutionary leaders, only
Pinochet and Leigh were, at the time, officially heads of their services.
Allende had continued to stall on giving Merino the top navy job, and
Mcndoza was catapulted to his post by fiat of the other three.
El Mercuiio, "Infancia y Juventud de la funta," op. cit., and Willoughby
interview, op. cit. Willoughby used the English words "up-and-down" in
describing Leigh. Early in the life of the revolutionary regime, one correspondent wrote: 'At times, General Leigh, the most articulate and rightwing of the junta members, has appeared to have a more domineering
personality" (Jonathan Kandell, New York Times, "Chilean Assumes Full
Leadership," June 27, T974|. Kandell was, of course, right about Leigh's
"domineering" personality; it happens that Pinochet's was more so. As
indicated, English-language fluency did not alone account for Leigh's reputation for "articulatcncss." As early as grammar school, he was tapped
because of his budding oratorial skills to deliver the farewell speech fifth
graders traditionally gave sixth graders as they moved on to junior school.
Ibid., and mimeographed biographical sketch distributed by Carabinero
headquarters in September 1973; also a lengthy interview with him published December 3, 1973, in the Santiago newspaper Tiibuna, "Carabincros no es el pariente pobre de la junta." In that interview, Mendoza
said Chile "will return to constitutional normality when the new Constitution takes effect, by which time we expect that Chile may be considered
free of the danger of falling in hands of persons of a system or doctrine
which preaches hatred, envy and violence ..." Evita Peron, according to
Mendoza, was heard to murmur as she pinned medals on the Chilean
victors, "They brought mc out here for this crummy role" [papelon].
Que Pasa interview, op. cit.
Que Pasa interview, op. cit. History-buff Pinochet was referring to the
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execution of de la Hoz after he attempted to seize power while Valdivia was
conquistador
off to Peru to enlist support for the struggling colony. The
Francisco Pizarro had named the two coequals in settling the virgin lands
which would become Chile in order to settle competing claims to a royal

warrant for colonization.
a basic tenet—
it is true that the Right did share with the military
anticommunism— it is also true that the Right continued to support the
junta for a much longer time than did the Left. But, by the early 1980s,
most people of the traditional Right— represented chiefly by the old
National party were in opposition, and were replaced on "the right" by a
new generation of technocrats and ideologues roughly analagous to the
neoconservatives and New Right in the United States. Pinochet alluded to
Right of
this in a 1986 interview when asked about opposition from the
those who had so long supported the revolution: "What happened," he said,
for them. And that
"is that the Right imagined that we made the revolution
in El
just wasn't so" (Blanca Arthur, "1986: El Balance de Pinochet,"
had,
of
others
and
the
Pinochet
1-D).
p.
December
28,
1986,
Mercurio,
course, long before said the same thing about the Christian Democrats—
they hadn't made the revolution for them, either.
further
153. In an interview with the author in Santiago, April 3, 1974. Canessa
characterized it as a coordinating rather than a directing or planning
agency— roughly akin to the White House staff. But, in Santiago as in
Washington, those lines frequently blur. In an interview with the Santiago
magazine Que Pasa, Canessa said one of its major projects was formulating basic policies by ministry and by sector of activity {" 'Estado Mayor'

152. Since

—

Tecnico Para La Junta," #152, March 22, 1974, pp. 32-36|.
Notes I made at the time of my interview with him in April of 1974
referred to the "spartan, barren" look of his apartment. Guzman, who
seemed to have virtually unrestricted access to Pinochet during the early
years, was also one of the influential figures in the first round of efforts to
to
draft a new constitution. In the 1980s, he formed a rainiparty devoted
supporting and perpetuating the ideals of the Pinochet revolution.
December 31,
155. Charles Eisendrath, "The Price of Order," Time magazine,

154.

1973.
156.

taken in the hall at the time, record how "lustily" the audience
joined in the singing of the national anthem, the slow flag-raising ceremony, the big military band playing. Pinochet launched immediately afterward into his speech, reading from the text, "occasionally bouncing on his
heels and looking up briefly ... his voice with the resonance of a baseball
fashion,
bat, not flat, more like cracking out words, and, in typical Chilean
occasionally rising an octave or so to make a point; not an increase in

My notes,

up an octave."
part of the "depoliticization" of social organizations, a DL was issued
banning elections in all such "intermediary" organizations. I have quoted
here from a blue booklet issued by the junta's Division de Comunicacion
Social, "Declaracion de Principios del Gobierno dc Chile"— at least lour
years after the speech promulgating the "Principles" was given. At the
beginning of the booklet are photos of the four junta members, the last of
them of Air Force Gen. Fernando Matthei, who didn't take over his job
until 1978, following the minicoup which ousted General Leigh. There
however, no discrepancies between that text and the one published by
decibels, but

157.

As

are,
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Mercurio both the day after the speech, and again in a special section
pubhshed September 11, 1974, "El Alcazar Asediado," pp. 20-23.
158. Although he authored no detailed theory of government, Aquinas did
adapt Aristotle's formulation of the polity to a Christian framework, particularly in De Regno, and In Libros Pohticoium, as well as in several
volumes of his masterwork, Summa Theologiae—wotks much studied
and revered by the Catholic-educated technocrats of the new regime. Prat,
president of the youth wing of the Conservative party in the 1940s, later
president of the Bank of the State and finance minister under Alessandri,
created his own party for a run at the presidency in 1964. He withdrew
from the race out of fear of dividing the non-Marxist vote even further and
thus assuring the election of Allende. But he was a fecund writer and
teacher, and his ideas left a strong imprint on many of the technocrats who
would become the brain trust of the junta. In a television interview on May
1, 1964, he responded to a questioner who recalled that in an earlier
interview he had said the "the armed forces could not remain as in a
showcase [vitnna\ indifferent to the social, economic and political processes of Chile." After noting that he believed the mihtary understood
very well their basic mission was to defend the national territory, he
added: "Naturally, in that mission, the armed forces are not in a showcase
and are necessarily thinking people ... If a government, to take a hypothetical example
would attempt ... to turn over (to a foreign power]
what is today ours, I believe our armed forces would leave that showcase.
And, insofar as the defense of our institutions and laws is concerned, if
these were attacked, if these were placed in danger, they [the military] also
would have to leave that showcase. But If a government fulfills its mission
of maintaining the territorial integrity and the dignity of the nation, and
abides by and makes others abide by the laws of the republic and respects
its institutions, I am certain that there can never be a coup d'etat and that
our armed forces will never go beyond their specific mission ..." Three
further examples, among many, taken from a book on him done by a man
who was himself an influential ideologue in the new government, Mario
Arnello: "The government of national unity is the only one which can get
underway that most genuine motor of progress, pride in country. The country's advance is slowed because no one points the way to bold and historic goals which
light the love of country as the fire in which they are
."; "Oligarchic governments, those dominated by social or ecoforged
nomic groups, or political parties which have become slaves to their great
electoral clients, these give us a very different image of our country
.";
"If parliament functions badly, or the Executive functions badly, then it is
El

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

evident that the State will not fulfill its mission. Scholars, sociologists,
economists can produce all the statistics they like, write the books and
cite the most convincing facts: but, if we do not possess the right instruments ... to produce the unavoidable changes, we will reap nothing but
frustration, desperation, chaos and rebelliousness" (Mario Arnello, Proceso a una Democmcia: Pensamiento Politico de Jorge Prat, pp. 333-334,
141, 127, 173). (As so often happens with books edited in Chile, particularly in earlier years, there is no publication data, only
in my yellowing
copy— Inscription #29177. Inasmuch as the documents included were
derived from Prats' 1963-1964 presidential campaign, I would deduce that
the book was published at about that time. It is notable that Prats said

—

,
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THE ENEMY WITHIN
On June 14, 1974, the National Intelligence Agency [Diieccion de Inteligencia Nacional. known almost exclusively by its
initials,
came

DINA),

into being.

Its

stated purpose

was

many

to put an end to

anarchy— and

of the abuses— which had reigned in internal
security matters
following the September revolution. Security
responsibilities had been
formerly scattered among at least six agencies: the intelligence
services
of the three armed services, the Carabiueros
and its intelligence arm,
and the national police detective force, Investigaciones.
All of them
experienced rapid growth, and they acted not only separately
from

each
but often at cross -purposes and even as rivals. When the
government responded to insistent dp mands that it produce prisoners
or missing persons, it frequently did not because it literally
could not find them
m the maze. DINA was supposed to bring order out of that chaos,
other,

combining all internal security activities in a single agency.
(Several
weeks earlier, on April 27, the forty-seventh anniversary of

its foundathe Carabineros had been moved out of the Interior
Minister, home
since its creation, to the Defense Ministry. The
move had the effect of
making it the fourth armed service.)

tion,

DINA was

patterned, to a large extent, after the intelligence
agency
up by the Brazilian military regime after it seized power in
1964.
According to one, well-placed source, Brazilians— who had
worked in
close harmony with the revolutionary
government from the outsetadvised the Chileans in setting it up. That source said
DINA's essential
mission was "to eliminate the violentistas, the violent
ones."'
DINA was nominally responsible to the full junta, in practice, it
became increasingly an all-army operation, responding
only to
Pinochet. After only one year of operation, it had a military
staff of some
two thousand, bolstered by another two thousand civilian
employees.
Its network of informers was said to
be at least eight times as large,
set

'
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elements of
including many defectors from the MIR and other radical
the Popular Unity.^
one
During its three-year existence, DINA became— in the phrase of
... in Chile,
regime
of
the
column
spinal
"the
commentator—
antijunta
over
during that period, no other organism would have greater influence
its
and
elephant,
the national life."^ Ultimately, it became a rogue
world
court
of
the
before
runaway deeds did more to indict the regime
(later,
opinion than anything else. To head it, Pinochet selected Colonel
him
as an
knew
first
Pinochet
General) Manuel Contreras Sepiilveda.
of
the
eye
caught
He
Osorno.
city
of
southern
engineering officer in the
Verdes.
Tejas
regiment
at
the
commanding
his superiors while
described
Federico Willoughby, a man then high in the government,
in
Contreras as "a perfectionist. If, instead of DINA, he had been put
the
in
system
charge of highways, we would have the best highway
for a
world." Willoughby said he and others opposed Contreras' plan

comprehensive secret intelligence service which would include operations as well as intelligence-gathering. They lost.
reminisIncreasingly, this close observer said, Contreras— in a tactic

complete
cent of longtime FBI head J. Edgar Hoover— gained Pinochet's
confidence.
he
"Following the assassination of Adm. Carrero Blanco [in Spam],
security
personal
his
up
persuaded the president that he had to tighten
with his security
So, he took to picking up the president in the morning
the latest gossip
with
him
regaled
he
escort, and on the way downtown,
'

the intelligence service had picked up."*
That blind trust— if it was that— cost Pinochet dearly But, whatever
offer
the price, it was one he paid, never backing down in his refusal to
up Contreras as something of a "sacrificial lamb" to appease foreign
subject
pressure, coming chiefly from the United States. [More on this

in a subsequent section.)

According to author Robert Moss, an exceptionally credible observer
at the outset. They
at that time, DINA was given three assignments
were, in descending order of priority:

1.

2.

Destroy the Movement of the Revolutionary Left (MIR).
Prevent the Christian Democratic party from reorganizing as an
effective force.

3.

Destroy the clandestine networks of the Communist party

first, DINA clearly succeeded.
second, DINA "succeeded" in the short term only— but at
the
In
Moreover,
frightful cost to the regime in backlash, mainly from abroad.
soon, it
time
any
power
at
should the Christian Democrats return to

In the
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could trigger the kind of retribution against the former mihtary rulers
upon the military in neighboring Argentina in the mid-1980s.
In the third, while inflicting unquestioned damage on the Communist power base, the campaign failed.
visited

They called it "the miracle of Concepcion." Chile's third city, stronghold of the MIR, fell to the military on September 1 1 in a matter of
Only two soldiers died, both killed accidentally; but more than
one thousand persons were rounded up and an estimated four hundred
foreigners attached to the University of Concepcion were expelled from
hours.

the country. The MIR, which never numbered more than ten thousand,
never recovered.

Early in November 1974, Miguel Enriquez— who had come to prominence when he confronted the visiting Robert F. Kennedy— was killed in
a gun battle with security forces. A few days later, his successor, Humberto Sotomayor, fled to asylum at the Italian embassy, and was expelled
from the MIR. Leadership passed to Allende's nephew, Andres Pascal
Allende, but he, too, had taken asylum at the same embassy. The follow-

two commanders in Chile, Dagoberto Perez and Alejandro de la Barra, were killed in gun battles, and a series of raids netted
authorities at least half of the MIR's cached arms. By early January 1975,
ing year, the top

American correspondent wrote: "The only important guerorganization ever to operate in modern Chile, the self-styled Movement of the Revolutionary Left, is on the run today, its potential for
a veteran
rilla

future activity probably hopelessly crippled. "s
Marxist political parties* vt^ere banned from the first days of the new
regime, the others declared "in recess." On March 12, 1977, all others
were banned as well and their property confiscated. (They remained
outlawed until promulgation of a new law on political parties, early in
1987, but, in fact, non-Marxist parties began operating openly as early
as 1983.1

Of

many ways, even more than
was held in greater contempt by the new
rulers than the Christian Democrat party. They blamed the Christian
Democrats not only for paving the way to Chile's collapse into MarxistLeninist chaos, but as serving, before and after the collapse, as "useful
fools" of the Communists.6 The participation of top exiled Christian
Democrats, including two former presidents of the party, at a Caracas
conference in 1975 organized by former leaders of Allende's governall

the non-Marxist parties— and in

the Marxist parties— none

Those parties were the Communist, Socialist, MAPU, Radical, Christian Left, and
API— all part of Allende's Popular Unity coalition, and a tiny radical party called the
Popular Socialist Union. The non-Marxist parties outlawed later included the PDC,
National, Radical Democratic, PIR and National Democratic.
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resolution
ment, fueled that antagonism. The conference adopted a
Unity
Popular
with
together
work
to
Democrats
Christian
calling on
forces to restore a "just

and

socialist

democracy

in Chile,"''

Andres
According to former Christian Democrat President
party's
the
of
three
Zaldivar— himself exiled for three years— one of
detensuffered
had
rule,
junta
activists, at one time or another during
Valdes
Gabriel
president,
party
former
tion or imprisonment. Another
properSubercaseaux, said confiscations had cost the party the loss of
Castillo Velasco was
Jaime
ideologue
Party
million.
$9
to
worth
$8
ties
themselves and
roughly seized by persons who declined to identify
airport.^
the
route
to
shown his order of expulsion only when en
was silenced
Balmaceda,
Radio
station,
The party's principal radio
La
newspaper.
party
and
the
rule,
junta
of
first
years
several times in the
advertising,
government
when
1974
February
close
in
forced
to
Prensa.
evaporated.
the lifeblood at that time of newspapers, all but
conDespite harassment, the Christian Democrat party did, in fact,
offielecting
manifestos,
tinue to function— holding caucuses, issuing
c£rs4

By

contrast, the

Communist party— fully

legal

only nineteen

of its

again went underfifty-one years of existence prior to 1973— once
important leaders
of
its
one
single
Not
a
underground.
deeply
ground,
remained at large in Chile following the revolution. Nearly two years
still hadn't been able to
later, security forces had to confess that they
the central committee.
of
discover the name of a single new member
mood
of despair and selfinitial
"an
to
Press reports at the time referred
however, drawgloom,
its
from
rapidly
emerged
party
The
criticism."'

Top priority
ing on the lessons learned during earlier clandestine sieges.
was given to penetrating every possible apparatus of power, including
themselves "respectthe armed forces and the labor unions. To make
correctly, wear your
"dress
activists:
able," they sent out orders to their
else in your office, arrive early,
successes: capturing control of
union
and leave late." One
noted, "provides a perfect
Moss
Robert
as
which,
union,
the newsboys'

hair' short,

work harder than everyone
of their early

Though the intelligence
cells
services purged their own ranks relentlessly, some Communist
photograph
managed
to
remained active: air force intelligence, in 1975,
pretext for strolling into anyone's front yard."

a group of its

noncommissioned

officers in a clandestine

meeting with

Communist leaders. But, then, infiltration of the armed forces had long
"There
been a tactic of the party in Chile, mindful of Lenin's command:
disorganinor can there be, any great revolution without
has not been,

change" in
zation of the Army" From Moscow came orders for a "radical
the
army"'"
in
tactics, including "stepping up work
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element of Communist doctrine: the
use of violence. But because the
tactic continued to be to lure the
Christian

prmcipd

united front,

it

Democrats into a
point, moreover, the party had
"'*"^'"'" '^°"f^«^^^'i°"^ i^ had
only begun

was muted h At that

buying

M^nTTT
r- "
Rodriguez
"

ts'

A
H
Allende
1

Hope

s

paramilitary brigades a few months
before
overthrow, and these were now badly
decimated

of an alliance with the PDC
discarded for the moment~it
would surface again and again-the party
began to speak more openly

Volodia Teitelboim spoke of the need
"to rethink the military problem "

While

eschewing violence, Teitelboim urged
efforts to change the
consciousness" and "false conception
of public duty" of
soldiers. Communists, he added,
in a slap at their legalistic tack
during
the Allende years, cannot be
"Gullivers bound hand and foot by
legal
ity On April 5 1977, a group
of cashiered Chilean military
men
in
exile announced the formation
in London of the "Front of
Democratic
Armed Forces of Chile in Exile"; a second was
formed the same day n
Brussels
still

false social

'

a third shortly afterward in
East Berlin. On April 6, Jaime
Estevez declared in a Radio Moscow
broadcast that the purpose of these
Soviet-organized entities was to build on
such "basic concepts as fatherand, sovereignty and national
security" to lead the fight "for the
overthrow of the fascist /unt.." In
August of that year, the Central
Committee of the Chilean Communist party,
in a plenum celebrated in
Moscow, constituted itself as "The General
Staff of Revolution ">2
One month after the victory of the Sandinistas
in Nicaragua the
Communists vacillated no more: Chile "could
become the second Nica^''^'''*^ Secretary Luis Corvalan
^^"^^
said in an August 28
m?o\
1979 broadcast, warning the next month
that "if fascism is not eradicated and proscribed, terrorism
would find in Chile a wide open field for
Its action.
On September 3, 1980, Corvalan proclaimed a
new era of
popular rebellion" and "acute violence."
A few days later, the party's

While still insisting that unless they
could subvert the armed
and police in "national mobihzation"

ctions.

forces

the revolution could not
succeed, the party served notice
from JVIoscow that, henceforth "the
tight IS on all fronts
with a responsible, bold, decided and
decisive
armed response.
." Corvalan defined
those fronts and stages as guer'''' ""''' '^"^'^^^"^^' terrorism, and, finally,
a massive armed
uprisi^S
.

.

.

.

.

Countermeasures agamst the Communists
cost a junta member his
General Cesar Mendoza Duran, director of
Carabineros, resigned on
August
)0b.

2,

1985, following revelations implicating

members

of the ser-

Ou''^
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agency in the decapitation murders of two Commukidnapping of five
nist leaders and a left-wing dissident, and later the
DiiecCarabineros'
of
members
Fourteen
union.
members of a teachers
murders,
the
in
charged
were
Informaciones
don de Comunicaciones y
that same day on the
five in the kidnappings. Mendoza was succeeded
who proceeded to
Delckers,
Stange
Rodolfo
General
deputy,
his

vice's intelligence

junta by

i*
dissolve the intelligence agency,
Once committed to violence, the party grew ever bolder. Overestimatstirring up hit-run
ing its strength, it declared 1986 "the decisive year,"
manifestos.
defiant
issuing
and
strife,
labor
protest demonstrations and
random
sabotage,
holdups,
again—
and
again
struck
Its armed cadres
Carabineros and other government forces. Although it did

murders

of

not organize the
political

Demanda de CAiie— sponsored by most anti-Pinochet

groups— the Communists were

of protests, leaving six

dead and

two days
hundred injured. [Among the

active in that bloody

at least six

Rojas Denegri, and
dead, a Chilean with a U.S. resident card, Rodrigo
with kerosenedoused
when
disfigured
badly
among the injured—
tense relations
already
brought
event
That
Quintana.
Gloria
Carmen

regime was
with the United States close to the breaking point.) The
overCommunists
shaken, but still solidly in command. Finally, the
in
succeeded)
nearly
very
played their hand, badly. They tried (and
one
In
gamble.
desperate
was
a
assassinating Pinochet himself. It
they
informed Chilean analysis, the Communists risked all "because
finishing
by
was
regime
the
off
finishing
of
way
only
the
believed that

the Communist Party believes that
with the 'dictator' himself
stick,
regime has a chance of making its constitutional framework

the

which would mean
for years,

but for

that they

would be out

of the political picture, not

decades. "i^

was a gamble they lost. In the crackdown following that assassinadevastated the
tion attempt— in September 1986— the security forces
Rodriguez Front had
party's armed wing. But, by then, the Manuel
become a loose cannon, out of control of party tacticians seeking desagain to show a
perately, in the changed political climate of Chile, once
It

"democratic face" so as to win legitimacy even if not, in the short run,
1^
formal political alliances.
dominated Allende's government— the
nominally
which
The party
remainSocialists— remained a contradiction in search of a reason for
the
other
on
the
ing whole. On one side were the "traditional" socialists,
inevitathe
In
Cuba.
1979,
Leninists closely aligned with Fidel Castro's
discernible facble rupture finally came. By 1987, there were thirteen

tions—ten of them Leninist, three "moderate"— this in a party which,
when it came to power at the head of the coalition in 1970, had only
financial support
sixteen thousand card-carrying members. With heavy
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and Venezuela's Democratic Action
party {Accion Democidtica], former party Secretary-General Aniceto
Rodriguez returned to Chile intent on uniting non- Leninist factions
into a viable electoral force taking part in the 1988 plebiscite. The
principal obstacle was the formidable head of the Leninist factions,
Socialist International

former Foreign Minister Clodomiro Almeyda (the man Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger, prodded by then U.S. Ambassador Nathaniel
Davis, fought so hard to pry out of prison following the revolution].

TURNING DEFEAT INTO VICTORY*
Shortly after arriving in Mexico City, Allende's widow enjoyed a resurrection not unlike that of her late husband. Just as he would "soar on the

wings of the Western press" to achieve instant folk hero status, Hortensia Bussi de Allende was transformed from a woman scorned to the
valiant widow. Supplanted in the late president's affections years earlier
by another woman, she now began a new and peripatetic career as a
bereaved widow fighting to preserve and restore the legacy of her late
husband. (As noted earlier, the woman who supplanted her Miria
Contreras Bell de Ropert— sulked in silence for fourteen years, first in
hiding in Santiago, later in Havana, still later in Paris; see preceding
chapter. By the time La Payita finally spoke her peace, Mrs. Allende's
usefulness had all but ended.]

—

The sixty-one-year-old widow was barely settled in Mexico when she
was whisked to Moscow. There, according to one account, "she was
feted as the latest of a long line of revolutionary heroines" at the October
1973 World Congress of Peace Forces. She met several American Communists attending the meeting, and they persuaded her to make a
speaking tour of the United States,
"Mrs. Allende," wrote noted anti-Communist author Victor Lasky in
his booklet. Turning Defeat into Victory, "had no trouble getting a visa
to visit the United States for a two-week lecture tour, despite her well-

known

international Communist connections. For example, for some
time she had held the office of Vice President of the Women's International Democratic Federation, a Soviet Front group." According to
Lasky, that alone should have made her ineligible for entry under then
From the

title of a booklet authored by Victor Lasky and published by the AmericanChilean Council, New York, September 1975. The publication was subtitled: "The
Soviet Offensive Against Chile." It is my understanding that the council was later

when

was learned that some of its funding came from the Chilean governme he was not aware of it at that time, and I believe that, in any
the authenticity and accuracy of work produced under its aegis ought be the issue,

dissolved

it

ment; Lasky has told
case,

not the now- known source of

its

funding.
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U.S. visa law. She listed as
existing national security provisions of the
man identified sworn
Milwaukee
a
her principal American contact

m

Communist party and a
congressional testimony as a member of the
she had attended in
Congress
Forces
Peace
World
delegate to the same
Moscow.'^
tour as personal
Lasky writes that accompanying Mrs. AUende on her
leader in the
former
Navarro, "a
secretary and translator was Fernanda
,

A fiery
youth movement of the Communist Party of Chile.
Hall rally m
Town
at
a
AUende
Mrs.
self Ms Navarro substituted for
in Chile,'
coup
fascist
U.S.-backed
'the
protest
New York arranged to
poet
Communist
Chilean
the
and
AUende
to
tribute
and as a memorial
find
no
could
Neruda " [The State Department later claimed it
orator her-

Pablo
but as her appearance at
record of issuance of a visa to Ms. Navarro,
demonstrates, the fact
States
Town Hall and elsewhere in the United
secret.)
a
that she was in the country was scarcely
tour in the U.S. December
Mrs. Allende began her twelve-day lecture
Convention Center,
Angeles
Los
the
at
7 1973 in California. Speaking
administration to
Nixon
the
force
to
campaign
she called for a major
the
policy of support for the funta," and asked

"abandon

its

financial

same help for "oppressed Chileans and their
support of "the Vietcourageous struggle" as had been mounted in
speeches, with
similar
namese people." The tour included stops— and
and CleveDetroit,
Chicago,
in
supporting casts of characters—

American people

for the

similar

"Catholics,

group called
land (In Cleveland, her visit was sponsored by a
Action [CLEMh
Social
for
Methodists
and
Lutherans, Episcopalians
met
in Moscow.
had
she
whom
Hrbek,
George
Rev.
her host was the
on February 19,
back
was
She
visit.
U.S.
only
her
far
from
That was
to a twenty-five1974 for a ten-day stay, although this time restricted
to the Comaccording
mile radius of midtown Manhattan. While there,
"more than
with
met
she
munist party newspaper, The Daily World,
workers^
million
one
than
more
fifty trade union leaders representing
the CIA
into
inquiry
"public
a
at
time
In April 1975, she was back, this
Haven
New
at
campus
University
Yale
the
held at Battell Chapel on
had leaked
who
man
the
were
her
joining
those
Among
Connecticut,
strategic options in Vietnam,
the "Pentagon Papers," spelling out U.S.
CIA, Victor
Dr Daniel Ellsberg; the authors of an "expose" book on the
with
identified
Boudin,
Leonard
Marchetti and John Marks; attorney
the
Harrington,
Michael
and
since);
[and
many radical causes before
of
testimony
"destabilization"
spurious
the
leak
of
whose
^

congressman

Armed
CIA Director William Colby had caused the House '8
to
its secret files.
access
further
him
deny
to
Committee

Service

wrote of Mrs. Allende s
"Exactly who is paying her bills," Lasky
goes, she is put up at
she
wherever
travels, "can only be surmised. But

—
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the finest hotels and she dines at posh restaurants, befitting a former
Lady of Chile known for her expensive tastes."

First

While Mrs. Allende was on the hustings, former Sen. Gladys Marin—
and former chairwoman of the Young Communist League of Chile
was finding warm welcome on Capitol Hill. Sen. Daniel Inouye IDHawaii) invited her to testify before his Senate Subcommittee on Foreign Operations. Meeting with then Sen. James Abourezk (D-S.D.), she
"launched into a typical Communist diatribe against the CIA," Lasky
reported. "According to a Daily World correspondent who accompanied
Ms. Marin, Abourezk nodded in agreement, saying, 'Many people, and
they were not leftists, were very disturbed by what the U.S. did in
Chile.' " Rep.

Herman Badillo (D-N.Y.) came off the House floor to greet

Ms. Marin, promising his "full support for the people of Chile." Rep.
George Brown |D-Calif.) said he was "totally opposed" to U.S. foreign aid
to Chile,

Welcoming

hundred delegates to a Legislative Conference on
Abzug (D-N.Y.) called for an end to U.S. economic
and military aid to "the fascist junta." Rep. Ronald Dellums (D-Calif.)
received a standing ovation when he said, "The U.S. is the world's
several

Chile, then Rep. Bella

Number One

gunrunner,

the

Number One

counter-revolutionary

force." (That conference's roll-call of luminaries included

Angela Davis,

author Studs Terkel, and Harry Bridges, long-time president of the International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union.)
In New York City, the National Coordinating Center of Solidarity
with Chile swung into operation from headquarters in a five -story
building it shared with the New York State Communist party, the U.S.

Committee for a Democratic

Spain, the National

Committee to Reopen

the Rosenberg Case, and others.

Thus, the revolution was still in infancy when powerful forces in the
United States pronounced sentence on it, and began mobilizing to crush
it. Those efforts would never end.^^

Although the United States was the number one target of antijunta
was by no means the only theater of operations. The previously cited World Congress of Peace Forces, organized by the Praguebased Soviet front, the World Peace Council, brought together 3,200
delegates from 144 countries. According to Piavda, the delegates represented 1,100 political parties, national organizations and movements, as
agitation, it

well as 120 international organizations. General Secretary Leonid
Brezhnev pledged the Soviet Union's "complete solidarity with the dem-

and patriots of Chile." The head of the modern world's most
comprehensive and enduring totalitarian despotism also declared "the
firm belief that the just cause for which they struggled and are strugocrats
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now in such difficult conditions, the cause of independence,
democracy and social progress cannot be defeated, cannot be exterminated, and the defense of these lofty values, their translation into life,
the struggle against those who threaten them and seek to destroy them,
lasting peace on
is unbreakably linked with the struggle for ensuring
Chile.
about
speaking
was
earth." Brezhnev
In July 1974, the World Peace Council's Secretary-General, Romesh

gling

Chandra, led a delegation to Mexico, Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, and
Argentina, to stir up antijunta sentiment. The cause was a popular one;
in the aftermath, he wrote in the Communist party's weekly New Age
in India that the WPC had never before "enjoyed the prestige and authortoday." By December of 1974, Chandra said that
was facing "growing opposition at home and
government
the Chilean

ity

which it commands

total isolation abroad."

That same year, the International Commission Investigating the
Crimes of the Chilean funta was organized; it held meetings in Helsinki
and Copenhagen during the first year, and in Mexico City in February of
1975. Writes Lasky: "worldwide publicity including a lengthy article in
The New York Times without any mention of the Commission's communist origins" was part of the bonanza reaped.^"
The Mexico City meeting was given an important boost because of
the presence of many of Allende's former senior associates. Two of the
key ones had been released by the junta from prison— former Foreign
Minister Clodomiro Almeyda, and former Defense Minister Orlando
(Other participants included Carlos Altamirano, who had
finally surfaced in Havana, where he had been given "a hero's welcome";
Mrs. AUende; and Pedro Vuskovic Bravo, more than any other the archiLetelier.

tect of Allende's disastrous

economic program, and by then head

of the

Casa de Chile in Mexico.)

The twenty-nine top Allende officials still at Dawson Island had been
moved in May 1974 to considerably more congenial confinement near
the seashore resort town of Quintero. Letelier was released a few
months later, Almeyda early in 1975.
By then, the government was moving to thin out the ranks of those it
was still holding: human rights sources put their number in May 1975
100 (reports abroad were still reaching as high as ninety thousand).
Only two hundred remained prisoner in Santiago, all of them at the
Estadio Chile, according to an official report. The government was also
moving to speed the paperwork needed to begin trying those held. To
at 3,

it agreed to permit openly jaundiced internaformer
U.S. Attorney General Ramsey Clark
such
as
tional observors,
(identified with a long succession of left-wing causes through the years;

demonstrate

its

openness,
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member

of the U.S. "Fair Trial Committee").
Typical of
those early trials, a group of more than fifty
MIRistas in Temuco were
sentenced early in 1975 to terms ranging from
sixty-one days to twenty
'

years.^1

Yet another US. mission took a look at the
human rights situation in
Chile at that time; Ralph Dungan, appointed
by President John F Kennedy as ambassador to Chile, was sent on his inspection
trip to Chile by
the younger Kennedy, Sen. Edward JVl.
Dungan reported that the country seemed "to be moving along normally,"
and that he had enjoyed the
junta's full cooperation in his fact-finding
mission. As a result, he said
he had held absolutely private conversations,
without interference with
dozens" of political prisoners. At the conclusion
of his trip, he reportedIn large measure, one must recognize
that life is taking shape there as
the people— not all the people, but almost
the majority of the people^

want

and that is good."^^
the first anniversary of the coup, Pinochet
announced that with
the exception "of especially grave cases,
those prisoners who so wish are
tree to leave the national territory once
and for all [definitivamente]
But our love for hberty and our respect for the
natural rights of man does
not allow us to turn a deaf ear to the dramatic
lamentations of millions
ot human beings who live today
oppressed by communist tyranny In
those countries, regimes fully consolidated
it to,

On

and which do not

live as

does Chile in a situation of emergency,
have constructed an entire
system of violation of all freedom and human
rights. For that reason we
consider it our moral duty, before the decision
just announced materializes, to challenge the Soviet Uhion
and Cuba, under the supervision of
the International Red Cross, with
headquarters in

allow the

same number

Geneva, to proceed to
by our decision to

of prisoners as will benefit

leave their countries."

There was, of course, no corresponding response
from either of those
countries. StiH, although not all countries
were eager to receive those
allowed to leave, within a few months, the
first
their

way out

two hundred were on

of Chile.

By 1977,

virtually all of Chile's political pris-

had been released.23
would, of course, be a wrong verging on insanity
to imply— much
less assert— that all those who
opposed the junta around the world in
those tumultuous times were Communists,
or Communist stooges It
would be equally insane to ignore the role of the
Kremlin in stoking the
fires of antijunta fury Chile was
crucial to the Kremlin's viapacificaburrow-from-within-strategy for Latin America. Yet
another measure
ol lust how important it was: the
ambassador the Kremlin assigned to
Ailende's Chile, Aleksandr V Basov, was a
member of the Central Comoners
It

mittee of the

Communist party of the Soviet Union, and had been a high
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his Santiago
the motherland, the Russian Republic, before
Afghanistan,
of
invasion
posting. Years later, explaining their 1979
Kremlin "could not perSoviet ambassadors in Europe were saying the

official of

mit another Chile."^-*
its halt-hour
Within two months of the coup. Radio Moscow initiated
times daily.
four
repeated
Chile,"
"Listen
Chile,
program beamed to
those broadcasts, through
(The schedule was later expanded.) Through
activities already indithe numerous congresses and front organization
suffocating and finally
isolating,
Moscow made explicit its goal of
cated,

destroying the junta.

EMBATTLED BORDERS
Pinochet and his associates came to power, they found
also along all three
themselves under siege not only from afar, but
for reasons of ideolpartly
history,
foreign borders. Partly for reasons of
regime in Santiago
new
the
viewed
all
Peru
ogy, Argentina, Bolivia, and
hostility There was a
outright
to
antipathy
from
ranging
with attitudes

When Augusto

currently in power in those
and all three had come to
countries were themselves military men,
But there was an
revolution.
originally) through violent

certain irony in this: all three of the

power

men

(at least

Yankee-hater m
important difference: two of the three-the "populist"
general, Juan
one-legged
the
and
Peron,
Buenos Aires, Juan Domingo

The third. Col. Hugo
Velasco Alvarado, in Peru— were dedicated leftists.
long-standing grudge
a
with
country
a
over
presided
Banzer Suarez,
against Chile.
this prostrate and
Already in a declared war against communism,
of a shooting
possibility
shattered country thus also faced the very real
was a
happen
did
not
it
That
war with one or more of its neighbors.
of
case
the
In
nerves.
steady
and
diplomacy,
tribute to luck, dogged
argument could be made— Pinochet makes it— that a civilian

Chile an

government might have blinked at a
country into just such an inferno.^^

fateful

moment, plunging

the

Peru:
concluded from
"Key U.S. diplomatic and military observers have
massive arms puractions of the Peruvian military Junta, including
advisers, that
Russian
chases from the Soviet Union and the presence of
territory
recapture
to
Peru may be preparing to make war on Chile
front-page
a
on
"lead"
the
read
seized by Chile nearly 100 years ago." So
It was written by
the Washington Star-News. August 4, 1974.
story in
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the

newspaper's

O'Leary,
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America correspondent, Jeremiah

known for his excellent sources in the defense and intelligence

communities in Washington.
At the time he wrote, Peru had deployed two- thirds of its armed forces
in the south, near the Chilean border. Those formidable forces included
many of the estimated 150 Soviet T-54 and T-55 tanks Peru had already
received (at least two hundred more were yet to come). The tanks were
only a fraction of the arsenal which the Soviets began shipping to the
Peruvians following the fall of Allende. By accepting those shipments
on the same, "concessionary" (virtual giveaway) terms Chile's military
had spurned, Peru became the first country in the Western Hemisphere,
Cuba, to receive Soviet military assistance.
this was happening, the U.S. Congress— prodded chiefly
by Sen.
Teddy Kennedy— slapped an absolute arms embargo on Chile.
A commentator wrote at the time: "We [the United States) spent
after

As

and tens of thousands of lives in an effort to keep
from Communist oppression
We lost the battle
in Vietnam. The battle was won in Chile. And yet,
we deny anti"'^
communist Chile the help they need to survive
In July 1974, the Velasco Alvarado government in Peru published
its
Plan Inca, a clear and explicit blueprint of what was already implicit, the
regime's socialist aims: nationalizatiori of airlines, banks and finance,
insurance and shipping companies, as well as total control of the mining
and petroleum sectors. Among confiscation targets that year: a number
of foreign companies (mainly American), completing a cycle
of nationalizations begun almost immediately after the military coup in
1968.
During that year, the government also seized all national daily newsbillions of dollars

Vietnam

free

papers.^^

There were, of course, no reprisals from Washington; on the contrary,
was an impassioned plea from Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
to Congress for arms sales to the stridently anti-American
regime in
there

Lima.

Nor were

there, of course,

any demonstrations protesting the Lima
property, or on its own people's right to
know. Nor were there protests of rampant militarism, such as had
prompted the paternalistic policy of denying U.S. arms to Latin America, when Peru, despite severe economic
problems, lavished $1 billion
on an arms build-up during the first five years of military rule.^s Nor,
for
that matter, was there an outcry against Peru's then six-year-old
denial
regime's assault on

American

of its peoples' political liberties.

Early in the Allende regime, the ever witty Henry Kissinger was
said
have remarked that "Chile is a dagger— pointed straight at the heart
of Antarctica." It reflected, of course, an attitude of disdain,
indifference
to
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and ignorance about Latin America common to the power brokers in
Washington and European capitals, and it was a remark Kissinger would
soon come to rue as Chile forced its way onto the American foreign
policy agenda. Military planners knew better; during both World Wars,
Britain

and the United States found

heavy

forces.

An

necessary to patrol the area with

it

article in the January 1975 issue of a specialized

publication, Defense

and Foreign

Affairs, pointed out that Chile con-

Magellan and Beagle Channel, the only
trols and
which
ships can cross from the Atlantic
through
routes
two alternative
the vulnerable Panama Canal.
than
other
vice-versa,
and
Pacific,
to the
Destruction or temporary disabling of the Panama Canal would divert
Cape Horn area.
all maritime traffic between the two oceans to the
"A friendly Chile would permit the passage of her aUies through the
take the
straits," the article noted, "while her enemies would have to
sail
... but
of
days
the
as
in
not as dangerous
Drake Sea route
from
attack
of
air
threat
around
it,
the
shores
the absence of friendly
"^'
dismissed
easily
be
so
cannot
mainland
American
the South
Evidently these considerations were on the minds of Pentagon planborders the Straits of

.

.

.

.

.

.

ners as they pressed

— in vain— for

Communist regime

in Santiago.

assistance to the imperiled anti-

As Jeremiah O'Leary noted

in the

previously cited August 1974 article;
Military reasoning, amid the implication that it is shared by
Kissinger, is that the chances of armed collision would be reduced if
Chile had access to a reasonable number of modern planes such as the

F5 and some armor more recent than World War II vintage. Beyond
that, the Nixon administration is not enchanted with the Russian
military presence in Lima and holds to the general theory that Washington had more political influence with countries tied to American
resupply than countries with no such requirement

But Richard Nixon's views had long since ceased to matter; he
resigned as president five days after those lines were published. A few
fought a rear-guard action; on the same day that O'Leary 's article
Lefever added his voice in testimony before
appeared, scholar Ernest

W

Congress:

A week ago, on July 29, in the Peruvian Independence Day parade,
guns were shown, along with
54 Soviet T-55 tanks, with 100
three batteries of Yugoslav 105 M-M howitzers, 8 truck-mounted
surface-to-air missiles, and other missile support equipment. Peru
also has 60 M-4 Sherman medium tanks, and 100 AMX-13 French

MM

tanks with 106

M-M guns.
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In contrast, Chile's 76

M-5 Sherman tanks
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recover the territory
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are

no match. With

this

may

well be tempted to attack Chile to
lost to Chile in the 1878-1883 war, possibly

with the encouragement

of

Moscow.

.

.

.

Fourteen senators joined Sens. Strom Thurmond
(R-S.C.) and Jesse
in a letter to Secretary Kissinger: "[The] cut-off of
military aid to Chile has led to a very serious imbalance
between the forces
of anti-communist Chile and those of
Soviet-supplied Peru," which
could lead to "open warfare." Larry P. McDonald, a conservative
Demo-

Helms iR-N.C.(

cratic

own

congressman from Georgia, wrote an appeal based in part on his
Help Our Friends— Not Our Ene-

fact-finding trip to Chile, "Let's
mies. "^°

But the likes of Lefever, Thurmond, Helms, McDonald, and a
disorganized and feeble Ford administration, were no match
for the powerful
liberal coalition by then firmly in control of
Congress. Chile received
many lectures and little help from the United States. Later in
1974,
Congress tightened the 1973 restrictions even further by banning
all
future U.S. arms deliveries to Chile beyond those negotiated
before Tulv
^
1,

1974.

Evidently strategic considerations were uppermost on the
minds of
Soviet analysts, for they,

by contrast, rushed immense amounts

of mili-

tary aid to Peru, including:

•

50,000 Kalachnikov

•

two

rifles;

SAM-3 and^AM-6 missiles,
SAM-2 and SAM-7 missiles;

batteries of

quantity of

as well as

an unknown

•

30 MI-8 helicopter gunships,

•

Soviet advisors to instruct in their use, estimates ranging from
15 to

two hundred.

Theberge observed:

The potential importance
the Soviet leaders.

of the Peruvian revolution

Moscow

was not

realized that the Velasco regime,

lost

by

on

pre-

paring the road to Socialist development and pursuing a
foreign policy
with strong anti-American overtones, could help to weaken
American influence in Latin America. Peru is viewed by Moscow
as a
harbinger of a powerful anti-imperialist and anticapitalist
trend
within the Latin American military. Ambitious generals
in Bolivia,
Ecuador and Panama have already been influenced by the Peruviaii

model. ..."

The Soviet armament was added to Peru's force of 12 French Mirage
supersonic fighter planes, 12 light bombers (Chile had none), 200
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Yugoslav 105

mm

mortars, 7 Czech-made 122

^rrfl^trS: wav-from

the

mm

field guns,

and 6

Uni.d S-es^ /-'^^-/^^

to Peru for 1975, plus $900 000
requested $20 million in military credits
planes,
2 "Guppy" class submaA-37-B
fo? training. Sales included: 36
plaiies, and up to
Tracker
Grumman
9
cars,
rines 150 APC- 1 13 armored
100 tank transport vehicles capable ot
16 F-5 jet fighter planes, as well as
country characteristic of eastern
operating in the kind of mountain

^

even before this ni-ssive build-up
All of this to a poor country which,
traditional adversary Chile by more
had from 1964 to 1973 outspent its
hardware.
than three to one on new military
soldiers, and arguably supeThoueh slightly superior in numbers of
were badly outgunned and
they
realized
rior in seapower, the Chileans
through diplomacy
moved rapidly to defuse a potentially fatal situation
both countries
scenes,
the
While tensions continued to mount behind
talk on out^
war
blaming
of 1974
issued public statements in March
commumsrn.
flat-out-"internationa
siders; the Chileans named it
a temporary halt to the atmoBut a pair of events in 1975 brought
was removed in a peaceful
Alvarado
sphere of crisis: the ailing Velasco
general, Francisco
moderate
more
a
by
replaced

coup on August 29 and
months of rioting and strikes
Morales Bermudez. The coup came after
more than one hundred were killed and six
[in one strike in February,
hundred injured).
j ^„,i , Kri^f
that produced a brief
The other was the result of a Pinochet initiative
partner in the War of the Pacific, a
period of detente with Bolivia-Peru's
new hostilities erupt.
should
century earlier, and its probable ally

Bolivia:

miUtary power nor the disposition to
Bolivia alone, had neither the
the
of General Hugo Banzer was
attack Chile. Indeed, the government
of mediplaneload
a
Chile,
very first to send aid to revolution-stricken
a grudge, a one hundred-year-old
cines and plasma. But Bolivia did have
ever since the War of he
Bolivians
of
education
grudge, nurtured in the
was "entitled to
the belief that land-locked Bolivia
Pacific;

based on

Ocean.
recover its land bridge to the Pacific
of Bolivians that even their
psyche
the
to
issue
the
is
So central
demands access to the
"Bolivia
telephone directories bear the legend:
report in jhe Brmsh
a
noted
coastline,
ocean." Although it has no
navy of 3 600 men
has
a
country
the
newsmagazine The Economist,
in rivers. On the nations
"who patrol Lake Titicaca and splash about
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annual Day of the Sea, naval officers stand at attention, on trucks
dressed up as ships, solemnly rolling through the streets of La Paz."^^
It would be funny except that it is not; it is a wound that has never
stopped festering, breaking out frequently into bitter and ugly ruptures
between the two countries.
Pinochet was in power only one month when he took the first step
toward rapprochement; during a visit to the northernmost city of Arica,
Pinochet expressed the wish to meet with Banzer. It was easier said than
done; Bolivia had broken diplomatic relations with Chile in 1962 (when
Chile diverted the waters of the River Lauca, spilling down out of the
Andes into a tiny swatch of Bolivia, to build the Chapiquina hydroelectric plant).

Banzer faced a particularly knotty problem. Like Pinochet, he was
anti-Communist. Indeed, Banzer came to power in 1971 amid worldwide charges that the CIA had engineered his ouster of the "nationalistleftist" military government that had seized power in 1970. (Banzer's
accession put an end to not -so-secret Ailende initiatives to reach a new
understanding with the like-minded Bolivians, based on "revolutionary
understanding." Revolutionary fervor notwithstanding, the talks had
splattered off the same wall that had separated the two countries ever
since the War of the Pacific |.34

Pinochet and Banzer found the chatice to meet, however, a few
later when both were in Brasiha for the inauguration in March
1974 of President Ernesto Geisel. Pinochet described his talk with
Banzer as "a talk between soldiers, without rhetoric of any kind."

months

Two months later, a beatrfing Banzer said there was no reason to
suppose that there would be a new War of the Pacific, but he added,
"Bolivia cannot remain unjustly cloistered, subject to the good will [of
neighboring countriesj. We are a peaceful country, we do not seek vengeance, and we do expect understanding. "^^
That talk paved the way for a personal meeting between the two
presidents on February 8, 1975, in the tiny Bolivian border town of
Charaiia. There, amid much fanfare, the two presidents signed the Act
of Charaiia, calling for

tions

a renewal of diplomatic relations, for negotia-

on a new nonaggression pact among

Bolivia, Chile, and Peru, and
continued talks in respect to Bolivia's long-craved corridor to the sea,
Pinochet did, of course, demand a quid for his quo.
The Chileans believed they had already been generous to Bolivia: they
had built a railroad linking La Paz to the sea at Arica, allowing Bolivian
products free transit; they had also paid the Bolivians 6 million pounds
sterling as an indemnity (a very hefty sum in the late nineteenth cenfor

the after-glow of the "Embrace of Charaiia," Bolivian soldiers
were allowed to supervise the transport of Bolivian imports on the
turyl. In
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Pinochet also was said to have agreed to build a new port north
for exclusive Bolivian use.
Iquique
of
square kilomeIn exchange for granting Bolivia roughly two thousand
across Chile's
sea
ters of Chilean territory stretching from mountains to
soil;
Bolivian
of
slice
northern frontier, Pinochet wanted a similar
not
would
Chile
process,
sources at the time said the idea was his. In the
acquire
would
but
lost,
space
it
amount
of
only get back about the same
ambition. (Peru's
a buffer between itself and Peru, an old geopolitical

railroad.

southern border area approaching Chile is fairly populated; by contrast,
northern Chile,
in the entire 58,072 square kilometer Tarapaca region of
were clusthere dwelled a total 174,981 souls, and 90 percent of them
sense of
Chilean
the
tered in the small cities of Arica and Iquique; hence
p*
the indefensibility of the northern region,
The ink was barely dry on the act when Banzer recanted and Peru
said
protested. The Peruvians, invoking their 1929 treaty with Chile,
an
autowere
they
then
concessions,
territorial
be
were
to
there
that if
matic party, particularly since the corridor in question had been ampunorthernmost
tated from them. They demanded that Arica— Chile's
three counthat
the
city— be converted into an international city and
tries share sovereignty over a sixty- six kilometer area.
Relations once again turned sour. There was talk of a

massive march

into the desert and on to the sea.
of Bolivians across the Andes,
Banzer, and Peruvian president
Pinochet,
when
sputtered briefly

down

Hope

Morales Bermudez met in Washington in 1977 for the signing of the
Panama Canal Treaty, reopening talks on the corridor question. But on
March 17, 1978, charging insincerity on Chile's part, Bolivia again
border.
broke diplomatic relations and dispatched troops to the Chilean
CulIn 1979, Bolivia expelled thirty Chileans on charges of espionage.
in
in
1979
succeeded
Bolivia
offensive,
diplomatic
minating an intense
to
hostile
consistently
States—
American
of
Organization
getting the

regime— to stipulate, by a 25-1 vote, "that it is of permainterest that Bolivia be given sovereign and useful
hemispheric
nent
begun
access to the Pacific Ocean." President Jimmy Carter had already
of
cause
was
"a
pressuring the Chileans, noting in 1979 that the problem
Conference
Nations
United
conflict on the continent." (Years later, the
on Law of the Sea found that of the landlocked countries, Bolivia was
the Pinochet

among those that enjoyed the greatest rights of access to the sea.) Chile's
finally
persistent position that the issue was not a multilateral one
found echo when the OAS, in 1980, called for bilateral talks between
Chile and Bolivia. In 1983, the conference of self-styled Non- Aligned
Nations, meeting in New Delhi, approved a resolution offering its "cate-

that
gorical backing to the legitimate and just demand of Bolivia"
earlier.
century
war
a
recover what it had lost in a

it
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Once again, the talks colsame negotiating terrain. When in June 1987 Chile
announced it was withdrawing from the talks, BoUvia reacted angrily;
Banzer, by then an ex-president, demanded a break in
commercial relanegotiations.

lapsed on the

tions.

However much of a united front of international opposition Chile
on the issue into the early 1980s (when those positions softened),
was an issue on which there was unity at home. Gabriel Valdes

faced
it

Subercaseaux, then president of the Christian Democrat party,
and
perhaps the most acidly outspoken critic of the junta in Chile,'
said
following the collapse of the latest round of talks, "To resurrect
prob-

lems of sovereignty dating from the 19th century is totally out-of-date
[extempordneo] and does not fit in \no se compadece] with modern
times." Asked about concessions to Bolivia, junta member
Adm. Jose
Merino said, "I would say no; I do say no; there will be no outlet to the
sea given to Bolivia."^''

As noted, the new Peruvian government headed by General Morales
Bermiidez was regarded as more moderate, and, as one authoritative
source wrote, "was expected to take some strain off the Chilean
government. Despite denials in Lima, many hemispheric observers had
believed the Velasco regime

was intent on a military effort to recover
territory lost to Chile nearly a century earlier.
."38 There did, indeed,
follow a period Heraldo Muiioz would describe as "the
.

.

tender idyll."

Although Chile, in November of 1976, rejected Peru's proposal for tripartite sovereignty over the proposed "corridor," relations
continued
until January 1979, when Peru'expelled Chile's ambassador
on grounds
of espionage, and relations were reduced to an envoy
level. The new
civilian government of President Fernando Belaiinde Terry,
who inherited a wrecked economy when he took office in
1980, was interested in
borrowing ideas— and Chilean advisers— so as to implement a replica
of
the Chilean economic model in his country. Yet another factor
contributed to his desire^or improved relations with his neighbor to the
south:
Peru's brief- but ominous— armed clashes with Ecuador
over old border problems with that country Diplomatic relations were
resumed in
April of 1981.

Curiously, diplomatic relations improved even more following
the
inauguration in July 1985 of the leftist and mercurial Alan Garcia
as
president of Peru. Although he pointedly invited a number of Chilean

opposition leaders to his inauguration, he also dispatched one of
his
closest advisers to Santiago to convey his wish for "the best
possible
relations with Chile." Still, beneath the surface, tension
remains,
reflecting a reality cited by Chile's leading newspaper, £7 Meicmio,
on

March

8,

1985: relations between the

two countries have developed
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"within an historic negative framework of suspicions and distrust."
Those two characteristics, the newspaper went on to say, were accentu1973.3;'
ated with the ascendancy of the rightist Pinochet regime in

Argentina:
Seen from afar, much of the developed world smugly assumed that there
was something Gilbert and SuUivan in the notion of war between
nations such as Argentina and Chile. Yet historically the tensions
between them have been as real as between many other neighboring
those
nations or imperial systems around the world, and the danger of
have
countries
both
tensions exploding into war equally real. Although
But
other.
fought
each
have
never
faced other neighbors in war, they
beginning in 1978 and continuing over much of the four years following,
the danger was white hot at times.
believe there were people there [in Argentina] who wanted to attack,
and others no. There was an internal struggle. Finally, those who
wanted to negotiate won out.

I

The speaker was Gen. Fernando Matthei Aubel, commandant of the
Chilean air force, and third-ranking member of the junta. He referred to
the Beagle Channel crisis of the late 1970s.^ Actually, the crisis for the
Pinochet regime started even earlier. The day it came to power, it laced a
hostile government across the Andes. It was headed by Juan Domingo
Peron.

Juan

Domingo Peron began

colonel in a relatively

minor

his rise to power in 1943, an obscure
post, labor minister, in a divided and
He exploited the confusion to build a

aimless military government.
power base for himself through a series of demagogic measures popular
with the left-dominated unions, adding goon squads reminiscent of
tactics used by Hitler and Mussolini in their rise to power. In the 1946
narelections, with the traditional parties fragmented and fractious, he

rowly

won

the presidency.

Argentina exemplifies how a superior, educated, wealthy and religious nation, possessing virtue and great mental and physical assets
government
for over three decades, has suffered a deluge of evils as her
and irrevenality
corruption,
degradation,
of
depths
into
the
sank
sponsibility Murder, torture, kidnaping, terrorism and guerrilla warfare ensued.

The cause

of all this

nist infiltration.

was the breakdown

in morality and

commu-
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the then vice president and dictator, Peron,
while pretending opposition to communists, actually
was intriguing
closely with them; they had replaced the Nazis in his esteem.
.

.

.

Simultaneously, he, his mistress, later wife, Evita, and his henchmen, enriched themselves on a vast scale. When Peron died, his third
wife and heir, Isabclita (a former bar girl) suddenly
found herself the
nominal head of a government which had fulfilled 85% of the program laid down by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels. Presently she is

imprisoned for stealing public funds.

That encapsulated version of thirty years in the hfe of a country
obviously suffers the imperfections of all severe condensations of complex reality.

It suffers the second disadvantage of
explicit anticommunism, no longer fashionable, and the author of those hnes was, in
fact,
outspokenly anti-Communist. But the author of those hnes came to his
anticommunism through the vast experience in international affairs
that confers authority on his judgments. The speaker was
Ambassador
Spruille Braden, who began his career in Latin America in
191 7 in Chile,
representing the copper company bearing his name (and which
would

become Kennecott Copper), later serving as United States ambassador to Argentina, Bolivia, Colombia, and Cuba. He was in
Argentina
when Peron came to power.*'
Ousted in a military coup in 1955, the aging Peron was allowed to
return in November 1972, after seventeen years of accelerating
later

social

and

political disintegration.

His Peronista movement, firmly in control

of the country's big labor unions,

months

won the elections in March

1973.

Two

after his inauguration. President

Hector Campora was pushed
aside by Peron himself. When Peron died the following
July 1, he was
succeeded by his second wife, Isabelita. Since she had problems
in
abundance in consolidating her own hold on power— greatly aggravated
by the growing boldness and violence of the radical left
Montoneros
guerrilla/terrorist

organization— it was a time of respite for Chile. (She
was ousted in a military coup in March 1976.)
More than respite, it was a time of yet another "tender idyll," albeit a
brief one, between two military regimes with a common
denominator:
severe measures to combat internal subversion from the Left.
The similarity—dissimilarity, really since Argentina's prolonged "dirty
war"
against internal opposition far surpassed in human
rights violations

anything seen in Chile— ended there. As Theberge had observed
about
the tendency of the Latin American military to look
increasingly

to

Moscow after being scorned by the U.S., the ruling Argentine militarylike Peru before them— were rapidly expanding their
ties to the Soviet
Union, which Peron had cultivated. Trade between the countries
shot
up from $30 million in 1970 to $634 million in 1979, to $1.5 billion

in
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for a
President Jimmy Carter's 1980 call
1980 Argentina also ignored
retaha^
in
Union
Soviet
the
to
worldwide boycott of wheat shipments
Argentines takmg up the slack
^on for its invasion of Afghanistan. The
wheat and other grains to the
of
tons
by the US, shipped 7.5 million
left

Soviets via East Europe.^i
But there was that one, brief

.Up
A^nthe Argen
days
four
General Jorge Rafael Videla, spent
tine president. Lieutenant
for
exceeded
visit
likely that his
on an official visit to Chile. It is
in
since
or
before
seen
presidential visits

moment.

In

1976,
November iqt/

euphoria anything by way of
The two "first couples" took ^ sightsee
the annals of the two countries.
with Pinochet at the wheel,^the
coast,
ing drive together along the
poUce Hnes^-with passersby at
of
benefit
presidents mixed- "without
they attended Mass together, both
the resort city of Viiia del Mar;
witreading passages from the Bible, they

Communion, both
riding acadeniy;
of horsemanship at the army's
performance
nessed a
retreat at
seashore
presidential
they wined and dined at the seldom-used

receiving

Viiia del

carriages to
Mar; they rode in nineteenth-century

flower-

500,000 tons of
''t^:^1i^^::^e^ promised to sell Chile
newspaper noted in

Chilean
wheat per year, 1977-1979. It was, a leading
of a new era. ...
beginning
...
the
exaggeration
an editorial, "without
on the rocks of an old
The "new era" foundered shortly afterward
problem: the Beagle Channel dispute.

The cominent,

far

down near the tip of

the dagger,

is

as capricious as

seas that have made this place. Cape
the howling winds and the raging
of heroics and legend in the
hardship,
Horn, a setting of matchless

side, the land is a fairly solid
annals of seamanship. On the Argentine
San Diego. On the Chilean side,
block chiseled to a final point at Cape
to
and jagged islands and islets too numerous
it is a scourge of inlets
treacherous
navigationally
bays so
count, of gulfs that go nowhere, of
Desolate Bay, of fjords and ice
another
and
Bay
Useless
called
that one is
feet out of the water,
thousand
nearly eight
floes, of mountains climbing
of channels. One of them roughly

and shoals and shallows-and
Magellan, seventy miles north
two hundred miles south of the Straits of
across

of reefs

of the Cape,

is

a fairly straight line
between meridian 68 36 38.5 to 66 lb
Discovered by the British naval

the Beagle Channel, slicing

iri

the tip of South America
meridian longitude west of Greenwich.
of 1830-1834, the channel
survey sloop Beagle during her voyages

,s

where measurements are taken120 to 150 miles long— depending on
averaging three to 3.5 miles wide.

,

,

„j
i
and
rule

common with most coumries emerging from colomal
Argentina from early on had differsharing common borders, Chile and
remote
In

particularly those of the
ences of opinion about theirs, and
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843, Chile took control of the Straits of Magellan
and claimed
everything to the south, in 1847 locating a
settlement
1

at

Punta Arenas

The Argentmes protested, and over the ensuing
years, desultory efforts
were made to reach a settlement. In
1878, both countries ordered their
fleets mto southern waters, and war
was only narrowly averted The
Boundary Treaty of July 23, 1881, resolved all points
at

dispute-except

the Beagle Channel question. In accord with
a General Treaty of Arbitration signed in 1902, His Britannic
Majesty

was named arbitrator; in
1938, under a second protocol, U.S. Attorney
General Homer S Cummings was named to arbitrate; in I960, a third
protocol referred the
dispute to the International Court of Justice.
But none of these protocols
was ever ratihed and negotiations went
nowhere

Finally invoking the 1902 treaty,
Chile, on December 11
1967
invited the British government to
intervene as arbitrator. Balking at
first, ori July 22
1971, Argentina agreed, and as before,
a court was
impanelled by the arbitrator: one Briton
and four members chosen
equally by Argentina and Chile from
the International Court of Justice
at the Hague. By September
1976, oral pleadings began, and in November, the court began its deliberations.

Queen Elizabeth announced the finding in London,
April 18
granting to Chile perhaps the most
disputed real

1977—

estate of all' Picton

Nueva and Lennox islands, "and the islets and
rocks adjacent to them
Argentine president Videla's reaction was to
send a personal letter to his
genial host of the year previous, proposing
an exchange of views to work
out details of the award. By January
6, 1978, it was plain to Chile that
what Argentina wanted was not just the
aforementioned islands, but all
the islands situated south of
the Channel to Cape Horn. Although
Pinochet had hopped across the border to
Mendoza on January 18 for a
private meeting with Videla,
Argentina, nonetheless, announced on

''

^'^^^
'

"if,?
,
void"
[msanablemente
,

^^^ six-year arbitration process was "incurably
nulo].'^'*

Hoping

to head off war, Pinochet agreed
to meet Videla again on
February 20, 1978, in the southern Chilean
city of Puerto Montt There
they agreed to 180 days of additional
negotiation. Pinochet said later
hat, given the widespread and strong
feeling in Chile that the Argentines were bullying his country, it
took all of his
in

and out of government, to impose his

will.

considerable authority
1978'

By November 2

Chile announced that the negotiations
had been "exhausted
countries immediately went on a war
footing.

"

Both

More than at any time since assuming the
presidency, Pinochet found
himself with a country united behind
him. Former President Eduardo
1-rei said he and the
Christian Democrat party offered their
"unrestricted support"; even the Socialist
party-through the far left CIo-
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official fugitive) Carlos
domiro Almeyda, and the even farther left (and
position and asked
Chilean
the
for
backing
its
Altamirano— declared
war,
avoid
to
intervention
Nations
for urgent United
powerful enemy
Pinochet faced war fever at home and a vastly more
along the two thousand mile border.
in the south, I
Based on intelligence that the Argentines would attack
time, I sent
same
the
At
Montt.
moved my headquarters to Puerto
Aires with instrucBuenos
to
minister)
foreign
[the
Cubillos
Hernan
war because you lose your
tions; keep a cool head. We don't want
and said how difficult
Aires
Buenos
from
called
head. When Cubillos
Yes, we avoided war— but, we did
it was, I told him again: stay calm.

not yield,

either.

interview with the author
President Pinochet related the above in an
slowly, repeatmg the
words
last
the
spoke
He
1987.
in Santiago, June 1 1,
emphasis).*^ In that
achieving
for
technique
customary
last phrase (his
internal dissensions
same interview, he also revealed something of the
wanted to send
navy
within the junta as war fever escalated. He said the
that orde^
countermanded
two squadrons to southern waters, but he
with
interview
an
(In
Argentines.
saying it would be a red flag to the
deployed
"I
flat-out:
said
admiral
the
earUer,
days

Admiral Merino two
with the air
two squadrons south.") Pinochet said he did the same thing
tensions. (Air Force Chief
force, restraining it so as not to aggravate
author said, "i
General Matthei, in a June 15, 1987, interview with the
of Chile. We
force
the
air
rigidly
tell you that I controlled very

want

to

made no moves anyone could
Said Pinochet:

interpret as provocative.")

"Not a horse moved anywhere near the border without

my approval."
During the Buenos Aires

sessions, Cubillos proposed that the

two

Court
countries either take the dispute to the International
Hague or agree on a mediator acceptable to both. On December 12,
accepted.
Argentina proposed Pope John Paul II, and Chile immediately
Military
Argentine
the
than
reached
sooner was that agreement
at the

No

Committee— made up of Videla and other members of his junta, as well
condition: the two counas senior military commanders— stipulated a

agree on the question of limits. As one observer com"**
mented, "they wanted to win the game before it was played.
government
Despite the overwhelming evidence that the Pinochet
gone the
had
but
arbitration,
of
rules
the
had not only abided strictly by
to supdeclined
community
international
the
war,
extra mile to avert
attack on Chile
Argentine
with
an
Francisco,
San
in
(Indeed,
port Chile.
and
imminent, the leftist-dominated International Longshoremen's
had
Chile
parts
Stevedore's Union refused to load eleven tons of bomb
tries

must

first
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ordered in 1974, ostensibly to protest the
labor situation in Chile
there was a flurry of resolutions, meetings

and hand-wringing

1

But

Presi-

dent Carter sent a private message to Pinochet
offering to "help develop
a pronipt mediation by some other party"
Carter made clear that "the
United States does not want to inject itself into
the substance of this
complicated matter.
." He also said
that "if aggression were to occur
because of the Beagle Channel dispute, we would
speak out strongly
° '
against it.""^
.

.

When Chile asked for an urgent meeting of consultation
of the Organization of American States under the InterAmerican Treaty of Mutual

Assistance (the so-called Rio treaty), the OAS
voted to explore possible
consultative mechanisms. The European
Economic Community urged
both countries to seek a peaceful solution.
Even such traditional allies

Uruguay Paraguay and Guatemala, declined to
express public sup^
port for Chile.
Into this dangerous breach stepped Pope
John Paul II. On December
as

22 he dispatched Cardinal Antonio Samore on a
good will mission to
both countries. After what was described
as "exhausting" negotiations
over the Christmas holidays. Cardinal
Samore persuaded the two countries to sign, on January 8, 1979, the
Act of Montevideo, which agreed to
an immediate mihtary stand-down, and
.to a request lor papal media-

Nearly two years later, on December 12,
1980, the Vatican showed
both countries a draft agreement. Although
not favorable to Chile
Pinochet promptly accepted, Argentina did
not, requesting
tion.

clarifications.

While

a series of

was going on, in January 1982, the Argentines
renounced the 1972 treaty not due to expire
until the end of that year
The Vatican eventually managed to paper over
that crisis as well— but
only after nine more months of saber-ratthng
tension along the border
Yet another measure of the antagonisms
Chile faced: when, early in
1981, Chile and Argentina both detained military
officers of the other
country and Argentina unilaterally sealed off
the Chilean border. West
Germany-under Chancellor Helmut Schmidt's shaky
coalition government headed by Willy Brandt's Social
Democrats-retaliated against
Chile The government suspended the sale
to Chile of two submarines
being built for it. Brandt, and the Social
Democrats, were among the
most strident voices m Europe decrying alleged
this

including blockades, against Allende.)
Finally with a civilian government

outside interference

(Raul Alfonsin) once again in
It took longer than was

Argentina's Casa Rosada, hope rose in 1983.
expected, but on October 4, 1984, the
Vatican

ment.

It

was signed

in

Rome on November

announced

29, 1984.

a final agree-

General Videla
chief of the Chilean delegation through
the long mediation process'
remembers tears unashamedly staining the cheeks
of those present
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in
Chile's right to the land awarded
ot
Straits
the
of
mouth
eastern
the
1977 established new boundaries for
for
mechanisms
created
and
rights,
Magellan, stipulated navigational
of Switzerland).
arbitration (through the government
Argentina. In Chile all
remained-principally

The new agreement confirmed

m

A few more hurdles

support, although the navy had
major political parties expressed their
study, the ,unta approved the
some reservations. After two months of
Alfonsin submitted it to a popular
treaty on May 11, 1985. In Argentina,
than 80 percent of those
eferLdum on November 25, 1984, better
with the Argentine
Finally,
treaty.
votTng expressed support for the
the Vatican,
signed
and
ratified
was
it
Senate voting 23-22 to approve,

m

between the two countries, but for the
would describe as the worst
most part, what analyst Heraldo Murioz
in decades were now history.
relations" between the two countries
remarkable, isn t it, how little
Pinochet, looking back on it, said: "It is
and about the very remarkwas really known abroad about this crisis,
government would show
military
martial-

^Other problems would

arise

able fact that a supposedly

m the face ot

serenity and restraint
not muscle-flexing machismo, but
and bellicosity at our
incomprehension
international hostility and

bor-

ders.

OF POLLS, PILGRIMS
In 1977
of

Mary McGrory-possessor

of

AND POGROMS
perhaps the most invective pen

America-described President
any major columnist on the Left in
world champion
Chilean dictator who is perhaps the

Pinochet as "the

human rights,"
r
li„ „„„
.
,
,
of rough y onePol Pot was concluding the butchery
wrote,
she
As
in what would come to be known
third of the population in Cambodia,
Uganda, a rampage o* atrocities
in
land",
as "the murder of the gentle
dictator Idi Amin himself; in
included those attributed to the sadistic
the deaths of Mao Tse-tung and Chou
the People's Republic of China,
million
purges in a country that had already seen 35

violator of

En-lai led to

new

Panama, the dictator Omar Torri,os
perish on the altar of revolution; in
long and brutal reign (he died in
Herrera was in the eighth year of his
more brutal, corrupt, and thoreven
1981 and was succeeded by the
Noriega); in Nigeria, military
oughly anti-American Manuel Antonio
eleventh year of iron ^^le which
dictatorship was rounding out its
which had
extermination of the Biaf ran minority
included the virtual
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sought to win independence*; and this does not, of course, mention the
world's most pervasive totalitarian state, the Soviet Union, and its farflung and sinister satrapies.

But more than mere punditry, there was scholarship to support the
A study done by two political scientists and published in
1977 showed that, among the twenty Latin American Republics, Chile

inquisition.

had plummeted from number two to number eighteen on an index of
democracy The Cuba of Fidel Castro— then celebrating his eighteenth
year of absolute power in the most thoroughly totalitarian regime in the
hemisphere— ranked fourteenth. Paraguay, ruled by a right-wing strongman, and Haiti, a perennially hopeless case, ranked behind Chile,
It is

New York Times— never at a
why openings to the world's left-wing regimes ought not

a further sign of the times that the

loss for reasons

be exploited through patience, accommodation and flexibihty— would
write that Chile ought to be denied aid "even for projects helpful to the
poorest Chileans,"*'

While the

world commiserated over Chile, Chileans saw
1 975 Gallup Poll showed that 64 percent of the
Chilean people believed they were better off than when Allende fell, and
only 13 percent felt they were worse off. Seventy-three percent believed
conditions were continuing to improve,. 1 1 percent that they were deteriorating. The results in 1976 were even better: 76 percent expressed
support for Pinochet, only 20 percent hostility. It was a similar story in
1977, with an important new wrinkle: 65 percent support, only 12
percent demanding immediate elections— and 71 percent said the
junta's free-market economic policies were favorable for the country
There was another poll in 1977 which got little notice in the din of
condemnation and grieving over Chile. The Gallup organization surveyed residents of fifteen nations, asking this question: "Which of these
do you think is likely to be true of 1977: a year of economic prosperity or
rest of the

their plight differently

A

economic difficulty?" Fifty-one percent of the Chileans were
optimistic, 44 percent pessimistic. Only Uruguayans were more optimistic: 52 percent looked to better times that year (Uruguay's governa year of

ment was then

military-controlled). Chileans, in that survey, were more
optimistic than citizens of Great Britain, Italy France, Spain, Holland,
Australia, Canada, Brazil, Switzerland, Japan, India, West Germany and
the United States— the governments of all of which (with the excep-

'

a measure of the elasticity of standards, if not of consciences, that Nigeria, having
taken the first tentative steps toward a return to civilian rule in 1977, would, the
following year, welcome such champions of human rights as Helmut Schmidt of West
Germany and Jimmy Carter of the United States. In the first ten years of its military
rule, despite a number of at least equally important steps, only five foreign leaders
It is

visited Chile, all of

them from South

America.-''''

a
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tions of Brazil, Japan,

and Spain) had, in greater or

lesser measure, taken

to protect the citizens of Chile.

harsh measures
Such evidence could not, of course, go unchallenged. The Washington
enthusiasm for
Post's Karen De Young, who later professed her public
Santiago
unnamed
the Sandinista dictatorship in Nicaragua, located an
sociologist who disputed the Gallup findings.

—

to command substantial media attention
of sixteen countries were asked whether they
People
Gallup Poll, at that.
Chile
were better off or worse off since the Sepof
people
the
thought
tember revolution. By a margin of more than two-to-one, people outside

One

poll did

manage

Chile thought in 1975 that people inside Chile must be worse off
(although a very high percentage, ranging from 26 percent in South
American countries to 50 percent in Europe) said they just plain didn't

know.s'

Given the massive bombardment of hostility to Chile— in the media,
from academics, from governments— it is not unreasonable to express
wonder that so many still didn't "know."
This government reiterates

its

determination to maintain interna-

with all countries whose governments do not attempt
to intervene unduly in our internal problems
tional relations

I

am capable of making a pact with the devil if he attacks my enemy.

The

first

phrase belongs to the

new Chilean government's Statement

a vain
of Principles, announced on March 1 1, 1974. It would prove to be
foreign
then
Thompson,
(1976)
Dudley
to
belongs
second
The
hope.
minister of the (then) socialist government of Jamaica, and it illustrates,
kind of
to a certain extent why the hope was vain. Chile was the wrong
in
an age
And,
"devil," because the enemy it attacked was communism.
"an
that
pronouncement
president's
of detente, on the eve of a U.S.
horse
a
flogging
was
like
it
passe,
was
communism"
inordinate fear of
life
that, if not dead, was at least no longer a bucking bronco menacing
and limb. So it was— to develop the example— that the Michael Manley
government in Jamaica, which was busily dismantling the economic
viability of its country according to the most enlightened canons of
nationalism and socialism, could embrace next-door neighbor Fidel
Castro, but could not embrace Augusto Pinochet's Chile.
Jamaica, accordingly, cast one of the two votes against holding the
aniiual meeting of the Organization of American States in Santiago in
June of 1976. The other was cast by Mexico, which had already broken
diplomatic relations with Chile, but— in defiance of an earlier OAS
decision never with Cuba.^i
Jamaica at least turned up for the meeting; Mexico boycotted it. But

—
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hundreds of delegates-and some 530
journalists- were on hand when
he Sixth General Assembly opened, Chile's
first important moment on
the international stage since the revolution.
The conference
when the superstar, Henry Kissinger, arrived

days old

was three

aboard Air Force
Two, flanked by bride Nancy and an
official party numbering 120
Treasury Secretary William Simon had
preceded him in Santiago by a
month, but Kissinger was, otherwise, the first
high-level

member of the

American administration to visit Pinochet's
Chile. Although he wasn't
there to hear Pinochet's welcoming
speech, he surely had been informed
that It included not only a blast at
Mexico for a boycott that "was a form

ot Ignoring the principle of
non-intervention," but also that "in the face
of an ideological war which puts
at risk the sovereignty of free

nations

and the essential dignity of man, there
is no place for comfortable
neutralities which contain within them
the germ of suicide "
Although Kissinger would take pains in

that U.S. election year to
distance himself from Chile, his remarks
at the conference echoed
Pinochets. While defending the process
of detente with the Soviet
Union then underway, Kissinger also took
note of the dangerous tendency toward the export of communist
doctrine and the growing military power of Soviet client states.
The United States, he said, had the
will and the power to guarantee that
there

would be no more Angolascertamly not in the Americas. He spoke
three years before the Sandimstas would create just exactly that in
Nicaragua. Ironically, it was the
examp e of Chile that led the Soviet Union
to accept once again Fidel
Castro s insistence on armed struggle

as the route to power in the
Hemisphere, the key to the Sandinista triumph.sa
On June 8 the day after his speech, Kissinger met
with Pinochet for
an hour and ten minutes. (JVlissmg
from his small entourage at that
meeting. US. Ambassador David Popper,
by then not only a persona non
grata to Pmochet, but also to Kissinger-see
preceding chapter Before
going mto an official luncheon, Kissinger
excused himself for a private
chat with Pinochet. Neither side has
ever divulged what transpired
during those five minutes.
That conference was the last major
international event Chile would
host for many years to come. No other
Cabinet-level American would
visit he country for another
seven years, and when she did, she
found
hersel indirectly-but plainly-repudiated
by her own State Depart)

President Allcndc represents an
attractive Hgure, new in Americawith his parliamentary background, his
prudence and political wisdom, his agihty and breadth of criterion, he
is a guarantor
of

racy.

democ-
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of the Socialist party of
Francois Mitteiand, then first secretary
expressed that judgment as he
France, and later president of France,
Salvador Allende s presidency.ss
ended a visit to Chile one year into
mecca during the Allende years for
Chile was, in fact, an obligatory
"progressive' thought and
dozens of conspicuous pilgrims of self-styled

many could never understand why such an
so prudent, so wise, had
experiment had to end, why a man they judged
clamor of
lived, many closed their ears to the
to go Thus, while Allende
was
Allende
down who said
Chileans from three living presidents on
told
when
listen
a black hole, just as they would not

politics. Unsurprisingly,

dragging Chile into
to the
Later, even more closed their eyes
the military had saved Chile.
of
ashes
the
from
emerging
evidence of a new and sturdy country
errors and excesses of revoluthis to suggest that the very real
wall of hostility which rose
the
in
factor
tionary government were not a
becomes suspect when one views the

*

Nor

is

up around Chile. They were. But it
ritualistic outrage generated by
contrast between the reflexive and
over
or, worse, muffled sniveling
Chile's wrongs as against the silence
or
Cuba
as
such
regimes
committed by
the far more egregious wrongs
Nicaragua or Zimbabwe or Panama-much
murderous ones, such as Vietnam, Ethiopia,

less the horrors of the truly
Iran, or

Kampuchea (Cam-

campaign to crush
^°There was, of course, the Soviet-orchestrated
new rulers would remain stigChile But even without that, Chile's
the Christian Democrats
matized until/unless they made peace with
Socialists-and that, of course
and to a lesser extent, the Radicals and
parties is plugged into a powerful
thev would not do. Each of these
Christian Democrats, with
international switchboard, above all, the
West Germany, Great
Salvador,
El
Italy,
in Vene2uela,

formidable aUies
and in the U.S. liberal wing of the
Britain, the Scandinavian countries,
power, Socialists or Social
Democratic party.^* When the military took
were in power in
Democrats (or Socialist-minded Labour governments)
of Germany,
Republic
Federal
Denmark, Holland, the

Sweden, Norway,
joined the list a few years later
and Britain, France, Greece, and Spain
Democrats since the war, and
Christian
Italy had been governed by the
with the Social Democrats in
power
in
Christian Democrats alternated

hostility of many of those
West Germany The implacable, visceral
be underestimated.
intensely ideological governments cannot
survey of Chiles
comprehensive
a
as
intended
not
is
What follows
^

taken
it is a highlighting of what,
foreign relations under military rule,
o
world
outside
the
of
most
of
together, was the unremitting hostility
first dozen years ot
the
during
agencies
governments and international

military rule in Chile."

.
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Chile has no friends in the world today. We do
not have friendly
[armoniosas] relations with the countries of the Western

Hemisphere

In fact, exceptions noted, the situation is
the
Western world.
.

same throughout

the

.

General Gustavo Leigh, one of the original
revolutionaries, following his ouster from
the junta.s*

Although General Leigh, himself sternly ami Communist,
was not
there were those who argued from the early days
that part
of the problem was that Chile's basic message—
anti-communism— no
longer "sells." A corollary, it was argued, was that
Chile wasn't paying

among them,

sufficient attention to diplomacy, particularly
in the Third

World

Under Pinochet, Chile never retreated from the first.
As scarce
resources permitted, Chile did move to remedy the second.ss
But in the
end, it was money that talked: as Chile became
one of the undeniable
economic success stories of the world and had more to spend,
formerly
insurmountable barriers began to drop. There were, of
course, other
factors as well, not the least of them steady
moves toward a return to
democracy in Chile. (The emergence of conservative governments
elsewhere, particularly that of Margaret Thatcher in
Great Britain, produced some easing in tensions; relations with the United
States under
Ronald Reagan, by contrast, showed only brief
improvement, before
descending rapidly to the Carter level— or lower. Chile's
relations with
the United States will be the subject of a later section.)
In the Western Hemisphere— apart from the
previously discussed
border state problems— the two principal antagonists
were Mexico and
Venezuela. Mexico's foreign policy has, for many
years, contained two
immutables: calculated antagonism toward the United
States; undisguised loathing of regimes of the Right. Venezuela
has gone through two
principal phases since its return to democracy
in 1960. It was the first

important target of Castro-inspired subversion in the early
1960s, and
while ridding itself of its internal Communist security
problem, it took

number of "hits" from human rights organizations for' abuses
(although the international human rights apparatus
was far less developed in the sixties than in the seventies.) Venezuela,
in fact, provoked
the first hemispheric sanctions against Castro,
after proving that Cuba
was the source of an illicit 1963 arms shipment
discovered before it
could reach its Castroite guerrilla and urban terrorist
forces. But having
a

its own internal security problem,
Venezuela embarked on a
foreign policy course more congenial to the ideology
of its two domi-

overcome

nant parties, COPEI (Christian Democrat] and Accion
Democratica
(more akin to Social Democrat). Both are parties of the Left.
Venezuela's
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mid-sixties, has veered ever
foreign policy, ever since the

more

to the

Left
when it became a prinVenezuela's pressures-until the mid eighties,
Radical party poliand
Democrat
cipal source of funding for Christian
and among
countries
Rrst
the
of
one
was
It
mostly symbolic.

tics-were
release from prison of key Allende
the most adamant, in demanding the
Clodomiro Almeyda and Comreeime figures such as Foreign Minister
the 1976 OAS meeting
munist party chief Luis Corvalan. Later, at
prisoners (which it
poUtical
Venezuela demanded a full amnesty for all
wars a decade
security
internal
had declined to grant during its own
only Latm
the
fact,
in
are,
Cuba—
before). Venezuela, Mexico— and
Nations
United
every
at
Chile
against
American states to have voted
the
when
1985
through
1975
from
present
were
session at which they

human rights situation came
Mexico,

up.

became the

inevitably,

principal base

camp

t.
u
in the hemi.

•

opposition. But the Mexicans did
sphere for the most radical Chilean
luring them into what many
not break relations with Chile before
Mexican Foreign Mimster
of
1974,
May
Chileans believe was a trap. In
names of seventy-two
the
with
Chile
to
Emilio O. Rabasa traveled
safe conducts for all,
Securing
freed.
wanted
refugees the Mexicans
thereby putting ari
it "a triumph for both nations,

Rabasa proclaimed
end to an area of friction between them."

now

"fulfill its

ment

previous commitments"

specifically, to

He added that Mexico would
made

to the Allende govern-

badly needed
sell fertilizers and sulfur which were

warning, Mexico
country's farms. Suddenly, and without
relations
diplomatic
breaking
it
was
announced on November 27 that
never been
have
relations
and
given,
was
explanation
with Santiago. No
made the nonrenewal of
renewed. Indeed, President Miguel de la Madrid
diplomatic relations one of his campaign pledges.^o
did not preclude commerIn Mexico, as elsewhere, political tension

for the

only two of the nine years, 1974-1982 inclusive,
the highest level ever
would Chile's exports to Mexico dip below
they were nearly nine
reached under Allende, and at their peak (1981)
\97lfi^
times higher than the Allende peak year of

cial relationships: in

government fell on February 28, 1974. The
at Chile, hardly
Labour government lost no time in taking aim

Britain's Conservative

New

its Blackpool Conference
surprising given the stridency of its attitude at
going on in Chile isee
still
was
shooting
the
the previous October, when
March 27, Whitehall announced it was suspend-

preceding chapter). On
permits for the sales of arms.
ing aid to Chile and would grant no more
was not: between
The first was a matter of small importance, the second
overseas cusbest
Britain's
1970 and 1974, Chile had become one of

^
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tomers for arms, to the extent of 70 million pounds
sterling ($160
million). Furthermore, at the time, British
shipyards were finishing
work on two submarines (the Hyatt and O'Brien] and two frigates
(the
Condell and Lynch) ordered in 1968 by the Frei government.
Work on
the Condell was so far advanced that a Chilean crew
had already begun
sea trials aboard her. Foreign Secretary James Callaghan
declined to say
whether Britain would honor the deal. (Days later, the
Foreign Office
said they would, influenced no doubt by the reality
that failure to do so
would have meant incurring heavy indemnization
penalties.

made

Britain

the deliveries on schedule.)*^

Two days after the British announcement, Mines Minister
General
Arturo Yovane Ziifiiga said he would propose to the junta
the suspension of Chilean copper sales to Britain. It never
happened, but the flap
did produce a windfall of sorts for Chile. Prices on
the London Metals
Market for copper jumped sharply to a record level.
March 1975, the Labour government announced it would
no more time to pay its overdue debts; nor would it attend the
Club of Paris meeting later that month (at which the
other Industnahzed nations agreed to a rescheduhng of Chile's foreign
debts). The
following year— acting on the pretext of the alleged
mistreatment a
British physician— Britain reduced diplomatic
relations with Chile to
the charge level. Relations were restored to ambassadorial
status when
Margaret Thatcher came to power in 1979.
As happened in other countries that were officially hostile,
the private sector in Britain reacted to Chile's booming
economy in the late
Early in

give Chile

'5'*

1970s; a

number

of trade missions visited the country,

new

export

were authorized. By 1980, the Thatcher government
felt secure
enough to lift the embargo on arms sales to Chile. Thus,
comments
Munoz, "economic reasons explain in part the decision of the
Thatcher
government to lift the embargo." Besides British investor
interest, he
notes, "Great Britain, which gets 30 percent of its
earnings from exports
needs foreign markets." Those Thatcher policies paid
off quickly: British exports to Chile rocketed from $65.6
million in 1978 to $1 71 million
in 1981. Not surprisingly, the government's
arms decision came under
immediate attack from church groups, including the
archbishop of
Canterbury, Cardinal George Basil Hume, head of
the Roman Catholic
church. The government backed off to the extent
of cancelling a $21
million order lor small arms and weapons which
could be used for
"repressive" purposes, but remained firm on big ticket
items, including
a destroyer, a frigate, eighteen
Jaguar jets, Hawker-Hunter fighter
bombers, and others. ^s
Warmer relations with the U.K. were not without problems for Chile
particularly during the 1982 fighting between Britain
and Argentina
credits
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to the Argentines). Chile remained
over the Falklands Islands (Malvinas,
but in all of its moves toward rapofficially neutral during the crisis,
its wary and
London, it had to keep a weather eye on

prochment with

edcy Argentine neighbors.
-y-u *„u^.
than Prime Mmister Thatche
As Chile moved even more resolutely
economy, building on privatization ot
herself to create a free market
con^
activities (as she had), relations
forme ly state-operated firms and
Umted
the
led the fight
tSuedTo improve. By 1982, Great Britain
.

m

of Chile
Nations ti end the special "prosecution"

on human

rights

countries proceeded on similar
Relations with other major European
of Gerinany announced
Republic
dual tracks. Late in 1974, the Federal
provide fin---^-^«'«^^-Vfi
it would no longer
West
d somewhat-Wes
year it was modified
"political situation"; the next
until
Chile
to
credit
21 million
Germany decUned to release a
prison
from
released
was
Almeyda
former Foreign Minister Clodomiro
Foreign Minister Hernan CubiUos wa
Chilean
1979,
in
laS,
FouTyears
Bonn-just a few days before Prime
submitted to a series of snubs in
Allende's widow. Two years later, as
Minister Helmut Schmidt received
to
Germany suspended the sale o two submarines

imX?

DM

noted earlier. West
from Argentina (Not until 984
Chile when Chile came under attack
But
them, the second the following year.
did Chile finally get the first of
by
980
blossomed,
commercial relations
again, despite those tensions,

more impressively, Chile's exports to
reach ng nearly $1 billion. Even
double the volume of its imports that
the Federal Republic were nearly
s
In 1980, West Germany was Chile
year ($612 million vs. S308 million).
United
long-dominant
the
after
world,
second trading partner in the
sources of
German businesses also became one of the principal

StaS

economic Programs attracted
investment capital in Chile, and Chile's
president of Volkswagenthe
from
high praise from sources ranging
late as

as
Industrial Federation. Nevertheless,
between
fighting
inthe
in
football
1987 Chile found itself a political
Christian
their Bavarian sister party, the

Brazil to the

German

the Christian Democrats and
Social Union.*^^

not so f riendly-to get rid
We've got to find a friendly way-or one

of

Pinochet.
feeling
Prime Minister Bettino Craxi may have been
having survived
March
1985
in
words
those
his oats when he uttered
thus bidding fair to become the
two years in the prime ministership, and
modern times. (He succeeded
ongest-serving Italian prime minister in
get to serve as long as he expected.)
although he would not, ultimately,
Italy's Socialist
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Craxi's remarks would have been brazen
and intolerable interference in
the internal affairs of another state
at any time.^s Coming at a time
when Chiles economy |unlike Italy's) was making
a solid comeback
when the country was moving decisively toward
a return to democracy
the remark might have earned
universal condemnation There was

none.

The episode dramatized

a new reality in Chile's tormented
foreign
were gradually improving with other
Western
European states, they suffered severe damage
with three-for reasons
quite beyond Chile's control. In 1981, the
Socialist Frangois Mitterand
was e ected president of France; in 1982, the
Socialist Felipe Gonzalez
was elected president of Spain, in 1983, the
Socialist Craxi began his
four-year reign at the head of the Italian
government. (In 1982 the
Socialist Andreas Papandreou took over
in Greece, but that country was
affairs: just as relations

far less relevant to Chile.)

^^"^ following the death of Generalisimo Francisco Franco
was supportive of the new regime in Chile
By 1978 it

in ^."oVi^'f
1975, Spain

began to

but following Gonzalez's win, it changed
dramatically
profoundly ideological differences influenced
relations was
demonstrated in September 1983 when the
vice president of Spain
Alfonso Guerra, said in a public speech "that
the only legitimate President of Chile is called Salvador AUende."
But, in one important area
there were even closer ties: Spain's
aeronautical industry cooperated
actively in building Chile's new-and
burgeoning-state-run National
Aeronautical Enterprise (ENAER, from the
Spanish Empresa Nacional
ae Aeionautica],^^
Just

alter,

how

Although the Gaulhst Valery Giscard D'Estaing
presided over France

durmg the first seven years of junta rule,
relations with that country
were none too cordial, either. Chile's
distinguished ambassador-Jorge
Errazuriz Echenique-found himself listening
to a Giscard lecture
on

human

rights as he presented his credentials
in 1975 In 1979 Chile's
foreign minister was forced to meet
"furtively" with his French counterpart during a visit to that country because
of a well -orchestrated protest

campaign

(in

role). Stil

the

which future President Mitterand played a
conspicuous
French-by then Chile's biggest arms supplier-continued to sell arms, most importantly Mirage
50 jet fighters, part of a
$160

million package. ^°

With Mitterand in power, "conflicts have been
permanent" between
two governments, Muiioz wrote. Serious

the

problems started during
Giscard's prime minister, Raymond
on the hefty Chilean arms purchases. Those

the presidential campaign,
Barre, secured

an embargo

deals (some already

AMX

when

consummated) included:

13 armored cars, 16 Mirage

jets,

155

AMX 30 armored tanks

mm cannons, "Milan" anti-
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mm, armored carrieMnounted
tank rockets, "Puma" helicopters, 68
missi es. Of htty
surface-to-surface
antitank shells, and "Exocet"
blocked delivery ot the
AMX-30S ordered, the Mitterand government
twenty-nine 7'

„ ^ . u n iqti
one. On September 1, 973,
Relations with Italy were bad from day
"de facto" level, and it was May 19, 1981,
Italy reduced relations to a

last

chatge level. Italy, of course, has been
before they were raised even to
Democrats in combination (extremely
ruled since the war by Christian
and small splinter parties.
Democrats
volatile and shaky] with Social
France, Italy s became the
in
party
Communist
With the decline of the
polling 30 percent of the vote in the early
largest in the Western world,
academic, and other political
1980s In such an environment, union,
on their governrnent to
pressure
groups were able to maintain constant
Craxi remark demonthe
as
But,
stern hostility to Chile.

maintain a

do so.
they did not need to work overtime to
Spam, and
countries-Italy
those
of
three
all
But, as with Britain,

strates,

France-continued

to

includexpand their commercial ties with Chile,

c*

ing investments in Chile.
u i .t,
international path. Iii the hrst
There were smaller vexations in Chile's
recorded Hfty-six attacks on its
nine months of the revolution, Chile
overseas, ranging f rom tlag
entities
diplomatic missions or diplomatic
airline offices which
Chilean
the
on
Paris)
burnings to a mob attack (in
of antijunta sentiment fanned
caused $5 million damage. In the climate
Sweden-perhaps the most vituperative
by the Socialist government of
needed to deploy almost two
of all the Western governments-police
Chilean team competing in a 1975
battalions of riot police to protect the

Davis Cup tennis

series.''^

en route across
1980, President Pinochet was in the air
President Ferdinand
when
Philippines
the
to
visit
the Pacific for a
was also to have included
Marcos abruptly cancelled the visit (which
Guinea). The official reason given was
stops in Fiji, Hong Kong, and New
Marcos' decision, it was learned later,
the discovery of a plot to kill both.
Jimmy Carter, via the U.S_
President
came about under pressure from

On March 23,

announced

on March 24, Pinochet
State Department. Back in Santiago
with the Philippines; Marcos, a
relations
he was breaking diplomatic
privately to Pinochet and
week later, sent a special emissary to explain
Foreign Minister Cubillos, fired as
the incident was closed (except for
the scapegoat for the incident).
,
„,
for human rights violationsIn 1983— ostensibly out of concern
even though the two were the
even Zambia broke relations with Chile,
Committee of Copper
cornerstone countries in the International
press reports at the time, but
Exporting Countries. (It was little noted in
its tenth annual survey,
the pot calling the kettle black. In
i

Zambia was

a New World
go^
the respected and independent
organization Freedom House
ranked
Zambia exactly where it ranked Chile:
partly free. Actually in terms of
C.VX1 hbertres, Chile was
in the fifth group of natrons,
Into
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As noted, Communist
ever of including th^m in
Memo
cratic" coalitions sought to
draw on the lessons of Chil to
make th^m
selves more "acceptable."
Chilean Communist party
LjeViu^s

m

n.nS.'''''^°"'
partie
countries

"'"'^"^y '° hector.

^"""T'
now
charier than

for So4 diss
den7 vfr''
't'^^^
dent
Vladimir"n'f
Bukovsky,
followmg an international pressure
campaign-went to a hero's welcome at the
Kremlin. There NikoSi
Podgorn>, presidem of the Soviet
Union, pinned the Lenin Peace

^^^"^

'

P"^°" ^^ ^-^hauge

pSze

song.

There

is no doubt that today,
much less tomorrow Chile will not
was yesterday And although
circumstances
changed
and contmue to change there are
Communists, Socialists, RadTcf L
Christian Democrats, and other
trends in Chile, and they

be what

W

It

will be here
P^"r*>^l'li^^-t°^«hip has gone. The events in Portugal
and
that these trends are mighty
rivers that fascism has been
and I unable to dry." Then, and
again in a television interview
a few
days later on the state-run
British Broadcasting

Soa^nt'
Spam show

Company cIrvaUn

thfme«

'

"f'''°l 'T'""^^'^^

"^^'^^"'^^^S the fascist's."

Sweeten ng

Corvalan and other Communist leaders
had reason for concern

on°4ntlS- 'Z'^i?^'''''

rTsortTnrpldTcioT

An

Communist message: antifascism based
'' ™^' '' '''''''
' ^^^^^ ^'^ ^°-^

^'°^' ^^^^^^"'^^^ *h^ P^°Pl«'
KepubJic of China, apparemiy
RepubliTofcSnTT"'"
on "T^"
the premise that Chile's
princioal
enemy, the Soviet Union, also
was theirs, and Romania, bee use
o the
^on^^ercial relations between the
two countries and
n
™P°rtantIy, because of the eccentric
nature of tSe
nTco
a "^r"""''
Nicolae
Ceausescu dynasty in Bucharest
There was one other group abroad
that did not join in the chorus
of
condemnation: those who had themselves
lived under omrnumsm
™'''
'^' ^"''^^ '^'^'^ community in

'T'

Si7

S

irr.o^f '"' "'•' ^™"P^ ''^^'^
'^u'^"

SXS

°" '^'" ^^11°^ ^^il^^ 'o support
Ch le Said
Chile.
Sail one, in a message
to Pinochet: We "identify
fully with the
'
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government and the people of Chile in their titanic struggle within and
without their national frontiers, in an effort to protect our Western and
Christian civihzation, now facing the most tragic threat in its history.

.""
.

.

AND HUMAN WRONGS
No radical revolution, no matter how bloody— one thinks Cuba,
OF HUMAN RIGHTS

of

African states, Vietnam's occupation of Indocamchina, Khomeini's Iran— has confronted the worldwide press
paign and the global indignation evoked by the clumsy authoritarians
the right
of Santiago. Was its crime in its methods, or in its position on
freedoms, or the
of the pohtical spectrum? Was its sin the lack of civil
abandonment of the leftist embrace? Why is the argument so wide-

Iraq, Algeria,

many

spread that left-wing governments like Nicaragua's are supposed to
be moderated by economic assistance while conservative governments like Chile's must be reformed by ostracism? The Socialist

government

of

Sweden cut

off aid to

forty-eight hours of the coup, before

Chile on September 13, within
implications could possibly be

its

known. Had it ever acted with such alacrity, or at all, against leftwing tyrants? Indeed, it had lavished aid on Hanoi through the Vietnam war and afterward.
Kissinger, writing from the
post-government vantage point of

Henry

1982^6

The answer to those rhetorical questions is obvious and, indeed,
to
relieved of the requirement of diplomatic restraint, Kissinger goes on
answer the last one. (Had he been writing later, Kissinger might have
gone on to observe that Sweden— together with most West European
Nicaracritics of Chile— continued to lavish aid through the eighties on
gua, a regime with a

One

of the

very

human rights

first

record that

international

human

was

truly appalling.)

rights authorities to visit

Chile— Luis A. Reque, executive secretary of the Inter- American Commission on Human Rights— made a point not dissimilar to Kissinger's:
can be stated," he wrote in the immediate aftermath of battle, "that a
number of prisoners were subject to harrassment, abuses, maltreatment, and, in some cases, torture. However, it should be noted that
torreports appearing in the international press on maltreatment and
ture are exaggerated."'^^ Reque's words disappeared in the din (I can find
"It

no reference to them for example, in literally hundreds of press clips
from newspapers the world over covering the years immediately following the coup).

Into a
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month after the revolution. But he was not

human rights representative:

within a few days of

the coup, the United Nations High
action.

The International

tion centers, on

Commission on Refugees was in
Red Cross was allowed to begin visiting deten-

September 25 and quickly developed

a

program

of

biwet'.dy visits to all detention centers around the country/s
Within six months, the
commission reported that the emergency
phase of its work was finished. High Commissioner Ernest Schalatter of

UN

Switzerland expressed his gratitude for the high level of cooperation
accorded the agency, noting that in six months the commission, working with two other international agencies, had relocated more than
5,900 persons of fifty nationalities to thirty-eight countries. A report in
|

the Washington Post at the time noted that Communist countries were
not among those welcoming refugees, a fact causing "some bitterness
among Latin American leftists" since "many Chileans seeking new

homes are loyal members of the Communist Party, which has supported
the Soviet Union since the party was founded some 50 years ago.")^'
Less than one week after the coup, Amnesty International and the
International Commission of Jurists complained to the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights (ICHR) of "reports of mass arrests and in
some cases summary execution of political opponents as well as refugees of other countries." Those organizations asked the OAS to intervene. In the absence of ICHR's chairman, Executive Secretary Reque
met on September 27 in Washington with Chile's acting representative
to the OAS, requesting permission to visit Chile. He got it one week
later, and was on his way in d little over two weeks.
Chile gave similar facilities to many other international organizaOne which it gave and then revoked: permission for a special
panel of the United Nations Commission for Human Rights, created at

—

tions.

the commission's IVlarch 1974 meeting in Geneva. The five-member
panel, headed by Pakistani Ali Allana, was already in Lima en route to
Chile, when President Pinochet abruptly cancelled the visit, calling his
decision "the second defeat for the Marxist-Leninists.
How many
.

,

,

human

rights commissions," he said, "have been sent to Cuba, the
Soviet Union, and recently to Vietnam, Laos or Cambodia and other

where the most horrendous crimes are committed?
because they have the Marxist-Leninist shield, they are exempt."
Press reports at the time described it as a "surprise move." They
should not have. Earlier that year, one astute correspondent wrote that,
in the face of repeated condemnations, "Chile's military junta may be
changing the relatively liberal policy it has followed up to now in
allowing outside commissions and delegations to witness its military
parts of the world
.

.

.

trials

and investigate conditions of

human

rights in the country.

."
.

.
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interChileans, he said, were particularly irate for two reasons: the
Cuba, both
national campaign "orchestrated by the Soviet Union and

The

violacountries with long and unrepentant histories of human rights
account
take
into
don't
that
tions that continue to this day; criticisms

crisis that
the pre-civil war condition of political and institutional
The first
1973."
Sept.
on
11,
uprising
prompted the military's bloody
Interparliabased
Swissthe
was
slammed
door
the
find
organization to
mentary Union, which had planned to send two parliamentarians to
Chilean congressmen then being held prisoner. (Only a

former
l»o
small handful of members of Allende's coalition fit that description.
Chile was stung first by a January 1974 report filed by Amnesty
and
International asserting that, while diminished, political arrests
of a
evidence
substantial
is
"there
and
continuing,
were
executions

visit

The
persistent and gross violation of the most fundamental rights."
Chilean government hit back that the Amnesty team reached its concame a
clusions after a week-long visit limited to Santiago. Still later
Labor
International
Geneva-based
sharply critical report issued by the
but
editorial,
of
an
basis
it
as
the
the Miami Herald used
Organization;

made no mention— nor
cut off funds to the

did other press reports— that Congress in 1970
for two years because of its anti- American,

ILO

had
pro-Communist line, nor that top AFL-CIO leaders had complained that
"«'
the ILO "is rapidly being captured by Iron Curtain countries.
Human
the
OAS
of
report
But, more than anything else, it was the
of the
Rights Commission in November of 1974 that stuck in the craw
virwere
points
rebut
key
to
attempts
their
as
Chileans, particularly
reports.
press
in
tually ignored
Working ComThough denied entry to Chile, the five-member
mittee made up of representatives from Austria, Ecuador, Belgium,
1975.
Pakistan, and Sierra Leone— filed a i32-page report in October

UN

—

and inhuman brutality" following the
coup had been replaced by "more systematic methods" directed against

The report asserted

that "chaotic

"all
selected individuals. The authors said they based their findings on
ministry
foreign
Chilean
the
later,
week
Chile.
One
outside
sources"
lacking
said Chile "categorically rejects the claims ... as inexact and

foundation," and pointed out that the report acknowledged that its
claims could not be verified. Defending its own behavior, the Chilean
statement added that the junta had applied "with prudence" measures
"conforming to legislation in existence before this government came to
power ... to confront the emergency situation in which the country

and as a consequence of rebuilding the nation and re-establishing
institutional normality." (The government later claimed it had
denied the ad hoc group entry because it refused to give "minimal

lives,
its

guarantees" that Chile would have an opportunity to review and rebut
"concrete charges.")
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UN

When the
General Assembly voted in December 1974, the tally
was ninety- five in favor of the report, twenty-three abstentions, eleven
against. The United States abstained; not a single Western European
country supported Chile.

UN

Commenting

later on the
report. Sen. Daniel E Moynihan (Dsaid Chile's refusal to admit the ad hoc group was "true. But it is
only part of the truth. The whole truth would include the fact that
N.Y.|,

Amnesty International and the International Red Cross were permitted
to visit Chile. Moreover, if the visit of the Working Group had
gone
through, it would have been the first time in history that any government had permitted such a visit." That part of the "truth" never managed to make its way into any press report I have ever seen, at the time
or
since.8^

Human Rights Commission added
and South Africa to what became known as the Iron Triangle of
abuser nations, there were second looks at the integrity of the organization itself. The Washington Post noted in a 1977 article that
almost
Eventually, as the United Nations

Israel

three-fourths of the thirty-two countries

on the commission were themaccused of violating the rights of their citizens. Walter Kovey of
B'nai B'rith told the Post that the commission's resolutions in recent
years had almost totally ignored the individual's right to
freedom,
redefining human rights to embrace "economic rights." Observing
that
the commission had ratified an amendment that enabled governments
to restrict emigration for reasons of "national security"
and "pubhc
selves

Kovey said, "in the hands of a totalitarian regime, these resolubecome a device for whitewashing repressive pohcies." Walter
Laquer wrote in the May 1977 Commentary: "The old League of
Nations showed weakness and cowardice, but even in its worst
moments it never reached the depths of degradation achieved by the
order,"

tions

United Nations. Western representatives on the Human Rights Commission and other such bodies say in mitigation that they have succeeded in preventing even worse outrages. This does not change the fact

by playing the

game and adhering to the perverted rules, they
on institutions whose main function is to prevent
the implementation of human rights, and to justify their
suppression. "83
Others, heretofore conspicuously absent from human rights
front
lines, joined the worldwide pogrom. In May of
1975, the presidents of
Harvard and Brandeis universities as well of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology told the OAS's Human Rights Commission
that they
were concerned about reports of "violations of the most elemental
human rights in Chile." "This is a problem of fundamental decency,"
the academics said. (By contrast, another academic,
Nobel laureate
Milton Friedman, went to Chile and, in a letter to the Wall Street
journal, reported; "On the atmosphere in Chile, it is perhaps not irrelethat

evil

confer respectability
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vant that at two universities, the Catholic University and the Univerwhich I
sity of Chile, I gave talks on 'The Fragility of Freedom,' in
explicitly characterized the existing regime as unfree, talked about the
free
difficulty of maintaining a free society, the role of free markets and
precondithose
enterprise in doing so, and the urgency of establishing
censorship, the
tions for freedom. There was no advance or ex post facto
no subsequent
received
and
I
audiences were large and enthusiastic,
criticism. "I^"*

No

subject in international affairs lends itself to

more emotional-

ism—or manipulation— than human rights. All but the most depraved
Consensus
or demented favor human rights, for themselves, for others.
are to be
they
as to exactly what human rights consist in, and how
secured, tends to end there. U.S. founding father James Madison, in The
Fedeialist (#51), wrote, "If men were angels, no government would be
necessary ... in framing a government which is to be administered by
men over men, the great difficulty is this: you must first enable the

and in the next place oblige it to
Controlling the governed amidst chaos and civil war—
the case of Chile without serious question in the early years of revolution, arguably so in the years since— is a riddle for which there is no easy
answer. Yet, through its role as instant trivializer, the mass media of the
world— in Solzhenitsyn's phrase, "the greatest power within Western

government
control

to control the governed;

itself."

countries"— fosters distorted images and encourages stampedes into
snap judgments, its own, and others. Judgments in the modern world,
once made, tend to harden rapidly into "truth." But, as the distinguished
American journalist Tom Wicker noted, "journalism, with its focus on
events rather than character, is ill-equipped for such a judgment," by
which he meant distinguishing between "the quest for power to do good
"^^ The history of the world in
[and] the simple quest for power,
showing that when the brokers
examples
with
replete
times
is
modern
that
of world opinion determine that a leader— or regime— means well,
end to the forit intends to exercise power "to do good," there is no
bearance shown. For the many reasons submitted here into evidence,
international consensus formed early— very early on the part of some—
that the Pinochet regime could see no good, hear no good, do no good.
That, among other things, the regime also did evil, there is no serious
.

.

.

dispute, either.

As the attacks on Chile increased in intensity and ferocity, the regime
gradually conceded that some mistakes had been made. Sergio Diez,
Chilean delegate to the United Nation's social committee, said late in
1975 that the authorities at times had to "muddy their hands" to keep
misorder. Earlier that year. President Pinochet reacted to charges of
treatment of prisoners by ordering the release of the names

of twelve
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men he said had been jailed for abuses. A reporter for the
Washington Post obtained private interviews with nine of the twelve
still in jail, and concluded: "None of the crimes
they were jailed for
military

[were! related to political prisoners

According to the men interviewed, none of the crimes had occurred during interrogation
of prisoners and none involved the deliberate, graduated violence
associated
with torture. Further, the men all said they knew of no torturers who
had been jailed. Confronted with her [the reporter's] finding, a govern-

ment spokesman then

said that
serving prison terms in Chile. "^^^

which

It is

a subject

His

name was Fernando

must mean

that

no

torturers were

invites a first person digression.

Salas, this chain-smoking— and unmistakaanguished— young priest seated before me in the shabby, cluttered
old chalet on a street of old chalets. The time was late April
of 1974 and
the place the headquarters of the Committee on Cooperation
for Peace in
Chile, known popularly as the Committee for Peace, with Father
Salas
its first executive director. Beginning shortly after
the coup, churchmen
began collecting data on missing persons, allegations of abuse of
prisoners, executions, disappearances. As a result the Committee
for Peace
was set up on October 9, 1973, by an interdenominational group of

bly

Roman Catholic and Lutheran bishops and the grand rabbi of Chile.
I made my first visit to the committee
on April 30, 1974, returning
twice in the days ahead, at various times over the intervening years,
and
|to its successor agency, the Catholic church's Vicariate
of
Solidarity, as well as to the Chilean Commission on
Human Rights,
established in 1978|, several times in 1987. I have met and talked
not
only with officials of these organizations, but with persons off
those
premises who say they were tortured, or that members of their families
had been shot or disappeared. I do not know how many of these stories
are true, but I have no doubt that many of them are. I have
no doubt that
such organizations, by their very nature, attract many activists fiercely

most recently

opposed to a government such as that of Augusto Pinochet, and that not
few of them will be manipulative exploiters of such situations. But
neither do I doubt the earnestness and humanity of many working
long
hours in that melancholy, harrowing, officially persecuted,
ghoulish
a

I am not indifferent to human suffering.
Nor do I believe that
even the most noble of ends justifies evil means. The problem is
know-

field.87

ing

which

conflict

facts are true,

which truths matter most when one

with another.

Q: Don't you believe that errors may have been committed during his
time in the matter of human rights?

is

in

.
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You take your children
A: You people are in glory in this country
don't have to stand
you
streets,
walk
the
problems,
without
to school
you're tranquil. But, in 73, there were
in line to do your shopping
30,000 firearms scattered around Santiago. Do you think that those
.

.

.

.

.

.

who fought, who participated in that attempt at communist
revolution were just going to remain quiet? We did not find ourselves
people

found

facing saints on September 1 1 Extremist documents have been
showing authentically, for example, that a son-in-law was charged
.

with killing his father-in-law

.

.

Augusto Pinochet, responding

to

a question in April 1986^'*

Father Salas had been ordained as a Jesuit priest only two years when
he received a summons to report to the archbishop's palace in Santiago.
He was told to begin work immediately helping victims of the civil war.

He began work
"Why you?"

the next day.

don't know," he said, pausing to puff his Belmont cigarette. "Maybe
because I had no political connections or ties."
"I

From parish priest in the Los Nogales shantytown one day this thirtytwo-year-old man with the brown curly hair and no-nonsense manner
went the very next day into what would become one of the most gruell"1

ing and embattled jobs in Chile. 'At first," the bespectacled priest said,
was absolutely alone, but it didn't take long to see the many dimensions
months.
of the problem. I thought then the job would take three or four
he said,
Support,
exist."
still
problems
some
and
seven,
We've been here

came

rapidly,

from the churches in Chile, from the World Council of
first month budget of $10,000 grew rapidly to $40,000
growing"), almost all of it from the United States and

Churches. His
("and is
Europe.

still

"The responsibility for Chile is on their [the military's) shoulders," he
just and
said. "The church is only trying to help the government to be
facts, it's up to
social
them
We
give
citizens.
all
benefit
of
the
to
work
them to correct the problems, to investigate and verify, to take measures."

At this point— early 1974— church and state were not yet in collision;
that
that would come later. But they were on a collision course, and
began

much

earlier.

Father Salas himself symbolized that "disaster in search of a place to
happen." Although he had no overt "political" affiliation, in common

many Jesuits in Chile, he had a clear ideological creed.
known popularly as "liberatation theology" which, beginning

with

It

was

in the

Eighteen
early I960's, progressively radicalized the Church in Chile.
memhiding
with
charged
jail,
was
in
he
months after this interview,
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bers of the underground guerrilla organization,
the Movement of the
Revolutionary Left, from security forces.
Raw statistics, from the committee's files, to March 5 1974Prisoners: 3,100

Relocated: 4,100

Behind raw statistics, Father Salas speaks:
"They've come to us to tell of all kinds of abuse,
of torture— electric
prods, beatmgs by people with black hoods
over their heads Some
people have been made to stand in water
forty to fifty
centimers

(roughly fifteen to eighteen mches) deep, forcing
them to sleep standing
up
It; there have been cases of sexual
abuse, and stubbing out cigarette butts on all parts of people's bodies
worse things
mice
crawling over people's naked bodies,"
Beyond statistics, from the committee's case files:

m

.

,

.

.

.

.

"Case #66: Prisoner: Serrrano Galaz, Roberto
Esteban Identity
of birth: 2 Sept. 1939. Nationality: Chilean.
Civil status-

#45072 Date
Married.

Number of dependents:

Four. Place of detention or arresf His

home: Settlement on Paine Road. Date of detention:
October 16 1973
Who arrested: Soldiers from the San Bernardo Infantry Regiment
Circumstances of detention or arrest: At the time of the
arrest, his wife was
beaten, with the result that she lost the
child she expected She was
seven-months pregnant. The soldiers said they were
taking him in for
questioning, and that he would be back at 9 the
next morning.
Subse-

quent mquiries: His wife has requested information
from the Defense
Mmistry, National Office of Detained Persons, the
San Bernardo Prison
Rancagua, Bum, Talagante garrisons, the Red Cross
International without positive results. Other information;
His wife has the following
problem. Since he was employed on the [agricultural!
settlement, he has
until May 1 to return to his work, or failing
in that, the family must give
up their housing at the settlement. "S"

As indicated

the first extensive outside investigation
was
Inter^^^
American Commission on Human Rights
^^
f;™r,.°i'*
(lACHR), from July 22 to August 2, 1974. It was
also the last. Numerous
other groups— some private, some quasi-official,
earlier,

some self-anointed—
earned out "investigations" of one kind or
another, particularly in the
first two years, but continuing
through all the years of junta rule But
there was never such a thorough on-site
investigation as that conducted
by the OAS's human rights arm, although in
1978, Chile finally relented
and allowed a
mission to conduct a two-week on-site inspection

UN

how

human rights question can be, or is, can be
gleaned from the bitter recriminations exchanged
through the years by
the government of Chile on the one hand and
the lACHR on the other
Just

conflictive the
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influence findings can be gleaned from
approximately the same time.
reoorts filed bv different groups at
Chile has been subjected to a scruthat
is
challenge
What is beyond

lust

how much perspective can

without equal. Both have been far out of
tiny and a public pillorying
crimes senously even ^mpv'^^o^t
proportion to the magnitude of the
comparison with the international
and grotesquely out of proportion by
in the face of the far more
shrugs
sSence, connivance, or rhetorical
many other regimes^
heinous human rights crimes of so
supported by three protes
members,
seven
Five of the lACHR's then
1974 for that on-site
traveled to Chile
sionlls and three secretaries,
were submitted
report,*
in a 177-page
survey. Their findings, contained
and to the OAS
1974
on October 31,
to the OAS Permanent Council
be noted conshould
it
report,
General Assembly on May 1975. The
and gruesome
graphic
more
torture
of
tained a number of allegations
the
Salas.^o The ink was barely dry on
than those recited by Father
report when the fireworks started.
.i,^
las
response, the l„t
On December 4, Chile filed an eighty-three-pageviolence directed at
of
incidents
thirty-four pages chromcling various
official installations abroad.
soldiers, policemen, or Chilean
out that "at least" seven of the
pointed
other observers

m

Chilean and

were
other
and
Chilean law. Since civihans
a matte? of interpretation of
liberin wartime settings-as do civil
suffer
always
innocent persons
commi
the
than
Chile more
ties-nothing galled the government of
U,
situation in Chile prior to Septeniber

ten categories of

human rights violations cited by the commission

sion's refusal to consider the
and its denial that a "state of

authorities, the fact that

war" existed in Chile.^i For the Chilean
it "cannot, nor does it

the commission said

have

the political systerns that
seek to make a comparative study of
a refusal to credit the causes o
succeeded each other in Chile" meant
September 11. As to whether a sta e
he events which took place after
Chileans argued: "The writers of treaties
of war" existed afterward, the
Law in general and the Chilean authors in
[sicl on Military Criminal
time of war may be: |a) real or effective,
par icular agree that the state or

war in the period imme^
also
1973, having been proven this is
diately following September 1 1,
in
period
the
in
a situation of war
valid as regards the imminence of
be
to
necessary
not
... It is
which this commission visited the country
radio programs in which
Havana
and
Moscow
the
daily
hear
to
Chile

or

(b)

imminent or virtual.

...

The real

state of

in

or to verify the public collections
they periodically incite to subversion,
•

It

should be noted, however, that the

first

matters and the
sixty pages covered procedural

Dawson
AUende government who had been held on

Island.

7
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many sectors of the world for the purpose of financing

arms and aiding the Chilean subversion

The

70

the purchase of

"92

report

said that during its stay in Chile,
"commission members
were accompanied in all cases by military
authorities. It should be
stated that the accompanying officials
did not hinder or disturb the
commission's work. They always stayed discreetly
apart while the commission members mterrogated the prisoners,
who therefore could speak
more freely. The report then went on to
complain that the commission
was demed access to five sites where a
number of reports seemed to
coincide that torture had been practised
before prisoners were shifted to
other detention centers. The government
declined on the grounds they
were military" establishments; two of the
five clearly were not one
""!'' °^ ^^^ Santiago Investigations Bureau, the other a property
^"""^^ ^' '"^^^ "°"^^ °^ T^e"°r, or "The House of
"
tl
i^^"!?'^'.
*'^T.
the p
Bells
(for the tolling of the bells of a
nearby churchj.^a

"^^l^o f

The Chileans also accused the lACHR of using
"deliberately dramatic language in accepting at face value
claims of torture- "
for
mstance, of the 109 persons whose statements
are included fin" the
report] 44 state that they were not
subjected to maltreatment
46
state that they suffered maltreatment
at the time immediately following September 11, a circumstance
which, on the other hand, appears to
be justified by the commission itself
only 19 persons state that they
have suffered whippings in recent times,
and of these, only three can
exhibit marks on their bodies that
might have been caused by this sort
or maltreatment .. ."
.

.

.

The

wounds of this war of words between Chile and
the lACHR have
never healed. Acting on instructions
of the full OAS General Assembly
prepared special reports on Chile again
in 1976 and
m^T^,!^'^'""'™
both noting improvements in human
1977
rights conditions, but urging
more); and, beginriing in 1977, it
required an ongoing special section on
k>nile in its

On May

annual reports.

1981, Chile pulled out of the commission
and refused to
respond to any further communications
from it. Acrimony over the
reports backfired onto the commission
itself. In March
6,

months before the
mission

of

OAS meeting in

members decided

lack of stronger

OAS

to

1976— two

Santiago-three of the seven comresign, saying they were disheartened
by

action against Chile.

Two said they doubted that
hemisphere governments really wished to
protect human rights, which
they charged were flagrantly violated
in several countries. Two months
ater, Executive Secretary Luis
Reque, the Bolivian who had held the job
from the inception of the lACHR sixteen
years earlier, accused Chile of
conducting a long campaign to force him out. One
press report said the
uproar was without precedent in the
commission's history'^
Not everyone, however, saw the situation in 1974
so bleakly
as did the
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America,
lACHR TWO experienced scholars on Latin
the

kw

professor,

went to Chile one month before

accompanied by a
cominission dui

While there, they interviewed seventy-Hve P^'^^^^Y^nde^rCabrnt
Cabmct^
four members of Allendes

former President Frei,
Red Cross and UN
trials, and International
defense lawyers in political
"according to the testimony
officr'a Is. They reported that,
Suman
abuse was virtually
many Chilean and foreign observers, serious

leaders,

rS

d

eliminated by late April of 1974.

."'^

.
.

economies

recession. The
year 1982 was one of worldwide
For Chile, it was a catahit.
hard
particularly
Latin America were
stroohic economic earthquake.
,.,;.,„
l r^u
Christian
political figures-led by the
In the aftermath, opposition
motion a
on rising public discontent to set in

The

of

Democrats-capitalized
monthly "days of action." The firs
serSs of massive demonstrations,
Confederation of Copper Workers
was a nationwide strike called by the
m August.
which boiled up into huge demonstrations

on May

1 1,

1983,

?SiSet rUponded by sending the army into the

streets. Sixty persons

truce
before late that year a pohtical
died and hundreds were injured
sevfor
incommunicado
and held
brought calm. Among those arrested
and
Democrats,
Christian
president of the
eral Sys- Gabriel Valdes,
union.
workers'
Rodolfo Seguel, president of the copper
the ru ing
serious cracks
Those tuSulent events produced the first
themselves
distanced
navy
and
force
air
coalition since 1973, for the
Those events also produced a new
from the army's heavy handed tactics.
Seven European countriesworldwide wave of anti-Chile reaction.
Denmark Belgium, and
Italy,
France, West Germany, the Netherlands,
Mimster Migue
Foreign
to
petition
the United Kingdom-signed a
Minister Clause
Foreign
French
concern,"
Schweitzer expressing "live
a curse upon the jountry
Cheysson described President Pinochet as
of American States back
Those events also brought the Organization
what it called "^he persistence o the
into the picture. Reacting to
worsemng of the state of human
problems reported and even of the
in May 1984 to do a new and
in Chile, the lACHR decided
Chile. It asked for permission
cotpreiensive report on human rights in

m

Ss"

six months, it asked again. On Januto visit Chile. Hearing nothing for
allegations
It appended a series of
no.
ary 16 1985, Chile responded:
to
response
its
with a protest that
against the commission, beginning
utterly
been
had
point" rebuttals,
the 1974 report, its "point by
that are commonplace in the
"
circumstances
and
"Events
ienored
of human rights only if they
violations
countries of our hemisphere are
Chile's foreign mmistcr
intention/'
It is not my
occur in Chile
number of humari rights pmblej^^^
^ontLued, "to deny existence of a
of the world. ... But that is no
my country, just as there are in all nations
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reason for the commission ... to give the
impression of the presence of a
vast number of problems, as it does
in the special chapter of its most
recent annual report, (which] is full
"
of frivolous statements
The
commission reacted with a sharp retort of its
own, concluding- "Up to
now, no American state in which a
state of law exists has questioned
as
your government has, the procedures
used by the commission
I
should mform you, however, that even if
the government of Chile does
not remove the obstacle it has set for
the commission, this will not
prevent it from contmuing to prepare a
report on the situation of human
'

rights

m Chile. "5^

it. On October
1, 1985, the commission released its
report '
covering the entire period of junta rule to
that time. Highlights:

Nor did

•

•

"The commission considers that the right
to life has been seriously
violated in Chile during the entire
"
period covered by this report
torture has been a continuous, deliberate
and systematic practice
through the entire period which began in
"
1973
".
the right to personal liberty ... has
suffered a marked and sustained deterioration during the period
"
covered by this report
"It IS in the exercise of political
rights that the commission finds
the
synthesis that makes it possible to explain
both the serious situation
characterizing human rights in Chile and
the alternatives that will
make it possible to change it. To a very large
extent, the violations of
human rights
have stemmed from the
.

.

.

•

.

.

•

disproportionate measures
used by the government to achieve the
goals it has set itself. Regardless of the value judgment those
goals merit, none of them justifies
their achievement at the cost of
sacrificing the inalienable rights of
'^
,

the

human

.

.

person.

.

.

.

" ^s

maximum violation of human rights.

Terrorism

is

In Chile,

there arc not, nor have there
been, violations of humen who grew up in these armed forces, are not

man

the

nghts. We, the

This government has never denied
that there have been conflictive
^^'""^ ""^^ ^^""^ "^"''^'^'^
"" Problems of human
riSt"'"''

The

statement, in large measure, underpinned
the rationale of
as it confronted the reality of violence:
violence directed first
at the society at large during
the Allende years, directed later at
the
government and its agents.
first

the )unta,

The second was made by President
Pinochet
in an interview with La Tercera
de

revolution
'

in the early days of
la Mora of Santiago

^' '^"^"'^'^ ^" ^^"""^^^ ^"^ strongly felt self-image.
t'u
I'- r^h
The
third reflected what happened when
men who were not cruel
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came

to grips

with the problem

o£ the first. It

was made by Mario

adviser on
Calderon, the Chilean Foreign Ministry's

Hoy

1987 (and quoted in
edition of

May

of Santiago, in its

human

rights, in

decade-spannmg

special

1987).

All three statements were "true."
summarized major
Hoy headlined the table: "To Live in Danger." It
1986, using figures
through
human rights violations for the period 1979
of Solidarity^The
Vicariate
church's
supplied by the Roman Catholic
figures. They
those
of
authenticity
the
government sharply challenged
are probably more true than untrue:
are presented in the belief that they

Table 36

HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS, 1979-1986
INTERNAL

YEAR
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

TOTALS

ARRESTS

EXILE

DEATHS

TORTURES
143

1'325

14

1

1,129

17

106

911

33
24
96

60

68

81

123

130
170

434

74

66

171

1.789

15,077

39,440
9,116
33,665
102,452

9

205
168

-

58

255
1,487

719

382

by
those executed, or killed in armed clashes,
(The Vicariate defines "deaths" variously as
Arrests
violence, abuses of power, and more.
unnecessary
torture,
homicides,
political
terrorStreet demonstrations, a resurgence of
include persons held for only a few hours.
arrcsts.l
)ump
sharp
the
explain
Pinochet
on
ism, and the 1986 assassination attempt

m

36. Hoy
Source: Hoy, special edition. May 1987, p.
junta.
Democrats and thus outspokenly critical of the

The decision to allow

a

is

itsdf aligned to the Christian

human rights team into

Chile in 1978 earned

from United Nations hectoring. Late
for the government
Chile Working Group was disthat year the UN commission's special
fund set up that year to
banded and replaced by a special observer. A
Chileans and
persecuted
provide financial and legal aid for "politically
for political
fund
a
into
converted
their families" was, two years later,
said
commission
UN
the
1980,
But,
by
refugees of all nationalities.
influenced
undoubtedly
decision
worsened-a
in Chile had
a brief respite

conditions
to the plebiscite that year on
by the intense internal political opposition
Amnesty International, which enioys
a new constitution. In July 1981,
published a report purporting to show
official observor status at the UN,
prisoners.
evidence of systematic torturing of political
balked at further cooperaChile
Tust as it had with the OAS, in 1983
by Great Britain and other
efforts
Despite
tion with the United Nations.

.
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j

nations to stop singling out Chile
year after year for special scorn
the
'''' ™'^' ''' '*^*^^^^"^^ consecutive 'con
de^na'on of Chile-every year, that
demnauon
is, since the junta
had taken

S^ "

Despite those votes, the UN's
special observer, Fernando
Volio Ji"""^^'' '''^™'^ ''''' '° ""^'^^ ^" M-^-h of 1987 that
K
advances have been
made." Among them: an agreement
with the Red
Cross International to give their
representatives access to persons
withm five days o their arrest. Yet another:
progressive seal ng back o
the number of exiles barred
reentry to the country (down to
fewer than
'"'''• ^'°"^^"^^' i-^"^^^g such
''
'
prominent
Alleir^fi
A^Iende
figures as '^fl
Clodomiro Almeyda, took advantage
of the openmg

S!n;.T

:?ifsSs;;^r''^^^^^"^^^^
Of

all

the international organizations
involved in

human

rights

in
none was more intimately and
constantly involved than the
taernational Red Cross. In March
of 1 988, a team of scholars
from he
Heritage Foundation in Washington
made a week-long fact-finding visit
Chile,

to

Chile.

reported

An

internal

memorandum,

prepared after their rfturn

on conversations with Dr.
Jeaa-Fran,ois Bonard, s^

vSg

'*"'", ^°' '^' ^''^ ^^°^^ ^" C*^"^'
"k earlier
said the
agreement had been

'°";

S

According to the report
expanded, so that "he could
go into any prison in Chile, at any
time, to see any prisoner. He did
^ot
have to niake an appointment,
or let them know he was coming
"He
also said Red Cross doctors
were permitted immediate and unquf
™'^"'''^"'*
ified

BnnT.
Bonard

any prisoner, except those held
incommunicado
Following the disbanding, in June
1987, of the Centro Nacional de

access to

tracted most human rights
fire-such prisoners were held by
mlian Investigaciones police force. By
statute,

the

they could be held
although in certain circumstances
th t
could be extended for up to thirty
days. At the time of the Heritage
v
sk
only one person was being held
incommunicado in the country
According to the Heritage report,
"he [the Red Cross representative!
tated categorically that the
government appears to be u<:un,dicu
dedicated ro
to
'"^'^
stamping out abuses

ncommumcado only five days,

RENDER UNTO CAESAR
1^"'"''' "^.^''

.

.

^^"'

'^"""^ '^' Pi"°^h^^ y^-« would
'"
b^comntr"
complete without examining the role
of the
be

Roman

Catholic church
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in Chile.

No discussion of the equation of power in the politics

would be complete without an examination

of Chile

of the role of the churchy

enjoymg strong growth
three-fifths and threein
to be Catho ics.
profess
studies
recent
most
in
quarters of all Chileans
is heavily politiThe church in Chile— as in most other countries—
countries, the politics of the churcti in
cized. As in most other Western
the left.
recent years have veered ever farther to
Although Fundamentalist religions have been
between
Chile in recent years, somewhere

influenced the attitude and
Inevitably, that political outlook has

right-wing regime
behavior of the church in Chile toward the
Palace.
Moneda
La
dence since 1973 in

m resi-

Allende, he will be
Chile and the world pass judgment on
have meant a
Moneda
La
at
work
his
Will
judged as a revolutionary.
New Man-sound, tree,
decisive step toward the appearance of that
fomented by
creative and involved? Will the antivalues

When

responsible,

face of the collapse oi the
the capitalist system have fled in the
knows what is expected of
structures shehering them today? Allende
government of the Popular
the
...
As
dehver.
him and he is willing to
Christian
jthe creation ofl that New Man, a

Unity advances toward
Man is none other than
cannot but march at its side, since that New
this earth.
upon
install
to
came
Christ
which
the same one

figment of MarxistThat "New Man" was, of course, the eternal
raise up from the
would
he
Leninist poppycock, the one Allende claimed
of the "capitaldepravity
economic
ash heap of injustice, inequality, and
one oi his
from
not
is
quotation
The
ist"* Chile he inherited in 1970.
It is
broadside.
Unity
Popular
or
Communist
campaign speeches, nor a
the
of
pubhcation
from issue #194, November of 1970, of Mensaje. the
"Defenders
as the
order in Chile-the order historically vaunted
Jesuit

of the Faith" in the

Roman

Catholic church.'™

,:in

,

that shift to the
Mensaje, the Jesuits, were at the cutting edge of
world. (Years
Western
the
of
Chile as Jesuits were in much of the rest
of
P^pe
priority
early
an
become
later 'reining them in would
all but
and
radicalized
of
a
control
Rome
attempting to recapture for
progressed to the
runaway church.poi By the early 1970s, that shift had
identified themselves as on
point where 78 percent of all priests in Chile
all of Latin Amervirtually
then, in Chile-as in
eft

/

left politically By
means were debated
ica—the ends for the church were a given, only the
"radical pastors, all
the
other
the
on
On one side, the "clerical radicals,"

the

working to further the same "revolutionary"
•

goals.102

The

leftward

little "capitalist-

there was very
have put "capitalist" in quotation marks because
already occupied most of the commanding
about the economy of Chile inl 970, the state
transition out of feudalism.
heights, and the private sector was still in

I
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As the historian Gonzalo

New World
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Vial Correa notes, "the
Chilean Catholic

early as 1901, Jose Maria
Caro Rodriguez, a theology
professor
would later become the number

who

one ranking figurefn the

church in
warned the faithful that to vote for one
of ^he two cand'
anaiaates
dates tor
fo"
president that year would be to
commit a sin >03
Chile

In 1925, formal church-state
separation was imposed by
President
Arturo Alessandn on a reluctant
Vatican and the archbishop
Cresiente
y^/''™^°^'" ^he "friendly separation" was written
into "he
925 constitution, putting an end for
the moment to a long series
of
''' '^°"^' '^ "^^'^^ ^^^^' --''^'
'^^ U S Consti

S?r"'

S
ution

thfchT"""'"

^^ 1^25 explicitly subordinated reh'°r"^"^'°"
and such
laws as Congress would enact
Neither church nor state long
observed the

gion to Itself
itself

In the

r

m

separation

wake o the

political upheavals of
1932-including the brief
Republic" of Marmaduke Grove-the
Bishops^Conf erenceTn
1933 ordered young Catholics in the
National Association of Catholic
Employees to ,oin en masse the
Conservative party Many balked
and
Ae Vatican stepped in, with a letter
written in 1934 by Cardinal
Eugenio Pacelli on the express
instructions of the pope (CardLal
Pacel
five years later became
Pope Pius XII). The letter instructed
the
to di tance themselves
from th^i vicissitudes of militant
politSs
and allow the faithful the
freedom
Socialist

bS

... to

form poUtical

entS

"

The

rine.
Thus, the Vatican simultaneously
directed the bishoos to
remain aloof from politics, but
to become active in econom
c pd cv
mce the two are inseparable, the
contradiction inevitabrZe
the
P°l"-^- To complete the contradict"
''?
h
^ithful were henceforth free to
support the party of their choice
which
m ant the bishops no longer had the authority
to poim the
pcjitical path as, for example,
for achieving thole
im'^provements
the
onomic situation of the working class.
It did not, however,
inh
"""uic
bk
the
me
bishops from domg precisely
that
Until the 1940s, the Roman
Catholic church in Chile was
closely tied
to the Conservative
party because the party defended
traditional church

SulweTeh

^r

Wet"
£

S

"^"^^^^^"^

contrrrtf

mat
crsasniarriage
mlrriale^r
burials, and education. Taking
a cue from the Vatican's

01 ed in
bolted

'T'f^l'

^'^

^"^^

Conservative youthTeader
"' ' '""'' "'
!J35
tof
1935 to
form a new party,''l^''^"*
the Falange
National party

Among
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Democratic party:
them were men who later dominated the Christian
Manuel Garreton,
Leighton,
Eduardo Frei, Radomiro Tomic, Bernardo
of the French Catholic philosofor a "communitanan third
argued
pher Jacques Maritain, these men
based (at first) on fealty
communism,
and
capitalism
position" between
to support Gustavo
in
1938
refusal
Their
doctrine.
social

and Ignacio Palma. Inspired by the ideas

to church

the Conservative party, was
Ross, the official candidate backed by
loss to the Popular
regarded as an important factor in Ross's razor-thin
Communists and
and
Socialists,
Front coalition including Radicals,

headed by Pedro Aguirre Cerda.
La Serena, then
Interestingly, from his tiny northern outpost of
before his
Aguirre
to
congratulations
of
telegram
a
off
fired
Bishop Caro
Despite the new
victory had been made official by the Congress.
agenda— part of
emphasis on social reform he brought to the church's
working
alienated
the same strategy of winning converts among the
Aguirre—
Pedro
radical
classes which prompted his telegram to the
communism in theory
Chile's first cardinal drew the line at accepting
his authority in
defying
for
Falange
the
In 1947, Caro publicly rebuked
was comchurch
Catholic
the
that
acknowledge
three ways: refusing to
with the
relations
diplomatic
favoring
communism;
to
opposed
pletely

Franco.'"^ (Frei, the
Soviet Union; opposing the Spanish ruler Francisco
Democrats,
Christian
leader of the party which in 1957 became the
worse
something
is
"There
declaring:
responded the following year by

than communism; anticommunism.")
Christian
By the time it shed its Falange skin and emerged as the
that of
premises:
basic
of
its
one
shed
had
also
the
PDC
Democrat party
an
created
Instead, it
a frankly religion-based ("confessional") party
aggressively
intellectual cotton candy that was vaguely Christian,

new ideol"humanistic," and decidedly secular. Ironically, much of the
estabCenter,
Belarmino
the
ogy flowed from a Jesuit institute called
Roger
named
priest
Belgian
a
headed
by
lished in the late 1950s and
Vekemans.
asked people in Chile a standard question, "Who runs this
Frei, copper, Congress,
I heard some standard answers—
the fire departdo-gooders,"
gang
of
women, the United States, "a
University
"The
unexpected,
one
came
Then
people."
"the
ment, and
of Louvain."
John Gunther, writing after an extended

When

I

place?"

visit to

Chile in 1965>os

of "the
Gunther went on to explain that the response was a reflection
Louvain.
at
educated
Vekemans,
wide local prestige" of Father Roger
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Gunther went to some length to argue that
Vekemans-who had gone to
Chile ten years before-was not the
eminence grise behind the Frei
government then added: "... but his
influence's pervasive on the
highest level. Time and again we
heard ideas formulated by h^m
'^:^'^ ^'"^ "°^ ^"^^^^ ^PP^^"^'^ -here the ideas
'^
had'.Tn.
f'
had
come from.
Gunther described this "tall, lean, craggy man
with the
pale spel binding eyes" as "a most
remarkable man, S^e of the most
exciting I met in South America. He
has drive, logic and

'T

dcterm'na'

''''"'

'^

stronfif Tf""''

T^l?
he pages

ofr.7
Me«.^;..

?"' V^k^"^^"^ ^ls° was a

u'l'^ T"""^'the

man with a very
^^"' ^Senda found expression in

bridge linking the religious
"progressivism"

spawned by Belarmino with the political
messianism of the Christian
Democrats. Even Frei's electoral slogan"revolution in freedom''-was
believed to have come from Belarmino,
as did much of the conceptua
framework for his "noncapitalist path to
development "
•

^^,^

December 1962

special issue entitled "Revolution
in Latin Amer^"^^.°P^." y ^"^braced the Christian Democrats'
"third posiAn editorial written by the Jesuit

S; .^f
tion.

Hernan Larrain Acuria
described revo ution as a movement
"in progress/' and called for a zerobased overhaul of society: uprooting
as rapidly and as profoundly
as
possible the political, economic,
and social structures then in pkce
^^'''

^'™^"^^™

^'^^^'" '^' editorial said,'
^
"Sfe'i.T r"fA"'^
Christianity is not a religion

of bland security bu
'^"'^ '*^™"^^ """y "^''^ Christ can we
'Jhr
'" P™^"^"''•" '^^^ ^d^^°^i^l ^dded that
''die
rovnh H
the revolution
is reform. But not this
or that reform, but integral and
radical reform. [What is
needed is] unbreakable reso ve to break
radt
ally with the existing order,
of fimshing with the past,
and taking of
from zero, construct a totally new
order." Those words, it should
b
noted, were written at a time
when Chile was the toast of the world's
ognoscenti as one of the two most advanced
and stable democracies in
the Southern Hemisphere. 'o^
That same year Chile's Catholic bishops

rathe

r''"f TtlT.^'
nf

T

echoing

many

of the

T

issued two pastoral letters
same themes, but with one important
difference

Christians, one pastoral said,

have an obligation to support institutional
''
'^'""^" ^^^°^"^' ^^^' administrative and
'""f
'^"L'^'"'''
busmess reforms^
The exception, which for only a short
time would
stinguish the church from its chosen
political handmaiden, the Chris
^an Democrats,HO was the flat
statement: communism is "diametrically opposed to Christianity"
The pastoral described it as a "system which offers no remedy for the ills
that we must erradicate

tZT'

Communism

has never

won

out through reason, or the value of

its
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of states and [political]
doctrine, but always as a result of the feebleness
risen to power only
and
has
democratic,
parties which call themselves
alike, includmg
think
not
do
who
all
of
foe
implacable
to become the
ascension possible. From the trmmph of commu-

those

who made

nism

in Chile, the

its

church and

all of its

children can expect only per-

and blood."
in/-^ u
1964 the
defeat
That message of anticommunism (as noted) helped
Democrat
Christian
the
elect
and
Allende
Marxist candidate Salvador
had personally
Eduardo Frei. But Frei and his Christian Democrats
who, for the next two
man
the
had
too
so
and
anticommunism;
rejected
in Chile: Raul
decades, would serve as the primate of the church

secution, tears

m

crucial

Silva Henriquez.

year in his post, said in
In May of 1961, Cardinal Silva Henriquez, one
"It is stupid to
Nacion:
La
an interview with the Santiago newspaper
They have
Communist.
is
it
reject everything Communist just because
morahty"
public
areas,
all
of
delicate
most
done positive things in that
America
Latin
in
prelate
Catholic
a
of
case
known
It was the first
at odds not only
position
a
Communists,
the
to
legitimacy
imputing

his own fellow
with that of the Vatican, but also Ito that point) with
pasnine-thousand-word
bishops in Chile. That same year, he issued a
reforthe
reflecting
noted
as
others)
(among
toral letter which Gunther
Catholicism. Read to
mist or "revolutionary" wing of South American
printing, it called
200,000-copy
given
a
and
Chile
every congregation in

punishment for tax evaders, the "curbing of the big
He criticized
monopolies," and a vastly expanded program of education.

for land reform,

who deposited their money abroad while milOne-tenth of the Chilean population
home

"those wealthy Chileans

were in misery at
distribution of
receives almost half of the national income. This bad
Social injuspeople.
the
for
malnutrition
Chile's riches is paid for in
." To underscore his own social
communism.
tice and poverty foster
cardinal donated fifty thousand acres of church-

lions

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

commitment, the
and
owned farmland to tenants, later adding thirteen thousand more,
he
doctrine,
social
emphasizing
was photographed at the plow. While
devo"sentimental
and
of
veneration"
also warned against "excessive
of the religious Left^
tion" to the Virgin Mary It was part and parcel
the church
mocking of "popular religiosity" (Ironically years later,
the newly
banned
authorities
the
when
junta
the
with
would clash
i'

shrine.)'
popular annual pilgrimages to the country's leading
outside
The Catholic church in Chile has traditionally looked to the
support
human
The
world for support, both financial and human.
Holland,
included many radicalized priests from France, Belgium,
from
come
had
traditionally
Money
States;
United

and even the
Europe. During the Frei years, as the church
Spain,

moved

ever leftward,
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money poured

in from the United States,
a reflection of the diffuse
euphoru
Washington for the "progressive"
government in power in
Santiago. Some of the U.S.
money was illegal. Edward
Korrrwhn
served as U.S. ambassador to
Chile from mi|.1967 to
late^P/Sd tt:

m

M

Question:

Who committed

those "tens of milhons'"
"*'""''

'°^'^^^^'SalvadorAUende in the
^reWy''''''T*^^'^*'".'
''"*
^''' ^"'^ ^'^^ Ch"^"^- Democr ts
That 8
Th
''.T'°

oSnf

organizations in Chile by the
Kennedys and the
'" "'^''"^^ '' ""^^'^'^ ^- monies from the

fohnln .?

tZ""'""

American
°P'''"
t-ommunism.
tTZZsm''Zirr'"~"'''
Both these actions are

'^'"^"^' P^o'^^tantism

and

violations of U.S. laws."^

?'"'"'' ''"'^

°^^ ideas for the revolution
enterprise and traditional
Chile, was presumably, one
such beneficiary of those ilWal
rom the American taxpayer.
Belarmino's ideas, as !nSted
found
expression
the publication Mensaie; they
would scarcely hav^ found
favor among American
taxpayers. In issue #147 of
Mer^s^
'^^^"^'^^"S
"Z^Ly^"^""''
al eady m progress" to
root out free

vXesS

mSs

m

""'"^ ""^"^"^^^^ -°'

1966 for

"^'S

"sad 'and

noble
ToS'end"
end of the
tt cnf"'b"
Colombian priest Camilo Torres,
killed while a member of a marauding Communist
guerrilla force in that country
To F^th^r

Camilo Torres, radiates a singular
magnetism." (Shortly before he was
an ambush. Father Torres had
written-

killed in

sociologist, as a Christian, as
a priest,

'As a

I

CoIomhLn

am TrJi^tio^^^Z^^

'*^"^^"^^^ evolutionary

Su

f^nnoTbe rn^'r'"
^"ti-Communist
because,
^^L'»:
them
may not ?know it, many of them are true
.

.

.

Christians

msts should be well aware that
I will not join tht
am ready to fight with them for
common aims;

p

ellmen^and
many of

although
ty

The

nZL

HorvTri

oWchv

against the
'^"^^' ^° -i- power for Sfepeo'
""r^'
"'^ ''^ ^'-'''^"^ '^ '^^ "^^™"^-^ "^ ^^^ ««^r
V olent resistance
violent
r^sfstance
S
Revolution
is not only allowed
to Christians but
obligatory for those who see
in it the only effective
^
and larj ca^
way of carrying out works of
love for
")h3

S

ThTr'n-"'

^'^

.

everybody
Another Jesuit, Gonzalo Arroyo,
wrote (in issue #167) that the
"guer
nlla hope for Latin America
culminated in 1967" with he death
of the
Argentine-Cuban guerrilla Ernesto (Che)
Guevara
''"
P""'' "'°^''^ structures have been
balS'on
based
^''-^'v.'"''
on faith.
That must change, and man must
use his reason."

T'^"
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contraceptive

pills

Mensaie came out in favor o£ progestogen
dynamism of
more than a substitute for "the natural
no
as being
abortion hghighest
the
nature"— that, in a country that already had
Vatican was
the
when
time
a
at
ures in South America, and, moreover,
'"^
PiU.
the
against
cranking up a major campaign
In 1964

'

It

would be impossible

events
to disentangle the influence of outside

in transforming the church in Chile
What is beyond dispute is the
into a bastion of radical social thought.
papacies of John XXIII (1958-1963 and
role played by the revolutionary
(1963-1978!. Of crucial sigPope Paul VI, during his fifteen-year reign
which battered
(1962-1965),
nificance was the Second Vatican Council
of authority,
boundaries
the
down virtually all the barriers marking
and encourchurch,
ancient
the
of
outlook
religious rites, and even the
fighting a
was
Vatican
the
later,
years
Twenty
reform.
aged a new wave of
council
sown at that
losing battle to contain the wild whirlwind
the church
These were echoes of the "progressive" thinking shaking
ot
solvency
and
permanence
in Europe, ideas that questioned the very
what,
of
precursors
the
were
they
traditional church teaching. And
come to be known as
beginning at Medellin, Colombia, in 1968, would

from the internal forces

at

work

"Liberation Theology."

was passing to a new
old church in Chile was dying. Control
the sixties, appointed by
generation of bishops, elevated to their posts in
the times of progressive
the reformist popes, "their thought formed in
optimism." Abetted and encouraged by the reformist

The

and transforming
the Chilean church
doctrine emanating from the Vatican II Council,
As two authors
others.
did
than
changed even more rapidly and radically
II "left its
Vatican
wrote,
church
the
of
radicalization
sympathetic to the
direction
the
Under
decades.
for
Chile]
[in
church
mark on the
.

.

.

Pope Paul VI, the hierarchy made their modern
More than half ot
which squared accounts with the old Christianity"
and other
schools
church
their
the five thousand nuns in Chile left
period.
that
during
settlements
rural
agencies to work in the slums and
grew
country
the
of
population
the
while
1971—
Between 1960 and
country
priests in the
from 7 3 million to 8.8 million— the number of
in 1971. Bishops pur2,600
approximately
1960,
in
stagnated: 2,528
nuns, and lay
of the radical changes; ordinary priests,
advances

[impulso] of

ported to approve

Ordinary Catholics seemed less enthusiastic;
a high of 86.6 percent
those calling themselves Catholics dropped from
in
1979 or 74.4 percent
percent
60.1
either
of the population in 1970 to

workers

far

more

so.

on which

in 1986 (depending

poll

you

same

believed). In the

period,

increased from 5.5
those identifying themselves as "Protestants"

was

Growth among Protestant religions
among Fundamentalist groups— generally supportive of
cent to 12.2 percent.

per-

strongest

the junta. "^
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two hundred

lay persons seized
.uW^^^'
the
Metropolitan Cathedral in Santiago, protesting
the church's prohibition of the PiH, and the decision of
Pope Paul VI to attend the Eucharistic Congress in Colombia that
year (because in Colombia, "a capitalist
system exists, which converts the Pope into an
accomplice of the exploitation of the people"). They
protested also the building of a new and
grander Shrine to the Virgin of Carmen at
Maipu, a stand with strong
antimilitary undertones. The Liberators,
Jose de San Martin and Ber
nardo
Higgins, had declared the Virgin Patroness
of the Army, and
tollowmg the decisive battle of independence
at Maipu, April 5 1818
had ordered a shrine built there. The protesters
objected to a new'shrine
replacing the modest original one.
For twenty-four hours, the invaders sang
protest songs and celebrated
a mass having first adorned the
cathedral's altar with images of the
guerrilla-priest Camilo Torres and of
Che Guevara, Clotario Blest
speaking for the protesters, said: "We are
hand-in-hand

O

with our Marxist

on the barricades of the people against capitalism,
following
he example of Camilo Torres. We are
members of the Young Church

brothers,

We revere Che Guevara. We admire him."

Cardinal Silva, responding to

public outrage, first threatened to
excommunicate the rebels, but said
later: I went to see the priests
involved, I was with

them, and
very open dialogue, and I have sensed
the goodness in them.
that It IS very positive that there
be these

we had

a

believe

1

tensions," Monsignor Ismael
Errazuriz, auxiliary bishop of Santiago,
later echoed those sentiments
when he said, we believe in dialogue and
practical action with the
Marxists, not at the academic level
but in action, with the people ""6

A few Catholics fought back, through the pages of
hducia later through an organization they founded

their publication

called

Society for the Defense of Tradition,
Family and Property
that the Frei government's "reforms"
ran

The Chilean
They argued

counter to church doctrine
because of their socialist and confiscatory
character. Only one (among
&
thirty) of the bishops supported
them 'i''
'

In September of 1969, the Young
Church organized a mass at the
University of Chile's Pedagogic Institute
"to pray for the victims of
persecution and repression, in particular
for

comrade

Jorge

Silva

Luvecce. Silva Luvecce, a member of
the very violent Movement of the
Revolutionary Left, was then in jail for robbing
banks. The mass was
ce ebrated by the Argentine priest
Jose Ruiz Guinazu. In his sermon
Father Ruiz said "the worst charge
they have against Jorge Silva is his
having chosen the path of violence, but
violence has other authors who
have not appeared in this process, and
who, to the contrary, are today
his (udges: the most illustrious
and solemn justices of the Supreme
Lourt.
." It was the beginning
of a continuing involvement of many
.

.
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following the
other priests and nuns with the MIR, particularly

fall of

Allende.ii*
in 1969 bear brief mention.
political fever rising in anticipation of the
Silva said: "If a
following year's presidential elections, when Cardinal
it." Later,
understand
I
Marxist,
a
Christian votes in conscience for
"I see no
television:
said
on
Mensaje,
of
Larrain, editor

Two other events late

The year was ending,

Father Hernan

a Marxist. Marxreason that would prevent a Christian from voting for
Larrain, and
(Father
agreement."
reach
can
Christians
ists and we
Father
Mensaje.
to
contributor
leading
a
was
who
another fesuit
the
Jesuit
Gonzalo Arroyo, traded in their pens for activism, abandoning
of the
atmosphere
center in Santiago to work in the politically charged

shanty towns springing up around the

capital.)

On December 12, 1969— reacting to the abortive military uprising
Permanent Conference issued a
led by General Viaux— the Bishops'
forces in a democracy. It was
armed
the
of
role
the
letter
on
pastoral
the presidents and
signed by all five Chilean archbishops, as well as by
The bishops said
Conference.
executive secretaries of the Permanent
later for silence in the
they were speaking out so as not to be criticized
It was, in other
liberty.
his
and
man
face of threats to the dignity of
the Marxist
should
off
hands
keep
to
words, a warning to the military

"Political authority

Salvador Allende win the forthcoming elections.
It would be
proceeds from the people who elect their representatives.
would
try to divert
forces
armed
our
within
group
that
a
inadmissible
When the dynamic of force is
them from their true mission.
imposition of a
unleashed, no one can guarantee its final control. The
with it brutal
brings
arms,
of
force
policy by terror, by dictatorship, or by
all freedoms
of
suppression
the
and
it
of those who oppose
.

.

.

repression

would find
considered dangerous for those who hold power. The country
flagrant injustices,
exiles,
forced
trials,
political
path
of
the
itself on
defending oneself
suppression of a free press, of the impossibility of
firing squad \pathe
of
from suspicions and lies, and, in the end,
reddnl."ii9

There were
There were those who found prescience in that message.
to warn
bishops
the
of
failure
the
in
augury
also those who found
government,
Marxist-Leninist
a
of
Chile
in
power
to
against the coming
presidential election of
as they had in the past, including the previous
silence
1964. "It is not an easy task to know to what point the church's
terror"
of
"campaign
a
was due to such apprehensions jas being linked to
avoid
to
desire
a
point
by
what
to
waged by anti-Communists), or
favoring [the rightist] Alessandri ...

The only

sure thing

is that the

kept silence."i^°

church
It kept no such silence

when Allende did bring Marxism-Leninism to
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power. Allende had not as yet been confirmed by
Congress when the
bishops made plain their implicit support for him: "We have
cooperated,
and we want to continue cooperating in bringing about changes,
especially those which favor the poor," they said in
a September 24, 1970,
statement. "We understand that change is difficult and brings

with it
understand that it is difficult to give up some
The Chilean people want to continue with the regime and

great risks for
privileges.

.

.
,

all.

We

which they have been fighting for the past 160
Cardinal Silva was not far behind: even before the inauguration, he told Allende, "IVIr. President, count
on me." Allende was barely
office when, at a reception at the Soviet Embassy,
Cardinal Silva told
newsmen: "The basic reforms contained in the program of the
Popular
Unity are supported by the Chilean church; we look upon
this with
immense sympathy." He made his reasons evident in another statement: "There is more of the gospel's values in socialism than
in capitalstyle of liberty for

years.

.

.

."

m

ism, "'^i

Unsurprisingly, Sen. Volodia Teitelboim, principal ideologue
of the
told newsmen later of talks between his organization
and church authorities, singling out for special praise
Jesuit priests and
the Young Church for their attitude toward communism.

Communist party,

Times had changed, principles as well. Completely, In
1958, on the
eve of the presidential election that yeat, a Jesuit
of an earlier generation—Father Jose Aldunate, then editor of Mensa/e— wrote:
"Commuas a movement is an evil in society The moral
problem of cooperation with communism is nothing but a
particular
case from the more general case of cooperation
with evil."'^^

nism as a doctrine and

In April of 1971, the bishops repaired to the
rustic southern city of
to draft a formal position paper on the new regime.

Temuco

While they
were meeting, eighty priests gathered in Santiago under
the direction of
the prolific Jesuit writer Gonzalo Arroyo for
a symposium entitled,
"The Collaboration of Christians in the Construction

of Socialism."
social backwardness, they proclaimed, "has a
clear and
precise cause: the capitalist system, product of
foreign imperialism

Economic and

maintained by the dominant classes of the country, ... We
confirm the
hopes," the priests continued, "which the coming
to power of the Popular Government, with its resolute action
in favor of the construction of
socialism, signifies for the working masses. The
intuition of the people
not mistaken. Socialism
opens the way to a new economy which
makes possible an autonomous and accelerated development
and the
IS

.

.

.

termination of the division of society into antagonistic
classes.

.

"

Twelve members of the Theology Department of the
Catholic University supported the statement; one who dissented
agreed that "the

cap-
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system is inhuman and execrable," but accused the eighty
ownership of the means of
of confusing "socialism and Marxism, social
Marxists m
production with state ownership, and cooperation with
a Marxist
building
in
specific projects with collaboration with them
priests

italist

state."i23

Socialisms], made
bishops, in their pastoral (Gospel. Politics and
that they had no
plural,
the
of
use
deliberate
plain beginning with the
with capquarrel
their
explicit
making
while
quarrel with socialism,
80" and
"The
of
stampede
the
blunt
to
attempted
also
italism. But it
that
arguing
priests toward the socialism of Salvador Allende,

The

other

socialism. They also
there were many forms of achieving the aims of
may not— in his
faith
his
keep
to
warned that "a Christian who desires
picture of
Marxist
the
adhere
to
collaboration—
enthusiasm for political
materialatheistic
its
says,
'to
VI
Paul
Pope
as
or,
man
the universe and
in which it intermanner
the
and
to
violence,
of
dialectics
its
ism, to
while at the same time
prets individual Uberty within the community,
and collective hispersonal
denying all transcendence to man and his
" Cardinal Silva attempted to make a similar distinction, in a
tory'
"There can be many points of
letter to the executive secretary of The 80:
it is indispensable that
believe
I
"but
wrote,
he
contact with Marxists,"
bring the spiri(instead]
and
Christianity,
their
Christians not renounce
the drafters of
For
...
liberation.
for
fight
the
has
to
it
tual values that
and
'revolution,'
but
the report, there is no other formula of liberation

one: 'The one now underway
'the revolution,' according to them, is but
the coming to power of the
in many countries of Latin America, with
twelve priests and semiwrote
.' "
he
April 26, 1972,
proletariat.
and aspirants to the
priests
ask
"We
Cuba:
narians just back from
Chileans and foreigners, to limit themselves to their strictly
.

.

On

priesthood,
is politiministerial functions; should anyone believe that his vocation
150
wrote
also
He
vocation."
cal, we ask that he reconsider his priestly
Cuernavaca,
of
bishop
the
and
"progressive" Latin American priests,

from a
Mexico, Sergio Mendez, officially distancing the Chilean church
i^"
Mexico,
gathering
in
revolutionary church
the prelate's words did not
It was too little, too late. And besides,

Commandersquare with his deeds. He explained the murder of Army
"Schneider died so
in-Chief Gen. Rene Schneider by telling Allende:
he did
that you could happily occupy your position." On May Day 1971,
the
attended
before;
he
ever
done
what no other Catholic bishop had
FederaWorkers'
Central
Communist-controlled
rally organized by the
federation's annual contion, and the following December attended the
gress. This, of course,

gave the impression of a church imprimatur

movement. In November

for

1971, he

of the labor
Castro
granted a lengthy interview to visiting Prime Minister Fidel

Communist domination

of
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who had

brutally persecuted the church in his own
country. Defending his action, the cardinal said the
interview had been
requested by Castro, and that "the church reaffirms
its willingness to
participate in any sincere and respectful discussion;
and its readiness to
consider any suggestion or project aimed at promoting
a more just

coexistence and fraternal peace.

.

.

,"'^5

Thus it was that, from the early sixties onward, the church in
Chile
marched ever more to the beat of a socialist drummer,
embracing
Allende and his objectives, if not his Marxism itself. To
the very end—
the cardinal's desperate attempt in July of 1973 to
bring the Christian

Democrats and Allende together— the church's ranking prince
in Chile
fought to preserve the socialist experiment (and/or, in
Pinochet's view,
the Christian Democrats from the coming cataclysm ).'^e
The bishops'
m 1969, had already made plain their rejection of military intervention!
The most visible and vocal priests had already made
plain their overwhelming embrace of the ideas of "the radical church."

A

year after Allende

fell,

the church, for the

what he stood for: not a "Chilean path

first

time,

condemned

to socialism," but a variation

on

a

familiar Marxist theme, the pursuit of total
power through manipulation of democratic means. The following
year, the bishops issued an
even stronger statement, Evangelio y Paz: "We recognize
the service
performed for the country by the armed forces in liberating
it from a
Marxist dictatorship which seemed inevitable, and that
would have
been irreversible, a dictatorship which would have
been imposed
against the majority in the country and which
afterward

would have

crushed that majority ... In that sense, we believe it
just to recognize
that the armed forces interpreted, on September
11, 1973, the majority
yearning, and in doing so, rid the country of an
immense obstacle."i27
These were, however, small parentheses in a larger and
persistent
pattern of church-state clashes. Once again, external
forces played a
role. Pope Paul VI issued his first
statement on Chile September 16,
1973, asking "will be possible to prevent civil war and
restore concord
among the citizens?" A few days later, on October 7, the
pope spoke of
"violent repression.
with each passing day the irrational and inhu.

.

.

man resort to murderous arms to establish order becomes more

evident

more precisely the repressive domination of some men over
others."
The following April, as the bishops were hammering
or,

out their

pastoral

first

on the new regime, the pope sent a cable urging them
to provide

"aid to the needy, especially

among the poor." The Vatican demonstrated
when accrediting Chile's new ambassador— compeUing
him to tone down his ceremonial remarks— and even
more pointedly
later when Pope Paul VI granted a private
audience to the widow of
Its tilt

later

Chile's Marxist-Leninist president.

Correa and Viera-Gallo note also
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audiences with the pope
that Cardinal Silva Henriquez had a number of
remarks became procardinal's
the
that
and
in those early months,

more critical" following them.i^s
produced on April 24, 1974, marked a
bishops
the
The document
although it was not nearly so
regime—
new
the
with
break
decisive
inflammatory as was the reporting of it abroad. In it, La Reconciliacion
the right to
en Chile, the bishops said there was rule of law in Chile,
nor
intention
righteous
"the
dissent existed, and that they did not doubt
to
"obstacles
to
referred
also
But
they
the good will of our governors."
the
fear
of
and
...
insecurity
of
climate
"the
reconciliation," including:
ideological reaincrease in joblessness and of arbitrary dismissals for
of effective
lack
the
we are concerned, in some cases, about
sons
arbitrary
translates
as
which
juridical safeguards for personal security
affected
those
neither
which
in
detentions
excessively prolonged

gressively "clearer and

and

nor their family

know

the concrete charges behind their arrest; ques-

."The bishops also expressed
tioning with physical or moral pressure,
of the new government's
direction
and
pace
the
about
reservations
it would "place an excessive
that
judging
economy,
free-market
frankly
.

.

"'^^

burden of sacrifice on salaried persons
open
By the first anniversary of the revolution, the church was in
activity
antijunta
increasing
opposition. By 1975, coinciding with
among Christian Democrats, the church was in open confrontation.
News stories published abroad took note of the developing conflict; the
the reportage.
political character of the church itself was not part of

The major collision occurred in 1980, when the bishops condemned the
five
plebiscite which approved Chile's new constitution. In 1980,
dioceses, or

bishops announced that anyone practicing torture in their
who ordered it, or who failed to prevent it when it was in their power to
Silva
do so, would be automatically excommunicated. In 198 1, Cardinal
broadpublic
such
Despite
"totahtarian."
as
government
described the
sides,

which continued the intensifying barrage begun within months

Renacer de Chile,
of the revolution, the bishops said in a 1982 pastoral,
In that docuthat they had "exhausted the way of private negotiations."
to the
alternative"
political
ment, they made plain their support for "a
and
demonstrations
public
year,
following
present government. By the

was a
violence were rife in the land— although the economic crisis
to politichurch
the
of
encouragement
the
than
factor
causative
greater
cal agitation.
leaders
In Renacer and their subsequent manifestoes, the church
future:
political
(1)
Chile's
developed a fourteen-point scenario for

There

is a

demands a political solution; j3l
is integral to Chile's past
Democracy
(4)
The church is committed to the democratization of the

grave national

crisis; (2) It

Democracy

is that solution;

and future;

(5)
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The

distinction between church and state
|6)
spheres must be
maintained, although the church cannot limit
itself to a mere "tolerance" of the state, but must stand in judgment
of

favors

mass mobilization, the defense

of

human

it;

(7)

rights,

The church

and

efforts to

persuade the rulers of the necessity for democratization;
(8) Violence is
to be rejected as a solution;
(9| The Bishops Conference rejects the
form

m which the 1980 plebiscite was carried out, and the text of the consti-

tution approved by it (while ducking the thorny
question of whether it
also rejected the legitimacy of that document;
the church would insist
however, that on the return to civilian rule, the
constitution ought to be

removed should the people wish it); (10) The episcopacy
promotes
national unity and reconciliation; |11) But
alongside that, the bishops
recognize the right to dissent and peaceful
protest; (12) The church
favors a minimum social and political
consensus on ground rules for a
return to normalcy; (13) The church demands
that the government
establish a timetable for a return to democracy
(the government had
but it was unacceptable to the churchmen);
(14) The church
stands with

Its

people in their journey back to democracy. i^o

Two events— one

external, one internal— played crucial
roles in the
and practices of the church.
The internal one was the retirement, in 1 983, of Cardinal
Silva Henriquez, and his replacement by Juan Francisco
Fresno. Although his public
behavior was not markedly different from that
of his predecessor, he did
not bring the baggage of long and close association
with the leadership of
the Christian Democratic party, nor of a
prominent figure in church
relations with Allende. Nor had he been in
the forefront of the attacks on
the Pinochet government. For all of those
reasons, he was clearly more
responsive to the winds blowing from far beyond
the country's borders
Those winds came from the Vatican, and were
the critical external
factor. On August 6, 1978, liberal
Pope Paul VI died, followed by the
sudden death on September 28 of his successor,
John Paul 1 The new
pontiff, Karol Cardinal Wojtyla-John
Paul Il-was the first non-Italian
pope in 455 years. Forged in the fires of World
War 11 and the subjugation
of his native Poland by the Soviet
Union, John Paul II was cut from a
more conservative doth. Within a year, he had
censured Hans Kiine
perhaps the most widely known among liberal
theologians, prohibiting
him trom teaching. Similar actions were taken
against Jacques Pohier a
French Dominican, and Edward Schillebeeckx
of the Catholic University of Nijmegan was "closely
questioned," By 1985, Joseph
policies

Ratzmger-head of the pivotal Sacred Congregation
the Faith— was saying in a series of
interviews, that

for the

Vatican

needed to be rolled back.
preconciliar va lues. " '

•' 1

He spoke

of the

need

Cardinal
Doctrine of
II,

in effect

for a "restoration of
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the earUest days

But Pope John Paul II had another stake in Chile, from
Channel dispute between
of his papacy: mediating the explosive Beagle
this peace-making role,
that
hoped
Argentina and Chile. The Vatican
would give it heightyears,
many
in
Rome
the arst one undertaken by
conflicts, such as
other
in
endeavors
similar
attempt
ened authority to
a "triangular
emerged
There
America.
Central
and
in the Middle East
governChilean
the
church,
Chilean
still-belligerent
the
relationship":
to
managed
certainly
ment, Rome. Rome occasionally prevailed, and
ideodespite
its
church;
Chilean
exercise a restraining influence on the
still
divergences, the Chilean church— at least at the top— was
logical

Rome, '^i
six-day
Perhaps nothing would demonstrate that more than the pope's
the
that
evidence
clear
visit to Chile in April of 1987. There is no
not
would
doubt
no
it
Chilean church flatly opposed it, and if it had,

inclined to submit to the authority of

the bishops
have taken place. But there are abundant signs that many of
it could be
that
measure
the
in
happen,
would have preferred that it not
which
government
the
legitimizing
as
interpreted, as it was, by many,
his thirtyvisit—
Chilean
the
pope,
the
For
opposed.
they had so long
another phase of the perithird foreign trip— was undoubtedly simply
papacy, and which had
patetic mission he had set for himself early in his
controversy, in
seen him throw himself again and again into the jaws of
Phillipines, in Holland.
his native Poland, in Haiti, in Nicaragua, in the
of Chile may never be
future
and
ultimate impact on the present

The

known, 1^^
in
What was beyond dispute was the sense of his messages, then, and
patiently
work
violence,
eschew
later:
year
a
message
an anniversary
the rapidly evolvwithin the system. Whether influenced by the pope or
could
no longer be
ing situation in Chile— economic progress which
the fact is
boisterously—
more
ignored, political freedom expressed ever
by
Indeed,
well.
as
combative,
less
that Cardinal Fresno's messages were
his
whether
than
freedom
attaining
about
1988, he worried aloud less
it.i^'*
fellow Chileans could accommodate peacefully to
his own backyard,
in
begun
have
well
may
concerns
cardinal's
The
Right agreed: the
and
Left
both
1988,
Chile.
By
in
church
Catholic
the
without, the
From
church in Chile, in 1988, was torn as never before.
souls. From
to
foremost
and
urging of the Vatican to minister first
,

.

church must
within a long-radicalized church, the demand that the
that,
predicted
has
observor
One
revolution.
of
occupy the ramparts
is a strong probability
there
plebiscite,
presidential
1988
the
following
the established
that at least five bishops could break away from

church— a phenomenon not dissimilar to the emergence of the so-called
unwilling to
"Popular Church" in Nicaragua by churchmen/Sandinistas
to the
revolution
Marxist-Leninist
submit their zeal for the "gospel" of
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fact that "progressives"

had

from the beginning, voices have been raised
in the church against the
leftward march, against the
implacable attack on the attempt'o
bmid a
^'"'"^ '*''"!^ ^''^°P ^"S"^*" Salinas
Fuenzalida, who on
anniversary called the revolution "an
historic event, whose
^anscendental iniportance needs to be
measured in all of its g;andeur.
Our country had been invaded by ideological
forces ahen to

rr.v
H
ts third

its

historic

tT

f^«h was already at the edge of being
^''T/""^ '^ ^^T'^''l^^^.
Bishop Jose Joaquin Matte (vicaf
^"^^
ene'rl? of ,.
general
the army), ^^^'^''f
who said: "Twelve years ago, the rosary was
'

recited

without rest and Mary performed the
miracle: the second independence
of Chile
Even
that April 1974 statement of
the bishops, so widely
portrayed beyond Chile as a declaration
of war against

m

_

the junta there

''"""''*: ""^^

'° ^'"P^^^^^^ ^° ^"y°"^ abroad
^i'^
reflects a situation that concerns

who

7eli^"7°\
reads
this dec kration that it
only the
people of Chile who, we are certain,
in spite of our differences, will
know how to resolve our own problems ...
the governmental auihori°^ *^' declaration, have assumed the
'T''°''
noble attitude of respect
for our liberty which constitutes
the best proof
ot the right to dissent that
exists in Chile and of the maimenance
of the
^^'^^'^^''^^^ f^^l « is niost importam that the
TuKil
ou
s de world know that the
Chilean situation is incomprehensible
if
one fails to take into account the
chaotic state

S.'^?r^ ?

rZT

and the enormous and

rfrnn

'?1'''"'

^'''''^'^

o'«f theologians
In July of 1985,
'^T
Jn
from

Ef

T.'

""^^"^ '^^

P^^™"« government."

nine countries-including the former
^^'^°P^' Conference, Cardinal Alfonso

l!
Y^i'"f'f^^"T
Lopez Trujillo
of
Medellfn, the city which had given

birth of Liberation

its

name

to the

Theology-gathered in a tiny Chilean town
and
produced a stunning rebuttal of that
dogma.'36 gut, as one of the most
conspicuous leaders of the Left in the church
hierarchy. Bishop Carlos
Camus, pointed out: "no one should deceive

themselves as to the majorand ofhcial position of the Catholic
"i37
church.
In such an intellectual climate
of revolutionary ardor it was
of
course, inevitable that many
churchmen would cast their lot with men
and women who fought with guns
and bombs for the "gospel of revoluity

tion.

Foreigners, including a

number

of Americans, were conspicuous

among them. At the beginning, the
authorities were circumspect,
when they expelled the Rev. Robert Plasker

as

in September of 1974 Father
Plasker, a member of the
Congregation of the Holy Cross, was an
instructor at the exclusive St. George's
School in Santiago. In ordering him out, the government
simply said it was because of his "anti-

a
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specific. The
government" activities. Later, the charges became more
priest Gerard
American-born
the
against
acted
government also
his
hidden
Whelan ex-rector of St. George's. Authorities said he had
Humberto
Martin
house the number three leader of the MIR: fugitive
Policy Commission, later
MIR
the
of
member
a
Vasquez,
Hernandez
and an automatic pistol m
burying Hernandez' AKA rifle, two grenades,
his American citizenrenounced
a vacant lot. Father Whelan, who had
caught up in that
nuns
and
clergymen
ship in 1972, was one of several
Cross priest, and
Holy
a
Devlin,
Father
John
dragnet Four Americans—
of the Notre
Nelson
Barbara
and
Armstrong
Paula
Sisters
three nuns,
also impliwere
Order—
Dame order, and Peggy Lepsio of the MaryknoU
Pascal
Andres
helped
had
cated [There were reports that Father Devlin
Another
Chile
from
getaway
his
Allende, the top MIR leader, to make
member of the Holy
American priest. Father Daniel Panchot, also a
al
arrested subsequently The Americans were

m

)

Cross Order, was
accused the U.S. Embassy of
deported, but only after the government
were underway for their
helping the nuns to hide while negotiations
safe

conduct out of Chile.

It

was that investigation which also led to the

center of a subsequent furor and
arrest of the British Dr. Sheila Cassidy,
in London against Chile.
cause for reprisals by the Labour Government
including Father Ferpriests—
Father Whelan and three Chilean Jesuit

nando

Salas, first director of the

Committee

for

Peace— were held

tor

regime pressured the church to
trial In the wake of this round-up, the
(and 160 political
disband the committee, then released the four priests
i3«
prisoners) in a conciliatory gesture.
vanguard of the tight
Outside of Chile, church groups were in the
May 16 and May 17,
On
examples:
against the military regime. Isolated
with Chile—
Solidarity
in
Center
1976, the National Coordinating
a "National
organized
organization—
Communist-front

self-avowed

High School

in

Gonzaga
Legislative Conference on Chile" at the Jesuit
released Orlando
recently
the
was
speaker
principal
Washington. The
told the gathering that
who
minister,
defense
last
Allende's
Letelier,
"resistance in Chile

is alive."

The Religious Sisters of Mercy, Province of

of the Bank of
Chicago, presented a resolution at the April 1977 meeting
In October
Chile.
to
loans
cease
America, demanding that the bank

Roman Cathohc and Protestant
then considering resumMotors—
General
importuned
church groups
workers have the right to
ing operations in Chile— to ensure that its
'^^
jailed union leaders.
a union, and to seek the release of then
1975, representatives of thirty-five

choose

collapse,
With the economy still wobbly in the aftermath of the 1982
previous
of
failure
the
and
a new wave of violence and political agitation,

began in 1983

achieving political dialogue. Cardinal Fresno
to band together in a grand
to push the country's poUtical leaders

attempts

at

Into a
alliance

demanding a return
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to full democracy. In his Easter

message
that our
behind a single namedemocracy That is what all sides want for Chile. What's
missing, nevertheless, IS a clearer consensus as to what
kind of democracy we want
to achieve and the changes and timetables
to reach it
The problem,
that year, the cardinal said: "It would seem
in these
national aspirations have managed to unite

moments

.

as

see

.

.

not in the differences of opinions, but in the
attitudes of
mtransigence with which those attitudes are presented."
He set out to overcome them. It was nearly midnight
I

it,

is

on August 25

985, when two men arrived at the cardinal's palace bearing a
document
signed by the heads of eleven political parties
(of the fifteen engaged in
the negotiations). It was the National Accord,
spelhng out that
1

"miniconsensus": direct election of the president and
Congress; reestabhshment of full exercise of freedoms, including
unrestricted
pohtical activity; constitutional reforms, including
elimination of a
post-1989 role of permanent preeminence for the
armed forces. The
Communists, after years of urging broad-based alhances to
confront the
junta, wrote Cardinal Fresno on September
6 dechning to participate
(To participate, they would have had to pledge
to renounce any behavior
designed to undermine the institutions of democracy;
they had already,
however, committed themselves to the .violent conquest
of power.) In
their letter, the Communists did offer to
cooperate in achieving the
goals of the accord, and held out the possibility of
participating in future

mum

negotiations.

Since the

document amounted to telling Pinochet that he should
abandon the society and institution-building measures
he had been
embarked upon for a dozen years, he rejected it out of hand.
His three
junta colleagues expressed varying degrees of
support for the accord.
Rumblings were heard in the army

On September 24, 1985, Pinochet agreed to meet with Cardinal
Fresno, even though the cardinal declined to
celebrate a mass as part of
the meeting. The meeting lasted less than twenty
minutes. When the
cardinal attempted to raise the subject of the accord,
the president interrupted him: "Better to turn that page," he said.
The accord was deadburied decisively later under an avalanche of new
political jockeying and
bickering, a new wave of violence, a resurgent
economy By the time the
church would again attempt a mediating role, political
parties were
operating at full tilt, and the race was already on to the
plebiscite.
For the past quarter of a century, Chile's Roman
Catholic church
leaders have, increasingly, waged war against the
evils of the market or
"free enterprise" economy— and not just the
caricature of it as it then
existed in Chile, but on capitalism as a more universal
concept. In that,
they reflected church doctrine which, in economic
matters, became
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XI's groundincreasingly more critical of capitalism following Pope Leo
included
which
tract
1891
an
breaking encyclical, "Rerum Novarum/'
pronouncepapal
Subsequent
capitalism.
an attack on the abuses of
in 1967,
ments, and particularly Pope Paul VI's "Populorium Progressio"
to
expressed lessening resistance to socialism, heightened antagonism
had strong
capitalism. In countries such as Chile, where the church
movements, critilinks to liberation theology and other radicalizing
it.
of
cism of capitalism evolved into rejection
was
Beginning in the first days of the Pinochet revolution, the church
ideologwith
fraught
battlefield
another
yet
on
combat
locked in mortal
ical

political as well as altruistic implications:

and

human

rights.

Dogmatism on economic policy led church leaders, from the first, to
as fashioned
reject the new market-based strategies of the government
media—
world's
to favor the rich, punish still more the poor. In this, the
from
deliverance
of
overwhelmingly committed to the same vision
want via "progressive" Marxist formulations— lionized the work

of the

church, as in this not untypical, entirely tendentious Washington Post
until several
article: "In response to Pinochet's rule, the church, which
and
economically-privileged
with
the
largely
identified
was
ago
decades

with the persecuted and

politically conservative, has intensified ties

Going beyond the denunciations issued periodically
against government economic and political policies, the church has
widened its presence in Chile's urban slums where resistance to
Many wealthy Catholics find the church's new
Pinochet is strongest
and lay initiatives distasteful, out of
awareness
social
on
emphases
impoverished

"^'*°

place or directly threatening
Homilies against the market economy continued long past the point
when its success could no longer seriously be disputed— including its
success in providing real (as opposed to rhetorical) protection and opportunities for the poor of Chile. Indeed, as Forbes magazine would observe
model
in December 1987, "In many instances the Chilean economic
impoverished
the
suffering
in
human
alleviate
to
broadened
could be
World Bank study on poverty in Latin America found:
Third World."

A

particularly interesting because it represents a
successful attempt to focus government social spending on the poorest
segments of the population. By slashing government spending on upperincome groups and targeting expenditures on the poorest, it has been

"The Chilean case

is

possible to provide the

most urgently needed

social services in spite of

Chile's performance in targeting social
the grave economic crisis
spending is unequaled in the region, and substantial improvements in
efficiency have been achieved in the delivery of social services to the
."^*^ (As we shall see in the following chapter, Chile's perforpoor.
mance in creating unprecedented economic opportunities for the popu.

.

lation at large have also

been unequaled in the

region.)

1

'
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There has, nonetheless, been no visible evidence of church acknowledgment that capitalism is producing the prosperity socialism only
promises.
Inevitably, the contrast between the messages of the
pulpit and the
palpable realities of the marketplace has contributed to an
erosion in
public confidence in the church. Even taking Huneeus'
optimistic data
bases for religious membership and commitment in modern

Chile,

would

we

find the following:

Table 37

EVOLUTION OF THE DEGREE OF CITIZEN SUPPORT FOR THE
LEADERSHIP/ORIENTATION OF THE CHURCH, 1979-1986 (In %)
question: Do you agree or disagree with the present leadership
[orientaciones]
provided by the Cardinal and Bishops of the Church?
1979*

1986

g2.9

73.7

Agree
Disagee
No opinion
Source.- Carlos

6.7

Huneeus, Los Ckilenos y

ritansmo (Santiago: Salesianos,
*

IO.4

la Politica:

14.1

j2

1

Cambio y Continuidad en

el

Auto-

1987|.

He

cites Rcnato Poblete, etc., Imagen de la Iglesia de
(Santiago: Centra Belarmino, 1980, Tabic #831-

boy y religiosidad de

los chilenos

Yet another study provided an important insight into the
behavior of
Chilean Catholics in recenf years. Under church law, attendance
at
Sunday mass every week is compulsory While claiming in this
(and
many other surveys) that religion occupied a high level of importance in
their lives, and a corresponding high level of
respect/support for the
church's prelates and their positions, when Chileans were
asked how
they manifested those views in their own and actual behavior,
i.e.,
frequency of attendance at mass, the results indicated otherwise:
Table 38

FREQUENCY OF ATTENDANCE AT MASS
NUMBER OF
FREQUENCY

RESPONDENTS

PERCENTAGE

Never

lg4

30.0

Few times a year

241

40.0

2-3 times per

month

Every Sunday

More than once per week

TOTALS

53

9.0

87

15.0

34

6.0

599

100.0
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sexes and all socioeconomic
Source: Survey performed among six-hundred persons of both
December
and
6, 1985, by the Latm
November
21
between
Santiago,
strata, in Greater
"Encuesta sobrc
American Faculty of Social Sciences IFLACSO, from its Spanish initials),
Santiago,
1986], p. 14, cited in "La Cultura
IFLACSO:
chilena"
sociopolitica
realidad
la
Chaparro
Chilena Segun Las Encucstasdc Opinion Publica (1983-1986)/' Patricio
Politica

Navarette,
table 40,

Seminarios (Santiago: Institute Chileno dc Estudios Humanisticos, 1986),
twenty-eight in the
47. (There was one no-response to this question, one of

ed.,

p.

survey.)

There has been a persistent discrepancy between the view of outsiders
main area of church
of the level of concern of Chileans on the other
showed verbal
survey
after
Survey
rights.
human
concern:
activity and
after survey
Survey
area.
this
in
church
the
of
work
the
support for
that the church
view
the
expressing
Chileans
of
majority
a
showed
ought

what

'^i When asked, however,
to stick to "strictly spiritual" matters.
they thought, not about the one |the church's work in human

nor about the other (what the church should be doing|, but about
what concerned them personally, Chileans had a very different view of
what matters in their country than have outsiders. Example, the followa very
ing "unaided" question from a 1987 national Gallup Poll, using
rights),

large

sample base:

Table 39

PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF NEGATIVE EVENTS, 1987
every country has problems. Which, in your
country during 1987!
opinion, were the two principal negative events in the

question: Chile in

common with

PERCENTAGE

ESTIMATED
POPULATION
REPRESENTED

Natural catastrophes
Terrorism

79.8

6,502,583

78.2

6,372,205

Inflation

67.1

5,467,711

Unemployment

58.9

4,799,525

2.1-3

1,735,652

15.8

1,287,479

Lack

of

democracy

Human Rights violations

El Mercmio. )anuary 14,
Source: "Encuesta de Gailup-Chile: 'Si,' 39.4%, y 'No,' 26.6%,"
of 8,878 persons of
C-2. The survey included ten questions and a sample
1988, pp. 1
the entire adult
seventeen years or older, representing 8,148,600 citizens {or virtually
given a list of
were
not
respondents
means
the
"Unaided"
country).
population of the

&

which two they
"events" and asked to choose from them, but simply to say themselves
considered the most negative.

Two important

(1) Contrary to usual glib
concern about terrorism was expressed

asides about this survey:

reporting, the greatest level of
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by women (83.4% persons forty-five-years of age and older (80.6%), and
poorer persons 78.8% )— the inhabitants, in other words, of those shantytowns where radical terrorists were encamped and which they used as
their bases of operation. Concern about terrorism is rarely mentioned in
press reports about Chile; (2( This clarification concerns "natural catastrophes": northern Chile suffered the worst earthquake since
1862, the
heavily populated Santiago area the worst flooding of this century,
leaving thirty-two dead, 100,000 homeless, and property damage estimated at more than Si 00 million. These disasters also were little
reported outside the country— and there were, of course, no massive
relief operations mounted by the U.S., church groups, or others
to help
),

1

stricken Chileans; they helped themselves.
Bread-and-butter and personal safety are, of course, issues uppermost
on the minds of people everywhere. It is also true that there had been a

dramatic improvement on the civil and human rights fronts in Chile
(although in earlier surveys using unaided questions, Chileans also
ranked human rights concerns among the lesser of their priorities). But
there is yet another factor which may play a role in the attitude of many
Chileans: the perception that the church's handling of human rights has

had

heavy ideological/political content.
on September 30, 1975— a few months before
the Committee for Peace was ordered disbanded— Bishop Carlos Camus
acknowledged that "there are many officials of the Committee with
a

In a press conference

Marxist ideas, because that is logical," While arguing that its activities
were of a "genuinely religious character," political scientist Michael
Fleet observed that "the Comite became a symbol and rallying point for
those wishing to oppose the dictatorship because of their own circumstances or in connection with broader issues
"As noted in the preceding chapter, the committee's first executive director, the Jesuit priest

Fernando
the

Salas,

was implicated in November of 1975

wounded number two

leader of the

MIR

in efforts to shield

terrorist organization. '«

No sooner had the committee been dissolved than, in January of 1976,
announced the formation of a new one, the Vicariate of
Solidarity In the years since, vicariate lawyers have filed more than
eight thousand habeas corpus writs, and visited more than twenty
the church

thousand prisoners. The vicariate said despite their efforts, the courts
had honored very few of their habeas petitions. (Coincidentally, eight
thousand was the number the government had cited years before as the

number

of judicial orders flouted or ignored by the Allende regime.) In
1978, the United Nations conferred an award upon Cardinal Silva

Henriquez and the vicariate for their human rights work. In 1987, the
very left-wing Americas Watch described the vicariate as "the flagship
of human rights groups in Latin America, the class ict."'-**
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It

to imply that the vicariate 's

would be a grotesquerie

work has been

motivated by or limited to a political/ideological agenda—just as it is a
grotesquerie to fail to acknowledge that political/ideological considera-

most of the press and outside observers
church-state skirmishing continues, the level of
conflict has diminished sharply in recent years, and with it, the perception of two forces in a trance of implacable animosity.

tions do play a role (which

routinely do).

Though

During, as well as after the Allende years, the Communist party
targeted the Catholic church as a key factor in the Trojan Horse coalition it would build to reach and then monopolize power. In that, it failed.
It would not, however, stop trying. On April 24, 1987, in the course of a
symposium in Buenos Aires sponsored by the "South American Com-

mission for Regional Peace, Security and Democracy," Communist
party leader Luis Guastavino Cordoba proposed the eighty-year-old
Cardinal Raiii Silva Henriquez as the right man to head a provisional
government in 1989. Others present, including former Allende officials
Oscar Garreton and Rolando Calderon, joined in seconding the proposal. The cardinal, also there, was quoted as saying that he would
accept the "nomination" "only if it would serve to unite the opposition
and lead definitively to democracy" During a visit to New York a month
later, the cardinal publicly declined the "nomination"; by then, the
country's bishops, in a demonstration of new political caution, were
spurning all proposals to thrust themselves into the middle of the
political maze. Although other political leaders, mainly of the hard Left,

continued to tout the idea,

it

sputtered out in the political effervescene

of 1988. "*5

The caution reflected a growing uneasiness with radicalization on the
part of those still precariously in command of church destinies in Chile.
The radicalization had found its first institutional expression in 1971
when the church sanctioned the creation of these "distant daughters of
the [Second Vatican] Council," Grass Roots Ecclesiastic Communities
(CEB, from the Spanish name Comunidades Eclesiales de Base). These
were the field outposts of the new wave of radical priests, nuns and
religious laity, in shantytowns, in peasant settlements and farm collectives. Manned by "Christians for socialism," formerly limited to criticizing a church still doing

penance for its

ties to fetid capitalism, these

be church-supported bastions for spreading not merely the
gospel, but also the good news of "politics, democracy and social
change."!** xhe decision to create them, given official sanction by the
1968 Second General Conference of Latin American Bishops in
Medellin (the progenitor of officially sanctioned liberation theology),

would now

marked formal acknowledgment of "the end of an era," the era of the
traditional church. The Rev. Tom Connally, a Columban priest working
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in one, expressed the revolutionary euphoria of
the liberation theology
animating the CEBs. He described it as a combination of
sociology,
economics, political science, philosophy and Christian precepts,
using

Marxist class analysis as a base for attempting to help
the poor
"Nobody gives liberty," he said. "It has to be taken.
There are two
classes of people, oppressors and the oppressed. People up
in the States
always have trouble understanding this. It's very simplistic,
they say
But poor people never have any problem understanding."
.

.

.

Father Con-

nally,

and another American

priest,

Father

Mark Mengel,

said they and

them carried out formal religious functions— but it was
work that occupied most of their time.'"^ Born of radicalism,
CEBs increasingly challenged the very authority, structure and

others like
social

these

doctrine of the church itself. But, as less aggressive
church ideologues
joined newly queasy church elders in questioning the
efficacy of mixing
Marxism and Christianity, even the CEBs— by 1987 numbering
some
1,500 in Greater Santiago alone— were not enough. New and
even

more
up beginning in the late
1970s: Popular Christian Communities (CCP, Comunicades
Cristianas
Populares), taking their cues, in part, from ideas of
Fidel Castro and the
Nicaraguan revolutionary/priests. When the bishops, bowing
to the
radical "grass roots" organizations sprang

wishes of the Vatican, began expressing reservations
about the rambunctious and rebellious mavericks in their midst,
they found themselves rebuked. Asked whether there wasn't a
contradiction

between
one of the principal spokesmen of
liberation theology in Chile, Ronaldo Muiioz, said:
"No
what there is
is a great wound in our church,
produced by some sectors of the clergy
and the bishops who remain far from our people.
Our pain is that the
Vatican, for several years now, is listening almost
exclusively to that
[more moderate] sector of the Latin American hierarchy
."i*8
The battle lines have been drawn.
these

two "forms"

of the church,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

THE BOMBS THAT WOULD NOT DIE
Chile became too small for him. Contreras connected
with intelligence people in Europe, and the first thing you
know, he wanted to
build his own KGB. J think that's what happened.

But he's not

now.

I

can 't.

bitter

think he still has a contract with the CNI. doing
things others
They're not going to punish him.

Federico Willoughby, spokesman for the junta during the
years, in a June 16, 1987, interview with the author'"*

first

two
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"Contreras" is General Manuel Contreras Sepulveda, the man who
created and then directed Chile's National Intelligence Agency (DINA,
Direccion de Inteligencia Nacional) during the three years it existed.
CNI was its successor agency, the more euphemistically named
National Information Center (Central Nacional de Informaciones). (In
functions restored to
1987, it, too, was dissolved, those internal security
civilian agencies, a

key element in the transition back to democracy]

Willoughby was responding to questions about murders, bombings
which incinerated hopes as well as lives.
The first of those bombs exploded at 12:40 a.m. on September 30,
Buenos
1974, on an ominously darkened street of a swank section of
Aires.

The second exploded at 9:35 a.m. on September 21, 1976, in a traffic
circle of an equally swank section of Washington, D.C.
episode,
In between, on October 6, 1975, there was another bloody
this one a "cold-blooded" shooting, in Rome.
Those incidents— and particularly the first two— would very nearly
Pinochet revolution.
In the first, a bomb placed on the underside of the chassis, almost
roof of
directly below the driver's legs, exploded with such force that the
apartment
eighth-floor
of
an
balcony
the
on
landed
125
the 1973 Fiat
passenger
across the street. Sofia Cuthbert de Prats, seated in the front
Gonzalez,
Prats
Carlos
husband,
Her
mutilated.
died,
car,
the
side of
army, who
fifty-nine, the former commander-in-chief of the Chilean
hemorrhaging
was about to enter the car on the driver's side, died,

become the gallows

of the

internally, externally.

In the second, a bomb similarly placed in a four-door blue Chevrolet
Malibu, killed the driver and a front-seat passenger, and slightly injured
the passenger's husband, seated in the back seat. The driver was Orlando
Moffitt,
Letelier del Solar, forty-four; killed with him was Rormi Karpen
husband
Ronni's
twenty-five; injured was Michael Moffitt, twenty-four,

of

not quite four months.

Rome, Bernardo Leighton Guzman, sixty-six, sufwounds
fered gunshot wounds to the head, and his wife, Anita Fresno,
they
when
down,
waist
from
the
paralyzed
temporarily
which left her
with
dining
after
apartment
their
to
returned
they
as
ambushed
were
In the shooting in

friends.

The Chilean government steadfastly denied a role in any of these
Vernon
events. The name of one man echoed through all three: Michael
Townley, an American who had lived in Chile since the late 1950s, and
was said to have had ties in the sixties to anti-Castro Cuban exiles in
Florida, and later, in the early 1970s, in Chile with the anti-Allende
DINA.
Patria y Libertad organization. In 1974, he became an agent of the
Asuncion,
in
ambassador
In June of 1976, George W. Landau, then U.S.

1
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Paraguay, got suspicious about visa applications presented by two individuals bearing official Chilean passports: one Juan Williams Rose and
one Alejandro Romeral Jara. He revoked the visas that would have
allowed them to travel to the United States, but took the precaution of
copying the photos and documents and sending them off to the FBI in

Washington. There, someone recognized one of the photos as that of an
individual known to have frequented anti-Castro Cuban circles in
Miami. A quiet request went to the Chilean police to investigate the
real identities of "Rose" and "Romeral Jara." FBI agent Robert Scherrer,
who since 1970 from his Buenos Aires base had covered six South

American countries, had

earlier offered his services to

authorities investigating the Prats
offer).

He was now

developed enough

Argentine

murder (they

politely spurned the
assigned to look quietly into the visa applications. He
to persuade Assistant U.S. Attorney Eugene M. Prop-

per in Washington to request permission of Chilean authorities to inter-

view "Rose" and "Romeral

When, on March

Jara." That was in February 1978.
Supreme Court judge in Santiago declared he
the case, it was turned over to a military prosecu-

21, a

lacked jurisdiction in

General Hector Orozco.
That same day. General Contreras announced that he had asked for
early retirement— only seventeen months after attaining flag rank.
tor.

which included rumblings of severe discontent in
military ranks, Contreras dropped briefly from sight (though not only
would his name loom ever larger, but he himself would be heard from
After a noisy farewell,

and again]. On March.30, General Orozco interviewed "Rose"—
Michael Vernon Townley. "Romeral Jara"— army Captain Armando Fernandez Larios— had already been questioned by a judge. The next day,
Propper got to see Townley, who gave him his name, period. One week
later, the government decided to expel Townley, and he was
off the
following day, over the loud protests of the chief justice of Chile's
Supreme Court that his expulsion violated the law. Federal agents were
again

A

awaiting Townley in Miami.
few days later. General Orozco, accompanied by the deputy director of the CNI, flew to the US. and obtained
permission to meet with Townley, by now being held at the Quantico

Marine Barracks, thirty miles south of Washington. A key element of
the three-cornered deal (actually signed by Propper's boss, U.S. Attorney
Earl J. Silbert, and Enrique Montero, Chile's under-secretary of the
interior): Townley would not be accused in the U.S. of any other crime
which had taken place anywhere, at any time prior to the Letelier
murder. (According to one source, Chile later denied signing any such
deal.) Townley now began talking. i^o
But not to the press at first so little was known about him. Veteran

—

Latin

American

—

specialist Virginia Prewett wrote:

"Townley has talked

little to

newsmen

.

.

.

but his Chilean wife.
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News reports say she, too,

Mariana Callejas de Townley, has talked a lot.
order to kill Leteher.
was a DINA agent, and 'knew of the DINA
earlier been a Socialist. She
had
she
that
"She told Santiago journalists
terrorists

Socialist
Townley was hiding 'from the MIR/ Chile's
she said that, if in
Then
much.
too
knew
he
who would kill him because
Townley 'would say anything they wanted
the hands of U.S. authorities,

said

'^VS

told Chilean jouriialists she
papers have reported that Mariana

m

the
Zionist, and while residing
had been a 'Communist, a Socialist, a
liberal
very
and
hapless
[the
McCarthy'
US., a supporter of Eugene

Deinocratic presidential hopeful in 1968]
character of the two and it was she
"She is described as the stronger
to tell the story US
who finally persuaded Townley, interviewers say, apparent similarities
There are curious
prosecutors hoped to hear
-

•

.

.

.

[the man who murdered
between Townley and Lee Harvey Oswald
walrus moustache
drooping
his
President John F. Kennedy). Behind
His background o
look.
'loser'
same
the
reveal

Townley's photographs
and Rightist political extremes
apparent ambivalence between Leftist
."^^^
„ ,
is similar to Oswald's
November 15, 1978, as saying all three assason
quoted
Townley was
one which did not-had been
sinations-the two which succeeded, the
Contreras, and that he Townley had
ordered by his DINA boss, General
court, he was described as a baldplayed a "starring role" in all three. In
it
talks about eliminating people as
faced liar," an "animal," "a man who
.

flipv

were bucs

.

'^'^

parents' murder,
they learned the news of their
daughtersthree
1974, the
during the predawn hours of September 30,
unrelenting
and
dogged
Prats-began a
Sofia Maria Angelica, Cecilia
of then
work
e^
the
li
of
image
crusadrfirst to preserve and project the
succeeded,
(they
memoirs
father's
parents through publication of their
waged in Chile, in Argentina in
eleven years later); second, which they
perpetrator or perpetrators of the
the United States and Italy, to bring the
of Townley galvamzed
murder to justice. Events such as the revelations
they splattered agamst
them again and again to action. Again and again,
the law itselt.
luck, international complications

From

the

moment

indifference,

bad

District
9, 1979, before U.S.
was
room
court
the
in
Security
Judge Barrington Parker in Washington.
selection
jury
threat-and
death
one
heavy-there had been at least
process since the Watergate trial in
took four days, the longest selection
February 21, 1979. Ihere
Washington in 1974. The trial was over on
The four were Townley and
were four defendants present, five missing.
U.S.-based Cuban Nationalist Movethree Cubans (members of the
as it was anti-Castroite). The missment, as intensely anti-Communist

The

Letelier trial

opened on January
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ing included
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two Cubans who managed

to escape arrest and three
Chileans. Townley, who allegedly recruited the
Cubans and provided
the plan, as well as planting the radio-operated
explosive device itself,
had plea-bargained immunity from some charges and
reduced sentences
for others in return for turning state's evidence
against his Cuban
accomplices. He was sentenced to forty months
to ten years in prisonhe served nearly five years of that sentence, a year
more than he had
been given to understand he would. Two of the three
anti-Communist

Cubans, Guillermo Novo and Alvin Ross Diaz— charged
with actually
bomb (Townley was in Miami when it went off )— drew
life sentences. The third, Guillermo's
brother, Ignacio Novo Sampol,
was sentenced to eight years in prison for lying before the grand
jury and
concealing knowledge of the crime. In sentencing them.
Judge Parker
said that never before in his ten years on the bench
had he seen
activating the

"as

monstrous and cold-blooded" a murder. |On appeal, the convictions of
the Cubans were reversed in April 1981 on the grounds that
the trial
judge had erred in admitting testimony from "government
informants"
held in the same jail as the Cubans. Tried anew in May
of 1981, the two
were found innocent on the murder charges, although Guillermo
Novo
was again convicted of perjury. Townley, following his release
from
prison in 1983, was allowed to change his name and
assume a new
identity under the U.S. witness protection program.j'ss

The Leightons,

recovered, returned to Chile in May 1978 to the cheers
one thousand supporters awaiting them at Pudahuel Airport.
Leighton was, of course, one of the founders of the Christian
Democrat
of

party, a

top leader of

its left

wing, and, during his three years in exile in

Rome, an outspoken critic of the junta.
Indicted with Townley and the Cubans were three
Contreras, his deputy, Colonel Pedro Espinoza Bravo,

others: General

and Captain

Fer-

nandez Larios, accused of working with Townley in plotting
the Letelier
assassination. Once he had Townley in U.S. custody and
talking volubly,
the U.S. attorney prosecuting the case, Eugene Propper,
returned to
Santiago (June 1978) and moved for the extradition
of Contreras,
Espinoza, and Fernandez Larios. Never before had the
United States
asked any country to dehver up to its courts top officials of
its secret
intelligence agencies. Chile's Supreme Court refused.
The three were
indicted anyway. The U.S. recalled its ambassador for
"consultations,"
Chile retaliated in kind, and relations between the two
countries,
already tense, were described as "severely strained." They
would remain
so, as the extradition fight continued into
1 988, with frequent hints that
handing over his former intelligence chiefs was the price
Pinochet
would have to pay for good relations with the United States, As Heraldo

Munoz observes in his authoritative study of Chile's foreign relations in
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Letelier and Ronni Moffitt have
recent years, "the murders of Orlando
delicate development in
been without question, the most critical and
in fact, that when a
delicate,
recent Chilean-American relations." So
1981 that the case
in
say
would
member of President Reagan's Cabinet
having been exhausted, another govern-

was

closed, all legal

avenues

1^4
ment official proclaimed that it was not. It wasn't
agamst US.
Though Chile had fought hard (and successfully)

e forts

Larios, in 1987,

him and General Contreras, Fernandez
States where he,
managed somehow to make his way to the United

to extradite both

too,

to being an accessory in the assasin a plea-bargaining deal, confessed
arriving in the United States that
sination of Letelier, He insisted after
plan to kill the former cabmet
of
the
President Pinochet did not know
would have fired General
known,
had
he
minister and diplomat, and if
of new U.S. punitive
series
a
motion
in
set
charges
Contreras. Those
Ferriandez Larios
moves against Chile. Chile subsequently charged
once he
extradition
his
with desertion, and indicated it would request
the
sentence
twenty-seven-month-to-seven-year
finished serving his

m

US

155

ambassador to the United
Letelier— who had served as Allende's
director of the Transnaminister-was
States, then as his last defense
WashStudies (IPS)
Policy
for
Institute
far-left
tional Institute of the
Moffitt worked at the IPS as a
ington at the time of his murder. Mrs.
IPS cofounder
her husband Michael as an assistant to

m

and
Reach," aimed at uncoverRichard Barnet on a project called "Global
corporations. Months after his muring wrongdoing by multinational
investigation was leaked, showing
der the report of a preliminary FBI

fund-raiser,
J.

documents in his briefcase identihed
that at the time of his death,
under the direction of the Cuban
operating
Letelier "as a Soviet agent
General de Inteligencia].
Direccion
agency,
security
DGI" (the Cuban
the top Cuban intelligence
His control agent was Julian Torres Rizo,
direct contact in Cuba with
agent in the U.S.; in addition, Letelier was in
one occasion, was his payleast
Beatriz Allende Fernandez, who, on at
daughter Beatnz was
(Allende's
master, sending him a check for $5,000.
DGB|. The story was
the
in
two
number
married to Luis Fernandez Ofia,
but three of them
newspapers,
major
by
first

not only dismissed at
advertisement affirming Letelier s
refused to publish even a paid
efforts ot ally
Cuban/Soviet ties. Though busy at the time investigating
Concongressmen.
U.S.
Korea's intelligence agency to influence

South

by the documents of enemy
gress declined to investigate leads suggested
to do the same: among
others,
Cuba's efforts, using Letelier and
showed that Letelier had
documents
the

numerous examples, one

of

Mexico conference of Rep. Michael
paid part of the expenses to attend a
"destabilize" fiction involvHarrington [D-Mass.], the originator of the

1

I

ing the

CIA and

Chile.
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Inasmuch

as Chile was a "pariah" nation with
no friends— but many powerful enemies— in Washington,
the
Department dropped its own investigation at the close of

virtually
Justice

the

Carter administration, claiming "lack of evidence, "iss
|By contrast, at the time of the murder. Sen. Edward
ID-Mass. called immediately for a complete investigation,
1

M. Kennedy
Demo-

as did

cratic presidential candidate Jimmy Carter.
Sen. James Abourezk [DS D.], joined in the call, adding that Chile was
responsible for the deaths
of "thousands" of political opponents.)
Until the Townley extradition, there had been no
real light shed on
the Prats murder. The general and his wife died as a virtual
civil

war was

beginning in Argentina; on the same day they were killed,
leftist guerrillas seriously wounded two high-ranking
Argentine army officers and
the driver of their jeep just outside Buenos Aires. There were
ninety-five
political assassinations in Argentina in the first
three months of 1974 a
total of 814 by the end of 1975, 354 in the first six
months of 1976. For
the Prats, the aging President Juan Domingo Peron
represented securityhis death on July I, 1974, stripped away that
protective mantle, as a
frenzy of Left-Right violence ensued. Peron's widow,
Maria Estela Martinez de Peron, inheriting the presidency, said it was
as though
"the four

horsemen of the Apocalypse had been loosed on our land." She
lacked
the political strength to continue her husband's
leftist policies or to
retain in place those sympathetic to them. Among
the first to go was the
commander-in-chief of the Argentine army, a man who, like Prats,
had
served a leftist presidency at t.he peril of his standing
with fellow officers.'" With him gone, with Peron gone, there really
was no shield left
as those four horsemen of death and destruction
roamed the land,
respect for law a casualty for a long time afterward.
In such a setting, the investigation into their deaths

was cursory Case
#289-74 was closed "temporarily" on November 25, 1975, no arrests,
no
leads. Four years later, as the Townley trial
was ending in Washington,
Argentina's foreign minister said, "under no circumstances"
would the
Prats investigation be reopened; Argentina and
Chile were then locked
in a tense and volatile border dispute. In the
wake of the trial— and
Townley's statements about his and DINA's complicity in
the Prats and
Leighton crimes— investigators from both Argentina
and Italy arrived
in Washington, attempting to learn what they
could. Townley of course,
would tell them nothing; lawyers for one of the convicted
Cubans said
his client might know something about the Prats
murder, but wanted to
know what guarantees Argentina would give their client if he did cooperate.

Plea-bargaining

is

unknown

in Argentina; the Argentines said

They got nothing. The daughters persisted, hiring lawyers in
Argentina, in the United States. Then a spy case exploded
in Buenos
nothing.
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Aires, involving

DINA people also believed linked to the Prats murder;

was again pushed to the back burner.
new charges: on August 10, 1979, El Mezcmio reported
Condor," a
from Santiago that Letelier's murder was part of "Operation

the Prats case
Sensational

Bolivia,

coordinated action involving intelligence services of Argentina,
anti-CommuParaguay, Brazil, Uruguay, and Chile— all then ruled by
According
Left.
the
neutralize
to
designed
nist military governments—
leftliquidate
plans
to
included
Condor"
"Operation
to the newspaper,
France and Portugal, but the CIA got wind of it and tipped the
ists in

French police in time to squash these plans.

Time

passes. In 1982, a

new and more

vigorous prosecutor, Oscar

Mario Salvi, satisfied himself after extensive investigation that Townley
had slipped into Argentina on a false U.S. passport twenty days before
Townley was
the Prats murder, and left the day of the bombing. Since
a frantic
due to be released from prison in the U.S. any day, Salvi began
of
series
After
a
race against time to press extradition proceedings.
own
his
assume
to
misadventures, he finished in the nick of time—
secure a
promotion to the federal bench in Buenos Aires, as well as to
prison.
leave
bags
to
his
packing
hearing just as Townley was said to be
on the
hearings
two
held
Bryan
V
In July 1983, Federal Judge Albert
Townley
courtroom
Virginia,
Alexandria,
that
extradition request. In
of Maria
cringe for the first time ever under the unforgiving stare

would

the judge
Angelica and Sofia Prats. The women said they felt confident
force
would
which
was tilting toward granting the petition, the one
before
days
few
father.
A
their
Townley to respond for the murder of
heart
what was to have been the crucial hearing. Judge Bryan died of a
against
ruled
case,
the
over
took
who
Grimsley,
attack. Judge Harris
binding.
extradition on the grounds that the pretrial "plea bargain" was
free."i58
goes
murderer
"A
said:
he
did
so,
As he
new and vigorous
In 1984, democracy having returned to Argentina, a

was opened. Four years later, there were still no arrests.
WashTaking the stand on January 17, 1979, in U.S. District Court in
"Orlando
death:
Letelier's
over
ington, Townley showed no remorse
Letelier," he said, "was a soldier, and so was I."

investigation

on the day Orlando Letelier died, Pinochet's finance minisCauas arrived in Washington for talks with Treasury Secretary

Ironically,
ter Jorge

William Simon, the hoped-for centerpiece of a full-fledged partnership
Virginia Prewett:
for economic recovery Wrote Latin commentator
conference and
press
[Cauas]
out
the
"The murder, of course, wiped
"i^^ If Orlando
'take-off.'
economic
global
long-prepared
aborted Chile's
was a soldier, then this man, who only a week before his murder
Letelier

had been stripped

of his

work, had, in death,

Chilean citizenship
important battle.

won an

for his

antigovernment

Notes
CHAPTER
1.

10

The source was Federico Willoughby,

press secretary for the junta during the
in an interview with the author in Santiago,
June 16, 1987. 1^ his
job Willoughby was in close and daily contact
not only with Pinochet but
with other senior personages in the government.
Willoughby, who had
worked before 1973 for the United States Information
Agenfy and the Ford
Motor Company, was forced to resign in January 1976
because of severe
health problems. Former U.S. Ambassador
Nathaniel Davis devotes four
pages to a discussion of "The Brazilian Connection
and Other Ties " in
precoup planning, citing considerable evidence of
Brazihan links to the
military before the coup, including the claim
of his predecessor, Edward
Korry, that the actual technical and
psychological support" for the coup
^^="^'j\tary government of Brazil." (It can be nothing
more than
. H?,t
a
claim; Korry had left Chile-and government
service-two years before
the coup.) Davis recounts that in March
of 1973, the Brazilian ambassador in
Santiago Antonio Castro de Camara Canto, "made
a series of leading suggestions (which I turned aside|, trying to
draw me into cooperative plannine
interembassy coordination, and joint efforts looking
toward the Allende
governments demise ... All in all there is no real
doubt in my mind that
allegations of a Brazilian connection are true." Nathaniel
Davis, The Last
first years,

M

T

Vf° Yf/^°f Salvadoi Allende

(Ithaca:

Cornell University Press, 1985)
pp
^'^ statement-cited by Davis-in the Los Angeles
i
Times. .t,^°r"^
Confronting Our Past in Chile," March 8, 1981, sec.
6, p. 5 Davis left
Santiago two months after the cpup, too soon to
have any direct knowledge of
a Brazilian role in DINA (or much of anything
else, post- Allende). It is not
improbable that there may have been one, the then Brazilian
military governnient, as noted, was the very first to
recognize the
"'''''=

junta, and remained a
staunch ally of the Pmochet regime during the early
years, working closely
witti Santiago on a number of fronts.
2.

Although the air force had only four full-time
operatives among the two
thousand military, the number three man of DINA
was an air force officer
charged with counterintelligence. According
to Willoughby, op cit
the
number two man was air force, and the administrative
chief of DINA was
from the navy These would be relatively small
discrepancies; of larger
import was Wiiloughby's assertion that he believed
the junta was "aware of
S''*"^ °" '" ^^^^" I^ ""^^^ds be remembered, however
n
ii
»/
u^^\
Y"*^
that Willoughby left government service
in 1976, and it appears that he was
speaking
'

of their being "aware" during the early
stages of DINA. But, even
that token force was withdrawn. General
Leigh, in his June 16 1987 interview in Santiago with the author, said he did
so when he realized he could
exert no control over DINA. He made a similar
statement to Florencia Varas
in her hook. Gustavo Le.gb. El General
Disidente (Santiago: Editorial

Sr\ mU'

""

^^ °^

^^^^

^^^

Aeonfrom

defectors)

f
Robert Moss, ?tI
The -^"J'l
Tribulation°V^l
of Chile," National Review, October 10 1975
pp. 4-5. Moss notes that among the civilians there were eighteen
economists
743
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3

on the likely effects of new
in a special section responsible for reporting
dimension.
economic measures— giving its power yet another
(Santiago: Itnpresor
Pinochet
de
Militai
Politica
La
H,
Genaro Arriagada
on Chilean
specialist
and
scholar
formidable
Salesianos 19851, p. 155.
a leading Christian Democrat writer
also
was
Arriagada
ratters,
military
adversarial vantage point.
and thinker, and approached issues from that
assassination late in 1973 of Adm. Luis
the
to
refers
He
cit.
op.
Willoughby,

A

4,

5

Carrerro Blanco.
/
,
i
u
references from Lewis H.
"Miracle " MIR size estimate, and university
disa Concepcion-datelined
Diuguid, "Stronghold Calm After Chile Coup,"
1974. Diuguid quoted the zone
patch in the Washington Post. November 11,
saying of the university, the
army commander. Gen. Washington Carrasco, as
"Would you believe it?
MIR:
the
of
bastion
important
most
the
and
binhplace
8,000-strong student
the
[in
sociology
of
There were a thousand students
need a thousand sociologists;
bodvl Now I ask you, how could this country
students, led by Enriquez, booed and spat upon
It was at that university that
attempted to debate them.
Robert F. Kennedy on November 1, 1965, when he
David F. Belnap, Top
"Crippled" quotation and arms seizures data from
Service dispatch
Times
Angeles
Los
a
Junta,"
by
Chilean Rebels Routed
16-A
1975,
p.
datelined Santiago in the Miami Herald. January 7,

conviction, in late 1986: J-or
6 Pinochet was still saying it, with even greater
those who call themselves
in
believe
can
example, what serious person
Can anyone deny
democrats yet walk hand in hand with the Communists?
useful to
permanently
been
has
Democrats
Christian
that the attitude of the
also find that Christian Democracy,
the Communists? If you look back, you
and very deHnitely, the lettwith its coUectivist policies, its indecisiveness,
the advance of Marxism to
facilitated
leaders,
ism imprinted on it by its
Pinochet, a lengthy
power in 1970." Blanca Arthur, "1986: El Balance de
December
28, 1986.
Meicario.
El
in
published
interview with him
Parties Vow Effort Against Junta, a
7 Lewis H Diuguid, "Leaders of Chilean
in the Miamj HerWashington-datelined Washington Post service dispatch
in Chile, though
party
the
of
members
radical
Less
ald July 22 1975 p. 8-C.
denounced the signers
by then in open opposition to the junta, nonetheless
and concept of such a pact.
,, j
Zaldivar, January 29, 1987, Valdes
8 hi interviews with the author in Santiago,
Report on the Situation o/
lanuarv 30 1987- data on Jaime Castillo from
of American
Organization
Secretariat,
General
Chile,
Human Rights in
Democratic
Christian
the
of
chairman
States 1985 p. 134. Zaldivar, then
1980 when notified
October
wife
in
his
with
Europe
in
traveling
party, 'was
Chile. The reason given was an
that he would not be allowed to return to
in which he allegedly said
interview he had given to a Mexican newspaper
participation different ttom the
military
with
government
Chile
a
that "in
the statement, as did the
present could be established." He denied making
"preventive, and
newspaper itself. The government then said the action was
behavior."
of
course
"systematic
based on a past
Left Split," a Buenos Aires-datelmcd
9 Joseph Novistki, "Chile's Embattled
Novitski, then a special writer for
story in the Washington Post. May 5, 1974.
mafor media
in that story a mind-set reflected in most
'

i

-

'

the Post, betrays
common tenets of the Lett, he
stories at the time. Referring to the three
arc to restore democracy m
aims
short-term
"The
thus:
third
the
described
power base of the Lett,
the
class,
working
the
defend
Chile and to try to
government's austerity program.
against the drastic effects of the military
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The Reds were, in a word,

the Robin Hoods, defending the downtrodden poor
against the rapacious rich. Quite apart from the fact that he |and
so much of
the rest of the media] were wrong— the junta's economic
pohcies provided
for the poor of Chile as the rhetoric-ridden claims of
the past never had—
there is a basic assumption built into the assertion: the
Marxist analysis of
economic problems and solutions is the correct one, and in the measure that
a government deviates from that, it must work to the
disadvantage of the
"poor." The tone, tenor and text of that reportage, in common
with so many
others at the time, make plain that Novitski was not merely
reporting on
what someone else thought, but accepting the validity of the claims themselves.
10.

Moss, "The Tribulation of Chile,"

op.

cit.,

p.

1110. Official ignorance of

committee members from the same source. Infiltration targets from
Juray K. Domic, Destiuccion de las Fuerzas Armadas poi
el Partido Comunista |Santiago: Editorial Vaitea, 1975), 4th ed., p. 32. As Juric points
out
in that quote from Lenin, "disorganization" can take various
forms from
divide and conquer, to internal sabotage and assassination.
The "radical
change" quote is from a series of articles written by Domic on the
military
policies of the Communist party for the government
newspaper La Nacion
this one published on June 2 1 1 986, "Politica Militar del
PC (II)." In it, Domic
central

,

11.

quotes Soviet analyst Kiva Maidanik, writing in Latinskaya Amerika.
# 2,
1975, p. 126. Domic is one of the most lucid and knowledgeable
authorities
on Communist party movements and strategy I have ever known.
In a June 1974 "position paper" ostensibly prepared in
Santiago and made
available to the Associated Press in Buenos Aires, the party
said its chances
of returning to power legally have "considerably narrowed, "
but that "active
resistance" had already begun. The manifesto warned party
members
against "individual terrorism and adventurism/' because it
would provoke
countermeasurcs, adding that "the cancellation of political
democracy
doesn't necessarily make civil war the only road open to the
people," But it
added: "Violence is intrinsic to any way of conquering power by the
working
class and the popular forces. This violence can express itself
with or without
weapons" ("Chile Reds Begin Active Resistance,' " AP dispatch
datelined
Buenos Aires in the Miami Herald. June 22, 1974, p. 24- A). Several
months
later, the party issued a call to the Christian
Democrats to join in "the
construction of a broad, anti-fascist front where all the men,
women and
youth of our people are included" ("Chile Communists Seek United
Front
With Nation's Largest Political Party," Santiago dispatch in the Miami
Herald, December 28, 1974, p. 20- A). The following year, another
twelvepage communique, claiming that "objective conditions for developing
the
favorable now," demanded amnesty for
political prisoners, permission for exiles to return home,
and dissolution of
DINA. But it carefully avoided mention of violence, saying, "nothing nor

mass struggle

... are

much more

anyone will cause us Communists to deviate even
struggle's objective,

which

is

a millimeter from the
to isolate the fascist military junta and

replace it with an anti-fascist democratic government" ("We'll
Keep Up
Fight in Chile, Says Report Attributed to Reds," an AP dispatch
datelined
Santiago in the Miami Herald, December 25, 1975, p. i3-A).
12.

Domic, La Nacion,; Tciteiboim also from Davis, The Last TWo Years,
p. 393.
Reference to the exiled armed forces front and Estevcz arc in the
third

Domic scries, "Politica Militar." (By 1980, having served their
propaganda purpose, those fronts had vanished without a trace.] Of Estevcz,
article in the
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now happily
"the Soviet functionary oi Chilean birth lis]
years to the
many
for
so
services
performed
having
country after

Domic writes that
back in the

communism." By 1986, when Domic was wntmg^
permitted to return, but had
many avowed Communists had not only been
level of repression in the
the
chosen to do so-a commentary in itself on
arid 5. That plenum was
4
articles
from
is
plenum
the
coumry Data on
tarn Luis Corvalan, by
chief
party
Communist
presided over by long-time

?ause of international

course of
the swap for Vladimir Bukovsky In the
then rescued by Moscow
of paramilitary
organization
of
months
short
few
the
it he boasted that in
the Commumsts had managed to
brigades, mainly in expropriated factories,
men.
thousand
ten
training
begin
and
arm,
enroll,
warfare from Davis, The
article 5; Teitelboim on guerrilla

m

13.

Domic,
Last

14

op. cit.,

Two

Yeais, p. 393.

,.

„

iqq/;i

•

„ 574
^Td

Britannica 1986), p.
3986 Book of the Year |Chicago: Encyclopaedia
developed by theCcntwJ
information
on
arrested
were
The Carabineros
agency to DINA. The three
Nacional de Infoimaciones {CNI), the successor
Manuel Parada, Manuel Guerrero, and Santiago Nat-

Communists-Jose
Quilicura Presenting
tino-were found decapitated on March 30, 1985, in
was quitting "because he felt like it,
his resignation, Mendoza said he
native of Puerto Montt m Chile s
period "["poiqueseme antoio, noma's"). A
home to many
region
lake
spectacularly picturesque southern
September 30, 19 lb,
German-descended settlers. General Stangc was born
Institute) and Lj ceo de
and educated at the Instituto Alemdn (German

Carabineros on
Hombies (Men's High School) of Puerto Montt. He joined
1977. Fluent m GerNovember
27,
on
rank
flag
reaching
March 16, 1947,
scholarship (and
man he spent six months in West Germany in 1966 on a the top experts
one of
became
Stange
country).
that
by
decorated
later
was
number ol conteron the drug traffic, representing his country at a

in Chile
Panama, and Brazil.
ences abroad, including the United States,
7.
11-17,
1987,
p.
June
Pflsa,
15. Que
j
com(FMR) n«m
Rodriguez /ckadi
Manuel „
16 On Sunday September 7, 1986, a Frente
them at the
of
(thirty
persons
seventy
mando group, involving a total of
ambush of a presidential caravan as
scene) staged a rocket and machinegun
in a canyon southeast o Santiago.
road
rural
it traversed a lonely stretch of
his driver, were killed eleven
Five members of Pinochet's escort, including
wounds to his left hand.
minor
with
escaped
Pinochet
seriously wounded.
Century an estimated
Twentieth
In the crack-down following "Operation
at least thirty involved
including
captured,
were
cadres
of
40 percent
up
its organization that
ratcheted
had
which
in the operation. The FMR,
more visible, organized tor
year from "cells" to "columns"— larger and
scale back sharply. Shortly
large-scale urban terrorism— were forced to
Gen. John Galvin the
from
a
tip
by
afterward, security forces-alerted
-dealt the FMR a
departing commander of the U.S. Southern Command
munitions, as well as
and
arms
of
tons
70
of
capture
the
colossal blow:
personne obliterating an
secret caches, plans, and at least thirty-six key
-

,

FMR

,

over at least a year^The
operation that had been painstakingly planned
worth an estimated 52U
equipment,
and
facilities
related
armament and
and Nicaragua, and
Cuba
from
shipped
million, was believed to have been
rocketlaunchers; 179 antitank
Soviet
117
rifles,
M-16
3,400
included:
well as machme guns,
3.5 million rounds for automatic rifles; as
rockets;

guns, two fishing vessels used to transand underground storage lacili"safe-houses,"
vehicles,
various
port them,

FN-FAL assault rifles, sub-machine

)
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In an August 1987

postmortem of the Communist party Central
Buenos Aires, the FMR leadership was severely criticized for
inadequate planning and training (the attack on Pinochet failed, in
no small
tics.

Committee

in

measure, because only three of the six LAW antitank missiles
fired, and
because of inadequate training of some participants). The party
ordered the.
FMR to cut back on its activities while the party pursued contacts with

amenable

political leaders to solidify broad-based support— if
not actual
But by then, the rebellious FMR was not taking orders from
its
political partners; it continued to stage a scries of
bombings, kidnappings
and assassinations which not only brought new counterattacks but
heightened voter (and political leadership! resistance to the far Left. The
Communists themselves at no time renounced violence, nor
would they instruct
their loyalists to take part under whatever guise in
the 1988 presidential
plebiscite; but they were engaged in delicate balancing-act
talks with politi-

alliances.

cians on the leftist fringes of "legitimacy" to gain legitimacy
for themselves.
"While visiting Santiago on his farewell trip, the U.S. general
alerted Chilean security to satellite intelligence obtained by the U.S. sources which
led
to the seizure of the arms shipments at Carrizal Bajo,
a tiny fishing village
on a stretch of virtually deserted coast at the edge of the Atacama
Desert
Data for the foregoing taken from Carta Confidencial, #
10, September 15,
1987, pp. 12-24. The publication is said to have access to
government
security services and to reflect many of their viewpoints.
Information on
General Calvin's tip from the magazine Hoy. special edition, "La
Decada de
Hoy, I977-I987," May 1987, p. 15.
Victor Lasky, Turning Victory Into Defeat: The Soviet
Offensive Against
Chile, an. American-Chilean Council booklet,
September 1975, p 12
Lasky said the man, John Oilman, had been so identified in
March 1955
testimony given before the House Committee on Un-American
Activities
Foregoing from Lasky, op. cit., pp. 10-15. On Harrington,
Lasky quotes
syndicated columnist James J, Kilpatrick as writing, "If
Mr. Harrington's
brazen contempt is not cause for expulsion [from
Congress], no cause will
ever be found." Congress declined to do that, opting
instead for denial to one
I

17.

18.

committee's secret files.
15-17.

Ibid.,

pp 8-9

19. Ibid., pp. 10,

20. Ibid., pp.
21.

5-9.

The 3,100
with
no,

22.

was given to the author on May 3, 1974, during a series of
Committee for Peace, a church-organizcd group set up to deal

figure

visits to the

human rights problems. Number of Santiago prisoners from £/ Mercu-

March 9,

1974, p. 22, "En El Estadio Chile Existen 200 Detenidos"; data
on MIRista trials and Fair Trial Committee from "In a Shadow
Country"
Time magazine, April 22, 1974, p. 44. Among those transferred from
Dawson Island were Luis Corvalan, Lctelier, Daniel Vergara, Osvaldo
Puccio
Enrique Kirbcrg, Carlos Jorqucra, and Jaime Toha. Data from El
Meicuiio
May 5, 1974, "Dcsdc Dawson," in Weekly Round-up section, p 21
"Informc de Dungan," El Mercmio, May 5, 1974, p. 21. Since
Mr. Dungan
presumably presented his report in English, which El Mercmio
then translated into Spanish, and which I am now translating
back to English, there
unquestionably is slippage— but having seen other
English-language
references to his report, 1 am confident the essence of it
has survived intact
here.

23.

Supremo dc la Nacion, Augusto Pinochet Ugarte, al ConPrimer Anivcrsario de Gobierno," a mimeographed version of

"Palabras del Jcfc

memorarse

el
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office pp.
provided by the presidential press
his first anniversary speech
of he
out
conducts
safe
that
said
30-3 In Aat spelch, Pinochet also
foreigners with ties to the
1,729
to
granted
been
country had already
took refuge in embassies.
Roternment; and to 8,416 Chileans who
Encyclopaedia Bntan(Chicago:
DaS^on!977 fr^m 3978 Book of the Year
to send an additional
offered
Chile
1974,
December
1978), p. 247. In
sister, L^"--^- Sev;;
Allende's
them,
two hundred persons to Mexico, among
'responded. Among the ^nwekome
later, Mexico still had not

Xnde

nS

«a° weeks

by then head of the MIR. He was
ones- her son, Andres Pascal Allende,
Embassy in 1976 and emigrate to
Italian
dlowed to kave asylum in the
Gonzalo Facio, foreign minister of t.h-{,i™Pf-/^^>;i^^^^^^^
a desirable guest^That s why we
country described the MIR leader as "not
went to Cuba. Facio made the
He
Sessured him [opurcmos] to leave."
meeting of the Organizain Santiago for the 1976 annual

cSica.
statement

Xk

SSAmrricanStates: Que Paso. #26S,]nne

10,

1976 "Losquevinierona

that of the hundreds o top Popukr
vern?s,"rrO It's interesting to note
the shooting started on Septemwhen
embassies
leaders who fled to
embassies.
communist
ber II only a handful of them chose
22,

UnS
24 Hora
1980,

York Tm^s f^ml
^'K?emlin's European Policy," the New
Years of Allende,
TWo
Last
The
Davis,
pAI4, cited by Nathaniel

LewS

op.

cited
in Santiago, June 1 1 1987, Pinochet
25 In ^n interview with the author
''SveraTspLificinstanceswhere,duringtheprolonged^^^^^^
away A
only a misstep or temper tantrum
crisis with Argentina, war was
such circum^
felt compelled
have
might
said,
'he
cvTl an government,
laced
electorate, a consideration not
slances to prove its "machismo" to the
hosue
regime. In his meticulous but openly
mihtary
anIuthorLrian
by
the Christian Democrat scholar Ge_
analysis of Pinochet's military policy,
hand
as obviously strengthening he
nara Amagada H. refers to a war threat
but -^h the mditary a
populace,
the
with
only
not
of the govlrnment,
passage, he writes that the idea ot
well In one sarcastic (and inconclusive]
been at the edge
divulged in the barracks, that Chile has
tihe regime, actively
of dictatorship, undoubt^
years
twelve
nearly
these
of waToTin war during
a my He
role in the process of control ^'^he
edly has played a fundamental
against Peru and Bolivia 1976war
of
risk
"imminent
the
goes on to refer to
earcrisis with Peru actually began
1979?or Argentina (1979-1983)." The
32Pinochet, p.
lipr Arria^ada La Politica Militar de
Theberge wrote: "The overthrow of the
26 sSotar and diplomat James D.
Moscow s attention
government in September 1973 focused
of the '^"'capitalist' and ant
Peru as the most promising member
.Moscow and L"na
imperialist' front in South America.
Wter the
years. But it was reportedly only after
cussing the subject for nearly two
200
estimated
an
provide
to
Soviet Union agreed
fall of Allende that the
to the Peruv^^^^
eq-pment
other
and
artillery,
heavy
T-55 medium tanks,
Theberge T^^^^°^^^
Army on extremely generous, concessionary terms.'
Crane,
York.
(New
America
Latin
Presence in
Victor Lasky,
of VictofLalkv
1975 promotion blurb nf
battle quotation is from a September
Turning Victory Into Defeat.
..
„
io7fi\ r, 'id';
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1976), p. 545.
27 1975 Soo^J of the Year (Chicago:
Peru, havmg
that
noted
Theberge
88.
Soviet Presence, p.
28 Theberge
quality of weapons and warships,
and
numbers
in
"superiority
consdidated

m

SSde

-

^

^

.

.

^^^^M
-.

tL
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favors a tcn-ycar arms freeze in Latin America to solidify
its position in
the Andean region" (ibid). The Peruvians, in common with
many other
Latm nations, reacted to the U.S. arms cut-off by simply shifting their orders
to the French, Italians, British, and Swedes, and ultimately,
to the Iron
Curtam countries as well. Unlike the United States, those countries needed
foreign arms sales to underwrite huge research and development
costs for
weapons systems. Unlike the United States, those countries had no continuing interest in internal stability in Latin America. The result
was an
it

arms-buying binge without precedent in the history of a region which—
under U.S. tutelage prior to the "new morality"— had one of the
lowest
levels of arms spending in the world. Peru was one, egregious
example.
29. Cited in an undated publication of the American-Chilean
Council entitled
Chile's Defense Needs, apparently issued early in
1975, pp. 2-4.
30. Lefever testified on August 5, 1971, before the House Subcommittee
on
Inter-American Affairs; cf., United States and Chile During the Allende
Years, 1970-1973, report of hearings before that subcommittee
July 1 and
October 15, 1971; September II, 1972; March 6, September 20, 25, October
December
11, 31,
7, 1973; September 17, 18, 1974 (Washington: Government Printing OfHcc, 1975), p. 190 (hereafter United States and Chile
During the Allende Years): senatorial letter from Lasky, op. cit
p 17
McDonald visited Chile during the first week of July 1975 and noted in his
article that "Chile is moving toward greater freedom
while Peru is
moving toward the opposite." His article was published in Conservative
Digest, February 1976. McDonald was among those killed in
1982 when the
Soviets shot down the Korean airliner. Lefever paid a heavy
price for his
defense of the Chilean revolution during those eariy years
as being, if not a
perfect government, better than most in the worid. That was
one of the
indictments against him when, in 1981, he went before the Senate
for
.

.

.

confirmation as assistant secretary of state for Human Rights in the
new
Reagan administration (he w,as forced to withdraw). Lefever was, in 1974
a
senior fellow on the Foreign Policy Studies staff of the Brookings
institution
Washington, a member of London's International Institute for
Strategic
Studies, the Johns Hopkins University Society of
Scholars, and a widely
published author.
31. Theberge, The Soviet Presence, p. 88. Data on Soviet
arms from Moss,

m

Tribulations of Chile," p. 1 1 07. (He
the following paragraphs.)
32.

is

also the source for other

"The
arms data in

On March

27, two senior Peruvian officials issued a statement in which
they said Peru had no intention of harming Chile, and that the
common
enemy of both was underdevelopment ("Peru Alude a Situacion con Chile "
an AP story datelincd Lima in El Mercurio, March 28,
1974, p 14) The
officials were Air Minister Lt. Gen. Rolando Gilardi and
Gen. Jose Graham,
chief of the presidential Advisory Commission. The next
day, Chilean
Foreign Minister Vice Adm, Ismacl Huerta reacted with a statement
blaming tension on "an evil-intentioned campaign of international
communism"; he referred also to the report of an unnamed French
journalist—
presumably Regis Debray— in which he claimed Velasco Alvarado had told
him that he would not rule out the possibility of war with Chile. Huerta
said that the journalist "has ideas clearly opposed to [thisi
funta" ("Cancillcr

Huerta Dcnuncia Camparia Dct Comunismo," El Mercurio, May
28, 1974,
p. 1). The next day in Lima, Velasco told a news conference he "rejects
any
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possibility of a clash

Conflicto Entre
with that brother people" ("No E'^^J;

£J Mercuric Match 29
Chile y Peru," AP story datelined Lima m

1974,

p. 1).

4U.
^1 "Sea seek aeain, senor?/' The Economist, September 5, 1987 p.
ideologue, Sen^Voloidia Teiteboirn
party
Communist
dispatched
AUende
34.
The Bolivians rebuffed his
on a confidential mission to La Paz early in 1971.
that could only happen
saying
relations,
overture for a renewal of diplomatic
a corndor through
when Chile recognized Bolivia's minimum demands, i.e.,
leftist President Juan Jose Torres
Bolivia's
Later,
the
sea.
to
Chilean territory
would yet be achieved without
himself said he believed that "reconquest"
understanding (loaquin Fer"chauvinism," but through "revolutionary
Exterior del Gobieino
PoUtica
La
1970-1973;
Mundo
mandois Chile y El
Ediciones Uni[Santiago.
Internacional
de la Unidad Popular y el Sistema
hereafter Chdey El Mundo
146-147,
pp.
Chile,
1985),
de
versidad Catolica
irom Heraldo
first aid and Pinochet's Arica speech
1 970-1 973] Reference to
Militar Chileno {Santiago:
Cobierno
del
Exterior
Relaciones
Las
Muiioz,

Ediciones del Ornitorrinco, 1986), p. 38.
«a..»c„,1
Extenores, p. 38; Banzer, Acceso ai
Pinochet quote, Mufioz, Las Relaciones
„, ..
,
mar," El Mercurio. May 4, 1974, ?•
,
..^ .,
,n7
"The Tribulation of Chile p^ ,1107;
36, Soldiers and new port from Moss,
the
ot
Area
38.
Extenores
p.
Pinochet's idea from Muiioz, Las Relaciones
Analisis, 8-14 June, 1987, p 20,
corredor,"
del
Laberintos
"Los
buffer from
census figures, from Atlas
and population/area the Tarapaca region, 1970
Geografico Militar, 2nd ed.,
Reeionalizado de Chile |Santiago: Instituto
in exchange for the corridor
19811 B 47 The idea of swapping something
Harry Truman was believed
President
was an old one; Analisis relates that
after Chilean Presiundertaken
negotiations
1950
for
inspiration
to be the
the idea then
Washington;
in
him
visited
had
Videla
dent Gabriel Gonzalez
for irrigation waters tor
was for Chile to give up a corridor in exchange

35

1-^

.

,.

immense Lake liticaca
northern Chile's arid wastelands from Bolivia's
Keel's:

37.

mLoz, Las Relaciones Extenores. pp. 60-61

142-147; 1980Book

243 lexpulsions);
Tthe Year (Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1981), p.
"Con la mirada en la
the Samiago magazine Hoy, June 8-14, 1987, # 516,
Truman proposaUaw of Sea conterhistoria," pp. 6-8 [Chilean generosity
" 'Minuto de la Reafirmacion' Hubo en Bolivia, Ei
ence Merino response);
Santiago newspaper La
Mercurio June 12, 1987, p. 1 (Bolivian reaction), in
resucitar problemas de soberque
dice
Valdes
"Gabriel
1987,
Evoca June 9,
9. The Law of the Sea
ania no es propio de los tiempos modemos," p.

conference alluded to was held in 1987.
.qt/i „ ion
Bntannica, 1976), p. IW.
J976 Book of the Year [Chicago: Encyclopaedia
citation,
Mercurio
El
the
151-154,
39; Muiioz, Las Relaciones Exteriores, pp.

38

1987.
40 In an interview in Santiago with the author, Jutie 15,
speech "Soviet threat to the Panama Canal
41 Braden made these remarks in a
of the Navy League ot the
February 28, 1977, before the Belair Council

Again: although there were rum42 Mu£)Z, Las Relaciones Exteriores. p. 156.
rights violations in Argenhuman
about
1980s
early
blines in the 1970s and
U.S. and international
the
approaching
tina; there was never anything
Chile.
punish
and
isolate
to
campaigns
jc »
^, i^
UPI story datehned Santiago inL.
43 "Videla puso fin ayer a su visita a Chile,"
The
4.
1976,
November
p.
15,
Salvador,
Prensa Grdfica of San Salvador, El
'

1
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Chilean newspaper, cited in that dispatch, was Santiago's
La Tercera de la
Hoia.
44. Background of crisis from Canal Beagle:
Laudo/Award 1977, official publication of the

government of Chile, in English and Spanish, on the contropublished in 1977, pp. iv-xxii; Munoz, Las Relaciones
Extehoies. p
158. Laudo, a 498-page document in addition to the
fifteen-page introduction, incudes the full original language
texts of the awards, including
Queen Elizabeth's April 18, 1977, statement, and reproductions
of the
othcial maps, as well as a Spanish translation.
Although the Queen
announced the award April 18, it was dated May 2-the date
when it was
officially presented to representatives of both
governments
45. In that same interview, Pinochet clarified
"yield nothing":' we gave up no
territory, he said, only rights to
navigation, and that we were
yers>^

willing

46.

From

a lengthy interview in Santiago June
19, 1987, with General Ernesto
Videla, for several tension-fraught years, chief
of the Chilean delegation in
the various bilateral and mediation sessions with
Argentina; the quotation
IS in Munoz, Las Relaciones Exteriores.
and attributed to the writer Luis
^°°^' ^^'^^- ^^ ^eci-ndad Dificil (Holland, no date),
'"^?c 4^"*?' ^'°"l ^f
SP^"'^^ phrase is "se trataba de ganar el pleito antes de inic"

farlo
47. Text of Carter's
48.

49.

December

15, 1978, letter was furnished to the author
in
had not heretofore been made public
Mufioz, Las Relaciones Exterioies.
pp. 155-164; author's 'interviews with
Pinochiet and Ernesto Videla, op. cit.
McGrory's column was published September
9, 1977, in the Washington
Star-Wews, and is cited in American-Chilean
Council Report, September
/y, 19//, p. 2. McGrory now writes for the Washington
Post Reference
to the New York Times editorial appeared
September 11, 1977, and is from
the same source. The study is cited by
Munoz, op. cit., p. 22, who gives
as his source: Kenneth E Johhson, "Research
Perspectives on the Revised
Fitzgibbon-Johnson Index on the Image of Political
Democracy in Latin
America, 1945-1975," in fames Wilkie and Kenneth
Rudle, eds., Quantita-

Santiago.

^'^L^L"
89. I he

p.

I

believe

it

^'"^"'^fln Studies iLos Angeles: University of Cahfornia,
1977)

Fitzgibbon-Johnson Index contained five criteria:
(1) Freedom of
(2) Free elections; 13] Free organization of political
parties- |4|

expression;

independent judiciary; (5| Civilian dominance [over
military!. Costa Rica
was ranked number one in 1975, Venezuela and Colombia
numbers two and
three; fourth place went to Mexico, a country
then celebrating fifty years in
which no national or state election had ever been won
by
any partv
exceot
1r
/
the ruling one.

50. President

51.

/

/

Alfredo Stroessner of Paraguay was the first,
in September of
974; the presidciits of Uruguay came twice, Juan Bordaberry
in September
1975, Gregorio Alvarez in March of 1982; President
Videla of Argentina
visited twice, the second time to discuss
whether the two countries would
go to war; and Brazilian President Joao B. Figueircdo
visited in October 1980
(Source: Muiioz, Las Relaciones Exteriores
p 137|
1975 data in William E Buckley Jr. column, "Clouds Arc Slowly
Lifting
Post-Allcnde Chileans Believe, " as published in the
Miami Herald, April 20
1975 p 3-E. As Buckley noted, "the poll ... has been widely
ignored—
mostly because it tends to interrupt the lucubrations of American
opinionmakers saying only unpleasant things about the government of Chile"1976
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Democracy
The Rise and Fall of Chilean Christian
181; 1977 hom American
(Princewn Princeton University Press, 1985), p.
world survey
CMlTnlouncil Report, op. cit., October 31, 1977, p. 1; 1977
the
appeared
article
Young's
De
1;
data from ibid., February 28, 1977, p.
the October 31 issue op. cit, the freedom
September 21 Post, and is cited
•
to Chile Freedom Unfavo
survey's from the Miami Herald, "Reaction
Ch le

data from Michael Fleet,

m

m

favorable to

"October 13, 1975, p. 3-AW (by contrast to those
the top
under a large headline across Hve columns at
s one was splashed
observat on
an
makes
Organization
Gallup
the
thTpagel. In that story,
but which contmued to be repeau.^
wl^fch wfs ItiU then (1975) defensible,
validity remaming. that the new
of
scrap
was
a
there
by rote long after
.^^'^^le and uppe
govemmenf has support-particularly among the
designed to benefit he
were
policies
"
its
that
implication,
and, by

able

S
S

classes

out that even at the
expense of the poor. Buckley, op. cit., pointed
that "among laborers and farmer
showed
data
survey
year,
that
of
onset
conditions are improving and wi 1
over 80 percent believe that their living
after the coup, former Presimonths
few
improve." Writing a

r

ch

at the

continue to

have been
it was not true, "as attempts
support lor revoluand
Allende
to
opposition
that
mTde to depict it abroad,"
classes." See Frei's prologue in Genato
tion came only from "the middle
A La Via Insurreccional (Santiago
Chilena
Via
La
De
Herrera,
Arriaeada
Jonathan Kandell of the New Yor^
even
d5 Pacifieo, 1974), p. 22;
coup, spoke of "the large lower-middle
the
after
immediately
writing
Times
the midst o
military action
and middle class that virtually demanded
society a
ean
Chi
divided
that
struggle
an economic disaster and a class
Irnposing Strict Standards
Military
"Chile's
century."
this
in
never before
in the New York Times Septem^
on Nation," a Santiago-datelined dispatch
to this because years later, European
back
harking
worth
It
is
1973.
28

den Eduardo Frei Montalva said

SS

m

ber

even
be decrying the coup as illegal, some
regime^
new
the
of
going so far as to dismiss the legitimacy
arriving to attend the GAS meeting in
52 Thompson was interviewed after
the meetmg, Jamaica attended.
boycotted
Santiago- unlike Mexico, which
Castro had attacUed.
tSn'terview, Thompson indicated which "enemy"
Africa as a surrogate of the
presence
military
growing
speaking of Cuba's
that came about because Cuba was so
Soviets, Thompson said, "I believe
that it had no choice but follow its
Russia
to
Icomprometfd^l
beholden
to be transformed mto a commugoing
Africa
is
that
orders 1 don't believe
Now what does gi^^ me great
nationalistic.
nist comment. They are very
least one country in the wor d wh.ch
is to sec that there is at

and American leaders would

L

still

m

pleasure
which P^^^^^'^f
attacks my enemy, and that is the one
^P^^fS'iQT^n H
Pasa. #268 June 10 1976 P^lU
that goes against my race" (quoted in Que
to decide on
When the GAS General Commission met December 11, 1975, Abstaining
abstentions.
seven
14-2
with
Chile's invitation, the vote was
Costa Rica, Haiti, Trinidadwere the United States, Barbados, Colombia,
coinmission voted on
permanent
higher
the
When
Tobago, and Venezuela.
(the United State
abstentions
December 18, the vote was 17-2, with five
to support the bid^ The
decided
Haiti
and
Rica
Costa
but
still abstained,
Carter s famous Notre
"inordinate fear" remark was from President Jimmy
presidency in 1977.
speech, a few months after assuming the

Dame

53

remarks, from Quelasa.
This account, including paraphrase of Kissinger's
he "delivered a ma,or
that
only
says
op cit Kissinger, in his memoirs,
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'"^".'y Kissinger, Years of Upheaval [Boston:
Little Brown^IT""
Co., '^B^f
1982], p. 413). It should be noted that Que
Pasa has been
generally projunta in its editorial policies.
It should also be noted
that
"'''
accountable for the "new Angola" in the hemisphere, Nicaragua, ^^^i^
which came about during the presidency of
Jimmy

nf^^R^ &

^2T%
54.

m

Visitmg the country
August 1981, Jeane Kirkpatrick, then U.S. ambasUnited Nations (a Cabinet-level post at
;;*^'=.
the time], saM the
R'.t'J''administration had
Reagan
decided to put the Letelier case behind it
all
legal procedures having been
exhausted. Seven months later, Assisiant
°- '"'^"^ ''"^ ^"""«
S^"*i^6o vi;it that
United States expected "prompt action" against '
Unked7tal?.f
those responsible for the
murder (cited in Murioz, Los Reiaciones Exteriores,
p. 33(. Details on conference opemng from William Montalbano,
"Leader of Chile's Military funta
Urges Human Rights in Americas,"
Santiago-datelined dispatch in the

S

^^Tf

rPltT.V.f
release of

Tr^r^

"«^'' '" '^^ Americas, Pinochet ordered the
the conference'^^^" P"*'y ^" response to pressure from
US.
\°Jt-

^?nn
^r^", prisoners in the
some
400 political
weeks before
c

i^

^" "^"
ZTLT^T 'T™-an """""^ was

'° Santiago the month
easing
needed as a condition for
°^^ conference, Panama's Foreign Minister, Aqu"
iT^'^A
Imo Boyd, fired a '^f
salvo presaging a stepped-up Panamanian
campaign to
wrest control of the Canal from the
United States, referring to RepuXan
presidential contender Ronald Reagan as
"a racist extremist." Candidate
Reagan had strongly opposed U.S. surrender
of the Canal ibid
'^^
^^ ^''''^'"^ ^°^"^'''' ^ <=hronology of the Allende years
cZli^T'-^
compiled by Teresa Donoso Loero, an editor
of El Meicurio and taken from
P"^'''^h^<l i" Santiago shortly after the fall
of
AllenrL° oyf xw5'P'''
Mitterand citation appears on p 106
zi CV
°"' '^^'
'^^^' ^°^ ^^^'^^^^' Chilean opposition figures^^^^1^""%
'f
^'^"^^'^'^ D^'"^*^^^' presidents (Gabriel
7;
viM^f
h^'a
TJ^'"^^'
JJldes and Andres Zaldivar)-met, among others, with the chancellor
o
West Germany, the king of Belgium, the
prime minister of Greece the
president of France, the president of Argentina,
the president of Color^ibfa
he president
Venezuela, the president of the Council
of Ministers ofTtaly
the president of Spam. Comments A^unoz:
"various opposition leaders have
a niuch more expeditious access to
the foreign ministers and foreign chiefs
Minister himself and other high officials
of the
m,
^tVr/"
'''^^"^"l"
military
regime,"
Lfls «e7acjones £xferiores,
p 139

Sv

previous,
ouJ

Simon had

said such

f-^'

^

''°°'^'

f^^^q^ently cited

here, is a
briniamtnTnf''''.'\'"f'''^°
^"r"' study of
brilliant and painstakingly comprehensive
Chile's foreign relations

°^ ^"^ y^''' ''^ ^'^°'wff' T'"
T'M^f
trove of
well -documented data, it is also
^'''''

in"J^
invaluable

Although

it is

an

sharply adversarial
Munoz who did his masters and doctorate at the
University of Denver
""^ °^ C*^"^' ^^^"^ he now teache
'"^
Ikholh he
Although
h/1takes
T""""^
note of 'I'
the "?"f
ideological prefudices of many of Chile's
international antagonists, he persistently-in
the opinion of this author'heir importance while accepting
on what amounts as face
value the proposition that Chile got what
was coming to it case-bycase {in
other words, the altruistic motivations of
those who did the punishing, the
!

vrwS"''
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unwarranted offensiveness of the punished). Even in a narrow senseviewing Chile in isolation from all other countries— that stretches the
credulity, at least of this observor.
El General Disidente (Santiago;

Editorial Aconcagua,
99-100, cited in Munoz, Las Relaciones Exteiioies. p. 172.
El Mercmio
59. Muiioz notes that as early as November 1974, an article in
reported the meager resources allocated to the foreign ministry; a week
anticommunist orientation"
later, the newspaper criticized the "excessive
course, to
in Chile's foreign policy, and the lack of professionalism {due, of
later,
the number of military who replaced purged careerists). Four years
same
the
echoed
Sociedad,
Econotnia
publication,
y
another influential
theme, saying "the anticommunist cause as a fundamental parameter in
it's time to re-think our
international relations lost impact [vigencia]
cites
strategy. ..." Munoz, Las Relaciones Exteiioies, pp. 41-43. Muiioz
two different official sources as saying in 1984; (1) in 1973, Chile maintained relations with fifty-three countries and had thirty-two ambassadors
abroad, while in 1984, it had diplomatic relations with 106 countries and

58. Florencia Varas,
19791, pp. 96,

.

.

.

had sixty-two ambassadors abroad; (2) the other source said in 1973, Chile
had relations with fifty-five countries, and diplomatic relations with 107
countries
60. "Chilean

61.

(ibid., p. 138).

The

differences

seem too small

to quibble over.

Diplomats Begin Packing After Mexico Severs Ties, " Mexico City-

datelined story in the Miami Herald, November 28, 1974, p. 14-C. Campaign pledge from Munoz, Las Relaciones Exteiioies, p. 291.
Indicadoies Economicos y Sociales, 1960-1985 (Santiago: Banco Central de
Chile's
Chile, 1986), p. 343. The Allende high was $15.4 million; in 1981,
the
exports to Mexico totalled $86.8 million. When the bottom fell out of
dollars,
million
one
paltry
to
a
dropped
exports
in
1983,
Mexican economy
but by 1985 had bounded back up to $51 million. Though generally higher
during the Allende years, Chile's imports from Mexico peaked at $55.7

than

million

|in 1979).

Suspende Ayuda," London-datelined AP story in La Segunda ot
Chile,"
Santiago, March 27, 1974, p. 1; "Londrcs: Suspendida la Ayuda a
London-datelined AFP dispatch in El Mercmio, March 28, 1974, p. 1;
"Fuerzas Armadas: Entrega de Naves," El Mercuiio April 14, 1974, p. 1-B. It
ironies that a government such as that
is, of course, one of life's continuing
against the Soviet
of Great Britain would spend billions to defend itself
(that
Union, while also being willing to sell all manner of arms to a regime
then
and
Union—
Soviet
the
with
itself
allying
purposefully
of Allende)
would refuse to sell arms to a regime vigorously opposing the Soviet Union
and all that it stands for.
"Suspension de Entrega De Cobre a Inglaterra, Sugerencia del Ministro de
Mineria," El Meicurio, March 29, 1974, p. 1; "Precio Record Del Cobrc,"
London-datelined AFP story in£J Mercurio, March31, 1974, p. 50. Prices for
threecurrent deliveries jumped from $1,280 to 1.321 pounds sterling; for
month future deliveries, 1.666 to 1.845 pounds. While criticizing Chile's
calkJ
reaction as "severe," the London newspaper the Daily Telegraph also
acidly,
the Labour government move "an unjustified affront," commenting
"Chile is not, to put it mildly, worse than the Soviet Union" ("Critican

62. "Inglaterra

63.

Ante Case Chilcno," AFP dispatch London-datelined in El MeicuMarch 3\, 1974, p. 50.
3-B.
"Britain Rejects Chile Debt Pica," the Miami Herald, March 1, 1975, p.

Politica
rio,

64.
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Sheila Cassidy a thirty-eight-year-old
physician at a

Roman

T

"^^' ?^ "^^""S a guerrilla leader wounded during
/' 11
rr,!^^
a
shoo -out with
authorities. After her release on
December 30, she chaSed
several weeks later in London that she
had been stripped naked tTed toa bel
and given electric shock treatment. She
later repeated her charees before a
'

"

?^

^^''^^" governmenrfrodu ed
handwritten
han?wriSXf'"r
^^r^™'
declaration and
several prepared forms she had
signed all
\''" '"^''"*^'' '° ^"^y maltreatment (She saidfhey had
.'
htr®.
"'I"
been dictated to
her by a guard holding a sub-machine
gun on her) The
Chilean government sa,d it "decisively
rejects that Sheila Cassidy has beenhe object of tortures, not only because
of the inopportuneness of the
accusation made by her on arrival in England,
but also because of the mora!
'^' ^'" '^^' '^^ ^'^ "°' '"^de any complaint
be
kZt'^h
'^'"'''
'' ^^'°"8*> competent tribunals."
The explanation
exln^nS given'''°'"''k
K'
was that no such
denunciation was made "in order
^'""^ '^' country"-a claim which flies
'/
in the
face
"ace'of
of dX'.
'"^T'.'
dozens of similar
denunciations filling page after page of
human
international
"^
organi^tfons start^ as early as
October 1973, '°Ti^"^.
and the fact that Chile had, by then,
released aif aliens who
wanted to leave. In some cases, their release
was conditioned on a promise
that they would not be allowed to leave
the host territory

^i

TTTf^^

ShTq^I

for at least sixtv

'"'
'° P"^^"^ ^^"^^i^--^ papers for those wanted
o7!:ZZT
^"I'^r™^
on specific, cnmmal
charges. Munoz quoted the very
left-wing Guardian
newspaper as saying Chile had, in 1979,
'lapologized" f or mistfeatmcn of
her, as a precondition for a
restoration of full diplomatic relations
(Munoz
LasRelaaones Extenores, p. 105). Remaining
background all from
""^^'^^ ^^"'^^ ^D-'^ Claim of
Torture,''SiSo
"""u^f
^' '^^^' P- 'O'^'- "S"^^^" Vows U.N. Protfst
Ove
'^"'S'/'"^"^
uver Tnl
lorture,
AP London stpry, January

arS

l^L^r

28-A; "U.N. Panel Hears
January 20, 1976 p6-B
65. Import statistics from Indicadores
Economicos y Sociahs,
op
f^m Munoz, Las Relaciones Extenores.1960-1985,
pp. 104-105
in7
107-108.
Britain was far from alone in reneging
on such deals: in 1980 the
^°\""™^"^
hi^nr'n"
T""^'' '^' ^^'^ °' ™^ hundred tanks and three
Torture Charge,"

AP Geneva-datelined

10, p.

story,

mau

'^'"'"" ^^"°
f " '"'"'
government

"^'"'^y'' Socialist part?
cancelled the sale of twenty
cannons to Chile when news of the sale was
published
66. Munoz notes that during the
early 1980s, all manner of rumors
circulated
^ereements between Great Britain and Chile for
bases, land
fnl fiX''"'.'
^" arrangements-in the Antarctic, at the southern naval
''i
'"'^ '^'^^'^'''-^"
"'^'^^"S^ ^°^ ^^'"^ deals allege
incTud^.Th'''
f'^'
carrier He™e.. Both governments
steadfastly dfnied
he
A "k^*
protested;
Erote edTn
in 1983,
I9T3' tb"
he Swiss

mm

ZI.&'

r™

°"\°^"^';1^ t° ™P™ved relations was finally removed by act
TcTli
God. the death in a Santiago hospital on
May 14, 1984, of
ot

.7

accused Nazi
^^''",^.^"«- B"t-in land other countnes) had been
^''P^^ ^'^ ^° ^^^^ he could stand trial for war crimes
^'''' ^h^
^'"'^
N^otember
""'T^'
^^'i^
^^hr, minister
^«°"
of economic cooperation, was

demS

7nJfhTrwi
/' ^^'^^
ni.

,'

^-™ ^'-S

I974T
;Tr
:„/'

saying.

occurs

P^
We

m

are

quoted as
something anti-democratic
something against humanity, against

conHrmed democrats and

prolonged fashion, such as

if
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our convictions, then we are free to decide to offer no more aid." Trade
cit., pp.
statistics from Indicadoies Economicos y Sociales, 1960-1985, op.
sharp drop
343, 349. Chile's imports from West Germany suffered the same
following the 1 982 economic crisis as they did in general with the rest of the
"the
world. After visiting Chile in 1981, Wolfgang Sauer of Volkswagen said,
Chilean economy is a model for Latin America"; the Industrial Federation
and
said in 1983 that the recovery programs adopted in Chile were "the best
287-288.
the right ones," cited in Muiioz, Las Relaciones Extenores, pp.
The 1987 flap involved political asylum for fourteen Chileans jailed on
charges of committing violent crimes. During a July 1987 visit to Chile,
Norbert Blum, West German labor minister and a deputy chairman of the
Christian Democrats, said Bonn should offer the fourteen asylum and told
Pinochet to his face to "stop the torture." Franz Josef Strauss, head of the
Christian Social Union, called Blum's conduct "scandalous." As The Economist pointed out, the issue reflected squabbling over tactics: the Christian
Democrats wanted to move left and prove their credentials by "taking a
harsher line against far-right regimes." The Christian Social Union wanted
to woo back conservative voters ("Friends like these," The Economist,

August 8, 1967, p. 36).
,
,
r
Chilean foreign mmistry
68. Muiioz;, Las Relaciones Extehoies, pp. 179-180.
spokesman said Craxi's remarks evoked memories of Mussolini's intervensides— but
tion in Ethiopia. It was a month before tempers cooled on both
relations remained cool to frigid as they had been. After extraordinarily
convuluted, Byzantine maneuvers, Craxi was finally nudged out in 1987.

A

69.

Munoz, Las Relaciones

Exterioies, 130-132.
de Reos Politicos en Chile,"

70. "Giscard desea Liberacion

AFP story datelined

1.
Paris in El Centroamericano, Leon, Nicaragua, October 24, 1975, p.
Giscard said the events of 1973 in Chile had "provoked emotion in the
French people, " adding that he wished for the prompt "hberation of political
prisoners." Errazuriz, who had served as president of his Liberal party, as
professor of law, for sixteen years as a deputy in Congress (including chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee), as well as ambassador to Peru

(1961-1965), responded that because of his experience, "I can affirm that
Chile will return to normality when the circumstances permit and in the
measure that the rules of non-intervention are respected." Biographical data
Jordi Fuentes, eds., Diccionario Politico de Chile, 1810from Lia Cortes
Orbe, 1967), p. 170. The "furtive" visit is in
Editorial
(Santiago:
1965
Munoz, Las Relaciones Extehoies. p. 281, who notes that Mitterand went
on television to rebuke any official contact with Chile. Nonetheless, it was
during that visit that Cubillos concluded the $160 million deal for purchase

&

Mirage planes, as well as tanks and missiles, and received assurances
French would complete work on Santiago's subway system.
the
that
sales pipeline
71. Munoz, Las Relaciones Extehoies. In 1984— to keep the
open— the French did sell Chile one Mirage 111 for training purposes.
"Report on the
72. Source: Observations by the Goveinment of Chile on the
Status of Human Rights in Chile" Piepated by the Intei-Ameiican Commission on Human Rights, Organization of American States Document
CP/385.74, December 4, 1974, pp. 54-61; "Swedes Bracing For Violence at
Chile Net Play," Stockholm-datelined UPI dispatch in the Miami Heiald,
September U, 1975, p. 7-D. Chilean players in the semi-finals in the southHans
ern town of Baastad received death threats, and provincial police chief
of the
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Fjelnersaid in deploying 1,555 heavily
armed policemen, "We have to regard
his as a military action with the
possibility of attack." He was rightsome
demonstrators tried to lay siege to the'starum!
held at bav'bv
hdd"at
bay by the heavy security forces. Back
home Chile "»t™ately
ultimatplv
defeated South Africa in the American
Zone finals

^rr'"^

73.

Freedom

Freedom Around The World. 1 982, published
by Freedom
8-9 for table of comparative measures
of fre^
dom, p. 1 1 for ranking of nations by political
rights and by civil liberties In
^^'^' '^""'^ "^^" '" 1^«2 ranked Le.d of the
grea"
hulT o
nnf'"'
^'^'''T'countries
bulk
(unmolested!
on the African countries, as well asfuch
House,

at Issue,

New

York; cf pages

T^^'^'^'^^^^les" as People's Republic of China, E^t,
Jo dan, and
'""^ '"
^'"'^^' '' Argentina, M^cco, Pakistan
t'
'.^^'r'
Smgapore, Tunisia
and
Turkey, among many others.
Altogether, fifty-eigh

w™
Ttj-

ought to (but does not] put the incessant
"human rights" attacks on Chile in
^*'

"Communists and Socialists in France and
model of the peaceful transition
themselves from the AllendeTsas e"
'^T'"''^'

°'''"^''^^^^'

1
ItaTv
"h"^
taly, 'ii
whoJhhad
earlier
pointed to Chile as a

nsteaTifT;r°'f
to

'°
socialism,

united front tactics in
n^ZA?
If
period
of unparalleled
political violence.
."Theberge,
.

Chile ushered in a

The Soviet Presmce

.

^P ^"^^^y ^'°^ AmericJchUeanToun.

^"^
H,f'"
iTu'"'
^r^'^"
01} Report,
February
28, 1977, pp.

rS

1-2. Corvalan was referring to
the
emergence from decades-long clandestineness
of strong Communist paSs

Franco

m

Spam. At

least

one British writer was not gulled by
Coiva an's

ary 23, 1977, said "Corvalan did
cratic road to socialism remained

not dispel the suspicion that his demoonly a means to an end: the establTshmTnt

Communist leader, as the full transcrj o
h sTBTnnteVv"'"
his
[BBCJ interview ^i'
shows, is highly-equivocal on democracy.
He evaded a
question about a free press and free
elections by saying: 'It mult be a
different democratic regime from the
past.' " The sameAlport cites
an in
depth article in the Free Nation, which it
identified as "a bi-weekly nmsAssociation for Freedom in Engffi,'"on
[k'e ''Chlfe Solidarity
Sohd^.'^^'r''''""''
Campaign." According to that article, among
those
!ffif rA
S^'i-i-i^V Campaign" were the' Internationa!
Maoist cTouVthVy?'''
'"'""''"''
«"^' '^^ International Social„^
i^ts
and
^"®T'-^''°"^
Sf
"-f
™^'"^
P^"y- The Report adds that, with such
h,.r .K
'^'^y '''<^^'^' included: haHof

^''"T

Snt

Chilp"/HV'"?f''^"'""^'"JP"^'"8"

^""'"

Sk

R^v^ workers
Rolls Royce

c™

75.

'''"

ean copper.
Tan
Hilda Inclan

«™""'^^'^ ^«^ ^^'^ «f ^'^gines because
to service them; demands by

^t'J'refused
m 'c'Scotland

^""'' '°PP^' '"^"^"y

'^''

management

Exile groups praise Chile," the

cease

Miami News,

u^ng

July 3 1

Chil-

1975 d

'^^ ^"''^" Nationalist Unitariar^ Commando'
^1 V \""/T"P^'
T'^ Masons
^I'^Cjiban
m Exile (Masons, from colonial

W

of

times
hZ. a powerful force in Latin American affairs)
have been
The Masons were
"^^ ^^^'^^'l Chile's
of Mer
["h^l' TlleS
that
'?""!f on
^'"^^u^*^^^
Allende"h
had conferred
the brothers Fidel and Raul v-axtro,
Castro ana
and
Cuban president Dr. Osvaldo Dorticos.

T'

oX
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As noted in the preceding section
secretary of state during the
Ford's
Gerald
as
^hile stiil in government,
already joined the chorus ot
himselt
election year of 1976, Kissinger had
Indeed, in the passage
condemnation against human rights abuses in Chile.
to
say that he does not
on
goes
he
cited,
one
immediately following the
which 1 consider
mean to condone all the actions of the iunta. several of
the human motivaquestion
do
I
Nor
brutal.
and
unnecessary, ill-advised

413.
76. Kissinger, Years of Upheaval, p.

tion of

many

of its critics. ..."

u

t

n

to the full
"General comments," in Reque's report of October 21, 1973,
in the
appearing
(lariguage
activity"
intensive
commission, based on "very
to Chile: Note Dated October 31.
report), during his October 12-17 visit
Chairman of the Permanent Council by the Chan1 974 Addressed to the

77

Human Rights Transmitting
of the Inter-American Commission of
Rights in Chile" Prepared by the
the "Report of the Status of Human
Commission IOEA/Ser.L/V/n.34/doc.21), Organization °^Am"ii^,^",S"_te^
Human
Document #381 /74, November 2 1 1 974, p. 20 (hereafter OAS 1 974

man

,

Rights Report].
79'
'

emergencia, " La Tercera
"Com^te de ref ugiados de la NU termino periodo de
4. The other organizations were the
p.
March
1974,
12,
Santiago,
Hora.
de La
(ICEMI, and the
Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration
interdemonmational church
National Committee for Aid to Refugees, an

Reluctant to Accept Chilorganization: Terri Shaw, "Communist Nations
noted
1974,
p. 1 The story
ean Refugees," the mshington Post, January 5,
hundred non-Chilean
one
than
more
take
to
offered
had
Cuba
while
that
has not
"the Soviet Union
refugees, and East Germany about seventy,
.

.

responded to the

UN.

appeal."

ICEM

statistics for

that a total of 20,646 persons

had been

1973-December

relocated, of

1982,
the

whom

showed
of 1 percent of the total.
Soviet Union took sixty-two— or three-tenths
and the
Sweden took the highest percentage, 15.6, followed by France, 10.6,
The
Exteiiores,
Relaciones
p^24.
Las
Munoz,
by
Cited
United States, 8.8.
Rights CommisChilean government chided the Inter-American Human
report, of "the words of praise that
sion for failing to take note, in its 1974
of Chile for the loyal,
Government
the
for
had
Commissioner]
lUN High
times cooperated in his
timely and fair manner in which it had at all
oversight." Observation by
functions. It is regrettable to have to record this
Status of Human R'Shtsin
the
"Report
on
the
on
the Government of Chile
on Human Rights,
Chile" Prepared by the Inter-American Commission

OAS Document 385/74, December 4, 1974, p. 3 (hereafter Chi{^o,"l3?'P^"'^
early as March ot 1975, ICtM
to 1974 OAS Human Rights Report]. As
reported that

it

and
had relocated more than seven thousand Chileans

nations. It also noted that it
citizens of thirty-four other nations to forty-five
professionals who had
had relocated back to Chile three hundred "Chilean
in 1951 as a nonproht
founded
was
ICEM
years.
Allende
the
fled during
of operations until
years
twenty-three
its
aroup based in Geneva, and during
in Chile Relocated
then had relocated more than 2 million refugees |"7,000
Miami Herald, March 3,
After Coup," UPI story datelined Santiago, the

80

Herald: "Chilean Leader Cancels U.N. Panel's InspecAction m
story, July 6, 1975, p. 6-AA; "Chile s
Santiago-datelined
tion," a
Marxist-Lemmsts,
for
Defeat
a
as
Barring UN. Commission Hailed

AlUxoirUtMiami
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August

22, 1975, p. 5-B; David E Belnap, "Chile May Change 'Open
Trial Policy," a Los Angeles Times service dispatch datelined
Buenos

Door'
Aires,

February

6, 1975, p, 4-B. Belnap said while the government denied torture
reports, "torture continues, according to neutral diplomatic
observers in the

Chilean capital

... and the number of persons claiming to have been
tortured and willing to speak about it to interviewers is increasing
every day."

He

also noted that because of its "legalistic outlook,"
Chile had allowed
human rights groups to conduct investigations, while other Latin
American countries, notably Cuba and Brazil, had refused.

such

Kathleen Teltsch, "Chile is Accused in Report to U.N.," United
Nationsdatelined story in the New York Times, January 20,
1974, p. 1; "ILO Indicts
Chile for Cruelty," editorial in the Miami Herald, June 4,
1975, p. 6- A. It is
worth singling out because the Herald had the reputation of being closer
to
Latin American affairs than perhaps any other American newspaper"End
Torture, Labor Asks Chile," Geneva-datelined AP story in the
Miami Herald. June 25, 1975, p. 10-A. That story (among others) offered
no characterization of the ILO, but did note that the United States,
back in by then,
abstained because the resolution contained some provisions
going beyond
the scope of the inquiry on which it was based. The vote at the
ILO meeting
was 236-0, wi th 1 06 abstentions. Data on the 1 9 70 congressional cut-off and
AFL-CIO quote from Lasky, Turning Victory into Defeat, p. 18.
82. All from the Miami Herald: "Chile [unta
Accused of Repression " United
Nations-datelined AP story, October 1 5, 1 975, p. 1 "Chile Rejects
Report on
Repression," Chile-datelined report, October 22, 1975,
I
81.

;

p.
Moynihan from
But Cuba No; The Violation of
7-A. Buckley points out that among
;

William F Buckley

Jr.

column, "Chile

Si,

Rights Paradox," December 5, 1975, p.
the sponsors of the condemn-Chile resolution were
Algeria, Bulgaria Cuba
Czechoslovakia, and Poland, adding: "There isn't an Algerian,
Bulgarian'
Cuban, Czechoslovak, or Pole, who would not consider as idyllic, in
comparison with his own, the life of a typical Chilean"; "Chile
Denounces U.N
Resolution as Slander," AP story datelined Santiago, December
14, 1975, p!
13-C. Although the uniqueness of the
action against Chile' and the
nature of so many of the key accusers was not "newsworthy,"
the following

UN

m a "news brief" reporting on the UN General Assembly's Social
to consider a Chilean human rights initiative calling
for a UN
system for
did appear

Committee

monitoring human rights violations everywhere: "Chile's resolua tactic to counter charges of human rights violaof Gen. Augusto Pinochet.
.," the Miami Herald

was widely seen as
tions by the government
tion

83.

May
84.

.

.

November 28, 1 975, p. 4-A.
The Washington Post article appeared April 19, 1977, and both it and the
Commentary quotes are from American-Chilean Council Report op cit
26, 1977, p. 2.

"Preocupa Harvard Situacion Chilena," New York-datelined AP dispatch
in
El Caribe of Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, May
13, 1975, p. IQ-C-l
The presidents were Derek Bok, Harvard; Jerome Weisner, MIT; and Marvin
Bernstein, Brandeis. They were joined by Nobel laureate Linus
Pauling, who
early on aligned himself with the most radical antijunta
organizationsFriedman quote from William F. Buckley Jr. column of December
3, 1975^
"Chile Si, But Cuba No," op. cit. The presidents professed to be
particularly
concerned about the imprisonment of Enrique Kirberg, rector of the
State
Technical Institute, the most radical of the higher educational
institutions
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of

some

Se^OTTe^Nobd Laureate,

the first three
of the bloodiest fighting during
in his 1978

commencement

address at Harvard

press has become the greatest
Un'verl ty said: "Such as it is, however, the
ul
power
poTer wAin the Western countncs, more
'^]^^^^^'^^;^^''^'^^
for the New York Times
columnis
Wicker,
judiciary."
the executive, and the
made the observachief),
bureau
and^he new paper's former Washington
Men, the Puli tze
Kings
the
All
play
on
the
wrote
he
don in a commentary
late Huey Long of
the
of
life
the
on
play
"docu-drama"
Pr^ze

86

and scene

winning

Nations-datelincd
"SoSands Got 'Muddy' Chile Admits," United
"Torturers in Chile?

November

9,

1975, p. 11-F;

Joanne Omang,

story,

None

Post Service story May 22,
taprisoned," Santiago-datelined Washington
both in th^Miami Herald
5-A
A,
of|
top
p.
the
across
1975, (eight columns
Omang appeared
reporting,
her
in
junta
Though persistently hostile to the
arriving at
thorough reportmg
painstakingly
done
have
to
thTstory
in
confronted with her conwhen
that
story
her
in
says
She
her conclusions.
concluded that there were no torture
clusions, "a government spokesman
"The finding contradicts Pinochet
adds:
She
Chile."
in
entences
serving
guilty of excesses n theu
personnel
security
epeated statements that
^^.^k, he agreed to dlow
Last
treatment of political prisoners are punished.
th his authori
his claim."
support
to
prisoners
interview
this reporter to
prisoners in
twelve
the
of
names
the
provided
za Ion the Mimstry of Justice
convicted of crimes including rape mur-

^

W

two SanSgo
der! assauh,
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prisons, all of

them

mistreatment
and robbery-but not torture or

of political

on
Peace was dissolved as of December 31, 1975,
ha
means
"a
being
of
it
accused
who
express orders of President Pinochet,
the
Marxist-Leninists" to create problems that disturb
fs made use of by
." By the time "s work wa
calm.
necessary
the
and
public
pe^ce of the
in 6,494 cases of what it
done the committee had given assistance
the provinces
1,908 more
described as political persecution in Santiago,
to 6,411 P^sons who
assistance
plus
persons,
16,922
medical assistance to
responding to
for political reasons. In his letter

ThrCommittee

for

'

.

.

m

^st

their jobs allegedly

acknowledged that "the purity o
pTnoche" Cardinal Rau' Silva Henriquez
clouded by the interposition of
been
occasionally
he service rendered has
rejected the overall Marxistelements alien to its original intent," but
1974, 'he gov-nmen
October
in
earlier,
One'year
indictment.
Bishop Helmut
Evangelical
Lutheran
prohibited the return to Chile of the
the committee was winding
As
committee.
the
of
copresident
Frenz then
were arrested and he d
Sown is work, in November 1975, two of its lawyers
was subsequen ly
Daher,
Zalaquett
Tn prison for three months; one, Jose
ri^ts
human
August
following
The
country
the
expelled from
refused to
who
agents
by
picked
up
were
Velasco
Jaime Castillo and Eugenio
were
be ng
they
told
were
airport,
dcntify themselves and, en route to the

LenS

WS

was appointed president of the
he was expelled again, bu
Hcrnan 'J^^ontealegre lawyer of
Tllowed to'return afterward. Yet another,
was arrested on May 12, 1976, and held
the church's Vicariate of Solidarity
president o
eve, 1984, German Valenzuela
for SIX months. On Christmas
arrested with two other
was
Commission,
Rights
Human
Chilean

expelled. After his return in 1978, Castillo

Human Rights Commission; on August

the

11, 1981,
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officials of tJie organization

and sent into forced relocation. In August 1985
Dr. Pedro Castillo, president of the Chilean
Commission Against Torture'
was sent into internal exile on sparsely populated Melinka,
an island in the
remote southern Los Chonos archipelago. There were
several other

instances of actions against leaders or officials
of human rights organizabut following dissolution of the Pro-Peace Committee,
not against the
organizations themselves. When the government
repeatedly charged
human rights lawyers with being Communists, the Bar Association,
on
August 27, 1984, adopted a resolution defending those
lawyers and their
work. Source for foregoing: Report on the Situation
of Human Rights in
Chile (Washington: Organization of American States
1975) pp 242-251
According to the Chilean Human Rights Commission,
in 1986, there were
169 incidents involving attacks on human rights activists:
43 arrests 3
kidnappings, 14 involving "cruel treatment," and
109 incidents of bully
tions,

tactics

{amedrentamiemos] {Informe de la Comisidn Cbilena de Derechos
la Situacion de los Derechos Humanos en
Chile Durante

Wumanos Sobre

1986, February 1987,

"^y^^^ I
II'
o^ ..

p. 7).

Q"^ P^^'^ magazine, #785, April 1986, pp. 14-15
foregoing was based on interviews at the committee
office April
^"^'^''°'" i"

^r"

May 1 and May 6, 1 974. 1 have taken a few liberties in translating data
from the Case card, but not with any part of the substance
of it. It was one of
a number of fichas I was permitted to transcribe,
all of which tell similar
stones of arbitrary arrest, and the inability later to
locate loved ones In yet
another, #102, Bernarda Pinto Caroca reported on
March 5 how her cousin
Jose Hugo Alfredo Vidal Arenas, and three family
members, together with
other peasants, were routed from their homes at
three in the morning of
Octobers by soldiers with their faces painted black. None had
been heard
from since. (Smudging grease or other materials to darken
their faces is
30,

of

course a long-standing practice for soldiers on night
operations but 'its
psychological impact on civilians, particularly peasants,
unfamiliar with
tlie practice would doubtless be great.]
90. Reporting, for example, on a July 31, 1974, visit to
the Santiago Public Jail
in sight of the jail personnel, without being
molested": Prisoner #1 "they
tore off two of his toenails and injured his
fifth lumbar disc. Electric shock
was app led to his eyes, causing cataracts.
." #3,
"electric shock in the Air
Force War Academy Blindfolded for 75 days." (Others,
including one man
accused of having shot and killed a Carabincro, said
they were not mistreated at all.] Although the report says torture
took "the most aberrant
forms" (p. 1381, in the case of women, only one of
twenty-eight women
interviewed— all at the "Buen Pastor House of Correction"
on the outskirts
^^ntiago—spccifically charged sexual abuse. The report describes
the
establishment, under the supervision of nuns, as
"tranquil; conditions in
tticdormi tones appear to be good; there is a television
set. ..." Thi rty-seven
of the thirty-eight prisoners there were charged
with political crimes— five
had already been sentenced, thirty-two were being
prosecuted. All said they
had done nothing. Of specific allegations, two of the
most graphic: #15
they tortured her with electric shock, beatings
on the lower part of her
body, the use of the electric bed, etc., for the first
two days. The last four days
she was placed with other persons in a ditch full of
" #7excrement.
"She
was tortured in Investigaciones, where she was disrobed,
subjected to electric shock, and made to witness the torture
"
of other prisoners
.

.

That
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section of the report concludes with the observation that "at the express
request of some of the prisoners, who stated that they had been subjected to
omitted,
serious torture, all references to their particular cases has been
reprisals."
provoke
would
attitude
their
that
fear
because they expressed
twenty-eight of thirty-seven did speak freely, and since "there was no

Since

circumobstacle to speaking directly with the prisoners," and since the
circumstances of
stances of their arrest could have been camouflaged while
were not
the abuses made explicit, that assertion seems gratuitous. Names
1974
{OAS
female
or
male
depositions,
summary
used for most such
Human Rights Report, op. cit., pp. 125 and 91-96).
perusal of press clippings in the months preceding and foUowmg the
91.
commission's report would support the frustration of the Chileans: 'Arse19-A
nals Seized, Chile Junta Says," the Miami Herald, October 1, 1974, p.
of Soviet and
(the story reported on the seizure in Valparaiso of a cache
Cuban arms sufficient to equip one hundred men), "Band of Extremists
on
Captured in Chile," the Miami Herald, June 26, 1975, p. 2-C (reporting
southern
mto
slipped
they
had
after
guerrillas
twenty-five
of
capture
the

A

Chile,"
Chile from Argentina); "Detenidos Otros Trece Extremistas en
Novedades, Managua, October 8, 1975, p. 18 (reporting on the capture of
city of
thirteen members of the Socialist party secret cell in the northern
Miami Herald,
Arica); "Chile: Foiled Invasion by Argentines, Cubans," the
November 11, 1975, p. 5 -B (reporting on the foiling of an "invasion" by 1,200
November 15);
guerrillas from Cuba and Argentina, due to have taken place
Octo"Se Enfrentan en Chile, policias y extremistas," La Prensa, Managua,
* ber 17, 1975, p. 3 (reporting on a prolonged gunbattle between CarabinSantiago);
eros and an assault group twenty-five kilometers north of
Ma"Extremistas Ametrallan Carro de Industrial Chileno," Novedades,
an
of
machinegunning
the
on
(reporting
23
nagua, October 19, 1975, p.
dragnet);
industrialist by five hunted MIR guerrillas trying to escape a

"Revelan Plan De Secuestros y Asesinatos," Novedades, October 22, 1975,
members of the Argentine terrorist
p. 20 (reporting on the capture of five
to kidnap or
group, Revolutionary Army of the People, who revealed a plan
figures.
Chilean
prominent
of
murder a number
cit., pp. 6-7; OAS
92. Chilean Response to 1974 OAS Human Rights Report, op.
said, "A normal
report
1-2,
The
cit.,
Report,
op,
pp.
Rights
Human
1974
of
observer would not have imagined that he was in a country in a 'state
"
not "treaties."
war.' The word presumably should have been treatises,
government brushed aside
93. Report, op. cit., pp. 137-138. In its response, the
then a
the commission's suggestion that if it could not visit those places,
high-level and independent investigating team designated by the government ought to be able to, and then render its report. The commission

described this as its "only— but serious— reservation that must be made
"In
regarding the cooperation given ... to enable it to perform its duties
request which it said
its response, the Chileans did nail the lACHR for one
"shows the haste with which the report was prepared": hsting as one of
those off-limits sites the Chilean training ship Esmeralda, one of the places
where reports coincided that tortures had taken place. Chile pointed out
fact, on
that during most of the commission's visit, the Esmeralda was, in

annual training cruise at Pearl Harbor in the Hawaiian Islands, some five
thousand miles away.
and written by
94. The Miami Herald, both articles datelined Washington
its
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them, one covering the first twenty-five years of Fidel Castro's
another on four years of military rule in Argentina (1976-1980), one
on Panama 1969-1978), as well as others on Uruguay, Suriname, Paraguay

Among
rule,

(

and

Haiti,

memorandum dated April 12, 1988, prepared for the
president and other top officers of the foundation.
Chile and the Political
100. Cited by Jaime Guzman Errazuriz, "The Church in
Debate," in Chile: A Critical Survey (Santiago: Institute of General
that year
Studies, 1972), p. 297. (The book was originally published earlier
what I
in Spanish as Vision Critica de Chile. 1 have taken a few liberties in
trust is the burnishing of an otherwise stilted English translation).
vicar general
101. In 1981, Pope John Paul II, disregarding custom, removed the
and created the office of "Personal Delegate of the Holy Father to the
Society of Jesus." The Society's top authorities had named New Yorker
Father Vincent O'Keefe as vicar general when the incumbent. Father Pedro
99. Internal Heritage

Arrupe, suffered a disabling stroke. To the newly invented office, the pope
named an eighty-year-old, nearly blind Italian priest. Father Paolo Dezza.
"it
In the circumspect phrase of author- journalist Peter Hebblewaite,
world's
the
26,000
control
over
take
trying
to
was
pope
that
the
appeared
had caused
Jesuits, whose political commitment in Latin America
offense." Book of the Year (Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1982),
602. Americans old enough to remember will recall the "political commitment" in the late 1960s of the Jesuit Berrigan brothers, whose antiVietnam war activity "caused offense" through a number of law-flouting
p.

activities.

102.

The survey

is

cited by Arturo Navarro Ceardi,

"The Christians and the

Triumph of the Popular Unity" in The Chilean Road to Socialism, Dale L.
Johnson, ed. (Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor/Doubleday, 1973), p. 304. Significantly, it is taken from the Feature Service of the official Cuban "news"
agency, Prensa Latina (ES857/70(. Navarro Ceardi was then with the CathOffice of
olic University in Chile. He quotes from a study done by the
[No.
193,
Mensaje
in
published
Center,
of
the
Jesuit
Sociology
Religious
the so1970), tn which 78 percent of young priests identified with

Oct.

"Young Church," 18.7 percent with the conservative Chilean Soci"In
ety for the Defense of Tradition, Family and Property The author adds:
other words, more than three-fourths of the Chilean priests identify themselves with the Left." Carta Confidencial, op. cit., in issue #9, August 27,
commit1987, offered these statistics (without attribution); 1,652 priests
ted to various branches of the radical church, 223 leaning in that direction,
called

and 325 "traditionalists." The terms "clerical radicals" and "radical pas21-23,
tors" is from Ivan Vallier, "Radical Priests and the Revolution," pp.
Sociin Changing Latin America: New Interpretations of Its Politics and
of Political Sciety, Douglas A. Chalmers, ed. (New York: The Academy
ence, Columbia University 1972], vol. 30, #4. Writes Vallier: "Thus, the
onebasic conflict in the Latin American church is between the manifest,
step style of the clerical radicals and the latent, extended-linkage style of
the radical pastors, or between those who insist that the church must
move directly and bodily to the side of revolutionary change and those
who believe that Catholicism's most significant contributions to change
" The first reflected the style of those
have to do with latent meanings
and
priests and nuns who actually took up arms and/or directly aided
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abetted those who did, the second those who, through teaching and
preaching sought to change the nature of the church, the attitudes of the'
faithful. In the first, it meant broadening the role of the church
to embrace

and social issues as well as merely spiritual ones, so as to expand
the "appeal" of the church, its ability to satisfy a greater range of
"needs."
In the second, to "collapse the boundaries between religion and the world,"
arguing that "the political-economic arena of society
[is] the real world
[and] the only place in which Christian experience can be gained." In other
words, to give "religious meaning to new social and economic responpolitical

.

.

.

have here deliberately "collapsed the boundaries" between
goal.) Although continuing to pay lip service to the idea that both capitalism and communism
were "evil," the dominant forces in the church in Chile made increasingly
sibilities."

Vallier's

103.

(I

two formulations, since both seek the same

explicit their support for Allende's Marxist- Leninist revolution.
Vial Correa, "Historic Factors and Their Influence in Chile,"

Gonzalo

an

address before the Chamber of Commerce of the United States in Santiago,
August 1986, pp. 4-5, of mimeographed text. Father Caro was then (in
190 1 a professor in the seminary when German Riesco and Pedro Montt—
"both alike like two drops of water," according to Vial were contesting
the presidency Father Caro warned against a vote for Riesco, a warning
which led to a bizarre episode: candidate Riesco was refused absolution in
the Santa Ana parish because he was a "Riesquista." Vial describes Caro,
who became Chile's first cardinal in 1946, as "probably the most important figure of the Catholic church in this century and one of the most
venerated figures because of his wisdom, modesty, humility and conciliatory character."
104. Alessandri negotiated directly with Pope Pius XI, Cardinal Pietro Gaspari,
the Vatican secretary of state, and Monsignor Errazuriz. Although
opposed, the Vatican caved in because of the favorable experience in Brazil
following church-state separation in 1891— and the unfavorable experience in other Latin American countries where that separation had not
occurred. Since the church had for so long depended on state subsidies, the
laity in Chile had never developed the habit of supporting the church
themselves— nor would they, in the years ahead. Thus the church's new
"independence" would ultimately force it to look to foreign sources for its
)

—

livelihood.
105.

"Freedom of religion" was guaranteed in the second paragraph of the first
article conferring "constitutional guarantees" of the 1925 constitution:

The

constitution guarantees "the expression of all beliefs, freedom of
conscience and the free exercise of all religions which are not contrary to
morality, good custom or public order, permitting, therefore, the respec-

denominations [confesiones] the right to erect and conserve
churches and their dependencies in conformity with the conditions of
security and hygiene fixed by laws and ordinances. The churches, denominations and religious institutions of whatever belief \cu}to\ will have the
rights with respect to their properties which present laws authorize and
recognize; but they will be submitted, within the guarantees of this constitution, to common law for the exercise of the control [dominio] of their
future properties." As can be seen, the explicit and implicit legal restraints
on religious freedom in this constitution are quite distinct from the "Congress shall make no laws" language of the U.S. Bill of Rights— a reflection
tive religious
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of the reality, so often missed, that Chileans created legal norms for
themselves like and unlike those of other democracies, according to their
own lights and needs, long before Pinochet reached power and began to
construct legal norms according to the lights of that government.
106.

Gonzalo Vial Correa, "Perfil Historico de la Democracia," p. 58, in Politica, vol. 1, January 1987 (Santiago: Institute de Ciencia Politica, University of Chile), a special edition

democratic regime."
107. Cited by Gonzalo Vial Correa,
p.

58.

devoted to a discussion of "bases

"Perfil Historico dc la

for a

Democracia," op.

cit.,

On the subject of relations with Russia, Cardinal Caro noted that the

them because of the "economic benefits" for
"Whatever the ballyhooed \sonadas] economic
advantages, the religious and moral interests of our beloved people were
going to suffer immense damage with those relations."
John Gunther, Inside South Ameiica (New York: Harper & Row, 1966], pp.
274-275. This was the eighth of Gunther's extraordinarily researched and
comprehensive "Inside" books.
Guzman, "The Church in Chile," pp. 282-283; Carta Confidencial, op.
cit., #12, October 15, 1987, pp. 32-33. By 1968, Mensaje had abandoned
the Christian Democrats and the "third position," coming out ever more
plainly and insistently for a more immediate and radipal revolution.
Enrique Correa and Jose Antonio Viera-Gallo, Iglesia y Dictadura (Santiago: Centro de Estudios Sociales, approximately 1987|, pp. 86-87, write,
for example: "In 1962, the Bishops' Conference released two important
documents where one can see the strength achieved by democratic ideas
favorable to change, which had their political expression in the Christian
Democratic party
the second of them ('Social and Political Duty in the
Present Moment'), in condemning communism, gave indirect aid to the
candidate of the PDC, Eduardo Frei, who won the presidency in 1964."
Correa and Viera-Gallo, op. cit., p. 192, make reference to a revived interest
twenty years later on the part of radical churchmen in such "religiosity, " so
"scorned by the Christian intellectuals of the Left in the 60s." Renewed
interest was part of a search for new ground on which the radical church
could unite with Marxism. The authors do not disguise their own enthusiasm for the ideas and programs of the radical church. The clash occurred in
1975 when the authorities said they acted on information Marxist elements planned to sow disorder during the annual pilgrimage to the shrine
of the Virgin of Carmen Church at Maipii. As many as thirty thousand of
the faithful by then participated in those pilgrimages. "Church in Chile
Cancels Major Rites in Protest Move," AP dispatch datelined Santiago in
Falangistas argued in favor of
Chile, to

108.

109.

110.

which he

.

111.

said:

.

.

the Miami Herald, December ^ 1975, p. 5-B. The headline referred to the
church's decision to cancel all religious ceremonies in reaction to the
government ban on the procession.
112. Kerry was interviewed on the CBS Television program, "60 Minutes,"
January 9, 1977. The quotation is from p. 8 of the official transcript of that
program. There was, as far as 1 have been able to ascertain, no follow-up to
that revelation, not in the media, the Congress, or elsewhere.
113. Cited in Alistair Home, Small Earthquake in Chile (New York: The

Viking Press, 1972),
114.

p.

39.

He observes that the magazine had its knuckles
rapped by the Vatican for that stand. He adds that in 1961, abortions in
Chile took one life for every two live births.
Home,

op.

cit., p.

231.

.
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cit., pp. 75, 73. The "decades" quote appears
on
223. The authors cite a 1975 survey done by Brian H. Smith in which 50
percent of Chile's bishops said they approved of social teaching as matters
of doctrine, while 60 percent of clergy, nuns, and lay workers wanted
more
social doctrine in the church. "Social doctrine" are buzzwords for
grafting
Marxist ideas onto loose "Christian" values. Smith, The Church and

op.

p.

Politics in Chile: Challenges to Modern Catholicism (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1982); number of priests from Nueva Enciclopedia
de Chile, Francisco Javier Diaz Zalazar, ed., vol. Ill {Buenos Aires:

Ediciones Copihue, 1974), pp 344-345. Church affiliation statistics from
Carlos Huneeus, Los Chilenos y La Politico: Cambio y Continuidad en el

Autoiitaiismo (Santiago: Salesianos Printers, 1987), Table 34, p. 142. The
higher church affiliation statistics from Carlos Huneeus, the lower ones
from a Gallup poll done in 1 979 and cited by Huneeus, p. 140. That Gallup
poll showed 28.4 percent as professing not to belong to any religion.
Huneeus claims (p. 139) that "the Government has actually encouraged
the development of the Evangelical Churches" through access
to television
and economic facilities. The flip side, according to Huneeus (who writes, it
should be noted, from a Christian Democrat perspective), "there has been a
sustained effort on the part of the Government to erode the social and
cultural bases of the Catholic Church." The study was funded by a
grant
from Germany's Konrad Adenauer Foundation, and undertaken by the
Centro de Estudios de la Realidad Contcmporanea, an organization allied
to the Christian Democrats. The surveys reflect 889 interviews
carried out
in the Greater Santiago area of persons eighteen years of age and
older
during the month of June 1986.
116. Carta Confidencial, op. cit., #12, October 15, 1987,
pp. 34-35.

117. Guzman, op. cit., p. 285.
118. Carta Confidencial, op. cit., pp. 41-42.
119. Correa and Viera-Callo, op. cit., p. 87-89.
120. Guzman, op. cit., p. 286.
*

121

September 24 statement from Correa and Viera-Gallo, op. cit., p. 89; Cardinal Silva from Carta Confidencial, #12, op. cit.,
pp. 36-37. Speaking to
journalists following that Soviet Embassy reception, Cardinal Silva
said,
"the majority of the reforms proposed by the Popular Unity
coincide with
the desires, with the proposals of the Church, so that there is a
clear
support [for them]." The "more than" quote is from Paul E. Sigmund, The

Overthrow of Allende and the Politics of Chile. 1964-1976 (PittsburghUniversity of Pittsburgh Press, 1977), p. 145.
122. Carta Confidencial, #12, op. cit., p. 37; Guzman, op. cit.,
p. 298.
123. Guzman, op. cit., p. 292; Sigmund, op. cit.,
p. 145. Guzman notes that
Father Arroyo was then being rumored as a candidate for the post
of

mmister

of agriculture in Allende's cabinet; Father Arroyo was then a
militant in the far-left
party, which had split off from the Christian

MAPU

Democrat

Guzman also said

that when he later criticized the policy
church "not to sanction anybody canonically," Cardinal Silva said
the complaint appeared to have "a touch of monarchism,
or at least of
authoritarianism hardly in accordance with the present concept of a pastoral government."
party.

of the

124.

Guzman,

op. cit,, pp 288; Cardinal Silva made his comments in a MarchS,
1972, letter to the Group of 80, which continued to operate and continued
to produce position papers of its own. Quoted in Cardinal Silva Henriquez,

.
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ChsLa Mision Social del Cristiano:} Conflicto de Oases o Solidaiidad
the response to
102-103;
Paulinas,
1973),
pp.
Ediciones
(Santiago:
tiana!
Enciclopedia de Chile.
the twelve priests and Mexican bishop from Nueva
become radicalized, the
vol. Ill, op. cit., p. 345. If the Chilean church had
so. In 1984, Monsignor Jose Salazar, president of
saying that "the only
the Bishops' Conference of Mexico, was quoted as
principles
valid revolutionary alternative has to be inspired in Marxist
today face
oppressed
which
the
violence
the
given
way
violence is the only
revolutionary Christians with
... one must seek the strategic alliance of
proclaim
Marxists in the process of liberalization of the continent, and
alternative
acceptable
only
as
the
principles
Marxist
socialism inspired in
revolutionthe only theological profoundity which fuses faith and the
therefore, I reject outis the theology of liberation

Mexican one was more

.

ary

commitment

.

.

.

.

as it has made
right the institutional church as it exists today, inasmuch
twisted,
Christians 'ideologized,' kidnaped, domesticated, deformed,
monopoand
isolated,
depoliticized,
manipulated,
degraded, confused,
lized.

."
.

.

Cited in Cesar Hidalgo Calvo, Teoria y Prdctica de Propaganda

Contempordnea
125.

Guzman,

(Santiago: Editorial

Andres

Bello, 1986), p.

244-245.

As Guzman notes, the Schneider explanation was
not only because it went beyond the merely ptotocolar expres-

op. cit., p. 293.

gratuitous,

condemnation or hope for quick solution of the crime, but because
amounted to a leap to political judgment before much was yet known

sion of
it

about the murder.
126.

of the Allende-Aylwin conversations,
save the
the Chilean episcopacy believed it opportune to intervene to
it necessary to create anew
believed
they
that,
To
do
Democrats.
Christian
and the
conditions favorable to a renewed dialogue with the Popular Unity
situation
Christian Democrats, without wanting to understand that the
already reached an extreme that had no political solution." Augusto

Wrote Pinochet: 'After the collapse

had

Pinochet

U., El

Dia Decisivo: 11 de Septiembre de 1973

(Santiago: Edi-

torial Andres Bello, 4th ed., 1980|, p. 105.
undated 1974 document
127. Correa and Viera-Gallo, op. cit., pp. 94-95. The
Hacia
el Socialismo. The
Chilena
Experiencia
la
Iglesia
entitled
La
y
was
second was issued September 5, 1975.
"rectihcd
128. Ibid., p. 98. They recite that the Vatican secretary of state
implied
an
they
because
Riesle
Hector
Ambassador
by
remarks prepared
the
identity of purposes between Santiago and the Vatican contrary to
pope's thinking. The reference to the "clearer" criticisms is in Endnote 19,
thinking, they note that both the
p. 169. As a further indication of Vatican
pubbishops' April 1974 pastoral and the cardinal's Easter sermon were
lished in the official Vatican newspaper, L'Osservatore Romano.
" La Segunda, April
129. "Cardenal Raul Silva: 'En Chile impera cl Derccho,'
cardinal waved
24, 1974, p. 1. When he finished reading his statement, the
one of the leaders of
off questioners and left. Correa and Viera-Gallo quote
as saythe left wing of the hierarchy— Bishop Carlos Camus of Linares—

ing the bishops had first

made

private contact with the junta following

when
their December 1973 plenary assembly, but were "coldly received"
he
senior bishops personally presented their still-secret communique. But
that right
remarks
he
when
hackles
junta
raised
have
might
what
at
hints
up until the time of their April 1974 meeting, "we expected an announcement from the government, promised to the cardinal, which could have

"
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changed the situation." Clearly, the bishops were already privately importuning the generals to hand over power to civilians,
a position
they would argue publicly and vigorously thereafter. The New
York Times
excrnplificd the kind of coverage given that document in a front-page
story
April 25, headlined; "Chilean Bishops Accuse funta of 'Climate
of Fear.'
In it, reporter Jonathan Kandell used the word "torture"
and spoke of six
thousand political prisoners. The word "torture" does not appear in the
two-thousand-word statement; the Spanish word used was "apremios "
radically

The Dictionary of the Royal Academy defines the verb as "to hurry,
compel someone to do something quickly; to oppress, or squeeze;'
compel or oblige with
thing

"

a

or
to

command

The equivalent

of authority that someone do some"torture" does not appear. Diccionario de la

Lengua Espanola (Madrid; Real Academia Espaiiola, 1970), I9th ed.,
p. 106.
Kandell attributed the six thousand figure to "church sources
concerned
with legal aid for political prisoners
," yet I have
in my possession a
note given me that very week, during one of several interviews
at the
Committee for Peace, indicating they then knew of three thousand prisoners. On May 3, the Times followed with an editorial,
"The Bishops
Speak," in which they dismissed as "nonsense" the response
of junta
member Gen. Gustavo Leigh, "I have great respect for the church but, like
many men, without realizing it, they are vehicles for Marxism." The
editorial repeated the reference to "torture" (twice), and
set the tone for
countless similar press reactions. Bishop Camus apparently was
less con.

.

.

cerned about the accuracy of the reporting than the extent of
it; the
document, he said, "had gone round the world and occupied the front
pages
of the most important newspapers" (COrrca and Viera-Gallo
on cit ' dd
92-93.
130. Extrapolated

from

ibid., pp,

Comments on Pope John

157-165.

131.

II from the 1980 and 1986 Book
of the Year
(Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britanniea), pp. 602-603, and
366, respectively
That Cardinal Ratzinger's" views were causing consternation
among
Chile's church radicals was reflected in the comment of
liberal writers
Correa and Viera-Gallo that, should such views persist, they could
force
"substantial modification" in the policies of the church hierarchy,
since
they draw on Vatican II as justification for their ideology (op. cit.,
pp. 224-

132.

Correa and Viera-Gallo record, for example, that with treaty negotiations

Paul

225).

and most delicate stage, the papal nuncio, Monsignor Angelo
believed to have persuaded the bishops to drop a reference in
their July 16, 1984, pastoral, Evangelio, Etica
y Politica. to a provisional
article (#24) of the 1980 constitution. During the transition
to the constitution entering into full force in 1989, that article gives the
president
virtually unlimited power to order the arrest of persons,
restrict rights of
assembly, ban persons from entering the country, or order their
expulsion,
cither abroad or to internal exile. Once the treaty with
Argentina was
finalized, the bishops, on May 14, 1985, called on Pinochet
to pledge never
again to invoke it. He refused. The immediate cause of that May
statement
was the decapitation murder of three Communist party professionals
in their final

Sodano,

whom

is

one

worked for the church's Vicariate of Solidarity (an event which
led to Gen. Cesar Mcndoza's departure from the junta; he
headed Carabincros, responsible for the murders). They also note the pope's
of

repeated
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November 1984; in June of
not enough; the guilty
was
alone
1985 the bishops said reconciliation
wrongs, but info'a'- as
parties also had not only to acknowledge their
124, 131 136-137).
Dictadma.
pp.
[Igksia
damage
y
the
repair
possible,
Santiago on April 1, the
133 There was ammunition for all sides. Flying into
dictator. Once
pope told newsmen aboard his plane that Pinochet was "a
The
democracy.
return
to
toward
a
moves
there he spoke of encouraging
lavish attetition
international media— to the ire of many Chileans— gave
demonstration which disrupted the
to an obviously orchestrated leftist
open-air mass in O'Higgins Park.
huge
visit,
a
centerpiece of the Santiago
that the media
That drew a sharp rebuke from the Rev. Pasquale Borgomeo
demonones.
significant
the
than
rather
aspects
dramatic
"indulges the
intervention by the forces
strations here and there, with the corresponding
passionate and moving reception
of order risk keeping off center stage the
Washington Post— and
for the pope by the people of Santiago." But the
Pinochet's words as the
other newspapers around the world— also recorded
Chile from "the hate,
save
to
necessary
as
rule
his
defending
pope arrived,
in the aftermath, the Chilean
lies and death culture" of communism. And,
with a
government widely circulated publications such as its Chile Today,
side-bywalking
president
smiling
and
a
pontiff
smiling
cover picture of a
arrival, the bishops'
side in the bright sunshine. In advance of the pope's
Permanent Council went to great lengths to emphasize the pastoral charstress

on the need

for "reconciliation," e.g., in

.

.

.

he didn't see how the
acter of the visit, its president telling El Mercmio
good." Among
pope's visit could "favor anything bad or postpone anything
Pope,
Welcommg
Pinochet,
"Gen.
Post,
Washington
the
the sources:
Communist 'Lies,'" April 2, p. A27; "Pope Tells Chiles

Denounces
Bishops To Press

"Chileans Trade Blame
said to the Pope, The
For Violence," April 5, p.
Chileans To
Economist, April 4, 1987, pp. 32-33; "Pope Pleads Again for
April
5, 1987, p. 2;
News,
|N.
Y.)
the
Buffalo
Violence,"
Shun
Be Reconciled,
Idevoted
international edition of El Mercmio, week of April 9-15, 1987
(published
#54
1987,
Today
June
Chile
visit|;
papal
the
to
entirely
almost
Viera-Gallo, |op. cit.)
by the Embassy of Chile in Washington); Correa and
for Free Elections," April 3, p. A-

A-1, "Chile:

1

;

As the general

148-149.
^
J
he had given to
134 In his message, the pope rejoiced that the encouragement
reflection
"study
triggered
had
[convivencia],
"living together in peace"
each other,
so as to translate it to action in your daily lives." "Love" for
each Chilean
he said, was, then, the message he wanted to repeat, "for
on events imporduring this year in which the nation prepares to decide
Love is patient, it seeks to serve, and not to do harm
tant for your future
." He also repeated his
rather
to do good for him
but
to our brother,
Reconciliation he had
earlier admonition, significantly from the Mass of
"
not evangelical it
celebrated in Santiago: 'Violence is not Christian, it is
,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

peoples
not the path for solving the real difficulties of individuals, or
" In his Easter homily. Cardinal Fresno expressed the hope that his
ideas,
countrymen, "as we travel the important route of 1988, may share

is

'

and valid principles, while, at the same time, respecting the
..." I fear, he said,
ideas and principles of those who do not think as we do
of communicabreakdown
and
hatreds
confrontations,
that "the tensions,
uncontrollable once
tion into which we have sunk, may become ever more
completed," We must, he said.
the stages we are to traverse in 1988 are

initiatives
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revive a sense of learning to live together in a more brotherly
and Christian
way. "We must do so while there still is time, and we don't
have much time
to do so ..." Both the papal and cardinal's messages
from international
editions of El Meicuho, the first for the week of March 24-30,
1988, pp. I2 taken from the March 28 editions of the paper; the second from the week
of March 3 1 -April 6, pp. 1-2, taken from the April 4
editions
135. Corrca and Viera-Gallo— after claiming that Pope
John Paul U's papacy has
produced no change in the character of bishopric appointments—express
dual concerns: Rome's "tendency to modify the composition
of the Latin
American bishops' conferences in a conservative direction"- that if
the
revisionism of Vatican II continues, "many bishops, theologians
and pastoral workers may draw closer in greater measure
to those who identify
with the most advanced and politically committed post-Council
theological currents. This current is the one which has
directed the Chilean church
in recent years and is responsible for the rupture
between [the church] and
the conservative bloc in the sixties. It was they who
approved and drove the
political and social reforms of the era, looked with
attention [sic] at the
first year of Allende's government, became
enthusiastic about the Alliance
for Progress, and experienced an intense affection
for Paul VI." Stripped of
Its protective and convoluted rhetoric,
these leftist authors are saying that
if the church moves right, many of
those who have pushed it down the
leftist path in Chile in recent years will join
forces with the most radical
Catholics," abandoning the establishment |op. cit.,
pp. 167 225) Caita
Confidencial, op. cit., #20, April 5, 1988, p. 35, identifies
five "breakaway
bishops": Fernando Ariztia, Jorge Hourton, Tomas

Gonzalez, Carlos

Camus, and Alfonso Baeza. According to this analysis, their position
is
that if the junta's candidate wins the plebiscite, they
will denounce the
outcome as fraudulent; if the opposition candidate wins, they
will ex-

opening as a "detonator" to bring the entire Pinochetconstructed system down immediately And, if they don't
get their way
withm the Bishops' Conference, they would break away Elected
to head
the conference in December of 1987 were Bishops
Carlos Gonzalez
Cruchaga, president, and Sergio Contreras, secretary-general.
During his
twenty years as bishop of Talca, one of Bishop Cruchaga's closest
advisers
was the Belgian priest Joseph Comblin, a leading architect of
liberation
theology [who was expelled from Brazil in 1971 for ties to
terrorists, from
Chile
1974, and later allowed to return). On private property. Bishop
Cruchaga said: "Sacred it is not." On the difference between
civilians and
military: "Two scales with distinct values. The problem
is that the military man is trained for war, to defend himself,
to attack." On the new
market economy in Chile, he branded it as "individualist,"
and thus a
"social sin" [Caita Confidencial, op. cit.,
#16, January 15, 1988, pp 9-13)
Among the highlights of their "Declaration of Los Andes": "Liberation
theology
claims to be 'a new way of making theology,' through the
lens
of the 'oppressed'
demanding an essentially political rereading of the
Word of God, interpreting the entire Christian existence, faith
and theology in political code"; "Theology can and must make a
fruitful use of
ploit

that

m

136.

.

.

.

.

.

.

social science. But, there is no room for accepting
the subordination of
theological discourse to the discourse of any positing
science"; "Jesus
Christ is presented to us as 'the subversive from Nazareth,' intentionally
committed in the 'class war' of his time, and they describe for us his life
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a popular cause crushed
and liberating death as that of a simple martyr to
our Lord di^ move
Surely
'establishment.'
by the ruling Judeo-Roman
that image of 'historic
within the social context of his time and place. But
the rich as classes, does not come
[esus who died for the poor and against
priori, from the dialectic o
from the message of the New Testament, but, a
faith of the church on fundamental
the
with
deeply
contrasts
and
conflict
ignoring the love for the poor
points"- "With respect to the church, without
we must add with
which one can discover in some liberation theologians,
as these theologians
such
Church
'Popular
of
a
figure
the
that in
.

.

.

'

'

pain

the true Church of Christ.
present, we cannot recognize the face of
The document contains a
235-246|.
cit.,
op.
pp.
Viera-Gallo,
and
(Correa
been given only a faction
has
unfortunately
but
great deal more of value,
of those it seeks to combat Other
of the attention as pronouncements
Brazil, and Arequipa, Peru, as
signers included the archbishops of Bahia,
Catholic University of Chile,
the
of
chancellor
well as the pro-tem grand
attending: HuinMonsignor Jorge Medina Estevez. Among lay persons
who had fought
Nicaragua,
of
Prensa
La
for
writer
ex-editorial
berto Belli,
fall under the
see
it
to
only
country
the Somoza regime in his native

tyranny of the Sandinistas.
^
,i» i,
Septiembre nos salvo de la
Bishop Fuenzalida from "Movimiento 11
and
Matte
Bishops
1;
1974,
p.
esclavitud," La Segunda. September 13,
cit., pp. 10-1 1, 93.
op.
Viera-Gallo,
and
Correa
from
Camus
"Chile Hunts Priests, Nuns Who Aided
138 Sources, all the Miami Herald:
in
.

,

i

137

November 5, 1975, p. 1-A; "2 Catholic Priests Surrender
Expels Priest Charged With
Chile," November 16, 1975, p. 4-D; "Chile
Chile
1975,
p. 16-A; "Charges m
Link To Leftist Guerrillas," November 26,
(a South Betid-dated story);
12-D
p.
27,
1975,
November
Cleric,"
Denied by

Leftists

"

the priest was
for the Com-

denied
back in the United States, Father Panchot's superior
worked
involved with guerrillas, saying that he had simply

of political P"soners
mittee for Peace "to give assistance to families
9-D; Rift of
"Chile Plans Trial Of Four Priests," December 17, 1975, p.
25-A; the
Church and State Widening in Chile," December 19, 1975, pp.
1975,
November
p. 1. Uie
8,
nuns,"
three
out
boots
Miami News. "Chile
Confidencial op. cit., #20,
allegation against Father Devlin is from Caita
other Chilean priests
5 1988 p 42. That issue notes that among
;

Atjril

MIR cell at the Nueva Palena
arrested were Father Martin Garate, chief of a
"sympathizer" in 1968, who, by
shanty town; Father Rafael Maroto, a MIR
Popular Movement, a
1985 was the official spokesman for the Democratic
of La Victoria,
pastor
Gianio,
Renato
Father
terrorist group; and
Maniist
who admitted having hidden an arsenal in his house.

139

"Chile,

Communism and

the

NCCB,"

in

The Mindszenty Report

vol.

"Loans for Chile Will Be Continued, the

XVIU #11, November 1976, p. 1;
reiected the
Miami Herald, April 24, 1977, p. 17-B (the bank's shareholders
Help the
Unions
Chile
Give
to
Urged
"GM
Mercy Sisters' resolution);
Report
Miami Heiald, October 12, 1975, p. 1, Section BW The Mindzenty
joined at the
who
nuns
and
priests
Catholic
of
number
a
(p 3) identified

in May of 1976,
Chile Coordinating Council's Washington meeting
Angela Davis,
with such luminaries of the Left as Father Dan Berrigan,
Mitchell, and conCharlene
candidate
presidential
Communist party
have been a number of solid
victed Soviet atom spy Morton Sobel. There
churches over the past
studies of the leftward movement of mainstream

along
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140.

two decades. A recent and excellent one: Edmund
Robb and Julia Robb,
The Betrayal of the Church: Apostasy and Renewal in the Mainline
Denominations (Westchester, IL., Crossway Books, 1986).
Details of the finalization of the accord, junta reaction and the September
meeting from Special Tenth Anniversary edition of the magazine Hoy,
"1977-1987: La Decada de Hoy,"May 1987, pp. 13-14, 19; cardinal's 1983
homily from Correa and Vicra-Gallo, op. cit., p. 146. Bradley Graham,
"Chilean Oppressed Turn to Vicariate," the Washington Post, a Santiago-

May 2, 1987, p. 61 -C. The pejoratives ("economically
privileged," "politically conservative," "wealthy Cathoiics"| reveal far
more of the writer's prejudices than they do the reality of the church in
datelined dispatch,

&

Chile (or Latin America). Viera
Gallo acknowledge, op. cit., p. 181— and
they write from a leftist perspective that even liberation theologists
recognize that "the poor in Chile and Latin America have always been in
the church." (The liberationists claim that the difference is that now, under
their tutelage, the poor "form part of the decision process.") There have
also been countless studies showing that most resistance to the radical
changes in church practice following Vatican II came from blue-collar
faithful, not the elites. It is, of course, true that the church was allied with
the "politically conservative"; they were Catholics, the "politically liberal" not only non- Catholics, but until Marxism became theologically
acceptable, the enemies of the church. As for opposition to Pinochet, it is
also true that armed opposition has centered in the shantytowns, because
it is there that the MIR (and, in more recent years, the Communist
party's
armed wing, the FMR| has chosen to encamp. But, just as the notion of
"peasant" radicalism of the sixties proved to be so much revolutionary
rhetoric and media hot air, surveys in Chile show that far and away the
greatest opposition to Chile comes from university students and the hard

—

(Communists, the even more radical Socialists, etc.).
The Impact of Depression," a World Bank
Publication {Washington: Yhe World Bank, 1986, p. 20|.
Hunccus, for example, says that in his survey, 37.3 percent gave the very
Left

141. "Poverty in Latin America:
142.

highest rating to the work of the church's human rights organization, the
Vicariate of Solidarity, 20.1 gave it the next highest rating, and only 9.3
gave it bad ratings. Yet, he observes at the same time that 51.6 percent
want the church to limit itself to "strictly religious and moral" matters,
46.2 percent that it should involve itself in political matters affecting the
entire country but without favoring or harming any specific political
party Huneeus, op. cit., pp. ISl and table # 27, p. 114.

Camus quote from Carta Confidencial, op. cit., #20, April 5, 1988,
43; Father Salas from "Chile Hunts Priests, Nuns Who Aided Leftists,"
AP Santiago-datclincd dispatch in the Miami Herald, November 5, 1975, p.
1-A; Fleet, op. cit., p. 189. Fleet says the church's "unprecedented visi-

143. Bishop
p.

bility" since 1973 has led to a sharp increase in religious vocations:
100 seminarians enrolled in 1973, to 208 in 1977, to 659 in 1979.

much

of that is explained

from

How

by the appeal of "revolutionary activism" will
remain to be seen. Father Salas and the American nun Sister Helen Nelson
took Nelson Gutierrez to the convent of Notre Dame where he remained
under medical treatment from October 18-24, 1975, for two bullet
wounds in the leg received during a gun battle with security agents at a
farmhouse where he was in hiding. Two American nuns also were accused
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and were also deported from the country.
given medical treatment by British physician Dr.
in Santiago
Sheila Cassidy, who herself then sought refuge at a rest house
agents
Security
order
Catholic
Roman
Irish
an
fathers,
of the Columban
were met with a hail of automatic weapons fire that wounded one agent
and killed a woman servant caught in the crossfire when they went to

of collaborating in that operation

Gutierrez was

arrest Dr.

first

Cassidy Her arrest and subsequent imprisonment triggered the

previously discussed attack on Santiago by Britain's Labour government.
base to include social
144. From the beginning, the Vicariate broadened its
work in the slums, no doubt responding in part to the need to assert an
missions of the "Popuofficial church presence alongside the multiplying
Precht Banados, thirty-six,
lar Church" radicals. The first vicar. Father
would also
referred to it in his announcement of its formation, saying it
subsidies for unemoffer "popular eating places, polyclinics and work
ployed persons." "Catholics Form New Unit to Aid Chile Prisoners," AP
21 -A. The
Santiago dispatch in the Miami Herald, [anuary 17, 1976, p.
Rights
Human
OAS
1974
Response
to
Chilean
eight thousand figure is in
Graham,
Report, op. cit., p. 3; America's Watch quote from Bradley

—

reporters— as
the Washington Post, op. cit., who describes it as do most
violations in
"the U.S. -based [organization] which monitors human rights
Amerthe region. " Given the unmistakable and persistent left-wing bias of
abuses
monitoring
fox
as
the
describing
akin
to
would
be
icas Watch, that
Allan C.
in the chicken coop. For a documented example of that bias, see
Michael Waller, The Revolution Lobby (Washington:
Brownfeld and
J.

Council for Inter-American Security, 1985), pp. 51-53.
main thrust of
145. As Soviet analysts Goure and Rothenberg observed, "the
union
of possible
widest
the
build
to
Chile
is
[post-coup Soviet] strategy for
[includingl the Chilean Catholic church, as
forces opposed to the junta
Morris
well as the 'entire' Christian Democratic party." Leon Goure and
of
Rothenberg, Soviet Penetration of Latin America |Miami: University
.

.

.

Miami Center for Advanced International

Studies, 1975],

p.

123.

They cite

Radio Moscow broadcasts of February 10 and June 27, 1974, "De Simpatizante a Candidate," Carta Confidencial, op, cit., #12, October 15,
1987 pp. 39-40. According to that newsletter, the idea of the cardinal's
candidacy was first floated on February 24, 1985, in the Madrid newspaper
Popular
Pais, later actively picked up in Chile by the Democratic
El

Movement (MDP|,

the umbrella organization of ultra-Left parties; "Pre-

asserts
siones a los Obispos," #5, June 4, 1987, pp. 26-27. The latter article
sent the Permanent Bishops' Conference a nine-page letter
that the
"make
shortly after the Buenos Aires meeting asking that the church
for a
possible the path of reconciliation in our country" by leading the fight
Provisional Government headed by a candidate acceptable to "all demosimilar
forces." The bishops pohtely declined, as they also declined a

MDP

cratic

appeal from the Christian Democrats— and an internal demand that the
from any pre-electoral
bishops oppose any move to exclude the
alliance or accord.
Viera-Gallo, op. cit., p. 178. Gone now, they write, was the
146. Correa
"cosmic vision" of a detached, celestial-pointing church, in its stead "the
of faith
lively and boundless enthusiasm for progress in this world and
" Overboard, too, foul capitalism. They quote Ferwithout restrictions
nando Castillo, "the theologian closest to the CCPs," on the need of the

MDP

&
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church to draw nearer the poor. This implies, Castillo says, "the recognition of an historically-crystallized guilt in the form of connivance
or
complicity |of the church] with the powerful
" Ibid.,
p. 184.
147. "Distant daughter" and "end of era" from Correa & Viera-Gallo^
op. cit., pp.
177-178; Connally-Mengal from Charles A. Krause, "For U.S. Priest in
Chile, 'Liberation Theology' Means Bringing Dignity to
Poor," Santiagobased story in the Washington Post, February 14, 1979. That story was
one
of a spate of similar ones which appeared following the Puebla,
Mexico,
conference shortly before where the Latin bishops, under the guidance
of
the new pope, John Paul II, tried to role back some of the
radicalism of
Medellin. This story, like so many others, set up an irresistible equation:
liberation theology, now under attack, embodied the "Roman
Catholic
church's relatively recent commitment here to the poor.
."
This new
ersatz Marxism and "Christianity" represented "commitment
to the
poor") rejection of it meant rejecting the poor in this class warfare
vision of
.

.

the world. Father Mengcl was then pastor of a parish with eighty
thousand
Catholics; around four hundred attended the special International

Labor

Day mass Krause used as the focus of his story Then thirty-five, he had
gone to Chile in 1971, at the onset of the Allende government. Krause
noted that numerous Columban priests from Ireland, the United
States,
Canada, Australia, or New Zealand were living in CEBs scattered through
148.

Father Mengel's parish.
From Correa and Vicra-Gallo, challenge to authority, pp. 181, 197; CCPs,
pp. 193 ff; Mutioz, p. 196 (Muiioz was editor of the magazine Pastoral
Popular); number of CEBs, "Prcdominio de la Corriente Liberacionista,"
Carta Confidencial. op. cit., #9, Augusf27, 1987, p. 28. Faced with stiffening church resistance to alliances with Marxists, radical theologians
began
fashioning a new framework for cooperation, building (inter alia) on "the

sympathy of progressive Christianity for the Cuban revoluand "communion with the Nicaraguan experience." One problem:
what to do about violence, "hot rejected in principle" by the communities.
One clear area of consensus: "real democracy" must be the goal, an aggrestraditional

tion"

sive fight for human rights, social change, popular action, the
means {ibid.,
206-207). (The enthusiasm for democracy would seem odd, for some^

pp.

coming from those otherwise committed to the defense

of one of the
longest lasting totalitarianisms in the Western Hemisphere,
Cuba, and
one of the bloodiest dictatorships, Nicaragua.)
149.

Edwin Harrington and Monica Gonzalez, in their book, Bomba en una
calle de Palermo (Santiago: Editorial Emision,
1987|, p. 309, quote former
U.S. Attorney Eugene M. Proppcr as saying Willoughby went
to see him in
Washington in 1978 to offer a deal: Chile would hand over Brig. General
Contreras— whom Propper was trying to have deported to the United
States as the "brains" behind the assassination of Orlando Letelier—
if the
U.S. would lay off one of Contreras' young subordinates, Capt.
Armando

Fernandez Larios, also implicated in that murder. According to this
account, Willoughby was sent as the emissary of Gen. Sergio Covarrubias,
chief of staff of the presidency The story seems highly
improbable. Willoughby had left government service after two years as press secretary
because of severe health problems, and has never again worked in government. If he did make such an "offer" to Proppcr, it would have more
probably reflected what appeared, in his interview with this author, to be

—
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his own antagonism toward Contreras. Further, as he indicated in that
interview, Pinochet has, through the years, taken many "hits" from abroad
rather than surrender Contreras, and it is even less hkely that he would
have even considered such a plan then, when he was dealing with severe
rumblings within the military
150. The assertion that Chile denied having signed such an agreement appears
in Harrington and Gonzalez, op. cit., p. 291. Propper disclosed the deal
during a bench conference in the Letelier trial with Judge Harrington
would be used
Parker. Under it, he said, "any information which we had
only in the U.S. courts, or given to the government of Chile. That is, we
would not spread it to the press, and Chile, in turn, said if it came up with
any information on the Letelier case, it would give it to the U.S." Silbert
himself later defended the deal, saying that "if one is going to uncover a
tight-knit conspiracy," it is "virtually indispensable" to have the testimony of an insider. Facts on File 1979 Yearbook [New York: Facts on
File, Inc., 1980), pp. 74-75, 234. Propper would himself later— and egre"spread it out," coauthoring a book about the case (rare, though
giously
not entirely unheard of for former prosecutors], and speaking out publicly
on what was learned in the course of a supposedly confidential investigation. Indeed, his public disclosures at a conference in Caracas, on February
12, 1983, were instrumental in the decision of the government of Italy to
inquire into the possibility of extraditing Townley, and the government of
Argentine actually to file for and get (a very nearly successful) extradition
.

.

.

—

hearing.
Details of Townley's expulsion

from Harrington and Gonzalez, op. cit.,
257-259, 287-288, 290-292. The authors write from a decidedly leftist perspective, and are quite selective about what they emphasize, what
they omit, in what is otherwise a painstakingly detailed journey through
the subterranean mazes of intelligence services in many countries. They
assert that at the farewell for General Contreras, President Pinochet's wife
made a surprise appearance, and is alleged to have said, "an injustice has
been committed against you, and I don't know how it can be repaired"
"evidence" of an alleged repudiation of her husband's action. They also
claim that the only active duty general to attend was Gen. Herman Brady
Roche, then defense minister and one of Pinochet's closest collaborators
(and rumored heir apparent], who self-destructed for appearing to side with
Contreras. (He did not; indeed. General Brady was named only the month
before to the newly created rank of lieutenant general, which enabled him
to remain in uniform beyond the limit for compulsory retirement, and he
pp.

continued to serve for several more years.)
"The Mysterious Letelier Affair: Another Rush To Judgment?" a Special Report published in September 1978 by the Council for
Inter-American Security, Washington, D.C., p. 19.
152. In an interview with Jeremiah O'Leary, published in the Washington Star,
November 15, 1978, cited by Harrington and Gonzalez, op. cit., p. 315. The
description was given by lawyers for the Cuban defendants fingered by
Townley as the actual perpetrators of the murder, in an effort to discredit
him as a witness. Facts on File 1979 Yearbook, op. cit., p. 1 14.
153. Data on the trial, sentencing, and Judge Parker's remark from Facts on File
1979 Yearbook, op. cit., pp. 19, 234, 369. (Propper reported receiving death
threats immediately before the trial.} Townley talked more than even he
151. Virginia Prewett,
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h^ ^I^™ed that the DINA had

paralyzed the nervous system.

He

also said he had

Sfutet^S'xSrS"^" " ^'^ ""' *" l^^^SrXsibYe

?''^^? government denied the story, but in
hnuarv
Qsr^l^n..
V
January ^1982
Senator Kennedy
made available to the press further details
about the gas he had obtained from
the FBI. In
made available copies of fifty-two letters February 1982 the FM also
written by the presumab v
unsuspecting but very cooperative witness
Townley to hTsw^e Mends'^
and officials of the government, containing
all manner of allegatSnsS
his former security service chiefs
and colleagues, as well as the c
tha
""^ ^''
P^'^ ""' ^^'ci.ile.n government "l978
a "d
'

^^'^'

^T.f' "^A

"''

P-

W

'r

wJll'n^f

,^' ""'^

^°'.'"'''' ^^''""^' P-

^3-

As indicated previously

the

ambaSo

Kirkpatrick, then U.S.
'^
o he UnltTdTation: T'^
^''f
^^i,r"'' ^"""^S ^n August 1981 visit to Santiaeo The
f^nl
a]
following
March,

Thomas

Enders, assistant secretary of
state said on his
expected "a decision LthTne^r
future in
respect to the tnal of those
responsible" for the murders as a
p?ecoS"ion
visit to Santiago, that the
U.S.

'^'^^ '''^^' ''^'^'^^^^ °^ the Chilean
Supreme Court
A '
reiccted the extradition
requests for the three officers
saying that the
evidence against them was insufficient
because it was based "on a Vaid

r.ZLj

I

'

""/ ^^'"P^Tly --JlP*l

Pmocher"?
P
V^'
nochet followed

suit, recalling his.

On

ambassador and on June' 4'
October 1, the Supreme Couri
'ts

ruled similarly in a second
US, extradition request again citing
inade
quatc evidence and provisions of
Chilean law, and the dance of he
ambassadors was repeated. In 1981, a
Chilean military court which had
heard
evidence in the case over.a three-year
period, found

the three officers

not the same as noncooperation;
as early as 1978, Chile had
pledged its 7ull
cooperation
the investigation. How much
it Actually gave w!u
remain
for future inspection of secret
records in the

m

case. In

'"°'^"

-

Kmb^r

980 the

L

'he US ru d thai
' ^"^'^'^ i-'^S^
Chiirn government
J''
r'^7'^^'*
Chilean
should
pay $2.9 million and the three ex-DINA
offi
''""'^ ^° ^^^ ^^"^'"- ^^ Leteli^r Ind Ronni
Motht. The Chilean government
argued immunity from the jurisdiction

SrTheciiTi"""

though not accepted by Congress,
as we shall

155.

see),

another period o

On

January 21 1987, Fernandez Larios,
by then a thirty-seven-vear-old
major, resigned h,s commission,
and sometime that day or a few
dais
'' ^PP"^?f'V" '}"' ^^'"P^"^ °' '-° FBI agenl
o'n
February
Feb^^arTi
1987
h
4 1987, he appeared before US. District Court
Judge Barrineton
Parker in Washington, pleading
guilty to two charges of being an

^'"

accesS
uJ

™"^<^"«his mysferious
the"unhe/^r/''%^"''"J"'^°**^"
the
United States, Fernandez Larios had,
on January 29, signed a
bargaining agrccmcm under which
he would agree to plead gulky to those

Xa

reduced charges ,n return for telling what
he

knew about

thf planning and
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sentenced, and on September 10,
execution of the crime. On May 6, he was
the sentence was set aside
followine a petition for reduction of sentence,
plea-bargaining agreement,
the
Under
released.
was
Larios
and Fernandez
the United States
remain
he was given a new identity and allowed to
interview with £i Mercuno.
under the witness-protection program. In an
said he decided to skip to
following his court appearance, Fernandez Larios
response to a question, he said
the United States "to clear his name." In
about the murder of the former
that "General Pinochet did not know
that he only knew the cover
believe
I
Letelier.
foreign minister Orlando
"
Ignoraba Plan Para Asesmar a
story which was invented later." 'Pinochet
Mercurio.' February 13, 1987 p. 1.
Letelier'- Diio Fernandez Larios a 'El
"cover-up" in Parenthesis
The newspaper put the English-language words
reporter Jenny del Rio had
Mercurio
El
falsa."
"historia
Spanish
the
to
next
Larios's lawyer Axel
submitted written questions, and Fernandez
told the newspaper he
also
major
The
Kleiboemer telephoned the answers.
Prats in Buenos Aires. In his
General
murder
of
the
about
nothing
knew
when DINA chief General
appearance before Judge Parker, he said that
he said he instructed him
Contreras briefed him on the murder mission
to see Mr. Lete her, because if
went
he
that
say
never
"should
that he
would kick me out of the
General Pinochet should find out about that, he
a Armando Fernandez Larios, FebParker
del
Juez
"hiterrogatorio
army"
fit with what FedericoWilruary 22 1987 p 1. That assertion would
interview in Santiago,
louehby told the author during our previously cited
his
was overheard
he
complicity,
DINA's
of
learned
Pinochet
that when
requested
afterwards
immediately
who
office shouting at Contreras,

m

m

Larry McDonald (D-GaO,
156 The' "Soviet agent" quote is from the late Rep.
E Wbf.
"Extensions of Remarks," Congressional Record, June 24, 1977, p.
4057--4063) reveal a
The eleven documents introduced by McDonald [pp. E
involving Letelier,
wide-ranging and worldwide webwork of activities
with Beatriz
many in direct concert with the DGI, others through contacts
radical former foreign minister
very
[the
Almeyda
Clodomiro
AUendCi
Unity in exileb Carlos
then serving as executive secretary of the Popular
worldwide travel as we 1
Altamirano, from his East German base and his

work with individuals and organizations in the US. Columnist
a few months
Anderson broke the briefcase story on December 20, 1976;
documents to columnists Rowlater Senate sources leaked another set of
Washington Post published a rebutland' Evans and Robert Novak. The

as his

Jack

" discounting the importance of the revelations, then declmcd to print a
"rebuttal." The Post also
second Evans and Novak column answering the
organization, Accumedia-monitoring
from
a
letter
refused to publish a
Star and the New York
racy in Media |AIM|. The Post, the Washington
Veteran Latm
Times then published a full-page paid ad prepared by AIM.
tal

did not appear
America writer Virginia Prewett, whose syndicated column
"Briefcase Papers," offering them
in Washington, obtained a full set of the
TV stations as well as to two Washto Washington newspapers, radio and
Only the Star did limited reporting
success.
without
ington magazines—
"there was never a press farcstorm
of the issue, but as Prewett observes,
with the firestorm accusing
compare
Papers'
to
'Briefcase
over Letelier's
cit. McDonald's CongressioPrewett,
op.
Chile at the time of the murder."
call for an investigation— was
his
included
which
insertion—
Record
nal
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the first full Washington exposure of the
"Briefcase Papers." It is illustrative of the nature and commitment of the
left-wing establishment's proAllcndc, anti-junta zeal already in 1976 that the
State

Department moved

quickly to waive visa impediments for Allcnde's widow,
Hortensia, so she
could attend Lctciicr's funeral. Bishop James S.
Rausch, secretary-general
of the Catholic Bishops' Conference in the
United States, officiated at the
requiem funeral mass at Washington's St. Matthew's
Cathedral- Joan Baez
sang; and Sen. George McGovcrn (D-S.D.| was
among those who gave
eulogies. Ambassadors of more than twenty
countries attended the funeral
services. 'Asisticron 2,500 Pcrsonas A Una
Misa En Honor De Orlando
Lctehcr," AP dispatch datclined Washington in
La Gaceta

October

Tamna

'

Fia

1976, p. 17.
157. Argentine President Juan Carlos Ongaiiia, deposed
in 1 970 after four years
in the Casa Rosada, had enunciated a
doctrine of "ideological frontiers"—
Identifying communism as an interloper
which should be as much
excluded from the Americas as a physical intruder.
At the Tenth Session of
Commanders of the Armies of the Americas in Caracas early in 1974
Gen
Carcagno, head of the Argentine army, repudiated
that
[°/^''u'^^"'
Much to the chagrin of the U.S. delegation, he was supported concept'
by Gen
Edgardo Mercado Jarrin, commander of the very leftist
Peruvian army As
Harrington and Gonzalez observe, he faced a situation
not unlike Prats' as
he like Prats, made clear his ideological as well as
formal support for a
leftist president, in his case, Juan Peron:
"Not all [Argentine] officers, not
even the maionty, shared Carcagno's thinking."
1,

Carcagno was

cipal protector^ with Peron dead, Carcagno was
Prats security responsibility shifted. Those

Prats' prin-

among the first ousted and

authors wrote: "Transferring
the security of Carlos Prats from the Army
Intelligence Service to the
IcivilianJ State Intelligence Service was like
giving the lettuce to the

canary to watch.

.

.

."

Harrington and Gonzalez, op.

183.
158.

Harrington and Gonzalez,

op. cit., pp.

cit.,

pp.

174-175 ' 182-

457-459, 461-463. For the Prats

womcn-undcrstandably-thc notion of letting someone go on
a
cality was pure and simple injustice, or
callousness, or both. The

ot

1°

plea bargaining"— a choice

between the

techni-

concept

lesser of evils distasteful

Amcncans-is unknown under the Napoleonic code in Latin

even

countries
CO
li)y. Asked by Judge Parker at his
sentencing on May II, 1979, if he had any
regrets or remorse Townley said he felt
"a great deal of remorse for the
death of Ronni Moffitt." Facts on File 1979 Yearbook,
op. cit p 369
,

Prcwett, op.

p. 4. Simon had become the first U.S.
cabinet-level
post-Allcnde Chile, arriving there for a ten-hour
meeting
1976. He said the junta's policies "arc clcariy laying
the foundacit.,

official to visit

on

May

7,

tion tor viable

economic development," but warned that "there is an
extricabic relationship between our economic
freedoms and our personal and
social freedoms," Before leaving, the secretary
said he was "pleased" by the
government's decision to release forty-nine prisoners
on the eve of his
arrival and to take other ameliorating steps.
Despite his findings, Congress
voted a month later to forbid all military aid
to Chile and limit heavily
conditioned economic aid to $27.5 milHon—
which Pinochet later
spurned. Careful cultivation of contacts over the
following years— and 3
number of important steps announcing easing of restrictions
announced
by Pinochet earlier in 1979— were to have culminated
with the Cauas visit

11

Mission Accomplished
always slower and more arduous than it is to destroy.
we know that our mission will not be so fleeting as
we would like, and that is why we specify no timetables, fix no time
Only when the country has achieved the social peace neces-

To rebuild

is

For that reason,
frames.

it is entitled,
sary for true progress and social development to which
mission
and Chile no longer shows a face reflecting hatreds, will our
the
help
of God,
we
ask
for
goals,
those
be accomplished. To achieve
to those
and
patriotism,
and
self-denial
their
people
for
our
we ask
devotion,
responsibility for governing, we ask their unlimited

with

all to the benefit of the

cause which we have embraced.

AuRusto Pinochet, in an address in The Diego Portales Building,
October U, 1974

before those lines were spoken, General Carlos Prats
memoirs,
Gonzalez, rushing as though by premonition to complete his
that it
was
regime
Allende
wrote that the essential error of the
fransix-year
had
a
it
legally,
what,
attempted to cram into three years
course
the
as
in
inasmuch
graver
even
was
wrote,
chise for. The error, he
in uprooting the instiof that first term, Allende could have succeeded

Some months

inflexibility against
tutional forces arrayed in such stubborn ideological
"under the unrejudiciary
a
opposed";
"relatively
parliament
him: a

of "capitalist
stricted control of the bourgeoisie"; a comptroller-general

dominant elementality"; and a writing and electronic press whose
that, based on
add
did
not
general
ments were also opposed to him. The
also did not
he
presidency,
the
Allende
in
the election results that put
around
65 percent
somewhere
fervor
revolutionary
his
have with him in
should
Allende
wrote,
Prats
General
Nonetheless,
people.
Chilean
of the
led
to
a fullhave
hayp presided over a six-year transition which would
fledged SociaUst regime in 1976.'

the dust of battle settled, Augusto Pinochet and his associates
they faced formidable
also set out to create a revolution. Like Allende,
hostility from
external
faced
they
Allende,
Unlike
internal opposition.

Once

780
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Very few, anywhere, were willing to suspend
disbelief-as
most of the world had for Allende-about the path
they had chosen the
means they sought to apply, their chances of success.
sides

all

But this

a very particular, very special fascist
regime. The ecoin that field you have the extreme
application of the free law of the market. Of
course, in a very monopolistic
is

nomic pohcy, for instance;

economy that means a system in which the industrialists
are free to
compete- what they call to compete— at the level of prices
they wish
and, at the same time, salaries are established
by decree. This

then is
small segment of the population, the owners
of the
monopolies, the owners of the land, a small segment
of the Chilean
a free

market

for a

The general policies applied in the economic field
are
those supported by the so-called Chicago
school. That has not been
applied in any other capitalistic society.
Every day the civilian
group against the junta is increasing and, at the
same time, some
sectors of the armed forces— of the families
of the armed forces— are
becommg the victims of the economic policies apphed
by the junta
population.

.

.

.

That would create a deterioration of the
position of this group of
generals serving the interests of a very small
group of the Chilean
population and would create some kind of new
objective condition
which would open the road for a political change
in Chile.
Orlando

Socialist

Letelier, a short

economist Letelier was,

own

6M

time before his murder in 1976^

of course, reflecting not only his

personal loathing of the regime which had
held
days, but also conventional socialist
wisdom

him

prisoner for

about economic development. He was wrong on every major conclusion,
but he was right on
one premise: not even the generals who presided
over Brazil's economic
miracle" of the 1960s and 1970s had dared
apply true market economy
strategies as were the Chileans. Since
that conventional wisdom also
happened to be the dominant orthodoxy about
economic development
"^'"'"^ ^°

^''''°"^

*^

^^'^^^'^ experiments a patient hearing,'

ckhZ^'^
Nor did the largely isolated Chilean leaders resort
to the
Latin American fall-back: of blaming
others, and principally
States, for their failures, their
short-falls.

Since

it

was

traditional

the United
the tradition in

America— and, in recent years, among the intelligentsia
of the
United States as well— to impute much of the
burden of responsibiUty
Latin

United States for success/failure within Latin
societies, it would
much longer before anyone would be willing to recognize what
the Chileans did achieve by themselves.
to the

be that
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THE SUPREME COMMANDER
7

will die

won 't be

and

the person

who

succeeds

me

will also die. But there

elections.

Augusto Pinochet, then

fifty-nine, as

quoted in an

AP

Santiago dis-

June 23, 1975
patch published in U.S. newspapers,

did not keep. But the message
That was a reckless promise Pinochet
less than a profound revoluanything
imp icit in it-the one that said
had been shed in
September
of
blood
the
tion would have meant that
Once goals were clarified,
vain-that one he did set out to keep.
such far-reaching goals demanded^
Pinochet moved rapidly to do what

himself as the unquestioned leader of
end rule-by-committee and install
first step^
authority." Definitions were the
his regime of "liberty in
expressed
members
junta
Other
Pinochet coined "liberty in authority"
fundamentals:
1 Chile s
three
on
variations on that theme, all agreeing
nor did
rebuild;
to
(2
which
on
ground
political past offered no viable
built which
be
could
value
lasting
of
Chile's economic past; (3) nothing
errors of the past, and above
would reintroduce into the body politic the
to manipulatcancer of Marxists-Leninists committed

the insidious
,unta said
to devour it. In short, as the
ing the system so as eventually
essential
is
"it
Principles",
"Declaration of
boldly in its March 11, 1974,
years and
the
of
passage
the
With
to change the mentality of Chileans."
were closing on that goal, their
in the measure they believed they
beyond the junta, to the guided
life
to
thoughts turned increasingly
one of the second
believed they were building. Said

all

democracy" they
wa^e of junta members,

General Fernando Matthei Aube "We
have
admiral Hose Toribio Merino] and I
are democrats at heart. The
States.
United
the
in
England,
known other countries, and 1 have lived in
and we drew
I speak German as well,
English.
fluent
speak
We both
as well, has
president,
The
nourishment from Western philosophy
of this proconductor
the
is
he
and
philosophy,
air force

:

drawn on Christian
SS
cess,

1

1

Chile,
ordered politics into a deep sleep in
military
the
pohticizing
became "conductor of the process" by in effect,
when
history of the country As a result,
as perhaps never before in the
were
there
military-and
the
within
internal opposition did flare up
those flickerextinguish
to
able
was
three such identified flare-ups-he
junta solieffortlessly, the surface image of

Pinochet, the

man who

ings of rebellion virtually
darity barely singed.

r^
i .,,„ ja?
#33
Law
coup- Decree
September 21, 1973-ten days after the
governBoards
Appeals
and
suspended the operation of the Examining

On
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ing promotions of army officers, shifting that
authority exclusively to
the army commander-in-chief: Pinochet. On
Christmas Eve 1973, yet

another Decree Law gave him sweeping new powers
over promotions
and retirement. This decree— though effective that day—
was not published until ninety days later. In

September 1975, some concessions
were written back into the rules, but none which seriously
diminished
Pinochet's power, and one which radically transformed
past practice. In
the past, general officers sat on the Examining
Boards for senior army
but disputed cases went to a different and broadly
based
Appeals Board. Now, the generals on the renamed
Selection Boards were
both judges and juries, themselves handling appeals
officers,

from

tions. (Just

how important

their selec-

that separation of powers could be was illustrated by a case with historic portents: the
experience of Herman Brady
Roche, a key figure in the 1973 revolution and
one of Pinochet's closest
collaborators thereafter In 1971, then Colonel
Brady was ordered into
retirement by the Examining Board. On appeal,
there were two votes
against
Generals Prats and Schaufauser, the two army representatives. His career was saved by the three
other votes— Allende's defense
minister, and the navy and air force

him—

commanders-in-chief who served
on that board, Brady later not only got his star but went
on to become
one of the first heutenant generals in the Chilean army,
enabling him to
serve on many years past normal retirement.)
Parallel with these moves, there was another:
grade inflation.

When

Allende came to power, there were nineteen army
generals, separated by
only four years of active service. Under Allende,
the

number jumped to
twenty-five, the spread to nine years between
the most senior general
IPrats, date of service, 1934) and the newest
(Lutz, Palacios and Carrasco 1942). By 1980, there were thirty-nine
army generals, and by
1984, fifty-four; from the most senior (Pinochet,
1937), the spread now
extended twenty years to the most junior
U956). Since the 1980 constitution empowers Pinochet to remain as army
chief for eight years beyond the end of his presidential term in 1990, it is
conceivable that by
the time of his retirement, thirty-four
years of service would separate
Captain-General Pinochet from the most junior "colleague"

among

his

Wrote military historian (and junta critic) Genaro
Arriagada"Naturally, such an explosive increase in the
number of officers who
enjoy this rank has to have ended by affecting
negatively their dignity
and influence ... [In a similar vein,] in that picture
generals.

of differences of age
the very idea of 'corps' or of 'equals' has
disappeared. General Pinochet
is assured of heading a group of
generals who not only owe him their
promotion, but in which the youngest among them
will react as a
captain would in the presence of a general, "s
On September 19, 1978, a new army flag rank was created: lieutenant

)
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were renamed mayoies generales, and
general i^ndgenerahs de division
generales). The next day, three major
geneiales de brigada, brigadier
rank: Herman Brady Raul Benavides
gerierals were promoted to the new
Haengsten, Since all three were thei^
Iscobar, and Carlos Forestier
past
jobs, and since all three were
serving in presidentially appointed
to
contmue
would
three
all
mandatory retirement age, it meant that
of the
pleasure
the
at
exclusively
remain on active duty solely and
Vrce Admual Patriuo
prSSnt It bears noting that, until the return of
that post
all of those who served
Carvajal as defense minister in 1983,
lieutenwere
Carrasco)
and Washington
after 1978 (Benavides, Forestier,
presithe
on
depended
in the military
ant generals whose continuance
change
important
other
one
was
dent keeping them in that job. There
1979, General of the Army
September
In
officers:
general
involving
army commander-in-chie
the
Pinochet [the traditional title for
In June 1981
"Generalisimo.
as
time
referred to himself for the first
for the
added,
wrmkle
new
a
and
the arrangement was formalized
army
the
times, the commander-in-chief of
first time since colonial
Genwas
he
Thus, as president,
also held the title: Captain-General.
neve
he
(which
his army role
eralisimo" of the armed forces, in
Captain-General. (Pinochet
and
Army
the
of
General
abandoned).
the title "Generalisimo
assigning
himself ill a 1985 interview, said

m

means of demonstratForces" to the presidency was a
the political powerto
subordinate
ing that the military remained
of the president as
concept
U.S.
the
of
roughly the equivalent

of the

Armed

"Commander-in-Chief.")
move made regarding colonels.
There was an even more dracoman
colonels serving in that grade tor
Decree Law #624 of 1974 required that
which would then be considered
three years submit their resignations,
generals star,
since, in order to achieve a
,

by the Selection Board. But
in grade until 1979, five thereafter
colonels needed at least four years
had to enjoy the good opinion not
colonels
the practical effect was that
also of the government (since govern^
just of their peers (as before), but
one and the same) to reach
ment and military high command were now
argued was contrary to
This, junta critic Arriagada
flag officer rank.

jand] overlooked the
of troops
"the highest moral values of a leader
whatever may be
nation,
the
of
interests
fact that the military serve the
"''
it up.
make
who
persons
the form of government or
„,„,
was one other significant elcmcn
Figures are not available, but there
of
purposes
the military to the goals and
in the strategy of subordinating
very
the
of
forces, from top to bottom,
the revolution: purging the armed
who had
leftists, as well as a number
hard
of
number
considerable
their
demonstrated
or
collaborated with the Allende regime,
.

.

.

,

openly

generals
distaste for the junta. Several

and admirals were quietly
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^"d a number of them went into exile.
Of
'°'/^^lf''J^^^''
tHZtt
two
charged
with high crimes, one of them died
while in imprisonment
another was sent mto exile and
stripped of his citizenship. At
one
detention center ninety-five military
men were discovered among the
'^' ^''^ ^'% '[''' '^' <^°"P' '^''y °f '^^^ offi-^s.
At least
fwnTfi"
two officers were identified as under
sentence of death ^
Through a series of such moves, Pinochet
ultimately concentrated in
his hands power over the lives
of senior officers formerly
shared, under
the 1925 constitution, by the
president, the Senate and the
army
commander-m-chief Curiously while his power
over the army reached

"

f

^'''' "°^ '''"^ ^^"" '"^^ 'l'-- dic'atorsh
p
our de"
'rf""t" '
^^''' '"^ ""'^ ^™P«^t-"t respect, than
h^ of
n the elected
''fpresidents
^''r^''who
that
preceded him: the power to appoint
the commanders-in-chief of the
other armed serviced, including
Car-

S

™^

'

,

^he sitting

members of the junta at the time
g«S presidential
"''J'^''':^^'
1989
elections could remain in their
posts for eight
years thereafter, beyond the power
of that first openly-elected
presiden
to remove. Wrote Arriagada:
"That political aberration
means
that a
president elected by the opposition,
for example, could have as
com
manders-in-chief, immovably during
.his entire term of office
sirs
Pinochet, Merino, Matthei and Stange "
Although Pinochet did, in fact, share
this and other key powers
with
his colleagues of the junta-and
they, too, acquired comparable
control
over their own services-he also
steadfastly moved to locate
himself
clearly above them. In that,
he succeeded beyond any serious
dL
^"^^"^^ ^^'^'^'^
as
JTo??"^^
°"" '^^PP^'' ^i"i°«^ completely
.
kin.Vh
alking
about Merino ^?T°T"'*''
and Leigh as the men in charge of the
economic
"''""^^ '^"°'^*^^' ^^^^ ^^^^-^i-tirely
of Vl^e
the

1

.

tr""~t'r'

?^™

"f^

.

.

claS

P--

^sZT!''T"'"''-

m

m

There were formal steps, as well as
the symbolic, informal ones
Decree Law #527 of June 26, 1974
(Statute of the Government
Jun a)
formally ended the concept of
Pinochet as "first-among-equa s'
n
collegial rule: order of precedence
was established, with him as nuri
'"'' ^''^^ '^'''' ^"^ ^^"'^^^^ ^^-'- ^^-^ ^t^tute
aI?o
''""''^'"^'"^ '^'' '""^^^ ^''''''>^' be adopted by unan.
mous

ml7; ^T°
vote.

As

of

December

1974, Pinochet

became President of the Republic
'"'^°"'>' ^^ *^^ "^'i°- "^ had, of cour
"
e
until then been '"ri"'
titled President of the
Junta of Government. H^
emained as tfie presiding member of the
junta. Decree Law #1426 of
1976 insulated the junta against mandatory
retirement, stipulating

Tr^nM'u

1 7,
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resignation, or permanent
only three grounds for retirement: death,
president exercised executive
disability. Under Decree Law #537, the
he exercised it solely in
authority, subject to junta agreement (though
his powers would submayors;
regulatory matters and appointment of
as we shall
constitution,
1980
the
under
sequently be greatly expanded
laws
decree
junta,
the
by
exercised
was
power

shortly see). Legislative
(The Judiciary remamed
requiring the signatures of all four members.
under a state of
imact although with the country living continually
early 1988— the
until
emergency— or more— from September 11, 1973,
civilian courts
of
that
of military courts was greatly expanded,

power
commensurately circumscribed.)
until early 1978.
There matters rocked along more or less in equipoise
Pinochet's
President
was
first
The
equation.
Two events changed the
condemnation
Nations
United
1977
the
to
reaction
petulant
seemingly

of Chile for

had the

human rights violations,

earlier ones, for a

the fourth consecutive, calling, as

quick return to democracy

On December 21,

so that "every man,
1977, the president called for a "consultation,"
have to decide, in
will
country
every woman, and every youth in this
president in his
the
supports
he
whether
the secrecy of his conscience,
of the
legitimacy
the
reaffirms
and
Chile
defense of the dignity of
supports the
he
contrast,
in
whether,
...
or
Republic
the
government of
impose our future
resolution of the United Nations and its pretension to
." Angry reaction to such outside serdestiny on us from abroad
was not limited to Pinochet; in August of that same year,
.

.

monizing
Iimmy
General Gustavo Leigh had angrily denounced U.S. President
condemned
which
policy
rights
Carter as a "hypocrite," for a human
rapprochement
the same time his government was seeking

Chile at
eighteenth year of
with the Castro dictatorship in Cuba, then in its
and tenor of the
tone
the
by
troubled
was
Leigh
But
totalitarian rule.
imperiousness
"consultation," and what he perceived to be the growing
he urged
admirals,
and
of the president. Joined by other air force generals

Humeres Magnan,
Pinochet to call it off— only he went public. Hector
from that post,
who,
man
the
and
comptroller-general
for ten years the
illegal the callruled
decrees,
Allende
illegal
as
rejected
had repeatedly
on January 4,
balloting
In
the
fired.
was
He
"consultation."
the
ing of
he had
of those voting backed Pinochet. Although
1978, three-quarters
insisted the "consultation" had

no internal significance, in its afterthat
math an elated President Pinochet said the outcome demonstrated
years.
ten
least
at
for
Chile
in
needed
no other elections would be
the
Hyperbole notwithstanding, the outcome greatly strengthened
paramountcy
Pinochet's
of
and
government—
his
of
legitimacy

claim to
within it.9
a tew
The second public event— series of events, really— came
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with theU.S. accusations, followed by the Townley revelathat Orlando Letelier had been murdered at the
instigation and
later

direction of Chile's security service

and chiefs (detailed in the preceding
leader Pablo Rodriguez Grez— supposedly called for dissolution of the junta. But behind the
scenes,
tension had already reached the breaking point between the
two strongwilled men, Leigh and Pinochet |see preceding chapter).
chapter).

Leigh— and right-wing

The last straw
was Leigh's previously cited interview with Milan's Coriiere della
Sera
in which he called for a return to normalcy in Chile
within five years.

On July 24,

1978, the junta declared Leigh's "absolute impossibility" of

and when he refused to resign voluntarily fired him. Eight
air force generals declined to replace him,
and— as per established
practice— when one junior to them (General Matthei) accepted
the
serving,

commander-in-chief's baton, they went into retirement. Other officers
resigned in protest. '^

This "coup-within-a-coup" died out almost as quickly as it
had flared
There were later rumblings of discontent within the military, far
and
away the most serious ones over the ouster of General Contreras as
head
of the state security agency the following year,ii and
again, in 1985,
when President Pinochet summarily rejected the political opening proposed under the church-mediated National Accord. But there
never
again was an open challenge to his authority and never
again any
question about the power he wielded.
As noted earlier, in September 1979, Pinochet referred to himself for
the first time as "Generalisimo of the Armed Forces." During
the annual
independence celebrations in September of that year, there was an event
fraught with symbolism: the president and his defense
minister placed
the first floral wreath at the 'Altar of the Fatherland," the resting
place of
the remains of the liberator Bernardo O'Higgins. They were
followed by
the vice-commander of the army and chief-of-staff of the army;
then, in
third place, the navy, followed by the air force, and
then by Carabineros.ii Thus, not only did Generalisimo Pinochet
outrank all the
others, but the armed service he simultaneously
commanded— the
army— came next in order of precedence and authority That arrangement was solidified in the 1980 constitution by transitory article
14,
under which Pinochet no longer remained a member of the junta,
but
up.

had, as his substitute, the next-in-line in
served at the pleasure of the president.

The

destinies of Chile were

now

army

seniority

And

that

man

firmly in his hands. But to the very
of the junta continued to exercise
their legislative function and to guard jealously their
second prerogative, as the constituent body for the transition to
democracy In June
1987, all three said publicly they believed the next president should be a
end, the three

nonarmy members
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"younger" man. Having gone on record to that effect, none
of them again raised the subject as the deadline approached for them to
make their final choice as to the junta's presidential nominee.
civilian

and

a

A NEW CONSTITUTION
country morally, institutionally,
and materially" began to take shape as of September 24, 1973, with the
appointment of a commission created to study, prepare and propose a
preliminary draft of a new constitution. Preeminent among the members in the early days was Jaime Guzman Errazuriz, a young law professor at the Catholic University of Chile, and a leading conservative
activist dating back to his student days. His pen [and voice as a commentator at feisty Radio Agricultural had been among the most potent
weapons in the war of words and ideas against Salvador Allende. To one
observer sympathetic to the junta, this "tiny conventicle of civilian
advisors of a fianquista tendency that sometimes verges on the theocra-

The framework

of "rebuilding the

achieved influence that went "almost unchallenged." In later years,
the commission's chairman, Enrique Ortuzar Escobar, emerged as the
lawyer,
dominant figure— much to the chagrin of his former boss.
Ortuzar had served President Jorge Alessandri as minister of the inteas
rior, secretary-general of government, foreign minister, and, finally,
tic"

A

not quite fifty-nine when Pinochet appointed
this man who was as stubborn in his convictions as he was relentless in
pursuing them.
The record of the commission's deliberations is spotty, mainly
because of the secrecy they decided was necessary to conduct their work
effectively; but it also seems clear that they tapped into deep "theocrajustice minister.

He was

and Portalian yearnings that were latent among the revolution's
i^ Made up initially of seven men and one
leaders, particularly Pinochet,
erroneously) named the Constituent
(and
originally
woman, it was
Commission. In 1976, the name was changed to Commission for the
Study of a New Constitution. In the first years— over the strong objecthe commission advised the junta and
tions of at least one member
cabinet ministers on the drafting of some laws as well. Altogether,
eleven persons served on the commission including former top Christian Democrat leader and senator Juan de Dios Carmona (expelled from
tic"

—

—

the party for "collaboration"). Their work continued uninterruptedly
from September 24, 1973, until October 5, 1978, producing a 301 -page
conceptual framework followed by a 104-page detailed draft constitution. That draft included a preamble and fourteen chapters with 123

permanent constitutional

articles

and eleven transitory

articles (cover-
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ing the period from the time the new constitution
until the return to civihan rulej.i*

would take

effect

While that task was underway, the junta moved to broaden its
support
One of the most persistent criticisms— leveled even by those
congenial to the revolution— was the "blunder" of failing
to seek an
accommodation with former President Eduardo Frei Montalva. During
a one hour and fifty-minute speech preceding a huge
torchlight rally in
downtown Santiago on the second anniversary of the coup, Pinochet
announced plans for a Council of State's Among those who would
be
invited to participate, he said, would be the three living
ex-presidents of
Chile. When the council came into being, on
July 15, 1976, it was
presided over by former President Jorge Alessandri
Rodriguez- former
President Gabriel Gonzalez Videla was one of the other
seventeen membase.

bers of the blue-ribbon (and decidedly conservative)
panel. Eduardo Frei
declined to participate. '^

That Jorge Alessandri should preside over this council was
both a
supreme irony and a supreme guarantee of rectitude. His father,
the

former President Arturo Alessandri Palma, had not only been
forced out
what amounted to a military coup, but had returned to the presidency
long enough to preside over the creation of the constitution
of 1925. As

m

to Jorge Alessandri's integrity, not even.his deadliest

enemies ever called

that into account. ' ^

The council was created by the first of four constitutional acts,
drafted by the Study Commission and announced on
September
11,

1975.

Commission chairmaji Ortuzar

said the intention

was to put an
and economic

organic juridical floor under the new political, social
reality of the country, and to do so by stages.
"Traditional democracy,"
President Pinochet said a few days later in explaining and
defending the

new

strategy, "is defenseless to protect liberty, the law,
mutual respect
[the opportunity] to live in progress and justice.
It will be necessary
to create new legal mechanisms whereby to give a
more efficient and a
more authentic backing to the will of the people ."'s
the following

and

.

.

On

anniversary, September II, 1976, three more constitutional
acts followed: the first abolished Chapter I of the 1925 constitution, *
substituting a statement of the "Essential Bases of the Chilean
Institutional
System," stipulating the legality of past and future junta
laws, decrees
and regulations. Sovereignty, it said, resides in the nation,
and— in one
paraphrase— "does not recognize any limitation other than respect
for
•

The

four articles of that chapter define the state, the
source of its sovereignty, its
inv.olabihty, and this: "No magistrate, no person, nor
gathering of persons, can attribute
to itselt, not even on the pretext of extraordinary
circumstances, any other authority or
rights other than those which are expressly conferred
on them by law." Clearly the
abrogation of this article and its substitution were indispensable if
the junta's acts were
to beJegally defensible.
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human nature.-^ Constitutional acts three
the rights emanating from
the person and limitations to which
and four defined rights and duties of
to
of emergency. Putting an end
states
under
those rights may be subject
s
State
of
Council
Jtitution-building became one of the

^aSfk con

earlv orders of business.

,,t. t
I
Alessandri said: 'Tor yea
naugurating the work of the council,
constituthe
that
tireless insistence
have been pointing out with
.

,

political practice were counterdonal regime in force and prevailing
The phenomenon we lived ws
productive to the ends each sought ...
[oca.io^. Jl breakdown of the constitunot that of a sudden and chance
that he said, what
tion " of a legal system "merely betrayed"; far from
breakdown from its very
cSe had experienced was "the complete
such a disaster carries
juridical institutionahty in force
.

bases of the

.

.

of constructing a new Imstituwithin itself, inevitably, the necessity
up."^°
u „
tionalitvl, also from the foundation
forward, the ,unta members
As the institution-building process went
opposition-and quash
moved resolutely to counter rising politica
yea
separate speeches early in the new
of internal fissures. In
,

,

.

Tmors

junta said
1976, the four members of the
^^^^^^^.^^^^""V^rtbe
first
international
^^P^^^^'
Soviet-inspired
the work of a
^^^^>^^^^^^^
h e
ected
di
name-they
by
time-although they did not mention him
attempt to
"treasonous
a
of
him
Frei, accusing

f

atlormer presidem
''

creation of the new
in Santiago caled

pfnVcttTeutd^ the precise "itinerary" for the
ChTat a s'pLh delivered on July 9, 1977, at a hill

Youth Day '^°«^"^^"^°"*^7. ^"^^
"Chacarillas," site of an annual
there would be hree
it came to be knowri
as
Plan,"
Chacadllas
"The
end by Deceniber 31,
would
phases to the itinerary: the first, "recovery,"
the third, "noruntil
1985,
last
would
1980 the second, "transition,"
armed forces
"
in 1991. During the first, the

malization would begin
drafting and promulga^
con;rorthe political process during the

wS

During the
approval, of a new constitution^
tion subject to plebiscite
expanded,
be
would
government
e?ond civilian participation in the
and an
State,
of
Council
a
to
of the junta would be transferred
he power

The third would begin with presiunelective legislative body created.
rule-except that the armed
civilian
dentLl elections and a return to
newly institutionalized vigilance
forces would cominue to exercise a
1979,
presidential message on September 11,
over national affairs. In his
rnodseven
"the
goals,
speci^fic
?inochet spelled out his government's
(P"vatizatmn
overhaul
code;
labor
ernizations/' he called them: a new
incentives for great ^8".*;™^
system,
security
social
the
of
really)
judicial and administra ive
health,
expansion, educational, public
pohcy
outlining other significant foreign
reform (In that speech, while

1
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public poke at the United States ^i) On
November 10, 1977, Pinochet followed up his Chacarilks speech
with a
letter to the Study Commission in which he
spelled out these and other
principles as worthy of their consideration
as they crafted the new
constitution.
first

With the economy moving rapidly out of the anarchy and
collapse the
government had inherited in 1973, and into a period of

boom without
precedent in the country's history, the regime also relaxed
a number of
restrictions:

on March

9,

1978, the state of siege

much milder "state of emergency"; on April
curfew was

was lifted, replaced by a

of that year, the overnight

1

lifted for pedestrians;

on April 19, a general amnesty was
pohtical prisoners, and that same month, a cabinet
reshuffle for the first time made civilians a majority
in the Cabinet. In
the first two years of the revolution, a total of
7,500 persons had been
arrested; in the next two years, the number
dropped to one thousand. A
confident government— buoyed in no small measure
by the outcome of
the January "consultation"— reversed itself on
July 12 and agreed to
allow a special United Nations human rights
committee access to
declared for

all

Chile.^

The 1925 constitution— as much admired outside Chile
as it was
almost universally discredited within— was drafted
over a three-month
period by a commission which included some two
hundred persons,
representing all the then existing political parties.
All were, by present
standards, center to center-right on the political
spectrum, and the
traditional conservative parties dominated the
mix. Further, as Eduardo
Frei would write years later, the real work
was done by a small subcommission. President Alessandri, "who had in his hands
all the levers of
power," Frei added, "using flattery or threats
[and] the most varied
resources
managed to impose his thesis." The new constitution was
approved overwhelmingly in an August 30,
1925, plebiscite— that is, by
127,483 citizens, or barely 3 percent of the population.
Indeed, only 45
percent of those eligible to vote, in a tiny
electorate that still did not
include women, bothered to do so, and yet that
constitution would
acquire the character of divine writ in the
fulminations of those who
later mourned, not the internal collapse
of democracy in Chile but "the
death of democracy"i4 xhe new 1925 constitution
borrowed copiously
from the language of the 1833 original— but profoundly
altered the
balance of power. A presidential system (intended
to be strong, but it
wasn't) replaced the anarchy of a strong parliamentary
system. The ink
was barely dry before the first attempts at reform began.
It would take
the advent of the "machine politics" of the
Christian Democrats in the
1960s to achieve the first significant changes (discussed in
chapter 4).
Frei justified the need for reform on grounds clearly
reflecting Christian
.

.

.

.

.

.
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Democrat ideology: the emergence of "scientific" techniques which
demanded central state planning of the economy. Frei, who said the
reform fight began in the first months of his government, described the
use of the plebiscite device to effect constitutional reform in the face of
an obstructionist congress as the "most significant" constitutional
change to emerge from the long congressional skirmishing. Frei wrote
those lines ten years before the debate over the plebiscite to ratify the
1980 constitution;^* in their arguments against the 1980 document and
again
the technique used to approve it, Christian Democrats rarely
document.
referred to the imperfections of the 1925
But they were not alone in rejecting it. In his May 2 1, 1973, message to
congress, Allende had said the constitution no longer met the needs of
the nation, and the Popular Unity was preparing a draft for plebiscite

vote which would permit the transfer of power to the "proletariat."
that there could have been— a man who
It is unlikely that there was
would better understand Chile's constitutional dilemmas in all of its
dimensions than Jorge Alessandri. His own father had been ousted from

—

the presidency in a military coup because of the paralysis of the poUtical system produced by the rotting away of an earlier constitution. On
August 16, 1978, President Pinochet turned over to the council the

Study Commission's first set of conceptual recommendations, and then,
on October 31, the draft constitution itself. Although the Study Commission had worked in secret, a number of outside constitutional
scholars and others had been invited to offer recommendations. The
Council of State now undertook to broaden even further the input base
as it began the task of refining it for later consideration by the junta.
More than 150 proposals were received by the December 15, 1978,
deadline in response to the council's call for public comment. Organizaof
tions responding included the National Press Association, College
and
Architects,
of
Journalists, Association of Broadcasters, College

Between November 1978 and July 1980, when it completed its
work, the council held numerous plenary and committee meetings,
others.

often inviting outside experts to appear.
of
Jorge Alessandri was, from the beginning, opposed to the idea
creating a "new" constitution, a process he likened to "a leap into the
void." Instead, he worked for reform: "They [constitutions]," he wrote in
a letter to Sergio Carrasco Delgado, "must be reformed, because however perfect they may be, habits grow up through the years which
."^^ He was as good as his word. On July 8, 1980, in a
denature them
President Jorge Alessandri delivered the counformer
audience,
special
turned the
cil's draft to President Augusto Pinochet. Pinochet promptly
document over to a seven-person working committee.
There were twenty-seven important changes between the Study
.

.
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Commission and

the council drafts. In one after anotiier,
what came to
be known as "the Alessandri constitution" urged
returning to the precepts of the 1925 constitution, and in one important
case— involving
the role the armed forces could play in the
country's political processes—that of 1 833. The changes were literally from
beginning to end,
even the preamble was eliminated as too "doctrinaire."

Those amendments are analyzed in detail in Jorge
Carrasco's excelSu Pensamiento Constitucional; Resena de su
Vida Publica (pp. 128-133). What follows are a few
highlights;
—The commission proposed an eight-year term for presidents, and
qualifications equivalent to those needed for
senators. The council said
SIX, and two qualifications: to be born
in Chile and to be at least forty
lent book, Alessandri:

years of age, both as in the 1925 constitution.
—In case of death or disability, the commission

proposed that the
by the Senate and serve until the
The council wanted new elections called

president's successor be designated

next congressional election.
within ten days.

—The commission would have left to the commanders-in-chief of the
services the organization of the armed forces.
The council said that was
inconsistent with efforts to create a strong presidency,
since it would
subordinate the authority of the president to the
service chiefs in that
important area.

—The

commission

proposed a 150-member Chamber of Deputies,
leaving base of representation to be defined by a later
Electoral Law. The
council wanted 120 deputies, elected by districts.
-For the Senate: commission, thirty members, elected from a single
national list; council, unanimously elected by
regions, thus to "main-

tain a political tradition

more than a century old."
—The commission wanted to add derelection of duty to the causes for

removal of generals and admirals. The council argued
for leaving matters where they stood under the 1925
constitution— up to the president
whether to oust his flag officers.

—The commission proposed two annual legislative sessions, lasting a
months. The council believed it would be better to leave
it at
May 21 -September 18 of each year.
commission proposed language expanding the poUtical reach

total of six

a single session.

—The

of the military:

"They are also not deliberative save for matters relative
and in accord with their internal regulations.
In structure and action, they are to submit
to the juridical order and
exercise the attributions which the Constitution
and Law confer on
them." Again unanimously, the council recommended
going back to the
1833 language: obedient and nondeliberative.
to their specific functions

—On designation of the service chiefs, the commission proposed that
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from the top two in seniority, and
the president be compelled to select
their posts. Promotions and retirethat they could not be removed from
respective service chiefs. The
ments would be only as proposed by the
to the president, retirements
up
be
council said appointments should
regulations
and
law
by
and promotions as governed
add the minis—National Security Council: The council wanted to
defense, economy,
ters of interior, foreign affairs,
NSC.
the
of
domination
assure civilian

and finance-so

as to

reforms be enacted
vote requued to
the
however,
raising,
as under the 1970 legislation,
to activate the
two-thirds
and
majority),
three-fifths [instead of a simple
which put strict time limits oii executive

—The commission proposed that constitutional

"insistence"

mechanism

simpler 1925 rules to apply,
branch compliance. The council wanted the
for constitutional reform.
and also greatly to limit the use of plebiscites
superpower, a
"economic
—The council balked at the creation of an
to serve
president
the
by
appointed
Central Bank president and board
that
a.reqmrement
terms,
six-year
council wanted

fourteen years. The
voice
those posts, and to give a vote as well as a
all serve exclusively in
minister.
finance
in their deliberations to the
some ideas ot
beyond those changes, Jorge Alessandri had

Above and
and one

them involved one of the most controversial-and
in Chile; the promisrepresented—political issues of modern times

his own,

of

transition period. Alessandri
longation of Pinochet's power during a
idea of a transition period,
the
identified himself as the author of
dramatically difcouncil's-was
the
then
although his proposal— and
as proposed by
highlights,
The
emerge.
would
ferent from that which

the council:

1

2

3
4.

5

new constiThe transition would last five years from the date the
1 80 days from
be
would
turn,
in
which,
effect
into
tution entered
the date of the plebiscite.
beyond, the new
During the transition period, and for ninety days
as noted below.
except
force,
full
in
would
be
constitution
transition period.
Pinochet would remain as president during the
curtailed power,
sharply
with
though
The junta would remain,
a successor to fill out the
designate
to
them
among
principal
the
of the president^ As
transition term in case of death or disability
junta members
ended,
period
transition
the
once
to themselves,
Senate.
would become members for life of the
Congress would be created to serve during

A bicameral appointed

Chamber named by the
the transition period: a 120-member
twenty senaex-presidentS;
living
junta and a Senate as follows:
preestablished slate, and
a
from
president
the
by
tors designated
freely The first elections, for president
twenty-one he could name
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and senators, would be held within ninety days of the end

6.

of the
transition period, the first for senators four years later.
Members of the Constitutional Tribunal, with oversight of the
entire process, would be elected at least ten days before
the transition period began.

7.

The

Election Qualifying Board {liibunal Califlcadoi de
Elecwould begin to operate at least thirty days before the first
election of president and deputies.
ciones]

8.

9.

For the first three years under the new constitution,
mayors
would be delegated by the president (and elected thereafter).
Pending a new organic law governing the operation of Congress,
the internal rules which governed Congress until
1973

would

apply to the extent that each was compatible with the

new consti-

tution.
10.

The Central Bank also would continue
rules until new ones were legislated.

to operate

under existing

Alessandri had other important recommendations. One,
which also
later become controversial, "that in the plebiscite
on the new
constitution, a norm should be included that would prolong
in his office
the present President of the Republic until the end
of the transition
period. Experience demonstrates that there is nothing
more disturbing
fornational harmony that a premature presidential election."

would

But just as
important to continue with a strong executive during the
transition period, so, too, he believed it was vital to have
a functioning
Congress, even if appointed. He gave three reasons, it would:
(1) assure

he believed

it

the faithful interpretation of the new constitution;
|2) provide for public
discussion of new laws, the sooner the better;
(3) make possible an

adequate and proper representation of the diverse democratic
currents
of opinion in the country.
His textual words on transition, from a letter to Carrasco
dated July
21, 1980, bear close attention. Jorge Alessandri was then
eighty-fouryears-old. He was writing not for himself, but out of a
deep knowledge of
his people and their governance, out of his concern
for them, for their
future:

have proposed something for the transition period which is
compatiwith reality Those who impugn the proposed mechanism forget
that Mr. Pinochet is in the government with full and
absolute power,
and that it is forthcoming on his part to want to place himself
within
constitutional norms. Those of us who live with our
feet on the
ground are obliged to f acil tate his way, proposing measures
compatible with reality The present government, to
establish itself, had to
oppose the force of the out-of- control [desorbitado] government
of
AUende with force. The use of this force generated suffering and
I

ble

i
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vengeance
which then translate as hatreds and designs of
events are not
these
in
participated
have
who
Those
and getting even.
in the future.
unaware that difficult situations will have to be faced

injustice,

\peTmanencia] is a guarWhat's more, Pinochet's remaining in office
tranquility.
and
antee of order
our country
novelty
To propose a designated Congress is not a
which
during
democracy,
"140
of
years"
our
We take pride, properly, in
farce, Congress was designated by
electoral
an
through
time,
the
half
Republic. The sacred rights of the people have

m

the President of the
chance they got. They
been mocked by the political parties every
and they tried to do the
Congress"*
were the authors of the "Thermal

Furthermore, through ad hoc
limited simply to ratifying
electoral laws, the people in fact have been
the party directorates
those
representatives
[consagrai] as their
a
that
I maintained, and got,
reason
that
for
was
It
them.
impose upon
whatever
with
law
a
instead of leaving this to

same with the one which preceded

it.

constitution that,

abuse from conname, established norms which would prevent such
tinuing.^^

the old man tucked a
this point, believing his work now done,
sealed envelope and
confidential note for President Pinochet in a
He instructed him to
council.
handed it to the executive secretary of the
but only in case
plebiscite,
the
after
deliver it to the president the day
constitution. If the vote went the other way,

At

the vote approved the new
the emissary was to await

new instructions.
of the council's draft to the president,
text
the
delivering
Before
Fernandez, the justice minAlessandri received Interior Minister Sergio
chief of
Miss Monica Madariaga, and General Santiago Sinclair,
soon as
as
along
send
would
the presidential staff. He told them he
counand
commission
texts,
two
possible a comparative analysis of the
in
read
had
he
necessary;
be
not
would
that
cil. A few days later, he said
it
and
constitution,
proposed
the
version
of
the newspapers a detailed

ister

contained very important changes.

Alessandri— as was his custom— then repaired to the
him to speak
shadows to await history's verdict. Repeated efforts to get
the fact he
after
long
when
later
out were rebuffed; to do so, he said years
believed
he
and
outcome,
the
influenced
finally did, would only have
people.
Chilean
the
of
hands
the
in
repose
the decision now should
month
No one knows with certainty what happened next, in the
produced
junta
between the time the council finished its work and the

Don

*

Jorge

and de facto President Ibaiicz in
to a back-room deal between party bosses
agreed among themselves on
They
name.
the
springs-hence
1930 at the Chilian hot
of a legal technicality which
advantage
taking
who would serve in the new Congress,
was the same as tbe number of vacancies, no
said that when the number of candidates
had his summer home at Chilian.
elections were needed. President Ibaiiez

He referred
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version of the constitution. It is known that the junta appointed a
seven-person working group, but they have never pubhshed the minutes
of their meetings, nor discussed their work. Since at least two laws
require such disclosure, presumably the essence of those deliberations
someday will be known.^^ Speculation inevitably has centered on the
assertion that Pinochet himself blue-penciled the radical changes.
What is known is that the text presented to the voters was radically
different from the one drafted by the council. Carrasco has identified
1 75 changes in the permanent articles, eighty-five of which he classifies
as important, fifty-nine as fundamentaL^si At the beginning, most rage
and indignation centered on the twenty-nine transitory articles governing the transition period; as that period finally neared an end (1988its

1989), attention

tion itself

switched to the 120 articles in the permanent constitu-

— as will be discussed in a later section.

On August 8, 1980, the junta published Decree Law #3464 approving
the text of the proposed constitution. That same day, Decree Law #3465
called for a plebiscite to be held on September U, 1980. All Chileans
aged eighteen or older, including the blind and the illiterate, were
obliged to vote; foreigners legally resident in the country were permitted to vote if they chose. Since there were no electoral rolls, an identity
card was required to be able to vote. Mayors were charged with setting

up polling places, opening no earlier than 7:30 a.m., no later than 12
noon, remaining open for eight hours.
Before the voters on a simple ballot with a gummed edge easily
sealed for secrecy— was a simple proposition: "National Plebiscite. New

—

Political Constitution of the

Republic of Chile. 1980. Yes. No." Voters

were to put an "x" in the box of their choice.
But the plebiscite involved more than the constitution

itself,

as awe-

some as this alone was. It also involved the rules under which Chileans
would live until 1990, including one (Article 14), which identified by
name and title the person who would preside over those destinies: "the
present President, General of the Army don Augusto Pinochet
Ugarte."3o

The

political pot,

now reached

bubbling with increasing energy in recent years,

a full boil.

POLITIC OR PERISH
Politics in the post-Allende period subdivide in time and space. The
spaces are familiar: the hard Left, occupied by the Communists and the

and their lesser partners in Marxist- Leninist revolution;
the Left-Center occupied by the Christian Democrats; the Right, after
Socialists,
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the coup, a space

more

Ashes

of personalities than of identifiable parties.

Evolution would occur in all three spaces.
shock and
In the space occupied by the parties of the hard Left,
to a declared
seventies
of
the
middle
the
around
switched
cowering
neared, belligviolent war. But, as the country's return to democracy
ideological as
reasons
for
erency gave way to schizophrenia: a refusal
reality of the
hard
against
the
well as practical to renounce violence as

new
need to design a new Trojan Horse in order to aspire to a place in the
order.

its own
as an identifiable party vanished into a diaspora of
the
Through
creation: its overwhelming support for the revolution.
turn
to
reluctant
seventies and most of the eighties, the Right remained
Right
revolution. But, beginning in 1982, the men of the

The Right

back on the
began to regroup in
its

multiplying plethora of miniparties as they too,
world.
faced the dilemma of how to be viable in a post-Pinochet
along with
tagged
who
many
and
(PDC]—
The Christian Democrats
a

than marched through four identifiable phases.
until 1975, was mainly one of support for the
1973
from
The first,
second, a period of
revolution, albeit with increasing sullenness. The
and renewed
activism
political
aimlessness, exploded into the third,
and immebefore
fight
the
on
focused
with the far Left. This

them— lurched more

alliances

diately following the 1980 plebiscite.

Economic

crisis,

beginning in

rescued the party
mid- 1981, became the deus ex machina that again
discontent and
popular
the
on
Feeding
confusion.
and
from its lassitude
cause
common
made
again
once
party
the
crisis,
the
by
anxiety fostered
what
in
with the far Left (though not, formally with the Communists),

Pinochet
was confidently believed would be a movement to force the
unseated
by
could
be
government from power. The notion that Pinochet
By
events.
by
overtaken
was
end,
popular pressure died hard, and, in the
imperfect1987, the transition back to democracy— however
early

The last phase for the PDC began early in 1987;
mobilization, internal and external, depolitical
on
concentrated
it
capable of
signed to position the party as the catalyst of a coalition
it is
them,
beat
cannot
you
capturing power. On the axiom that if
was, in fact, happening.

and a gaggle of lesser
better then to join them, the Christian Democrats
so many in the
Since
process.
the
joined
parties
counter-revolutionary
stragglers allied with them, despised both the designers

PDC, and those
of the process

and the machinery they had designed, the "joining" was

in the post-Allende
surly and played out uncertainly. PDC fortunes
clearly risen and
have
period, as the scholar Michael Fleet has observed,
most in times
prosper
they
fallen as the economy has risen and fallen—
of hardship.
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But by late 1987 and early 1988, it was politick
or perish, and so the
Christian Democrats looked and sounded and
acted increasingly with
the cockiness and prepotencia which, many
years before, had caused
even the admiring New York Times to refer to
"a stiffness that many
considered to be arrogance."'^'
Since only the Christian Democrats pursued a
coherent, aboveground strategy— although by no means a monohthic
one—
focus mainly on their journey from 1973 to the
political
truth of 1988.

we shall
moment of

true that the party as a whole did not break
openly with the junta
plenum
April 1975. But, as noted in chapter
9,
the principal left-wing leaders of the party never
accepted the coup, and
It is

until after the party

m

skirmishing began within a few months of the coup.32
Official party
pohcy remained, however, one of "constructive" cooperation,
which
meant that while party members were forbidden to take policy-making
jobs in the government, they were allowed to fill
"technical" jobs in
areas of their expertise. Some went well beyond
those bounds; Jorge
Cauas, a lifelong Christian Democrat who had headed
the Central Bank
under Frei, joined the Cabinet as finance minister on
July U, 1974, in
the midst of a sharp exchange between party and
junta leader's; he was

among

the first civihan cabinet ministers following
the coup, and
became, for a time, the economic "czar" of the junta.
Staunch anti-Communists from the party's more
moderate ranks
banded together over strong objections from the leadership
to sign a

letter in

November 1974 published

in both Chilean

and leading foreign
newspapers. Drafted by Frei's former defense minister, Sen.
Juan de Dios
Carmona, these "collaborationists" defended the junta and its
goals
including the poUtical "purification" process and outlawing
of the hard
Left, as necessary to rebuilding the country
This led to a new phase,
"critical independence," which meant avoiding
all-out confrontation'
while viewing the junta as an evil to be extirpated.
Two events in 1975 sharply dramatized the dilemma facing the party
Despite public opinion polls showing overwhelming public
support for
the junta, the party's April plenum, bringing together
about five hundred leaders and activists, voted overwhelmingly for
outright opposi-

That decision alienated the moderate elements in the party In
July,
two former party presidents— both from the left wing of the
partyjoined in Caracas, Venezuela, with leaders of AUende's
Popular Unity in
forming a united front against the junta. That idea was flatly
rejected by
party leaders in Santiago; and although the powerful
left wing of the
party was alienated, the Caracas dissidents were not disciphned.
Explanations at the time centered on the fact that the party had
only specifition.

a
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with the Communists and they were not prebut Socialists, even more radical than the
meeting;
sent at the Caracas
and the Socialists' last secretary general
present,
were
Communists,

cally ruled out alliances

calling for armed struggle against the junta.^-^
party president Patricio Aylwin argued that the party must
work with enemies of Allende as well as of the military to restore
democracy, he was sharply rebuked by the military. In a September 25,
revolution to
1975, statement, the junta said they had not made the
build
a new type of
to
rather
but
pohticians,
old-style
to
handover power

was then

When

political parties. It was the clearest indication yet
and others— those willing to "endure" a one-to-three year
siege,
military interregnum— that the military was settling in for a long

democracy—without
to the

PDC

and without them.^''
Central to the junta's strategy was the "depoliticization" of the myruniversity, social,
iad of grassroots organizations— labor, trade, guild,
and others—
quasi-religious
peasant,
professional,
cultural,
sports,
as
politicized universe which historian Gonzalo Vial has described
the
others,
any
"that mortal menace to national consensus." More than
Communists and the Christian Democrats had "invaded" and politipatterns,
cized these entities, weaving them into their own ideological
and
essence
very
their
of
fabric
the
stitching them together into

With the single exception of the unbreakable church -PDC
junta
bond, which was actually strengthened during the early years of
subthe
(Labor,
succeeding.^s
was
campaign
depoliticization
rule, the
from party
ject of a later discussion, was not "depoliticized," but cut off
in
funding; while radicalized, it did become more "independent," and,
of
consequences
suffered
the
many ways, more labor-oriented.) No party
only
the
PDC;
did
than
more
surgery
the traumatic depoliticization
new elections will reveal the true extent to which the party has succeeded in rebuilding its broad base of special interests. The same is true
strength.

for the

Communists, despite

their vaunted ability to regroup under-

ground; they have never before in Chile been forced so
so thoroughly, for such a long time.

far

underground,

Although analyses of the Chilean economy routinely ignore it, the
caused, in
entire world suffered economic depression in 1974 and 1975,
and sharp
sudden
the
by
precipitated
crisis
energy
the
by
large measure,
increases in oil prices decreed by the Organization of Petroleum Exportthe
ing Countries. In Chile, the crisis was aggravated by two factors:
economy;
sick
first was the need to apply shock treatment to a mortally
increasthe second was the credit strangulation of the country by an
debt
public
Chile's
1974-1977,
years,
four
ingly hostile world [in the
remained

all

but frozen at $3.5

billion, actually declining slightly).

To
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make matters worse, copper prices fell disastrously.36 in
suffering, Christian Democrat maneuvering—
if not

that setting of
political

for-

tunes—expanded briefly. But, for most of the period, 1975-1980
the
PDC was a party in jeopardy of withering away, a prospect magnified
on
March 12, 1977, when the junta outlawed all political
parties

seizmg their

assets.^^

and began

however, possess one asset of incalculable
value which no one could seize and which, more
than any other held it
It

did,

'

together.

That asset was Eduardo Frei Montalva— although
for a time, there
was a question about his physical capacity to lead. There
was no question, however, that he towered over
all others in Chile who might
be

expected to lead opposition to the junta. But, since
at the outset he
and not opposition, it was argued that Frei did
so
because he had been given to understand that new
elections would be
called within the first year after the coup,
elections he almost certainly
would have won.-^f
offered support

Such a narrow view does not seem to square with
the fervor Frei
brought to countering the cant surrounding Allende
and September of
1973 Because it contains so much of that spirit of
indignation in the

face of a Big Lie, one such

communication bears full inspection. It was
an extraordinary letter Frei wrote on I^ovember
8, 1973, to Mariano
Rumor, president of the World Union of Christian
Democracy The
letter is all the more significant because
Rumor, then premier of Italy,
was himself presiding over a Christian Democrat
coalition then "enjoying" the active support of the free world's
largest Communist party.
Itself panicked into attempting to
make common cause with
its

long-

time rivals precisely because of the ouster of Allende
in Chile. The text
of Frei's letter:

1

it is my duty to write you, and
through you, the directorate
World Union of Christian Democracy, so that
you may

believe

of the

our thoughts in respect to what has happened in
Chile and

know

its reper-

cussion abroad.

What happened

in Chile?

This country has
terrupted

known more than 160

democracy

responsible for

It

is

years of practically unin-

worth asking then who and what

are

break-down.
In our judgment, the entire responsibility
for this situation— and
wc say it without euphemisms— resides with the regime
of the Popular

its

Unity which was installed in

On what

this country.

do wc base this affirmation?
That regime was always a minority yet was never willing
to recognize It. It won the presidential election with 36
percent of the vote.
That rose to 50 percent four months afterward in municipal
elections,
continuing an old Chilean tradition that the people give
their support

|
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government. In the congressional elections of
percent despite [the government
1973 that percentage dropped to 43
in the history of Chile and
unknown
intervention
an
having exercised
enormous financial
state,
having used the entire machinery of the
unleashing
organizations,
and
individuals
resources and pressures on
wounded
more
many
number oi deaths and
a violence which caused a
of the
percent
to
least
5
4
at
involving
by gunfire. Beyond that, fraud
falsihcd
proved; public agencies, among other thmgs,
to the recently elected

vote was later

thousands of identity cards.
What, at bottom, was the problem?
government, preThe essence of the problem is that this minority
was the
socialism-that
path to
senting itself as a legal and peaceful
slogan in

its

national and international

propaganda- was absolutely

totalitarian dictatorship and
determined to install in the country a
that outcome, so that by
about
was taking progressive steps to bring
that
we were in the presence
doubt
to
room
was
1 973 there no longer
were the steps that
few
and that
of an absolutely abnormal regime,
dictatorship in
totahtarian
fully
a
remained to be taken to install

Chile.

:

,

I

u-

.

am attaching several documents related to this point.

To the

political picture

must be added two

decisive in the Chilean process.
The first is that, once this government

sand

representatives of the

extreme

facts

was in

Left,

which have been

of Rce, several thou-

of guerrilla forces, of

movements of America, began converging
extreme or
Tupamaros came from Uruguay, members of

extreme-left revolutionary

on Chile.

Venezuela and all other
crimes not subject to parole
countries, committing numerous serious
of Cuba was transformed
Embassy
The
Unexcaicelables ciimenes].
the Embassy of
staff-just
larger
with
a
Ministry,
into a veritable
in 197U.
Ministry
Foreign
our
of
than the entire staff

guerrilla organizations

Cuba

in

from

Brazil, Bolivia,

Chile—

we

situation. Beyond
That gives you an idea of the scope of the
Koreans and other represenfound ourselves being invaded by North
tatives from the Socialist world.
found
Men known on this continent for their guerrilla activities
admmistration,
public
the
in
posts
immediate employment in Chile,
paramilitary training and to
but many of them devoted their time to
cases on terrain which not even
setting up guerrilla schools, in some
Carabineros were allowed to
or
forces
of the armed
that,

representatives
penetrate.

the accelerating importation of arms.
party repeatedly protested against this.

The second fact was

The Christian Democrat
the party and made
There are more than fifty articles published by
illegal arms trade. The governthe
to
relating
Parliament
in
known
its concern the PDC
ment always denied that assertion. Driven by

which once enacted into law
introduced an arms control bill, a bill
revealed the existence of
which
served as the basis for staging raids
arms.
imported
heavy quantities of
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An

objective analysis of the facts reveals that the
fundamental
reason why this old democracy suffered such a
blow was because
the government of the Popular Unity brought
the country to a situation which none could any longer endure, and that
it was endured
so long as it was bespeaks the admirable solidness
of Chilean democracy.

All of this suggests a basic reflection.

Why has what

happened in Chile produced an impact so disproportionate to the size, location, population and
importance of the country? Why has the reaction of the Soviet
Union been so violent and
extreme?

Why

has world

communism

launched this campaign to

judge what has happened in Chile and to attack
Christian
racy? The reason is very clear.
Its [the

munism

Democ-

AUendc government's! fall has represented a blow for comThe combination of Cuba and Chile, with its

in the world.

4,500 kilometers of Pacific coastline, and its intellectual and
political
influence in Latin America, was a decisive step toward

domination in

this hemisphere.

That

is

the reason for the violent and disproportion-

ate reaction.

This country served them as a base of operations for
the entire
continent. But that is not all. This gigantic publicity
campaign tends
to hide a basic fact: the failure of a policy which
they had presented as
a model for the world.

We ask only one thing: come and see for yourselves. We have the
right to ask this of our friends. That's what
Christian Democrat
Union leader Bruno Hechk did, and he could see the truth
for himself.
See for yourselves if there is a bombed-out house
in any shantytown. In all of Chile, there aire only two such misfortunes:
La Moneda

and the presidential residence acquired by the Popular
Unity government. Come and see for yourselves if there is a factory
or a mining
center where so much as a single bomb has fallen.

We
errors

are not part of the present government.
it

may commit, some

of

them

We do not defend the
inevitable in such a terribly

difficult situation.

we cannot either accept that lies be transformed into somesystematic, while the causes of the situation are
hidden, thus
concealing the responsibility of those who ruined and
destroyed Chilean democracy.^''
But

thmg

Such strong views did not spring full-blown from Frei's
mind after the
coup. During the last six months of Allende's
government, Frei had
served as president of the Senate, raising his voice
frequently and powerfully against what he perceived as the wanton
destruction of democratic
institutions. And because he did believe so
strongly that the villains
were Salvador Allende and his associates, and that the damage
they had
done was so great that it could not be quickly mended,
he kept his
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junta rule. Finally in
silence for the first twenty-one months of
followed by a
interview,
mid- 1975, he spoke out at length in a magazine
of censorstories
war
Historia";
sixty-five-page essay, "El Mandate de la
in Sannewspaper
government-backed
ship notwithstanding, even a
in
defensive
"notably
tractthat
In
tiago gave coverage to "Mandate."
both
attacked
Frei
administration—
own
its first part, an apologia for his
the military
social policies of the junta, arguing that

the economic and
discrediting and overwas repeating the very errors that had led to the
regret that he had not
of AUende. As Fleet observes, in expressing

throw

political and
sought out "a broader consensus from other
Frei "certainly did not mean the Left.'"*"
"Mandate" received wide coverage in and out ot Chile,

social sectors,

Although

i-rei

many— and particularly
did not thereafter exert the strong leadership
In very real measure,
seeking.
were
confrontationthose clamoring for
far more than many ot his
that was because he no doubt understood
the party could
tempestuous and doctrinaire coreligionists how readily
Fleet quotes
junta.
the
for
disconnect itself from the reality of support
that
in
1980, the
saying
as
Zaldivar
one-time party president Andres
time
same
the
at
Frei,
minimal";
party's "support from the masses is
all ot
said
He
south.
Chile's
to
visit
a
experience he had during
told of
preference
a
indicated
spoke
he
whom
with
the one h andred or so people
the existing conditions, to a return to
for life under the junta, even under
Frei asked the same
Allende and the Popular Unity Further, when
percent responded
question of Christian Democrat party delegates, 80

m

similarly* 1
r
j
j
uur
to give the confused and squabbling
It was then, Frei who managed
it from straying too far
party a sense of point and purpose— and to keep
leaders instinctively
its
of
vocal
most
the
of
to the left, a position many
reinforced as the
was
style
antagonistic
more
a
for
clamor
preferred. The

junta cracked down on party activists.
vice versai
Where did it start— the PDC sniping drawing junta fire, or
strong and
very
the
that
is
The answer is far from clear; what is clear
surface
by 1975,
the
to
up
boiled
latent animosities on both sides had
thereafter.
intensified
and the mutual recriminations
Democrat leader
example, reported that a leading Christian

Moss for
activists at the
him during a 1975 return visit that of 242 party
sources have
Chuquicamata copper mine, only eleven were left. Other
activDemocrat
Christian
asserted that more than one-third of the top

told

ists had, at

one time or another since 1973, been imprisoned,

briefly*^

if

only

-a
by the time of the 1980 plebiscite, the two sides
needing
trenches in a war
were clearly facing each other from opposing
the reason.
provided
plebiscite
The
happening.
for
only a reason

Whoever

,

fired first,

,

i
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THE PLEBISCITE
Eduardo Frei was in the midst of
Brazil

a triumphal tour in newly democratic
of the convocation of the plebiscite
reached him He
immediate attack, firing broadside after broadside

when news

went over to an

while

assuming personal command of the counterattack
when
he returned to Chile. Whether he willed it
or not, the plebiscite became
to a large extent, a contest in which
Chileans were asked to choose
between Eduardo Frei and Augusto Pinochet. From
the first instant the
former president made plain his complete and
bitter rejection of the
plebiscite, and he fought hard and tirelessly
in what would become his
last major battle.''^
Support came quickly from two of the party's
left-wing leaders
abroad. In Caracas, former PDC President Renin
Fuentealba described
the plebiscite as a "farce" and "illegitimate,"
and said "the dictatorship
will win by means fair or foul" {por las
buenas o por las males). From
Geneva, Radomiro Tomic, the party's losing candidate
in the
still

in Brazil,

1970

elec-

cabled Frei to express his "total support ... in
your repudiation of
the farce of a plebiscite."^*
tions,

But on this one issue, one which threatened
the very essence of
hope of a franchise on power, few in the PDC— of the

its

Ri^t or the Left-

failed to close

ranks behind Frei in what became a titanic
battle
Commentators of the Left and the Right in Chile agree
that the
country became thoroughly politicized during the
decade of the sixties
They disagree on the causes. But they agree that the
beneficiaries of

the
process were the Christian Democrats, the
Communists, and, to a lesser
extent the Socialists.^s They prevailed because
these were the parties of
ideas, discipline and organization, whereas
the Right disintegrated as a
cohesive political force because it had come to
rely on personalities and
the Radicals flew apart because they had
neither the one nor the other
Pinochet, and those around him, agreed that the
parties had come to
exercise excessive power in the society But
they parted company with
the ideologues of the Christian Democrats
as to how and why that

had
Their solution was "protected democracy," the
mechanism the "Constitution of
Liberty" they now were putting to the vote.'**
Whatever else might be said about the constitution of
1980 it cannot
be said that it was approved in the shadows.
From the moment the draft
submitted by the Council of State was made public
in July Chile was
buried beneath an avalanche of statements,
interviews, articles
analyses, propaganda, paid advertisements,
clandestine leaflets,
happened,

and— obviously— what

had to be done about

it

pam-

and periodicals, bombastic headlines and impassioned claims
and
counterclaims."^ (More on the controversial subject
of the terms and
phlets
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Democrats
extent of freedom of the debate in a moment.) The Christian
remain in
Pinochet
having
of
prospect
the
at
dismay
made plain their
transitional
proposed
read
the
they
as
soon
as
years
more
five
power for
Group of 24, made
rules, and submitted the entire draft to study by the
constitutional and legal experts headed by a former justice minisup of

AUende's Cabinet, Manuel Sanhueza Cruz. "The Council of
almost two
State," PDC President Andres Zaldivar said, "has taken
obligation
to analyze
is
our
years' to produce its draft ... We believe it
judghurried
a
avoid
to
as
so
greatest
care
these propositions with the
such
of
subject
a
on
debate
the
difficult
more
make
would
ment that
importance for the future of Chile." Among the early reactions was one
by a former member of Frei's Cabinet, Enrique Kraus Rusque, who
characterized as "a flagrant sin of arrogance" the assertion of former
ter in

presidents (Jorge Alessandri and Gonzalez Videla), by way of justifying
the transition period, that "save for honorable exceptions, citizens of the
all
greatest ability and rectitude prefer to distance themselves from
political involvement."

the Christian Democrats were alarmed in July, they were apoAugust when they saw the junta's version of the proposed
constitution and call for a plebiscite only thirty days later. They were
particularly furious at first that the plebiscite, as they saw it, gave the
citizenry only two choices: return to the chaos of 1973 or approve a new

But

if

plectic in

constitution and with it the permanence in power of Pinochet until
to
1990, and even possibly until 1997. And, early on, they attempted
raise both Pinochet and junta member Gen. Fernando Matthei on the
petards of their own earher words. On December 27, 1977, Pinochet was
quoted in £2 Mercurio as saying: "To hold a plebiscite or a referendum, it

necessary to have voter registration rolls [registios electoiales], election laws, polling places, etc." (The president had sa:id that in explaining
why the 1978 "consultation" was not a "plebiscite.") On July 29, 1979,

is

Air Force General Matthei was quoted as saying: "If the constitution
were to be submitted to a plebiscite without there being full debate and
information, it would become a farce. A new constitution must go to a
plebiscite at all events, but only after the political parties are operating
so that they may express their opinion." Despite repeated taunts, both
the president and the general remained silent on the five major objections to the plebiscite:

1.

The voters were being offered no real choice. Among many who
made this argument was an ad hoc citizen group, in a full-page ad:
"What," they asked of the stated alternative to voting "Yes," "does
return to September 10, 1973, mean? That the country collapse
into chaos, since the man who was then president of the Republic
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dead and the parliament dissolved? Is that
what General
Pinochet would give us to understand? "*«
There was no real opportunity for proper debate and
is

2.

discussion

since the country

3.

was

under a state of emergency that
restricted right of assembly, and the government
was armed with
unusual punitive powers.
There was no real electoral machinery in place:
no registration
rolls, no established polling places, no
opposition participation in
monitoring the vote and vote-counting processes; no election
living

tri-

4.

5.

bunals to fix rules and mediate disputes.
The opposition did not have adequate access to the mass
media,

and particularly to television.
Those who drafted the proposed constitution represented
only one
shade of ideological opinion: the Right.

But if these were the long-range and philosophical
concerns, the
immediate and emotional one was how to escape the
prospect of having
to live under a greatly strengthened Pinochet
presidency for ten more
years, perhaps seventeen. For, no matter
how draconian it may appear
how difHcult to amend, how gloomy the prospect of life under
it a
constitution is a piece of paper, and with
political will, it can be
changed. By contrast, if Pinochet should triumph
in the plebiscite he
would have not only the strength but a mandate—
however much it liiay
be disputed— to remain in the presidency beyond
the likely lifetimes of
any of the country's old-line pohticians.

From all sides came opinions, analyses, calls for action,
proclamaThe far Left, already committed to taking power by
violent means
was divided. The Communists ultimately decided
to join the Christian
tions^

Democrats in urging

a "No" vote; the Socialists and small
party
urged abstention. The Christian Democrats,
while attacking the process with increasing ferocity ("the greatest
fraud in the history of

MAPU

had at first wavered as to what to do about it. At
one point PDC
chief Zaldivar appeared to invite the outlawed
Communists and'other
Chile"),

Marxist-Leninists to join them in "a national
understanding"; he later
repudiated the idea of such an alliance while
defending the right of the
Communists to participate in the process. At another point the
party
appeared to be opting for mass mobilization as
an implied means of
thwarting the plebiscite. In the end, it decided to
take part warning
again and again that "dictatorships don't
lose elections" |while defenders of the junta retorted that dictatorships
don't hold them) The
decision to participate was also likely tinged
with a note of optimismwith less than two weeks to go, even a group
of right-wing former
congressmen thought a "No" vote might prevail.^?
The country's leading newspaper— consistently
supportive of the
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grave reservations.
junta— expressed support for the plebiscite, but with
one in which law
be
not
will
decade
El Mercurio: the next
Editorialized

and thus "will not be a State of Law" To
the newspaper said, "would be to
otherwise,
try to convince ourselves
country"
deceive ourselves and play a false role before the
left-wing cast in the
distinctively
with
a
reemerging
labor,
Organized
measures adopted in 1979, lined up squarely

rules

man, but

wake

man rules

law,

of liberalization

leaders called it a
against the plebiscite. Christian Democrat youth
from it "will be
emerge
to
constitution
"pseudo-plebiscite" and said the
on youth
calling
from
apart
But,
it."
sustains
valid only so long as force
they also
oppression,"
from
Chile
liberate
as
to
so
leaders to "organize
home.^o
were not able to decide whether to vote or stay at

headed by their
school professors at the Catholic University,
Guild of
Lawyers'
The
dean, Sergio Gaete, said the plebiscite was legal.
said
Leigh
Gustavo
Gen.
member
Santiago said it was not. Former junta
of
kinds
these
"in
because
good
do
no
he would vote "No," but it would
out
give
to
going
never
are
They
controlled.
dictatorship, the results are
Hernan Leigh Guzman,
real figures." For his brother, former lawmaker
he said, "will have
generations,"
future
"only
"Yes";
the right vote was
all of its magnitude
in
realize
to
serenity
and
perspective
sufHcient
of the
what Chile owes to its armed forces." Luis Alegria, president
Pena
Hector
"No";
vote
National Federation of Plastic Workers, said
"Yes."
said
State,
the
Bank
of
Cabrera, president of the Labor Front of the
such a
the ex-Socialist whose truck owner/drivers played

Law

Leon

Vilarin,
vital role in the fight against Allende, said, "I

fought for a government of
access to it, and not to
have
would
Chileans
where
all
the armed forces
German Riesco, president
install one controlled by the extreme Right";
thorn in
of the National Agriculture Society another

AUende's

because Chile needed more time

side, said

"to correct the

he would vote "Yes,"
deputy
vices and vacuums of the past"; former Conservative

)ulio Su-

the experience
bercaseaux said "No" l"They're trying to imitate in Chile
That's
government.
in
years
twenty-three
his
of General Franco with
director of the National
Menendez,
Campos
Enrique
dangerous.");
would vote "Yes," because it
Libraries, Archives and Museums, said he
"social,
was enough to contrast the "chaos" of the Allende years with
both
regime
of
a
protection
and cultural recovery under the

economic
personal liberties
orderly and just, which grants all Chileans a future of
"^i
and true national sovereignty
said m
There were, of course, voices from afar. The New York Times
for any presivote
to
polls
the
going
to
were
Chileans
an editorial that
Pinochet. In
dent of their choice, so long as that choice was President
Association of Human
Quito, the newly formed Latin American
the plebiRights— identified only as "nongovernmental"— denounced
scite as

an "antidemocratic fraud." The then governing party

of Spain,
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Democratic Center, cabled a message of solidarity
to
the Christian Democrats. In Caracas,
Communist party leader
of the

Jose

Lademarton,

one-time economy minister in Allende's
Cabinet
claimed Chile's "democratic forces" had united
behind former President
Freis proposal for a civilian-military
transition government. He also
warned that after the "fraud," the struggle in
Chile "is going to be
radicalized. There is no other hope." As the
voting was actually starting
Allende s widow, Hortensia, told newsmen in
iVlexico
that opposition to
the plebiscite had brought together
Popular Unity parties with the
Christian Democrats. She added that, although

what she called Frei's
and must be used,"

silent

she would never forget
complicity in the fascist coup, "Frei can be

Outside voices also were heard inside Chile.
Eduardo Rios Arias
president of the labor union "Group of 10,"
said he had talked to several
Santiago-based labor attaches of Western countries,
and "two or three of
them
have told me, unofficially, that this is a fraud
."
Ambassadors
of Holland, France, Great Britain,
Switzerland,
.

.

.

Denmark, Italy, and
Belgium met with representatives of the antiplebiscite
Group of 24 and
reportedly told the Chileans the plebiscite was
contrary to every political advance of this century (although
that version was later denied) 52
The word of the church," proclaimed the
pro-Christian Democrat
magazine Hoy, "will be of key importance." As it
turned out, not quite
There was a new pope in Rome, a new caution
in the Chilean church
tearful not only of rankling Rome, but
also of deepening the divisions
withm Its own ranks at home. Just how great those
divisions might be
was reflected even before the bishops met
when one of their senior
members-Archbishop Emilio Tagle of Valparaiso-expressed
his com-

plete support for the plebiscite.

On August

23, the Episcopal Conference released a statement
that
neither endorsed nor opposed the plebiscite
nor the proposed constitution itself. "Both the plebiscite and
the juridical norms

emanate from

which could

will have the

moral authority and will enjoy the respect
ol the citizenry in the measure
that they are an authentic expression
of
national feeling," the statement said. Five
conditions must be met for
it

that to happen, the bishops added.

One was clear: that the vote be secret
that different subjects not be lumped
together (approval of
the constitution with continuation
in power of the junta) The other
three were debatable: sufficient information
for the electorate, a clear
and legal statement of what the choices
were and their consequenceslull guarantees of the honesty
and correct execution of the process'
Pinochet brushed the statement off with a
remark that it grieved him
that the Catholic church apparently
distrusted the honesty of the armed
One was not:

forces. S3
It

was

Frei, then,

who

spearheaded the attack; and

it

was an old

^
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<^ount.roiiensi^t.By
the scene of the biggest
political arena that became
around the Teatro
streets
the
August 17,
ea y afternoon of Wednesday,

with banner-waving peo^

teeming
CaupSican on San Diego Street were
with more than seven thousand
bulging
By 6 P.M., with Caupolican
The opposition estimated
Carkbineros closed off access to it.

S

Persons

proceeding

ES,Sopersohs were gatheredoutside,listeningtothe
Tercer.

the

said
(but the newspaper L.
over radios and loudspeakers
thousand
fifteen
number was closer to
next day experts estimated the
and breadth of
length
the
more,
thousands
hook-up only Arica in the far
twenty-one-station nationwide radio
of Free
It was "The Gathering
excluded).
population 93,000, was

tSo

^^^^^^^^^^X

S,
^

and inside the cavernous hall
ActoTjlse Manuel Salcedo emceed,
neighbor^
young people from the better
ioJos and lolitas (attractive
handed
walkie-talkies,
and carrying
hoods) wearing yellow arm-bands
signal. But
on
scatter
all
to
to
ladies, confetti
out whircarntdons to the

where the
^^^^^^^^^^^J^^'^
took
Democrats
Christian
th^^^P^^^f^
neatly tailored eUte of the
^^^^^^
faces of PoP^J^J
were the motif, the angry young

?hat

was mainly on the ground

floor,

blue jeans
soon got a ^h-ce to vent
'unity miUtants the look. They
^^^^^^^ Parra
sang a song of the late Violeta
group
When a women's folklore
cheers.
exploded
ComnLmst heroine of folk music-the gallery sympathizers, gave a
Allende
when a group of actors, all
they alluded to Nobel
past national luminaries, when
evoking
reading
and to Luis Emilio
Neruda
Pablo
Laureate land life-long Communist)
party in Chile), a new round of
Recabarren (founder of the Communist
murensued ("Pinochet get out"; "Pinochet
galleries,

m

?h"gain

Sfng and sloganeering

from

was

a

omitted
the national anthem was sung,
celebmen, vaUam soldiers."^^ Among the
passage referring to "valiant
recov^
fully
Leighton,
Bernardo
htfesTooking on: old party war-horse
too, were the wounds inflicted
(Healed,
Jounds.
Rome
h?s
ered f om
the coup, which Frei supported
after
during the in-fighting immediately
and for which he and others were

derer")

When

aniLeS^ton

bitterly

it

condemned,

Frei reserved his first fazo^^c^^
expelled for a time from the party.
present included the writer and
Others
Leighton.)
kpping embrace] for
PDC secretary-genera Hugo
polemicist Genaro Arriagada Herrera,
one of a handful of promiBarrios, former Senate president
,

Zepeda de

to the plebiscite and
^J^^^^^'^^^
nent conservatives firmly opposed
minister, Orlando Cantuarias ua
Mining
CrouD of 24- AUende's first
politicized Theology Center of the
Sdlierra president of the heavily
philosopher Jorge MiUas^
Catholic University; and the noted
as Manuel Sanhueza, head
The star of the evening arrived at 7: 15 P.M.
place in the front row m
his
took
of The

Group

of 24,

was speaking.

Frei
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time to hear Millas refer to the
plebiscite as "an act of
intellectual
oppression." It was 8:10 when Frei
niounted the podium,
f

bt criiT'p'
by
cnes of 'Jrei
Frei finally

p"'' '"''"'

Frei

managed

rem

S

fn

^"^"^^'" ^""^^^'i f™"> the floor
...Elf pueblo unido/famds sera
vencido |The
"'"^'^^'^

to mterrupt:

"The hope of Chile does not have the
"The hope of Chile is represented
by this
event, which reflects the historic
will and immense majority
of Chie "
During the sixty-eight minutes he spoke,
Frei called for:

name

^"

2.

of a person,"

he

said.

[°™"'i°"

°f "^ government of
civilian-military
n^n.v™'^''v
trans
tion, which over a period
of two to three years at most,
"will
establish the conditions to stanch
the wounds of the past, reestabhshunityand peace among Chileans,
restore the full functioninfi
of a democratic regime, and
guarantee mternal and external secu
nty for Chileans. During this period of
transition, the government
will retain legislative functions "

Popular elections to be held, once
this government was constituted
°' ^ Constitutent Assembly, or similar

body

wh h™'" "^^"fT

'"^ ^"f"""
'°
^undLT
fabsolute
k' r''""''°"
undc a system of
guarantees, with options
''

ana

3.

^ plebiscite
clearly defined

trcedom of expression."
rapid rccstablishmcnt of basic
liberties, including repeal of
the
state of emergency, and the return
of exiles.
lull

The

"'"
'''''•" ^''' """'^ ^°' '^^ immediate
reestablishin^nf
U™'
f
'h^P-^^^'^d speech, the promulgation of
electoral
Tnd
and nnl
political party laws, labor
liberalization, and an end to
intervention
n the universities. "Democracy," he
said, "is not chaos." Noting
tha a"

f

?

T

i

I

f

'""'^"^
^^"^^ -'^ J^^P-W-- chfueng^
Ronald^p;™''
^T"^^
Ronald
Reagan were engaged
in a series of televised
debates in the

Mm

''''^''"'''

''^^'^^^^ ^° debate
on
televtin''"'/r
television-at the mimmum, make
'T''''^'
television time available for this
one occasion in order to present the
opposition view on the plebiscite
Rejecting the plebiscite as "lacking
validity/' he claimed that "the
coun
try now awaits [the government's!
response" to his and other alternative
proposals. But, he said, "if all doors
are, unfortunately \j,or
desgTia]
>^^sracia\,
closed, on September 1
"
1, we will vote 'No
his speech, Frei called on those
inside and outside
the^hall IT^Y'''^
^""^'^ ^"'"^'y "'' ^" ^^^'"Pl^ °f ^e^Pon'?,
sibihty
fbilitv He
Rett
u"''way
then made
his
quickly out the rear of the hall passing
igers, camels, and elephants
from the circus due to open immediately
^
afterwards in the Caupolican arena.-'is
'

The government gave

Frei's

remarks short

shrift.

A

relatively low-

,
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Communications
televised debate was
IDinacos]— said in a press release that the idea of a
substantive proFrei's
a publicity stunt. There was no comment on
the plebiscite,
for
support
posals. Pinochet, on the stump to drum up

level

agency— the National Division

of

Social

"dropped their mask
said that at Caupolican, those in the opposition
them and we have
deceiving
is
We have always warned that Marxism
mated {manperfectly
of
group
a
seeing
had the opportunity of
and pseudo-Christian Democrats. I never believed
.

.

comunado] Marxists
because they said they were defenders of
this could have happened
To those who
freedom, and here they are joining with the totalitarians."
in which the
plebiscite
no
answer:
"I
plebiscite is false, he said,
.

.

.

say the
can be called
people take part, where they follow their consciences,
prepared and
where
they
assemblies
hidden
false. False were those
the backs of
behind
resolutions
their
adopted
selected candidates and
"56

the people.
organization Patna
Pablo Rodriguez Grez, head of the hard right-wing
itself. Today the Comy Libertad, said of Caupolican: "History repeats
the Communists help them, and tomorrow they will pave the way for
The
future."
the
in
happen
munists. It happened yesterday, it will
conservathe
linked
to
Democracia,
organization Nueva
proplebiscite

tive ideologue Jaime Guzman, said: "He
before the country as an alternative to

who yesterday would come
communism presents him-

Sergio Badiola,
today as an alternative with communism." Gen.
labor and
thousand
secretary-general of the government, told three
plebiscite
the
that
guarantee
guild leaders that the armed forces would
hit hard
to
continued
Frei
clean.
would be "absolutely crystal clear" and
adagain
once
he
September
on
9,
in speeches and interviews, and
announce(Paid
network.
radio
national
dressed the country over a
newspapers called on "free Chileans to gather together and
self

ments in

record this talk and pass it
with their family and friends
plebiscite, the Group of 24
the
before
days
."]
few
a
Only
around
days so that
proposed that the plebiscite be suspended for sixty to ninety
and one
proposal
government's
voters could be given two choices: the
that the
urged
they
meantime,
the
In
hammered out by the opposition.
set up
be
constitution
the
1925
in
envisioned
Election Review Tribunal
points of
main
the
embodied
proposal
That
plebiscite.
the
to supervise
government win
the Frei proposal— except that it said that should the
them would be
the plebiscite, the draft constitution proposed by
only in the
established
be
adopted, and a transition government would

listen

.

.

.

.

.

event the opposition should win.^^
muhiplied. Edgardo
In those last weeks, tempers flared, indiscretions
and member of the
Chile
of
University
the
of
Boeninger, former rector
that the
university
the
at
students
hundred
three
Group of 24, told
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overthrow of Allende was "a tragedy/' the
destruction of Chilean
democracy. Patricio Aylwin, who headed
Boeninger's Christian

Demo-

l.^^f (^'^Ji^^ld head it again as the time approached for
s'*,1988
o'.7?"
the
elections), told a different group at
the same university that in
hght of conditions in the country, mihtary rule
was necessary-but the
transition period should not be prolonged
more than three years Having
said that, he also said that if the
government won the plebiscite, the
PpC would not recognize the outcome, but if the government
lost, it
should step down immediately. When a number
of Christian Democrats
went public in support of the plebiscite, the party
sharply attacked them
as persons long since eliminated from
the rolls of Christian Democracy," or persons "who never were"
real members.ss

At

least

two

PDC objections were dubious at best,

One concerned the absence of voter lists.
quoted 1973

spurious at worst
Frei himself, in his previously

letter to Itahan premier and world
Christian Democrat
Mariano Rumor, had said that in Chile's last elections
before the
coup, there was massive fraud, and
government agencies, "among other
things, falsified thousands of identity
cards." Identity cards were of
course, used for registering, so that the lists
which the junta had ordered
destroyed in 1973 were vitiated. The second
concerns the

leader

monolithic

character of those drafting the constitution.
top Christian Democrat
Juan de Dios Carmona, had, as noted earlier,
participated in the first
constitutional working group-for which
he was banished from the
party Frei himself was invited to join the

A

tion he spurned.

Council of State— an

invita-'

true that the junta made radical changes
in the
council-drafted constitution, but it is equally
true that the Christian
Democrats chose to boycott the entire process.
As the date for the elections neared, one highly
quahfied voice was not
heard. True to his ifelong vision of
rectitude, Jorge Alessandri refused
repeated requests that he express an opinion
on the plebiscite. Although
the former president harbored serious
misgivings about the radical
changes made in the constitution the Council
of State under his direction had drafted and which now would
go before the people, he kept
these to himself, convinced that it was
the people of Chile who now
should decide. To intimates, he said that for
him to do otherwise would
^^^
^'^^ ''^"'''^ "^^'"^ ^^ ^^^'^''^'' ^^i°"ged to
'°
It is

themes "

September

1
1 broke sunny and warm in Santiago. Before
the day was
ended, the greatest outpouring of Chileans
in history would cast their
ballots at 30,255 polling stations.
Among them, Eduardo

Frei- "I

came to

he told a phalanx of Chilean and foreign
newsmen gathered at
Escuela Argentina just before two in the
afternoon, "because I recommended a 'No' vote at the Caupolican, and I could
not remain in my
vote,"

4
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I feel
house availing myself of a privilege forbidden to other Chileans.*
and I
event,
in
this
part
take
humiliated and used [vejado] by having to
about
to
was
he
As
plebiscite."
this
of
energetically reject the validity
Former
it?"
isn't
"Sad,
added:
president
former
the
climb into his car,

NacioPresident Alessandri, voting three hours earlier at the Institute
nal, declined to make a statement.

Table 40

VOTE IN THE

1980 PLEBISCITE

173,569

65.71%
30.19%
1-33%
2.77%

6,271,368

100.00%

Yes

4,121,067

No

1,893,420

83,312

Blank
Void

TOTAL
•

*

though they were
Blank vote totals were, as had been announced previously, counted as
decision to do that was
"Yes" votes, although they were also shown separately. The
intended to discourage a protest vote of blank ballots.

Center|, Interior Ministry,
Source: Control Nacional de Esczutinios (National Vote Tally
released September 12
figures
(Preliminary
1980.
October
16,
ElMeicurio.
as published in

showed

insignificantly small variations in all totals.]

The total voting was more than double that of the 1970 election
which put Salvador Allende in the presidency; the "No" vote in this
and
plebiscite was 700,000 votes more than Allende polled in winning,
vote
the "Yes" vote very nearly four times what he received. The 1980
also eclipsed

by 700,000 the previous high vote

tally,

recorded in the

1978 "consultation."
Contrary to some forecasts, women voted far more overwhelmingly
for,
for a continuation in power of the junta than did mem 2,242,072
for, 1,072,264
1,878,995
were
tallies
the
men,
for
against;
821,156
Araucaagainst. The highest "Yes" totals were recorded in the southern
Magallanes
south
far
nian region (77.76 percent), the highest "No" in
and the Santiago metropolitan area |37.25 percent and 35,92 percent,
respectively); the "No" vote was also slightly above the national average
in the second city, Valparaiso |33.2 percent), and higher yet in the tradipercent; the
tional leftist stronghold Concepcion, the third city (40.9
percent).
posted
30.5
however,
whole,
as
a
Region
Eighth

The next day, the Santiago stock market— a "bull market" for most of
the
the period beginning in 1978— shot up sharply The president of
*

obligatory Based
Frei referred to the fact that this vote, as all others in Chile, was
vote, it
National Statistical Institute estimate that 6,753,656 were eligible to

appear that half a million stayed home.

on the
would
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exchange said the rise reflected investor confidence that business
in
Chile "will remain a free market for eight more years, "so
In Washington, the State Department criticized the
plebiscite, saying
the opposition not only had been intimidated, but
prevented from
expressing adequately its opinions. In Bonn, the Social
Democratic
government headed by Helmut Schmidt said conditions still did
not
exist for recognizing the vahdity of elections in
Chile. The twenty-onenation Council of Europe voted to condemn the
plebiscite in one of its
plenary sessions. In London, The Observor said a detailed
report showing massive fraud was in the offing.
Meeting with foreign correspondents the next day, an exultant
President Pinochet had a message of his own for Washington: "Let
us work in
peace \tTanquilos]. So that you [newsmen] know it, it did
not cost the
United States one dollar, one bullet, one life, to get the Communists
out
of Chile. And when we have needed something,
instead of helping, they
have beaten up on us \nos ban $olpeado\." He also said he
would welcome working with the opposition, but it would have to come to the
government. He also announced a scheme of civihan-military
government of his own: grassroots assemblies at the municipal level (promptly
denounced by PDC chief Zaldivar as destined to become one-party
rule
cut from a "fascist" mold).

From

his

command

post in Moscow,

Communist

party Secretary-

General Luis Corvalan Lepe said the results reaffirmed the
need
"rough [aguda] violence."
There was a familiar pattern of "selective indignation"

for

operating in
the reaction of the Western world to the Chilean
plebiscite and process
for adopting a new constitution. It would be
enough to recall remarks

made by

Dr. Mark Cannon, executive director of the
Commission on
the Bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution: "Nearly
two-thirds of the
world's 160 national constitutions have been adopted
or revised since
1970, and only fourteen predate World War II
53.5 percent of the
independent states of the world have been under more than
one constitution since the Second World War. The average
nation has had two
constitutions since 1945, and two states, Syria and Thailand,
.

had

mne constitutions over the past forty years

.

.

have each

The Constitution of
the United States has proven remarkably durable."
Clearly, most of the
constitution-writing and/or "reforms" Cannon alluded to
were carried
...

out under processes considerably less pristine than that of
Philadelphia
1787— or, for that matter, Santiago in 1980. Yet, there was rarely a
protest, much less the worldwide outcry that
accompanied the Chilean
in

plebiscite.

Nor was
later

there, to take another example,

any such outcry several years

when Cory Aquino— "the Jimmy Carter of the

Philippines, lull of
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innocent of the ^i^l^^^/^^^l^^.f Sovem^^^^^^^
good thoughts and words
about a new era of good feeling -set
but thought to be able to bring
Ray S
for her country, ^o quo e D.
about creating a new constitution
President
.

.

.

in international affairs.
Cline, a scholar of rich experience
on a new constitution drafted by
future
her
stake
Aquino has decided to
left-wing
in such a way as to put it under
a commission she hand-picked
approved
has
She
lawyers and political ideologues.

ant°^stablishment
con tifor review or ainendment. This
their draft without opportunity
fiat puts
by
simply
but
legislators
of
tution provides for 1987 elections
with no oppor unity fo
office as president until 1992
Cory /quino
Even Vice President Laurel ba ks a

m

any opposition to come forward.
though he
this procedure as high-handed,
president on the

same provision

.

.

.

is

slated to

remam

as vice

Voters will have only a Yes or

and
vote on approving the constitution,

if

they vote

'^es'

they put

No

C^y

bi lion
term ..." The U.S. response was to ush $ 1
to
later
and
Philippines,
the
assistance to
in military and economic
assistance
multinational
billion
$10
announce plans for a $5 billion to
take one further example, from
program over the 1988-1993 period. To
12, 1980, Master Sergeant
aworldreekingof doublestandards: On April
power in Liberia: the country s
Samuel K. Doe literally shot his way to
thirteen government of f^cia s were
president was killed in his bed, and
Doe
States
P^^'^^'^.' ^^^^"^
executed on a nearby beach. The United
.',f
largest
the
aid,
million
lavishing $500
first five years in power, by
the
to any African nation (and since
given
terms
capita
per
in
amount
the eqmva^
inhabitants,
impoverished
country has only 2 million very
months' total income]. In 1985, amid
for each of more than six

in office for a six-year

m

lem

Doe won the presidency in an
bloodshed and intimidation of opponents.
he had lost. U.S. aid declined (from a
election independent observers said
($37 million in 1988). Meanwhile
of $93 million) but continued
rampant that Doe consented
conuption in the tiny country became so
technicians-paid by American taxp3yers---to
to import seventeen U.S.
milhon
Well, almost all: of the $220
CO Sn all government checks.
which Do
million
away
$65
squirrel
to
annual budget. Doe managed
expenditures" such as Merc dcs
and others used for "extrabudgetary
received r^othmg-zero--m US.
automobiles. By contrast, Chile has

S

entire decade, virtually no heconomic and military assistance in the
government in 1973, during
ouster of a Marxist-Leninist

ing since the

episode
which time there has been no serious
'

As he had

said he

would the month

of corruption of any

previous, former President Alcs-

State on September 2 Former
sandri resigned from the Council of
Zaldivarc,ok
retreated into the shadows. PDC President
President
an irite view
In
fury.
increasing
up the cudgels of opposition-with
Zald.var
plebiscite,
the
before
just
with the Mexican magazine Vision

Li
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'^1'^ there were no peaceful opening to democracy, Chile
^^^iuZ7^
will be d agged into seeking violence
and force as the means of ridding
will of Chileans." Labor leader
Hernol Flores chose sarcasm- "We
exceeded our expectations^ I thought they
would only give us 25 percent

^^"^*i^" Democrat

leaders Genaro Arnagada and
Enrique
Krauss were ,ust plain bitter. Krauss said
the plebiscite "adds nothing to
the process of recovery of
institutional! ty" Arriagada said, "there
has
^'°''^'' ^^'^' "^^^^ '^"^ ^^' ''^^"
'' ^ fraudulent
roTesT"

kJL

But,

more than any

other,

it

was Zaldivar who

led the attack Finallv

mid-October in the Mexico City newspaper
I'lr^rT^'V;?-'*'^'^
Uno Mas Uno. Zaldivar was quoted as saying
that if the Pinochet regime

maintamed

authoritarian posture, "anything can
happen in the
a civil war." He said his party
remained firmly
opposed to violence, but extended an
invitation to all-including the
Commumsts but excluding those who have "thrown
in lock, stock and
barrel, with the junta"
[comprometidos a ultranza]~to join in forming
a militarycivihan transition
government which would be headed by
non-fascst
rescueable" military men. (Interestingly,
in that interview, he was called upon to
explain why Christian Democrats in
El
Salvador were willing that year to
join in a civilian-military government which came to power through force
of arms-largely under
S
tutelage-but were unwilling to do so in
Chile.) Zaldivar was traveling
in Europe with his wife
when the story broke. A few days later the
^""°"''^^'^ '^^' he would not be
allowed to return to
future

Its

mcludmg

.

.

.

U

S^'^r"'

Many of the attacks in the early days following
the plebiscite centered
on the opposition's lack of media
access-which
really

access to television.

came down

to

With the exception of news clips-and
those were
iimited-the opposition was not allowed time
on either of the

university-operated television stations (both
of which, through repeaters, then
reached most major urban areas),
nor on the state-run TV network By
contrast progovernment spokesmen
appeared frequently and extensively The government never
did respond directly to Frei's request
to be
given network television time-but
the hard-hitting (and thoroughly

?'^; ^" '''""'^'' '^"^- '^^' "*^^^P^P^^ ^^'^^H-d that in Feb'
0/7 Frei
ruary 1967,
s government had refused
a similar request from the
Senate that its president be allowed
nationwide radio time (television
was still insignificant in Chile) to
respond to a sharp Frei attack on
Longress. That attack came during
what Frei described as "not a political crisis, but an institutional
crisis." At stake was a sweeping
overhaul
of the constitution which Frei
had been attempting to ram through
Congress from the very beginning of his
presidency; the reforms he

.^r

'
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presidency the broad planning powers it
argued, were needed to give the
to govern efficiently in the face
needed in a modem world and to be able
remarks stirred a hornet s nest in Conof a fractious Congress. Those
network time to answer. In a
nationwide
eress and led to the call for
resolution, Frei's acting interior mmmess'aKe responding to the Senate
"radio networks were the exc usive
Juan de Dios Carmona, said
that reason it would no
doSa n Ifacuhades] of the executive, and for
[access to) other means
has
that branch
io the Senate, inasmuch as
then was a man
president
Senate
expression." Interestingly, the

S

S
of

Salvador Allende.^
,
,
television anyway
La Segnnda, how significam was
was far and away the dominant
Radio the newspaper pointed out,
per inhabitant. (By
medium in Chile: 14 million sets in use, or 1.3
forty-eight TV sets P^^^^/^o^s^^^^^
contrast, in 1980, there were only
reach entire areas of the coun ry.)
inhabitants, and TV signals did not
were given very extenOn radio. La Segunda asserted, opposition views given to n.any radio
"spm"
pro-opposition
sive time-quite apart from a
full page of excerpts from rad o
news reports. The newspaper published a
preplebiscite period to
programs it had monitored over a fifteen-day

named

But, asked

""

plethora of
as indicated previously, there was a
governthe
on
attacks
well as sharp
opposition viewpoints in print-as

AsVo the°prinTed word,

One
abounded, before and after the plebiscite.
in the
places
polling
the
of
percent
study purported to show fraud in 39.7
^erification Board Co^^^^^
SantLgo^metropolitan area. The National
Osvaldo tu
Comptroller-General
by
Escrutador Nacional), headed
Court )udge and a court o ficer, said
rriaga Ruiz and including a Supreme
review of complaints before releasing its
the board made an exhaustive
16.*^
final figures on October
years-from the very beginDespite those claims-muted in later
to find signals of strength
figures
the
over
ning the opposition picked
out that-fraud or no-the num^
and hope. One such analysis pointed
1978
increased by 67.7 percent between the
her of those voting "No" had
or
1978
1,131,115
(up from
"consultation" and the 1980 plebiscite
the
i^
1980);
percent
30.17
or
20.32 percent of the total, to 1,891,332,
4,177,064 to
meantime, increased only 26.55 percent (from

Tlaims

of fraud also

^

"Yes" vote,

4 203 615)

^

I

cease, they were later mufThough the charges of fraud would never
Democrats knew that with or withfled for two reasons: the Christian
one
'

an unmistakable victory
out fraud, the regime had clearly won
observor (Michael Fleet},
which in the view of an outside expert
was that, as early as
second
hand." The
"great y strengthened Pinochet's

9
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1975, Frei himself recognized that the military
among the public at large than politicos might

Accordmg

to one

PDC

had broader support
wish to acknowledge

internal analysis

made

plebiscite:

For the next four or five years

change this government. At
'^°'''*'

10TC 'J?,']*'"'™
^^^ono^i'c
u
L.
thought
ber

It

first

it

in the aftermath of

[the opposition]

le

won't be able to

we thought that in Chile such crude

"^^^'' "^"'^ ^ ^^^^'^^^ Then, during
the
people said: It won't survive. Then we

crisis,

that international pressure would
bring
to quash such dreams entirely.

down. In Septem-

it

managed

From now on we have to set long-range objectives,
try to get society to
depth-in universities, factories, neighborhoods,
army bar-

evolve in

racks—while patiently working to renew and
reinvigorate party doctrine and organization. That's not
defeatism, it's
the art of the possible, not a
daily life by dreaming.

Ainong those on the hard

way

to

compensate

Left, as well as the

mood was of confusion and discouragement that

realism. Politics is
for the dullness of

PDC,

"the prevailing

bordered on despair
for the next eighteen months the
party languished in indecision and
mactivity as it searched for ways to oppose
3 hypersensitive but otherwise impervious and seemingly unstoppable
."6?
government
.

"OUT OF THE WAV-HERE COMES

.

CHILE!"*

That slogan, adopted early in 1981 by the
giemialistas, the corporate
around Pinochet, reflected the exuberance
of the
administration in winning the plebiscite.
With the economy booming
the administration promulgated a
series of significant measuresstate ideologues

-On

January 3, a new General Law of Universities
was adopted
designed rnainly to encourage "privatization"
of higher universities
(though subject to strict governmental
controls). Among other things it
mcluded a means-test for university students;
those able to pay all'or
part tuitions were required to do
so. This was, in itself, revolutionary:
in
Chile as elsewhere in Latin America,
free college education for anyone
wanting it was regarded as a "right"; in
practice, it favored middle- and
upper-class mdividuals, usually at the
expense of the poor^s Pious and
repeated protestations that the Pinochet
government favored the rich at
the expense of the poor notwithstanding
when their own ox was gored
the well-off university student and faculty
communities raised a

howl

*

The Spanish phrase: "Abian cancha. viene Chile."
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characterized the law sareducation into the market econcastically as having "introduced higher
private universities, the new
omy." As part of its design to encourage
vocational areas the courses offered in the

The pro-PDC magazine Hoy

of protest.

law narrowed to twelve main
philosophy, journalism and socieight state universities, downgrading
political activity was banned. (It
ology to nonuniversity level. Campus
of electioneering, and using tiie
form
the
continued anyway both in
activities, indeed, shortly
universities as redoubts of antigovernment
of students occupied the Santiago
after the law was announced, a group
and the arrest of student
headquarters of UNESCO to protest the law
leader Patricia Torres.)

.

was made
—On February 4, membership in professional associations
of their control

no longer

,

.

.

and the associations were stripped
The nieasure
ethics and qualifications of professionals.
with fierce
"depoliticization" of interest groups. It met

obligatory,

over codes of
was part of the
resistance

from

—On March

professionals.

t
u -r
u
TribuDecree Law #3648 abolished the special Labor
.

10,

,

over labor disputes to the ordinary cml
on Human Rights said that,
courts The Inter-American Commission
of the special protection
workers
the
its view, the measure "deprived
dealing with the
rapidly
for
proceeding
afforded them by a special
matters."
employment
conflicts that arise daily in
mto ettect.
March 11 198 1, the new constitution formally went
and celebrated the occaPinochet was sworn in for an eight-year term
offices from the Diego Portales
sion by transferring the presidential
Moneda Palace. In his inaugural
Building back to the fully restored La
plans for reforms in seven areas;
speech, he reaffirmed his government's
the judiciary, agriculture and
health,
labor social security, education,
on the first three, A new labor
begun
already
administration. Action had
radical changes
been enacted in 1979- On November 4, 1980,

nals, assigning jurisdiction

m

—On

code had
system-rickety and unreliable
were introduced in the social security
As of March 1, 1981, ail
Chile as in most of the rest of Latin America.
in

percentage of their earnings,
workers were required to put aside a fixed
in the state system or in the
either
and were given the choice of doing so
results, to be discussed
{The
earlier.
years
private plans created several
in a later section, have been one of the

most phenomenal success stories

already
in the world.) Education reform has

been

discussed.^s-

dark side. Perhaps no provision of the new
as Article 24 of the transitution aroused so much anxiety and wrath
to democracy in 1990.
return
tory articles, those governing until the
to declare the
authority
own
his
on
That article permits the president,
for renewable
peace
internal
of
disturbance
existence of the danger of
could order the
six months. During these periods he

Exuberance had

periods of

up to

its

consti-
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arrest or enforced exile of persons,
bar entry to others, and decree
restrictions on right of assembly or of
information. In March of 1981
Gerardo Espmoza, one-time interior minister
under AUende was

arrested and expelled from the country
under Article 24 In August
Jaime Castillo Velasco, president of the Commission
on Human Rights'
followed, as did former Allende ministers
Carlos Briones and Orlando
Cantuarias. Although the commission he headed
was a burr under the
regime's saddle— and unquestionably a haven
for many hard-line revolutionaries—Castillo Velasco himself was an
intellectual widely
respected in and out of Chile. Briones was a
constitutional lawyer the
moderate legalist in Allende's final Cabinet; both,
and in particular
Briones, would return to Chile a lew years
later much more implacable
in their opposition to the regime.
Article 24 drew probably more fire than
any other provision of the
new constitution. Unlike changes made in other council
transition
articles, Article

24 was added in its entirety after the council had
submitted its draft.
The changes made by President Pinochet and/or the

junta in the draft
constitution prepared by the Council of State
were so sweeping that
they not only "greatly strengthened Pinochet's
hand," but also placed
him— hterally— above the law itself durijig the transition period
In so heavily rewriting the council
draft, Pinochet and the junta
sought to reshape the constitution to achieve
seven major aims:

™

1.

2.

3.

4.

Create a presidency of practically unfettered
powers;
Reduce, greatly, the power of Congress;

Strengthen safeguards for private property and,
in the process
virtually institutionalize the market economy
systemEnshrine traditional values, beginning with
family protection
while banishing from society "any person
or group propagating
doctrines mjunous to [atentea contra] the
family promoting violence or a conception of society,
[orf the state of the juridical order
of a totalitarian character, based on
the class struggle ..." Such
individuals, groups, parties or other
organizations were declared
unconstitutional;

5.

6.
7.

Give the armed forces a permanent tutelary
role over society
(although the government denied this];
Reduce the power and scope of political parties;

Make

it

virtually impossible to change the
constitution.

To achieve that, the junta made fifty-nine
"fundamental" changes
the draft submitted by the Council of State.
Of equal importance were
the council proposals which the junta
chose to ignore— most significantly, the creation of a bicameral
legislature to replace the junta

m
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have served as
which, although appointed, would

a

sounding board

for

^
i;.,.
Dublic opinion.
futilty,
those changes is an exercise
In a sense, an examination of
the
center-Left Christian Democrats to
since the opposition, from the
1980
the
of
accepted the legitimacy
hard underground Left, have never
opposition also reiected many ot
the
Furthermore,
constitution at all.
most were those governing the transithe council's proposals, although
sirnthe opportunity, opponents would
tion period. Presumably, given
anew
begin
and
entirety
its
and void in
ply declare the constitution null
wrote ^^ t™'^^^;^^^
Fndeed, one of the original drafters
11
th
a the
as
Still,
can be modified. 'c;h
therefore,
are not revealed truth, and,
as
such
responsible opposition leaders
transition period neared its end,
"illegitimate
the
that
Aylwin said grudgingly

m
.

.

'

PDC

Presidem Patricio

fact.^i
constitution was, all the same, a
permanent articles
the
in
changes
fifty-nine
the
Of

herewith some
Delgado identified as "fundamental,"

A positive one, in Article 1

1

.

Carrasco
which r.rr.^rn

of the highlights.

For the first time in a Chilean constitu-

individual.
is at the service of the
tion it is specified that the state
tradivote;
the
given
were
duty
2 Military personnel on active
the Council
both
and
Chile,
in
case
the
been
tionally, that had not
wanted to keep it that way.
of State and Study Commission
specifying equal rights lor men
3 An "equal rights amendment"—
"

and

women—was eliminated from the final text.

payment of full or partial premiums
plans was written mto Article 19,
care
for public or private health
should share with the
communities
local
that
statement
the
as was
are truly revoluBoth
education.
for
primary responsibility

4 The

possibility of requiring

state

America.
tionary formulations in Latin
19-actually went beyond the counArticle
version-in
final
The
revised
provisions governing press freedom; the
cil in liberalizing
television owncrand
radio
to
access
private
text also faciUtates

5

6.

possibility of censorship
Conversely that same article extends the

7

activities."
from motion pictures to "other artistic
in professional
While wanting to end obligatory membership

retain it for university
ciations, the council sought to
The final version eliminated that exception.

Article 19

8

was

also

amended

to permit

asso-

professors.

expanded mechanisms

tor

to local governments.
the earmarking of federal tax revenues
such a tashrights
property
9 Article 19 as approved, broadens
and
a return to a statist economy

m

"

make more

difficult

ion as to
cash, for properties exprostreamlines procedures for paying, in

)
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government (though, in the process, possibly
open-

mg the way for protracted court battles to
The council wanted to reserve oil, gas, coal,

resolve disputes)

copper and other types

of extractive industries exclusively
for the state.

The final version

opens the door to concessions-although
not for the big copper

11.

mines, the so-called Gran Mincria.
A concessionaire acquires the
same constitutionally protected rights as
any other owner
Article 25 extends presidential terms
from the council-proposed
six years to eight years.

12. Article

29 empowers the Senate to name a successor
to serve out
the entire term in case of death or
disability of the president; the
council wanted new elections within sixty
days.
13. As approved, Article 32 gives
the president the power to fire all
public officeholders-not simply
presidential appointees. Conversely, another clause restricts the
power of the president to
designate or remove commanders of the
armed forces
14. Article 41 removed the counciland commission-proposed stipulation that once a state of "exception"
(siege, emergency, etc.]
ended, those sent into exile or denied entry
to the country would
be ehgible to return. As now
written, their exile could be

extended indefinitely
15. Article

44 raises from a grade school education to a high
school
education the requirement for election as
a deputy, and adds that
candidates must reside in the district which
they seek to repre^
sent.

16.

The Senate would be made up of twenty-six
two from each region,- the council proposed

elected

members

thirty-five, so as to

allow greater representation from the
more densely populated
Santiago Valparaiso, and Concepcion
regions.

and the

wou d

final draft provide for

{Both the council
nine other Senators: two of them

be appointed by the president, four
would be ex-service
chiefs appointed by the National
Security Council, two

1

7.

18.

would be
ex-Supreme Court justices elected by the
court, and the ninth
^o«ld be a former comptroller-general also elected
by the court
The number, qualifications, and terms of senators
to be named by
the president was changed in Article
45, and a residency requirement was added for Senators.
Article 60 greatly restricts the legislative
jurisdiction of
Congress

retaining, for example, the language
solo son materias de ley" ("the only

19.

from the 1925 constitution
subjects for legislation are"!

Alessandn and the council found that language
"dangerously"
restrictive. Congress is further limited
to decreasing the president's spending proposals, but cannot
alter his revenue forecastsnor IS Congress permitted to legislate spending
without showing
how and where the money will come to pay for it.
Article 63 raises from simple majority to a
three-fifths vote the
requirement for enacting "basic" or "organic" laws.
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a system of wide competition
In Article 76, the council proposed
The final draft also
eliminated.
was
for judgeships; that language
for the chief justice of the
save
judges,
all
of
retirement
made
The council proSupreme Court, obligatory at age seventy-five.
councils proThe
exceptions.
creating
posed a mechanism for
a new concept ot
introduced
have
would
which
posed Article 80,
altogether
unconstitutionality of laws, was eliminated
and,
qualifications—
downgrades
greatly
21 As approved, Article 81
Constitutional Tribunal.
the
authority-of
the
implication,
by
Review Tribunal.
Article 84 does the same for the Election
have reestablished
would
council,
the
by
proposed
22 Article 93, as
to the civilian
military
the unquestioned subordination of the
terms by
four-year
to
appointed
once
government. As rewritten,
the armed services ^iid Carof
commanders
the
president,
the
terms were ended.
abineros could not be removed until their
(NSC)-first created
Council
Security
National
23 In defining the
the council sought
during AUende's last year in the presidency—

20

'

eight
to assure civilian domination:

members drawn from

civil-

stipu-

approved, Article 95
ian posts, five from the military As
three from civilian.
lates four from military ranks,
has caused greater
24 Perhaps no clause in the new constitution
defining the attribArticle
96,
than
criticism
and
apprehension
proposed by the counutes of the National Security Council. As
the president on any
to
opinions
its
render
cil the NSC would
security As
its judgment, affected national

matter which, in
approved, the

NSC could convey its opinion to any legally consti-

security matters but
tuted authority, and not simply on national
\atznte\ the
endanger
on matters "which in its judgment gravely

of course, to

bases of institutionality." The practical
arbiter
controlled by the military— the supreme
make the
interthus
and
judgment,
in
stand
of national life, empowered to
observed that this
Alcssandri
choose.
might
it
matter
in, any
effect

is,

NSC—

fere

for a civilian
power would make govemance especially difficult
draft, also
council's
the
after
president. Article 96, added
official to provide
public
any
require
NSC
to
empowered the
external security To
information it deemed affected internal or
had proposed
council
the
draconian,
make matters even more
all of its aspects by an organic
in
regulated
be
NSC
the
that
estabact of Congress; as written, the NSC would

25

constitutional
its functioning.
lish its own rules and regulations for
constitutional
Of equal concern are the final mechanisms for
impossible
virtually
make
it
which
amendments— mechanisms
a simple majorproposed
council
The
document.
980
1
the
to alter
for a proposed constitutional
ity vote in each house of Congress
requires a three-fifths vote of
116
Article
written.
amendment; as
proposed amendhouses. But, if the president vetoes the

both

ment

it

would take a three-quarters vote

of

both houses to over-
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(The council had proposed a
two-thirds vote to override
Smcc nmc members of the thirty-five-member
Senate are de
tacto, and the president
appoints two
ride.

I

of

them

directly,

those

presumably like-minded Senators would
need to round up onlv
one more vote to block any such
reform. Finally, Article 118

makes it even more difficult to amend
Chapters I,

VII, X, and XI of
these govern general principles
of institutionaity; the formation and attributes
of the Constitutional Tribunal; the organization and scope
of the armed forces; and the
National Security Council. The
Council of State had required
special procedures only for Chapter
I. As written, to
amend any of
the four chapters, Congress would
have to approve the amendment by a three-quarters vote; the amendment
would then await
the next session of Congress.
For it to become law,

the constitution;

would then need

Congress

to approve

intact by a two-thirds vote
no
president could refer the amendments
a
it

changes permitted. The
if he still did not like
it. (The plebiscite
escape clause
was in the council draft as well.) Even
a former president of the
Conservative party and an
ex-senator-Francisco Bulnes Santuentes-was moved to observe; the constitution
has been conplebiscite

verted

mto

a wall of steel blocking the
natural evolution of

institutions."^^

In additioii to ignoring the
council's proposal for creation of
an
interim legislature, the junta extended
the transition period

from the
P'°P.°^^i*° "gh^ y"^-- And, through the addition
9/
^"'"''^ '^^ "°""^^^ P^^P^^^i '^'' constitutional
'
Eufrlni would
?r"'1
guarantees
apply as soon as the constitution
took effect
In fairness, it should be observed
that the junta insisted

oJlnZ

T

it

^™^'^
ZX' ^";t''""'^"V°'
^™""^''''

^^^^^^

had not

*-"gh the mechanism o

'''''''''' ^^^^^*^1'
^^^^ i" -^ defense
minister, said in an extensive
1988 interview, for example, that
the
language in Article 96 (B) that the
armed forces could "represent" heir
viewpoints meant "advise," not stipulate.
But, asked interviewer Raqud
Correa, what's the sense of "represents"
when you have the tanks the
planes? Carvajal: "
It's an escape valve
so that thej fhe mJSary
don't have to use the tanks and
the planes
President Allende very
proud of his manipulative abilities
\su 'muneca'\ called the
'com-

^JITZ,

.

.

.

.

and told them, you general, you are
responsible for saving the country
and so you have to do this and that
." Now,
it will be a council, made
up of important personages, which
.

.

will give the president its estimates
\lo que esuma]." The interviewer
insisted: 'And with a military
majority what effect do you think
that 'estimate' will have?" Carvajal
held
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Tepiesentacion]. The
representing a point of view \es una
"^^
decision.
his
makes
president listens and
three years. Finally, on November
Jorge Alessandri held his tongue for
National Entrepreneurial Meetmg,
8 1983 in a speech before the Fifth
misgivings with the
he spoke publicly for the first time of his serious
he saw how radiwhen
junta-drafted constitution. He made plain that
the elimination
particularly
cally the council's text had been changed—
period, and
transition
the
of
prolongation
of an interim Congress, the
But,
council.
the
of
president
as
down
step
Article 24— he decided to
for harmony and a
appealed
he
which
in
speech
a
above all it was
down. He had sharp
positive approach to building rather than tearing
further their politito
words, too, for those who sought support abroad
visits not only ot
the
receive
"we
"Now," he said,

fast: "It's

cal ambitions at

home.

we belong, but also of 'inspecthe international organizations to which
absolutely contrary to our
is
which
governments,
tors' from foreign
with the self-esteem
reconciled
be
cannot
which
national honor and
of Chile as a
characteristics
outstanding
most
the
of
which was one
nation."

^

,

,

^

were those who attempted to
In the aftermath of that speech, there
his reservations before the
bait him asking why he had not revealed
out
of what he believed was a
acted
responded that he had
plebiscite.

,

He

he said, would have
sense of honor, of patriotism; to speak out then,
in my judginent,
that,
"and
proposals,
plebiscite
risked defeat of the
he added, the
Besides,
situation."
grave
extremely
an
would have led to
later, so
month
junta's one
council's text was published on July 9, the
took
which
plebiscite,
the
that there was more than ample time before
or
himself
for
see
to
wished
really
place the next month, for anyone who
the
animating
perspectives
contrasting
herself the very different and
analysis— "which
two If he said, more effort had been devoted to that
the rally at the
than
effort
less
deal
good
a
demanded

would' have
have been more
Caupolican Theater"— the opposition's work would
fruitful.

,

Alessandri met with a group of independent
days later, he
youth leaders. It was his last public appearance. Four
August
31, 1986,
on
died
Alessandri
suffered a disabling stroke.74 jorge

On

January

18, 1984,

age of ninety
p.m., on January 11,
For Eduardo Frei, the end came sooner: at 5:11
eleven days past his
was
He
Maria.
Santa
Clinica
Santiago's
1982 in
father "died as a dissiseveAty-first birthday His son, Eduardo, said his
party president
former
"
disciples—
Five years later, one of his
dent
an immense
day,
passing
each
"With
Zaldivar Larrain— wrote:

at the

Andres

majority of Chilean

men and women, young and

old,

manual

laborers

realize that his
and intellectuals, professionals and businessmen,
lost.""
have
we
path
the
find
to
difficuh
more
absence makes it

'
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two

giants from its democratic
past. They were two men of a very different
vision of their country of a
very different prescription for its governance,
for the organization of the
society itself. But in one respect, they were
identical: each was a man of
great integrity and of a boundless love
of his country Each, in verv
'
wav<! left
]pft a
i great
(rrp^n- ,rniA
different ways,
void.

DOWN— BUT NOT OUT
The Santiago stock market,

established in 1893, is one of the oldest in
the world. Beginning in 1978, it began to
rise as never before in its
history On May 4, 1981, an event occurred
that signaled serious trouble. On that day, trading was halted
in shares for the giant

Vina del Mar
Sugar Refiriing Company (CRAY from the
Spanish Compania Refineria
de Azucar de Vina del Mar). Though little
noticed at the time, it was the
forward edge of an economic storm that very
nearly capsized what had
begun to appear as an unsinkable ship of state.
(The economic situation
will be discussed in a subsequent section.)

Wrote Michael

Fleet: "With collapse, fragmented and
near despairing
opposition parties, including the Christian
Democrats, won a new and
unexpected lease on life. They regained their badly
shattered confidence
and began to consult and coordinate with one
another. Although divi-

sions remained, a new openness on the
part of virtually all groups was
apparent. Mapucislas. Left Christians,
Socialists of varying orientations, even the Communists discovered
new merit in democratic politics and began to speak of the
Christian Democrats and other
bourgeois' forces in positive terms. Christian
Democrats, in turn
hailed the new democratic tendencies

of the Left, and some even
endorsed Tomic's view of a decade earlier, i.e.,
that the party could not
and should not govern except in alliance with
popular (read 'left-wine'l
°

forces."''*

With Frei gone, Zaldivar in exile, and still later,
with the death of
moderate leader Claudio Orrego, there was, in fact,
no significant barrier
remaining to restrain the party from following
the southern star |i e
leftist) which had always mesmerized
the bulk of the party's elites'

Following Zaldivar's ouster, his rival, Tomas
Reyes— who had fought for
an alliance with the illegal Popular Unity
forces-seized control and
tor a few months, radicalized the party
even more. In party doxology, the
power struggle between chascones and guatones*
was resolved through
•

Chascones. or "long hairs," were mainly younger and
more

moderate elcmctits, including
fnu^hr/nr/ni'*
''f'«'"'«°^*=
sought alliances only
on the Left; the guatones

leftist

party members-

freistas.

a center-right alliance.

The chascones
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April 1982
"consensus." In reality, the election of Gabriel Valdes in
mainstream
represented not so much "consensus" as the triumph of the
too disorganized
Left over the Reyes' ultra-leftists, the party's moderates

and disoriented seriously to challenge either.
during his tenure
Valdes, whose leftist sympathies were evident even
party
on a dual-track
the
steered
as Frei's foreign minister, quickly
the regime,
with
confrontation
active
then
course: rhetorical and
words
found
even
Valdes
left.
PDC's
the
forces
to
with
accommodation
enter
not
would
party
the
that
insisting
While
Allende.
for
of warmth
violenceor
Communists
into any formal alliances with either the
call for legalizafostering elements such as the MIR, Valdes did publicly
anyone
of consequence
time
first
party—
the
tion of the Communist
He also sponrevolution.
September
since
the
Chile
had done that in
Comite Poli(CPP,
Committee
Political
Private
a
of
creation
sored the
the outlawed
with
liaison
semiclandestine
a
serve
as
to
Privado)
tico
Marxist-Leninist coalition known as the Popular Democratic Move-

ment (MDI^ Movimiento Democratico Popular)."
As the economic crisis deepened— by 1982 the official unemployment rate had ballooned to 19.6 percent— cracks appeared in the facade

surrounding President Pinochet. A small group of former memRepublibers of the National party deserted to form the antigovernment
itself from
distance
to
moved
itself
party
National
The
can party
Pinochet (and never again would support him as a political leader,
although expressing lukewarm support for his policies). Wrote Chrisof unity

Jorge Olave: "instability in the government
of his
coalition set off a progressive isolation of Pinochet on the part
The
semiopposition
growing
a
of
ranks
the
followers, who fattened

tian

Democrat ideologue

.

.

.

opposition began, then, a 'unilateral' transition, activating political
the profesparties and electoral processes in virtually the totality of
intermediother
and
federations
student
university
associations,
sional

ary organizations, triumphing in all of them.''^^
On May 11, 1983, the opposition took to the streets, in what was to
become a series of monthly "days of action." The first event was an
ingenious echo of one of the most widely publicized auguries of the end
women parading
of the Allende regime: a march of the "pots and pans,"
through the streets of Santiago to protest shortages. The first, by one
the
account, involved 700,000 protesters in Santiago alone and became
of
leadership
the
Under
model for an annual Day of National Protest.^^
Confederation
Workers
Copper
the
Christian Democrat Rodolfo Seguel,
Blackled the first nationwide strike since the onset of junta rule. Lucy

Book
burn, a British economist, wrote in the Encyclopedia Biitannica's
to
return
for
a
timetable
the
of
acceleration
an
for
"demands
of the Year:
not
came
regime
the
Opposition
to
widespread
became
democracy
.

.

.
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who attempted a general strike in

''''^'^"'

June 1983 but

?' '^' '^'^'''' '^'''' -ho felt betrayed by the
Many industrialists and farmers

collapse of their country's
economy.

who

previously had backed the regime
wholeheartedly switchedSbe
and became eager for change. Even
within the ranks o the
army discontent was alleged to be rife.
In July a group of army
officers
issued a document calling upon
soldiers 'in the interests
father
land and with honour and
responsibility ... to make
imperative a
'''" °' '^e government and in the supreme
comm nd o
the
the'frmed
armed forces
f
... Few commentators believed
that Presiden
a legiances

oZ

uSStsr^i'

'°"^^"^

'^^ ^"^^

:°PP°^"'™

*"">

°^

political

.Ji!°'^.
authority ^}T'of Pinochet was seriously

leaders

ii

pot;

concluded that the

weakened and his abdication tmi

^°^^^^7

together
tog^'e^h^rrVaS.''!?'.'
by Valdes and Socialists

°^^- -'^ remain

"^

--"I^

^ftist parties stitched

Stuardo and Hernan Vodanovic'
"'''^ ^"^^"" *^°' ^°^ ^'^^^^
Democratica) pr" cl
T^'
matron. It
called for Pinochet's immediate
resignation, the formarion of
Julio

^Tr

mil

' "^"^^ ^° full democ;acy
eTgh
teen months. Three weeks
later, on September
10, the hard Left
announced the formation of the Popular

wUh£

eerZth '?b™"'"\^1

made up

of the

Communist party,

Democratic Movement

(MDP

the MIR, the far left Sociahsts
headed
''^°^°'^''° ^^"^^yd^' ^"d three
revormTon
%r''''''''
1^7' '°°' '^•'""'^ ^°^ ^" ^^^ °f Pinochet's rule but
msisted that it be forced through
violence, street demonstrations
trikes, and sabotage. Incidents
of violence did rise sharply
be JnnSg^n
1983, peaking in late 1986. On January
15, 1984, the cTmmumst
par y
high command announced via
Radio Moscow that 1984 would
be
^^'
Year of the General Strike to
' "The
finish off the dictatorship "««
The opposition had overplayed its hand,
and Pinochet was about to
ge a better grip on his. "There they
are, "he' fumed, "demurs
who all
themselves Christians, together with
Socialists or

Irv^l

ZLTTfr""-

Communists

Wha
impudence, gentlemen, what lack of
morality, lack of a crce^t
oS
Until then he had relied mainly
on a mailed

TT

he cities, and
°he"ciS
andTlabor
T'"and

fist:

for the

^'""""'^ ^™>^ ^^^^^

August "dav

- ^^^ ^-ts of

other protest leaders (including
Seguel) were
""^'^^^'.
'^^ ^^^^^^ ' -hich lasted
tnrougli
h
the
the'e'nd'oft'
end of the"year, a total ''i'""^
of sixty persons died
clashes
hundreds more were injured, thousands
arrested
Now, Pinochet switched to a velvet
glove
On August 10, he reshuffled his Cabinet,
increasing the number of

o'r

m

'
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to twelve. Key among them: Sergio Onofre
former
senator and president of the National
sixty-two-year-old
civilians

from nine

Jarpa,

party,

Onofre's charge: political dialogue.

with that, Pinochet announced a series of conciliatory meaon August 26, the state of emergency was lifted (but the Public
Disturbances Law, due to expire at the end of the month, was extended
for six months); a list was published naming more than one thousand
exiles who would be allowed to return; and three top Christian Democratic leaders were released from jail.^^
With the political opening came political pettifogging, the bastard
progeny of long- suppressed rivalries, frustrated ambitions, thwarted
opposition had
ideals. In the phrase of sociologist Carlos Huneeus, the
Parallel

sures:

too long operated as "elites," dwelling in policy "catacombs," developing, debating theories and day-dreams behind the backs of the people.
The challenge now was to articulate answers, in the open, to broadbased problems. It remained an elusive goal. Although the political
opening in Chile did not, as Olave wrote, match the experience of Spain,
Inhere—following Franco's death— 122 political parties and groups of
one kind or another sprouted, new parties no sooner appeared than they

for

divided and subdivided. One after another added a hyphen to the name
of an existing party, followed by the name of the new caudillo of that
particular variant of political inspiration to differentiate his from everyone else's. Pacts, accords, blocs, assembhes, multiplied almost as fast.^^

As
on a

talks with the Democratic Alliance sputtered, Jarpa concentrated
an alliance of conservative groups. On July I,

different task: forging

aimounced success: the formation of a powerful coaUtion of
eight conservative parties. Juan de Dios Carmona was rumored to be the
man who would head the new federation. The deal fell apart one month
1984, Jarpa

iater.84

While the politicians wrangled and finagled, violence continued. With
the

party's own armed wing— the Frente Manuel
(FMR)— now fully operational, more than 130 bomb attacks

Communist

Rodriguez

were recorded in the

first

three

months

of the year.

On April

1,

the

FMR

claimed credit for a series of explosions that cut off electric power to
two-thirds of the country On March 23, a ninety-day state of emergency
was restored, Santiago was placed under a curfew for two days, and by

month's end, more than six hundred arrests were made. Continued
bombings led, on May 15, to a new and tougher antiterrorist law, which
reinstated the death penalty for those guilty of terrorist murders. Days
of national protest were organized anew in March, April, May, Septemgive Presiber, and October. On November 5, the Cabinet resigned to
He
situation.
worsening
the
with
deal
to
dent Pinochet greater freedom
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promptly ordered an even tougher crackdown,
declaring another state of
siege the first m over seven years.
More than five hundred persons were
seized in a series of lightning raids on
Santiago shantytowns, traditional
havens of far left terrorists.
The regime came under siege from two other
quarters. On May 24
opposition leaders filed suit accusing the
president and his family of
corruption; on May 25, an Appeals Court
judge ruled that he lacked
constitutional authority to try the president.
Still later, a group of

lawyers tried to bring a related case against
Pinochet, claiming the

state
had been cheated of $30,000 in a land deal
near the president's home
I hat case, too, was voided
on the same grounds, ss
Equally ugly confrontations occurred
between the church and the

regime. In January

Paul

1

984, the hierarchy enlisted the support
of Pope John

to obtain the safe conducts for four
members of the
sought asylum in the Vatican's diplomatic
mission
11

MIR who had

in Santiago

The

our accused of murdering the military
governor of Santiago in August
1983 were permitted to leave for Ecuador following
the

pope's personal
February, four hundred protesters took
shelter in the cathedral
ot Punta Arenas while Pinochet
was visiting that southern city The
president angrily accused the church
of organizing the protest and
turning young people against the
government. Against the backdrop of
mounting violence, the church accused the regime
of responsibility for a
hvetold increase in reported torture cases
during 1983, Months later in
September, church-state relations sank even
lower when, during one of
the days of action," a French priest was
shot and

p

ea. In

killed

Behind the scenes, Jarpa w6rked with the
Council of State through
most of 1984 to create the machinery for the
transition to democracy.
Ihose proposals were unveiled in September
and included draft legisla-

tion governing voter registration,
as well as the legalization and regulation of political parties. He tried
also to persuade President Pinochet
to
move the date for the presidential plebiscite forward
from 1988 or 1989
to 1987, to put into effect the
political parties' laws in 1984 and
the
election of Congress in 1985. He also

fought for another proposal emanating froni the conservative "Group
of 8": foreswearing the use of
Article 24, The Christian Democrats
and their allies

of the Democratic
Alliance, meanwhile, produced
proposals of their own in August
including one that the laws regulating
political activity be hammered
out in talks between the government
and opposition instead of uni-

laterally

The president gave his answer in September: he
intended to serve out
tne entirety of his term, not due to
expire until March 11 1989 On
October 29, he followed with an announcement that
legalization oit the
political parties was on hold, and that
no elections would be held except

832
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under the timetable envisioned by the 1980 constitution. On January
resignation, and that same after1 1, 1985, the president accepted Jarpa's
noon swore in Ricardo Garcia Rodriguez as interior minister.
The days of "political opening" were at an end. The opposition would
in
try again and again to force a speedier timetable, to compel changes
for
the institutional framework. But the brief window of opportunity
now
was
down
step
president
to
defensive
and
forcing a weakened
political
firmly shut, and would not be reopened. By the end of 1984,
chance of
risk analysts Frost and Sullivan gave Pinochet a 55 percent

surviving the next eighteen months— though they also predicted that
he would be replaced within the next five years, i.e., before the end of his
term in 1989.8*
Pinochet was once again in command, in no small measure because
the signing
the opposition was leaderless and in disarray. Further, with
faced
country
the
Argentina,
with
accord
peace
Vatican-mediated
of the
had
the
junta
since
time
first
for
the
borders
its
on
threats
serious
no
come to power. Finally, though it was little noticed then— and when it
political
was, dismissed with what amounted to a good deal of wishful
recovery
road
to
the
already
on
thiriking— the Chilean economy was

The problem was that the opposition refused to believe that it lacked
continued to
the power to work its will on the regime, and so politicians
smoke of
acrid
the
while
rooms,
smoke-filled
in
plan
after
hatch plan
teargas and the angry sights

and sounds

of confrontation

continued on

the streets.

Through the waning months of 1984 and first months of 1985, the
Group of 24— the opposition's constitution-drafting group— toiled to
stillborn.
bring forth a new transition plan of its own. In the end, it died
that
required
have
would
it
because
The Communists declined to sign
ComCentral
1985
their
January
as
recently
as
they renounce violence;
mittee plenum, the party had concluded that the times called for violence because "a revolutionary situation is rapidly maturing" in Chile.
The Christian Democrats balked at entering into any kind of agreement
with the Communists so long as they espoused violence. Party President Gabriel Valdes, in an April 1985 letter to the Communist party's
Central Committee, said the PDC rejected violence as a matter of
principle. But, he said, the PDC also believed that the Communists were
said
playing into "the dictator's" hands by resorting to violence, a war he
the opposition could only lose.^^ No sooner had the Group of 24 proposal died than another arose, on April 16, 1985. This group called itself
Democratic Intransigence (DI) and lumped together groups as disparate
Republican
as Communists, humanists, and dissident rightists of the
implacable
and
disobedience
civil
of
DI advocated a campaign

party
opposition to bring the regime down. Although the Christian Demo-
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had been preaching the same thing as far back
as 1980, once again
they dechned to take part, and another
antigovernment scheme fell
crats

apart.

Finally,

under the sponsorship of Cardinal Juan
Francisco Fresno the

managed to unite in principle as never before in
a National
Accord, signed on August 25. This one brought
together eleven parties
including the six of the PDC-led Democratic
Alliance, and significantly, two rightist parties, the
National party and Jarpa's National
Union^Toning down the earlier demands which had
splattered off a wall
of solid junta resistance, the National
Accord
opposition

demanded relatively few
immediate changes-the most important, the
abandonment of Article
24. The only change demanded in the ground
rules governing

the elecprovided for in the 1980 constitution, was
direct presidential
and congressional elections
1989 instead of the presidential plebiscite followed a year later by elections
of congressmen to serve staggered terms. As indicated earlier, junta
tions, as

m

said, "if

the Accord did not exist,

new Carabinero commandant

member Gen. Fernando Matthei
we would have to help to create it"- the

(and junta member) Gen. Rodolfo Stange
and after first indicating reticence, so did
Admiral Merino But
one person did not: President Pinochet rejected
the proposals out of
hand arguing that he was not going tonegotiate
away instruments for
which he had achieved 67 percent popular support
agreed,

Once

in the plebiscite

were rumblings of military rebellion. On
November 7, the president notified the junta
that he had ordered eight generals
into retirement, including junta member
Lt. Gen. Cesar Raiil Benavides
Benavides, the number two-ranking general
behind Pinochet, had been
promoted only the year before to the newly created
rank of lieutenant
general. Lt. Gen. Julio Canessa was named
to replace Benavides as head
of the army and the army's representative
on the junta. Although not
nearly so public 4nd explosive as the challenge
he had faced eight years
earlier from Gustavo Leigh, the Benavides
episode presented Pinochet
with the second— and last— direct threat to his
rule at the level of the
again, there

junta.****

Chile suffered

more than man-made violence

in 1985 Although it
than the street violence
the country was wrenched on March
3 by a calamitous earthquake
registering more than 8 on the Richter scale,
causing at least 1 11 deaths
and more than $1.8 billion worth of damage
to the tottering economy
Port facilities in Valparaiso and other
major sea terminals were severely
damaged.
Having quashed the internal challenge, Pinochet

was

far less reported in the international
press

now moved to face
the external one. In the aftermath of tumultuous
protests September 4-6 which left ten dead and 120 injured, Pinochet
reimposed a

down
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and the church denounced what it called an "escacheck that spiral, the cardmal
lating spiral of madness." Attempting to
of the National Accord at the
signers
join
to
figures
invited government
country's mdependence on
the
celebrating
Mass
Deum
traditional Te
responded by
September 18. According to one report, the government
the cardiharassed
surrounding the cathedral with its supporters, who

state of emergency,

they left the mass.
Pinochet to reconthe cardinal persisted in seeking to persuade
the cardinal had
after
month
a
Finally
sider the accord's proposals.
on Decernber
prelate
the
received
president
the
requested the meeting,
the cardinal
When
minutes.
twenty
than
less
lasted
24 The meeting
president brushed it
raise the subject of the accord, the

nal's guests as
Still

attempted to
quoted as saying, "better
aside with a wave of the hand: "No, no," he was
turn the page."
magazine Hoy, it
In the phrase of the Christian Democrat-supporting
year
of the rifle."89
"the
be
would
1986
1985 was the year of peace talks,

And

so it was.
for them, Communist
Believing the "correlation of forces" was right
Decisive Year," the year they
party leaders designated 1986 "The
through a combination
believed they could drive Pinochet from power
military arm, the
party's
The
of terrorism and mass demonstrations.

Manuel Rodriguez Front (FMR),
the size of

its terrorist

felt sufficiently

emboldened to expand

cells to larger

"columns." Accordmg

units from

of those terrorists learned
to a
and bombing techassassination"
"silent
including
their lessons—
|on the Saale
Naumburg
at
camp
training
terrorist
secret
niques—at a
1984
January
in East Germany, near Leipzig). In just two years—

report in Beiliner Morgenpost,

River
through

December 1986— more than
wounded in terrorist acts.S'o

many

six

hundred Chileans died or were
»

bring the regime down.
Strikes were a key part of the campaign to
Command (CTN, for
Labor
National
leader
of
Manuel Bustos, top
call as
Comando Nacional de Trabajadores), said at the time: "We will
regime."
his
and
many strikes as are needed to finish with Pinochet
that one of the most widely
It was during that wave of violence
With the National Accord
place.
publicized human rights events took

now a dead letter,

the

fifty- six-year-old

head of the Medical Association,

to move into the vacuum. In
Dr. Juan Luis Gonzalez Reyes, decided
bringing together many
Civility
of
Assembly
the
April 1986, he created
Commuriist
clandestine
the
including
also
but
dissidents
of the earlier
the Demand of
on
centered
was
truth
of
moment
assembly's
The
party
to paraChile— two days of public protest, strikes, and rallies intended
July
days—
two
those
During
lyze the country (They largely succeeded.)
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2nd and 3rd— six persons died and more than

six hundred were injured
Rodrigo Rojas de Negri, Chilean-born but then a
legal
resident of the U.S. and who had lived most of
his nineteen years in the
United States. Among the injured: Carmen Gloria
Quintana then eighteen. Rojas, visiting Chile, had gone with
Quintana to Santiago's
Nogales shantytown to take part in an antigovernment
demonstration

Among the dead:

When

soldiers appeared, the crowd scattered, but
Rojas and Quintana
were detained. At the time, Rojas was carrying a
Molotov cocktail
Accordmg to Quintana, the soldiers took them to another
street, beat
them, then doused them with gasoline and set
them on fire. She said
that when Rojas tried to smother the flames,
they hit him again. After
the flames died down, she said they were
taken in a truck to the outskirts of the city and dumped in a ditch, left
for dead. But they managed
to crawl to a road, where they were found.
Rodrigo died four days later
Quintana suffered third-degree burns over two-thirds of
her body In the
first two years after the incident,
she underwent a total of thirty-six
operations; two more years of operations would
be needed to reconstruct her face and body, although doctors
have told her there will
always be scars on her lace, as well as her legs, arms,
and part of her back.
A few months after the incident, her family moved to Canada, although
they later returned to Chile, and Carnien
Quintana herself plans to
return to resume her university studies (she was
a freshman engineering

student at the University of Santiago when the
episode happened)
In the aftermath, the twenty-five members
of the army platoon
involved were turned over to military justice,
but finally only Lt. Pedro
Fernandez Dittus was jailed (for six months),
accused of "unnecessary
use of violence with a resulting death and serious
injuries."

released

on

He later was

pending the possibility of further action on a reduced
charge (the "quasi-crime of homicide," which
some attacked as implying the incident was "an accident ").9i
The Rojas-Quintana incident created new tensions
in relations
between Chile and the United States and joined the
Letelier
bail

point of attack for anti-Pinochet forces in the
U.S. Congress.
For Dr. Gonzalez, the Demand of Chile earned

him

prison— and, the following
of

Human Rights

membership

year, a

of the U.S.

case as a

forty-five days in

medal presented by the Department

Academy of

Sciences, as well as honorary

in that body.^^

By September, after a year-long wave of bombings,
hit-run attacks on
policemen and public installations, and other sabotage,
the FMR activated "Plan Twentieth Century," their boldest
operation of all:

a plan to
assassinate President Pinochet. As seen in chapter
10, the nearly successful September 7 attempt backfired badly It not
only led to a

new—
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themselves, it galand highly effective— crackdown on the terrorists
the collapse of
precipitated
and
Pinochet
behind
vanized public support
yet, the National
coalition
political
opposition
ambitious
the most
Democratic Accord |ANDE).
ANDE arose from the ashes of the moribund Assembly of Civility.
once
The center-right National party— by then, a hollow echo of its
Democrats
Christian
the
with
robust self— had been in a paso doble
spin, and then movesince 1984: dramatic movement forward, dramatic
believed they had
leaders
party
ment backward. In October of 1984,
the PDC, drafted
with
consensus
of
document
a
reached agreement on
jointly;^ suddenly, the

PDC pulled out, sent the Nationals a polite letter

to sign.
calling the document very important, but declining
National
The following year came the National Accord, which the
of
secretary-general
Correa,
party signed— but with misgivings. Pedro
parties
"extreme"
two
that
was
the National party, said the problem

cause with
were included: on the Left, the Christian Left ("in common
tied to the
("too
Nacional,
Union
Right,
the
and
on
the Communists"),
one ray of
remained
there
Pinochet,
rejected
by
Although
government").
of eleven
heads
hope one incentive for trying again: The fact that the
Andres
President
parties consented to sign such an accord, as ex-PDC
fundamenon
reached
be
Zaldivar put it, showed that agreement could
to the Right.^*
tal points among parties from the Left
the so-called "Group of
consensus,
Building on that spirit of broad
party to MAPU on
National
center-right
13"— thirteen parties from the
the political scene
to
newcomer
a
including
the hard left, and this time

Humanist party— negotiated a revised version of the National
the National Democratic Accord |ANDE), it contained
Called
Accord.
Accord."
ambitious "Bases for the Sustaining of a Future Democratic
(headed
coordinators
the
ANDE enjoyed one brief moment of success:
with
plan
their
discuss
to
meeting
a
by Correa) managed to arrange
Sepon
Finally
Stange.
General
and
Merino
Admiral
junta members
not have
could
timing
xhe
unveiled.^s
was
plan
the
tember 8, 1986,
assassination of
been worse. September 7 was the date of the attempted
again under
President Pinochet. On September 8, the country was once

called the

state of siege, the after-shock of the four

hundred bullets

presidential caravan decimating dialogue.
Though there were those who still did not or

fired at the

would not acknowledge

opposition could imagine it might create
it, the time when the political
past.s'^ For a few, violence remained an
was
timetables
it's own rules and

time to pursue more
option. For both the Right and the Left, it was a
outlook. For the
realistic alliances with those of similar ideological
of strategies,
choices
their
Christian Democrats, it was a time to rethink
though
visibility—
greatest
of
actors
of leaders. For all those political
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not necessarily of greatest real popular support— a single imperative
would gradually, haltingly emerge: to unite long enough, credibly
enough, to defeat Augusto Pinochet.

JOURNEY'S END
/ tell

you that

it

[the assassination attempt]

to fight to the last

moment

my life

of
which set Chile apart as a nation.

has strengthened my will

for the defense of the values

President Pinochet, looking back on the assassination attempt*"

there had been any doubt in anyone's mind before, there could be no
excuse for doubt any longer: the days of "dialogue" were over,
"The opposition made the wrong diagnosis, and so they had the wrong
strategy," Pinochet said early in 1987. The diagnosis was that the government was weak, and that it could be ousted, by force, by persuasion,
by the combination of both. As a result, the opposition did not so much
oppose the government as make war on it. "That," concluded the newsIf

magazine Que Pasa, "was

mistake— that they were capable of
they would have to slug it out on the
terrain of electioneering, of votes. But, the magazine added, the
public
had less and less confidence in politicians. And so there was only one
their first

overthrowing the regime."

viable strategy
on,

left:

Now

to unite in saying "No." More, they could not agree
it became plainer that the fractious and

and as the months passed,

disputatious opposition could barely agree on that.^^
On New Year's Eve, 1986, Pinochet announced an end to the state of
siege, the virtual end to banishment of radicals and all but a
handful of
self-styled revolutionaries, and the imminence of the third of the
laws
setting the stage for the transition back to democracy: the law regulating political parties. (The Election Qualifying Court Law had

been

enacted early in 1986, the Election Registration Law on October
1986.) Buoyant and confident, the president then went on vacation.

1,

by contrast, went almost immediate into orbit.
"The law," fumed Social Democrat Arturo Venegas, "establishes so
many obstacles for the formation and functioning of a party that, given
Politicians,

the authoritarian characteristics of the regime,
the right of association."

it

makes impracticable

Traiias— obstacles— there were. They were put there in fulfillment of
the junta's long-standing conviction that the unregulated and unrestrained activities of political parties, infiltrating and politicizing every
sector of the society, were

among

the chief causes of polarization and
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to 1973. But the law had not
chaos in the country in the years leading up
in June 1984. In October
begun
had
on
it
been formed in haste. Work
Garcia to invite comRicardo
Minister
Interior
1986 Pinochet ordered
presented ideas, many did not.
ments. A number of political groups
constitutional scholars, travGarcia consulted with law professors and
opinions. In all,
one end of the country to the other sounding

eled from

1987-two weeks
twenty presentations were received. On January 15,
in its role as
junta,
them-the
draft to
after Pinochet had dispatched the
Tribunal
Constitutional
the
to
it
legislature, approved the law and sent
for final

review and approval.

Main

features of the

new law:

miniparties, the law required that for
In order to limit proliferation of
ot
it must enroll at least one-halt
party,
national
a party to qualify as a
in at least eight of the country s
voters
registered
the
of
percent
I
regional parties could be crethirteen administrative regions; purely
election of depusimilar ground rules. Until after the first

ated under

ties (in 1990), arbitrary

minimums were

established for each region,

signatures in the Eleventh Region Aisen,

ranging from two hundred
to thirteen thousand for Metroin the far south, population 65,000|
33,550. Timetable for qualinationally:
qualify
To
Santiago.
pohtan
the party petitions tor
after
days
fying- 210 days, beginning thirty
in formation." To sur"party
a
declared
is
it
when
legal recognition
of 5 percent of the total vote
vive as a party, it must poll a minimum
years. A party could also be
in congressional elections every four
its members resign—a famihar
of
one-half
than
more
if
dissolved
phenomenon in Chile during the sixties and seventies.
|

officers and
By contrast with past practice, a party's
membership. The memcandidate must be chosen openly, by the full
parties. To foster
other
with
mergers
approve
bership must also
specifically, to cut down on
decentralization of the leadership— and,
overweening capital region— no one
the power of the traditionally
as many representatives as any
twice
than
region can have more
(The council is the pohcycouncil.
general
party's
the
on
region
other
and Chamber of DepuSenate
making caucus of its members in the

presidential

.

tics
.

.

]

all party financial
party can accept funds from abroad, and
audit.
public
records must be open to
[Party leaders at first
Party membership rolls are public record.
registration was well
when
later,
objected heatedly to this provision;
for direct-mail and other
advantages—
the
discovered
along they
from the Electoral
proselytizing purposes-of buying those lists
who had prothose
were
fact,
in
so,
to
do
Service The very first
and a Socialist
Democrats
Christian
the
strenuously,
most
tested
200,000 pesos tor
group Popular Party for Democracy paying

No
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microfiches of the

§30

4 million then registered, 500,000-700
000
''''' ''^^"Shly $825 for microfiches;
w«7nf°"^'"'"''''
»z,U5U-j>z,S70 for computerized lists]. )*'
full

Sn

Particularly galling to the old-line
parties

was the prohibition

in

V^''T ^"y P^«i"P^^'on in unions, and in community and

^ther "imtermediary"
other
orgamzations. The law also required
that cabinet
mmisters, ambassadors, the president and
his personal appointees could
not, durmg the time of their
service, remain active in
or be subject
^""jti-L to
lu
the discipline of parties,

""y-ge"^ral of the Christian Democratic
0"^S^'
^^^f
law should
be ignored. Party president

..hT"'"
said
the new

party,

Gabriel Valdes said
under the new law, all social leaders
would have to resign as party
activists-and that he was not about to
accept. "Why should I lose the
entire social mass that we have?
Who would I be left with? All the social
'^' '''"''"^''''' °f ^^"'^^^'^ federations of the
tltli'f o Chile, ""u'lUmversity
the biggest; of the Catholic
University, of the Uni"""' °' ^'^
°^ ^'^""P'^-"' ^hl presid^i^^s
of
the
""^T^^^
"n;«ns-copper,
oil,

S

'VAT

f

'^

^riH
V .1.
ricrty-theyre
all in

my

textiles, railroads, telephones,
elec-

party The presidents of the profes
ional
associations-the bar, engineers, architects,
doctors, agronomists soci
ologists-they're all Christian Democrats.
I do not accept this ruk
of
Pinochet s because it violates the rights
of association." On January
24
the expanded National Council
of the party, numbering some
ninet^
persons, met to debate the level of
participation on its governing boa d
of precisely those "social" leaders,
as well as the

make-up of the nltional
organizations. Party Vice President
Claudio
Huepe said the party would resolve these
questions according to their
own rules, and that no government law
would dictate
On January 29, five opposition legal scholars filed their structure
a ten-page brief
with the Constitutional Tribunal in
which they asked that the tribunal
declare the law unconstitutional.
Interestingly, they framed their
petilon within the precepts of the
1980 constitution, referring to rights
consecrated^- in that document. The
tribunal rejected their petition
and on March 1
the law became effective.Defiance thereafter gave
way to a b end of compliance on the basics-the
ground rules for qualifying as a legal party— evasion

Hrn^'fi

'^^'''"^'

,

elsewhere
Fund-raising was a conspicuous example
of evasion. Opposition political figures logged 652 foreign
trips in the space of two
years (19861988b former PDC President Andres Zaldivar posted
forty-two himself
Uhough many were in his interlocking
capacity as president of the
Christian Democrat International
organization]. Even church figuresconspicuously linked to the Christian
Democrats-made frequent
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of
both raising money, and (not infrequently) the hackles
destmaFavorite
statements.
anti-Pinochet
the government with their
Caracas— all bastions of
tions were Washington, Bonn, Madrid, and
leaders, mcludmg labor
PDC
Top
Democrats.
support for the Christian
maintained a virtual
AFL-CIO,
the
by
lionized
Bustos,
leader Manuel
administration figures from Presishuttle to Washington, meeting with
on down.io" Increasdent Reagan and Secretary of State George Schultz
foreign funding flowed to Chile to
ingly, and in increasing amounts,
almost all of
consciousness-raising"—
finance "studies," and "political
spectacuone
In
left.
farther
or
center-left
it for parties or groups on the
Washington
from
earmarked
was
money
of
lar case, a massive sum
moral support
without the Chileans even asking for it. But money and
at one
abroad;
were not all the pied pipers of Chilean politics sought
asking
idea
of
the
floated
point early in 1987, PDC President Valdes even

trips abroad,

Christian

Demo-

former President Jimmy Carter— a favorite of the
Chile'oi (Carter
crats—to head a U.S. committee for free elections in
Gerald Ford as
president
former
joined
declined then, but later, in 1988,
by implaengineered
group
watchdog
elections
honorary co-chair of an
the final
in
dimension
foreign
(The
Kennedy)
cable Chile-basher Teddy
section.)
subsequent
a
in
examined
be
will
process
political
stages of the
vacations, the
While most Chileans were still enjoying their summer
February
25, 1987,
forward on
political process took another giant step
had
333,000
month,
one
when registration of voters began. Within

As registration continued, the source of the anxiety of pohtimost other democracies,
cal leaders became more evident. In Chile, as in
"activists," but in Chile
poUtical
are
voters
of
number
a relatively small
had never exceeded 10
parties
specific
in
enrolled
those
of
the number
to come largely
percent of the total electorate. That 10 percent tended
backbone, in
the
from the ranks of the "social leadership" which was
were not,
parties
the
which
particular, of the Christian Democrats and

signed up.

from organizing and taking over. (This is one of the
ignored.) Despite a
provisions of the new party law most flagrantly
by the
commissioned
mostly
polls—
opinion
proliferation of public
theoretically, barred

them— purporting

political parties or institutes aUied to
high levels of allegiance to the parties, reality

country neared

its

to "prove"

showed otherwise as the
long-awaited rendezvous with democratic elections.

Chileans
after registration began, a record 6.5 million
Of that
vote.
to
registered
already
had
estimated 8 million eligible)
of the
percent
even
not
3
cards—
party
signed

Fifteen

months

an
number, 233,245 had
electorate. 103 [The final
[of

on
tally, when registration rolls were closed
voting age
country's
of
the
percent
92.11
or
7,435,913,
August 30, 1988:
population.]
registration
Elaborate safeguards were built into the voter

system-
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beginning with the unimpeachable integrity
of the
It Juan Ignacio Garcia.
Long-time professor of

man named to head

constitutional law at the
Umversity of Chile, Garcia had first joined
the Election Registration
Service in 1964 as a young lawyer, rising
to the level of deputy director
durmg the Frei and Allende years. Many of the
provisions used in past
elections were built into the new
legislation, with some add-ons
for

example, to vote, persons will need not only
their registration card but
personal identity card as well. Further, since
the Usts are computerized
detection of double-registration and other
fraudulent practices has been
made more efficient. At the polling places themselves
on election day
every party legally quahfied will have the
right to post observers, as well
as the hve ofhcial monitors [vocales]
assigned to each polling
'^
place

^^
u ,^
March
1

"^^^ ^^^ ^^^ "^"^ political
'T^
the opposition went

parties

law went into

effect

over to the long-delayed electoral counteroffensive. On that day, Sergio Molina
Silva-Frei's first finance minister and a top PDC strategist-formed
a "nonpartisan" Movement for
Free Elections (later, the Committee
of Personages). Molina himself
rapidly became the anointed instrument
for official
1,

Washington and his

rnovement one

of the principal beneficiaries of
foreign "investtiient" in
electoral process. As shall be seen in a
subsequent

the Chilean
section
not smce 1964 had foreign intervention
in Chilean internal affairs
reached such levels of financial and
institutional activity

Now-as

then-the Christian Democrats were the principal
beneficiaries and
now— as then— foreign interference was met either with
media silence

or approval, in stark contrast. to the
outcries that surrounded the far
levels of intervention in the 1970
election that put Salvador Allende in power.

more rnodest

Genaro Arriagada, former secretary-general
of the Christian Demo-

crat party,

now

serving as secretary-general of the
Coordinating Comrnittee for Free Elections, observed:*
"In the matter of foreign money

the opposition has pangs of conscience-in
the sense that we don't like
But, on the other hand, we also
know that, in a picture of such
disproportions as to include spending for
publicity, to reject that
money-provided its sources are clear and
pubhc-would signify
accepting the continuation of a regime
which is a disgrace to the country. It s a coinplcx situation.
I don't know of anyone
in the opposition
It.

who doesn t have doubts of conscience about it ." But,
then, Arriagada
spoke more than a year after the money began
to cascade into Chile, 'os
.

"

.

reconstituted itself as the Cotnmittee of
Personages so as to
ckTm"thc ''mI^r!*hfI^'°"P
°'
"^ '° ^^^' ^"^^ ^°^ ^1^^" elections^and tfius
be el
ehe
gible
ble for the U.S. funding unavailable
'''"fl'
to a purely partisan group. The battle
for the
No was then entrusted to a fellow Christian
Democrat-Arriagada-and hei,ce he
new Coordinating Committee for Free Elections.

Chi uf^T

.
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With the visit

of the

brought a pause
pope to Chile, April should have
two reasons.
for
not,
political process. It did

in the rapidly heating-up
Left-chiefly the long
The first was the decision of the underground
Left
Revolutionary
dormant and atomized Movement of the
Higs
Santiago
in
mass
outdoor
attempt to disrupt the pope's huge
provoked
attackers
the
rocks,
throwing
gins Park. Wearing masks and
injured In the aftermath xartually
disturbances that left 260 persons
of the
all but the extreme left
includii^g
the entire political leadership,
the
and
MIR
blastmg the
Christian Democrat hierarchy, joined
Demothe
parties,
outlawed
above-ground umbrella organization of the
Democratico Popular
Movimiento
for
(MDi;
Movement
Popular
cratic
the far Left, all but
with
alliances
for
enthusiasm

(MIRMo
O

m

The effect was to

chill

Communists.
assuring the isolation of the
,.
j
,
to
that the pope introduced on his return
message
The second was the
from
church
be danger to the
Rome, that, at the minimum, there might
church villain, the Right:
familiar
more
that
from
as
the Left as well
indifferent," he said, to the anti"The Catholic church cannot remain
Monsignor Angelo Sodano, the
religious aspects of Marxist ideology."
reinforced that message: Christians
papal nuncio in Santiago, later
what the pope said about the
everywhere," he said, "should meditate on
attacks on it. Marxist
Marxist
ignoring
church in Latin America not
but condemnation o religion-criticism of religion-and not criticism,
year
which we cannot remain indifferent. (One
is another matter to
appointed
was
Sodano
Chile, Monsignor
later, after serving ten years in
Vatican, secretary of the Council for
the
in
post
three
number
to the
yet to theplace of Chilemthe
Public Affairs-giving greaterimportance
found the walls of Rome
pope
the
pains,
papal scheme of things.) For his
in Chile.
performance
his
attacking
plastered with posters
immediate thaw in
almost
an
produced
message
papal
At all odds, the
not only turned up at La Moneda
state-church relations. Cardinal Fresno
Pinochet with the nuncio looking on,
to accept a medal from President
bases, including the air force base in
but embarked on a tour of military
Generals Matthei and GorAntarctica in company of junta members
staunchly progoverninent
a
Confidencial
don "None

of this,"

Carta

happened if his Hohness John
publication commented, "could have
of the Chilean governimpression
negative
a
Paul II had carried away

ment

"'°*

ears-and besieged from
With the pope's message still ringing in their
side in the developing
another
one or
all sides with appeals to take
June for the Episcopal
in
gathered
political denouement-thirty bishops
also took place
meeting
Their
Assembly
Extraordinary
Conference's
iust a

few weeks

after

Communist party leader Luis Guastavino s stun-

serve
Raiil Silva Henriquez agree to
ning proposal that the aged Card.

as
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government
it

(an idea the retired prelate toyed
with
at the end of May). The document
the bishops

produced. The Challenges to Reconciliation,
resembled previous ones in
that It lent itself to multiple
interpretations. But on one point it was
crystal clear: "It is our wish that not one
Chilean Catholic fail to register
or to vote when the time comes. We
should be

examples of good

zens.

Furthermore, they urged registration "as
soon as possible
their April 1988 plenary, the bishops
ratcheted up the

citi-

"

In
intensity of their
message {In Justice and Peace], saying that
while the forthcoming
plebiscite would not solve all the problems
of the country, "it will
determine
grand measure the conditions for getting
along

m

with each

other [convivencia].^^''
In a church so long radicalized,

it

was

inevitable that

many would

reject the notion that the real enemy
of reconciliation in Chile
their left. The bishops themselves,

was on

in their reaction to the O'Hieeins
Park disturbances, declined to mention
the MIR as responsible for it
Msgr. Jorge Hourton was quoted in the
clandestine Communist party
publication, El Siglo, as saying he found
it difficult to believe the
Communists had planned the disorders. With the
plebiscite only a few
months away, a church-connected group-backed
by more than $1 milhon in funding, most of it from the United States
and ostensibly set up
to assist in informing and registering
voters— was forced by a public
outcry to back off when it was discovered
they were actually mocking a
Yes vote, while advocating a thumbs-down
"No" vote. Militants of the
popular church" continued ^o take part in
antigovernmem acts, an
^^

American nun and

French seminarian were among a religious
group
arrested in a protest at La Moneda
commemorating the third anniversary of the decapitation murders of three
Communist leaders But the
most spectacular episode of all was reserved for
the eighty-one-year-old
Card. Raul Silva Henriquez. When
his successor. Cardinal Fresno
received his medal at La Moneda,
Cardinal
a

Silva-who had locked
horns widi Pinochet from the very
beginning-was conspicuous by his
absence. Then, as 1988 dawned, Cardinal
Silva made plain, in a series of
mterviews given
Spain and Italy, just how strong his

m

passions were.

Among

anti-Pinochet

his statements:

The situation is bad because General Augusto
Pinochet does not
want to leave. In part, because he has nowhere
to go. Where can he
go where they won't kill him? a Spanish
journaiist

me

•

who interviewed

recently said, and I believe that he
was right. That man's
[Pinochet'sl days arc numbered if he leaves
there.
It's very difficult to know
whether a dictator has public support I
don't bcHcve so. What he has is the backing
of the armed forces and
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the support of the rich class
don't

Pinochet
•

...
,

First there

have to be elections.

Pinochet

elected legally,

is

The military

•

aha bmguesia], but not all of them. I
percent of the electorate will vote for

[la

know whether even 30

plebiscite].

If

Fair elections,

,

r

without fraud.

ti
It

we must respect him.
the
will give the country back its lost liberty [after
the vote count is respected, the Chilean people will

vote against Pinochet.
as
The opposition can win the plebiscite convoked by the regime so
years if at least three
to assure its remaining in power for eight more
register, that
conditions are met: that a sufficient number of persons
the vote count is
the voting be free, informed and secret, and that

•

clean.

are not made to govern. At least not in my country
1973 initiated an undesirable situation in breaking
ahhough
with the administration of Salvador Allende which,
bom
was
government
facto
The
de
...
democracy
imperfect, was a
respected in
because the totality of human rights were \sic\ not
the majority of the
time. The military did not want power, but
the stupidity [toiend
to
put
an
to
intervention
their
asked
people

men

•

Military

•

The coup

peza] of

of

some Communists and Marxist-Leninist

socialists,

divided the Allende government so as to install a dictatorship

who

of the

proletariat.

way to assure the future democracy is to abandon every
against the military, including Augusto Pinovengeance
kind of

The

•

best

chet.
fault of
torture and justice: It is a usual situation, and the
Pinochet, and he and the torturers ought to be punished.
On Communist strength: They are more powerful than before. It's
Communists and
incredible. These military came to finish off the

On

•

•

•

what they have done is to make them stronger.
The military have stained their hands with blood. They thought
did not
everything goes against communism. Unfortunately, they
democracy, the
achieve it [the defeat of communism!- In the time of
Communists never got more than 19 percent of the vote. Now, after
university.
fourteen years of dictatorship, they get 30 percent in the
church] have not protected the Communists as such, but as

We [the

•

persons persecuted who merit the support of the church.
was the principal enemy of
I did not say in Madrid that communism
of Chile is the enemy of
government
that
the
Chile. I maintain
communism, in the same way that communism is of the mihtary
can be
regime. And that if you look at the reality of the country, it
is the
which
presence,
its
increased
has
communism
said that
equivalent of a defeat of the regime.
hand power back. The army, I am
I believe that the military will
that it's time to go. The problem is
understand
going
to
sure of it, is
where to put Mr. Pinochet. The Chilean military did not want to
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enter government, but Chileans, a
majority of them,
pushed them into it. The stupidity of the
socialists

demanded it and
and Communists

contributed to that as they tried to install
their dictatorship of the
proletariat.

On cfiurch unity:

•

wouldn

t

It is

know how

pretty united, although there are dissensions

to tell

Pmochct.
•

On

the Christian Democrats: In this moment,
it
the majority party and it is campaigning

tion,

I

you how many church members support
is,

without ques-

for a 'No' in the

plebiscite.

wake of the storm his remarks provoked in
Chile, Cardinal Siiva
an interviewer in Turin: "I've said what I
think. I didn't want to
bother the government. I have had to speak,
and I have said what I think
Perhaps I
wrong. But that's what I think and I cannot
"
lie
In the
told

m

Bishop Carlos

Camus

of Linares-who earlier had said that
the time
might come when those who had tried to assassinate
President Pinochet
in the 1986 attack which left five
dead would be thought of as heroesoffered immediate support. "Cardinal
Silva Henriquez," he said
speaks immense truths in a country
accustomed to live with lies for
some time now."
The reigning church hierarchy waS more
circumspect. Cardinal
Fresno said he joined in the sentiments
of the president

of the Episcopal
Conference, Bishop Carlos Gonzalez, that
it would not be "prudent to
comment because we do not know the entirety of what
the cardinal may
have said, and it might have been distorted."
Asked about a strong
government protest to the Vatican, the nuncio's
office declined com
ment.'o**

On

April

1987, the ban was lifted on public meetings
by political
race was on.
Coalition-building was uppermost in the minds
of political leaders
'^^'^ ^^^* ''
^ plebiscite-or nothing. Already in late
?o=r
u'' f?t
lysb the
U.S. National Endowment for
parties.

8,

The

™'

Democracy (NED) had bankmeeting of eleven opposition parties in Caracas,
Venezuela in
an ef ort to form a united front. A year
later, an opposition leader
complained that throughout most of
1987, Chile's political parties
spent their time staring at their own belly
buttons, while the government monopolized the agenda of issues. 'O'
That same leader, Genaro Arriagada, believed
that Chilean politicians
needed to borrow from the lessons of
rolled a

Venezuela, Spain Portugal
Uruguay, Brazil, and Argentina, where
political parties were able to
retain their separate identities yet could
agree on broad programs for a
return to civilian rule after military
dictatorships. The problem in
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was "maximum-isni": holding out for unattainable,
Chile,
overly ambitious and detailed goals and programs. The answer for
Chile, he said,

he argued, was simply to agree to defeat Pinochet in the plebiscite by
ideoregistering enough voters and then persuading them to vote "No";
come
could
that
logical differences, competition among candidates,
later, in the ensuing direct election of a president.
Arriagada knew whereof he spoke; the year had witnessed an endless
series of coalition marches and countermarches.
The first one was easy; no sooner had the political parties law been
approved by the junta than three conservative groups— Jaime Guzman's
Democratic Independent Union (UDI), Andres Allamand's National
Union (NU), and Sergio Onofre Jarpa's National Labor Front— agreed to
Nacional|.
fuse in a new party called National Renewal (Renovacion
Social
Carmona's
de
Dios
They were joined shortly afterwards by Juan
the
to
overtures
made
immediately
Christian Movement. The group
the
in
February
On
16,
party
National
the
Right,
former bulwark of the
other
course of a forum in Santiago, leaders of those parties, plus two
small rightist parties, proclaimed unity on a basic point: "Never Again a
'64' "_a reference to the unconditional support the Right had given
Eduardo Frei in 1964 in order to block the election of Salvador Allende.
(The Christian Democrats rewarded them then by freezing the Right
in
out of their government altogether, then refusing to join with them

a

1970 alliance to defeat Allende.) Union seemed near. But, when the
Saenz, as
colorful Patricio Phillips Penafiel replaced his wife. Carmen
chilled
fusion
for
climate
the
May,
party
in
National
the
of
president
noticeably Finally, on June 6, the National party broke off the talks.
Observers, noting that the National party had initiated talks with parIzquierda
ties as far to the left as the pro-Marxist Christian Left (IC, for
challenge
to
attempt
to
was
Cristiana), concluded that Phillips' strategy
the Christian Democrats for dominion over the big centrist vote. Said
a
Phillips of National Renewal: "I'm flying in a jet, while they're still in
bigger
times
five
party
National
the
is
Right
democratic
The
plane.
prop
I'm going to
than National Renewal and everything hanging off it
hesitate
or not do
take the Right where it ought to be. If they see me
.

what

I

say

am going to

do, then

it's

.

.

time to criticize me. In the mean-

time, don't destroy what we are building. Don't stick priests in politics,
because later we're not going to know what to do with them. You can't

put priests in bed or in politics." Boasting and colorful style notwithstanding, one year later the Renewal party had signed up 48,291 memwhich had been the first to begin a
bers, the National party

—

membership drive— 9,563 members."o
Although Phillips may have been willing to talk to the Christian Left,
the
they were not— period. Echoing the line of their political mentors,

1
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contempt for the process in the early
^'^^^^^y f^<^^i°'^ i^ol
th?PnS'
the
"^r"' i^'^^'
PDC "T^rK
If Christian
Democracy, which is the largest party in
the
country decides to apply for recognition
in accord with the norms of the
Law of Political Parties, then the totalitarian
regime will have been
legitimized and the PDC will have removed
itself irremediably from
any possibility of an opposition united front."
The IC never did attempt
to
legal recognition for itself, but
remained a political battering ram
its

""^

'^'' "^^^^^^^^

wm

of sorts

because of

its

strong following

among

the feverishly active

and nuns of the "popular church. " 1 1
Leaders of the old-line parties, bluster
and bravado apart, had plenty to
worry about as electioneering got underway
A major survey published
in June of 1987 showed political
parties ranking second from the
bottom
in public esteem (church leaders
got the highest marks, terrorists and
guerrillas the lowest). "2
Spurned by the Left, continuing to spurn
their kindred spirits on the
Right, the Nationals could not turn
their backs altogether on the government. But they could and did slight
Pinochet, finally requesting a
private meeting to present him with
a list of ten civilian candidates of
consensus" they believed could head
off defeat in the plebiscite
Snorted Carta Confidencial: "Here's a
party which cannot even collect
enough signatures to qualify as a national party
arrogating to itself the
right and reason of proposing to the
maximum
priests

try a candidate of consensus!'"
Spurned

ZlT^t^^^T'"'

authorities of the coun-

now by La Moneda as well

"-'"^ "^^^-^'^^ '° ^^^^-^ i^-"

-"h

the
the

But so long as the Christian Democrats
remained under the leadership of "the abrasive Gabriel Valdes,"
the party would have no truck
with the Nationals, nor any other group
on the Right. Roared ValdesWhy are we going to make an alliance with the Right?
To lose our
entire social support base, and convert
Chile into another El Salvador
or Nicaragua? What's the point of an
aUiance with their Right? To insert
ourselves into a government which is
falling? Who needs them? What
are we [the PDC]
the middle class? 64 percent! How
much support on
the center-left? 46 percent! How many
are with us on the center-right'
40 percent! The other parties of the Right don't
amount to 10 percent "
Not only were his numbers inflated, his
own days at the
FUC were numbered as fall edged into winter in 1987. 'i'* helm of the
One group managed to overcome severe
internal squabbling

m

enough

lone

to unite

under the leadership of Allende's former
foreign minis
ter, the sixty-four-year-old
Clodomiro Almeyda Medina, who had
shpped mto the country early in 1987. The
Christian. Left, RadicalsLuengo, MAFU, Historic Socialists,
Socialists-Almeyda,

Communists
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and MIR, agreed in June of 1987 to band together in a Front of the Left. It
was, in reality, a union more of form than of substance. The Commuelections
nists reiterated that month that there could be no meaningful
were
that,
they
in
power;
in
remained
in Chile so long as Pinochet
former
Velasco,
Castillo
Fernando
leader
Democrat
echoed by Christian
the
rector of the Catholic University. In that same month, by contrast,
their
ultraleft Socialists headed by Almeyda were grudgingly urging
faithful to register."^

Reluctantly, haltingly, the leadership of the Christian Democrat party
came to the conclusion that its strategy of confrontation had failed.
They reaUzed also that they had no hope of prevailing alone— in the

And that meant that Valdes, the man
had to go. There were those who
since
1982,
party
who had headed the
of the State Department:
influence
invisible
the
conclusion
saw in that

plebiscite, in the elections beyond.

disenchantment with him because— to quote a hostile observer—
"despite the greatest financial, journalistic, and diplomatic aid within
memory in contemporary Chilean history," he had not only failed to
budge the regime, but hardened its resolve. Washington had also made
plain a preference Valdes could neither swallow nor credibly represent: a
consensus candidate pledged to preserving intact the free enterprise
"^ That
economic model now so indisputably successful in the country
was
the Christian Democrats kept a wary weather eye on Washington
obvious: their Santiago- Washington "shuttle diplomacy" was a reflecand
tion of their conviction that drumming up international financial
a
to
central
was
moral support— and acute pressure on the regime—
ambitions.
those
of
catalyst
strategy of success. Washington was the

was not the man to forge alliances; indeed.
Neely publicly accused Valdes not only
Carlos
leader
Social Democrat
collapse
of previous coalition-building efforts,
for
the
responsibility
of
but also of being "the decisive sponsor" of funding for far left parties. "Be

Clearly, Gabriel Valdes

more moderate?" he asked rhetorically, when challenged on the subject
be
of his intransigence. "Moderate with a dictatorship? I was not born to
to
going
am
run,
I
decide
to
If
I
either.
a Chamberlain. Nor my party,
to
support
his
switched
Valdes
not,
would
he
clear
win." When it was
party
in
the
votes
"had
more
said
Valdes
man
a
Flormazabal,
Ricardo
than anyone else.""^

The

decision process in the Christian

Democrat

party, in

common

with other Chilean parties, had never been "democratic" in the usual
sense of open and broad-based. Beginning in 1973, it became, perforce,
hands of the
less so, with power concentrated almost entirely in the
Pinochet's
defuse
to
partly
24,
1987,
National Directorate. On January
decisions,
party
surrounding
clannishness
and
secrecy
the
taunts about
and partly in tacit compliance with the new political parties law, the
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ninety-member Expanded National Council (Consejo
Nacional Ampliado) agreed to

new

rules of openness, including direct election
for the

time of delegates to the annual plenum. Backstairs
skirmishing for
control of the party began in March, formal
campaigning on April 15
and by June had become so intense that the party
leadership clamped a
lid on the three who by then had
emerged as candidates
first

to preside over
the party in the two crucial years, 1987-1989:
on the left, Hormazabalthe center, Arturo Frei Bolivar; on the right,
old party war-horse
Patricio Aylwin Azocar, then sixty-eight. "^
As decision time neared, Valdes maneuvered implacably
to prevent
the party from moving right. Of the major
force on the Right, National
Renewal, Valdes stormed; "RN ... has to accept
responsibility [tiene
que asumir por] for 13 years of dictatorship. Who do
they think they are
fooling callmg themselves Center-Right!
Why don't they want to say
they are on the Right? Bad conscience? Chile
needs a democratic Right
The Center is taken. National Renewal seeks to prolong
the regime We
are for substituting for the regime."' i'
On June 19, he proposed yet
another grand political accord, which would
contain three levels: one
constitutional, one on human rights, a third on
social justice. All three
presented a clear opening to the hard Left. Valdes
professed to see great
"progress" toward the only kind of accord
he could ever

m

embrace-one heavily tilted to the left- when, on
June 29,

warmly

the Socialist

party-Almeyda called for exploiting "breaches" in
the junta's
moral defenses. The regime, the outlawed Socialists
said,

legal and
was trying to

perpetuate itself by restricting access to the vote.
The task, they said
was to encourage the widest possible registration
and vote in the

would now remain for the PDC rank-and-file to
decide
whether they shared Valdes' vision of this as an
opportunity, or felt it
was merely a confession on the part of an important
segment of the hard
Lett that it could no longer hope to
shoot or bully its way into the
political arena and therefore must piggy-back
on legal
plebiscite. '20 It

political entities

congenial to

it.

On July 4, they got that opportunity— 26,000 voting in the first
ever
party election to select delegates to
the plenum. (Snorted Pinochet
afterward: "really special, these democrats";
they hold an election in
which "no one knows how many voted, nor the
results.") But in his
analysis of the voting, Aylwin was so confident
that he had the election
locked up that he spent the weekend before the
plenum with his

family
beach home rather than continue the arduous
campaign he had launched on May 22. Those
hopes were buoyed further on
the day the convention was to open,
July 31, when Adolfo Zaldivar
announced he was throwing his support to Aylwin.
Through that Friday, the 239 delegates began arriving
at Punta de
at

their Algarrobo

'
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Coast roughly sixty-five miles west of
Santiago. Their destination: a rambling building formerly part of the
Santiago Seminary, situated at a place called Vaticano. Once used for

on the rugged

Tralca,

Pacific

it was a favorite now for business meetings. The
business at hand: elect the five members of the key directorate, the
fifteen national counselors, as well as the man who would lead the party
for the next two years. Democracy or no, they met behind closed doors.
Ayl win's turn at the podium finally came, it would be learned subse-

religious retreats,

on Sunday, August 1. When he sat down, an hour
weary delegates gave him a standing ovation. Two
the
and-a-half later,
president for the sixth time (some accounts
elected
he
was
later,
hours
quently, at 4 A.M.

say the seventh). The vote: 132, Aylwin; 94, Hormazabal; 14, Arturo
Frei. The party elite had not only rejected the Left, they had also rejected
the traditional "play-safe" option of the "consensus" centrist candidate,

choosing instead the unmistakable center- rightist Aylwin. Given
55 percent of the vote— of equal
the precariousness of his mandate
elected with him: Gutemberg
directorate
national
the
importance was
Martinez, secretary-general, and Andres Zaldivar, first vice president—
Frei,

—

both clearly allied to Aylwin; Edgardo Boeninger, third vice president, a
Only Narciso Irureta, second vice president,

center-leftist in the party.

belonged to the party's ultraleft wing.'^i
Aylwin went to work almost immediately to execute his three-

pronged mandate:
1.

2.

3.

Seek dialogue with the military chiefs on the junta;
Vigorously promote voter registration;
Construct a socio-economic program to offer voters as an alternative to Pinochet's.

If all

else failed, there

was a fourth: forge the broadest possible

coali-

in the plebiscite.

tion to defeat Pinochet
The military chiefs indignantly rejected "dialogue"

on the terms
proposed: direct election of the president and Congress, to be followed
by "reform" of the 1980 constitution. The constitution, the transition
process it envisioned, these, the military leaders said unanimously, are
not negotiable. They accused the Christian Democrats of trying to
divide them; given the PDC's announced strategy of conducting these
talks privately, informally, using a "subtle and indirect style," they may

have been

right.

voter registration, the goal Aylwin now set as the minimum
needed was 5 million to 6 million; during the party presidency campaign he had spoken of registering 8 million. (At that point, six months
into the voter registration process, and with other parties then cranking
up their own registration drives, 1.6 million were already registered.)

On
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Comparing 1987 with 1973, he said: "Then, the task
of democrats was
to calm passions; today, we need to
mobilize the country. There is

and people are desperate ..."
the socio-economic program, Aylwin made
plain from the start
that the Christian Democrats still had no
intention of buying into the
program of the "Chicago Boys." "We do not," Aylwin
said "want
Pinochet-ism without Pinochet." As to Valdes'
three-tiered proposal
Aylwin said he agreed with the sloganeering, not the
substantive
apathy,

On

Yes,

he

human

point!

said, there is a

need

for

wide consensus on constitutional and

rights issues:

economic pact that

"More difHcuit will be to put together a sociowill bind us [the opposition] together
during the

transition to the first democratic government, "i^^.

As had happened so often before, the PDC believed it
faced a divided
and vulnerable enemy For one thing, both Admiral
Merino and General
Matthei on the junta had reacted positively to the PDC
decision to join
the electoral process— and its move to more
moderate leadership (The
Aylwin-Merino honeymoon would be short-lived.) But of
much greater
import to their calculations was a stunning series
of statements made

by three of the four junta members in June:
that they thought the
candidate for president in 1989 ought to be a
civilian. Admiral Merino
got it started in an interview with Rolajjd
Dallas of The Economist- he
told Dallas he did not believe Pinochet
would be a candidate, and that he
believed the candidate should be a civilian,
of the center-right, about
hfty-two or fifty-three years old, and sufficiently
strong and qualified
to preside over the transition back to full
democracy

Those remarks
an immediate sensation and a wave of speculation
to find
the Cinderella who fit the mystery slipper.
Next, returning from a trip
to the United States, General Matthei
celebrated his sixty-second birthday by saying he agreed with Merino. And next,
Carabinero General
Stange said he agreed with his junta colleagues.
Pinochet said nothing
but his defense minister, Vice Admiral
Patricio Carvajal said he
couldn't agree less; he thought Pinochet was
the right man for the job
Exulted Valdes; "There is a profound division in
the government "'^
touched

off

The reports of the death of junta unity, as
gether premature.

On July 4, 1 987, Pinochet announced an
the seven modernizations." On July
7, he

it

turned out, were

alto-

economic program known as

reappointed Sergio Fernandez
to the key Interior Ministry, one of seven
changes the president made in
his twenty-member Cabinet in
July Another, two months earlier had
put Sergio Melnick in as the cabinet-level
director
of

ning.

economic plan-

The changes had deep significance— and long-range implications

Fernandez,

who had

served as the

first civilian interior

minister from
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1978 to 1982, was regarded as the overseer of the process leading up to
the final adoption of the 1980 constitution. He was also regarded as one
of the chief exponents of corporatist political thinking for the government. Melnick was a charter member of the Chicago Boys group that
created the free market economic revolution; he joined in the Cabinet a
kindred

spirit,

Hernan

Biichi, firmly

ensconced as finance minister,

Melnick was known at the University of Chile as a "futurist," a skilled
communicator as well as planner. In yet another change. Army Brigadier

Manuel Concha was named economy

minister, replacing businessman

Juan Carlos Delano.
As a result of these changes, the dark days of exile for the old triad—
the political philosophers, the economic dreamers, the armed forces

modernizers— were over. They had hit bottom two-and-a-half-years earwith the ascendancy of Sergio Onofre Jarpa in Interior and Luis
Escobar Cerda in Finance. In the years since, the long latent animosities
of many traditional conservatives, and protectionist-spoiled businessmen, to the revolutionary political and economic ideas of these groups
had found vocal expression in government press offices and on statecontrolled television. But with these changes, with the new "modernizations" program, Pinochet was serving clear notice: he was firmly
committed to those ideas, and he wanted to strengthen and conlier

solidate

them so

as to carry Chile along

on

their

momentum well

into

the twenty-first century "At bottom," commented Hoy, "they [the
reformers] seek nothing more nor less than to preserve indefinitely the
Defenders of the model believe that
package of neoliberal reforms
'persons come and go, institutions remain.' In other words, they have in
mind the possibility that General Augusto Pinochet may not win the
"124
plebiscite and may then have to negotiate what follows
.

.

.

To read the newspapers in Chile during 1987— certainly to read foreign newspaper reports about Chile— one might easily have been forgiven for imagining that there was but a single concern: politics. It was
not. Mother nature, so long the country's tormentor as well as bene-

went on a rampage in July when a Pacific storm overflowed
river banks, washing out roads and bridges and flooding low-lying residential areas in central Chile. At least thirty-two died, and as many as
100,000 persons suffered damaged or destroyed homes. Property damage
was estimated at more than $100 million.

factress,

Realizing that talking their way to power was firmly blocked, the
Christian Democrat leadership concentrated on shoring up alhances
abroad and at home. Foreign alliances and the campaign to "internationalize" the Chilean political process were given a huge boost at the
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second International Parliamentary Assembly,
held September 4-6 at
Santiago's Hotel Tupahue. The sudden
appearance, however of

the fugiparty leader, Luis Guastavino, ruffled the
proceedings
briefly, triggering a walkout by National
party President Patricio Phillips and other delegates. But for
the most part, this assembly-as the
hrst one the year before-was mainly
a rally of anti-Pinochet ideologues
from around the world. According to Carta
Confidencial. opposition
hgures managed to corral foreign financial
commitments of $2 6 million for their various electoral programs
at that conference. Among U S
participants was Rep. Theodore Weiss (D-N.Y),
who has been, together
with Sens. Ted Kennedy (D-Mass.) and Tom Harkin
(D-Iowa) among the
principal congressional antagonists of
the Pinochet government in
tive

Communist

Washington. (Conversely, Weiss has argued for
a "normalization" of
relations with Cuba, and criticized the
U.S. mihtary operation that
rescued Grenada from a Communist dictatorship.)
Yet another American attending was Carl Gershman, president of
the supposedly neutral
land taxpayer-funded) National Endowment for
Democracy A surprise
visitor to the

assembly was former Socialist Deputy Erick
Schnake—
the last voice in Chile to call publicly
on Popular Unity militiamen to
rally to the aid of their embattled
president Allende
on September

11

1973. Schnake crossed into Chile from Argentina
on the last day of the
conference and stunned many with a hard-hitting
attack on Communist party insistence on armed struggle
against the regime, a complete
role reversal from 1973. His remarks
contrasted with those of Christian
Democrat labor leader Manuel Bustos, who deplored
the decision of his
party to eschew alliances with the Communists,
a decision he branded
as "dumb, inapplicable and incompatible
with the Declaration of Principles of the PDC'i^s

Through the balance
1

DC— talks

of 1987-despite the misgivings of many
in the
with other opposition figures centered on
agreeing on a

candidate to serve as the standard-bearer
of the "No" vote in the plebiscite. By October, the PDC had settled
on a name: Eduardo Frei RuizTagle a man who though inexperienced
in politics was possessed of a
matchless asset: his name. A forty-four-year-old

civil engineer, he was
the eldest son of the late president.
Until 1983, when he took over the
presidency of the Eduardo Frei Foundation, he
was a stranger to public
life and did not make his first
important speech until December 1986
Thereafter, he became a regular on the
oratorical circuit. Interestingly
among the other names floated early on was that of his
sister, Carmeii
Frei Ruiz-Tagle, eldest of the seven Frei
children and the only one who
had been long active in public life. (In
1971, when she rolled up the
largest margin of victory in the country in
municipal elections, defeating the then kingpin of the National party,
Sergio Onofre Jarpa, her
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father rushed to

PDC national headquarters following a televised debate

exclaimed: "Did
and, bursting with paternal pride,

you see how well

Carmen did?")i^«

either— at least not yet.
But candidacy was not to be in the cards, for
months of electionViewing the political fandangos of those first
political analyst (and Social
eering the feisty and unconventional
has boxed itself into a
opposition
Democrat) Carlos Neely wrote: "The
'leader' of impossible
a
or
'candidate'
dead-end street trying to identify a
participating
those
of
all
demands
qualities if he were to satisfy the
folklonc ideoruled
by
be
to
continue
opposition)
the game. They [the
years of political
Forty
mentality
tenant
a
or
of
messianic
logies either
imagine they can fabricate a
frustration has taught them nothing. They

m

miraculous program which has as

its

common denommator liberalism

theology, social democracy, and
classical social Christianity, liberation
'2''
warmed-over Marxism."

Among

the

many

foreign interests increasingly involved

m Chilean

and
few would
Headed by
Consultants.
International
Associates,
Zune
early 1988 than
served as an adviser in virJean B. Zune, this Caracas-based company
campaigns in Latin America,
tually all Christian Democrat political
number two in the PDC
and had been hired by Andres Zaldivar, now
Ms. Zune, during early
hierarchy, to consult on the Chilean campaign.
Caracas, Ecuador,
between
commuter
1988, was described as a virtual
Chrisauspicious;
hardly
were
latter
the
and El Salvador (her efforts in

politics,

play a

more instrumental

role during late 1987

elecDemocrats there were routed in the March parliamentary
of December 1987,
week
last
the
delivered
PDC,
the
to
tions) Her report
her principal recommendasent shock waves through the party One of
On February 15, 1988, the
tions: present no candidate at this time.
withdrawing the
recommendation,
National Directorate accepted the
enthusiastic
waxed
never
had
candidacy of Eduardo Frei. (Frei himself

tian

about serving as

a stalking horse in the

1988 or 1989 plebiscite; given

"save" himself for the presidenhis youth, many argued that he should
lose the plebiscite, the 1997
Pinochet
should
tial elections of 1990,
argument was that putting
elections otherwise.) The Zune Associates
opposition unity as well as
forth candidates now would only jeopardize
for their electoral fire.
target
give the government a clear and clean
the plebiscite. The task
after
come
Candidacies, the firm argued, should
of democratic parties
alliance
possible
was to create the broadest

now

of them ideologiunder a common banner which would commit none
"No" to
denominator:
common
single
a
but
be
would
cally There
La Teiwith
interview
Pinochet remaining in power. (In a January 31
candi"A
this:
on
backed off
ceia PDC President Aylwin had already
but
elections,
free
have
to
going
date," he said, "was necessary if we were
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we

are going to a plebiscite, then I see no need to designate
one now."
and others in the opposition— then began speaking of 3 "standardbearer" rather than a "candidate," a distinction of arcane
if

He—

delicacy.)

Other important Zune recommendations:

•

Create an opposition umbrella organization to coordinate—
internally and externally— the "No" vote. On January
18, 1988, such a
shell was in place, the "Campaign for the 'No,' "
under the command of Christian Democrat Genaro Arriagada. On the external
front, apart

from communiques, trips abroad, and the increasing
and missions to Chile, the opposition

deluge of delegations

announced in March 1988 that it intended to add more than three
hundred foreign observers from "the parliamentary democracies of
Europe, Latin America, Central America and the United States"
to
the potpourri of academics, intellectuals, teachers, trade
unionists,

and others already cascading into the country.
Stop referring to "fraud" in connection with the plebiscite—
at least,
at home. Chileans simply did not believe it. Less
than two months
politicians

•

later,

Zaldfvar, in a February 1988 interview, was among those
who
speak of fraud in the plebiscite is another error of the

said, "to

opposition." That, of course, neither did— nor
trumpeting the "fraud" theme outside of Chile.
•

Work even more

closely with church leaders in developing a joint
its [the church's] full support, both internally and externally."
strategy,

•

would— preclude

"and to obtain

Of paramount importance: calm the anxieties of the military that,
of civilian rule, they would face wholesale inquisi-

with the advent
tion, as in

neighboring Argentina (where military chiefs, including
the former president, were imprisoned). Zune Associates
urged private contacts with military officers at all levels to project
a sevenpoint understanding: they would not be persecuted;
those guilty of
excesses would be tried only by military courts; a soldier's

duty to
obey orders would be recognized; it would also be recognized that
much of what was done was done in the name of national defense
and to confront the Marxist danger the country had faced;
the

armed

own

forces, in turn,

could demonstrate their will to rectify their
mistakes; the important role the armed forces must play in the

democracy would be stressed; and finally, the armed
would themselves transmute into "armed institutions of the
democracy" Nothing else, the report said, should be contemplated
until and unless civilians were able to achieve complete
control
over the armed forces, as President Raiil Alfonsin had in
Argentina.
transition to

forces

The report also had recommendations for the party's Basic Program of
Government, then being drafted. One of them recommended that only
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size of the military budget, a
passing reference be made to the swollen
'^s
political debate.
topic of increasing prominence in the
times, a
modern
The summer of 1987-88 was unlike any other of
was
heat
much
when
as
period of little pause for the country's leaders,
HemiSouthern
warm
generated by the political cauldron as by the

published in El Mercuno
sphere sun. Going into the year, a Gallup Poll
on the plebiscite: 44.3
divided
on January 31 showed Chileans closely
for continumg with
"Yes"
vote
would
percent of the women said they
they would vote
said
hand,
other
the
on
men,
nO;
Pinochet, 1 7.9 percent
34.2 percent yes, 35.9 percent no.
i
u
cohesively, other
While opposition politicians struggled to mobilize
with their views. In late January 1988, the Conted,

civilians

weighed in

Commerce— the country's top business and
sidelines and joined the fray with an
the
retail organization— left
of full support for the plebiscite process.
announcement
unprecedented
conference that the
Confederation president Manuel Feliu told a press
violence, but within the
transition needed to be carried out without
procedures
the 1980 constitution, "which sets out the
eration of Production

framework

and

of

form of government,"
already approved by the citizenry" "A democratic
of our commusentiments
the statement said, "profoundly reflects the
of a system
development
and
perfecting
nity and is the best for the
every free
of
basis
the
initiative,
private
which respects and encourages
toward
advance
of
process
the
to
adhere
executives
society We business
led to the political,
which
vices
the
that
belief
the
in
full democracy,
again be present." Looking
social and economic crisis of 1973 will not
manufacturing assonational
on as Feliii spoke were top leaders of the
the National AgriFabrill,
Fomento
for Sociedad de
ciation

(SOFOFA,

cultural Society, the National

Chamber

of

Commerce, the Chamber

of

Banks and Financial Institutions
piece was added to the legal
important
another
On January 29, 1988,
announced the names of
Tribunal
Constitutional
framework when the
Tribunal Secretary
lawyers elected in secret balloting to serve on it.
February 23, the tribunal
Rafael Larrain also announced that as of
would begin work on the plebiscite law itself.
more like a
Meanwhile, Pinochet himself looked and acted every day

Construction, the Association of

housing and

inaugurating new
political candidate, touring the country
In one, on January 16,
speeches.
making
projects,
other public works
on the
uncorked a surprise: work was underway in Valparaiso

1988 he

Heading up
former hospital to house the future congress.
of the
decentralization
example of
the $40 million project— a powerful
Frei,
under
Housing
of
minister
government— was Modesto Collados,
The
government.
Pinochet
the
in
minister of Economy 1984-19851
one
halls—
assembly
three
housing
building
project consists of a central
Sessions,
Plenary
and
Senate,
the
Deputies,
each for the Chamber of

site of a

1
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covering a total of forty thousand square
meters of floor space A congressional library [six thousand square
meters) and parkmg for five
hundred vehicles were also included, as well as two
adjoining six-floor
office towers to provide working
space for legislators, committees and
statt. The complex is expected
to be ready by March 1990, when the
first
elected Congress assembles.
The Christian Democrats— serving as the "respectful
big brother"
Aylwin's phrase] of a six-party grouping— tried
yet another negotiating
p oy in January: to persuade Pinochet to scrap the plebiscite in favor of
I

elections for a civilian-military government
that
transition period lasting no more than four

would serve during a
which time
institutional changes would be debated. The
government still said no
Labor Minister Alfonso Marquez de la Plata,
in a January 31 interview
with Maria Eugenia Oyarziin in La Tercera,
said: "Incredible
they
want to immobilize the country for four years
it's an insult to public
opinion." De la Plata also took aim at economic
proposals in the package, which he said amounted to "a
return to a Socialist society,"
years, during

.

.

.

.

.

.

In January, the political wars exploded
on the country's television
screens for the first time since 1973. The
University of Chile network
led the way with a ninety-minute program,
"Currents of Opinion," aired
in prime time on Sundays and featuring
debates among leaders of all
strains of legal political groups. The
Catholic University's television
corporation announced that it would follow
suit several

weeks

later

with a competing round-table program hosted
by three top journalists
In addition, the

minutes of free

government announced new plans to provide
time daily for political announcements during

air

thirty

the 30

days of official campaigning. Opposition and
government supporters
each would get fifteen minutes.
Those government supporters were having problems
of their own
Feuding within the National Renewal party
(RN| broke out over
whether to commit to support whichever candidate
the junta selected
The feud took a dramatic turn early in April with
the expulsion from
the party of Jaime Guzman, one of the founders.
Guzman immediately
gathered up most of the forces of his Independent
Democratic Union
(UDI) into a new group: "UDI for a 'Yes.' " El
Mercurio, noting that RN
had rolled up the biggest registration of any of the
four parties that had
achieved legal status as such, tried to put a brave
face on it: the Left the
newspaper said, had never been able to u;iite in a
single party, either
Besides, with mitosis continuing among
the political entities of the
Left, It would only serve to fortify the
public image of the a-political
Pinochet. But, in the end, the newspaper's
editorialists

made

it

plain

schism among the principal civilian forces supporting
Pinochet was a serious setback, only somewhat mitigated
by the success of yet another progovernment group
in securing legal status. It was
that

this

.
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newspaper said, but also sowed
a setback not only in the short term, the
who ought to be the civilian
those
among
dangerous seeds of dissension
'^^
any new government, should he win.
in a
On February 2, thirteen "parties" announced they had joined
because,
marks
"
"Concentration for the 'No.' "Parties" is in quotation
only two m the
support,
real
any
had
they
proving
of
test
the
to
when put
to scare
managed
called—
concentration— or "command," as it was also
the
were
They
party
national
legal
up enough signatures to qualify as a
leftist Party
more
the
third,
a
Humanists;
the
Christian Democrats and
Democracia), was aggressively "No,"
for Democracy |PPD, Partido por la
eventually included 16 "parties."
which
concentration,
the
joined
later

backbone

of

the outappeared to be the chosen vessel for participation of
and
Socialists
left
hard
the
lawed Marxist-Leninist parties, including
concentrathe
describe
made
to
Communists.) Although attempts were
portrayed as such in foreign
tion as broad-based— and it was routinely
conservative parsignificant
no
attract
press accounts— it managed to
a consensus
seeking
of
stance
with
its
continued
ties the National party
rightist parties were
other
the
and
vote,
"Yes"
a
toward
candidate, tilting

(The

all

PPD

committed to a

"Yes."

the FhilipThe thrust of the sixteen was, from the start, a variation ot
then
plebiscite,
in
the
pinization" stratagem: if "No" were to triumph
constiand
elections
congressional
demand immediate presidential and
vote would need to
tutional overhaul. Under this formulation, the "Yes"
be denounced
would
outcome
the
or
percent,
least
6
win by a margin of at
to force new elecgenerate
would
pressure
worldwide
and
as fraudulent,
the other hand, a
tions—if not actually force the government out. On
for the "detona"No" win by so much as a single vote would be sufficient
demand reputo
pressure
foreign
tor" of mass protests, raUies, riots, and
Even the
constitution.
1980
diation of the procedures called for in the
that
insisted
Zaldivar
Andres
leader
moderate Christian Democrat
"institugovernment's
the
of
defeat
meant
defeat of the junta's candidate
'No' vote] would mean
tionality" as well. "In practice," he said, "that [a
of the citizen
expression
the
to
bow
have
to
would
forces
that the armed
want and
people
majority of this country If the 'No' wins it is because
has to
constitution
the
that
is,
accept the position of the opposition, that
Zaldivar
antidemocratic."
it
make
which
those areas

be modified in all
presidential
was equally adamant on another point: waiting a year for
"inoperable
be
would
provides,
constitution
1980
elections, as the
businessmen of
Think what would happen. I ask the working people and
that year there would be peace or
this country if they believe that during
movement, because we
any kind of investment, or would it be a seismic
moderate pohtician
[To
would have a defeated government in power?"
shot back with
Matthei
Fernando
junta member
,

Zaldivar,

moderate
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equal firmness: "This constitution, gentlemen,
is not at stake.
respect it, and we will see that it is respected. ")'30
Quite apart from the fact that the opposition had
never conceded

converse— that should "Yes"

We
the

wm they would desist in their demands for

reform— there was another and ominous aspect of the
unfolding strategy: The government (and major parties
of the Right) had
all said they would respect the outcome
of the plebiscite, no matter who
won. Of the opposition parties, only the Humanists and
the miniscule
Chilean Socialist party had also unequivocally agreed. (The
Humanists
reversed course only a few weeks before the
Plebiscite saying "yes"
could win only by "fraud," so they would not accept
a "yes" outcome.
But, with little more than a month to go to
the plebiscite, the Humanconstitutional

ists

suffered a mysterious internal crisis

and lost their standing as a
party when they ousted their top leadership, The Christian
Democrats not only hedged, depending upon which
of them was speaking, but
even waffled individually from week to week. And since
they had never
"accepted" the legitimacy of the 1980 constitution, but
only agreed to
legal

(

compete under its electoral ground rules when it was clear
they had no
other option, the stage was clearly set for a colhsion
course— amply
supported through aggressive advance propagandizing abroad.
That collision course hardened when the Christian
Democrats embraced this
"rupture-ist" or "detonator" strategy originally
propounded by the

underground Communists and the ultraleft "popular" Catholic
church
The plebiscite thus would be "legitimate" only if those in the
opposition won; if they did not, they had made plain
their rejection of
the constitution, and remained ambiguous
about respecting the
groups.

The goal, then, would be to seek a Philippines-style imploproduced by internal and external pressure. This would force
the
government cither to resort to massive repression to enforce
plebiscite.

'-^

1

sion

the out-

come, or to surrender.

As indicated

earlier, it was a dual-track, "heads-we-win,
tails-youAbroad, the message was to undermine confidence in the
plebiscite. On March 20, for example, "concentration"
coordinator Genaro Arriagada told the prosocialist Madrid newspaper
El Pais: Pinochet
"only can win via fraud, and if he does it, this can
touch off a national
and international repudiation which can destroy
him." In New York
another Christian Democrat— Sergio Molina, head of
the U.S. -bank-

lose" strategy

rolled

Committee

Personages— said a month later that "conditions
an electoral process, inasmuch as there are
on personal freedom and press freedom is restricted." Interof

are not in place \dadas] for

restrictions

estingly he

Lagos
a

made

that statement the day after the leftist leader Ricardo
in an explosive antigovernment harangue viewed

was engaged

Chilean television audience estimated at 2 million. '32

by
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develop a parallel
At home, the Christian Democrats continued to
Arriagada told interviewer Raquel
strategy of confidence and optimism.
prophecy: there was,
Correa that Pinochet had created a self-fulfilling
for the opposition,
and
candidate,
in his entourage, no other viable
Pinochet is an
analyses,
our
"Pinochet is no problem. According to
Pinochet were
if
Arriagada,
said
essentially unpopular man." But,
yet." By
defeated
easily
more
junta
"is
the
"easy," a civilian selected by
assemble
would
opposition
the
predicting
was
Arriagada

mid-May,
monitor the plebiscite
200 000 volunteers throughout the country to
the
made the statement
and' assure that it be clean and fair. He
al
Cara
("De
Nation"
the
"Face
popular prime-time television program

m

Pais") "^^

showed
have been whistling in the dark. Gallup polls
break-out
the
March,
In
vote.
"Yes"
the
a steady rise in support for
and 23.4 percent still
was 47.2 percent for "Yes"; 29.4 percent "No";
Arriagada

may

as this heretoforeundecided. Of even greater concern for the opposition
did not feel repreuntested electorate emerged: 80.9 percent said they
'34

sented by any political party.
many on tlie lett now
Against that backdrop it was not surprising that
the far left
Commented
place.
regretted joining the process in the first
that
the shortdoubt
no
be
can
"There
weekly Andlisis in May (#223):
of
nightmare
his
and
Pinochet
defeating
path
to
est, easiest and neatest
abstention ... a
peaceful
and
massive
been
have
should
a government
adhere to its political laws. If we Chileans had not

and

refusal to register
registered,

had done

if

it,

Regime
only the narrow band of addicts of the Totalitarian
effort—
social
or
cost
time— without the slightest

by

this

torn
and its Constitution
the Dictatorship would be totally isolated
." As the magazine wrote, 5.7 million were already
totally to pieces
notice that they faced fines of
registered (and those who had not were on
do so); and sixteen parties
failed
to
they
if
25,000 pesos, around $90,
.

.

.

.

.

'^^
were in various stages of attempting to win certification.
Pinochet
constitution,
On the seventh anniversary of the 1980

the
expressed his views on the meaning of the plebiscite,

country beyond

life of

it:

moral disintegraChile seeks to eradicate all vestiges or dangers of
task reflects
constitutional
Tfiis
tion violence and totalitarianism.
of authority, freedom
our patriotic effort to integrate the principles
fruitful coexistence and the
and
healthy
for
essential
justice,
and
common welfare. The upcoming plebiscite is part of the process ._
different from the
After [itj, Chile will [havel ... a new government,
had since ... The
one we had until 1973 and from the one we have
of participation
channels
ample
establishes
institutional order

new

the
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who

disagree with government policy. They will
be able to
help govern the country from the Senate and the
Chamber of Deputies, either by cooperating with the
Executive or by promoting
amendments or political alternatives ... We demand that the
opposition respect the Chilean people, and that its
proposals be objective
and not promoted by ideological or partisan objectives
Our opponcnts have repeatedly stated their interest in reducing
the institutions wc arc attempting to establish to
ashes. If the political and
ideological concepts of such politicians win, all sectors
of Chilean life
will soon return to the backwardness prevailing
in the country
.

.

.

prior

must also point out and stress the importance of defining in
plebiscite the kind of institutional phase
we want
[and] the

to 1973.

the

1

.

.

.

profound democratic ideals motivating the military
men all these
years [which] has had no other goal than to lay
the basis for the allencompassing and increasing development of our country
under a
true

democracy

'^*
.

.

.

A few weeks later, in a speech before 4,500 women in Vina del Mar, he
but proclaimed his candidacy: "Is there any dictator
who, on his own
accord, and with all the power of force and law
in his hands, would have
curtailed himself? None. Nonetheless, this
constitution established
that the citizenry would decide whether this
government continues or
does not continue for eight more years, that is the
question, and there is
no other; you want President Pinochet to continue or
you do not want
him to continue? Later ... the commanders-in-chief will respond
all

who

if

has been president of the Republic has done a
good or a bad

he

job.

They will know how to respond."
Crowed Gabriel Valdes in the same city the next day: "Now
we clearly
know the meaning of the plebiscite. Pinochet himself said it
clearly. He

has notified the commanders-in-chief of his decision
what he said is
very important because it demonstrates, as he himself
said, that to vote
'Yes' is to vote for Augusto Pinochet, approve
his fifteen years of government and accept that he continue governing until the end of
the century.
Therefore, and with absolute logic, to vote 'No'
signifies rejecting what
has been done during these fifteen years, to vote that
Pinochet not be the
candidate, and change the regime." Valdes added, with
customary irony,
that It appeared "inconceivable" that a presidential
candidacy should
have been announced in "a gambling casino." Former
Socialist Sen.
Erich Schnake called the president's remarks "unheard
of; they resemble a little the old proclamation, 'The State
.' "
Is Me
Interior Minister
Sergio Fernandez fired back that the opposition
attacks were "dogmatic
vengeful and seditious."'^/
.

.

On May 5,
social

.

.

.

El

Mercuiio published the twenty-one-point economic and

program

of the thirteen "parties" clustered in the Concentration
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signatories* reaffirmed their insistence that a "No"
Chile defeat Pinochet, his regime and his
a quick deal
institutionality/' clearing the way for their negotiating
in power.
ideas—
their
and
with the armed forces that would put them—
boilerplatform
electoral
pure
were
Most of the points in the program
"dignity"
to
bring
health,
public
improve
plate (reduce unemployment,
opposithe
signaling
substantive,
very
were
some
peasants, etc.|. But
the
intention to restore a central role for the state

of the "No."

The

vote itaeant "the people of

tion's

unmistakable

m

repoliticization of citizen groups [labor legislation
Two were particreform, "strengthening" professional associations).
home mortgagethirty-year-old
ularly odd: one called for scrapping the
|UniDevelopment
of
Units
called
complex system

economy and the

support system [a
political football
dad de Fomento], which had become an increasing
called
for "reprogramsecond
the
foreclosures);
of
handful
because of a
reputation as the
enviable
built
an
had
Chile
debt.
foreign
the
ming"
defaulted on
only major debtor country in Latin America never to have
the docudemagoguery,
in phrases of familiar class- struggle
its

debt;

way
of canceling "the overdue debts of the poor in the same
corporaand
banks
big
of
the
debts
the
of
that the state has taken charge
Manufacturing Socitions." Fernando Agiiero, president of the National
put together by an
been
have
to
"seem
proposals
said
the
(SOFOFA),
ety
agency," and added: "No one tells us where the money to pay
ment spoke

advertising

come from." Pinochet, on the campaign trail in Copiapo,
new alliance between a party that styles itself as Chris-

for all this will

denounced "a
programs and
tian and a Marxist group, for the purpose of reviving
"i^*'
failed,
which
recipes already tried and
in charge in the
But, by then, there was a real question as to who was
Ricardo Lagos
when
April
25,
on
arose
question
That
camp.
opposition
Escobar, who until then had played a supporting role in the campaign,
television program
electrified the country by arguing, on the popular
"the
"Face the Nation," that the goal in Chile is to build socialism,
possithe
well
at
as
hinted
He
build."
to
tried
socialism which Allende
privatized
ble return to state ownership of many of the huge companies
during the Pinochet years. He also challenged Pinochet to acknowledge
that his
that he had not been sufficiently forthcoming with the country,
poor
more
percent
were
12
promises had not been kept, and that there
sharp
to
reacting
day,
next
[The
people in Chile in 1988 than in 1973.
government counterattacks and the veiled threat of an official slander
Lagos said he had no intention of offending anyone.) Not only
action,

"his" Socialist party;
signers were Patricio Aylwin, PDC; Clodomiro Almeyda,
Socialist party; Luis Maira,
"his"
Niincz,
Ricardo
party;
Radical
Cimma,
Silva
Enrique
Navarro, Social Democrat
Christian Left; Jose Tomas Saenz, Humanist party; Amador
the rennaining mini-"parties
party. The PPD was "studying" the document, as were

The

allied

with

it.
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was the Left ecstatic, so too were top Christian
Democrats: labor leader
Manuel Bustos said that while many were "frightened"
as they listened

to Lagos' blunt talk, "he only spoke the
truth,
minds of millions."
President Aylwin said

PDC

what has been on the
his party shared Lagos'

political views,

though not all his economic ideas. Rightist leader
Jaime
Guzman called Lagos "the new Allende," and said by his action
the
Christian Democrats had lost leadership of the
opposition. National

party leader Patricio Phillips attacked Lagos
sharply, and

mi

collapse."

ishing

m

said, "if the

power today, it is because you [socialists] brought
us
Economist Ricardo Recabarren accused Lagos of
"an

itary are

number

aston-

of inaccuracies, half-truths

and downright falsehoods,"

including his claim that Chileans were poorer
now than in 1973M9
Ricardo Lagos Escobar is the quintessential international
technocrat
and thus is not only plugged into a far-flung
international

network of
and supporters, but enjoys also the benediction of the
U S State
Department, which views him as "a viable moderate."
He
friends

also is the
quintessential salon socialist, of an ilk the American
writer R. Emmett
Tyrell, Jr., has described as "Beverly Hills
Bolsheviks," or "Bolsheviks in
Guccis," although he should by no means be
confused with a dilettante
of socialism. Armed with a doctorate
from Duke University he taught
at the Umversity of Chile, headed
various U.S.-Chilean organizations
and served as a consultant to international
organizations.

Academic

Lagos became "apparatchik" Lagos with the arrival
in power of Salvador
Allende, serving him as special ambassador to
the United Nations with
responsibility for a number of the regime's
torturous financial negotiations. In 1973, Allende appointed him
ambassador to Moscow, an
appointment aborted by the September revolution. After
ten years iri the
shadows, he emerged in 1983 as the head of the
Democratic Alliance
representing the Carlos Briones branch of the Socialist
party (a pastiche
of Marxists and non-Marxists The extent
of his international connections was demonstrated in 1986 following
the attempt on President
Pinochet's life. He was among those detained in
the massive round-up
During his nineteen days in jail, Santiago was
bombarded with cables
telephone calls and letters demanding his release.
Described by Hoy as
representing the hardest line within Chilean
socialism, Lagos pulled
the Briones faction out of the Democratic
Alliance in 1986 because he
feared the alliance was veering too much to
the center-right. Curiously
,

|.

this forty-nine-year-old

that the only

lawyer/econoraist/politician would later claim

way to win in the elections was to achieve opposition unity

under a single banner. "The most important thing
is to gain the right to
elect a candidate. If we get that, then
the Cory Aquinos will appear
spontaneously'-'^^ His April 25 television appearance
scarcely enhanced that purpose.

The immediate

loser

was Ricardo Nunez,

a hard-line socialist. (Fol-

.
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among
lowing the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979, Nunez was
Altamirano
Carlos
chieftain
joined
who
party
those in the mainstream
beginning of the modern
in supporting the Soviets. Others bolted, the
Nut^ez was,
fragmentation of the party.) Of the above-ground socialists,

Now

it was Lagos.
until then, the strongest.
the
But of even greater consequence was the impact of his remarks on
Christian
the
of
harmony
fragile
the
and
overall "correlation of forces,"
Lagos himself sensed he may have played into the junta's

Democrats.
backpedaling
hands by evoking images of a return to Allende-ism. In
of the Popular Unity
experience
said
the
he
later,
days
few
remarks a
moments had
began and ended with Allende, just as other political
come and gone. To say that there are certain broad policies or general
not mean you want
principles that you wish to maintain, he added, does

PDC leader Valdes, seeking to
stimulated on the far lefthad
Lagos
capitalize on the excitement
to blame the governattempted
fears—
Allende-again
while blunting
to. put before us the
"is
said,
he
want,"
they
"What
furor,
ment for the

to replay an entire historic episode.

years ago,
quarrels and divisions that destroyed democracy eighteen
democrats
we
because they are afraid of the unity and maturity that
demonstrate today They want to remain in power forever, block the way
Privately, he was
to the future, because only the past justifies them."
experience
Lagos
the
that
circles
party
said to have argued within

others claim
proved the party had committed a grave mistake by letting
the leftist terrain,"*!
Once again, the Christian Democrat party was rent by the struggle
between those pulling the party to the right and those pushing it to the
ostensibly applauding Lagos,
left Andres Zaldivar, while joining in those
"Neither the
the political future of the opposition was in the center.
said

"
said. "He said so
Left nor Ricardo Lagos are going to lead the 'No,' he
and politiknowledge
of
amount
certain
a
himself. Besides, anyone with
government
from
a
transition
no
be
there
can
that
knows
cal sensitivity
such as this one— military, of force— and a government of the Left.
poised on a
to lead the country to democracy the transition has to be
out of the
moved
balance in the center." Having said that, Zaldivar
process:
of
the
subtlety
another
limelight. To some, this signaled yet
.

.

"burn"
those with postplebiscite presidential ambitions could not
themselves out in this fight.
The Christian Democrats attempted to recapture the initiative, proin the
posing a Council of Presidents as a means of shoring up unity
the PDC
sputtering Concentration for a "No." In it, Aylwin suggested,
Meanwhile,
act as "Brst among equals." The idea found no takers.

would

behind the scenes, the intraparty fight heated up to where the national
pushed back one
directorate meeting scheduled for mid-May had to be
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month. Chascones— the ultraleft— were demanding a
full-fledged evaluation of Aylwin's stewardship at that meeting, "t^
Amid the sound and the fury, on May 6, Law #18,700, "The Organic
Constitutional Law on Popular Voting and Tallying," was

promulmajor piece of legislation clearing the way for the
plebiscite (and, as intended, for future elections). The law
contained 1 77
permanent and ten transitory provisions, and was based largely
on a
1962 election law. As with the Political Parties Law, this one
stipulated
that only funds of national origin could be used for
electoral purposes.
Although campaigning had, in fact, been going on for months,
the law
specified that the formal period for campaigning
was from thirty-one

gated—the

last

days to three days before the plebiscite. Electioneering
was banned in
movie theaters, video centers; banned, too, was the use of
mobile or
stationary loudspeakers, except in connection with public
rallies. Painting slogans on walls, bridges, and the like was forbidden,
as was

mg posters

attach-

to

them

(the exception:

on the facades

of offices of political

parties or independent candidates).
At that point, the best guess was that the plebiscite would be held
in
October, later, that the date would be December
11; part of the reasonmg behind this date is that by December, the United States— likely to be
the most meddlesome of foreign states.in the process—
would be fully
distracted with its own postelectoral transition to
a new government.
Long-time antagonists, such as Assistant Secretary of
State
Elliott

Abrams, would either be gone from office or be deprived of
significant
clout. At all odds, the junta had to give the citizenry
at least thirty days
advance notice. That they did on August 30: ending the
long suspense,
they set the plebiscite for October 5, 1988, Despite
rumblings of junta
disunity in the days leading up to decision day, Pinochet
was named as
the candidate at a meeting lasting just a little over an
hour.
A few months before, on June 1, fellow junta member Admiral Jose
Merino had robbed the opposition of one of its international wailing
walls: the electoral process, he said, would be carried
out

without any
on citizen rights. In other words, for the thirty days
leading up to the voting, for the first time since 1973,
Chile would live
without a "state of exception" of any kind.'« On September
24, the
state of emergency was lifted, for the first time
in 15 years, Chile lived
under a normal rule of law.
restrictions in place

It was September of 1987 before
anyone got around to noticing—
certainly to taking seriously— the appearance of an
unexpected wild
card in the political process: the emergence of a strong,
tightly disci-

and thoroughly enigmatic. Humanist party. By mid- 1988, everyone was taking it seriously; only the enigma remained, though
someplined,
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Although the Humanists were far from the first to start
up members, they were the first to cross the finish Une and
quahfy as a legal national party. As of June I, 1988, their party ranked
second only to the National Renewal party in number of signatures
formally presented. Altogether, it was estimated that by June of 1988
they had signed up 100,000 in their (by then) two parties: the Humanist
party (PH) and the Green party (formed to attract otherwise apathetic
voters responsive to environmental and ecological issues). At the time,
they were both formally committed to a "No" vote; after that, no one
could be quite certain what they intended. In February, they themselves
had said they would commit to going along with the status quo for no
more than the four years of transition the opposition was then proposing; later, the Humanists ruled out in advance the possibility that the
"yes" vote could win cleanly.
In the southern area of South America, the humanist movement dates
from May 4, 1969, when Mario Rodriguez Cobo, leader of the SILO
movement, gave a talk at the Argentine border town of Punta de Vaca in
which he expounded his views on human suffering, its causes and cures.

what

resolved.

signing

That conclave, attended by thousands, gave rise to loosely organized
groups in Argentina and Chile— in the early years, mainly hippie communes dedicated to the drug culture and to the denial of traditional
family or educational bonds. Later, in Chile, came the Community for
Human Development, rejecting the drug culture and announcing devotion to the eradication of violence from the world. Paradox one: the
Rodriguez Cobo disciple who implanted the movement in Chile was
Werner von Erhemberg Pincheira, a student at the University of Concepcion. He was later one of the founders of the very violent Revolutionary
Vanguard, still later of the equally violent but more successful Movement of the Revolutionary Left (MIR). An attempt to investigate a SILOMIR link in 1971 was thwarted when the MIRista leaders, sheltered by
the Allende government, refused to appear in court. The Christian
Democrat newspaper La Prensa said on October 9, 1971: "The same

threads which pull the MIR manage SILO." Paradox two: The man who
would later preside over the movement fought against the Allende
regime. SILO disappeared in 1973; in 1975, the Community for the
Equilibrium and Development of the Human Being appeared in its
stead, later achieving legal status on October 13, 1 98 1, as the Movement
for the

Development

of the

Human Being,

or

more

simply,

"The Com-

munity."
In 1975,

on the Greek island

humanists assembled

Human
ment

as the

worldwide gathering of
Development of the
parties. By 1988, the Move-

of Corfu, a

Movement

for the

Being, decided to launch political
operated in fifty-two countries, with political parties established
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Chilean group managed to collect 300,000 signatures in breathtaking] y short time, calling for a Permanent Treaty of
in forty. In 1981, the

Peace between Argentina and Chile. On May 26, 1984, the Humanist
party was organized; in August, the party used the early peace hsts to
undertake careful research to identify probable members. Using as its

theme the existence

in the world of a moral- existential crisis between
excessive materialism and personal ahenation, the movement culled
from its research six hundred persons inducted as electoral "mission-

Once trained, they were charged in turn with training six thousand recruiters. Under the supervision of the missionaries, those
recruiters had, by 1987, enrolled 67,000 persons in the Humanist party
lalthough only 45,000 signatures were presented to the election board).
Until September 1987, no one paid much attention. That changed
when Jose Tomas Saenz, a real estate broker serving as the party president, called a festive press conference in Santiago. With two hundred
party faithful cheering his every announcement, Saenz disclosed that
the party had collected 19,000 signatures in the metropolitan Santiago
aries."

number needed); five thousand in two other regions
where they needed only 3,800. Looking on as Saenz spoke were presidents of Humanist parties from Canada, Switzerland, West Germany,
Ecuador, Peru, and England, as well as leaders from Venezuela, France,
and Argentina. Saenz also unveiled the party's interim platform: |1)
unity of all opposition forces which eschew violence, in practice as well
as in theory; (2) prompt election of a single opposition candidate. ("If
area |half again the

they don't," observed Carta Confidencial, "then the Humanist party
will present one of its own, a man of perhaps middle age, moustachioed
."
Saenz, of course.)
.

.

—

Analysts scrambled to learn more about this new phenomenon. Some
parties courted them; others attacked Carlos Cruz Coke, secretarygeneral of the hard right National Vanguard [Avanzada Nacional), said
categorically that the majority of the PH's signatures were those of
Communists, using the party as a Trojan Horse). Friend and foe alike
were given sharp pause by one reality: unlike every other political force
in Chile, the Humanists had never suffered a single division. Further, in
|

no distinction between men or women, youths or
simply Humanists, and the candidate with the most
votes— man, woman, or youth leader— wins. A key point: political
activity is subordinate to the movement. For promotion in the movement, there is a highly developed point system that discourages outside
infiltration for all but the most patiently, perversely dedicated.
Humanists are not only younger (average age: 20-22), but better
educated than the rank-and-file of most other parties. Little is left to
chance. The point system is calibrated and stored in computers. The
their statutes, there is

seniors; all are
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constant
movement's Chilean Institute for Humanistic Studies does
the color
uses
PH
The
trends.
economic
and
social
political,
tracking of

orange for virtually

all of its

propaganda materials, militants are asked

Members
wear bright and distinctive colors at public rallies.
upward,
extended
fingers
each other with the left arm raised, three
signifying peace, happiness, and strength.
Among the point-building "good works" expected of Movement activparties were
in political campaigns: Thus, while other
greet

to

ists is to

pitch in

importing— and spending— millions

to build their pohtical constituen-

Humanists only 95,000 pesos
cies Saenz could boast that it cost the
in three provinces.
(roughly S330) to collect 24,000 party signatures
require that each
do
they
Though they charge their members no dues,
bottles for
collecting
by
does
unit
unit pay its own way— which each
and the
dances,
neighborhood
organizing
refunds, selling newspapers,
partie^
other
in
contentiousness
of
record
the
to
like. Also in contrast
unique: as of early 1988, it had
the Humanists' Disciplinary Tribunal is
yet to handle a single case.

characterize as their priggish view ot the
On the third
world Humanists are not averse to a good celebration.
twoassembled
they
Chile,
in
anniversary of the party's founding
Theater.
Cariola
Santiago's
at
gathering
thousand guests for a noisy
opposition, calling
There Saenz criticized both the government and the
contributed to the
on those "same opposition politicians of today who
more effective
and
for younger
defeat of '73 to step aside and make way
opposition
single
a
creating
"
of
leaders Referring to obstacles in the way
probably
who
those
"paradoxically,
party for the plebiscite, Saenz said,
the greatest
stipulate
who
those
be
tend
to
enjoy the least backing
number of conditions,"
everywhere, the party proIn common with humanist movements

Despite what

many might

claims five overarching principles:
1

The value

of the

human

being as the measure

flashpoint of conflict for those who hold that

of all things Ithe

man is subordinate to

God];
Gandhi-style active "non-violence";
with the state in a tutelary
3. An economy based on cooperatives,
and large enterprises.
resources
role, retaining ownership of basic
1988 statement, "We
January
in
a
said
Saenz
On private property,
added that in advocating
don't favor it, but we respect it." He
2.

either the state or
cooperatives, they were not pushing for stripping
had. Said Saenz in that
already
they
enterprises
of
owners
private
and
State should coordinate economic, social

statement; "The

political functions,

but

we

are for

State in favor of cooperatives/'

minimizing the action

of the
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Free choice based on access to full, unfettered inforination.
[As an
expression of member "free choice," during the 1987
rash of
strikes, humanists were left to decide for themselves
whether to
take part; since opposition leaders had not yet gotten
around
to

taking

them

seriously,

no one asked them

and
demand would

officially to join in,

had they been asked, Saenz said, their minimum
have been the adoption of measures to assure the least possible
of
5.

harm coming

risk

through violence);
Simultaneous transformation of individuals and society
to participants

Saenz was reelected president of the Humanist party in an April
15,
1988, party election in which he faced no opposition. That party consol-

"The Community" moved to form the Green party (which the
right-wing National Vanguard mockingly calls "The Tomato
party.")
The first interim president was a U.S. citizen, Sharon Brown Barton,
who arrived in Chile in June 1968 as a tourist, staying on and obtaining
her permanent resident card in 1970. Among the first enrolled
was her
brother, Zbigniew Edward Korysma Zep, also a U.S. citizen.
Later, the
idated,

two hundred Community members who made up the party's initial
cadre elected Andres Korysma as president, Katrin L'Homme
Ungerer
as vice president. At the first party convention, March
27, 1988, the
guest of honor was Wilhelm Knabe, a Green party federal
deputy from

West Germany. Shortly afterwards, the

far-left

Green party

of the Fed-

Republic pledged full cooperation with the Chilean party, especially on environmental, demilitarization and disarmament
issues. The
party expected to enroll forty- thousand members of its own
in time for
eral

the plebiscite,

which would give

it,

too, certification as a national

Thus, the two Movement parties were certain to become
a major force not only in the plebiscite itself, but
in the formation of a
political party

new congress.
The Movement

enforces not only strict discipline internally, but is
tightly knit internationally holding international congresses
every six

months. (The most recent ones were in West Germany in
July 1987, and
Spain in January 1988.) The two Chilean general delegates are
Saenz and
Wilfredo Alffen Ovando, who report, in turn, to SILO's original
founder,
Mario Rodriguez Cobo. An example of international networkingleaders of the Chilean Group of 600 "missionaries"
have been busy
helping Peruvians organize a political party in that country
The enigma: who are they? As late as May 26, 1988, ElMercmio was
referring to them as "a. mystery still not entirely revealed."
In most of
Western Europe, humanist Green parties have been at the forefront
of

opposition to

NATO,

nuclear force modernization, and related defense
Humanist party joined forces with the Communist party in 1987 provincial elections. So far in Chile, they have
issues. In Argentina, the
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muted their international views and been both
national issues.
What they are

now

moderate and demure on
.

„i

,
,
reckoned with,
a political force clearly to be
bizarre series of events on the
and likely for years to come.'^* [In a
posts
Saenz and other top leaders resigned their
,

is easier:

eve of the Plebiscite,
the party then failed to
mysteriously on September 5. In the disarray,
September 12, was disquahfied as
complete the legal paperwork, and on
a party.]

There were twenty-six

in
identifiable political entities operating

1987. By June 1988, only sixteen
Chile when party registration began in

had

or regional parties, and, ot those,
filed for certification as national

Most had no chance of ever going
only twelve had presented signatures.
members of the illegal Nazi
anywhere. On the far right, two hundred
in 1987, nothing further
Cemetery
General
party gathered in Santiago's

was heard of them. On the far left, MAPU-the
despite its proletarian professions, chose to
of the Popular Unity which,
into three minuscule splinsweat out exile in Paris-was now divided
Democratic party (PADENA) sunk to
ters The once proud National
service to party headquarsuch depths that, in 1985, water and electric
the bills, in 1988, it was a faction in
ters was shut off for nonpayment of
pledging its
even a handful of signatures, in the meantime
self-styled "brain trust

search of
"support" to the "No" forces.

"party," praised by Chrisdid not even bother
Right,"
"responsible
tian Democrats as a model of a
to mill around
continued
groups
tiny
of
number
to seek certification.
the
Movement,
arena: a Theocratic
at the stage door of the political
moveTradition
and
Family
Chilean branch of the worldwide Religion,
respectability in the retlected
ment- a Trotskyite party (radiating new
Magic party of the People. Comlight of Gorbachev's glasnost], and a
"These fervent calls
miniparties:
these
mented Carta Confidencial of
are formulated
Democracy,
for
Party
or
a
for a Single Opposition Party,
is barely
appeal
public
their
that
panic
by leaders who realize with
i«
Theater.
at the Cariola
sufficient to fill up a few rows of the balcony
the
is
One
mention.
Three others among the smaller parties bear
1972 by thenfounded
was
party
The
party
Democratic
Social
party then
Radical
the
from
Senator Luis Bossay Leiva, who broke away
Comunder
was
government
the
that
in Allende's coalition, charging
Left (PIRL the
the
of
party
Radical
the
created
then

The Republican

A

m

munist

control.

He

Social Democrat party In thefollowing year rechristened the Chilean

in early 1988 dommated
ory it should be rich:-Social Democrat parties
Republic o Germany,
governments in Argentina, Ecuador, the Federal
and are signifVenezuela,
and
Switzerland,
Israel, Peru, Portugal, Spain,
Chile,
Democrats
Social
the
icant in Mexico and Uruguay But
into the
months
eleven
certification,
although among the first to seek

m
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process had

g/l

managed

to scare up a reported six thousand
signaturesthan one-fifth of what they would need to
qualify as a national
party Part of their poverty was due to the decision
of the International
Socialist movement not to recognize the
Social Democrats but the
Radical party and the West German party
richest of the ruhng SD
parties, decided to support the Christian
Democrats. In intense inless

hghting, the SD leadership which ultimately
prevailed had
ordinated itself to the Christian Democrats. That

ail

but sub-

was headed
by Amador Navarro. The losing faction, headed by
Arturo Venegas was
drummed out altogether for arguing that if "No" won in the
plebiscite
still the opposition should play by the
rules of the Constitution and wait
another year before open presidential elections.
The second is the Radical party— it, too, weakened by
chronic feuds
and fissures. Finally on May 5, the Electoral Tribunal
ruled that the
group headed by Enrique Silva Cimma, sixty-eight-year-old
former
leadership

Comptroller-General (1959-1967), president of the first
Constitutional
Tribunal (1970-1973), was the only one entitled to
use the Radical party
name. Less than one month later, Silva Cimma and
his secretarygeneral, Ricardo Navarrete, marched into election
service headquarters bearing nineteen bulging folders containing
52,783 names, though
too late to meet the June 5th qualifying date
for the plebiscite. The
Radical party, arguably the oldest political party
in Latin America
(though a tenuous argument it is) was very much
back in the picture
joining the Christian Democrats, the Party
for Democracy and
the Humanists as the fourth major partner
of the "Concentration

for 'No.' "'46

The third party is a moderate Socialist party— above-ground,
legal
and therefore roundly castigated by the various
underground and radical
socialist "parties." Headed by Juan Carlos
Moraga, it had, by late May
secured seven thousand signatures and was inclined
to join the "No"
forces.

On May 28, 1988, funeral services were held at the Recoleta Franciscan Church in Santiago for Laura AUende Gossens,
sister, confidante,
and political colleague of the late president. On May
23, 1981, she had
committed suicide in Havana (as had one of Allende's daughters,
as had
Allende himself). Telegrams were read at the service
from her son
Andres Pascal Allende— long-time MIR leader; her
other children'
Pedro, Denisse and Marianne; and from her
sister-in-law Hortensia
Bussi de Allende. Roman Catholic Bishop
Jorge Hourton, presiding at
the services, said "in

life, in death, in the repatriation of
her ashes, Mrs.
Laura Allende Gossens reveals a tragic destiny just as this
last quarter
of the twentieth century in the history of
Chile probably will be understood as a profoundly tragic century."

.
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ministers Carlos Briones, Sergio
Shortly afterwards, former Allende
Baltra and former Senator Ratael
Bitar, Gonzalo Martner, Mireya
week of homage to Allende
Agustin Gumucio announced plans for a
of his birth. With
anniversary
in advance of the eightieth

lune 20-26,
his

widow

still

residing in

Mexico

City, plans

were also announced

in his
commemorative events there, Ricardo Lagos, basking
mantle,
Allende
the
to
nence as a putative heir-apparent

tor

new promiwas among

i'*^
those planning to attend,

WAR TO THE FINISH
It

of Friday, May 20 1988
was not quite 7:15 A.M., on the frosty morning

a thirty-one-year-o d flautist
to his wife and two small children
in the Carabinero band, said goodby
his job. Minutes later,
and set off for the bus that would take him to
into Sergeant Gonzalez body,
three masked men pumped six bullets
from his own service revolver.
finishing off the job with shots fired
Carabinero murdered in cold blood in 1 988

when Carlos Arturo Gonzalez Valenzuela,

He was

the fifth

Orlando Sandoval

At 9-40 that evening, Carabinero Corporal Jaime
en route home to
Mendoza was seated near the rear of a small minibus,
opened hre. Six
and
him
surrounded
suddenly
when three men
his wife

body The gunmen then ordered the driver to stop,
driver roared off in a vain
and they fled through the rear door. The
was dead before
rush the dying man to a hospital. Sandoval

bullets penetrated his

attempt to

in 1988.

He was the sixth Carabinero murdered in cold blood
m which
On May 28, two young men on a motorcycle overtook a car

was riding and attached a
military prosecutor Fernando Torres Silva
by Torres' escort, who
seen
were
They
car.
the
device to the trunk of
speeding motorcycle. The
warned him by radio, while opening fire at the
to escape, thanks largely to a
object was a bomb. The terrorists managed
It was the
homemade iron shield rigged to the back of the motorcycle^
led the
had
who
man
the
Silva,
third attempt on the life of Torres
Communist
huge
the
with
connection
prosecution of those captured in
at Carrizal.
arms 'smuggling operation uncovered in August 1986
state of emergency
the
that
announced
government
the

On May

31,

for ninety days.
Army Lieutenant Colonel Miguel Ro)os Lobos
1988,
6
On June
driveway leading to the
paused at the wheel of his red Citroen, at the
to pull into traffic
chance
for
a
waiting
street outside his office. He was
got that chance.
never
He
office.
the
after a long day at

was being extended

home
faces blocked his
Two men wearing woolen caps pulled down over their
and head
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point-blank range with 12-gauge sawed-off

repeater shotguns. Three shells blasted into his body.
arrival at the hospital.

He was

dead-on-

On June 7, 1988, the U.S. State Department communicated to the
government of Chile its "concern": If it had noticed the kiUings,
the
State Department did not mention it. It was concerned
about the state of
emergency. Although the airwaves and the printed pages
bristled with
politics, the State Department said: "We are
concerned and profoundly
disillusioned. For a democratic decision-making
process to occur, it is
necessary to create, several months in advance of the
forthcoming
plebiscite, an atmosphere of respect for human and
civil
rights.

As we

pointed out in our Statement of Support for Democracy
in Chile, of
December 17, 1987, states of exception which limit the rights of
association and of expression are not compatible with
a legitimate electoral
procedure." The State Department had thus aligned itself

anew with

opposition political forces in serving notice that, should
the opposition
fail to win the plebiscite, its very legitimacy
could be at issue.
Chile's Roman Cathohc bishops could not, either,
bring themselves to
express their concern about the terrorist killings. But,
in a statement
issued the very day after the murder of Colonel Rojas,
the bishops did
express their "concern" that although progress had been
made, preparations for the plebiscite did not fulfill entirely their
expectations. '^s
Let the record show that the Manuel Rodriguez Patriotic
Pront (FMR|
will only respect in the plebiscite the triumph
of the "No," because as
all Chileans know, "Yes" could only
triumph through fraud. We will
never reconcile ourselves to, nor will we ever
capitulate to, this
regime.

A communique issued by the Communist
party's terrorist wing,

Back

in

May

1988

October of 1 987, the Central Committee of the party met and

decided on

its

three-pronged strategy:

ter for the elections

|1)

instruct its

and step up infiltration

of

members

to regis-

democratic organizations;

(2) continue to apply terrorist pressure to the regime;
(3) when the
regime reacted to the attacks, mobilize international pressure
denounc-

ing "repression"
the

FMR

and the stifling of free expression. On March 18,
1988,
had announced a fourth option: Augusto Pinochet remained

an assassination target.
Violence was to

1

1

)

|2(
|3|

come

in three forms:

Murder, sabotage

mass demonstrations
Disruption of university and high school activities
Strikes,
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take any part in

To placate party hot-heads angry that the party would
consumed two days of
the "fascist" electoral process— a theme that
in the tortured, conresolution,
party
the
debates—
Central Committee
"We
typical of Communist pronouncements, said:
voluted style so

opinion, there is agreebelieve that, with different shades and forms of
under[that] ... a campaign for free elections not
ment in the sense
on the
borders
dictatorship
military struggle to eliminate the
.

.

.

pinned by

m

must be first
absurd. All Communists share the idea that combat
no problem by
resolves
registering
fact
of
simple
order of priority The
is [armed] struggle and
picture
the
change
can
that
thing
itself. The only
'89."^'^^
we do not accept postponing it until

of Christian DemoBut registering would play to the eternal yearning
they would again
if
only
crats and others to see them back in the process,
show their "democratic" colors.

The progress made in Chile in the field of human

rights has not been

could lead to discomagement
sufficiently recognized; this failure
among those who work in Chile to better their country's record on
human rights. We need to recognize, among other things, that Chile
many in the
has a functioning and active opposition press and that
as
the one in
such
meetings,
political opposition travel freely to

government, and
Geneva, where they criticize President Pinochet's
return to Chile.
U.S.

Ambassador Patricia M. Byrne,

in

UN

Economic and
a statement to the
Social Council, May 19, 1987
progress was to be
Part of the reason for the "failure to recognize"
in
the way in which
found in media reporting of the situation. Part was
The special
it.
to
itself handled the information available
the
that the UN's
complained
on Chile, Fernando Volio Jimenez,

UN

UN

rapporteur
Volio, former
1986 resolution "did not take into account my reports."
discourages
and
"annoys
that
said,
Rica,
Costa
of
foreign minister
drafted it
who
those
of
part
the
on
political
was
resolution
the
me
expected
have
and also on the part of those who approved it. I would
terrorism
the
taken
have
more objectivity— for example, they should
.

.

.

into account."is°
Panama and
To "remedy" that lack of objectivity— presumably—
Rights
in 1988, a
Human
on
Commission
added to the

UN

Cuba were

commission that already included
rights offenders in the world.

some

of the

most egregious human

Carrera
1988, former Socialist Senator Maria Elena
joined
she
doing,
slipped into the country illegally from Argentina. In so
exile)
(or
prison
risked
they
a growing list who did, although by so doing,

Early in

May
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sentences of 541 days.

On May

§75

31, the

government published another
^^^""^ Communist or Socialist

Tf""""''^^
n^rtv nifi'"^
r.^f
party
officials of
Allende's
government-permitted
country Chief among them was

to return to the

MAPU leader Jacques Chonchol, ideo-

logue of Freis agrarian policies, later
Allende's highly controversial
agriculture minister. At that point, only
430 names remained on the
still-proscribed hst, most of them top
Communist leaders or known

terrorists. Commented Carta
Confidencia} acidly: "While hundreds of
thousands annually flee 'royal socialisms,'
and millions more are prevented from doing so
the most dedicated enemies of
the Chilean
tyranny hght for the right to live within
.'"si
its borders.
On August
31, the ban was lifted completely, among those
who would then stream
back into Chile; Allende's widow, Mrs.
Hortensia Bussi de Allende
It the Communists were
adept at exploiting "democracy's rotten
freedoms
Lenin's phrase-they were also long
experienced in the pracUce of violence. Internationally Chile's
terrorists belonged to three
Latin Anierican terror rings: the
Revolutionary Junta of the South
financed by the Soviet Union and Cuba,
the America's Battalion, sponsored by Libya, and the Nicaraguan-supported
Coordinating Committee. According to Chile's
Investigative Director Fernando Paredes
the
Soviet Union provided the financial
and logistical
.

.

.

.

-m

support, as we'll as

coordinating international propaganda,
and Cuba provided the bulk of
the training (at camps in Punto
Cero, Piiiar del Rio, Trinidad, and
Havana!, though Chileans also underwent
training in Nicaragua, Libya
East Germany, and Czechoslovakia.
(Nearly a year after he made those
revelations, Cuban Vice President
Carlos Rafael Rodriguez publicly
acknowledged Cuban support for Chile's
"guerrilla movements "I That
terrorist ,unta also includes Peru's
Shining Path and Tupac Amaru,
Colombia's M-19 and Popular Liberation
Army, Argentina's Montoneros, Uruguay s Tupamaros,
Venezuela's Red Flag, and El Salvador's
""''""'' ^'''''''"" '™"'' ^^' *""^^

in

BoW

S^"^""y

"^^^^^

Cuba coordinates its subversive network from
its big intelligence
operation in Buenos Aires. In 1987, the
Cubans were believed to have
rained three hundred and fifty Chilean
terrorists, in 1988, they planned

to double that

number.

'^'"''^ 1^' Communist party apparatus to impose
first task confronting the
Communists in 1988 was

orderThn'^'^rt
order
at home The
to fuse or at least

mastermind cooperation between the two
feuding
MIR and its own (and rebellious) FMR The
second was to rebuild both. The MIR had
been badly weakened m'l983
through effective action of Pinochet's security
forces and internal bickering, the FMR had also been hit
hard following its 1986 Carrizal arms
terrorist organizations, the
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and was further shattered
shipment and botched assassination attempts,
eight of its sate
discovered
forces
security
on Tune 15, 1987, when
gun-battle at one
pitched
in
a
killed
were
houses" Eleven terrorists
international human rights protests).
(leading to immediate local and
FMR arrests. ^^ Acting
Docunients seized in those raids led to further
the United Left (lU, tor
through a cover organization calling itself
late 1987 to Castro tor
in
appealed
IzQuieida Unida], the Communists
in Montevideo, from
later
Havana,
help In a series of meetings, Hrst in
Aires, Castro said he
Buenos
in
time
same
the

December 17-19, and, at
in the plebiscite
would help if he were allowed covert participation
its operations, and if it coordiprocess, if the FMR were more prudent in
of the party.
nated them with the political leadership

leadership patched up, the
Differences with the Communist party
on a new canapaip
embarked
FMR from its Buenos Aires headquarters,
"image" flarik, the
its
protect
To
1988.
of subversion and violence in
"^ly, and
Belgium,
France,
Spain,
in
FMR opened propaganda offices
accompanied by
was
ranks
depleted
its
rebuilding
Venezuela. At home,
flowing in from neighboran arms build-up, much of the new weaponry
Prosecutor Fernando Torres Silva
ing Argentina. In January, Military

and explosives-had been found in
Chilian. He also said he had
the areas of Temuco, Concepcion, and
groups involved in the Cathe
between
estabUshed a clear connection
Pinochet ^nd the SanPresident
on
attack
rrizal arms shipment, the
bloody June 15, 1987
the
of
scene
the
was
tiago "safe-house" which
that the Carrizal group had
shoot-out. He said he had also discovered
the country before their
used a small plane to distribute arms around
operations had been discovered.
,
ci.u
bombs went oft the
The FMR began 1988 with a series of "bangs": four
night, two branch banks in
night of January 28 in Concepcion; the next
in time in Coronel
discovered
were
Santiago were hit; lour other bombs
the three FMR
prematurely;
blew
up
and Calama. One, on January 31,
plan to
announced
their
with
line
In
died.
it
terrorists manipulating
weeklast
the
burned over
disrupt public transport, two minibuses were

said

new arms caches-M-16

rifles

,

,

in Valparaiso.
of the month in Santiago, another
which
The MIR, despite a new division of terrorist "labor"

end

ostensibly

a bomb of its own in La
put it in charge of rural operations, planted
in February; that one
early
Santiago,
of
Cisterna, on the outskirts
chief of the Special
Benimeli,
Julio
Major
Carabinero
claimed the life of
On April 2, Carabinero
Operations Branch in the Metropolitan area.
old father of two, was
Corporal Alfredo Rivera Rojas, thirty-five-yearabout to board a bus to return
shot in the back by three youths as he was
picked up minutes
home from duty Rojas, carrying groceries he had
were fired; his
shots
first
the
when
before, was climbing on the bus

Mission Accomplished
assailants threw

him from

the bus and shot

377

him dead

pavement.

Around two-hundred persons were picked up
would be recorded in human rights statistics.
not

as

he lay
' on the

for questioning.

They

Corporal Rivera would

be.

The Communists and their allies of the hard
Left-including on
occasions. Christian Democrat labor
leaders-were far less successful
m strikes^Under the Communist party 1988 "Plan for National Uprising the first of a series of general strikes
was to have begun March 5

building to full-scale confrontation on Labor
Day, May 1 Those fizzled'
only railroad workers went out, and that
strike was settled eiehteeri
days later on April 29. On May Day, only
twelve thousand turned up in
Santiago for the traditional Labor Day
rally-and that became an even
greater hasco when masked Miristas
attempted to burn a
S flag and
created other incidents as Manuel
Bustos Huerta, president of the
National Workers' Command, was speaking.
Later, the same group
insulted and menaced Bustos, who had
to be escorted to safety by a
squad of supporters. Similar incidents occurred
in Valparaiso, Iquique
Concepcion, and Temuco, but the Santiago incident
created the greatest

U

reverberations, driving a new wedge between
the hard Left and the
einergmg labor movement. Given the presence
of a who's who of ultraleft leaders at the rally-including
new

hero Ricardo Lagos-the episode recalled the backlash generated by
FMR antics during the papal
visit, suggestmg that the radicals
might again be out of control isa
If the Mirista purpose was
to restore to Bustos the revolutionary
backbone which, in its view, he had lost, then
it failed-miserably.
Bustos announced after the May Day
episode that a general strike
scheduled for May 1 1 was off— indefinitely

The Communists flubbed

their labor initiatives,

and they didn't do
a series of planned seizures [tomas]
of
their plan for insurrection, "vanguard"
cadres were

much better on yet another front:

urban lands. Under
to lead fifteen thousand shantytown
dwellers in seizing some thirty parcels of unoccupied land between March
30 and May 1 in Santiago Valparaiso, Concepcion, Temuco, and
Puerto Montt. They
actually

managed to grab three in metropolitan Santiago, one
in Vina del Mar and
one in Puerto Montt; a total of around
350 family groups took part 's^
On the third front— student agitation— the Communists were
much
more successful. The first serious problems
surfaced in 1987
Umversity

at the

of Chile

and were directed, ostensibly, at the
university
president a Pinochet appointee. Rumblings
of trouble also were heard
in secondary schools, in no small
measure fostered by teachers lone
disgruntled with the 1981 education reforms
and capitalizing on the
new openness in the Chilean society "ss
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clandestine publication of the
January 20, 1988, El Rebelde. the
University of Chile rector and
the
MIR published a scathing attack on
in March, universities
classes
of
resumption
warned that with the
Classes were barely
demonstrations.
of
manner
would be targets of all
in the country was hit by
underway when virtually every major campus
ultra-left groups controlled most
student strikes; by then, coalitions of
of strikes and demonstrastudent federations. Viewing the situation
University and
Metropolitan
the
of
tions Hector Herrera Cajas, rector
said that it was
Valparaiso,
of
University
professor at the Catholic
Catholic church itself were
"undeniable" that universities and the

On

'^^

by Communists."
efforts to mobilize high
But more ominous yet were Communist
party Senator Julieta Campusano,
school students. Former Communist
returned illegally to the country,
awaiting trial on charges of having

"infiltrated

to the streets in protests against
called on students at mid-May to take
said, "is not of a year, nor a
she
"the imperialist octopus." The fight,
now, must remain so
revolutionaries
are
decade, and those of us who
of such raUies and
number
a
of
speech-one
forever." Following her
youngsters, with their faces covered
seizures of schools-high school
principal thoroughfares, then erected
of the city's

marched along one

Faced

Cana
flaming barriers to traffic. Commented
what they are seeking
mobilizations'
with the failure of their 'social
children
." They were seeking that "martyr" among
is a victim
called
they
detachments,"
age-"militia
twelve to fifteen years of
Confidencial:

.

them

mon
lost

.

^^^

as

If

.

it

would

appear, the

Communists had

lost their ability to

sum-

equally true that they had
huge strikes, rally slum-dwellers, it was
murder, maim-and manufacture martyrs.

none of

their ability to

who
Chile, in 1988, divided between those
to
sought
who
their views through ballots and those

sought support tor

Thus was

through bombs and

bullets.

impose

theirs

Notes
CHAPTER
1.

11

Carlos Prats Gonzalez, Memorias: Testimonio
de un Soldado (SantiagoPchucn Editorcs, 1985) pp 53 1-32, Prats made plain
that he did not locf te
the blame entirely with Allende, nor with
those who accompanied him
Prats daughter Maria Angelica, visiting her
parents in August 1974 just a
month before the murder said her father worked intensely
on his memoirs,

detcrmmed

to finish before the end of September.
"It seemed that he
sensed something," she recalled later. (Quoted by
Edwin Harrington and
Monica Gonzalez, Somba en una calle de Palermo

[Santiago: Editorial

Emision 198^ p. 210. Toward the end, Prats was
increasingly moodyand embittered To Moy de Toha, widow of
Allende's defense and interior
minister Jose Toha, he wrote early in September
1974: Pinochet "is a eood

professional, but personally a mediocrity ...
As to his behavior, I can tell
"reason has no paragon in the history of Chile. ..."
In a March
y^'^i'A'^lJ
16, 1974, letter to Allende's widow, "Tencha,"
he wrote that he had steered
clear of politics in exile, observing that
"much effort has been displayed in
Chile to find a clue that could affect
honor or that would permit them
^^
." (ibid.,
^^"'^"^ ^' '^*= service of Marxism'
™^
pp. 215'ifif
,

my

.

'

2.

Laurence Stern, "Slain Statesman
A,<!"fi°?

3.

^^'

^'^'''''^'^

^^°'y

.

Held to Hope for Chile's Future "
^'""""^ herald. September 26, 1976

Stilt

^"^ '^^^

p. AW 25-A. Stern quoted from a tape-recorded
interview with Letelier
done shortly before his death by Washington
free-lancer Richard Pollock
lor a public radio documentary on
Chile. Letelier knew, of course, that talk
of monopolies as applied to Chile was
largely Marxist mumbo-jumbo (or
demagoguery); despite the return of many
companies to original owners,
the stae in Chile still owned outright
the giant industry, copper, and
controlled the lion's share of the balance of
the economy.
One, among many, examples of a rush to judgment
by academics: James F.
Petras, prolific writcr/coramcntator on
Chile and Latin America, professor
f\""^^'''"'' °^^"^ ^°'^ ^' Binghamton, and memhlnnTiT
^7^07^.'"
berm
1971 and
1972of the executive council of the Latin American
Studies
Association, in testimony before the House
Subcommittee on Foreign
Affairs, SeptemberlS, 1974: "... A
sense of social justice and popul^
participation is so firmly implanted among the
populace that junta efforts
to impose a Brazilian type economic development
model based on coercion
will certainly face severe challenges and will
ultimately fail
Chile lacks
the internal market and industrial export
potentialities which made Brazil
so attractive to foreign investors in the late
sixties and early seventies and
which formed the basis for its externally-induced
"
expansion
United
States and Chile During the Allende Years,
1970-1973, report of hearings
before the Subcommittee during 1971,
1972, 1973, 1974 (Washington.

.

.

US
Government Printing Office, 19751, p. 301. As we shall
shortly see. Prowas wrong about the internal market, exports and
foreign
investment— although it is likely that if Chile had
continued with
approved, 'progressive" economic policies, he would
have proved right.
fessor Petras
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of media doom-saying: WillianiMonEconomic Lab Miami Herald,
Chaotic
a
Still
Struggles,
"Chile
talbano,
rich are best off now by governminority
"The
8-D.
November 19 1975, p.
else is growmg.
ment intention and the gap between them and everybody
class close to a maiority,
middle
the
and
worst,
suffering
The poor are
from pillar to post by both the
IcBitimately can claim to have been battered
five years. The difference
extreme Left and the extreme Right in the space of
one
day produce a healthwork-may
they
policies-if
now is that the new
picture is grim
the
of
side
social
The
ier country-for the survivors ...
working-class faniily
average
an
that
estimates
magazine,
Mensaie. a Jesuit
since the coup .. In short, Chile is
of five has lost half its purchasing power
radical overhaul
depression
experiencing a deep recession, or a mild
is not winnmg the
certainly
Boys
Chicago
The
by
being undertaken
."The glib Montalbano had significant
generals any new friends in Chile
articles were widely printed
reverberative power, not merely because his
subscriber newspapers, but
many
and
Newspapers
the many Knight-Ridder
tended to look up to him as a savvy
also because American correspondents
in without qualification as
trendsetter. Quite apart from dropping Mensaie
in pronouncing last rites
wrong
egregiously
also
was
a source, Montalbano
did the new policies succeed,
over an experiment still in its crib. Not only
created many friends; public
they expanded the rolls of "survivors" and
Chileans overwhelmingly
showed
onward
mid-1980s
opinion polls in the

One example, among many, many

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

m

,.
favoring a free market economy
j
.
,
As indicated earlier,
4 Interview with the author in Santiago, June 15, 1987
replacing dissident Gen.
General Matthei joined the junta on July 24, 1978,
in the remarkably
Gustavo Leigh. There has been only one other change
.

5

i

Carabinero Gen. KoMio Stange
stable personnae of junta personnel:
in August 1985.
Mendoza
Qelckers, who replaced Gen. Cesar
(Santiago: Salesianos
H., La Politico Militai de Pinochet

Genaro Arriagada

extensively on that book, including
p. 204. 1 have drawn
in the regulations, the
information on the number of generals, changes
there were two factors
that
again
remarked
be
needs
to
Brady anecdote. It
senior officers-the
""^8°^
the
in
increase
partially explaining the great
to 57,000
army itself had grown, from somewhere around 25,000 in 1973

Printers 1985),

number of generals were, inevitain latest-available statistics— and that a
posts formerly reserved to civilin
serving
bly in a military government,
from Peru, Argentina, and
ians Given the long record of external threats

discussed earlier, plus the long stagnation in
during the 1960s, a build-up in the
allocations
force levels and materiel
military was logical.
», j.
^
^
e
„u
Ernesto Medina Fraguela,
Arriagada, op. cit., p. 186. He quotes Gen.
(Santiago:
Pubhca
Opinion
la
Nuestia Defensa Nacional Frente a
on a similar
Imprenta Benapres y Fernandez Ltda., 1941] as commenting
four-year, de
his
during
Campo
del
Ibariez
Carlos
measure adopted by Col.
Francisco Orrego Vicuna
facto presidency (1927-1931). The scholar
that the armed
argues— although not convincingly for this observer—
subordidiscipline
of
terms
in
and
"hierarchically
forces have remained
He adds that the
nated to the structure of the state as government."
always to the governChilean military readily submit to the state, not
" Francisco Orrego Vicuiia, "El Papel de las Fuerzas Armadas en la
ment
the Centre de
Redcmocratizacion de Chile, " pp. 1 7- 1 8, paper prepared for
Vicuiia, a professor at the
Orrego
Santiago.
of
Dcsarrollo
del
Estudios
(to a lesser extent) Bolivia,

6
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Institute of International Studies
of the University of Chile
doctorate at the London School of
Economics

and

Those charged were Air Force

7.

took his

Political Science

Brig. Gen. Alberto Bachelct
Martinez
Icndc {because of his known
sympathies for the PopuYar Unity
govcrnmentl to head the National Secretariat
of Distribution early n
1973; and retired Ajr force Gen. Sergio
Poblete Garcia, number two man
the Government Development
Corporation at the tii^e of the coZ The
Distribution Secretariat was widely
viewed as a smokescreen to use
rationing to bend opponents to the
will of the regime, Generll Poblete
was
charged with participating in the
MIR-inspired plotting to subver the a^
force. General Bachelet died while
awaiting trial General Poblete was
one
'^''' citizenship during the ear?y
the
run"rrn''r°"t'"'PP'^^
un a. Information on the imprisoned soldiers
and officers, and the death
sentences asked for Captain Carlos
Patricio Carvacho and a ''Capta
n
'^' °^^ '^^^ ^"'"^^ "^'Shts Report (Washington
Orga
''fi™'"
gg"«'°"- ^'^^
nization of American States CP/doc.381.74,
1974) pp 85
"''t.P- ^^^- ^^"^ ^^'^°'''^ l"'''^ ^s f^om th; same Jutnor
author |a
la
t^^A^^ A""^leading
Christian Democrat literati), p 153

named by A

m
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Srof
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^"

^^°^ Heraldo Munoz, Las Relaciones Exteriores
?y!''"° *'^"'*^S" ^^'"^-^^ ^'' OrnitorrinTo?!!
P 1?2' Ui^h
w"°^ '''' '^^'^"°" '° '^^ "consultation" in an
interview
with^l,^ ^.v, ^
c
^"/^""^S°' f^n-^ 16' 1987. The "consultation"-Knoche^
wascarefulnottodescribeitasa"plebiscite''-washeldonjanuary4?978
Z^f)^""]^^'^"}^',

''"'"*' '^

f

ZlttfT°'

^"'

^""°"'^'=.^^ ''

^^''^"^ wereVsked

to
vote ''vS'or'«no
yes or no 'nn'^Jr'^^''
on this statement: "In the face of
the international
aggression unleashed against the
government of the homeland suppo?

legitimacy ot the republic to conduct
a sovereign
.nstitutionahzatjon of the country." To
aid

m

way the process of

illiterates, "yes''

1

«

was
was,

1

^-"''^

^^^
'
4,17"Sfes
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^otes. Humeres was rapidly replaced
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^^^-

r'l3,

thp
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'
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fact

1^^^''^/° Fernandez Rhetoric notwithstandingSchet
already planning another election
on the constitution then
^°' <=°"^"'^^'^°" text and "no other elect ons™
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y
^'''' IChicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica,

^Tv
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^onzalez
SoLlzJp
op.
edition of
before.
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cit.,

1979), p. 24
•" ^'^"•" Harrmgton and Monica
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292; details of the reaction to Leigh
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ouster in special

Hoy magazine, "La Decada dc

Hoy,"
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1987 pp 7-8
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This psychological war," he told an
interviewer "will have to
continue whatever government may
come. A pure civilian government
with criteria such as those which
we had since the 20s wouM beTn"
found mistake ... We have underway
a constitutional reform
clmission
working efficiently for the future, but
its work must neeessar
ow
and meticulous [acucosal We cannot
make the suit before we have th^
•"
"£"
Un Ano, Otro Pais," interview wth
® *^^'"
?.
Iv
!fin
Leigh
published
Que Pasa. # 1 78, September 1 7, 1974
p 35
U. Disagreements in Santiago over how
to handle the Letelier investigation
^'"^"" '"^^
^"'^ ^°^'-''""« -i'hin the regimf The
"sof t Hn a:l^'r"^
^^'^""'^ '" yi«='<^ '° U.S. pressure
could bring the
rrJJ ? '''^''f *^^i
^^^""' '^ <='^"^'^»^ ^^^"'h-e
'""^
uiiNA
Dli;To?fiTer;\\cT?/r"''"'
othccrs.
.

.

.
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"

f

The

""f
hard-liners" said to
do so

would destroy the military
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cohesion and loyalty essential to sustain the regime. The in-fighting first
broke into the open in 1977 when DIN A leaked details of a scandal in a
major financial institution |"La Familia"), so as to discredit the government's economic team and other perceived soft-liners. Retired Gen. Odlanier Mena, who succeeded Contreras as chief of the DINA successor
agency, the CNI, was said to have cooperated actively with the FBI in its
investigation, producing new tensions. He also was said to have linked
Contreras to fraud involving the IVA fund |the Spanish initials for Value
Added Tax). When Mena resigned in July 1980 following the murder of a
high army officer, hard-liners accused him of failing to curb terrorism;
chief among them, former Foreign Minister Hernan Cubillos
soft-liners
and former Education Minister Gonzalo Vial expressed support for him.
In June 1979, Contreras and his former deputy, Col. Pedro Espinoza, filed
suit against Cubillos, Vial, and Interior Minister Sergio Fernandez, claiming that an Education Ministry lawyer assigned to defend the three DINA
officers against extradition had been pressured by Vial, backed by Fernandez and Cubillos, to drop the case. Pinochet and his junta colleagues
dismissed the suit. Contreras reacted angrily: "The only thing I say is the
following: General Pinochet has judged that this situation is completely
finished [superada]. As a military man, I am once again willing to follow
the orders of my general, despite the ignominious attitude of some of the
lackeys who presently surround him." Heraldo Muiioz, op. cit., pp. 30-32.
At one point, Contreras threatened to go public with what he knew about
CIA operations; the CIA reportedly responded, fire when ready Nothing
happened. From Harrington and Gonzalez, op. cit., p. 307.

—

—

12. Arriagada, op. cit., p. 160.
13.

Robert Moss, "The Tribulation of Chile," in National Review, October 10,
1975, p. II 13; the rebuilding quote is from the junta's March 11, 1974,
Declaration of Principles.

commission's work from Sergio Carrasco Delgado, Alessandri: Su Pensamiento Constitucional; Resena de su vida publica (Santiago: Editorial Juridica de Chile, Editorial Andres Bello, 1987|, pp. 117118. The original commission was formally created by Supreme Decree
#1064, October 25, 1973, and was made up of: Enrique Ortuzar Escobar,
its chairman, Sergio Diez Utzua, Jorge Ovalle Q., Enrique Evans de la C,
Gustavo Lorca R., Alejandro Silva B., and Alicia Romo R. Silva, Evans, and
Ovalle were replaced in 1977 by Luz Bulnes A., Raiil Bertelsen R., and juan
de Dios Carmona P. All but three of the eleven were professors of constitutional law (Mrs. Romo, Carmona, and Ortuzar the exceptions). Professor

14. Details of the

15.

Silva maintained throughout that the commission should limit itself to
working on the constitution.
"Crearan Consejo de Estado," and "33 aplausos durante el Mensaje de S.E.,"
from La Tercera dela hora, Santiago, September 12, 1975, p. 6. Virtually the

entire front-page of that edition of the tabloid was given over to a picture of
the huge torchlight really centered in the Plaza Bulnes. Among those seated
on the podium during Pinochet's speech were Cardinal Silva and former
President Gonzalez Videla; Frei did not attend. During the speech, Pinochet
also announced a one-step reduction in the state of siege, from "internal
defense" to "internal security": the essential difference, that military
courts would resume functioning as in time of peace and their decisions
could be appealed to the Supreme Court. But, military law "as in time of
war" continued to be applied to acts of sabotage or terrorism.

Mission Accomplished
16.
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The council was created by Decree Law #1319 of January 9, 1976, and its
membership followed the lines outlined by Pinochet in his speech the
preceding September. In addition to the two former presidents: Enrique
Urrutia M., cx-president of the Supreme Court; Hector Humeres M., former comptroller-general; Gen. Oscar Izurieta M., ex-commander-in-chief
of the army; Adm. Ramon Barros G., former navy commander;
Gen.
Renato Garcia Y, ex-air force commander; Gen. Vicente Huerta C exCarabincros director-general; Juan dc Dios Carmona, ex-minister of
defense (under Frei]; Hernan Figucroa A., former ambassador; Professor
Ortuzar; Carlos F. Caceres C, professor of the School of Economics;
Julio
Philippi, representing professional organizations; Pedro Ibaiiez,
representing business interests; Guillermo Medina G., representing labor;
Mercedes Ezquerra B., women's organizations; Juan A. Coloma, youth;
and,
durmg the early part of the council's work, Juvenal Hernandez former
J.,
rector of the University of Chile, representing education. Carrasco,
op. cit.,
pp. 120-123. The "blunder" quote is from Moss, op. cit., p. 1109. The
problem with that thinking was, of course, that it assumed: (I) the country's political past was worth returning tO;
(2) the Christian Democrats
were the worthy stewards of that return to the past. The junta believed
neither.

17.

Alessandri demonstrated that sense of integrity and independence
early
on, and would, in fact, continue to demonstrate it down
to the very
end. Pinochet heeded Alessandri's first protest, but not the
second. In
1977, General Raiil Bcnavides, then interior minister, and General Sergio
Covarrubias, then chief of staff of the presidency, appeared before
the
council to propose additional constitutional acts on regional government.
Alessandri protested to Pinochet that the junta should stop creating
a
constitution piece-meal, and concentrate on creating a complete constitution. Pinochet agreed, and asked the council to review
and react to the
work of the Study Commission once it was ready Carrasco notes that
Alessandri revealed that' exchange in his very last public speech,
on November 5, 1983, at the Fifth National Management Meeting [Encuentio
Nacional de la Empresa]: "Reclame para mi el honor de haber obtenido
que
se pusicra termino a las Actas Constitucionales, asi como que se
llegase a
redactar una nueva Carta Politica" (ibid., p. 1201. The second
concerned
changes made in the constitutional text finally approved by the council, as

we

shall

now

see.

18. Carrasco, op. cit., p. 119, and, for quote, "Pinochet:

Chile construye una
nueva dcmocracia," AP-dispatch datelincd Rio de Janeiro reporting on
an
mtcrview with Pinochet published in the newspaper O Globo of that city
and published m the Miami News. September 23, 1975, in its

19.

Spanishlanguage news section.
"The Political Organization of the State in the Chilean Legal System,"
in
Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Chile (Washington:
Orgariization of

American

States, 1985),

GAS Document

17,

September

27, p. 14.

Indicative of the attitude of the authors was a reference to "the
constituent
power it (the junta] had allegedly assumed
."
(emphasis added), p. 13.
Reference to chapter 1 is the author's translation of Article 4 from
Luz
Bulncs Aldunate, Constitucion Politica de la Repiiblica de Chile:
Concoidancias, Anotaciones y Fuentes (Santiago: Editorial Juridica de
Chile,
198I|, p. 154. That useful volume contains not only the texts of the
1925
and 1980 constitutions, but also the text as proposed by the Study Com.
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members to
mission, concurrences/dissents of commission
plebiscite for the 1980 constitution, and
cles the decree law convoking the
the vote iri the pl^ebisci te.
a break-down by regions and sex of
Para Chile, Gutemberg Martmez
Constitucional
20 Una Salida PoliticoEstudios Humanisticos,
Ocamica, ed, (Santiago: Institute Chileno de
specific arti-

•

remarks made by nme leadmg
the Right, at a seminar of the same
figures from the far [but legal) Left to
Those participatmg included two
1984.
27-28,
Santiago,
July
title held in
a former comptroller-general a
Cabinet,
former ministers in Allende's
Christian Democrat party, and a
the
of
president
present]
now
(and
former
the origmal text for the 1980
drafted
which
commission
member of the
the Alessandri quote cited
offered
latter (Sergio Diez)
1985) p 69

The book

constitution.

21.

is

a

compendium

of

The

disLeaders Proclaim Their Unitjj^^'AgenceFrance-Presse
January 29, 1976 p. lO-C-2.
patch datelined Santiago in the Miami Herald,
article in the Sunday
The rumor apparently originated in a front-page
information that ten
reliable
had
it
that
reported
Times of London, which
The newspaper apparently
generals had demanded Pinochet's resignation.
resignation of General Sergio
based much of its speculation on the
as number-three ranking,
[erroneously)
Arellano Stark, identifying him
in 1973, at that point
twenty-five
[of
twenty-two
number
was
actually, he
Call or Chief s
Reported
Quiet
on
"Chile
approximately number fifteen).
Miami Herald. January 7,
Ouster " an AP story datelined Santiago in the
Santiago reaction. Arriagada,
1976 p 10-B refers to the London report and
Pinochet [op. cit.), makes no
under
in his thorough work on the military

Sue Junta

any such plot.
,,
j
c- ^„^„
Ficaon
from Alvaro Pineda de Castro, Pmochet: Verdad y
de
camino
"El
164-165;
[Madrid: Vasallo de Mumbert, 1981), pp.

mention

of

.

22. "Chacarillas"

op. cit., p. 17. Chacarillas
Pinochet," special May 1987 edition of Hoy,
seventy-seven
y^«"| s°l^'"^ Jljf^ "'/^J^
commemorates the heroism of
of the Pacific. The 1979 remarks
War
the
during
Concepcion
of
La
battle
la Republica General de
from "Mensaje al Pais de S.E., el Presidente de
Al Conmemorarsc el 6th AniverEiercito, D. Augusto Pinochet Ugarte,
IV/y,
Gobierno," mimeographed copy of the September

U

sario del

office, pp. 20-24. In his
speech issued by the presidential press secretary's
and plans, Pinochet no once
extensive review of foreign policy events
with the Soviet Union
mentioned the U.S. by name, but did lump the US.

open

or

superpower "interyentiomsm
in opening remarks referring to
ambitions." The Soviets, of course
imperialist
of
expressions
subtle
for subversion and armed interblasted
were
(though not named either),
noble principles of freedom
ventionism"; the US.-"although inspired in
"not calculatmg the risks
fully"-for
share
we
which
and human dignity
of other nations, and
reality
the
to
alien
{esquema]
.

.

of exporting

systems

new doctrine with a selective and discriminatory
He was referrmg
it of all moral force" [ibid., p. 5).
deprives
character which
capricious "human rights policies,
to (new) President Carter's highly
regimes In that speech, he spoke
directed mainly at punishing right-wing
with Third World countries,
initiatives
policy
also of Chile's new foreign
relations with Western Europe and
efforts to overcome the breach in
the beginning of Chile s Pacitic
significantly, new initiatives with Japan,
extended during a recent
invitation
an
to
Basin" awareness. He referred

which

also applies its
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""'""'"

hSnctir mai^°''"^"
Chile, op.

113.

cit., p.

The

'° ^^'^' ^°
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"'''' '^''

country-a

trip

he

report uses Vicariate of Solidarity
fieurcs

and
refers to those cases that "entailed
the intervention of the Vicariate "
""''"
'entirely) poUtieal cases.
Jt-r
Rccapitu-

Son '.M glr'
?^^*"'y
"f
'°°' ^^ ^'^
Strnnfea!79%rp"247""
^"^^

"*

^^y

JnHn!' against the
k'
voting

"^^^ '^*>'"«°^ Encyelopa'ed.a

^'"'^ '" """ plebiscite, only just under
seven thousand
new constitution. Former National party
senator (and

drS

"°^^<1 '^^' 'he basic document was
hv';r'"''
h"'"".^'"^"^"'^^
drafted by
the president,
his justice minister, Jose Maza, and
his son

u^™"?h
fh7t!^iVf?"''J
the
president, and 'i^'''
then through

'" eleven-man commission named by
one hundred-member consultative

a

objection of radicals, conservatives,
X"'^%°''V\'''V^
He adds that President Alessandri had also
liberals

and manj

said repeatedly

tha^
he would submit the draft to a constituent
assembly, deciding ins ead a
the

last minute to refer it directly to
a hastily
principal parties of the day-the
conservatives

convoked plebiscite The
and the radicals (as well

'iberaIs)-obieeted strenously to the val dity
o
Z'ZX^'Tt'''
Una Salida Politico-Constitucional Para Chile
the plebiscite. In

op.

^^'

PnHH''°-'''i

?'

^'^''™^ Constitucional en su Contexto Historico-

Chile, 1970), pp. 34 41 45. Since the
1925 constitution unleashed the everexpanding power of political parties, the
Christian Democrats were generally pleased with the document.
The 1970 reforms reflected their earlier
'"'^ ^"^ ^""^'her thirty years, and their wish
'^'*
Tr^fr^'to adapt'^'^
therefore
theT"''*
document to the dominant socialist strain in
theu

'^''''^

to°mZ'.?S'"";^^T
to
muster the votes he

9^^ '^°""°"^'* Congress, Frei was not able

needed to get

all he wanted. He did
call the
"'^^ '""^t transcendental of the reforms
approved [in
as he described state economic
planning as "the
^°' economic development." The 1925
constitution, he
wrn^rrfk"
wrote,
had become so quickly out of date because
it emerged "only seven
years after the First World War had ended
and eight years aiter
the socialist
socialfs"
^ after tne

?Sf
by r""°^''T.
19691 hv
Congress," ,ust

system had been installed
^^"

ffToftn'

iV

task, in

27.

Tf

in Russia "

Alessandri wrote to Carrascoon July
^'Tvery''""
similar terms as he was beginning the
^
1978, letter.

^^^-

'

f-',^^^"^ expressed

an August

22,

Discussion of commission-council differences,
Alessandri's additional
thoughts, and foregoing quote from
Carrasco, op. cit., pp. 126-138

As the

*"''

Al^^^ndri shared the deep distrust of many
of
power they formerly retained which per-

estnHn.^to political
V"1'''''''
restoring
parties the

28.

°''' '"'° '^^ rubber-stamp procedure
he
dcscr?bes°"^'"''™
That working group was made up of: Interior
Minister Fernandez- Justice
Minister Madariaga, the judge advocates
{auditor general] of thJ armj
^""""'^^
the navy (Adm. Aldo Montagna); the
air force |Gen
S,"^ri^-'
Enrique Montcro),
the Carabmcros |Ma,. Harry Grunwald|,
and the legislative secretary of the ,unta, Mario
Duvauchelle. The laws governing dis-
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gg^
closure were Decree

Law #991, and Law No.

only exceptions being national
^^^^J^^^^
29. Carrasco, op^

S'nesAWul^eV Con

t^^^^

17.983 of March28, 1981, the

Also
,^^ comparative analysis.
PoMca de la RepubUco de

CmI CoSiclJ a'S^^^ y Fuentes, op

crt.

L no few than four dkrent cabinet posts, the
30 Details

of the plebiscite

Carrasco pornts out

put-down seems

from Luz Bulnes Aldunate,

gratu-

op.

f^'^^-.^^'^f.

mioim

an AP story in tne
nptnocrats Defying Junta on Censorship,"
newspaper. La Prensa had been
party's
The
28-A.
1974
p.
SerddTu y 19
because
ii shut down i/pebruary 1974
the I'lf '^^^ ^^ ."'^ Pf"^
advertising, but also-{^-l--^^l'^'^^';^^
government
of
drving-up
climate of economic depres
subsidies, plus the general

Ed
Sn

%^

¥he

to provi^de

collaboration with the

plenum were: full
results of the poll at the April
28.8 percent; active cnt.cal
collaboration,
perccntfcritical

SrS
'pTndit

Uhe th^n-party

on UnversS

policy), 68.2

Press, 1985), p.

P-;-'',-";tnt'aS^^^^

ISl-H^^otes thatalunegalluppd^^

SrS-lTs^SKtrSK^S^^^^^^^^^^^^
Rodriguez
SnTn FurnteaZ

for the Socialists,

mde-

Amceto

h^^^^^^^

and Clodomiro
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Almeyda; for the hard left wing of the Radical party, Anselmo Sule, who
was the main organizer of the meeting (and who had his citizenship
revoked for that and other "actions abroad which directly attack the basic
interests of the state"). The meeting was paid for by "a West Germanfunded Social Democratic foundation," and also included Orlando Letelier
and former PDC cabinet minister Sergio Bitar, then a fellow at the Harvard
Institute for International Development (one of numerous Popular Unity
and antijunta Chileans who found quick sinecures at U.S. universities).
Lewis H. Diuguid, "Leaders of Chilean Parties Vow Effort Against Junta "
in the Washington Post, July 22, 1975, p. 8-C. Peru's President Alan Garcia
in 1 988 instructed his vice president, Luis Alberto Sanchez, to raise the
question of Sule's citizenship during a visit to Santiago, Pinochet declined.
Garcia, like Sulc, is a member of the Socialist International, except that
Sule, deprived of a political base back home, had also recently lost his
SI
regional vice-presidency to Enrique Silva Cimma, head of one of the less
radical Radical factions in Chile. From Carta ConfidenciaL #11, May
9
1988, pp. 21-25.
34. 1976 Book of the Year (Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1977),
pp. 189190. Fleet, op. cit., p. 177, is among those to observe that most civilians,
including top Christian Democrats, were willing to accept military rule
for a transitional period of one to three years.
35. Gonzalo Vial Correa, "Decadencia, Consensos y Unidad Nacional en
1973," in Pohtica y Geoestrategia. #36 (Santiago: Academia Nacional de
Estudios Politicos y Estrategicos, 1985), p. 27. "Invaded" is from the same
source. Vial served during 1979 as the junta's education minister. As to
church-state ties, Fleet, op. cit., p. 186,-notes that many on the Left who
had drifted away from the party in the 1960s and during the Allende years
because they considered it too bourgeois made common cause with it in
the church -run human rights organizations.
36. Taking 1974 and 1975 together, the developed countries in the Organization for Economic Coopera£ion and Development experienced a decline
in
their GNP of about 2.5 percent compared with 1973; in the U.S., the drop
was 5.1 percent; ".
in 1975, as in the previous year, the less developed
countries faced enormous problems because of the world economic slowdown. Only the oil-producing countries were able to escape the cruel
effects of the recession ..."1976 Book of the Year, op. cit.,
pp. 275, 288. To
make matters worse for Chile, copper prices fell between May 1974 and
early 1 975 from 1,400 pounds sterling per ton to five hundred a ton on the
London Metals Exchange (ibid., p. 293). Debt statistics from Indicadores
Economicos y Sociales, 1960-1985 [Santiago: Banco Central de Chile,
1986), p. 313. During the same period, private lending to Chile did increase
significantly, but given the still overpoweringly dominant role of the state
in the economy, it was small palliative, indeed. Fleet (op. cit., p.
193) quotes
from a secret plenary session of the PDC in April 1980, at which "they
acknowledged that things were, in fact, at an all-time low." Fleet, taking no
note of external economic pressures, recites (p. 184) several indicators of
the crisis, asserting that "many families were reduced to begging for a
living and forced to live on survival diets of low-grade wheat bread and
other grains. Soup kitchens and food distribution programs sponsored by
the Catholic Church and other institutions kept many alive who would
not otherwise have survived."
.

.
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"between 80 and 85 buildings

months

of the coup."

op. cit., p.

pp.

444^

.

^^^^^P^P^^'.^^^^Hfrut^L valued

hM^Im

la

(apubUcation
American-Chilean Council Report

ErciUa, no. 16, ot ivsu, lo
193, 194; Fleet quotes

41

Ibid

.,

TriburS'ot^
The ^riDma
?oSrTK'
Robert Moss ''m

Socahst premier

of

N.t.on.J Kev.e., October 10
pinochetismo," in the spec.a

^j

West Ge-any. According

the
said "
P.HiAmenca''Frei
Latm America
^^"J^^^

country.

Calvo Teoria y Prdctica de

Brazilian
.

v

to

he
p^^^^^^^^

media treated the
j^

j^^j

.^^ re/an a

plebiscite as

carcajadas] and
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views. In one, in Sao Paulo, he said that
whatever the outcome of the
plebiscite, "the mihtary regime will not manage
to remain in power for
eight more years" ("Opiniones dc E. Frei Sobre El
Plebiscito," AFP dispatch
datelined Sao Paulo in EI Mercuiio. August
13, 19801; in another, he said
the plebiscite "is not a formula for transition for
democracy but a prolongation of the regime, " and that if the military insisted
on remaining in power
It will produce a radicalizatlon
of the country" ("Eduardo Frei no Crec en
el Plcbiscito," AP story from Sao Paulo
in Ultimas Noticias August 14
1 9801; in yet another, he
accused Pinochet of maintaining himself in power
by force of arms and with the support of the Right,"
adding, "I do not
recognize the new plebiscite as valid," In that interview,
he also had words
of praise for the Communist party, saying that "it
is working splendidly
well in Chile" (from an interview with the Brazilian
magazine Veja as
reported in an AP dispatch datelined Rio de Janeiro,
published August 18
in
1980,
La Tercera, "Dicen en Brasil: Frei critica al Plcbiscito
elogia ai
PC In an interview weeks later, Andres Zaldivar Larrain, thenypresident
of the PDC, was asked whether the plebiscite
had come down to a contest
between Pinochet and Frei. While answering that he believed
it was more
than a clash of personalities, a battle between two
political alternatives
Zaldivar added: "Clearly, after the plebiscite this confrontation
will continue because our formula [the PDC proposal] has produced
a convergence
of grand social forces. In that sense, it is indisputable
that Frei will be the
standard-bearer {mantendrd la bandera] of the
opposition alternative"
(editorial in Ultimas Noticias, September U,
1980, "El Si Apoya a
Pinochet; El No Respaida a Frei?").
).

44.

45.

"Rcnan Fuentcalba," AP dispatch datelined Caracas, in El
Mercurio
August 13, 1980; "Tomic Apoya a Frei," AFP dispatch datelined
Geneva in
La Tercera, August 29, 1980.
The Christian Democrat scholar and ideologue Carlos Huneeus,
for exam-

speaks of "the excessive presence of the parties in Chilean
public life"
consequence of the country's poUtical problems, not a
cause
[emphasis his). In what appears to this author as a strained
syllogism he
writes that the weakness of political institutions was
the cause that permitted the parties to expand their power, and that those
"political weaknesses" had their roots, in turn, in the "abrupt and
intense politicization of
the society during the sixties as a result of the late
extension of political
citizenship— especially the right to vote— to wide areas
of the citizenry"
He notes that between 1 91 2 and 1957, the ratio of registered voters to total
population remained constant, whereas between 1958 and
1964 it doubled, taking another leap forward in 1970. The
benchmarks were women's
suffrage, beginning with the parliamentary elections
of 1949 then with
the presidential election of 1952; the active political
recruiting of previously excluded rural and industrial workers; and, finally,
giving the vote to
^^'^ lowering the voting age from twenty-one to
eighteen in
T i, vn""^'",
1970
Carlos Huneeus, Los Chilenos y La Political Cambio
y Continuidad
el AutOTitansmo (Santiago: Salcsianos Printers,
1987), pp 182-184
(hereafter Los Chilenos y La Politica]. The book
was made possible
through a grant from West Germany's Konrad Adenauer
Foundation the
statistical studies underpinning it through a Ford
Foundation grant and
was executed by the Center of Studies of Contemporary Reality
(CERC) of
the Academy of Christian Humanism in Santiago.
ple,
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m
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Ashes

^hat "except for
anniversary speech, Pinochet had said
had been
Chile
figures,
public
the isolated efforts of a few enlightened
characterized by
governments,
party
and
class
by
1891
governed since
Overthrow
Wtdckingand demagoguery' " (cited in Paul E. Sigmund The
of
Chile. 1964-3976 [Pittsburgh: University

As early as his

first

^fAUenZoTd the PdJcs of

spe^<=l>^
Pittsburgh Press, 1977], p. 273). In a key
5.
'"f
°;?A^"t.1d
the
e he saij "the
of Chi
inaugurating the academic year at the University
until 1925. Now it
Congress
country has been the slave and victim of its
Universal suffrage does
was the slave and victim of the political parties
only valid means ot
the
being
of
quality
the
not in and of itself, have
Indeed our country directly proved
expression of the will of the Nation
popular suffrage, understood as operatthat neither formal democracy nor
to effectively address contemsufficient
are
ing formulas by themselves,
." There were, he argued, two intrinsic enemies of an
porary conditions
the demagoguery created by the
effective and real democracy in Chile:
and comnmnism, the cancer
parties,
emergence of unbridled political
Chile 1985 op. cit.,
Rights
Human
Situation
of
the
on
[Report
within
he told toreip
democracy,
"protected
of
a
DD 259-2611: on his vision
must, then, exercise all the
correspondents in May of 1977: "Democracy
the values on which it rests,
necessary and just authority so as to preserve
emergency situations
those
successfully
and to foresee and overcome
in a regime of authority, lUst
Only
security.
national
affect
could
which
can a people achieve
and impersonal, which assures order and tranquility,
on his conception of freedom, For us
its development and well-being";
exercise of a political
freedom is a value which goes well beyond the mere
freedoms,
educational
and
economic
well,
as
essential,
rieht We regard as
security and health, inasmuch as
the right to work, of unionization, social
moment in the daily lives ot
these are vital expressions from moment to
Verdad y Ficcion [Madrid:
."
Pinochet:
Castro,
(A. Pineda de
people
VassallodeMumbert, 19811, pp. 201, 2041
,
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47 The author has in his

wide
tilted

file

more than one hundred such

A

"invalid,"
"dictator," "dictatorship," "fascist," "illegal,"
scarcely characteristic of a state of censorship.

such as

more

clippings,

(
^,a
from

(such as Hoy] decidedly
variety of publications, including several
of them will disclose words
perusal
Democrats.
Christian
to the

and many

Sobre La Constitucion, m
48 Zaldivar's quote from "Declaracion de Zaldivar
article bearing only his
opinion
lengthy
a
El Mercmio, July 12; Krauss in
Se Dirige A
name in La Tercera. July 13; the paid ad, "Grupo de Cmdadanos
1980. Among the 118
August
24,
Terceia.
in
La
Gobierno,"
La Junta De
and former president of the
signers were Felipe Herrera Lane, a Socialist
Christian Democra
InTer-American Development Bank; Raul Saez, a
for Progress; the Radical eader Luis
Alliance
the
headed
1963,
who in
truck drivers federation
Bossay L.; and Leon Vilarin, the feisty head of the
'

The signers called on the governso pivotal in the fight against Allende.
election machinery was in
adequate
until
plebiscite
the
ment to delay
restored, and viable
assembly
of
right
and
place full access to the media
addressed the message to
alterAatives put to a vote. Significantly, they
of the junta- which
Pinochet as "Chief of State," and then the members
to split ott
attempting
were
authors
reinforced the suspicion that the
they
members of the junta |if there were any] from the man
sympathetic

clearly targeted as the villain.
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49. In its first formal statement, dated August
14, Zaldivar and the four other
top party leaders said, "in these conditions,
the so-called [supuesto]
plebiscite IS comp etcly lacking in validity and,
in consequence, the text to
be voted on as well as all future actions executed
in the exercise of powers
emanating from that text, are likewise illegitimate
and

without value" ("A
La Opinion Publica," in La Tercera, August
17, 1980|. [The other signers
were Jaime Castillo, Raul Troncoso, Tomas
Reyes and Carmen Frei-thc
iormcr president's daughter and only one of his
seven children to take an
active role in politics until that time). The
government newspaper La
Nacion mischievously headlined Zaldivar's press
conference announcine
that statement: "Zaldivar: Buscamos unidad
con los sectores marxistas "
August 15; Ultimas Noticias headlined it the same
day "Plebiscite- Ex
DC Fiian Posicion." Reference to an alliance of any kind
was not in' the
two-page statement, but rather in response to a
reporter's question What
he said on the subject was: "We seek a national
understanding [encuentw]
with all sectors of opinion, including with the
Marxists if they so desire "
That remark played into the hands of the very many
Chileans who wanted
nothing to do with another era of Marxist-Leninist
path to anywhere On
August 30, Santiago newspapers printed a lengthy
statement from
Zaldivar
which he said,
we are not today, we are not tomorrow, in
tavor of political alliances with the Communist
party, but with the same
clarity we believe that ideas are not
"
prohibited by law
Zaldivar was
quoted on "worst fraud" in La Segunda. September
9, "Denuncias hizo
Andres Zaldivar. Among the events he protested was
the refusal to allow
Frci to address mass meetings in Conccpcion
and Valparaiso, while— by
contrast— seven trams were reserved to -take
proponents of the plebiscite
to a Pinochet rally in Valparaiso. While
still undecided as whether to
participate or boycott the plebiscite, Zaldivar
called for "mass mobilization to express "in the manner each can"
a rejection of the plebiscite as
Illegitimate
Llamado a Movilizacion Contra el Plebiscite " El
Mercuno, August 15 19801. Optimism was reflected,
for

m

". .

.

.

.

|

example, in the prediction )ust ten days before the voting
of a group of former National party
congressmen that "the majority of the country was
inclined to vote no"
tormer Senator Maria de la Cruz predicted that
80 percent of all women
would vote "No" (they actually voted "Yes" by a
margin of nearly three to
'^''""''''"" '^^ colosos," Hoy, week of August
27-September 2,
1980)

Mercurio editorial quoted in "Las dudas del
plebiscito " Hov week of
August 20-26, 1980, p. 13; PDC youth, "JDC no vota
ni Si ni No," L.
Segunda. August 20. Interestingly, Frci had his last
preplebiscite meeting
with a youth group made up mainly of students;
noting that most were no

50. El

more than seven years old during his government, twelve
during Allende's
he urged them to reorganize the PDC, to be men
and women

of ideals of

peace and service to the country {"Reunion de
Frei Con Grupo Juvenil " El
Merciino September 10). The largest labor
group-first called the G;oup
ot 10, at that time the National Labor
Coordinator— called for a "No" vote

communique that made plain its contempt for the government's
free
market economic policies ("a socio-economic
model based on minority
interests and linked exclusively to
powerful economic groups"!- in
another: We have no doubt that the constitution
which would enter into
torcc in 1989 will bring prosperity, security,
progress and justice to the
in a
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Pinochet's
organization, headed by Manuel Bustos, cited
lists, to mock the lysu
voter
requiring
plebiscite
a
about
1977'remark
smaller and even more left-wing
plebiscite as "a mere consultation." A
(FUT), fulminated against the
organization, the United Workers Front
like so many others, took no
but
immoral,"
and
"invalid
plfbiscite as
Not surprisingly the National
abstain.
Eosit on on whether to vote or to
hit by the )unta's sys(ANEF|-hard
Employees
Public
of
Organization
'No vote La Coora
bureaucracy-urged
the
of
tematic paring down
La Opinion Pubhca
Y
A
Trabajadores
dlnadora Nacional Sindical A Los
del 'Grupo de los Diez £J
"Declaracion
22;
August
Tercero,
La
paid ad in
Responde a la Nueva
MeicuTio August 20; "Grupo de los 10
No," Ultimas Noticias
Ni
Si
Semoeracia,' "La Tercera. August 22; "Ni
Tercera, September 6).
La
rechazo,"
fundamenta
22.
ANEF
"La
August
10-16; J^S^'^cios
September
Hoy,
51 ^"uces par; el debate, Plebiscito III,"
Noticias, September 2; ''Hay Clima
Ultimas
Vilarin,"
de
'No'
el
ex DC y
Seguntfa, September 9, 1980.
Electoral Pero Falta Ambiente," La
of
report of an article P/^bhshed in issue #163
52. "Las cartas sobre la mesa,"
September
7 {Spanish support and
Noticias.
Ultimas
in
appeared
Hoy as it
10-16, "Reunion con diplomeeting of ambassadors); Hoy, September
stand); Hoy "Movimiento de
miticos" (denial that they had taken a
27-September 2, pp. 12-13 [New York T.m^s. Ecuador
acuerdo con la LX., La
and labor attaches); "Comunismo reconoce
"Viuda de Allende dice que 'hay que
Naciori, September 3 (Cademartori),
Mex"
18 |Hortensia Allende
utihzar a E Frei,' La Segunda. September
rich

"

The

(

Sos"

C;

m

53.

August 20-26, p. 13; " 'Q---^-^""
mmona Hoy. September 3-9, pp 26la
respete
que
consenso mayoritario
the Episcopal Conference met; on
27 Cardinal Silva was in Europe when
institutional order cannot be
stable
"a
that
fear
the
expressed
his return, he
que
NO," Hoy, September 10pot
SI,
que
founded ok this plebiscite" ("For

STdisll

plebiscito," Hoy.

'

54. Rally

s«nes from "Desarollo del Acto en Teatro Caupolican,

El Mercurio^

Pasa. September 4-10, 1980,
AuRust 28, 1980; "Frei: Es alternativa?" Que
Ayer En El Caupolican, La
De
Acto
En
Marxista
7
Presencia
"Fuerte
p

coverage from Cuestion de
Segunda. August 28, 1980, data on radio
"
12.
Medios Hoy, September 2-9, 1980, p.
APSI #84, September 21 -No^^^
remark^ from a text pubUshed
55.
de la Repubhca Eduardo Frei, el
Presidente
ex
del
ber 3 1980 "Discurso
departure
Caupolican,"
pp^ 57-59;
mler^oles 27 de agosto en el Teatro
4-10,
op. cit., P;_^^;f°uts and Frei s
September
Pasa.
Que
from
hall
from
reunion del Caupolican, La Tercero
reaction, "Rechiflas y aplausos en
Frei's appeal, there were only a
heeded
August 28, 1980. Those attending
civilians and Hve Carabineros
seven
with
rally,
the
following
few incidents
II p.m.. Prefect Juan Alegria
By
arrests.
no
injuries and

m

Ss

treated for

minor

cit., p. C-4|.
reported all calm downtown [El Mercurio, op.
op^cit. l«or Dinacos rep y);
Noticias.
Ultimas
mesa,"
la
56. "Las cartas sobre
September 3-9 p 10 for
and
12,
Hoy. op. cit., August 27-September 2, p.
practice of selectmg candidates and
the
to
referred
Pinochet
Pinochet).
secretive party caucuses.
staking out policy strategies in small and
September 3, 1980, p. 9 (lor
S7 "La Estrategia de Caupolican," ETciUa.
(for Group
Nueva Democracia); Hoy September 3-9, p. 10

Rodrfguez and

"
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of 24); EI Mercurio, September 9 (for ad, eight columns
by four and^a-half
inches deep}. The Group of 24, tilted Left though including some
dissident
figures from the Right, had been operating for several years as
an alternative to the junta-appointed constitutional drafting groups.
58.

"Edgardo Bocninger Reitcro Su Posicion," EI Mercurio. August 22; "Reveladoras dcclaracioncs dc Ay 1 win en Escuela de Derecho," La
Tercera,

August

26, 1980; "Democracia Cristiana descaliiica a ex militantes que
votaran 'si,'" La Tercera, September 11. Even before the September
11
statement, Gcnaro Arriagada, PDC secretary-general, issued a statement
that "in every pafty, there are desertions. But in ours, you
could count

them on the fingers of one hand
more numerous are those Chileans
who, having occupied posts in the government, have gone over to the
ranks
of the opposition" ("Existe el Derecho a Cambiar de Opinion,"
Ultimas
Noticias, August 30, 1980). Among the "defectors" was former PDC
deputy Blanca Retamal, who reacted to Frei's Caupolican appearance
by saying it puzzled her "that he wants to convert himself into the
leader of the
Left" ("El 'Si' de los ex DC y el 'No' de Vilarin," op. cit.|. Most
of the fire
was, however, directed at former Senator (and cabinet minister
under Freij
Juan de Dios Carmona, then serving as ambassador to Spain. When Carmona said on television that those opposing the plebiscite were not true
democrats, Aylwin responded with a pubUc challenge to a debate on
prime-time television, adding "that with your influence as a man of confidence of the government, 1 believe it will enable you to get the time we
need" ('Aylwin acepta desafio de Juan de Dios Carmona," La Tercera
September 4, 1980).
Carrasco Delgado, op. cit., p. 143. Alessandri's taciturnity did not prevent
his former campaign manager, Eduardo Boetsch G.H., from saying
the
former president would vote "Yes," and furthermore that for the same
patriotic reasons, "he has asked his friends to work with
enthusiasm and
.

59.

.

.

patriotism for the approval of the plebiscite"

(ibid., pp.

143-144).

from Ultimas Noticias, September 12, " 'Triste Cosa, No?'
and EI Mercurio, September 12, "Frei Concurrio A Las Urnas"; stock
market from "Cuando las aguas se caiman," Hoy, September 1 7-23, 1980,

60. Frei voting

p. 12.

61. Allan C. Brownfeld, "Constitution Was
Spectacular Success of Founding
Fathers,"
Events, July 18, 1987, p. 12 (Cannon quote); Ray S. Cline,
"The Ballad of Cory and Johnny," Conservative Digest, February 1987,
pp.
107 (Carter) and pp. 108-109 (constitution). In legislative elections follow-

Human

A

ing the February 2, 1987, constitutional plebiscite— which Aquino
won by
a more than three-to-one margin— her hand-picked slate
won twenty-two
of twenty-four Senate seats, 162 of two hundred
Cline, a professor of International Relations at

House seats at stake. Or
Georgetown University,

and cofounder of Georgetown's Center for Strategic International Studies^
IS a former deputy director of the CIA. Data on
U.S. aid from Richard D
Fisher, Jr., 'A Strategy For Keeping The U.S. Bases In The
Philippines," a
Heritage Foundation Asian Studies Center Backgrounder, #8, May
20,
1988, p. 2. The new constitution also suggested a nuclear-free zone for the
Philippines, site of the last remaining miUtary bases in a vast ocean
area of
increasing Soviet presence and encroachment. Since Mrs. Aquino
came to
power in 1986, Communist insurgents have seized control of an estimated
20 percent of the nation's territory Data on Liberia from Blaine Harden,
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at Treasury's Helm," a
Post, May 29, 1988, p.
Washington
Monrovia-datelined dispatch in the
the Year, op. cit., pp 490-491,
A- 20 and the 1981, 1986, and 1988 Book of
technocrats
462-463, 642 (per capita income], respectively. The American
Development.
are from the U.S. Agency for International
(Zaldivar
62 "Declaracion de dirigentc del ex PDC," La Teicera. September 1 7
Contcntos,
Quedaron
Perdedorcs
"Los
organizations);
on grass roots
Silencio y
Ultimas Noticias, September 12 {labor leaders) "Entre el
(Ktauss and
September
12
Noticias,
Ultimas
Denuncias,"
Algunas
September 24,
Arriagada); "Movidas fuera de tablcro," Ercilla. #2356,
gucrra civil, la
1980 p 8 [Corvalan and Zaldivar in Visidn]-, "Amenaza dc
the complete
1980,
October
17,
Nacidn.
La
Zaldivar,"
ultima infamia de
reportmg on the Una Mas
text of an AP dispatch datelined Mexico City
Human
Uno interview. According to the Inter- American Commission on
Chile,
Rights
m
Human
Situation
The
of
On
Report
1985
Rights, in their
had said that. If he
op cit., p. 137, the newspaper later denied that Zaldivar
an interview in Santiago
did not say it in 1980, he said it plainly in 1987, in
plebiscite in
with the author, June 29, 1987. Speaking of the forthcoming
so far as to stay on
late 1988 or early 1989, he said: "If Pinochet should go
and
beyond '89, 1 am one person who is convinced, absolutely convinced—
many
matter,
that
for
and
country,
this
leaders
in
not just me but many
that the reelection of
close to the government are also convinced—
the country mto
\conUeva\
plunge
'89
necessarily
will
beyond
Pinochet

"Liberia,

in Grip o£ Graft,

Puts Americans

;

but yes of terrorconfrontation. Not the confrontation of guerrilla warfare,
allowed to re turn
"It would be three years before Zaldivar would be
ism
that same Mexico City
to Chile following his October 1980 exile. In
proposed for
interview Zaldivar said the civilian-military government
earlier in El
months
few
a
installed
the
one
from
different
be
would
Chile
in a government
Salvador. The Christian Democrats in El Salvador joined
not actually engithat came to power in a military coup induced— if
defended
essentially
answer
convoluted
His
States.
United
neered—by the
reached its
the Salvadorans on the grounds that the situation there had

breaking point.
.,
ij
, ^
Frei had made his
"La Historia Le Pena A Frei," La Segunda, August 25.
quoted
newspaper
The
22.
August
first request for TV network time on
February
extensively from a speech Frei had made in the town of Castro,
congressional
of
examples
numerous
recalled
which
he
12, 1967, in
He said
obstructionism of presidents, with ruinous results for the country
the legal
he headed a government "with a coherent program," but needed
times
instruments to enable it to do the coordinated planning modern
demanded; Congress, he said, refused stubbornly to give him that leeway
throughout his
lalthough his party had controlled both houses of Congress
reforms so as
presidency): "It is necessary to bring about the institutional
people exert
not to frustrate the country, because it is not possible that the
finds its
afterwards
which
government
elect
a
to
movilice]
[se
themselves
speech
hands tied by a minority which makes its action impossible." The
on February 15,
stirred up a hornet's nest in Congress, and the Senate,
huge
voted to request radio network time. La Segunda, beginning with its
what
page one headlines, was, of course, drawing a direct parallel between
the
in a time of full democracy in Chile and the behavior of
.

63

Frei did

Pinochet authoritarian government thirteen years

later.

As

to

news

clips,
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example channel 13 of the Catholic University, they did devote five
minutes to the Caupolican Theater event, but Frei's speech was limited
to
two passages— and the station broadcast a follow-up "analysis"
by the
for

conservative leader Jaime Guzman. The University of Chile channel
gave
twenty seconds to Frei's speech and, according to the pro-PDC
Hoy. seventeen minutes' rebuttal time to hard-liner Pablo Rodriguez. The
state-run
channel devoted a total of thirty seconds to the event, none of it
on Frei's
speech ("Cucstion dc medios,"Hoy, September 3-9, 1980,
pp 11-12)
64. "Se mforma sobre elj^No'?" La Segunda, September
8, 1980.
65. The fraud findings were reported by Eduardo Hamuy— a Christian
Democrat sociologist,

working with

six

hundred volunteers and screening 981

polling places in the metropolitan Santiago region. Those
findings are
reported
"Origen, Contenido y Practica de la Constitucion

m

Politica

de

1980; Su significado desde la perspectiva de los Derechos Humanos,"
a
publication of the Chilean Commission on Human Rights,
Santiago (no
date), p. 9; "Definitivo: mayoria del Gobierno fue
de 67.04%," La Nacion
October 16, 1980. The system used was: first count done by the
officials at
each polling place; then at the town or city [comuna] level by
the mayor
and his aides (mayors were, of course, appointed by Pinochet); next
at the
regional level, a commission made up of the regional
administrator,
the senior-ranking member of the Court of Appeals for that
region, and the
official charged with oversight for real estate property
in the region (ConservadoT de Bienes Raices). At the national level, the board was
made up of
the comptroller-general, a Supreme Court justice, and the
secretary of the
Supreme Court.
66.

"Cuando las aguas se caiman," Hoy. September 17-23, 1980, p. 13. The
magazine was using the preliminary figures reported September 13

67. Fleet, op.

cit., pp. 195-196. Fleet ascribed the
"sharp terms" used by "normally circumspect" Andres Zaldivar in reacting to the plebiscite
as an
indicator of that mood of discouragement and despair.
Fleet cites as the
source for the internal anaTysis Jean Pierre Clerc, "Chile:
A Second Wind
for the Dictatorship," Manchester Guaidian-Le Monde
Weekly, March 29,

19ol,

p. 12.

68. In a study of public

spending in Latin America, Guy Pfeffermann noteseducation expenditure is heavily slanted in favor of middle
classes
Considerable efforts were made on secondary and university
education
while the quality of primary education often remains appalling,
especially
in the rural areas. Except in Chile, no attempt has been
made at collecting
user charges, so that even the children of relatively well-off
families have
access to university without payment. At the same time university
entry
has been broadened enormously and the number of students
has exploded
when the poor seldom enter, let alone complete, secondary school
".

.

.

.

.

.

One

most progressive policy changes is the elimination of free university
education. Ten primary school pupils can be trained for
the cost of one
university student. In some countries (Brazil and Colombia,
for example),
of the

the ratio

is thirty-to-one.

Yet only a minority of university students

come

from poor families and they can be protected by a system of scholarships
or
." Guy E Pfeffermann,
student loans
"Public Expenditure in Latin America: Effects on Poverty," World Bank Discussion Papers.
#5, 1987, pp. 15,
19. Pfeffermann is the chief economist of the Latin America
and the
Caribbean Regional Office of the World Bank.
.

.
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Camino de Pinochet," special anniversary edition of Hoy, op. cit., p. 9
{slogan, first measuresi; 1982 Book of the Year, op. cit., p. 239 (education,
protest); lACHR comlabor, and social security reforms, and
Rights in Chile, op. cit.,
ments, 1985 Report on the Situation of

69. "El

UNESCO
Human

231.
president account70. That there is no constitutional provision making the
Appeals
able for his acts during the transition wras affirmed by a Santiago
Court judge on May 25, 1984, in ruling on a criminal case instituted by
private individuals against the president. That ruling was subsequently
confirmed by the full Appeal Court and by the Supreme Court, cf., 1985
Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Chile, op. cit., pp. 19-20.
example,
71. During a 1984 seminar on constitutional/political options, for
Aylwin said: "Like it ornot, that Constitution is in force \rigiendo]. That is
a fact which forms part of reality, and I accept it [lo acato]" {Una Salida
p.

Politico-Constitucional Para Chile (Santiago: Institute Chileno de
Estudios Humanisticos, 1985] p. 149). The "revealed truth" remark was
made at that same seminar by Sergio Diez Urzua, a member of the original
constitutional drafting committee, and appears on p. 69. The book contains the proceedings of a symposium held in Santiago July 27-28, 1984,
bringing together nine men representing all shades of ideological opinion
save for those of the Communists. Aylwin was reelected PDC president for
the sixth time in July 1987.
72.

73.

Comparisons from Carrasco Delgado, op. cit., pp. 147-202; Bulnes quote
from Una Salida Politico-Constitucional Para Chile, op. cit., p. 132.
Raquel Correa, "Un Consejo Que Aconseja,' " excerpted from the text of a
longer interview with Carvajal, "Las Fuerzas Armadas y ... La Politica," El
MeicuTJo, May 22, 1988, as reproduced in the newspaper weekly international edition for

74.

75.

May

19-25, 1988,

p. 6.

Speech excerpts and "baiting" from Carrasco Delgado, op. cit., pp. 225227, and 144-145. On November 30, 1983, Alessandri responded in La
Segunda to a pair of attacks on him by Jorge Ovalle Quiroz.
The "dissident" quote from a booklet published by Hoy: "Frei: La Vida de
unDemocrata," inserted in its edition #548, January 1 8-24, 1988, p. 1; the
Zaldivar quote from a booklet he authored, Eduaido Frei: Pensamientos
[Santiago: Ciceros, 1987), p. 1. Zaldivar was one of several PDC exiles who
flew to Santiago for the funeral, only to be barred entry at the airport.
Others included former President Renan Fuentealba, Jaime Castillo and
Behsario Velasco. Among foreign dignitaries who came: former Italian
Premier Mariano Rumor and former Venezuelan President Rafael Caldcra.
Jorge Alessandri had asked no special honors; the government nonetheless
decreed three days of mourning, and as in the case of former President Frei,

tens of thousands of Chileans paid their last respects.
cit., p. 198.
77. Valdes, in an interview with ElMercmio, cited by Fleet, op. cit., p. 201, was
quoted as saying he "respected the memory of Salvador Allende, but

76. Fleet, op.

believed that the policies of the Popular Unity government had been
'profoundly mistaken.' He added that the Communist party should be
legal because 'every idea has a right to exist,' insisting that parties should
be judged by their actions and not their ideas alone." Fleet refers to Valdes
as a "compromise candidate," and the pro-PDC magazine Hoy refers to the
"strong debate over ideological renovation, policy of coalitions and leader-
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ship characteristics" being "resolved by consensus,
facilitated by the dramatic flop [desbotde] of the economic model applied by the Chicago
Boys "
Special edition, May 1987, op. cit, p. 18. Reference to the CPP
is in Carta
Confidencial. Cesar Hidalgo Calvo, ed., #9, August 27,
1987, p. 38.
78. lorgc Olavc, "La oposicion al pinochetismo," Hoy,
op. cit., pp. 18-19. So tiny
was the Republican Right party, as it came to be known, that in a

March

1986 survey of potential voters in Greater Santiago, it was not even mentioned when those surveyed were asked to name the parties
then existing,
and then, in response j^o a specific question— which party or political
bloc
do you think is "most attractive"— it ranked dead last, with
1.4 percent
"Encuesta de Opinion Publica: Partidos Poiiticos. Que Saben
Los Chi\mosV' Que Pasa. #780, March 20-26, 1988, pp. 17-20. It is one measure
of
the level of dogmatism— if not fanaticism— in the upper
reaches of the
PDC that those who attempted to defect from the ranks of government
supporters were spurned by the party, while being castigated by the
govern-

ment

as "traitors." Olavc speaks euphemistically of their
not being
accepted by "the opposition," but there was, of course, no
"opposition"
available for defectors to join other than the PDC. Obviously,
the hard-line
Marxist-Leninist parties would be no more interested in them than
they
would be in Marxist-Leninists. Olave himself offers another measure of the
same phenomenon when he writes that "unlike other authoritarianisms,
the Chilean knows no case of relevant figures of the opposi tion
joining with
the regime." That judgment supposes that those very significant
Christian
Democrats— such as Carmona, Cauas and others— ceased to exist as
"figums relevantas" once their consciences led them to "join the regime"; or,
that one did not qualify as "opposition" unless one was
on or to the left of
the PDC itself. Among others who "joined the regime"
were former
National party President Sergio Onofre Jarpa and many others
of the Ri^t
who, while generally supporting the government, nevertheless
managed to

own political personalities.
He says that the "largest" of the monthly demonstratook place in August, when seventeen persons were killed in clashes

retain their

79. Fleet, op. cit., p. 202.

tions
80.

81.

with troops deployed to keep order.
1 984 Book of the Year, op. cit., p. 232, and Hoy, op.
cit., p. 19. Ms. Blackburn
was identified as an economist in the Group Economics Department of
Lloyds Bank of London.
Data on these groups from Andlisis. fune 15-21, 1987,
pp 35-36 The

Ahanza was made up

initially of the

PDC,

the Radical, Socialist, Social

Democratic, and Republican parties. On September 6, 1983, the formation
of yet another group was announced: the Socialist Bloc
(Bloque Socialista)
composed of the Socialist party, the MAPU, the Christian Left the
MAPU-Worker/Peasant party, the Socialist Convergence Group, and the
University Convergence. It was an attempt, launched in 1979,
to reunite
the badly splintered Socialist party, by then split into
six identifiable
factions, by 1987 so fragmented that Carta Confidencial
referred to them
as the "13 island archipelago." Cana Confidencial,
#9, August 27, 1987,
pp. 15-20. Radio Moscow quote from Juray Domic, "Poh'tica Mili'tar del
PC (XXXIV)." La Nacion, January 31, 1987, p. 4.
82. Data on protests and Pinochet's response from Hoy.
special edition, op. cit.,
p. 1 1, and 1984 Book of the Year, op. cit., p. 232. According to Vicariate
of
Solidarity figures, the number of those arrested in 1983 and 1984
jumped
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up sharply to the highest

totals since the

immediate aftermath

of the

mass round-ups, virtually al
revolution: 4,537 in 1983 |3,802 of them in
(divided equally between mdividual
1984
in
5,343
and
released),
quickly
and other antigovernand collective arrests, reflecting stepped-up terrorist

To iUusthe atomization reference and Huneeus.
PSmutants:
these
spawned
example,
trate, the Socialist party (PS|, for
PS-Historico, PS;Luengo,
the
became
later
which
Mandujano,
Brioiies PS
de Accion SociaPS-Almeyda PS-Nuiiez, not to mention the Movimiento
(USOPO), and the Grupo Converhsta (MASI, the Union Socialista Popular
small to bcgm with was
gencia Socialista. The MAPU, insignificantly
The Radicals
Campesino.
MAPU-Obrero
followed by the splinter group
were similarly fragmented.
uhmi ™TV.,,„.r
together with William Thayer
84 Hoy, special edition, op. cit., p. 13. Carmona,
party called the
a
formed
had
Cabinet,
who had also served in Frei's
para Chile |PSD). The party attracted a num-

83

OWopl^cit!

p. 19, for

•

Movimiento

Socialcristiano

Christian Democratic party, [ust
ber of disaffected moderates from the
former fellow partisans was
their
from
how far apart they had grown
being under the
shown when they spurned the Democratic Alliance for
to Hoy Jarpa s
According
Marxist-Leninists."
"well-known
leadership of
elements
popuUst
more
the
of
two
deal foundered when it was learned that
the Movimiento de
and
Nacional
Union
own
coalition-(arpa's
in the
all coalition
Nacional (MAN(— had cooked up a plan binding
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partners to speak in a single voice.
Jij „„*
The accusations did not
1985 Book of the Year, op. cit., pp. 583-584.
amounts
the
and
children,
his
involve Pinochet directly, but two of
earlier, even Pinochets most
involved were relatively puny As indicated
the administration has been
that
concede
impassioned enemies grudgingly
singularly free of corruption.
.
,
u/ „i,;„
Latin American Weekly
cit., p. 207, FN #43, he refers to
.

86. Cited

by

Fleet, op.

Report, 1984, 12.

87

15-21, IVB i, p"Cronica de una oposicion desencontrada," Anahsis, June
(SanComunista
Partido
Ciistiana
y
Democracia
from
36- Valdes' letter
compilation
is
a
book
The
203-213.
tiago: Editorial Aconcagua, 1986), pp.
includirig those ofEduardoFrei,
of articles, speeches, letters and analyses,
and Valdes. The JanuArriagada,
Genaro
Castillo,
Radomiro Tomic, Jaime
Ricardo Nunez, writing as
ary Communist party plenum quote is from
Carta Abierta A Los
secretary-general of the Socialist party Nunez,
copy of an
mimeograph
Chilena,
Izquierda
YMilitantes De La
Dirizentes

Nunez

3-4 In it,
advertisement published December 29, 1986, pp.
the Communists
with
both
alliance
an
rejected
party
explained why his
who advocate or
Those
Communists.
and the MDP which included the
the Left, and much less the
practice violence, he argued, "are not uniting
" but by their divisive tactics "would only prolong the popular
people
argued that
1973."
his letter, Valdes— in impassioned terms—

In
defeat of
two ways:
dictatorship's" hands
the Communists were playing into "the
the like—
and
bombs
gelatin
use
to
how
know
do
not
ordinary citizens
international terrorism schools,
these are the tools of terrorists trained in
interchange their own terrorist
"be they of the right or left, who, at times,
superior power of the armed
the
was
there
side,
agents"- on the other
warfare would enable Pinochet to
forces. Further, Valdes argued, such

m

1
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spell
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its

own

annihilation, as also the regime's allies "of the
economic and financial
Right, in the United States and Europe," that they
needed to support him
to the end because the choice was "between
the present dictatorship and a
tuturc dictatorship of pro-Soviet character" (op.
cit., p. 206|
88. It was not, however, the last time Pinochet
would reshuffle the corps of
generals in reasserting his authority, following
the attempt on his life in
September 1986, he once again moved eight generals into
retirement
replacing General C^essa on the junta with Gen.
Humberto Gordon
89. Hoy, special edition, op. cit., pp. 13-14; 1986
Book of the Yeai p 574
Benavides' rebelliousness was far less threatening, too,
because— unlike
^^? ^°^ ^ coequal by any stretch of the imagination, but a clear
i.^ J
subordinate of Pinochet. As president, Pinochet was
commander-in-chief
of all ot the armed forces, but in addition, he
had never surrendered his role
as commander-m-chief of the army, and the
1980 constitution clearly
empowered him to remove the army representative on the junta
at will
90. Carta Confidencial. op. cit., #12, October
15, 1987,
'

pp. 41-46, quotes at
interview in the West Berlin newspaper, published
August
account was based on the revelations of a Capt
Dieter
Zirke who had escaped to the West after ten years
in prison. According to
Zirkel s account, groups of twenty Chileans had
been sent by the Communist party to each of the one-year training
sessions over a period of several
years. Their training included weapons training
from small arms to light
artillery, as well as firing antiaircraft and
antitank rockets; radio communications; camouflage; physical and psychological
toughening

."^^no^°'^"
14, 1987 The
.

,

up- and of
course, political indoctrination. Once their training
had been completed
according to Zirkel, they were expected to return
to Chile to train others
so as to build a broad base of revolutionaries ready
to strike when conditions were ripe for civil war. The terrorism
casualty

count was given by
Attorney General Ambrosio Rodriguez in announcing
plans for a
National Reparations Fund" to compensate victims
of terrorism and
reported in Chilean Review, vol. 1, #4, May 1987
p 4
91. Caria Hall "Carmen Quintana's Personal
Holocaust," the Washington
Post March 26, 1988, p. C-1. She was interviewed
during a number of
public appearances in Washington, escorted by a translator
from the ultralettist AmencaS Watch organization. Since
the burning incident, she had
spoken in Canada, Geneva, Sweden, Holland, East
Germany, West Germany and Belgium, and was then about to travel to Australia. She
also had
been back to Chile twice, once testifying seven hours
before the civilian
'

court hearing the case.
'Asamblea a la vista," Hoy, #517, June 15-21, 1987
p 10
^^'
^ ^^!^ proposals— spelled out in a paid ad published
October 1
Too^''^"^'^
in
Las
1984,
Ultimas Noticias (p. 14)— revealed just how far it had
moved
from Its strong projunta stance (and why it had, in
the process, become a
hollow shell of its former self, the conservative terrain
it had abandoned
92.

seized by

new

parties|. Among other things, it called
for laws
governing elections, political parties and the like
no later than the first
quarter of 1985, elections for Congress during the
first half of 1985 and
constitutional changes to restore to Congress the
powers it had under the
1925 constitution, while scaling down presidential powers
to the same
baseline. The proposals also called for "modifying"
constitutional Article

rightist
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"totalitarian" parties); replace8 [which outlawed Communist and other
president at
ment of the junta by the Congress; and direct election of the
party
National
the
"hollow,"
As
to
period.
transition
the conclusion of the
Yet, as ot June
was the Hrst to register under the 1987 Political Parties Law.
managed to sign up only
1
1988, seventeen months later, the party had
to qualify as a national
needed
9'
number
the
663 supporters, far fewer than
Mercmio internapkrty [Blanca Arthur, "Entre el Mi to y la Realidad," El
tional edition, week of May 26-June 1, 1988, p. 6).
Corrca, January 28, and
94. Based on interviews with the author in Santiago:
1987.
29,
January
Zaldivar,
,„
,.
earlier pronounce95 Running six printed pages, the document differed from
1

prmciples.
ments in that it contained no demands— only statements of
separation of powers
a
autonomy,
university
for
call
a
them:
Among
at the expense of the
clearly intended to enhance congressional powers
principle of "not
presidency, a central role for political powers, and the
Notably
excluding any political party" from democratic participation.
National
the
signed
had
which
Union,
National
missing this time: farpa's
climate
Accord As saccharine as this one was, and the internal security
fell apart withm a few
others,
the
like
agreement,
this
notwithstanding,

"mterpretations as
as the signatories began preferring their own
three
meaning. In an accompanying statement, the document's
said
Molina—
and
Jorge
Correa,
Pedro
Ortega,
principal authors— Eugenio
acts" then occurring
the assassination attempt "and numerous terrorist
way to
demonstrated that "only a rapid transition to democracy opens the
This agreement has as its principal objective to guarantee
social peace
political groups
confidence in the future of Chile" by showing that diverse
principles.
could unite on basic
in December 19»&.
96 The National party was still trying to resurrect ANDE
its
statement issued following a December 13-14 meeting of

months
to its

.

.

.

In a

the
"expanded leadership group" ("Voto Politico del Partido Nacional"],
pacts as a union
party referred— curiously, it would seem— to the previous
have formed a single party"
of "democratic political forces with which we
intensificar la gestacion de la unidad de
(emphasis mine; the Spanish: ".
antes integramos un solo
las fuerzas politicas democraticas con las que
.

.

.").
partido
_
u
io
Meicmio, December 28,
97. Blanca Arthur, "1986: El Balance de Pinochet," El
thought
Pinochet said his first
1986, p. 1-D. In that lengthy interview,
was traveling
wheri the shooting began was to cover his grandson, who
Later, when
time had come
with him, but he himself believed "that
harm in an
from
us
kept
having
for
God
to
thanks
gave
I
home,
we reached
.

.

,

my

.

.

.

."

attack of such magnitude
11.
98. "Que lio!" Que Pasa, #844, June 11-17, 1987, pp. 6-7,
1-2.
99. "Las Garantias para el Plebiscito," El Meicmio, January 24, 1988 pp.
the first to
Party-only lists were also available, at a paltry 4 cents per page;
.

100

.

National party, though
take advantage of that opportunity was the sagging
bought the lists of one
had
Nacional
Avanzada
all
but
by January of 1988,
or more of their competitors.
.j
„ u
Partidos, the
Venegas and Ortega quotes from "Confusiones ante Ley de
newspaper La Nacion, January 31, 1987, p. 3; details of the law

government
progovernment magafrom "Nuevo Avance: Ley de Partidos," Eicilla (the
quotes from interview
Valdes
11
8,
21-27,
pp.
1987,
January
zine) #2686,
from Partido
with the author in Santiago, January 30, 1987; Huepc
;

MrssiON Accomplished

9q1
Dccidira Sus Estatutos Sobcranamcntc,"£;
Mercuric, January 25 1987 p
C-3; appeal from a typewritten copy of the
petition filed with the court
The litigants were German Urziia, forge Ovallc,
Mario Verdugo, Alejandro
Jara and Mario Papi. Defiance notwithstanding,
the PDC atfhat meeting
of Its Conscio Nacional Ampliado"
decided that henceforth the party's
highest govcrnmg body, the National Board,
would be elected by the full
plebiscite vote of its membership.
101.

The 652
Valdes'

figure is from Carta Confldencial.
#17, February 11, 1988 p 22from Raqucl ^prrea, 'A la Altura de los Liderazgos,"

mternational ed,tion,Jviay 5-11, 1988,

m

ElMerluno

p. 6,

an in-depth interview w'Th

Zaldivar. As indicated
an earlier note, Caita Confidencial is widely
believed
Santiago to enjoy special access to military
intelligence
sources, so It IS hkcly that its figure came
from airport passport checks
Though ostensibly retired. Cardinal Silva was a
frequent traveler abroad
stirring a major hornet's riest in 1988.
Others included Archbishop Bernardo Pincra, president of the Episcopal Conference,
who as he was leaving

m

Chicago m June 1987-invited by Cardinal
Joseph Bemardin-said hi
hoped to raise money while there to fund
diocesan projects ("Monsenor
™''"''''"
Pmera Via,6 a EE.UU.," El Mercurio, June 1
1, 1987, p C-2)
102. Valdes-who generally can muster
few words of praise for the United
u' '" ^i' ^^^^ ^"""^1 ^^PO" to the party as that
^IfZ
?'
admirable fighter for his profoundest moral
convictions." In that same
speech for example, Valdes referred to
the United States as "a grSt
nation but one which, "nevertheless, is
'an imperial republic,' in Raymond Aron s phrase; and, as such, one which has
structural difficulties in
^f^'^^'^^'ly P^-^suing an international policy in certain areas,
rllZtlu
especially relative to the peripheries of
Africa, Asia and Latin America
for

u'Tl

''

^''''^^"'

'''^ "-eniarked dryly that his administration "has
.nV,°
continued the general/f
lines of said |Carter| policy," but added
that the

ft

'" Washington wanted to perpetuate the neoliberal
/.nn^^'^°''''/7'u''"
economic
nriodcl then m place in Chile. Valdes
said, while respecting their
^"ch an Idea "too simplistic.
completely uwork-

Ihir^nH^^VN' ^T'^
""'"'."fi*^^,
^87 ni 19 f.''

.

104.

y Emritu, #328, September
'""^ ^""'^ ""^^""^^
^''''' """"

(^o^^'^JC"

"
ioLVjuiy stVugus" i!?
""' '1,'^''°
Realidad," op. cit. Ms. Arthur notes in
^1"
hif.rHH^Ir';
her
article that !h
the number enrolling in parties could
that week (first week
'"""^ '°
'°°°' '^' ^''''^^ '"" ^^ "nder
5 percent of the
"otir

mrT

^^^'

.

.

"

Within the

first fifteen months, two
thousand such cases of doublewere detected and reported to the courts.
"Detectan Dos Mil
Registros Doblcs," El Mercurio,
international edition, May 19-25

registration

'°^"

"^^ ^^'"P^"^ P^-^ ^1 'No,'" El Meicutio.
January 24,
l"""^'
Quotes and mention of posters from Carta
Confldencial. #3, May 2 1987

ms^l

106.

nmcd""?n
noted
[p.

Mav 30
May

^^
9)

t° the Communist-MDP link, as that
"insider" publication
the Communist party was widely
known to be "the big

1988^

'^ "^^'Ta'

-PP<^-tment was announced on

^""^T''
1988. Monsenor Sodano
a la Santa Sedc," El Mercurio. international edition, May 26-Junc 1, 1988.
107. Five distinct currents were visible
at
the conference, ranging from open
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to the strictly evangelical
participation in the political process on one side
bishops
to call for the installathe
urged
The
other.
the
on
mission
wanted the
Democrats
Christian
The
government.
tion of a provisional
the regime " serving
church to join— again— "in a common front against
political alliance promptly dubbed
as mediators in the creation of a new
the new constitutional process
"the Philippinization Formula," after
year, largely engineered under
that
earlier
Philippines
the
in
implemented
radical proposals came from
most
the
church,
church auspices. Within the
Bishops, and particularly one
the staff of the Permanent Conference of
within the Santiago
from a group of three far-left ideologues encrusted
and Oscar Iimenez,
Lagos
Antonio
priests
the
archdiocesan organization:
things, they said, Chrisand the nun Margarita Westwoot. Among other
opening," and also any alliance
tian people oppose a center-right pohtical
they added, would not be
Reconciliation,
the
which would include
Chile— as in the United
possible so long as the dictatorship continued. In
tend to be well
organizations
church
of
secretariats
executive
States— the
horn Chilean
registration
Quote
on
to the left of the church rank-and-file.
Confidencial
Review vol, 1, #5, June 1987, back page; balance from Carta
international
Meicuno,
El
from
message
1988
24-27;
#5, June 4, 1987, pp.
edition, April 21-27, p. 1.
u
j j u
Participation, headed by a
108 The church group, Civic Crusade for Citizen
foreign
study
of
exhaustive
an
to
according
priest, is an offshot of Civitas;
y Politicas,
funding done by El Mercuiio {"Platas Negras, Blancas
its funding, indirectly
January 24, 1988, pp. 1, 4-5 DL Civitas gets most of
("laundered through
from the U.S. Agency for International Development
Ostensibly, the crusade
the Coordinating Committee for Free Elections).
voter registration and
was set up to train twelve thousand volunteers in
that the priest
vote-monitoring techniques. But, when it became known
and
also as a director of the leftist Assembly for Civility

MDP

MDP

.

.

.

"

.

running it served
activists, a backhre
other top jobs were held by Christian Democrat
a review. That review
started which led to a hold on further work pending

was learned that, reassurances of neutrality
a "No" vote |£i
notwithstanding, the crusade was actively promoting
April 6,
Meicuno. international editions: "Cruzada Civica," March 3 121
21-27,
3). Arrests,
April
p.
Estrategia,"
de
"Reestudio
1988 p 3 and
March 3 1-April 6,
Dete'nidos En Acto Frente A La Moneda," El Mezcurio,
El Mercuiw, January 31,
p 5. Cardinal Silva's remarks and reactions from
the Pope, The
1988 pp. 1-3 D; Camus quote from "As the General said to
never
April 4, 1987, p. 33. It is true that the Communists had

was further enforced when

it

Economist,

109

in Chile; it is not true
polled more than 19 percent in popular elections
elections. Bishop Camus
that they never exceeded that total in university
made his remark following the arrest and alleged "psychological torture"
before the pope's visit to Chile^
of an eighteen-year-old niece, a short time
op. cit., p. D-3, interview with
'No',"
el
por
Raquel Correa, "La Campaiia
Coordinating
Genaro Arriagada, then serving as secretary-general of the
post
command
the
become
to
attempting
Elections,
Free
for

Committees
"Durante
of the "No" vote. The phrase he used was:

1

el

Ano que

paso sc

ombhgo." NED
dedico [la oposicion] practicamente a girar sobre su propio
meeting.
Caracas
contributed $67,000 for the
Fusion con UN," El Mercurio,
10 Details of the merger from "La UDl Acordo
de Acuerdo en Una Union sin
'Estamos
and
"Jarpa:
I,
January 25, 1987, p.
" El Mercurio, January 25, 1987, p. C-3; Phillips quotes from
Condiciones,'

Mission Accomplished

Monica Gonzalez, "En 1973 dcbicra habcrmc
tornado

9Q3
el

gobierno

"

inter-

nicatcd

Its hnal decision on
June 6 in a seven-page letter to Ricardo
Rivadeneira Monrea then president of RN;
the mainfssues separafing he
two groups were Phillips' insistence on
demanding constitutional reforms
in any new government, and what
Phillips perceived to be the RN's
Jank commitment to democratic ideals. But, underpinning the
impasse
were pcrsonahty clashes between Phillips
and

iS

in the insistence that

STsS

some PN leaders erressed
^ose {like Jarpa and Guzman) who had served in
he

'""*= '" ^^'''''^ '^^-^"^hip, and his
'**
caustic
criticisms of '^rh
"°r"°^
Chicago
Boys" economics. It was a measure of his
gruff style
that at the party's May 1987 national
convention at which the quest on of
alliance was thrashed out, delegates
to

what was formerly mocked

as a

^" apple-in a f
plastic f
package.
s
1987 p 13
^^^- "^"™"'^-Lojl"ePicnsanlosSantiaguinos,''£jMerctino,Junel4
1987 p
C-2. The study was done by the
Center for Public Studies-the oiilv
rightist mstitute of Its kind then
operating in the country, and was funded
in part by the National Endowment
for Democracy thmu^Tcomract
with the University of South Carolina's
Institute
^"'^

1 1
111.
1

(^Znf.'// a7,f #3,
i'^,^"'*'
CarMCon^cJenc/
May

2,

of IntematSial StudTes
'" '^^ ^^"''^S° metropolitan area aged
P^u'°"i
S.htpin
T^^u
e
ghteen and
older-three hundred each from upper, middle,
and lower
°^^"'"''" 9, 1986, and anuar" 15
f9T7"]7r"Z":f''TT::'i^fr'^
' ^'"^P Organization provided technical assistance On In
tance.
an ...
ascending scale of one to seven, bishops
and priests got a 5 3
percent ranking, followed by professional
organizations, student kdera
tions labor unions non-Catholic
pastors (4.8 percent), businessmen mili""''"'"
P""^i 13.7 percent), and the violent at the bouom
nlitlZTf'
Cited study done by the Christian
Democrat
Lriem^H
oriented Center"f'^'t^'c^
for the Study of Comcmporary
Reality (CERC) published
at approximately the same time
reflected a better light on political
parties
in response to two different
questions: "Do you think political
parhe in
general, are indispensable to govern
the country?" and, "Do you aeree
"^''^ '^^ ^°"''^*"S Pl""^^^^ Without
'' °'
politi:
Sr^rrS^hf'
^''%'^^J
cal
parties there cannot
be democracy; Political parties are
useless bo
p.r. n.da]." The first drew an overall
60.3 percent for indgensablc, 23.7 percent not mdispensable,
and 16 percent no opinion/answer
'^''1 ""''"/
?ir'nlH''''°r °'
r-^^ •^•«*^" 'han eighteen.to-twen"y-five
°' -considerable significance inasmuch as fully
'
half of
^hn
;
Lh'
if
those who will vote arc under th.rtyfive.
Only half the young group rated
l-^' ^hile all other
age groups gave them' It Last a 61
'"'^'^P^'^tf
percent mdispensable
rating. To the first of the second
brace of ques lons
"""'^ 56-9 P,'^'-^^"^ -gree, 1 6.3 percent more
or less agree 1 7 3
percent disagree, and 9.5 percent no answer;
to the second, 17.3 percent
^^-^
^-^ P'^^'^^"'- That same survey showed a drop
{JnJrT.
from 68.5 percent P'Tn?,''
1973 to 60.3 percent in 1986, of those who
believed
parties were indispensable for
governance, a slight drop in the number
who thought they were not indispensable, and a big
jump (from 4 8 p™en
"*
''''^ '^'^ '^"^ "°^ ''"^^ °' ^ho did not
answer
C. l.rH''"'
')°'';t?
'Santiago: Salesianos Primeri,
"r'^'^Ti^
S871^S7r7n
T>f
^^T'''^"
19871, pp. 68-70. That study, backed by a Ford
Foundation grant, involved

f

^

A^

.™

n™?'

t^cZTr

'

m
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889 interviews in June 1986, and the findings were first released in May of
1987. Publication of the book was aided by a Konrad Adenauer Foundation
grant.
1

13.

"PN

Nombres de Candidatos a S.E./' El MeTcmio. international
March 31- April 6, 1988, p. 4; Carta Confidencial, #21, April 20,

Entregara

edition,

then in the party,
1988, p. 1 1 That publication identified three strains by
one, headed
candidate",
"consensus
for
a
pushing
Phillips,
one, headed by
with
by Juan Eduardo King of Concepcion, pressing for an "understanding"
but
the PDC: and the "silent majority," opposed to both of these positions
remaining in from nostalgia for what the party once was. Caita Confidenprovincial leaders said
cial (p. 12) noted that on March 13, 1988, Valdivia
of the
they wanted the party to go on record once and for all in support
those
junta candidate, and that in the forthcoming party convention, only
participate, At
regions where the party had achieved legality be allowed to
Valdivia.) King
that point, the number was five, including King and
publicly at mid-April advocating a "constructive 'No' " in the
.

|

emerged

Debera Optar por Un "No" Constructive,' " EI Mercuno,
21-27, 1988, p. 4).
interview in
114 His remarks from the previously cited January 30, 1987,
The
Santiago with the author; "abrasive," from "Prising out Pinochet,"
Economist, April 11, 1988, p. 16. Valdes had been hand-picked by the
president Andres
party's top leadership in 1982 following the exile of party
plebiscite

("

'Se

international edition, April

Zaldivar and death of Eduardo Frei. At the party plenum in June 1985, the
The first-round voting
first since 1 973, Valdes had very nearly been ousted.
a
gave him 1 10 votes, Juan Hamilton 83, Adolfo Zaldivar 25, and one other
vote.
single
a
won—
round,
he
second
by
the
blank vote. On
Almeyda
115. 'Acuerdo en Frente de Izquierda," La Tercera, June 14, 1987, p. 8.
was followed into Chile on June 21 by Aniceto Rodriguez, former
secretary-general of the Socialist party, and a personage more palatable to
rela"progressives" in the Christian Democrat party already wooing the
to force
was
effect
The
Nunez.
Ricardo
socialist,
moderate
more
tively
Almeyda even farther to the left in virtual lock-step with the CommuShortly after his illegal return, Almeyda was sent into internal exile
miles
in Chile Chico, a charming but thoroughly remote village 1,300
south of Santiago.. Numerous national and international political figures
pilgrimaged there tasee him while his trial on charges of violating the
2-1, the
antiterrorist law made its way through the courts. By a vote of
sentence to
Fifth Court of Appeals, on May 13, 1988, upheld Almeyda's

nists.

541 days in prison, without possibility of parole. Rodriguez was escorted
from Caracas, where he had lived during his thirteen years of exile, by
three Venezuelan deputies, as per a vote of the Venezuelan Congress. No
major
sooner back in Chile, he called for a congress at year's end of the five
branches of Chilean socialism in the hope of bringing about reunification.
saying: "With six milhon
It did not happen. He also registered to vote,

persons registered, there is no possibility of fraud." A week after his
part in
return, Almeyda's group did soften its stance on taking grudging
the plebiscite ("Ahora en el re-exilio," Hoy, #524, August 3-9, 1987, pp.
12-13). The Communist party position was spelled out in its underground
newspaper. El Siglo: There can only be free elections, it said, "without
withwithout exiles
without the [1980] constitution
Pinochet
." Castillo Velasco was quoted
out the proscription of the popular parties
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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as expressing similar

sentiments in an interviews with El Sighboth
reterences are from El Mercurio. June U,
1987, p. C-2- "PC Reitera Posicion Frente a 'Elecciones Libres' "; "Fernando Castillo:
'Con Pinochet No
Podra Haber Comicios Libres.' "
116. "Definiciones en Puma deTralca/'Woy,
#524, August 3-9 1987 pp 6-8
Assistant Secretary of State Elliot Abrams told Congress
early in 1987 that
the US, was pressing Chile for early, direct
presidential elections, and
tavored a consensus candidate committed to the
free market economic
model. Valdes ncvcp^concealed his rejection of that
model. Finally, when
lunta member Fernando Matthei challenged the opposition,
on July 28,
1987, to define their views on the economy and private property,
Valdes
responded at a breakfast meeting with newsmen three days
later: the
present economic model, he told them, could only work
in a dictatorship.
As noted, he expanded on those views during his annual report
to the
party's plenum.
117. The "support" quote is from Carta Confidencial
#9, August 27 1987Necly, "Informe Politico #2," May 1987, p. 5 |a ten-page
typewritteii report

on

legal size paper); Valdes, previously cited interview.
Neely's report
leaked to the press, and its publication led to his ouster as
vice president of
his party and other disciplinary action; the Social
Democrats were then in
delicate alliance talks with the PDC. In that report,
he described Valdes'
stewardship as "disastrous." "With a very able and tenacious
international
effort, G Valdes convinced the 'political classes'
of the United States and
Europe that he, personally, was the providential man, qualified
to succeed
Pinochet in some critical development provoked by 'social
mobilization
backed by external pressure. He was the unquestioned leader
of the only
party great both in quantity and quality, closely intertwined
with the
mostly leftist Catholic church and, apparently, the only one
who could
count on the compliance of the ex-Popular Unity one-third
[of
'

the electodid a good job of selling his stratagem and received
generous
hnancial aid for his party'and related organisms, and was
the decisive
sponsor of funds lavished on the Socialist party, the Christian
Left
and even for the Radical party ..." (Valdes' mention of
"Chamberlain" was^
of course, a reference to the prewar British
prime minister Neville Chamberlain who believed he had succeeded in averting war
through a series of
pacts with Adolf Hitler.)
rate!.

He

MAPU

118.

'ATrcsBandas,"Hoy. #517, June 15-21, 1987, pp. 11-12. Party
ideologue
Jaime Castillo Velasco had complained that the infighting,
exploited by
the anti-PDC press, was creating "a horrible image" for the
party On June
9, the national directorate asked ail three candidates to restrain
themselves and their supporters. A few days later, the three
agreed to keep their
debates out of the press and stick to issues only— agreements
which were
of course, honored in the breach. Hormazabai, an
ex-deputy, advocated a
broad-based coalition which would include the Communists
on the left
National Renewal on the right; he rejected the 1980 constitution
outright'
but was willmg to bend if the armed forces would agree
to open elections
for president, and a Congress granted
constitution-writing powers Frei
also an cx-deputy, rejected an alliance of any kind with
Communists but
was for other alliances which would enable the party to recapture
the
political center. Like Frei, ex-Senator Patricio Aylwin
rejected both alliances with Communists and violent confrontations, arguing
instead for a
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(generated interthree-pronged strategy of pressure on the government
government and
nally and externally), an acceptable alternative plan of
a fourth candidacy
direct negotiations with the armed forces. At mid-June,
a party "renewal
representing
Larrain,
Zaldivar
was put forward— Adolfo
president, and was said
faction He is a younger brother of the former party
older brother if circumstances
to be willing to "abdicate" in favor of his
mainly on the struggle
were right to do so. Early skirmishing centered
Hamilton to
between elder brother Andres Zaldivar and former Sen. Juan

moderate tradition. When
take up the mantle of Eduardo Frei in the
compromise choice Among
neither could prevail, Aylwin emerged as the
Martinez, rival of Arturo
other names floated were those of Gutemberg
of anti-Communists in
generation
younger
of
a
Frei Bolivar for leadership
(backed by Valdes as a
the party; Claudio Huepe, and Alejandro Foxlcy
merged into the three
rapidly
they
But
Hormazabal).
to
possible alternative
the party
within
strains
candidacies expressing the three ma or
April 23-29, 1987, p.
Pasa,
#837,
Que
electoral,"
contienda
de
la
calor
19 'Al
alliance with the RN,
17 Like Valdes, Hormazabal also rejected an
Olguin, said flatanother long-time party leader and ex-senator, Osvaldo
and former
Hamilton
Juan
Zaldivar,
Adolfo
tie;
such
a
out he favored
degrees of resUniversity President Edgardo Boeninger expressed varying
j

1

ervations.

120
121

8.
"Definiciones en Punta de Ttalca," Hoy, August 3-9, 1987, p.
1987, pp. 6-8; La
"El Derrotero del PDC," Hoy, #525, August 10-16,
Que Pasa
Definicion de la DC," Que Pasa. #852, August 6-12, 1987, p. 38.
presidency;
sixth
Aylwin's
as
this
describe
seen
and other sources 1 have
seven.
Hoy closer to the PDC than most other publications, puts it at
claimed that
explained,
otherwise
not
analysis
an
in
Carta Confidencial,
percent of the vote, the "Horin the voting the 'Aylwin Line" got 42

"Frei" 6 percent,
mazabal Line" 38 percent, "Renewal" (Zaldivar] 7 percent,
voted those
delegates
explanation:
possible
and "Consensus" 5 percent. A
give Aylwin his 55
"tendencies," which were then lumped together to
percent (Zaldivar and Frei) (#9, August 27, 1987, p. 38|.
Aylwin, Hoy 0blb,
122 "Como entenderse con las FEAA.," an interview with
Que
Pasa, op. cit., both postconvention
la
DC,"
8-9de
Definicion
"La
pp
Aylwin was
interviews with Aylwin. In his remark about Pinochetismo,
regime and the
responding to an Hoy question: "There are sectors of the
who preUS Department of State that propose a consensus candidate
formula?" The "subtle,
serves the economic model. Would you accept that
Valdes' claim that
indirect" reference is from the same issue of Hoy noting
been drawn into a
had
PDC
the
Sergio
Jarpa,
with
talks"
"peace
1983
in the
demanded everyweak,
was
regime
the
trap- the opposition, believing
interested in lulling the
thing. Jarpa, meantime, in that view, was only
anything in return.
opposition into a demobilization without offering
"This time it wil be the
"The lesson was learned," the magazine wrote.
.

.

.

It will not be
opposition that chooses its opposite number [interlocutOT].
must be
dialogue
The
representatives.
its
with the executive branch, nor
body, and
with the junta for two reasons": because it is the legislative
styles will be
because the opposition wants constitutional reforms. "The
negotiate, nor will there
subtle and indirect. The Ipartyj leadership will not
Personal conprivate
be public understandings. What there is will be
the junta as
of
door
the
on
knocking
than
More
tacts also will prevail.
.

.

.
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such it will be a matter of sounding out the
"
commanders-in-chief
The
a milhon hgurc was from a speech made
June 10 in Osorno, "Aylwin Pidio 8
MUlones dc Inscnpciones," El Mercurio, June
1988 p C-2
123. 'Aylwin: 'Merino Me Ha Ofcndido Injustamente/ "
El Mercurio, international edition, March31-April 6, 1988; "El
dilema de un candidato civil,"
Hoy. #517, June 15-21, 1987, p. 6; "Civiles," in
La Semana Nacronal,
Tercera, June 14, 1987, p. 3; "General
Matthei," and "Valdes," in Revista
Noticiosa Scmanal, El Mercurio, June 14,
p. D-13. On March 29
1988
Merino said Ay win^;'licd" when he, and other political
leaders, said the
purpose oi the plebiscite was to approve or reject
the constitution. Aylwin
said Merino had "caricatured" his views;
he understood that the plebiscite
was to approve or disapprove the candidate named by
the junta, but that it
also had a deeper political significance.
Admiral Merino himself he
averred, had said that should the "Yes" vote
win, it would be "a backine of
the action which the government has
undertaken"; by the same loeic

U

L

Aylwin

said, a ''No" vote

meant the

rejection of that

same

set of policies'

and thus a mandate for change. As for General
Matthei, he clarified in his
remarks that he intended to step down as air force
chief in 1989 to make
way for younger commanders, and thus had no
intention of remaining in
government thereafter whatever the plebiscite outcome.
Although those
June remarks were cited repeatedly in foreign
press accounts, none of the
junta members ever again referred to a civilian—
or any other— alternative
candidate to Pinochet.
124.

"Chicago 'boys' miran al 2000," Hoy, #524, August
3-10, 1987. According
to Alvaro Vial, director of the National
Statistical
ernizations" included:

Institute, the "7

mod-

and external security for Chileansexpanded employee stock ownership programs
(ESOPs) for workers; intensified initiatives to expand Chile's
links with the outside world; increased
and broader public access to consumer goods;
stepped-up regionalization
and decentralization of government; a modemized
justice system with
internal

increased access for all; rationalization of
the public sector, increased
investment in key sectors; intensified export
growth; better pay and
improved employment opportunities, sustained
economic growth and a

125.

more mtense war on poverty Reference to Fernandez'
constitutional role
trom Chilean Review, vol. 1, #6, July-August 1987
p 1
Carta Copfidencial. #10, September 15,
1987, pp. '1-4. Weiss had cosponsored several measures to sanction Chile,
including one to end Overseas Private Investment Corporation
programs in Chile— although Chile
had ong since become one of the few countries
on earth amicably to
satisfy all of its OPIC claims. Those claims
had been created by AUende's

confiscation of American companies, and, as
noted previously, threatened
to drive OPIC into bankruptcy But, as
one authoritative publication has
noted, Weiss
ideological views ... are about as leftish
as those of any
House mernbcr." Michael Barone and Grant Ujifusa,
The Almanac of

American Politics 1986 (Washington: National
Journal, 1987) p 945
Schnakc was at Radio Corporacion across the street
from La Moneda on
Septcnibcr 11. When the station was able to resume
broadcasting briefly at
three that afternoon Schnakc broadcast an
appeal for help which AUende
had given him three hours earlier; Schnake did
not know that Allende had
already been dead for more than an hour when
he did so. He had lived in

exile in Spain,

and returned to Chile on September

6.

In 1973 the Social-
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marching
were the violent ones, the Communists only near the end. In
in the same
remain
not
would
"he
said
Phillips
conference,
out of the
Carlos| Carreno, a
assembly with the kidnappers of [Lieutenant Colonel
of an army officer by a
reference to the kidnapping several days earlier
ists

shocked
Communist commando group of the FMR. Though chat event
though Guastavino, as
Chileans it did not seem to perturb other delegates,

126

the most conspicuous
coordinator of the party's Central Committee, was
one.
only
the
from
far
was
he
Communist at the assembly,
a series of biographiBioeraphical data on both from "Los Prcsidenciables,"
40-43. Carmen Frei cut
cal sketches published by Hoy in lunc 1987, pp.
father in his 1964 presidential
her political teeth accompanying her late
Ortega, who would
1963, she married sociologist Eugenio

campaign. In
later

become

secretary-general of the

PDC

under Valdcs; Carmen herself
together

wuh Valdes

had been elected a vice president of the party in 1982
the "chascon (leftist)
and both she and her husband were identified with
worked for the
wing of the party. During the three years her husband
in a U.S federal
worked
Carmen
1976-1979|,
York
New
in
Nations
United
educaspecialized
degree
in
her
taken
had
(she
program for Latin children
1

Gracicla Borquez, director
tion for disadvantaged children). In June 1987,
Carmen Frci was the
believed
she
said
department,
women's
of the party's
candidate
presidential
as
a
behind
unite
could
opposition

one person the
El Mercuno, June
("Proponen Canditura de Carmen Frei a Presidencia,"
proposal. Her brother,
that
came
of
further
Nothing
11 1987 p C-21
moderate views of their late
Eduardo,' was thought to be closer to the
Con1 986 at a seminar,
December
in
speaker
keynote
the
was
He
father
it was
and
Spam,"
of
experience
the
democracy;
sensus and transition to
attention.
that speech which lifted him to public
of a thirteen-page
Carlos Neely, Informe Politico #4, September 1987, p. 2
of his Social Demotypewritten report Neely prepared for the leadership
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I9-29^Plans for foreign
128. Carta Confidencial, #18, March 2, 1988, pp.
March 1988, p. 4. The anvisitors from Chilean Review, vol. 1, #13,
International
nouncement was made by Luis Pareto, coordinator of the
commission
Assembly of Parliamentarians, who said a coordinatmg
Committee of
would be formed with Christian Democrat Sergio Molina's
had already begun inviting intellectuals from

Personages. That group
director of the Uniaround the world. Meanwhile, Maria Rozas, national
the Christian Demoby
controlled
also
Association—
Professor's
versity
United
academics from Germany, England, France, and the

crats—said

She said

upcoming plebiscite.
States would also act as observers during the
in Chile, "before, during
meeting
in
interest
an
shown
had
teachers' groups
and
129
'

after the plebiscite."

n n
.u
the
week following
The newspaper published two major editorials in the
Renovaen
("Crisis
Guzman
oust
to
tribunal
4-3 vote of RN's disciplinary
,

'Si' y I^ Crisis " April 24, both
cion Nacional," Saturday, April 23, and "El
21-27, 1988, p. 3). The hght
April
edition,
international
from El Mercurio.
remained in command o
who
Sergio
larpa,
mainly pitted Guzman against
and unequivocal
and revolved around Guzman's insistence on early
the party s
prcservmg
on
insistence
Jarpa's
candidate,
support for the junta
somewhat by the fact that
negotiating flexibility. The blow was softened
(Avanzada Nacional), headed by
on April 4, the National Vanguard Party

RN
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Benjamin Matte and to the right even
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RN, announced

that it had
secured a sufficient number of signatures for legal
recognition as a national
party Though spht over tactics, both wings of
remained firmly committed to a "Si" vote in the plebiscite.

RN

130.

The 6 percent theory

is in Carta Confidencial. #21, April
20 1988 p 1Zaldivar in an interview with Raquel Correa,
"A la Altura de los Lidcrazgos El Mercurio. international, May 5-11,
1988, p. 6; Matthei "Lo
que No Esta en Jucgo," El Mercurio. international,
May 26-Junc 1 1988
p. 3 It is interesting t^obscrve that whereas the
Christian Democrats saw
nothing mopcrable" about a four-year "lame duck"
government— their
January transition proposal-they did profess
to be worried about the
viability of a one-year lame duck government.
"
As to political

"parties as
1988, only five parties had presented
enough signatures to qualify as legal national parties.
By then the "concentration" embraced somewhere between
fourteen and sixteen "parties "
depending on how the various splinters were counted
131. In March 1988, both PDC President
Aylwin and Zaldivar, the party's
number two man, said they would respect the outcome,
provided it was a
clean plebiscite IChilean Review, vol.
1, #13, March 1988, p. 4). But in his
May 8 interview with Raquel Correa, Zaldivar, for example,
was hedging
Question: "But you have said publicly that you
would respect it." Answerit It IS the result of a clean plebiscite,
of course we will accept it But the
campai^ already is not clean, because there is inequality
in the matter of
media; the government is abusing fiscal resources;
mayors are pressurine
the people; the regime is trying to buy the
conscience of the people eivine
away everything from houses to bicycles ... if
the plebiscite is not abso
utcly clear, clean and transparent, no one
is going to believe in it nor
legitimize it. And if this government stays on
for eight more years I believe
J^ S°i"g 'o f"" into a process of increasing confrontation
" If
'^.^''""y
a Jcadcr oi the "moderate" wing of the
party was already stipulating conditions of purity incxistcnt in the history of
the country (and found in few if
any, less developed countries anywhere)
while also decrying pork barrel
politics common even to the most advanced
democracies, the leader of the
party s Left was even less circumspect. Said
Gabriel Valdes, in a Mav
interview: The triumph of a 'Yes' vote is a
utopia, and I don't believe in
Utopias (issue #303, Cosas. quoted in Carta
Confidencial. #23, May
J 25
lyss, p. 6).

noted previously, as of

late

May

1

'

132. Arriagada is

from an

AP

>

story dated

March 20 and Molina a UPI storv
Carta Confidencial the first, issue
5, pp. 10^1 1, the second, #22, May
9, 1988, p. 13 Molina
former finance minister under Frci and listed
among the presidential
candidate possibilities by the pro-PDC magazine
Hoy (in its previously
cited Los Prcsidenciables" series,
#2, pp. 61-63), had

S)n
#20,

""5

A
c
April

^<=P™5'"'^<=<^ in

'

,*n

tee tor Free Elections,

which then became known
Personalities in some translations;

created the Commitas the Committee of
the Spanish word is

Personages (or
personahdades].
133. Comments on Pinochet from Correa
interview, op. cit. p D-3- volunteers
from " 'Oposicion Reunira 200 Mil Voluntaries,' "
El Mercurio,
tional edition.

May 5-1 1,

interna-

1988,

Commenting on the volunteers' plan.
1988, p. 2) said it was a long way from

p. 4,

Carta Confidencial (#23, May 25,
and that, in fact, the only actual force already mobilized
in opposi-

reality,
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carried on the Catholic
tion was the church. On that same program—
that "some
University's television network— Arriagada acknowledged
but
opposition,
the
for
time
television
clearing
in
made
progress" had been
the govcomplained that he expected "nothing" from the third network,

134

ernment channel.
"Un 47 2% Cree Que Es Mejor que Gane
tional edition,

March 31-April

between February 22 and March

6,

12,

,

„

„

^,

.

Meicuno, interna1988, p. 5. That survey was done
and was based on a sample ot Z,4UU
el 'Si,'

El

in the voter-eligible
voter-age persons, equivalent to 6.3 million persons
nearly half of those
population. "Untested" because, as pointed out earlier,
they had never
meaning
under,
or
registering were thirty-five-years-old
continuing pro-yes Gallup
before voted in a presidential election. The
done by the leftcurve was consistent with findings in the 1985 survey
surveyed
wing FLACSO organization in Santiago: 76 percent of those
Cited in La Cullocated themselves from the center to the center-right.
Opinion Pubhca 1983tura Politica Chilena Segiin Las Encuestas de
Humanisticos, 1986) p. 55
19861 (Santiago: Institute Chileno de Estudios
Chaparro noted (p. 5|
In introducing the work, political scientist Patricio
small sample [six
relatively
a
based
on
although
study
that the FLACSO
Democrats
hundred persons], was "a serious study" With the Christian
1 988, it was not surprising that
in
again
once
center
the
abandoning
clearly
represented their
such a hi^ percentage would say they felt no party
,
.,,.
interests.
^ _
„
1-2; the 5.7 million
135 Cited in Carta Confidencial #23, May 25, 1988, pp.
May 19-25, op. cit., p. 5;
figure is from El Mercuiio. international edition.
Voten," May 5-1 1, p. 5.
No
Que
Ciudadanos
Para
Multas
"Establecen
fines,
1-2.
136. Chilean Review, vol. 1, #13, March 1988, pp.
Ahora Ya
Bien o Mai,
137 " 'Comandantes en Jefe Diran Si lo He Hecho
" and " 'Critica de la Oposicion Es DogCandidate,'
el
Es
Sabemos Quien
April 21-27
matica y Revanchista,' " El Meicmio, international edition,
Municipal
1988 pp 1,6, 5. The Pinochet speech was made April 22, in the
seashore
that
meetings
in
large
of
scene
traditional
Mar,
Casino in Vina del
'

,

resort city.

138

„
^
n
"Cambios de Fondo Propone Programa
,

El Mercaiio. international editions:

,

1,
Economico Opositor"; 'De Donde Saldran los Recursos,' " May
Revivir Receta Agotada," May 12-19, p. 1.
p. 5, "DC y Marxistas Quieren
ChrisThere was something especially ironic about the statist/socialist
infladown
"bringing
including
allies
Socialist
their
tian Democrats and
governments that
tion" in their program: it was precisely under their
seen in human history.
inflation had soared progressively to levels rarely

"

5-1

the
The UFs (Unidades de Fomento] were, in fact, established to encourage
runaway inflation.
availability of mortgage money in economies with
a built-in mechanism
Basically, they guarantee to lenders principal, plus
years, when "the state"
for interest-plus-inflation. During the Frei-Allende
delinquencies. But, with
paid everybody's bills, scant attention was paid to
and specifically, with
1980s—
in
the
economy
the emergence of a market

institutions— there was a
the reprivatization of banks and other financial
1982 economic collapse.
the
wake
of
the
in
foreclosures
of
number
small
II,
By 1985-1986, UFs began to surface as a political rallying cry On )une
(ANEF) protested that
1987, the National Association of Fiscal Employees
salaries for
from 1981 to 1987, UF had shot up by 204 percent, while base
According to Carta
public employees had increased by only 69.2 percent.

1
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Confidencial (# 15, December 1 1, 1987, pp. 23-24), only
1 .2 percent of UF
holders were then in arrears; 1,580,000 were
current in their payments
The real target of the political pressure would appear
to be Chile's hiehlv
successful privatized social security system,
since so many of those pension plans had significant investments in banks,
insurance companies and
other financial institutions which held the UF
"paper," For socialists and
the statists of the Christian Democrats, a
pension program over which
they hadno political control was an abomination—
no matter how successful Oiiegoveri^ent bail-out idea then being
floated, according to
Carta Confidencial. would cost the state $120 milhon
139. jFrom El Mercurio. international editions: "
'Meta Es Construir el Sociahsmo de Allende,"' and " 'Critica de la Oposicion Es
Dogmatica 1y
Revanchista, " April 21-April 27, 1988, p. 5,
"'Lagos InterpSto a MiHones de Chilenos' "; 'Compartimos Criticas Politicas
" "
de
Lagos'

'Ese

SocialismoNoCorrespondeaChile,"'April28-May4 1988 p 7'"PDC
Pcrdio
Lidcrazgo

De Oposicion

Chilena," May 5-1 1 1988 p 4
from "Los Prcsidenciables," op. cit., vol 2
pp 55-57
Wtiy he would form a new party of his own rather
than join'forces with
either of the established and ostensibly more
leftist socialist parties (those
ot Almeyda and Ricardo NMez) is in intriguing
question. Long
'

140. Biographical data

before the

Co^'^^e""'^^ postulated 3 theory (#15, December
The principal force behind the PPD has challenged
pp.
President Pmochet to prove that he is a
communist. Any person of averaee
culture, who had studied the writings
of Lenin or [former KGB chieftain!
Beria, understands clearly the role and
interference-running function
^'^^''^™'^°^' ^^^' ^'- ^'"^'^^ '-^gos is performing on
behalf
(T'^u^i''
of the Chilean Communist party
Unmistakably, Lagos intends to consti^^^^' ^*^^" '^^ Communist party was
'^^ ^"""'^^
n^! ^T'f.u
illegal
[and Allende ran interference for them).
On a personal level it
would appear that Mr Lagos is convinced that
he is the successor' to
^"=^''°° L^gos ^^ demonstrated, repeatedly,
his cleverness and
r
k!?
u
Vsubtle ability to favor the Communist
party
141. Nuiiez' support of the Soviet invasion
is in Patricio Tupper, ed
89/90Opctones Pohticas en Chile {Santiago: Ediciones
Colchagua 1987 p 305
int*="ational editions, "Experiencias de la
UP" April 28^i
.f,7^9°'''^™° ^"'^'^ ^^^i^i"^ Las Divisions
y Querellas De Hace
f!?^^
'u
DieciochoAnos.'" Lagos made his follow-up remarks
on April 27. Valdes
clarihed that he did not mean it was
Aliende's attaining power that had
destroyed democracy but rather "the quarrels
and visions" of democracy's
^* P""^'*' opinions from Carta Confidencial,
#23, May
25
, ooV"^^''^.
'

n
11,

o^T ^''^^^o'
f^,""
1987,
18-19):
,

f

lyas,

^^^'

p. 14.

'

^°' Liderazgos," op. cit.; Zaidivar's move from
the limelight
trom EI Mercuno, international edition, May 19-25,
1988 d 2 " 'PrinTu^
nter Pares.' " In that May 22 editorial, the
newspaper

"Lt f^T

'^'^

.untiU
^w days ago, Andres Zaldivar had appeared in the presswrote:
as the head
'[

.

of the
^°-'
^' ^^P^'^^^^^ '" hi^ '^^^' i^'^rview
'"^^r .'^'
^f''
"'"^f
his lull availability
[concordancia] for a possible presidential candidacy
he
has not again been seen in charge of said
coordination." In-fighting
''Si^ung irom
from

SS?v
Carta

Confidencial, #23, op. cit., pp. 26-28.
143. £7 Mercurio, international edition, May
5-11, 1988: "Promulgada Lev
sobrc Votaciones y Escrutinios," pp. 1-2; " 'Lo
Mas Probable Es que el
Plebiscito Sea en Octubre.' " The latter story
quoted junta member Gen

2
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most probable" date.
Fernando Matthei as saying October was "the
" May 26-Iune 1, p. 5. Cana
"
'Plebiscite Sera Sin Estados De Excepcion,'
it would
ConMencial (#23, op. cit., pp. 4-9)-which had earlier predicted
on the
speculated
7|-now
21
p.
(#20,
be between October 17 and October
be precededby three
would
election
the
reasons:
its
Among
date.
December
holiday and probability ot a
days of rest because of the December 8 religious
factor; the proximity to
Washington
the
weekend,
the
into
"bridge"
Friday
spirits. The publicabuoyant
general
of
times
both
summer and Christmas,
tion

warned that the only

risk

that the well-to-do would repeat their
at the beach instead of voting.
of the Humanist and Green parties have

was

1970 mistake: spending the long weekend

Most of the data for this summary
#15, December 1 1,
been extracted from two issues of Carta Confidencial,
to "inoderate and
36-48.
As
1988,
pp.
May
9,
1987 pp. 26-36, and #22,

144
'

edition during
while the pages of El Mercurio's international
charges, countcrbombast,
political
with
overflowed
have
1988
1987 and
the Movement is rarely niencharses alliances, alliances come unstuck,
did not even include him
tioned at all. Saenz was so underrated that Hoy
in their June 19S/ Los
candidates
possible
so
or
among the seventy

demure

"

Presidenciables" series.
,n ,noT
September 30 1987, pp.
"Los Micro-Partidos," Caita Confidencial #11,
forgiven for under15-26 Editor/Publisher Cesar Hidalgo Calvo could be
was the following April
estimating Lagos' PPD in December 1987; it

145
'

would achieve political prominence.
"PR Complete Presentacion De Firmas en Todo

before he
146.

Politicos

,„,„

el Pais,"

,

and

„„

.,

Partidos

May 26- June
en Formacion," El Mercurio international edition.
second May
the
edition,
1
the
June
from
was
story
5-6; the first

1 1988 pp.
faction headed by Luis
26 Faced with the loss of the Radical name, the
linked arms with the
and
picture
legal
the
out
of
dropped
Fernando Luengo

underground parties of the radical Left.
General Sepultaron
Mercurio international editions, "En el Cemcnterio
Natalicio de
"Recordaran
page;
back
1,
26-June
a Laura Allende," May
born July 26 1908.
Allende," June 2-8, 1988, p. 5. Allende was

147. El

Salvador

148
'

"Extremistas Asesinaron a 2 Ca£J Mercurio international editions:
Salvo Ucso Dc Emboscada TcTorres
"Fiscal
rabineros," May 19-25, p. 1;
a Tiros Oficial de Ejercito
rrorista," May 26-Iunc 1, p. 1; "Asesinado
Exterior,"
al
pp. 1 and 5, respectively, |une
Dccisiones
Subordina
"Chile No
Per Marcha del Proccso,
Inquietud
2-8 1988: and, "Obispos Expresan
to the US. note, Chile's foreign
response
sharp
1.
In
a
p.
9-15
1988,
June
on facts and circumministry said the government based its decisions
statement added, is a
stances as it sees and evaluates them; "Chile," the
Chilean will accept that its institutional process
;

sovereign nation and no

interference. Ibid. PDC
toward democracy may be blocked by foreign
Minister was prePresident Patricio Aylwin, meantime, said the Interior
for the murders
responsible
as
Communists
accused
iudging" when he
during times ot
adding that "the murder of Carabineros did not happen
al Acusar a ComPrejuzgando
Esta
Interior
de
("Ministro
democracy"
The MIR and other terrorist
unistas," El Mercurio. May 19-25, 1988, p. 5).
formed during the
organizations were, as indicated in previous chapters,
especially viowere
and
then
careers
violent
their
began
government,
Frei

lent during the

based
Allende "democracy." In their statement, the bishops

registration of
on two specifics: the relatively low level of
limited to Chilc; and
scarcely
apathy
youthful
of
a
form
younger voters—
their "concern"
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lack of total access to the media, particularly to the
government television
network. That network was, in fact, the only medium
the opposition

was

not exploitmg fully and riotously, and the bishops'
statement overlooked
the tact that under Chilean law, electioneering— and
with it access to that
channel— was not supposed to begin officially until one month
before the
election, and a date still had not been set for the
plebiscite. In a June 12
editorial, Ei Meicurio noted that when the opposition
had only limited if
any, access to media, then the bishops'
pronouncements filled a need "But
today to the dozens of^,groups which daily issue political
pronouncements
must be added the interference of diplomats, organizations or
special emissaries of foreign governments, performing artists and
intellectuals brought
to the country for electioneering purposes and, on
top of that, the many
associations, union and student pronouncements
derived from the progressive politicization of the various organs of press ...
But the pastors have
tailed to refer to a danger much greater and which would
have been timely

to underscore, in view of the murder of an Army officer
the very day before
the bishops' communique: that of political criminal
violence which week
after week claims the lives of Chileans ..." Ibid.,
p. 3.
'"^^^

°^ '^"'^^ Confidenciah proclamation and Pinochet assassination
in'i^™*
#23, May 25, 1988, p. 5 (the publication cites a letter published
by the
MAPUmagazinc>lna7isj5, #226); Central Committee meeting, #22
May
9, 1988, pp. 26-27 and #18, March 2, 1988, pp. 11-12. "Manuel
Rodriguez

Patriotic Front" refers to that terrorist organization's
"political" commisI have used the "FMR" initials
for simplicity Presenting two faces to
the world was, of course, old hat for the Communists,
just as was creating
sariat;

overt and covert organizations. At the Second
Congress of the Communist
International, held in Moscow in July 1 920, Lenin laid down
the twenty-one
conditions for membership in the Comintern. Communists,
Lenin told
them, "should not be doctrinaire but flexible. They should
not spurn the
opportunities that the capitalist state affords through its rotten
freedoms.
Thus the Communists ought not to reject the chance to use
parliaments
and to work through the trade unions; if an occasion warrants,
they should
join in a bloc or even enter the opportunist Socialist
parties." A Communist
"struggled through both legal and illegal means
and so the American or
Swedish Communist, though he lives in a society so different
from the
Russia of 1895, is told that his Party must (emphasis in
original) have an
illegal as well as a legal apparatus.
." Adam B. Ulam,
The Bolsheviks (New
York: The MacMiilan Company 1965), pp. 497 and
501 In the first quota"'^^ paraphrasing from Lenin's pamphlet, Left Communism^Au^fj L
Childish Disease of Communism. 1895 was the year
of Lenin's imprisonment; the two years 1893-1895 were regarded as the years
of his emergence
as a leader of Bolshevism, and the latter year for
orthodox
.

.

.

communism

commemorated

as the true advent of the revolutionary process
150, Chilean Review: Vol. 1, #5, June 1987, p. 4 (Byrne
statement)- Vol 1
February 1987, p. 4. The
continued to ignore Volio's findings'

UN

November

27, 1987, the

is

#1

On

General Assembly voted 81-5 (with 47 abstentions) to express its "deep concern" over human
rights violations in Chile
Afghanistan, and Iran (although only 58 nations could bring
themselves to
condemn abuses in Iran). Volio, commending Chile for "exemplary"
cooperation, said his first-hand observations enabled him
"to verify the disposition of the Government of Chile to improve its
behavior in the field of
political freedom, with ambient conditions favorable
to life without fear
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them, as well for the
the citizens and with respect for each one of
society." Preparaenhghtened
and
integral
development of a harmonious,
represented "an advance in the held
tions for the plebiscite itself, he said,
U, April 1 988, p. 5
of human rights" Chilean Review, Vol. 1 #

among

1.

{

,

illegally

were Communist

151. Besides Almeyda, among others returning
(also in 1987]. EI Mercurio
leaders Julieta Campusano and Mireya Baltra
Carrcra Quedo Libre
Elena
Maria
international editions: "Ex Senadora

12-18, 1988, p. 1, "Autorizan Ingreso De 25 Exilados
p 18.
May 26-June 1, 1988, p. 1, Carta Confidenaal #4, May 18, 1987,
Chilean
Rings,
152 "Chilean Terrorists Belong to Transnational Terror
Admits Training
Review Vol 1, #5, June 1987, p. 3; "Cuban Official
" Chilean Review. Vol. 1, #15, May 1988, p. 4. Commenting on
Guerrillas
with the Brazilian magaRodriguez' admission in an April 1988 interview
La Tercera said that "while Gorbachev hypnotizes the
Bajo fianza,"

May

'

zine Veja Santiago's

on countries
West he has handed Cuba the task of pressing the attacks
Carta Confidenciai.
south of the Rio Grande." Terrorist meetings, plans:
the magazine notes that
January 1 5 1 988, pp. 20-22. Referring to the MIR,
Ibanez and two of his
Urzua
Carol
Mayor
following the murder of Santiago
seven top MIR leaders,
guards, August 30, 1983, security forces captured
the magazine (p. 29),
including Arturo Villavela Araujo. According to
terrorist actions on the
ViUavela was considered the best planner of urban
decree three days of ofhcial
South American continent, leading Castro to
had to mteryene to
mourning following his death. In April 1987, Castro
Allende (Allendes
Pascal
Andres
ordering
MIR,
the
in
restore order
to turn over
actions—
armed
"fetish"
of
nephew)— accused of making a
and Hernan Aguilo
leadership of the organization to Nelson Gutierrez
engaged in three specMartinez, (pp. 29-3 1|. As for the FMR, in 1987, it
incidents and at least one
tacular actions— and a number of sabotage
murder— before being reined in: disrupting the Pope s open air

Carabinero
held in connecmass, engineering the escape of four of their number being
Pinochet from the Valparaiso
tion with the attempted assassination of
Carreno on Septemmilitary prison; and, kidnapping Army Lt. Col. Carlos
All three, in one
1987).
December
2,
Paulo
ber 1 (he was released in Sao
because of the public opinion
fashion or another, were fiascos: the first,
cost the hard-pressed
backlash; the second, because it was said to have
had originally
organization $700,000; and the third, because they
face
of relentless Pressure on
the
in
but,
ransom
$2-million
a
demanded
back to $50,UUU.
them internally and public condemnation, later scaled
through on
They were so weakened, in fact, that they were unable to carry
championships m
disrupting the World Youth Soccer Cup
their threat of
Chile in October of

1987— an event that attracted some 300 foreign lourgiven them guaranteed worldwide publicity
have
would
and
nalists
Politico " El Mercu153 'Acto de los Trabajadores Fue Transformado en Mitin
back page. Among those present
rio international edition, April 28-May 4,
Socialist leader Aniceto
were communist leader Fanny PoUarolo; former
MAPU leader VicPPD);
Lagos'
with
affiliated
Rodriguez (now nominally
also-illegal Almeyda wing of the
tor Barrueto, and Luciano Valdes of the
hand from Italy and Spain
Socialists. International labor leaders were on

One person
and observers from a number of other countries.
were wounded, 94
gunshot wounds in Santiago; in Valparaiso, two
arrested in Concepsix
injured,
four
Iquique,
in
arrested
arrested; 30 were
linked to the MIR.
cion, where the disturbances were quickly
sutjered

Mission Accomplished
154.

According to Carta Confidencial (#23,

915

May 25,

1988, pp. 37-46) the MIR
acted when it got wind of Bustos' intention
of suspending that strike call
anyway. On the one hand, he was said to have
come under heavy pressure
Irom his own party to scale down confrontation
as a tactic because of the
furor generated by the Ricardo Lagos
television speech in April. For
another, closely tied to the first, foreigners
bankrolling the PDC and others
were pressuring them to concentrate on beating
Pinochet in the plebiscite
not— as before— toppling the regime. Bustos was said to
have been given
similar advice durit^ his frequent trips to
AFL-CIO headquarters in Washington. At first, the MIR tried to weasel out
of blame, with a May 5 public
letter
which it implied that it may all have been a
government trick
Bustos,
a May 21 article in the ultra-left daily
Ponin Mapocho was not
buying, and for good measure, said that from
now on, there would be no
more hooded individuals permitted at Workers'
Command rallies. Data on
tomasjiom same issue pp. 30-31. In issue #15, December
11, 1987, Carta
Confidencwl published 3 revealing report
|pp. 43-44] on how the Communists intended to use the La Victoria
shantytown as a prototype for this
phase of their insurrection. La Victoria was the
oldest of the shantytowns
the Santiago metropolis, established 30
years before. Communist orgamzers— aided according to the publication by Father
Pierre Dubois—
seized control of several community
organizations, until 500 of its activ'0 c^'^rose iron rule over the lives of the 25,000 inhabitants.
1 ^^
155. In*^i^c
1981, two radical reforms were introduced: to
teach, one no longer
needed a university teaching certificate, but
could be drawn from other
professional backgrounds. The other, in
decentrahzing education made
teachers private instead of public employees,
and thus subject to the forces
of the private market, including job
security and wages. Communists and
other political groups were quick to roil those
already troubled waters
provoking labor trouble wherever and whenever they
could At the university level, a radical change was introduced,
as well as at the eight state
campuses: for the first time, "outsiders" made up
one-third of the boards of
i"="^""?n« (academics one-third, and government officials oneT'^fs
third). During the transition period up
to 1989, Pinochet appointed university rectors as well; beginning in 1989,
those boards would present slates
irom which the president would have to choose
156. El Mercurio international editions:
"
"PC Infiltro Universidades

m

m

m

r

f

y Iglesia
12-18, 1988, p. 5. In elections, for example, for a
new Student Federation at the University of Chile, a slate headed
itself by the very leftist
Christian Democrat Youth polled 61.5 percent
of the votes; but that slate
included representatives of two ultra-Ibft organizations,
the Christian Left
and the Socialist Party-Nuiiez, as well as of the
"mysterious" Humanists
Ihe rest of the votes were divided among
Communists, SocialistsAlmeyda, and other hard-leftists. The Right, charging
the elections were
nggcd, called for a boycott; abstention was an
impressively-high 36 8%
Taking office a few days later, the new slate made
plain how politicized was
their agenda; besides demanding the
resignation of the rector, they called
for a fight for the "No" vote, university
"autonomy," an end of efforts to

May

mn M "
"

1,

157.

'
'" ^"^^''' ^'^- "^^"^ N^""'"^ Encabezada por la
back page; 'Asumicron Nuevos Dirigentes de
FECH "

,'o"'n'c*'l'*^f

iy-25,
l.,..'^
May 26-Junc

1988,

'

p. 5.

"Ex Senador Comunista Arengo a Niiios Liceanos,"
El Mercurio international. May 12-18, 1988, back page. Carta
Confidencial #23, op. cit.,
9.
p.
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THE HEROIC DAYS
The World Bank published an exhaustive study of
of military rule The
Chilean economy covering the first five years

In January of 1980,

the

team of experts of different
study was done by a fourteen-member
contributions by five other
written
specialities, bolstered later by
and discussions with
research
subsequent
experts, and refined through
summary observations ot
Chilean government figures. The first of the
that report bears repeating:
the Chilean
Under extraordinarily unfavorable circumstances
precewithout
turnaround
authorities have engineered an economic
Septemin
power
took
military
When
the
dent in the history of Chile.
rate of around 1,000
ber 1973, inflation had reached an annuahzed
the foreign debt in
negative,
percent, net international reserves were
consecutive year
second
the
for
declining
arrears, and production was
exceeded
20 percent ot
alone
government
central
the
of
The deficit
system in
financial
the
control,
the GOB the money supply was out of
.'
overvalued
grossly
rate
exchange
shambles, and the
.

upon to pick up the pieces of the shattered economy
potatoes
"Things had gotten so bad that we were importing
those on shop
find
couldn't
you
but
China—
from
and pork

The man
recalled-

.

called

from Poland

"^^
shelves, either.

•

economies
As the authors of that World Bank study noted, "few

.u

in the

and prescribed for. Chile
world have been as much studied, argued over,
debates regarding
international
has continuously been at the center of
government in
of
role
proper
the
the causes and effects of inflation;
on developed
developing
of
dependency
promoting development; the
export comsingle
a
on
reliance
from
arising
economies; the instability
916
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modity; and the implications for economic growth
of democratic decision-making, welfare programs, agrarian reform,
foreign investment,
and import- substi tution indus trialization. "^
This is not the place to fan the flames of that debate,
nor to argue the
merits of market versus statist economies. It is,
however, the place to
point out that most academic and journalistic
critiques flow from
premises clearly prejudiced in the direction of a
larger rather than a
smaller role for the st^te as an engine of
progress

and social justice
Those critiques are the ones, then, which largely influence
the perceptions and behaviors of government policymakers, becoming,
in turn

the fodder of further journalistic/academic
discernments.
corollary of
that, running through so much of the
serious scholarship and more
ephemeral media reportage on Chile, is the presumption
that policies
that seek to stimulate business growth
and development are, ipso facto
designed to favor the "rich" at the expense
of the poor. One widely
respected American reporter managed to get through
an entire, lengthy
analysis" of the 1975 crash without once
mentioning external factors
but did manage to echo (wrongly) the prevailing

A

orthodoxy: "The minorhe wrote, "are best off now by government intention
and the
gap between them and everybody else is growing."''
That is, of course, a caricature— at best— of what was
ity rich,"

happening, but

reflected a mind-set brought to analysis by
serious analysts, as well:
zeroing in on the amount of government spending
to prove/disprove the
regime's purity and social conscience.
It

Chile is not, and has not been, however, an easy
subject for analysis
Quoting, again, from the World Bank study:
Chile is an economically underdeveloped country
as that term is
normally understood. Among its identifying
characteristics are a
heavy dependence on a single primary export
commodity, low productivity in agriculture, a high rate of infant
mortality, high chronic
unemployment and under-employment, and significant absolute
poverty. In contrast,

however, its per capita income, extensive
manufacturing sector, and high degree of urbanization
rank Chile among what
has come to be treated as a middle tier of nations,
while
its

moderate

population growth, early introduction of social
security and other
public welfare programs, and the literacy and
people place

it

sophistication of its
close to the ranks of developed countries.
To compli-

cate the image further, although prosperous
in comparison to the
subject countries of most World Bank reports,
Chile's relative position has eroded steadily for the past several
decades. While development began to accelerate in many Latin American and
Asian
countries, Chile experienced slow growth, extreme
price instability,
and recurrent balance of payment crises. ...
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of
During the 19th century, Chile was one of the leading economies
trade
and
both
to
open
South America. Its markets and people were
had a great influence
ideas; and Chilean statesmen and institutions
throughout Latin America

successive
In the four decades that followed the Great Depression,

governments accepted increasing responsibility for promoting economic development and achieving a more equitable distribution of its
The results of these efforts, as evidenced by economic perfruits
formance over most

of this period, did not

match the

intent.

Because

large and complex
of failures in execution or design, the increasingly
governmental machinery required to administer these policies was
interests.
often diverted to the service of private individual or group
cost of
the
down
hold
end—
one
e.g.,
accomplish
to
invoked

Policies

urban workers— frequently conflicted with other objecpaytives— e.g., increased domestic food production and external
and/or
a
controls
subsidies
or
taxes,
set
of
new
and
a
ments viability—
new public agency would have to be added to repair the damage.

living of

resources
Support of these activities required a substantial shift of
sector. Given the political inability to
the costs via taxation and the weakness of the domestic
and forcapital market, the transfer was accomplished via inflation
."*
eign borrowing.

from the private to the public
cover

all

.

,

The military government did not create "the high chronic unemployment and under-employment," nor the "significant absolute poverty"
though
nor the myriad of other problems cited in the preceding recital—
scholarly
even
press
or
you would rarely know this from a reading of
in
accounts of the period. But this was the statist mold, forty years
He
break.
out
to
set
associates
forming, that Augusto Pinochet and his
brought to the task a profound conviction;
"Without incurring in determinist excesses," he said, "we can point
social
out that in the inter-ielationship between the economic and the
requisite for the
necessary
freedom
is
a
economic
orders,
political
and
existence of a truly free political system."*
ingrained
To break that mold meant breaking forty years of deeply
citizens—
Ordinary
deformities.
economic
psychic and social as well as
from farmers to bankers and businessmen, from students to housewives,

churchmen

to

union

leaders,

and even sportsmen—had come

to

court of last
look to the state as Big Brother, the arbiter, the catalyst, the
of a bloated
resort for all problems. It meant overcoming the resistance
to the radiideologically
entrenched bureaucracy, not only opposed

and

cal ideas of a

market economy but (understandably)

fearful of the

posed to

men-

their
ace the new strategies of a diminished
the
of
rationality
the
restoring
meant
It
own power, their very jobs.
some
increases,
price
sharp
meant
inevitably
that
market to prices, and

state apparatus
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To break the mold meant,

ending import

too,

substitution strategies that, in effect, built a high
tariff wall around the
Chilean economy. Those strategies had created
not only business fortunes, but tens of thousands of jobs in
industries that were inefficient
expensive. A 1969 study revealed some of the
implications of these
policies for

consumers— and

industrialists:

Table 41

CHILE: PRICE COMPARISONS, SELECTED

PRODUCTS (First

METAL-MECHANICAL

Semester, 1969) (US Dollars)

PRODUCT

PRICE

INTERNATIONAL

IN CHILE"

price''

Electric sewing

machine
Au tomatic washing machine

366
510

Home

49g

80

I77

63

refrigerator

Gas stove
Air conditioner

1

TV set
Bicycle

Disc for farm implements
Industrial abrasive

wheel

Electric drill press

3-phase motor, V2

HP

consumeTlevel

156

150

4)5

110

133

27

1

10

281

95

593

140

101

"'''°'^'^'''

''

120

200

33

"^"^ *=''«ption of washing machine, wliich

is

priced at the

CI F Valparaiso

Source: Adapted from Chile:
Steel Institute,

An Economy in

Tiansilion,

34, citing

a survey by Chilean
m Edmar Bacha and Lance Taylor, "Growth and Trade Distortions
in Chile
p.

and their Implications in Calculating the Shadow
Price of Foreign Exchange. " Aiia/y^is
of

mi 7^
Clearly, tearing

^'"*'' "^ '^' ^^'^^" ^"'"'""^' North-Holland, Amsterdam

down

those walls, bringing Chile fully into the world
economy, was risky And it was bound to be painful.
There could be but
one justification: that the Chile that would emerge
would be better than
the mess the country was in when the
revolution began.
Chileans, by the thousands, began to bet that
it would be better from
the earliest days. Just as thousands fled
or were forced to leave the
country, so, too, did many voluntary exiles
return: an estimated twenty
thousand
those first few years. The World Bank study
indicates that
in 1974, more than $12 million of foreign
exchange was sold to the

m
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private individuals, "indicating substantial capital
in yet
repatriation." Upper-class Chileans showed their confidence
governthe
when
way in the early months of excruciating crisis,

Central

Bank by

another
months, the
ment's vaults were very nearly empty: in the first six
works
of art,
jewelry,
of
units
Central Bank reported receiving 46,331
rebuildof
work
the
to
donations
citizen
watches, gold and silver coins—
ing the shattered country^
Economies are, of course, more than a matter of growth rates. But,
picture
pending closer inspection of key elements in the socio-economic
As
departure.
of
point
valid
in succeeding sections, growth rates are a
brought
was
hemorrhage
the
once
the following table demonstrates,
robust ecounder control, Pinochet's "Chicago Boys" created a more
regimes.
preceding
three
the
of
any
had
than
nomic corpus for Chile
and
Alessandri,
years
of
four
last
the
only
account
into
(The table takes
in a later
examined
will
be
which
crash,
1982
until
the
period
up
the
section.)

Table 42

CHILE vs. LATIN AMERICA: AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH RATES,

DOMESTIC PRODUCT,

1961-1981 (Alessandri, Frei, Allende

administrations) (Percentages)

YEAR

1961

1962
1963

1964

1965

1966
1967
1968

1969

1970

1971

1972
1973

&

GROSS

Pinochet
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Table 42 [Continued]
LATIN
^^'^^

CHILE"

AMERICA^

THE PINOCHET YEARS
1974

1.0

1975

-12.9

1976

.

7

3.8

3.5

5.4

1977

9.9

48

1978

8.2

5

1979

8.3

6.5

1980

7.5

5 9

1981

5.3

1.7

1

Source: Banco Central de Chile; Adapted from Jorge Rodriguez Grossi, ed.,
Perspectivas
Econdmicas Para La Detnocracia: Balance y Lecciones Para La Experiencia Chilena
(Santiago: Institute Chileno de Estudios Humanisticos, 1984), p. 32.

Admiral Jose Toribio Merino Castro, the man in overall command of
economy during those first days, brought to his awesome task the
discipline, dedication, and relentlessness he would bring to a major
military campaign. For months after the September revolution, he and
every other top naval officer involved with economic affairs virtually
barricaded themselves in Santiago at what came to be called "the house
of the admirals." "We visited our families Saturdays and Sundaysvisited, that is, when the workload allowed it. Otherwise, every night
after work, we dined together and then went on well into the night,
discussing the problems of the various ministries under our responsibility adding in the process hours and hours of fruitful labor and
coordination. It was/' said the commander-in-chief of Chile's navy, "the
the

longest 'cruise' of

The times

my life."»

and strong medicine. They called
those "the heroic days."
Merino also brought to the task "The Brick." This was the name the
authors gave to their blueprint for a new Chilean economy Since
called for steady nerves

August of 1972,
the overall

ten,

mainly young, economists had been striving, under

"command"

day if ever
tegrating country

for the

snarled, Kelly

it

of the retired admiral, Roberto Kelly, to prepare
to rebuild their divided and disin-

would come,

Finally, in

May

of 1973,

with work on the plan

summoned the group to the Hotel San Martin in Viiia del

Mar. There, they smoothed over their differences, and Erailio Sanfuentes Vergara was assigned the job of producing a five-page summary
Among that original core group of ten were a number who would

'
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Kelly—who
occupy cabinet posts in the new administration. Besides
statesman"
"elder
himself would hold two ministerial posts— the
"Chicago
original
the
sense
one
among them was Sergio de Castro, in
was
others
the
none
of
forty-three;
then
Boy" in Chile. De Castro was
on
to
go
would
another,
or
fashion
one
in
All,
older than thirty-eight.
for example,
Castro,
de
country;
their
of
future
the
play key roles in
economy
would go on to serve from 1975 to 1982 in the Cabinet, first as
Munoz
Bardon
Alvaro
minister, then as finance minister. The others:
of
founder
Infante,
Cruzat
Manuel
later President of the Central Bank;
history,
Chilean
in
conglomerates
financial
one of the most dynamic
Pablo Baraona Urzua,
Juan Braun, who became one of his top executives;
Andres Sanminister;
economy
and
president
Central Bank
also a

business executive
fuentes Vergara, academic, and his brother, Emilio, a
"rescued" from his career as
(and protege of both Baraona and de Castro,
Chicago); Sergio Undurraga
a sociologist and sent to study economics at
Corporation office in
Saavedra, who would run the State Development
director; |ose Luis
budget
the
New York; Juan Villarzu Rohde, later
On September
Bank.
Central
the
for
Zabala Ponce, director of research

of El Meicuno
the day of revolution, the photocopying machines
187-page docuthe
of
copies
numbered
out
churn
worked overtime to
chapter).
ment, Politicas de DesarroUo (cited in the preceding
house on Oxford
On' September 14, a navy car pulled up at de Castro's
11,

Merino wanted to see
Street in Santiago to inform him that Admiral
fifth floor by a guard
the
to
escorted
pronto. Arriving, he was
unknown to him,
totally
Merino,
gut.
a submachine gun at his

him—

pointing

new
informed him that he had been named to advise the
left as
and
Acevedo,
Gonzalez
Rolando
General
economy minister.
minister appeared. He
abruptly as he had come. Shortly afterwards, the
work.^
had "The Brick" under his arm. The next day, they went to
to
everywhere
was
"Be Brief— We're Three Years Behind," That sign

burst

in,

during

shabbiness
be seen in government offices spartan to the point of
Differences— and
revolution.
market
free
those early, intense days of
of camaraderie
spirit
in
the
muted
mainly
were
ones—
there were strong
lo The economic team of free-marketers
crisis,
acute
to
common
so
never any
assembled by Merino quickly agreed on goals. There was
one of
uentes,
Sanf
Emilio
doubt as to the first priority: tame inflation.
"number
the
as
inflation
describe
the key Chicago boys, would, in fact,
one,

number two, and number

economy meant high
short shrift when not
given
priority for monetary
war on the practice of
declaring
meant
That
Chile.
in
ignored altogether
government deficits, but
using printing press money to cover mostly
sector. (Despite a
private
the
also on the Byzantine credit needs of
Substituting the market

.

three priority"'

for the state in the

policy, traditionally
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tough measures and false starts, the regime was unable to
slow growth in the money supply during the early years.) It meant, also,
creating rational exchange rates and rules, and in this, they mostly
succeeded— though also with a few false starts. As to goals, Merino
blocked out three large ones:
of

(1)

Exploit

|2|

Substitute private enterprise for state enterprise, returning
illegally seized companies to their legitimate owners, selling
off

the country's farm, timber, mineral, and off-shore
resources as nevc^;Jbcfore. The result would be to develop a broadbased export economy, ending the tyranny of dependence on a
single export commodity subject to the whims of foreign demand

and pricing

(3)

practices.

others (the word "privatizing" had not yet become fashionable).
Allow the market rather than the state to dictate prices and control production and distribution decisions. This meant
scrapping
the patchwork of regulations that led to such insanities as a full
sack of subsidized cement during the Allende years costing less
than an empty sack would cost on the free market.

To achieve many of these goals, two other conditions needed to be
met; beh-tightening in government, and an about-face on attitudes
towards foreign investment. After nearly a decade of harassment, foreign investors

now found

themselves being courted.

The new stewards of Chile's economy enjoyed a

"breather" lasting not

even one year. Copper prices, which began a steady chmb after skidding
to a 1971-1972 low, hit a record high of $1.52 per pound
on April 1,
1974. Copper production also rose to record levels: from 735,000 tons iti
1973 to 902,000 in 1974. Agricultural output showed a phenomenal
16.7 percent increase over 1974, construction 20 percent. Overall, in
1974 gross domestic product rose 5.7 percent over 1973. ' By

real terms,

September, a buoyant Admiral Merino was describing the economic
situation as "very promising
there is confidence, confidence at
home, confidence abroad. There is investment and there is a dynamic
which leads us to believe that the economic recovery of Chile is already
well underway."'^
.

He spoke

too soon

Tliis figure reflects

transition, op.

.

.

— nearly two years too soon.

GDP change in real terms,

cit., p.

and

is

taken from Chile:

95. According to that study, the 1974

I1.3;1976, 4.1; and 1977,

8.6.

growth

rate

An Economy in
/ 1975 -

was 5
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THE DARK YEARS
lenders
High copper prices and increased resource flows from foreign
sources
both
of supbut
1974,
in
helped to sustain a mild recovery
to the economy
loss
resource
combined
with
a
975
in
1
port collapsed
that time,
equivalent to about 12.5 percent of the 1974 GDP. Since
terms, m
real
in
level,
lowest
its
at
remained
the copper price has
official lenders have been
foreign
while
decades,
two
than
more
substantial net extractors of resources from the economy.
Chile:
op.

An Economy in

cit., p.

Transition,

164

circumstances
Since there is no conceivable combination of external
broadly divermore
much
the
in
which could wreak comparable havoc
there is
economy,
US.
dependent)
to
opposed
sified and dominating (as
jolt
produced
externally
of
an
consequences
project
the
no easy way to
proddomestic
gross
of
percent
12.5
to
equivalent
economy
to the US.
to
does give some sense of the magnitude of the calamity

But it
which it
understand that the year-to-year fall in the Chilean economy
States
United
the
though
as
engendered (17 percent, in real terms) was
the
equal
to
roughly
amount
economy had plunged that year by an
transand
construction,
mining,
combined value of all U.S. agriculture,
portation/communication sectors.
in 1975,
The steep fall in copper prices cost the country $826 million
matters
make
To
GDP.
year's
previous
of
the
percent
equivalent to 10
"oil shock." Oil imports
world-wide
the
of
year
first
the
was
1974
worse
million in
which cost Chile $148 million in 1973 cost the country $481
as the
volume,
in
but
price
in
1974 $257 million in 1975 (down not
and
Wheat
1976.
in
million
$392
collapsed),
all but

uct.

economy

itself

sharply; even sugar prices, through cartel presin Japan, skyrocketed [from $4 a ton
decision
buying
sure and a fluke
1974). The combma1972, to $ 10-$12 by December 1973, to $26 early in
goods meant
imported
for
tion of lower copper prices and higher prices
GDP.'^
of
percent
the terms of trade effect equalled about 12
it was still a stagInflation was slowed somewhat during 1974— but
the year failed to
during
increases
wage
gering 376 percent. Massive
percent cost-offuel:
500
to
helping
were
they
keep up with the inflation
to 40 percent,
percent
by
20
in
again
July
in
January,
living adjustment
to careen seembegan
inflation
In
1975,
percent.
24
by
October,
in
and

fertilizer prices

jumped

m

the year; it was only
ingly out of control once again in the first half of
to single-digit
reduced
was
that
it
through severe austerity measures
still averaged
year
the
for
rise
price
the
numbers beginning in July, but
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341 percent. Open unemployment reached 20 percent of the labor force
in Greater Santiago despite an emergency government program giving
jobs to about one-third of the unemployed. Michael Fleet wrote of
"many families reduced to begging for a living and forced to live on
survival diets of low-grade wheat bread and other grains." Per capita
food consumption dropped 4.8 percent in 1974, and 14.8 percent in
1975. Wrote the World Bank study mission: "It would be hard to overstate the enormous mfaterial sacrifice endured by the Chilean people
through this period. The loss of real income and employment brought
severe and widespread hardship, particularly for the urban unemployed
who lacked a cushion of accumulated savings to fall back on."
It was Chile's worst depression since the 1930s. By the time full
recovery was achieved, the various shocks suffered since 1970 had, "in a
global sense, cost the nation a full decade of economic growth."!*
think of the countei-inflation policy as the performance of a pilot
trying to dip under a dense fog, bringing the plane closer and closer
to the ground in order to regain vision
at the risk of not having
/

—

enough space

to pull out of his perilous dive.

Author/journalist
early in the

economy

Robert

Moss,

writing

war to rescue Chile's threatened

frorn yet another collapse. '*

Nobel laureate Milton Friedman, one of the intellectual mentors of the
regime's "Chicago Boys," was summoned to Chile early in 1975 to
advise on shock treatment. '* On April 14, Economy Minister Fernando
Leniz was replaced by Sergio'de Castro. Even more importantly, another
"Chicago Boy," thirty-nine-year-old forge Cauas Lama, who had joined
the Cabinet on July 11, 1974, as finance minister, was given control over
virtually all spending and financing decisions throughout the public
sector. The perilous dive beneath the dense fog had begun.
Cauas, a lifelong Christian Democrat who had served as one of the
original members of the team of young technocrats devising Eduardo
Frei's economic program, and later as number two in the Central Bank
under Frei, had agreed to give up a lucrative and "safe" job as
director of the World Bank's Studies Department in 1974 to return to
embattled Chile as an advisor to Raul Saez, himself then in a pivotal
advisory role. In common with a number of other so-called Chicago
Boys, he had not studied there, but at Columbia University (as did
another later kingpin of the economy, Hernan Biichi Buc). But he did buy
into the Chicago school ideas, and was now given virtual carte blanche
control over nine ministers. Pivotal to it all was a newly created Monetary Council which he chaired. Members included the minister of
economy, the minister-director of the National Planning Office (ODEPLAN), the president of the Central Bank, and a member representing

—

—
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The Council set personnel limits as well as peso and
levels for each ministry and decentralized
spending
currency
foreign
agency. CORFO, which remained the holding company for state-owned
companies still dominant in the economy, was subordinated to the
"super-minister" Cauas as well. Viewing the calamity on all sides,
Cauas said his first job was "to neutralize the bombs buried in the
system." He defined those "bombs" as the distorted price system, monePresident Pinochet.

tary supply and demand, lack of discipline [and with it low productivity
in the workplace), and the chaotic exchange rate system. He set a goal of
reaching a growth rate above 7 percent by 1977, 10 percent by 1980. The
first was reached, the second narrowly missed.
Among Cauas' immediate targets for shock treatment was the govern-

on both the revenue and spending sides. On the first, he was
able to build on important steps already taken to increase government
revenues. Central to these were tax reforms implemented beginning late
in 1973 and early in 1974. One was revaluation lor tax purposes of
agricultural and nonagricultural real estate, by factors of thirty and ten
respectively. Severe penalties were introduced for tax evasion. Corporate tax rates were raised, and there was a one-time collection on corporate net worth. Corporate tax rates, on the other hand, were lowered

ment

itself,

from 62.2 to 48.6 percent. Elimination of the black market, the shift of
import activity back to the private sector, the abolishing of the tariff
exemption granted public agencies, and improved tax administration
also contributed to enhanced tax collections. Important, too, was the
return of copper taxes: in 1973, the federal treasury had collected negligpercent
ible receipts from copper. All told, those measures produced a 62
extraordimore
all
the
increase in tax collections in 1974 over 1973—
nary in the years immediately following, remembering that the economy was flat on its back. On December 31, 1974, these and other
measures were incorporated in a sweeping tax reform law; among its
irmovations was a 20 percent value-added tax (VAT) in place of a longstanding "cascading" sales tax. Income and property taxes, and the
excise taxes on luxury goods, were all jacked up another 10 percent as
part of the April 1975 austerity program, and exemptions to the VAT
eliminated on all but a few basic commodities (milk, wheat, bread, fresh
).i7 The World Bank study
fruits and vegetables, books and magazines
found that the effect of those changes "has undoubtedly been an

improvement" in the system's fairness: "equal treatment of equal
incomes and probably an increase in the direct tax system's overall
progressivity as well." Although some of these were textbook market
economy measures designed to stimulate business, the bulk of them
were aimed at increasing collections from the upper-income sectors of
Chilean society; not at benefitting the rich, but soaking them. One
searches press reports of the time in vain for even a mention of this.
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plethora of stories such as the Washington Post
service article that inspired this headline: "Chile
Shifts Fiscal Policv—

But Will

It

is a

Aid Poor?" '«

On the spending side, Cauas and his colleagues took aim at the public
enterprises still in state hands. Although by 1975, the
government had
divested itself of most of the companies illegally
seized under Allende,
one in four persons in the work force was still on the
government
payroll. Of Chile's 100 largest nonfinancial enterprises,
by book value,
the companies in which the state still owned
50 percent or more of the
shares as late as the end of 1976 accounted for 79
percent of total assets
and 81 percent of net worth.

AH ten of the biggest and twenty of the
twenty-five biggest enterprises were in state hands.
Under Allende,
those companies were forced to increase their work

forces greatly-

enabling Allende to boast, thus, of how he had lowered
unemployment.
Conversely, their prices were frozen. In the period
mid- 1972 to
mid- 1973, the consumer price index rose sevenfold.

During that same

period, the prices charged

by the

state steel

company

declined in real

terms by 80 percent; electric company rates lost 90 percent
of their real
value; despite rising international oil prices, the
inflation-adjusted price
of petroleum sales fell 79 percent. Obvioiisly,
those companies

could

remain alive only so long as money remained in the treasury
to bail
them out. By September 1973, there was none. Furthermore,
those
public companies had built up 3 debt larger than all the
money then in
the hands of the private sector Early in the
Pinochet government,
virtually all prices and interest rates were freed to
find their own levels!
The government moved to restore economic health to the
companies
under its control: petroleum prices were raised elevenfold,
steel and
electricity prices sixfold, and telephone rates more
than doubled. Simultaneously, state enterprises were put on a
pay-your-own-way-basis.
Deprived of subsidies |and, increasingly, the protection
of high tariff
barriers a number of companies went bankrupt:
among those which
went under were such giants as SUMAR and MADECO.
Inevitably,
these radical and rapid moves into a market economy
set off a number
I,

price "shocks."

No price-support decision was more controversial

of

than

removing the subsidies for bread; bread prices tripled in
the

months

of junta rule.

The

flip side

first six
of that: bread subsidies were, by the

end of Allende's rule, costing a government whose own
financial cupboard was very nearly bare 7 billion escudos per month—
and no bread
was to be found, except in the black market. But the poor
had precious
little— if any— access to the black market. (If
city dwellers were the
losers, small farmers, and particularly the
poorest and most traditionally neglected among them, were the winners,
a topic for later
discussion.) By mid- 1975, all but two of the important
public enterprises were operating at a profit.'^
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The bloated government bureaucracy itself was another target. Admi-

Merino had estimated that 37 percent of the government's own
percent. A
payroll was redundant; by April 1976, it had been cut by 30
which,
but
agency
development
as
a
created
CORFO,
was
point
in
case
under Allende, became a giant holding company for the companies
swallowed up by his government. By the time he fell, it had 6,200
employees. By late November, that number was down to 1,600— and
ral

heading for half of that.
cuts, the
a result of the increased revenues and deep spending
only the
for
dollars)
current
(in
1975
federal budget was in the black in
it stayed in
remarkably,
more
years.^o
Even
twenty-five
time in

As

second
of the
the black until the 1982 crash; remarkable not only because
credit
severely adverse terms of trade, and politically motivated foreign
honor
its
to
squeeze, but because Chile rapidly began also once again
governa
enabled
also
policies
international debt obligations. Those
ment which inherited a treasury bereft of cash reserves—and thus
defenseless in the face of the agonizing crunch on the economy and
million by
Chile's people— to build back its foreign reserves to $455
1976.

table, using 1976 dollars as a
the spending/income trends:

The following

tor, reflects

common denomina-

Table 43

EXPENDITURES, REVENUES,

AND FISCAL DEFICIT

(Millions of 1976 Dollars)

1972
Total Expenditures

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977
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Merino was, himself, one of the "casualties" of the 1975 crisis. Ailing,
he was forced to step aside for several months, turning over command to
Vice Admiral Patricio Carvajal.^'
Other elements in the move into a market economy and then out of
the cauldron of depression
bear brief examination:

—

—

Monetary and Excrange Policy
Over the

government exerted control over monetary policy
power to fix reserve requirements on commercial
bank deposits, to set limits on credit expansion on a bank-by-bank basis,
to rediscount commercial bank loans, and to fix interest rates. That
power had become progressively subordinated to political ideology, culminating under Allende with the enforced incorporation of virtually the
entirety of the private banking system into the state sector. For most
years, the

chiefly through its

years beginning in the 1930s, the maximum legal interest rate rarely
exceeded the annual rate of inflation. Even with taxes and other charges

added, the cost of borrowing
capital."

The

money was

result, for those fortunate

"far below the real cost of
enough to have access to the

was to provide "a substantial subsidy"
Bank study also notes, "the allocation of

credit system,

to borrowers.

the World

credit

As

became a

function of administrative decision rather than of price and relative
rates of return."

The new government

about almost immediately to
to shift the banks back to
private hands as well as intr6ducing greater competition into the banking system. Interest rates, locked in at between 19 percent and 24
percent between 1966 and 1970, were raised to 60 percent late in 1973,
to 90 percent in March 1974, and to 200 percent in May 1974, finally
relax credit controls, and,

two years

set

later,

from all controls in May 1975. New financial institutions blossomed to meet the profit opportunities thus created. With the drop in

freed

inflation beginning at the

end of 1975, real interest rates within Chile
were extremely high compared to international rates. The resuh was to

new profiteering situation in which a number of companies
were willing to import goods at or even below cost so as to lay hands on
foreign exchange trade credits which could then be turned over to the
local money market. This had the further effect of stunting the development of an authentic domestic capital market, and of diverting funds
away from productive investments. "Cheap" dollars also would later
encourage a binge of consumer buying abroad, much of it on tenuous
lines of credit. This policy, coupled with a stubborn insistence on maintaining an artificially low exchange rate was, arguably, the only serious
policy blunder made by the regime's financial technocrats. ^^
create a
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claimed
of the Rscal deficit, the private sector
credit
quantitative
share of credit, leading to the ending of

With the elimination
an expanding

controls in May 1976.
money ran counThe administration's goal of curbing printing press
and governprices
of
the freeing
ter in the early days to the effects of
power.
purchasing
restore
ment efforts to maintain employment and
last
the
in
percent
by
107
grew
The result was that the money supply
the
through
percent
mid-20s
the
to
dropped
quarter of 1973 alone, then
during the crisis
twice
levels
percent-plus
50
hitting
first half of 1975,
1977-1978.
years of 1975-1976 before a brief respite in

years after Chile abandoned its inflationannounced that, as of
ravaged peso for the escudo— the government
of a revived peso. At
favor
in
junked
be
would
September 1, the escudo
at
1,000 to the dollan
trading
was
peso
the
switch,
1960
the time of the
Central Bank President Pablo Baraona Urziia said, would

On May

The new

26,

1975— fifteen

peso,

since
000 escudos. The escudo had been devalued 38 times
days
few
a
only
latest
the
the revolution, 10 times in 1975 alone—
escudos
from
4,100
went
before, when the rate for imports and exports
rate for changing money went
to 4 300 escudos to the dollar. The bank
policy was systematic
exchange
from 4,500 to 4,800. At the heart of
achieved its goal of
which
system,
peg
devaluation, using a crawling
After revaluations
place.
in
was
time
it
the
during
stimulating exports
slow fall until it
a
began
again
peso
the
1977,
March
and
in July 1976

be worth

1

Bank kept it at
reached 39 to the dollar on June 30, 1979. The Central
crisis of
financial
into
the
that level until May of 1982— deep, too deep,
that year.

Overall,

monetary policy was

nomic picture during the

first

clearly a conspicuous blot

on the eco-

ten years of junta rule.

Debt
Inter-American
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the
massive
Committee on the Alliance for Progress, recognizing that a
afloat^
economy
Chilean
the
keep
to
rescue operation is necessary
international financial
the
on
called
have
power—
in
the
Junta
and

community

to provide a

mini-Marshall Plan for Chile. In

effect,

the

counter-

the U.S.
loans granted since the coup represent phase two of
dictatorship
insurgency program in Chile— they prop up a brutal
opporinvestment
good
promises
but
terror
which rules through
creditworthiness are
tunities for American businesses. Questions of

not even raised.
Elizabeth Farnsworth, writing in the
Fall 1974 issue of Foreign Policy^
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community did not rally and mount a rescue operagrant a number of credits to Chile between
1974 and

1976 (as It had done eleven times before), but despite
its own awesome
economic problems, by 1978, Chile had repaid virtually
every last dime
of those credits. If there has been a U.S.
counter-insurgency program in
Chile, It has been, almost from the very
beginning and down to the

present day, designed to drive Augusto Pinochet
from power, and, failing
that, to undermine his government
by every available legal means
American businesses, until very recently, were among
the last to recognize and react to the investment opportunities
in Chile. Questions of

creditworthiness were not asked; Chile, as the
World Bank study notes
was simply cut off by the international lending
agencies, in keeping
with the previously cited view expressed by the
New York Times that
the time to restore economic aid, even for
projects directly helpful to
the poorest Chileans, is after the
Government has revived the rule of
law.

,

,

."2*

In March 1974, the rich countries that
make up the Paris Club did
agree to reschedule 80 percent of Chile's
debt due that year, and agreed
to a smaller rescheduling the following
year. It is hard to see how they
miglit have done otherwise: of its total
foreign debt of $4 billion, Chile
owed $830 million in principal and interest in
1974, more than onethird of

It

unpaid

bills carried

over from the previous year. To pay that
of the country's total merchandise export earnings. In 1975, when the
bottom fell out of those

amount would have consumed 37 percent
earnings,

payments would have claimed fully 48 percent of
export
income. Even with the concessions granted,
the bill still came to 32 7
percent of merchandise export receipts. In
1976, Chile met its full debt
service obligations without rescheduling
for the first time since 1970even though, to do so, the country had to
pay out 36.5 percent of its
export earnings. Although capitalist countries
had continued to provide
lending to Allende's Marxist-Leninist
government, socialist countries
suspended lending to capitalist Chile (without,
of course, a deluge of
articles
newspapers and learned journals about an
"economic block-

m

ade").

The result of all of this, as indicated by the following
table, is that far
from benefiting from a helping hand from abroad,
Chile— struggling to
Its

feet-actually funneled more

tional agencies

money

and rich countries than

into the vaults of the internagot from them:

it
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RESOURCE FLOWS BETWEEN CHILE AND
(Millions of US dollars)

FOREIGN LENDERS, 1973-1977

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

404

483

960

^^

^^^

A,

commitments

-iOR
328

748

B.

Disbursements

_316

_540

C.

Repayments

D.

Net Disbursements

_196

^

""'T'
Flow
Resource Plw
Net

"l59
13>

^'
F.

Source; Chile:

An Economy in

Transition, op.

^
262
'^"^

cit., p. 1

_^

_^

_^

- 58
_^^^

-116
_^^^

-

-214

-325

-282

81

_^^j

10.

picture-favorable through 1974As the bank noted, the lending
disenchanted by
as foreign lenders were

"changed abruptly in 1975,
situation project pipelines
Chik'fdeterioLLg balance of payments
hardened towards the
attitudes
external political

we e exhausted, and
pfnocS Government."

to poltical
Private banks-less susceptible
providing
slack,
,^1
^^
up some of the
$lf
J essure-took
va e
;
report continued
^" ^^7 p
$826 million in 1977. Thus, the
as
Chile
to
commitments
total loan
banks accounted for 86 percent of
average, over ^^e previous d^ad^
on
percent,
20
than
compared to less
"The international lenders withdrew
As to the mini-Marshall plan:
1975, contributing
$214 million in foreign exchange in
contraction.
economic ^^^^^^}^,
resultant
the
and
the foreign exchange crisis

^JJ

Trade and Foreign Investment
foreign
promulgated Decree Law 600, a new
In July 1974, the junta
technoland
investment
foreign
investment statute, designed to attract
legal rights as national
guaranteeing fortign owners the same
on Foreign
Committee
the
when
1974,
in'Iesfors. Between October

oTby

Lestmem began work, and August

I978,some319pro,ectsw^^^^^

Disappointingly,
billion were approved.
^fy^\°^'°^'-^^Z^^^
Decision 24
the country to that point.
entered
actually
amount had

"-^^^Z^^^
^e

be
that all such investments would
of the

Decision 24
decidedly antiforeign investment
five-nation Andean
the
of
founders
the
Andean Pact. Chile was one of
The other members were Bolivia, CoPact created on May 26, 1969.
-p'esubiect to

Venezuela added
fombia Ecuad" and Peru, with

later.

The

^act

semedknattempt to increase theintegrationprocessam^^^^^^^^^
Amer
framework of the eleven-nation Latm
tries within the larger
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ican Free Trade Association (LAFTA),

on the assumption that their
economies were more compatible, thus facihtating a speedier dismanthng of trade barriers. On July 1, 1971, Decision 24, a common investment code governing foreign investment in the five nations, went into
effect, reflecting the ideas then in vogue among developmental
economists that foreign capital threatened both sovereignty and genuine economic growth. The cod^. severely limited the amounts and types of new
foreign investment in the region, and contained a fade-out provision
requiring either merger with local interests or outright sale to them.
No sooner had Chile's decision been announced than two of the

member nations

objected. After

numerous diplomatic

pirouettes, Chile

withdrew from the pact in October 1976, ^^ and in March 1977
announced a new and much more liberalized foreign investment law:
finally

the ownership fade-out requirement was eliminated,
limits were
removed on profit remittances and the only restriction on capital

was that it could not begin for three years. The only other
governed access to local credit, which was limited by the
The Investments Committee was streamlined and its procedures

repatriation
restriction
state.

simphfied. Results followed quickly

December 1976, CORFO had sold or disposed of 439 of the 494
had come to control. Of those remaining, government policy
was that CORFO would retain control of twenty- three of them, including the national petroleum company (ENAP), the sugar
industry
(lANSA), electric company (CHILECTRA), steel company (CAP), and
Petrochemical company. With Chile's exit from the Andean Pact,
As

of

firms

it

Argentine and Brazilian investors quickly announced plans to acquire

some of them. The first major break-through came early in 1978, when
Exxon Corporation concluded a $107 million deal to acquire the La
Disputada copper mine. Actual investments flowing into— or out of—
the country from 1973 to 1979 looked like this |in millions of dollars):
Table 45

DISINVESTMENT/INVESTMENT IN CHILE, 1973-1979
1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

-4.8

-556.8

+49.8

-1.2

-H6.3

-H77.8

1979
H-

232.6

Economic and Social Progress

in Latin

America, 1980-198! Report (Washington:

Inter-American Development Report,

li)82|, p.

432.

Source.'

Of the $2.5 billion in investments approved between 1974 and August
were in mining ($2.2 billion); 6.7 percent were in
industry ($168 million); 2.7 percent were in services |$64 million), and
1978, 89.5 percent

the rest

were

in energy/fuel, transport, agriculture,

and construction.
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set out quickly

government
Along with attracting new investors, the
first among them was the Dow
The
investors.
old
with
fences
to mend
in 1967 in a ]omt venture
Chemical Company, which had come to Chile
25 1972 Petrodow
September
wSiTe Chilean government. On
the Al eride governlater,
weeks
three
employees went on strike, and
by super"counter-strike
a
plant-despite
the

ment

"requisitioned"
the takeover. Two days after the
visors and professional staff against
Dows
was invited to return, and on January 4, 1974,
revolution,
formally
were
properties
Concepcion and Santiago plants and other
that year, Chile settled claims
returned to the company In rapid order
million in sevenCorporation |$3.2 million in cash, $38.6

Dow

with Cerro

International Fibers. On October
teen-year notes). Bank of America, and
settle Kennecott Copper Comto
agreement
24 1974 Chile reached
Teniente mine for $68 million.
El
of
its
pany's claim for expropriation
sixteen semi-annual payments at 6
$6.5 million in cash, the balance in
earlier, Chile had settled all outpercent annual interest. As indicated
1977-saving American taxpayers tens of
standing claims by the end of
of the expropriated companies
millions of dollars, since virtually all
Overseas Private Investment
were insured by the U.S. government's

limited to foreigners.
'^^Nor'^were 'investment opportunities

The new

brought out the entreeconomic frontiers opened up by the revolution

of Chileans. One such group,
preneurial spirit in a whole generation
nontraditional business enthusiasm,
called "The Piranhas" for their
Castillo, an agronomist^ Disincluded thirty-nine-year-old Javier Vial
the revolution. Vial said: We are
cussing his investment plans early in
to be rich in a rich country 1
want
playing double or nothing now ... I
country."^^
poor
in
a
rich
not at all interested in being
success more immedigovernment's
new
the
was
Perhaps in no area
trade. Foreign trade operations were
ate or spectacular as it was in
top priority at first given
resumed fifteen days after the revolution, with
formerly a monopoly
trade,
Financing of
to food and medicine imports.
all national banks
with
decentraUzed,
of the Central Bank, was rapidly
operations.
assigned quotas for carrying out
rat's nest of duties
Under Allende, imports had been subject to a
excess of 500 percent. By June b
averaging 94 percent and rising to in
percent, the maximum to 140
1974 the average had been chopped to 67
figures were 44 percent and 90
percent; by August 13, 1975, those
percent and 20 percent and
percent, respectively; by March of 1978, 15
for all but a handful ot
percent
in June of 1979, to a flat 10

m

finally,

among

the exceptions}.
ended import controls on
government
the
From raid-April of 1974,
process of simplification that contmabout 2,400 different products-a
yielded dramatic results: in
ued in the years following. The new rules

imports (automobiles chief
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just the first five

months of 1974, imports totalled $963.6 miUion-up
356.3 percent over the same period in 1973.
In a free market environment, exports
showed similar improvements
As the World Bank study observed— "consistent with
its general policy
of assignmg the role of price determination
and resource
marketplace"— the government did not

allocation to the

major subsidies or special
mcentives to exporters, instead, progress came
mainly from rationalization of the exchange rate, lowering of
import restrictions, and elimination of administrative and bureaucratic
obstacles. In March 1974 the
report adds, the large tax drawbacks provided
by the Allende governiiient
were reduced to zero. The result: "Despite the
generally sluggish world
economy, non-copper exports grew rapidly
non-copper
offer

.

bled in value

.

exports dou-

.

from 1973 to 1974, From 1974

to 1977, industrial exports
doubled again, while agricultural exports almost
tripled in value.
By
1
78, the share of industrial exports in the total had risen to
3 1 percent
9
.

compared with only 8 percent in 1973.
Chilean exports were shipped
to 90 major different countries in
1977, double the 1973 number.
"is
Admiral Merino spoke of the opportunities early in
the process.

.

.

.

"There

are 200,000 possible

crewmen the length of Chile's coasts, enough for a
1,000,000-ton fishing fleet. Riches of fabulous
potential, so well
exploited by Denmark and Norway, for example.
... But in few areas of
the world can a boat leave port in the morning,
as in Chile, and return
two hours with 120 tons of fish aboard." As indicated
earlier, developing the country's latent forest products industry
was given high priority Said Merino: "While we.'ve been dying
of hunger in Chile we've
been sitting on a treasure chest of gold, and only
needed the key to
open it."2y The following two tables vividly reflect
the success of the
export policy:

m

Table 46

NON-COPPER EXPORTS, 1971-1978

(Millions of dollars)

OTHER
YEAR
1971

1972

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
'

Includes primary forest and fisheries products.

Source; Adapted from Chile:

An Economy in

Transkion. op.

cit..

Table

111.8, p.

108.

Agricultural:
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credit tightening)

have been widely criticized for having caused the
steep recession that followed. While one may
argue the relative
merits of different approaches to managing the
crisis, however, it is
clear that the massive foreign exchange
constraint made recession
inevitable, whatever the policies adopted.
Given the magnitude of
the crisis faced and resource constraints
that strapped the system, one
views the Chilean situation in 1975 with a profound
sense of helplessness. There were, perhaps, additional measures
that might have been
taken to shift more resources toward reduction
of the worst suffering,
but it is difficult to visualize a major change in the
picture without
considerably more outside assistance than the international
community was evidently prepared to offer.
."^i
.

.

.

.

.

Both because it sheds light on a little-noted aspect
of the severe
recession/depression scenario, and because of the
implications for the
future of Chile, brief discussion of the social safety
net created by the

government is in order.
Those measures gave the he to the careless and common
charges
about pohcies designed to favor the rich at the expense
of the poor As
the World Bank study showed, "the squeeze placed
on middle- and
upper-mcome groups generally is illustrated by the real increases
on
taxes on income and property that occurred during
the fall in output.
In

relative terras, it is perhaps these

groups whose net incomes suffered the
most from the austerity program per se." Then, in yet another
passage:
'Ajiother impact of the freezing of prices was the
sharp explosion of
wholesale relative to consumer prices, suggesting a
substantia] squeeze
on the earnings of retail merchants.
."3i Obviously,
as the report goes
on to note, the rich are in a far better position than
are the poor to ride
out economic tempests; the point is whether the
government, in trying
to make the best of a horrendous situation,
compounded the plight of
the poor or tried to help them.
,

.

Much of the argument centers on the freeing of prices,
foodstuffs.

The

particularly of

case of bread has already been discussed. It is
pointless
to boast of how caring a government
is because it provides subsidies
with money it no longer has to support a product that
disappears from
the marketplace anyway. But there is yet another
hidden aspect to this:
the significant shift of income produced by
the freeing of prices toward
the traditionally poorest segment of the country's

farmers.

The

farmers

who

employed workers-

report notes that prior to 1965, "it was clearly the
larger
benefited most from the administered price and subsidy

system. Access to subsidies was opened to the land
reform beneficiaries
durmg the 1965-1973 period, and they have undoubtedly been
hurt by
their elimination. Most minifundistas [small
farmers] and tenant
farmers, on the other hand, remained at the end
of the subsidy line
historically and have probably benefited from the
recentlv improved
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(Thus,) while the freeing of prices
may on balance have been regressive from a
many other beneHts and controls that have

prices of the goods they market.
of 'basic'

commodities

.

.

.

distributive standpoint, the
primarily the middle- and
been removed had clearly been benefiting
principal users of
upper-income groups. It was the latter who were the
goods Indeed to
electric power, gasoline, credit or capital

subsidized

the substitution of capital tor
the extent that such subsidies encouraged
absolute income was concentrated
labor the resultant loss of jobs and
"33

among lower-income groups
j ,r,7j
began, and lyZd,
Between 1965, when large-scale expropriations
agricultural land was
when they ended, almost 10 million hectares of
60 percent of the
land-and
arable
Chile's
expropriated-almost half of
Under Frei's government, most beneHciaries were located
and it was only in
on nine hundred cooperative settlements [asentados),
were offered
them
families on
that the first of the 20,000-30,000

irrigated land.

1970

the takeover pace, but
to the land. Allende greatly accelerated
scattered through
bureaucracy
huge
offered no titles. Under Allende, a
"re orm
agrarian
in
involved
was
agencies
twenty-seven independent

title

returned illegally
The Pinochet government halted expropriations,
farmers. The
to
45,000
titles
granted
and
owners—
seized land to
sector
agriculture
the
bureaucracy was largely dismantled. Overall,
impact
the
out
on
was still
grew rapidly and constantly Though the jury
concluded that "these
mission
Bank
World
the
farmers,
on individual
for a more rapid and
basis
in structure and policy have laid the

changes

income, enabling
long-term growth of agricultural output and
earner of foreign
net
a
future
near
the
in
Chilean agriculture to become
that have
surveys
few
The
...
deficits.
rising
exchange after decades of
intensive use ot
more
the
toward
tendency
healthy
a
been done indicate
reform benefaciboth land and labor in the reformed sector. Moreover,
modern mputs,
use
to
have demonstrated a high propensity

efficient

aries

level of industrialization.
despite the removal of subsidies, and a high
serious undercapitalizaby
constrained
On the other hand, output is
scarce, the instituextremely
is
financing
tion, medium and long-term
and by
previously provided both by cooperatives

tional supports

proportion of the
government agencies have been weakened, and a rising

being sold or otherwise transferred to per."^
sons from outside the reformed sector.
in March \97b,
government,
the
To meet the crisis in the cities,
financed by the
(PEM),
Program
launched a Minimum Employment
Preference
governments.
local
by
administered
central government but
75
approximately
at
set
were
wages
households;
of
was given to heads
tor
ineligible
then
percent of the monthly minimum wage. Although
received food rations disother benefits, an estimated 50,000 workers
titled parcels are reportedly

.

.
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monthly under a program funded by the U.S. Agency for InterDevelopment. By the end of 1975, PEM gave work to 125
000

workers; by the end of 1976, that number had swollen
to a quarter'of a
million, or almost 7 percent of the labor
force. By December 1978

number was down

that

to 118,000 workers.

Cost of the program rose from
S34.8 million in 1975 to an estimated $84 million
in 1977.
On still another front^ the government in 1974 made
sweeping
reforms
the unemployment insurance program,
"including bringing
the manual work force within a true
insurance program for the first

m

time." Progress

it was; perfection it was not: only
about one-seventh or
one-eighth of those reported as unemployed in
1976 qualified for benefits under it. Yet another strong
commitment was made in job training:

as of

January 1977, employers were given income tax credits
to provide
more than 300 enterproviding training for 55 000

special training for their workers. During
1977,
prises took advantage of the program,

workers.

An additional 40,000— in the fields of agriculture, forestry, and

as well as some PEM workers— received
training under
National Training and Employment Service
scholarships. Finally, so as
to stimulate employment
opportunities for youth and seniors in April
1978, President Pinochet ordered gradual elimination
of the minimum
wage for persons under age twenty-three
or over age sixty-five (and
gradual reduction in real terms for others).
fishing,

Other measures included a transportation allowance,
which the
noted "resulted in a substantial improvement
of low-paid bluecollar workers relative to those, at the
bottom of the white-collar pay
report

schedule";

and the rapid improvement in the

Taken together, the report said, while

real

minimum wage

"it is difficult to

draw

clear-cut

conclusions about the redistributive impact of wage
policies within the
working class ... the only statement that can be made
with

any degree

confidence

of

that employed, manual, minimum-wage
recipients
have improved their position relative to any
other broad
is

grouping of
wage or salary earners."
Two other programs bear mention; a 1975 wage subsidy
program was
put in place, providing employers with
benefits equal to one-half the
minimum wage for each worker hired over and above
the number
employed at the end of a base month. By December
of 1977, 42 000
workers were being subsidized under the program.

were also started in the early days of the revolution
to
the chaotic social security system— subject
for a later

Steps
ize

the

modern-

section

Pinochet government

security institutions
funds.
years,

came

When

to power, thirty-five different social

administered more than two hundred different
Recognized as suffering "serious deficiencies" for at least twenty
efforts at "reform" had, until then, made the
system less work-
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able
tors

contribu-

Under political pressure, the ratio of pensioners to active
to 31 percent by
to the system rose from 10 percent in 1955

1975^

in 1977 still averaged
Despite reductions, social security payroll taxes
was widespread.
inevitably,
Evasion,
40 percent of the taxable payroll.
agamst
discriminated
long
had
To make matters worse, the system
system.^s
the
by
covered
group
manual workers, the lowest paid
economic strategies is the
Often overlooked in reports on the new
impoverishes all.
economy
poor
a
slogans,
the
grand

obvious: however

for distri-

available
Only through growth, genuine growth, are benefits
oi that: 'Apart from
note
took
report
Bank
World
The
bution

reducing
contribution of the

gressively

regressive

the

inflation

pro-

greatest

the

'tax,'

strategy to the long-term improvement oi
derive from the enhanced prospects
perhaps
distribution will

new

income
from faster growth and more rationfor employment generation derived
al pricing

.

The

principle of the

new approach

is

A

sound.

large

to a considerable degree
proportion of past subsidy programs, financed
groups while
middle-inconie
by inflation, went to the benefit of the
of poverty
dealing very inefficiently with the relief

."^^

.

.

BRIGHT DAYS
who can simulChile should lend us its economic team. Economists
will
be welcome
unemployment,
and
taneously cut inflation, tariffs
in Washington.
Wall Street Journal, in an 1980 com-

mentary on

Chile's

economic recov-

er y^^

The "Chicago Boys" did all of that and more.
Measured from December to December, the consumer

m

price index
in
1973; 375.9
percent
508.1
Chile had shot up 163.4 percent in 1972;
down to a
was
it
By
1977,
1976.
percent in 1974; 340.7 percent in
the
increase;
percent
65.3
standards)
manageable (by Latin American
percent, and
31.2
1980,
percent,
in
38.9
1979,
in
next year, 30.3 percent;
in 1981, 9.5 percent.
Import duties, as noted,

some goods under Allende, were
1979.

as high as 700 percent tor
at 10 percent in June
flattened
all but

which had soared

the second
Unemployment,* which had peaked at 19.8 percent m
and there
1977—
end
of
the
by
percent
12.8
to
down
quarter of 1976, was
•

.

,

,

which, as noted earlier, are the only reliable figures
All figures are for Greater Santiago
employment/unemployment until very recent years.
for
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was reason

to believe that

may

'"^^^^^^ y^^'^

fo7«
978, Tfo
13.8 percent

94 j

have been overstated. Average annual

^"e

in the same range: 14.2 percent for
for 1979, 11.8 percent in 1980,
and 10.9 percent in

how many were unemployed tells only half the story.
The other half is how many were working-and
even then, there is an
important footnote to both; how many were
coming into the labor
force. Four prmcipal factprs explain
the sharp increase
1981. But, to say

number of
of the metro-

in the

job seekers.

The

first

of'^them

was the explosive growth

politan population itself beginning in the
1960s. Other factors included
the youthfulness of the population; the
reality that hard times drive

many

to seek

work who would not otherwise;

and, finally, changing

social attitudes (the feminist movement
created more two-income
households in Chile as well as in the northern
industrialized nationsl

Thus, as the following figures (expressed as
thousands of persons) show
the number seeking employment for
the first time shot up sharplv
^'
beginning in 1971:

Table 48

NUMBER OF PERSONS ENTERING JOB MARKET,

1971-1981

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

12.7

15.6

11.5

31,4

45.5

56.4

35.3

42.5

43.0

37.8

32.1

^""'"^ '" ^^^ metropolitan region ballooned
from
n^^nnT^
1,052,000
in T-f!"
1971 to 1,480,000 in 1981; the number of those
working
jumped from 1,012,200 to 1,280,500, reaching record
levels every year
but one (1975) along the way That meant
a 27 percent increase in the
number of persons working in 1981 compared with
a decade earlier
Furthermore, the indices of real wages and
salaries— which had gone
into a steep nose-dive during Allende's
last year-finally nudged into
levels above 1970
July 1977, and then, in 1978, began a
sustained
sharp c imb above them. Again, contrary
to the prevailing mythologies,
blue collar workers fared far better than did
white collar employees The
index of real receipts of minimum -income
blue and white collar
workers, 1970-1977, showed that the former
went from a baseline 100
in 1970 to an average high-low
range of 173-163 by the end of 1977
1

m

Mmimum
the sharp

wage white collar workers never managed to
recover from
slump that began in 1971, so that by the end of

index had climbed back to only 87-83
percent of
Overall, wage/salary levels

1970-1978 looked

its

like this-

1977 their
1970 levels ^s
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SdEX OF AVERAGE REAL WAGES AND

SALARIES, 1970-1978

(Average 1970: 100)
I

100

1970 (average!
1971 (average)

1972 (average)
(Octoberl

119-120

100-113

^'^-l^^

52_80
39_30
73_69

^^_^^

"

1974 (October)

f//g

,ir_119

»

1973 (January-fuly

\Z'
1976

SALARIES

WAGES
,.,^r-T^

^ -™.
year/month

°

82-78

85-80

:

97-91

113-107

:

could have over-

vigorous-and growing-economy
provide orsuchademand
comeLch "myriad array of adversities to
process.^^
in the
;«!,= while imoroving wage levels
salary « i.
-Chile,
'°'^ll^l
market prices, Chile s exertions
world
nmv-wrenching fluctuations in
servitude than the dignity of free
iZrenteSe a form of indentured
set out purposefully to
Snr FormiStely the Pinochet government had
worked but pai
vassalage. The policy not only
ChTfrom
fell from 813
copper
and 1977,
handsome dividends: between 1973
P^nod, farm
same
the
In
exports to 53.1 percent.

Onlv a

strong,

-.

hTidVer

t

'^XZ:'Z

L^

ne^cent of Chile's
share of exports, from 2
exports more than tripled as a
fl sherv and forest
sixfold
exports did even better, "smg
to 7 3 percent, industrial
national
gross
a result, the country's
From 3 percent to 18.7 percent. As
growin^^^^^^^
back from the l/(^ crash

ptem

to bound
the
phenomenal 52 percent

tru'ct^waHble

m

six-year period
at their lowest average
remained ff-'^\l:J^^'^^^l^,
prices
copper
that
despite the fact
century.**"
levels in a quarter of a
u „j. r,,
iqri
By 1981,
ahead
got even better in the years
picture
export
That
hisin
before
more money for Chile than ever
coppe
per
to
43
dropped
output-but had
torv-lthanks to greatly increased
product
forest
and
Once-humble farm, fishery,
of total exports.
cent ot
totals were even
^J'P"'
^ ^^^^ the dollar
^
now
in 1981); indusmillion
$365.4
''^°^Jlll^^,f^'^^^^^^^^
in
total exports (S89.4 million

X-ducing

^

SVxTortsTe^e up

to?S p^^^^^ of

1973, $1.3 billion in 1981).
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one of those ironies of the Law of Unintended
Consequences—
though one so common to international boycott experiments—
the U.S
arms embargo slapped on Chile forced the country to develop
a munitions industry of its own. By 1987, the country
was exporting $400
million worth of military hardware, and the United
States was accusing
Chile— very implausibly— of arming Panama and Nicaragua.)"'
Cheap dollars and loyf import duties inevitably fueled a
dramatic
increase in imports in ^h economy long denied not
only the tools for
growth but also creature comforts. Imports shot up from
$2 046 billion
in 1977 to $6,512 billion in 1981. A healthy chunk
was in capital and
intermediate goods needed to drive growth. Those
imports increased
nearly two-and-a-half fold during that period, and
together accounted
for more than 70 percent of the total. But
consumer goods figured
importantly in the mix, too: up nearly four times in
the same period
Chileans, who had spent a paltry $3.5 million on
imported cars in 1975,
paid $427 million for them in 1981.
David Belnap, a keen-eyed Los Angeles Times correspondent,
wrote as
the boom was first gaining momentum late in 1977:
"Mayonnaise from
Argentina and television sets from Japan have something
in common in
Chile today. Both cost the consumer less than the
same products made
(In

The same is trueof alonglist of imports, ranging from power tools
to textiles. Moreover, all are available in the
local marketplace, which is
locally

not the case anywhere else in the Southern Hemisphere."
Nor was there
any reason for caution. As Belnap noted, Chile "today
boasts one of the
world's best credit ratings" arpong international
bankers. When Chile
sought to borrow $50 million that year on the Eurodollar
market, the loan
was quickly oversubscribed by 100 percent. An Associated
Press story,
widely distributed, reported in 1 977 that Chile's economy
had turned the

and "a rosy economic future is on the near horizon."
Scotch, observed Hoy dryly, replaced pisco as the national
drink.
During these heady years, Chile once again became the
pacesetter for
Latin America, as the following table demonstrates:
corner,

Table 50

AVERAGE GDP GROWTH RATES, CHILE AND LATIN AMERICA
1977-1981

(In Percentages)

OVERALL LATIN
CHILE

AMERICAN AVERAGES

1977

9.9

4 8

1978

8.2

1979

8.3

s'l
^-5

1980

7.5

1981

5.3

Sovice:
p.

32.

Adapted from Perspectivus Ecoimmicas Para La Democracia
op

59
]j
cit

Table 7
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impacted on the counthe foreign buying binge soon
trade babnce
merchandise
country's
the
try's trad? balance. In 1978,
rnuch oh
bilhon-and
was
$^.7
deficit
nched into the red, by 198 1, the
'ru"^^^^
he
more ominous was
was financed by foreign credits. Even
payments: from ^^/^
accounts deficit of the balance of
^i"^"^' <'^^;
or 14.5 percent of CDP^i^ ^^^L
billion,
$4.7
to
percent of GDP in 1979,
debt was owed by the
When Allende fell, 80 percent of the country's down to
was
35_3 percent,
share
government. In 1981, the government's
to $10.1
1977
billion
$1.2
from
iut private debt had skyrocketed
billion by December 1981.
,
4i
largely ignored-until too late.
flags were flying. They were

Not surprisingly,

m

i

Danger

FROM "BASKET CASE" TO CORNUCOPIA
domes"economic miracle," which was heralded
supply"monetarist,
the wisdom of the
tically and abroad as proof of
FriedMilton
Chicagos
University of
side" economic theories of the
to come apart m
began
Administration,
Reagan
the
those

Chile's so-called

man and

of

m

January 1 983. ...
did with explosive force
one topA^f','As
case.
basket
economic
Chile is now considered an
Chile
identified, declared
be
want
to
didnot
who
can bank official,
physically
out,
blitzed
base is virtually
is in ruins, its industrial
who also refuses to be so
obliterated. ..." A Chilean economist,
1 982

and come apart

it

... boay
viewed these developments as "shattering
condioptirnum
"under
Even
country
blows" to the well-being of the
and a takeover
financing,
foreign
availability
of
tions with generous
the nation's phght.it would
by a government dedicated to reversing
to what they had been
levels
production
take years to restore Chile's
"
the Junta is tottering and
that
agree
observers
Most
in 1969
how the demise will be brought about is

identified,

Pinochet is on the ropes. Just
the

most debated

question. ...

^u
i oa^ r^trn
Samuel Chavkin, in a 1985 retrospective on the 1981 crisis'
•

,

,

.

report of

apologist Chavkin's
Although more lurid than most, Marxist
premature to ^^Y ^^e least^
was
Chile
the death of the free market in
Chile was no
at capitaUsm's "collapse" in
his barely disguised glee
dirges playing in
a together unlike funeral

Still,

much

of

^e

popular press

journal Pohcy Review.
then-and afterwards. Even the conservative
of The Comominously
Foundation, spoke

published by the Heritage
egregious
article (replete with other
ing Crisis in Chile" in a Fall 1985
gaffes

and

inanities).*"*

;
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As it happens, quite apart from the obvious implausibili ties—
those
anonymous "experts," for example— Chavkin and other doomsayers
were wrong on every significant count. Indeed, by
1985, the evidence of
recovery was abundant, but ideological fanatics refused
to see it, just as
they had refused to believe it in 1977.
They underestimated then, just as now, the soundness of economic
planning predicated on a.free market. They underestimated then,
just as
now, the grit and vision '6f the men and women who, from
1975-1981,
had made such an "heroic attempt to restore free markets to
what had
long been one of the world's most inefficient economies."

Having come

so

far,

they had no intention of sliding back into that quagmire
of

inefficiency.

Experts saw the crisis differently than did the ideologues.
To begin
saw it in a global context, which few press pundits did or
would, fewer yet among the ideologues. In 1982, the
industrialized
world was struggling to emerge from the deep 1980-1981
recession
triggered by the second great oil price shocks of 1979.
In the United
with, they

States, it was the worst economic slump since
the Great Depression.
The unemployment rate— 10.8 percent at the end of December—
was

the highest in three decades, car sales the lowest since
1961. In Latin
America, there was a delayed reaction. As the rich countries
fought to
lessen the blows to their own economies, demand for
Latin American

exports dropped. Interest rates shot up, new capital flows
dried up.
When crisis hit, it did with a fury approaching that of the Great
Depression: at least 30 million persons lost their jobs in
Latin America.
Debt built up and manageable during the years of "cheap" dollars
suddenly reached explosive proportions, creating what came
to be known as

the "Debt Bomb" crisis. A 1985 World Bank study
noted that, "beginning in 1982, the region jLatin America as a whole]
began to transfer
resources to the rest of the world on a massive scale
representing
between 25 and 30 percent of exports of goods and services, not
includ-

ing capital flight. " First

came a sharp drop in output; Argentina in 1 98
1
and Costa Rica in 1982; Brazil, Ecuador, Mexico, ParaPeru, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay, and Venezuela
in 1983. Then

Bolivia, Chile,

guay,

came steep

falls in personal income. The study concluded
that "under
optimistic assumptions" some countries were likely to find
themselves
in 1990 with per capita GDP barely exceeding
the level of 1970. In

that

group were Argentina, Chile and Peru. Bolivia, the study said,
was likely
to show a lower per capita GDP in 1990 than in
1970. "Except in Brazil
and Colombia," the study reported, "Latin America's
development has
been set back by more than a decade."''-'^
As it turned out, even that sober assessment would-prove to be exces-

gloomy in the case of Chile— even though, of all the Latin American countries, none appeared in more dire straits.
sively
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in interest payments and
Overall in the face of the sharp increase
income in Latin America
capita
sharply worsening terms of trade, per
in Chile, the fall was 15,5
1982,
In
fell by 1 1 percent during 1981-1983.
For Latin America as a
percent.
2,4
another
percent In 1983, it fell by
by
1.5 percent.
well,
as
1985,
in
continued
whole the decUne
only expanding, but changing tone, tenor and

an economy not
direction so rapidly, and doing so
In

were, of course, blunders.

What

is

at the outset in a

truly remarkable

war
is

setting, there

that there were

not far more of them.
the government in
With the rapid expansion in demand for credit,
in high-interest
specialized
that
institutions
1974 chartered financial
when a lew of
late
1975,
Until
loans.
days)
four
as
few
and short-term (as
only were
not
rules:
them failed, they operated under buccaneering

(as banks were) to rigid
capitalization levels low, they were not subject
Although they could not off er
rules governing ratio of reserves to loans.
deposits. Alter 19/5,
third-party
accounts, they could accept

checking
govermng banks. Between
they were put under rules similar to those
institutions in Chile
financial
and
banks
1975 and 1981 the number of
gives a sense of the
table
following
The
fifty-nine.
rose from nineteen to
of the Eighties:
crash
the
to
Allende
from
system
change in the banking

STRUCTURE OF LIABILITIES, PRIVATE COMMERCIAL BANKS
(Percentages)

1970

Time and demand

deposits

0.3

Undistributed profits

SI
-'^

,

Foreign loans

Owed to

Central

49.5
7.1

Capital and reserves
.

1983

Bank

^

33,7

Other

31.7

^'^

"^

27.2

Politica De Credito en
Pablo Pinera E., "Sistema Financiero y
Source: Juan Foxley R.
Demociacia, op. cit.. Table 1, p. 87. 1 hey cite
"
Chile in Perspectivas Economicas Para La
Banks
Financial Report of the Superintendency of
the 1970 Statistical Bulletin and 1983
and Financial Institutions.

&

take the hard experience of
In Chile, as in the United States, it would
of the roller-coaster econenvironment
unfamiliar
bank failures in the
of the rules^
omy of the late seventies and eighties to force a rewriting
medium-sized
a
when
For many, the first blunder was made in 1979,
moved in
Banco Osorno y La Union-failed and the government

bank—
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to guarantee depositors and creditors
against losses. It also shielded
banks and finance companies against losses
following the May 1981
collapse of the big sugar company,
CRAV-the event, as indicated in the
precedmg chapter, was seen by many as the leading
edge of the commg
economic hurricane. The big storm started to hit
in November,

when

tour banks and other financial institutions
began to totter.^e
Once again, it was a.. time for steady nerves and bold
measures On
August 31, 1982, Rolf libders Schwarzenberg, a confirmed
monetarist of
the Chicago school himself, had been
brought in to take charge of the

economy: mmister of both Finance and Economy.*?
Luders recalled
uru'
When

L

^^ ^^^ "'^'' ^"'^^'^ "P' Pinochet took personal

command

became apparent that however contrary it might
be to freemarket convictions, the government either
would have to intervene
It

with the banks or risk a cataclysmic collapse
of the entire banking
system, Pinochet moved with resolve— and
stealth. Three laws were
needed to permit the government to intervene
with the banks. To bring
them before the junta
normal fashion would have required a time lag
of several days-and risked a
confidence-shattering leak that easily
could have precipitated a full-scale bank
panic. Pinochet resolved the
problem by summoning the junta to his "Monday
office" at the Defense
Ministry, where he could be assured of
complete security in adopting
the needed measures. On Thursday, January
13, 1983, the government
took over five banks and liquidated two others.^s

m

At first, the government sought to have
creditors— domestic and
toreign-absorb the losses of the two banks being
liquidated; international pressure forced that policy to be
scrapped forty-eight hours after
it

was announced. Ultimately, both foreign and
domestic creditors colwhat was owed them; depositors in the failed
banks, however

lected

recovered only 70 percent of their money.
Altogether, the state was forced to liquidate
and/or intervene sixteen
institutions accounting for 42 percent of the
financial system's banking
assets. Fully 20 percent of the banking
system's assets were classified as
unproductive" by the end of 1984-meaning
either past-due or
acquired in cash by the Central bank. (The
Central Bank was not
however, a "soft touch"; beneficiary banks
were required to repay those
obligations out of future profits before they
could pay a dime's dividend
to their ultimate shareholders.)
By April of 1984, the Central Bank had
extended emergency credits to the intervened
and/or liquidated banks
equivalent to one and-a-half times the entire
private sector money
supply. To statist economists, these
events proved "the failure of the

economic model"-not that it needed adjustment,
but that it had
mied. Crowed two economists critical of the free
market systemThe solution developed by the government [intervening
with the
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[but! reflects the unwillingness
banks] does not resolve the problem
of the crisis, and to give the
gravity
of the government to recognize the
would have been very dithIt
private.
appearance that banking remains
after eleven years o
recognize
to
cult for the Pinochet administration
as its centra
property
private
to
priority
applying a model which gives
the hands ot
in
system
flnancial
the
with
up
wind
.

.

.

element that it would
"^^
the State because of its own insolvency.
They spoke too soon.
,^,
remarked: 'This intervenThe crisis was barely over when Pinochet
.

,

.

zeal. To the contrary: we
was not the resuH of a socialist ideological
possible the maintainmaking
while
weal
did it to protect the common
initiative." He meant what
individual
by
sustained
ing of an economy

tion

new banking system.
Out of that wreckage would come an entirely
of recapitalization
scheme
a
By 1984 the government had already begun
was broadownership
time,
this
and reprivatization of the banks. Only
statists, in
the
doomsayingof
and
based Not two years after the gloating
sale ot the
the
with
completed
was
March of 1987, bank reprivatization

^ ^n<i thu-dBanco de Chile and the Banco de Santiago-ihe l^'-Sf
crash, Banco de Chile had 17,700
largest in the system. Before the
de Santiago had fifteen; now it
Banco
39,222.
had
now
it
shareholders;
Banco del Estado, was governhad 15 781 (The second largest bank.
a candidate for intervenment- Jwned-and solvent-and therefore not
to own more than 2.b
permitted
No single shareholder was
tion
and innovative
imaginative
of
series
percent of the stock. Thanks to a
losses equivauncovered
had
1983
in
which
banks
financial measures,
against
provisions
had
200 percent of their capital by July 1986
]

lent to

reserves of the system. In the four
losses well above the total capital and
1986, the total capital of the
years between January 1983 and December
banking system grew by 47 percent.
„ , ,u „,i„,
not scrapped. But the rules
postscript: the system, of course, was
a new banking law, replacwere rewritten, on November 27, 1986, with
them: "the distancing ot
to
Central
years.
ing old laws in force for thirty
,

A

the state from the system."5o
one important aspect, it
Virtue can sometimes prove to be a vice. In
half of 1982, wages
second
the
did in the Chilean crisis. From 1979 until
floor in place,
that
with
that
had been indexed. The good news was
wages
percent,
by
19
falling
was
while Chile's gross domestic income
that unemploywas
news
bad
The
terms.
real
fell by only 3 percent in
result of the high
ment— "by far the worst in the region"— got worse as a
1980- 198 1, it shot up to an
wage level. From a 10- 1 1 percent average in
time, blue collar workers and those on
official 19.6 percent in 1982. This
were hit hardest: by the end of 1984,
the lower end of the income scale
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when overall unemployment was down to 14
among the poor was still at 22 percent. At

949
percent,

unemployment

the beginning of 1982,
162,878 persons were enrolled in the government's Minimum
Public
Employment program (PEM); by year's end, that number
more than
doubled, to 336,469, reaching an absolute high
of 396,277 in May of
1983. As the crisis deepened, the government created
yet another pro-

gram

for

unemployed h,eads of household. That program, roughly akin
Works AiSministration program in the US. during the

to the Public

1930s Depression, started in October 1982 with 54, 187 enrolled
hitting
high of 228,491
November 1983. By one reckoning, the jobless rate
in 1982 reached 27 percent.si
Many attempted to read into the management of the crisis a deadly
backstairs war between Chicago-school blandos
|soft-liners| and military duws Ihard-liners), seeing in the June 14,
1982, decision to devalue
and once again "float" the peso proof of a victory of the
duws. A similar
mterpretation was given to Pinochet's ouster, on April
2, 1984, of the
Finance and Economy ministers, both "free-marketers,"
a

m

or blandos.
Differences over tactics there were, but insiders insist
that Pinochet
himself never wavered in his Hrm conviction that the
road to success

was paved with

free market ideas. 52
But the crisis also fostered the belief that Pinochet could
be pushed
from power. Viewing the strikes, public demonstrations,
and rallies at
their peak, Pinochet told Frederick N, Nunn,
a decidedly hostile U.S.
academic, that the street disorders were economic in origin,
and manipulated by politicians who needed power in order
to justify their existence. He added a third category: hypocrites
whose Z973 support had
waned when they had not been returned to power. He made
equally
plain his determination to do whatever was necessary
to put an end to
civil strife.53

This time— unlike 1975— Chile did receive
international help,
though to be sure, not from the United States. (Despite
the severity of
the hardship, the United States ended even its Food for
Peace program in
Chile in 1983, though still dumping millions of
dollars' worth into
countries such as Cambodia— by then a Hanoi client
state called Kampuchea—and Uganda. )54 Working closely with International Monetary
Fund and World Bank specialists, the Chilean authorities
devised a
hard-nosed recovery program which came to enjoy
their "full support"— expressed in a billion-dollar assistance program
($750 million in

IMF Special Drawing Rights and $250 million bridge financing
from the
Bank). Those agreements cleared the way for
$1.09 billion in fresh
commercial bank credit in 1985 to cover the balance-of-payments
gap.
those measures: moving away from a fixed exchange
rate to a
flexible peso. The exchange rate had been locked
in at thirty-nine in

Among
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to world rates. For a time,
1979 in the hope of tying Chile's inflation rate
helped to contribute to the opposite effect.
it worked. Freeing it now
to the dollar to
Between 1982 and 1985, the peso went from thirty-nine
price
consumer
the
in
1981,
percent
160 to the dollar; From a low of 9.5
until it
climbmg
on
right
kept
and
in
1982,
index jumped to 20.8 percent
inflation was, in 1985
peaked at 30.5 percent in 1985. (As bad as Chile's

continent— oil-exporting Venonly one country on the South American
Mexico, Peru,
ezuela—was in the official "moderate" inflation category
quite twice
not
inflation rates from
Brazil and Argentina were running
were
duties
Import
higher.)55
Chile's to more than twenty-one times
21
by
drop
to
imports
causing
jacked up from 10 percent to 20 percent,
continuing
a
assuming
realistic,
starkly
percent in 1983. Forecasts were
in world copper prices.
hardship level in terms of trade, and particularly
Commission for Latm
Economic
the
point:
hardship
the
(To underscore
had deteriorated
America estimated that, by 1983, Chile's terms of trade
meant that
observed,
Gallagher
63 percent since 1970, which, as David
imports it
the
of
one-third
"one ton of copper could, by 1983, buy only
could buy 10 years before.")
advantage as the counBut as Gallagher noted, Chile enjoyed a solid
economic reforms of
the
'All
crisis:
try moved to meet the staggering
an appropriate
provide
they
and
place,
still
in
the 1975-1981 period are
other Latin
any
Unlike
off.
take
to
which
from
legislative infrastructure
by
untrammeled
America country, Chile now has a simplified economy,
order.
in
are
country's finances
useless rules and artificial subsidies. The
long-term interests are
Entrepreneurs have gradually learned that their
their counterparts in
unlike
served by competition in the marketplace,
means doing
business
doing
whom
for
other Latin American countries,
a distant
are
laws
labor
old
rigid
Chile's
deals with the government.
pension is to come
future
his
where
knows
worker
Each
nightmare.
there are no legal obstacles to foreign investment."56

from

Finally,

Chile suffered two cripGallagher was not simply blowing smoke,
prices in the country's finanpling setbacks in 1984 and 1985. Copper
cents-a price 45 percent below the
cial plan had been projected at 70
the price fell to 62 cents, and
average for the previous 25 years. In 1984,
dollars in lost revenues. In
that cost the country a quarter of a billion
somewhere around
representing
cents—
64
only
1985 it crawled up to
the evening of March 3,
$180 million in lost revenues. Then, early on
Richter scale
earthquake registering more than eight on the

1985 an

seventy miles west of
struck near the seacoast village of Algarrobo,
than
$1.8 billion,"
more
of
Santiago, leaving 177 dead and damage
proved more
described
Gallagher
foundation
Nonetheless, the sturdy
product
domestic
gross
real
In
1984,
challenge.
than adequate to the
steeply
Despite
percent.
6 3 percent, well above the projected 4

grew by

1
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higher costs, imports rose much faster than had
been expected, the
government reacted by pushing duties even higher, from
21 percekt to
35 percent. Still, the trade surplus stood at $300 million (and in the
years
ahead, would grow to monumental Pacific
Rim proportions) Longrange development of the country's rather meager
oil reserves paid
dividends: by the mid-1980s, Chile was one of a handful
of Latin countries

which had succeeded

shocks.

in insulating itself against catastrophic oil
1982's 19.6 percent to 12 percent

Unemployment dropped from

in 1985.-^8

was the beginning of a sustained— and spectacular— growth
in
economy which would surpass even the performance of the tideturnmg late seventies. Finance Minister Hernan Biichi B.—
whose mod
hair styles make him look more like a rock star
than a finance minister
but whose policies were strictly free market and
monetarist— spelled
out two major goals when he took over February
12, 1985: reduce the
current-account deficit and pep up production— thereby
improving
employment opportunities. In both, he succeeded handsomely.s?
It

Chile's

In its mid-year publication in 1987, Finance
and Development, a
quarterly published by the International Monetary
Fund and the World

Bank, reviewed Chile's efforts in the postcrisis years.
Gallagher was not
alone in his judgment: "The recession was so deep
that unemployment
reached 25 percent and the financial sector was virtually
bankrupted
trade reform survived the crisis and the rationalization
it had fostered
left Chile's mdustrial sector in a far stronger
position to withstand the
shocks of the 1980s. In recent years the economy has

grown

and unemployment has come down

to

strongly,

under 10 percent. Economic

liberalization clearly contributed to this recovery "^o

Even painstakingly researched pubhcat ions— such as
National Geographic in its July 1988 issue— when they acknowledge
progress in
Chile at all, tend to portray it as the rich getting
richer and the poor
either neglected altogether, or when looked after
at all, looked

after by
church groups. The truth is other wise, ^i
Noting that Chile was one of seven (among twenty-three)
Latin American and Caribbean countries that had continued
success in bringing

down

infant

mortality, the Inter- American Development Bank,
in its
1987 report, added: 'Almost all of these countries have a good
health
record going back a number of years or have been
making a noteworthy
effort recently; this may be the case of Chile,
which has maintained a
vigorous food-distribution program and expanded
drinking-water and
sewerage services. ..."
The World Bank, in its study of "Poverty in Latin America: The
Impact of Depression," was even more explicit, and because
it is

so
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radically at odds

with the careless press image

of Chile, bears

quoting at

length:
represents a
case is particularly interesting because it
on the poorspending
social
government
focus
to
attempt
successful
spendmg on
government
slashing
est segments of the population. By
the most
provide
to
possible
been
has
upper-income groups, it
of the grave economic crisis
spite
in
services
social
needed
urgently
percent in dollar
per capita social expenditure increased by 36
dip
in
1983, while total
slight
a
with
and
1984,
terms between 1980
percent during that period. The
social expenditure increased by 46

The Chilean

was in social welfare, including the
social welfare programs account
programs;
make-work
government
social spending. Social security
for 24 percent of total government
a drastic reform which initially
of
part
as
doubled
almost
fastest increase (140 percent)

spending

education spending
increased the burden on public Hnance. But
social spendmg)
of
one-quarter
for
(which in 1984 accounted

spending went down by
increased by only 8 percent and public health
government social spending is all
19 percent. The overall increase in
the

more remarkable because total government spending was

reduced

adjustment effort. Success in targeting
during
was achieved at the expense of
social spending on the poorest groups
line. There has been httle
poverty
the
above
the groups immediately
middle classes in recent
lower
the
catering
to
facilities
in
investment
the crisis as part of the

in targeting social spendmg
years. Nevertheless, Chile's performance
improvements in effisubstantial
and
region,
is unequaled in the
services to the
have been achieved in the delivery of social

ciency

progress through 1984 (later
In Chile, there has been continuous
written) in general mordata was not available when this report was
(infants who die at less
mortaUty
neonatal
and
taUty, infant mortality,
days old). Nutritional surveys show a dechnmg

than twenty-eight
years old (as we I as
trend in malnutrition among children under six
advanced malnuand
moderate,
slight,
subcategories:
for each of the
and a subsequent improvement
trition), with a slight increase in 1983
in the developing world, with
in 1984. Rates are among the lowest
children in 1984. Eduthousand
per
8.4
affecting
total malnutrition
primary school enrollstatistics, however, show a reduction in
cation

ment

far
1982 since 1980. Because school drop-out rates are
for
poor than the rest of the population (evidence exists
to
related
is
rate
enrollment
can be that the lower primary

rates in

higher for the
1979), it

poverty. ...

many instances,
Observed Forbes magazine in December 1987: "In
alleviate human
to
broadened
the Chilean economic model could be
."^^
World.
Third
suffering in the impoverished
.

.
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in critiques of the

Chilean economy of the claim: (1)
it was in 1981 |and, in
some entirely erroneous assertions, lower even than 1970); and
(2( that
under Pinochet, the country has become saddled with one
of the largest
that per capita

income

in 1988

was lower than

debts, in per capita terms, in the world.

The boom— in contrast to continuing crisis and recession in other
major Latin countries— continued uninterrupted in 1988,
Gross
National Product was kip 5.2 percent in the first quarter of
the year,
fueled largely by steady growth of exports. However, there
was no question whatever that in 1988, Chile was into the fifth
consecutive year of
strong and sustained economic growth. At mid-year, on the
basis of
preliminary figures, EI Mercurio reported that the economy was already
10 percent higher than the peak 1981 level. Should that prove out,
then
it

would no longer be

that historic

true, also, that per capita

high— reached under

income was lower than

Pinochet.*^

Debt is another matter. To begin with, as noted in the preceding
chapter, Chile was, in 1973, second in the world to Israel
in the per
capita size of its foreign debt (and first in per capita terms
in Latin
America; in 1987, Chile ranked eighteenth among the nineteen Hispanic countries of the hemisphere in the percentage increase of its
debt
1970-1987). Next, when discussing debt— as when discussing

incomes— it ought to be remembered that
jolted during the Allende

with a

the

economy of Chile was not

It had to be rebuilt
and a maximum of outside hostility.
of Latin America went on a borrowing binge in the

minimum

Thirdly, that all

years— it was

shattered.

of outside help

1970s, and did so in the context of a rapidly expanding world economy.

As the World Bank poverty study observed, "between World War II and
the depression of the 1980s, Latin America was one of the
fastestgrowing areas in the developing world. Indeed, between 1960 and 1980
only a few developing countries, including the successful Southeast
Asian economies, expanded at a faster rate." With banks awash in
petrodollars, and the Latin countries eager for rapid change,
borrowing
patterns shifted from international agencies and their long-termand
longer lead-time— loans, to private commercial banks and shorter-term
loans. From 1 970 to 1 980 alone, Latin America's public debt
leaped from
$20.7 billion to $160.3 billion (and then nearly doubled again in just the
next five years).^* But borrowing by itself does not necessarily
"fuel
growth"— a term frequently used by those attempting to explain away
Chile's success. Witness, indeed, the economic miseries of the
region's
(and the world's! three biggest debtors: Brazil, Mexico, and Argentina.
In
one of its frequent looks at the debt problems of Latin America, The
Economist, on January 9, 1988, headlined its article: "Brazil and Mexico: Which is worse off?" On September 26, 1987, the magazine
asked:
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'Argentina:

Worse

to

come?"

A

few months

later,

in an April 1988

provided the answer, describing Argentina and Peru as "the
two worst economies in the world." In yet another— "Nuts to Brazil?"
August 29, 1987— The Economist opined: "Thanks largely to the sufeconomic
focating incompetence of its government, Brazil is not the

article, it

could so easily be. Instead, it remains the biggest current
of the world's financial system." For much of
stability
threat to the
pay even the interest due on its foreign debt,
to
refused
Brazil
1987,
billion in interest payments. Less noticed was the fact that

powerhouse

it

"saving" $3
adopted "can't pay, won't
six other Latin American countries had also
Honduras, Nicaragua,
Cuba,
Rica,
Costa
pay" policies in 1987: Bolivia,

and Peru.*5
There is yet another point which ought to be taken into consideration
when discussing the growth of debt: inflation. If no such allowance is
$3.9
made, the raw figures would indicate that Chile's debt rose from
billion

billion in 1987. But, applying
figures so as to adjust for inflation, the real figures

when Allende

1987 dollars to both

fell

to

around $19

$19 billion in 1987. Furthermore, it is
money was used for. In the
borrowed
important to consider what the
alone on the debt left
interest
pay
went
to
billion
case of Chile, $4
finance the working
to
went
billion
Another
$2
Allende.
behind by
capital needed to build up the export sector.
Chile lost
Finally, much of it was needed to help offset the revenues
to
pay for
Chile
had
through lower copper prices, the higher prices
14-year
the
over
billion
imported oil— taken together, a staggering $40
1973
at
remained
had
prices
copper
period. Expressed differently: if
huge
but
a
all,
at
debt
foreign
had
no
have
levels, Chile in 1988 would
for any
foreign reserve surplus. The same, of course, could be said
out of
coming
happens,
it
trade;
as
of
terms
adverse
suffering
country
country
the crash of the eighties, only one other South American
endured worse terms of trade than did Chile.**
At all odds, Chile was not among the countries reneging on its debts,
however painful their payment had become. [The Christian Democrats,
political opporin their electoral platform, viewed debt waffling as a
"reprogram
would
they
power,
back
in
that
if
notice
serving
tunity,
accumulated debts.") In the wake of the 1982 crisis, the government
moved quickly to restore confidence within the framework of the IMF/
World Bank bail-out. Because the government was willing to guarantee

would become $9

billion in 1973,

total in
private debt, it was able to roll over substantial portions of the
and
in
1985,
1983,
banks
private
foreign
successful negotiations with
agreed
to
banks
407
that
all
standing
credit
1987. So high was Chile's
York
New
in
Signed
time.
record
in
arrangement
1987
the
the terms of
stock
1987, the deal postpones the first payment on the old

on June

17,
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of debt until

1993 and the first principal payment on the 1983 and 1984
1991 That agreement covered $10.6 billion of Chile's
$19 billion debt, and saved the country $448 million in 1988 interest

new monies until

.

charges,^''

Central to the debt strategy has been a highly innovative and highly
successful program of "debt swaps." Professor Steve H. Hanke of Johns
Hopkins University has commented that "Chile has been the only

country that has been aiile to make good use" of them. Chile's program
(unlike neighboring Argentina's, for example) has succeeded because it
met two fundamental conditions: (1| attractive investment opportunities; (2) good design. Since they were introduced in
1985, Chile's
debt swaps have reduced the country's foreign debt from $20.2 billion to
$18,7 billion in June of 1988. In line with a surge of interest in Chile on
the part of other Pacific Basin countries, a New Zealand investment
company in 1987 made the biggest single debt-to-equity conversion:
$165 million. Writing of the 1987 performance, Fiiedberg's LDC Debt

Comments said: "Last year, Chile alone among the principal 32 less
developed debtors in U.S. Treasury Secretary [James] Baker's original
initiative reduced its foreign debts
" The
Economist, on July. 11,
1987, wrote: "If Brazil could match Chile's record, its US $110 billion
debt would shrink by US $16.5 billion and its interest bill by some US
$1.5 billion a year. ..." In fact, about the only international financial
to take note of Chile's success under the Baker Plan was Mr.
Baker's Treasury Department, in keeping with the Reagan administra-

forum not

tion's policy of studied hostility

towards Chile, This incited Internato chortle: "Poor Mr, Baker! With everyone
decrying the failure of his 'plan' announced in Seoul in the autumn of
tional Currency

Review

1985, the Treasury Secretary has been unable to convey his satisfaction
about the one success story the so-called 'Baker Plan' has to its creditChile. For the Chilean Government, being a dictatorship— which
is the

background factor contributing to stabilization—has consistently pursued sensible economic policies for three years, as a
result of
crucial

which

its superbly managed economy is now achieving
substantial
growth. Moreover, this is happening despite heavy dependence on cop-

per—the

real price of

which

is

now

lower than in 1930."*^

TRIUMPHANT DAYS
In talks to students, U.S. Education Secretary

William J, Bennett liked to
invoke what he called the "gate" test as one measurement of peoples'
attitudes towards their governments. If a country's gates were opened

and people

fled, it

was a pretty good indicator

of

widespread discon-
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tent— and that has, of course, described Communist dictatorships down
all— right-wing
to the present day. It also describes many— but not
once the
dictatorships. In the case of Chile, it is instructive to note that,
twenty
estimated
gates began to open in the early eighties for the
famitheir
and
they
exile,
Chileans officially or voluntarily in

thousand
for hunted criminals
lies began streaming back into the country Except
in a number of years,
exodus
significant
been
no
and terrorists, there has
have been free to
Chileans
exceptions,
of
handful
tiny
although with a
in the preceding
noted
And,
as
chose.
they
so
if
country
the
leave
gates were
chapter, many left-wing figures returned even before the
into
walking
were
officially open to them, knowing as they did that they
almost-certain prison or internal exile sentences.
Many Chileans who, for reasons of career or personal circumstances,
in
have remained abroad, cast their "gate" votes on the country
the
into
back
money
their
sending
fashion:
dramatic—
and

another—
country As

early as 1986, the American economist Steve H. Hanke,
noting that flight capital was a "foul-weather barometer for debtor
every dollar in
nations," cited a Morgan Guaranty analysis that for
capital has
flight
America,
loans that has poured into Latin

foreign

American
drained seventy cents out. "Chile," he wrote, "is one Latin
has been
phenomenon
flight
capitalthe
debtor nation in which
earnings
and
capital
repatriating
been
actually
have
reversed; Chileans
promulgation
the
after
years
than
two
less
early
1987,
By
abroad."
from
International
of Chapter XVIII of the Central Bank's "Rules for
million
Exchange," overseas Chileans had invested an estimated $850
of the 2 to 3 billion dollars said to be stashed abroad.^^
There was a good reason for such a reverse flow: few, if any, equity
markets in the world rival Santiago's, thanks to a privatization program

Monprobably unequalled in the world. In the weeks following "Black
markets
stock
ten
world's
top
the
crash,
market
stock
day," the 1987
bottomed out anywhere from 18.38 percent below their peak (Tokyo) to
44.15 percent (Australia). Santiago's slid 15.22 percent. But, even more
(Hong
revealingly: placed against four of the world's hottest markets
1987,
1986-November
November
Kong, Italy, Singapore, Australia],
declines,
showed
four
of
the
Three
behind.
Santiago left all four far
perAustralia's gained 2.1 percent, while Santiago's shot ahead 65.57

Over the longer haul— 1975-1986— the record is even more
stocks
impressive. During that period. Standard &. Poor's index of U.S.
index
Stanley's
rose to 449 percent from a base of 100 percent; Morgan
similar
Santiago,
in
showed worldwide stock prices up 567 percent;
155
calculations showed shares up 2,060 percent. Small wonder: of
23
exchange,
Santiago
old:
1893)
(but
companies listed on the small

cent.

showed income

yields of 50 percent or higher

from January

1

through
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Nor did the trend change following "Black Monday";
four of the other "glamor" markets showed year-to-year
declines, Santiago's market shot up another 43 percent from November
to late June 1988.?"
31, 1987.

while

all

Such long-term, sustained results obviously are not flash-in-the-pan
phenomena, reflecting no more than market manipulation and speculation. The essence of the market strength is at the very core of the
Pinochet revolution itself; the sea change from an economy dominated
by the state to an exuberantly free enterprise one. By early 1988, fewer
than a dozen of the 530 companies under state control in 1973 remained
entirely under government ownership. The privatization process was
carried out in three phases: 1973-1975, return to their rightful owners
of the roughly 350 companies illegally seized; 1975-198
1, privatization
of banks and other financial institutions; 1983 onward, sale of the bulk
of the remaining companies in CORFO's hands. Those sales not only
poured $1.3 billion into the treasury through mid-year 1987, but had
made "popular capitalists" out of an estimated 250,000 Chileans. Furthermore, by contrast to 1973 when the state ran those companies and
piled up losses in that one year of $500 million, all of them were now
profitable. Clemente Martinez, a supervisor in one of the biggest pellet
plants, the Pacific Steel Company (CAR for Compania de Acero del
Pacifico], three hundred miles north of Santiago, described for the New
York Times a recent "collective bargaining" request: that workers at the
plant have access to information on how their shares in the company
were doing on the stock market without having to wait for the next day's
newspaper. "What is happeiiing here," said Martinez, a member of the
worker delegation, "is that workers, both blue collar and management,
are developing what I call a shareholders' culture." Those steelworkers
had abundant reason for feeling good about what was now, in significant
measure, truly "their" company: in 1987, CAP more than doubled its
profits over the 1986 level. Of 6,500 employees, four thousand had
bought stock in that booming company. To the distress of Marxistminded politicians and old-style union bosses unaccustomed to such
genuine worker independence, similar stories were being played out in a
number of major companies privatized in recent years with workers
in those companies joining local and foreign investors in buying shares
under Employee Stock Ownership Programs (ESOP| backed by government loan programs. Others have included the local and long-lines
telephone companies, the big nitrate company, the electric utility serving Santiago and Valparaiso, a sugar refinery, the state-airline, and even
such unique cases as the University of Chile's engineering school, hospital and television station. Maria Teresa Rosende Gaete, general manager of a computer service company, recalled that it was the union that

—
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originally proposed

loans from CORFO,

employee stock purchase. With the aid of ten-year
participated in
1 14 of the company's 120 employees

"the initial
the $1.5 million purchase. "For the majority of us," she said,
see
it as an
to
begun
have
people
reason was job security but now

investment."^'

The following

Table 52

table indicates highlights of the program:
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Each of the ten funds operating by 1988 was under strict scrutiny and
guidehnes governing investments: no more than 50 percent of these
funds can be invested in government bonds, and the bonds must
be
Otherwise, for the first four years, the AFPs were limited to
investments in such "safe" instruments as mortgage bonds, bank certifidiversified.

cates of deposit, and private companies' debentures. As the
above table
under new rules which went into effect in 1986, the funds are

indicates,

now permitted to invest up to 30 percent of their portfolios in blue-chip
stocks and shares of the privatized companies. By late 1987, the
AFPs
had developed a $2.5 billion pool for investment, with $3.3 million in

money flowing into the system every month. That AFP investment pool is equivalent to nearly 10 percent of GDIJ an immense source
of added strength and solvency for the economy A stronger
and more
vigorous economy, in turn, means dividends and growth for the investors, in this case the pension funds. And that means that
those pension
funds— unhke Social Security in the United States— have continued to
fresh

grow at an average 10 percent per annum real rate of return. That
growth has been through return on investment, of course, not recourse
to new taxes. Further to safeguard the funds, the AFPs are
required to
maintain 90 percent of the financial instruments that make up their
portfolios in custody of the Central Bank.

Unlike Social Security funds in the U.S. and other industriahzed
countries, the size of the individual's ultimate retirement is tied
to the

amount

of his contribution. Low-income workers enjoy special
proteca worker's pension savings are not enough at the legal retirement
age to buy a specified minimiim annuity, the government makes
up the
difference from general tax revenue. Others, on retirement,
tion:

if

their

money in

withdrawals;
to

can keep
they have always used, making limited, regular
they can use the accumulated capital in their accounts

the

or,

AFP

buy an annuity from an insurance company (with provisions

for

beneficiaries).

Under the

government system, since benefits were only loosely
became political footballs. Special interest groups muscled legislators to grant ever greater advantage
for their
constituents. The result was "a labryinth of different and unfair pension
provisions, with some powerful groups able to retire their members
with nearly full benefits after as few as 25 years of work." In Chile, as in
many countries, pension funds were also "open to use, and mostly
abuse, by government bureaucrats not accountable to the ultimate beneficiaries," leading to "gross waste and mismanagement."
As happened in the U.S., when individuals were (briefly) given the
old,

tied to contributions, pensions

right to choose building private pension protection through IRAs rather
than being held captive entirely to the wobbly Social Security system,
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overthe sale of tax-deferred IRAs boomed. In Chile, not only did the
whelming majority choose the private plans, but coverage expanded to
more than half again as many workers as had ever before been covered:
roughly 2.9 million in the private plans as of mid-1988, only half^2.
a-million in the old government plans.

from reUance on Big Brother government
policy strategist moaned: "After
Democrat
to self-reliance, a Christian
The party official, Raymond
state."
dwarfed
a
find
we take over, we will
and critiquing fiscal polexamining
committee
a
of
Briones, chairman
but not here. If you
Taiwan,
or
Korea,
in
Japan,
work
might
"It
added:
icy,
remove the state as the motor of development in Chile, then you will be
internal capacity to generleft with foreign control because there is no
Viewing this massive

shift

ate development."

Chilean banker saw it differently: 'Any future government that
price constarts playing with the profits of companies, either through
immediate
have
an
will
else,
something
or
rates
interest
negative
trols,
impact on the pension funds. And when you play with people's pensions,

A

you get them upset." As the date

for elections neared, the radical Left

plain their intention, at first chance, to roll the
changes back to the good-old-days of Allende socialism. Christian
on the other hand, reflected the eternal divisions within the

politicians

made

Democrats,
modparty between the dominant statist thinkers and the party's more
Christian
the
with
program,
electoral
opposition's
erate wing. But the
Democrats playing a leading role, took clear aim at the new Social
Security system, and left little doubt that, should they reach power, they
also overhaul the business system.^^
Sergio Bitar, former Allende cabinet minister back from his exile
sinecure at Harvard University, called flat-out for renationalization of
banking. Edgardo Boeninger Kausel, former rector (president) of the
University of Chile and a leading Christian Democrat theoretician,

would

proposed that the state take back "traditional services" (such as electric
and
power) and resume a dominant role in steel, chemical, electronic
of
variety
a
positions
in
large industrial projects, and take minority
control."
and
orientation
other enterprises so as to assure "democratic
Such views collided head-on with those of the once-cautious [and formerly state-pampered) National Manufacturing Association (SOFOFA).
president, Ernesto Ayala, said it would be "solemn stupidity" [dispaeconomy "All
rate] for any government in Chile to implant a "populist"
populisms are false and demagogic and lead to nothing but distaste, as
happened with Argentina's Austral Plan and Brazil's Cruzado Plan, both
Its

which proved to be fiascoes. The Chilean people are smart enough not
to believe in phony demagogueries."^*
This economy which is incapable of generating development did,

of
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one million new jobs from September

May of 1988. By the latter date,

1982 to

it was generating new jobs at
the rate of six hundred per day Manufacturing, long the mangy dog in a
state-run kennel, had now become the largest single sector in the

economy (21 percent), growing faster (at 6.5 percent a year) than
economy itself. In 1987, manufacturing provided jobs for a record
high 562, 000 persons, and was selling more than 1 1 00 different items to
national

the

,

seventy- five different Countries. Manufacturing exports, 1 1 percent of
Chile's total in 1970, were now 35 percent of the total, worth $1.8
billion in 1 987. With such explosive growth, by the first quarter of 1987,

unemployment was down

to 8.5 percent;

by May of that year,

at historic

lows in eleven of the country's thirteen regions— and that without
inventing jobs in state-run companies that were systematically bankrupting the country. Real wages during 1987 increased by 0.5 percent.
Yet another powerful indicator of recovery: at year's end, only 100,000
persons remained in the government's minimum employment program.
This country incapable of generating development, in just the first four
months of 1988, pushed its exports to yet another record high; higher,
indeed, in just four months ($1,725 billion| than for all of 1973. But then,
in 1973 exports contributed only 12 percent to the GNP; in 1987, the
figure was 28 percent, putting Chile in a class with the "miracle economies" of the Pacific Rim. Fruit exports alone— a piddling $14 million
in 1973— continued to climb: up 24 percent in the 1987/1988 season
over the same period in 1986/1987, to a thumping $550 million. Finally,
this country incapable of generating development managed to achieve
in 1987 the highest level of domestic savings in twenty-eight years (32.8
percent of GDI> measured in 1977 pesos). ''^
So strong was the surge in the economy, in fact, that the government
moved aggressively to slow growth in 1987 so as not to re-ignite inflation. Still, growth in 1987 set an all-time record: up 5.7 percent, propelled chiefly by the highest volume of exports in the country's history
($5 billion So conservative are the economic planners that, while welcoming a $400 million windfall coming from the highest copper prices
in seven years, they refused to build higher prices into their forecasts.
|.

"Rest assured," said Finance Minister Hernan Buchi, "we are not going
to turn our back on policies designed to diversify exports, and depend
gradually less and less on copper, at the first signs of a bonanza which

experience

tells

us

is

likely to be temporary. "^^

Chile

is the only country in Latin America in which U.S. businesscan count on political stability. Despite the
coming plebiscite, I believe that the Chilean economy will continue being good

men

.

.

..

.
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Pinochet stays or
will continue working adequately. Whether
government will
the
head
who
those
that
believe
stay,
J
does not
in hard curbringing
are
for
realize how crucial agriculture exports

and

rency.

That they would not jeopardize.
Former Secretary
Kissinger, in

May

of State

Henry

1988

Pinochet regime— was
Presumably, Kissinger— so long critical of the
he advised on the
companies
chip
now saying the same thing to the blue
he spoke, the
before
days
few
A
investments,
politics of international
animoscontinued
the
with
contrast
in
Department—
Commerce
U.S.

ity of the

White House, Treasury and State Departments— said

Chile's

plebiscite
economic prospects continued to be "very positive" despite
government
Chilean
uncertainties. "The firm free market policies of the

advantage of new and
have enabled local and foreign companies to take
The International
publication,
respected
profitable opportunities," The
nations
developmg
twelve
of
survey
risk"
Economy, in a 1988 "country
vis-apositioned
well
Chile
showed
Asia,
and
in Latin America, Europe
Chile its highest "social-politivis the others; the publication also gave
situation in the country
social/political
the
meaning
rating,
cal index"
allows the adoption of appropriate economic programs.^^
a great deal of
Even more significant were the judgments of those with

Segal, of New York's Manufacturers
the twelve-bank committee
chaired
Hanover Trust Company, who
banks. Chile's financial
commercial
407
with
negotiating Chile's debt
should be brought to
ideas
new
how
of
example
"an
were
plans, she said,
the judgment of
was
significance
more
even
Of
table,"
the negotiating
bank, Citicorp.
largest
John Reed, the dynamic young head of the U.S.'s
proposals^ln
Chile's
accepting
Citicorp alone among them had resisted
that
announced
he
when
world
May of 1987, Reed stunned the financial
as
billion
to
percent
$5
150
by
reserves
its
Citicorp intended to increase
Comloans.
World
Third
of
portfolio
huge
a hedge against losses on its
Economist at the time: "The common sense in the Citicorp

money at risk. One such was Susan

mented The

ends the fiction that a dollar lent to Peru's government
Philippines is worth the
or some Marcos-corrupted company in the
or IBM," But the
Treasury,
same as a dollar lent to the United States
so as not to
carefully"
tread
"must
observed that Reed

decision

is

that

it

magazine also
Third- World debtors
signal retreat from his steady resistance to letting
writing off loans. A
or
rates
interest
concessionary
off the hook with
to a new packagreeing
in
banks
other
the
joined
Citicorp
month later,
a visit to Chile in
age which saved Chile $1 billion. Then, following
working very well
is
August, Reed said: "We think the Chilean economy
loan market
voluntary
the
and should begin to think of a return to
"^^
.

The Chilean economy

is at the best level in Latin

America.

.

.
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new investments have cascaded

into Chile. Economist Jose Pinera has divided Chile's postv/ar period into three stages:

1954-1970, when foreign investment averaged S200 million
60 percent of it in the mining sector
1974-1986, S250 million yearly average; mining still domi-

(1|

yearly,
(2)

nated— 60 percent— but another 28 percent was

in services, such
banking and injsurance
1987, SI billion in one year; 60 percent in debt-equity swaps, and
$400 million in new investments.
as

|3)

If Pinera had been vvrriting a few months later, he
might have added a
fourth period: 1988. In just the first four months of 1988, new projects

totalling $ 1 .430 billion were approved, of which $273.5 million actually
entered the country For the same period in 1987, the corresponding

figures

wee $327.5 million and $146.5

Some American

million. ^S"

firms, such as Exxon's

mining division, weighed the
mining operation to the tune of
But after a year's investigation and expen-

possibility of developing a copper

more than a billion dollars.
diture of $100 million, the venture came to a halt, with little likelihood that it would continue ..
The Marxist apologist and prophet
Samuel Chavkin, writing in
1985«o

Mr. Chavkin was, alas, engaging in still more wishful thinking. By
Exxon Minerals had increased its stake for expansion of Los
Bronces and El Soldado mines of its Disputada holding to $720 million;
$36.8 million of that entered the country in the first quarter of 1988. In
1986, the mines produced 72,000 tons of copper. In fact, although there
has been a surge of new investments from Asia and Oceania, the U.S.
1987,

leads as a source of investment capital.

Among major newer pro$350 million for a methanol plant at Punta Arenas, in the extreme
south (a U.S. consortium), and an-Amax investment of $300 million for
still

jects:

non-ferrous metals.
But the grand-daddy of new copper investments was being pulled
together by a consortium made up of Broken Hill Proprietary of Austra-

Rio Tinto Zinc of the United Kingdom and Mitsubishi of Japan: in
quarter of 1988, they added $55 million to a previously invested
$85 million to develop the La Escondida project. Investment is forecast
to reach $1.1 billion, and the mine to produce 330,000 metric tons of
high-grade copper annually Meanwhile, besides the. respite in 1987
after the long slump in copper prices, Chileans got more good copper
news early in 1988: the discovery of new reserves at the state-held El
lia,

the

first
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enough to prolong the life
Salvador mine estimated at 350 million tons,
years.
of that mine another twenty
administration had, in
Over its fourteen years in power, the Pinochet
Mineria (Big Mining
Gian
four
the
into
itself
fact invested $4 billion
in the doubling of
factor
key
a
retained—
government
operations the
1.4 million). Despite
output from 1973 to 1986 (from 743,000 tons to
paid $11 billion over that
outputs
mining
other
and
copper
low prices,
15 percent of the counperiod into the national treasury— more than
try's income.
<
r
u rfronts: Austraa
other
Foreign investors were active on a wide range of
percent of the old ITT-owned telephone
lia's Bond Group acquired 30
million into the country in actual out$123.8
pumped
(and

company

thirty-one-year-old Brazilian entrelays in the first quarter of 19881.
early in 1988 for a $180
preneur, Eike F. Batista, announced plans
the high Andes; together
in
mine
million investment in a gold and silver
Shell Oil, Westheld
(involving
investments
announced

A

with previously
goal,of becoming one
and Citibank), this would push Chile closer to its
of the decade. Japan
end
the
by
producers
gold
of the world's ten largest
as Chile's second
markets
European
traditional
which had displaced
had also become increasingly
largest trading partner (after the U.S.),
invest-

a toehold
important as a source of investment capital, including
Society of Chile
Mining
ment by the KOWA group in the Chemical and
planned
a $40 million
Board
ISOQUIMICH). The New Zealand Dairy
that country
of
Challenge
Fletcher
investment in dairy farming, while
a private forestry company Others, in varChile veteran Anaconda Corporation
included
processing,
ious stages of
studies at a new copper
($65 million for exploration and feasibility
million
Anglo American Corporation of South Africa, $70

earmarked $120 million in

mining site),

plant, Foote Mineral
expansion of a copper mine and concentrating
reserves.*'
lithium
of the U.S., $50 million to exploit
posts under Pinochet, may not
Jose Piiiera, who had held two cabinet
is unquestionably an astute
he
but
observer,
be an entirely objective
entrepreneurs, he spoke
fellow
talk
to
cited
previously

for

observer.
of the

M the

enormous economic but

also social strides

made

in Chile.

They

obsessed by the State and by
were, he said, the fruits of "a society not
about the potential that yet
political power." Because it reveals so much
remarks bears repeating:
his
in
remains in the country the next passage

What has caused

this extraordinary transformation?

The answer

is

deeply committed to liberty,
clear: a coherent socio-economic policy
at a time of great
brought to bear on a potentially wealthy country
countries of the
the
of
one
probably
Chile
is
technological progress.
per square kilometer of
resources
mineral
greatest
the
with
world
largest copper and lithium
territory In addition to having the world's
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has important reserves of molybdenum, nitrate, coal,
iodine, rhenium, manganese, gold, sulphur, barite and zinc. Its coastline, one of the largest in the world, grants it access to thousands
of
reserves,

marine

it

species,

Humboldt

which feed along the Chilean seaboard because of the

current, thus allowing

it to create "farms" at sea. Its rich
permits the production of the best fruit and vegetables and its
climate is particularly suited to forestry. Whereas in Sweden or in the
United States, the pipe grows, respectively, at a rate of 5 and 7 cubic
meters per hectare/y6ar, in Chile the growth rate is 22 cubic meters
per hectare/year. The country also has important energy resources,
mainly hydroelectric, but also in hydrocarbons and other forms of
energy. However, only a development strategy based on the country's
comparative advantages could have transformed this potential
wealth into real wealth."^

soil

There

are, of course,

those

who

believe that

what

is

good

for busi-

ness—and particularly if it U.S. business— must be bad for "the people."
In a commentary on a new UNICEF study of the impact of economic
adjustment programs on the poorest in society, The Economist said that
adjustment programs imposed by the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) have "few admirers in rich-country universities, think-tanks and
charities. The currently-fashionable complaint is that its 'adjustment
programmes' put a needlessly heavy burden on the poorest peopleeither through incompetence |say the moderates) or by design (as class

warriors insist)
The charge that the IMF puts the greatest burden on
the poor must be taken seriously
[but] the IMF is already much
closer to being right than its critics allow. Painful adjustment is not
.

.

.

always avoidable. When commodity prices fall by the 30% they have
done in the 1980s, it is purlblind to suppose that exporters of commodities will not be squeezed. Without the IMF bridging loans, the squeeze
would have been far tighter. Anyway, some of the pohcy changes urged
" Then, in
by the Fund are of greatest help to the poorest
a discussion
of the study itself, this key observation; "The study's second main
prescription is that help should be targeted on the poorest people while
adjustment programmes are under way This is more questionable—
however inoffensive it sounds. Targeting usually depends on govern-

ments. But nothing in this book inspires confidence in the ability of
"^^
developing-country bureaucrats to hit targets of any kind
Yet, as the World Bank study on poverty pointed out, the Pinochet
government did succeed in "targeting" the needs of the poor. But it did
so within an ever-expanding concept of free enterprise. In the process, it
created a solid infrastructure for sustained growth, as well cushioned
against external shocks as any small and developing country could hope
to be in

what

is

a global village.
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economy is one facet of this: In
Building a sturdy, diversified export
that between 1964 and 1970,
shown
was
it
study done by El Mercurio,
Allende years, they actually
the
during
percent,
exports grew by only 1 .3
between 1973 and 1987 the annual
declined by the saine percentage,
a

rate averaged 7.4 percent. Even
involving nontraditional exports.

growth
sons

more ^'^'^^^/'^
'^^,'^^1'^^
Between 1964 and 1970, the r

and 1987, 16 percent
growth rate averaged 3.7 percent, between 1973
this

another facet. Nowhere has
Creating a truly "new Chile" is yet
a new book by the Chilean
than
powerfully
been chronicled more
Quiet Revolution
economist Joaquin Lavin. Entitled Chile: A

m

example

mm

of

what would other-

fact-packed pages, it recites example after
but the most casual visitors to
wise become quickly apparent to all
after. The Chile Lavm describes
and
Chile who knew the country before
is

a modern country
of the first:
Lavin,
quick sampling, from

a country of choices.

A

It is

the pension fund for public
were accustomed to retiring from
the pension fund for private
employees, the Social Security [fund] or
National Health Service
the
was entrusted to

We

employees; our health
o
Service, we studied at the University
or to the National Medical
TV
watched
we
Technical University,
Chile, Catholic University or
are very different. We can
on channels 13, 11 or 7. Nowadays, things
out of a selection of more
choose,
we
that
fund
pension
retire from the
favorite health insurour
to
than 10- we can entrust our health care
studies at any ot
higher
pursue
about
20.
of
ance fund from a choice
we can
institutes;
or professional
the 25 public or private universities
channels,
TV
cable
four
Santiago,
choose between 5 TV channels in
their own programincreasing number of families are doing

and an
clubs in the main cities
ming by renting Hlms at any of the 87 video
doing her shopping at
housewife
a
1974,
throuRhout the country In
different products. At pre5,500
of
choice
had
a
Almarsupermarket
choose from among 15,500 various
it is possible for her to
sent,

items

**

for Chileans than
smattering is, of course, far more meaningful
those old eriough to rememoutsiders, because Chileans-certainly
of socialized mediber—know the distance that separated the promise
regimented was
how
understand
cine in Chile from its realities, they
state- or
(either
channels
television
the fare on those three official
had
have
may
Almac
while
that
university-run). Above all, they knew
different story
much
a
told
shelves
the
5 500 items in its inventory,
in capsule term.
"Modern" is, in some ways, easier to demonstrate
society in Latin America,
Chile is for example, the most computerized

Such

a

'

before the

first

English-language translation.
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in the workplace, another 80,000 in

homes. Possessed
computers per student, it is also the largest
exporter of software programs: over $1 million, and growing rapidly.
Though dwarfed in population by Brazil and Mexico, and significantly
smaller than Argentina, Peru, Colombia and Venezuela, Chile generates
the second highest level of computer traffic from the region to the
United States. There are more than 1,500 telefacsimile machines in the
country; in 1975, inteifnational telephone traffic was 4.5 million minutes per year. By 1986, the figure was 40.2 million. Chile is very definitely plugged into the world beyond.
But it is a modern country in many other ways, as well: for example,
there are now four thousand hectares of computerized drop-irrigated
vines growing in what was, a few years ago, a desert. This is one of the
reasons why Chile has become the world's number one exporter of table
of the largest proportion of

grapes.

Chile

is a

new country— in ways subtle,

dramatic ones

is a

in ways dramatic. One of the
1,941 -kilometer Austral Highway which now con-

remote— and until now, mainly isolated— southern
regions with the rest of the country Work on that highway began in
nects Chile's most

was

1976, and

officially finished

on March

2,

1988,

when

President

Pinochet dedicated a two-ton monume;nt symbolizing the labor of the
two thousand workers who toiled to build it. The highway cost $300
million. Before the highway, there was little reason for anyone to live
there; in Aysen, population density was only 0.6 persons per square
kilometer. Now, there are twenty-three sawmills. Three years ago, there
were only four small fishing industries in Puerto Chabuco; now there
are eleven, and 3,500 people travel daily from Coyhaique and other
inland points to work in them. As the road progressed, so, too, did
tourism into that area of gorgeous fjords and stunning glaciers. And,
with increased tourism, the number of hostelries and inns increased
astronomically All of this, of course, is but a beginning: The road has

opened up

1.6 million hectares of formerly isolated pastureland for
livestock breeding. But already, it has changed the lives of the people in
that region InI972,infantmortality there wasl07.9per thousand, high
.

even by Chilean standards; in 1986, it was 19.7 percent. S6
It used to be that all roads led to Santiago, because that's where
power
began and ended. As indicated in the preceding chapter, the next Congress will sit not in Santiago, but in Valparaiso. Projects such as the
Austral Highway in other areas of the country have produced "a quiet

Between 1974 and 1984, per capita GDP increased in
the northern and southern regions; the Santiago metropolitan region's
share of gross domestic product fell from 46.5 percent in 1970 to 41.5
revolution," too.

percent in 1984. The Valparaiso region, long number two, has been
displaced as an economic powerhouse by the Biobio region to the south
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1990, that was to be increased to 82 percent. And, more recent statistics
in yet another area reflect important progress. Between 1973 and 1986,

ownership

titles to either agricultural or urban land were delivered to
143,628 families, turning 1,453,795 hectares of agricultural land and
32,746,464 square meters of urban land into private property. Many of
those beneficiaries were long-neglected Mapuche Indians. Inevitably,
this brought some cries that the policy was undermining their culture
by fragmenting them; n<5thing, it would seem, is ever perfect.^s

Since the early 1930s, Chile has created an endless number of institutions, enacted laws and channeled public resources toward social
development objectives in an effort to upgrade the standard of living
of the people, especially those living in poverty.

Public expenditures per capita increased more than 30 times
between 1920 and 1970. Early in the 1970s it reached some 15 percent of the GNP. Even so, the contrast between efforts undertaken
and results obtained was shocking. The reason was insufficient economic growth and the inefficiency of some of those social programs,
the benefits of which did not reach the poorest sectors.
A World Health Organization study singled out Santiago in 1967
as the western hemisphere's most unhealthy city. In the early 1 970s,
Chile's infant mortality rate was one of the highest in Latin America.
The 1974 "Map of Extreme Poverty" prepared by the Catholic University of Chile utilizing 1970 census data, showed 21 percent of the
nation's population living in abject poverty.

From 1940 to 1970 the rate of GNP growth per capita was approximately 1.14 percent per year At that rate, doubling the GNP
required 61 years.
Higher education, which benefited 4 percent of the student population, absorbed SO percent of education resources. Meanwhile, 41
percent of the poorer children did not attend school. Social security
system benefits were allocated in accordance with the political
power of recipient groups. The poorest of the poor, the independent
workers, were completely outside the system.
From a Chilean government working
paper discussing the macroeconomic
program for 1988 and beyond. *'
.

.

The Pinochet government launched a two -pronged attack on these old
and very stubborn problems. The first building a strong and vibrant
economy has now been widely acknowledged. The second committing energy, imagination and money to the problem— has not. The
record does not justify the verdict. The following three tables put the
spending of the Chilean government on social welfare, education, and
health in the context of similar spending by Latin America's largest

—

democracies:

—

—
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Expressed differently: Chile's social expenditure is about 60 percent
four times the rate it was before the Pinochet
government came to power. And the results:
of the fiscal budget

—

Acute malnutrition, which affected

7 of every 1,000 children in 1975,

has practically disappeared.
Infant mortality, 65.8 per 1,000 in 1973, one of the highest rates in
Latin America,
dropped to 18.6 per 1,000, one of the lowest in
the hemisphere.

h^

Life

expectancy at birth grew from 65.1 years inl973to71.48inl986.

Acute poverty, measured by the same standards, was reduced from 21
percent in 1970 to 14 percent in 1982.

The number

of children from poor families not attending school was
reduced from 41 percent in 1970 to 9.9 percent in 1982.

City sewage system coverage grew from 31.1 percent in 1970 to 77.4
percent in 1986.'°
Life

is,

of course, the greatest

human right of all. Lavin points out that

young Chileans are better educated and better integrated with
the world around them. But, thanks to the kinds of health improvements reflected in the above statistics, "every Chilean born [today] can
live 35,000 hours more than those born in 1970."
The Chile they are being born into is a very different Chile from the
today's

one the present rulers found fifteen years ago. Pinochet spoke to those
born into the new country, the country largely created by him and those
who journeyed with him out of the wilderness of unwanted revolution.

No

longer

a country, he told them, in

which

handful of bureauopening of the fifth
annual session of the Economic and Social Council, in May of 1988) he
expressed what undoubtedly is the greatest legacy of his government,
whatever history's final judgment. The country you build, he told them,
will be the one you yourselves design, because the system we have
created, the one we leave behind, is one where the state is the servant,
the individual the master. In your hands, and no one else's, is the future.
is it

crats shape

your

lives for you. In this talk (at the

a
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exchange rate. About 20,000 of the donations were rings. The most valuable
objects were auctioned off internationally.
In an interview with Que Pasa magazine, "Habla El Almirante Merino,"
#152, March 22, 1974, p. 9. As pointed out in chapter9. Admiral Merino had
already begun working with his economic team in March of 1973; among
them were Lcniz, the first civilian economy minister, retired admiral
Roberto Kelly, who took over the State Planning Office |and in 1979, also
served as economy minister).
Arturo Fontaine Alttonate, Los Economistas y el Presidente Pinochet (Santiago: Editorial Zig-Zag, 1988|, pp. 18-20 and 39-40. Fontaine relates that
the day after the revolution, Merino had summoned Kelly
an old friend
and sailing companion, as well as fellow officer to give him names for the
new economic team. Kelly began with the names of the group, adding more
as he went along. As he was about to leave, Merino informed him that he
was to take over the cabinet-level Office of State Planning; Kelly had to look
up the address of this unfamiliar agency in the telephone book before he
could start work. Kelly remained in that post until 1979, serving for another
year as economy minister. De Castro had enrolled in 1952 at the Catholic
University's School of Commercial Engineering (as the business school was
then called). In June 1955, four University of Chicago economists arrived in
Chile to negotiate an exchange agreement funded by the U.S. "Point Four"
program, forerunner of the Agency for International Development with
Catholic University that included setting up a Center for Economic Studies
[Centra de Investigaciones Economicas). The group was made up of T.W
Schultz, chairman of the Chicago Economics Department and a later Nobel
laureate; Professor Earl J. Hamilton; Professor Arnold C. Harberger (future
dean and the spiritual mentor of the Chileans in the years ahead); and
Professor Simon Rottenberg. The 3-year agreement was concluded in 1959,
later extended to 1964. It was the beginning of the Chicago Boys era. De
Castro, one of the interpreters for the visitors, was later one of the first
selected for pttst-graduate 'study at Chicago, and still later returned for a
doctorate. Ibid., pp. 23-25. Baraona, who also did his graduate studies at
Chicago, formed a close friendship with de Castro while he was serving as
dean of the Catholic University School of Economics and de Castro headed
the Center for Economic Studies. In 1966, they "discovered" Emilio Sanfuentes and persuaded him to do graduate work at Chicago. Cruzat took his
master's degree in economics at Chicago, his doctorate at Harvard. Bardon
also studied at Chicago
where his classmates included Emilio Sanfuentes
and another later economy minister, Sergio de la Cuadra (who served briefly
in 1 982); others who knew each other at Chicago included Miguel Kast Rist,
state planning director and labor minister (1979-1982); Juan Carlos Mendez (budget director since 1975).
The first serious dispute within jhe economic team was over the dizzying
price rises which followed freeing prices and devaluating the peso. At a
stormy junta meeting October 2, 1973, Admiral Merino stormed at Rear
Adm. Lorenzo Gotuzzo, the first finance minister: 'Admiral, you have been
deceived. 1 order you to stop that devaluation (to 850 escudos to the dollar),"
Gotuzzo refused. After a tense silence, Pinochet recessed the meeting to
allow tempers to cool. General Leigh then proposed summoning Raul Saez
as an adviser. Saez, who had arrived only a few days before from Caracas,
agreed to serve first as an adviser to Pinochet, playing a key role in the first

—

—

—
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factor in the country's trade surplus. Copper prices in 1976 averaged 59.9
cents a pound, barely one-half the highest Allende year average, and as the

1980 World Bank study showed, for the entire period of 1971-1978, the
average real price for copper was 40 percent below that of the years 19711973 op. cit., p. 104.) He also wrote that triple-digit inflation began with
Allendc; actually it began in the last two Frei years 1969 and 1970). "Chile
Economic Plight Improves, Figures Show/' the Miami Herald. October 19
I

1

1976,
14.

p.

I8-A.

Wage adjustments fr^ Paul E. Sigmund, The Overthrow of AUende and the
Politics of Chile, 1964-1976 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press,

An Economy in TYansition. op. cit., pp. 144-145 (infla(unemployment and worst depression), p. 96 (lost decade), p. 164
(hardship). Michael Fleet, The Rise and Fall of Chilean Christian Democ1977), p. 268. Chile:

tion), p.

15.

racy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985), pp. 184-185. For food
consumption figures, he cites James Wilkie and Stephen Haber, eds.. Statistical Abstract of Latin America, Vol. 18 (Los Angeles: UCLA Latin American Comer, 1981), p. 7. Fleet credits the Catholic church for setting up
life-saving soup kitchens and food distribution programs, but makes no
mention of the government's jobs and other emergency welfare programs.
Robert Moss, "The Tribulation of Chile," National Review, October 10
1975,

16.

V

was

p.

a

1112.

measure

how

far "Fried-mania" had advanced in Chile that El
1974, reprinted on page two the entire text of a paper
Friedman had co-authored in 1946 on rent control. The irony is that th.t real
intellectual godfather of Chile's economic "miracle" was not Friedman—
who made only one or two lightning trips to Chile at the peak of his U.S.
fame— but his Chicago colleague, Professor Arnold C. Harberger, who has
It

Mercurio, on

May

of

1 1,

known Chile intimately for over 30 years. The media assumed "Chicago"
must mean Friedman and another media myth was born.
"Defuse bomb" and goals from "El dificil cambio de rumbo," Ercilla, #2041,
September 11-17, 1974, p. 19. Chile: An Economy in Transition, op. cit., pp.

—

1

7.

119-121. The 5 percent surcharge on income tax was removed in September
1976, and other reductions went into effect on January 1, 1977. The VAT
exemptions remained in force until 1977. Other features of the new law

were introduction

of a tax on undistributed corporate earnings, previously
untaxed; elimination of taxes on capital gains; unification of the tax base
and rate schedules, thereby abolishing a large number of special rates,
exemptions, and loopholes; the extension of indexing to the valuation of all
business assets and liabilities. The assessed values of agricultural and nonagricultural properties were raised again, by factors of three and four, and
income tax rates also raised again, as were such user taxes as road tolls. As
the study notes (p. 161), the elimination of the tax on capital gains has
theoretically reduced tfie progressivencss of the tax structure. In reality,
assessing and collecting the tax had always been difficult in Chile, and it
had never yielded significant revenues. The study's authors had reservations
only about reduction of corporate and other business incomes, and the
elimination of the tax on net wealth. But they added that if the government
was right that those measures would stimulate savings and investment
and, thus, cconomii; growth
then they could prove beneficial to the entire

—

—

society.
18.
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testimony and documents assembled by the Subcommittee on Inter-American Affairs of the Foreign Affairs Committee, U.S. House of Representatives. Ms. Farnsworth's overheated rhetoric was typical
of commentary on
Chile appearing at the time in even respected international journals.

An Economy in TYansition, op. cit., p. 114. As the study notes,
"Chile's long history of balance of payments difficulties have made it
a
frequent and heavy user of IMF credit facilities"— from the very inception
of the Fund.
York Times editorial, published September 11, 1977, cited
in American-Chileaii, Council Report, #3, September
29, 1977, p. 1. The
Council, now defunct, was based in New York City.
25. Ibid., p. 1 10. As the report notes, the denial of credits was a
major factor in
24. Chile:

New

aggravating the 1975 downturn. Professor Paul N. Rosenstein-Rodan
had
been among those urging the Committee of the Alliance for Progress to
support Chile's recovery efforts. He told the committee that Chile deserved
such support because of its demonstrated determination to develop a wellcoordinated economic policy, develop agricultural production, and stimulate

copper and non-traditional exports.

He

predicted that with outside

was likely to restore per capita wages and salaries to 1970
levels within two years' time. Even with the unforeseen
depression, he
wasn't far off the mark; the wage and salary indices both exceeded 1970
levels by July 1977. "Statements made by Fernando Leniz,
Jorge del Canto,
Walter Sedwitz and Paul Rosenstein-Rodan to CIAP Subcommittee Meetings in Santiago, a booklet published by Editora Nacional Gabriela
Mistral
support, Chile

1974, pp. 26-27.
26.

The decision

withdraw was actually based on a refusal to ratify the Pact's
10, 1976, which would have postponed crucial deadlines and altered certain negotiation procedures. By withdrawing
then,
Chile was released from the requirement in the original Pact to adhere to
most Pact commitments for five years. As important as the foreign investment law was to Chile's decision, the Pact's policies on external tariffs was
to

Decision 100 of April

important too, running counter to Chile's decision to break the protectionist mold. The Pact had been floundering already; it had
succeeded in approving only two industrial programs in six years, and only one
country (Peru)
had ratified one of them (dealing with petrochemicals). Furthermore, fully
half of Chile's imports from member countries were petroleum products
and other raw materials outside the Pact's rules. Source for foregoing: Bank
of London si> South American Review, Vol. 10, November 1976, pp. 611613. In 1972, only 13.7 percent of Chile's exports were sold to the eleven
LAFTA nations {the ten South Artierican countries, plus Mexico); by contrast, it bought 21.8 percent of its imports in those countries.
Source;
Economic and Social Progress in Latin America, 1 973 annual report (Washington: Inter-American Development Bank, 1974|, p. 85.
27. Quoted by Joseph Novitsky, "Chile Shifts Fiscal Policy—
But Will It Aid
Poor?" op. cit. Vial was president of the Banco Hipotecario. Novitsvky
reported that he had stayed in Chile during the Allende years, trying
to
defend in the courts his properties— the bank and two appliance factories.
He lost, but shortly after the revolution, got them back, as did other owners
whose properties had been seized illegally. Vial told Novitsky his group
planned to double its output of appliances, double the output of a small
copper mine, and build three new Holiday Inn hotels in Chile— a planned
investment of $ 164 million over six years, which would create five thousand
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34. Ibid., pp. 171-172, 174, and 190-191. Under Allende, the Agriculture
Ministry payroll alone grew from fewer than 11,000 to more than
27,000

employees.
35. Ibid., pp. 142-143, 151-153, 157,and 159. The report notes that evasion was
also encouraged by the fact that actual benefits were unrelated to the level
of earnings reported over

most of the lifetime of a contributor. "Doubledipping"— working in another job while collecting a pension— had also
become common and legal.
Ibid., pp. viii and 163.!;,
As quoted in Hoy, Special Edition, "La Decada de Hoy," May 1987, p. 40—

—

36.

37.

witfi apologies to the original writer for slippage in translation.
Economy in Transition, op. cit., Table HI,21, p. 148.

An
The 1971
averages were 137-141 for blue collar workers, 108-110 for white collar
workers. In 1972, those averages were 115-130 and 80-91, respectively In
the first quarter of 1973, the bottom really fell out, the indices standing at

38. Chile:

58-91 and 38-59, respectively; the massive wage adjustments at year's end
pushed minimum wage blue collar workers to a high (155-137) not reached
again until the last quarter of 1976, and their white collar counterparts to a
level 178-70) they would not either sec again until the end
of 1976. The
study speculates that the differences between average and minimum wages
and salaries happened because of "a significant narrowing of pay differentials among blue collar workers, at the same time that scales were
stretching out in the case of white collar workers." [Ibid., p. 148.)
39. Indicadores Economicos y Sociales 1960-1985, op. cit.,
pp. 152 |CP1 figures], 264 (labor force/employed figures), 266 (those entering work
force);
Chile: An Economy in Transition, op. cit., p. 139 [1976-1977 unemployment); Orden Economico y Democracia (Santiago: Centro de Estudios del
Dcsarrollo, 1985), p. 207 (1978-1981 unemployment averages). The inflation rate for all of Latin America in 1976 averaged 64 percent, though
it
dropped in 1977 to 41.8 percent; still, for countries with "high inflation"
that year, of which Chile was one, the overall rate was 126.5 percent
(Source: Estudio Economico de America Latino, 1977, op. cit., p. 29). The
province of Santiago's population increased from 2,237,425 in 1960 to
3,320,790 in 1970— a significant percentage of whom (17.4 percent) had no
education, and thus obviously represented a severe challenge for any government seeking to incorporate the newcomers into the productive economy, further complicated by the fact that many were Araucanian Indians or
peasants with no experience in urban living. (Source: "La Poblacion sc Ha
Incrcmcntado en 32,55%," E! Mercmio, February 9, 1975, p. 28.) The metropolitan population of Santiago, defined somewhat differently, had grown at
an annual rate of 3.4 percent beginning in 1961, a growth rate that slowed
significantly only in 1975 as the rural economy began to pick up. By the
1980s, it was down to annual growth rates of 2.4 percent, but by 1980, the
metropolitan population had risen from 2.087 million in 1960 to 3.763
million in 1980. The World Bank report notes [p. 141) that "there may, in
fact, have been an increase in the importance of self-employment during
the
economic crisis despite the failure of the statistics to record it. For labor
force reporting purpose, some individuals who have lost their jobs may be
considered by their family members, as well as by themselves, to be unemployed, even though they have solicited and performed some remunerated
work in a self-employed capacity Since they arc not employed in their
customary status, they view and report themselves as unemployed. We
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tanccs will not talk with you. They arc genuinely afraid. One of the hazards
of social life here in Santiago, however, is that when you ask someone
what
he or she thinks of the government you are likely to get a half-hour disquisition. People here argue heatedly about current government
policy. ..."
Another, Michael Padev, a member of the Washington bureau of the Indianapolis News, wrote about the same time: "Nobody can fool me into believing that a government is democratic when it is dictatorial, or that a regime
is popular when it is not. 1 found the Pinochet regime
genuinely popular though, like in rrjpst countries including our own, I heard
a lot of criticism against its policies, especially in the economic field." Both cited in
American-Chilean Council Report, op. cit., October 31, 1977, pp. 1-2.
44. Mark Falcoff, "The Coming Crisis in Chile," Policy Review,
#34, Fall 1985.
Falcoff was then a resident fellow at the American Enterprise Institute—
yet
another nominally conservative organization and associate director of its
Center for Hemispheric Studies. Among the gaffes were to speak of the bank
takeover as "Pinochet's socialism," this fully a year after the reprivatization
program was well underway. He spoke also of "a brief if remarkable economic
recovery" from 1978 to 1981, "fueled by high prices for copper, its principal
export, and by a flood of new foreign loans"— managing, in a single sentence,
to get both cause and effect wrong, and the time frame in which they
occurred, to boot. Falcoff further demonstrated his depth of understanding

—

when he wrote of "the unlikely event that the debtors can find a way to retire
their loans"; his superficiality when he repeated the tinny cliche that
"until
1973, iChilcj possessed the most stable and established democratic system
in Latin America, with a political culture, at least superficially similar
to
Italy or Fourth Republic France." (J) Altogether, I enumerated twenty-four

such examples of speciousness in the six-and-a-half pages of that article. The
basic thrust of his "argument" was that the U.S. ought to use Chile's debt and
need for further capital as bludgeons to pummel Pinochet out of power. It
needs be remembered that this folderol was published in the fall of 1 9 85, wel
into the second consecutive year of strong economic recovery
45. David Gallagher in the Wall Street Journal op. cit. ("heroic attempt"); 1983
Book of the Year, op. cit., p. 632 {impact on U.S.); Hoy, special edition, op.
cit., pp. 40-41 [Latin American unemployment); Poverty
in Latin AmericaThe Impact of Depression (Washington: The World Bank, 1986), pp. 3-4 and
6 (referred to hereafter as Poverty in Latin America]. Gallagher, a former
fellow at St. Anthony's College, Oxford, was then a business consultant in
1

Chile.
46. Poverty in Latin

America,

op.

cit.,

pp.

4-5

(Latin

America

statistics); Indi-

cadores Economicos y Sociales 1960-1985, op. cit., p. 116 (Chile per capita);
Perspectivas Economicos Para La Democracia, op. cit., Juan Foxley R. and
Pablo Pinera E., "Sistema Financicro y Politica de Credito en Chile," p. 86
(number of banks/financial institutions), and Roberto Zahler op cit p 31
{Banco Osorno and CRAY).
47. Ludcrs received both masters and doctorate degrees from Chicago.
In 1971,
he left Chile for a cushy post in the Organization of American States in
Washington— like Cauas, he returned to Chile in 1974. A former dean of the
School of Economy of Catholic University, he turned now to private business, rising to become the number two man
and largest shareholder in
the Vial Group. Luders left the group in March 1982 because of disagreements with Vial. Fontaine, op. cit., pp. 166-169.

—

—

.
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N. Nunn, "One Year in the Life of Augusto Pinochet: Gulag of
the
Mind," The Americas, October 1985, pp. 204-205. Nunn, on the
faculty of
Portland lOregon) State University, said he interviewed Pinochet
on Seotember 5, 1983.
54. The 1982 Food for Peace total was $2.3 million; in
1983, the last year Si
53. Frederick

'

million.
55. Jndicadores

Economicos y Sociales 1960-1985, op. cit. pp 164 lexchanee
and 148 (CPI for 1981 and 1982|; 1985 figure from Economic and
Social Progress in Latin America: 1987 Report, p. 20. In
1985, Mexico's CPI
rates!

index was 57.7, Pefu's 163.4, Nicaragua's 219.5, Brazil's
227, Argentina
672.2 and Bolivia a preposterous 11,749.6. Chile's dropped to 17
percent in
1986— second only to the 1981 Hgure as the lowest in 20 years SourceChilean Review, op. cit.. Vol. I, #5, June 1987, p. 5; that same
source shows a
lower figure for 1985: 26.4 percent.)
56. Country Reports on Human Rights Practices
for 1984 (Washington: U.S.
|

Government Printing Office, I985|, report by the State Department to the
House and Senate foreign affairs and relations committees, respectively

the IMF Western Hemisphere department
"The IMF View, " in /Aff Purvey, September 23, 1 985, as reproduced in
Chile:
An Appraisal of Investment Opportunities in the Equity Market, op. cit.,
pp. 17-20 and 28-35 (details of the recovery plan and IMF/World Bank
(U.S. aid); Patricia Brenner, of

support); Gallagher, ibid., p. 25.
57. Brenner, op. cit., p. 28, projected

and comparative prices; Indicadores Eco-

nomicos y Sociales 1960-1985. op. cit., p. 172, for 1984-1985 prices;
(both
the forecast and prices given were in 1984 dollars); 1986
Book of the Year,
op. cit., p. 574, for earthquake. As if that were not
enough, international
mterest rates rose by about 1 percent in 1984, a heavy blow
to a big debtor
nation.
58. Brenner

op. cit., p. 18 (GDP) and Biichi, op. cit.,
pp. 22-23 (duties and
imports); Indicadores Economicos y Sociales 1960-1985.
pp. 243 and 246247. Buchi noted that import surges such as those in 1984 "are

commonly

observed in adjustment processes," and reflected not only the
upturn in the
economy "but efforts to replenish the greatly diminished stocks
of intermediate products and imported capital goods." Although Chile's economy
in 1986 was bigger than it was in boom year 1981,
oil imports were S322
million in 1986, $983 million in 198 1 Only one other net-importer
country
on the South American continent— Brazil— managed a similar feat
through
.

aggressive development of its own oil resources. Source:
Economic and
Social Progress in Latin America: 1987 Report, op. cit.,
p. 482.
59. The appointment of Buchi, former superintendent
of banks, banished any
doubts about whether Pinochet intended to abandon free market strategies.
In the phrase of the 1985 Book of the Year, "the new minister's
appointment
was a cause of alarm among the domestic business community
because
Biichi was seen as chief promoter of the Chicago-style
monetarism that
(Luisj Escobar had been specifically appointed to change,"
op. cit., p. 574.
Those changes, however, did not represent a "change," but a pragmatic
interim measure. As to "nervousness," it was confined to those
traditional
businessmen accustomed to having the government rush to their rescue
in
times of crisis. Biichi's program, called "Structural Adjustment," assumed
rapid export growth, and rapid it was. Son of an air force officer
(with Swiss
blood on his father's side, Yugoslav on his mother's), Biichi won fame in

Chile for his austere habits. Writes Fontaine: "Instead of long lunches
he
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children between ages 12and 17. For the former, the figures were: 1965,84.6
percent; 1975, 100 percent; 1985, 100 percent. For the latter: in 196S, 69.5
percent (slightly behind both Guyana and Jamaica that year); 1975, 85.2
percent (already the highest in the rcgion|; 1985, 92.8 percent.
63. Until 1988, when it was still true (though every day less so), such comparisons were frequently made. In 1988, it became a political issue in the course
of the previously discussed April television appearance of Ricardo Lagos,
president of the very leftist Party for Democracy. Lagos, however, went
beyond those who topk 1981 as the baseline for "proving" their anti-market
claims, asserting that per capita income was down from 1970. According to
what are probably the most commonly used statistics in hemisphere
affairs
those contained in the annual Economic and Social Progress
reports— that was not even true for 1986, much less 1987, when the Chilean
economy grew again by 5.8 percent. The 1987 report (Table 3, p. 426), using
1986 dollars as the common denominator, gives Chilean per capita income
in 1970 as $2,275; for 1986, the provisional figure in that report was $2,306
(the actual figure was probably higher because GDP rose higher than was
shown provisionally in that report). Interestingly, per capita income did
decline during the 1970-1986 time frame in such relatively rich countries
as Argentina, Jamaica, and Venezuela. The 1988 projection is from EI Mercudo international editions, June 2-8, "5.2% Crccio el PGB En Primer
Trimestrc; Informc Del Banco Central," p. 4, and June 9-15, 1988, "Economia en Crccimiento," p. 3. The newspaper noted that this was the 19th
consecutive quarter of growth, and that put
at nearly ten percent
above the 1981 level. A final observation: the gloomy World Bank prediction
that Latin countries would be lucky to match in 1990 per capita incomes
they enjoyed in 1970 because of the trauma of the severe recession early in
the decade was proving true. Chile was one of only four countries in the
region to show higher incomes for its people in 1986 than in 1970. The
others were Brazil, Colombia, (which had become an important oil
exporter), and the altogether artificial economy of Panama.
64. Poverty in Latin America, op. cit., p. 3; "External Public Debt Outstanding
by Country, 1970, 1975, i977-l9&S," in 1987 Economic and Social Progress
report, op. cit., Table 60, p. 466.

—

GNP

anybody paymg?" The Economist, March 14, 1987, p. 76. It was November before Brazil reached agreement with creditor banks: Brazil agreed to
pay S500 million of the amount due in the fourth quarter of the year, the
banks themselves lending the remaining $1 billion a bizarre arrangement
in which, in effect, the banks "loaned" money to themselves. The next day it
was learned that the banks had agreed to lend an additional S2 billion, and
Brazil to put up $1 billion to pay the $3 billion Brazil had skipped paying—
but not until agreement was reached on the $10.4 billion in new loans Brazil
wanted over three years. The Washington Post: "Brazil Agrees to Resume

65. "Is

—

Debt Payments to Banks," November 6, 1987, p. F-3, and "Brazil's Lenders
Gained Hard-Fought Concessions," November 7, 1987, p. A- 1 7. Eight
months later, the talks were still floundering. A news analysis zeroed in on
the dilemma: "It isn't difficult to understand why bankers would resist the
idea of lending more billions of dollars to Brazil. This is a country, after all,
inflation rate has been running at nearly 20 percent a month
[emphasis in original], where economic policies change in an afternoon,
where the national assembly recently voted to set interest rate ceilings by

where the
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a publication of

Commodity Management, Inc., Toronto, March 10, 1988, p.. I;
"US $178 Millones Bajo la Deuda Externa en Marzo," El Mercurio interna-

Fricdbcrg

May 26-June 1, 1988, p. 4 (1988 figures), "Chilean Peso," in
International Currency Review. Vol. 18, #3, May 1987, p. 113. The Baker
plan contained three essential elements: |1) comprehensive macroeconomic and structural policies by debtor nations to improve growth and
reduce inflation; (2) a continued central role for the IMF, in conjunction
with increased anj more effective structural adjustment (policy-based|
lending by the multflatcral development banks; (3) increased lending by the
tional edition,

commercial banks in support of debtors' reform efforts. (Summary from
Morris B. Goldman, "Confronting Third World Debt: The Baker and Bradley
Plans," A Heritage Foundation "Backgrounder," #559, January 22, 1987,
pp.
5-6.) Hankc described Chile's debt-swap design thusly: "Suppose a Chilean
note has a $100,000 face value, and is sold at a discount in the secondary
Latin debt market for $67,000. The purchaser of the Chilean debt then
'takes' the dollar-denominated note to Chile. By utilizing Chapter XIX of
the Chilean International Exchange Norms, the note is redenominated in
Chilean pesos and sold in the Chilean money market for $ 100,000 in pesos.
Through this process, what was an external debt denominated in dollars
becomes an internal debt denominated in pesos. No new pesos are printed
by the Central Bank. This feature distinguishes Chile from other Latin swap
operations, where dollar-denominated notes are exchanged at the central
banks for local currency that is created by turning the central banks' printing presses a bit faster." The investors, he adds, "have made a handsome
profit by turning a $67,000 investment- in dollars into $100,000 in pesos
to purchase equities in Chile." Hanke, "Forcing Banks to Mark Down
Loans," the New York Times. October 5, 1986.
69. Steve H. Hanke, "Chilean Flight Capital Takes Return Trip," the Wall Street
,

.

.

November 7, 1986, p. 33. Chapter XVUI, specifically aimed at
Chilean investors as part of the 1985 debt swap program, allows Chileans to
use their assets abroad to purchase external debt and convert it into domestic debt. The scheme allows for an arbitrage profit on repatriated flight
capital, adding to the yields on investments made with those funds. Other
sources have estimated Chilean overseas deposits/investments as high as
$7 billion.
70. From an analysis done in November 1987 by Friedberg Commodity Management, Inc., (FCMI) of Toronto. The firm operates a mutual fund in
Santiago, Toronto Trust. Income yields from Chilean Review, op. cit., Vol. 1,
#6, July/August 1987, p. 5. As of May 24, 1988, Australia was, year-to-year,
down 18.5 percent; Hong Kong, down 14.3 percent; Italy, down 32.1 percent;
Singapore, down 20.7 percent. "World Bourses," The Economist, May 28,
1988, p. 102. By contrast, from November 30, 1987, to June 24, 1988, net
asset value of shares on the Santiago market leaped from 1,293.36 pesos
{$5.50| to 1,977.36 ($7.87)— a 43 percent appreciation (source; FCMI|.
[ournal.
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Shirley Christian, "Chile's Privatization Pleases Investors," a Santiago-datelined dispatch in the New York Times, July 20, 1987, p. D-6. She quoted

Manual Mayca, "normalization manager" of CORFO, as saying all those
enterprises were profitable. The 1973 loss figure was given by Economy
Minister Brigadier General Manuel Concha, "Sus Propuestas nos Recordaron el Caos dc la UP," El Mercurio international edition, April 28-May 4,
1988, p. 7. He was responding to the Ricardo Lagos' controversial television
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speech delivered before a meeting of the Pacific Democratic Union and
International Democratic Union in Honolulu in May 1988, p. 6 of typescript
copy (job crcationi; "Unemployment at 15-year low," Chilean Review, op.
cit., Vol. I, #12, February 1988, p. 3; Chile Economic Report, op. cit., # 197,
savings data; in 1982,
December 1987, pp. 4-5 and 8 (manufacturing
manufacturing provided jobs for 356,000. The 1987 level was 8 percent
above the previous all-time high); El Mercurio international edition. May
12-18, 1988: "Supcravit Paso los US $1,000 MiUones," and "24% Aumentaron las Exportacioncs dc Fruta," p. 4. AUamand is vice-president of the
National Rcnovatiorf' Party in Chile.
76. "Chile Breaks With Tradition," Euromoney, op. cit., p. 4, quoting Alfonso
Serrano, vice-president of the Central Bank, as saying a "mini -adjustment"
was needed when it appeared the economy could be over-heating. "The
economy was growing 7 to 8% on an annual basis earlier this year," he said.
"So we are slowing down a bit to avoid a future problem." Biichi was quoted
in a Reuters dispatch by Richard Waddington, datelined Santiago, November 12, 1987. Buchi was right; after hitting a high of $1.45 at the end of 1987,
it continued to slide afterwards, pricing at $1.12 late in May. The government assumed in its macroeconomic plan a price of 75 cents a pound. Just
how radically those price swings could affect the country's fortunes was
played out in Fiiedberg's LDC Debt Comments, March 10, 1988, op. cit.: at
75 cents, foreign debt would fall between 1988 and 1989 by $2 billion; $5.5
billion if copper were to average $1.30 per pound.
77. El Mercurio international editions: "Chile Ofrece Estabilidad Politica," May
26-Iunc 1, 1988, p. 1 (Kissinger|; "EE.UU. Elogia Perspectivas de Economia
Chilena,"May 12-18, 1988, p. 1 Kissinger made those remarks at a benefit
he addressed in St. Louis on May 26. The International Economy, January/
February 1988, reproduced in Chilean Review, op. cit.. Vol. 1, #13, February
1988, p. 3. Other countries on the index were Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Columbia, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru, the Philippines, Uruguay, Venezuela, and

&

.

Yugoslavia.
Reed; the
Breaks With Tradition," Euromoney, op. cit., p. 4 (Segal
"best" part of the Reed quote is from Carta Confidencial, op. cit., #9,
August 27, 1987, p. 21 1; The Economist: "Thump," and "Citicorp comes
clean on third-world debt," May 23, 1987, pp. 12 and 77, respectively; the
Washington Post: "Citibank Eases Objections, Giving Boost to Chile Loan
Talks," February 20, 1987, p. F-1, and "Citicorp Move Brings New Era," May
21, 1987, p. F-4. Other major banks quickly followed Citicorp's lead in
writing up reserve levels against losses. Citicorp's exposure with Latin
America's big four debtors alone (Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, and Venezuela]

78. "Chile

&

was nearly $10 billion; Bank America, Manufacturers Hanover and Chase
Manhattan were all in the $6-7 billion range. Chile owed Citicorp $600
million, but $800 million to Manufacturers Hanover. Finance Minister
Biichi, reporting on the negotiations, said the agreements covered restructuring of $12 billion in maturities falling due between 1988 and 1999 for a
period of fifteen years, with a six-year grace period; "retiming" the interest
payments to annual instead of semi-annual footing, worth $447 million in
savings in 1987-1988; and reduction in interest rates themselves, yielding
savings of an estimated $606 million over the terms of the loans. Source:
Chilean Review, op. cit.. Vol. 1, #5, June 1987, p. 1.
79. Jose Piiicra, "A New Chile," Economia y Sociedad, April 1988, based on a
lecture he had given November 25, 1987, before the National Enterprise
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Meeting; "US S273 Millones en Inversion Extranjera Ingrcsaron al Pais," El
Mercurio international edition, May 19-25, 1988, p. 4.
80. Chavkin, op. cit., p. 246.
81. "Chile Bucks the Foreign Investment Trend," Euromoney, op. cit., pp. 22-23
(US. investments); El Mercurio international editions: May 19-25, 1988,
op. cit., investment inflows; "Descubren Grandes Reservas de Cobre," and
"US $180 Millones Invcrtiran en Mina dc Oro y Plata La Coipa," March 31-

2-4
6, 1988, p. 4; Chile Economic Report, op. cit., December 1987, pp.
(mining investments, statistics); "New Zealand Investors Buy $165 Million
of Chile's Debt," Chilean Review, op. cit.. Vol. 1, #1, February 1987, p. 4;
"Gold Production," Chilean Review. Vol. 1, # 15, May 1988, p. 3. Batista was
already Brazil's second largest gold producer. Chilean gold production was
expected to reach 6,500 kilograms by the end of the decade. In 1981, .Exxon
officials did inform Pinochet that they intended to discontinue their investment in La Disputada, giving as their reason their belief that the new
constitution made such investments impossible. One interpretation was
that they were reacting to the spate of criticisms of the constitution in the
U.S. Fontaine, op. cit., p. 145, gives another: "We don't know whether they
already perceived the adverse world market conditions for copper. The
likelihood is that they already had in hand the figures for 1981 and midterm projections." At all odds, they came back.
Pinera, "A New Chile," op. cit., p. 5. Pinera served from 1978 through 1980 as
Labor and Welfare Minister, for nearly a year thereafter as Health Minister.
The Economist, "Poor man's Fund," and "Gain without pain?" pp. 14, 17,
and 86, February 13, 1988. The study is entitled Adjustment With A
Human Face, Giovanni Andrea Cornia, Richard Jolly, and Frances Stewart,
eds., Oxford University Press.
"Evolucion del Sector Exportador," El Mercurio international edition, April
21-27, 1988, p. 3.
Lavin, pp. 30-31. Lavin, who earned a master's degree in economics from
the University of Chicago, and later served as Dean of the Faculty of
Economics and Administrative Sciences of the University of Concepcion,
was then a senior editor of El Mercurio.
"Where Progress Makes Its Way," in Chile Now, #62, March/April 1988,
pp. 3-6.
Lavin, op. cit., pp. 122-123; Pinera, op. cit., pp. 3 and 5.
Piiiera, op. cit., p. 4; "Raising the Standard of Living," Chile Today, op. cit.,
August 1987, p. 7 (water/sewage); 'Another Country," translated from Economia y Sociedad, February 1986, in An Appraisal of Investment Opportunities in the Equity Market, op. cit., pp. 57-58 (household construction
details|. Lavin, op. cit., p. 37 (cars). Lavin points out that the reason there are
more of these things is that they cost lesS; citing a study done by Pablo
Gomez of the Catholic University, he points out that the price of a black and
white TV set decreased by 61 percent over the past ten years, while that of
watches did so by 55 percent. So, too, did the value of cars, refrigerators,
washing machines, and the like. For example, in 1976, a black and white TV
set cost the equivalent of only 358 kilos. In 1976, the money needed to buy a
refrigerator was the equivalent of the cost of 315 haircuts; in 1985, 136
April

82.
83.

84.
85.

86.
87.

88.

haircuts

(ibid., p. 37).

Chilean Review, op.
90. Chilean Review, op.
89.

cit..

cit.,

I, #14, April 1988,
April 1988, pp. 3 and 6.

Vol.

p. 3.
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In

one of his cogent essays,

Dartmouth

College, wrote:

Hart, professor of English at
history and experience are not con-

Jeffrey

"When

sulted, fad is king

and mindless Utopias are culled out of the air."'
Perhaps in no country since Franco's Spain have history and experience been so little consulted as in Chile. Perhaps no revolution since the
Spanish Civil War has been more maimed r.nd mauled in the retelling
than has the Chilean revolution of 1973, its causes as well as its effects.
In both cases, the Right defeated the Left, although it ought be noted
that while the heavy hand of Moscow was visible in both dramas, there
was no Nszi counterforce in 1973, nor, it is quite clear, would the
Chilean revolutionaries have accepted one. What they did, they did
alone. That would, however, not be sufficient to spare them the "fascist"
label the Left applies so readily to those who truly oppose them, to those
who smash their ikons. And, as MIT Professor Paul N. RosensteinRodan observed a number of years ago, none among those ikons is
greater than socialism itself: "Socialism," he wrote, "is a great, perhaps
the greatest ideal of this century." For true beUevers, it is an ideal that
No matter that outside of college campuses and newsrooms

dies hard.

hardly anyone seriously believes any more that socialism can actually
work cert'.inly not in Beijing, nor Budapest, nor, it would appear, even

—

Moscow

itself.^ Those who raise their sword against the great ideal
socialism have nevertheless defiled a treasured ikon and m;ist them-

in

selves perish.

The foregoing would be mere fevered rhetoric were it not true of
it was of Spain. George Orwell, a Socialist at the time, fought
on the Socialist (Republican) side in Spain. He would write later ("Locking Back on the Spanish War"): "At an early age, I became aware that
Chile, as

newspapers report no event correctly, but in Spain, I read for the first
time articles which bore no relation whatever to the facts, not even the
relation implicit in an ordinary lie." It is difficult to come away from a
991
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Chile of
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sensation.
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few
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confront and consult history
I have here, in these pages, attempted to
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Mao Zedong wrote some years ago

A

overthrows another."
A revolution took place in Chile in 1973. Akhough it was not origirevolution in the
nally intended that way, it became the profoundest
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most
the
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one
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surprise
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history of the Western Hemisphere.
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Mao Zedong wrote, revolutions are not

parties— a proposition well noted, and usually respected, by most
of
the. world's "progressives." One need only look
at the degree of tolerant
understanding extended these days to Mikhail Gorbachev's efforts
to
salvage what has been one of the bloodiest, most
murderous and conquest-minded tyrannies in the annals of man to understand the
moral
elasticity which surrounds "progressive" judgments about
revolutions.
(Die-hards who doubt the foregoing are invited to review the
endless
apologia proferred through the years by many among the
world's intelligentsia that attempt to explain away the "excesses"
or "shortcomings"
of such sloganeering nation-wreckers as Fidel Castro,
Mao Zedong, the
Sandinista mob in Nicaragua; these and others of their
Communist ilk,
since 1917, have sacrificed more than 150 million
human lives on the
tea

altars of their grotesquely failed revolutions.

Incompetence and butchery need only call themselves "revolutionary" and occur
on the "romantic" Left to bring out legions of predictable
political scientists, herd
reporters, "popular church" religious, demagogic
|or worse: disingenuousl senators, deputies and orthodoxy-entombed diplomats ready
and eager to counsel patience with "the revolution." The foregoing
list

omits, of course, the conscious or unconscious cats' paws
of the Kremlin's $3 billion annual "agit/prop"
propaganda-and-disinformation
machme.) Chile's revolution has enjoyed no such dispensation,
Chile's revolution has

because
been on the Right, and therefore does not qualify

as a revolution.

Which is the first moral of the Chilean drama: beware the Hypocrites
and the sermons they preach.

May 1988 Moscow Summit, Ronald Reagan raised the
rights issue again with the Soviet leaders
(though he by no
means pressed the issue). The Washington Post, the rule more
than the
exception among the world's major news media, explained
to its readers
During the

human

on page one: "The bitter U.S.-Soviet dispute on human
rights is based in
on differences of definition." Since simply to say this could,
understandably, appear to be a typographical error, or worse,
a malicious
invention, I hasten to add that the quotation appeared
on page one of the
Tuesday, May 31, 1988, editions. It referred the reader
to an entire story
on page A-10 "explaining" why the systematic extermination
of as
many as 25 million Soviet citizens and the subsequent and continuing
subjugation of 277 million more amounted to "differences
great part

of defini-

The twenty-four-inch story {" 'Rights' Definition at Core of Dispute") made no reference to the Soviet regime's long
record of murder
and mayhem, at home and abroad, nor did it include among
the definition."

tional "differences" the proposition that on the one
side of the "misunderstanding" there stood an authentic democracy, on the
other an
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Inevitably, there

have been innocent victims, and one might v^rell
argue
whether there can be any defense for hounding people for their
political
activities. To say these things, then, is not
to justify human rights
abuses, but to suggest that even within a truly
moral framework, reasonable men may disagree on definitions.
It is also an attempt to put the issue in
a Chilean context, rather than
the one manufactured for consumption abroad. That
context would
include this: those polkical activists banished to
external or internal
exile— and occasionally even imprisoned— were not
persecuted

solely

for their views, their ideas,

which is the way the proposition is usually
constructed. They were condemned because they not only
opposed the
creation of the new order, but fought to raise up
anew the old one. To
take one example among many: in a 1987 interview
with the author,
Gabriel Valdes Subercaseaux, then rounding out his
fourth year as president of the Christian Democrat party, said: "We are
convinced that
when Pinochet goes, his legislation comes tumbling down,
too. Just like

Franco's, just as

happened in Argentina." That is not simply an idea, a
pomt of view. That is defiantly antirevolutionary. Revolutions which
are
indifferent to counter-revolution are not likely to
endure.

And, as the
has observed, "beyond a commitment
forces of the Left and Right [in Chile] have little in

political scientist IVlichael Fleet
to

democratic rule

.

.

.

common. Their basic outlooks, social' bases, and poUcy views
differ
radically They are certain to turn on one another
once military authorihave retired to their barracks." Wisely and well—
or otherwise— it
was precisely that sort of old-style politicization of the
entire
ties

fabric of

Chilean society that the revolutionaries of 1973 set
out to expunge,
once and for all. (Most recent public opinion polls,
continuing earlier
trends,

would seem

to indicate that, contrary to the international
sound
they have succeeded; a May 1988 Gallup showed
only 10
percent of Chileans as indicating they believed they
were represented by
political parties, a figure that dropped to 7 percent
outside of the political hot-house of Santiago.)*
As to the revolutionary Left: Does anyone remember, does

and

fury,

anyone

care, that (an

example, again) the Allied occupation forces wrote
into
the constitution of postwar Germany
provisions outlawing "antidemocratic parties"? This was done on the practical
grounds that
democracy, to grow, must also be able to defend itself
against forces that
are, by definition, antidemocratic.
The Chilean Constitution
of 1980, in

one of the clauses

most attacked by

politicians at

home and

pundits

abroad, did just exactly that in outlawing
Marxist- Leninist and other
totalitarian parties. Although the Chilean Left,
in common with leftists
everywhere, finds it excruciatingly difficult to acknowledge,

Naziism

not the only mortal

enemy

of

democracy;

nor, in the

is

modern world.
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(The
far more dangerous enemy.
even a relevant one. Communism is a
thrive
and
grow
Communists
invoked here is that the
usual
no empirical basis for this claim,
forced underground. There is
reached the
in Chile, inter alia, they
?here isXty of evidence that
Furtherexistence
of legal
Irv peak of their power after twenty years
when leV the partyneverabandoneditsca^^^^^^^^
party has largely
of France, where the
ities Finally, the example

Xn

sopSy

;XeSered

the sociorelevant when Chile achieves
embarrassthe
when
and/or
France,
maturity of

away may become

TconorScSoTitLl
rexTmpkof'Se undiminished

fortunes of the legal

Commumsts

in

the country needed -^-^^^^^^'^^^
view ^r:iany ChUeans-what
not return to the formal but
new and different kind of democracy,
the anarchy chaos, and
country
the
SSitegrating democracy that gave
Chile

Chile (nor, for that matter, to pre-1970
c ass warfare of pre-1973
the name of
again commit national suicide
so thaT the country could
rotten and ruinous than real.
a "democracy" far more
issue-who has a right to make a revoluuon,
the
of
IsTat the essence
democground rules for revolution? Is any
and what are the acceptable
in all
and
times,
all
at
systems,
Lcv pre erable to all other political
moment, after a further word
"kcesrSestions to be examined in a

m

about

human rights.

procesUn
abuses is a clearly selective
Indignation over human rights
tha
bragged
recently
forces
Peru, for example, the security
three
against
operation
an
success" in
thefhad achieved "100 percent
Luminoso (Shining Path) prison nodero
Sen
unarmed
partly
tndred
pointed out, meam simply tha
Sis That euphemism, as the Economist
out-exterminated-all three hundred o
the security Lrces had wiped
not
years of Chilean revolution,
them At no time in the entire fifteen
hushed-up
long
a
[including
executions
even in thTearly days of secret
serious insinuation of a
Atacama Desert) has there ever been a
press treats death i
world
the
hu^d'ild-person massacre, indeed,
definition of the word^ is a
democracies (Peru, in a truly tortured
the Internauonal Herald
Socracy") in such an off-handed way that
status a report that the guerParis relegated to "news brief"
lives.s None but the mo
war!n Peru had, so far, cost ten thousand
including the early
1973-1988,
delirCs claim the death toll in Chile,
(Nor, for tha
number,
that
half
battles, reaches even
percent o
the U.S. Congress that 90
are thire c ies of outrage in

neSrtng

oleiX
^ee

Seof
Sa

Ss ofblS

mitter
wh^h
grown in two countries-Bolivia
Si cock plants in the world are
mihand
police
where
the U.S., and Peru,
has actively cooperated with
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tary links to the drug barons are notorious and which actively opposes
the United States on every conceivable front as its "populist" govern-

ment continues to receive massive injections of Soviet arms and military advisers. "Populist" is the new media shorthand for Marxist.]
Or, to take another case: Cuba. As former
Ambassador Jeane

UN

Kirkpatrick has pointed out, Cuba's record— a record of human rights
violations with no equal in the modern history of the hemisphere— "has
never come to the attention of
human rights bodies because those

UN

institutions are 'wired.' "

Among the nations that maneuvered to shield

Cuba during the 1987 debate were Mexico,

a one-party "democracy" for
newly democratic Argentina, which (for reasons
expediency) later passed a law absolving lower military

the past sixty years;
of political

complicity in the "disappearances" of ten thousand to twenty
thousand persons during that country's "dirty war" of the i970s and
early 1980s; and such formal Latin democracies as Colombia and Venofficers of

ezuela. Yet that
(again) against

UN Human Rights Commission that voted 19-18
examining human rights violations in Cuba, has for

same

fourteen straight years voted to

even of

its

own

special

condemn Chile

(over the objections

human rights rapporteur on

Chile). It is also the

same body which is routinely cited by such Torquemadas of Chile in the
U.S. Senate as Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.) to justify their legal
vendettas.

Nor were there cries to end U.S. aid to Israel— long the largest percapita recipient of U.S. largess in the world— when, following the
1988
wave

demonstrations and counter-measures that claimed two hunit was reported that Israel was holding 4,800 "alleged
activists
and instigators" in prison, nine hundred of them "in administrative
detention, where they can be held indefinitely without charge or trial."
(Israel's population is one-third that of Chile's; in remarking
on this, I
am not either fixing blame for the events in Israel, nor dismissing
Israel's right to defend itself against implacable enemies.
The point
concerns the reaction of the United States and other Western nations
when rule of law is suspended in one country as opposed to the reaction
of those selfsame nations when Chile suspends rule of law for
reasons its
of

dred lives,

government deems

A

vital.)

much attention has (properly) been focused on the
plight of the starving refugees of Ethiopia. Virtually none has
been
final

example:

centered on the country's monstrous leader, Mengistu Haile Mariam.
His policies of Stalin-like collectivization of agriculture and enforced
resettlement of 1 .5 million peasants have claimed between 750,000 and
1 million lives in the past few years. The European
Parliament, meeting

Strasbourg in July 1988, voted unanimously to call upon all Chilean
political parties to express their "rejection" of President Pinochet in the
in
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Goldwater and Lyndon Johnson together spent only 50 cents per voter.
US. open and clandestine intervention in Chile, as amply documented
in this book, continued unabated, despite the studied and systematic
hostility of the Frei regime tov^rard the United States, prompting later
U.S. Ambassador Edward Korry to describe the clandestine support as
"obscene." It was part and parcel of what the experienced diplomat
Harry
Shiaudeman told Congress in 1973 was the U.S.'s "highly

W

paternalistic" policy thfen in vogue.

No one in the United States noticed, and when they did, se\*ral years
there was scarcely a murmur of protest. By contrast, the entire

later,

world reverberated— and continued to reverberate for years later— to
revelations (usually exaggerated) of CIA efforts to help the democratic
opposition remain alive during the Allende years. The total actually
expended was a piddling $6.5 million over three years. During that same

Communist-bloc nations extended credits to Allende amounting to nearly $1 billion, not to mention immense injections of clandestine monies to radical groups such as the Movement
of the
period.

Revolutionary Left and the
selves.

Communist and Sociahst parties themmoney went to the Christian Democrats and
media (mainly the El Mercmio group, although the editors of

Most

opposition

of the U.S.

the paper had no knowledge of it until afterwards, just as Frei himself
denied knowledge of the 1964 CIA support). A total of $25,000 went to

truckers locked in a series of turbulent (and important, but by no means
decisive) 1972 and 1973 strike actions against Allende. Seven thousand
dollars (!) went to the right-wing Patria y Libertad organization
during
the Allende presidency Yet this insignificant and altogether ineffectual

meddling would inspire countless frenzied lamentations in a seemingly
endless series of newspaper and television reports, books, articles
in
"learned" journals, and the like— down to the present day
A small digression is in order. In 1966, Sen. f. William Fulbright (DArk.) published a small volume entitled Arrogance of Power (New York;
Random House). That book became immensely influential then, and
again years later during the Carter administration. Its success' was
impelled at the outset by Fulbright's role as chairman of the Senate

Foreign Relations

Committee, but also because of his standing among
through his paternity of the Fulbright academic exchange
program. But it succeeded also because it reinforced the conventional
intellectuals

wisdom among

intelligentsia. In

it, Fulbright argued that it was wrong
United States to intervene to oppose revolutionary
movements. He made it plain he had in mind leftist ("progressive")

("arrogant") for the

The corollary of that— Fulbright must have known about
massive American meddling in Chile was that it was our duty to
intervene on behalf of leftist regimes. (Others would see that equation

revolutions.
the

—

J
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drowned out, when not
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antiown
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any
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differently,

m

Si walls

No monies
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embattled
help
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if
during the Allende years, even

and
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not"right"
It
is
in 1988.
brazenly-agaSt the Pinochet government
overin accord with a constitution
government,
this
that
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moving
is
country
that
of
whetoingly approved by the people
elections and democracy
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which
States,
United
it "right"? The
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wSs
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to Chile as it hghts

cent of support
Vietnam, contributes not one single
Nor has the Umted States given
country
its
communism
to root out
harassment in over a decade. (There
Chile little more than abuse and
years of the Reagan admimstration.
was a brief respite during the first
of the rest of the conservatwe
much
Tat wlSiered'way-as did so
administration of one after
the
from
agenda-with the departure

m

policy conservatives principally
another of the influential foreign
Jeane Kirkpatrick,
Schard Allen as National Security adviser, in 1981;
;

as

UN ambassador [and cabinet member) in 1985.)

Pragmatism
of course, is it "principle."
again
witness
reasons to overrule "principle",

Nor

again and again finds
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^fJ^^^^^j
he of
Peoples Rep^b
Union, the
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direc
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East
the Middle
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of
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economic
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announced plans to sell F18
icy the Reagan administration at mid-1988
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hottest
and
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to Canada, Australia and Spain^
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What makU it notable is that Freedom House,
even in political
deadthe world, ranked Kuwait

human

rights

rights and

around

civil rights

tary aid since 1976.

with Chile, a country cut

The

off

administration justified the

from all U.S. miliKuwait deal on the

Persian Gulf I-d^.^d each and
grounds of enhancing security in the
grounds of reaipohtik; there is no
every one of these lapses is excused on

immense
Chile, despite the country's
rooin for realpolitik in the case of
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strategic resources

and geographic situation, a reality Moscow acutely
recognizes and Washington will only belatedly recognize.
Nor can U.S.
policy toward Chile even be said to be rational: no country in
all of Latin
America more nearly embodies what the Reagan "Revolution" ostensibly is (was) all about than does Chile: a free market economy,
decentralization of government together with a reduced role
for government,
sturdy opposition to communism, emphasis on traditional
moral and
ethical values.

A

Frank Ortiz, a former U.S. ambassador whose independence
from
State's "progressives" cost him repeatedly in his career,
once told a group
of editors: "We could turn Iowa into a wasteland with
what we advocate
for many foreign countries." He was speaking of
so-called "agrarian
reform." He might have easily been discussing political
reform. If the
United States were to do unto itself what it has foisted upon others
in
recent years, then we and not Iran might today be ruled
by an Ayatollah— or by a Sandinista mob. With rare exceptions, the United
States
neither now nor in the past has created havoc or poverty abroad,
domestic and foreign "blame-America" cliche-peddlers
notwithstanding. But
official Washington's "reformist" policies, particularly
in recent years—
and frequently behind the backs of the American people, or
in defiance
of their wishes— often aggravate and worsen
already excruciatingly
difficult situations. A smattering of examples:
the U.S. forced Marcos
out in the Philippines in 1986; despite over $1 billion in
U.S. aid already
to the autocratic but palpably incompetent
government of Cory
Aquino, that country is flying apart, and to make matters
worse, turning increasingly hostile to the' United States.^ Washington
pushed once
stable

and stunningly prosperous South Korea into an accelerated time-

table for democratization in 1987, and when democracy
returned, to
further "liberalization"; that country is now increasingly

benumbed by

the riots and raucousness of a minuscule group of
pro-Pyonyang fanatics
who command only a single weapon: the sympathetic ear of the awe-

somely powerful international media. Haiti, long a socio-economic
nightmare despite its standing as the second oldest independent
nation
in the Western Hemisphere, has been kneaded
by Washington in recent
years into a series of garish political shapes to the point where
it has lost
the one building-block quality it did possess, stability
It has. been
reduced to a condition so hopeless that the Economist would

conclude
be the first "truly ungovernable" nation-state of modern
times, dwelling in that "last circle of political hell ... the
collapse of
that

it

may

all

ordered society " Omitted from this brief recital are states such
as South
Vietnam or Cambodia (Kampuchea] the United States would first
"save"
and then abandon so that they are today just plain crushed
and agonizing

beyond

rescue.'-'
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sufficient guarantees for an effective
plebiscite. Johns Hopkins University specialist Riordan Roett translated
that in an interview with EFE"

Washington had

let

that he stand aside

Pinochet

know

"indirectly" that "it

would

prefer"

and put forward another candidate in the
election

Arturo Valenzuela, a Chilean Christian Democrat
long resident in the
United States, said the White House had
decided to abandon its policy of
quiet diplomacy" toward Chile in 1985
and switch to one of more
active support for non-Marxist democratic
opposition. That move was
Signaled when State Department insiders,
who had long waged an internal guerrilla warfare against him, managed
finally to ease out the relative y moderate U.S. ambassador
James D. Theberge, replacing him with
the progressive" careerist, Harry G. Barnes,
Jr. Barnes was posted to

Santiago despite a State Department cover-up
of a three-year liaison in
Bucharest between his wife and the embassy
chauffeur, a KGB agent
during Barnes' service as ambassador to Romania.
Barnes' open courting
of opposition leaders, including many
on the ultra Left, won him such
government enmity that Pinochet has refused even
to see him since his
arrivaL By contrast to the experience
of anti-Communist Ambassador
Edward M. Korry in Santiago during the first Allende
years, there was no
press campaign to remove Barnes because
he could not communicate

with the government he was supposed to be
accredited to
was no press outcry, either, about blatant and
continuing American intervention in Chile now,
as there was then.'o
effectively

But, then, there

Altogether, an estimated $15 million was
pumped into Chile from
abroad in 1988 in support of opposition
groups— roughly $6 million
from U.S. public and private groups. The rest
came from Austria Belgium, Denmark, France, Holland, West Germany,
Italy,

Spain,

Sweden

Canada, Panama, and Venezuela. (This does not
include, of course'
the unknown millions funneled in
by the Soviet bloc, mainly via
Castro's Cuba.) Among major private organizations
active in Chile are
the World Council of Churches, the Ford,
Konrad Adenauer,

and Volkswagen foundations, the U.S. Catholic Conference
of Bishops AFL-CIO
and the Brussels-based World Federation
of Labor.
As noted: by contrast with the banshee howls
of the world media
>

i

about outside intervention in Chile during
the Allende years, there has
been stony silence about the intervention
of 1988. In the United States
the only major article I have been
able to find in recent months appeared
in the New York Times in June-and,
with the exception of the head-

was more misleading than revealing.
On March 10, 1987, ignoring the massive evidence of
political and human rights normalization
in Chile, Sens. Edward
Kennedy and Tom Harkin introduced a bill "to impose
additional saneline, it

A

footnote:

M
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odore Weiss (D-N.Y); still later by Michael Barnes (D-MD),
the former
congressman who headed the House Subcommittee on InterAmerican
Affairs; and, in the Senate,

most conspicuously, by Sen. Tom Harkin |Dlowa)— should have chosen to direct such unremitting fire at
an antiCommunist regime is not surprising. Nor, either, was there anything
surprising about the hostility,

from the outset,

of the Carter administra-

tion.

What is notable is th^'hostility,
tive

Reagan administration,

since

1

a hostility

985, of an ostensibly conservawhich, in terms of practical

measures, has surpassed anything achieved by its two
postrevolution
predecessors |Ford
Carter). Among the negative measures has
been an
end to the Food for Peace program, after decades of
operation; withdrawal of U.S. support for Chilean loans from international

&

institutions
(despite the country's record as the only major Latin
debtor nation yet to
renege on them); cancellation of Overseas Private
Investment Corporation insurance in Chile, although Salvador

Allende had very nearly
bankruptcy through his brazen seizure of U.S. companies while the military, despite economic hardship,
set about immediately to honor Chile's OPIC obligations; and
ending of specialized
trade preferences. But, as hurtful as these and
other measures have been
for the once staunchly pro- American
Chilean leadership, none can rival
as a source of fierce resentment Washington's
arrogant and persistent
intervention in the country's internal affairs. Continuing
the policy of
Carter, the Reagan administration has implicitly
declined to recognize
driven

OPIC

to

the legitimacy of Chile's 1980 constitution,
approved in a plebiscite in
which an unprecedented 6 million Chileans voted, and the
process for
political

normalization which it created. Instead, the administration
its weight openly and publicly behind
opposition political
figures. One searches one's memory and map
of the world to find an
example of such blatant U.S. intervention in the internal
political
has thrown

pro-

cesses of

any

regime in modern times. Outright military intervention to oust or neutralize a dictatorship, yes; but
bald intervention in
the electoral process of a country with which
Washington maintains
leftist

diplomatic relations, no.
Ronald Reagan displayed prominently in the Oval Office
the Harry
Truman sign: "The Buck Stops Here." In the matter of
Chile, it is
doubtful that It did. It is doubtful, in fact, that either
he or his secretary
of state, George Shultz— who, since the
1987 death of CIA Director
William Casey, expanded his already formidable
power to exercise
"vicar-general" control over American foreign policy
beyond Alexander
Haig's wildest dreams— have ever given more
than cursory attention to
that

country That

official U.S.

is, of course, the continuation
of a long history of
disinterest in Latin America, except in times of crisis.
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noted, the president of Chile refused even
to receive the ambassador of
the United States. (Negotiations on the delicate

and volatile

toextradite two retired intelligence service chieftains

U

S efforts
and/or interrogate

another were, perforce, handled by embassy subordinates.)
The embassy
Itself, meantime, became both a forum
for and a catalyst of antigovern-

ment

fervor; a U.S. delegation visiting Chile early
in

bitterly that the

1988 complained
embassy's official briefing consisted of twenty-five
min-

utes on human rights,^arely five minutes on the
country's spectacular
economic success. The delegation was particularly indignant
when their
own meetings with independent human rights figures in
Santiago
revealed a far more benign picture of the human
rights situation than the
one portrayed by the embassy An embassy spokesman,
defending the
briefing, said they were conducted that
way "because that's what our
visitors expect, that's

An Arab

what they want."'s

proverb observes that the height of stupidity

is

the inability

to distinguish

between friend and foe. U.S. policies in Latin America
over the past dozen years have been characterized
by that inability with
the result that few friends remain, foes have
multiplied. A Miami

Herald year-end survey of the region at the close of
1987 concluded with
this: "Seven years after the Reagan
Administration swept into office
with a promise to restore U.S. leadership in Latin
America, Washington's relations with the region are at their
lowest ebb since World War II
according to Latin American diplomats and U.S.
officials and specialists. They say that the erosion of U.S.
influence in the past few years has
been so severe that it might take the remainder of the
20th century to
rebuild even a measure of its former sway"!*
As U.S. influence declines, Moscow has

moved aggressively to
increase its influence in the region. In
1987, Soviet Foreign Minister
Eduard Shevardnadze visited Brazil, Argentina, and
Uruguay— the first
Soviet official of such high rank ever to visit
South America. In 1988
Mikhail Gorbachev is to visit South America, part
of what one dismayed U.S. diplomat called a policy of "smoothly calculated
activism "
A Wall Street Journal article noted: "Ironically, the Soviet efforts
have
been aided by the new wave of democracy
New civilian governments
.

.

.

in Argentina, Brazil

and Uruguay show their independence from the
right-wing military regimes they replaced— as well
as from the U S
by encouraging relations with the Soviet
bloc." In 1986 Argentine

—

President Raiil Alfonsin

became the first chief executive of his country
Moscow, and Uruguay's president plans a visit for late 1988
Prizel, a University of Maryland
professor specializing in

ever to visit
Said Ilya

Soviet activity in the Third World, "there's almost
a competition
Latin American leaders over who will be invited
to Moscow."

among
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an inextricable confusion of ideas, much to the advantage
of
demagogues and despots." 's
The "emotive" factor hinders dispassionate discussion of even the
most basic proposition: obviously, democracy cannot and will not
will live in

root in

all political soils, at all political

take
seasons, and indeed, as Sartori

observes in his important work, The Theory
of Democracy Revisited,
"democracies have always been, and still are, failure prone."
The late
political scientist Hari&
Morgenthau wrote of the "propensity [among
self-proclaimed moralists in public affairs] for such moral
and philosophical abstractions which has impeded the objective
f.

investigation of

what other people want." He added a rebuke for those who imagine
that
"democracy is a kind of gadget which is capable of being installed in
any
political household, regardless of the qualifications
and preferences of
the inhabitants." The eminent theologian and liberal
thinker Reinhold
Nieubuhr sounded a similar warning, decades ago, about the tendency
of liberals to live in

an idealized world

of make-believe:

The democratic ideaUsts of practically all schools of thought have
managed to remain remarkably oblivious to the obvious facts. Democratic theory therefore has not squared with the facts
of history This
grave delect in democratic theory was comparatively innocuous

in

the heyday of the bourgeois period,

when

the youth and the power of
all errors of judgment and confu-

democratic civilization surmounted
sion of mind. But in this latter day, when

it has become important to
valuable in democratic life from the destruction of what
is false in bourgeois civili/ation, it has
also become necessary to
distinguish what is false in democratic theory from what
is true in

save what

is

democratic

life.

A more recent man of sweeping vision— Alexander Solzhenitsyn—
has expanded powerfully on that construct. The West, he
has written,
trivializes what is important because the society
itself, in its very
essence, lacks a moral purpose. Its vaunted freedom
is, in his terms,
merely a formal freedom, directed to nothing beyond itself.
Taking note of Singapore Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew's
complaints
of

American meddling

country,

in the internal affairs of his highly successful
a Washington Post analyst of unusual

Jim Hoagland,

thoughtfulness, referred to what he called "the American
disease." It is a
disease that causes the United States— and most
particularly its powerful

press— to want

impose American (or, even worse, the liberal/left
on other countries. Few countries have suffered the consequences of that disease more
than has Chile as it has
gone about attempting to rise from the political and economic wreckage
of its past. Although ignored by the world's
press, few countries have, in
agenda of the press

to

itself)
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Ambassador Lewis Tambs had

to be extricated from the
country because of serious death threats against him and his family,

government was powerless to counter.
In Mexico, the July 6 elections focused serious widespread
attention
for the first time on the fraudulence of democratic
pretensions in that
threats the

country Since 1917, a revolutionary dynasty has ruled the country
uninterruptedly, power consolidated in a single party in 1928. That
party— renamed the Revolutionary Institutional Party (PRI) in 1946—
had, until this year, never lost a single election for president, governor,
or senator, and had conceded the loss of only a handful of seats
in the
Chamber of Deputies in the 1985 elections, only rarely conceding defeat
even in municipal elections. Under heavy pressure from the Left— the
only kind the PRI can respond to— the electoral process was grudgingly
opened up in 1988. The vote tallies revealed what speciaUsts had long
known: past vote totals were next to meaningless. When, after a week of
official results were finally revealed, they showed
Carlos
Salinas de Gortari winning the presidency with only 50.36 percent
of
the vote, the closest win in fifty years. But the total vote itself was
significant: 19 million of the country's 38 million voters
went to the
polls. In 1982, 23.6 million votes were "counted," giving
Miguel de la

stalling,

Madrid

his 74.4 percent "landslide" victory, although most observers
agreed the 1988 turnout was greater than in 1982. There were, however,
no National Endowment for Democracy grants to promote free and

genuine elections in Mexico.

Yet, as Harvard historian John Womack
observed, "constitutionally republican since 1824, Mexican national
politics has always happened mostly in private, in well-negotiated
deals
among a few politicians. Elections have had the status of public rituals—held not to decide national questions, but to ratify the already
sealed decision."^'

In Argentina, President Raul Alfonsin appears assured of
being the
civilian president to have completed a full term |in
1989) since
1929. It has been a far from perfect experiment in democracy; in the face
of a fractious and obstructionist Congress, Alfonsin "has
tended to rule
first

by presidential decree whenever the law allows— and, critics claim,
sometimes when it may not." Despite that, he has presided over an
economic downturn which has revived the political fortunes of Peronistas, whose "reputation for political gangsterism" is well
deserved;
it was the demagoguery of Juan Domingo Peron
and his followers that
turned that once-rich and progressive country into the political and

economic wasteland that

it is

today.

which continues to welcome large contingents of Soviet
military advisers and matching arms shipments, President Alan Garcia
came to power on a pledge of international irresponsibility— and kept
In Peru,
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Colombia, Peru, El Salvador, and Guatemala as additional

tions, citing

"Such

is

the case outside Latin

human

pines, for example, violent

America as well. In the Philiprights abuses have certainly not

declined since Corazon Aquino replaced Ferdinand
They appear to have increased. "^^

Marcos— far from

it.

Even the liberal press has taken note of the phenomenon
in a spate of
news stories, analyses Snd editorials. Wrote a Washington Post
foreign
correspondent: "Hopes persist that the current democratic
era will yet
prove a historical turning point in a region long afflicted
by swings
between dictatorship and democracy. Yet the failure of the
free systems

economic gains, social advances and structural changes
expected of them has soured national moods from Ecuador
to
Argentina and eroded the standing of all elected governments
on the
continent
Amid such gloominess, scattered voices in letters to editors and elsewhere have started calling for a return
to military rule ..."
to deliver the

initially

.

.

.

Chimed

in the newspaper's editorial page; "Because
Argentina and Brawere the crucial cases [for democratic revival], it is troubling
that a
deep sense of disorder and decline has seized both
countries. This disillusion is not yet irreversible, but the direction in
which events are
zil

moving is not reassuring
ica's

democratic

..."

moment

is

Commented the Economist: "Latin Amer-

in danger

.""
.

.

Sprinkled amid these stories are a growing number
of sullen references to the contrast betweep the economic cannibalism
of the continent's formal democracies and the success
of Chile's free market
economy To be sure, almost all such references are perverse, as
is the
political "reporting" on the country Typically, such
stories use outdated

"show" that Chile may be succeeding, but per capita
income is still below 1980 levels. By 1988, that (tendentious)
comparison with an all-time peak year not only was untrue, but
statistics to

the assertion
also omits the larger picture of Latin America
(an overall drop of 6
percent in the level of real wages since 1980). It also

omits the more
agonizing experiences of some of the democracies—
Mexico, for example, or Argentina where Alfonsin has
driven real incomes

down by 20

percent. (For that matter, one set of U.S. government
statistics "proves"
that "the real income of the typical American
for inflation

was

family after accounting
slightly lower in 1986 than in 1973.")

"News"

stories from Santiago almost routinely assert
that, well, the
be better off, but progress has been bought on the
backs of the
poor. Quite apart from the fact that the rich are
better off everywhere,
from the United States and Japan to the OECD countries, than they
rich

may

were
omits two key
elements: the extreme "barbaric" poverty of Chile has
been cut by onefifteen years ago, in the case of Chile the assertion
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The outcome:

Table 56

VOTE IN

1988 PLEBISCITE

"Si"-

3,111,875(43%)

«No"-

3,959,495(54%)

Blank:

94,515(1.3%)

Void:
Total:

third

70,356 10.9%)

and

7,236,241

final tally to

be released by the Service.

The turnout represented

'lu?.?2Lr

^^S Persons
97.3 percent of the 7;435

rrw-ro^S Setr^Lce,

who

and eonducred
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well as close to 1,000 foreign journalists, were
on hand to
monitor the vote; only a handful of the countries they came from
could
themselves boast of a "democracy" superior in theory to
the one being
erected in Chile, and fewer yet among them of a democracy
built on a
tries, as

sounder foundation of

A

reality.

vote would have meant eight more years of Pinochet;
"no"
meant that, under the 1980 constitution, elections for presideiit
and
congress will be held on IDec, 14, 1989, the new authorities
taking office
"si"

on March 11, 1990."
Although Pinochet himself clearly expected he would win right up
to
the time that, smiling and exuding confidence, he cast his
own ballot
at

downtown National High School, there was never even a serious
intimation that the government— a supposed brutal "dictatorship"—
the

would fail to do what dictatorships never do: honor the freely-expressed
decision of the people and surrender power.

How and when to surrender power became the next line of attack for
those who, from the U.S. Congress to the Kremlin, from
the European
Parliament to countless university lecture halls and editorial
rooms,
persisted in prescribing for Chile what the world has never
been able to
anywhere else: define and agree on what democracy really means,
when it will even work. In the weeks following the
plebiscite, with support from abroad (though in constantlywaning measure) the internal opposition demanded a speeded-up
timetable for elections, as well as radical constitutional reforms.
Pinochet was equally
effect

how, where and

adamant: the Constitution of 1980 will apply in all of its dimensions,
including timetable— until/unless a new elected government
changes
it. (It was rarely mentioned, but Pinochet
lacked the power to amend the
constitution; it would have taken another plebiscite to
do that|. In
standing fast, he was bolstered by the reality, grudgingly
recognized,
that he without doubt remained the most popular single
political figure
in Chile; his 43 percent vote was, after all, against
a united opposition

made up of
to scare

16 political groups, including nine

up sufficient signatures to qualify as

which actually managed

"parties" in at least three of

the country's 13 political regions. Popularity and an ambiguous
constitutional situation notwithstanding, Pinochet indicated
shortly after
the plebiscite that he would not stand for election in
1989. [Inter-

estingly but not interestingly

enough to still the heckling that he abandon office, Pinochet's 43 percent vote placed him far ahead of the
36
percent (of an electorate only half as large) which put Salvador
AUende
in the presidency in 1970. Inasmuch as his vote also represented
around
38 percent of the total eligible vote, it also located Pinochet in terms of
popular support well ahead of such U.S. presidents as Jimmy Carter and
George Bush, both of whom reached the White House with around 27
percent of the total electorate; or even of

Helmut Kohl, returned

to
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an electorate
power in West Germany in 1987 with roughly one-third of
U.S.]
which votes in much higher proportions than that of the

Such a

recital too rapidly

becomes

defensive, churlish even, however

which reeks of
powerful the provocation of international hectoring
colony.
anyone's
be,
not
ought
not,
intellectual colonialism. Chile is
for
except
country;
that
in
failed
1970
Democracy as practiced preis acutely
support
popular
of
base
own
whose
politicians,
professional
suspect,

sides of the Chilean political spectrum
new-style
is well along the road to a
virtually
in
place
in
less authentic than those
anyunder
live
that
nations
of Third World

commentators on

agree on that.^^

all

The country

"guided" democracy, no
all of the relative handful
system is well-suited to
thing resembling democracy Whether that
want to experiment with
even
Chileans
whether
Chile's political soil—
be allowed to resolve for
to
ought
Chileans
questions
it-these now are
model is, in fact, built
themselves. In view of this observer, the Chilean
than those in
frameworks
and institutional

on

economic

far sturdier

and thus bids tar
of the world's crisis-ridden countries,

place in

most

known

before.

present and future generations of
better to serve well the needs of
a sharply- diminished role
Chileans. It is a new-style democracy based on
expanded role tor
sharply
a
citizenry,
the
for the state in the lives of
called "a society
individuals-an end, in short, of what has been
taking shape in the only
obsessed with the state." Furthermore, it is
truly modern economy:
country in Latin America that has created a
to a rapidly
opportumty
and
diversified, export-based, bringing hope
otters
which
country
a
words,
other
multiplying number of Chileans. In
ever
had
they
than
life
economic
and
its people a better institutional

other nations and
Prudence, a proper respect for the sovereignty of
at least be
revolution
Chilean
peoples, would thus demand that the
had shmoutsiders
other
and
given a chance. Even if the United States
in
nations
other
of
affairs
the
in
ing records of success in intervening
such
needs
nor
wants
neither
Chileans
recent years, the vast majority of
really need another Iran, another
foreign interference. Or does the world

Nicaragua?
t
right to be left alone, to
Chile asks not alms from others— only the
of the world might
work out its own destiny in its own way The rest
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promises of a better and freer life for its citizens remain mainly in
the realm
of slogans and promises, there were no backpedaling
gestures of encouragement from the White House, nor anywhere else in the Western world
Michael Fleet, The Rise and Fall of Chilean Christian Democracy
(Princeracy,

,

4.

.

ton: Princeton University Press, 1985), p. 208. Poll
data from "Fisonomia
Pohtica de la Sociedad Chilena," Carta Confidencial.
#25, June 30, 1988, pp.
49-58. The Gallup Survey is derived from a sample taken: 10
percent from
upper socio-income persons; 45 percent middle class; 45
percent lower
classes. In 1987, as the political campaign was
just getting started, 20 percent
said they felt represented by one or another of the
more than two dozen
political parties then operating. It should be noted
that similar laws banning
totalitarian parties had been enacted in Chile back in
the 19303; one promoted by the leftist Popular Front government then in power, sought
to
outlaw the home-grown Nazi party. On April 23, 1937, Chile's
Supreme
Court overturned the law, arguing that the National Socialist (Nazi) party
was not contrary to democratic rule of law. The Communists, outlawed early
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in the 1930s, were, of course,

"Accursed
outlawed again by Gonzalez Videla's

1987, p. 13. "31 Kilkd in Guerrilla
"Lesion from Peru," Economist. May 29,
in the "World Briefs" column of
Lima
datelined
story
AP
inTeru,"
1988,
p.
"
Intermtional Herald Tiibune July 6,
Atrocities
Atrocities
Ignores Cuban Human Rights
leane Kirkpatrick, "U.N. Again
Afte.
in
Palestinians
April U, 1987, p. 9, "Israel Deports

ClXs

1.

f^Ln

Events,
L.yntnia
" Washineton Post, April 12, 1988, p. A- 18;
rirl'ti Slavine
San Francisco-datelined story in
Described,"
Atrocities
Sgentna
Go ney
"In Ethiop^
March 29, 1988, p. A-M, William Pascoe,
Memorandum
Executive
Foundation
Solution," Heritage
de Organismo Europeo," ElMercu#200 May 12 1988; "Rechazo a Decision
1988, p. 1. In addition to Kremlm
6,
30-Iuly
rlointernltloml edition, June
two thousand Soviet military
armfatd stnce 1977, MeAgistu is supported by
troops. Mengistu's forced relocacombat
Cuban
thousand
^Zsers-and ten
peasants
international pressure after 600,000
tion was finally halted under
on a
starvation
of
died
had
them
only after 100,000 of

^r,tU nf

wSs^nTost,
MenSXpinal

had b^en uprSed, but
insights into human n^ts abuses m
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parha
to inspire the indignation of
manage
Africa-few if any of which ever
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to
Strasbourg
to
Washington
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"Heart of Darkness: What Governments
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,
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but
comparison,
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down

into the pit," Economist, August 22, 1987. Chile is not the only
American friend to suffer State Department abuse; indeed, a paper summarizing recent U.S. hostility to Singapore's long-time leader Lee Kuan Yew
summed it up; "State Department Reflex: Beating Up On America's
Friends," Heritage Foundation Executive Memorandum #201, May 19,
1988. Instructive of how the media aids and abets State's self-flaggelation
was reportage on the riots in South Korea in June 1988 following
Washington-pressured "liberalization" on the part of the regime. One, prepolicies

posterous even for

the. .Washington Post, ought to be required reading for
aspiring revisionist/proTiagandist journalists: Peter Maas, 'Anti-Americanism Grows in South Koreaj Revisionists Blame Washington for 1945 Partition of Peninsula." The "justification" for this journalistic hallucination
was student protests that "have thus far failed to win widespread support."
Except, that is, in the Washington Post, which then devoted thirty-five
inches of newsprint to reportage so bizarre it is worth writing away for. For
those who have not taken leave of their senses, it might be remembered that
Pyonyang presides over one of the most thoroughly brutal and medieval
totalitarian regimes in the modern world
an embrace scarcely to be
desired.

—

10.

"Triangulacion Financiera," Carta Confidencial. #25 June 30, 1988, p. 30
(Jesuits]; "Reagan Reconoce Su Poca Influencia Sobre A. Pinochet," a Washington-datelined EFE story in ElMercurio international, June 9-15,
1988, p.
5. As the headline indicates, the lead of the story referred to Reagan's "little
influence" over events in Chile, though there was no further substantiation
of that in the story The Barnes cover-up scandal was first reported in the

Washington Post, April 29, 1987, in a commentary by John M. Goshko,
"Fraternization Abroad." The events took place during Barnes' service in
Bucharest, 1976 through 1978. The State Department, responding then to
press inquiries, acknowledged that it had known about the affair for years,
but did nothing about it, by contrast to the vigorous prosecution in 1987 of

Marine guards accused

of fraternizing

with Soviet agents. Indeed, the

epi-

sode only came to light because of furious State Department behind-thescenes moves to block a defector from revealing it during a CBS-TV "60
Minutes" appearance. Interestingly, the defector— Lt. General Ion Mihai
Pacepa— omitted any mention of those events in his book: Red Horizons:
Chronicles of a Communist Spy Chief (Washington: Regnery-Gateway,

Those references reportedly were expunged from the original manuWith the exception of Theberge, an early
Reagan appointee, all American ambassadors to Chile since the 1973 revo1987].

script because of similar pressures.

lution have radiated greater or lesser degrees of hostility to the regime.
David Propper was succeeded early in 1977 by George
Landau. Though
not aggressively antagonistic. Landau was, after all, the man who testified
at the Letelicr trial in the United States in 1979 that Pinochet had
personally asked Paraguayan authorities to issue false passports to two
of the
principals in the case: Michael Townley and Capt. Armando Fernandez
La rios both of whom would later plea-bargain in turning state's evidence in

W

(

1 1.

the case]. Pinochet repeatedly denied that claim.
Germany's Adenauer Foundation, closely tied to the ruling Christian Democratic Union (CDU), long considered the late President Eduardo Frei an
"adopted son," and has generously provided not only scholarships for Chilean Christian Democrats, but funding for a cabbage patch of PDC think
tanks, political action groups, institutes and the like. For years, Bonn made

:
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the extradition of a minor Nazi war criminal named Walter Rauff the
centerpiece of its pressure on Santiago. Rauff 's death in 1984 removed that
flashpoint; later, extraordinary attention was lavished on the sensational
charges made to the extreme left German magazine Stern by persons who
claimed they had been taken captive by Chilean security agents sometime

1984 and spirited away to a small and isolated commune in the
south of Chile operated by postwar German refugees. Once there, they
claimed, they were tortured. Inevitably, the charges reinforced far left caricatures of the "fascist" regime in Santiago in sinister league with "Nazis."
Those charges were seized upon both by the Bonn government and Amnesty
prior to

International; as of this writing |mid-fuly 19881, after exhaustive on-site
investigation with Amnesty and German government representatives present, no evidence has been produced to support the charges. The commune
Harmut Hopp. In many
is called Colonia Dignidad, and is headed by a Dr.
ways, it resembles another self-contained (and long-isolated) German colony called Colonia Tovar, nestled in the mountains not far from Caracas,

Venezuela. In a larger sense, it resembles many such efforts of small groups
in
of persons who band together and create self-sufficient communities
isolation so as to preserve traditions or values which matter to them; one
thinks of the Amish or Mennonites in the United States, the American
Southerners who emigrated to Brazil after the Civil War and created Amerappear
icus, a town in Sao Paulo state. To outsiders, such communities
"strange"; to survive, all enforce strong rules to keep out intruding influences as well as intruders. [Quite obviously, not all such groups are harmcentered
less; witness Jonestown.] More recently, German indignation has
for
penalty,
death
the
face
whom
some
of
terrorists,
fourteen
of
the
cases
on
of
a series of crimes including the cold-blooded murder on August 31, 1983
retired Gen. Carol Urzua Ibahez; his driver, fose Domingo Aguayo, and
bodyguard, Carlos Riveros— cut down in a hail of sixty-two bullets fired in
ambush. Most German sympathy centered on Beatriz Gudrun Brinkman
Scheihing, a self-professed Communist who faced lesser charges. In August
demanded
1987, German Labor Minister Norbert Blum visited Chile and
the
that the fourteen be allowed to seek asylum in West Germany on
grounds (neither proved nor seriously supported) that they had been tortured while in detention in Chile. Of multiple other examples of foreign
"concern," one bears special mention: the 49 million pesos (just under 2
mi lli on French francs) donated by the French Catholic Committee Against
Hunger and For Development between 1982 and 1986 to twenty-three
projects in Chile. Most of those funds (nearly two-thirds) were raised
through special Lenten season collections in French churches. All twentythree projects in Chile ranged from the far Left to the radical Left, and a
1986 investigation carried out by a French judge and two journalists failed
even to identify seven of them. Among beneficiaries is the hard left magazine Apsi (12 million pesos), distinguished by such cover stories as "The
erotic national press," "The loves of Marx," "Erotic Dictionary," "The psychotic \psiquicos] features of Pinochet." Another: the magazine La Bicicleta (3.5 million pesos in 1985), which the French investigators found was
run by "youths" with "an ideological content of Marxist inspiration" and
devoid of a Christian message. It should be noted that sermonizing apart,
neither the Christian Democrat government in Bonn nor the Socialist one
two have
in Paris allowed its scruples to get in the way of business: the
emerged as the principal source of arms sales to Chile, France most recently
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Socialist Spain took
hypocrisy a step further: it was reported in May 1988 that the Spanish firm
CASA eluded direct dealing with Chile by selling sixteen BO- 105 military
helicopters first to a West German firm which then sold them to the
Chileans. Of passing interest is the half-million dollars provided between
1982 and 1985 by the Dutch Foundation for International Cooperation for
Development (NOViB| to the Communist-linked National Labor Coordinator |CNS|; funding was suspended until early 1987 after it was discovered
that $85,000 could not pc accounted for. Sometime later, long-time labor
leader Rodolfo Segucl d&ided to pull up stakes and move to Australia. It
was then that Manuel Bustos assumed the mantle as top Chilean labor
leader. Sources for the foregoing include: "Alcmanes y la DC," EI Mercurio,
January 24, 1988, p. D-5; "Jueza Finalizo Inspeccion En la Colonia Dignidad"; E} Mercurio international edition. May 5-11, 1988, backpage; "Vino,
intervino y se fuc," and "Respucstas desde la carcel," Que Pasa, August 612, 1987, pp. 6-8, and Hoy, #524, August 3-9, 1987, pp. 17-18; 'Ayuda
Fraterna?" Que Pasa, #783, April 10-16, 1986, pp. 14-15; "ConfirmanCompra De 8 Helicopteros A Francia," El Mercmio international edition, March
31-April6, 1988, p. 5; "16 Helicopteros EspanoIesHabriaAdquirido Chile,"
an ANSA dispatch datelined Madrid, based on a report in the Madrid newspaper £,? Pais, published in El Mercurio international edition. May 26- June 1,
1988, p. 5. The same report said CASA had earlier sold twenty-four of those
helicopters to Iraq and "scores" of military transport planes to Chile; "La
'Solidaridad' Internacional," Carta Confidencial, #9, August 27, 1987, p. 2.
"Los Aportes del Tio Sam," op. cit., pp. D-4, 5; "Who's Afraid of NED?"
English-translation of El Mercurio January, 1988 interview with Carl Gershman, in Freedom at Issue, May-June 1988, pp. 30-33; Shirley Christian,
"U.S. Funds Are Aiding Pinochet's Foes in Chile," New York Times, June 15,
1988, p. A 1; "S. 709: A bill to impose additional sanctions against Chile
unless certain conditions are met," U.S. Senate, March 10, 1987. Proposed
sanctions included suspension-of all commercial airline flights into the U.S.
by Chile's state-run airline, a ban on Chilean copper imports that would
have pushed U.S. prices up by 25 percent, and a cut-off of Overseas Private
Investment Corporation loan guarantees in Chile, perhaps the only country
in the world, that had discharged fully its obligations to OPIC (not all were
finally imposed|. The bill also included an outright falsehood: that Maj.
Armando Fernandez Larios, in his pica-bargained testimony in the U.S. in
the Letclier case, "implicates General Pinochet directly in the 1976 assas." To the contrary: as Fernandez Larios told
sination
El Mercurio in a
February 13, 1987, interview ("'Pinochet Ignoraba Plan Para Asesinar a
Letelier,' ") Pinochet "did not know about the murder ... I believe that he
only knew the cover story which was invented later." Christian's story,
limited entirely to Endowment spending, makes the claim that $400,000 of
the $1 million "was awarded to nonpartisan groups." That is preposterous.
The biggest of those "nonpartisan group" grants was the so-called Coordinating Committee for Free Elections whose principal leaders were
Andres Zaldivar, former president of the Christian Democrat party; Sergio
Molina, a long-time Christian Democrat who served as finance minister in
the Frci government; and Ricardo Lagos, a Socialist who had been Allende's
choice to serve as ambassador to Moscow, and who exploded into prominence in a flamboyant national television appearance in April 1988 by
defiantly claiming to represent the resurrection of the Allende socialist
.

.
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appearances in the U.S. and
tradition, a position he later soft-pedaled in
award went
of the
that
$950,000
matter
is
the
elsewhere. The reality of
openly fig^iting against the government in the elections. The

NED

to groups

Mercuuo, which she
Christian article also included a gratuitous swipe at El
be tantamount to
described as "the pro-Pinochet newspaper." It would
because, in the exernewspaper"
"pro-Sandinista
the
newspaper
calling her
it has found more to support in
cise of its free and independent judgment,
Washington's. She added
the Sandinista cause in recent years than it has in
newspaper, "was
independent
stoutly
but
conservative
that El Mercurio, a
accepted money from the
identified in a congressional report as having
the Allende era."
Central Intelligence Agency to continue publishing during
might also have
she
report,"
"congressional
of
the
much
If she had read that
at the time,
discovered from myriad sources, including the U.S. ambassador
subventions, and thus their
that El MercuTio's editors did not know of the
would imply. It is
opinions were not "bought" by the CIA, as the reference
claimed the awards were
also worth noting that although NED's Gcrshman
announcement, stones appeared
secret, a full nine days before the March 1 1
monies would be allocated.
in the'chilean press describing exactly how the
Elections—
beneficiaries of U.S. aid to Mohna's Committee for Free

Among

who

ultra-left
a $10 million operation— is Ricardo NMez, an
his key men, Akin
spent part of his exile years in East Germany; one of
(source: "1988: Otro
committee
of
the
secretary
executive
as
Soto, serves
1988,
Dilema Para El Socialismo," Carta Confidencial, #17, February 11,

Socialist

n 77i

example of the law of unintended consequences— or the stupidity
first
sanctions— the U.S. arms embargo forced Chile to develop, for the
it was exporting S400 million worth
1987,
By
industry
arms
own
its
time,
leading arms manufacturer,
of arms to other countries. The country's
from
Cardoen, who earned a doctorate in metallurgical engineering

In a vivid

13
"

of

Carlos
1977. "I always say in a
the University of Utah, founded his company in
Cardoen told an
Kennedy,"
Senator
for
humorous way that I'm thankful
stripe recognize
interviewer. Interestingly, observers of every ideological
them to
applying
to
comes
it
when
embargoes—
of
the ineffectiveness
example. Sen. Bill Bradley
states they want to do business with, anyway For
article, argued that efforts to encourage
(D-N.J.), in a 1987 New York Times
or boyMikhail Gorbachev in his reforms "should not include embargoes
should treat its capital as a strategic asset and develop
the West
cotts
Post, in an editorial criticiza plan for its flow eastward." The Washington
friendly Arab governing congressional action in blocking arms sales to
elsewhere. "They
ments, noted that those states then took steps to buy arms
comes
a valuable
hardware
the
with
since
American,
often prefer to buy
closeness and protection. There also comes at least an
.

measure

.

.

of political

somehow modopportunity for the United States to shape the package and
is lost when the
opportunity
This
Israel.
toward
policy
erate the recipients'
which are driven
Gulf States turn to Britain or other European suppliers,
are not in a position to
and
considerations
commercial
by
entirely
almost
Chilean Arms Maker
attach political strings." Tyler Bridges, "U.S. Ban Set
H-5,
on Path to Success," a Santiago-datelined dispatch October 18, 1987, p.
Post.
Washington
both
A-22,
p.
1988,
and "Triple Loss," July 12,

Organizations

1

International
4 Abrams served briefly as assistant secretary for
post. The late ambassador
rights
human
the
named
to
being
before
back-stairs moves
Theberge had told me of numerous instances of Abrams'
The quote is from "Garrote y
to apply muscle to Chile— and Theberge.

Reflections
zanahorias,"

1q23

Que

Pasa. January 22-26, 1987, p. 4. Chile
got the loan Fol^"Of'^r plebiscite, U.S. policy did change: the US. voted
for a
iT^'r'i^np?
135 lADB loan to Chile on Oct. 26; West European countries
also backed the
loan.
15.

Barnes finished his tour of duty in Santiago-and
diplomatic career-in
November 1988, but not without a last hurrah. A few
days before the
plebiscite, he to d a U.S. congressional
delegation in an official briefing that
best embassy information was that there was
no way Pinochet could hope to
piclc up more than tweaty percent of the
vote. Though labelling it as a rumor
he also repeated an op[5osition-planted story that Pinochet
was planning to
create an incident which would give him a
pretext for cancelling the
plebisictc— a preposterous proposition denounced,
among others by the
author, in the course of an Oct. 4, 1988 press
conference in Santiago. State
department officials later tried to defend the report on the
grounds that ithad
strong intelligence source underpinning, and
even to insinuate that part of
the credit for the holding of the plebiscite
actually belonged to Barnes
Indeed, the small cabal of anti-Chile leftists in
Congress rammed through a
resolution in October praising Barnes for his
performance in Chile Madariaga, an austere, severe spinster |the
description is from Los Presidenciabies a publication of the pro-PDC magazine Hoy]
claimed that during the
eight years she served the Pinochet government in
senior posts, she was likea
sleepwalker. Then, she said, she was roused from
her intellectual sleep by
exposure to the stimulating personages of Washington
while serving as her
country s ambassador to the Organization of American
States. \Los Presidenciables: Diccionario Politico, in Hoy, vol.
2, June 1987,
59-60

embassy
16.

17.

pp.
The
was reported to me by a member of a Heritage
team that visited Santiago in February 1988
]

briefing episode

foundation fact-finding
Alfonso Chardy, "U.S. clout falters in Latin America," a
200-inch comprehensive survey datclined Washington and published
in The Miami Herald
December 27, 1987, p. 1 A & 14A. I would disagree with many
of Chardy's
causes, but not his main conclusions.
Robert S. Greenbcrger, "Moscow Is Increasing Visibility
and Influence in
Latin Democracies," the Wall Street lournal. April
5, 1988, p, 1, and "Por la
Errada Via de la Multilateralidad," Carta
Confidencial, #12 October 15
1987 pp. 24 ff. There have been a number of articles in
recent months
similar to the one in the Wall Street Journal.
In the face of mounting

from the Chileans, the Reagan administration did throw
the Chi
leans a small bone: arranging
1987 for the visit of four senior army
offacers to the U.S. as part of the U.S. Information
Agency's International
Visitors program. But training programs for
Chileans, which continued
even during the Marxist-Leninist government of
Salvador Allende, remain
hostility

m

18.

suspended.
The Encyclopaedia of Philosophy

(New York: MacMillan, 1972 reprint
The TocqueviUe quote is in Giovanni Sartori Tiie
Democracy Revisited {Chatham, N.J.: Chatham House Pub-

edition), vol.

Theory of

1,

p.

338.

lishers, 1987), p. 3.
19. Sartori, op. cit

p. xiii.

Sartori reinforces the

As we muddle through
theory of democracy

still

view of definitional confusion:
the 1980s the question is: Does a mainstream
exist? 1 think not." {p. x). Morgenthau: Control
or

Fate in Economic Affairs, cd., Robert H. Connery
and Eldon L. Jones (New
York: Academy of Pohtical Science, Columbia
University 1971) pp 199200; Nicbuhr: The Children of Light and the Children
of Darkness (New
York: Scnbncr's, I960], p. 40. Solzhcnitsyn, as
paraphrased by James Finn,
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Freedom at Issue. May/
"Taking Things Seriously |or, I'll Take L'Amour)," in
Disease," the Washington
Tune 1988 p. 3; Jim Hoagland, "The American
saying: "I am Asia. 1 am
Post April 16, 1988, p. A-2. Hoagland quoted Lee as
to decide my
not 'America. I cannot allow American correspondents
assumpagenda for me. An American journalist writes with the

national
all politicians arc venal. They
tion that all governments arc weak, that
values that we
would transpose their values to my society, and it is a set of

countcrcnticisms ot the
do not adhere to." Commented Hoagland: "His
politicians and poliabout
assumptions
jaded
frequently
U S press and its
heard something disturbing in our
tics should not be brushed off. He has
Arnencan voter turncurrent mood, something that is worth pondering as
less than that ol
considerably
is
that
level
a
toward
sink
out continues to
Nccly, "Informc
most industrial democracies"; "new Lebanon" in Carlos
version.
typescript
of
3
p.
#4,"
1987,
September
Politico
^
Pluralismo Politico, in
20 Francisco Cumplido Cereceda, "Los Limites del
in
seminar
Seminarios S/4/86, the proceedings of an August 29, 1985,
Humamsticos,
Estudios
p,
de
Chilcno
Institute
the
Santiago sponsored by
Rife As Venezuela Awaits
(coups); Bradley Graham, "Calls for Change
Post, May 30, 1988, p. 23;
Washington
the
in
story
Caracas-datelined
Vote,"
not enough," The Econois
conform
to
Freedom
"Colombia and Venezuela;
mist, January 23, 1988, pp. 35-38.
„
u
factions following the promulga21 Feuding continued among revolutionary
forward, the
point
that
from
but
1917—
in
tion of the new constitution
the tutelary role.
quarrels were internecine, with the party finally assuming
in Mexico
William Branigin, "Strengthened Opposition Charges Fraud
1988,
p. A 1;
Post,
July
15,
Washington
the
Mexico City-datelined story in
Pmata Break m
Harvard historian John Womack, "Will Mexico's Political
1

,

i

C-1; Larry Rohter,
the Washington Post Outlook section, July 17, 1988, p.
Mexico City"Mexican Victor Urges Party To Adapt to New Challenge,"
A3.
1988,
p.
Times,
July
14,
York
New
the
in
story
datelined
past," August 29, !9H7, p.
22 From the Economist: 'Argentina: Forward to the
''Lesson
35- 'Argentina: The best since 1929, alas," March 12, 1988, p. 40;

from Peru," May 23, 1987, p. 12; "Peru: The man who
of the presiOctober 24, 1987 (the episode referred to was the barricadmg
to protest bank
bank
small
own
his
in
Banks
of
Association
the
dent of
broke the banks,

13-14
nationalization); "To a different Latin beat," June 11, 1988, pp.
Primary
Elect Populist
(licenses, bribes). Eugene Robinson, "Peronists
A 26;
Buenos Aires-datelined story in the Washington Post. July 10, 1988, p.
Isn i
Democracy
Dose
of
'A
Neier,
Aryeh
wages);
Womack, op. cit. (Mexican
York Times, in the Inter
a Cure-all," a commentary originally in the
4.
national Herald li-ibune, Paris edition, July 6, 1988, p.
Test," a Buenos Aires23 Bradley Graham, "S. American Democracy Put to
A 15; South
datelined story in the Washington Post. October 19, 1987 p.
Dilemmas," editorial in that newspaper December 15, 1987, p. A

m

New

American

22- "To a different Latin beat," in the Economist, op. cit.
news24 "Spanish Unemployment Rises in October," Renter dispatch from the
reached
October
in
(unemployment
1987
12,
November
wire itself dated
it is worth observ20 69 percent, the second consecutive month of increase;
in ruins; the Spanidi
economy
an
inherited
generals
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be more representative
democratic coalition solution, which would
was already late
timing
the
felt
He
of the majority of the electorate.
might develop a plan
government
our
that
chance
a
still
but there was
democratic coalition. Even it this
that might provide the chance for a
me that the narrowness of Dr.
to
seemed
should not develop, it
that Allende's nationalization
Allende's victory gave room to hope
to me that some sort of
seemed
program could be moderated. Thus, it
that might induce Dr.
Government
our
by
plan might be developed
way that would permit
AUende to proceed with nationalization in a
investments, including ITT's, that
orderly recovery of the vast U.S.

were

at stake

j
i.
j
preliminary and we had no specourse, our thinking was very
joint
that some socially constructive
cific plans, but we did think
projects could be part of the overall
Government
and
industry
private
the willingness on our part and
plan Such a plan might well envision
in order to safeguard the
funds
additional
others risking reasonable

Of

very large amounts which were at risk.
Gerrity, ti
Edward ).| rThrough Mr. lITT's senior vice president
and
Department
both the State
directed that an approach be made to
the
over
concern
grave
had
Or Kissinger's office, to tell them we
discussing our
of
desirous
were
we
and
outlook for ITT's investment
assist financially in any Govthoughts in Washington and willing to
investment in Chile.
American
ernment plan to help protect private
intended to show a
was
figures
seven
to
of
up
memioned
,

^

The amount

attention from the Government.
serious intent and to gain serious

A few days later, one of Gerrity's key Washington
first

moves.

On September 1 1,

operatives

made the

years
Jack D. Neal, a veteran of thirty-five
mternational
of
director
ITT's
and then

with the Department of State
assistant to Kissinger on the
relations, telephoned Viron P. Vaky,
and repeated Geneen s sevenAmerica,
Latin
National Security Staff for
he would pass the information on
figure offer. Though he assured Neal
to his boss,
"I

Henry

Kissinger,

Vaky

failed to

did not for two reasons," Vaky said.

"I

do

so.

did not

thmk

the substance

worth brmgmg to
was worth further consideration, and I
I must explain
and
impression,
the
his (Kissinger's) attention. I also had
concerned. I
was
I
as
far
as
speak,
to
out of the blue, so
didn't think

that the call

it

came

had known Jack Neal previously and I
terms of
this was Jack Neal talking in
a
establish
to
effort
normal lobbying
of
purpose
the
that
added
things." He

had the general impression that
what I suppose one might call a
position, to establish a view of
the seven-figure offer was never

clarified during the call.3

the next person he called^
Meyer later could
Meyer.
A.
Charles
Assistant Secretary of State
than Neal
conversation
the
about
substantial
remember nothing more

Neal did not have much better success with
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him: "Mr. Geneen just wants you to know if
there is anything he
can do he would be delighted to help." Meyer added
that he was "sure"
he would have remembered mention of a
seven-figure offer had it been
telling

made.**

At approximately the same time,
even higher level.

McCone himself was moving to an

"I came to Washington," he said,
"and I met with Mr, |CIA Director
Richard M.] Helms andT told him of this availability
of these funds and 1
also met with Mr. Kissinger and 1 told him,
if he had a plan-now Mr
Kissinger thanked me very much and said that
I would hear from him I
did not hear from him again and, therefore,
I assumed that no such
plan
was adopted as a matter of national policy and that
was the end of it so
tar as I was concerned." Both McCone
and Geneen emphasized that the
one and only offer of an unspecified amount of
money to the CIA was
the one turned down on July 16 by William C.
Broe, chief of the agency's
Western Hemisphere Division, in a meeting with
Geneen, and that the
seven-figure offer was not made to the CIA.5
In his memoirs, Kissinger wrote, "I learned
later that some

tives of the
ests

CIA had

representa-

informally advised

some American business

interm late July and August where to channel funds during the election

This was not

any rate,

it

known at

also

the White House or in the State Departmentat
was too late. My own attitude was that any covert
action

m Chile should be carried out exclusively by our government; this was

not a held for private enterprise. Accordingly,
I turned down ITT's
offer
of SI million to help influence the
election. I have agreed with the
object, but certainly not the vehicle."^

Following Geneen's meeting with Broe, ITT did
contribute $350,000
campaign and another $100,000 in support of El
Mercuno, one of the oldest and most highly respected
newspapers in
to the Alessandri

Latin America.''

As of mid- or late September, only one concrete "plan"
had emerged
from official Washington— apparently with the
blessing of the Forty
Committee, the interagency panel responsible for
authorizing all covert
activities. That "plan" was as short-lived
as it was reckless- to "bribe"
the Chilean Congress with $350,000
to vote against Allende. Quite
apart from the fact that the amount
involved would have allowed a
paltry $5,000 and change for each of the
sixty-three votes the Nationals
needed, besides their own, to block Allende,
the "plan" ignored the
reality that the Christian Democrats
who held the key votes were
diehard leftists

who

never ceased to regard the Right as their
mortal
of Latin America's most durable legislature, were not susceptible to
"bribing."
"There was no attempt at any time to bribe any
member of

enemy Such men and women, members

the

.

J
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reply to later reports^

Kerry's
Chilean Congress," was ex-Ambassador
Dr. Allende as a candidate and
against
set
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he
Ko y addedlat
I -'ou
knew my posuion
W h^je
everything he stood for. Dr. Allende
of o fice
out
him
keep
to
voting
Congress
gladly welcomed the Chilean
would. I was agamst the
Chilean people doing whatever they
.

.

.

or the

publ.
opposing Allende: "The Arr.n.an
give others ^^e ^^^fl^
was unaware, because it often tends to
the mask
view-that is look at°/jf/^^^^^
of
point
superficial
and look at it from a
realize
not
did
public
it-the American
rathS than the reality behind
and
chapter
privy,
were
apparatus in Chile]
that we Ithe U.S. intelligence
at the
P^rty
Communist
Chilean
penetrated the
ve? e, because we had
before Allende
to everything they did, long
privy
were
levels,
highest
I knew the
how.
and
planning
were
knew exactly what they
democout
to gradually wipe
as well-how they were going
into a
democracy
wipe out and convert a
racy a we understood it
electhe
after
shortly
."
Korry pointed out that
oeople's democracy
Co^^^^^^^^
ean
CM
die
of
general
Luis Corvalan Lepe, secretary
the official organ of the Italian
L'Unita,
from
interviewer
an
party told
political structure would
Chile's
in
Communist party, that the changes
Korry comm^n^d
Chile,"
in
knew
I
be ^irreversible." "Nobody that
signified, that
literally
it
what
than
"took that to mean anything other
reverse it for many years to come.
tiere would be no way you could
but no way to change the situation,
There might be pro forma elections
similar reading of the Chilean situaKorry g?ve Senate investigators a
words.
what I am saying. This is not a play of
tion- "I want to make clear
country
of
a
control
has
employer
What I am saying is that when one
can
everything of any significance, there
that when the state controls
b
cannot
free trade unions, and there
not be a free press, there cannot be
and
saymg
That is what I was
what I would consider a free election.
the Socialist party of Chile h d
and
Chile
of
party
iSd the Communist
all you had
over a long period of time, that
spelled out these goals clearly
propaganda
the
out
blaring
radio
fdo was sit in Chile and listen to the

"rrr/SdtrSJons

for

Son

SocSs

.

S

.

.

.

-

m

their theoretipress,
these people on the radio, in the
«
conclusion.
that
to escape
cal journals and it was difficult
about the
Nixon had come to a similar conclusion

Ive^ day from

Richard Milhous
^o-bt becau e
under Communist rule, in part, no
Nixon also got a fi/^^-^^f "^P°
prodding from ITT On September 14
El Mercuno, in a White Hous^
of
publisher
Edwards,
from Agustin
Pepsi-Cola president Don Kendal
meeting arranged by a mutual friend,
United States should do someSnlike Korry, however, Nixon fehthe
from becoming president of
candidate
the Communist

fate of Chile

thmg

Chile.

to stop
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the president held a secret White House meeting on

Chile attended by Kissinger, Helms, and Attorney General John Mitthen the president's closest political confidante. According to

chell,

Kissinger, Nixon told Helms he "wanted a major effort to see what could
be done to prevent Allende's accession to power. If there were one chance
in 10 of getting rid of AUende, we should try it. If Helms needed $10
million, he would approve it. AID programs to Chile should be cut, its
economy should be squfeezed until it 'screamed.'
".
Nixon did not in fact put forward a concrete scheme, only a
passionate desire, unfocused and born of frustration, to do 'some.

.

thing.' "3

Thus was born what Senate investigators later would dub "Track II."
the CIA station chief in Santiago was told to discard

On September 21,

"parliamentary legerdemain" and concentrate instead on a "military
He was explicitly told that the Forty Committee, the State
Department, Ambassador Korry, and the embassy were not to be told
about his activities or be involved in any manner. 1°
Years later, Kissinger wrote that there was always less to Track II than
met the eye. "Nixon was given to grandiloquent statements on which he
solution."

did not insist once their implications
case of Track II, for example, not only

became clear to him
In the
was there no expenditure of $10
million, no specific sum was ever set aside. The expenditures, if any,
could not have amounted to more than a few thousand dollars. It was
never more than a probe and an exploration of possibilities, even in
Helms's perception."'
Two days after the White House meeting, ITT's top Latin American
reporting team— Bob Berrellez and Hal Hendrix, a Pulitzer Prize winner
who, like Berrellez, had long experience in the region— dispatched a
cable from Santiago with a phrase that would continue to loom larger
than life long after it had been denied to death.
"Last Tuesday night," the fifth paragraph of the long "situationer"
began, 'Ambassador Edward Korry finally received a message from the
State Department giving him the green light to move in the name
of
President Nixon. The message gave him maximum authority to do all

possible— short of a Dominican Republic-type action— to keep Allende
from taking power."'^ "Last Tuesday" was, of course, the day of the
White House meeting. But Hendrix, who later claimed authorship of
that passage, also admitted that he had embellished it with third-hand
information.

The

source, Hendrix said,

was "highly placed in the Christian Demovery close to Mr. Frei." He said the two met
in a coffee bar in downtown Santiago, a block or so from the presidential
palace, on the morning of September 16.
cratic

movement, and

very,

.
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formula," Hendrix said
discussing the so-called Alessandri
discussion of this this
and
questioning
"
so during the course of my
recollection, that I
best
from
paraphrase
gentleman said, and 1 can only
strong, very
that a very important, a very

"We were

had heard this morning
The inforat the embassy last mght.
hard message had been received
1963 several tnness^^^^^^^
mant ^hoL Hendrix had known since
high, very high. From this,
alto"-very
source was "muy alto, muy
that the source was Presiden
Hendrix said, he himself "inferred"
^ixonj
had not
5 xon. Hend;ix conceded that his source
-^^.^^^f
to
j"^'^'^!^^^!
had been led to believe from listening
^rel
arrived only a day or two before
had
[Hendrix
trip
quick
this
seen on
was
he
message
any
to
response
much
that Korry was not getting
something
that he had gotten
sending to Washington. So I presumed
that it was a high very high
emphasized
had
he
[when]
rom hfgh. And
and I guessed on Mr, Nixon
interpreted this to mean State
.

.

.

"^ ^^^

.

place,

.

I

Dominican Republic-type action,
As to th^phrase, "short of a
ernphathat language" himself "to
Hendrix admitted that he "stuck in
sending
about
talking
is
there
down
Sze to Mr. Gerrity that nobody
the import of what this man had
I may have exaggerated
oops
exaggeraday whether it is factual or
heard. I do not know to this
.

''

.

Korr^however,

said

he-the man who supposedly

received the

was no green light or anything approx"ereen light"-did know "There
my recollection of a 1 my
"
oath.
imating it Korry testiHed under
of message" ("that kind
kind
that
instructions is that I did not receive
from being elected
Allende
stop
befng to "do all that you could to
".

.

.

1*

president by the Chilean Congress").
on
'
the Marxist," had been sent to Korry
?f such a message, to "unseat
of the three

men who should have been aware of it managed

to conceal

At a background
after meeting with Nixon.
his secret the very day
September
16, Henry
on
Chicago
for Midwestern editors in
briefing

Kissinger fielded a question about Chile.
prevent it
said, "there is nothing to
"In Chilean history," Kissinger
'Sixty-four
say
to
Congress
the
for
not be at all illogical

and

it

would

government.

A Com-

Communist
percent of the people did not want a
Therefore, we are going to
irreversible.
be
to
munist government tends
within their eon^titutional
™te for the No. 2 man.' This is perfectly
habit has developed that Conprerogatives. However, the constitutional
number of vo es.^ so both
highest
the
gress votes for the man that gets
habits, would
constitutional
plus
the internal structure of the Congress,
election, barring
congressional
the
win
argue that Allende is likely to
." Since the information provided at the
something extraordinary
name, Kissinger spoke with
was not attributable to him by
.

.

brS

.
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greater candor than would have been the case
if he
attribution, particularly when he speculated

had been speaking for
on what an AUende win

would mean.

"So, I don't think we should delude
ourselves that an Allende takeover in Chile would not present massive
problems for us," Kissinger

"and for democratic forces and for pro-U.S. forces
Latin America
and indeed to the whole Western Hemisphere.
What would happen to
the Western Hemisphere (Inter-American)
Defense Board or to the
Organization of American States, and so forth, is
extremely problematical. So we are takmg a close look
at the situation. It is not one in which
our capacity for influence is very great at this
particular moment now
that matters have reached this particular
point. "'s
In remarking that an Allende victory would
"present massive problems for us," Kissinger was seconded by the Soviet
Union, except that
where he saw cause for woe, the Soviets saw
reason

m

said,

for jubilation A
Soviet analyst described Allende's victory as
"second only to the victory
of the Cuban revolution in the magnitude
of its significance as a revolutionary blow to the imperialist system in Latin
America "'*
On September 22, ITT's Washington chief William R.
Merriam
entered the picture, hosting a quickie (forty-five

minute) luncheon for

the CIA's Broe at the posh Metropolitan
Club in downtown Washington
Broe remarked that since "Merriam knew very
little about Chile " they
did not have a "full discussion" of the situation
in that country Most of
the conversation, Broe said, centered on a
series of five recommendations made by Berrellez and.Hendrix
in their September 17 report to
their home office. Four of the five were
public relations/propaganda
measures, two of them involving support for the El
Mercuho newspaper
group. The fifth was to assist in setting
up a "family relocation center"
in Mendoza or Buenos Aires, Argentina,
for wives and children of about
fifty ''key persons" in the fight
against Allende. Hendrix clarified that
the fifty were newsmen who wanted to
"stay and keep on writing in the
same manner they had, but they were sincerely
fearful, scared frightened, for their wives and children.
There had been a threat to burn
down the Mercurio building, physically burn it down.
[Their fight]
was to keep the paper, keep writing the way they
wanted to write keep
the paper [£7 Mercurio and its sister papers]
going. There was no physi.

.

.

.

.

.

cal fight."'

Broe said Merriam asked him for his opinion—
not approval— of the
recommendations, and he replied that he said he thought
"they are all
right. There was no discussion." Broe
also said Merriam made no mention at that luncheon of ITT's seven-figure
offer.
One week later, at Helms' bidding, Broe went to New York
to see
Gerrity for

what would be the final— and decisive— contact

of

any

•[
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Broe described it, in fact, as the
consequence between ITT and the CIA.
had with ITT.
_
"only operational discussion" he
29, the Christian Democratic
that time," Broe said, "September
indications of swinging their full
members of Congress were showing
,

Z

.

they could make a political bargain
Support to Allende in the belief that
number of congressmen, Chnstian
with him. It was felt that if a large
support to him he would take
Democratic congressmen, swung their
very
the majority and he would be
office with a mandate from
worsened
had
situation
the economic
strong position. At the same time,
election, and there were indicaAllende
the
to
reaction
the
because of
Democratic congressmen.
Christian
the
tions that this was worrying

ma

deterioration in the economic situaThere was a thesis that additional
congressmen
of Christian Democratic
tion could influence a number
thesis
the
was
what
who were planning to vote for Allende. This is
of
feasibihty
"the
Gerrity" Broe concluded,
"I explored with Mr.
sir
yes
Chile;
on
pressure
economic
possible actions to apply some

ITT was the only company he had
Broe also explained to Gerrity that
situation. He then discovered
had any contact with on the Chilean
Gerrity was not buying.
„„»;„= ^Kr>,,t it
it
"Mr. Gerrity was very negative about
"I must say," Broe recalled,
any
made
He in no way indicated that it
[the economic pressure idea).
wanted out of It
he
what
sense or it was exactly
,.„„,,,,
there feeling that
and
I came away from
minutes
25
"We talked about
like hat,
about it, Mr. Geneen or anybody else
if he talked to anybody
work^
would
it
think
not
did
he gave me every indication that he
coded telex to Geneen then on
That very afternoon, Gerrity fired off a
headquarters in Brussels.
European
ITT's
one of his frequent trips to
from Washington and a
"Subsequent to your call yesterday I heard
morning. He was the same man you
.

representative called on

me

.

this

discussed the situation in
met with Merriam some weeks ago. We
from our
recommendations
based on
detail, and he made suggestions
n
analyses
and
Hendrix]
and
representatives on the scene [Berrellez
necessarily
not
do
which
1
with
Wash ngton. The idea he presented, and
ion
pressure. ... I discussed the sugges
agree, is to apply economic
He
America].
president for Latin
with [John W.) Guilfoyle jITT's vice
advice
given
been
said they had
Contacted a couple of companies who
ically I
I received. Reahs
suggestions
the
to
contrary
which is directly
sug-

do not see
eested

how we can

plan
induce others involved to follow the

"''

i

The next day Gerrity followed up with a
offlce:
John Ryan of the Washington

my visit from Mr. Broe, Jack Guilfoyle was
CLA [Council for
following by Enno Hobbing of the

Yesterday, subsequent to

adS

of the

j

memo to Merriam, Neal, and
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1

Latin America, a private organization of American businessmen
active in Latin America].

Hobbing was visited yesterday by Gregorio Amunategui, who is an
Alessandri representative. Gregorio had come from Santiago and his
message

to

boat, we're

This
I

m

in direct contrast to

is

will call

some

Hobbing from Alessandri

was— keep cool,

don't rock the

making progress.
you

what Broe recommended.
HSG's [Geneen's] reaction

later to discuss

He

detail.

agrees with

to

my telex

me

that Broe's suggestions are not
workable. However, he suggests that we be very discreet in handling
Broe.i"

A week later, on October 6, Broe dumped bad news on ITT: the
Christian Democrats were going to back AUende. He added that it was
his "personal estimate that the military would not act against Allende,
would not be anything happening." Three days later, his "perbecame an Agency estimate. "Our coverage of the military/' Broe told Merriam, "gave no indication they would take
action." It
was a measure of just how far the CIA was really out of it that at the
precise time Broe and the CIA were concluding that "the military would
not act against Allende," two separate miUtary plots to block Allende's
so there

sonal estimate"

taking office were being hatched in Santiago.
Broe's telephone call to ITT on October 6 was his last significant
contact with the company— or ITT's with the CIA. Three lunches

later—one after the congressional election and none of them "substantive"— he would fade back into the shadows of espionage,^'
The day after Broe unloaded his bad news on Merriam, Merriam had

more gloom

for Gerrity: "Repeated calls to firms such as CM, Ford,
and
banks in California and New York have drawn no offers to help. All have
some sort of excuse."^^ The American company with the biggest stake
of all in Chile— Anaconda Copper— approached the brink
with seeming
fatalistic resignation. On October 9,
J. E. Byrne, head of the company's
Chilean operations, wrote a matter-of-fact report to his New York headquarters reporting on a Korry briefing. Apart from the laconic, resigned

memo,

tone of the

was significant in reinforcing the belief that official

it

Washington had come to the conclusion that there was no stopping
Allende.

'Allende will be ratified as President

on the 24th," Byrne wrote, "with
Unidad Popular and the Christian Democrats.
this position is becoming so widespread that it is

the approval of the

Accommodation

to

not unlikely that the Alessandri supporters will also vote in favor of
Allende.
.

"There

.

.

no evident support for the rumors that a military takeover is
There is very little activity in this area and it is only being
talked about by a few retired military people.
,"
is

possible here.

.

.
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revealing passage: Korry, WashingByrne's letter contained another
-an^a
believed Allende to be "an honest
ton's man in Santiago, not only
convictions, bu
his
to
up
live
and
man who will support his promises
adequate, ,ust
nationalized by Allende "will receive

Sat Js companks

'''t:Z^oZ::X27or,or..

and government

staffs

seemed

to

acceptable to the decision-maker
have run ont of comingency plans
of
both McCone and Assistant Secretary

Aem-a

above
State
".

.

.

distinction

Meyer would

insist

on making.

Mr. Broe had a shopping

shopping

wSh Mr

list,"

McCone

said.

list,

and the

staff of the

"Sometime in October,

1

CIA had

a

discussed thi

was ,ust
him, and in telling him I thmk I
Geneen, and
totally
were
plans
Lhis'iudgment, that I thought that the
told

roncuning

"between

'TtSnkte must differentiate very precisely, " McCone
agency °^he^,ov^^
said,

the

policies of an
of the corporation or the
thinking,
final authority and the staff
as finally decided by the
and he„
alternatives,
the
up
think
what you have staffs fox, to

pSies

ment

Sis

make the decisions as to what you do.^
that is why you have bosses, to
distinguished committee and to tha
"One ofXe problems facing this
Meyer told a Senate subcommittee headed
degree the American public,"
distinctiori
in March 1973, "is the
by Senator Frank Church (D-Id.),
person Uy
find
I
...
feasibilities.
between policy and examinations of
in policy
change
a
indicates
that
tSrSere is nothing that is sinister or
discussed or
had
September,
of
29th
the
Broe, on
to hatlearn^d that Mr.
will, m
will, a policy option, if you
had explored, brainstormed, if you
not
was
it
Chile as stipulated, because
termTof economic pressures on
policy had not changed
that there would be no interven"The policy of the government was
We were consistent in that in that
tion in the poUtical affairs of Chile.
before or after Septcmrfinanced no candidates, no political parties,

Dolicv

'

The

a strong advocate in the
Chilean
for staying out of internal
Forty Committee's deliberations
activities.

been
M^e^, whoTcc^rding ^Kissinger had

made aware
po tis had purposely not been

of the

Track H

in Chile had been well

estab-

precedent f^r US covert activities
Democratic administrations.
lished during two previous
Korry
interview with CBS's "60 Minutes,"
In a January 9, 1977,
through
administrations,
Johnson
and
revealed that both the Kennedy
tens
International Development, funneled
for
Agency
the
and
CIA
he
he
with
Chilean political parties beginmng
o^ mi Uons of dollLs"
the
by
told
was
Korry said he
1963-64 presidential election campaigns.
as U.S. ambassador that ht
over
took
he
when
1967
chief in

A

I

CIA station
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could not cut back on these payments
because "this lifetime annuity
had been promised and I couldn't do anything
about it "^s
"Two of the leading Christian Democrats sent
their
closest represen-

me," Korry continued. "The right-wing candidate,
Alessandri
Ali of theni.
mean, )ust incessantly, and through the
multinationals
and through the CIA, just leaning on me for
from the day I got there "
(CBS reporter JVIike) Wallace: "For money?"
Korry; "For money, for rfioney
even AUende, in 1970, his campaign
manager asked me in my house for a million bucks."
Korry said he turned them all down.
tatives to

.

.

.

.

.

.

But, according to Kissinger, the CIA did
not.
Referring to the millions of dollars in covert
funds
tunneled to Allende by Cuba and other

estimated that Allende received

and assistance

Communist sources (the CIA
$350,000 from Cuba and an undeter-

mined amount from the Soviet Union during
the 1970 campaign "
Kissinger felt the US. expenditures-contributions
to prodemocratic
poitica parties and media organizations-were
"neither morally nor
politically unjustified. There was
nothing sinister about the desire of
the United States to make it possible
for democratic parties to maintain
competing radio or television outlets or newspapers. "28
But the pace of covert activities in Chile
had slowed considerably
under the relatively new Republican
administration. Kissinger says the
Forty Committee considered Chile
only four times in the twenty-one
months before Allende won a plurality in the
September elections- in
'' '^^"^^^^ ^'^ ^"y Chilean actions;
in
$135,000 for propaganda (posters, leaflets

'^^^"S
ff
u^S.'*
^^f,"^*^
March
1970, it allocated

newspaper advertisements); in late fune, it
allocated "a somewhat larger
sum" for the same purpose-but in total still
only 15 percent of what
the U.S^ spent covertly in 1964, and
the funds reached Chile barely four
weeks before the election, too late to be of any
use. In August 1970 the
Forty Committee decided that nothing
further could be done before the

election. 29

The heavy-handed way the CIA went about
spending even these
small amounts during this critical period
ironically might
have produced an effect on the Chilean
electorate opposite to the one
intended. Less than five weeks before
the election, a Chilean Chamber
ot Deputies investigating
committee, probing outside financing of presrelatively

idential

campaigns, received a sheaf of confidential
documents stolen
from an ad agency handling the
Alessandri campaign. The records
Showed campaign donations from El
Mercurio, two
banks the
Anaconda Copper Co. and a total of
$600,000 from a mysterious

US

whom leftists promptly labeled as

le,

from

ITT and other

U.S. businesses.30

"Char-

being a (CIAl conduit for

money

,
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approved
that the Forty Committee
^r
AUendes
durmg
Chde
activities in
nearly $2.6 million for covert
J
197Und
November
Between
1971).
year (November 1970 to November
additional disbursements of
Alknde's ouster on September 11, 1973,
the last $1 million authoalthough
about $4 7 million were approved,
intervened
not been spent when the coup
rized on August 20, 1973, had
years-about
three
covert actions in
¥h!s makes a total of $6 million for
went to the Christian Democratic
money
the
of
Most
$2 mSion a year.
the
party and to splinter factions of
Par^y lesser sums to the National

The Church Committee found

^tMercuJo, which survived,

relentless cam^
in Kissinger's words, "a

of harassment, intimidation
PJ^randl' 00 000 n
-"'I September 1973 and $700,0^^^^^^^^^
$965,000 between November 1971
for a total of $ 1 .7 million tor
September 1971 from the U.S. government

paSn

^f.-^T^

opposition -edia--^
'^ThSSr CIA funds were to enable
^^l;
commumzation- of Chile AUende

expression-to survive the
to seize the country's biggest
waTbarely in power when he contrived
his command, from ca,ol ng
at
device
rblishing house. He used every
his attempts to seize control of
Lthreats'of economic strangulation, in
only independent one,
Se country's biggest newsprint supplier-thegovernment-and it was
by the
as the other one was owned

dom

of

S smS

in

what came

to be a

the opposition
only^he determined resistance of
from gaming a stranglehold on
AUende
blocked
that
crusade
na Lwide
controlled 70 P-ce- of the -un r^^
n wsprint. Since the government
was crucial for the media
advertising
productive capacity, government
from opposition pages
disappeared
but
Td government advertising all used its formidable
power to coerce
and Swaves. The government also
Individ-edi..^
with opposition
independent firms from advertising
the ai
off
ordered
harassed constantly and
ual radio stations were
govemm
Ae
1972,
October
and
repeatedly for minor infractions,
broadcasting
to join national networks
stations
all
compelling
began
even
continued
government
the
government propaganda, a practice
the
ordered
measure unconstitutional and
!fter the courts ruled the
Small
order.
court
to heed a
Sihng of a Cabinet minister for refusing
repeated attacks by goo ^quad.
suffered
stations
radio
newspapers and
was invaded and held for nine
The Uidversity of Chile television plant
by the government, which
months by le tist extremists protected
them, giving the governoust
to
to honor repeated court orders
Angus
national television networks. In

m

Xed

r^ent control of
of 1973, a

mob

two of the three

cordoned

around the big tablo d La Tecem
"reactionary newspaper" to pubhsh in

off the area

de la Horn, and refused to allow
"a worker neighborhood."

a
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Funds that the CIA provided El Mercurio and
other beleaguered Chilean news organizations was virtually all that
saved many of them from
nnancial ruin.

As a result of the September 15 White House
meeting, Thomas
Karamessmes, the CIA's chief of covert activities,
was dispatched to
Chile tor an on-the-sc/ene assessment of the
stop-Allende efforts. On his
return to Washmgton'he reported to
Kissinger that retired Gen. Roberto
Viaux had formed a group that was plotting to
kidnap army commander
Cen. Rene Schneider, a strict constitutionalist
who had rebuffed feelers
rom his colleagues about joining in a mihtary
coup. Unbeknownst to
the White House at that time, the
CIA also had made contact with a
group of active military officers, headed by
Santiago District Commander Gen. Camilo Valenzuela, through the
well-connected U S armv
Santiago, Col. Paul M. Wimert,
Jr. Beginning on October 5
T^rn
J""
1970, Wimert

contacted these two groups of conspirators
a total of
twenty-one times.

swayed by Karamessines' pessimistic report
on the chances
by Viaux's group, ordered the retired general's
coup plot
turned off on October 15 and later wrote,
"Nixon, [Gen. Alexander]
Haig and I considered it the end of both Track
I [the Forty Committee!
and Track II (CIA answering directly to the
White House)
Kissinger,

for success

m

personnel
Viaux; they
plotters, of

The CIA

Chile apparently thought that the order
applied only to
felt they were free to continue
with the second group of

whom

the

White House was unaware. "33

^he day Kissinger says the thought Track
^^^°}^'
II ended the
r>r?"
CIA cabled Santiago: "It is firm and continuing
policy that Allende be
overthrown by a coup. Viaux is to be encouraged
to join forces with
other planners.
There ,s great and continuing interest in the
activities of Valenzuela et al."34
Confusion, born in Washington, quickly
spread to Santiago.
^^'

.

.

0/17

On the next day, two officers from the Chilean army and
navy met
with Wimert and requested eight to ten
teargas grenades, three 45cahber machineguns and five hundred rounds
of ammunition. On October 18 SIX gas grenades originally
intended for Viaux were delivered to
the Valenzuela group and a day later the
machineguns and ammunition
were sent by diplomatic pouch from Washington.^s
For Kissinger, "military plotters that
needed foreign weapons should
not have been regarded as serious. For
they were not. In a comedy of
errors worthy of the Keystone Kops,
the plotters were set to kidnap
Schneider in his car after a dinner party on
October 19; they missed him
because he left in a different car. The next day
they tried again but lost

sight of Schneider's car in Santiago
traffic. "36

J
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On October 22, Wimert delivered the sub-machineguns
used

and ammunibecause

now

they were never
tion to his Valenzuela contact, but
unexpectedly.
resurfaced
group
•„ j
the Viaux
to
traiismitted ,„
On October 17, the CIA station chief in Santiago had plot and had
the
off
call
to
order
15th
Viaux's group Kissinger's October
would fail, would thus backfire and
advised them "that their scheme
October 22, according to Kissmger,
should not be carried out." But on
"in defiance of CIA mstructions
the Viaux group proceeded on its own

kidnapping attempt was bungled
and without our knowledge."37 The
captors was shot and died
and Schneider, who resisted his would-be
talk by the Chilean milicoup
further
three days later. That suspended
avoided
studiously
was
tary until 1973 when US. involvement

death

Schneider
The U S Senate Select Committee that investigated
the CIA
'Although
that,
found
involvement
and the extent of CIA
s

con-

Schneider's shooting, the record
tinued to support coup plotters up to
active support o the group that
indicates that the CIA had withdrawn
on October 22, which resulted in
carried out the actual kidnap attempt
concluded that arms ana
Schneider's death." The committee also
in Santiago were not
plotters
ammunition supplied by the CIA to coup
plans ever anticipate
CIA
the
did
nor
used in the attempted kidnapping,
Schneider.^s
the assassination of
.i, , ,Ko v.l
revealed that the Valsubsequent Chilean judicial investigation
kidnapping of the nation s four
enzuela group's initial plan called for the
could succeed, under military rules, as
top army generals so Valenzuela
Hugo Tirado, navy comarmy chief. Then a junta headed by Adm.
would go into exile. Six
mander was to take over and President Frei
new
and run again
return
be allowed to
-

,

A

months

later, Frei

m

would

f orces.3'
elections as the candidate of the democratic
spokesmen were putting
administration
Nixon
Back in Washington,
remained to Allendes taking
out the word that no effective obstacle
luncheon in early October that
power. Meyer told an overseas writers'
to
let Chile make a mistake. As
the best thing to do would be "just
pledge
"ironclad
an
give
could
military intervention, Meyer said he
.

anyone else "The Latin governthere would be none-by the US. or
about Allende," he said, but
concerned
ments I have talked to are all
ideas of crossing the Andes on elephants

nobody has any Carthaginian
States would deal with Chile
As to the future, Meyer said the United
with. "In other words,' he said, the
the way Chile wanted to be dealt
ball is in their court."'*o

According to David Atlee

,

.

Hemisphere division in the early 1970s, agents
the

more mundane

,

.

,

^^ta-

Phillips, the chief of the CIA's

w»c.»rr.
Western

in Santiago returned to

work of collecting intelligence and mamtaining
Phillips, who
following the Schneider debacle.

their Chilean contacts
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was on an overseas assignment

f

in 1970, consulted his deputy,
identified
'"'^"^^'^^ ^"°""^ °' -hat happened to

;• "^°
[^'
TrickTr
Track
II (and its swashbuckling
schemes):
It

tr

just faded into oblivion as

tion.

We

new crises demanded Kissinger's atten-

did not think Track 11
were quite content, as the White

was workable in the first place and
House chiefs turned to other matters
and relaxed the pressure on Karamessines,
and he on us, to put it on

the back burner. This is not to say
that we forgot Track II. Chile was
a concern in 1 971 and something
could happen that would set off
a spasm o renewed interest and
requirements for status reports on
still

our Track

II progress.
In fact, Track II really expired
in

after.

Abe was

a written

November 1971

or shortly

m charge between two chiefs of the division. Hetheresent

dispatch-not a telegram-to Santiago,
gently suggesting,
it was time to forget about
a coup and concentrate on
mtelhgcnce reporting. It was not an order
(Abe did not have
almost, that

authority), but rather a philosophical
exposition.

that

.

.

."i

By the end of September, Korry had
become convinced that Frei
'^'"'^^ ^°"^^^^^

would

Alessandri and
Sisandrnr.ri?H
A
essandri immediately
''i r ^""T!"
call elections in which Frei
would run against
^^^^^^

October 20, drafting a position paper
for the State Department
that

would become the

basis of U.S. post-Allende policy
*^''

Ne.
Neal
1

''""? *° ^ ''^"^'' ^'''"' ^'^'^ Neal for a meeting.
tZ^^^if
later would report to his
superiors: "The

All/r'
withou't

Ambassador said there
°* '"^°"' '^' "^^^'^ °"^« being to provoke
" "''"" '" °"^ "''^'°"^ "^^^ Chile, 'thus,'lose all

/'""'''"''

"';""

"The second would be

to try to live

with Allende-not appease him-

hrm line, but attempt to negotiate at every
The second alternative seems to be the one

take a

turn

the U.S. will take "42
The same day Neal met with Korry, ITT
was taking the wraps off its
newest investment in Chile, the San
Cristobal Sheraton Hotel. Gen a
Manager Fernando Hoffman said his first
guests were a group of

about
seventyflve people on an American
Express tour and he had severa

HE

^' ?' 'r'""' "^°"^*^^' ^"™gh "to keep
""-tfand
(The San r''
Cristobal,
her older sister, the Sheraton
Carrera
downtown, were the only major ITT
investments in Chile that would
It

afloat. '

fTheT

in fact,

remain

raafild

t Coig'ress""'" ""

afloat.)

''°' '"' ^"° '''' '''''
^*^"

^"^"^^

--

O""""

JQ42

°^ ^"^ Ashes

the CIA's Broe about the

On October 9, ITT's Merriam complained toMerriam

mentioned
Latin America^
"softness" of U.S. policies in
reprisals the year before
tough
take
to
U.S.
the
of
instance the failure
Peru when it seized International
leftist military junta in
for

a/anst\e

Broe-who was not a policy man
oleuin Company's installations.
privy to policy-plannmg anythe QA; and who was not
even
that if Allende was elected
where-said he gav; Mernam his "opinion
That is what I told him. 1
severe.
be

S

pS

would
The US. government approach
position."^
stronger
a
take
would
it
thought
M.rri.m
memo Mernam
hours later
few
a
Broe's speculation surfaced
i ed to
surp
said that he was 'rather
dashed of f to Mccone, in which he
take a
will
opinion, the Nixon Administration

ma

learn that in this man's
very, very

hard line

when and

if

Allende

is

elected ^

what .t
for an ITT mindset about
This would later become the basis
October
23,
On
House.
White
the
from
could e^ect by way of support
Chile, outhnmg
on
paper
position
six-page
Merriam wrote Kissinger a
what he no d«ub
couching them
rn-'s views and recommendations,

m

believed was

"^uatrret

Merriam said ITT did not
suitable "hard-line" language.
policy "but one of the
nation or vengeance as part of our
for putting a hold on all
if necessary.

called
four specific recommendations
a permanent cutoff,
to
view
a
"with
monies to Chile,

AID

ITT s own
an immediate retort-from withm
proDillenbeck,
R-R.
department,
ITT's law
rai^ks A senior staler in
of the
members
other
with
cleared
not
ested shaSy Ehat the letter was
departments.
their legal and treasury
coinpany's Chilean "team" in
work: "Ideritifying ourselves as
said Dillenbeck, it wouldn't
Department policy at a time when
being opposed to well-defined State
opposite number
have the full confidence of our
IS mpeiative that we
Investmeru
Private
(Overseas
inTtate and at AID's successor, OPIC
will be
which
efforts
jeopardize
to
ComoratS, seems to be possibly
insurance/' Dillenbeck, in lanmade to collect on the AID guarantee
and the pungency o dipbwhich had all of the grace of legalese
point that such tactics cou d cost
matic indirection, was making the
should grb
if and when Allende
support on their insurance claims
fo $108
was
company
policy on its telephone

T^e

memo bought

Ses

Zge

St

Z

their property ITT's

r^

tKSggestsingleOPICexposuremChik,andoneof thd^

Dilanywhere. To support his arguments,
the government agency had
an authentic
by
authored
was
which
paper
Lnbeck attached I position
Robert D. Crassweller.-^
Latin scholar on the legal staff,
two weeks to react, and when he did
than
better
Kissinger waited
"Thank
was with a seventy-four word brushoff
States policy
paper on United--^j^^^J^^
enclosed
the
and
23
October
letter of
to
I have passed it
and
carefully
it
toward Latin America. I have read

y-/-^
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my

those members of
staff who deal with Latin
American matters
very helpful to have your thoughts
and recommendations, Tnd

we

It is

shVl

SS:mt;t:r°™--^-^--^"lf-yourtaW
'"''

'" """'^''^^^y ^-battled International
receive from its government
Just one year to the day after
Neal's meeting with Korry, Neal
was
beseeching the State Dej^brtment to
tell him just what
w./u.S
pohcy
oward Chile. For ITi; it was no longer
an academic question: AlleS
-'
^
^^ ^f ^- ^h-on
'^97 1 \tT '''''"T ^rr""'Oc
<^onipl3ined that Secretary of State
'-,^^'
Will am
nnT.r! was "going ^T^
Rogers
along with Meyer and Company's
soft-line
^ow
""S lo^
profile policy for Latin America. "47

TelSnS'4'ir"'^rr
Tekphone
and Telegraph Company would

^'

obSt

"The United States had three policy
choices that it laid out at the time

?"'

^ *"^^ '^''''' ^^^^'^'^^ -- confirr^ed by t"e
ChilTn
Chilean Congress in'o""u
October 1970. These three chorees were
to seek to
""h them. Get along with them as best we cou d
and try
t'vTl"'
"'"""^A
to accommodate
them. Two, to have what was called
a correct
"""^ ''^'"- """' ''"' "" ^° ^^^^ ^°^°°^^'^'
"'"''

^dh^Z'

'

'

The speaker was Ambassador Edward
Korry He continued: "Now the
President of the Umted States
and the entire foreign policy r^In^
process m the United States
came down on number two/ orrTctbuf

Z™

^M

;.^P°*"^

'

T

?

ee?r
an accommodation.

seek

''"''

'""^ ''*^"'

^' ''"''^ °^^ ^«1^ *hre and to the
"^ •^^S^" "^^^ ^^^^^^ on.: that is, to
'

...

^^'^' *^^ inauguration in early
November of Mr
continued, "I decided that even [f
our analysisTs a^r^^'^ '^'' ^^l^"'*^
S°i"g ^o do would in
h"''^'^''^
"uhad
act be earned
out, that we
an obligation to the American
public and
to history to demonstrate
that we did not operate to
fulfill ou own
prophecies, that we had to test
our assumptions
"I walked oyer to their
foreign minister who described
himself in that

At?T!*^i?'''^^
A
lende/' Korry

^-

StTf

Red Guard), Clodomiro Almeyda-and
not only had described himself
me that way but to interviewers later

and before-and

?iSn"w £t?w
of

^

Z.

"

'

"T''^'
^"J'^'
""^
^°"' ''^^

°''Pf
"""^

'°

said^You

this world'

y*'" '^^^ '^"^ the representative

'"^ '^^ representative of a sovereign p^wcr.
power

AnH we
w are
''f
"T"''
And
both
mature individuals.
" 'Our job, therefore, is
to seek to
'

hemisphere and in

I

avoid problems

if

we

possibly can

"

.
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that I brief you on where our relationship was
was inaugurated and that what I view as
Allende
Dr.
that
as of the day
between our two countries and
the unavoidable problems that will arise
avoid conflict and confrontation.'
a process by which we may seek to
this would be
"And I explained the rationale as to why I thought
you had to go
that
said
never
their interest and ours. I said that Marx had
your belly to
on
crawl
and
hands
to socialism by tying your legs and your
States was
United
that
the
way,
comfortable
it that it could be done in a
exercismg
somebody
to
opposed
were
opposed to socialism. We

and that

I

would suggest

m

not

for.
irrationality or hostility to everything we stood
began tentatively,
"accommodation"
of
process
that
the
Korry added
taking off" when
April and early May of 1971 it was "really

but by

"suddenly,

it

was stopped."

"Now we learned," Korry went on to explain,
us by

"and

it

was conhrmed to

that
Dr Allende's closest advisers, that the reason he stopped was
Party, Senator
Socialist
the
of
then-head
the
by
was interposed

a veto

(Carlos] Altamirano.

The

Socialist Party, incidentally,

it

should be

and there was
emphasized, is in Chile far to the left of the communists
and I'm
during
before and
an unending roar between these two parties
accusing
communists
the
sure after Dr. Allende's election, with
used.
Altamirano of reckless leftism. That was the term they
He wanted no
war.
class
violent
'And Altamirano wanted to have a
dramatic
these
have
wanted
to
agreements with the United States. He
encounters."

,

one— seeking a modus vivendi— lasted for five or six months,
behaving accordaccording to Korry He said the United States was still
when he ended
relationship"—
ing to phase two— "correct but minimal
Phase

his four-year tour as

ambassador

in

October 197 1 ^^

been replaced

Long after the swirl of events of the autumn of 1970 had
publication of a part of
by a domestic tempest created by the piecemeal
Anderson, ITT Board
Jack
columnist
by
Papers"
the so-called "ITT
had not
Chairman Geneen gave his own summary of what had— and
it in
offered
have
happened. For all the publicity it got, he might as well
Sanskrit.-*'

Geneen— under oath:
"ITT did not take any steps to block the election

Said

as president of Chile. ...

of Salvador Allende
c

i-

a military
"ITT did not encourage or participate in any alleged plot for
...
coup in Chile to block the election of Dr. Allende,
of any
"Nor did ITT contribute money to any person or to any agency
..
Allende.
government to block the election of Dr.
Chile in an
"ITT did not take any action to cause economic chaos in
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'^''?" °/ ""' ^"^"^^' "°^ '^'^ " advocate

oth^^lll
others
take^^""'K'^"
such steps.

On

the contrary,

that

any

continued to operate its
telephone subsidiary zn Chile as
efficiently as possible and continued
expansion problem of Chilteko as
best it could until it was seized
-^uuyme
by the
Allende government on September
so
it

29, 1971.
firmly believe that fair-minded
persons would agree that ITT
should have tried to protect its
investmem in Chile in the ace of I
Marxist takeover and aH it implied,
and that we should have sou^t
help of our own Government. That
is what we did and that
is all fe dfd
".

-I

1^

^^'^

.7.. V'^- ?°^f""^,^"*'

'''

o™

"reasons,

took no action, and

we

*?"" ""^^ ^""^ ''"" ^^''^' ^^ys for us to have
proZ.ZTi^f"''^ceeded,
but certainly American compames
should have the right to seek
and depend

upon support from

their

their legitimate interests abroad.

,J^^^'''\

Church,

who headed

S^ISIT T.''^^

"^^ '

.

.

m pxuEccung
protectS

own Government

."si

the subcommittee that
investigated
'"^'^ °^ '^'^'^'^'y

antibusinls

Sws

ftewed to the thinking that
American foreign policy in Latin America

srould often
should
nf^ten be
h

Sympathetic"

'"^ ^"^''^ '^'^ ^"^^^^'^^^ business
at cross-purposes. S2 The
committee

?~

to

ITT

interests-

was anything but

durmg, or after the hearings. Inl
mu'ch a
D^^°<^^^«' they could not be
expected
to
?ell tl
k
deal
too kindly either, with a Republican
administration
ihe committee's investigative work
began in September 1972 and
the hearings were held from
March 20 through April 2, 1973 On
21, 1973, the committee issued its
report. It

T

before,

''1''°''

T'

Ce

contained nme specific
conclusions taken directly from
the testimony, followed by
severa
thousand words of text which
included a number of judgments
ugmenis no
not
directly supported by the testimony S3
The main conclusions were: "On
July 16, 1970
"^

Geneen offered
substantial fund to the CIA to be
used to'suppon the cons "aJivS
candidate Alessandri in the Chilean
election of September 4, S/O
i ? u. Thi
i ms
offer

was turned down

,

:

McCone, considered a plan proposed
.t,
'^^T^'i^
them
by the CIA on September 29,
1970, to create ec'onomTcSaos
"

^^""''^y ^""^

to

n
Chile but rejected it because they
thought it 'unworkable "
No truly neutral observer of events in
Chile in the early i970s has
ever seriously intimated that
the CIA had any direct involvement
in the
mi itary coup that finally toppled
Salvador Allende on SepTemb r 11
1973. The most that has been alleged
is that the CIA worked
behind the
'

J
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the
conditions that led up to the coup^ But
scenes to create the chaotic
their
in
available
pohcy, since made
testimony of those who made U.S.
government standing very scruU.S.
a
portrays
memoirs,
published
Chilean tragedy unfolded.
pulously on the sidelines as the
as CIA director, repeatedly
William Colby, who succeeded Helms
or the truckers strike or
coup
the
in
denied that the agency had any role
to characterize U.S.
Tat he had ever used the word "destabiUzation"

attributed to Colby in a letter
Scy toward AUende. This was a wordMichael
Harrington (D -Mass.),

writen by

ultra-liberal

Congressman

to the House Armed Services
Tumr^arizing Colby's secret testimony
Colby's testimony. by Harof
description
CIA Subcommittee. The
in Chile, was based on the congressrington, who opposed US. policy
secret testimony, since he wa
man's recollection of his reading of the
and, therefore was not present
not a member of the CIA subcommittee
subsequently leaked to the Washing-

whenTt was

given.

The

letter

was

became the
York Times, and "destabilization''
never us d
Colby
Chile.
toward
catchy new word to describe U.S. policy
his testimony revealed, but
it, an exammation of
^f^^^^^'''°''''lll^^^
encourthat U.S. policy had been one of
letter to the New York Times,
toward
looking
democratic forces
aging the continued existence of
believed^^*
when noted,
future elections," was little noted or,
grew and even the Christian
Chile
within
AUende
to
resistance
As
resolution of the crisis,
constitutional
Democrats began to lose hope of a
The U.S.
said.
Korry,
succeeded
who
Ambassador Nathaniel Davis,
trend and,
little to prevem or slow this

ton Post and the

New

government could have done

the plotters and to keep away
seeing this, we tried to avoid bankrolling
spread, the effort became
from the plotting. As pro-coup sentimem
sustained
more and more difficult, but it was honestly
forces, a position
opposition
to
"The S government wished success
Is that destainterest.
coalition's
intrinsically counter to the governing

U

'

of

March 1973

elections
According to Davis, Chile's congressional
the country's political
to
aid
financial
covert
U.S.
was the last time
responsible
it was becoming clear to
parties was relevam. "By mid 1973,
record of
U.S.
the
that
Santiago
U S officials in Washington as well as in be more important than any
to
going
was
abstention from coup plotting
superfluous covert intervention, he said.^
resort to increasingly
out of his
Davis

way to make sure neither the embassy nor
ami-Allende opposition
CIA was associated in any way with the leading

wem

the

mission in Chile
confident that no element of the U.S.
of October 1972
moveinents
strike
extended financial support to the
years later. The
dozen
a
wrote
Davis
and August-September 1973,"

^'""^'l

am
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ambassador even avoided opportunities

to meet the leaders of the shopkeepers, the professionals, the land
transport confederation and the
truckers.

Kissinger added, "The mythology that the
U.S. relentlessly assaulted
AJlende after he was installed is the opposite
of the truth. We had not
changed our original judgment but we were prepared
to make an effort
at coexistence. So many other problems
were clamoring for our attention that Chile kept sliding on our list
of priorities, except when some
provocation by Allende forced us to react
"s^
Two persons who would know to what extent the
United States was
involved
the events that led to AUende's fall were
the CIA's Western

m

Hemisphere division chief, Phillips, and his deputy,
Abe
'Abe described two cables sent to our
Santiago station during the

month of May

1973," recounted Phillips, now retired.
"In a rather abrupt
departure from CIA custom, these instructions
pointed out the probability of an opposition move against
Allende and the inevitability that
the CIA would be blamed as the instigator
of any coup. The station
response to the first message reminded
headquarters that the CIA continued to have the responsibility of predictmg
a coup— ringing the
gong— and the station could hardly be expected to
do that unless its
agents penetrated all conspiracies.

"The second headquarters cable countered this
valid argument saying
that this time keeping CIA's record
clean was more important than
predicting a coup."s«
Kissinger would acknowledge that the
US. intelligence agency was
of what was well knbwn to every
Chilean, including Allendethat the military who already controlled
key positions in the government were seriously considering the takeover
that had been virtually
invited by the Chamber of Deputies
and the president of the Christian
Democratic Party. But we were unaware of any
specific plan or date And
we were party to none."
Kissinger quotes from memoranda on Chile
from the summer of 1973
prepared for him and the Forty Committee
by his deputy in charge of
Latin America, William Jorden. These
corroborate the hands-off policy
described by Kissinger and the CIA officials.
In one such memo, dated July 10,
1973, Jorden counsels, "The US
kcks powerful or reliable levers for influencing
the

aware

final

Continued encouragement of constraining forces
within
tinuing economic pressures could have
some limited
po icy of open all-out economic pressure
would help
politically than it could hurt him
economically" Jorden

impact But

a

Allende more

recommended
Committee take no action in Chile. In every case Kisthe Forty Committee followed his deputy's
good advice s?

that the Forty

singer said,

outcome'

Chile and con-
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Democrats in 1964 was
U.S. policy of supporting the Christian
because Frei defeated
success
a
been
considered by Kissinger to have
to become one of the
on
went
Democrats
But the Christian

The

Alknde
In 1970, the U.S.
most snarling, U.S.-baiting regimes in the hemisphere.
of its subseeffectiveness
the
and
finisher
third-place
was backing a
propenparty's
the
quent support for the PDC was questionable given

was
with Allende until it, like other democratic parties,
rule.
chaotic
his
to
forced to join the growing opposition
junta leaders
The U S government's first contact with the military
General
army
when
coup
the
after
day
the
1973,
12,
came on September
of
the US.
head
Augusto Pinochet initiated a secret meeting with the
on this
Nixon
to
report
Military Assistance Advisory Group. In his
colhis
and
"he
that
stressed
contact, Kissinger noted that Pinochet
and
action
planned
their
of
beforehand
leagues had not even hinted to us
""^
way
that
said he thought it had been better
may have been useful in
In 1970-1973, the money spent on politicians
of money in ternis of
waste
a
was
but
it
alive,
forces
keeping democratic
made by the Chilean
rid of Allende. In the end, the coup was
sity to play ball

getting

military and only the military, in response to their
response to the clamor of their own people.

own consciences,

in

,
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^^'
^^"' '^°^'°"^ Little Brown and Com'^m'" "°"u''
'^"^ ^'^'^ Department's refusal
to do any' l''*"'"
/r'"f"8''^;^i"«
""d'datc forge Alessandri for Alknde's
Jc^frv
victory. "H^^iTiV
Had believed in the spring and summer of 1970
SinTn^V'^i"^?'

f

E'',h

I

that there was a
would have had an
opportunity to consider a covert program
of
"^
^'?^'''^ "^ ^ ^'"§'^ '^^"'i'date. I was resent'::
option'"k
had K
been 'Y
foreclosed without even being

significant likelihood of an Allendc
victory,
o the President to give him an

T

\nuZT

ful that this

W
kd^m i/'^rr!
-n

2.

obSon

I

discussed,

first

program was unnecessary (Aiesskndri
^f."^^^^"ti^l
the pre-election polls)
and later because was then too
'*'"'

it

late" |ibid.

Muhiuaiional Corporations and United States
Foreign
Subcommittee on Multinational Corporations,

Policy,

p

Hearings of

Committee on Foreign ReiaCommittee"), Parts 1 and 2, March 20-22 2729
f
^fo^yf
/l^'^"/"^
April
29,
2, 1973 [hereafter Multinational Corporations]

Tin

mony

April

Geneen's

2,

testi-

1973, pp. 459-560.

435-436.

3.

Ibid., pp.

^'

September 14 memo to his boss, Merriam
(text on pp.
599"6ra''nt
ill '9^
599-600
of vol.
2) gave the distinct impression of a dynamic
and wellconnected man of aetion-which, after all,
is what lobbyists are
to

be-moving

easily

supposed
and forcefully through these invisible
corridors of

Kari^'Si'/^"""^^^-"''^^^^^^^
5.

Ibid., pp.

102 460. McCone's testimony clearly indicates
that the former

Pmicrfea'aTb^'t'^'^"^^'^^
6.
^'

Kissinger, op.

cit.,

note

S

^''^~^''' ^^^^^

^

'^-

country™'

667.

^°^^'^'Sn State of ITT [Stein
Day, New York
^""«^^^^' S^*^^'^' Covlt Action in
Chile. T9631~97\%ffr^''-'
1963-1973 Staff Report'''?c^-'of Select Committee to Study

fo'V'J'r"^ o^^^P^^c'

597?pp"lT-137l
®'

p.

°^

&

^t

Govemmen-

^^'"

'° Intelligence Activities, Washington,

°^"Fj""« Line" program, September 29,
1974, pp.
Mfwr"?'
Multinational
Corporations. March 27, 1973, p. 300.

D.C

2, 14, and
Whatever his other
[1> Korry is by no
would take the rap for someone else
per,uring himself, for example. At the
time of his testimony, he was ou of
^^^^"="=
y'^'- ^hen he felt that loyalty, or decorum,
or he
V^'^'*
information
impinged, he would not testify on ^ topic,
tZTjl
k""^"
ending further
credence to what he did say (2| Korry hadlong
experience "r^
mternational affairs-communist affairs,
particularly-before arriving n

qualities there are three which need
to be noted here.
stretch of the imagination, a man who

h^lZT
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a career as a

United Press foreign

Chile in October 1967. In 1943, he began
and included two years
correspondent in Europe that spanned eleven years
Europe, based in Belgrade.
Eastern
for
correspondent
chief
as
(1949-1951)
(3)

a reporter was
The third quality, complementing his skill-and zeal-as
1955-

Besides UP, he served
the breadth of his international experience.
1963-1967, he served as
From
magazine.
LooJc
for
editor
1960 as European
the
to October 1971
1967
from
and
American ambassador to Ethiopia,
for a noncarccr appointee to be
unusual
highly
is
It
Chile.
in
capacity
same
rarer yet to be retained
given two consecutive ambassadorial appointments;
those presidents happen to be ot
by three presidents; and unheard of when
contributor nor a politiparties. Korry was neither a conspicuous

m

opposing

cal activist,

which says even more.

viSl^ti^^i'TheOvenhrow ofAllende and the Poliucs ofCMe. 1

10

964-

Pittsburgh, Pa., 1977 p. 1 15. Sigmund
1 976 lUnWersity of Pittsburgh Press,
testimony he gave to Senate
quotes the CIA station chief apparently from
,

investigators.
11. Kissinger, op. cit., p. 674.

12

„„j
,
same memo contained
Multinational Corporations, Part 2, p. 608. The
Berrellez
the
Reporting-again-on
610).
another oft-quoted point (#9, p.
campaign manager
September 6 meeting with Dr. Matte, Alessandri's
than likely will
more
effort
anti-Allende
"The
said:
Hendrix and Berrellez
will be
assistance
this
of
degree
The
require some outside Bnancial support.
support if needed
our
pledged
have
1.
We
October
around
better
known
Hnancial support on behalf
Berrellez later denied (p. 165 that he had pledged
"not authorized" to make such an
of ITT Gerrity testified Berrellez was
)

but

and Matte later said that Berrellez "offered assistance
"Dominican-type
money was not mentioned" (p. 504). The reference to a
decision to send 23,000
action" was of course, an echo of Lyndon Johnson's
during the 1965 civil war to prevent a
U.S. marines and soldiers ashore

offer (p

feared
13

177)

Communist

takeover.

March 21, 1973. Hendrix
pp 130-132, 146-147, Hendrix testimony
was his, and that he
Republic
Dominican
admitted that the reference to the
that his source was a
"guessed" the instructions came from Nixon, and
an even higher-ranking
Chilean who supposedly got the information from
Embassy (p. 1490).
Chilean who, in turn, supposedly got it from the U.S.
report to ITT headquarHendrix
in
appeared
qualifications
those
None of

Ibid

ters in

New York. Timing would seem to favor the belief m the authenticity

on September
Hendrix report: Nixon met with Helms and Kissinger
flashed to Korry Yet
was
allegedly
light"
"green
the
night
15 and that
No
notation
Helms notes of the September 15 meeting contain the
a Chicago
involvement of ]U.S.] Embassy" ("Nixon Ordered Chile Coup,
in the Miami News,
Daily News Service story datelined Washington
headline— on that
misleading
badly
with
a
November 21, 1975, reported—
report.) Despite the
phase of the Senate Intelligence Committee's final
become an
ancestry of the "green light" theory, it went on to

of the

questionable
mythology, routinely repeated
uncritically accepted element in the Allende
fact.
established
an
were
if
it
as
accounts
in press
288, Korry testimony on March 27,
14. Multinational Corporations, pp. 286,
1973.
15. Ibid., Part 2, pp.

542-543.

Appendix
16.

17.

I
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Gourc and Rothcnbcrg, Soviet Penetration of Utin America
(Miami- Center for Advanced International Studies, University
of Miami,

1975) p 97
Multinational Corporations, Broe's testimony March
27 pp 248-249Hendrix' testimorjy March 21 p. 143. ITT's top man
in Latin America, John

W Guilfoylc, would later testify

(p. 222) that ITT did not, in fact, increase its
^^^ ^' Mercurio group as Berrellez and Hcndrix had
urged

, o
fu!,""*"^^^"
18.
Ibid., pp. 250-25
1, 255-256. Neither Hendrix
tor news of conspiracies in Santiago—

m

TT

'^.

1 g
P
19.
Ibid., Par

"-^^

2, pp.

Pf. l^^Z^^^ ^"^
It.
626^27.
The only

these ITT-CIA con-

^^^' >^esP<=«iveIy, of their testimony).

Hendrix-Berrellez "recommendationsup the opposition press and view from abroad and
to assist m the "relocation project." It would
appear, then, that Gerrity was
imputing to his rncn a role they had not played.
Interestingly, too, not only
were Hcndrix and Berrellez unaware of the CIA-ITT
contacts, they did not
Washington office was reading their output
fk^j"
Ibid., Part 2, p. 636. Presumably,
Amunategui was "encouraged" by the
report, around September 21, that Frei was
ready to acquiesce in a plan for a

were the four

2U.

nor Berrellez-busily tunine

knew about

for shoring

military coup.
21. Ibid.

.

pp. 252-253 (Broe and CIA estimates of the military).
Broe would
lunch with Mernam on October 9, again on October
18 or 19, and finally in
December. He said that at his luncheon meetings with
Merriam, he "did not
have what I would call operation discussions"
but that he merely gave
Merriam general assessments of the situation
{p. 254|— fodder for a number
of important sounding Merriam memos.

22. Ibid., Part 2, p. 643.

23. Ibid, Part 2, pp.

1050-1051. Before too much virtue be written into
Anaconda s behavior, it must be remembered that
Anaconda's confidential files
were not ransacked and later scattered to the media
winds. The record does
however, contam no indication whatever of
maneuvering- by Anaconda or
any other American company— to influence events
in Chile during this
deicate period. Then, too. Anaconda had been badly
burned only six years
before because its management believed the
company's best chance for
survival in an increasingly hostile nationalistic
environment was in
manipulating the politics of Chile behind the scenes."

copper giant, Kennecott, opted for disengagement
The policy bought Kennecott short-run popularity

The other American

(i.e.,

a phased sell-out)

and handsome financial
rewards— handsome, that is, until Allende buried both
companies alive For
a tliorough account of copper in Chile,
see Moran, Theodore H. Multinational Corporations and the Politics
of Dependence: Copper in Chile

(TflP

University Press, Princeton,

New Jersey,

1974). For a discussion

of the differing

1964 strategies, see, particularly pp. 132-138; the "manipulation quote is taken from note
20, p. 132. As for Korry, he was not wavering
in his belief that Allende's convictions were
"all
contrary to the fret
enterprise and capitalistic system" (p. 105), or
that Allende was inimical to
the U.S. But Korry seemed to have
underestimated Allende's freedom of
action withm the coalition and overestimated
Allende's altruism
Multinational Corporations, pp. 103, 106
Ibid., pp. 398-399, 420, from his
March 29, 1973, testimony Meyer was by
then, out of government. Senator Church
attempted to dispute Meyer's
mterpretation by saying that "we are talking about
a CIA agent meeting
with a high official of ITT and laying before that official
a plan of action
.

24.
25.

.

.
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forgotwhich, as it happened, was rejected" (p. 402). Church seems to have
were
"These
proposal.
a
"plan"
as
the
described
had
himself
Broe
ten that
for me. I went
ideas staffed, they were passed up to me, by people who work
check out if
upstairs I talked to the people upstairs and I was sent out to
they did
him
told
ITT—
and
Gerrity—
256).
all"
at
sense
(p.
they made any
certainly not during
not. There is no evidence they were ever executed, and

ITT that
the crucial period in question. And so, it would appear, it was
in the
scream"—
economy
[Chileanl
"make
the
to
ambitions
dashed Nixon's
the
phrase from Helms' notes of the September 15 meeting (as reported in
November 21, 1975, news story— see note 761. McCone made the same
rejected any
point about staff proposals vs. plans; "Mr. Geneen summarily

Now

such ideas [for creating 'economic chaos'] that came up from his staff.
understand that various ideas were generated at the staff levels of the
never
Central Intelligence Agency They were never approved by Mr. Helms,
not
were submitted to this inter-departmental group, and therefore, were
1

This must be clearly understood, that this is the differentiation
between staff thinking and policy determination" (p. 103). Though he was
no longer with the CIA, McCone at that time was a consultant to the
Agency and a close friend of Helms, and presumably was in a position to
make such a statement as part of his sworn testimony
"The Korry File," segment of "60 Minutes," vol. IX, no. 1,6, as broadcast over
CBS Television Network, January 9, 1977. Kerry's reference to "tens of
attention of
millions" was probably the kind of hyperbole meant to gain the
policy.

26.

estimates
a vast television audience. Kissinger {White House Years, p. 661)
milthat the Kennedy and Johnson administrations had pumped about S3
and
between
1962
Frei,
opponent,
chief
Allende's
of
campaign
the
lion into
1964 (thou^ apparently without Frei's knowledge).
staff report of
27. U.S. Congress, Senate, Covert Action in Chile, 1963-1973,
20-21.
Activities,
1975,
pp.
Intelligence
on
Select Senate Committee
28. Kissinger, op.

cit., p.

659.

representa29. Ibid., pp. 665-666. Kissinger states that the State Department
only after
tive on the Forty Committee went along with the expenditures
warning that if any of the funds tended to endorse Alessandri, its support
would be withdrawn forthwith. He noted his frustration over this years
"The concept of defeating one candidate without helping his principal
later:

opponent was rather original; it was not obvious how Allende could be
defeated without benefitting Alessandri. The appropriation and the caveat
canceled each other out."
men entered the
30. Sigmund, op. cit., pp. 103-104. On July 21, five young
agency in downtown Santiago and forced the manager at gunpoint to turn
including financial accounts. Five days later, two journalhad received the documents from "anonymous sources,"
they
ists who said
turned them over to the committee. Sigmund cites examples of the antiCommunist newspaper ads sponsored by Chile Joven (Young Chile) and
Accion Mujeres de Chile (Women's Action of Chile). They featured pictures
the caption: "This
of firing squads, an Iron Curtain, political prisoners, and
Chile?"
for
this
want
you
Do
is communism.
Nathaniel Davis, The Last TWo Years of Salvador Allende (Cornell UniverIthaca and London, 1985), p. 308. Davis said he personally vetoed
over

31

all records,

sity Press,

attempts to channel U.S. financial assistance to groups such as many priinvolvement in
vate sector groups and unions "because of their possible
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anti-government strikes," although the Society for Manufacturing
Development [or National Manufacturing Association, as it is
sometimes loosely
translated], known by its Spanish acronym SOFOFA,
did receive $24 000 on
September 21, 1972, to help pay the salaries of economists
transferred to an
atnliated economic "think tank."
32. The largest mineral water firm, for example, found its
supply of bottles from
the state glass company cut off for a full year because
it persisted in advertismg on Radio Agriculture.
33. Kissinger, op. cit., p. 676.
34. Alleged Assassinatihn Plots Involving Foreign Leaders,
U.S. Senate Select
Committee to Study Governmental Operations, Washington, D.C.,
1975,
35.

Sigmund,

op. cit., p. 122.

36. Kissinger, op.
37. Ibid.

cit., p.

676.

38. Alleged Assassination Plots Involving
foreign Leaders
39. Sigmund, op. cit., p. 122.

op
f

cit
,

p
y 5

Notes on the briefing were provided me by Juan
J. Walte, of United Press
International, who attended.
41. Davis, op. cit., p. 314. Davis (and the Senate Select
Committee's report) says
Abe s message was provoked by one sent to Washington
by the Santiago
station chief in which it was suggested that the
U.S. objective was a coup
Uavis, whose mformation came from Phillips,
writes: 'Abe responded by
rejectmg that formulation of the objective and cautioning
that the CIA did
40.

-

not have Forty Committee approval to become
involved in a coup He also
admonished the station to report history not make it"
(p. 315)
42. Multinational Corporations, Part
1, pp. 295, 314, Part 2 p 658
43. Multinational Corporations. Part
1, p. 254. It is probable that Broe was
reacting to the earlier instructions to the CIA
from the White House to
explore all possibilities of blocking Allende.
Again, Helms' notes of the
September 15, 1970, meeting with Nixon-as reported
in the previously
cited Chicago Daily News Service story-convey
the image of Nixon at his
imperial worst: '"One in 10 chance, perhaps, but
save Chile! 'Worst spending Not concerned risks involved
'$10,000,000 available, more if necessary Full-time job-best men we have
*
48 hours for plan of action "But
Nixon would shortly discover that he was as
powerless to manipulate
^^*^"'*' '" ^^^ ^"^' crunch, as he was the
American system
.. ,i: 7^1"
.

.

.

.

.

.

44. Ibid., Part 2, p. 645.
45. Ibid., Part 2, p. 723. Crassweller's
observations are on pp. 726-728 As so
often is the case with scholarly analysis,
Crassweller erred on the side of
caution~as events in Chile would later demonstrate.

marily

Crassweller

known for his work on the Caribbean, including his excellent
(New York, The MacMiUan Co., 1 966|.

Tfufillo

is pri-

book,

46. Multinational Corporations, Part
2, p 730
March 10, 1971, top ITT officers met with Allende to begin
what they
thought would be "negotiations" on the future of
Chiltelco. What they got
were six months of stalling, a cost-price squeeze,
a ludicrous offer ($19
million for a property they valued in excess of
$150

47.

On

million and which was
insured for SI08.5 million), contrived labor troubles,
double-talk, and growing abuse in the government-controlled press,
accompanied by increasine
pressure on their other Chilean subsidiaries (one of them
was seized on May

1
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Chiltelco's bank accounts were frozen; on
15). Finally, on September 1,
September 13, the company was formally "intervened," as Allende's press
and ministers had been "predicting" would happen for months. On Septemthe seventyber 25, four ITT executives (all Chileans] were jailed, including
out of
one-year-old head of Chiltelco, and one— a man who had been locked
editorialized
Meicuho
El
incommunicado.
held
15—
his office since May
should be nationthat if the government had reason to believe the company
owners,
it should have sent
the
with
agreement
not
reach
could
and
alized
Instead, "followmg
legislation to Congress, as it did in the copper takeover.
again ignored Congovernment]
[the
it
procedures,
illegal
customary
the
after the de facto seizure
gress and through administrative measures, went
act of force that adds another
of the Chilean Telephone Company This is an
under the
shadow to the pobtica) experiment initiated by President Allende
existing
framework
constitutional
the
reiterated promise to act within
each expropriation carried out behind the back of
was elected.

when Ihe]

.

.

.

'internaCongress gives the so-called 'Chilean model' the appearance of the
around the world. ..." On
tional model' used so often by communists
Department
October 15, 1971, in response to Neal's appeal to define State
and
relationships
Chilean
of
matter
whole
"The
him:
policy, Meyer told
expropriations of American investments [is] under review" (vol. 2, V-964-]
On October 21, ITT concluded, after its representatives joined those of Ford
and
Motor Co., Anaconda, Bank of America, First National City Bank
Rogers; "In
Ralston Purina for a meeting with Secretary of State William

much
summary, the entire meeting indicates that the Secretary is pretty
Latin
for
policy
low-profile
soft-line,
Company's
going along with Meyers &
line."
America" (p 79). So much for ITT "clout" and the "very, very hard
including a dispute
In 1975, ITT and OPIC arbitrated their differences,

coverage it it
over a clause in ITT's insurance contract that invalidated OPIC
by the
provocation
result
of
the
was
expropriation
that
shown
could be
and the OPIC
investor An arbitral panel of three judges ruled in favor of ITT,
in cash and a
insurance was not invalidated. ITT received $34,706,917
by OPIC
settlements
twenty-six
of
was
one
It
$59,384,614.
guarantee of
Allende years
involving U.S. companies operating in Chile during the
Date: OPIC and
(Davis, op. cit., p. 71; also, Insurance Claims Experience to
1987).
release,
June
30,
news
OPIC
Agency,"
Its Predecessor
48 "Firing Line" transcript, op. cit., pp. 8-9, 12. That the U.S. was still very
much stuck on phase two— "correct but minimal"— is amply reflected in
aforementioned
the record of public statements and actions, including the
It was further
"soft-line" response of Secretary Rogers to U.S. businessmen.
and
demonstrated by the U.S.'s accession to renegotiating Chile's huge
negotiations of Apnl
Club"
"Paris
the
during
foreign
debt
unmanageable
unobtrusive increase in
1972. It was further demonstrated by the quiet and
years.
Allende
the
during
Chile
to
shipments
Peace
for
U.S. Food
the Associated Press all
49. The Washington Post, the Wall Street Journal, and
about ITT's two
gave over the vast bulk of their reports to questioning
paragraph of
single
story
a
its
deep
in
buried
Post
The
money offers.
in the
Geneen's defense of ITT's actions; the AP version (as published
Miami Herald. April 3, 1973), a very lengthy story, did not even mention it.
single
even the Wall Street Journal gave Geneen's defense more than a
50.

Not
paragraph— the next to last in its story
ITT Papers,
This was six months before Anderson published the purloined

1
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'""' "p°"

^' '^^ p^^^''^ fo' fo^'naiiz^e Lht. u J H "" ^^";
""T'
'^"u^'^
'1™'= 'h*= Previous September: namely
grab the
clephonc company, w.thout compensation.
In fact, it was exactly what
they said they mtendcd to do even
before Allende was elected. (Allende
referred to the need to nationalize
Chiiteico in a campaign speech
on
September 1, 1970, echoing what the platform-drafters
had^dedded

8°T

H.I

'

months

51
.

Multinational Corporations, pp. 458-459, 461.
McConc also alluded to the
"'''^' rhile Staunchly defending what
was behind

rlTnH
them and .h
the h''"'^
dccisiohs actually taken. He said

there were "a great

many

unfortunate thmgs that happened in connection
with ITT's activity in
Washmgton-and, when the whole thing surfaced, very
radical changes

were made in the organization

..." |p. 106). Among those
"radical changes"transferred to Rome, the office was
demoted from viceprcsidential level to that of a firmly
subordinated adjunct of New York

Merriam was

S?m"?70) l^it^C'yt'"''''' '"'"^'''"^ "^" "'""'^
^^'

^^^"^

''''-

'^^ •'°°'' f^™'"^ Levinson co-authored
l^lh ^!Z
K'n''''fi,^'/""^"',''
with
Juan de
Oms, the Wew York Times. The Alliance That
Lost Its Way
IChicago: The Twentieth Century Fund,
1971 Levinson is remembered by
colleagues
).

I

know

^°"^"'"'^'

at the Inter- American

^^^"'^

'*"

Development Bank as

economic theory

idedo'
53. Multinational Corporations,

op. cit.

as

he

is

a man as
hostile to capitalistic

June 21, 1973, pp. 16-17. The harshest

the h ghest officials [sic of the ITT
sought to engage the
covertly to manipulate the outcome of the

CIA

ma

plan

Chilean presidential elections "
t should be remembered
that the one and only such "covert"
approach to
the CIA in that sense was the one made
by Geneen on July 16 1971— and
'*!^''^'^ "' it surfaced. The uses and purposes of the later
^niinfH n fund remained blurred in
million-dollar
the testimony, but did not mclude
the CIA. Even the nine specific conclusions
contain questionable language
such as the statement |#8, p. 16) that "early
1971, negotations undertaken With a view to convmcing Allende that
if he made a deal with ITT
he

?

m

I'^^i

vol?2,
vol.

?x^

p*"^'^'

ijnpunity, other U.S.

T^^ '^'

companies in Chile." Nowhere

'nipunity" suggestion appear. What does appear
Jn 7^'i"«nn?"
799-800) IS a suggestion from Gerrity to Geneen,
pp.
on February
1

to Allende that he make an agreement
with us on the best possible terms we
can arrange so that when he has to come to grips
with problems, which will
How trom his treatment of other American investments
in Chile he will be
able to point to a satisfactory agreement
with us. In short, when the critics
descend on him, assuming he has made a reasonable
agreement with us he
can point to us as an example of how a fair
deal can be completed if both
sides approach the matter sensibly"
Gerrity then added a phrase to demonstrate whathemeant by "sensibly
"-mother words, a genuine guidprogtro
n bargaining: "I think we have a couple things
going for us. One, we own
two ma,or hotels in Santiago and we can point out
that if he treats us fairly
we would do cverythmg possible to promote tourism
both in Chile's interest and in our own
1 am suggesting for your consideration
that we try to
evolve a plan which would provide a mixture of
good international relations
.

.

.
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Allende and which would also provide an agreement that would be good
vehicle."
business both for Chile and for the United States with us as the
Shlaudeman, then deputy
54. Davis, op. cit., p. 320. Davis also notes that Harry
the first time
assistant secretary of state, remembered hearing the term for
quesbadgering
in
repeatedly
used
it
himself
Harrington
in his life when
before the leaks.
tioning of Shlaudeman on June 12, 1974, three months
55. Davis, op. cit., p. 328.
for

56. Ibid., p. 329.
'

58

„
Brown and Company, Boston and
,

,

Years of Upheaval (Little
Toronto, 1982), p. 378.

57. Kissinger,

u

,-r^

m

u

.

David Atlee Phillips, The Night Watch: 25 Years Inside the CIA {Robert
Phillips m
Hale Limited, London, 1977), p. 238. Davis, op. cit., p. 349, quotes
morally certain. We did not
a letter to him, as saying: "Of one thing I am
promote or assist that coup and we did everything we could possibly do to
station and
avoid any inference of involvement, short of closing down the
leaving Chile."

59. Kissinger, Years of Upheaval, pp.
60. Ibid., pp.

407-408.

401-404.
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In September 1970, a handful
of the vanquished, military
men and
'^'
*'"*^""^ ^*^P^ '" ^ <^«P^^^^^ ^«o" to
stop Salvador Allende from becoming
st'oo
I'''
president
In an instant of panic, however,
these men, moved by a deep sense
of
patriotism, immolated themselves,
as well as the last faint hopes
of
their compatriots, to save their
beloved Chile from what many considered an impending disaster.

S^'ah" f^

Two years

later, three of the principals
reconstructed those tormented
days of September and October in
a series of conversations with the
Chilean journalist Florencia Varas.'

"On the night of September 4, 1 opened a few
bottles of red wine and a
ew of white wme, and I got drunk." So said
Luis Gallardo Gallardo

forty-one, industrial chemist, a leader
in the campaign of Jorge Alessandri, a mustachioed man with
thick black hair and the facial features
and mien of the prototype middle-class

Chilean

have been

m

much

man

better for Luis Gallardo-and,
of a few Second District cam-

ne!ilt'J^''rl7"^'l
perhaps,
for Chile-if,
the company
paign coworkers, he had gotten as
drunk that night as he had hoped
But as It happened, the telephone rang;
it was a special caller who
said
he had to see him right away Some
time later-Gallardo doesn't
remember when-the caller arrived, and seeing
there were others in the
front

kwi

P'^^"'^'' ^° '^^y '^"tside.

The two men chatted on

the

The visitor was a high official in "Investigaciones,"
the national pohce
detective force. He carne to tell
Gallardo, among other leaders

Alessandri campaign that

of the

many high officers of Investigaciones shared

^^

^""^

"^^^^ '° f^" i"to Communist
to cooperate in any
'

hfnl?and
'Tkhe,"T'^^i
.^rr^"^
hands
together with
the others, was ready
ertort to prevent

it.

was," Gallardo said, "a small beacon
of hope "
Gallardo went back inside and, "even
before I knew
"It

began calling his colleagues. One

what I felt " he
army Gen

call hit paydirt: retired

Out of the

jQjg

Ashes

of the Akssandri campaign and
Hector Martinez Amaro, also a leader
Popular party, made up mostly ot
president of the embryonic National
The two agreed to meet the following day

retired military

men.

"We went over the

situation," Gallardo said,

"and we arrived

at the

process was not over, we should
conclusion that so long as the electoral
from taking power. The
Communists
the
continue fighting to keep
Congress to choose Alessandri and to
fight was designed to persuade
"Republican Independent Front," headed
carry it out, they organized a

bv General Martinez.
„
discovered that another group
While organizing the front, Gallardo
-Roberto
military man: Gen.
was forming around still another retired
,„
,„
Viaux Marambio.
,,,
artillery officer who
On October 21, 1969, Viaux, a blunt and scrappy
months earlier, became a hero to
had been promoted to general only ten
chafing under five years of
most of Chile's dispirited officer corps,
that more nearly resembled
revolt
systematic neglect: he led a pocket
,

,

i

chapter 4, pp. 179-192).
in the military's history (see
Two years earlier, the
time.
some
for
up
Discontent had been boiling
lacked enough shoes for
army was unable to hold maneuvers because it
other levels that a lieutenant
the men Pay had fallen so far behind
earned no more than the starting
colonel with twenty-five years service
Chuquicamata copper mine. At
pay for the lowest-rated laborer at the

the

first "strike"

Viaux's
into

officers had to crowd
First Division in Antofogasta, fifty
half that number.
for
designed
Quarters)
(Bachelor Officer
so bad that many lived in
for noncommissioned officers was
armys officers
roofs. In 1968, four hundred of the

army

BOQs

Housing

shanties with no

com-

masse-an act that forced Frei to reshuffle the high
retired Gen. Tulio Maramb o
maS The new defense minister,
Gen^ Sergio Castillo
commandant,
Marchant, and the new army
Democrats), promChristian
top
ties
to
Aranguiz (a man with family
esigned en

They failed to deliver
agitating through channels for acion.
Viaux,
marched
Into the breach

ised relief within nine months.

summons to Santiago, ostensibly to
Late in September 1969, he got it: a
board. He began demanding immediately-as
sit on an army promotion

brushed ott_
right-a meeting with Frei, but was persisteiitly
to hand
ready
make
should
and
retired,
be
was
to
Instead he was told he
up at
turned
Santiago, officers
over his command. Shortly after, back in
insuran
head
to
him
20 asking
his house late on the night of October
over the Tacna armored regiinent
take
to
agreed
he
A.M.,
2:30
At
rection.
the
in "professional rebellion against
in Santiago and declared himself

was

his

pledged support, while Frei
government. Numerous other units quickly
around the presidential
trucks
garbage
"defensive force" of

massed a
palace in

downtown

Santiago.
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Late that afternoon, after daylong negotiations, Viaux
agreed to end
the "revolt" in return for a five-point agreement,
under which Frei
pledged to cashier his defense minister and army
commander and to
"resolve in urgent form the economic problem of the
armed
forces."

Inasmuch
government

as

was

Viaux probably could have seized the
that day— other army units refused to obey
orders to act
against him— his punishment was limited to
retirement and a suspended sentence.
/,
it

clear that

In the months that followed, he toured Chile from
one end to another,
while refusing to become involved in politics, (He did,
however, poll
twenty thousand votes to win a popularity contest in the
small town of
Calama, near his last post.) Viaux claimed envoys from
both Alessandri
and Allende approached him as the elections drew near,
asking

for his
that after the elections, Carlos Lazo Frias
and others
attempted to enlist his support for Allende in the
congressional runoff.^
Lazo, named by Allende as head of the Bank of the
State, emerged as the
brams of a conspiracy to organize secret cells within the armed
forces so
as to neutralize their power to oppose Allende.

support,

and

But the voices of the Left were not the ones Viaux was
listening to on
those charged September days.

Through his father-in-law, retired Col. Raiil Igualt Ramirez,
Viaux
was put
touch with an old friend, Gen. Camilo Valenzuela

m

commander of the Santiago army garrison. At

the

first session,

Godoy,
they felt

each other out. Later, they became more specific; the
circle of liketo include Gen. Joaquin Garcia, number two
man in the air force; Adm. Hugo Tirado Barros, number two in the navyand Gen. Vicente Huerta Cells, commander of
Carabineros,

minded men expanded

the quasi-

military,

26,000-man national police force. Others would later
some would drop out (Valenzuela, Tirado, and Igualt were the

join

only high
military officers later convicted of various degrees
of complicity in the
plot).

"From the first meetings," Viaux said, "the unknown
was the
commander-in-chief of the army; General Rene Schneider
Chereau."
That man was, in an ironic sense, a creature of Viaux's own
invention
Following Viaux's one-day "war," he was asked who
he believed ought
to be the new army commander. Viaux replied
that it should be the
general with the most seniority. General Mahn. Instead,
Frei

name

decided to

whose sympathies in favor of the Christian Democrats
were well known.
Early in the campaign, on May 7, Schneider issued
a statement in
which he said the army would accede to the decision of
Congress if, as
expected, the election were thrown into the Congress—
no matter who
the winner might be. The statement was designed to
reassure Allende's
Schneider,
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forces that the rules of

democracy would not be suspended should

their

Valenzuela had informed Schneider
""vlaujrsaid he later learned that
and the other military commanders still
of his meetings with Viaux
Allende. (He said Huerta also
groping for legal means to block
minister Patricio Rojas,
interior
kept his superior, Frei's civilian

known that President Frei
'"^'Ar?und that time," Viaux said, "it became
Schneider behind closed doors. It
had had a long meeting with General
him [Schneider] out on a
was said that the purpose had been to sound
did not learn the outWe
Constitution.
possible move outside the
Viaux met with
with his talks with military commanders,
Martinez^
General
and retired
the civilian group headed by Gallardo
discovered
we
"because
"He gave us a tremendous lilt," Gallardo said,
and
of Chileans felt the same anxiety
that, like us, the great majority
life had
of
walks
other
from
people
that many political personages and
5th, seeking in him a leader with
visited him starting on September
aims."
sufficient resolve to block the Communist
^ „
around him, Gallardo
those
of
anxiety
growing
Later to still the
to his house every day,
agreed to serve as a bridge to Viaux, bringing
mainly workrepresenting
group
starting September 14th, a different

"^^Srailel

.

ing-class neighborhoods.
said, "when I tell you of the veritable
"I do not exaggerate," Gallardo
who came to listen to him and
visitors
over
came
transformation which

this constant dialogue with
recover their faith. But I also observed that
the general to
common people who brought their fears to him caused
that without
realizing
become more and more thoughtful, perhaps
of an entire
hope
the
for
repository
it, he had become the

wishing

powerfully built man of
children of a Spanish immigrant who
five feet, ten inches, one of three
Lota, and a woman past
worked as a skilled laborer in the coal mines of
driving buses. He
already
Jaime was
forty when he was born. At twelve,
Until the
railroads.
the
and
on
would later work as a used car salesman
ot tnat
April
or
March
In
politics.
in
part
never taken

^^Such a

fall of

man was Jose Jaime Melgoza Garay,

1970 he had

a

and more time with a cousin, who
year he found himself spending more
and her husband, a law student
trealed him like a younger brother,
named Juan Enrique Prieto Urzua,
u a .h. a1p«
organization called the AlesPrieto was a middle-level leader of an
remnants of the defunct Conservasandri Legion, made up of far right
party-mainstay of the candidacy
National
tive party who felt that the
too bland. Prieto gradually
Independent-was
of Alessandri, himself an
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interested

Melgoza in the legion. Melgoza was then
twenty-nine and his
political outlook had been heavily
shaped by the European immigrants
he knew
the southern coal mines around
Lota, men and women with
a deep-seated hatred of the Marxist
regimes many had fled. (That area
was also, paradoxically, the region of Allende's

m

greatest strength.)

When

the Republican Independent Front
was formed after the election, Pneto went along^as representative
of the legion. Melgoza tagged
along to the meetings, 'lield at a house
on 1900 Catedral in downtown
Santiago, the former command post
of worker organizations backing
Alessandn. There, the first talk of a coup
d'etat surfaced. And there i?
was decided that the only man able to lead
such a movemem was
Roberto Viaux. There, too, it was agreed
that because of the rumors
flying around Santiago about such talk,
and the threats that had already

been made on his

life,

Viaux needed special protection

^ ^^!^;"?^" ^^'"^^ "1''^'^ "^^^ ^^^^'^ ^° Pratect him. One memberT
Jaime
Melgoza chosen because of his command
of karate and his
obvious strength. Melgoza would become
one of the general's true disHope of a nonviolent solution had not.yet
recalled:

disappeared, however Viaux

Around the third week of September, I learned
through my contacts
was at last ready to act. My source also

that Frei

told

Zaidivar, the finance minister, would
the economy in which he would depict
a result of the

outcome

make

a

me

that

Mr

speech on the state of

the situation as unfavorable as
of the election. This he did do
on September

Ai. After the speech, four ministers

would resign, I was told, and this
would trigger the resignation of the entire
Cabinet
Next, Frei would name a transition
Cabinet, made up of personal
friends and officers on active duty,
among them General Schneider
That would solve the problem of the
command of the army and our
hands would be freed to act. In that way,
the president and commander-m-chief of the army would also keep
up constitutional
in turn

and

legal appearances.

Time
It
I

passed, and the finance minister's
speech was made
the first week of October-remember,

must have been around

m telling you this off the top of my head-when GuiUermo Caray3

me that the president was just then anxious for a
coup Aiterwards, a mihtary junta would take
over the government, exiling the
president and,
that way nothing would be known
about Frei's
participation in all this
told

m

Beyond this, I received from the lips of
Nicolas Diaz Pacheco^ a
message that President Frei sent me through
his cousin. Father Ruiz
Tagle telling me that I had a green
light to act, but that I should do it
cleanly with complete assurance of
succeeding because if
I

did not

.
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me. Caray later conthen he would be forced to take action against
words
same
the
in
message,
firmed this
to act gave
With the assurance that the president's own decision
different places
in
held
we
meetings
the
to
message
me I took this
still had the problem of
with the generals I have mentioned. But we
which General
another,
and
army,
the
the commander-in-chief of
the orders of a senior
Valenzuela raised. He preferred to act under
could not,
as a member of the corps of engineers,
general, since he,

under the rules, take command of the army.
Carlos Prats Gonzalez],
So he thought of General Prats [General

who followed Schneider in seniority

.

.

.

After several false
p.m., in

starts,

the

the honie of

meeting was arranged for mid-October, at 10:00
p.m. As I was about
Guillermo Carey. We waited for Prats until 1 1:00
meeting) arrived to
the
arranged
had
(who
Arriagada
to leave, (Carlos]
the last minute several officers
say that Prats sent his apologies but at
and he had to see them.
unexpectedly,
had showed up at his house
.

Prats, in his

memoirs, gives a sharply different version

of

.

meeting

that Arriagada, who
with his old Military School classmate. Prats says
arrived about
meeting,
the
request
had called earliei that evening to
quickly to
came
Arriagada
where
study
1000 P.M The two went into his
that very
Viaux
with
meet
Prats
to
invite
asked
to
the point: he had been

Arriagada he not only had
night Prats says he reacted angrily, telling
(Arriagada) had showed disrenothing to discuss with Viaux but that he
thing. He then said that it
spect toward him by even suggesting such a

would
Arriagada truly believed he was a friend, he

tell

Viaux that

if

would report it to the
Viaux had it in mind to plot with him, he (Prats)
returned to say
Arriagada
day
next
the
authorities. According to Prats,
him, and there
to
talk
to
wanted
who
Prats
that Viaux believed it was

did report the entire incident to
the matter rested. That same day, Prats
visitors arriving that
General Schneider. Prats said nothing about other
family members
from
himself
night but he did say that he had to excuse
daughter, a
unmarried
an
wife,
his
arrived:
in the house when Arriagada
5
husband.
her
married daughter and
,.
Prats' rebuff, he did not show it by his
If Viaux actually was told of
man who would succeed
actions; he continued to believe that this
to the plotters. That, at
disposed
Schneider as army chief was favorably
other possibility ot
The
themselves.
least is the version of the plotters
to have said
claimed
what
he
Arriagada
course, is that Prats had not told
.

,

in his memoirs.

Again according to Viaux:

The

following Monday, Arriagada told

that General Prats

my

had commissioned him

cousin lulio Fontccilla
word that the

to relay
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following day there would be good news, and that Prats
had to travel
to the north on official business.

The good news did, in fact, come when the government retired the
commander-in-chief of the navy, Admiral Fernando Porta Angulo,
and replaced him with Admiral Hugo Tirado Barros. It was
said that
with his retirement, several admirals, with his
permission, had gone
to pay their respects to Allende, in defiance of
the defense

minister's
orders that military ^hiefs stay clear of all candidates
The news from Prats not only appeared to demonstrate his
own
favorable position and that of Frei, but also solved
the problem insofar
as the navy was concerned since Admiral Tirado was
in contact and in

agreement with us.
There was no further chance to meet with General Prats.
Besides, in
one of the later meetings with the generals, it was concluded

that his

[Prats') vacillation

was not important because, once we
We had the same feeling about the com-

or absence

moved, he would join

in.

mander-in-chief of the air force

While the mihtary conspirators plotted in terms of a link
with the
government, the civilians abandoned hope, first that the
'Alessandri
formula" would be accepted, and then that Frei would act.
Their first
response was to arm themselves to repulse the kind of violence
Allende
and his cohorts had threatened in the event the Congress
should veto
him. It was a short step from defensive to offensive thinking.
Arms, however, were not to be found. Carlos Labarca Metzger,
one of
the conspirators who was familiar with weapons, turned
down offers of
"poor quality" arms. Later, they were able to make a deal
with an arms
collector for a big lot— "enough to arm our group
in good style."*
Viaux's men, with time running out before the Congress
was due to
meet and give Allende the presidency, still lacked the pretext
they
believed Frei wanted for them to act. And they still
did not know the
of Schneider (Schneider's widow would later be
quoted as saying
that a few days before the plot exploded, she heard
her husband say that
if he were to turn on the radio and hear
a news flash that he had been
kidnapped, it wouldn't faze him in the slightest j.^
Still, they did not know, and so it was decided
to kidnap Schneider and
hold him for forty-eight hours. "This idea," Viaux said,
"was approved
unanimously, that is to say by the five of us [Admiral
Tirado,

mind

Army

General Valenzuela, Air Force General Garcia, Carabinero
General
Huerta, and himself],

"When we got
kidnapping,

it

to the question of who would take charge of the
actual
seemed logical, " Viaux continued, "that it should be done

by personnel of the army itself. But General Valenzuela
was opposed to
having subordinates confront their superiors, for obvious and
fundamental reasons of discipline.®

'^"^ ^^

jQg4

™^ Ashes

of Nationalists
decided to give the job to a group
deferential
give
way,
every
must,
but admonishing ^hem that they "
treatment to General Schneider
r^^,MU
Viaux chose Juan Diego Davila
As^is envoy to the "Nationalists,"
of the
cornmand
have complete
BattorrrcaTn? insisted that Davila
was
group
Gallardo's
to discover that
!pera on Davila was enthusiastic
Allende^
stop
to
necessary
Xeady armed and resolved to do whatever
civilians
Gallardo to other ike-minded
The nex? dTy, Davila introduced
Bulnes.
Luis
.^^^^
who had contacted Viaux, including Juan
General
Plan Alpha: the kidnapping of
Together, they went to work on
plans: Beta
supplemental
three
They also put together
high-ranking
the kidnapping of three other

"For that reason,

I

m

ScSer
Gamma

and Delta,

for

for a ^o-ntown
'^GaTlardo arranged through a friend
the
the caper. They nicknamed
in
part
take
would
out for those who
a
from
street
the
across
located
pbce "the aquarium," because it was
persons.
four
for
there
beds
were
nightclub called La Sirena. There
with beds for two more.
Labarca obtained another nearby
habits,
a complete dossier on the
together
While nart of the group put
targets
kidnap
the
aSLlements a'nd other details of each of
outskirts of the city for
the
on
places
remote
to
GaSardo took his group

apartm^^^^^

seS

the long wait
Viaux ended the tension
^'onSS October
h
IVbnd
^^^^hat
October
the following Monday
of

17,

they would strike
corps of generals

was giving a banquet

in Schneider's honor at the

(which Schneider had
afresidence of the commander-in-chief
was expected the banquet would end
never bothered to move into). It
ready to leave, Valenzuela was to
around 1-00 a.m. As Schneider made
him for fifteen or twenty minutes
invent some pretext for detaining
would be quiet-no Carabmeros

offic

When he

finally did leave, the streets

'l^teldTrl"^ wo'ufd be taken to a secret place
and

known only to DavUa

to Frei,
GaSardoV next day, a note would be sentname
a

fictitious

ori

behalf of a
"

commando group, demanding that Frei

Frei
-^J^^-J
that ^J^
release. Gallardo was assured
net in return for Schneider's
in
e^
as
Tirado,
Admiral
Frei would resign.

would Sede immediately"
acting president, and new
rior minister, would become

elections

would

with shad-

The person charged
^^The ptt collapsed on a single detail.
to report on -^^^^^^^^^^^^^
house
owing Schneider when he left his
failed to do so^The lookout
forth,
so
and
using! how he was dressed,
and Davila that Schneider had
decided to "wing" it and told Gallardo
uedtheMercedLheusuaUyfavored,andhadgonefirstforacockt^
a.m.
kidnappers waited tensely until 3.00
the Argentine Embassy The
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on darkened Inca Street for Schneider to pass. They would discover later
that he had gUded past them nearly two hours earlier—
alone, at the
wheel of the family Opel.
The plotters decided to seize the initiative themselves and began
actively tailing Schneider to discover his exact habits,
resolved to kidnap him at the first opportunity They finally decided on a place: Martin

de Zamora Street, where it meets the more heavily traveled
Americo
Vespucio. Martin de Zarftora was narrow, it took a sharp bend
about 125
feet before meeting Americo Vespucio, and there was
a stop sign at the
corner. The plotters used model cars to rehearse the
details and went
about assembling their tools: a spray can with teargas, chloroform,
rope,
milled pepper, a hammer— and an arsenal of hand guns,
sub-machine-

guns and grenades.
The plan: a lookout would signal with a handkerchief as General
Schneider emerged from his house and climbed into the car. An
"alert"
car would then speed down Zamora toward Vespucio
to alert the
others— parked along the way, or on small tributary streets— that
Schneider was coming. Another would then divert traffic on
Zamora
above the general's house. As he cruised along Zamora, three cars with
plotters would fall in in front of him, and a jeep would
follow. Around
fifteen other cars— manned by persons not totally
aware of what was
happening— would form a "screen" to congest traffic.
The jeep (driven by Labarca) would bump into Schneider's car from

behind at the Vespucio stop sign. As the general's driver
alighted, the
in the three forward car? would jump out, weapons in
hand. Two

men

would flank the car on the left, while one of them smashed the windows
with a hammer. Two others would do the same on the right, while
oneAndres Widow— would open the door and cover Schneider.
Melgoza's mission; knock the general's driver senseless with a karate
chop.

On Wednesday

October

21, Gallardo ordered his

men

"to the mat-

two downtown hideouts, for final briefings. Davila,
General Viaux's emissary who was supposed to command the
operation]
failed to show for two scheduled meetings and was,
in fact, nowhere to
be found. Gallardo decided to go ahead himself, and
he. Widow, and
Labarca worked on the final details without letting the others
in on the
plan. When Labarca opened a map in the presence
of the others and
pointed out the place where they would strike, Gallardo
fumed and
tresses," at the

ordered everyone confined to quarters.
He said he was especially worried about Melgoza, because Melgoza
had protested the plan. He ordered Melgoza watched carefully
an order
he would later claim was disobeyed.
At ten o'clock that night, he and Widow went to Viaux's house to
bring him up to date on the final plans, Davila was there, and Viaux

'
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personal
repeated his order that Davila run the operation and take
charge of Schneider.
He then repeated still another order:
"Under no circumstances is there to be any shooting."
From Viaux's house, Gallardo went directly to Cousiiio Park, a

sprawling parade ground and park just off the downtown area, where his
men were to hold their one and only dress rehearsal. Even that, however,
was aborted; Gallardo claims it was because Melgoza began to "shout
hysterically." Davila, who was supposed to follow him to the park to
supervise the dry run, failed to show for that rendezvous also.
set for the following mornIt was their last chance. D-Hour had been
Thursday, October 22. Only two days remained before the Congress
ing,

was

to meet.

was 4:00 a.m. before the plotters slept. At 6:30 a.m., they were on
Gallardo in his
their way: two in a borrowed Peugeot; two others with
so amateurish
was
plot
that
the
pointed
out
later
own Borgward (it was
hadn't even
kidnappers
would-be
the
that
improvised
and hastily
car. Widow
another
in
others
two
Davila
and
cars);
stolen
to
use
thought
end
of Americo
the
point,
rendezvous
the
at
them
waiting
for
was
It

Vespucio North, together with the occupants of the "screen"
of

them

cars,

most

strangers to Gallardo.

Gallardo repeated the orders: there was to be no shooting. The submachineguns and grenades were to be kept in the cars, taken later to the
displace where Schneider was to be held and used if the Left should
attack.
decide
to
and
cover the hideout
At 7:45 A.M., Gallardo began a slow swing around the perimeter of the
operation to make sure all was in readiness.
At 8:15 A.M., Schneider left his house. One minute later, his car,
One
driven by Cpl. Leopoldo Maura, eased onto Martin de Zamora.
Americo
of
corner
the
reaching
before
feet
minute later, about sixty-five
Vespucio, a yellow Ford Falcon moving in the opposite direction

swerved in front of the Mercedes, colliding with it. A khaki-colored jeep

white
pulled in front, blocking the street at Americo Vespucio. A
blue Dodge Dart pulled
Peugeot pulled up behind the Mercedes.
alongside the Mercedes on the right.
The occupants of the four cars scrambled out, guns in hand. Gallardo
shots. If he had
still on his rounds, a block away, when he heard

A

was

counted, he would have heard ten, but he was too nervous to count.
The mission had been bungled.
General Schneider was mortally wounded with eight bullet wounds.

Three days later he was dead. President Frei and President-elect Allende
were pallbearers at his funeral. i°
Two days after the shooting, a stunned Congress voted to confirm
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